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Preface

This book had its origins in a remarkable seminar given by Stephan Kuttner
and Peter Landau more than 40 years ago. At that time those of us in law
schools were enamored of what we called ‘policy’, looking at legal doctrine
from the point of view of the social objectives it was designed to achieve, or
could be used to achieve. As we read Alexander III’s decisions on the topic of
the formation of marriage in the seminar, it struck me that the policy of those
decisions was to enhance the power and control of the couple over their choice
of marriage partners at the expense of others (parents, lords, etc.) who might
seek to dictate that choice. I wanted to study how Alexander’s decisions were
used in actual cases in order to determine whether they had had this effect.

While I have not abandoned the notion that the classical canon law could
have been used to enhance the freedom of a marrying couple and that it was,
in some sense, designed to achieve this effect, I look back now on those initial
thoughts as somewhat naı̈ve. My understanding, and, I think, that of those who
study law generally, of what goes into making an important legal change has
deepened, but it has also become more incoherent. Rare is the important legal
change that can be explained simply on the basis of ‘policy considerations’,
as we understood them in the mid-1960s, and Alexander’s decisions are not
among those that can. A full study of the context in which those decisions
arose must await another book. The Introduction offers a survey of the work
that has been done since the mid-1960s, tracing their effect in actual cases.
As this book and the work of others show, it is a complicated story, one that
reveals remarkable variations, variations that seem to be based on the type of
institution that applied Alexander’s decisions, the types of people to whom they
were applied, the period in which they were being applied, and – the factor that
this book emphasizes (without, I hope, ignoring the others) – the place where
the applications occurred.

Forty years is a long time, and one’s attitudes change over time. When I took
the seminar I was in my early twenties; I had just married; I had written my
bachelor’s essay on Romeo and Juliet, and I thought that Alexander’s decisions
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xiv Preface

were unqualifiedly a Good Thing. I am now in my mid-60s and have just become
a grandfather. Romeo and Juliet is no longer my favorite Shakespeare play,
though I still prefer As You Like It to King Lear. I still think that Alexander’s
decisions were a good thing, but the story that this book tells is, in many ways,
a story about how they did not work.
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Notes About This Book

The original version of this book, even after the division, was half again as
long as the printed version of the book. Most of the material that now appears
only in this version of the book was in the footnotes: Latin quotations from the
cases, discussions of alternative interpretations, references to primary sources
that support the argument, and references to the literature on the cases, with
discussions where I disagreed with it. They are now to be found in this version
of the book under the label ‘Texts and Commentary’ (T&C), with a brief ref-
erence given in the footnotes and hyperlinks connecting them. The following
forms are used: ‘T&C no.’ (followed by a number) within a case name means
that a quotation from the case is to be found in the T&C under the number
given; ‘Ref. T&C no.’ means that the item contains supporting references; ‘Lit.
T&C no.’ means that the item contains references to the literature (and, nor-
mally, discussion of it); ‘Disc. T&C no.’ means that the item contains further
discussion of the matter. This version of the book also contains a number of
tables and appendices; the former are listed at the end of the list of tables at the
beginning of the book, the latter in a separate list following the list of tables. The
material that is only in this version of the book is also available on a website:
www.cambridge.org/9780521877282.

The name and style of the parties given in the record is frequently telling.
Marjorie daughter of Simon Tailour and servant of William de Burton leather-
dresser of York c John Beek saddler of York1 obviously tells us more about the
parties (and perhaps what the case was about) than does the standard ‘short
form’ Tailour c Beek. There are, however, more than a thousand cases cited in
this book, and giving the full form of the name of every case, particularly where
no use is made of it, would considerably increase its length. I have therefore used
the short form in all the references except in those cases where I have used in the
discussion information provided by the long form. Similarly, cross-references
are given to other places where the case is discussed only where it is relevant

1 (1372), CP.E.121.
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xviii Notes About This Book

to the topic under discussion at the time. Dates and manuscript references (or
references to the edition) are normally given only once, with cross-references in
the other places where the case is cited. Where the references are unusually long,
that fact is indicated by the note ‘refs. in TCas’, indicating that the references
will be found in the the full Table of Cases in this version of the book, which
gives the long form of the name of the case and all the references to it. The key
to the table (and to the cross-references in the book) is the short form of the
case name. The short form omits all prefixes (de, le, vander, etc.) whether the
clerk has separated them in his rendition of the name or not (e.g., ‘Deplatea’
has a short form, ‘Platea’).

Because of the nature of the surviving records, only the year of grace is
given in the dates appended to the York case names, and even these must be
regarded as only approximate. Beginning in Chapter 6, where we are relying
on registers, the dating can be more precise. Here, I have used the form ‘1.i.85’
or ‘1.i.1385’ (for 1 January 1385), which has the advantage of being concise
and unambiguous across dating conventions.

Unpublished material at the Borthwick Institute for Archives in York is cited
by the archive reference number (in most cases, ‘CP’, followed by a letter and
a number).2 Unpublished material in the Cambridge University Library (Ely)
is cited by the folio number of the Ely Act Book (Ely Diocesan Records D2/1).
Paris material edited in Petit, Registre is cited by column number. Material from
Cambrai diocese is cited to the two editions of the Vleeschouwers by document
number, the two works being distinguished, as indicated in the next paragraph,
by the language of the name of the case.3

In descriptions of cases I refer to parties by their Christian names, as the
records normally do, except in cases where that would create an ambiguity
(a case, for example, that has two Johns or two Joans). I have also named
the parties and the cases in the language that is now spoken in the area. That
created some problems in the case of Cambrai, and here I followed the practice
of the editors of the Liber sentenciarum and the Registres de sentences of using
French for the court at Cambrai and Dutch for that at Brussels. I have translated
pars actrix and pars rea as ‘plaintiff’ and ‘defendant’, but have kept the Latin
actor, actrix, reus, rea (which is found in the records, though less often in the
academic procedural writing) where it was necessary to distinguish the parties’
genders.

Cross-references are given by footnote number rather than page number.
Where they are preceded by ‘at’, the reference is to the text, as well as, or in lieu
of, the note. Where there is no chapter number given before the reference, the
reference is internal to the chapter. Cross-references to footnotes also include
the T&C cited in the note.

2 The number refers to a file containing from as few as one to more than 50 documents (see Ch 3,
n. 5). The individual documents are, for the most part, not numbered, but the researcher familiar
with the diplomatic of medieval court records should be able to find the particular document to
which I am referring on the basis of my description of it.

3 The Table of Cases gives both page number and document number.
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In translations, dictus, antedictus, and so on, are left out, and the definite
article substituted where appropriate. With one exception in Chapter 2, I have
not tried to translate direct quotations in the Latin of the depositions into the
vernacular of the time. I have, however, kept the distinction between ‘thou/thee’
and ‘ye/you’ that the English clerks preserve with various forms of ‘tu’ and ‘vos’.
As is well known, English preserved the distinction between the familiar and
polite forms of the second person singular well into the seventeenth century, and
the usage tells us something about the relations between the people speaking,
most notably where a man exchanges words of marital consent with a woman
using the ‘thou’ form, and she replies using the ‘ye’ form.

Translation of technical legal terms is always problematical. I would prefer
not to translate them at all, but I hoped for a book that would be comprehen-
sible to those who are not familiar with the terminology of the ius commune,
the law taught in the medieval universities, and, for the most part, applied in
the ecclesiastical courts that are featured in this book. Most of the technical
terminology of the law discussed in this book is defined in Chapter 1, and that
used or implied in the registers of the courts is discussed at the beginning of
Chapter 6 (at nn. 4–6), where we introduce our first register.

In transcriptions (now mostly in the T&C), extension of standard abbrevia-
tions and correction of obvious errors are done silently. Editorial additions are
marked in square brackets ([]). Ellipses in square brackets ([. . .]) mean that
something is missing or illegible in the manuscript; without square brackets,
they simply mean that I did not reproduce the full document. Diamond brack-
ets (<>) indicate something that is in the text that should be omitted. Carats
(ˆ ˆ) mean that what is within the carats is interlined; ‘x-[word]-x’ means that
a word or words are crossed out or deleted. Doubtful readings are preceded
by a question mark (?). Where necessary, the end of a line in the manuscript is
indicated by a slash (/). In quotations from modern and early modern editions
I have normalized spelling (e.g., substituting ‘i’ for ‘j’) and punctuation.

References in the footnotes are radically abbreviated. Except in the case of
the Bible (cited by standard short forms) and English statutes (cited by regnal
year and chapter), full references are given in the Bibliography. I have tried
to provide in the margin (as noted, the ‘margin’ is for the most part in the
T&C section) the original of everything that I have quoted in translation in the
text. In the case of Paris and the two courts of Cambrai diocese, I have been
considerably fuller in providing the original Latin text. I have done so both
because there are more inferences that need to be drawn from these cryptic
records and because the amount of editing that would have been required to
provide comparable quotations from the unpublished records of York and Ely
would have delayed the production of this book considerably. In the case of
York and Ely, a number of previous works have contained transcriptions of the
material, and where they have I have normally referred to, but not reproduced,
those transcriptions. By contrast, the Paris and Cambrai editions are not easily
available to English-speaking readers, and that fact is another reason why more
from them is included here.





Introduction

The law of marriage of Western Europe in the Middle Ages was canon law,
and it was complicated. The basic principles, however, of that law from the
late twelfth century into the sixteenth were deceptively simple: (1) Present con-
sent freely exchanged between a man and a woman capable of marriage makes
a marriage that is indissoluble so long as both of them live, unless, prior to
the consummation of the marriage, one of them chooses to enter the religious
life. (2) Future consent freely exchanged between a man and a woman capa-
ble of marriage makes an absolutely indissoluble marriage so long as both
of them live, if, subsequent to the exchange of future consent and prior to
the formation of another marriage, the couple who have exchanged future
consent have sexual intercourse with each other. (3) Any Christian man is
capable of marrying any Christian woman so long as: (a) both are over the
age of puberty and capable of sexual intercourse; (b) neither was previously
married to someone who is still alive; (c) neither has taken a solemn vow of
chastity, and the man is not in major orders (subdeacon, deacon, priest, or
bishop), and (d) they are not too closely related to each other.1 This last require-
ment was, indeed, complicated, but I will argue in this book that it was not
so important socially as it used to be – and to some extent still is – thought
to be.

These rules, and particularly the first two, can first be seen clearly in a series
of decisions, known as decretals, rendered by Pope Alexander III (1159–81).
The story of their origin and development is the topic for another book. Suffice
it to say here that while research over the last 30 years points to academic and
papal predecessors of Alexander who anticipated, to some extent, his decisions
and to the importance of both academics and popes who followed Alexander
in ensuring the acceptance of these rules, it has, at least in my view, confirmed

1 See Ch 1, at nn. 13–72, for further details.
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2 Introduction

the pivotal role that Alexander played. I therefore feel comfortable calling the
first two of them ‘Alexander’s rules’.2

The striking thing about Alexander’s rules on the formation of marriage is
not what they require but what they do not require. Although, as we shall
see, the church strongly encouraged couples to solemnize their marriages, no
solemnity or ceremony of any sort was necessary to contract a valid marriage.3

There did not even have to be witnesses to the exchange of consent if both
parties admitted that it took place and if the rights of third parties were not
involved. Further, in an age characterized by arranged marriages and elaborate
provisions in the secular law for feudal consents to be given to marriages, it
is striking to find that Alexander required the consent of no one other than
the parties themselves for the validity of the marriage.4 Finally, in an age also
characterized by class consciousness, it is surprising to discover that the only
significant restrictions on the capacity of persons to choose marriage partners
were the rules prohibiting the marriage of close relatives.5

In marked contrast to what seems to be reflected in Alexander’s rules, mar-
riage in the twelfth and in the three subsequent centuries, not only as a matter
of secular law but also as a matter of social fact, was not the exclusive con-
cern of the parties to the marriage. Family, financial, and feudal concerns at all
levels of society and also political and military concerns at the upper levels of
society dictated, in many instances, marriage choice.6 There is evidence that the
choice of the parties, particularly of the woman, was hardly considered in many
marriage dealings.7 Legal and literary evidence and that of diplomatic history
combine to attest to these facts. For example, in many parts of England the
daughter (and in some cases the son) of a man who held land by unfree tenure
could not be married unless the tenant made a payment, known as merchet, to
his lord.8 Much of the land held by free tenure was subject to the lord’s right
of wardship and marriage, which, at the very least, meant that he could give
in marriage (or sell the right to give in marriage) an infant heir or heiress, and
may at times have meant that he had to consent to the marriage of any female
tenant and the female child or close female relative of a male tenant.9 The
extensive records concerning dower and maritagium attest to the importance
of the financial elements in marriages.10 This impression is confirmed by literary

2 The formulation of the first rule was not completely clear until the pontificate of Innocent III
(1198–1215). See Ch 1, at nn. 5–6.

3 Donahue, “Policy,” 259–60.
4 Id., 256–7, and sources cited.
5 Disc. T&C no. 1.
6 Lit. T&C no. 2.
7 Duby, “Les ‘Jeunes’,” 839, quoted T&C no. 3.
8 Lit. T&C no. 4.
9 See Holdsworth, History of English Law, 3:61–6, and sources cited; Pollock and Maitland,

History of English Law, 1:318–29.
10 See id., 2:15–16, 420–8; Milsom, Historical Foundations, 167–72, and sources cited in both.
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evidence, a striking example of which may be found in the Paston Letters.11 The
importance of marriage as a device for securing political and military alliances
in the upper levels of society is too well known to need documentation.12

The preceding paragraphs were drawn from an article written more than
30 years ago, as the age of the references (a fact now buried in the Bibliog-
raphy) shows.13 That article also complained that social historians had to do
better than Howard’s History of Matrimonial Institutions if legal historians
were properly to do their jobs. The last thirty years have seen an explosion
of studies of medieval marriage and the family. There is so much that one can
hardly keep up with it. The late Georges Duby, whose work in this area was
just beginning 30 years ago, produced two books and a number of articles on
the topic.14 In his view, two ‘models’ of marriage were competing in the period
from roughly 1050 to 1300: a secular one that was built on the lineage, sought
tightly to control marriage choice, and had a tendency to marry in; and an
ecclesiastical one that was unconcerned with lineage, emphasized the choice of
the marrying couple rather than that of their families or lords, and insisted on
exogamy. A recent work carries Duby’s idea into the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries and argues that at least among the nobility, the tension between these
two models of marriage persisted.15 Having announced in a pioneering article
on marriage cases in the Ely act book of the late fourteenth century that the
attitudes toward marriage revealed in the book were “astonishingly individu-
alistic,” the late Michael Sheehan proceeded subtly to outline all of the factors
that were likely to go into marriage choices in later medieval England.16 He
came to the conclusion that families, and in some places and for some people,
lords, played an important role and that runaway marriages, though possi-
ble, were perhaps not that common. Others have emphasized the theme of a
uniquely English individualism, but the tendency in the literature, which seems,
for the most part, to deal with a slightly later period, is to emphasize a simi-
larity if not a sameness between England and at least the northwestern parts
the Continent with regard to family structure and marriage choice.17 While
the recent literature quite rightly emphasizes differences across class, temporal,
and geographical lines, the basic point of the previous paragraph has been con-
firmed. Marriage in the twelfth and in the three subsequent centuries was not
the exclusive concern of the marriage parties, and this was true at every level
of society for which we have records.18

11 See, e.g., Paston Letters 2:347–9 (no. 607), 363–6 (no. 617).
12 See literature cited in n. 6; cf. Duby, “Lignage, noblesse, et chevalerie.”
13 Donahue, “Policy,” 256–7.
14 Duby, Chevalier; Duby, Medieval Marriage; Duby, Mâle Moyen Age (a collection of essays).
15 Ribordy, Faire les nopces.
16 Compare Sheehan, “Formation,” 76, with Sheehan, “Choice of Marriage Partner.”
17 Lit. T&C no. 5.
18 See Hanawalt, Ties That Bound, esp. 197–204; Bennett, Women in the Medieval English Coun-
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The article then asked what the effect of Alexander’s rules was on this social
pattern. It noted that until recently the only way in which we could study the
effect of Alexander’s rules was by drawing inferences from theological and legal
commentary and conciliar legislation. The chief evil the rules led to, at least as
perceived by commentators throughout the Middle Ages and into the sixteenth
century, was clandestine marriages. ‘Clandestine marriage’ is a troublesome
term because it can mean a number of things: a marriage that cannot be proved
for a lack of witnesses or other evidence, a marriage that can be proved but lacks
any ceremony in facie ecclesie, or a marriage celebrated in facie but lacking some
element of the prescribed ceremony, for example, banns. These are distinctions
to which we will have to return, but that clandestine marriages were of concern
can be seen by the outpouring of legislation against such marriages in both
general and local councils from before the time of Alexander until the council
of Trent.19

A whole complex of pastoral, governmental, and jurisprudential reasons
combined to stimulate the concern with clandestine marriages. For the secular
law it was important that who was married to whom be a matter of public
knowledge so that the complex of property rights and duties that arose out of
the married state might be determined with reasonable certainty.20 For a church
that was prepared to punish fornication and adultery through a system of public
criminal law, the same knowledge was also desirable. Further, since marriage
was a sacrament, the church had an interest in seeing to it that the parties were
in fact capable of matrimony, that they did not enter into it lightly, and that their
entry into the state of matrimony be accompanied by ceremonies, such as the
blessing and the nuptial mass, which befitted the sacrament.21 Further, ‘occult’
clandestine marriages led to two highly undesirable results: They permitted an
unscrupulous man to have sexual relations with a woman after an exchange
of words of marital consent and later free himself from the consequences of
the relationship by perjuring himself and denying that the words were ever
exchanged.22 Further, those who entered into an occult marriage relationship,
even in good faith, and later publicly married others would be compelled by
the church to live a state of adultery; the public marriage would be enforced
when the previous union could not be proven. Both of these consequences
were the result of the insistence of the external forum on independent witnesses
to prove the exchange of present consent, a rule that created an undesirable
tension between the external and internal fora.23 This tension could also occur
where the clandestine union was not occult but where the words exchanged
were ambiguous or imperfectly remembered by the witnesses.24

19 See Ch 1, at nn. 73–88.
20 See Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law, 2:374–84.
21 Howard, History of Matrimonial Institutions, 1:291–314.
22 Id. at 350, citing Whitford, Werke for Householders.
23 Ref. T&C no. 6.
24 See Howard, History of Matrimonial Institutions, 1:340–4; Luther, Von Ehesachen, 102–3, in

Werke 23.
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All of these objections to clandestine marriages were serious ones. The desire
to ensure that the parties were capable of matrimony, that is, that there were
no impediments, was the most frequently cited reason for legislation against
clandestine marriages, but each of the other reasons probably provided some
motivating force for these legislative efforts. There is one further objection,
however, which may have been critical: The availability of clandestine mar-
riage permitted persons, if they were sufficiently desperate, to escape from the
complex of family, financial, and feudal concerns that surrounded marriage and
to enter into a valid marriage without the consent of their families or their lords,
and even without their families or lords knowing about it.25 The most familiar
evidence of this phenomenon is literary, the legend of Romeo and Juliet, which
originates in pre-Tridentine Italy.26 But the most striking evidence that this par-
ticular effect of Alexander’s rules on the formation of marriage was among the
chief objections to these rules may be seen in the history of the Tridentine decree
Tametsi.27 The delegates of the king of France to the council were instructed
to press for a rule that would make the consent of the parents of the marriage
parties (if the parties were under parental power) a necessary element for a valid
marriage. The earlier drafts of the decree contain this requirement. Only in the
final draft of Tametsi did the council omit this requirement and return to what
we might suggest is the spirit of Alexander’s rules by providing that promulga-
tion of the banns might be dispensed with where there was reason to fear force.28

This evidence is well known and was well known 30 years ago. What the
earlier article sought to do was to begin to explore another body of material,
the records of the ecclesiastical courts themselves, to determine whether they
provided evidence that Alexander’s rules had the effect that we suspected on
a priori grounds they might have had and that at least some contemporaries
thought that they had. At the time, relatively little work had been done on
the records of those courts. R. H. Helmholz had written a dissertation on
marriage litigation in the English ecclesiastical courts, which was to appear as
a monograph; Michael Sheehan had written an article on marriage litigation
in the only surviving medieval register of the Ely consistory court; I had begun
some work on the cause papers of the York consistory.29 On the basis of this
evidence, I concluded, somewhat rashly I now confess, that Alexander’s rules
did have the effect of breaking down, at least in some instances, the control
that families had over marriage choice and, even more rashly, that Alexander
had intended them to have this effect.

There was more pioneering work contemporaneous with the article. Anne
Lefebvre had written, and by the time the article was published, had published,

25 Disc. T&C no. 7.
26 Disc. T&C no. 8.
27 See Epilogue and Conclusion, at nn. 1–5.
28 Council of Trent, sess. 24, Canones super reformatione matrimonii, c. 1 (Tametsi), in Decrees

of the Ecumenical Councils, 2:756.
29 Helmholz, Marriage Litigation; Sheehan, “Formation”; Donahue, “Policy,” 261–6.
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a dissertation on the French ecclesiastical courts in the later Middle Ages, and
Beatrice Gottlieb was writing, and by the time the article was published, had
finished, a dissertation on marriage litigation in two northern French dioceses.30

Gottlieb argued that the objection to clandestine marriage in the sixteenth cen-
tury was political rather than social. The cases did not reveal many runaway
marriages. There had been one in the Montmorency family that may have
accounted for the edict of Henry II on the topic in 1557, but ordinary people
were getting married in the ordinary way, normally with the advice and con-
sent of their families and friends. Lefebvre had not concentrated on the issue
of clandestine marriage, but what she reported about the French cases in her
period looked very different from what those of us who had been working in
England saw.

Clearly, a systematic comparison of the English and French material was
called for. At first, I attempted a survey of all the surviving French medieval
records and published the preliminary results of that survey, including some
comparisons with England.31 I became dissatisfied with the approach of that
article, however, because the more that I got into the records, the more I realized
that a very large variety of situations was revealed in them. The issue of control
of marriage choice was there, sometimes on the face of the record, sometimes so
close behind it that it could, without too much speculation, be inferred. There
were, however, many other social situations in which medieval men and women
invoked Alexander’s rules or had them invoked against them. Again, sometimes
these situations were obvious on the face of the record, and sometimes, again
without too much speculation, they could be inferred. In short, medieval mar-
riage cases illustrate a wide variety of legal problems and social situations. If
one looks for it, one can find evidence to support almost any proposition about
the effect of Alexander’s rules, particularly if one is satisfied with the evidence
of one or a few cases.

Perhaps one should be satisfied with the particular.32 Human experience is
extraordinarily varied, and the relationship between the law and that experience
is anything but simple. But the mind seeks to impose patterns on the variety,
to understand the experience by grouping like cases to see if larger patterns
can be discerned. Fortunately, the litigation experience in medieval marriage
cases can be organized into distinct categories; perhaps the underlying social
experience can be so organized as well. Unfortunately, in order to do so, we are
going to have to make use of numbers – ‘statistics’ is probably too grand a term
for it.

The reasons for the need to use numbers are simple. While the surviving
records of the later medieval ecclesiastical courts are not so extensive as those
of the English secular royal courts or even the French secular courts, there
are, when added up, records of thousands of medieval ecclesiastical marriage

30 Lefebvre-Teillard, Officialités; Gottlieb, Getting Married.
31 Donahue, “Canon Law and Social Practice.”
32 The next four paragraphs are derived from Donahue, “Female Plaintiffs.”
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cases.33 A lifetime is too short for one person to read all of them, and the la-
borers are few. The only hope for getting some idea of the whole is to sample
them and to describe them numerically. Skimming over the material and pick-
ing out what seem to be the most interesting records may yield an answer to
certain kinds of questions, such as when a form or an idea first appeared, or
when a form or an idea became part of the regular practice of a court. But the
answers to these questions may benefit from the greater precision that numbers
can give: When the form or idea first appeared, did it begin slowly or did it
spread rapidly? What do we mean when we say that a form or idea was the
‘regular’ practice of a court? Underlying both questions is an implicit quanti-
tative statement, a percentage of total cases, or of total surviving cases. Words
such as ‘slowly’, ‘rapidly’, and ‘regular’ are proxies for a judgment about what
underlying numerical measures indicate.

When we come to ask the question, moreover, of what effect the activities of
the court had on society and of what effect society, as opposed to, or in addition
to, the academic law, had on the behavior of the courts, the question ‘how
much’ becomes even more critical. In a legal system, such as medieval canon
law, where decisions in individual cases were not meant to set precedents for
the decisions of other cases, the range of possible cases and possible solutions
was wide indeed. One can find in the records of the medieval ecclesiastical
courts disputes involving a great variety of social situations and support for
a wide range of propositions about the law. Unless one is simply to list all
the possibilities, one must generalize, and generalization ought to involve a
commitment to what was normal and what was abnormal. We should also try
to discern how what was normal changed over time, how what was normal
became abnormal, and vice versa.

Finally, use of quantitative methods helps us to avoid the fascination of the
‘interesting’ case. There are many interesting cases in the records of the medieval
ecclesiastical courts. They are made more interesting by the fact that in many of
them, particularly in England, the depositions have survived. We can thus hear
ordinary men and women of the Middle Ages speaking about their ordinary
experiences. The dangers of relying on such evidence are substantial. Witnesses
frequently told lies, and the process of redacting the testimony into a legal
record involved considerable distortions. For historians who cannot resist the
temptation to use deposition evidence, quantitative analysis is the penance for
succumbing to that temptation. Quantitative evidence allows us to control the
deposition evidence, to see which witnesses were telling normal lies and which
abnormal, and to see whether the way in which the witness tells his or her story
is more likely to be a product of the witness or of the clerk who recorded the
testimony.

Because we cannot examine all the cases in all the courts, we must sample,
and since the samples are unlikely to be random, we must be careful of the
biases built into the samples. After a brief chapter in which we outline the

33 See Donahue, ed., Records 1, 2; disc. T&C no. 9.
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underlying rules and institutions (Chapter 1) and another in which we discuss
in depth four English cases that have left unusually full records (Chapter 2), we
begin with marriage cases in the consistory court of York in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. Our earliest record dates from 120 years after Alexander’s
death, our latest from 320 years after his death. Since our purpose is to try to
determine the social effect of Alexander’s rules, starting so late calls for some
explanation. There are earlier records, but all the runs of records earlier than
this date have some factor about them that leads us to doubt whether we are
getting a typical run of marriage cases, much less of marriages. In England, the
earliest runs of ecclesiastical court records come from the court of Canterbury
in the thirteenth century (and this may be the earliest extensive documentation
that exists anywhere). The Canterbury records are not, however, a good group
of records to use for numerical analysis. They were probably preselected by the
monks of Canterbury to serve as a muniment of their title to exercise vacancy
jurisdiction;34 they cover a wide range of cases, and rarely does the same type of
case appear more than once. Further, the court of Canterbury was an appellate
court, the most prestigious ecclesiastical court in England. We would expect,
and indeed we find, a disproportionately large number of people of wealth and
status litigating in that court.

By contrast, the court of York was both the appellate court for the northern
province and the first instance court for the diocese of York. There is thus in the
York records a much wider sample of types of litigants. Further, so far as we
can tell, the survival of the records of the court was not determined by a desire
to illustrate anything other than the records of the court. Finally, the records
survive in loose papers rather than solely in the act books or registers that
are the sole surviving records for so many other medieval ecclesiastical courts.
We thus have for this court what the parties, their proctors and, to some extent,
their witnesses chose to present to the court, rather than what some clerk of
the court decided to write down. Experience with other medieval ecclesiastical
court archives in the British Isles and in continental Europe suggests that this
is the best set of such records yet to be discovered.

The three chapters on York (Chapters 3, 4, and 5) establish a pattern for the
rest of the book. We begin with numbers (Chapter 3): What kinds of cases did
the court hear? What kinds of marriage cases did it hear? What was the nature
of the claims and defenses made? What was the gender ratio of the litigants,
and what was their success ratio? We then try to burrow more deeply into the
cases. We look at those from the fourteenth century (Chapter 4) to see if we
can combine the legal arguments that were made with what the depositions are
saying into what we call ‘story-patterns’. While no two stories are exactly alike,
definite patterns do emerge. We will not argue that these patterns tell us the ‘true
story’ of any given case, but we will argue that they represent, to some extent,
the social expression of medieval people when they came to dispute about
marriage. We will also argue that the stories being told are not so far away

34 Select Canterbury Cases, introd., 35–7.
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from the experience of the judges that they would regard them as implausible
or impossible. The final chapter on York (Chapter 5) looks at the fifteenth-
century cases to determine what was different about the story-patterns in that
century.

Chapter 6 deals with the court of Ely from 1374 to 1381. The reasons for
the choice of Ely are fairly straightforward. The register that records the cases
is remarkably full and well kept. It has already been analyzed in a way that
allows us to control the large amount of data it contains.35 The diocese was
small and, for the most part, rural, and in marked contrast to York, the court
heard quite a few marriage cases ex officio (i.e., roughly corresponding to our
criminal procedure). We hear less of the stories that the litigants were telling
than we do at York, but we hear something. We also get a very good idea,
perhaps better than we do at York, of the course of the litigation. Because of
the nature of the record, the story that we tell for Ely is more a story of the
litigants’ reactions to what the court did and to what they did to each other in
court, but there is some evidence of extrajudicial behavior.

The work with Ely prepares us for our work with Paris (Chapter 7). Here,
too, all we have is a register and, unfortunately, not one as well kept as that at
Ely. The Paris register is close to contemporary with the Ely register (November
of 1384 to September of 1387), and it reveals a very different kind of court
from that of Ely. While it is difficult to penetrate behind this register to the
social realm, a few dramatic cases emerge, and, probably more important, a
pattern of litigation that suggests quite different marriage practices from those
that prevailed at both York and Ely. To what extent those practices are only
the practices of those who litigated or are those of the wider society, a court
register cannot tell, but there are enough cases in the register to suggest that
the difference in practice probably extended beyond the court into the wider
society.

Our last courts are those of the diocese of Cambrai, which has left a series of
registers from the mid-fifteenth-century court at Cambrai (1438–53) and one
very large one from the separate court at Brussels in an overlapping and slightly
later period (1448–59) (Chapters 8 and 9). These are registers of sentences only.
There are so many sentences that we had to sample them. It takes quite a bit
of effort to figure out what is going on at the legal level in these sentences, but
it seems to be worth the effort. It takes even more effort to figure out what
may be going on socially, because we hear only the voice of the judge, not
that of the parties, nor even, as in the Ely and Paris registers, the voice of the
parties as reported by the registrar. The sentences were, however, rendered by
four different judges, each of whom had a distinctive style. We learn less about
what the parties to the cases in Cambrai diocese were arguing, but we learn
as much or more about the judges’ attitudes toward the facts that they found.
What seems to lie behind the Cambrai cases is not the same as what seems to

35 Stentz, Calendar.
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lie behind the Paris cases, but it is closer to Paris than it is to York and Ely in
most important respects.

While all five courts were courts of the official (chief judge) of a bishop
(archbishop in the case of York), there are some institutional differences among
them that it is well to flag at the beginning, because we will have to explore
the extent to which the institutional differences account for the differences that
we see in the records. The official was not the only judge of the court at York,
Ely, and Paris. At York and Ely there were commissaries general of the official
and occasional appointments of special commissaries to hear particular cases;
at Paris there was an auditor (perhaps two), though we know little about his
activities in this period. At Cambrai, and eventually Brussels, the official is the
only judge of the court of whom we hear. In all four dioceses there were lesser
ecclesiastical courts that had some jurisdiction over marriage matters, at least
such matters as broadly conceived. Once more, it is at Cambrai and Brussels
where we hear the least of such jurisdictions. Professional lawyers, proctors
and advocates, were available to assist the parties, at least in instance (civil)
litigation, at York, Ely, and Paris. There were probably proctors and advocates
at Cambrai and Brussels, though we hear nothing of them in our records.36 The
courts of Paris, Cambrai, and Brussels had promotors, professional prosecutors
of office (criminal) cases. York and Ely had no promotors.

After the chapters on the diocese of Cambrai, we deal with two substantive
issues largely excluded from consideration in the chapters that deal with the
individual courts: separation issues (Chapter 10), where we find a marked dif-
ference between the practice of the English courts and those on the Continent,
and issues about consanguinity and affinity (Chapter 11). These latter do not
play a very large role at York and Paris, but they do play a large role in one
court not in the group, and they play a somewhat significant role at Ely and in
Cambrai diocese. We conclude with an attempt to put all our findings together
and to suggest some lines for further research (Chapter 12).

There is a methodological problem with the approach taken by this book,
one to which we will return in a number of places but which it is well to con-
front at the beginning. Disputed marriages are, in most times and most places, a
rather small subset of the number of marriages; certainly that is what most mar-
ried couples or couples contemplating marriage have hoped would be the case.
In addition, the number of disputed marriages that find their way into a court
sufficiently sophisticated to leave a record is, in many times and places (and
there are good reasons for thinking that the Middle Ages in Western Europe,
even the late Middle Ages was one such time and place), a rather small subset of
the number of disputed marriages. The problem is well known to social histo-
rians and students of the relationship of contemporary law and society. It is the
danger of generalizing from ‘trouble cases’ or of ‘writing social history from

36 They certainly existed by the seventeenth century. See Ancienne procédure ecclésiastique, 37–8,
42–3.
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a police blotter’.37 Marriage was a fundamental institution in the society of
the medieval West. But this is a book about disputes. Any society in which the
workings of a fundamental institution generate more than a small proportion
of disputed cases is approaching the pathological. That may have been hap-
pening in the diocese of Cambrai in the mid-fifteenth century; that is an issue
to which we will have to return (Chapters 8, 9, and 12). There is no evidence
that it was happening at York, Ely, or Paris in the periods with which we are
dealing.

The fact is, however, that except for the very top of the society, court records
are the best evidence that we have about how marriage worked for ordinary
people in the Middle Ages, even the later Middle Ages. Court cases, however,
are not normally evidence about how an institution works but about how it
does not work. There are two ways around the problem. The first is to check
what we find in the court cases against what we know from other types of
evidence. The sermons, liturgy, literature, and art of the later Middle Ages have
quite a bit to say about marriage. We will not examine them systematically in
this book, but we will occasionally refer to them and to the works of others
who have examined them more closely.38 Routine administrative records, which
become more abundant for the later Middle Ages, frequently allow us to draw
some inferences.39 Again, we will not examine such material systematically in
this book, but we will refer to the works of others who have. Sermons, liturgy,
literature, art, and routine administrative records, of course, have their own
biases. This is notorious in the case of the first four, less well known in the
case of the last. The fundamental problem with the last may be summed up in
the fact that the maker of a bureaucratic record frequently assumes, and hence
does not describe, the very things that the modern historian is investigating.

The second approach to the problem is the one on which we will focus in
this book. It is constantly to be aware of the problem, and carefully to focus on
the nature of the question that we are trying to answer. At the very basic level
we must ask whether the record is likely accurately to reflect what happened
in court. Sometimes there are reasons to suspect that it does not, but in most
cases we will be able to say that it probably does, though, of course, the clerk or
judge has selected what he reports. The next question is whether what happened
in court is likely accurately to reflect what happened before the parties got to
court. Here, there are substantial problems of distortion, ranging all the way
from outright lying by the parties and the witnesses to the more subtle process
of recasting the story in such a way that fits the categories with which the
court was dealing, and in such a way as was likely to be persuasive. This is
a book about arguments, and arguments are, by definition, tendentious. Lies
and arguments are, however, also a product of the society in which they are

37 See further, Ch 2, between nn. 21 and 22, and at nn. 35–7.
38 Lit. T&C no. 10.
39 Lit. T&C no. 11.
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made, and so all is not lost once we conclude that the story is not literally true.
Finally, there is the question of extrapolating from what happened in court
and the stories that were told there to the larger world of marriage disputes
that did not come to court or to the much larger world of marriages that were
not disputed. This is obviously the most speculative question, one about which
reasonable people can differ. The nature of the argument in this book is that in
some areas and in some places, the sheer quantity of certain kinds of disputes
and stories about them makes it likely that we are looking at a pattern that was
also found in disputes that did not come to court and, perhaps, allows us to
infer the kind of behavior that was expected in undisputed marriages.

The bad news is that this approach has resulted in a long book. Each level
of question requires discussion. Is this record likely to be an accurate record of
what happened in court? Is what is recorded likely to reflect what in some sense
actually happened before the parties got to court? On the basis of the answers to
those questions, what conclusions can we draw about disputes that never came
to court and about marriages that were never disputed? Hence, the method of
the book requires not only that all the cases in the samples be reflected in the
numbers, but also that a large number of them be discussed individually.40 The
process, however, does produce what, at least to me, are fascinating results.

Another reason for the length of the book has to do with the complexity
of the legal institutions with which we are dealing. The substantive canon law
of marriage was, as we shall see in the first chapter, quite complicated. The
procedural law was equally so. There was also local law, both ecclesiastical
and secular, that added to, and we shall argue, changed the practical import of,
some of the general law of the church. All these bodies of law, which are quite
evident in the cases, were being filtered through the medium of five sophisticated
institutions operated by a group of men, some of whose personalities we can see
in the records. To call these cases examples of an interaction of law and society
is, to some extent, misleading. The formal law was itself a product of medieval
society, as were the men who administered it. The social, in short, is reflected
in the rules and institutions, just as it is reflected in the stories, reactions, and
maneuverings of the lay people who came before the courts. It is tempting to
contrast the attitudes of clerical professionals, who in many cases seem to have
been quite learned in a law that the lay people only partially understood, with
those of the lay people, and we will certainly see areas in which the contrast was

40 Which cases get discussed individually and which more generally is very much a judgment call. I
have tried to say something, either in the text or in the margin, about all the fourteenth-century
York marriage cases (Ch 4), but have dealt with those from the fifteenth century only selectively
(Ch 5). The cases involving male plaintiffs at Ely, because they seemed to be unusual, are dealt
with quite exhaustively, those involving female plaintiffs only selectively (Ch 6). With Paris
we attempted to say something about every marriage case in the register that said something
different from the routine (Ch 7). In the case of Cambrai and Brussels, particularly the former,
we tended to say something about all of the sentences, because we had sampled them to begin
with and because we were tracing differences in the attitudes of the four judges and changes in
those attitudes over time (Ch 9).
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stark. But it is also striking that there seems to be a substantial overlap between
the two groups. Figuring out what rules lie behind the cases (which, for the
most part, do not cite specific rules) requires considerable discussion. Getting
the balance right between the areas of agreement and the areas of disagreement
requires more. Once again, however, at least to me, the results of the process
are quite fascinating.



1

The Background Rules and Institutions

As we have said, the law of marriage of Western Europe of the Middle Ages was
canon law, and it was complicated. By the beginning of the thirteenth century,
the period in which we first have records of runs of cases, it was the product
of a continuous development of more than seven hundred years, with roots
going back into Roman law, Judaism, and early Christianity, and the customs
of the non-Roman peoples of the West. A particularly notable feature of this
development was the extraordinary efflorescence of learning, teaching, and
promulgating law that occurred in the twelfth century. As we have also said,
the story of this development is the topic for another book. Here we must briefly
outline the rules as they existed, or were thought to exist, in the early years of
the thirteenth century. While the next three centuries saw some development
of these rules, perhaps more than is normally thought to have occurred,1 the
changes were subtle and, with the notable exception of developments in the
law of separation with which we have occasion to deal in Chapter 10, they do
not seem to have had much effect on marriage litigation in ecclesiastical courts,
the focus of this book. Hence, the outline that we give here may be taken as the
outline of the rules that the proctors, advocates, and judges of the courts with
which we are dealing assumed, or should have assumed, as they presented and
decided the cases that were brought to them.2 It will not outline all the doctrine
that is at stake in this book. Some points are better left to the specific cases in
which they arose.

Uncontroversial as the statements in the preceding paragraph might seem,
we should pause for a moment before we undertake our outline. There are
few statements of legal rules that cannot be made the subject of argument.
Even if the statement of the rule is more or less agreed upon, its application
to the facts of any given case will frequently, perhaps always, be the subject
of argument. Once the rule has been applied, either actually in a court or

1 See Donahue, “Was There a Change.”
2 Lit. T&C no. 12.
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hypothetically in a classroom, the lawyer’s or judge’s, student’s or teacher’s,
plaintiff’s or defendant’s understanding of the rule will change. He or she will
now know that the general statement of the rule applies to this set of specifics,
and that knowledge changes that person’s understanding of the rule. Since no
given lawyer, judge, student, teacher, plaintiff or defendant will have dealt with
the same set of real or hypothetical cases, no two persons’ understanding of
the rule will be quite the same. Shared experience, such as that produced by
a common educational pattern or knowledge of the practice of a given court,
can produce overlapping fields of understanding, but the potential for different
understandings is always there.

The phenomenon just described is not limited to legal systems that have
a doctrine of precedent. In such systems, the process by which decisions in
individual cases changes the understanding of the rule is brought up to the
conscious level and is allowed to change the formal statement of the rule. In
systems like medieval canon law, those that do not have a doctrine of precedent,
the phenomenon operates below the level of the formal rule, perhaps below the
conscious level, but it is certainly there, granted the fact that no two human
beings have the same experience of the rule. The phenomenon is perhaps even
more notable in systems like medieval canon law (and the Anglo-American
common law) where the rules are not formally codified. There are, of course, in
both systems, authoritative documents that state the rules (and a hierarchy of
authorities for resolving the more obvious conflicts), but in no place in medieval
canon law was there a formal, systematic, authoritative, and exclusive statement
of the law of marriage such as that found in the modern Code of Canon Law
or in a modern European civil code.

These facts should make us uncomfortable about stating the rules of the law
of marriage in the later Middle Ages, even if we confined ourselves to canon law.
We would be even more uncomfortable if we broadened our scope to include
other potentially applicable bodies of law, such as Roman law, as it was taught,
and to some extent practiced, in the later Middle Ages, or the various customary
and/or statutory systems of law that were in some areas expanding their scope
of geographical coverage to correspond to that of the highest secular political
authority. This latter we will not undertake here, though we will have occasion
in later chapters to refer to other bodies of law as we seek to explain variations
in practice in the different ecclesiastical courts. We could avoid many of the diffi-
culties that we just stated if we confined ourselves to the canon law as described
in a single work, such as the influential Summa de matrimonio, composed by
Tancred of Bologona, for the most part, shortly before 1215, and revised by
Raymond of Peñafort, probably around 1235, but even this relatively compact
work is too long for our purposes, and although it was highly influential, it
is in some ways an idiosyncratic work.3 We will, therefore, adopt the organi-
zational scheme of the Tancredian-Raymondian Summa, but the statement of
the rules is our own, supported, in most instances, by the Summa and, in all

3 Disc. T&C no. 13.
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instances, by authoritative texts found in the Liber extra, an official collection
of decretals promulgated by Pope Gregory IX (1227–41) in 1234, or Gratian’s
Decreta, the vulgate edition of which was probably completed around 1150.
We believe that most late medieval canonical professionals would have agreed
with this statement of the rules (if they were translated back into Latin), though
in some instances they would not have phrased them in the way that we have.

Four characteristics of Christian marriage law are assumed in the Tancre-
dian-Raymondian Summa, and it is well to specify them in advance: First,
marriage is between a man and a woman and is monogamous. Monogamy
was, so far as we can tell, Jewish practice in the time of Jesus and was also the
practice, and, to a large extent, the law of the Greco-Roman world. Second, a
Christian marriage once fully formed was indissoluble while both of the parties
were living. This characteristic was thought, not without justification, to have
been the teaching of Jesus as found in the New Testament, and it received a
powerful reinforcement in the reform movement of the eleventh century. Third,
close relatives could not validly marry. While this prohibition had its origins in
both Jewish and Roman law, it had been greatly expanded in the early Middle
Ages. The extent of the prohibition had been debated in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries, and traces of these debates, and their resolution, can be found in the
Tancredian-Raymondian Summa. Fourth, marriage between Christians once
fully formed was a sacrament of the church. This idea was not fully articulated
until the twelfth century, but it is accepted without comment in the Tancredian-
Raymondian Summa.

formation of marriage

Sacramental Christian marriage is formed in either of two ways: (1) Present
consent freely exchanged between a Christian man and a Christian woman
capable of marriage makes a marriage that is indissoluble so long as both of
them live, unless, prior to the consummation of the marriage, one of them
chooses to enter the religious life. (2) Future consent exchanged between a
Christian man and a Christian woman capable of marriage makes an absolutely
indissoluble marriage so long as both of them live, if subsequent to the exchange
of future consent and prior to the formation of another marriage, the couple
who has exchanged future consent has sexual intercourse with each other.4

This scheme of rules is first seen clearly in the decretals of Pope Alexander
III (1159–81) in the context of cases in which he was called upon to determine
the priority between two attempted marriages.5 Pope Innocent III (1198–1216)
limited the grounds for dissolution of an unconsummated present-consent mar-
riage to the one stated in the previous paragraph. Alexander and his immediate
successors had contemplated other such grounds – supervenient affinity, super-
venient impotence, supervenient leprosy, and possibly others – but Innocent
III closed the door. A respectable body of canonical and theological opinion

4 See Donahue, “Canon Law and Social Practice,” at 144–5, and sources cited.
5 See Donahue, “Dating.”
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maintained that the pope had the power to dissolve any unconsummated mar-
riage, but from Innocent III to the beginning of the fifteenth century, no pope,
so far as we are aware, did so. When the popes did begin to dissolve such mar-
riages in the fifteenth century, they did not publicize the fact that they were
doing so. Knowledge of the possibility of papal dissolution of such marriages
seems to have been widespread, at least in certain circles in Italy, in the mid-
fifteenth century (perhaps a bit later); it does not seem to have been generally
known (or the practice common) until the sixteenth century.6

Innocent III also changed the statement of the second rule. For Innocent (as
it had been for the canonist Huguccio), engaging in sexual intercourse after
the exchange of future consent created a presumption that the parties had
presently consented. This was, at least in the public forum of the courts, a de iure
presumption; no evidence could be introduced to rebut it. Hence, for Innocent,
all marriages were formed by present consent, either actual or presumed. We
have stated the rule as we have, however, because this is way that at least
English lawyers drafted libels in which they claimed a marriage had taken
place.7

An exchange of future consent, if not followed by sexual intercourse, did
not form a marriage. The parties could be relieved of any obligations that they
had thereby contracted for cause, perhaps even by mutual consent. Whether
the obligations of future consent were enforceable when one of the parties was
willing and the other was not was debatable. It was clear that penalties inserted
in marriage contracts were unenforceable,8 and that a contract of marriage
would not be specifically enforced against someone who had married another
by either of the two methods previously described.

Hence, in the absence of subsequent sexual intercourse (and we might add,
speaking of the external forum, provable subsequent sexual intercourse), it
made a large difference whether the consent was characterized as present or
future. There were relatively well-defined formulae for expressing each kind of
consent: “I take you as wife/husband,” for present consent; “I promise to take
you as wife/husband,” for future consent. But there was a large gray area in
between. Many, perhaps most, canonists regarded “I will have you from hence-
forth as wife/husband” and “I will that you be my wife/husband” as expressions
of present consent, while “I will have you next Easter as my wife/husband” or “I
will that you be my wife/husband next Easter” were expressions of future con-
sent. But what if a couple said to each other “I will take you as wife/husband”
without specifying when? The Latin for this (volo te accipere) is somewhat less
ambiguous than the English because Latin does not need a copulative verb to
express futurity and hence the use of volo is clearly intended to express volition,
but even though volition is clearly expressed, it is ambiguous as to the time at
which the taking is to occur. The problem becomes even more complicated if we
remember that few ordinary people in medieval Europe expressed themselves in

6 See Donahue, “Policy,” 252 and n. 2; Donahue, “Was There a Change,” 74–7; disc. T&C no. 14.
7 Disc. T&C no. 15.
8 X 4.1.29 (Gregory IX, Gemma).
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Latin. Circumstances might clarify the ambiguity, as, for example, where a cou-
ple exchanged these words at the church door after they had been engaged for
some time, but where circumstances did not clarify the ambiguity and there was
no other proof of their intention, it was not even clear that such an exchange
created an obligatory future consent, since no words of promise were used.9

Returning to our definition of the rules, we will treat what modern authors
call ‘vices of consent’ (error, insanity, etc.) and capacity under ‘impediments’ in
the next section. One thing in the definitions remains to be explained: what of
non-sacramental marriages? By the beginning of the thirteenth century it was
clear that a marriage between Christians was sacramental, if it was a marriage at
all. There was no such thing as a non-sacramental marriage between Christians.
It was also clear that there could be no marriage between a Christian and a
non-Christian.10 Marriages between non-Christians were recognized, but they
were not sacramental. We prescind from discussing such marriages here, and
from discussing the related issue of what happens if one of the non-Christians
becomes a Christian, because these issues do not figure in any of our cases.

impediments

By the beginning of the thirteenth century the impediments to marriage were
neatly divided into two kinds, diriment and impedient. The former, as the name
implies, invalidated any attempted marriage; the latter did not invalidate the
marriage but rendered it unlawful. Those who married in the face of an impe-
dient impediment could be penalized (whether they were penalized is an issue
to which we shall return), but their marriage was valid and could not be dis-
solved. By the beginning of the thirteenth century it was also clear that for an
impediment to be diriment, it had to exist at the time that the marriage was
contracted. The one possible exception to this rule, supervenient entry into
religion following an unconsummated present-consent marriage, is probably
better thought of as a voluntary dissolution of a marriage that exists but is not
yet absolutely indissoluble.

The canonists and popes of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries made
considerable progress in trimming the luxurious growth of impediments that
was their heritage from the past. They also made considerable progress in ratio-
nalizing and classifying the impediments. They had not yet achieved a complete
rationalization and classification, however, because of the power of a mnemonic
verse that they taught to their students:

Error, condition, vow and relation,
Crime and diff’rence of cult,
Force, order, and bond,
Hon’sty, affinity,

9 See the discussion in Raymond, De matrimonio, 4.2, p. 511 (gloss), and Helmholz, Marriage
Litigation, 34–40, with references.

10 Disc. T&C no. 16.
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And impotence also forbid
Marriage to be and if joined you see
What was done, by the court, undid.
Church prohibition and times of devotion
Also forbid ’em, you see,
But if they’re done, they won’t be undone;
The court will just let ’em be.11

In his discussion of the impediments, Tancred makes clear that he saw how
many of the impediments were, in fact, vices of consent. The tradition had,
however, already committed itself to a list of impediments. Bernard of Pavia
had hit on 14; Tancred followed him; Raymond followed Tancred, and the
system got stuck. This meant that madness, nonage, and unfulfilled condition,
all of which were diriment impediments (the latter two, only under certain
circumstances), never got incorporated into the list and were discussed, if at
all, in general discussions of consent. The fixing of the number of impediments
at 14 meant not only that the more sophisticated understanding of consent that
had developed over the course of the late twelfth century was only partially
integrated into the system, but also that further exploration of the problem
of consent happened only occasionally. Another consequence of the fixing of
the categories was that a rather large number of impedient impediments were
never fully considered. There are far more than two: simple vow, prior de
futuro bond, lack of the solemnities required by the Fourth Lateran Council or
by local synodal legislation, and various crimes other than those encompassed
in the diriment impediment of crime being the most obvious. Finally, since the
list of impediments was dictated by the scansion, such as it is, of the doggerel
hexameters, the summae treat the impediments in an order that impedes rather
than aids understanding. Let us reorganize them.

Vices of Consent

These may be divided into two categories: those who lack the mental or physical
capacity to consent and those who are capable of consent but whose formal
consent is impeded, whether they are aware of it or not.

Insanity. Those who are insane are incapable of consent, at least while they
are insane. This impediment is recognized by all the canonists, but little is said
about it. It is also not prominent in the cases.12

Impotence and Frigidity. More is said about physical incapacity for sexual
intercourse. “Impossibility of intercourse has the highest place among the other
impediments,” Tancred tells us, “because it impedes matrimony out of its very

11 The Latin is not much better, T&C no. 17.
12 Ref. T&C no. 18.
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nature rather than by constitution of the church.”13 The reason for this is
that it removes both primary causes of marriages, the procreation of offspring
and the avoidance of fornication. It was, however, only after some hesitancy
that the classical canon law recognized impotence or frigidity as a ground for
dissolving a present-consent marriage, and it did so only if it existed at the
time of the exchange of present consent and only if the party who was capable
of intercourse did not know of the other’s inability.14 The classical law also
reintroduced a three-year period during which the couple must remain together
and attempt to consummate the marriage, unless the impotence or frigidity was
obvious.15

But what if it is not obvious? The ancient rule set out in Gratian’s Decreta
was that if a man asserts that he has had intercourse with a woman and she
denies it, the judge is to defer to the oath of the man.16 Alexander III followed
this rule on the one occasion that he had to deal with the issue.17 Gregory
VIII (1187) substantially modified this rule by allowing the wife’s oath and
the testimony of seven women, who examined the wife and declared her to be
a virgin, to overcome the man’s oath.18 Hence, in the classical law the only
situation in which recourse to conflicting oaths was necessary was the one in
which the woman was not a virgin at the time of the marriage.

Nonage. Nonage combined notions of mental and physical incapacity. In the
classical canon law, the ‘espousals’ (sponsalia) of those below the age of seven
were a nullity.19 They lacked the mental capacity to consent. Those between
the age of seven and the age of puberty (notionally fixed at 12 for girls and
14 for boys) were binding in the same way that future consent was binding:
They could become indissoluble marriages if the parties had intercourse or if
they exchanged present consent after reaching the age of puberty, but before
either of those events happened they created an obligation but no marriage.
The obligation could be dissolved for cause, and it would not prevail over
a subsequent marriage entered into after the parties had reached the age of
puberty. If one of the parties was over the age of puberty and the other under,
the party above the age of puberty was held to the contract while the party
below the age of puberty was held until he or she reached the age of puberty at
which time he or she had the option to rescind.20 The focus here seems to be on
physical rather than mental incapacity. Contractual consent is possible above
the age of seven, but it cannot be present consent until the age of puberty is
reached.

13 Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 30, p. 60–1; T&C no. 19.
14 X 4.15.6 (Innocent III, Fraternitatis tuae); X 4.15.4 (Lucius III, Consultationi tuae).
15 See X 4.15.5 (Celestine III, Laudabilem. Requisisti); X 4.15.7 (Honorius III, Litterae vestrae).
16 C.33 q.1 c.3 (from the capitulary of Compiègne [757]).
17 X 4.2.6 (Continebatur in litteris, WH 204[a]), disc. T&C no. 20.
18 X 2.19.4 (Proposuisti).
19 Ref. T&C no. 21.
20 X 4.2.8, 7 (Alexander III, A nobis. De illis, WH 4[a]–[b]).
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There is a tension in the classical canon law between measuring puberty
on the basis of objective criteria or fixed rules (12 for girls, 14 for boys)
and measuring it on the basis of subjective criteria, the physical capacity of
the individual. Alexander III’s decretals on this topic, for example, seem to
have moved in the direction of subjectivity. In one decretal, Alexander requires
the girl to have been “near to the age” of puberty and to have had inter-
course in order for the marriage to be binding.21 In another, we hear nothing
of the age of the parties, but the addressee is to inquire whether in fact they
have had intercourse.22 In yet another decretal, Alexander denies separation on
the ground of nonage to those who are “near to the age that they could be joined
by intercourse.”23 While the exact import (and indeed the grammar) of the last
decretal is not clear, it clearly seems to be based on the possibility rather than the
actuality of intercourse and thus goes the furthest in the direction of subjectivity.
(Some of the classical commentators turned this into an objective measure, but
the summary that appears at the head of the decretal in most printed editions
of the Liber extra does not.)

Force or Fear. Since the canon law based its notion of marriage on the free con-
sent of the parties, one would expect it to be open to argument that the consent
was forced or prompted by fear. It was, but the authoritative statements on
this topic are quite cautious. For example, Alexander III has four decretals on
the topic: In one, he refuses to lay down an abstract rule: “Concerning the
woman who was handed over to a man against her will and kept by him, since
there are different kinds of force and you did not tell us for certain whether
afterwards she consented, we cannot tell you anything for certain.”24 Similarly,
Alexander rules that a young woman who took the veil with the consent of
her husband and afterwards left the convent when her husband was dead and
married another should be compelled to return to the convent unless she took
the veil because of mortal fear of her husband.25 Even then, she should be com-
pelled to return if she consented after the fear had passed. Two later decretals
on the topic of force, while they are not inconsistent with the earlier ones, reveal
more openness to the argument that the marriage was forced. In a complicated
case from Pavia, Alexander orders that the woman who has claimed that her
consent was forced be placed in a safe place, away from the pressures of the
contending families:26 “Since consent has no place where there are fear and
compulsion, it is necessary that when the consent of someone is at stake the
occasion of compulsion be removed. Marriage is contracted by consent alone,
and where that is at stake, she whose intent is being examined ought to enjoy

21 X 4.2.6 (n. 17), T&C no. 22.
22 X 4.2.8, 7 (n. 20).
23 X 4.2.9 (Tua fraternitas. De illis, WH 1033[b]), T&C no. 23.
24 X 4.1.6 (Sollicitudini. De muliere, WH 991[b]), T&C no. 24.
25 X 1.40.1 (Relatum est ad audientiam, WH 862).
26 X 4.1.14 (Cum locum non habeat, WH 270), text and disc. T&C no. 25.
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full security, lest out of fear she say that someone whom she hates pleases her
and there follow the results that usually come about from forced marriages.”
In yet another case, Alexander was willing to express the matter as a general
principle. A man is to be compelled to adhere to the woman with whom he had
gone through a ‘shotgun marriage’, unless he had been compelled to consent
“by a fear that could turn a constant man.”27

While all four decretals recognize that marriage (or entry into religion) is
not binding if it is forced, they seem to reflect a change in attitude toward the
impediment. The first two decretals state that even if the consent is forced it may
subsequently be ratified. The latter two do not. The first decretal distinguishes
between types of force, and the second (admittedly in a somewhat different
context) seems to suggest that only mortal fear will vitiate the consent. The
third decretal suggests no standard but offers a strong statement that forced
marriages are a bad idea, and the fourth, while it adopts an objective standard,
adopts one considerably more relaxed than the second: “the fear that could
turn a constant man.”

Since all four of these decretals appeared in the Liber extra, it was open to
the canonists to make of them what they would. They tried to find bright-line
rules in the decretals:

What sorts of fears excuse? Ask him who knows:
Violation, slavery, death, and also hard blows.28

But ultimately they had to admit: “The judge will judge according to the diver-
sity of persons and places what sort of fear it is, and will pronounce in favor
of some marriages and for the nullity of others.”29

Error. If marriages are to be based on consent, one would expect that that
consent could be vitiated by mistake, just as contractual consent may be viti-
ated by mistake. The classical canon law resisted this conclusion, ultimately
holding that only mistake of person (I marry Joan thinking that I am marrying
Alice) and mistake of status (I marry a slave thinking that I am marrying a free
woman) would vitiate the consent. The assumption of this latter doctrine is that
a marriage between a free person and one of servile condition could be a valid
marriage. This assumption is in marked contrast to Roman law, where slaves
could not validly marry each other or a free person.30 A remarkable decretal
of Hadrian IV (1151–9) held that such was not the case in canon law:31

Clearly, just as in Christ Jesus, according to the word of the Apostle,32 there is no free
nor slave who is to be removed from the sacraments of the church, so too, marriages

27 X 4.1.15 (Veniens ad nos Wi., WH 1071), T&C no. 26.
28 Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 25, p. 47: Excusare metus hos posse puta, quia nescis / Stupri

sive status verberis atque necis.
29 Raymond, De matrimonio 4.11, pp. 551b–552a, T&C no.  27.
30 See Donahue, “Case of the Man Who Fell into the Tiber,” 10–11, with references.
31 X 4.9.1 (Dignum est), T&C no. 28, with lit.
32 Cf. Gal 3:28.
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between slaves are not in any way to be prohibited. And if they are contracted in the
face of the prohibition and unwillingness of their lords (domini), by no reason are they
to be dissolved by the judgment of the church on this ground. They [the servi] ought,
nonetheless, to render to their lords the customary services that they owe.

Condition. In the classical canon law the impediment of condition referred
to two quite separate types of conditions. The first is the type involved in
the previous paragraph, where one of the parties married in ignorance of the
other’s servile condition. The second is the situation where the parties made
their consent conditional on the happening of some event: “I take thee to wife
if my parents consent,” or “I take thee to wife if your father will give me so
much in dowry.” The classical canon law ultimately came to the conclusion that
such conditions did serve to suspend the binding effect of the marriage. If the
condition was fulfilled, the parties were married automatically. They also were
married automatically if they subsequently exchanged the words of present
consent unconditionally or if they had intercourse. Further complexities were
introduced if the condition was contrary to the nature of marriage or if it was
shameful or disgraceful. The former type of condition voided the marriage; the
latter did not void the marriage but was simply ignored.

Considerable academic attention was devoted to the problem of conditional
marriage, and such discussion does help to explain how the academics regarded
marriage.33 In the practical realm of the decretals, however, particularly decre-
tals in real cases, conditions were of less importance. For example, Alexander
III’s one decretal on conditional marriages involves a quite normal condition
and one that was regarded as ‘honest’: “I will take you to wife if you give me
so much as dowry.” And Alexander’s resolution of the problem anticipates, if
it does not quite completely cover, the solution that the later law was to reach:
“If someone takes an oath to a woman in this form of words: ‘I will take you to
wife if you give me so much money’, he will not be regarded as guilty of perjury
if he does not take her when she refuses to pay what he asked be given to him,
unless present consent or sexual intercourse has followed subsequently.”34

The classical law followed the ruling of this decretal. Gregory IX completed
the classical law in a ruling that was probably made at the instance of Raymond
of Peñafort:

If conditions contrary to the substance of matrimony are inserted, for example, if one
says to the other ‘I contract with you if you will avoid the generation of offspring’,
or ‘until I find another woman more worthy in honor or wealth’, or ‘if you will hand
yourself over to adultery for the sake of gain’, the contract of matrimony, though it
is favored [in the law], lacks effect. If, however, other conditions are imposed on a
marriage, if they are disgraceful or impossible, they ought to taken, because of the favor
[of matrimony], as if they had not been added.35

33 See, most fully, Weigand, Bedingte Eheschliessung.
34 X 4.5.3 (Quia nos duxit. De illis. Si vero, WH 808[b1, b2]), T&C no. 29.
35 X 4.5.7 (Si conditiones), T&C no. 30.
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Religious Impediments

Disparity of Cult. The impediments of disparity of cult, orders, and vow all
had as their focus the maintenance of marriage as a secular relationship between
Christians. As noted earlier, the classical law was firmly committed to the
notion that a Christian could not marry a non-Christian. On heretics there
was some hesitancy, but the ultimate resolution was that such marriages were
valid, though illegitimate.36

Orders. Priests and deacons could not marry, and if they married, they must
dismiss their wives, who were not their wives but concubines, do penance, and
return to their clerical service.37 So far as subdeacons were concerned, there
was some hesitancy. Alexander III made various pronouncements on the topic.
In one decretal he says quite plainly that they may not marry.38 In another, he
praises the bishop of Le Mans for having made a subdeacon abjure his wife,
and says that if the subdeacon enters religion and behaves himself, he may be
promoted to higher orders. If he does not wish to enter religion, he cannot
function as a subdeacon or be promoted to higher orders, but he may function
in minor orders.39 In other decretals Alexander is more qualified about subdea-
cons.40 The classical law suppressed Alexander’s hesitancy about whether the
order of the subdiaconate was a diriment impediment to marriage. It was, and
the only issue was how to punish those clerics who did so marry. In this regard,
the second decretal described here became the model, just as the first was taken
for the statement of the basic rules.41

Vows. The classical canon law distinguished between simple vows and solemn
vows. Only the latter were a diriment impediment to marriage. The converse of
the proposition that one who has taken a solemn vow of chastity cannot marry
is that one who is married cannot take a solemn vow of chastity, at least not
without the consent of his or her spouse. The foundation of this proposition
is the saying of St Paul, “the husband has no mastery over his body but the
wife, and the wife has no mastery over her body but the husband.”42 Husband
and wife are mutual debtors; each must perform the act of sexual intercourse
when asked by the other. A vow of chastity taken without the consent of one’s
spouse is a unilateral repudiation of that obligation. This much was clear by the
time that Alexander III wrote, but precisely what was to happen if one spouse,
with the consent of the other, wished to espouse the religious life was not clear.
Alexander did much to clarify it.

36 Esmein, Mariage, 1:245. For the development of the impedient impediment of mixed religion,
we must wait until the council of Trent. Id. 2:253–68.

37 E.g., X 4.6.1 (Alexander III, Consuluit. De diacono, WH 188[cd]).
38 Ibid.
39 X 4.6.2 (Ex literarum tuarum, WH 416).
40 Ref. T&C no. 31.
41 X 4.6.2 (n. 39); X 4.6.1 (n. 37).
42 1 Cor 7:4.
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In a decretal that may be part of, or connected with, the bull by which he
established the Italian branch of the order of Crucifers, Alexander lays out rules
on the topic:43

You are in no way to receive a married man among you without the permission of his
wife, who if she is of such honest fama and opinion that no suspicion may worthily be
had that she wants to transfer to another husband or that she will not live continently,
such woman, when her husband is received in your group, can, having publicly professed
continence in the sight of the church, remain in her own house with her children and
familia. If, however, she is such a person about whom suspicion is not lacking, she,
having celebrated a vow of continence, should separate herself from the company of
secular men and remain forever in a religious place where she may serve God.

Failure to follow these rules would invalidate the entry into religion, as a
recently published decretal to the prior and brothers of Dunstable shows.44

Walter of Odell had entered the priory when his life was despaired of. His wife
consented, albeit reluctantly, but she thought he was about to die. She herself,
however, did not enter religion, nor did she promise to do so. Walter did not
die, and now his wife wants him back. The canons are to let him go, and if they
refuse to do so, papal delegates will force them to do so.

Suppose that Walter’s wife, having extracted him from the priory, now dies. Is
Walter obliged to go back to the priory, or may he remarry? Such questions have
been asked in law schools from the twelfth century to this day, but the situation
actually arose in the diocese of Pisa, and the archbishop asked Alexander what
to do about it. Alexander’s reply is curious:45

The vow [that the man took in the monastery] is not binding; hence by reason of the
vow he is not obliged to return to the monastery. Further, however, he cannot take a
wife. For he promised not to require the debt.46 That was in his power, and therefore
the vow binds thus far. Not to render the debt, however, was not in his power but in
that of the woman. Whence, the Apostle says, ‘The man does not have mastery over his
body; likewise the woman’, etc. [1 Cor. 7:4]

The logic of this decretal is not perfect. On the one hand, the vow that the man
took in the monastery was not only a vow of continence; it almost certainly
also involved a vow of obedience or ‘conversion of manners’. That vow was
suspended by the higher obligation that the man owed to his wife, but now that
she is dead there is no reason why he cannot perform it. On the other hand,
taking another wife is not necessarily inconsistent with a vow not to require
the debt. Just as the man could be said to be unable to require the debt while
his former wife was alive, so too he could be said to be permitted to marry but
not to require the debt. The result, then, that Alexander reaches is more like a

43 X 3.32.8 (Ad petitionem. Uxoratus, WH 84), T&C no. 32.
44 Decretales ineditae, no. 63, p. 109 (Ex parte S. mulieris, WH 466).
45 X 3.32.3 (Quidam intravit, WH 814), T&C no. 33.
46 I.e., sexual intercourse. The canonists derived from 1 Cor 7:3 an obligation of spouses to have

sexual intercourse with each other when asked.
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compromise than one required by the strict logic either of the vows in question
or the sayings of the Apostle.

Alexander’s basic resolutions of the problem of what the canonists called
‘conversion of married persons’ were accepted by the classical law. Both the
reasoning and the result in the Pisa case caused much debate,47 and Urban III
(1185–7) attempted to overrule it, requiring, in cases in which the man had
remarried, that he be separated from his new wife and forced to return to the
monastery.48 This holding, however, simply provoked more discussion, and
both decretals were included in the Liber extra.

Crime

The classical canon law recognized that crime was a diriment impediment to
marriage in two situations: (1) Where a couple had committed adultery and
one or both of them then conspired in the death or participated in the killing
of the spouse of either or both of them, they could not marry after the death of
the spouse. (2) Where a couple had committed adultery and had pledged faith
to each other that they would marry, they could not marry after the death of
the spouse or spouses of either or both of them. This latter impediment also
applied to those who went through a form of marriage while spouses of one or
both of them were alive, since such a form of marriage would almost invariably
involve a pledge of faith.

To these basic rules, Alexander III added an important qualification, which
was received in the classical law. In a decretal addressed to the abbot of St
Albans,49 Alexander dealt with the case of one O. who had gone through a
form of marriage with an unnamed woman, who was unaware of the fact that
O. was married to another woman and had had many children by her. Now his
wife was dead, and O. wanted to leave the woman with whom he was living
on the ground of the impediment of crime. Alexander did not hesitate:50

Although we have it in the canons that no one should couple in marriage with a woman
whom he previously polluted in adultery, and particularly with her to whom he pledged
faith while his wife was alive or if she has conspired in the death of the wife (vel quae
machinata est in mortem uxoris), because, nonetheless, the woman was ignorant that he
had another living wife, and it is not fitting (dignum) that the man, who knowingly con-
travened the canons, should profit from his fraud, we respond thus to your consultation,
that unless the woman asks for a divorce, they are not to be separated.51

Clement III (1187–91) may have entertained the idea of extending the imped-
iment to any situation in which the couple knowingly committed adultery (with-
out regard to whether there was machination in the death of the innocent spouse

47 See glosses ad X 3.32.3, 3.32.9 (Venice 1572), pp. 745a–b, 747b–748a.
48 X 3.32.9 (Ex parte abbatis).
49 Lit. T&C no. 34.
50 X 4.7.1 (Singulorum. Propositum, WH 989), T&C no. 35.
51 Disc. T&C no. 36.
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or a pledge of faith),52 but Innocent III firmly held that simple adultery without
pledge of faith was not enough to impede the subsequent marriage.53 Gregory
IX, at the request of Raymond of Peñafort, completed the classical law by hold-
ing that a married man’s pledge of faith to another woman, unaccompanied by
adultery, did not give rise to the impediment.54

The Problem of Incest

Medieval canon law on the topic of incest was extensive. It applied to those
who were related by blood (consanguinity), by marriage (affinity), and by spir-
itual bonds, usually arising out of baptism (spiritual affinity). The tendency
of the preclassical canon law was to expand the number of people who were
forbidden to marry because of one kind of relationship or another. The causes
of this tendency are still imperfectly understood, and the literature on the topic
is large.55 The tendency in the classical canon law was to reduce the number
of such people by reducing the degrees of relationships within which marriages
were forbidden, by reducing the kinds of relationships that gave rise to an
impediment to marriage, by tightening the procedures by which such relation-
ships could be proved, and by authorizing the pope to dispense from all but the
closest degrees of relationship.56

Prior to Alexander III, the twelfth-century canonists had been largely engaged
in collecting the sources and trying to determine precisely what the rules
reflected in the mainstream sources were. This process did result in pruning
from the authoritative materials some of the more extreme statements of the
rules and in fixing a limit on the expansion. This process had resulted in the
fixing of the limits of the prohibition at the sixth or seventh degree of consan-
guinity and the same degree for those who married into a consanguineous line
(affinity). The computation of the degrees was by the canonic method, that is,
by tracing the number of acts of generation back to a common ancestor (where
the number was unequal, the longer was used for purposes of determining the
prohibition). Hence, if the seventh degree was taken, the limit was reached with
sixth cousins (fifth cousins once removed, fourth cousins twice removed, etc.).

Consanguinity. Alexander III’s decretals on the topic of consanguinity can be
regarded as having begun the trend to cut back on the reach of the impediment.
These decretals may be laid out on a series of spectra: whether and how long
the marriage had existed, how remote the degrees were, and how reliable the
evidence of the consanguinity was. The longer that the marriage has gone

52 X 4.7.5 (Cum haberet) (dictum).
53 X 4.7.6 (Significasti nobis).
54 X 4.7.8 (Si quis uxore vivente) (since the decretal is in the Liber extra, it dates from 1234 or

before).
55 See Ch 11.
56 See Brundage, Law, Sex, 355–6.
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unchallenged, the more remote the degrees, the less reliable the evidence, the
more Alexander was likely to sustain the marriage.57 Innocent III continued
Alexander’s practice.

The problem with this approach from a juridical point of view is that it makes
decisions quite unpredictable. It all depends on the facts of the particular case. In
the Fourth Lateran Council, Innocent III took a different approach. He reduced
the prohibited degrees of consanguinity and affinity from six or seven to four,
but insisted on strict observance of the rules as modified:

We wish the prohibition to be perpetual, notwithstanding earlier decrees on this subject
issued either by others or by us. If any persons dare to marry contrary to this prohibition,
they shall not be protected by length of years, since the passage of time does not diminish
sin but increases it, and the longer that faults hold the unfortunate soul in bondage the
graver they are.58

This ruling made obsolete whatever had previously been said about con-
sanguinity in the fifth degree and beyond. It also made obsolete Alexander’s
(and to some extent, Innocent’s) carefully constructed spectrum of the length
in which the marriage had gone unchallenged. It did not make obsolete what
Alexander had said about separating pendente lite couples who had married
in defiance of an interdict, nor what he had said about dispensing with the
ordo in cases of notoriety, with the qualification that notoriety could hardly
be had in cases not of the first or second degrees, and these are the only dec-
retals of Alexander’s on the topic of consanguinity that appear in the Liber
extra.59 Alexander’s rulings in this area were more influential than their sur-
vival rate would suggest, however. The principle that Alexander established
that the prohibition of intermarriage in the more remote degrees of consan-
guinity was a matter of human, not divine, law meant that parties could be
dispensed to marry within these degrees. Popes continued to employ the dis-
pensing power in the more remote degrees of consanguinity (fourth and third).
Alexander had been the first to do so, at least extensively. Alexander’s cautions
about accepting the evidence of those who had an opportunity to object to a
marriage and did not do so also found resonance in the later law, though here it
was a decretal of Innocent III’s on the topic that appeared in the Liber extra.60

Finally, another decree of the Fourth Lateran Council set firm rules (which had
been anticipated by both Alexander III and Innocent III) about who could be
witnesses in cases of consanguinity (and affinity) and how they were to tes-
tify, with the effect of making proof in such cases more certain, but also more
difficult.61

57 Ref. T&C no. 37.
58 4 Lateran (1215), c. 50, in Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, 1:257–8, T&C no. 38.
59 X 4.16.3; X 4.19.3 (n. 57).
60 X 4.18.6 (Cum in tua. Si vero).
61 4 Lateran (1215), c. 52, in Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, 1:259, T&C no. 39.
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Affinity. After the Fourth Lateran Council, the impediment of affinity applied
only to those who were related within the fourth degree of consanguinity to
the spouse of the affine. It also only applied to the person who had sexual
relations with someone within the consanguineous line. The baroque variations
of affinity that went under the names of affinity of the second type and affinity
of the third type were abolished by the council.62

Alexander III faced early and often the problem that would later be called
affinitas per copulam illicitam. A man and a woman have illicit sexual relations
and one or the other or both of them later seek to marry a relative of the
person with whom they have had sexual relations.63 The problem was even
more serious where the subsequent marriage had already taken place when the
matter came to the attention of the church authorities and especially where the
illicit intercourse occurred after the marriage had taken place. In these situations
the ancient canons could be read to impose a penalty of perpetual continence
on the affines who had sexual relations with each other (‘the ancient incest
penalty’).

Of a number of conclusions that we might derive from Alexander’s decretals
on the topic, one seems relatively obvious and does not seem to have been
noted before. Where he is dealing with an affinity that arises out of a legitimate
marriage, Alexander requires that the impediment be observed up to the fourth
degree (third cousins), to the extent that if a marriage has been formed within
those degrees, it must be dissolved.64 Beyond the fourth degree, he does not
require dissolution, but he does not forbid it either. In the case, however, of
affinity per copulam illicitam, he is reluctant to dissolve an already-existing
marriage at all, and when he speaks of degrees, he speaks of the first, second,
and, occasionally, the third. In cases of affinity per copulam illicitam, Alexander
distinguishes between public and occult affinity. Dissolution is to take place only
in the former case.65 It is possible that Alexander, like some later theologians
and canonists,66 had doubts about whether an affinity by illicit intercourse
really impeded the marriage or, at least, whether it did so iure divino.

If this is the path of Alexander’s decretals on affinitas per copulam illicitam,
then the canonists suppressed it. None of Alexander’s decretals on the topic
appear in the Liber extra, and very few of them appear in the Compilatio
prima. The solution of the classical law went in a different direction. In the first
place, the same canon of the Fourth Lateran Council that reduced the degrees
of consanguinity to four also reduced the degrees of affinity. No distinction was
drawn between affinitas per copulam illicitam and that arising out of a lawful
marriage. Hence, so far as the degrees were concerned, the council’s ruling

62 Disc. T&C no. 40.
63 Disc. T&C no. 41.
64 Disc. T&C no. 42.
65 Ref. T&C no. 43.
66 See Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae Supp. q. 65 art. 4; disc. T&C no. 44.
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was consistent with those of Alexander in the case of affinity arising out of
lawful marriage and considerably broadened the degrees in the case of affinitas
per copulam illicitam. In the second place, Innocent III expressly overruled
Alexander’s holding that an unconsummated de presenti marriage could be
dissolved by reason of supervenient affinity. In the classical law, only sponsalia
de futuro could be dissolved by supervenient affinity, and here the dissolution
was mandatory. Preexisting affinity, whether by licit or illicit intercourse, was a
diriment impediment to marriage. Affinity that arose by illicit intercourse after
the marriage subjected the guilty party to the ancient incest penalty, but for
purposes of separation the incest was treated as an aggravated case of adultery.
The innocent spouse had to ask for the separation, and if he or she did, he or
she could not remarry while the guilty spouse lived.67

All of this would suggest that Alexander’s distinction between public and
occult incest was totally suppressed. Such is not the case, however. The clas-
sical canon law dealt only with the external forum. Dissolution of marriages
because of preexisting affinity and the imposition of the ancient incest penalty
for cases of subsequent affinity only occurred in situations in which both the
illicit intercourse and the degree of relationship could be proved in open court.
What was to be done in the case of secret incest revealed in the privacy of the
confessional was a topic for writers of manuals for confessors. It is here that
we see the greatest use of the distinction that Alexander had drawn between
asking for the marital debt and rendering it when asked.

Spiritual Affinity. The problem of spiritual relationship had spawned a law
that we suspect was out of all proportion to its practical import.68 The problem
was that the past had left a singularly obscure set of canons, and the popes were
continually asked to resolve the issue. Although there was debate about what
gave rise to a spiritual relationship, the first two ‘species’ of prohibition were
clear enough: A spiritual parent (godfather, godmother) could not marry his or
her spiritual child (‘spiritual paternity’), and a spiritual parent could not marry
the natural parent of his or her spiritual child (compaternitas, what we will
call ‘co-paternity’). The third species, ‘spiritual fraternity’, was the subject of
considerably more controversy. “And it should be known,” Tancred writes in
his Summa de matrimonio:

that at one time there were varying opinions, and divers laws came forth which said
that the children of two co-parents could not marry each other, whether they were
born before or after the co-paternity. Other laws said that only those born after the co-
paternity could not marry. Passing over all of these, it is firmly and without any doubt to
be held that all children of two co-parents, whether born before or after the co-paternity
can lawfully join in marriage, except that person who gives rise to the co-paternity.69

67 Ref. T&C no. 45.
68 Lynch, Godparents, however, does point out how important spiritual relationship was in a

somewhat earlier period.
69 Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 21, p. 34, T&C no. 46.
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Nor are co-parents forbidden from marrying the children of their co-parents,
except for the child who gave rise to the co-paternity. There were further elabo-
rations, but since none of our cases gives rise to them, we confine the discussion
to the margin.70

Public Honesty. Affinity could not arise unless one of the potential marriage
partners had had sexual intercourse (lawfully or unlawfully) with a blood rel-
ative of the other. But if one of the parties had contracted to marry a relative
of the other, either as adults or before they had reached the age of puberty,
the classical canon law recognized an impediment to their marrying each other,
even though no true marriage had ever existed with the relative and even if there
had never been sexual intercourse between them. It was thought scandalous,
for example, for a man to marry the mother of his former fiancée. And because
of this focus on scandal, the impediment was called the impediment of ‘public
honesty’.

The doctrine of the impediment of public honestly was somewhat modified
by the Fourth Lateran Council, in that the degrees of the prohibition were
reduced to four. Boniface VIII (1294–1303) determined that the impediment
would arise even if the contract of marriage was null (for example, because the
person with whom it was formed was impotent or in orders), so long as there
was proper consent by someone of appropriate age, and so long as the con-
tract was not subject to an unfulfilled condition.71 The impediment remained
throughout the classical period and beyond, although the degrees were radically
reduced by the council of Trent.72

Impedient Impediments – The Problem of Clandestinity and Solemnity

The only impedient impediment that regularly came before the ecclesiastical
courts was lack of solemnity, which the canonists treated as a branch of the
impedient impediment of marriage against the interdict of the church.73 Only
two contemporary decretals appear in the Liber extra under the title “Concern-
ing clandestine espousals.”

The first is a reply of Alexander III to the bishop of Beauvais concerning
whether “we [i.e., the pope] ought to issue a dispensation concerning clandes-
tine marriages.”74 Alexander replies that no dispensation is necessary. If the
parties to the occult marriage do not publish it, there is nothing that the church
can do about it (non sunt aliquatenus compellendi). The church does not judge
about things that are hidden.75 Further, if the parties do publish the marriage

70 Disc. T&C no. 47.
71 IV 4.1.1 (Ex sponsalibus). This is one of the few advances in marriage doctrine that we find in

the later books of the Corpus Iuris Canonici.
72 See Esmein, Mariage, 1:159–64 and 2:95–8 (on Trent).
73 Disc. T&C no. 48.
74 X 4.3.2 (Quod nobis ex tua parte, WH 819[a]), T&C no. 49.
75 Ecclesia de occultis non iudicat, disc. T&C no. 50.
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(and no impediment appears), the marriage is valid nunc pro tunc. Alexander
then spells out the obvious implications of this ruling for the legitimacy of the
children of the marriage – that they are legitimate.76

The second, a canon of the Fourth Lateran Council, takes a considerably
less relaxed attitude toward clandestine marriages.77 The proper way to get
married, the council declared, is publicly after the proclamation of banns. Any
priest who participates in a marriage where banns have not been proclaimed
is to be suspended from office.78 The council did not prescribe the ‘suitable
penance’ (condigna penitentia) for the parties to such a marriage (other than the
loss of the benefits of putative marriage,79 not technically a penance), nor did it
invalidate such marriages. They were illegitimate, but they were still marriages.
The importance of this last qualification for our understanding of the classical
law of marriage cannot be overstated. Marriages are made by the consent of
the parties, or, in the case of future consent, their consent plus intercourse. The
church could, and did, strongly encourage parties to publicize their marriages
in advance of the event. This way the church could ensure that the parties were
truly capable of marriage, and difficult problems of proof might be avoided.
But neither Alexander nor any of his successors until the council of Trent took
the step of invalidating such marriages.

It was left to the local churches to deal with the problem of clandestin-
ity. For example, the prohibition of clandestine marriage and the concomitant
requirement of the publication of banns was repeated, sometimes in the form
of the canon of the council of Westminster of 1200,80 sometimes in the form
of the canon of the Lateran Council, and sometimes in a locally composed
form, in more than 30 pieces of English conciliar legislation and episcopal
decrees between 1200 and 1342.81 None, however, excommunicated automat-
ically the parties to such a marriage.82 The only ipso facto excommunications
in the English canons are for those who knowing of an impediment have their
marriages solemnized nonetheless, and for clergymen who participated in mar-
riages of persons who were not their parishioners without obtaining the requi-
site license or who participated in marriages not in a parish church.83 Simply
getting married at home, however, was not an offense for which the parties
incurred ipso facto excommunication, whatever other sanctions might have
been imposed for engaging in such behavior.84

76 Disc. T&C no. 51.
77 4 Lateran (1215), c. 51, in Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, 1:258, T&C no. 52.
78 Lit. T&C no. 53.
79 See at n. 113.
80 Ref. in T&C no. 52.
81 See Sheehan, “Marriage and Family in Legislation”; id., “Marriage Theory and Practice in

Legislation.”
82 Disc. T&C no. 54.
83 London (1342), c. 11, in Wilkins, Concilia, 2:707; cf. Lyndwood, Provinciale, 4.3.[2], p. 275–7.
84 See Donahue, “Canon Law and Social Practice,” at 154 and sources cited. We will return to the

English legislation in Ch 6.
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Modern analysis of local French ecclesiastical legislation is just beginning,
but enough has been done that we can see that in at least some dioceses, the
French went further. Beginning with the synodal statutes ascribed to Eudes de
Sully, bishop of Paris from 1196 to 1208,85 French bishops not only required the
promulgation of banns and the contracting of marriage publicly in the face of
the church in the presence of the parish priest and witnesses, but also automat-
ically excommunicated those who contracted marriage otherwise. A provision
imposing the same sanction for the same offense is found in the synodal statutes
of Guillaume de Seignelay, bishop of Paris from 1219 to 1224.86 The sanction
was being repeated in Parisian diocesan statutes as late as 1515.87 Other French
dioceses had similar legislation.88

divorce

As we have already in part intimated, the classical canon law allowed divorce
with permission to remarry (divortium quoad vinculum) of a consummated
marriage only in the situation were there was a diriment impediment to the mar-
riage. This divorce corresponded to what today we call ‘annulment’. Divorce
without permission to remarry so long as both partners were alive (divortium
quoad thorum), what we today call ‘separation’, was allowed in the case of
the adultery of one of the parties, and, perhaps, in other cases as well. At
the beginning of the thirteenth century, the law was not clear about what
other grounds for separation there might be.89 The case of the unconsummated
present-consent marriage was more complicated, as we have already seen, but
the classical law allowed its dissolution, at least officially, only in the case where
one of the parties entered the religious life. The basic principles of indissolubil-
ity and separation in the case of adultery were well established by the beginning
of the thirteenth century, as was the proposition that no divorce, of either type,
could take place without the judgment of the church. This meant, at a minimum
in the case of a marriage that was public, that the public forum of the church had
to be petitioned, and it is to the process in that forum that we must now turn.

procedure in marriage cases

Before we consider the rules of procedure, a word is in order about the courts
themselves. By the middle of the thirteenth century virtually every bishop had
a regularly sitting court, normally presided over by an officer called an official.
These courts had their own clerks and records, and they normally had a group

85 Statutes of Eudes de Sully, bishop of Paris (1196–1208), c. [98], in Statuts synodaux français I,
p. 89; cf. id., c. [85], in id., p. 85.

86 c. [13], id., 101.
87 Pommeray, L’officialité archidiaconale de Paris, 320.
88 Ref. T&C no. 55.
89 We outline the later developments in Ch 10, at nn. 11–20.
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of lawyers attached to them, who functioned as proctors and advocates for the
parties in instance cases, and as promotors (prosecutors) and defense lawyers in
office cases. Below the level of the episcopal courts, there were, in many if not
all dioceses, courts of lesser ecclesiastical officers; archdeacons were among the
most common. Archidiaconal courts were, at least notionally, courts of limited
jurisdiction, and appeal lay from them to the court of the bishop. Appeal lay
from the court of the bishop to that of the metropolitan (archbishop) and from
there to the pope. At the beginning of the thirteenth century, this structure was
far less formal. Episcopal courts tended to be ad hoc bodies. Officials, though
they existed, were not full-time, or almost full-time, judges of the courts, and
the courts of papal judges delegate played a more important role than they did
in the latter half of the thirteenth century, and certainly than they did in the
later medieval centuries.

This development of a court structure had considerable implications for
the practical effect of the canon law on the lives of ordinary medieval men
and women, the concern of later chapters in this book. Ecclesiastical justice
was available in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, but it was less
regularly available than it was in the second half of the thirteenth century
and beyond. The procedure, however, by which these informal courts operated
and by which the more formal courts of the later period operated was largely
the same, the creation of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. We may
therefore outline the procedural rules given in the Tancredian-Raymondian
Summa and still be stating the rules that were in effect, with some variations in
local practice, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.90

Tancred was a specialist in procedure; he also had a genius for clear presen-
tation of procedural law. We would expect much of his treatment of marriage
processes, and we will not be disappointed. This part of the Summa de matrimo-
nio, however, posed considerable problems of organization and presentation.
Marriage process followed the Romano-canonical ‘course of judicial process’
(ordo iudiciarius), normally adopting those special rules, where they existed,
that applied to ‘spiritual’ as opposed to civil or criminal cases.91 To summarize,
then, what one needed to know about marriage processes would involve sum-
marizing the whole ordo, and Tancred had another book that did that. On the
other hand, if Tancred simply listed those procedural rules that were peculiar
to marriage processes, he would have ended up with a grab bag of miscella-
neous rules that would have been quite unintelligible to someone who was not
deeply familiar with the contents of the ordo. Tancred’s compromise was to
assume some familiarity with the overall contents of the ordo. He offers a brief
summary of the ordo as it applies to marriage cases (tit. 33), an outline of the
rules special to marriage cases about who may bring a case and who may be

90 For a fuller, but eminently readable, introduction to the topic of this section, see Brundage,
Canon Law, 120–53.

91 Tancred uses these terms, so I will, but when we come to the procedures actually followed by
the courts, ‘instance’ and ‘office’ describe them better.
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a witness (tit. 34), a special section on procedure in cases of separation from
bed and board on the ground of adultery (tit. 35), and more than an outline of
the process of receiving, examining, publishing, and reproving witnesses, with
special references to marriage cases (tit. 36–7).

We begin (tit. 33) with a division of marriage cases based on what the plaintiff
(actor) is trying to achieve.92 Some cases seek the joining of parties; some seek
their disjunction or separation. The latter type of cases may be divided into
those that seek full divorce, such that the parties may both marry others, as
in the case of claimed frigidity, and those that seek a partial divorce, insofar
as the mutual servitude of the carnal debt or cohabitation is concerned, but in
such a way that neither party may marry another, as in the case of adultery
or entry into religion (after consummation). The distinction between cases of
matrimony and cases of divorce was to become fundamental in classifying cases
in the ecclesiastical courts, though, as we shall see, an intermediate category
developed, at least in some courts, that of cases of matrimony and divorce,
in which the plaintiff sued a supposedly married couple seeking their divorce
and marriage to one of them. Tancred’s distinction between ‘full’ and ‘partial’
divorce came to be reflected in the terms ‘divorce as to the bond’ and ‘divorce as
to board and bed’ (divortium quoad vinculum and divortium quoad mensam
et thorum). Again as we shall see, some courts developed a lesser category
of separation, separation of goods, which technically left the ‘mutual debt of
carnal servitude’ intact.

If a woman claims a man, or vice versa, Tancred tells us (tit. 33), she ought
to offer a libel, even though the custom of some churches is to the contrary. The
practice of presenting the libel is, however, “better and more honest” because
the defendant ought to be certain what is being asked of him or her.93 Further,
as we have just seen, there is an important legal difference (obtinet de iure)
whether someone is claiming a woman as a sponsa de futuro, a sponsa de
presenti, or a wife already known (uxor iam cognita), and so the libel ought to
specify this.94

The libel also should specify, Tancred continues, whether the plaintiff is
bringing a petitory or a possessory action. This importation from the law of
property is at first glance startling (though Tancred does say that the petitory
action is brought “as if she were making a claim about ownership” [quasi
agat de proprietate]). Tancred insists upon the distinction, however, and it is
fundamental to his understanding of procedure in marriage cases. Either the
woman is claiming that the man “has contracted with her and asks that he
should be adjudged her husband” (the petitory action) or “she asks that he be
restored to her, as one who has been unjustly cast out by him whom she says is
her husband” (the possessory action).95

92 Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 33, pp. 71–8.
93 Id., pp. 71–2; text and disc. T&C no. 56.
94 Id., p. 72, T&C no. 57.
95 Ibid., text and disc. T&C no. 58.
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The distinctions between the two types of actions were substantial. If the
action is a petitory action, Tancred tells us, and the defendant objects (‘excepts’)
that the marriage cannot proceed because they are consanguine, the exception
should be heard before the petition, because if the exception prevails that is
the end of the case. In the possessory action, however, the exception will not
be heard until restitution (of conjugal rights) has been made. Among other
authorities, we are told, Innocent III expressly made this distinction.96 All the
plaintiff has to do is prove that she was “in possession” (in possessione) (of
her husband? of the marriage?) and that she was deprived of possession by her
husband without the process of law (sine iuris ordine).97 If she does this, she
is entitled to restitution forthwith, unless she can be shown to have deprived
herself of her right. (Tancred is here thinking of a case of a wife who lived in
open adultery with another man.)98

Restoration without the exception being heard (sine aliqua exceptione) is
not granted if (1) the exception is that the woman has engaged in public and
manifest fornication; (2) the exception is one of consanguinity “prohibited by
divine law,”99 and for which proof is readily at hand;100 (3) the exception
is one of res iudicata, or (4) the man is seeking restoration, and there are
reasonable grounds for fearing for the safety of the woman. (Even here, we
later learn, restitution should be made if suitable arrangements can be made
for the woman’s safety, which is to be done, at least in some cases, by the man’s
taking an oath, or offering a pledge, or a surety.) Finally, as in the case of all
possessory actions, failure in the possessory action does not preclude bringing
a petitory action, but failure in a petitory action precludes a possessory action.

The distinction between petitory and possessory actions, though it had a
somewhat checkered history in practice, as we shall see, is an important one
here. The papal decretals (particularly Alexander’s decretals) show considerable
reluctance to dissolve long-term marriages and to overturn previous judgments
upholding the validity of a marriage. The validity or invalidity of a marriage,
however, was an absolute concept. An invalid marriage could not be made valid
by having existed for a long time. Hence, the reluctance to upset the existing
order had to be expressed in procedural rather than substantive terms. One
could not say that a marriage became valid by prescription, but the system
could, and did, give procedural advantages to the person asserting the validity
of the existing order. One way of achieving this was to put the burden of proof
on the person asserting the invalidity of the existing order. If, for example, a
husband asserting the invalidity of his existing marriage took the law into his
own hands and simply dismissed his wife, the wife could, at least under normal

96 Citing X 2.13.13 (Literas tuas).
97 Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 33, pp. 74–5.
98 Citing C.32 q.1 c.5.
99 in divina lege prohibita. In this context this may mean consanguinity in the fourth and lower

degrees. See X 2.13.13 (n. 96).
100 In this case all other things are restored except (the right) to sexual intercourse.
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circumstances, be restored to him simply by showing the fact of the existing
marriage, and thus force her husband to undertake the burden of proving its
invalidity.

Tancred is disappointingly vague about when a person becomes ‘possessed’
of his or her marriage, but simply ‘contracting’ the marriage (here probably
meant in the sense of exchanging words de presenti) was not enough. Such a
person must bring the petitory action and discharge the burden of proof. In all
probability Tancred would have regarded a couple that lived together and had
had intercourse as being ‘possessed’ of their marriage. Whether one element but
not the other would suffice he does not say. Nonetheless, it is hard not to see
here a procedural reflection of the older notion, found for example in Gratian’s
Decreta, that marriages are not ‘perfected’ simply by the exchange of consent.

The remainder of title 33 deals with the steps of the procedure up to the
examination of the witnesses. The offer of the libel, Tancred tells us, is followed
by a delay for deliberation.101 The parties then return and take the oath to
tell the truth. (Tancred insists on this, though he admits that the oath against
calumny is not taken in spiritual cases.) The oath either precedes or follows the
litis contestatio, the formal joinder of issue. This is followed by the interrogation
of the parties. The process, as Tancred conceives of it, should take place in the
presence of the judge and both of the parties. (He concedes that the church
of Bologna follows the practice of examining the parties separately, as if they
were witnesses, but he regards the practice as improper, a violation of the
principle that all judgments require three persons, the plaintiff, the defendant,
and the judge.) Each party, or his advocate, or the judge is to pose questions
of the other party relevant to establishing the case. The party is to answer on
his own, without the counsel of his advocate, though he may seek a delay if he
is not sure how to answer it. The process of the parties’ putting questions to
each other, known in later practice as ‘making positions’, will be found in the
documents that we will examine in later chapters.

Sometimes at this point one or both parties will confess, and these confessions
will be determinative of the case unless they prejudice the marriage at stake in
the case or that of some third party. This statement of the rule neatly combines
the principles of the law that marriages are to be favored and that the confession
of two parties cannot prejudice the rights of a third. Hence, parties could confess
themselves into a marriage if the rights of third parties were not at stake, but
they could not confess themselves out of a marriage. To dissolve a marriage or to
obtain a judgment affecting a third party, they needed proof independent of their
confessions.

The law about accusers of matrimony (tit. 34), that is, those who could
bring an action to dissolve a marriage, was complicated.102 A canon of dubious
origins but ascribed to the early Roman pope Fabian held that only relatives
could accuse a marriage of invalidity. Only if there were no relatives could others

101 Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 33, pp. 76–8.
102 Id. 34, pp. 78–85.
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be admitted to the accusation.103 The context of the canon strongly suggests
that the only accusation of which it was speaking was the accusation that
the marriage was invalid because of consanguinity or affinity. The justification
later developed for the rule was that relatives know best what the degree of
relationship is,104 and the canon continued to be recited for the proposition
that, unlike the situation in other cases, in consanguinity cases relatives were
not only admissible witnesses but also the preferred witnesses. Tancred recites
the rule excluding non-relatives from testifying when relatives were available,
but then admits that perhaps as a matter of custom, in many places extraneous
persons could be admitted, even if there were relatives who could accuse. After
Tancred, we hear little of this rule of exclusion.

There were a number of rules disqualifying accusations on the ground of
what might broadly be called estoppel. Someone who knew of an impediment
and when questioned about it said nothing would not later be heard to raise
the objection. Further, someone who was present in the diocese when the banns
were proclaimed and who did not object to the marriage would not later be
admitted as an accuser. This rule became particularly important after the Fourth
Lateran Council generalized the custom of proclaiming the banns, and an elab-
orate body of law developed that attempted to define what would be an appro-
priate excuse for failing to object to the banns. Finally, an accuser should not be
admitted who was shown to be bringing the accusation for nefarious motives,
such as private hatred or financial gain.

Tancred continues by describing how an accusation of matrimony is to pro-
ceed. His effort is one of integrating something that had developed as a separate
type of proceeding into the mainstream of Romano-canonical procedure. In
the first place, he tells us, the word accusatio is improper; it should be called a
denunciation (denunciatio) of a marriage, placing it, apparently, in the category
of ‘evangelical denunciations’, a procedure ultimately derived from Matthew’s
gospel (18:15–18). Tancred argues that the denunciation should be in writing,
like a libel, though he concedes that sometimes it is not. It should precisely
specify the impediment complained of and a copy should be provided to the
couple accused so that they could prepare their defense. The case is then to
proceed along the lines of a standard procedure outlined previously.

Finally, Tancred tells us that the formal procedure that he has just outlined
only applies to a marriage that has already been contracted, the same phrase
that he uses to distinguish petitory from possessory cases. Before the marriage
has been contracted, the denunciation can proceed without full proof. For this
proposition he cites decretals of Alexander III and Urban III, both of which
deal with the difficult-to-prove impediment of affinity by illicit intercourse.105

Proceedings to separate a marriage on the ground of adultery (tit. 35),
Tancred tells us, are properly called ‘accusations’, because a crime is being

103 C.35 q.6 c.1.
104 See X 4.18.3 (Clement III, Videtur nobis).
105 Ref. T&C no. 59.
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alleged.106 Nonetheless, the proceeding differs from the normal criminal pro-
ceeding in that if separation is sought, only the husband or wife can bring the
case. Some people had argued that no libel of accusation should be offered
in such cases, because in the ecclesiastical court, unlike the secular court, the
plaintiff in a case of separation for adultery was not bound to commit him- or
herself to the penalty of the talion if he or she failed in the proceeding. That
the talion does not apply in ecclesiastical separation cases is obvious enough
to Tancred; if it did, the accuser would get what he or she wanted, separation,
whether the case was won or lost. But Tancred insists on the formal libel, and
he lays out a form, designed for use by the provost of Gurk, the person to whom
the treatise is addressed and dedicated.107

The right to dismiss a spouse for adultery was strictly limited. Tancred tells
us that it does not apply if (1) the accuser has also committed adultery; (2)
the husband has prostituted his wife; (3) she believed him dead and married
another (though she must return to him if he returns); (4) she was known
secretly by a man whom she believed to be her husband; (5) she was raped; (6)
they were reconciled after the adultery, and (7) there have been divorces and
remarriages while the couple were infidels, and both are converted. In this last
situation, Tancred says, they must return to the original marriage, adding that
the situation rarely occurs.

Finally, Tancred notes that once a separation has been granted, if the person
to whom the separation has been granted does not live continently, he or she
is to be compelled to return to the original spouse. The support for this is a
decretal, probably of Clement III, which the summary tells us “can be cited all
the time” (multum allegabilis).108

Tancred’s two titles on witnesses (tits. 36–7) are largely derived from small
treatises that he wrote on parts of the ordo and which were later combined in
his well-known Ordo iudiciarius.109 The rules are important for understanding
medieval marriage litigation, though they are, for the most part, not peculiar
to marriage cases.110

The form Tancred gives for the admission, examination, and reprover of
witnesses is part of the standard overall form for the course of judgment in
Romano-canonic civil procedure. After the joinder of issue (litis contestatio),
the plaintiff is assigned a number of terms (three was standard; a fourth was
given as an exceptional matter) to produce witnesses to discharge his burden
of proof on his case in chief.

Once produced, the witnesses are to take an oath to tell the whole truth and
to tell the truth for both parties. They are also to swear that they do not come

106 Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 35, pp. 85–90.
107 Id., pp. 86–7. The date is given as 17 November 1210, giving us a terminus a quo for the

treatise.
108 X 4.19.5 (Ex literis tuis); disc. T&C no. 60.
109 Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 36–7, pp. 91–104; cf. id., Ordo iudiciarius 3.6–13, pp. 222–

48.
110 Ref. T&C no. 61.
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to bear testimony for a price or out of friendship, or for private hate, or for any
benefit they might receive. After they have taken the oath, the witnesses are to
be examined separately and in secret, after the manner of Daniel’s questioning
of the elders.

When all the witnesses have been examined, the parties are to renounce fur-
ther production of witnesses. The witnesses’ depositions will then be published
by the notary who has written them down. The defendant now has an opportu-
nity to except to the testimony of the witnesses. He may except to their persons,
if he has reserved the right to do so when they are produced, or he may seek to
demonstrate that their testimony is false in some respect.

The proceduralists like Tancred not only outlined the form by which wit-
nesses were to be admitted, examined, and reproved; they also elaborated some
basic principles of their system of proof by witnesses. At the core of that system
are three propositions: (1) The character of each witness is to be examined;
certain witnesses are not to be heard because of their status, and the testimony
of others is to be regarded as suspicious because of their status or mores or their
relationship to one or the other of the parties. (2) Witnesses are to be examined
carefully to determine if they are telling the truth about events they saw and
heard themselves. (3) On the basis of the written depositions and what has been
demonstrated about the character of the witnesses, the judge is to determine
whether the standard of proof fixed by law has been met.

As a general matter, Tancred tells us, two witnesses make a full proof.111

But not everyone may be a witness. Slaves, women (in certain circumstances),
those below the age of 14, the insane, the infamous, paupers (though Tancred
has some doubts about this), and infidels may not be witnesses. Criminals may
not be witnesses. No one may be a witness in his own cause. Judges, advocates,
and executors may not be witnesses in cases in which they have performed their
official duties. Children may not testify on behalf of their parents or parents
on behalf of their children, with certain exceptions. Familiars and domestics
of the producing party and those who are enemies of the party against whom
they are produced may not be witnesses. This is all summed up in another set
of mnemonic verses:112

Condition and gender, age and discretion
Fame and fortune and troth
If these aren’t found in the testes
You should, to admit ’em, be loath.

Witnesses are to be questioned, Tancred continues, about all the details of
what they have seen and heard, for only then can it be determined whether they
are consistent. They are to be asked about the matter, the people, the place, the

111 What was required for full proof (probatio plena) was complicated and somewhat controversial.
It is best dealt with where it arises, e.g., Ch 5, at n. 48; Ch 9, at nn. 50–2.

112 Conditio, sexus, aetas, discretio, fama / Et fortuna, fides, in testibus ista requires. Tancred,
Summa de matrimonio 37, p. 99.
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time, perhaps even what the weather was like, what the people were wearing,
who was consul, and so on. In only a few instances, such as computing the
degrees in incest cases, is hearsay testimony to be accepted.

If a witness contradicts himself, Tancred concludes, then his testimony should
be rejected. If the witnesses agree, and their dicta seem to conform to the nature
of the case, then their dicta are to be followed. If the witnesses on one side
disagree among themselves, then the judge must believe those statements that
best fit the nature of the matter at hand and that are least suspicious. If the
witnesses on one side conflict with those on the other, then the judge ought to
attempt to reconcile their statements if he can. If he cannot, then he ought
to follow those more trustworthy – the freeborn rather than the freedman,
the older rather than the younger, the man of more honorable estate rather
than the inferior, the noble rather than the ignoble, the man rather than the
woman. Further, the truth-teller is to be believed rather than the liar, the man
of pure life rather than the man who lives in vice, the rich man rather than
the poor, anyone rather than he who is a great friend of the person for whom
he testifies or an enemy of him against whom he testifies. If the witnesses are
all of the same dignity, then the judge should stand with the side that has the
greatest number of witnesses. If they are of the same number and dignity, then
absolve the defendant. The basic principle, then, is that the burden of proof
rests on the one who is asserting the proposition (onus probandi incumbit ei qui
dicit).

secular consequences of marriage

Legitimacy

Tancred’s section on legitimacy is short but important.113 The basic proposition
about legitimacy in canon law and in civil (Roman) law was that legitimate
children were those who were born of a valid marriage. Granted the rules about
what made a valid marriage, this meant that a marriage lacking solemnities
could, nonetheless, produce legitimate children. The church had also added, as
Roman law had not, the notion of what was called, although Tancred does not
use the term, ‘putative marriage’. If a couple married publicly and believed their
marriage to be valid, their children would be legitimate, even if it later turned
out that the marriage was invalid. As we have seen, an important provision of
canon 51 of the Fourth Lateran Council denied the benefit of putative marriage
to those who did not follow the formal requirements of the statute (basically,
public proclamation of the banns).

The rules of putative marriage required that at least one of the couple believe
in good faith in the validity of the marriage. If both of them had guilty con-
sciences (laesam conscientiam) and knowingly married against the canons, their
children were bastards. Much decretal law was devoted to this topic.

113 Id. 38, pp. 104–7.
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Tancred offers a fourfold division among children, derived in part from
Roman law, and elaborated by the glossators. Children are either (1) natural and
legitimate (those procreated in lawful marriage), (2) natural and not legitimate
(those born of a concubine or fornication between two unmarried persons), (3)
legitimate and not natural (adopted), and (4) not legitimate and not natural,
that is ‘spurious’ (those born of [knowing] incest or adultery). The distinction
was important because in canon law (secular law had more doubts), natural
children could be legitimated by the subsequent marriage of their parents, but
spurious children could not. Innocent III’s famous decretal Per venerabilem had
asserted that the papacy had the power to legitimate even spurious children.114

Tancred proceeds to elaborate on the various methods of legitimating children
in the civil law, but closes with the note that the civil law does not have a
method for legitimating spurious children.

Marital Property

Tancred’s treatment of marital property is skimpy.115 He apologizes for this at
the end, though he says enough about it that we can get some idea of what his
concepts were. He asserts at the beginning of the section that matters concerning
marital property belong to the ecclesiastical judge as accessory to marriage
cases. He seems to be thinking principally of the proposition that when an
ecclesiastical judge grants a divorce, he should also make a decree about the
restoration of marital property. He mentions a custom in Bologna that judges
will not deal with a divorce case unless the man posts security that he will
restore the woman’s dowry if the divorce is granted.116

On this relatively narrow base, the classical canon law built quite a bit.
Urban III authorized the dean and chapter of Lisieux both to order the restora-
tion of dos and to supervise the division of community property incident to a
divorce.117 Clement III chastised a papal judge delegate for not ordering restora-
tion of the dos when he pronounced a divorce for consanguinity between a
couple. The return of the dos is ‘incident’ to the main cause, and jurisdiction
over it is ‘accessory’ to the jurisdiction over the main cause.118 The same pope
also pronounced that a woman separated from her husband for adultery lost
her dowry (the Roman-law rule).119 Innocent III ordered the restoration of a
husband’s donatio propter nuptias when the wife’s retention of it was imped-
ing the dissolution of a marriage that Innocent regarded as incestuous.120 Both
Innocent and Gregory IX made rulings that tended to equate canonical marital
property with that of the ius commune and hence of Roman law.121

114 X 4.17.13.
115 Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 39, pp. 107–11.
116 Disc. T&C no. 62.
117 X 4.20.2 (Significavit P.). Granted where we are, the dos here may be dower rather than dowry.
118 X 4.20.3 (De prudentia vestra).
119 X 4.20.4 (Plerumque).
120 X 4.20.5 (Etsi necesse sit).
121 Ref. T&C no. 63.
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conclusion

We have just sketched what seems to be a complicated body of law, and indeed
it is. Before we look at how it was used, we should ask the question whether
on an a priori basis it is possible to make some guesses as to which portions of
it are likely to have been socially significant and which not. In order to do so
we will have to make some broad assumptions about the nature of medieval
marriage as a social institution, assumptions that we will later have to question
but that find support in the current literature. We will also anticipate some of
the findings that are supported more fully later.

It took far more space to describe the basic rules about impediments than it
did to describe the basic rules about marriage formation (and in the former
case, we, in many cases, only skimmed the surface), so one’s first reaction
might be that it would be the rules about impediments that gave rise to the
most controversy and confusion. Simply explaining these rules to a population,
the vast majority of whom could not read, would have been a formidable task,
and unless this population had already absorbed these rules and made them
customary by the beginning of the thirteenth century (and all the evidence
suggests that it had not), we might imagine that enforcement of the rules about
impediments would be difficult and disputes about them common.

We are going to discover that this last, by and large, was not the case. True,
instances of violation of the rules about impediments and disputes about all but
the most arcane of them can be found, but those were not the issues to which
most ecclesiastical courts that heard a large number of marriage cases (and we
will see that not all did) devoted most of their time.

Knowing that fact we can go back to the rules to try to discern if there is any-
thing about the rules themselves and about the institutional structures that were
designed to apply them that makes this fundamental finding less surprising than
it might at first seem. In the case of the impediments that we broadly described
as ‘vices of consent’, a group of rules dealing both with physical and mental
capacity to consent and with defective or incomplete (conditional) consent,
there is something about the rules themselves that suggests why disputes about
them might be uncommon – they were all waivable. In some cases the waivabil-
ity was built into the statement of the rule. A person who claimed to have been
forced into a marriage could not obtain dissolution of that marriage if he or she
later freely consented to it, and consent would be presumed, at least in some
statements of the rule, after a year’s cohabitation. Subsequent consent without
defect would also waive the impediments of insanity, error, expressed condition,
and nonage, and sexual intercourse had by the couple after the impediment was
removed gave rise to a de iure presumption of consent.

In some cases, the waivability, even if not normally stated as part of the
rule or only partially stated, lay in the nature of the impediment itself. If a
couple who could not have sexual intercourse continued to cohabit and neither
complained about the inability of the other, no one would be the wiser for
it. (While it is hard to imagine this happening with a younger couple, it is
quite possible to imagine it with an older couple.) The practical waivability of
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this impediment was reinforced by the rule that stated that if a person who was
capable of having sexual intercourse knowingly married someone who was not,
the marriage could not be dissolved. It was further reinforced by the doctrine, of
uncertain scope, but which certainly applied to this impediment, that the only
person who could ‘accuse’ a marriage of certain kinds of invalidity was one of
the marriage partners. (Limitation of the accusers to the marriage partners was
probably also the rule in the case of the other impediments that we labeled as
‘vices of consent’.)

The impediment of crime was also waivable by the innocent spouse, if there
was one. In this case, the accusers were probably not limited to the marriage
partners themselves,122 but the innocent spouse could block dissolution of the
marriage (though he or she could not block the imposition of penalties on the
guilty spouse).

That leaves the religious impediments, those that were formed around the
incest taboo, and prior bond (ligamen), all of which were emphatically not
waivable and all of which could be the subject of public accusation. Prior bond
did give rise to a considerable amount of litigation, both office and instance.
That litigation, as we might expect, frequently raised fundamental issues about
marriage formation. We will have occasion in Chapter 11 to ask why it is
that the elaborate set of rules about incest did not, so far as we can tell in
the present state of our knowledge, give rise to many disputes. So far as the
religious impediments are concerned, we can only offer some speculation here
as to why we do not find more disputes about them.

In the case of the impediment of disparity of cult, our surviving records
are from areas in which there were not many non-Christians, except, in some
areas and in some periods, for Jews. Jews, like Christians, were endogamous by
law, and Jewish communities in the West tended to be endogamous in practice.
Canon law demanded the conversion to Christianity of the proposed Jewish
marriage partner of a Christian; Jewish law, as I understand it, demanded the
reverse. Each community regarded conversion to the other as apostasy. Inter-
marriage certainly did occur, both legally according to one or another set of
laws, and illegally, and the problems to which it gave rise were discussed aca-
demically. It did not, however, leave any records that we have been able to find
in the church courts.123

The impediments of vows and of orders did give rise to some cases and
disputes. That they did not give rise to many is probably the product of both the
fact that the vows had to be solemn (and hence relatively easy to prove, though
there were disputes about the nature of them) and the fact that the conferral
of orders was normally, from the thirteenth century on, recorded (and, hence
again, relatively easy to prove). The insistence on the celibacy of those in major
orders cannot be firmly dated before the eleventh century. There is evidence
that it was not totally accepted in the twelfth century. By the thirteenth century,

122 Disc. T&C no. 64.
123 Disc. T&C no. 65.
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it does seem to have been accepted at least as a matter of principle. Hence,
the rather large number of prosecutions of those in major orders that we find
in the thirteenth and later centuries are prosecutions for what is described as
clerical concubinage. Whether all the clerics and their partners regarded their
relationship as no better than concubinage is hard to know, but so far as the
church courts were concerned, the issue was one of prosecuting a form of
aggravated fornication, not one of dealing with a potential marriage.

That brings us back then to the basic rules about marriage formation. We
have already seen that there was considerable ambiguity in the formulation of
the rules about what constituted present and what future consent, an ambiguity
heightened by the difficulties of translation from the vernaculars in which the
words of consent were normally spoken into Latin. Further, in the Introduc-
tion we suggested that perhaps the most striking thing about the rules about
marriage formation was not what they required but what they did not require.
How did people behave under a body of rules that said that a couple could
get married by an informal exchange of present consent without solemnity or
ceremony of any sort and without obtaining the consent of anyone else or by
an equally informal exchange of future consent followed by sexual intercourse?
It is to that question that much of the rest of this book will be devoted.

In closing this chapter, we should emphasize another point that has not been
featured in the chapter because its origins and most of its development lie before
the period to which this chapter has been devoted. From the point of view of
comparative law, perhaps the most striking feature of the medieval canon law
of marriage is not the fact that it allowed the formation of marriage with
relatively little formality; it is the fact that marriages, whether formed formally
or informally, were indissoluble so long as both parties lived. Jewish law, Roman
law, and Greek law, to take three possible antecedents of the Christian law of
the Middle Ages, all allowed divorce relatively freely. That some marriages
simply do not work out seems to be a virtually universal phenomenon, even in
societies like those of the Middle Ages where there were strong economic and
social pressures holding couples together and where shorter life spans ensured
that in many cases ‘so long as both parties lived’ might not be very long. We
would expect, and we will find, that there was a curious interplay between the
rules about marriage formation and those about marriage dissolution. To put
the matter more bluntly, the formal unavailability of a mechanism to dissolve a
properly formed marriage put pressure on those seeking to dissolve a marriage
to find in its formation reasons why it was not validly formed. It also put
pressure on the courts to find a way to separate, if they could not dissolve,
couples whose marriages had proved hopeless.
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Lying Witnesses and Social Reality

Four English Marriage Cases in the High Middle Ages

Let us depart from the law as stated and ask about the law as applied. Our
sources for this are annoyingly incomplete, nothing like what they are, for
example, for the English central royal courts, but we do have substantial pieces
of the picture, runs of records from various courts in various places at vari-
ous times. The four cases I have chosen as examples are all typical of English
marriage-formation cases. They differ from those on the Continent in ways that
we will come to in later chapters. They differ from most of the other English
cases only in that these examples have left particularly full records.

dolling c smith

In our first case, Alice Dolling appeared in the consistory court of Salisbury on
10 July 1271, claiming that William Smith was her husband.1 William denied
the charge, and Alice was told to produce her witnesses before the rural dean
of Amesbury (Wilts). In September, the depositions of her three witnesses were
published in open court. In October, William confessed that he had had inter-
course with Alice but denied that he had married her. He claimed that he had
been in another town on the St Stephen’s day (26 December), almost three years
previously, the day on which Alice alleged that they exchanged the words of
marital consent in Winterbourne Stoke (Wilts). The dean of Amesbury was to
examine William’s 10 witnesses. In December, Alice answered William’s claim
with four witnesses who alleged that William had indeed been in Winterbourne
Stoke on that St Stephen’s day. After William’s depositions had been published,
the official asked him to produce his witnesses again, but he said that he could
not, citing what seem to be formulaic excuses. In May of 1272, the official
rendered sentence for Alice declaring that William was her lawful husband.
William appealed to the court of Canterbury, the metropolitical court.

1 Dolling c Smith (10.vii.1271 to 31.x.1272), Select Canterbury Cases, 127–37, discussed in Don-
ahue, “Proof by Witnesses,” 147–8, 151–2, 153–5.
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The three sets of depositions are included in the record (processus) made up
for the appeal: Alice first produces three witnesses, all women. The first testifies
that on 26 December two years previously, she was present in the house of one
John le Ankere in Winterbourne Stoke at nightfall, in front of the bed that she
and Alice shared. William and Alice were sitting, probably on a bench in front
of the bed. He was dressed in a black tunic of Irish homespun with an overtunic
and hood of russet; she was dressed in a white tunic with a blue hood and wore
shoes with laces. William took her by the hand and said: “I William shall have
thee (habebo te) Alice as wife so long as we both shall live and to this I pledge
thee my troth.” Alice replied: “And I Alice shall have thee as husband and to
this I pledge thee my troth.”2 Asked why William had come there, she says to
have carnal knowledge of Alice if he could. Asked if she had ever seen them
having intercourse, she says no, but she did see them naked in the same bed.
The second witness, calling herself the sister of the first, basically agrees with
the first’s testimony, though she says that William’s tunic, overtunic, and hood
were all gray. She never saw them lying together. The third witness has a slightly
different version of the words exchanged: William said: “I William take thee
(accipio te) Alice as my wife if holy church allow it, and to this I pledge thee
my troth.” She said: “I Alice shall have thee (habebo te) as husband and shall
hold thee (tenebo te) as my husband.”3

William’s 10 witnesses, all men, tell a different story. William was in Bulford,
four miles away, on St Stephen’s day two years previously. They give a vivid
description of an all-day ale feast, held by the parish guild. William was serving
at the feast and could not possibly have been in Winterbourne Stoke that day.

Alice’s four replication witnesses, all women, say that they saw William in
Winterbourne Stoke that day, where he is described as leading around a crowd
of women or going hand in hand with a woman.

What are we to make of all this? In the first place, someone was clearly lying.4

William could not have been at Winterbourne Stoke exchanging consent with
Alice and continuously attending an all-day guild feast at Bulford, four miles
away, at the same time. Two of Alice’s witnesses on the principal case and one of
her replication witnesses seem to have been related to her: They were probably
her half sisters. The witnesses on the principal case are not completely clear
about what words were exchanged: Two of them seem to testify to verba de
futuro, one of them to verba de presenti, at least on William’s part – but the tense
of the verbs should make no difference when intercourse is conceded. The three
sets of witnesses are not completely certain about their dates, though this may
be the result of scribal error rather than any confusion on the witnesses’ part.

Now none of the observations made in the preceding paragraph is new.
In fact, they are all made in a remarkable document that survives from the

2 Select Canterbury Cases, 129, T&C no. 66.
3 Id., 130, T&C no. 67.
4 As Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 157, points out with regard to exceptions of absence generally,

citing a number of other examples.
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case on appeal.5 The judge of the provincial court of Canterbury asked the
examiners of the court to look at the processus transmitted by the Salisbury
court and evaluate it for him. They committed their evaluation to parchment,
and this has survived. In the end the examiners suggest that there are too many
inconsistencies in Alice’s story, and failing all else, 10 witnesses are better than 7.
The judge of the provincial court seems to have agreed; he reversed the decision
of the official of Salisbury.

There are many cases like this from all levels of the English ecclesiastical
courts that have left records and from all periods in the Middle Ages.6 Indeed,
such cases continue after the Reformation. It was not until 1753 that the English
finally came to invalidate clandestine marriages.7 Can we draw any social con-
clusions from such cases?

I think we can. Even though we will never know what William Smith was
doing on 26 December 1268, we do know that most liars do not make things
up out of nothing. William may not have been at a guild feast in Bulford that
day, but feasts like that took place. The witnesses would not have been able to
describe it so vividly if it was not within their experience. Similarly, William and
Alice may never have exchanged words of matrimonial consent before the bed
in the house in which she was probably a servant, but people did such things. If
they did not, the testimony would not have convinced the official of Salisbury.

Further, a hundred years after Alexander III’s decisions on the topic of the
formation of marriage, news of them had reached Winterbourne Stoke. The
women seem to have had a good idea of what it is that Alice and William
should have been saying in order for Alice to have a case. Whether they knew
that in Alice’s case it made no difference whether the words were of present
or future tense is harder to know. If any exchange took place, I suspect it was
a future one. William’s confession of intercourse comes after the publication
of the depositions. Before the confession the witnesses could not have known
that Alice did not need to prove intercourse in order to make out her case. It is
probably not by chance that the one witness who testifies, admittedly somewhat
ambiguously, to words of the present tense is also the one who says nothing
about intercourse.

As soon as we realize, however, that the witnesses know what it is that they
have to say – and this knowledge, not surprisingly, seems to increase as the
Middle Ages go on – we are faced with a problem: Can we ever be sure that
the witnesses are telling anything like what really happened? To put the prob-
lem more bluntly, it seems highly likely that William’s witnesses were lying.
The official of Salisbury asked him to produce them again. It seems inconceiv-
able that all 10 of them were either dead or had left the province on a pil-
grimage or for some other necessity, and this is what William claims. It seems
far more likely that having gotten them to lie before the dean, he could not

5 Select Canterbury Cases, 134–6.
6 See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, passim.
7 Lord Hardwicke’s Marriage Act, 26 Geo. 2, c. 33 (1753).
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persuade them to come to Salisbury and lie before the bishop’s official. But
what we have said here suggests that William’s witnesses may not be the only
ones who were lying. We can have no confidence in the veracity of Alice’s wit-
nesses either. What we have, then, may be a charade, and the historical record,
dramatic as it is, is not completely credible evidence of the veracity of either the
claim or the defense.

Can we say anything about what happened in Winterbourne Stoke? Not
much with certainty, but we can offer some speculation. William seems to
have been something of a local Don Juan. The women all suggest this, and
William himself admits that he had intercourse with Alice. Now Don Juan
was a member of the nobility. William was certainly no nobleman, but he had
enough money to go to Canterbury to get his case reversed. Alice never appeared
at Canterbury, and the testimony does not suggest that she was of particularly
high station. The details will always escape us, but the whole affair has an aura
of sexual politics about it. It looks as if the women of Winterbourne decided
that William ought to marry Alice. There may have been more than just sexual
relations between them; there was probably less than what her witnesses say.
By contrast, William’s alibi seems to be a lie, pure and simple. I suspect that the
official of Salisbury knew all this, too. There was no third party involved, no
reason why William could not marry Alice, and he had had intercourse with her.
What the official could not do was put together a record that was proof against
appeal, at least when Alice did not appear to defend herself at Canterbury.

merton c midelton

The second case comes from about a century later.8 On 15 April 1365, Mar-
jorie (Margery) de Merton appeared before the official of York seeking that
Thomas de Midelton, chapman of Beverley, be adjudged her husband. The
official interrogated Thomas, who confessed that he had had intercourse with
Marjorie, but he denied that they had ever exchanged words of consent. The
official then delegated the hearing of the case to Mr Adam of York, who was
the precentor of York cathedral and official of the archdeacon of Richmond.9

Marjorie’s case before Adam rested essentially on two allegations: (1) that in
his brother Richard’s house in Beverley on the afternoon of 5 January 1364,
Thomas had promised to marry Marjorie and that they had had sexual inter-
course that night, and (2) that Thomas had confessed in the decanal chapter of
Beverley around Michaelmas in the same year that he had promised to marry
Marjorie and that sexual intercourse had followed. Witnesses were heard on
both these allegations at the end of May; a further deposition of Mr Ralph
Waleys, the vicar of the dean of Beverley who had heard the case in the decanal
chapter, was received in July. At the end of July, Thomas excepted to the persons

8 Merton c Midelton (1365–7), CP.E.102. For the absence of references to particular documents
within the file, see Notes About This Book, n. 2.

9 Ref. T&C no. 68.
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of Marjorie’s witnesses; after the summer holiday at the end of September, he
excepted that he was absent from Beverley on 5 January 1364; at the end of
October, he excepted again, this time that the confession that he had made
before Mr Ralph was not made with the intent of contracting marriage. Depo-
sitions on Thomas’s exceptions were not taken until the middle of November,
and they focused on the characters of Marjorie’s witnesses and on the events in
the decanal chapter of Beverley. In January of 1366, Adam of York interrogated
Marjorie, and she stuck by her story. In March, Adam rendered sentence for
Marjorie.

In April of 1366, Thomas appealed from Adam’s sentence to the official of
York. In his appeal he renewed all the substantive exceptions that he had made
before Mr Adam. At this point the chronology becomes obscure. It would seem
that almost a year passed. In March of 1367, testimony was finally received
from Thomas’s witnesses. They testified to his absence from Beverley and his
presence in Middleton on 5 January three years previously. One deposition
on behalf of Marjorie followed in the beginning of April. At the end of July,
the official rendered a confirmatory sentence on behalf of Marjorie. Thomas
appealed to the Apostolic See, an appeal that he may have pursued, because
a processus seems to have been made up for purposes of the appeal, but no
further record in the case has been found.

All the depositions have survived, and once more they are of some inter-
est. Two women testify on Marjorie’s articles in the principal case. They both
describe events in Richard of Middleton’s house, and their testimony is quite
consistent: Thomas asked Marjorie why she was pursuing him before the court
of the dean of Beverley; he promised to marry her after Easter; he offered her
money in recompense for the litigation expenses that she had already incurred,
and they spent the night together: “a man alone with a woman alone, a naked
man with a naked woman, in one bed.”10 In the same depositions, three men tes-
tify about the events before Mr Ralph in the decanal chapter. The first, Thomas
de Raventhorp, the apparitor of the court, states that he had cited Thomas
and Marjorie for fornication. They both confessed the intercourse, and, under
oath, Marjorie confessed a de futuro contract. Thomas had refused to take an
oath but confessed that he had promised to marry Marjorie and that he had
had intercourse with her after the promise. Later, privately, Thomas confessed
the promise again, and banns were proclaimed between them. The other two
men are more circumspect. According to them, Thomas had confessed that he
promised to marry Marjorie if she behaved herself properly, and intercourse
had followed. Following this confession, Mr Ralph declared them married and
that banns should be proclaimed. These witnesses say nothing about any private
confession of Thomas’s.

Thomas’s five witnesses before Mr Adam, all men, tell a quite different story.
Two of them suggest that Marjorie’s female witnesses were of bad reputation,
both of them having been guilty of sexual offenses. All five men testify about

10 solus cum sola, nudus cum nuda in uno lecto. Ref. T&C no. 69.
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the events in the decanal chapter. In their view, Thomas de Raventhorp and Mr
Ralph were trying to get both Marjorie and Thomas to confess that a marriage
had taken place. After some hesitancy Marjorie confessed that it had, but all
that Thomas said was that he had once told her in bed that she could behave
herself in such a way that he would marry her.

Thomas’s witnesses on appeal are even more striking. They tell a vivid story
of Thomas’s presence in Middleton on 5 January 1364. One witness had been
with him most of the day. They went to mass together in the morning and spent
most of the day drinking in various public houses where Thomas was trying
to collect debts owed him and to make more sales. The witness remembers
the events because he and Thomas had quarreled that day about the price of
three ells of cloth that Thomas had sold him. Coming from the mill the next
morning, the witness saw Thomas heading off for Beverley. Thomas’s servant
was riding a horse and carrying a sack of merchandise; Thomas was driving
before him another horse loaded with merchandise. Altogether, six witnesses
confirm various parts of Thomas’s story.

Marjorie produces only one witness on appeal, Richard of Middleton’s wife,
and she testifies against Marjorie. According to Richard’s wife, Thomas was
not present at her house in Beverley on 5 January 1364.

Again, the question is whether we can make anything at all out of this. As in
the case of Dolling c Smith, someone is clearly lying. Thomas could not have
been at Beverley and in Middleton on the same day in 1364. Also, as in the
case of Dolling c Smith, neither set of witnesses inspires much confidence. The
two women who testify on Marjorie’s behalf are of lower station, are clearly
Marjorie’s supporters, and could even have been bribed. The men of Middleton
who testify on Thomas’s behalf are his fellow townsmen, and there are not so
many of them that they too could not have been corrupted. It is especially
suspicious that it takes Thomas almost two years to produce them, enough
time carefully to fabricate a story.

As in the case of Dolling c Smith, too, while the precise events of 5 Jan-
uary 1364 may never be known, the witnesses are testifying to things that are
close to their experience. Thomas may not have spent 5 January 1364 visit-
ing the pubs of Middleton, but chapmen did spend January days doing just
that, and the witness’s description of Thomas, his servant, and the horses con-
jures up a picture out of a fourteenth-century miniature. Similarly, the events at
the house of Richard of Middleton may never have happened, but things like
this did happen. Marjorie was Thomas’s mistress; everyone concedes this. She
probably hoped that he would marry her someday. Men in Thomas’s position
worried about prosecution before the lower-level church courts. They made
vague promises of marriage, and some of them, like Thomas, got caught.

What distinguishes this case from Dolling c Smith is the role of the decanal
court and its personnel. In Dolling, it is the women of Winterbourne Stoke who
get together, if our speculations are correct, and decide that William should
marry Alice. Here, there is a strong suggestion that the apparitor and commis-
sary of the decanal court of Beverley made the decision and sought to shape
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the events to ensure that it happened. Again, we may never know precisely
what Thomas said in the decanal chapter (just as we may never know what his
real objections to marrying Marjorie were), but the fact that even Marjorie’s
witnesses, with the exception of the apparitor and the commissary, testify to a
considerably more ambiguous confession than do the apparitor and the com-
missary suggests that Thomas’s version of the story may be at least as accurate
as Marjorie’s. The truth may lie someplace in between.

ingoly c midelton, esyngwald and wright

The third case, the simplest in terms of the surviving documentation, also comes
from the consistory of York, about 60 years after Merton c Midelton.11 In
March of 1430, Joan Ingoly of Bishopthorpe, wife of John Midelton, sued her
husband, Robert Esyngwald of Poppleton, and his wife Ellen Wright, alleging
that neither her marriage to John nor Robert’s to Ellen could stand because she
and Robert had exchanged words of present consent before either her marriage
to John or Robert’s to Ellen. Witnesses on her articles were heard in April. At the
beginning of July, the commissary general rendered sentence declaring both de
facto marriages null and that Robert and Joan were husband and wife. John’s
proctor appealed to the Apostolic See, but a week later the official formally
refused to grant dimissory letters (apostoli),12 and the case disappears from
view.

The depositions have survived, and they are of some interest. Two witnesses
testify solely to the marriage of John and Joan, which took place in the presence
of a priest in the parish of St Margaret’s Walmgate, York, on 25 November
1414. Three witnesses testify to the marriage of Robert and Ellen, which took
place in the presence of a priest in Poppleton chapel, on 25 May 1410. The two
witnesses to Robert and Joan’s informal marriage, Robert and Alice Dalton, are
husband and wife; Alice is Joan’s sister. They testify that on 22 July 1408, or
perhaps it was 1409, Robert Esyngwald and Joan had contracted marriage in
the high street of Upper Poppleton, at the end of the garden of one Thomas del
Leys. Robert Dalton testifies that they both used the same form of words: “I will
have you as wife/husband and to this I give you my troth.” Alice has a slightly
different version of Robert’s words, “I will have thee and take (conducere)
thee as wife and to this I pledge thee my troth.”13 Both agree that Robert held
Joan by the right hand; after the words were exchanged they joined hands and
kissed. Both Robert Dalton and Alice were in service when the marriage of
Robert Esyngwald and Ellen took place, and both denied knowing anything
about it until after it happened. Although Alice was present at Joan and John’s
wedding in St Margaret’s Walmgate, she said nothing because she believed
that Robert’s earlier marriage to Ellen had been authorized by letters from the

11 Ingoly c Midelton, Esyngwald and Wright (1430), CP.F.201; lit. T&C no. 70.
12 See disc., n. 18.
13 Ibid., T&C no. 71.
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archbishop. Robert Dalton alleges the same belief and adds that he believed
that reclaiming against the banns of Joan and John would have had no effect
because the marriage of Robert and Ellen had been solemnized “many years”
previously.14

Unlike Dolling c Smith and Merton c Midelton, there is no necessary reason
why any of the witnesses in this case needs be lying. The two solemnized mar-
riages almost certainly happened much as described, and the informal marriage
could have happened as well. Certainly there is no reason to doubt the main
outlines of the witnesses’ stories of their lives. Their terms of service in York
are with identifiable people, and the story of their lives is typical of the ‘mid-
dling sort’ of people in this period and well beyond.15 Young people in service,
required by the custom of their society to postpone marriage, frequently slept
together and sometimes – often enough to produce a number of surviving cases –
exchanged words importing some form of marital consent.16 It is thus possible
that Robert and Joan had some sort of relationship during their period of ser-
vice, a relationship that led them to exchange words that might be regarded as
words of marital consent.

What I find hard to believe, however, is that this story was anything like as
straightforward as the record makes it out to be. In the first place, the Daltons’
alibis for failing to come forward when Robert and Ellen were married look
highly suspicious. Robert Dalton says that he spent the six or seven weeks
preceding and following the marriage on his master’s service in Lincoln diocese;
Alice simply alleges that she was in service in York and so knew nothing about
a marriage in Poppleton. Poppleton is only three miles northwest of York, and
Alice came from there. It is hard to believe that she did not hear of the impending
marriage, and if she really thought that Robert Esyngwald had married her
sister, one wonders why she did not do anything about it when he married
someone else. One possible explanation is that Joan may have decided that she
was well enough rid of Robert Esyngwald, in which case one wonders why
21 years later she changed her mind. It seems more likely that nothing had
occurred between Robert and Joan, or that what had occurred was not so clear
as the witnesses make it out to be. The story of the rumors about letters from the
archbishop is also hard to believe. Not that rumors like this did not circulate, but
once it was clear that the letters did not exist, the failure of Robert and Alice to
take any action calls for more of an explanation than the examiner demanded of
them. Indeed, the examiner’s questioning is remarkably lax. Other than asking
why Robert and Alice had allowed the other two marriages to go ahead, he does
little cross-examining. He does not inquire into the circumstances of the events
in Upper Poppleton, the clothes the parties wore, the weather, and so on. Nor
does he ask what the two witnesses did when they finally did find out about
the conflicting marriages. He fails to ask the most obvious question: Granted

14 Text and disc. T&C no. 72.
15 Ref. T&C no. 73.
16 See Goldberg, “Marriage, Migration, Servanthood and Life-Cycle”; id., Women, Work.
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that you did not know about the other marriage at the time it took place, why
have you remained silent for 19 years?

If this case raises so many doubts, why does it leave such a simple record?
Even taking the record on its face, there are difficulties. As R. H. Helmholz has
pointed out,17 Alice’s version of the words that Robert spoke go right to the edge
of what the canonists and the courts would take as words of the present tense,
and no one testifies to sexual intercourse. Yet the judge does not interrogate the
parties; no exceptions are filed to the witnesses; the case goes forward without
a hitch; it is so straightforward that apostoli are denied.

Perhaps a different explanation fits the evidence better: If we assume that this
is not a contested case, much of what seems to be incomprehensible becomes
comprehensible. Three defendants, represented by the best proctors of the day
in the York court, present no defense to a weak case. Could it be that they
presented no defense because this was the result that all of them wanted? This
is certainly the case with Robert Esyngwald, because the acta in the case indicate
that he admitted the facts in Joan’s libel from the very beginning.18

But what of the personnel of the court? If the parties to the case were in some
sense abusing the process of the court in order to obtain a consent judgment,
why did the proctors and the judge allow this to happen, particularly when it
involved the dissolution of two marriages of long standing? Surely, they knew, or
suspected, that the defendants were not pursuing the case very vigorously. Even
if all the parties to the case had consented to the judgment, the court personnel
should have been concerned about the bond of the sacrament of marriage and
about the potential scandal that the case might cause. My explanation for why
the court allowed this to happen so easily is simple, if somewhat shocking:
One of the defendants in the case, the reader will recall, was named Robert
Esyngwald; his proctor was also named Robert Esyngwald, and the judge in
the case was named Roger Esyngwald. My suggestion is, then, that the court
personnel were complicitous in what was happening.

The name Esyngwald derives from the small town, now spelled ‘Easingwold’,
12 miles northwest of York. At least 13 men named Easingwold (with various
spellings) appear in the court and city records of York in the first decades of the
fifteenth century.19 The cluster of men with this name in the York records in this
period, coupled with their relative absence from earlier and later periods, sug-
gests that many or most of our Easingwolds are connected. Blood relationship
is demonstrable or probable in a number of cases. In other cases the connection
is more likely to be geographical. Not that all of them came from Easingwold
(Robert, the defendant in our case, may well have been born in Poppleton),
but the fact that they bore the same toponym suggests relatively recent origins
in Easingwold. This in turn would probably have led men named Easingwold

17 Marriage Litigation, 32; cf. id., 64–5.
18 Cons.AB 3, fol 60v; disc. T&C no. 74.
19 The proctor and the judge in this case are well known. The defendant may be Robert, a tailor,

who obtained the freedom of the city in 1423. Ref. T&C no. 75.
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to patronize younger men with the same origin. It is certainly not pure chance
that the commissary general and one of the proctors in our case both bore the
same name. Nicholas Easingwold in the previous generation of proctors almost
certainly passed on his practice to Robert, although he does not seem to have
been his father, and he may have been the father of Roger, the commissary
general.20 John Easingwold, a moneymaker at the archbishop’s mint, benefited
from the patronage of Roger Easingwold, the commissary general.21 Similarly,
it is probably not by chance that Robert Easingwold the tailor, and perhaps the
defendant in our case, was enrolled as a freeman of the city in the same year
that Thomas Easingwold was the mayor. Hence, it is also probably not pure
chance that Robert Easingwold, the putative tailor, is able to discard his wife
of 19 years and marry another who has been another man’s wife for 16 in a
case in which another Robert Easingwold serves as his proctor and a Roger
Easingwold is the judge. It is more plausible that something like this could have
happened when we learn that the archbishop (John Kempe, who had been in
office for only four years) was the chancellor of England and probably not
paying much attention to what was going on in his court at York. We might
even speculate that there is a connection between this case, and the scandal
that it may have caused, and the fact that shortly after this time, Easingwolds
disappear not only from positions of prominence in the court of York but also
from positions of prominence in the city.

Now what does all this have to do with Alexander III and with the principles
and policies that seem to have guided his decisions? Clearly, the connection is
not simple and direct. On the one hand, we probably should avoid the conclu-
sion that Alexander’s decisions had no social effect at all. They clearly affected
the parties in all three cases, and there are dozens of cases like them. On the
other hand, there is the obvious problem of writing social history from a police
blotter. We have hundreds of medieval marriage cases in various states of preser-
vation, but there were millions of medieval marriages, and the litigated ones are
not only a small sample but also a highly biased sample of the whole group. A
skeptic would say that all we can know from these cases is that when people got
to court, Alexander’s rules were applied to whatever facts the parties chose to
present. What went on outside of court cannot be known from the court records.

The cases do, however, give us some evidence that we can use to tell a story
that might otherwise not be told: First, people did seem to know what the rules
were. Informal marriages were valid, if not approved; no one’s consent other
than that of the parties was necessary for a valid marriage. Quite clearly, some
of the people in some of the cases are making use of Alexander’s rules to escape
from the pressure of families and lords. It does not seem too far-fetched to
suggest that others did the same, even though they produced no cases that left
a record.

20 See T&C no. 75.
21 He calls him magister meus in his will and leaves him a small legacy. Testamenta Eboracensia

II, 16.
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Second, because people knew what the rules were, they knew what they had
to say in order to achieve the desired result in court. In some cases we may
suspect lying, pure and simple. In many cases – and the marriages described
in all three of our cases may be examples – what the witnesses testify to may
represent more shading of what happened than outright lies. That the witnesses
did this, and that they seem to have done it quite frequently, may suggest not
so much corruption, though there is some evidence of that, as it does that the
witnesses shaded their testimony in order to produce a result that they believed
to be a just one. This, in turn, could not have happened regularly without the
tacit approval of the court personnel. Such approval was forthcoming in the
case of the official of Salisbury in Dolling c Smith and of the York consistory
in Ingoly c Midelton. It was not in Merton c Midelton, where the personnel
of the decanal court take a much more active role in shaping the proceedings,
using the ambiguities of the law and the facts to force what they seemed to have
believed to be a proper result. The judgment of the personnel of the decanal
court in this case was apparently shared by those of the York consistory. Nor
was approval forthcoming from the appellate court in Dolling c Smith, where
the personnel of the appellate court, divorced from the situation of the parties
and the underlying facts, behaved much more like academic lawyers.

What causes the courts sometimes to accept the results that the parties and
witnesses are urging them to accept and sometimes to reject them is a compli-
cated question, the answer to which is highly problematical. Suffice it to say
here that the result in the Salisbury court in Dolling and in the York consistory
in Ingoly is more typical of the results in English medieval marriage cases than is
that on appeal in Dolling or, with qualifications, that in both courts in Merton.

Third, as Michael Sheehan has noted, the attitudes toward marriage reflected
in these court records are extraordinarily individualistic. Though there are cases
in which people are clearly escaping from the pressure of families and lords, they
pale in comparison with the number of cases in which families and lords are
no place to be found. This is surprising only if one reads other types of sources
about medieval marriage where the role of the choice of others than the parties
seems to tell the whole story. There are two possible conclusions: Either all
the cases that we are looking at are cases of runaway marriages, Romeo and
Juliet run rampant, which seems unlikely, or the model of marriage that we
get from other sources, manor records, charters, and literary evidence needs
modification in the light of what the church court records seem to suggest was
a wider practice than that prevailing among the people who ended up litigating.

This individualism, however, has limits. Where the couple are agreed and
will stick to their story, the larger society is, by and large, forced to accept
their judgment. Even here, however, the couple need some support, at least two
witnesses, if the rights of third parties are at stake. Where the couple cannot
agree, however (and not surprisingly most litigated cases are of this type), then
the wider society has a role to play. The wider society may be a social group, like
the women of Winterbourne Stoke, who chose to support Alice against William,
or it may be an official group, like the personnel of the decanal court of Beverley,
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who seem to have played a considerable role in encouraging Marjorie to bring
her case, and perhaps even in telling her what she ought to say.

tiryngton c moryz

Our last case is laden with ambiguity. It will serve in some ways to confirm
the conclusions at which we tentatively arrived with the first three, but it will
also expose us, in a way more dramatic than the others, to the difficulties of
drawing even tentative social conclusions from legal records.

In June of 1367, Walter de Tiryngton (Terrington) of Tadcaster in the West
Riding of Yorkshire sued Agnes daughter of William Moryz (Morice), his de
facto wife, before the official of the archdeacon of York.22 He claimed that
their marriage of 15 (or perhaps it was 13) years should be dissolved on the
ground that Agnes had precontracted marriage with one Henry Littester 16
years previously.23 Agnes conceded each element in the complaint. The official
appointed a special commissary before whom testimony was taken.24

Walter offers two witnesses to the precontract, Agnes’s maternal aunt and
her husband, Matilda and William Sturgis, who testify that around Michael-
mas “two years after the first pestilence,” they were present in the house of
Richard Hare in Wilstrop where Henry and Agnes contracted marriage “at the
procuration” of the two witnesses.25 Henry says (I translate here from the Latin
into the probable Middle English): “Ik taa thee her Agnes til wife if haaly kirk
it suffer and to that ik plight thee my trauth.”26 And he took her by the right
hand, and she said the same. William says that he remembers the time because
around that time he and Matilda had moved into the house in which they now
live. He and his wife toted up the years, and it will be 16 years next Michaelmas.
Henry is still living in Wetherby, and William knows this because he saw him
many times in the last quarter.27 William cannot testify whether the couple had
sexual intercourse but says that they confessed it.

Matilda agrees with William in all things, with the following additions: She
had spoken with Henry in Tadcaster on the previous feast of John the Baptist (24
June). On the question of intercourse, she says that on the day of the contract,
she saw Henry and Agnes lie together nudus cum nuda, solus cum sola, in uno
lecto.28

The third witness, Agnes Payge, does not testify directly about the contract
between Agnes and Henry. Rather, she testifies to the solemnization of the
marriage between Agnes and Walter in the parish church of Tadcaster around

22 Tiryngton c Moryz (1367–8), CP.E.95, disc. T&C no. 76.
23 Disc. T&C no. 77.
24 Disc. T&C no. 78.
25 T&C no. 79. Wilstrop, Yorks, North Riding, is 2 mi. northwest of Long Marston.
26 T&C no. 80. I am grateful to Nicholas Watson for help with the dialect.
27 Reading et hoc bene scit quia vidit dictum Henricum pluries infra quarterium anni ultimo

preteriti. Wetherby, Yorks, West Riding, is 14 mi. west of York.
28 See text and n. 10.
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24 June, 15 years previously. She recalls the time because her daughter Joan was
2 at the time, and Joan is now 17, and because around that time Joan’s father
went to Berwick where he was captured and imprisoned for two and a half
years. The witness, too, had seen Henry in Tadcaster the previous 24 June, and
she had heard Agnes say many times before the present litigation that she had
precontracted with Henry and that he knew her before the solemnization with
Walter, to which she was “craftily induced” (contumeliose inducta) by her aunt,
Matilda Sturgis.29 In addition, “[the witness] believes that the articles are true
because there was never a good life between Walter and Agnes from the time
the marriage was solemnized between them, but they were always quarrelling
with each other, and she frequently took off and separated herself from his
company (consortium) and had children by another man, as was said.”30

On the basis of this testimony and Agnes’s confession, the special commissary
of the archdeacon rendered sentence for Walter.31

In the following autumn, Agnes sued Walter in the consistory court of the
archbishop of York, alleging that Walter had abandoned her without cause.32

Walter excepted to these proceedings on the basis of the judgment of the com-
missary of the archdeacon’s official and introduced the documents from the
lower court.33 In May of the following year, Walter was back in the consistory
court, petitioning again for divorce. At this point the documentation in the case
ceases, with a notice on the back of the last petition that the case is pending.

We are dealing here with three propositions of law: First, if Agnes exchanged
words of present consent with Henry before she married Walter, then her mar-
riage to Walter was bigamous and void. It makes no difference whether Henry
was still alive at the time of the suit, so long as he was alive at the time of the
marriage between Walter and Agnes, though the fact that he is still alive now
means that Agnes and Walter cannot set things right by marrying now.34 It also
makes no difference whether Agnes and Henry had intercourse or that they did
not solemnize their marriage. If the marriage between Agnes and Henry was
one of the present tense and can be proved by two independent witnesses, the
marriage of Walter and Agnes is void.

Second, the words that Agnes and Henry are alleged to have exchanged are
words of the present tense. Indeed, the formula that they use is so common in
cases involving informal marriages that we might imagine that many men and
women in late medieval Yorkshire had it memorized. There is, however, one
potential ambiguity in the formula “if haaly kirk it suffer,” si sancta ecclesia
hoc permittat. This might be taken as making the marriage conditional on the
permission of the church, one that would come about, for example, with the

29 Text and disc. T&C no. 81.
30 T&C no. 82.
31 Disc. T&C no. 83.
32 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 84.
33 See at n. 47.
34 Disc. T&C no. 85.
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proclamation of the banns. That is not the only way of taking the phrase, but
if it be so taken, then the fact that Agnes and Henry had intercourse would be
deemed to have waived the condition. Hence, testimony is introduced about
intercourse.

Third, there is another reason for the testimony about intercourse: As we
have already noted, what counted as words of the present tense and what of
the future was a matter of some controversy. If, however, the words of consent,
be they present or future, were followed by sexual intercourse, then an indis-
soluble marriage had occurred without regard to the tense of the verbs. The
standard allegation of a marriage in the pleadings in the York court in this
period, as it was in this case, was to allege that X and Y “by words expressing
their mutual present consent and/or by espousals by words of the future tense
followed by sexual intercourse between them contracted marriage lawfully.”35

Whatever testimony came in, then, all the bases were covered.
These facts, however, pose a problem for the historian trying to reconstruct

events from litigation records. They pose a particular problem for the historian
trying to see in depositions medieval people telling stories about their lives. It
is not only that the narrative is being reported by a clerk who is interested only
in what is legally relevant and who is writing in a language that is normally not
the language that the witnesses are speaking; it is also that most of the witnesses
in the church courts of late medieval York have a very good idea what it is that
they have to say in order for the party who produced them to have a case. If
the law requires, or recommends, hic accipio te in uxorem meam or maritum
meum as words to create a de presenti marriage, then the witness will say that
what the parties said was “ik taa thee her Agnes or Harry til wife or husbonde.”
And if the witness cannot quite say that she saw them having intercourse, she
will say “ik saw them bare-ersed in bedde, and ye wit what cam after,” and
the clerk will solemnly write down that the witness saw them solus cum sola,
nudus cum nuda, in eodem lecto.

So in this case as in the preceding cases, if we are to use depositions as
sources of narrative about medieval people’s lives, the first thing that we should
look to are the details that are not legally relevant, to the details that will not
affect the outcome of the case. Witnesses were normally required to support
their statements about when a particular event happened. They do so, quite
frequently, by tying it into an event in their lives. I have little doubt that William
and Matilda did indeed move into a new house in the autumn of 1351, and this
move may well be connected to the disruption caused by the ‘first pestilence’
of 1348–9, to which William refers at the beginning of his deposition. More
mysterious, but more intriguing, is Agnes Payge’s reference to her daughter
Joan, born at the end of the first pestilence in 1350, whose father, who does
not seem to have been Agnes’s husband, took off for Berwick on the Scottish
border,36 where he proceeded to spend two and a half years in jail. Captured by

35 T&C no. 86.
36 Disc. T&C no. 87.
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the Scots? Perhaps, but Agnes’s description suggests a more regular and perhaps
well-deserved captivity.

But what of the main narrative, the story of the other Agnes, of Henry and
of Walter? Here we must be cautious. A valid marriage once formed was de
iure indissoluble. As we will see in later chapters, some ecclesiastical courts
in this period – certain continental courts were notable – were experimenting
with ways in which they could at least separate, if they could not divorce, in the
modern sense, couples whose marriages had proved hopeless. The York court
was not among them. It would seem that only adultery, and by the end of the
fourteenth century perhaps extreme physical cruelty, would suffice to ground an
action for separation, and, of course, this was without permission to remarry.37

We would expect that couples involved in hopeless marriages would seek a way
out, and it would seem that the conveniently remembered precontract was one,
perhaps the most common, way to do it. All it required was the cooperation of
the couple, two obliging witnesses, and a court that was not too skeptical.

Hence, the only thing that I find completely credible about this case is Agnes
Payge’s testimony that “Walter and Agnes did not have a good life together.” It
is also clear that Agnes Morice consented to the divorce, at least while the case
was before the archdeacon’s court. We may have considerably more doubt that
the precontract with Henry happened, or at least that it happened with quite the
clarity that the witnesses recall after 16 years. The subsequent proceedings in
the court of York are something of a puzzle. It may be no more than a question
of jurisdiction; the parties were advised to sue there again because of doubt over
whether the special commissary had authority to render a divorce decree.38 It
may be, however, that Agnes had second thoughts. As we will see in Chapter 4,
there is at least one case in the York archives in which the woman sues to have
a divorce judgment before an archdeacon’s court set aside, confessing that she
had suborned perjury to a precontract in the previous action.39

If we put all the cases involving precontract together, it is clear that in lit-
igation before the court of York in the later Middle Ages, the allegation and
defense of precontract gave rise to a substantial amount of perjury, or shading
of the truth. This is not to say that all the witnesses in such cases were lying,
simply that in any case where we have evidence that the current marriage has
broken down and where the divorce action is confessed, we have reason to
suspect that the witnesses to the precontract are coloring their story.

It is hard to believe that the court was deceived by such cases. In Ingoly c
Midelton, it would seem that the court was conniving in the false judgment.40

In other cases, its attitude seems to have been more passive. In one case brought
before the archbishop, the archbishop simply dropped the case when, we sus-
pect, he came to realize that the plaintiff was not simply the innocent victim of

37 See Ch 10, at nn. 27–32.
38 Ref. and disc. T&C no. 88.
39 Palmere c Brunne and Suthburn (1333), CP.E.25.
40 See at nn. 18–19.
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a runaway wife.41 If the parties to a hopeless marriage were willing to agree to
a consent judgment, the court was not going to press too firmly. The judgment
had to be by consent, and the parties had to have witnesses to support them,
but if those two conditions were fulfilled, it would seem that the court would
leave them to their consciences.

But what of the parties’ consciences? Obviously, we do not know what went
on in their minds or what they told their confessors. We do have cases that
suggest quite strongly that having agreed to a false judgment, some of these
parties had qualms of conscience about what they had done.42 In the other
cases, Ingoly c Midelton may be an example, they may not have cared, brazenly
manipulating the processes of the court to get what they wanted. There is also
some suggestion of a third possibility. As we have said, the York court was strict
about separations. On the other hand, we know that a number of these parties
were stuck in what seem to have been hopeless marriages. It is possible that in
such circumstances they were able to convince themselves that they really had
never been married to the person with whom they were now living so badly.
Hints of such an attitude may be found in the deposition of Agnes Payge,
who testifies that Walter and Agnes Morice had not had a “good life.” That
fact is, of course, legally irrelevant to the question whether Agnes Morice had
precontracted with Henry. But it is clearly not irrelevant in the witness’s mind.
The fact that Walter and Agnes did not have a good life seems to have convinced
the witness that they were not married; their bad life was a punishment for the
fact that they married each other when Agnes should have married Henry. Not
only does the witness believe this but she also seems to think that Agnes Morice
believes it as well.

This cast of mind is hard for us to grasp. It requires a belief in divine prov-
idence that borders on superstition and a total ignorance of what we believe
to be the causes of marital breakdown. Under this cast of mind, if Agnes and
Walter’s marriage did not work out, that must have been because there was
something wrong with it in the first place. There are other cases where wit-
nesses testify to the same effect in cases involving consanguinity or affinity.43

If the parties are related, the marriage cannot prosper. God will see to it that
it does not. Similarly, if Agnes and Walter’s marriage is not prospering, that
must be because they are not really married. Thinking along these lines leads
Agnes, and eventually her witnesses, to thinking about Henry. Over the course
of 15 miserable years, the thinking can change subtly from “I/She would have
been better off if I/she had married Harry” to “I/She did marry Harry, and that
is why she is having so much trouble with Walter; she isn’t married to him.”
Eventually, they come to the point where they can testify, perhaps even with a
clean conscience, that Henry and Agnes exchanged words of present consent
16 years previously.

41 Huntyngton c Munkton (1345–6).
42 Palmere c Brunne and Suthburn (1333) is probably an example.
43 Example T&C no. 89.
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But if we are going to engage in this kind of reconstruction – and I must
confess that I find it irresistible – we cannot ignore other possibilities. If we are
to imagine that Agnes Morice and Agnes Payge were engaged in self-deception,
what of Matilda Sturgis and her husband? And what of the special commissary?
The latter, of course, may have taken a bribe or simply not have cared. His ques-
tioning is certainly lax. He fails to ask the obvious question of the Sturgises:
“Where were you when the banns were proclaimed between Walter and Agnes,
and where have you been for the past fifteen years when you knew they were
living in sin?”44 Perhaps even more to the point: “Where’s Harry? Why don’t
you have him come in and testify?” Is there something about the way in which
William and Matilda tell their story that would have made it sound plausible
to an experienced cleric? The clue may lie in William’s statement that the mar-
riage with Henry was done “at the procuration” of his wife and himself.45 Agnes
Morice’s parents are never mentioned; her maternal aunt and her husband may
have been her guardians. She could have been as young as 12 at the time of the
marriage with Henry. The guardians arrange the marriage with Henry; consent
is exchanged; then, for some reason, perhaps financial, the negotiations break
down. Agnes is allowed to marry Walter (perhaps the Sturgises arrange that
marriage, too), and Henry is conveniently forgotten. Now, 16 years later and
faced with the disaster of Agnes’s marriage to Walter, the Sturgises have qualms
of conscience, and they tell Walter about the precontract. This scenario would
fit well with Agnes Payge’s statement that Agnes Morice told her that she was
“craftily induced” into the marriage with Walter by her aunt.46

This scenario is, of course, not completely inconsistent with the scenario
of self-deception that we outlined previously. We cannot, however, ignore any
scrap of evidence, including negative evidence. Agnes Payge may have thought
that Agnes Morice’s bad life was punishment for her not having married Walter
validly, but there is no evidence that Agnes Morice thought so. Indeed, other
than her confession before the archdeacon’s court, which could have been the
product of considerable pressure, we hear nothing of Agnes Morice’s version of
the story. We do know, however, that two months after the special commissary
had rendered judgment against her, she petitioned the archbishop’s court to
restore her husband to her, and that despite the impressive documentation of
the previous case that Walter was able to present before that court,47 he was
advised to bring his suit all over again the following spring. Then he fails to
pursue the case, and more than six hundred years later, it is still pending.

44 As was required by X 4.18.6 (Innocent III, Cum in tua. Si vero).
45 See at n. 25.
46 See at n. 29.
47 Disc. T&C no. 90.
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Statistics

The Court of York, 1300–1500

The approach that we have taken to these cases so far is the traditional his-
torian’s one of trying to tell a story. We found that it may be possible to tell
stories from this type of case material, but it is difficult. The litigation context
distorts the story, particularly if one is trying to tell a story of what happened,
as opposed to the story of what happened in the litigation. There is a fur-
ther difficulty for the historian who is seeking to discover the social context of
Alexander’s rules: Frequently the particular makes us lose sight of the general.
We suggested that there were many cases like Dolling c Smith and like Merton c
Midelton, but there are not many cases like Ingoly c Midelton. Indeed, it is the
only York case I have found in which two formal marriages are dissolved on
the basis of an informal precontract prior to either one of them,1 and it is one
of only a handful in which there is such strong evidence that considerations far
different from those that are found in Alexander’s decisions played a dominant
role in the decision. Tiryngton c Moryz may be such a case as well, but in the
end, we had doubts. We were able to construct a plausible version of a story in
which the precontract did happen, and of course the couple, so far as we can
tell, never obtained a final judgment.

We turn then, for reasons described in the Introduction, to the court of
York and to numbers.2 Before we do that, however, a brief description of the
court is in order. As we have already noted, the consistory court of York in the
later Middle Ages served both as a first-instance court for the diocese and as
an appellate court for the province, which included, in addition to York, the
dioceses of Durham and Carlisle.3 The diocese of York was large, and there

1 There are other cases that involve three marriages, or two marriages and a claimed third; disc.
T&C no. 91.

2 An earlier version of this chapter appeared as Donahue, “Female Plaintiffs.” Further analysis,
particularly of the fifteenth-century cases, has led to a revision of the figures and some recasting
of the argument.

3 Disc. T&C no. 92.
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were five active archdeacons who on occasion heard marriage cases, some of
which were appealed to the court of York. The archbishop of York was the
second most important prelate in England after the archbishop of Canterbury.
As such, he was frequently absent from York. Three of the archbishops during
our period also served as chancellors of England.4

In addition to being an important ecclesiastical center in this period, the city
of York was also a governmental center. It served as the county town for the
three large ridings of Yorkshire; Edward III moved his government to York when
he wanted to be nearer to Scotland. It was also an important trading center.
Along with those of London and Bristol, its mayor provided a registry for
statutes merchant under the statutes of Acton Burnell (1283) and of Merchants
(1285) and for statutes staple under that statute (1353). The York cycle of
mystery plays dates from our period. In addition to York, our records mention
other trading centers in the diocese, Kingston upon Hull probably being the
most important.

york cause papers over two centuries: the business
of the court and claims and defenses in marriage cases

There survive at the Borthwick Institute for Archives in York case files (cause
papers) from 570 different cases that were heard before the archbishop’s con-
sistory court in the period from 1301 through 1499.5 Their subject matter may
be divided as shown in Table 3.1.6

As can be seen from the table, 215 of these cases are matrimonial cases (a
case involving the validity, dissolution, or separation of a marriage or of the
marriages of connected parties),7 approximately 38 percent of the total.8 The
records, as we have already noted, are unusually full, and in marked contrast to
most records of medieval ecclesiastical courts, they are spread over a relatively
long period of time. They would seem, then, to be a good base of data to use
for asking questions about the nature of medieval marriage litigation and about
how it may have changed over the course of the later Middle Ages. In order to
do this, we will deal first with the records as a whole and then subdivide the
86 marriage cases that date from the fourteenth century and the 129 such cases
that date from the fifteenth century.

It is well to sound a note of caution at the start: The York records are good,
but they are not a random sample of medieval English marriage litigation, and
certainly not of marriage litigation in the Latin West. To focus on the differences

4 Details T&C no. 93.
5 Lit. and disc. T&C no. 94.
6 Tables dividing the cases by decade, refining the subject matter, and explaining the differences

from previous counts may be found App. e3.1, “The Business of the Court of York, 1300–1500
in Detail” (see T&C no. 95).

7 Disc. with examples T&C no. 96.
8 Disc. T&C no. 97.
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table 3.1. York Cause Papers by Type of Case
(1300–1499)

Type of Case Total % of Total

Unknown 26 4.6
Breach of faith 35 6.1
Defamation 55 9.6
Ecclesiastical

Benefice 44 7.7
Tithes 70 12.3
Other 73 12.8
subtotal 184 32.3

Matrimonial 215 37.7
Miscellaneous 6 1.1
Testamentary 46 8.1
total 570 100.0

Source: York, Borthwick Institute, CP.E; CP.F.

between the records of the court of York and those in other medieval ecclesi-
astical jurisdictions, the consistory court of York seems not to have exercised
much office jurisdiction as a matter of first instance. There are a few office
cases found in the cause papers, but most of them are cases that were being
appealed from other courts or where the court was enforcing one of its own
orders (and there are relatively few of either of these).9 Clearly the criminal
enforcement of the church’s marriage law was socially important throughout
the Middle Ages (as Merton c Midelton shows), and to the extent that it is only
tangentially illustrated in the York records, these records are a biased sample
of the whole picture. Second, the York court was both the consistory court for
a diocese that had many active archdeacons and the appellate court for the
province. We would thus expect to find, and we do find, a disproportionate
number of the wealthy, the powerful, and the persistent among the litigants.10

There is also a geographical bias in the first-instance cases, many of them being
brought by parties who lived in or close to the city of York.11 The two biases
are probably related. Within a radius of about 40 miles from the city (and we
might expand that number where the parties lived along the routes of the old
Roman roads), the litigants in the court of York were quite ordinary people,
ranging from citizens of York to village tradesmen and the wealthier peasants.
Such people probably make up at least two-thirds of the litigants; it may be as
high as four-fifths. As the distance from the city of York increases, so does the
wealth of the litigants. The remaining one-fifth to one-third is heavily biased

9 Listed with disc. T&C no. 98.
10 E.g., Hagarston c Hilton (1467), CP.F.314; disc. T&C no. 99.
11 Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 184–5 and nn. 22–3.
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in the direction of the wealthy, though normally not rising above the class of
simple knights.12 The very poor are almost, but not entirely, absent.

We will be able to correct for the first bias in Chapter 6 in which we will
examine a consistory court from a small diocese (Ely) that did a substantial
amount of office business. We will be able to correct, to some extent, for the
second bias as well, because the Ely court did relatively little appellate business
(though it did do some); its jurisdictional reach, as a practical matter, extended
throughout the diocese at least so far as matrimonial litigation was concerned,
and it seems to have dealt with more quite ordinary people. Here too, however,
we may doubt whether the court often reached the very poor. We will be dealing
throughout this book with litigation in ecclesiastical courts that left surviving
records. As such we are dealing with an activity in which the very poor probably
did not often engage, and any social conclusions that we attempt to draw from
these records must bear that fact in mind. It is hard to imagine that the very
poor did not, at least occasionally, have disputes about marriage, but when they
did, they were probably most often resolved informally, perhaps occasionally
in manorial or archidiaconal courts, courts that for the most part have left such
cryptic records that we normally cannot tell more than that parties appeared
before them and were fined.13

If the York records are not a random sample of all English medieval marriage
litigation (and certainly not a random sample of all English medieval marriages),
they may be a random, or at least an unbiased, sample of all such litigation that
came to the court of York over the course of two hundred years. The arguments
supporting this proposition are sufficiently complicated that they must be left
to an appendix to this chapter.14 Suffice it to say here that I am sufficiently
convinced of the validity of those arguments that we will employ some kinds
of simple statistical tests with this data (confidence intervals and z tests). Two
apparent biases in the surviving records deserve attention here:

First, there is a chronological bias in these records. Although there are records
of marriage cases (and of other types of cases) from every decade over the two
hundred years, the decades from 1380 to 1440 produced a disproportionate
number of the surviving files.15 (This is not a bias peculiar to marriage cases;
there is a similar bias in the records of non-marriage cases.) There is, however,
no reason to believe that this bias in the sample does not reflect an actual bias
in the underlying population. Appendix e3.1 to this chapter suggests that the
decline in the later fifteenth century may well reflect York’s economic decline in
the same period, and the increase over the fourteenth century may well reflect
a steady growth in the court’s business over the course of that century, slowed,
but not halted, by the plague years in the middle of the century.

12 Lit. T&C no. 100.
13 Example T&C no. 101.
14 App. e3.3, “The Surviving York Cause Papers as an Unbiased Sample” (see T&C no. 150).
15 See App. e3.2, “The Chronological Imbalance in the Surviving York Cause Papers” (see T&C

no. 149).
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Second, there is a chronological imbalance in the number of matrimonial
cases appealed from lower courts in the fourteenth century.16 The first three
decades of the century produced only 7 percent of the cases (6/86), but they
accounted for 16 percent of the appeals (4/25). The phenomenon continued
if we add the next decade: The first four decades produced 16 percent of the
cases (14/86), but 28 percent of the appeals (7/25). Were it not for the fact that
the last decade of the century produced appeals in almost the same proportion
as it did cases (32% of appeals [8/25], 33% of cases [28/86]), the imbalance
of appeals toward the earlier part of the century would be even greater. The
fifteenth century saw a dramatic decline in the proportion of appeals from lower
courts in marriage cases: 10 percent (13/129) as opposed to 29 percent (25/86),
and these appeals are clustered in the first half of the century: 11 of them (85%)
before 1442, even though the second half of the century saw 38 percent of the
cases (49/129).

Clearly, there is something happening here that needs explaining, but once
again, there is no reason to believe that the sample is not reflecting something
that was happening in the underlying population. The overall trend in the data
is clear. Appeals from lower courts in marriage cases steadily declined over the
course of the two centuries. At the same time, the proportion of first-instance
marriage cases in the court increased quite steadily, at least until the middle
decades of the fifteenth century. The two phenomena could be related, at least
to the extent that people who were likely to appeal from the results that they got
in archidiaconal courts tended, as time went on, to begin in the diocesan court
to start off with. This explanation does not explain the aberrant decade of the
1390s, but then again, there is much about that decade that is unusual. It has,
for example, the highest number of marriage cases of all the decades in the two
centuries. It is possible that a particularly litigious decade also brought with it
an unusually large number of appeals in marriage cases from lower courts.

A final note of caution: Good as they are (and this is a remarkably good set
of records, as medieval church court records go), there are annoying gaps. We
frequently do not know how a case ended. (Sometimes we suspect that it was
compromised or abandoned, but sometimes we have reasonably good evidence
that it was not, and we still do not know what the result was.) Sometimes
we have the claim but not the defense; sometimes we have the defense but
not the claim; sometimes we have the result but neither the defense nor the
claim. In what follows, we have read the record as a whole and drawn what we
believe to be reasonable inferences from it about matters that are not directly
stated. Where both pleadings and depositions have survived, we have taken
the depositions as indicating the ‘true’ nature of the legal claim or defense in
preference to the pleadings, but where the depositions have not survived, we
have used what can be gleaned from the pleadings. We have, on occasion,
reconstructed the nature of a claim from the defense, sometimes even from the
sentence. We have frequently reconstructed the result of a case in a lower court

16 Disc. T&C no. 102.
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on the basis of what is claimed on appeal. Someone else might classify some
of these cases differently; perhaps one more cautious would leave more gaps
in the base of evidence. Numbers imply a precision that the nature of medieval
records does not always warrant. We do not believe, however, that the overall
thrust of the numerical evidence would be greatly affected by a different or
more cautious approach.

A particular warning is in order about the cause papers from the second
half of the fifteenth century. The record-keeping practices of the court changed
in this period with the result that cause papers from this period are not so
helpful as those from the earlier ones.17 The hope that I expressed earlier that
a more thorough analysis of the surviving fifteenth-century act books would
reveal more cases from that century and also provide more information about
cases that are only skimpily recorded in the fifteenth-century cause papers has
proved, for the most part, to be unfounded.18 Thanks to a recent analysis of
those books, we have been able to fill in a few details when we discuss individual
cases in later chapters, but for the most part, the act books do not coincide with
the dates of the cause papers, and what they tell us about the cases that do not
have surviving cause papers is usually not enough even for the relatively simple
statistical purposes of this chapter.19

The subject matter of the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century York marriage
cases may be divided according to the type of claim that is being brought,
employing a classification of types of claims that is found in the records
themselves: There are two-party actions to enforce a marriage, what the records
call cause matrimoniales, like Dolling c Smith or Merton c Midelton. We may
further divide these (though the name of the action is the same) into those
cases in which the record taken as a whole indicates that what is sought to be
enforced is an informal de presenti marriage, those in which the record indicates
that what is sought to be enforced is a de futuro promise normally followed
by intercourse, those in which what is sought to be enforced is an ‘abjuration
under penalty of marriage’ (abiuratio sub pena nubendi)20 followed by inter-
course (or, occasionally, appearance in suspicious places), and those in which
it is unclear what type of marriage is at stake.

There are also three-party actions to enforce a marriage. These may be
divided into cases that the records call cause matrimoniales et divorcii, in which
the plaintiff sues a husband and wife seeking a divorce of their marriage and the
enforcement of his or her own prior marriage to one of the couple, and cases
involving what the records frequently call competitores, where two women sue
a man or two men sue a woman each claiming that the defendant is his or her
lawful spouse.21

17 Details T&C no. 103.
18 See Donahue, “Female Plaintiffs,” 185–6. Details about the act books T&C no. 104.
19 See App. e3.4, “What Can We Learn from the York Act Books?” (see T&C no. 151).
20 A conditional marriage entered into before a judge hearing, normally a fornication case: “I take

thee to wife/husband if I have carnal knowledge of thee.” See n. 49.
21 Disc. T&C no. 105.
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table 3.2. York Marriage Cases – Claims (1300–1499)

14th c 15th c Total

Type of Claim No. % No. % No. %

Two-party – causa matrimonialis
De presenti 24 28 37 29 61 28
De futuro 9 10 7 5 16 7
Abjuration sub pena nubendi 9 10 2 2 11 5
Uncertain form of marriage 3 3 19 15 22 10
subtotal 45 52 65 50 110 51

Three-party actions
Competitores 10 12 24 19 34 16
Causa matrimonialis et divorcii 10 12 14 11 24 11
subtotal 20 23 38 29 58 27

Causa divorcii a vinculo
Precontract 5 6 5 4 10 5
Othera 11 13 10 8 21 10
subtotal 16 19 15 12 31 14

Otherb 5 6 11 9 16 7
grand total 86 100 129 100 215 100

Notes: See T&C no. 106.
Source: York, Borthwick Institute, CP.E; CP.F.

Closely related to the three-party enforcement cases in the issues that they
raise are actions for divorce from the bond of marriage (cause divorcii a vinculo)
brought on the ground of precontract. These differ from cause matrimoniales
et divorcii only in that the person with whom the precontract was made is not
a party to the action. (Tiryngton c Moryz was such a case.) Hence, a judgment
for the plaintiff, who is one of the parties to the alleged subsequent marriage,
will result only in a declaration of the nullity of the present marriage and not
in a declaration of the validity of the prior one. (Joan Ingoly avoided this fea-
ture in Ingoly c Midelton by bringing both an annulment action against her
husband and a causa matrimonialis et divorcii against Robert Esyngwald and
Ellen Wright.) There are also actions for divorce from the bond of marriage
brought on grounds other than precontract: affinity, force or nonage, impo-
tence, crime, and servile condition. There are cases of separation from bed and
board (divorcium quoad mensam et thorum), including cases that began as
marriage-enforcement actions, and the separation issue is raised as a defense.22

The grounds on which such a separation is sought are normally both adultery
and physical cruelty, sometimes just one or the other. Finally, there are miscel-
laneous cases, such as an action to recover payment for registration of mar-
riage sentence or an action to obtain a letter certifying freedom from marriage.
Table 3.2 lays out the number and percentage of each type of case.

What we might make of the differences in types of claims in the two centuries
will be discussed later in this chapter, but one difference calls for comment here.

22 One certainly so, one probably so.
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The number of cases that deal with a claim of marriage of an uncertain form
increases substantially in the fifteenth century (3% vs 15%). The reason why
this is so has to do with the nature of the fifteenth-century records.23 There is
no reason to believe that this difference in record keeping reflects any difference
between the two centuries in the nature of the underlying litigation.24

Table 3.2 shows that the great majority of actions concerning marriage
brought in the York court in the two centuries were actions to enforce a marriage
(168/215, 78%), while only 14 percent (31/215) were actions to dissolve a mar-
riage (excluding in both cases the 16 actions classified as ‘other’).25 Even if we
exclude the marriage-and-divorce cases, the percentage of ‘straight’ marriage-
enforcement actions is still high (144/215, 67%). But looking at the cases totally
from the point of view of what was sought to be enforced does not tell us what
was the crux of the case from a legal point of view, much less from a social point
of view. To do this we need to know how the cases were defended (Table 3.3),
and what the results were (to be shown in Tables 3.5 and 3.6).

When we combine the claims and the defenses, we see that classifying the
actions according to the claim frequently obscures what the core legal issue
was in the case. For example, the core legal issue in a divorce case brought on
the ground of precontract is identical to the core legal issue in a marriage-and-
divorce case.26 The remedy sought was different because the person with whom
the precontract was made was not made a party to the action, but the core legal
issue was the same.27 The issue in such cases was also identical to that in all the
cases involving competitores, and in the 13 two-party marriage-enforcement
actions that were defended on the ground of precontract. While it is logically
possible that cases involving competitores could have involved defenses to both
marriages – and one case in each century did, though in somewhat unusual
ways28 – the fact-pattern that normally emerges is the same in all four types
of cases: A marriage had concededly occurred. The concession might be sub
silentio, but there was rarely much argument about it. Frequently, though not
always, the conceded marriage was a formal one.29 The issue was whether
another marriage claimed or defended as precontract had also occurred, and
if it had occurred whether it had antedated the conceded one. Normally the
claimed precontract was an informal de presenti marriage, although this was
not always the case.30

23 It is the same reason why there are more cases of an unknown type in Table e3.App.2 (T&C
no. 95) than there are in Table e3.App.1 (T&C no. 95): There are more partial records from
the fifteenth century than there are from the fourteenth.

24 See App. e3.3.
25 Disc. T&C no. 107.
26 Disc. T&C no. 109.
27 Disc. T&C no. 110.
28 Disc. T&C no. 111.
29 I use the terms ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ in order to avoid that most difficult of terms, ‘clandestine’

marriage. Definition T&C no. 112. In later chapters, however, when the court uses the term
‘clandestine’, we will use it.

30 Disc. T&C no. 113.
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table 3.3. York Marriage Cases – Defenses (1300–1499)

14th c 15th c Total

Type of defensea No. % No. %b No. %

Precontract
Divorce for precontract 5 6 5 5 10 6
Marriage and divorce 11 14 15 15 26 15
Competitors 9 12 24 24 33 19
Two-party enforcementc 8 10 5 5 13 7
subtotald 33 42 49 49 82 46

Denial
‘Straight’ deniale 12 15 10 10 22 12
Exceptions to witnesses 16 21 19 19 35 20
Absence 9 12 16 16 25 14
Disparity of wealth 5 6 6 6 11 6
subtotald 33 42 43 43 76 43

Force and/or nonage
Forcef 10 13 14 14 24 13
Nonageg 6 8 4 4 10 6
subtotald 10 13 17 17 27 15

Other
Consanguinity/affinityh 9 12 7 7 16 9
Unfulfilled conditioni 4 5 4 4 8 4
Crimej 4 5 0 0 4 2
Procedural objectionsk 4 5 0 0 4 2
Servile conditionl 2 3 1 1 3 2
Impotencem 2 3 4 4 6 3
Vow 0 0 1 1 1 1
Orders 0 0 1 1 1 1
Mental incapacityn 0 0 1 1 1 1
subtotal 25 32 19 19 44 25

grand total◦ 78 100 100 100 178 100

Notes (including a reconciliation with Table 3.2): See T&C no. 108.
Source: York, Borthwick Institute, CP.E; CP.F.

Cases raising the issue of precontract occurred more frequently in the York
medieval marriage cases than in cases raising any other type of issue (46%,
Table 3.3),31 although straight-out denial of the factual validity of the claim
occurred in a comparable number of cases (43%). This latter type of defense
produced a second cluster of legal issues, sometimes found in combination with
issues involving precontract. We may have a simple denial of the factual validity
of the claim, with no further defense being offered or surviving (12%). More
often we have an attack on the witnesses for the other side, alleging that they
were unreliable because of their personal characteristics or because they were

31 The percentages in Table 3.3 are calculated on the basis of those cases in which the defense (or,
in the case of divorce, the claim) is known.
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corrupted or, simply, because they got the story wrong (20%).32 Frequently, an
attack on the witnesses was accompanied by an exception of absence, an ‘alibi’
defense: The marriage alleged could not have taken place because one of the
parties was someplace else at the time.33 Exceptions of absence are found in
14 percent of the York medieval marriage cases. Finally, an unusual defense is
found in 11 of our cases (6%), the exception of disparity of wealth. Disparity
of wealth was legally irrelevant to the question of whether a marriage had
been formed. The defense was raised in order to attack the credibility of the
claimant’s story. The defendant, so the argument ran, could not possibly have
married someone whose status was so much below his or hers. The defense was
also offered in order to attack the plaintiff’s witnesses: The claimant and his or
her witnesses were alleged to have fabricated the story in an effort to get the
defendant’s wealth.

All other issues pale in comparison with the defense or claim of precontract
and the attack on the factual validity of the claim of the marriage sought to be
enforced. The next most common defense was force or nonage (15%). Alto-
gether, 83 percent of the cases raise one or a combination of these three types of
defenses.34 We occasionally see one of the numerous other issues to which the
medieval canon law of marriage could give rise. Sixteen cases (9%), including
6 of the 31 divorce cases, raise issues of affinity or consanguinity. Seven of the
marriage-enforcement actions and one of the cases of divorce on the ground
of precontract (4%) argue that the marriage in question was conditional and
that the condition was not fulfilled. Six cases (3%), all divorce cases, claim the
impediment of impotence. Four cases (2%), including one divorce case, suggest
issues involving the impediment of crime.35 Four (2%), including three of the
abjuration cases, focus on procedural objections to the proceedings in the lower
court. (Merton c Midelton is one of these.) Three, including two divorce cases,
raise the issue of the impediment of servile condition.36 One claims the impedi-
ment of prior bond (ligamen) not in the way that is typical of precontract cases,
for here it is clear that a prior marriage did take place, and the issue is whether
the former spouse was still living at the time of the subsequent marriage (not
tabulated). The fifteenth century sees one each of claims of the impediment of
orders, vow, and mental incapacity (drunkenness). Altogether, 25 percent of
the cases (9% being divorce cases) raised one or more of these issues that we
have classified as ‘other’. (The reason that 83% of the actions involved precon-
tract, denial, and/or force/nonage, but nonetheless 25% of the actions raised
an ‘other’ defense, is that in 8% of the cases that have defenses, one or more
of the ‘core’ defenses was raised and one or more of the ‘other’ defenses.)

32 For a summary of the types of issues that could be raised in such exceptions with references to
York cases, see Donahue, “Proof by Witnesses.”

33 On exceptions of absence, see Donahue, “Roman Canon Law,” at 693–5; Donahue, “Proof by
Witnesses,” at 144, and sources cited.

34 Disc. T&C no. 114.
35 See Ch 1, at nn. 49–54.
36 See Ch 1, at nn. 30–2.
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Before we get to the results and before we even begin to ask what the social
significance of all this might be, one thing is quite clear from what we have
already shown. What was legally significant about marriage litigation in the
court of York in the fourteenth century was the principle that present consent
freely given between parties capable of marriage, even without solemnity or
ceremony, makes an indissoluble marriage. The type of marriage sought to
be enforced or claimed as precontract was most often a de presenti informal
marriage (Table 3.4).37 Of the 260 marriages at stake in the York medieval
marriage cases, 194 (75%) were de presenti marriages, 18 (7%) were de futuro,
and the type of the remaining 48 (18%) cannot be determined.38 Of the 123
de presenti marriages claimed in the first instance, 115 were informal and only
8 formal.39 The proportion of formal marriages raised by way of defense was
higher, 28 out of 60 (47%). All told, of the 183 de presenti marriages raised by
way of claim or defense,40 147 (80%) were informal. When this fact is coupled
with the fact noted previously41 that 83% of the cases in which the defense is
known involved one or a combination of a defense on the facts, precontract, or
force or nonage, the legal significance of the core principle becomes apparent.

results in the fourteenth century

How did the court react to these claims and defenses? To discuss this question, it
is better to divide the two centuries because there were some differences between
them. Marriage cases in fourteenth-century York produced a high proportion
of judgments,42 much higher than in any other type of case. Sixty-seven of
our 86 fourteenth-century cases (78%, see Table 3.5) have judgments from at
least one level of court. Although in many cases we lack the results on appeal,
confirmations were more common than reversals in those cases where we do
have a result on appeal. Thus, any judgment may be taken as some indication of
what the result on appeal is going to be. The first and perhaps the most striking
characteristic of judgments in marriage cases in fourteenth-century York is the
number that are favorable to the plaintiff (56/67, 84%). We should discount
this number for the possibilities that some of them would have been reversed
on appeal and that plaintiffs abandoned or settled unfavorably some of the
cases that have no judgments when it became apparent that judgment would
probably go against them. Even if we do discount the number in this way, the
court of York in the fourteenth century was still a decidedly pro-plaintiff court
in marriage litigation.43

37 There are some differences between the two centuries, which are discussed in the text following
n. 70.

38 Disc. T&C no. 115.
39 Disc. T&C no. 116.
40 Again, excluding the abjuration cases and the cases of divorce on grounds other than precontract.
41 Text and n. 34.
42 Disc. T&C no. 118.
43 Disc. T&C no. 119.
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table 3.5. York Marriage Cases – Gender Ratios and Judgments (Fourteenth
Century)

Type of Casea FP MP
Total
Cases %F SFP SMP TOT SFD SMD TOT GTOT

Two-party de
presenti

16 8 24 67 14 3 17 1 0 1 18

Two-party de
futuro

9 0 9 100 5 0 5 0 2 2 7

Abjuration 9 0 9 100 6 0 6 0 3 3 9
Two-party

marriage
(other)

3 0 3 100 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

Three-party
competitorsb

4 6 10 40 4 6 10 0 0 0 10

Three-party
marriage &
divc

9 1 10 90 5 0 5 0 3 3 8

Divorce
precontract

1 4 5 20 0 4 4 0 0 0 4

Divorce other 6 5 11 55 3 3 6 0 1 1 7
Other 4 1 5 80 1 1 2 0 1 1 3
total 61 25 86 71 39 17 56 1 10 11 67

Notes: FP=female plaintiff; MP=male plaintiff; %F=ratio of female plaintiffs to total plaintiffs;
SFP=sentence for female plaintiff; SMP=sentence for male plaintiff; TOT=total judgments for
plaintiffs (or defendants); SFD=sentence for female defendant; SMD=sentence for male defendant;
GTOT=grand total of judgments.

Ratio of judgments to cases: 78% (67/86).
Ratio of FPs to total Ps: 71% (61/86).
Ratio of successful female Ps to total successful Ps: 70% (37/58).
Female plaintiff success rate: 80% (39 won, 10 lost).
Female plaintiff success rate: 64% (39 won, 61 cases).
Male plaintiff success rate:d 94% (17 won, 1 lost).
Male plaintiff success rate:d 68% (17 won, 25 cases).
Male plaintiff drop rate: 28% (7 no judgment, 25 cases).
Female plaintiff drop rate: 20% (12 no judgment, 61 cases)e.
Overall female success rate: 60% (40 won, 27 lost).
Overall male success rate: 40% (27 won, 40 lost).
For notes a–e, see T&C no. 120.

Source: York, Borthwick Institute, CP.E.

Plaintiffs were successful in almost all types of actions. Seventeen of the
18 (94%) two-party actions to enforce a de presenti informal marriage that
have judgments resulted in judgments for the plaintiff, as did the one two-party
action to enforce a marriage where the type of marriage cannot be determined.
All 10 of the three-party competitor actions have judgments for one plaintiff
or the other. Plaintiffs won six of the seven judgments (86%) in actions for
divorce on grounds other than precontract, and four of the four judgments
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(100%) in actions for divorce on the ground of precontract. Plaintiffs were,
however, comparatively less successful in actions to enforce a de futuro contract
of marriage (5 won, 2 lost, 67%), in abjuration actions (6 won, 3 lost, 67%),
and in marriage and divorce actions (5 won, 3 lost, 63%).44 They were even
less successful in separation actions, losing the only one in which a judgment
survives.45

Obviously the judgment in each case depends on the how successful each
of the parties and their witnesses were in persuading the judge, but the pat-
tern of successes and failures suggests some places where we might look for
clues to what the judges found to be persuasive. One principle that will explain
many of the results is that the York court (and many of the lower courts in
the province) indulged in a broad presumption in favor of marriage.46 If the
great majority of the cases are marriage-enforcement actions, the great major-
ity of plaintiffs will be successful if the court indulges in that presumption.
This principle also explains some of the exceptions to the general rule that
plaintiffs usually win. The two-party de presenti enforcement action that the
plaintiff did not win involved a defense of precontract.47 A presumption in
favor of marriage will not help in this type of case; the question must be to
which marriage the presumption will attach. Similarly the relatively low suc-
cess rate of plaintiffs in marriage-and-divorce actions may be explained by the
fact that these were hard cases. However the judge ruled, a marriage, or at
least a claimed marriage, was going to be upset. The same is true of the cases
involving competitors. All 10 of them were won by plaintiffs, but the nature
of the action means that in 10 such cases plaintiffs lost.48 The presumption in
favor of marriage will also explain the singular lack of success of those seeking a
separation.

The presumption in favor of marriage will not, however, explain the relative
lack of success of plaintiffs in abjuration actions. Although plaintiffs ultimately
won two-thirds of these actions (6/9), it took some doing to get there. Two
plaintiffs had to appeal to the official from adverse decisions of the commissary
general before prevailing. It is hard to escape the sense that the institution of
abjuration sub pena nubendi was not favored by the York court, particularly
at the end of the fourteenth century.49

The presumption in favor of marriage will also not explain the success rate
of plaintiffs in cases of divorce other than those based on precontract. Here
again we must look more deeply at the cases themselves. Suffice it to say here
that in four of the cases, the plaintiff puts in a straightforward and compelling

44 For possible exceptions, see T&C no. 121.
45 Disc. T&C no. 122.
46 Such a presumption has support in the academic law. See de Naurois, “Matrimonium gaudet

favore iuris.”
47 Ref. and disc. T&C no. 123.
48 Disc. T&C no. 124.
49 Lit. T&C no. 125.
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case; one does not give the nature of the ground for the divorce, and the final
one is a complicated case involving affinity in the fourth degree.50

On the face of it, then, the results all seem quite close to what we have called
the core principle of the medieval canon law of marriage: Present consent, even
if informally given, will prevail over all else, so long as it is freely given. In
almost all the cases where an alleged marriage did not prevail, another prior in
time was asserted and proven, or it was shown that the consent was not given or
that the consent was not free. Occasionally the numerous other issues to which
the canon law of marriage could give rise were raised, and occasionally they
prevailed, but only occasionally. Take away the core principle, and one cannot
explain the bulk of the marriage cases that were litigated in fourteenth-century
York.

But what is the social significance of this core legal principle? To put the
question another way, why do so many cases raise issues about informal de
presenti marriage? This is not the type of question for which litigation records
give us an easy answer, particularly if we are confining ourselves to what can
be learned from numbers. It is possible to organize the fact-patterns of the
cases into groups and to draw some numerical conclusions from the propor-
tions and changes of proportions in the types of stories that the witnesses told.
That procedure, however, involves a substantial amount of interpretation of the
records.51 For our purposes here, let us rather look at a number that requires
no interpretation to derive, the gender ratio of the litigants.

Marriage litigation in the court of York in the fourteenth century was an
activity that women initiated. Sixty-one of our 86 fourteenth-century marriage
cases (71%) have female plaintiffs (Table 3.5).52 Since a high percentage of the
judgments were in favor of the plaintiffs, marriage litigation in the York court
in the fourteenth century was not only an activity that women initiated but also
an activity at which women were successful. The ratio, moreover, of successful
female plaintiffs to all successful plaintiffs approximates the ratio of female
plaintiffs to all plaintiffs (70% vs 71%).

Female plaintiffs did not, however, have as high a success rate as did male
plaintiffs (80% vs 94%).53 Thus, despite the fact that women win a large num-
ber of cases, the success rate of male plaintiffs is higher. (If the female plaintiffs
had been as successful as the male, they would have lost 2.9 cases rather than
10, and if the male plaintiffs had been as unsuccessful as the female, they would
have lost 5.3 cases rather than 1.)54 The reason that the success rate of male
plaintiffs is higher despite the fact that women win cases in proportion to their
proportion in bringing them is that 49 of the 61 female plaintiffs (80%), so far

50 Listed T&C no. 126.
51 We will undertake it in the next chapters.
52 Lit. T&C no. 127.
53 Statistical disc. T&C no. 128.
54 Statistical disc. T&C no. 129.
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as we can tell, pursued their cases to judgment, whereas only 18 of the 25 male
plaintiffs did (72%).55 The women had to lose more cases than did the men in
order to get a number of favorable judgments equal to their proportion in the
population.56

Why did the female plaintiffs lose more cases proportionally than did male
plaintiffs? One possible reason is that women litigants pursued cases that they
ought not to have pursued because they misestimated their chances of success.
This could have been because, despite the high number of successes, the court
was biased against women. Even more of them should have won than did win.
The fact, however, that women as both plaintiffs and defendants had a 60 per-
cent success rate, while men had only a 40 percent success rate, does not sug-
gest bias on the part of the court.57 Or it could have been because women did
not have access to the advice that men had, and so pursued cases that men
knew were better not brought. Finally, it could have been that women pursued
more cases because they had more to gain by winning or less to lose by los-
ing. Classically ‘rational’ behavior would suggest that someone will pursue a
course of conduct even if her perception of the odds is the same as another’s
if the benefits to be gained from success are greater or the costs of losing are
less.58

There is some evidence for this last suggestion in the final numerical anal-
ysis that we shall undertake of this group of cases. Although women, overall,
brought almost three out of four of the marriage cases brought in the York
court over the course of the fourteenth century, this ratio was by no means
constant over the different types of cases (Table 3.5).

We suggested earlier that the legal issues in three-party cases of either type
and in cases of divorce on the ground of precontract were identical. But the
gender ratios were not. Men hardly ever brought a marriage-and-divorce action,
women hardly ever brought an action for divorce on the ground of precontract,
and the competitor actions were evenly divided between the genders. This is
hard to explain, but some hint at an explanation may be given by the other types
of cases in which there is an imbalance. Except for the competitor actions, the
cases in which men were dominant as plaintiffs were all cases in which the result
of the action, if successful, would be that the man would get out of a marriage
and not get into another one. Women, on the other hand, were dominant in
cases in which the result, if the case was successful, would be that the plaintiff
would be declared the wife of the defendant.

In four of the eight two-party de presenti enforcement actions in which a
man was the plaintiff, the defendant was a widow.59 That suggests that financial
considerations were important. In three of the other such cases, the defendant

55 Statistical disc. T&C no. 130.
56 Statistical disc. T&C no. 131.
57 See Table 3.5.
58 Lit. T&C no. 132.
59 Listed T&C no. 133.
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raises a defense of nonage or force.60 That suggests an arranged marriage and,
again, that financial considerations played an important role. In two of the six
competitor cases in which men were the plaintiffs, the defendant was also a
widow.61

The evidence, then, suggests the following: Men sued to enforce a marriage
when the financial stakes were high. They did not bring cases when the chances
of success did not look good. They sued to get out of a marriage more frequently
than did women. Women, on the other hand, sued in cases in which the financial
advantages to them are less obvious. They sued to enforce a marriage far more
often than did men; they sued to dissolve one much less often. They were the
only plaintiffs in cases alleging a de futuro promise followed by intercourse and
in cases of abjuration sub pena nubendi. They were more persistent in their suits
and, as a result, lost more cases than did the men.

So summarized, the evidence suggests a tentative hypothesis: Female litigants
seem to have valued marriage qua marriage more than did male litigants. This
was particularly true in cases in which they had been compromised (an alle-
gation that is rarely denied), but it was also true in cases in which it was not
alleged, or even suggested, that intercourse had taken place. If we hypothesize
that the female litigants valued marriage more than the male did, that would
explain why they sued when the financial considerations are not obvious, why
they sued more often to enforce a marriage, less often to dissolve one, and why
they were more persistent.

Why women should have valued marriage more than men did is only hinted
at in our records, and yet the question is fundamental. Marriage in the Middle
Ages, as in many societies, seems to have given women more in the way of secu-
rity and status than it did men. As is well known, the economic opportunities
outside of marriage and family were far more limited for most medieval women
than they were for most medieval men, even when they were quite limited for
most medieval men. This fact meant that gender relations were imbalanced.
A man could give a woman more by marrying her than she could give him.
That in turn meant that the balance of power in gender relations lay with
the men. The York court in the fourteenth century, with its plaintiff-friendly
pattern of judgments, served, to some extent, to redress this imbalance of
power.

So far all we have is an hypothesis, one that we suggested was at least
plausible. To prove that hypothesis, or at least to put it on a firmer footing,
we must do more: We must burrow into the depositions and see if there is
a difference in the types of stories that women tell and those that men tell
that gives credence to the hypothesis suggested by the numbers. That is a large
undertaking, and we will attempt it in the next chapters. The numbers will not

60 Thomeson c Belamy (1362), CP.E.85; Marrays c Rouclif (1365), CP.E.89; Whitheved c Crescy
(1368), CP.E.97.

61 Dowson and Roger c Brathwell (1391), CP.E.188; Garthe and Neuton c Waghen (1391),
CP.E.245.
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help us with this inquiry. What the numbers have done is help us considerably
in framing the question.

results in the fifteenth century

The numbers also help us considerably in tracing changes across time. To illus-
trate this point, let us look at the York marriage cause papers from the fifteenth
century. Some commentators have suggested that there were gradual and subtle
changes in marriage litigation in England in the fifteenth century.62 These are
just the types of changes that ought to be capturable with numerical indicators.

Table 3.2 suggests that the pattern of claims brought in the fifteenth century
was similar to that in the fourteenth, with one major difference: There were
6 percent more three-party actions (29% vs 23%),63 an increase that was made
up for by a corresponding reduction in the number of annulment actions (12%
vs 19%).64 This means that it is even truer of the fifteenth century than it was of
the fourteenth that the overwhelming majority of actions (79%) were actions
to enforce a marriage, while only 12% were actions to dissolve a marriage. (In
the remainder, the basic claim is miscellaneous or uncertain.)65

As it was with the fourteenth-century cases, if we seek to discover the crux
of the matter from a legal point of view and to begin to explore its social
implications, we need to know how the fifteenth-century cases were defended
and what the results were. Table 3.3 shows that a somewhat greater percentage
of fifteenth-century cases involved a defense that sought to establish another
marriage (49% vs 42%),66 while approximately the same number involved
a factual denial of the claim (43% vs 42%),67 and somewhat more a claim
of force or nonage (17% vs 13%).68 There are fewer cases defended on the
grounds of consanguinity and/or affinity (7% vs 12%) or the impediment of
crime (0% vs 5%). By contrast, the fifteenth-century gives us one example
each of defenses that we do not see in the fourteenth century: vow, orders, and
drunkenness (indicating mental incapacity to consent).69 While some of these
differences may be statistically significant, none is very great.70 Overall, we
may say that marriage cases were defended in approximately the same way in
fifteenth-century York as they were in fourteenth-century York.

Similarly, what was legally significant about the rules of the medieval canon
law of marriage in the York cases of the fifteenth century, as it was in the

62 Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 165–83.
63 z=.99; significant at .68.
64 z=1.37; significant at .83.
65 Disc. T&C no. 134.
66 z=.94, significant at .65.
67 z=.134, significant at .10, i.e., not statistically significant.
68 z=.748, significant at .55.
69 We also find, as we do not in the fourteenth century, one instance each of condonation and

ratification as defenses in divorce cases.
70 Statistical disc. T&C no. 135.
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fourteenth century, is what we have called the core principle: present consent
freely given between parties capable of marriage, even without solemnity or cer-
emony, makes an indissoluble marriage. We broke down the data in Table 3.4
by century in order to explore possible differences. Most of the differences that
we found (principally having to do with more marriages of uncertain type)
are more likely to be the product of the different types of records that survive
from the two centuries than they are of differences in the underlying popula-
tion. There are two differences that may reflect a difference in the underlying
population. The first we have already noted: the decline of litigation concern-
ing abjuration sub pena nubendi.71 The second is a possible decline in litigation
concerning marriages formed by a promise of marriage followed by intercourse,
which by one measure went down from 8 percent of the marriages at stake in
the litigation to 5 percent.72 Even if this decline is real, we should hesitate to
draw any social conclusions from it. While it might reflect an increasing aware-
ness that the de presenti form of marriage was more certain of enforcement,
it might also reflect a difference in the way that litigants chose to frame their
cases.

Despite these differences in the types of marriages being litigated in the two
centuries, the overall results are quite similar. In both centuries, they confirm
the legal significance of the core principle.

As was the case with the fourteenth century, marriage cases in fifteenth-
century York produced a high proportion of judgments (59%) (Table 3.6, com-
pared to Table 3.5). The percentage, however, was not so high as it was in the
fourteenth century (78%). As a descriptive matter, the reason for this differ-
ence is that the decades from 1460 to 1490 produced relatively few cases with
judgments, but it is not clear why there should have been fewer judgments in
these decades. A combination of different types of record keeping and a general
decline of the court probably produced this phenomenon.73 For our purposes,
what it means is that when we speak of judgments in fifteenth-century York
cases, we are speaking for the most part about judgments in the first six decades
of the century.

The court of York remained a decidedly pro-plaintiff court in the fifteenth
century. Fifty-six out of the 73 judgments that survive (77%) are favorable to
the plaintiff (vs. 84% [56/67] in the fourteenth century). As it was in fourteenth
century, plaintiffs dominated all types of actions with a couple of exceptions.
Plaintiffs won 12 of the 19 (63%) judgments in the two-party actions to enforce
de presenti marriages, although this rate is markedly lower than the 94 percent
success rate in the fourteenth century. The success rate in two-party actions
of uncertain type is similar (67%, 4/6). Nineteen of the 24 (79%) competitor
actions resulted in a judgment for one plaintiff or the other (the remainder have

71 Fourteenth: 9/110 (8%); fifteenth: 2/150 (1%); difference yields z=2.47, significant at .99. N.
65 compares the number of cases to the same effect.

72 Fourteenth: 9/110 (8%); fifteenth: 8/150 (5%); difference yields z=.813, significant at .63.
73 Statistical disc. T&C no. 136.
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table 3.6. York Marriage Cases – Gender Ratios and Judgments (Fifteenth
Century)

Type of
Casea FP MP

Total
Cases %F SFP SMP TOT SFD SMD TOT GTOT

Two-party de
presenti

19 18 37 51 7 5 12 4 3 7 19

Two-party de
futuro

7 0 7 100 1 0 1 0 2 2 3

Abjuration 1 1 2 50 1 1 2 0 0 0 2
Two-party

marriage
(other)

11 6 17 65 2 2 4 0 2 2 6

Three-party
competitorsb

15 9 24 63 11 8 19 0 0 0 19

Three-party
marriage &
divc

8 6 14 57 5 2 7 0 3 3 10

Divorce
precontract

3 2 5 60 2 1 3 1 0 1 4

Divorce other 7 3 10 70 4 3 7 0 0 0 7
Other 5 2 7 71 1 0 1 0 2 2 3
total 76 47 123 62 34 22 56 5 12 17 73

Notes: Abbreviations as in Table 3.5.
Ratio of judgments to cases: 59% (73/123).
Plaintiff success rate:d 77% (56/73).
Ratio of FPs to total Ps: 62% (76/123).
Ratio of successful female Ps to total successful Ps: 61% (34/55).
Female plaintiff success rate: 74% (34 won, 12 lost).
Female plaintiff success rate: 45% (34 won, 76 cases).
Male plaintiff success rate:e 81% (22 won, 5 lost).
Male plaintiff success rate: 47% (22 won, 47 cases).
Male plaintiff drop rate: 43% (20 no judgment, 47 cases).
Female plaintiff drop rate: 39% (30 no judgment, 76 cases).
Overall female success rate: 53% (39 won, 35 lost).
Overall male success rate: 47% (35 won, 39 lost).
For notes a–e, see T&C no. 137.

Source: York, Borthwick Institute, CP.F.

no recorded judgment). Marriage and divorce actions produced seven wins and
three losses (70% vs 78% in the fourteenth century). Plaintiffs won three of
the four judgments in actions for divorce brought on the ground of precontract
and all seven of the judgments in actions for divorce on grounds other than
precontract.

As in the fourteenth century, plaintiffs had some difficulty with other types
of actions: Separation actions produced one win and one loss (50%),74 and

74 Listed T&C no. 138.
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actions to enforce a de futuro contract, one win and two losses (33%), the only
type of action in which plaintiffs lost fewer than half of the recorded judgments.

By contrast with the results in the fourteenth century, plaintiffs in fifteenth-
century York won both the abjuration actions they brought. In both, the plain-
tiffs had compelling cases.75 We may speculate that the relative lack of success
of fourteenth-century plaintiffs in such actions led to their being disfavored
by plaintiffs. Only plaintiffs who had particularly strong cases would bring
them. That could account both for plaintiffs’ success in such actions in the
fifteenth century and for the quite small number of such actions. The same
phenomenon could also account for the one success that a plaintiff had in a
separation action – she had a powerful case76 – and for the fact that relatively
few plaintiffs brought such actions, which, as we have already seen, were prob-
ably disfavored at York.77

As in the fourteenth century, the presumption in favor of marriage will
explain why plaintiffs remained generally successful in two-party enforcement
actions in fifteenth-century York. It will not explain, however, the larger pro-
portion of two-party actions that they lost. There are 11 of these. Five of the
de presenti cases are defended on the ground of absence (with one adding a
defense of disparity of wealth and another a more general attack on the wit-
nesses), and two defended on the ground of force.78 One of the de futuro cases
is defended on the ground that no intercourse followed after the promise, and
the other, it would seem, on the ground that what was said was not sufficient
to constitute a promise of marriage (intercourse is conceded).79 The defenses
in the two cases of uncertain type are less clear.80 In order to understand what
is happening in these cases, we will need to examine their records more closely
in Chapter 5, but we have said enough here to suggest that the York court was
open to accepting a wider range of defenses in two-party marriage-enforement
cases in the fifteenth century than it was in the fourteenth.

As in the fourteenth century, the presumption in favor of marriage also,
somewhat paradoxically, explains the mixed results in the three-party cases in
the fifteenth century. All the competitor cases that have judgments were won
by one competitor and lost by another, and plaintiffs won seven but lost three
marriage-and-divorce cases. The presumption, as we have previously noted,
makes all of these difficult cases: To which claimed marriage should the pre-
sumption attach?

The presumption will not, of course, explain plaintiffs’ success in divorce
cases brought on grounds other than precontract. The absolute number of such

75 Frothyngham c Bedale (1418), CP.F.78; Office c Gregory and Tapton (1434–8), CP.F.123.
76 Wyvell c Venables (1410), CP.F.56 (adultery).
77 See at n. 49.
78 Listed T&C no. 139.
79 Carvour c Burgh (1421), CP.F.129 (also unfulfilled condition); Kichyn c Thomson (1411–12),

CP.F.42.
80 Wakfeld c Fox (1402), CP.F.22; Kurkeby c Holme (c. 1419), CP.F.32/12 (probably factual denial

in both cases).
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cases is small, although plaintiffs’ success rate is high, and in each case the result
may be explained by the fact that the plaintiff put in a convincing case, and all
but one of them, so far as we can tell, went undefended.81 Again, the disfavored
action is brought only by those who have a strong case.

When we come, however, to the gender ratios of the parties, marriage liti-
gation in fifteenth-century York witnessed some changes from the fourteenth
century. In the first place, although women still brought more actions than men
(62%), the disproportion was considerably less than it was in the fourteenth
century (71%).82 As in the fourteenth century, however, the ratio of success-
ful women plaintiffs to total successful plaintiffs was approximately the same
as their ratio to total plaintiffs (61% vs 62%). As in the fourteenth century,
moreover, female plaintiffs’ success rate in the fifteenth century was lower than
that of the men (74% vs 81%, 60% vs 63%, 65% vs 71%, 66% vs 74%,
depending on how you calculate the rate; see Table 3.6). In many cases, how-
ever, particularly if we ignore the problems caused by the competitor cases, the
difference in the rates was smaller, sometimes quite a bit smaller, than it was
in the fourteenth century (79% vs 94%, 72% vs 74%, 76% vs 81%, 77% vs
92%).83

It remained true in the fifteenth century as it was in the fourteenth that
women won cases in proportion approximately equal to their proportion in the
population as plaintiffs, and that their success rate was lower than that of the
men. We attributed this seemingly paradoxical result in the fourteenth century
to the fact that women plaintiffs in that century pursued more cases to judgment
than did the men. This characteristic remained in the fifteenth century, but once
more it narrowed. Women pursued, so far as we can tell, 61% of their cases
to judgment, while men pursued 57% (fourteenth century: 80% vs 72%).84

One more difference between the two centuries is quite dramatic. Women in
the fourteenth century, whether as plaintiffs or defendants, won 60% of the
cases for which we have judgments (and men won only 40%). Once more, in
the fifteenth century the gap narrowed, and the figures become 53% and 47%.

We thus have two changes to explain: Why does the percentage of female
plaintiffs go down in fifteenth-century York, and why do their results in lit-
igation become more like those of male plaintiffs? We cannot offer definitive
answers to these questions, but we close this chapter by offering some suggested
answers to them.

We suggested that fourteenth-century women plaintiffs valued marriage
more than did men. We supported this by evidence that suggested that women
plaintiffs sued to enforce a marriage more often than men did, less often to
dissolve one, and that they did so in situations where financial considerations

81 Listed T&C no. 140.
82 z=1.37, significant at .83.
83 See n. 53.
84 Disc. T&C no. 141.
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were not obvious. Neither of these characteristics seems as true of the fifteenth
century. Both men and women sue in cases in which financial considerations
seem to be important, and both men and women sue in cases in which such
considerations are not obvious.85 Further, and perhaps more reliably, the dom-
inance of women in actions to enforce a marriage (as opposed to actions to
dissolve one) simply disappears. Only in the relatively few actions to enforce
a de futuro promise do women maintain the dominance that they had in the
fourteenth century. In two-party marriage actions of uncertain type, competi-
tor actions, and marriage-and-divorce actions, their proportion as plaintiffs
approximately equals their overall proportion as plaintiffs. In two-party actions
to enforce a de presenti marriage and abjuration actions, their proportion
as plaintiffs is less than their overall proportion as plaintiffs.86 The converse of
this proposition is that men no longer dominate certain types of actions. Their
proportion in actions for divorce on the ground of precontract and in competi-
tor actions equals their overall proportion as plaintiffs. It exceeds that propor-
tion by quite a bit (11 percentage points) in two-party actions to enforce a de
presenti marriage. Women dominate the fifteenth-century actions brought for
divorce on grounds other than precontract, whereas in the fourteenth century,
the percentage of male and female plaintiffs in such actions equaled approxi-
mately their overall proportion as plaintiffs.87

This is not to say that the cases do not provide some evidence for the propo-
sition that fifteenth-century women valued marriage more than did men. The
overwhelming proportion of fifteenth-century actions are actions to enforce a
marriage, and women bring 62 percent of all actions. Women do seem to have
been more persistent than men in pursuing their cases in the fifteenth century,
as they were in the fourteenth century. But we cannot confirm our suspicion
that women valued marriage more than did men by looking at the different
types of actions brought in the fifteenth century.

We are dealing with proportions, not with absolutes. If it is plausible that
women in the fourteenth century valued marriage more than did men, the fact
that their litigation rate in the fifteenth century goes down when compared
to men’s suggests that the relative valuation of the two genders of marriage
changed over the course of the centuries. This could have happened either
because women valued marriage in the fifteenth century less than they did in
the fourteenth, and so brought fewer cases, with the men moving in to fill up the
slack, or because men valued marriage more in the fifteenth century than they
did in the fourteenth, and so brought more cases, thus reducing the percentage
of women. The two explanations are not logically inconsistent, and the data
are consistent with either or both explanations.88

85 Support for these propositions must await Ch 5.
86 See Table 3.6.
87 See Tables 3.5 and 3.6.
88 Disc. T&C no. 142.
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Further, and perhaps most troubling, is the fact that some of the changes
in proportions may be the result not of changes in the values that plaintiffs
placed on winning, but in their perception of their chances of winning. If male
plaintiffs were successful in certain kinds of actions in the fourteenth century,
female plaintiffs in the fifteenth century may have learned from their experience
and brought more of these types of action. Conversely, male plaintiffs could
have learned from the success of female plaintiffs in the types of actions in
which women tended to dominate and could have brought more of these types
of actions.

While I suspect that some such transfer of knowledge between the two groups
of plaintiffs was occurring, such transfer will probably not fully explain the dif-
ferences that we see between the two centuries. It probably, for example, does
not fully explain the decline in the proportion of female plaintiffs, nor does it
explain the larger proportion of women seeking to dissolve an existing mar-
riage or get out of a proposed one rather than enforce one.89 We are forced
to ask, therefore, if there is any ground for believing that there was either a
relative increase in men’s valuation of marriage in the fifteenth century over
the fourteenth or a relative decrease in women’s valuation of marriage over the
same two centuries. I suggested that women in the fourteenth century valued
marriage more than men did because marriage gave women more security and
status than it gave men. It would be foolish to suggest that the resulting imbal-
ance of power in gender relations was eliminated in the fifteenth century, and
the fact that women continued to bring more cases than men suggests that it
was not. On the other hand, if we focus on the last decades of the fourteenth
century (from which most of our fourteenth-century cases come) and the early
decades of the fifteenth century (from which most of our fifteenth-century cases
come), there are suggestions, and I must emphasize ‘suggestions’, in the social,
and particularly in the economic, history of the two periods that make the
notion that women were less dependent on marriage in the latter period at least
plausible.

As is well known, the decades following the Black Death saw a sharp increase
in prices and also an increase in the value of labor. At the same time, population
fluctuated radically, as new outbreaks of plague defeated the natural tendency
of a population to replenish itself after a disaster. These decades would also
seem to be – this is more controversial – a period in which many traditional
social networks broke down, as laborers migrated in search of high wages
and geographical areas adjusted to the differential impact of plague on the
population.90 This combination of circumstances might have been peculiarly
unfavorable to single women. Obviously, there would be substantial differences
among such women depending on their class, wealth, and skills, but as a general
matter, a single adult woman in a society where prices were fluctuating radically
but generally rising, and where wages were rising as well, would be worse off

89 Disc. T&C no. 143.
90 Lit. T&C no. 144.
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than a single adult woman in a society where prices were steady and labor cheap.
Unable to be self-sustaining, both because of her physical inability to do certain
kinds of work (ploughing, for example) and because of the social barriers that
prevented her from doing other kinds of work (many trades, for example), the
single woman with some capital (be it land, goods, or skills) would be better off
in a society in which she need not expend much of her capital to obtain basic
necessities and where she could easily hire men to do what she could not do
herself.91 When prices and wages went up, particularly when they fluctuated
on an upward trend, single women had more need of the economic potential
of a husband to give them some measure of economic security. This would be
all the more important if social networks were breaking down, since that could
have meant that there were fewer stable households where single women could
work as servants or live as ‘paying guests’ or as members of an extended family.

In the fifteenth century, prices stabilized at a level higher than they were
before the plague but lower than they had been in the fourteenth-century peaks.
Wage rates also stabilized at a relatively high level, sufficiently high that many
students of the subject believe that there was a substantial transfer of wealth
from the upper economic classes to the working population. Population, on
the other hand, took a sharp drop, and then began a slow process of increas-
ing. Social networks may well have become more stable. This combination
of circumstances might have been less unfavorable to single women than the
circumstances at the end of the fourteenth century. The greater stability of the
economic circumstances of the early decades of the fifteenth century would have
allowed a greater amount of wealth to be stored and transferred to women by
way of inheritance or dowry and, thus, would have made women less dependent
on the earnings of their husbands. There may have been more stable households
in which single women could have lived. Particularly among lower-level mer-
chants and tradesmen and the upper levels of the peasantry (classes that seem
to have formed the bulk of the litigating population at York), greater wealth
and greater stability could have meant that women would have had an easier
time living as single. If they were wealthier, they could have brought more into
a marriage than they could have in the later decades of the fourteenth century.
The economic contribution that each partner made to a marriage would thus
have tended to equalize. In these circumstances, we would expect to find more
men and fewer women seeking to enforce marriages in the fifteenth century
than in the fourteenth. And that is just what we find.

Pursuit of this argument would take us far afield.92 We offer only one analysis
here, a comparison of male and female behavior in marriage litigation in the
last three decades of the fourteenth century and the first four of the fifteenth
(Table 3.7). If we break these numbers down by type of case, the sample sizes
in each cell are too small for statistical purposes. Indeed, even the aggregate
numbers are sufficiently small that they can only be suggestive, not conclusive.

91 Disc. T&C no. 145.
92 Lit. and disc. T&C no. 146.
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table 3.7. York Marriage Cases – Gender Ratios and Judgments (1370–1439)

Decadea FP MP
Total
Cases %F SFP SMP TOT SFD SMD TOT GTOT

1370–1399 34 13 47 72 21 10 31 1 7 8 39
1400–1439 47 22 69 68 27 11 38 3 9 12 50
total 81 35 116 70 48 21 69 4 16 20 89

Notes: Abbreviations as in Table 3.5.
Ratios 1370–1399:
Ratio of judgments to cases: 83% (39/47).
Plaintiff success rate: 79% (31/39).
Ratio of FPs to total Ps: 72% (34/47).
Ratio of successful female Ps to total successful Ps: 68% (21/31).
Female plaintiff success rate: 75% (21 won, 7 lost).
Male plaintiff success rate: 91% (10 won, 1 lost).
Male plaintiff drop rate: 15% (2 no judgment, 13 cases).
Female plaintiff drop rate: 18% (6 no judgment, 34 cases).
Overall female success rate: 56% (22 won, 17 lost).
Overall male success rate: 44% (17 won, 22 lost).
Ratios 1400–1439:
Ratio of judgments to cases: 72% (50/69).
Plaintiff success rate: 76% (38/50).
Ratio of FPs to total Ps: 68% (47/69).
Ratio of successful female Ps to total successful Ps: 71% (27/38).
Female plaintiff success rate: 75% (27 won, 9 lost).
Male plaintiff success rate: 79% (11 won, 3 lost).
Male plaintiff drop rate: 36% (8 no judgment, 22 cases).
Female plaintiff drop rate: 23% (11 no judgment, 47 cases).
Overall female success rate: 59% (30 won, 21 lost).
Overall male success rate: 41% (21 won, 30 lost).
For note a, see T&C no. 147.

Source: Tables 3.5, 3.6.

The ratio of female plaintiffs to total plaintiffs went down in the first decades
of the fifteenth century from what it had been in the last decades of the four-
teenth (72% vs 68%),93 but it was not so low as it was for the whole century
(62%). This means, of course, that there was a rather steep decline in the pro-
portion of female plaintiffs in the last 60 years of the century. As was the case in
the aggregate numbers for both centuries, the ratio of successful female plain-
tiffs approximated their proportion in the plaintiff population (it was slightly
lower in the last decades of the fourteenth century and slightly higher in the
first decades of the fifteenth). As was also the case in the aggregate numbers for
both centuries, the female plaintiffs’ success rate was lower than that of male
plaintiffs in both periods, but the gap had narrowed substantially in the first
decades of the fifteenth century.94 In the case of the overall statistics, I suggested

93 z=.464, significant at .65.
94 Fourteenth: 75% vs 91%, z=1.35, significant at .82; fifteenth: 75% vs 79%, z=.306, significant

at .75.
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that that gap might be accounted for by the fact that female plaintiffs pursued
more cases to judgment than did male. That will not explain the gap in the
last decades of the fourteenth century. In these decades, male plaintiffs actually
pursued proportionally more cases to judgment than did female (85% vs 82%).
Here, the only explanation that I can think of is that male plaintiffs were more
cautious in selecting the cases that they chose to litigate. A gap in the ‘drop rate’
does reemerge in the first decades of the fifteenth century. Male plaintiffs pur-
sued, proportionally, fewer cases to judgment than did female (64% vs 77%).

Though, once more, the evidence is not conclusive, it does seem to suggest
that certain trends had begun to emerge in marriage litigation in York in the
early decades of the fifteenth century, well before the economic decline that
occurred in the area in the second half of the century. The proportion of female
plaintiffs was going down; the gap between their success rate and that of the
men was lessening. The men seem to be almost as willing as the women to take a
chance on losing a case, though the women remain more persistent once the case
has begun. If our suggested economic explanation of why these changes might
have occurred in the early years of the fifteenth century is correct, however,
it means that the high proportion of female plaintiffs that we see in the York
court in the fourteenth century is not an indication of a high status for women
in the society at large but quite the reverse, and that their relative absence as
plaintiffs as the fifteenth century wears on suggests some improvement in that
status.

Finally, what of the court and its reaction to, and effect on, these social
patterns? I suggested earlier that the pro-plaintiff pattern of judgments of the
court served, to some extent, to redress the imbalance of power between the
genders in late fourteenth-century York. With the appearance of more male
plaintiffs and more female defendants in the fifteenth century, the court’s pattern
of sentencing did change, though not dramatically. As we have seen, the pro-
portion of judgments favorable to plaintiffs across the century went down from
84 percent to 76 percent, but this decline was shared approximately equally by
both female and male plaintiffs.95 We will suggest in Chapter 5 that the reason
for the decline may well have been that the court became skeptical of argu-
ments that were perhaps too easily successful in the fourteenth century. The
court, however, remained a decidedly pro-plaintiff court. In individual cases,
one can detect a particular sympathy of the court with the story that a woman
is telling or particular skepticism about the one that a man is telling. We will
attempt to do so in the next two chapters. In the statistics, however, the exclusive
focus of this chapter, the York court appears as a pro-plaintiff court, whether
the plaintiff is a man or woman.96

95 See Table 3.6.
96 Indeed, in the penultimate three decades of the fifteenth century, which have the lowest propor-

tion of female plaintiffs, the recorded judgments are only in favor of male plaintiffs. Statistical
disc. T&C no. 148.
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Story-Patterns in the Court of York
in the Fourteenth Century

At the end of Chapter 3, we suggested, tentatively, that the York court in the
later fourteenth century played a role that allowed it to redress, at least to some
extent, the imbalance in power between women and men that prevailed in the
period. Assuming that this is correct, two questions immediately come to mind:
First, if the court’s role had this effect in the cases that were litigated, did it have
any effect on people who did not litigate? Obviously our records do not give us
any direct evidence to answer this question, and the picture that we get from
other types of records, both of medieval marriage and of gender relations, is
very different from what we see in the court records. Nonetheless, perhaps with
more courage than wisdom, we will eventually suggest that what this court and
others like it were doing did have an effect beyond the effect on the parties to
the cases, albeit over a very long term and with considerable crosscurrents that
make it seem at times as if the effect were not there at all.

Second, once again assuming that the York court was having this effect,
was the court aware of it? Certainly no one connected with the court would
have put it in these terms, but then no one in the fourteenth-century court
of York was familiar with the terms of historical sociology. Men and women
of the fourteenth century were, however, familiar with paradigms and para-
bles, and we will see that the patterns of the stories that they told suggest an
awareness of a problem for which we have no better term than ‘imbalance of
power’.

We will also see that the willingness of the court to accept stories that fell
within certain patterns exposed it to being manipulated into serving what seem,
with the advantage of hindsight, to be quite different purposes from those which
the stories suggest. The results of the four cases that we described in Chapter 2
all suggest that the underlying thrust of the story got lost. If we take Alice
Dolling’s story at face value, she was ultimately wronged by a bounder who had
enough money to go to Canterbury and get the case reversed. Marjorie Merton
won, but she won in a situation so loaded with ambiguity that we wondered
if justice was done. Joan Ingoly won too, but by brazenly manipulating the
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processes of the court to obtain what we suspect everyone knew was a false
judgment. Agnes Morice did not win, although ultimately she did not lose either,
and her story we never hear.

two-party de presenti enforcement actions

Chapter 2, however, contains only four stories, and Chapter 3 shows that there
are a lot more cases. Let us attempt the difficult task of integrating the stories
with the statistics. We must now ask if it is possible to see patterns in the stories
that can be told from these cases and what relationship, if any, these patterns
have to the patterns of litigation that we have previously outlined numerically.
Let us begin with a basic story, the story of Alice and Bill, Dolling c Smith:
The core of the story is that Alice sues Bill, seeking that she be declared his
wife. (Sometimes Bill sues Alice, but as we have seen, that happens far less
frequently.) She introduces witnesses who testify to an informal exchange of
marital consent. He excepts to the witnesses, challenging the factual validity of
their story, or he could admit their story and allege some impediment between
them. Of our 86 fourteenth-century York cases, 27 tell variants on this core
story.1 Let us call the variant of Dolling c Smith, which can only exist if a
woman is suing a man, ‘the case of the woman wronged’.

The earliest two-party de presenti enforcement action, Joan daughter of
Walter Chapelayn c Andrew Cragge of Whitby, consists principally of a long
processus held for the most part before the official of the archdeacon of Cleve-
land, and ultimately appealed to the consistory court.2 The outline of the case
bears a strong resemblance to Dolling c Smith. In July of 1301, Joan and Andrew
appeared personally before a commissary of the archbishop, who may have
been conducting a visitation, at Whitby. Joan claimed Andrew as her husband.
Andrew denied all, and Joan immediately produced two witnesses. The case
was committed to the official of the archdeacon, and the testimony of Joan’s
witnesses was published in October.

Joan’s witnesses, both women, testify to an exchange of present consent
in Joan’s parents’ bedroom in May four years previously. According to both
witnesses, the couple were standing in front of Joan’s bed at nightfall. There
is some variation between the witnesses as to the words exchanged. The first
witness testifies that Andrew said, “Joan, I take thee here as my lawful wife to
have and to hold all the days of my life if holy church allow it, and to this I
pledge thee my troth.”3 Joan replied, “Andrew, I take thee here as my lawful
husband, for better, for worse, for fouler, for fairer, and to this I pledge thee my
troth.”4 The second witness testifies more simply: “Joan/Andrew, I take thee
here as my lawful wife/husband, to have and to hold all the days of my life and

1 See Table 3.2, disc. T&C no. 152.
2 Chapelayn c Cragge (1301), CP.E.1.
3 Ibid., T&C no. 153, with lit.
4 Ibid., T&C no. 154.
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to this I pledge thee my troth.”5 Neither witness says anything about sexual
intercourse. Both deny that they received anything or were promised anything
for giving testimony.

In November, Andrew, now appearing by a proctor, excepted to Joan’s wit-
nesses on the ground that they were corrupted. After a number of delays,
Andrew produced three witnesses, all women, whose testimony was finally
published in June of 1302.

They tell a remarkable story.6 All three testify that they were in the house
of one of them. This house happened to adjoin Joan’s house, separated by a
thin wall, through which there was a hole for a chimney. Looking through this
hole on a May day, they saw Joan talking with her two witnesses. Joan gave
each of them three shillings and a hood of green cloth. On the basis of this,
all the witnesses agree that Joan had “hired” (dicit pro firmo quod bene scit
ipsas . . . esse conductas) her witnesses, though they cannot testify that these
witnesses were “suborned” (quoad subornationem . . . dicit . . . se nichil scire).7

Andrew’s witnesses’ testimony is consistent, except about the date of the event.
The first witness testifies that it was on the feast of the finding of the Holy
Cross (3 May) in 1301, that is, two months before Joan appeared before the
archbishop’s commissary. The second witness testifies that it was on the same
feast “last past, four years ago,” that is, in 1297, when the exchange of consent
between Andrew and Joan was alleged to have taken place. The third witness
testifies that it was on the same feast “now two years past.” Considering that
the testimony was given in March in 1302, this probably refers to May of 1300,
possibly May of 1299.

It is possible, as it was in Dolling c Smith, that we are dealing here with a
scribal error and not with any inconsistency in the underlying testimony. Even
if we ignore this inconsistency, however, there is much about the testimony that
provokes suspicion. The story that a witness saw something through a hole in
the wall or through a window occurs relatively frequently in medieval marriage
depositions.8 Medieval houses were not so tight as ours, and medieval villagers
do seem to have spent quite a bit of time spying on their neighbors. If the
story were not at least vaguely plausible, it would not have been worth telling.
Nonetheless, when the story is told, it tends to have an element of a deus ex
machina about it, and I cannot recall any case in which such a story alone is
accepted.9

Even if we accept the story of the exception witnesses, it is not completely
clear that it should lead, as a matter of law, to the rejection of the testimony of
the principal witnesses. The mere acceptance of payment was not sufficient to
reject a witness’s testimony out of hand. A witness could legitimately be paid

5 Ibid., T&C no. 155.
6 These depositions are printed in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 230–2.
7 Id., 230; cf. id. 231.
8 Ref. T&C no. 156.
9 Walker c Kydde (1418–19), CP.F.79, may be an exception.
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expenses for testifying. Indeed, some canonists argued that even the acceptance
of payment offered as a bribe should not automatically lead to the rejection of
the witness’s testimony.10 The judge had to determine whether the witness had
in fact been corrupted by the bribe. Now in this case, the principal witnesses
both testified that they had received nothing for giving their testimony. If the
payment was in fact a payment for expenses, one might argue that the testimony
was true, that they could testify that they had received no payment for giving
testimony if they had only been paid expenses.11 On balance, however, it seems
unlikely that the payment could be regarded as a payment of expenses. The
examination of the allegedly corrupted witnesses seems to have taken place in
Whitby. One of the witnesses was from Whitby and the other may have been.12

Three shillings and a green hood seems a high price to pay for expenses for
a morning’s testimony in one’s own town.13 Hence, the payment, if proven,
would at least have meant that the witnesses lied when they said that they had
received nothing “for giving testimony,” and the judge could have rejected their
testimony without getting into the question of whether the witnesses were in
fact corrupted.

We cannot tell which, if any, of these considerations would have moved
the judge if he had been called upon to decide the case on the basis of this
exchange alone. Andrew’s defense is best attacked from the legal point of view
on the basis of the inconsistency of his witnesses’ testimony, and this is probably
the reason that he seems to have abandoned this line of defense. At the end of
June he proposed another exception: He could not marry Joan because he had
precontracted with one Margaret de Botolstan.

The rest of the year was taken up with procedural maneuvering. Andrew
finally asked for and received a three-month delay to produce witnesses who
were outside the province, witnesses whom he alleged were resident in the
dioceses of Lincoln and Ely. The witnesses finally arrived in Whitby in January
of 1303 and were examined by two chaplains on 25 January. More procedural
maneuvering occupied the months of February and March, and the testimony
was finally published at the end of March. On 6 May, Joan’s proctor, who
seems to have been her father, Walter Chapelayn, excepted to the publication
of the witnesses on the grounds: (1) that she was not adequately notified of
their production and examination, (2) that it took place on a feast day, and
(3) that they did not prove that Margaret was still living at the time the exception
of precontract was made.14 A “great argument” (magna altercatio) about these
exceptions took place on 20 May.15 On 17 June, the official rendered sentence
for Joan.

10 See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 230 (with references to the formal law).
11 Disc. T&C no. 157.
12 Though her toponymic (de Allenmouth) suggests Alnmouth in Northumberland.
13 Lit. T&C no. 158.
14 Disc. T&C no. 159.
15 Lit. T&C no. 160.
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The depositions of the witnesses to the precontract are included in the proces-
sus. Four witnesses, all men, testify to Andrew’s exchange of de presenti consent
with Margaret in the house of Robert de Wylebet in Boston (Lincs) late in the
afternoon on the Sunday after the feast of St Martin in winter, nine years previ-
ously (15 November 1293).16 The depositions are terse but consistent. All the
witnesses testify to the words exchanged: “I take thee here, Margaret/Andrew,
as my wife/husband, to have and to hold all the days of my life and to this I
pledge thee my troth.”17 They also all testify that they saw Margaret alive in
Boston at various dates in the previous year.

Skimpy as these depositions are, the story they tell is at least as plausible as
that of Joan’s witnesses. Why did the official reject them, almost out of hand?
Certainly, the exceptions made to Andrew’s witnesses do not seem very con-
vincing. True, the exception witnesses do not prove that Margaret was alive
when the exception was made, but she does not have to have been alive for
the exception of precontract to be valid. All she has to have been was alive
when Joan’s contract with Andrew was alleged to have been made, and all
the witnesses testify that she was.18 The two procedural objections, if they are
true (and the second certainly seems to have been), might be grounds for requir-
ing that Andrew produce his witnesses again, but they are hardly grounds for
simply discarding the testimony of his witnesses. The sentence of the archdea-
con’s official, then, must be based on the fact that he simply did not believe
Andrew’s witnesses.

I do not believe them either. If forced to choose between Joan’s two women
and Andrew’s four men, I would side with the two women. They come from
the community and must go back and face their neighbors, including three
who are firmly convinced that they took a bribe to testify. The four men from
Linconshire, on the other hand, even though they braved travel in the middle
of January, come in from the outside simply for the purpose of testifying to a
marriage nine years earlier, and the woman involved in the marriage does not
herself appear.19 But, of course, we do not have to believe either set of witnesses.
The whole thing may have been a charade, like Dolling c Smith.

Certainly, we can construct motivations for the sentence of the archdeacon’s
official in this case, similar to those we constructed for that of the official of
Salisbury in Dolling c Smith. If Andrew is not married to Margaret, then there
is no reason why he cannot marry Joan. He may not have exchanged words of
present consent with her in quite the form that the witnesses state, but there was
probably something between them. Assuming that the archdeacon’s official was
not himself corrupted, as I think we ought to, absent evidence to the contrary,

16 Robert’s house was a public house or an inn, to judge by one witness’s reference to him as
hospes.

17 CP.E.1, T&C no. 161.
18 But see n. 14.
19 As Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 76 n. 7, points out, she did not have to appear, but normally

she did, if only nominally.
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these are probably the reasons that motivated him to find for Joan, despite the
testimony concerning the corruption of her witnesses and despite the witnesses
to the precontract.

If we look at the processus further, however, the similarity to Dolling c Smith
begins to fall apart. True, as in Dolling c Smith, the man seems to have been of
slightly higher station than the woman. Andrew in this case has enough money
to hire a proctor to represent him at most of the stages of the proceeding, to pay
for witnesses to come from quite a distance, and to appeal the case to the court
of York. Joan, on the other hand, appears personally at most of the hearings.
She does use two proctors, one who seems to appear only once, and the other,
her father, who represents her in the final stages. This does not mean that she
lacked professional advice.20 The exceptions that her father introduces to the
witnesses to the precontract have all the hallmarks of professional drafting, and
Joan’s personal appearance may be as much a device to earn the sympathy of
the judge as testimony to her relative poverty.

More to the point is the fact that there is no evidence in this case, as there was
in Dolling c Smith, that Andrew had had sexual relations with Joan, nor that
he was a local ladies’ man. In Dolling c Smith, seven women of Winterbourne
Stoke are willing to put their souls on the line to testify in favor of Alice. In
Chapelayn c Cragge, only two women are willing to put their souls on the line
for Joan, and three women from the same area are willing to put theirs on
the line that these two were corrupted.21 Nor is Joan nearly so alone as Alice
in Dolling c Smith seems to have been. Joan lives in her parents’ house; her
father is alive and serves as her proctor. Finally, one of the witnesses on appeal
gives us a fact that we might have suspected from the rest of the story. The
witness tells us that he has known Andrew for about 40 years, Joan for 20.
These are probably round numbers, but when they are coupled with the fact
that the precontract with Margaret is alleged to have taken place nine years
earlier, while the contract with Joan is alleged to have taken place four years
earlier, and that no one testifies to having known Joan for more than 20 years,
we get the impression that there was a substantial gap in age between Joan and
Andrew.

If the story, then, of Dolling c Smith is the story of a young woman in
service wronged by a local bounder, the story that may ultimately emerge from
Chapelayn c Cragge is that of an ambitious and unscrupulous young woman
seeking, with the help of her father, to get her hands on a middle-aged local
bachelor who was somewhat better off than she. Desperate to escape from
her clutches, he obtains the support of some local women, who, unfortunately,
cannot get their story of the bribery of Joan’s witnesses straight. He therefore
tries to get out of it by concocting a story of a precontract in Lincolnshire.
This fails to convince the local judge. We do not know the result on appeal,
but perhaps like the appellate court in Dolling c Smith, the appellate court here

20 This advice could have come from Hugh de Seton, the first proctor, or the clerk of the court.
21 Disc. T&C no. 162.
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had the sense to focus not on the weakness of the defendant’s story but on the
weakness of the plaintiff’s. If Dolling is a case of a woman wronged, we might
call this one a case of a ‘woman wronging’. At a minimum, we can see that this
is the story that Andrew is trying to tell, until he panics and brings in the men
from Boston.

In October of 1326, Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Simon Lovell of ‘Drokton’
in Ryedale, claimed Thomas son of Robert Marton as her husband before the
official of the court of York.22 In November, Thomas, sworn to tell the truth,
admitted that while the litigation was pending, he had solemnized a marriage
with one Ellen daughter of Jordan of ‘Aneport’ at ‘Ryngoy’ in the diocese of
Chester (i.e., Lichfield),23 but he asserted that there was a precontract between
Ellen and him. Elizabeth introduced nine witnesses, two of them her sisters. The
first sister testifies to an exchange of consent in Sir Simon’s brewhouse on the
previous 30 January in this form: “Behold, this is my troth that I shall not take
another as wife except thee.” And Elizabeth said: “Behold this is my troth that
I shall at no time have another as husband unless I have thee.”24 On Tuesday
in Easter week (5 April) of the same year, she was present with her sister in the
room above the gate in Sir Simon’s house where Thomas was lying naked in his
bed. Thomas said that he had been to the friars, his confessors, who told him
that the prior contract was not valid, and that they were both free to marry
someone else. Immediately, they exchanged further words, each saying to the
other: “I take thee here Elizabeth/Thomas as my faithful wedded wife/husband,
to have and to hold to the end of my life and to this I pledge thee my troth.”25

The other sister testifies to the second exchange but not to the first.
The remaining seven witnesses testify to a meeting held in Hovingham church

between Sir Simon and Robert Marton and some of their friends. The upshot
of the meeting, according to most of the witnesses, was that Thomas confessed
that he had exchanged words of present consent with Elizabeth, but that he
had done so conditionally, with a mental reservation that his relatives would
approve of what he had done. Robert Marton and the man whom Thomas
is alleged to have consulted before he made his confession both assert that
Thomas said that the condition was expressed.

Whether the first exchange sufficed for consent in law is a difficult question
about which authority can be cited on both sides.26 There is no question, how-
ever, that the second exchange, if it happened, constituted a valid marriage.
Thomas’s mental reservation, even if we believe it, would not have sufficed.
If, on the other hand, the condition had been expressed, it could have sufficed
to turn the marriage from a present one into a future one (absent intercourse,

22 Lovell c Marton (1326–9), CP.E.18, disc. T&C no. 163.
23 Neither name is easy to identify. There is an Allport in Bromborough in Cheshire (Place-names

of Cheshire, 4:240) and an Alport in Derbyshire (Ekwall, English Place-names, s.n).
24 Latin in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 193.
25 Id., 194.
26 See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 40–5, though on balance, the friars’ advice seems sound.
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which was neither alleged nor proven).27 That Thomas’s defense was depen-
dent on demonstrating this condition is clear from his answers to Elizabeth’s
positions (interrogatories). He introduces no further testimony, however, and
it is not surprising that he loses the case.28

In some ways this case is similar to Dolling c Smith and Chapelayn c Cragge.
The woman alleges the exchange of present consent. She has few witnesses, and
those she has are close to her. The man attempts to defend on one of the grounds
that the law allowed. And yet, socially, this seems like a very different case.
Robert Marton, though he may have been of quite respectable status, was not
a knight, and Simon Lovell was. Thomas was apparently in service in Sir Simon’s
house. Both the parties seem to have been quite young. There is no suggestion
of seduction, on either side. They knew what they were doing. The story of the
friars is plausible (one is reminded of the friar in Romeo and Juliet), but after
it was all over, Thomas changed his mind. Why? We will never know. The fact,
however, that Thomas alleges that the marriage was conditional on his relatives’
consent and the fact that the case was contested suggest that the relatives did
not consent. Despite the fact that Sir Simon was a knight and Robert Marton
was not, Robert did not want his son to marry the knight’s daughter.29 He had
someone else in mind for him. Thomas does not come across as a young man
of strong will. He marries Ellen, as we suspect that his father wanted him to
do, but he also does not resist Elizabeth’s case very strongly. We cannot imagine
that Sir Simon was pleased with the whole affair, but he supports his daughter.30

She presents the case, and Thomas is honest enough not to attempt to obtain
perjured witnesses, for example, to the precontract that he alleged having had
with Ellen before the contract with Elizabeth.

In short, unlike Dolling c Smith and, particularly, Chapelayn c Cragge, the
record in this case seems reliable. If there is any lying, it is lying by both the
parties. Possibly, they got the result that they wanted all along. Thomas could
not resist his father absent a judgment of the official of York, but he was willing
to concoct a case with Elizabeth that ensured the result they wanted.31 While
this reading of the record is possible, I am more inclined to take it more straight-
forwardly. Thomas was weak. His father talked him out of the marriage, but
did not – perhaps he did not even suggest it – talk him into suborning perjury.

We now have three stories to tell out of basically the same type of legal
record. We have the woman wronged, Alice Dolling, the woman wronging,
Joan Chapelayn, and the young couple, one of whom tries to back out after he
realizes what he has done, Elizabeth Lovell and Thomas Marton. Two more
cases will serve to show significant variations on these basic types of stories.

27 Disc. T&C no. 164.
28 Though it is not until 18 months after the depositions that the official finally renders judgment

for Elizabeth.
29 Politics may have been involved; see disc. T&C no. 165.
30 Lit. T&C no. 166.
31 Lit. T&C no. 167.
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In the autumn of 1393, Alice de Foston of York, widow of Thomas Walshe,
jeweler, late of Ireland, sued Robert Lofthouse, draper of York, before the dean
of Christianity of York claiming Robert as her husband.32 Alice produced four
witnesses. They testify to a long-term relationship between Alice and Robert.
She had had two children by him, and one of the witnesses testifies to exchanges
of present consent two and six years previously. The key events had taken
place, however, the previous Lent in the cell of Lady Margaret Elys, a nun of
Clementhorpe Priory.33 The fullest account of the exchange is given by Alice’s
20-year-old son, who says that in answer to Lady Margaret’s questioning,
Robert said: “The troth that I promised her, I will keep, and I shall make
of her a good woman, as I am a man, and I will have her as my wife.”34 Alice
replied: “I keep me well content, and have always kept me well content, and
so thou promised me long before this time.”35 Lady Margaret and another nun
confirm this testimony but with somewhat less specificity.

It is by no means clear that this exchange is enough to make a canonically
valid marriage, particularly since no one is prepared to testify that intercourse
followed. Robert, however, does not defend on the ground of the inadequacy
of the consent. Rather, he defends on the ground that Alice cannot prove that
Thomas Walshe is dead. This defense is ultimately defeated by a document from
the dean of Bristol testifying to Thomas’s death.36 The dean of Christianity of
York finds for Alice in July of 1394. The last document in the case is Robert’s
proposition before the commissary general of the consistory court, attacking
Alice’s witnesses on the ground that they are his enemies (he is careful not to
mention the nuns), that Alice is after his money, and that the dean of Bristol
has no jurisdiction in the case.37 The document is endorsed with the names of
six witnesses, but if their depositions were ever taken, they have not survived.

The story told here is obviously a variant on the theme of the woman
wronged, but the variations are significant. There is no doubt that the par-
ties in this case had had intercourse. There is not really any suggestion that
Alice was seduced by promises of marriage. Both of the parties to the case were
obviously mature. Alice’s relationship with Thomas Walshe had clearly broken
up before she knew he was dead. She may even have formed her liaison with
Robert when she knew that Thomas was not dead.38 There are thus three ele-
ments that distinguish this case from cases like Dolling c Smith: the fact that the
parties had been living in what they knew was concubinage and which they may
have known was adulterous, a relationship that the woman is now seeking to
turn into a marriage; the fact that they are mature, and the fact that the woman

32 Foston c Lofthouse (1393–4), CP.E.198.
33 Lit. T&C no. 168.
34 Latin in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 115 n. 16.
35 Ibid.
36 Disc. T&C no. 169.
37 This may be an attempt to set up an argument that the dean’s certificate of Thomas’s death is

not to be believed.
38 For the suggestion that the impediment of crime was involved in this case, see lit. T&C no. 170.
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had previously been uncontrovertibly married. As we will see, many variations
on the three initial types of story will have one or more of these elements.

On 13 May 1332, Alice de Brantice, daughter of Richard de Draycote of
Cropwell Butler, claimed William Crane of Bingham as her husband before
the official of the archdeacon of Nottingham.39 She produced three witnesses
to a contract that took place in the house of one Henry Kyketon in Cropwell
Butler, eight years previously. The words of consent that they describe are the
standard ones: “I take thee here Alice/William as my lawful wife/husband, to
have and to hold all the days of my life, if holy church allow it, and to this
I pledge thee my troth.”40 From the beginning it is clear that the issue in the
case is not whether the exchange of consent took place but what the age of the
parties was when it happened, and whether, assuming that William was under
age when it happened, he dissented from the contract when he reached the age
of puberty. Alice’s witnesses are not completely consistent about the parties’
ages, testifying variously that Alice was 14 or 13 and that William was 13 or
14. Four witnesses, all men, testify on William’s behalf. They assert that he
was 11 at the time of the contract, that he was forced into the contract by his
godmother (commater), Elizabeth Crane,41 one of Alice’s witnesses, and that
he dissented from the contract consistently thereafter. Despite this testimony,
the archdeacon’s official found for Alice.

The legal issue presented by this case is not easy. As we have seen,
Alexander’s rules, rather than fixing a ‘bright line’ at age 14 for the man and
12 for the woman, leave considerable ambiguity. Marriages may be valid if the
parties are “near puberty” (pubertati proximi) or if “malitia makes up for age”
(malitia suppleat aetatem). Further, though Alexander is clear that if one of the
parties marries below the age of puberty and dissents upon reaching puberty,
the marriage is not valid, what the party must do to dissent and when he must
do it are not clear either in Alexander’s rules or in the canonists’ commentary.42

The piece of testimony in this case that we find the most striking is the state-
ment by William’s witnesses that his godmother told him that if he did not
come along and marry Alice, she would cut off his ear. That is not the sort of
threat that a woman makes to a grown man or even a hulking teenage boy; it is
the sort of threat that one makes to a little boy. On the other hand, eight years
passed after the events described, and one is left to wonder why William, who
was now a minimum of 19, did not do something to clarify his marital status.43

The interest of this case, however, lies not so much in the ambiguity of the
legal issues, which certainly could have gone either way, but in the story that is
told. William was apparently an orphan; his parents are nowhere mentioned,
and his godmother, Elizabeth, seems to have been taking care of him. Elizabeth’s

39 Brantice c Crane (1332–3), CP.E.23.
40 Lit. T&C no. 171.
41 The fact that they share a surname suggests that she was also his paternal aunt.
42 See Ch 1, at nn. 19–23; Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 199–200.
43 Lit. T&C no. 172.
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husband was a servant in Henry de Kyketon’s house. Another of the witnesses is
the son of Felicia, Henry de Kyketon’s wife. The third is a servant in the house.
Alice’s mother is called Alice de Kyketon; she may have been related to Henry.
In short, what we have here is probably a family alliance of the type that we are
used to seeing in accounts of the upper classes in the Middle Ages, but which
we know happened in other classes as well. Why this particular arrangement
came undone, we do not know. Both Henry de Kyketon and his wife died in the
interim, and it may be that the financial arrangements upon which the match
depended died with them. But it seems more likely, especially considering that
Elizabeth Crane is still supporting the match, that William, when he grew up,
simply changed his mind.

In all of these cases we have relatively full records, claim and defense, wit-
nesses on both sides, and a judgment at some level of court. Even here, we
cannot always be sure what story is being told and what the counter-story is. It
is even more difficult when we have an incomplete record. The question, then,
is whether the legal claim or defense gives us at least some clue as to which type
of case we have, so that we may make at least tentative classifications of cases
where the record is not so full.

It is difficult, but clues there are. In the first place, the claim of force or nonage
usually indicates an arranged marriage that has for some reason gone awry. It is
not necessary that the claimed defense be true (it may well not have been true in
Brantice c Crane), but for the claim to be plausible, the witnesses normally have
to testify to something that looks like an arranged marriage. In the second place,
the claim of intercourse, much less of cohabitation and children, is sufficiently
rare that we can suspect that the story being told is either one of a woman
wronged or of an ongoing relationship. We cannot always be sure which story
is being told, and perhaps that is because the stories are sufficiently similar that
the plaintiff can afford to let them blend into each other. Third, the claim of
precontract, by itself, tells us virtually nothing. The reason is that this is such a
powerful claim legally (it is the only defense that wins in a two-party de presenti
marriage case) that the temptation to raise it speciously is strong. Sometimes,
as in Lovell c Marton, it indicates, at a minimum, that the person raising the
claim has changed his or her mind. Sometimes, as in Chapelayn c Cragge, it
indicates desperation, the last refuge of a defendant who has no place else to
turn. But that in turn forces us to look at the claimed marriage. The reason for
the desperation may be that the defendant is finally caught in his duplicity, or
it may mean, as we suspected in Chapelayn, that he has been caught in a web
of false testimony.

Let us look at the rest of our 24 two-party de presenti marriage-enforcement
actions to see if this typology holds up.44 For convenience, we will refer to the
types of stories as follows: Type one cases tell the basic story of the woman
wronged, Dolling c Smith; type two, the case of the woman (it will turn out
that it can be a man, too) wronging, Chapelayn c Cragge; type three, the young

44 Disc. T&C no. 173.
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couple who may have gone too far, Lovell c Marton; type four, types one through
three with the variants of long-term relationship and/or mature parties, Foston
c Lofthouse; type five, the arranged marriage gone awry, Brantice c Crane.
Because they are the easiest to identify, we will begin with the fifth type.

Margaret de Tofte c William de Maynwaryng of Peover45 seems to be a case
of an arranged marriage gone wrong. No depositions survive, but we know
that the defense was the nonage of the defendant and force (also precontract).
The reus in the case appealed from a sentence for the actrix to the court of
Canterbury and thence to the Apostolic See whence it was delegated to the
archbishop of York, facts that suggest that the parties were of some wealth.46

William son of Adam de Hopton c Constance daughter of Walter del Brome
of Skelmanthorpe47 has elements in it that suggest a type four case, but what
we have puts it more clearly in the arranged-marriage category. The defendant,
a widow, was in the wardship of the plaintiff’s father. That suggests that either
she or her husband held land by military tenure. Constance defends on the
grounds that her former husband was related to the plaintiff, that the former
husband was alive at the time of the contract, that the plaintiff was underage,
that she was forced into the arrangement, and that she (perhaps subsequently)
married another man. No result is recorded.

In three other cases from mid-century, a woman defendant resists a claim of
de presenti marriage on the ground that she was forced into the arrangement,
and in two of them on the additional ground that she was underage. In the first
case, the witnesses say that the defendant’s great-uncle threatened to pick her
up by the ears and put her in a fountain or a well if she did not go through
with the marriage. The fear is said not to have been enough to move a constant
woman, at least where there were others present who could have prevented
it, and the case goes against her.48 In the second, according to the witnesses,
if the defendant was not underage, she was certainly very close, and both her
relatives and the man’s are promoting the match.49 This case, too, goes against
the defendant.50

The third case, William Whitheved of Brayton c Alice daughter of John
Crescy, had originally been in the court of the keeper of the spirituality of
Selby in which, the then-defendant now alleges, she falsely confessed to having
exchanged consent and having had intercourse with the then-plaintiff.51 She
also alleges that she is underage and a virgin. The one witness whose testimony
survives, a chaplain, confirms her story. According to him, Alice was underage
at the time of the confession, though she is now 12. He believes that she would

45 Tofte c Maynwaryng (1324), CP.E.15.
46 Lit. T&C no. 174.
47 Hopton c Brome (1348), CP.E.62; lit. T&C no. 175.
48 Thomeson c Belamy (1362), CP.E.85; lit. T&C no. 176.
49 Marrays c Rouclif (1365), CP.E.89, discussed with lit. T&C no. 177.
50 Lit. T&C no. 178.
51 Whitheved c Crescy (1368), CP.E.97.
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not have consented to marry William without her parents’ consent,52 and that
she confessed because William threatened to kill her if she did not confess.
Unfortunately, the chaplain is not asked the grounds of his belief, and no other
depositions and no sentence survive. The story here, or at least what we have of
it, is quite different from the others in which the defenses of force and nonage
are raised. Here we do not have a defendant trying to get out of an arranged
marriage, but a defendant who seems to be seeking to upset what was clearly
not an arranged marriage, on the ground that she was underage and forced
into it.53

With the possible exception of the last, these cases are evidence for the
proposition that marriage in fourteenth-century Yorkshire was not always the
sole concern of the marriage partners. Whatever Alexander’s rules might state,
arranged marriages did exist, and many of them probably went ahead with-
out the difficulties experienced by the parties who litigated. But if 5 (Brantice
and all those described, except the last) of our 24 cases tell stories of arranged
marriages, 18 do not.54 In an additional 9 cases, parents or relatives of the
parties seem to be trying to enforce the marriage or to break it up, or, as in the
Lovell case, both.55 That still means that in close to half of our cases, parents
or relatives are no place to be found, and we will see that the percentage gets
higher when we add the other types of marriage-formation cases. Comment on
the possible significance of this must be saved for the end of Chapter 5.

Type four cases are the next easiest to identify, if only because the descriptions
of the parties normally tell us when we are dealing with a widow.

In Alice de Wetherby c John Page leather-dresser of York, all that survives
is John’s defense.56 Alice was the wife of William Cave of York. Five witnesses
agree that their marriage was solemnized 14 years previously. There seems
to be no doubt that they lived together following the marriage and that it
considerably antedated the marriage of Alice and John. The only real ambiguity
in the testimony is whether William Cave is still alive, and on this point the
witnesses testify variously. None testifies that he is alive at the time of the
depositions, only that he was said to be alive at the time of the contract between
Alice and John, or, in one case, that he was alive within the previous two years.57

Lacking much information on the alleged marriage of Alice and John, we
can only speculate as to why their relationship fell apart.58 What we have is
consistent with the notion that John left Alice because he came to believe that
his relationship with her was bigamous. It is also, however, consistent with the
notion that the prior marriage is an excuse, concocted after John had left Alice

52 Id., T&C no. 179.
53 Compare the abduction cases in the fifteenth century in Ch 5, at nn. 70–97.
54 For the composition of the 24, see n. 44.
55 Listed T&C no. 180.
56 Wetherby c Page (1338), CP.E.36; lit. T&C no. 181.
57 Disc. T&C no. 182.
58 Only the fifth witness testifies to the marriage of Alice and John, and his testimony is hard to

read, even under ultraviolet light.
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for quite different reasons and because he thought that she could not prove that
William was dead. No result is recorded.

In one other case, the record suggests that a widow has engaged in a long-
term relationship with a man, but in this case it is the widow who is seeking
to avoid a marriage.59 All that survives is the rea’s exception that she did not
exchange the words of present consent with the actor after her husband’s death.
This is not much to go on, but it is enough to suggest that the case is one of
parties of some maturity, and the defense, in addition to denial of the contract,
suggests the impediment of crime. (If she did not exchange consent with him
after her husband’s death, did she do so before his death? If so, and if they had
committed adultery, the impediment of crime would have been made out.)

John de Carnaby esquire c Joan Mounceaux lady of Barmston in Holder-
ness60 is another case of a man suing a widow, and this case has left us consid-
erably more, enough to suggest not a long-term relationship but a case more
akin to type two (Chapelayn c Cragge), with the genders reversed. Clearly the
defendant was a rich widow, and she defends on the ground of disparity of
wealth. Her witnesses testify, without contradiction, that she has been lady of
Barmston for 40 years and is worth 300 marks a year. The plaintiff’s status was
more problematical. He calls himself armiger, a status which Joan’s witnesses
never grant him. He is, they say, a bastard, living on £10 a year that his uncle
gives him. His witnesses allege that he is his father’s heir, worth £100 a year.
Neither set of witnesses inspires much confidence. John’s are alleged to be ser-
vants, and if they are not, they seem pretty clearly to be ‘his men’. Prominent
among Joan’s witnesses is her son, who quite clearly does not want to acquire
a stepfather. As in so many of these cases, there was probably more between
the parties than the defendant’s witnesses allege and less than the plaintiff’s
witnesses allege. Unfortunately, there is no sentence.61

There is considerably less of a record in John Trayleweng of Yokefleet c Agnes
widow of Richard son of John alias Jackson of Swinefleet.62 All we know is
that John is seeking to enforce a de presenti informal marriage with Agnes who
is a widow, but, absent more, that is enough to assign the case tentatively to
the category of ‘mature parties’, if not ‘long-term relationship’.

Our final type four cases do not involve widows but do involve what seem
to have been long-term relationships between parties of some maturity. In Joan
de Barneby of York c John Fertlyng alias Wartre of York, all that survives is the
case for the plaintiff.63 Her witnesses, including the local vicar, tell a story of
an exchange of present consent (there is some variation in words) eight years
previously in a house in Howden. A child followed, perhaps two children.
The record gives no indication of what had happened in the interim. The only

59 Clifton c [. . .] (?1345), CP.E.241I.
60 Carnaby c Mounceaux (1390), CP.E.179.
61 Lit. T&C no. 183.
62 Trayleweng c Jackson (1348), CP.E.61.
63 Barneby c Fertlyng (1398), CP.E.239.
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clue as to what may have been at stake is the rather striking description of
the defendant’s costume at the time of the alleged exchange of consent. He
was wearing a fur-lined cloak and high boots and spurs as if for riding, and,
according to one witness, he was carrying a bow and arrows. This may suggest a
man of somewhat higher station, and the absence of a defense certainly suggests
the story-type of the wronged woman, coupled with the long-term relationship.
In the event, the commissary general holds for the plaintiff, and the defendant
appeals to the Apostolic See.

Alice daughter of Robert Wright of Brayton c William de Ricall of Brayton is
an interesting variation on the theme of the long-term relationship.64 Alice’s wit-
nesses, whose depositions are the only ones that survive and perhaps the only
ones that there ever were, seem clear that William was a substantial farmer,
worth a mark a year. Alice worked for him, not, apparently, as a servant but
more as a bailiff.65 They married, according to the witnesses in Alice’s father’s
house, informally and de presenti. William confesses that he had intercourse
with Alice. Alice’s father and her sister are the sole witnesses to the exchange
of present consent. There is no defense other than that implied in the interroga-
tories concerning the defendant’s greater wealth. The commissary general finds
for Alice, and though the case was appealed to the official, there is no evidence
that the appeal was pursued.

Financial arrangements are clearly important in this case. Alice’s position
makes her, in the eyes of the witnesses, working for William “as for her hus-
band.”66 Presumably, a fourteenth-century Yorkshire farmer would not have
hired a single woman to work with him on the financial affairs of the farm.
It is also probably significant that William sold his farm, and only after that
did Alice sue him. In William’s eyes it would seem that his relationship with
Alice and the farm went together. He may even have sold the farm in order
to terminate his relationship with Alice. (There is no suggestion that he sold it
because he had fallen on hard times.) When sued, he seeks to turn the story into
one of the wronging woman, only after his wealth. Alice, on the other hand,
sees the relationship as lasting beyond the sale of the farm, and so do her kin.
She sues on the ground of the woman wronged, a story that does not quite fit
because she seems so competent.67 As in many of these cases, it is hard to know
just what swayed the judge. We may doubt that he accepted the testimony of
clearly biased witnesses totally on its face. On the other hand, William had had
intercourse with Alice and there seemed to be no reason why he couldn’t marry
her; hence, judgment for Alice.

In examining the cases involving mature parties or long-term relationships,
we discovered that the lack of a complete record frequently makes it hard to
know whether we are dealing with a variant on type one (Dolling), or type

64 Wright c Ricall (1361), CP.E.84.
65 Lit. T&C no. 184.
66 Text T&C no. 184.
67 Lit. T&C no. 185.
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two (Chapelayn), or even type three (Lovell). The same difficulty is present in
cases where the parties are young and there is no suggestion of a long-term
relationship. For example, all that survives in Agnes Romundeby of York c
William Fischelake mercer of York are William’s depositions on his defense
of absence and on the corruption of Agnes’s witnesses.68 The witnesses to
absence, all William’s brothers, are not very convincing, and the testimony
to corruption is all hearsay. What we cannot tell from the record, however,
is whether it is more likely that William concocted this story because, hav-
ing seduced Agnes, he wanted to get out of the consequences of his acts, or
that Agnes was pursuing him for his money (he is a freeman of York). The
nature of the defense, however, suggests that the case in not a variation of type
three.

The claim and defense of another case of 1372, Marjorie daughter of Simon
Tailour and servant of William de Burton leather-dresser of York c John Beek
saddler of York also suggests that it could be a type one or a type two but not
a type three case.69 The case was brought by Marjorie before the archbishop
personally, perhaps as a result of her reclamation of John’s banns with another
woman. The archbishop heard the libel and the oaths of the parties in his
audience before delegating the case to the official, who ultimately delegated it
to a special commissary. Marjorie’s witnesses on the principal are all women,
one age 15 and a fellow servant of hers, another a 16-year-old and not otherwise
described, and the third a married woman in her late 20s from the suburbs. With
a few variations in detail, they describe a handfasting in the house of William
Burton (variously described as a cordwainer or tanner), in which Marjorie and
John exchanged words of present consent, and then John made a garland of
field flowers (one witness describes some of the flowers as “coufloppis,” i.e.,
foxglove),70 placed it over Marjorie’s head, and kissed her through the garland.
This clearly impressed the 15-year-old, who says that she remembered the event
because of the garland.71

John defends on the inconsistent grounds of absence and that it was all
a joke.72 He did produce witnesses, but their depositions are now missing.
Marjorie produced replication witnesses, including a married couple who lived
nearby and who provided some beer for the party, and another servant who
arrived at Burton’s house a bit later and saw both John and Marjorie there.
Absent John’s defense one cannot be sure, but what we have gives us a strong
impression that Marjorie was a woman wronged. One of the first group of
witnesses says that John asked them not to say anything to anyone about the
handfasting, and that suggests either that his commitment to Marjorie was not

68 Romundeby c Fischelake (1395), CP.E.216.
69 Tailour c Beek (1372), CP.E.121.
70 See OED s.v. cow, n1, meaning 8.
71 The testimony of the second witness is printed in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 28–9. She is

a bit less gushy but to the same effect.
72 Lit. T&C no. 186.
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so strong as it seemed or that he knew that there were those who would oppose
the match. It is not surprising that judgment is rendered for Marjorie.73

Emma daughter of John de Drifeld of North Dalton c John son of John
of North Dalton74 presents even more clearly a conflict between type one and
type two, with little possibility that type three is involved. Emma’s two wit-
nesses tell a straight story of a de presenti marriage in an upper chamber in
her father’s house on a bench before her bed. The story is not particularly
convincing; the details do not quite match, and there are only two witnesses
to the contract (only one, Emma’s sister, to a second contract). A third female
witness testifies to fama. John’s witnesses, five men in all, are also not very
convincing. They suggest that Emma’s male witness is also related to her, that
John is richer than Emma and she is after his money, and that there is no
fama. They do not completely support John’s allegations, however. Some say
that the women are honest, though all of them seem to agree that the sister
is promoting her sister’s cause because John is richer than Emma. It would
seem that this is either a case of a wronged woman or of a woman wronging;
the record does not give us enough information to allow us to tell which. The
auditor of causes of the chapter of Beverley rendered sentence for Emma, and
John appealed to the York consistory, at which point the record in the case
ends.

Cases raising the defense of affinity by illicit intercourse, like cases raising
the defense of precontract, frequently look suspicious. Certainly, the raising of
this defense tells us little about which of our basic types of stories is involved.
Fortunately, the three cases in our group that raise this defense have full enough
records to allow us to draw tentative conclusions about the underlying stories.

In Joan daughter of Peter de Acclum of Newton c John son of John de
Carthorp,75 we lack the depositions on the claim, although we know that Joan
alleged a de presenti marriage. The witnesses for the defense of affinity by illicit
intercourse with a first cousin once removed of the plaintiff 16 years previously
are interesting. Their testimony to the affinity is routine, but some also testify
that John impregnated Joan and was forced into marrying her. Unlike many
cases where the defense of force is raised, this does not seem to have been
an arranged marriage that went awry; rather, it seems to have been a case in
which an older man took advantage of a younger woman (the wronged-woman
pattern).76 Her relatives, we might speculate, then took matters into their own
hands and put considerable pressure on him to marry her. Unfortunately we
have no sentence.77

In Agnes Godewyn daughter of Beatrice sub monte of Clifton c Nigel le Roser
of Clifton, like Brantice c Crane an appeal from the official of the archdeacon of

73 Lit. T&C no. 187.
74 Drifeld c Dalton (1335), CP.E.28.
75 Acclum c Carthorp (1337), CP.E.33.
76 Disc. T&C no. 188.
77 Lit. T&C no. 189.
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Nottingham,78 the defendant confesses the exchange of present consent with the
plaintiff, and immediately raises the defense of affinity by illicit intercourse – he
had previously had intercourse with a relative of Agnes’s, Alice Godwin. Exam-
ination of the record suggests that this case is really a variant that combines
type three (Lovell) and type one (Dolling). The witnesses testify that the first
they knew of the relationship between Nigel and Alice was when Alice’s mother
objected to the banns of Agnes and Nigel, on the ground of the affinity. They
also say that the mother hated Nigel because he had made Alice pregnant. The
archdeacon’s official ultimately decides for Agnes, not, it would seem, because
he doubted that the intercourse had ever taken place but because none of the
witnesses seems able to demonstrate the relationship between Alice and Agnes,
despite the similarity in their surnames. (There is no result on the appeal.) As in
the Dolling case, the man in this case does not look very good. He impregnated
Alice and then abandoned her. But like the Lovell case, he really does not seem
to know his own mind. Having married Agnes informally and having brought
the matter to the point that banns were proclaimed between them, he then
seemed to have had qualms of conscience when Alice’s mother objected to the
banns. More the record does not allow us to say, but it is clear here, as in Lovell,
that we are dealing with two relationships that actually happened, rather than,
as in Chapelayn, with a second one made up for purposes of defeating the
claim.79

Emmota servant of Henry Rayner of Beal c Robert son of John Willyamson
of Kellington and Thomas son of John Willyamson of Kellington80 is inter-
esting because the objection to the marriage does not come from the parties
themselves. Emmota’s action against Robert is straightforward. She alleges a
de presenti informal marriage, which he confesses. Her action against Robert’s
brother, Thomas, is for defamation: Thomas has said that he had sexual inter-
course with her. The action proceeds largely on the basis of the confessions of
the parties. It is clear that Thomas did say that he had had intercourse with
Emmota; indeed, he says he said it in order to impede the marriage. The spe-
cial commissary decides for Emmota in her suit against Robert; no judgment
is recorded in the suit against Thomas. It is unclear whether the ground of the
judgment is that the commissary did not believe Thomas’s claim or whether he
believed it but thought that there was insufficient evidence that it had happened
before the marriage with Robert (in which case the impediment of affinity by
illicit intercourse would not arise).81 On the basis of this record, we might sug-
gest that the case is a variant of type three, where the young couple decide to
go ahead with the marriage and their kin try to break it up.

For a male defendant to raise the defense of affinity by illicit intercourse
in which he was involved automatically puts him the position of a type one

78 Godewyn c Roser (1306), CP.E.241B.
79 Lit. T&C no. 190.
80 Rayner c Willyamson and Willyamson (1389), CP.E.181.
81 Lit. T&C no. 191.
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defendant. John de Carthorp never succeeded in extricating himself. His
witnesses, if anything, made him look worse. Nigel le Roser did partially extri-
cate himself, but when the case is all over, it is hard to escape the impression
that the man is at best weak, and at worst a cad. In another case, the defendant
automatically put himself in the type one category by raising the defense that
the consent that the plaintiff alleged he exchanged with her was conditional
on her having intercourse with him, intercourse that did not follow.82 This is
not quite the defendant charged with parricide throwing himself on the mercy
of the court because he is an orphan, but it is close. The legal issue has some
ambiguity,83 but since the defendant offered no testimony, it is not surprising
that the case went against him and was confirmed on appeal.

Our final cases involve the defense of precontract, and one has elements that
suggest type three:

Alice Bernard daughter of Peter Huetson of Walkerith [?Lincs] c Peter le
Walker of Tadcaster84 involves an allegation of a de presenti precontract made
five years previously. The allegation is made for the first time on an appeal
to the official from the sentence for the plaintiff by the commissary general.
Again, lacking the depositions on the basic claim, we cannot be sure what is
really involved, but the witnesses to the precontract are strikingly young (20,
22), a fact suggesting that the parties to the precontract were very young at the
time (midteens). The fact that the defense is not raised until the appeal casts
some doubt on its validity, but not much. It seems to have been a fairly regular
practice in the York court for the defendant to save his main defense for the
appeal.85 Considering the fact that the man came from Walkerith and is now
living in Tadcaster and also the age of the parties, this case would seem to hang
in the balance between a type one (he married her and then left town) and a
type three (they were young; he really didn’t know his mind). Unfortunately,
we have no sentence on appeal.

John de Topclyf of Ripon c Emmota Erle of Wakefield involves an ambiguity
in the initial exchange of consent, as well as a defense of precontract.86 The
witnesses on the principal claim describe an exchange of consent of considerable
ambiguity. (Not all witnesses lie.)87 The case is defended on the ground of
precontract, and the depositions to the precontract are solid.88 The commissary
general renders sentence for the defendant, the only such sentence in a two-party
de presenti marriage case from the entire group.

In Topclyf, there is room for considerable doubt whether the parties had said
enough to contract a canonically valid marriage. In both Bernard and Topclyf,

82 Scherwode c Lambe (1379), CP.E.116.
83 See discussion in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 51–3, with reference to this case.
84 Bernard c Walker (1341), CP.E.40.
85 See, e.g., Scargill and Robinson c Park (at n. 212).
86 Topclyf c Erle (1381), CP.E.124; cf Topclyf c Grenehode (1381), CP.E.241T, printed in Select

Cases on Defamation, no. 2, pp. 4–5; disc. T&C no. 192.
87 Details and lit. T&C no. 193.
88 These witnesses may have been introduced on appeal because they seem to be dated after the

commissary general’s sentence.
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the defendant may have genuinely believed that he or she was not married to the
plaintiff. What it takes, however, to get a favorable sentence is an allegation and
proof of precontract. We need not assert that the testimony to the precontracts
in these cases was false, though that in Topclyf is certainly slick. What must
be asserted is that what is obvious to us after more than six hundred years
must have been painfully obvious to the proctors who represented defendants,
particularly male defendants, before the York court. There are many defenses
that can be raised to a claim of de presenti marriage, but the only one that
stands much chance of winning is the defense of precontract. This will become
relevant when we consider the competitor cases.

We are on shakier ground when we assert that what was obvious to the
proctors was also known by those people who were not yet in litigation. Much
depends on their access to rather sophisticated types of information. Suffice it
to say here that if a man or woman, particularly a man, in fourteenth-century
York sought my advice about what to do about the fact that he had engaged in
an ambiguous matrimonial transaction with a woman and he now wanted to
get out of it, I would advise him to marry someone else as quickly as possible.
However much he might believe in his own conscience that he was not married
to the first woman, he would stand the best chance of success if he could show
that success for her in the case would cause the upsetting of an otherwise
valid marriage. This will become relevant when we consider the marriage-and-
divorce cases.

What does all this add up to? In the first place, our typology has held up
reasonably well. Not that all of the cases are ‘pure’ types; indeed relatively few of
them are. Nor can we be sure in the majority of the cases what story we should
tell from the record. The records are too spotty and the possibility of lying
witnesses too great for us to have much confidence about what happened in all
but a few of the cases. What has held up, however, are the elements of types.
Whatever the legal claim or defense they may have been raising, few, if any,
of our parties and their witnesses seem to be telling stories that depart too far
from our typical patterns. Where both claim and defense and the depositions
about them have survived (or a claim without any indication that the case
was defended), we can construct the stories on both sides with reasonable
confidence. We can sometimes do it even where we have only half of the case.
We can almost always construct the story on one side of the case. We are,
of course, here constructing only the stories that the parties or their proctors
chose to tell, but that is the reality that a court record presents. Where we have
both sides of the case, we can frequently go a bit further: We can construct
a composite story that may in some sense be ‘the’ story of the case. Not that
we can completely capture the underlying social reality of the case, but we
can combine, like a judge, the stories presented and suggest what seems to be
persuasive within the context of what seem to be the underlying values of the
culture. I suggested that this was possible in the five cases used for developing
the types. I will now suggest that it is possible in several more. But first let
us return to numbers for a moment and count the types of stories and story-
elements that we have already seen.
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As already noted, five cases involve arranged marriages gone awry, four of
them quite clearly so, one probably.89 In none of these cases do we have a clear
idea why the arranged marriage went awry. The reason we do not is that it is
legally irrelevant to the defense of force or of nonage, and none of the witnesses
in this group gives us the legally irrelevant but socially significant element of
the motivation.90 Our storytellers, then, are taking for granted Alexander’s
principle that marital consent must be freely given. If one of the parties was
forced, and does not now want to go through with the marriage, the reasons
for the dissent are irrelevant. The party’s will in this case is sovereign.

Seven of our cases involve mature parties or long-term relationships.91 These
cases are difficult to classify beyond that fact, and the fact that they are difficult
to classify may tell us something. The Western church has always been uncom-
fortable with second marriages, even when the prior spouse was dead.92 In
addition, medieval culture was ambivalent about widows. They were regarded
as desirable, both because they were often wealthy and because of their sexual
experience. At the same time, they were frequently thought to be domineer-
ing and of uncontrollable sexuality. To confuse the picture even more, another
strand in the culture regarded widows as miserabiles personae, fitting objects
of charity.93 It is not surprising, therefore, that no clear story emerges from
the cases involving widows or long-term relationships. In two of the cases, the
pattern is one of the woman wronged,94 and that may be the story in one other
case.95 In one case, brought by a man against a widow, the defense asks us
to focus on the man as a fortune hunter, and the man does not seem to have
any counter-story to resist this one.96 That may well be the story in two other
cases.97 The final case, involving not a widow but a long-term relationship, is
the most complex of the whole group.98 The woman seems to be telling the
story of the woman wronged, the man that of the woman wronging. The wit-
nesses tell us enough, however, to allow us to see that she is far from innocent,
but that what she is seeking is not access to his wealth but more like what she
has come, with some justification, to regard as an entitlement. The fact that
her father is involved in supporting her case from the beginning, if we are to
believe his testimony, introduces the final element. This case, therefore, involves
a combination of four of our five story-elements.

The largest group, 12 cases in all, involve variants on or versions of the initial
three types of stories without any suggestion of an arranged marriage or the

89 Listed T&C no. 194.
90 They may have given it, and the clerk may not have taken it down.
91 Listed T&C no. 195.
92 Brundage, Law, Sex, 97–8.
93 See, e.g., Brundage, “Widows and Remarriage,” and Rosenthal, “Fifteenth-Century Widows,”

both with ample references.
94 Foston c Lofthouse (at nn. 32–38); Barneby c Fertlyng (at n. 63).
95 Wetherby c Page (at nn. 56–7).
96 Carnaby c Mounceaux (at nn. 60–1).
97 Clifton c [. . .] (n. 59); Trayleweng c Jackson (at n. 62).
98 Wright c Ricall (at n. 64).
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additional complexity of mature parties or long-term relationships. Two cases
clearly tell the story of the woman wronged, and there is little to counter it.99

Four tell the story of the woman wronged or of the woman wronging, depend-
ing on whose version of the story one believes.100 (I have already suggested in
one of these, Chapelayn c Cragge, that the story of the woman wronging is
more plausible.) Two tell the story either of a woman wronged or of a rela-
tionship that may have gone too far, depending on whose version of the story
one believes.101 To this group we should probably add Whitheved c Crescy,
the case of the young woman seeking to escape from the marriage that was not
arranged, on the ground that she was forced into consenting publicly with the
man.102 One involves either a man wronging or a relationship that may have
gone too far.103 Two, including the base story out of which type three was cre-
ated, squarely pose the issue of whether the relationship had actually become a
marriage.104

How did the court react to these stories? The number of examples in each
category is so small that we should not, of course, expect anything like statisti-
cally significant differences. There are, nonetheless, some interesting numbers
that emerge from these cases. The number of sentences is quite high; 16 of the
24 cases have sentences at least at one level of court. Defendants who tried to
get out of what seem to be arranged marriages do not appear to have found
particular favor with the courts. We have sentences in four of the five cases,
and all favor the plaintiff (two female plaintiffs and two male).105 The only
one, however, that indicates any real lack of sympathy with the claim of force
or nonage is Thomeson, the case of the woman whose great-uncle is alleged
to have threatened to put her in a well if she did not marry the plaintiff. The
only other case that has given us a record with depositions, Marrays, is full of
charges and countercharges about the witnesses. One has the distinct impres-
sion in this case that what is at stake is not so much the will of the young woman
in question but that of competing sets of her relatives. The final case involving
force, Whitheved, in which the young woman alleges that the man forced her
into falsely confessing to having married him, does have a sentence for the man,
but this is from the lower court, before the defense of force is raised.

In cases involving mature parties or long-term relationships, three of the
four female plaintiffs obtained a favorable sentence (one case has no judgment);
none of the male plaintiffs obtained a favorable sentence (three cases without
judgments).106 All of the latter cases involve widows. Since none of them has
an adverse sentence, we cannot be sure what might have happened (or perhaps
even did happen in a lost record), but, as suggested, many of the cases that have

99 Acclum c Carthorp (at n. 75); Scherwode c Lambe (at nn. 82–3).
100 Listed T&C no. 196.
101 Godewyn c Roser (at nn. 78–9); Bernard c Walker (at nn. 84–5).
102 Whitheved c Crescy (at nn. 51–3).
103 Topclyf c Erle (at nn. 86–8).
104 Lovell c Marton (at nn. 22–31); Rayner c Willyamson (at nn. 80–1).
105 Listed T&C no. 197.
106 Listed T&C no. 198.
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no judgments were probably abandoned or compromised unfavorably to the
plaintiff.107

Case types one, two, and three produce the most interesting pattern of judg-
ments. In six of eight cases (two having no sentence) in which there is a sug-
gestion of the woman wronged (i.e., cases classified as type one, or type one
or two, or type one or three), the actrix obtains a favorable judgment.108 If
a female plaintiff could tell a plausible story of a man marrying her and then
abandoning her, it certainly looks as if the man was going to lose whatever
counter-story he proposed.

Even if an actrix did not tell the story of a woman wronged, but both parties
told a story of a relationship that may or may not have gone too far, the actrix
won (two cases out of two).109 Where, on the other hand, an actor tried to argue
that a relationship had actually resulted in a marriage, and the rea argued that it
had not, the actor incurred an adverse judgment.110 (We should note, however,
that in this case, the rea also raised the defense of precontract.)

Any firm conclusions from this evidence should await our analysis of the
other case types, but enough has already been said to cast some doubt on the
suggestion that the pattern of sentencing can be explained solely by the fact
that the courts indulged in a broad presumption in favor of marriage. Such
a presumption may be at work in the arranged-marriage cases, but it cannot
explain the notable lack of success of men pursuing widows or of men pursuing
women in circumstances other than arranged marriages. Much, however, can be
explained if we couple what may well have been a strong presumption in favor
of marriage with an additional element: the power of the story of the woman
wronged. The story of the wronged woman, of course, is a story only a woman
can tell. That fact may explain not only why men are relatively less successful
in two-party de presenti marriage cases but also why they bring relatively few
of them.

de futuro and abjuration cases

Eight cases raise a claim of de futuro consent followed by intercourse. One of
them, Merton c Midelton, has already been dealt with extensively in Chapter 2.
Although Merton offers us an unusually full record and some additional story-
elements, its basic outlines are typical of this type of case. All the cases are
brought by women. The man rarely denies that the intercourse took place. He
almost always challenges the factual validity of the woman’s claim that he had
promised to marry her, frequently by excepting to her witnesses or by alleging
his absence.

107 Disc. T&C no. 199.
108 Listed T&C no. 200.
109 Lovell c Marton (at nn. 22–31); Rayner c Willyamson (at nn. 80–1).
110 Topclyf c Erle (at nn. 86–8).
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Matilda de Bradley of York c John de Walkyngton barker of York111 is
the most like Merton. It does not, however, involve a long-term relationship
between the parties, but rather what seems to have been a ‘one-night stand’ in
which John is alleged to have promised to marry Matilda in order to persuade
her to come to bed with him – which she did. John admits the intercourse and
denies the contract. Two of Matilda’s witnesses confirm her story. Though there
is some ambiguity in the words alleged to have been said in Matilda’s house
seven months previously, it is probably enough for de futuro consent. A third
witness testifies to publica fama.

John’s defense both before the dean of Christianity of York and before the
official of York is to attack Matilda’s witnesses on the grounds that they were
hired, that they are his enemies, and that their word is unreliable.112 Matilda
produces character witnesses for her witnesses on appeal, including the husband
of the woman to whom one of her witnesses is alleged to have broken her oath.
Matilda’s case, though based essentially on only two witnesses, a mother and her
15-year-old son, convinces both the dean of Christianity and the official of York.

Two other cases113 probably involve variants of the same story. In the first
case, the plaintiff alleges a promise followed by intercourse and a child. Her
witnesses, again, testify to an ambiguous exchange, but probably enough for de
futuro consent, and the intercourse seems to be conceded. No depositions on the
defendant’s exception of absence have survived. The plaintiff wins both before
the official of Durham and before a special commissary of the York court. (A
woman’s name on the dorse of the Durham processus suggests that a third party
may have been involved.) In the second case, the processus from the Carlisle
consistory tells an interesting story of what the parties thought was a deathbed
promise of marriage, followed by intercourse when the woman recovered. The
Carlisle official finds for the plaintiff (we lack a sentence on appeal), and the
only defense recorded is the procedural one, on appeal, that the Carlisle official
rendered sentence in the defendant’s absence.

In Alice Redyng of Scampston c John Boton of Scampston chapman, the
intercourse, ultimately, is conceded.114 The initial exchange of future consent
is proven by two witnesses, one of whom is concededly a beggar, the other of
whom is Alice’s second cousin. There is also proof of publica fama. Most of
John’s case is concerned with his exceptions to the witnesses’ persons. He also
offers an affirmative defense: Alice is of servile status, and he dissented from her
as soon as he learned of this. There is little doubt that Alice’s stepfather, who
is one of her chief witnesses in this aspect of the case, is of servile status. Alice
claims, however, that her mother was free and that she (Alice) was manumitted.
The testimony on this topic is by no means clear (nor do Alice’s witnesses on

111 Bradley c Walkyngton (1355), CP.E.82.
112 Lit. T&C no. 201.
113 Listed T&C no. 202.
114 Redyng c Boton (1366), CP.E.92.
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the principal inspire much confidence), but the commissary general finds for
Alice.115

If Redyng suggests that the defense of servile condition will not succeed, at
least in the absence of clearer proof than John was able to produce, Anabella
Blakden of Kilburn c William Butre of Rievaulx, though it has no sentence, does
not suggest that the defense of consanguinity will fare any better.116 Anabella’s
witnesses do not survive, but William’s admit that he and Anabella had inter-
course and that he fathered a child by her. He resists the claim of marriage,
not on the ground that he did not consent but on the ground of consanguinity.
His witnesses, however, do not prove the consanguinity, testifying variously
that they are within the fourth or fifth degree of relationship, without the usual
careful tracing of the relationship that we find in the few cases where such a
defense is successful.117 It is hard to imagine that this case could have resulted
in anything but a judgment for Anabella.

Cecily de Wywell of York c John Chilwell of Nottingham, on the other hand,
shows that simply claiming de futuro consent and intercourse is not enough.118

Two witnesses testify that John promised Cecily, “I will marry thee if thou
grantest me what I have sought.”119 Both witnesses took him to refer to having
intercourse. Neither of them, however, can testify to the intercourse, the first
stating that she believes that it happened, the second saying that she does not
know whether it did or not. John excepts to the witnesses but introduces no
testimony. Here, the combination of the ambiguity of the alleged exchange and
the fact that the parties are not clearly shown to have had intercourse probably
accounts for the unusual sentence in favor of the defendant.120

It is a shame that no sentence survives in Matilda Schipin of Steeton c Robert
Smith of Bolton Percy, because this case has the weakest proof of consent to
marriage in any in which the intercourse is conceded.121 The plaintiff’s witnesses
testify to a most casual relationship eight weeks previously. There are only two
witnesses, a husband and wife, and the husband testifies basically ex relatu of his
wife. She tells a remarkable story of lying sick in a cowshed where she saw the
defendant take the plaintiff from his house to the cowshed in an attempt to have
intercourse with her. The plaintiff said, “May God forbid that thou shouldst
have power to know me in the flesh unless thou willst take me to wife.” He
replied, “This is my troth: if I take any woman as wife, I shall take thee.”122

She said, “This is my faith: I will be at your [sic] will.” And the defendant took
her in his arms and knew her on the floor of the cowshed.

115 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 203.
116 Blakden c Butre (1394), CP.E.210.
117 See Ch 11.
118 Wywell c Chilwell (1392), CP.E.157.
119 Ibid., T&C no. 204.
120 Disc. T&C no. 205.
121 Schipin c Smith (1355–6), CP.E.70.
122 Latin in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 63 n. 17. For whether these words constitute a binding

contract, see Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 40–5.
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Robert defends on the ground of the absence of the key witness and excepts
to the witnesses’ persons. His witnesses are not completely legible, but they
seem to confirm that the key witness spent the day in question helping her
husband thatch a roof in the next village. The witnesses are not particularly
convincing. One of them apparently thinks that the feast of St Luke (18 October)
comes before Michaelmas (29 September). Overall, we have the impression that
neither set of witnesses is reliable and that what we have here is a variation on
Dolling c Smith, without the element of the strong support from the women
of the community that Alice Dolling was able to obtain. If we disbelieve the
witness’s story of having heard the exchange in the cowshed, however, we are
left to wonder why she did not testify to a more formulaic, and more clearly
legally binding, contract. We may doubt that the witness was there, but it is
possible that she was testifying to a real exchange that she learned of from the
plaintiff.123

All the plaintiffs in these cases begin with a type one story: He promised to
marry me, had intercourse with me, and is now seeking to get out of it. The fact
that in all but one case (Wywell) there is no doubt about the intercourse lends
initial plausibility to the story. But Alexander’s rules required consent, at least
de futuro consent, in addition to the intercourse. Faced with uncontroverted
evidence of intercourse, the York court required some evidence of consent, and
most of the cases involved proof of a somewhat longer-term relationship.124

Bradley c Walkyngton is probably the weakest of the cases that have a sentence
for the plaintiff, for in this case there are only two witnesses to an ambiguous
exchange, but the very ambiguity of the exchange suggests that the witnesses
are telling the truth. All the other cases offer something in addition to evidence
of consent and intercourse. Merton c Midelton clearly involves a long-term
relationship and also official intervention by the lower court. The Durham case
and Blakden involve not only intercourse but a child. The Carlisle case involves
what has clearly been a long-term relationship. In Redyng, however much we
may disbelieve the specific story of the exchange of consent, it is relatively clear
that marriage negotiations had been going on between John and Alice. Hence,
the case is at least type three, if not type one. By contrast, the one case that has
an adverse sentence for the plaintiff has no clear proof of intercourse (Wywell),
and the case that has the most implausible story of exchange of consent (Schipin)
has no sentence at all.

We may conclude, therefore, that the behavior of the court in de futuro cases
was consistent with its behavior in de presenti cases. No doubt, the court was
prepared to resolve doubts in favor of a marriage. No doubt, too, the story of
the woman wronged had considerable persuasive force. Frequently, the judge
seems to have been tempted to order the parties to do what they ought to have
done, rather than what they may have been strictly required by law to do. This

123 Lit. T&C no. 206.
124 The weaker form of this proposition is that most of the cases involve an attempt to prove

something more than a single act of intercourse.
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is most evident in Merton c Midelton, where the exception of absence has some
plausibility and where the lower court seems pretty clearly to have been trying to
encourage the defendant to do right by the plaintiff. There are, however, limits
to the presumption and to the court’s willingness to be persuaded by the story
of the woman wronged. Where there is no evidence of intercourse and, hence,
the possibility that the woman has not been wronged at all, the sentence goes
against the plaintiff (Wywell). Where the woman may well have been wronged
but the story of the witnesses stretches our credulity to the extreme (Schipin),
there is no sentence.

The conclusions about the parties and their witnesses must be more tentative.
As in the de presenti cases, clearly some or both of the parties and their witnesses
were prepared to color what actually happened in order to convince the court
of what they believed was right. There are, however, a striking number of
ambiguous exchanges evidenced in these cases (Bradley, Wywell, Schipin). This
may be because there was no set formula for exchanging de futuro consent,
but it also may be that these witnesses are, in fact, more honest than those
in the de presenti cases. Curiously, the defendants in these cases never seem
to have lied about the intercourse. Whenever they are questioned about it,
they admit it (Redyng, Bradley, etc.). This is odd because intercourse is not
easy to prove, even in a world that had less privacy than does ours, and by
admitting intercourse the defendants conceded a large part of the story of the
wronged woman. We may speculate that most defendants could not reconcile an
outright denial about intercourse with their consciences. Words are ambiguous;
sexual intercourse, normally, is not. Compelled by their consciences to confess,
however, these defendants put themselves in a position where their chances of
success in court were slim.125

As already noted, the cases involving allegations of abjuration sub pena
nubendi followed by intercourse do not show the same rate of success of plain-
tiffs as do the cases alleging simply a de futuro espousal followed by inter-
course.126 The earliest of these cases, Matilda Nunne daughter of William
Shepherd of Bugthorpe c Walter Cobbe of North Grimston,127 illustrates the
problems that plaintiffs had with proof in these cases and also the caution
with which the York court proceeded. The case begins with Matilda’s appear-
ance before the official of the archdeacon of East Riding in March of 1312.
She alleges abjuration sub pena nubendi followed by intercourse, which Walter
denies. In June Matilda produces four witnesses whose depositions are singu-
larly unhelpful. The first testifies ex relatu that there were two abjurations, one
about 16 years earlier, the other at a time not specified, and that the fama was
that Walter knew Matilda after the abjuration. The second two testify that they
know nothing about the matter. The fourth testifies not only that she knows

125 See Ch 9, at n. 239.
126 See Ch 3, n. 20; lit. T&C no. 207.
127 Nunne c Cobbe (1312), CP.E.6.
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nothing about the matter but also that she believes that Walter did not know
Matilda after the abjuration.

Matilda produces a fifth witness in July, who testifies to an abjuration in the
prebendal court of Bugthorp followed by intercourse. In November, the same
witness is examined again by the keeper of the spirituality of Bugthorp. This
time she says that she cannot remember the date of the abjuration, but that for
a week afterwards she saw them through the window of Matilda’s house, solus
cum sola, et nudus cum nuda. In December the official of the archdeacon asks
the keeper to examine this witness for a third time. Again, she cannot recall the
date of the abjuration, but she repeats the testimony about Walter’s week-long
visit to Matilda’s chamber and her seeing them through the window, adding,
this time, that she also had free access to the chamber and saw them there. In
the meantime, Walter confesses that he did abjure Matilda at an unnamed place
three years previously.

Almost a year passed with only one inconclusive entry in the processus, and
in December of 1313, Walter appealed to the court of York. In February a
special commissary of the official rendered sentence for Walter.

There may have been testimony on appeal that is now missing,128 but assum-
ing that what we have is representative of what there was, we can reconstruct
grounds on which the special commissary could have found for Matilda. One
witness testified to the intercourse; two testified to the fama of the area. Under
standard rules of proof, one witness plus fama can make up a full proof.129 It is,
however, quite understandable why the sentence went the other way. Matilda’s
‘star witness’ is not very convincing in any of her three appearances. The story
of seeing something through the window is, as previously suggested, always
suspicious. Matilda’s other witnesses seem to have had second thoughts about
what they were going to testify to when they came before the archdeacon’s offi-
cial,130 and one of them testifies against her. The special commissary’s decision,
then, is not surprising. It is simply that he could have gone the other way. In
this case, however, the power of the story of the woman wronged does not
overcome the obvious weakness of her case. The wronged woman becomes a
woman wronging.

Our next case bears a remarkable resemblance to Merton c Midelton. In
December 1372 (or the beginning of January 1373), Hugh Strie of Tickton
appealed from an order of the court of the chapter of Beverley that he sol-
emnize his marriage with Cecily daughter of William de Routh alias Beton of
Tickton.131 A somewhat scrappy record returned from the court of Beverley
records that Hugh had abjured Cecily sub pena nubendi in the chapter of
Beverley, that he had then confessed to having had intercourse with her, and
that the auditor of the court had ordered them to solemnize their marriage.

128 Disc. T&C no. 208.
129 See Ch 5, at n. 48.
130 Including one who was supposed to testify directly to the intercourse.
131 Routh c Strie (1372–3), CP.E.114.
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Hugh excepted to the record on the grounds that he did not abjure Cecily sub
pena nubendi but under the penalty that if they had intercourse thereafter he
would be whipped six times around Beverley church and six times around the
square, and that he was not in Beverley on the day when he was supposed to
have confessed that he had subsequently had intercourse with Cecily. In April,
Hugh produced six witnesses, all men, four of whom were of servile condi-
tion, who confirmed his story. Their testimony is lively and credible. At the
first appearance in the Beverley court, they say, the presiding officer, the dean
of Beverley, was trying to get Hugh to abjure Cecily sub pena nubendi, but
this he refused to do. Fewer of the witnesses testify to the absence, but those
who do say that he was weeding a field of grain all day. Hugh also obtained
a commission to the auditor of causes of Beverley, who examined two women
witnesses who confirm Hugh’s story of absence.

Cecily replied that the record from the lower court was good. She introduced
five witnesses, two of them priests who confirm her story that the abjuration
was sub pena nubendi, and she also introduced a notarial instrument of the
abjuration. Despite the fact that none of her witnesses can testify to Hugh’s
presence when he is alleged to have confessed the intercourse, her case looks
solid, at least as solid as that of Marjorie Merton; yet she loses before the com-
missary general, and the dorse of her depositions suggests that she renounced
her appeal to the audience of the official.

It seems unlikely that the commissary general disbelieved the official wit-
nesses of the abjuration. A notary public, two priests, and three seemingly
respectable men of Beverley would probably not have put their professional
reputations, much less their souls, on the line for a marriage case involving a
farm laborer with a number of friends who were serfs. On the other hand, as in
Merton c Midelton, there is probably something to Hugh’s witnesses’ account
of what happened before the dean.132 Hugh may ultimately have abjured Cecily
sub pena nubendi, but we suspect, and the commissary general may well have
suspected too, that he did so under considerable pressure from the dean. We
can have less confidence in the terse account of the proceedings before the dean
when Hugh is alleged to have confessed. No witness testifies to having seen
them; the record of them is not a public instrument, and Hugh’s witnesses to
his absence are solid. Absent the confession, there is no solid proof that Hugh
had intercourse with Cecily after the abjuration.

But how could the dean possibly have ordered the solemnization of the
marriage? Here we may suspect that much the same thing happened as hap-
pened in Merton c Midelton. The court of Beverley made up its mind that
Hugh ought to get married and tried to manipulate the process to ensure that
it happened. The ploy worked in Merton, though ultimately we had doubts
that justice was done. Seven years later, it did not work; the appellate court
intervened as it did not in Merton. While we cannot be sure what caused this
difference, we can offer the following speculations: (1) The issue in Merton was

132 Lit. T&C no. 209.
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whether the parties had said enough to each other to constitute de futuro con-
sent. Intercourse had concededly taken place between them. In this case, how-
ever, the only time that Hugh consented was under pressure from the dean. The
court of York was not prepared to invalidate all abjurations, but the institution
itself was far from the free choice that seems to have been the core principle
of Alexander’s rules, and the court of York may well have been uncomfort-
able with the institution. (2) The court of York was prepared to go quite far
in upholding the discipline of lower church courts. After all, the system was
dependent on respect for their judgments. But lower ecclesiastical courts, like
lower courts in many times and many cultures, could get sloppy about their
procedures. They did a high-volume routine business largely involved with sex-
ual offenses. It was moderately lucrative, hardly very interesting, rarely subject
to review by a higher court, and not the sort of legal work that encourages
the highest standards of due process. Judges of such courts were in a posi-
tion that encouraged paternalism, and in some instances, high-handedness. In
some cases, such judges were suspected of corruption. Here we have no rea-
son to suspect financial corruption, but we have some reason to suspect a
different kind of corruption, the same kind in which many of the witnesses
seem to have been involved: manipulating the process to achieve what they
believed to be the proper result, in this case helping out a young woman who
seemed to be in trouble without considering what the man’s side of the story
might be.

In many cases, as in Merton, the appellate court would have to let such
behavior pass. Perhaps in some cases, the appellate court even agreed with what
the lower court was trying to do. But the law was that marriage was the choice
of the parties, not of their parents, their lords, the local community, or even the
judge of a lower ecclesiastical court.133 The very institution of abjuration sub
pena nubendi seems inconsistent with Alexander’s principle, however much it
might be made to conform to the letter of his rules. In this case, moreover, the
dean had gone too far. The appellate court insisted on evidence independent of
the dean’s unsupported record that intercourse had followed the abjuration.

Obviously, much of what we have just said is speculation, but there is one
piece of evidence supporting this account of the motivation for the commis-
sary general’s sentence. The last document introduced by Hugh’s proctor into
evidence in the case, just prior to the commissary general’s sentence, is a letter
of the auditor of causes of the chapter of Beverley to the chantry chaplain of
Hull Bridge, ordering him, in the name of the dean of Beverley, to proclaim
the banns between Hugh and one Sissota daughter of Beatrice of Tickton and
to solemnize their marriage if no impediment appeared. The grounds of the
order stated in the letter are that Hugh had abjured Sissota sub pena nubendi
and had afterwards confessed intercourse with her. The letter is dated three
weeks before the dean’s alleged order to Hugh to solemnize his marriage with
Cecily.

133 See the suggestive remarks on this topic in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 177.
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Since no pleadings were submitted or depositions taken about this document,
and whatever arguments were made about it were not recorded, we must try
to reconstruct why Hugh’s proctor introduced it. It is possible that Sissota
daughter of Beatrice and Cecily are the same person. If so, the letter would be
firm evidence that the dean had decided a full three weeks before Hugh’s alleged
confession that he was going to order Hugh to marry Cecily. It is more likely,
however, that they are not the same person (‘Sissota’ is a possible alternative
to or confusion of ‘Cecily’, but Cecily is never called filia Beatricis in the rest
of the documents). It thus seems more likely that Hugh’s proctor introduced
the letter as evidence that the dean was ‘out to get’ Hugh, ordering him to
marry anyone he could think of. From the point of view of the commissary
general, however, it was unnecessary to decide which was involved. Either the
dean ordered Hugh to marry Cecily three weeks before he said that he obtained
proof of the intercourse, or he ordered Hugh to marry two different women
within three weeks without considering which woman had the better claim.
In either event, the dean’s judgment cannot be allowed to stand. The fact that
Cecily renounced her appeal to the audience of the official suggests that she was
advised that she had little or no chance of persuading the official to reinstate
the dean’s judgment.

It was suggested earlier that the court of York was uncomfortable with the
institution of abjuration sub pena nubendi, although it was not prepared to
abolish the institution entirely. Certainly, defendants attempted to attack the
institution facially, and although no direct attack succeeds, the fact that such
attacks were made suggests that the argument was not totally implausible, at
least when combined with other arguments. In one case in 1372, the defen-
dant, a widower who had employed the plaintiff as a servant, admitted both
the abjuration and the intercourse, but said that he was compelled by fear of
excommunication and that he had no intention of ever taking the defendant as
wife.134 He then proceeded to raise a substantive defense of the impediment of
crime. There is little doubt that he committed adultery with the plaintiff before
his wife died. This seems to have been well known by many, including the now-
deceased wife. Whether the couple exchanged promises to marry while the wife
was alive is more problematical. The witnesses seem clear that the defendant
so promised, but all they will testify to on behalf of the plaintiff is the state-
ment (in English) “I hald thar to.” This may not be enough for proof of mutual
promises, which the law required, but the result for the plaintiff in this case
can also be explained on the ground that the York court did not look favorably
on the defense of the impediment of crime, and perhaps more important, that
the story told by the defendant’s own testimony is one of a long-term sexual
relationship in which the defendant had certainly made promises of marriage.
Now that the plaintiff wants to hold the defendant to those promises, the court
will not look sympathetically either at his defense of crime or at his defense
that his will was forced by the abjuration procedure.135

134 Suardby c Walde (1372), CP.E.111.
135 Lit. T&C no. 210.
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Six of our nine abjuration cases come from the years 1387 to 1394, and in
these cases we can most clearly see the interplay of the various considerations
just outlined. The first case is defended by a traditional attack on the witnesses’
persons, but no testimony seems to have been offered on the defense.136 The
plaintiff’s witnesses describe an exchange between the plaintiff and defendant
after the abjuration in which they seem consciously to have chosen to have
intercourse in order to be married. Not surprisingly, the sentence goes for the
plaintiff.137

In the second case, the intercourse following the abjuration is conceded.138

The abjuration is proven from the record of the special commissary of the
archbishop for hearing correctional cases (who also was the receiver of the
archbishop’s exchequer) and by official witnesses.139 The defense offered by
the defendant who appears pro se (a proctor is assigned to be of counsel to
him) is the purely legal one that he consented to the abjuration out of fear and
that the abjuration procedure is illegal.140 As just suggested, the court was not
prepared to accept such a direct challenge to abjuration procedure, and the
sentence goes against him, although the defendant does appeal to the Apostolic
See.141

In the third case, the surviving documentation principally concerns the pro-
priety of the appeal from the sentence of the official of the archdeacon of
Richmond for the plaintiff, and it is only interstitially that we learn that abju-
ration was in some way involved.142 Since there seems also to have been further
claims, the court’s dismissal of the appeal probably is based on the validity of
the procedural defense, coupled with a conviction that there was more between
this couple than just abjuration and intercourse.

The fourth case is also largely taken up with procedural objections, this
time to the processus held before the official of the archdeacon of Cleve-
land.143 The abjuration before the official is conceded; the issue is whether
intercourse followed. Although the commissary general renders sentence for
the defendant, which is then appealed to the official of York, not much can
be gleaned from this fact because the plaintiff had not even had the processus
transmitted from the official of Cleveland before she asked for the commis-
sary’s sentence. We do not know for sure whether the official or his special
commissary ever rendered sentence for the plaintiff, but the case ends with an
appeal by the defendant to the Apostolic See and the issuance of refutatory
apostoli, and this suggests that the case ultimately went against the defen-
dant.

136 Holm c Chaumberleyn (1387), CP.E.135.
137 Lit. T&C no. 211.
138 Appleton c Hothwayt (1389), CP.E.150.
139 Lit. T&C no. 212.
140 Lit. T&C no. 213.
141 Lit. T&C no. 214.
142 Grene c Tuppe (1390), CP.E.178.
143 Thyrne c Abbot (1392), CP.E.191; lit. T&C no. 215.
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In another case in 1392, the commissary general also rendered sentence for
the defendant.144 The proceedings are hard to reconstruct because many of
the dates are missing or unclear. It would seem, however, that the plaintiff
claimed abjuration followed by intercourse, and that the defendant admitted
the abjuration and denied the intercourse. As in the previous case, this may be
all of the proceedings before the commissary general, and he rendered sentence
for the defendant. On appeal, the plaintiff produced witnesses who testify that
the parties had lived together and had had children, that they abjured each
other sub pena nubendi before the dean of Holderness on the usual condition
of intercourse in future, and that they lived together following the abjuration.
The witnesses had no proof, however, of intercourse following the abjuration.
The plaintiff also produced a processus before the official of the archdeacon
of East Riding in which the defendant abjured her not only on the condition
they have intercourse but also on the condition that they be found together in
suspicious places. This processus was confirmed by the testimony of both the
official and of his registrar. The official of York reversed the sentence of the
commissary general.

Both of these cases ultimately go for the plaintiff, but both have an initial
sentence for the defendant. Both the sentences for the defendants are explicable,
granted the fact that so little of the case in chief was presented to the commissary
general. The question is why the parties chose to defer their main arguments for
the appeal from the commissary general. While we cannot be sure, it is possible
that the commissary general, Robert de Oxton, was known to be unsympathetic
to claims of abjuration sub pena nubendi.

He certainly was not sympathetic to the claim of Alice Partrick of Thirsk
against John Mariot of Sowerby, our last case in this group.145 John had abjured
Alice before the dean of Bulmer. The record on this is quite clear, and John con-
cedes it. It is also clear that he had intercourse with Alice before the abjuration
and that he had a child by her. As to intercourse after the abjuration, Alice
produced two witnesses who saw Alice go into John’s bedroom at night and
stay there a half hour or an hour. Their testimony on publica fama is mixed,
but there is probably enough to establish its existence. Whether this testimony
is enough to make a full canonical proof of intercourse is open to question.146

Certainly John had hit upon the weak spot in the case when he conceded all
except the intercourse. The commissary general found for John; Alice appealed
to the official. The official examined John using interrogatories supplied by
Alice’s proctor.147 John makes a good witness for himself. Alice, he says, came
to him in his father’s house at night and entered. “What are you doing here?”
he said. “I want to be here,” she said. “Get out,” he said, “for surely, thou willst
not be here.” Then she asked him to close the door so that the neighbors in the

144 Hobbesdoghter c Beverage (1392), CP.E.202; disc. and lit. T&C no. 216.
145 Partrick c Mariot (1394), CP.E.211.
146 Disc. T&C no. 217.
147 No dates; this may have occurred before the commissary general, but I doubt it.
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street did not see them. At which point, he says, he took her by the shoulders
and put her out of the house and shut the door behind her.148 The official, too,
finds for John.

Our account of the abjuration cases has emphasized the importance of the
fact that in such cases, the defendant’s consent was granted under circumstances
that suggest that his will was not his own. The difference, however, between
this type of case and the basic case of the woman wronged is not great. The
plaintiff, always a woman, adds to the story of a woman wronged that this
is not just her version of the story but one approved by some church official:
the defendant was to marry her if he wronged her again. He did wrong her
again and now is refusing to solemnize the marriage with her, and so she is
doubly wronged. This is a powerful story, made more so by the fact that some
of the key elements of it have already been approved by some church official.
The fact that some defendants manage to escape the power of this story gives
rise to our speculation that the inconsistency of the abjuration procedure with
Alexander’s basic principle of free choice probably accounts for some of the
sentencing pattern.

But the fact is that the defendants who win have something else going
for them other than the questionable legality of abjuration procedure. Walter
Cobbe is able to convince the court, and us as well, that Matilda de Bugthorpe
is a woman wronging, not a woman wronged, that her ‘star witness’ is lying.
Similarly, Alice Partrick’s proof of intercourse was none too solid, and John
Mariot made a credible witness for himself. The story of the woman wronged
again became the story of the woman wronging. Hugh Strie is able to show
from the dean of Beverley’s own documents that the dean was at best careless
and perhaps engaged in a campaign against him. While a number of defendants
raise defenses that depend on the peculiarly official nature of the abjuration pro-
cedure, Hugh is the only defendant who ultimately is successful in attacking
the procedure used by the lower court.

three- and four-party enforcement actions

As noted earlier, the cases involving three parties divide neatly into 10 ‘marriage
and divorce’ actions, in which, typically, a single female plaintiff is seeking to
upset a current marriage between two defendants and to obtain a declaration
that she is the lawful wife of the reus, and 10 ‘competitor’ actions, in which
two plaintiffs sue a single man or woman, each claiming that he or she is his or
her lawful spouse. The underlying legal issues in such cases are similar; they all
involve the question of the priority of one exchange of consent over another,
and thus normally involve what would be in a two-party case an exception
of precontract. The stories that these cases tell are also similar. Most, though
not all, involve a claim of a woman wronged. We will therefore deal with
them together. There are, however, three differences between the two types

148 Id., Latin text and lit. T&C no. 218.
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of cases. (1) Marriage-and-divorce cases are spread out over the century with
representatives from every decade from the 1330s on, except for the 1340s and
1360s. Competitor cases, on the other hand, are clustered in the latter portion
of the century. The earliest is from 1368; there is one in the 1370s, two in the
1380s, and six in the 1390s. (2) All of the marriage-and-divorce cases but one
are brought by women; five of the competitor cases are brought by men. (3)
In most, though not quite all, of the marriage-and-divorce cases the marriage
sought to be divorced is solemn and well established. A divorce decree must be
rendered in this type of case; whereas in the competitor cases, a simple judgment
in favor of one marriage and against the other will suffice.

The following recital will suggest that the core story in a marriage-and-
divorce case is that of a woman who, for one reason or another, did not object
at the time that the second marriage took place and is suing now. Some of the
competitor cases involve the same story, with the suit brought somewhat earlier,
a fact that suggests increasing sophistication among the litigants. Others of the
competitor cases suggest a somewhat different pattern, a third party brought
in to add weight to the defendant’s story in what is basically a two-party case.
Again, the chronological pattern suggests increasing sophistication among the
litigants.

The story told by the plaintiff in Cecily de Portyngton of York c John de
Grenbergh of Craven Bower and Alice daughter of William Cristendom his de
facto wife is typical of marriage-and-divorce cases and of some of the competitor
cases as well.149 Three women witnesses describe the exchange of present con-
sent between Cecily and John in the house of one of the women in York around
Michaelmas the previous year. The words are standard: John gave Cecily a sil-
ver ring; intercourse followed. The following Corpus Christi, John and Alice
were married solemnly in St Michael Ousebridge, York, banns having been pro-
claimed. We have no indication why John abandoned Cecily and married Alice;
indeed he offers, so far as we can tell, no defense. The special commissary finds
for Cecily – on these facts she is clearly a woman wronged – and the official
confirms on appeal.

Few of the other women who tell a similar story in a marriage-and-divorce
case are successful. Alice de Wellewyk of Beverley c Robert de Midelton son of
Henry de Midelton deceased of Bishop Burton and Elizabeth de Frothyngham
his wife is typical.150 Alice has but two witnesses. The first, Alice de Harpham,
Alice de Wellewyk’s former servant, says that while she was working in Alice’s
house nine years earlier, Robert used to come there frequently, and he and Alice
had intercourse. Eventually, she had a child by him. One day around Palm
Sunday (probably 21 March 1350), they called the servant into their presence,
and Robert said: “Look thee here, Alice de Harpham, it is decided between
me and this Alice de Wellewyk. . . . And this Alice de Wellewyk, your mistress,

149 Portyngton c Grenbergh and Cristendom (1370), CP.E.106.
150 Wellewyk c Midelton and Frothyngham (1358–60), CP.E.79.
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wants me to make thee surety of these things in her name, and thus I want thee,
Alice de Harpham, to bear witness to this my troth: I shall take this Alice de
Wellewyk as my wife if it happens that she conceive and bear a child of me.”151

The witness says that they had intercourse that night and many others, and she
knows this because she saw them lying in bed together.

The other witness, a canon of Warter Priory and the keeper of St Giles
hospital Beverley, testifies that Alice and Robert came to him before Robert
solemnized his marriage with Elizabeth. The witness told them that if what he
has heard is true (and he recited what the previous witness testified), they ought
to get married. Robert said that he could not deny what had been said, and he
promised to pay Alice ten marks, a promise that the canon believed was made
in order to ensure that Alice not object to the solemnization of the marriage
between Robert and Elizabeth.

Robert and Elizabeth’s witnesses are much more straightforward. They tes-
tify to the solemnization of their marriage after Easter eight years previously.
They emphasize that no one objected to their banns. They also testify to an
informal marriage between them during the previous Lent.

After the testimony was in, the official interrogated Robert ex officio.152 He
swore that he was free from any contract with Elizabeth when he promised
that he would marry Alice if he knew her and had a child by her, that he did
know her and have a child by her before, as he firmly believes, he contracted
marriage with Elizabeth. He cannot, however, recall the words of his contract
with Alice.

The commissary general rendered sentence for Robert and Elizabeth. Three
months later, the official confirmed this sentence on appeal.

The question, of course, is how we are to explain these sentences. In the
first place, as a matter of law, the condition that Alice have a child is irrelevant
(though there is testimony that the condition was fulfilled). Once the parties
had had intercourse following a conditional marriage contract, the condition
was deemed waived and the marriage valid.153 There is no difficulty with the
dates. Alice’s witness, in December of 1358, testifies to a contract made on “the
Monday next after Palm Sunday to come, there will be nine years passed,”
that is, 1350.154 Robert’s and Elizabeth’s, in April of 1359, testify to a contract
in Lent, eight years previously, that is, 1352 (possibly 1351), followed by a
solemnization after Easter of the same year. It is possible, of course, that the
judges simply did not believe Alice’s witnesses.

We are dealing here with parties of some wealth. Elizabeth’s father had a
chapel in which the first exchange of consent took place, and more than a

151 Ibid., T&C no. 219.
152 Note that the official does the questioning even though the case is still before the commissary

general. Lit. T&C no. 220.
153 Lit. T&C no. 221.
154 Latin in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 78 n. 41.
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hundred people are said to have been at the subsequent solemnization of their
marriage.155 But Alice is also a woman of some stature, if not wealth: Her
kinsman is the prior of Warter and her closest friend a canon of the same place.
This does not look like a case of a woman wronging, or a woman attempting to
get a man’s wealth. Robert’s confession in court, however, may have provoked
suspicion. The judges may not have believed Alice and her witnesses because
they suspected that the whole story was made up in order to allow Robert
to divorce his current wife. That is possible, but if that is what is happening,
then one wonders why they told such a complicated story, a story of a de futuro
conditional marriage, with the promise made to a servant and not to the woman
herself, when a de presenti marriage, as in Ingoly c Midelton, would have done
the job much more neatly. Indeed, the very messiness of the story makes it
plausible. I think that Robert did contract with Alice pretty much as he and
she said he did, and then he paid her not to object to the banns. Whether this
litigation nine years later is the result of qualms of conscience that they both
had, or whether Robert conveniently remembered it because he wanted to get
out of his current marriage, we will never know.

Should their consciences have bothered them? Did Robert have grounds for
voiding his marriage with Elizabeth, assuming that we accept the testimony?
The question is not easy to answer. Had Robert made his promise directly to
Alice de Wellewyk, there would have been no doubt. They would have been
married as soon as they had intercourse. But Robert did not make his promise to
Alice de Wellewyk; he made it to Alice de Harpham, deliberately, it would seem,
in order to avoid the result that would have followed had he promised Alice de
Wellewyk and then had intercourse with her.156 That they were married even
when the condition was fulfilled was clearly not the view of the canon of Warter.
What he tells Robert is that he is obliged to marry her, not that he is married
to her.157 While he suspected that the payment to Alice was in consideration
of her not objecting to the solemnization, he does not seem to have regarded
himself as being obliged to reclaim against the banns, which he almost certainly
would have felt obliged to do had he thought that they were married. In short,
the payment could be open to the interpretation that it was compensation for
a release from a contractual obligation, not a bribe not to raise the issue of an
existing marriage.

There is no evidence, however, that the canon of Warter was a canonist, and
what he thought was the law may not, in fact, have been the law. I have been
unable to find a discussion of this particular problem in the canonists (though
one is almost certainly there to be found), but the following pieces of doctrine
suggest that the canon of Warter was wrong.158 While the early Roman law of
sponsalia required an exchange of consent in question-and-answer form, like

155 Id., at 79 and n. 43.
156 See n. 153.
157 Latin in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 80–1 n. 45.
158 Ref. T&C no. 222.
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that of the formal verbal contract of stipulatio, the canon law of sponsalia did
not. What the canonists were looking for was an expression of consent, be
it present or future, to which both parties agreed. An agent could express the
consent. That the consent was expressed in the form of a contractual obligation
made to a third party does not make it any less consent to the other party, who,
herself, knew of it and clearly consented. Hence, if this is correct, Robert is not
Elizabeth’s husband, and the result in this case forces him to live in adultery with
her. Clearly, moreover, if we are to take Robert’s confession in court seriously,
he regards himself as married to Alice and not to Elizabeth, and, hence, the
judgment in this case puts him in a most difficult moral position.

We may, I think, assume that the judges were as aware of this as we are. The
judges, nonetheless, found for Elizabeth because the case is a three-party case.
The only innocent party in this case is Elizabeth. She married Robert, so far
as the record shows, not knowing of the prior relationship with Alice, and she
was prevented from knowing about it because Robert paid, and Alice took, a
bribe so that Elizabeth would not know about it. As a matter of law – and this
can be found in Alexander’s decretals – a public, solemnized marriage could
not be upset on the basis of a prior clandestine one, even if both parties to the
clandestine marriage admitted it.159 Now, Robert’s marriage to Alice was not
clandestine in the sense that there were no witnesses to it, but it was not proven
by two unbiased eyewitnesses. The only direct witness is Alice de Harpham,
and she could be regarded as biased; the other witness, the canon of Warter
who testifies to Robert’s confession, is clearly biased, and the confession that
he reports has some ambiguity. (Robert seems to have said that he would not
or could not deny the contract that the canon had just described.)160 None of
this is to suggest that the court could not have found that the prior marriage
was proven; it is simply to suggest that the court did not have to find that the
prior marriage was proven. Granted that the court had discretion, it chose to
side with the most innocent of the three parties.161

Why does this case come out differently from the Portyngton case? In Portyn-
gton, we have a full and undeniable canonical proof of a de presenti precon-
tract. No defense is offered. Faced with such a record, the judge had no dis-
cretion. He had to find for Cecily. Also, in the Portyngton case, the action was
brought soon after the events rather than nine years later. Cecily Portyngton
and John exchanged words of the present tense, according to the witnesses,
around Michaelmas; the solemn marriage with Alice took place around the
following Corpus Christi; by November Cecily was in court.

Isabella Rolle of Richmond c John Bullok of Richmond and Margaret de
Massham his wife is another case in which a woman who was clearly a former
mistress of the reus loses because her proof gives the judges room in which to

159 See Ch 1, text between nn. 101 and 102.
160 Unfortunately, the main verb is hard to read in the deposition. What he seems to have said is

nolo contradicere quin ita fuit nec possum.
161 Lit. T&C no. 223.
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maneuver.162 The problem in Isabella’s case is not that she lacks a full proof
of the exchange; she has three witnesses, at least to the expression: “If I take
any woman as wife, I shall take thee.”163 All testify that intercourse followed.
The legal problem that such words presented is not an easy one.164 Suffice it
to say here that a respectable argument can be made for the proposition that
this is sufficient to make a conditional future contract of marriage. There is at
least one two-party case in the fourteenth century in which the court seems to
have enforced such an expression of consent.165 The archdeacon of Richmond’s
official in this case was also prepared to enforce it. He was reversed, however,
by the commissary general of York, and the commissary general’s decision was
confirmed by the official. While a respectable argument can be made for the
proposition that there was a valid contract here, a respectable argument can
also be made that there was not. It would seem that where a seemingly innocent
third party was involved, the court would resolve legal as well as factual doubts
in favor of that party and hence, in this case, against the precontract.

Alice Colton of Ryedale c Robert Whithand of Scackleton and Agnes daugh-
ter of John Lowe of Barton le Street his wife is another case in which a for-
mer mistress of the man sues to dissolve his current marriage on the ground
of precontract.166 The witnesses testify that three years previously, John had
cohabited with Alice and had had two children by her, but they cannot testify
to any contract between them except by hearsay. Not surprisingly, Alice loses
before both the commissary general and a special commissary of the official.
This is, of course, a woman wronged, but the law required at least some proof
of marital consent, certainly if a seemingly valid and solemnized marriage was
to be dissolved because of it.167

In Joan Fossard c Master William de Calthorne and Katherine daughter of
Roger de Wele his wife, the plaintiff also apparently tries to tell the story of a
woman wronged.168 The depositions of her witnesses have not survived, but
he excepts on the grounds of absence, of disparity of wealth, and of prejudice
of her witnesses against him. The disparity of wealth claim seems to have some
bite. Joan seems to be a pauper, and William is a York proctor.169 His exception
of absence is supported by 13 witnesses who describe William doing business
in Calthorne on the two days in question, settling his father’s estate. They are as
plausible as such witnesses can be. Two more witnesses testify that they heard
Joan and her witnesses making up the story of the precontract with William.
Although no sentence survives, it is hard to imagine that this case could have
been decided favorably for the plaintiff. What we cannot tell from the record is

162 Rolle c Bullok and Massham (1351–5), CP.E.71; lit. T&C no. 224.
163 T&C no. 225.
164 Lit. T&C no. 226.
165 Lit. T&C no. 227.
166 Colton c Whithand and Lowe (1398), CP.E.236.
167 Lit. T&C no. 228.
168 Fossard c Calthorne and Wele (1390), CP.E.175.
169 Lit. T&C no. 229.
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whether Joan is totally a woman wronging, as William would have us believe, or
whether there really was something between them before he married Katherine.

The earliest of the competitor cases, Cecily daughter of Adam de Wright and
Joan wife of John Birkys c John Birkys,170 tells essentially the same story as in
the Portyngton case. Cecily’s sister and her brother-in-law testify that Cecily
and John were having intercourse regularly in their house four or five years
earlier. On a number of occasions, John promised to marry Cecily, and inter-
course followed. One occasion, described by the brother-in-law, is particularly
poignant: Cecily said, “John, I fear me, that thou willst deceive me and never
contract marriage with me nor take me to wife.”171 “Certainly, I will,” John
replied, “and see thee well that I will not take me to any other woman, and
fear thee not that I will have thee as wife and no other woman.”172 The sister
testifies that he said “I will take thee as wife as soon as I can on account of
my mother.”173 The matter apparently led to an abjuration sub pena nubendi.
During the summer four years previously, John cooled. The previous Lent he
confessed on the high road in the presence of his mother and the witnesses that
he had had intercourse with Cecily (but not, apparently, after the abjuration),
but said that he never wished to espouse Cecily. And she replied bitterly, “Thou
still dost not know.”174 John, the witnesses say, is richer than Cecily, but of
servile status, being a serf of the duke of Lancaster. John’s witnesses confirm
the disparity in wealth, but say that both parties are free. Cecily’s brother-in-
law, however, they say, is a serf of the duke of Lancaster.175

Though neither of the witnesses testifies to precisely the same contract, this
is enough for a typical two-party de futuro case, and it is not surprising that the
special commissary of the commissary general finds for Cecily.176 On appeal to
the audience of the official, Joan intervenes. Her witnesses testify to a solemn
marriage a year previously.177 The dorse of these depositions records an exami-
nation of John by the official in which John confesses to having had intercourse
with Cecily in the summer four years previously and to having subsequently
abjured her before the vicar of Leeds. The case then disappears from view.178

One of the latest cases involving female competitors has a similar fact-
pattern.179 The parties to the original case are clearly of disparate wealth. There
is no direct testimony about intercourse; there is one witness who clearly, and
with considerable detail, testifies to present consent, and another who testifies

170 Wright and Birkys c Birkys (1368), CP.E.103.
171 Ibid., T&C no. 230.
172 Ibid., T&C no. 231.
173 Ibid., Latin text and lit. T&C no. 232.
174 Ibid., T&C no. 233.
175 Lit. T&C no. 234.
176 The sentence does not actually say that he was a special commissary (it is a draft), but it seems

quite clear that that is what he was.
177 Lit. T&C no. 235.
178 Lit. T&C no. 236.
179 Graystanes and Barraycastell c Dale (1394), CP.E.215.
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to fama. While one can imagine that the case could have come out the other
way, the sentence by the official of Durham in favor of the first competitor
is not surprising. The second competitor does not appear until the appeal to
York. Her marriage is clearly later, and probably took place after the Durham
sentence. The testimony to the preliminary negotiations leading to the marriage
(including a promised dowry of 20 marks) is clear enough, as is the testimony
about the banns, but the testimony about the exchange of present consent is
curious. It took place at the doors of a church that the witnesses refuse to name,
at dawn, before a priest whom the witnesses refuse to name. Again, we lack
a sentence on appeal, but it is hard to imagine that the second competitor’s
appearance made any difference.180

Shortly after the Birkys case we begin to see the competitor action used in
a somewhat different way. On 5 October 1373, Alice Malman of Raskelf sued
John Belamy of Raskelf in a de presenti marriage action.181 Three days later
he was sued in the same action by Matilda daughter of Richard de Raskelf.182

The depositions in both cases are hard to read, but it would seem that the
exchange with Alice took place the day before that with Matilda, but that the
exchange with Alice may not have amounted to words of the present tense,
whereas that with Matilda did.183 Matilda’s action goes without a defense,
whereas John enters a vigorous exception to Alice’s action, excepting to the
persons of her witnesses, alleging his absence, and raising the issue of dispar-
ity of wealth. The cases proceed in tandem, and in March of 1374 a special
commissary renders judgment against Alice and orders John to solemnize his
marriage with Matilda. The ground of the sentence may be the ambiguity of
the exchange with Alice, but it certainly looks as if John was seeking to get the
advantage of the presumption in favor of an existing marriage in a situation in
which the marriage had not been solemnized. Unlike the Birkys case, where the
existence of the third party did not become apparent until the appeal, Matilda’s
action in this case forced the court to compare her claim to that of the allegedly
wronged Alice from the beginning.

Another case of female competitors, Ellen de Layremouth and Isabella de
Holm c William de Stokton of York, involves a fact-pattern similar to that
of Birkys.184 According to witnesses for Ellen, she and the defendant were
lying naked in bed in her brother’s house in Newcastle three years previously.
They exchanged vows in the form “I take thee/you here,” and intercourse fol-
lowed.185 One of the witnesses knows that they had intercourse because she
shared a bed with them when it happened. A third witness was present some-
what more than a year previously when Ellen accused William of planning to

180 Lit. T&C no. 237.
181 Malman and Raskelf c Belamy (1373–4), CP.E.113, ex CP.E.131.
182 Ibid.
183 Text and lit. T&C no. 238.
184 Layremouth and Holm c Stokton (1382), CP.E.126.
185 Ibid., T&C no. 239.
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take another woman as wife, and William swore on a roll (rotulus) that he
never intended to take another but Ellen.

Isabella sued only a day after Ellen. Her witnesses, one a notary public, testify
to an exchange of present consent in the house of William’s master, Roger de
Moreton, a merchant of York, about a year previously. Although the words that
they describe are those of the present tense, one of them says that Isabella told
William that she would wait until he obtained Roger’s consent (beneplacitum).
They are less clear than Ellen’s witnesses about intercourse, but they say that
the parties confessed it.

The commissary general, a special commissary of the official, and the official
himself found against Isabella and in favor of Ellen. Since neither case was
defended, it is hard to know what William’s views of the matter were. What
the case shows, however, is that simply suing at the same time as the wronged
woman will not be sufficient for a judgment, if the wronged woman tells a good
story.186

That getting in early can make a difference is suggested by the final case
involving female competitors, Marjorie Spuret of York and Beatrice de Gillyn
of York c Thomas de Hornby saddler of York.187 Early in November of 1394,
Marjorie appeared before the dean of Christianity of York claiming Thomas as
her husband. She admitted that she had no proof of her claim, and the dean
dismissed them to their consciences. In January of 1394, she sued again before
the dean, and this time she produced witnesses whose depositions have not
survived but whose testimony can be reconstructed from what follows. They
included Marjorie’s mother and a kinswoman named Juliana, and they testi-
fied that Marjorie and Thomas exchanged vows in the form “I will have thee”
in Roger Green’s house in York in September of 1389.188 Immediately there-
after, Beatrice de Gillyn made her appearance before the dean and introduced
evidence to prove that she and Thomas exchanged vows in the same form
the previous November, shortly after Marjorie’s first appearance before the
dean.

Thomas vigorously contested Marjorie’s case. He produced four witnesses,
all saddlers, who testify that five years earlier, Thomas was an apprentice saddler
in his uncle Roger Green’s house while Marjorie was a servant there. Two
witnesses say that Marjorie was absent from York on the day on which they are
alleged to have exchanged vows. The other two say that Thomas was at Crayke,
12 miles from York, on the same day. Marjorie’s replication witnesses respond
more to Thomas’s allegations that Marjorie and her mother were promoting the
match because of his superior wealth. They allege that it was Thomas who was
poor, not Marjorie, that her mother was a kempster189 and an honest woman,
and Juliana, one of her witnesses, was a saddler with her husband. Marjorie

186 Lit. T&C no. 240.
187 Spuret and Gillyn c Hornby (1394–5), CP.E.159.
188 Ibid., T&C no. 241, with disc.
189 A comber of wool, normally female, OED. s.v.
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also introduced witnesses to the marriage negotiations between her kinsmen
and Thomas.

Marjorie appealed to the consistory of York before the dean was able to ren-
der sentence. There were more charges and countercharges about the witnesses,
but what seems to have been the key move in this process was the reappear-
ance of Beatrice. Her petition to intervene alleges that Marjorie and Thomas
are colluding, but this seems to be common form. After Beatrice was admitted,
her lawyer introduced what seems to be the key piece of evidence, a deed poll
of the original proceedings before the dean in which Marjorie admitted that
she had no proof of the marriage. The commissary general found in favor of
Beatrice and against Marjorie. Marjorie appealed to the official who confirmed
the commissary general’s sentence.

Clearly, this is a case that could have gone either way. Marjorie’s initial
admission before the dean is the most powerful piece of evidence against her,
and I suspect that the testimony of her subsequent witnesses was fabricated.
On the other hand, we can imagine a court saying that all she meant when she
confessed before the dean was that she had no proof to hand, that she had not
talked to her witnesses, perhaps that she did not know that “I will have thee”
(as opposed to “I shall have thee”) was generally taken as words of the present
tense. After all, the dean before whom she made the confession allowed her
to litigate the matter over again, just a couple of months after the confession.
Certainly the case that she ultimately presented, despite the exceptions taken
to it, could have led to a sentence in her favor if it had only been a two-party
case. But it was not a two-party case. Beatrice, though her contract was later
and just as informal as Marjorie’s, presented herself as the innocent party. Her
contract clearly happened; no one denied it. Admittedly, it was subsequent to
Marjorie’s, but Marjorie’s was doubtful, or at least her proof was doubtful. In
these circumstances, the court will decide for Beatrice.190

The stories told in the next four of the marriage-and-divorce cases are quite
different from those told in the five marriage-and-divorce cases and the five
competitor cases that we have just discussed, although the legal issues overlap.
If the first 10 cases ask us to focus on the precontract and the possibility that
a woman was wronged, these 4 tell quite plainly why the second marriage
has gone awry. The claim of precontract, then, in all of these cases is facially
suspicious. We know that the second marriage has broken up or that one of the
parties to it is seeking to break it up.

The clearest case in which this has happened is Alice daughter of Gilbert
Palmere of Flixton c Geoffrey de Brunne of Scalby and Joan de Suthburn his
wife.191 Alice and Geoffrey had been married, apparently solemnly; they had a
child. The marriage, however, was a hopeless one, according to her witnesses.
Geoffrey had violent and ungovernable temper and beat Alice regularly. In order
to escape from this marriage, again according to Alice’s witnesses, Alice and

190 Lit. T&C no. 242.
191 Palmere c Brunne and Suthburn (1333), CP.E.25.
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her father, perhaps with Geoffrey’s consent, concocted a story of a precontract
with Joan and suborned perjured witnesses before the official of the archdea-
con of East Riding, who rendered a decree of divorce. Alice apparently had
qualms of conscience, for she confessed this to the archbishop who delegated the
case, ultimately, to the official. Alice’s witnesses look plausible, and no defense
survives, though Geoffrey’s answers to her positions indicate that he resisted
her suit.

The legal issue posed by the case is difficult. Alexander III himself had at one
time decided that where a divorce had been decreed on the basis of perjured
testimony, the sentence should not be revoked if the parties had married others,
and at another time he seems to have decided that the marriage sentence can
never completely be res iudicata; it may always be reopened on the ground
that the “church has been deceived.”192 By the fourteenth century, the greater
weight of canonic opinion held with the second decision, but the first was in
the Liber extra, leaving the matter open for argument in any court. It is perhaps
not by chance that no sentence is recorded in this case.193

The fact is, however, that the York court was willing to break up marriages
on the ground of precontract, even where we strongly suspect that the prob-
lem lay with the second marriage and not with the first. In Eva daughter of
Thomas le Forester of Staynford (?Stainforth) c John de Staynford of Rawcliffe
near Snaith and Alice daughter of Thomas Cissor his wife, two witnesses tes-
tify that four or five years before the defendant contracted solemnly with Alice,
he contracted informally with Eva and had children by her (the couple seem
to have been very young at the time).194 The story is plausible if not totally
compelling. What makes this case more like the preceding one, however, is
the account of the marriage with Alice. It was a formal marriage, but it had
been done under the compulsion of the official of the archdeacon of York.
The parties did not cohabit. What we have here, then, is more like an abjura-
tion where we suspect, as the court probably did, high-handedness on the part
of the archdeacon’s official. The commissary general renders sentence for the
plaintiff.

Alice de Normanby c William de Fentrice of Tollesby and Lucy widow of
William Broun of Newby is a strange case that has been rather badly handled
in the literature.195 We first see the case in the depositions of two witnesses
taken in July of 1357. They both testify that Lucy had been married to William
for seven years, that she had left him in the previous autumn, and that on the
previous Monday (17 July 1357, if we have the date of the depositions right),
in a dramatic scene in the main street of Tollesby, she asked that he take her
back until it was determined whether he had a greater right to her or to Alice.

192 Compare Sicut nobis, X 2.20.9, with Lator praesentium, X 2.27.7, T&C no. 243.
193 Lit. T&C no. 244.
194 Forester c Staynford and Cissor (1337), CP.E.37.
195 Normanby c Fentrice and Broun (1357–61), CP.E.77. See Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 166,

169–70; Goldberg, Women, Work, 256 and nn. 176, 263.
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This William refused to do. She then asked that he pay her litigation expenses
and support payments. This William also refused to do unless a court ordered
him to do it. The witnesses also testify that William has a minimum of 100s of
their common goods and that he is supporting Alice with those goods.196 The
witnesses will not say that William is paying Alice’s litigation expenses with
those goods, though apparently that was charged. They are also reluctant to
testify that Alice and William are committing adultery, but they say that it is
commonly thought that they are. The witnesses know that Alice is working for
William, and one of them saw her driving a plough team while William guided
the plough.

When it comes to the question of why Lucy left William, the witnesses differ
(and in both cases they are testifying from common, not personal, knowledge).
One witness says that after seven years of normal marital life, Lucy left without
William’s license and that he refused to take her back because she had left
him “deprived of her aid in the time of autumn in his great necessity.”197 A
farm wife should not walk out on her husband at harvest time. The other says
“that the same William during the time that they were together often beat
Lucy, and on account of the great cruelty and beatings of this William, as the
neighbors said, Lucy finally left William and his consortium at the beginning of
last autumn and from that to today she was separated from his consortium, and
still is.”198

Clearly, these witnesses have quite different attitudes toward what happened
between Lucy and William, and in neither case are the witnesses speaking of
their personal knowledge. Whether the local rumor mill was divided on the
question of whether Lucy was justified in leaving her husband or whether the
witnesses came to different conclusions on the basis of a consistent set of
rumors, we cannot tell. We certainly cannot state unqualifiedly that Lucy left
her husband because he beat her, though that is certainly possible.

Lucy apparently obtained at least some of the support that she was seeking
in order to defend the litigation, because the case continued for another four
years. Actually, two cases continued, one brought against Lucy by William for
divorce and another brought against both of them by Alice for marriage and
divorce. In both cases, the argument was that Alice and William had precon-
tracted before William married Lucy. Unfortunately, we lack the depositions on
behalf of William and Alice, but they must have been quite convincing because
three experienced canonical judges who had no particular reason to defer to
Cleveland peasants decided that Alice and William were married and that Lucy
and William were not. The judgments are even more remarkable because we do
have the depositions of two witnesses who testified just before the final appel-
late sentence was rendered. Both had testified previously. One simply confirms
his previous testimony. The other, William’s brother, dramatically reverses his

196 Disc. T&C no. 245.
197 CP.E.77, T&C no. 246.
198 Id., T&C no. 247.
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previous testimony. He says that he has confessed his perjury publicly and that
he has received and done penance for it:

Lucy is the true wife of William . . . and the marriage between [Lucy and William] was
celebrated in the church, banns having first been proclaimed, no one reclaiming so
far as this witness knows or ever heard until the time that the present litigation was
brought, at which time he first heard that William de Fentrice precontracted with a
certain Alice . . . and he well dares to say on his oath that this precontract is made up
and fabricated in a false manner by the malice of William, though the same witness
otherwise asserted the contrary to this in this case, and he says that he is very sorry
about this.199

Other documents in the case suggest that Lucy may have received some
financial settlement. She clearly, however, wanted to get William back, and in
this she did not succeed.

Having gotten what we can from our record, we may be entitled to speculate:
Neither Lucy nor William was young. She had been married before and seems
to have been an experienced farmwife. She lost her husband, perhaps in the
plague, and remarried another farmer in a nearby town. Whether the marriage
was a seven-year disaster or whether it somehow blew up in the summer of 1356
we do not know. What we do know is that Lucy left William at harvesttime
in the early autumn of 1356. Farm workers were hard to find in England in
1356, particularly at harvesttime. Granted her experience, Lucy was probably
able to make good money during that harvest. William, however, was in a
bind. He engaged as a servant a woman with whom he had had a relationship
before he married Lucy. Now Lucy was in trouble, because William did not
need her for the farm work. She ran out of money and asked William to take
her back. In the meantime, however, William and perhaps Alice (her action
may be later) brought actions in the court of York seeking to have William’s
marriage to Lucy set aside and Alice’s precontract with William declared valid.
All of this makes Lucy seem less competent; she left William for a short-term
advantage, and did not think about the long term. (Perhaps she was desperate,
but we probably should not assume that on the basis of the testimony of one
contradicted witness.) We might describe her as feckless. None of this, however,
puts William in a good light. Totally apart from his treatment of Lucy, about
which we cannot be sure, he left Alice, a woman whom three experienced
canonical judges ultimately declared was his wife, in order to take up with
Lucy. That makes him, in Victorian terminology, a cad.

Joan Brerelay of Skinningrove c Thomas Bakester (alias Littester) of Seamer
begins as a simple two-party case alleging de futuro consent followed by inter-
course and a child.200 Two witnesses testify to ambiguous words, probably suf-
ficient for future consent. In the words of one of them, Thomas said, “Joan, if
you wish to wait to the end of my apprenticeship, I wish to take you as wife.”201

199 Id., T&C no. 248.
200 Brerelay and Sandeshend c Bakester and Brerelay (1383–4, 1389), CP.E.255, 256.
201 Id., T&C no. 249.
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This case apparently resulted in a judgment for Joan because six years, later we
find one Margaret de Sandeshend, supported by Thomas, suing Thomas and
Joan in a divorce action on the basis of precontract. Lacking any depositions
or a sentence, we cannot know for sure what was involved in this latter case,
but it certainly looks as if Thomas’s desire to get out of a marriage forced by
the court is a key element in the story of this case.

In the final marriage-and-divorce case, all that survives is a processus made
into a deed poll by the official.202 Nothing is clear from the record, other than
that a man is apparently suing a woman and, perhaps, her de facto husband.

The competitor cases involving male plaintiffs tell very different stories from
those involving female plaintiffs or from the marriage-and-divorce cases, all
but one of which involve female plaintiffs. This is due partly to the fact that
men cannot tell the story of a woman wronged. The cases, however, go further
than that. They seem to be a different type of action. I suspected in some of the
cases involving female competitors that some of the plaintiffs were ‘friendly’,
plaintiffs who sued at the connivance of the defendants, or whose action was at
the least not unwelcome. This is even clearer in the case of the male plaintiffs.
In four of the cases, the rea confesses the action of one of them.

John Dewe of Nunnington and Laurence Scarth of Whorlton c Joan daugh-
ter of William Mirdew of Swainby is typical.203 John sues first, alleging a de
presenti marriage, and Laurence sues a few days later alleging a prior de pre-
senti marriage. Joan confesses John’s action and denies Laurence’s. John intro-
duces two witnesses to an informal marriage in a garden a year previously,
apparently followed by banns.204 Laurence introduces no testimony. Not sur-
prisingly, John wins. While the record does not state it, it is quite likely that
John’s action is a ‘strike suit’. Laurence may have objected to the banns, or
someone may have objected to them on his behalf. John’s suit, then, represents
an attempt, successful in this case, to get a judgment as to the validity of his
marriage before Laurence has the opportunity to fabricate a case against him
(perhaps, also, in order to still rumors that Joan had married Laurence). Per-
haps Laurence was perfectly willing to let this happen. He certainly does not
prosecute his case with any vigor, and judgment goes against him in six weeks’
time.

Thomas del Garthe citizen and apothecary of York and John de Neuton
esquire c Agnes widow of Richard de Waghen of York is similar.205 Thomas’s
action is confessed; John’s is denied. Thomas produces three witnesses, two
of them well-connected churchmen, who testify to a de presenti contract in
Agnes’s father’s house two months previously.206 Apparently, Agnes’s relations
with John were of concern at the time because she was asked about and denied

202 Newporte c Thwayte (1387–8), CP.E.148.
203 Dewe and Scarth c Mirdew (1392), CP.E.186.
204 Lit. T&C no. 250.
205 Garthe and Neuton c Waghen (1391), CP.E.245.
206 Lit. T&C no. 251.
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that she had contracted marriage with him. The only document that survives for
John is a standard set of exceptions to Thomas’s witnesses, though the sentence
suggests that there may have been more documentation on his behalf. In the
event, the official finds for Thomas, a month after the action is brought.

William Dowson of North Cave and William Roger of Pontefract c Alice
Brathwell of Doncaster tells us more and may give a hint of the kind of thing
that was going on in the other two cases.207 Roger’s action is confessed, and
we hear nothing of his story until the sentence. Dowson’s was denied, and he
produces two witnesses to a standard de presenti contract with Alice in her
house a couple of months previously. Alice excepts to these witnesses on the
grounds that one is Dowson’s servant and that they got the story wrong: The
discussion in question was of a future contract, not a present one. Her witnesses
describe a dinner at Alice’s house in which John Bukton, one of Dowson’s wit-
nesses, extolled Dowson’s virtues and told her that she would do well to marry
him. She replied that she did not want to marry anyone until a year after the
death of her late husband. Apparently there was another meeting the next week
in which Alice, in response to Bukton’s insistence on the match, said that the
matrons of Doncaster would speak ill of her if she married, without delibera-
tion, an outsider whom she had not known previously. Alice agreed on a date
six weeks thence for giving her final answer. Bukton and Dowson subsequently
got the interval shortened to a month. Dowson subsequently confessed before
the townsmen of Doncaster, including the witnesses, that he had not contracted
with Alice but that they had fixed a day for contracting. (Even that is an exag-
geration if the previous testimony is true.) “To avoid scandal,” the townsmen
insisted that Dowson move out of Alice’s house and put him up in another part
of town.208 The witnesses are all quite clear that John Clerk, the other witness,
was Dowson’s servant: he carried Dowson’s sword, rode the horse that car-
ried the baggage, took off Dowson’s boots at night, and so on. The replication
witnesses, all from Dowson’s area, testify that Bukton and Clerk are honor-
able men. A special commissary finds for William Roger and against William
Dowson.

Clearly, there was something between Alice and Dowson, and his presence in
her house suggests that the relationship was more than platonic. Her witnesses,
however, though clearly biased against the outsiders, tell a plausible story of
a marriage negotiation that never quite became a marriage. All that Dowson
has is a formulaic recital of the words of the marriage ceremony by men who
were clearly his intimates, if not in his employ. The lesson of the case seems to
be that a well-off widow will be given her choice of marriage partner, and she
clearly now wants Roger, not Dowson.209

William Lemyng of York and John Dyk servant of Walter Bakster c Joan
Markham servant of Thomas Couper of York involves people at a different stage

207 Dowson and Roger c Brathwell (1391), CP.E.188.
208 Ibid., T&C no. 252.
209 Lit. T&C no. 253.
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of life and probably of less wealth, but the result is similar.210 The depositions
are skimpy and not completely legible even under ultraviolet light, but William’s
witnesses testify to an exchange of present consent in the “I take thee here”
form in a garden sometime between the preceding Easter and Pentecost. John’s
witnesses testify to events on a street just before the preceding Lent. One testifies
to an exchange in the “I will have thee” form, which, as we have seen, is
normally taken at York as words of the present tense. What is legible in the
other’s testimony suggests that this witness did not testify to the same exchange,
and he may have testified only to words of the future tense.211 Joan confessed
William’s action and denied John’s, and William obtains the favorable sentence.

William Scargill of York and William Robinson servant of Adam Brynnand
wright of Cattal c Alice daughter of Roger del Park of Moor Monkton began
as a two-party case with Scargill suing on the ground of an informal exchange
of de presenti consent.212 Alice first alleged that the exchange of consent was
conditional on her parents’ consent, a consent that was not forthcoming. She
introduced no testimony on this defense, but Scargill’s witnesses on the principal
suggest considerable ambiguity in the two exchanges of consent to which they
testify. Nonetheless, the commissary general found for Scargill. Alice appealed,
alleging precontract with Robinson, who was admitted to the defense. Alice
introduced three witnesses to an exchange of consent in a manor hall, previous
to that with Scargill. The official reversed.

The last case involving competitors, William de Myton cordwainer of York
and Richard del Ostell mason of York c Alice de Lutryngton of York, is the
most unusual.213 Myton wins the case on the basis of an informal de presenti
marriage, the only male competitor who wins when the defendant does not
confess the action. Then again, Richard does not seem to have put in a case.
Eighteen months later, Alice is back in court, suing as plaintiff in a marriage-and-
divorce action against William Drynghouse of Doncaster and Isabel his wife and
joining her now-husband, William de Myton.214 She claims a precontract with
Drynghouse, antedating both his contract with Isabel and hers with Myton.
There is no sentence in this later action, but it clearly belongs to the type of
marriage-and-divorce action described earlier in this section, where the problem
seems to lie more with the second marriage, the one forced by the court, than
with the first.

divorce from the bond

As we noted, the cases seeking a divorce on the basis of precontract have a
strong factual and legal resemblance to the marriage-and-divorce actions and

210 Lemyng and Dyk c Markham (1396), CP.E.242.
211 Ibid., T&C no. 254.
212 Scargill and Robinson c Park (1398), CP.E.238, disc. T&C no. 255.
213 Myton and Ostell c Lutryngton (1386–7), CP.E.138.
214 Lutryngton c Drynghouse, Drynghouse and Myton (1389), CP.E.161.
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to some of the competitor cases. Two of them are among the most spectacular
cases in the cause papers.

Agnes daughter of the late Richard de Huntyngton of York c Simon son
of Roger de Munkton and goldsmith of York began, apparently, as an action
before the official in late July of 1345.215 Whether Agnes sought an annulment
of her marriage at this time or simply a separation we cannot be sure, because
her libel has not survived, but a document describing the action suggests that
it was the former.216 During the summer recess of the court, Simon went to
the archbishop and alleged that his wife had left him without cause; he sought
to have her restored to him. In September, the archbishop intervened, bring-
ing the case before his audience court. This stage of the proceedings produces
extensive documentation, some of which cannot be precisely dated. We know
that the archbishop issued an article ex officio against Agnes, charging her with
having left her husband without cause. Agnes appointed a proctor but resisted
appearing before the archbishop personally on the ground that she feared for
her safety at the hands of Simon. She also alleged that Simon had beaten her,
and that this was the reason that she had left him. She further alleged that she
had precontracted with one John de Bristoll, and so was not Simon’s wife.

Simon introduced some routine witnesses to his solemn marriage with Agnes
five years previously. Agnes introduced witnesses supporting her allegation that
she feared for her safety at Simon’s hands, and Simon introduced some witnesses
who deny that he had treated her cruelly or, at least, say that she had returned
to him after the incident. Nothing further was said in the archbishop’s court
about the exception of precontract.217

At the end of February 1346, on the day on which Simon’s witnesses had been
heard, the archbishop committed the case to the official and his commissary
general. While the motives of this action are not stated, it would seem from the
depositions that Agnes had made enough of a case (and that Simon had not
made enough of a case) for the archbishop to decide that the matter should
proceed as an instance action and not as a correctional matter.

Apparently no new libel was introduced before the consistory court, at least
none has been found among the 62 documents that have survived from this
case. The charges and countercharges about cruelty were renewed, and the case
proceeded for a couple of months as if it were an action by Agnes for separation
on the ground of cruelty. Apparently sometime in May, Agnes renewed her
allegations about John de Bristoll, and from here on the case proceeded as an
action for divorce a vinculo on the ground of precontract. (Simon renewed his
petition for restitution in July, but nothing came of it.)

The witnesses on both sides tell plausible stories. Clearly, there had been
some relationship between Agnes and John, seven years previously, and equally

215 Huntyngton c Munkton (1345–6), CP.E.248. See Pedersen, “Romeo and Juliet of Stonegate”;
id., Marriage Disputes, 25–58 and passim.

216 Id., 37–8 and n. 27.
217 Detailed account in id., 39–44.
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clearly, it was a relationship about which her family had not known and of
which, when they found out about it, they did not approve. Agnes’s witnesses
describe a strong-willed young woman eager to go ahead with the relationship
with John despite her family’s opposition, and, so they allege, she exchanged
words of present consent with him. Ultimately, the matter became public. The
dean of Christianity of York convened a court to inquire into the matter. John
admitted that they had exchanged consent but alleged that Agnes’s consent
was conditional on her relatives approval. The dean dismissed them to their
consciences.218

Simon’s witnesses tell an equally romantic story. One has an account of an
exchange of present consent while Simon was standing in a garden and Agnes
standing on a balcony – Romeo and Juliet 250 years earlier. Precisely when
Agnes and Simon exchanged consent was a matter of some debate, with Simon’s
own witnesses, it would seem, contradicting themselves. It is clear, however,
that Agnes’s marriage to Simon was ultimately solemnized with the approval
of Agnes’s relatives.219

The case ends with a bitter series of charges and countercharges about the
witnesses on either side, including an apparent attempt by Simon’s witnesses
to backdate his informal exchange of consent with Agnes, and no sentence is
recorded.220

In a previous paper, I used this case as evidence that runaway marriages could
happen in the Middle Ages, and that the parties to such a marriage could use
Alexander’s rules to support marriages of love over those of convenience.221

I still think that this case is evidence for both of those propositions, but the
reality that the record presents suggests that the point may be exaggerated.
In the first place, it is not at all clear that the relationship with Simon was
a runaway marriage any more than that with John. Simon has the story of
the balcony on his side, but the story of John’s relationship with Agnes sug-
gests parental opposition even more strongly. Clearly, this is not a case of a
woman involved in an arranged marriage avoiding it by marrying someone
else clandestinely. Neither marriage was arranged, and the man with whom
Agnes ultimately solemnized was the man of whom Agnes’s relatives ultimately
approved.

Second, there can be little doubt that Agnes’s marriage to Simon turned out
badly. He may not have treated her as badly as she alleges, but he admits enough
that we can tell that he did not treat her gently. There are also documents in
the file suggesting that he was in bad financial straits, and that in turn suggests
that however romantically the marriage may have begun, it fell apart when its
financial basis fell apart.222

218 Details in id., 29–33.
219 Details in id., 33–6, 54–5.
220 Details in id., 52–5.
221 Donahue, “Policy,” 265, 268.
222 Lit. T&C no. 256.
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Finally, the role of both the archbishop and the consistory is ambiguous.
The case does not end, as I have elsewhere suggested, in a sentence by the
archbishop for Simon.223 The archbishop washes his hands of the whole affair,
and so far as we can tell, so did the consistory court. Perhaps the parties were
exhausted by over a year of intense litigation, but perhaps they were advised
that neither of them was likely to get a favorable judgment. Agnes’s witnesses to
her precontract with John look suspicious. Not that we should disbelieve that
there was a relationship between them, simply that we should doubt that it
ever went as far as the witnesses say it did. That means that Agnes is married to
Simon, but he is not a good husband, and he will not be granted his petition for
restitution. Agnes will live apart from him, though without the sanction of the
church and without permission to remarry. Not a very happy result, perhaps,
but the romantic couple of the garden have turned into a singularly unattractive
pair.224

If the story of Simon de Munkton and Agnes de Huntyngton bears some
resemblance to Romeo and Juliet, that told by the witnesses in Edmund de
Dronesfeld c Agnes (Margaret) de Donbarre alias ‘White Annays’ is straight out
of Sir Walter Scott.225 According the witnesses, Agnes had married one William
de Brigham at “Lauthean” in Scotland in 1342.226 The witnesses disagree as
to how long the marriage lasted – one of them testifies that they had three or
four children – but it seems clear that Agnes left William and went off with
one Robert Corbet; perhaps Robert abducted her. In June of 1352, Agnes, now
calling herself Margaret, married Edmund de Dronesfeld at a private ceremony
in the church at Bedale (Yorks, North Riding).227 The doors were closed; no
banns were proclaimed, and no one was there except the chaplain who officiated
and another man who became a witness. At Christmas in 1363, the king of
Scotland visited York, and in his company was William de Brigham, now serving
as a knight in the Scottish royal household.228 William learned that Agnes was
living there and commissioned some acquaintances to make a search for her.
When Edmund learned of William’s existence, he quit Agnes’s company and
shortly thereafter brought this suit.

The witnesses’ stories of their own lives lends plausibility to the story they tell
of Agnes’s. One is a Scot (Thomas Scott) who had been in England ever since
the battle of Neville’s Cross (1346), where he was captured. Another (John
de Sadbery) is a native of the diocese of Durham, who witnessed Agnes’s first
marriage while he was being held captive by the Scots. He was released after
the battle of Neville’s Cross.229 A third, Agnes’s first cousin, does not explain

223 Donahue, “Policy,” 268.
224 Lit. T&C no. 257.
225 Dronesfeld c Donbarre (1364), CP.E.87. See Owen, “White Annays and Others,” for a full

discussion and transcriptions.
226 Lit. T&C no. 258.
227 Lit. T&C no. 259.
228 Lit. T&C no. 260.
229 Disc. T&C no. 261.
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his presence in England, but he, too, may have come to England after Neville’s
Cross. He says that he had not seen William from the time of the wedding until
he appeared in York in 1363.

Agnes’s case goes virtually undefended. She asks for alimony pendente lite,
and she tries to argue that the matter is res iudicata, a bad argument in any
event, as we have seen, and a particularly bad argument when no testimony
is introduced as to the previous proceedings. Not surprisingly, the dean of
Christianity of York, acting as special commissary of the official, declares the
marriage null.

We have already dealt at length in Chapter 2 with another of the cases of
divorce on the ground of precontract, Tiryngton c Moryz. I suggested that in
that case, there may have been an agreement to obtain a collusive divorce that
fell apart.

Where the deal does not come apart, we can have only our suspicions to go
on. In John de Thetilthorp c Joan daughter of Peter atte Enges of Patrington
his wife,230 John alleges that he and Joan contracted marriage and solemnized
it five years previously. The marriage cannot stand, however, because 13 years
previously, Joan had contracted marriage with Richard son of Thomas Carter.
Joan confesses the action. Two witnesses describe a de presenti contract between
Richard and Joan 13 years earlier when Joan had been a servant in one depo-
nent’s house in York and Richard a servant in the other’s. Two others describe
the solemn marriage between John and Joan. In a fifth deposition, taken a few
months later, Richard’s brother testifies that he had seen Richard three years
before but has not seen him since.231 He does not know whether he is alive or
dead. In the event, the commissary general renders sentence for John, about
five months after the case has begun. A similar case in 1389 also results in a
quite rapid sentence for the plaintiff.232

If we put these cases together with Ingoly c Midelton, it is clear that the
allegation and defense of precontract gave rise to a substantial amount of per-
jury, or shading of the truth, in litigation before the court of York in the later
Middle Ages. In only one case, Dronesfeld c Donbarre, can we have any con-
fidence in the veracity of the witnesses, and that is because Agnes’s deception
is so plausible in the context of the intermittent border wars between England
and Scotland and of the plague in the mid-fourteenth century. This is not to
say that all the witnesses in the other cases were lying (some of the testimony
in Huntyngton c Munkton has a ring of truth), simply that in any case where
we have evidence that the current marriage has broken down and where the
divorce action is confessed, we have reason to suspect that the witnesses to the
precontract are coloring their story.

230 Thetilthorp c Enges (1374), CP.E.155; lit. T&C no. 262.
231 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 263.
232 Elme c Elme, CP.E.153; lit. T&C no. 264.
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As to the parties’ consciences, we can add little to what has already been said
about this topic in Chapter 2.233 It is even conceivable that thoughts like those
of Agnes Payge were going through the minds of Agnes de Huntyngton and her
witnesses, but Agnes did not get a judgment because Simon would not consent.
And we should, perhaps, recall that lying under oath, in support of what they
seemed to have believed was a higher cause, was something that Englishmen
of the class with which we are dealing in most of these cases appeared to have
done quite frequently while serving on criminal juries.234

The cases of divorce a vinculo that do not raise issues of precontract present
varied grounds for the divorce. There are two cases of divorce on the ground
of the impediments of force or nonage. In two-party marriage-enforcement
actions, we discovered that this defense frequently indicated a story of an
arranged marriage that had gone awry. In one of the divorce cases, that is
clearly the case.235 The proof shows clearly that the parties were underage (8
and 12) when the marriage took place. Relatively little is said about force,
though one witness does testify that the relatives of the defendant girl forced
the boy to stay with her for a week when he was 14. The real issue, however,
seems to be whether the couple consented or had intercourse after they reached
the age of puberty. The defendant insists that they did, but the plaintiff’s wit-
nesses suggest both that the plaintiff was impotent and that the defendant was
unfaithful. The commissary general decides for the plaintiff, and we may won-
der why the case is successful when the similar marriage-enforcement action
defended on the same grounds was not.236 Here the evidence that this marriage
had no place to go was particularly strong.

What we have in John son of Ralph de Penesthorp c Elizabeth daughter
of Walter de Waltegrave was clearly not an arranged marriage, at least not
in the normal sense of the term.237 The second of the first two witnesses, a
servant of John’s father Ralph, was sent by his master to find his son who
had disappeared on the night of 1 August 1333 and whom he suspected of
being at Walter’s house. The witness describes how by starlight he saw five or
six men enter Walter’s bakehouse with swords and daggers drawn. Elizabeth
entered the bakehouse and the witness heard Richard, Elizabeth’s brother, tell
John to take Elizabeth by the hand and contract marriage with her; otherwise
he would kill him. John and Elizabeth did contract. John was greatly wounded
and barely escaped with his life. As soon as he did, he reclaimed and never went
in Elizabeth’s company again. Although the first witness’s testimony is illegible,
we know that he was a fellow servant of the second, and he probably testified
as the second witness did.

233 Text and nn. 40–3.
234 See Green, Verdicts According to Conscience, 28–102.
235 Aungier c Malcake (1357), CP.E.76; lit. T&C no. 265.
236 Brantice c Crane (at nn. 39–43), lit. T&C no. 266.
237 Penesthorp c Waltegrave (1334), CP.E.26.
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About two months later, Richard and his 18-year-old servant testify. Richard
had heard it said that John had common access to his sister, and he had heard
from a certain woman that John was going to be in the bakehouse that night. He
found John there and confronted him. He drew his sword so that John would
not leave the bakehouse and sent his servant to get Elizabeth. When Elizabeth
and her sister Alice appeared, he told John to contract with her. John did so,
and Elizabeth replied with the same words. Although Richard is unwilling to
testify that John suffered “the fear that could fall upon a constant man,” he
does say that he believes that John would not have done what he did had he,
Richard, not been there and done what he did. The servant basically confirms
the story, adding that he does believe that John was compelled, because he saw
Richard draw his sword and threaten John and order him to take Elizabeth by
the hand and contract. Both men testify that the only people present were John,
the two witnesses, and the two women. Neither says anything about a wound,
but they do say that John has not had contact with Elizabeth after that night.

There are substantial discrepancies between the testimony of the two sets
of witnesses. I think it highly unlikely that the first and second witnesses were
telling the truth. Indeed, I think it highly unlikely that they were in the bushes
by the bakehouse on that August night.238 What they told was what John told
them, perhaps elaborated by what a lawyer told them would clearly be sufficient
to make out a case of force. There is more reason to accept the testimony of the
brother and his servant. They are presumably on Elizabeth’s side, but what they
said almost certainly caused her to lose the case, as she did. We might wonder
why this case came out in favor of the plaintiff, while the woman who alleged
that her great-uncle threatened to put her down a well if she did not marry the
plaintiff did not prevail.239 There are many possible explanations, but the fact
that the threat in this case came from someone on the other party’s side may be
an important difference.

But why did Elizabeth’s brother and his servant give testimony so damaging
to her case? Perhaps the answer lies in the fact that all three witnesses testify
that John had not come near Elizabeth since the events in the bakehouse. From
Elizabeth’s point of view, this was not ideal. From a moral point of view, an
honest woman with no husband may be better off than a dishonest one with a
lover, but after that wild August night, Elizabeth may have had second thoughts.
It is quite remarkable that John was able to get Richard and his servant to testify,
essentially, on his behalf. Elizabeth, and perhaps also the senior members of the
Waltegrave family, may have thought that everyone would be better off without
John as an absent son-in-law. Richard may have thought on that August night
that he was ‘doing the right thing’. By the time he testified, he may have changed
his mind (or had it changed for him). If this is so, then even he may have
exaggerated the amount of force that was applied.

238 Lit. T&C no. 267.
239 Thomeson c Belamy (n. 48), disc. T&C no. 268.
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There are two cases in which women successfully sue for divorce on the
ground of their husband’s impotence. In one, the defendant is contumacious
when ordered to submit to inspection by matrons. The plaintiff’s witnesses tell
a chilling story of how she was forced by her husband, a member of the knightly
class, not to raise the issue of his inability to have intercourse.240 In the other
case, the man does submit to the inspection by the matrons, which he fails,
resulting in the usual embarrassing depositions.241

There are three cases in which divorce is sought on the ground of affinity.242

The first case begins quite unusually as an office action brought by the vicar
general of the bishop of Durham, seeking to divorce the parties on the ground
of affinity by illicit intercourse. (The record is difficult to read, but the charge
seems to be that the man had intercourse with his wife’s half sister.) The parties
appeal from the vicar general apparently before he is able to render sentence,
and no result on appeal is recorded.243 The second is a complicated case of
affinity in the fourth degree. The issue seems to be whether the plaintiff ever
consented to the marriage after the parties had obtained a papal dispensation.
The commissary apparently concludes that she did not, because he renders
sentence for her.244 In the final case, all that survives is the testimony of two
witnesses to the effect that the defendant had intercourse with the plaintiff’s
first cousin more than 12 years earlier.245 This is the only case in which we may
suspect that the rules about consanguinity or affinity were being used by the
parties to get out of a marriage for reasons quite different from those alleged
in the documents.

There is one case in which divorce is sought on the ground of the servile status
of the defendant.246 The argument meets with no more favorable conclusion
than it did in the one marriage-enforcement action in which it was raised.247

Here, the defense of manumission is particularly powerful, supported as it is by
testimony of the son of the lord who is alleged to have done the manumitting
and by a deed of manumission.248

One case, on appeal from the consistory court of Carlisle, raises the impedi-
ment of crime.249 There seems little doubt that the plaintiff committed adultery
with the defendant while her husband was still alive; the only issue is whether
they agreed to marry before he died. No sentence is recorded.250

240 Paynell c Cantilupe (1368–9), CP.E.259; lit. T&C no. 269.
241 Lambhird c Sundirson (1370), CP.E.105; lit. T&C no. 270.
242 There is further discussion of these cases in Ch 11.
243 Office c Baker and Barker (1339), CP.E.82/8d; disc. T&C no. 271.
244 Nutle c Wode (1372), CP.E.140; lit. T&C no. 272.
245 Helay c Evotson (1394), CP.E.212; lit. T&C no. 273.
246 Sturmy c Tuly (1396), CP.E.235.
247 Redyng c Boton (at nn. 114–15).
248 Lit. T&C no. 274.
249 Kyrkebryde c Lengleys (1340), CP.E.46.
250 Lit. T&C no. 275.
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Two divorce cases do not give us the grounds on which the divorce was
claimed. In the first, all that survives is an article and depositions in support
of the plaintiff’s claim that he paid the defendant alimony and court costs
incurred by her brother in defending the action.251 In the other, we have a
sentence granting a female plaintiff license to remarry, but nothing else.252

other types of actions

Three actions originally brought by a woman to enforce a marriage become so
involved in extraneous legal issues that the underlying story is lost.

In Joan daughter of Robert son of Stephen of Doncaster c John son of
Gilbert of Doncaster,253 we lack any documentation of Joan’s initial claim,
and so we do not know whether she claimed words de presenti or words de
futuro followed by intercourse. We know, however, that her action was suc-
cessful and that the official ordered John to solemnize his marriage with Joan.
From this we may surmise that the relationship was an informal one. Banns
were proclaimed, and John objected to them on the ground of consanguinity.
The commissary general apparently rejected John’s objections and excommu-
nicated him for failure to obey the official’s order.254 When we see the case,
it is on appeal from the commissary general to the official. Depositions of
four witnesses for John survive. There are some discrepancies in the details,
but they testify consistently that the couple are third cousins. Though there
is no sentence, we have no reason to disbelieve the story. The only thing that
is slightly suspicious is the fact that it took John so long to demonstrate the
relationship. That fact, at least, casts doubt on the witnesses’ testimony that
everyone in Doncaster knows about the relationship. But the witnesses look
respectable; they have no obvious connection with John, and the story is suffi-
ciently complicated that it is hard to believe that they made it up out of whole
cloth.

In Juliana daughter of John Gudefelawe of Kenton c William Chappeman de
Jeddeworth of Newcastle upon Tyne, the record is taken up solely with objec-
tions to the official of the archdeacon of Northumberland, who had originally
heard the case.255 Juliana originally brought an action to enforce a marriage
before the archdeacon’s official. Her positions and articles before him are in
what had become the standard form by this time: She alleges both words de
presenti and words de futuro followed by intercourse. No other documents from
this stage of the case survive, but later Juliana was to allege that the archdea-
con’s official refused to admit and examine her witnesses. Fifteen months later,
Juliana appealed to the consistory court of Durham, alleging as her ground

251 Colvyle c Darell (1324), CP.E.14, disc. T&C no. 276.
252 Talkan c Bryge (1395), CP.E.158 (recto).
253 Doncaster c Doncaster (1351), CP.E.69.
254 The case is then, technically, ex officio.
255 Gudefelawe c Chappeman (1387–90), CP.E.137.
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for the appeal that the archdeacon’s official was a bigamist.256 The Durham
court apparently accepted her appeal and was ready to hear her witnesses when
William appealed to the court of York. Here, the only documentation is Juliana’s
defense of her appeal to the Durham consistory. In the court of York she argues
that in addition to being a bigamist, the archdeacon’s official had taken a bribe
from William. The record closes with the depositions of two priests from the
Newcastle area who confirm Juliana’s allegations, though mostly on the basis
of hearsay.257

In Katherine daughter of John Pynton of York c John Thurkilby spicer of
York, all that survives is an appeal by Thurkilby from the commissary general
of York to the Apostolic See.258 The mention of papal judges delegate in the
appeal suggests that this is not the first time that this case has been brought to
the Roman court.

There are three cases in the fourteenth-century York cause papers, in addi-
tion to those already discussed, in which women raise issues that might have
led to a divorce a mensa et thoro (separation).259 In none of them is the woman
successful; two have sentences for the man. One, John Hadilsay c Elizabeth
daughter of John Smalwod of Cowick, is an action for restoration of conjugal
rights brought by the husband.260 We do not know the grounds on which
the woman defended the action, but the sentence tells us that she made a
proposition; it probably alleged grounds for separation.261 She loses. In another,
Marjorie wife of Thomas Nesfeld of York c the same Thomas, the woman sues
for separation on the ground of cruelty (beating).262 She loses the action when
her husband offers security for his good behavior in the future. The third case,
Richard Scot of Newcastle-upon-Tyne c Marjorie de Devoine, has no judg-
ment.263 It was probably an action for restoration of conjugal rights that the
woman defended on the ground of both the cruelty and the adultery of her
husband.

Two cases are actions brought about marital property, rather than about
the marriage itself. One of them, however, Katherine widow of John Hiliard
of [Long] Riston c Peter son of John Hiliard,264 rapidly raises issues familiar
from marriage-enforcement actions. Katherine brought an action in the central
royal courts to obtain an assignment of dower from her late husband’s heir,
Peter. Peter challenged the marriage in the king’s courts on the grounds that
the marriage was not solemnized and that it was invalid on the ground of con-
sanguinity. The case was referred to the audience of the archbishop who, in

256 Disc. T&C no. 277.
257 Lit. T&C no. 278.
258 Pynton c Thurkilby CP.E.241V (?1395 X ?1398); lit. T&C no. 279.
259 Listed T&C no. 281.
260 Hadilsay c Smalwod (1395), CP.E.274.
261 Text and disc. T&C no. 280.
262 Nesfeld c Nesfeld (1396), CP.E.221.
263 Scot c Devoine (1349), CP.E.257. We return to these cases in Ch 10.
264 Hiliard c Hiliard (1370), CP.E.108.
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turn, delegated it to his consistory court. Katherine’s witnesses to the solemnity
do not describe much of a solemnity. The marriage, they say, took place seven
years previously at dawn in Riston chapel. The chaplain went to the door of
the chancel and proclaimed the banns, but, of course, no one objected because
the only people there were the parties and their witnesses (Katherine’s mother
and half sister and John’s brother). The witnesses are not even sure that the
doors of the church were open. They also seem to be trying to establish that
even if there was consanguinity between them, Katherine did not know about
it. To this end, Katherine introduces a number of what might be called ‘char-
acter witnesses’, who testify that Katherine would never have married John
if she had known he was her kinsman. One of them, a neighbor, testifies to
John’s death. Katherine told the dying John, “I have been too often a widow
and have ungrateful children.” John, raising his hands from the bed, replied,
“If any of my children does thee any wrong, I curse them as fully as I begot
them.”265

Peter’s witnesses, by contrast, are devastating to Katherine’s cause. Eight
witnesses solidly describe the relationship between Katherine and John (they
were second cousins once removed).266 Two years previously, they had been
cited before the archbishop’s audience court for consanguinity, and the court
deferred making a judgment in order to allow them time to petition the pope for
a dispensation. One John de Esthorp, a priest, was commissioned to go to the
papal court to get the dispensation, but he returned empty-handed. He testifies
that he was told in the papal court that he could not get such a dispensation
for a hundred pounds.267

There is no sentence. There needs be no sentence because Katherine has
clearly lost her case. In the absence of a sentence, perhaps Peter will remember
his father’s curse and see to it that Katherine gets something, but she will not
get the substantial dower that she claims.268

The other case is about marital property, pure and simple. Two knights,
Alexander Percy and Robert Colvyle, arranged a marriage of their heirs,
Alexander’s son John and Robert’s daughter Elizabeth.269 Their age is not men-
tioned anywhere, but the depositions suggest that they were quite young. The
negotiations resulted in a contract that was confessed before the official of
York. It is probably this fact, rather than the fact that the contract concerned a
marriage, that gave the court its unquestioned jurisdiction for the later action
for breach of contract. The contract called for Alexander to give the couple 25
marks worth of land and rents, perhaps in lieu of any dower claim by Elizabeth,
and for Robert to give Alexander 180 marks as maritagium. All proceeded
according to plan. The couple seem to have been married and to have gone

265 Lit. T&C no. 282.
266 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 283.
267 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 284.
268 For how substantial the dower was, see Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 166–9, 190.
269 Percy c Colvyle (1323), CP.E.12, disc. T&C no. 285.
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to live in Alexander’s house; Alexander gave them the land. Then Elizabeth
died, and Robert never paid Alexander the 180 marks, for which Alexander
is now suing. All that survives from the case are Alexander’s libel, positions,
articles, and depositions, but the positions have answers on them, and so we
know that Robert conceded that the contract had been made. The fact that
the witnesses testify about the cohabitation of Elizabeth and John suggests that
Robert’s defense was going to be that his obligation to pay was dependent on
something that did not happen: cohabitation, consummation of the relation-
ship, perhaps even having a child. Nothing more survives of the case, and it
was almost certainly compromised.270

What is interesting about these miscellaneous cases is how many of them
support generalizations that are made about medieval marriage on the basis
of other sources, and how few of them there are. We are told, for example,
that the canonic prohibitions on marriages of relatives were so extensive that
no marriage in the Middle Ages was stable. One could always find an unsus-
pected relationship that would allow the couple to break up. This seems to
have been the situation of the couple in the Doncaster case.271 It looks as if
John is going to get out of having to marry Joan because of a relationship
between them that neither knew anything about at the time of their court-
ing. The Doncaster case, however, is the only one like it in the 86 cases that
survive from this century at York, with the possible exception of the Hiliard
case.

Whether we classify the Hiliard case as one of the same type depends on
whether we believe the testimony of Katherine’s witnesses that she knew nothing
of the consanguinity at the time she married John. She has a reason to allege
that she was unaware of the relationship. In the first place, it makes her case
a sympathetic one. If she was unaware of the relationship, she has lived as a
man’s faithful wife for seven years (no one denies that the relationship was a
stable one), and now is being denied her dower by her stepson. Further, if she
was unaware of the relationship, she may be able to claim the advantages of a
putative marriage. This is a complicated topic. It is not at all clear that the king’s
courts would accept the doctrine of putative marriage, but the church courts
did.272 The question, then, is how the archbishop would report the matter to
the king’s courts if he found that there had been a putative marriage. Even if
Katherine had been unaware of the relationship, she would not have been able
to claim a putative marriage unless she had been married solemnly. There was
some flexibility as to the requirements of solemnity, but no canonist of whom I
am aware would regard the hasty, dawn ceremony that the witnesses describe as
proper solemnity. Finally, if Katherine was unaware of the relationship between
John and herself, she would at least escape the automatic excommunication
that fell upon those who, knowing of an impediment, nonetheless got married

270 Lit. T&C no. 286.
271 See at n. 253.
272 Disc. T&C no. 287.
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clandestinely.273 That clandestinity is an issue in this case is indicated by the
fact that one of Peter’s witnesses testifies that the chaplain who officiated at the
marriage had been suspended from office for having done so.274

On balance, it seems to be better to regard the Hiliard case as one in which
the parties were aware that they were consanguine, and in which they failed
to get a dispensation before they married. That obtaining such a dispensation
took time and was expensive is, of course, probably the reason why they failed
to do so, and as the chaplain testifies, it was by no means automatic. A cynic
might suggest that though John and Katherine clearly had the money to get
a dispensation, they didn’t have the clout. Although they were fairly wealthy,
there is nothing to suggest that they had much influence.275 Thus, although
this case illustrates the fact that the rules about consanguinity could affect the
lives of medieval people in ways that are quite unusual to modern eyes, the case
neither supports the proposition that all medieval marriages were automatically
voidable on the grounds of consanguinity nor that the rules were used by parties
to marriages only for purposes of manipulation.276

Two cases, Gudefelawe and Thurkilby, illustrate the oft-made claim that
appeals in canon law were so frequent that the main point of the case was
lost sight of. Certainly Gudefelawe involves much procedural wrangling. It
probably also illustrates the fact that low-level justice could be pretty rough-
and-ready. That is, of course, why appeal was possible, and again, the case
is alone. All that Thurkilby illustrates is that appeals to the Apostolic See did
occur even in the later Middle Ages. To balance against these cases, we have
a large number that were resolved, apparently quite satisfactorily, at the local
level, and a number in which appeal to the Apostolic See is threatened but
nothing seems to come of it.

Two cases, Nesfeld and Scot, involve allegations of wife beating, and one,
Hadilsay, certainly involves a marriage in which the woman was unhappy.
In the Scot case, there is no sentence, and the story the witnesses tell may
be exaggerated. In Nesfeld, where a beating is conceded, the woman fails to
obtain her judgment of separation. We do not know, however, whether she
will be compelled to live with her husband. In the one case where a woman is
compelled to return to a husband, Hadilsay, she could prove no justification
at all for her behavior, and so we have no idea what the standard is.277 Nor
do we know whether the court accepted Nesfeld’s justification of the beating
or whether it simply thought the incident was not serious enough to warrant
granting a separation. The paucity of separation cases and the results of those

273 See Ch 1, at n. 83.
274 Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 22 n. 55, notes that a drawing of a hand points to this statement

in the record.
275 The other possibility, suggested in n. 267, was that they were unfortunate in their choice of an

agent to get the dispensation.
276 We return to this issue in a broader context in Ch 11.
277 But see Huntyngton c Munkton (n. 215), where the court does not order Agnes to return to

Simon after she introduces her evidence about cruelty.
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that we do have, however, suggest that the court was reluctant to grant them.
The implications of this for the power relationships between men and women in
fourteenth-century York are obvious, and they provide a counter to the positive
effect that the court seems to have had in its judgments in marriage-formation
cases.278

The last case, Percy, provides some support for the notion that medieval
marriages were usually arranged and that the parties had little to say about
them. Again, Percy is the only case like it in the whole group. It is perhaps
significant that it involves parties of the highest social level that appear before
the consistory court. Even when we combine this case with other cases that
seem to involve arranged marriages, the number pales in comparison with those
where the parties seem to be doing the arranging themselves.

conclusion

The conclusions with which we closed the previous section were negative: There
are relatively few cases in the York cause papers of the fourteenth century that
support the stereotypes of medieval marriage. Positive conclusions are harder to
come by. Many, if not most, of the two-party cases can be organized into what
we called ‘story-types’. There was considerable variety in what the parties and
their witnesses said when they came to court, but the five patterns proposed –
the woman wronged, the woman (or man) wronging, the young couple who
went too far, the mature couple, the arranged marriage gone awry – held up
reasonably well. The three-party cases introduced additional complexities, if
only because there were, at least potentially, three stories to be told. The longer
a marriage had been existence, the more we had reason to suspect that the
stories involved considerable shading of the truth, if not outright lies. This was
true whether the form of the action was a three-party marriage-and-divorce
action or a two-party action based on precontract.

Eighty-six cases are quite a few, particularly when many are quite well doc-
umented. There are, however, more marriage cases in the York cause papers of
the fifteenth century (129), some of which are similar to those of the fourteenth
century and some of which are not. Let us focus in the next chapter on those
that are different. We can then return at the end of the chapter to a conclusion
that will emphasize the common elements on the basis of considerably more
evidence.

278 We attempt to place these separation cases in a larger context in Ch 10.
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Story-Patterns in the Court of York
in the Fifteenth Century

The focus of this chapter is twofold, on the differences in the fifteenth-century
court’s reaction to story-patterns that were well established in the fourteenth
century and on story-patterns that emerged in the fifteenth century that were
different from those of the fourteenth. This focus on difference can lead to the
impression that radical changes occurred in litigation about marriage in the
court of York in the fifteenth century. That was not the case, and a final section
in the chapter will briefly sketch the large elements of continuity between the
two centuries. It will, however, not be necessary to go into detail about the cases
that were basically the same as those in the fourteenth century.

different reactions to old story-patterns

The statistics have already showed us that plaintiffs’ success rate went down
in the fifteenth century, though the York court remained decidedly plaintiff-
friendly.1 The decline is particularly noticeable in two-party actions, where
defendants received favorable judgments in 37 percent of the cases that have
judgments (11/30), while the comparable figure for the fourteenth century is
18 percent (6/34). If we exclude the abjuration cases, which, as we have seen,
produced an unusually high number of judgments for defendants in fourteenth-
century York and are virtually, though not entirely, missing in the fifteenth
century, the contrast becomes even more dramatic: 39 percent (11/28) versus
12 percent (3/25). Just on the basis of the numbers, one cannot determine
which (or which combination) of the possible explanations for this phenomenon
is likely to be the correct one. It is possible that fifteenth-century plaintiffs,
encouraged by the success of fourteenth-century plaintiffs in such cases, brought
increasingly weaker cases until the court finally drew the line, or the court could
have changed its attitude toward certain kinds of claims or certain kinds of
defenses, or the court could have been listening to somewhat different stories,

1 See Table 3.6, and the accompanying discussion.
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to which it reacted in a new way. Let us, then, take a more careful look, focusing
particularly on those cases that defendants won.

The Exception of Absence

In 1423, Beatrice Pulayn of (Church) Fenton brought an action against Thomas
Neuby (Newby) of the same, alleging that she had contracted an informal
marriage with him.2 She produced two witnesses, Thomas and John Studdard,
father and son. They both testify that between vespers and nightfall on Sunday,
4 July 1423, in a house in Little “Brokylhurst” between Little Fenton and
Biggin, Thomas Studdard asked Beatrice and Thomas Neuby if either of them
had the right (ius habendi) to have someone else as husband or wife.3 They
both replied that they did not. Then he asked each of them if it was their will
to have each other, and both replied that it was. He then proceeded to dictate
the full formula of words of marital consent, which they repeated after him.
Whether or not these events happened as described, Thomas Studdard clearly
knew how to conduct a marriage ceremony and had probably done so on other
occasions.

Thomas Neuby excepted to the testimony that he was absent. He was, he
said, in Barkston, eight miles away, on 4 July 1423 from dinner to nightfall.
Further, John Studdard had lied when he said he was not an affine of Beatrice;
he is, in fact, her brother-in-law, having married her sister. Four witnesses testify
to Neuby’s presence in Barkston. He was at a football match (pilam pedalem),
and then the witnesses and he went out drinking. Two of the witnesses also
say that they do not believe the Studdards because of John’s relationship to
Beatrice.

There is much to be skeptical about in this testimony. Not only is it a story
that had been told since at the least the thirteenth century, but it also contains
within it a palpable exaggeration that we can detect more than 580 years after
it was told. Barkston is not eight miles from Biggin; it is more like three miles,
and Little Fenton is even closer to Barkston. There was also much time for
which to account; it stays light for a long time in early July in Yorkshire.

Nonetheless, the commissary general sede vacante, Richard Arnall, an expe-
rienced judge who was to become the official of the court, rendered sentence for
Neuby.4 Why he may have done so can be inferred from an unusual move that
he made in this case.5 He ordered John Studdard to undergo purgation (that is,
produce oath-helpers) for his role in the case.6 I think it unlikely that the reason
for the purgation was that John had denied being an affine of Beatrice’s, because

2 Pulayn c Neuby (1423–4), CP.F.137.
3 A striking use of the word ius in the objective sense. We would probably call this a duty. See

Donahue, “Ius in the Subjective Sense.”
4 Beatrice appealed to the Apostolic See, though we may doubt whether the appeal was pursued.
5 I know of no other case in which this was done, although, of course, we have nothing like a full

set of act books for this period.
6 Cons.AB.2, fol. 39v.
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John had admitted in his deposition that he had married Beatrice’s sister. I sus-
pect that John did not know what an affine is and that Arnall probably knew
that. I think it is far more likely that Arnall was convinced that the Studdards
were lying, and he wanted to make John come up with oath-helpers, if he could,
to make sure that the lies he told were not a cause of scandal. It would seem,
then, that like the appellate court in Dolling c Smith, Arnall focused not on the
weakness of the defendant’s case but on the weakness of the plaintiff’s.7

In the autumn of 1427, Robert Thomson of Scawton brought an action
before Roger Esyngwald, the commissary general of York, against Marjorie
Wylson of Osgoodby (Grange), alleging that he had informally contracted mar-
riage with her.8 He produced two men of Scawton, ages 33 and 40, respectively,
who say that on the Sunday, 27 July 1427, Robert approached them before mass
and asked them to come with him after dinner to witness the matrimonial words
he hoped to exchange with Marjorie. They went with him to Osgoodby Wood
near Osgoodby Grange and hid among the thorns and brambles under the bank
of a ditch near a hedge.9 Robert went off to Osgoodby Grange and returned
with Marjorie. They sat under an ash tree, exchanged words of present consent,
handfasted, and kissed.10 Robert gave her two silver rings and a jewel called
an “Agnus dei.” Both witnesses give a reasonably consistent description of the
clothes the couple wore. They say that Marjorie did not know that they were
there, but they were no more than 12 feet away.

The details of this story are vivid and consistent. One can have little doubt
that the place described did exist in Osgoodby Wood. Whether Marjorie and
Robert were there and did what they are said to have done is a matter about
which we may have more doubt. So far as we can tell, however, Marjorie offered
no defense before the commissary general, and he rendered sentence for Robert.

Marjorie appealed to the official, who delegated the case to Robert Alne,
the examiner general of the court. As happened frequently, particularly in the
fifteenth century, Marjorie had saved her defense for the appeal. She intro-
duced five male witnesses, ranging in age from over 40 to 17, who account for
her presence, first at a wedding in Kilburn and then at her father’s house in
Osgoodby Grange. Apparently, Marjorie and her brother had been invited to
the wedding but not to the reception (convivium), and so they came home, had
dinner with the witnesses, and awaited the return of their parents. One of the
witnesses also outlines a relationship between Robert and one of his witnesses
on the principal case (he had married Robert’s second cousin).

The story is plausible. It is made more so by the fact that the couple who
married in Kilburn that day were probably somewhat older than Marjorie, her
brother, and their friends. (The woman of the couple was a widow; a witness

7 Disc. T&C no. 288.
8 Thomson c Wylson (1427–8), CP.F.169, 170.
9 Id., T&C no. 289.

10 Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 29 and n. 24 has it as an oak tree.
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in a later deposition describes her as the man’s uxor moderna, suggesting that
he, too, was previously married.) Perhaps the couple invited only the people
who were closer to them in age to the convivium. If we look at the witnesses
more closely, however, we begin to have doubts. There are three young men,
ages 17, 18, and 20, who are described as of the familia of Marjorie’s father,
Robert Wylson. They also seem to be friends of Marjorie and her brother. Two
of them say that they all (including Marjorie) went out and played handball
(pilam manualem) after dinner that Sunday. Two of the witnesses are older, one
30 and the other more than 40, and they both say that they just happened to
come to Robert Wylson’s house that day to do unspecified business with him
and waited around for him to come back from the convivium (and presumably
watched the young people play handball).

It is these two witnesses whom Robert attacks in replication. He offers six
witnesses, all seemingly respectable men in their 30s and 40s who variously tes-
tify that they saw one of the two a mile away from Osgoodby Grange that after-
noon and that the other had previously admitted that he had not seen Marjorie
that day. Take away these two witnesses and what we have is three teenagers
sticking up for a young woman whose father is their master and whose brother
is their friend.11

Robert Alne decides for Marjorie, reversing the sentence of the commissary
general (though he is careful to say that the commissary general decided cor-
rectly on the basis of the record he had before him). As in the case of Richard
Arnall’s judgment in the Pulayn case, we may suspect that the reason why he
decided as he did was not so much the strength of Marjorie’s case as the weak-
ness of Robert’s. That two witnesses were hiding in the thorn bushes when
Robert and Marjorie exchanged words of the present tense stretches credulity
almost to the breaking point. That they told the rector of their church about
what they had seen, as they testify, and that he told them to keep quiet about
it, is also hard to believe. Their testimony is, perhaps, enough if there were
no defense to the case, but one can certainly see how a judge could come out
the other way when the case was vigorously defended. Even if we believe, as
I am inclined to believe, that the two unrelated witnesses to Marjorie’s pres-
ence in her father’s house that afternoon were suborned (one can well imagine
how Robert Wylson talked two of his friends into committing perjury when
he was told that the three teenagers would not make a strong case), we still
have to wonder how plausible it is that Marjorie would have sneaked off into
the woods that afternoon to engage in what she assumed to be an unwitnessed
handfasting. What little evidence we have does not suggest that Marjorie was
a shy or demure young woman. She plays handball with the boys. Hence, I
would suggest that she might have been quite capable of handfasting while her
parents were away at a wedding reception. What we might doubt is whether

11 One of the witnesses in replication calls them garciones, a word that captures both ‘boy’ and
‘servant’.
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she would have done it without witnesses and whether she would have done it
with Robert Thomson, whose relationship with her is testified to only by his
statements to his otherwise suspect witnesses, and who may have been quite a
bit older than she.12

In three other cases in the fifteenth century, a defendant who raises an excep-
tion of absence prevails. Agnes Brignall of St Michael le Belfrey, York, has two
female witnesses, one of them her sister, to her informal present-consent mar-
riage, followed by handfasting and kissing, to John Herford of St Olave in the
suburbs of York. The marriage took place in Agnes’s house in Bootham, on
the Wednesday before Palm Sunday (9 April), 1432.13 Both witnesses are quite
strong on the proposition that John had intercourse with Agnes that night,
and many times thereafter. The witnesses’ testimony is consistent and detailed.
One even mentions that they had fish for dinner after the handfasting, it being
Lent. Another witness, a male servant of a seemingly unrelated man, testifies to
another occasion on which they contracted, but his testimony is not supported
by any other witness. John replies with seven male witnesses who testify that
on that day, John had dinner at the sign of the Lion in Pontefract and then rode
off to Doncaster with Robert Herford, a monk of St Mary’s York and probably
a relative of John. John did not come back to York until the following Friday.
The witnesses are remarkably detailed about the dinner, and include the hostler
at the inn. No one mentions how far Pontefract is from York; they do not have
to. It is about 15 miles to the south, as the crow flies, and Doncaster is another
13 miles to the south of it.14 Roger Esyngwald, the commissary general, decides
the case for John, and no appeal is taken.

Thirty-two years later Margaret Barley was equally unsuccessful.15 Her two
witnesses to her informal present-consent marriage to Nicholas Danby, chandler
of York, in the house of William Raburn in Micklegate at dinnertime are met
with four witnesses who say that they were having dinner with Danby in his
house at the same time on the same day.16 John Worseley, the commissary
general, renders judgment for Nicholas.

The same thing happens in a rural setting with the genders reversed. William
Wikley of Carlton in Snaith offers three male witnesses (including his brother)
to his informal exchange of present consent, handfasting, kissing, and exchange
of gifts with Alice Roger in her house in Adwalton in Birstall.17 She counters
with six witnesses, four of whom are members of her familia but two unrelated,
who testify that Alice and her familia were haying in their fields and were not
in the house all day. Robert Thornton, commissary of the commissary general,
renders judgment for Alice.18

12 Disc. T&C no. 290.
13 Brignall c Herford (1432–3), CP.F.104.
14 Lit. T&C no. 291.
15 Barley c Danby (1464), CP.F.203.
16 Lit. T&C no. 292.
17 Wikley c Roger (1450), CP.F.186.
18 An appeal to the Apostolic See is met with refutatory apostoli.
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In fact, there is only one two-party matrimonial case in the fifteenth-century
cause papers where the plaintiff is able to prevail against a defense of absence.19

(Five cases in which it was raised or seems to have been raised have no recorded
judgment.)20 That case is one of the most bizarre in the York records. In 1418,
Alice Walker of Kirkby Overblow sued John Kydde of the same to establish a
present-consent marriage followed by intercourse and the birth of a child. Two
women in their 40s from the suburbs of York testify that two years previously,
they had been sharing a bed in the house of Roger Remyngton in Sicklinghall
when they heard through the wall Alice say to John in bed, “You are trying to
deceive me.” John then said to Alice, “Alice, I take thee here as my wife, and
I give you my faith to marry you and no other but you.” Alice said: “I take
thee here, John, as my husband and to this I pledge thee my troth.” She then
shouted next door, “It’s as sure as if it were sealed.”21 They then proceeded to
have sexual relations noisily throughout the night. Both witnesses say that they
do not know John; one of them quite frankly says that she would not recognize
him if she ran into him in the street, but both are willing to swear that it was
John, both because Alice told them and because everyone (apparently including
John) agreed that Alice’s child is also his. John’s mother, it is said, prevented
the solemnization of the marriage.

On the strength of this questionable testimony, Richard Burgh, as spe-
cial commissary of the commissary general, rendered sentence for Alice. John
appealed to the commissary general and raised an exception of absence. Four
young men (now ages 23, 22, 22, and 20) say that they decided to go fishing
with John that day but changed their minds and went to John’s house, staying
up half the night drinking and fooling around (ludentes, iocantes, et bibentes).
John’s father eventually threw them out, but by that time John had his shoes
and socks off and was ready for bed. The father locked the door behind them.
The next morning they saw him at mass. They also testify that the two build-
ings in the Remyngtons’ complex are far enough apart that no one could hear
through the walls. The buildings have stone foundations up to a man’s height,
and the beds in the two chambers are 15 feet apart.

Alice’s witnesses in replication are five respectable-looking men and women
of middle age. Two are the godparents of Alice’s child, who testify that the child’s
other godmother is John’s mother. All testify that the Kyddes recognize the child
as John’s and that John and his parents support the child. The Remyngtons,
husband and wife, both testify. They explain that Alice’s original witnesses were
women whom they had known for some time, who used to come to stay with
them when they lived in Kirkby Overblow (the parish within which Sicklinghall
is located). They cannot testify that the women were there that night because
both of them were away, Roger Remyngton in Harfleur and Alice Remyngton
apparently in the service of Nicholas Middleton, knight. Alice was like a servant

19 Walker c Kydde (1418–19), CP.F.79.
20 Listed T&C no. 293.
21 Id., T&C no. 294.
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to them (quasi serviens), and she had the governance of the house while they
were away. All five witnesses are quite clear about the arrangement of the com-
plex of their buildings, Roger particularly so. Roger brought to court a cord
and rod that he used to measure the distance between the buildings, about
eight feet. The foundations are stone, but only about a foot in height. The rest
is wattle and daub. The heads of the beds adjoin the adjacent walls, and so one
in the bed of one building could hear someone in the bed of the other building
if they spoke in a loud voice. On the basis of this testimony, Richard Arnall,
the commissary general, confirms Burgh’s judgment for Alice.

In many ways this case resembles Thomson c Wylson, with the genders
reversed. I don’t believe that Alice’s witnesses heard the exchange of marital con-
sent through the walls any more than I believe that Robert Thomson’s witnesses
heard a similar exchange when they were hiding in the thorn bushes. Also,
neither set of witnesses to the defendant’s absence inspires confidence. In the
case of Thomson c Wylson, I suggested that it was not the strength of the wit-
nesses to absence but the weakness of the witnesses to the principal case that led
to the judgment for Marjorie. Why does an equally weak case for the plaintiff
not lead to the same result here?

The answer may well be that Alice is obviously a woman wronged. She has
a child and no husband, and there is no reason why the father of her child
cannot marry her. Two seemingly respectable women are willing to put their
souls on the line in support of the proposition that John did marry her,22 and
his defense fails spectacularly. John’s alibi witnesses are no more convincing
than such witnesses had been for centuries, and their attempt to demonstrate
that her witnesses could not have heard what they said they heard fails in the
face of a graphic demonstration by respectable people that they could have.

That does not mean that they did. If the women were in the other building,
and they may have been, I suspect that all they heard was John and Alice having
sexual intercourse. The rest they probably learned from Alice.

This is the earliest case in this group. Richard Arnall was later to decide
the Pulayn case against the plaintiff, and from then on, fifteenth-century judges
consistently decide for a defendant who raises a credible, even if barely credible,
claim of absence. None of the unsuccessful plaintiffs, however, puts in a claim
to have been a woman wronged as powerful as that of Alice. Agnes Brignall
comes close, but she is not responsible for an illegitimate child; she has her
own house, and if we can judge from the age of her sister, she was old enough
to know what she was doing when she repeatedly had intercourse with John
Herford. Then, too, in many of the cases that defendants win, there are more
than hints that the defendant is of higher station or wealthier than the plaintiff,
although that defense is raised specifically in only one case.

In the case in which the defense is raised, it does seem to have some validity.
Alice Roger seems to have been running an inn in Adwalton.23 She also owns

22 John’s attempt to impugn their characters does not succeed.
23 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 295.
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a hayfield and has two male and two female servants to help her with the
haying. Nothing would suggest that William Wikeley was of similar status. His
pleadings emphasize how much he gave Alice by way of gifts before the alleged
marriage, allegations that his own witnesses do not completely support.24

For the rest we have to go on hints. Nicholas Danby’s witnesses seem to
be trying to emphasize what an important person he is. He is described as a
chandler of York. Margaret Barley, the plaintiff in the case, lives in another
man’s house. She may have been a servant, though she is not so described. John
Herford, as we have seen, has what seems to be a relative who is a monk of St
Mary’s York, and his witnesses are trying to impress us with the guest list at
the dinner at the Lion in Pontefract. Agnes Brignall, though she has her own
house, seems to be a cut below. Robert Wylson, Marjorie’s father, has three
servants and local men waiting for him to come home from a big wedding feast
in a neighboring parish so that they may do business with him. There are no
indications of the status of Robert Thomson. In all of these cases, the judge
may have suspected that the plaintiff was trying to improve his or her status by
marrying up.

In one three-party case in the fifteenth century, the defense of absence fails.
Early in 1431, John Thorp of (South) Stainley sued Agnes Shilbotill of Scarbor-
ough, claiming a de presenti informal contract of marriage.25 He introduced five
witnesses, two to an exchange of present consent in the house of one Northeby
in Kingston upon Hull on 1 January 1431, and two others to an exchange of
present consent in the house of one Menthorp in Scarborough on 29 Novem-
ber 1430. The fifth speaks of events about two weeks before Christmas. It is
unclear whether he is describing the 29 November or 1 January event (and is
confused about the dates) or whether he is describing yet a third exchange.
It is probably the latter. Whichever is the case, his testimony is thereafter
ignored.

Over the course of the spring of 1431, Agnes introduced 20 witnesses to her
absence from both events, the depositions of 12 of which have survived. The
testimony with regard to the events on 1 January is particularly problematical.
The witnesses say that at the time about which the previous witnesses testified,
Agnes was not in the parlor of Northeby’s house; rather she was in the hall,
drinking with the other guests. Those about her absence on 29 November have
a better story: Agnes was not in Menthorp’s house that day but someplace else
in Scarborough.26

We know from the judgment in the case that John filed a replication to these
exceptions. Testimony may have been taken on this replication, but if it was, it
has not survived. Sentence was not rendered until 12 May 1432, when Robert
Alne as special commissary of Roger Esyngwald, the commissary general, found
for John, and Agnes appealed to the Apostolic See.

24 Disc. T&C no. 296.
25 Thorp and Sereby c Shilbotill (1431–4), CP.F.113, 324.
26 Lit. T&C no. 297.
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In April of 1433, the court issued a letter patent saying that the appeal to
Rome had failed for non-prosecution and sent a copy to John. In May of the
same year, Richard Sereby, late of Scarborough (Agnes is now also so described),
filed a proposition against the process in the previous case on the grounds that
John’s witnesses had lied and that he and Agnes had contracted marriage and
solemnized it. He introduced five witnesses to his exchange of present consent
with Agnes in his house in Scarborough in June of 1430.

John intervened in the case. (So far as we can tell, Agnes did not defend
this case.) He introduced nine witnesses to support the proposition that all of
Richard’s witnesses were out of the diocese when they said that they were in
Scarborough; they were in Lincoln, in Barton on Humber, in Carlisle diocese.
Richard replicated against John’s exception witnesses and introduced 10 wit-
nesses attacking those of John. One of the witnesses had the rector go through
the tithe books where they discovered that a witness who said he lived in a
particular town did not. Another was said to be a relative of John’s.

On 4 November 1434, Roger Esyngwald as special commissary of the official
rendered judgment against Richard. Both Richard and Agnes appealed to the
Apostolic See, and apostoli were granted. Nothing more survives of the case at
York.

Shilbotill is not a common name, and it is probable that Agnes was related
to John Shilbotill, a York proctor who practiced for a brief period in the early
1400s.27 She is almost certainly connected with Robert Shilbotill, senior, whose
will was probated in 1409 and who also came from Scarborough.28 She does
not seem, however, to have been the daughter of either man, because she is
described in the case as the daughter of William Northeby,29 one of the few
facts given in the case that we have no reason to disbelieve. The fact that she
is called Shilbotill throughout the case, rather than by her father’s surname,
suggests that her connection, whatever it was, with the Shilbotills was socially
more important than that with the Northebys. It is possible that she was the
widow of one of the Shilbotills, perhaps even of John or of his son, though she
is never so called. In the depositions about her alleged marriage on 1 January
1431, she is said to be wearing black, an odd color for a medieval woman to
be wearing to a party unless she were a widow. Her probable relationship to
the proctor also suggests that the York court and its personnel might have been
sympathetic to her case. There is some evidence of this. The documentation in
the case is elaborate. The depositions of the 20 witnesses whom she produces
in the first instance could well have been transcribed at ‘cut rates’. Ultimately,
however, the court is unable to decide for her at first instance, and matters go

27 He disappears before 1410. Dasef, Lawyers, 90. Dasef was not able to develop a biography of
Shilbotill, though he mentions him in id. passim.

28 See Carthorp and Shilbotill c Bautre (1415–17), CP.F.69.
29 Perhaps the man, or a relative of the man, in whose house the New Year’s party was held in

Kingston in 1431.
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from bad to worse. Her initial appeal to the Apostolic See goes nowhere. This
could well have been because she did not have the money to pursue it. (The
alternative, that William Driffield, her proctor, simply neglected to pursue it, is
possible, but if he had failed in this regard, one suspects that Agnes would have
hired another proctor for the second instance.)30

The court was obviously skeptical of Richard’s entire case. It has all the hall-
marks of an afterthought, designed to defeat Thorp’s claim after the first appeal
to Rome failed. I must confess, however, some skepticism about Thorp’s claim as
well. The two men, one of whom was Thorp’s father’s servant, hanging around
in the door of the parlor do not make very powerful witnesses to the supposed
marriage on 1 January, and while there is less on its face to warrant skepticism
about the earlier claim (29 November), the fact that Thorp thought it necessary
to make up what he claims about 1 January casts doubts on what he claims
about 29 November. It is striking how in all this documentation, Agnes’s voice
is simply not heard. We must puzzle why the court did not question Agnes about
the whole affair. Some well-put questions in the manner of those we will see
shortly that the court put to Agnes Kichyn might have clarified the matter and
certainly could not have made it any more confused.31 As it is, at the distance
of almost six hundred years, we may question whether justice was done, and
we may hope that this time the appeal to the Apostolic See got off the ground.

What needs to be explained, however, is why the York court behaved as it did
in this case. If we discount Richard Sereby’s story entirely, as we may be entitled
to do, what distinguishes this case from the others that plaintiffs lost in the same
period when faced with exceptions of absence? It may be the cumulative effect
of John Thorp’s stories, coupled with the fact that there is no indication that he
was of lower status than Agnes. The cumulative effect of John’s initial witnesses
is that something was going on between Agnes and him around Advent and
Christmastime in 1430. They were probably together in Menthorp’s house in
Scarborough on 29 November. They certainly were at the party in Kingston on
1 January. Something probably happened a couple of weeks before Christmas,
though only one witness testifies to it. What distinguishes this case, then, from
the ones that plaintiffs lost is that we have evidence of a continuous relationship
over a period of more than a month. For some reason, Agnes changed her mind.
By February, she was determined not to marry John, but by that time she may
have said too much. The court was not going to upset more than a century of
plaintiff-friendly judgments in her case.32

Another way of testing whether there is really a difference between the two
centuries with regard to two-party cases is to ask what fourteenth-century cases
might have come out differently if the court in that century had behaved more
like the court in the fifteenth century. Merton c Midelton certainly might have

30 Disc. T&C no. 298.
31 See text following n. 52.
32 Disc. T&C no. 299.
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come out differently.33 While we had our usual doubts about the exception of
absence in that case, the testimony about the de futuro contract was weak, and
one of the witnesses to the contract dramatically reversed her testimony in the
court of York. We can be less sure about the two other two-party cases with
judgments for plaintiffs in which the exception of absence is raised.34 In both
cases, we lack the depositions on the exception of absence. In one case, the
plaintiff tells a powerful story of a woman wronged, but the fifteenth-century
court might have focused more on the ambiguity of the exchange of future
consent that preceded the intercourse that led to the birth of a child.35 (We
should recall, however, that the one fifteenth-century two-party case in which
the exception of absence does not prevail is a story of a woman wronged.)36 In
the other case, the plaintiff introduced reasonably convincing witnesses to the
defendant’s presence at a time quite close to the contract, a feature that is not
present in any of our fifteenth-century cases, with the possible exception of the
Shilbotill case, and in Shilbotill, too, the exception of absence fails.37

A Slight Tilt in the Direction of Defendants?

We deal here with four cases that are not covered in previous or subsequent
discussions. They are all fifteenth-century marriage-enforcement actions that
resulted in judgments for defendants. The question that we ask about them is
whether they collectively or individually provide any evidence that the fifteenth-
century court was slightly more favorable to defendants than it had been in the
fourteenth.

Berwick c Frankiss is the least amenable to such an inference.38 In a marriage-
enforcement action brought by Thomas Berwick alias Taverner of Pontefract
against Agnes Frankiss of the same, the plaintiff introduces two witnesses who
describe matrimonial negotiations between Thomas’s father and Agnes’s. John
Taverner, Thomas’s father, agreed to give to Thomas and Agnes and the heirs
of their bodies lawfully begotten his entire tenement in the town of Ponte-
fract where he lived; Agnes’s parents agreed to give them £10. Then the cou-
ple exchanged de presenti consent. Clearly, Thomas’s witnesses already know
what the defense is going to be, for one says that the couple exchanged consent
“purely and freely and without any compulsion or coercion whatsoever so far
as the witness in any way knew or perceived.”39

It is this last point that Agnes’s nine witnesses seek to refute. They all agree
that Agnes’s parents forced her to consent, and a number of them testify that
they beat her with a stick (baculus) in order to get her to consent. After this

33 Ch 2, at nn. 8–10.
34 Listed T&C no. 300.
35 Waller c Kyrkeby (n. 34).
36 Walker c Kydde (n. 19).
37 Tailour c Beek (n. 34); on Carthorp and Shilbotill c Bautre, see n. 32.
38 Berwick c Frankiss (1441–2), CP.F.223.
39 Id., T&C no. 301.
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testimony, it is not surprising that Robert Dobbes, the commissary general,
renders judgment for Agnes.

It is hard to imagine that the fourteenth-century court would not have
decided this case the same way. It is true that there is one case in the four-
teenth century decided for the plaintiff where the defendant’s great-uncle is
said to have threatened to throw the defendant down a well if she did not con-
sent, but the witnesses in that case are at pains to point out that the threat was
not credible, because others were present who would have seen to it that the
threat was not carried out.40 Here, if we believe the witnesses, we have more
than threats of physical force; we have the force itself.41

All that survives in Joan Kurkeby of York c William Holme of Cawood is the
sentence for the defendant.42 From it we learn that Joan had produced only one
witness who was not even examined. The fact that the court was unwilling to
examine the singular witness may indicate some lack of sympathy with Joan’s
case. (“Joan, you need two witnesses; we’re not going to bother to examine your
first witness until we can be sure that you have another.”) But it hardly indicates
a departure from fourteenth-century practice. The two-witness requirement was
well established in the fourteenth century, and none of the judgments for plain-
tiffs in the fourteenth century is based on the testimony of one witness alone.

In Wakfeld c Fox, there were more than two witnesses, but they did not
testify to the same event.43 The depositions have been in print for some time
and may briefly be summarized here:44 Christina de Knaresburgh testifies that
Thomas Fox brought Isabella de Wakfeld to him almost four years previously
to have her work as an apprentice seamstress. She questioned them about their
relationship, and, rather coyly, they said that they were engaged to be married.45

She also testifies that the couple regularly had intercourse around this time, “as
she believes.” Another witness was present at the confession, but Christina
knew only her Christian name, and she does not appear. Joan Bever testifies
that at approximately the same time of which Christina spoke, Isabella and
Thomas appeared at her house asking for lodging. Her husband said that he
would not give it to them unless they exchanged words of present consent in
his presence, and they did. They stayed in her house for six days, lying in the
same bed naked. Joan is required to repeat her testimony. She confirms what
she previously said and adds that what she had said is a matter of publica fama
in York and particularly in the parishes from which she and Christina came. A
third witness says that at approximately the same time, though he is the most
vague about the date, he was present with one John Ward in the chambers of
the dean of Christianity of York when Thomas and Isabella were cited before

40 Thomeson c Belamy (Ch 4, at n. 48).
41 Lit. T&C no. 302.
42 Kurkeby c Holme (c. 1420), CP.F.32/12 recto (i)
43 Wakfeld c Fox (1402), CP.F.22.
44 Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 228–9.
45 Ibid., T&C no. 303.
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the dean for fornication. They confessed the fornication but said that they were
engaged to be married (ad matrimonium contrahendum affidati). Because of
this, the dean gave them a lighter penance. John Ward also testifies, but all that
he remembers is that the dean told him that two people whose names he cannot
remember were affianced.

On the basis of this testimony, Robert de Ascheburn, the commissary general,
rendered sentence for Thomas. Isabella appealed to the official, but no result
on appeal is recorded.

The case has been used to illustrate the legal rule that there must be two wit-
nesses to the same event.46 That some canonists announce such a rule is undeni-
able,47 but the law about what made a ‘full proof’ was complicated. Suffice it
to say here that at least in some circumstances, some authors would allow a
‘half-full’ proof (such as that provided by one unimpeachable witness) to be
converted into a full proof by other indicia, such as circumstantial evidence or
solid evidence of publica fama.48 This is not to say that Ascheburn’s judgment
was wrong, but that it might have gone the other way. Indeed, there is evidence
that Ascheburn was thinking along these lines, because he ordered the repeti-
tion of Joan Bever’s testimony, a repetition that added what could have been
the crucial element of publica fama.

We may have some sympathy for Isabella. An apprentice seamstress was
fairly far down on the social ladder, and she may have lacked both the resources
and the clout to put on a more convincing case. It probably would have taken
very little more to change the result in this case. Thinking along these lines,
however, might lead us to question whether Ascheburn may not have done
the right thing, totally apart from the rules about what made up a full proof.
Christina was Isabella’s mistress; she may be still. She tells a charming story,
but she can’t even remember the surname of the other woman who is supposed
to have been there. Joan Bever has every reason to testify to what she said;
otherwise, she and her husband would be running a house for assignations
between the young people of York. The story she tells is basically a story of
what her husband did, but where is her husband? There is no suggestion that
he is dead or out of the province; why did he not come with her to testify? The
same questions may be raised about the events that are supposed to have taken
place before the dean of Christianity. We can have little doubt that deans did
mitigate penances for couples who said they were affianced, but did this dean
do it for this couple? John Ward, who is supposed to have been there, cannot
remember a thing about it.49

Kichyn c Thomson provides the clearest indication of a slight tilt in favor
of defendants in the fifteenth century.50 In February of 1411, Agnes Kichyn of

46 Id., 228.
47 Id. at n. 31 has a quotation from Hostiensis that is squarely on point.
48 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 304.
49 Disc. T&C no. 305.
50 Kichyn c Thomson (1411–12), CP.F.42.
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Redmire sued William Thomson of the same before the commissary general of
the official of the archdeacon of Richmond. William conceded that he had had
intercourse with Agnes but denied that he had contracted with her. Two wit-
nesses, one of them Agnes’s brother, testify that a year ago in a field in Redmire,
they heard Agnes and William contract. The first witness says that Alice said “I
will have thee,” and William said “I will espouse thee and take thee to wife.”
The brother says that both of them said “I will have thee.” The first witness is
recalled and asked again about just what was said. This time he gives his testi-
mony in English and settles on “I will wede the.”51

At this point William appealed to the court of York. The grounds of the
appeal are a bit unclear. They seem to include both that the judge should not
have reexamined the witnesses and that he should not take desponsare to mean
the same thing as habere.52 The Richmond judge declared the appeal frivolous
and set the case down for sentencing. William was contumacious, and the judge
found for Agnes. William then entered his appeal in the court of York, alleging
for his grounds that the Richmond judge refused to allow his appeal before
sentencing and rendered an unjust sentence.

The record in the court of York consists of judicial examinations of both
Agnes and William, and a sentence by Richard Arnall for William, reversing
the Richmond judgment. Agnes gives the most circumstantial account that we
have of the events in the field. Her brother said to William, “The reason for
my coming here is to find out how it stands between thee and Agnes my sister,
and whether you have contracted marriage with each other.” Agnes then said,
“William, you know well that on various occasions when you urged me on
to have intercourse, you promised that if I would allow you to know me car-
nally, you would take me as your wife.” William said, “I confess this well, and
whatever I promised you before this time, I will perform with a good heart.”53

That is all he said. After that they had intercourse many times. William, whose
examination is much shorter, once more confesses that he had intercourse with
Agnes and denies having contracted with her.

Each of the formulae that the parties are alleged to have used raises legal
problems.54 “I will have thee (volo habere te),” as we have seen, was normally
taken as words of the present tense, although there was an argument that it
should be regarded as words of the future tense. If that is what the parties said,
however, it should make no difference in this case because intercourse was
conceded (though it is not entirely clear that subsequent intercourse was conce-
ded). “I will espouse thee (volo desponsare te)” has the same problem as volo
habere te (should the expression of will be taken as implying a present will
or a future intention?), with the additional problem that it suggests that an

51 Ibid., T&C no. 306.
52 The quotation in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 39 and n. 51, would seem to have been drawn

from this aborted appeal.
53 CP.F.42, T&C no. 307.
54 See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, at 38–9.
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espousal, even one of the future tense, has not yet taken place. There is even
more ambiguity in the Middle English “I will wede the.” Does it refer to a
future wedding in the modern sense? Or does it refer to an intention or promise
to make a pledge sometime in the future, that is, not a contract but a promise
to contract?55 It is possible, then, to understand these words as not constituting
future consent to marry, and hence the subsequent intercourse did not create
a marriage. “I will do what I promised before” raises the obvious question of
what was promised before. There were no witnesses to the previous promise,
but William confessed the promise, at least according to Agnes, and what he
confessed is hard not to take as a seduction with a promise of marriage.

We should remember, however, that William was denying that he contracted
at all. He did so once in his litis contestatio in Richmond; he did so again under
oath before Arnall. On Agnes’s side, we have three, possibly four, versions
of what was said, only one of which is clearly sufficient to constitute marital
consent. If we incline toward Agnes, as the commissary general of Richmond
clearly did, one can certainly see how one could decide in her favor. Totally apart
from the legal issues that each of these phrases raises, however, one can certainly
see how Arnall came out the other way. Agnes did not have a full canonical
proof of any of the statements. Her brother is a suspect witness because of the
relationship. The independent witness did not testify to the same words, and
Agnes, when questioned, had yet a third version of what was said.56 When
we couple these facts with the decided impression given by the processus from
Richmond that the lower court judge was being high-handed, the result at York
is quite understandable.

It is, however, a quite different result from that in Merton c Midelton. In that
case, too, there was evidence of high-handedness in the lower court, and the
proof of what the parties had said was none too clear. In that case, however, the
fourteenth-century court decided for the plaintiff; the fifteenth-century court,
faced with a similar case, did not.

Force

Fourteen cases in the fifteenth century raise a defense of force to a marriage-
enforcement action or seek a dissolution of one on the grounds of force
(Table 3.3). Most of them tell stories and have results indistinguishable from
those in the fourteenth century;57 three tell quite different stories and will be
dealt with in the next section. Two tell a story with which we should be familiar
from the fourteenth century but which have quite different results.

In 1443, Christine widow of Robert Haryngton, knight, of Bishophill, York,
sued her husband Thomas Sayvell, knight, of Thornhill, York, for divorce on the
ground that her marriage had been forced.58 Six witnesses testify to the solemn

55 Disc. T&C no. 308.
56 Disc. T&C no. 309.
57 E.g., Berwick c Frankiss (at nn. 38–41).
58 Haryngton c Sayvell (1443), CP.F.263.
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marriage between the couple, celebrated in the church of St Mary, Bishopthorpe,
by the vicar of Silkstone. They also testify that Christine was weeping at the time
and that she married Thomas because she feared her former husband’s brother,
Thomas Haryngton of Hornby, and that she slept with Sayvell only two nights,
in her shift, and did not have intercourse with him. Five further witnesses, led
by Thomas Haryngton, are examined on commission by the archdeacon of
Richmond.59 Thomas testifies that he threatened to deprive Christine of her
dower lands if she did not marry Sayvell. He had power over the lands, he said,
because his brother had left no charters to testify to them. The other witnesses
confirm the story. There is no record of any defense by Sayvell, and considering
the rapidity with which the case proceeded, it is unlikely that he put one in.
Richard Langton, as special commissary of the commissary general, rendered
sentence for Christine less than three months after she had put in her libel.60

From the point of view of the common law, the background of this case is rel-
atively easy to decipher. Thomas Haryngton was almost certainly his brother’s
heir. As such, he was obliged to assign Christine her dower. His threat was,
therefore, legally an empty one. Thomas had the obligation whether there were
charters or not, and Christine could have brought an action for dower unde
nihil habet against him if he did not assign her “reasonable dower.”61 But the
threat may not have been an idle one in the real world. Christine might not
have known what a strong case she had; process in the central royal courts
where the action would have had to be brought was expensive and slow, and
Westminster was a long way from Yorkshire. Hence, I have no doubt that the
threats, which everyone, including Thomas, concedes took place, could have
led Christine to marry a man whom she would not otherwise have married.

From the point of view of the canon law and of the practice of the York
court, the case is considerably more troubling. Although the law itself had
some ambiguities, the standard usually proposed (derived from a decretal of
Alexander III) was “the fear that could turn a constant woman.” This was
normally taken to mean that there had to be physical force, or at least threats
of it. All of the fourteenth-century cases in which force was successfully alleged
(and, indeed, all of the fifteenth-century cases except this one and one other
to be discussed right after this one) involve physical force or threats of it, and
many seem to require a quite high degree of physical force or real credibility of
the threat.62 The one possible exception in the fourteenth century is probably
best seen as a case involving nonage, rather than force.63

Now it must be confessed that in most of the other cases, the defense or
claim of force was quite vigorously resisted, and most do not involve parties of
as high a social status as this one,64 but annulments were not normally given

59 Thomas Kempe, BDiv, ref. T&C no. 310.
60 The libel is dated 3 May, the sentence 23 July.
61 Lit. T&C no. 311.
62 Listed and disc. T&C no. 312.
63 Aungier c Malcake (Ch 4, n. 235).
64 Ref. and disc. T&C no. 313.
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just because the parties wanted them, and not everyone who called himself a
knight or a lady got what he or she wanted. There are two factors that might
explain why the court seems so lenient in this case. First, the marriage was
not consummated. We may be skeptical, but the witnesses firmly support this
proposition. There was a respectable body of canonic literature that held that
an unconsummated de presenti marriage could be dissolved; it was not indis-
soluble in the eyes of God. The law of the church was that the only ground for
such a dissolution was the entry of one of the parties into religion, but this was
human law. We have also seen that in the beginning of the fifteenth century, the
popes, quite quietly, began to issue dispensations in such cases.65 That this was
happening was not widely known until later in the century, but the personnel
of the York court could have known that it was happening. If they did, it might
account for the court’s quite relaxed attitude toward granting the divorce in this
case.

Second, if we focus, once more, on the fact that the marriage was not consum-
mated, it is at least possible that there is a fact in this case that does not appear
in the record. Perhaps the marriage was not consummated because Sayvell
could not consummate it; he was impotent. This would have given Christine an
unimpeachable ground for divorce, but bringing such a case would have been
embarrassing for Sayvell. We have already seen how one fourteenth-century
knight used force to try to prevent his wife from raising such a claim (which
was almost certainly valid), and the ‘inspection by matrons’ that we see in other
such cases could hardly have been pleasant for men far below the social status
of a knight.66 If this situation were known to the court, that might explain why
the parties were allowed to proceed to obtain a divorce on grounds legally more
dubious but socially far less embarrassing.

Thirty years later, the court may have been prepared to go further. Witnesses
for Margaret daughter of Stephen Dalling of Easingwold, who is defending a
matrimonial enforcement action brought against her by William son of Robert
Smyth of the same,67 testify that her father told her “thou shall never have peny-
worth of goodes of myne and thou shall have goddis malisoun and mynn” if she
did not marry Robert. They also say that she had dissented from the arrange-
ment before the contract and that they had never seen the couple “speaking
amicably or favorably as husband and wife” since the time of the contract.68

They do not testify about any physical force or threats of it. It is perhaps sig-
nificant that Margaret alleges that the couple never had intercourse and that
William does not deny this allegation, much less introduce testimony to coun-
ter it.

On the basis of these two cases it has been argued that a credible threat of loss
of inheritance, absent physical force, could, under some circumstances, lead to

65 See Ch 1, at n. 6.
66 Paynell c Cantilupe (Ch 4, n. 240); cf. Lambhird c Sundirson (Ch 4, n. 241).
67 Smyth c Dalling (1484–5), CP.F.268.
68 Lit. T&C no. 314.
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the invalidation of a marriage on the ground of force.69 Without denying the
truth of that statement, it might perhaps be better to say that in the fifteenth
century, the York court was willing to dissolve an unconsummated present-
consent marriage where it seems clear that the only reason why the woman
consented was that she feared the loss of money that she reasonably expected
or to which she was entitled. It is probably also important that in both cases,
the woman consented only once and was known to have dissented both before
and immediately thereafter. It probably also helped in the development of this
practice that the first case in which we know that it happened may have been
a case in which there was another diriment impediment, although it was one
that would have been awkward to prove.

new story-patterns

Abduction

There are four cases in the fifteenth-century cause papers in which a woman
alleges that she has been abducted. There are none in the fourteenth century,
although the circumstances described by the witnesses in one case may indicate
that something like an abduction lay behind it.70

We begin with the case where the facts seem the clearest (and even here they
are not really clear).71 In 1414, Thomas Peron of Crayke sued Alice Newby
of Skipton on Swale, alleging that they had contracted marriage. The case was
heard by summary procedure. We know that Alice put in a factum contrarium
that she was forced to consent, and Thomas replied that no force was applied.
Only one set of depositions survives, and that may have been all there were,
because the witnesses testify both to the contract and to the question of force.

They tell quite a story. According to the testimony, Thomas Peron, his two
brothers, and 11 other men,72 descended on the fields of Skipton on Swale
on horseback in the beginning of August a year earlier and picked up Alice
who was haying in the fields with her mother and brothers. They carried
her off to the wood and park of Crayke, where they encountered William
de Berkesworth, donzel, who was accompanied by 12 men, also on horseback.
Thomas and William’s group agreed to leave the park because it was a part of the
domain of John, the king’s brother.73 They rode into the fields of Crayke, where
William said to Alice: “Alice, what are you doing here? Do you want to have
Thomas Peron as your husband?” She answered, “If it is my parents’ will.”74

William questioned her again, at least according to some versions of the story,

69 Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 94.
70 Whitheved c Crescy (Ch 4, n. 51).
71 Peron c Newby (1414–15), CP.F.68.
72 Details T&C no. 315.
73 This would be Henry V’s brother John, shortly to become duke of Bedford and earl of Richmond.
74 CP.F.68, T&C no. 316.
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insisting that she say yes or no, unconditionally. He also swore that as he would
be answerable on judgment day, no one wanted to do her any harm. Alice then
said, “By my faith, I want to have this Thomas as my husband, not requiring
or having the consent of my parents or anyone else.”75 Then, William told her
to take Thomas’s hand. (They were both on horseback, she on the back of
Thomas’s brother’s horse.) William once more gave her an opportunity to back
out, and once more she declared her will. She and Thomas then exchanged
words of present consent.

What happened after that is a bit unclear. Thomas’s brother testifies that
William insisted that he bring Alice back to Topcliffe because of the capture in
the king’s brother’s jurisdiction, but William promised to hand her over there to
Thomas, who is described as her husband, and his party. As they were riding off,
Alice (now apparently on the back of William’s horse) cried out that William
was going to bring her back to her relatives. She asked Thomas’s brother to
take her to Crayke to his parents’ house. In the end, however, she rode off with
William, who immediately delivered her to her parents, who kept her from
Thomas ever since.

This story is told by three witnesses, all of whom were members of Thomas’s
party. Different witnesses provide different details. According to two of them,
the abduction had been arranged by Alice and Thomas, making use of a go-
between, whom one witness calls Emma. Another is particularly clear that
William broke his promise when he took Alice away. Yet another says that
Alice was crying when the party swooped down and picked her up, but as soon
as she was out of sight of her relatives, she ceased to cry. Still another, however,
makes the potentially damaging concession that when she contracted, Alice was
“in the power and governance” of Thomas and his party.76

William Berkesworth also testifies. His deposition is damaged in places,
including at the critical spot where he testifies as to whether Alice’s consent was
ultimately conditional on that of her parents. His testimony is less detailed and,
perhaps understandably, he says less about his own role in shaping the exchange
of consent between Alice and Thomas, and his own subsequent perfidy. What
he does say, however, generally confirms what the members of Thomas’s party
had said.

Richard Burgh, special commissary of the commissary general, Richard
Arnall, rendered judgment for Alice. Thomas appealed to the audience of the
commissary general, who once more delegated the case to a special commissary,
John Selawe, inceptor in canon law, who affirmed Burgh’s decision, approxi-
mately a year after the depositions were taken. Thomas appealed again to the
audience of the commissary general, and here the documentation ceases.

A few things may be said about this case with a reasonable amount of cer-
tainty. In the first place, if anything like what the witnesses described happened,
Thomas Peron, and probably his friends, could have been prosecuted for rape

75 Ibid., T&C no. 317.
76 Ibid., T&C no. 318.
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before the king’s justices by Alice’s parents (or by indictment). What they did
was a felony under the ‘statute of Rapes’ of 1382,77 and for these purposes,
Alice’s consent was irrelevant, so long as her parents did not consent, which
they clearly did not. Secondly, it seems to have been the rule in the central royal
courts that a deed made or an obligation incurred while the grantor or obligor
was ‘imprisoned’ by the grantee or obligee was void. The word ‘imprisoned’
seems to have been taken broadly and might well include Alice’s circumstances
in this case.78

We are dealing here with the canon law, however, and not the common law.
In addition to the general rules about force and fear, as previously outlined,
the canon law had a set of specific rules that dealt with raptus, a term that
can mean forcible rape in the modern sense but also abduction and, at least in
some circumstances, abduction that was consented to by the person abducted
but not by her parents. Out of a confused body of law from the past, some
statements of which suggested that raptus created a diriment impediment to
marriage, Gratian had created what seems to us to be a reasonable compromise.
The rapta could validly marry her raptor, but only after he had released her
and she and her father consented to the marriage.79 Decretals both of Lucius
and Innocent made it clear that it was the choice of the woman and not of her
father that was the relevant choice.80 They did not make clear whether the rapta
had to be released before she could validly consent, and the standard canoni-
cal commentaries are also unclear on the point, but one might argue that that
piece of Gratian’s resolution was still in effect.81

If we assume that the testimony we have is all the testimony that there was,
this is not an easy case. Under the general law on force and fear, it is not clear
that a sufficient amount of force was applied to Alice to invalidate her consent.
William’s presence, and the fact that Thomas and his friends were following his
directions, might have led the court to hold that she did not at that point have
a reasonable fear that serious harm would come to her if she did not consent.
(And, of course, we have to discount entirely the testimony that the abduction
had been arranged by Thomas and Alice.) If we have recourse to the law on
raptus, however, we can see a line that the court might have taken, even if we
take the testimony as valid: A woman who is abducted must be released by her
abductors before she can validly consent to marriage.

As in the case of Agnes Shilbotill, we have to wonder why the court did not,
so far as we can tell, question Alice. Perhaps it did, and perhaps she told a
quite different story. The record we have before us, however, suggests that the
court was more concerned about Alice’s parents than it was about Alice. It also

77 5 Ric. 2, stat. 1, c. 6; see Post, “Sir Thomas West and the Statute of Rapes.”
78 See Donahue, in Year Books 6 Richard II, introd. 99, and sources cited in n. 93.
79 Ref. T&C no. 319.
80 X 5.17.6 (Lucius III, Cum causam); X 5.17.7 (Innocent III, Accedens). See also Köstler, Väterliche

Ehebewilligung, 132–6, and sources cited.
81 Ref. and disc. T&C no. 320.
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suggests that the commissary general, Richard Arnall, was reluctant to come to
a final decision about the matter. He delegated the case twice, knowing full well
that it was the practice of the court to allow appeals from special commissaries
to the judge who had commissioned them. Even if he had rendered a decision,
another appeal to the official would have been possible.

Thomas seems to have abandoned the case after the second adverse judg-
ment. It is possible, however, that the case was compromised. Thomas did not
bring his case until almost a year after the events occurred. If Alice’s parents
were simply refusing to speak to him, we would suspect that he would have
sued sooner. Perhaps negotiations were going on, and the issue was not whether
but how much.

One must imagine that the court was relieved to see the last of Thomas. The
gap between the secular law and the canon law on this topic was wide indeed.
The canonists note this gap (referring to Roman law, not English common law)
and are insistent that the canon law prevails.82 If the court had ultimately held
for Thomas, which is to say, if it ultimately held that Thomas and Alice were
of one mind on the topic and only parental opposition stood in the way, the
potential for conflict with the secular authorities would have been great. To
hold that a valid marriage could be formed in the course of a potentially capital
felony would be strange indeed.

The only other abduction case in which a judgment is recorded is a competi-
tor case.83 The documentation is complicated, and not all of it has survived,
but enough has that we can reconstruct the course of the litigation with rea-
sonable certainty. At the end of July in 1410, both John de Thornton, citizen
and merchant of York, and John Dale (no place of residence given) sued Agnes
widow of Hugh Grantham of York,84 each claiming that she had married him.
Agnes confessed Thornton’s suit, and it rapidly became apparent that they had
contracted a de presenti marriage in the arbor of the garden of John Laxton’s
house in the parish of St Michael le Belfrey in York on the preceding 19 July.
There are six solid witnesses to this marriage, and no one thereafter challenges
it. Agnes had also precontracted marriage with Dale on 3 July; that, too, is
undenied. The question is whether she was forced to do so.

Agnes was a brewer and a tavern-keeper; she was probably about 60. Thorn-
ton is described as a bailiff of York and one of the 24 seniores of the city; he
was probably in his 40s. Dale is variously described as being 24 or 30; he was
a famulus of William Ferriby, the master of St Leonard’s hospital.

Agnes’s story emerges from a remarkable set of positions and articles (with
answers by Dale) and from the testimony of a number of witnesses.85 On 3 July,

82 E.g., X 5.17.7 v◦ Accedens (Venice, 1572), p. 1014b–1015a.
83 Thornton and Dale c Grantham (1410–11), CP.F.38.
84 Agnes may have been the widow of the York apparitor of the same name (personal communi-

cation from David Dasef).
85 Details T&C no. 321.
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Agnes set out with Thomas, her son, and Alice, her servant, for Acomb to eat
with William Ferriby at his grange there. For a long time, Alice had supplied
William and his familia with beer, but the main reason for this particular visit
was that Dale had told her that if she dined with William the next day, she
might get a benefice that was in William’s gift for her son (who is described in
some of the depositions as a deacon). On the king’s highway en route to Acomb,
the party was met by Dale and two accomplices, one of them the forester of
Healaugh Park. They seized Agnes and threw her like a sack athwart one of
their horses and offered violence to Alice and Thomas, warning them not to
follow. They took Agnes to the forester’s lodge in Healaugh Park, where they
threatened her with physical injury and said that they would take her deep into
Knaresborough Forest if she did not exchange matrimonial words with Dale.
Dale also threatened to rape her. Eventually, after trying to resist, she gave
in and said the matrimonial words. After one of the accomplices went to the
grange to ask William’s advice, they then took Agnes to the village of Healaugh
and made her repeat the vows before bystanders.

Meanwhile, Alice and Thomas were off getting help. Alice had tried first at
the grange, and when William had been unhelpful, she returned to York and
aroused several of Agnes’s neighbors. Thomas got a horse and some recruits
near where the abduction had taken place. They all (or at least the York party)
caught up with Agnes in Healaugh, apparently after Agnes had confessed her
vows before witnesses. She had been flattering her captors in an attempt to get
free. They must have thought she was reconciled to the marriage, because after
she informally confessed it to her friends, Dale let her go. Immediately she went
to the grange, renounced the vows, and upbraided William. Then, when she
got back to York, she gathered more witnesses and renounced again. Witnesses
testify that during the whole day, she was trembling too much to get a glass
to her lips, and so drank nothing. She seems to have stayed in her house for
about another fortnight, but after the contract with Thornton, she moved in
with William Pomfret, Thornton’s business partner in the parish of All Saints’
Pavement.

Dale’s version of the story can be derived from his answers to the positions
and articles.86 According to him, Agnes went out riding with him that day.
She contracted voluntarily and confessed voluntarily, and there is at least a
suggestion that she voluntarily had intercourse with him. The only surviving
depositions on behalf of Dale are those of his witnesses to his exceptions against
the witnesses of Agnes and Thornton. From Dale’s point of view, these witnesses
could not have been worse. Yes, they say, Thomas and Alice are Agnes’s son
and servant, respectively, but they are sound and independent people. Alice is
not Agnes’s apprentice or of servile status. She was the barmaid in Alice’s tavern
and also sold beer on her behalf outside the pub. Agnes did indeed move in with
Pomfret after her marriage to Thornton, although she continued to return to

86 Disc. T&C no. 322.
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her house to finish up her business. (Dale had accused Agnes’s witnesses of lying
when they said that she had moved in July.) The testimony in the case closes with
more depositions about Agnes’s activities between July and October, apparently
designed to show that Agnes had genuinely moved and was not evading the pro-
cess server in Dale’s case. (The depositions contain some telling detail about how
one went about closing up a brewing business in early fifteenth-century York.)

Summary procedure does help. Despite all this activity, the cases were ready
for judgment less than year after they were filed. On July 9, Richard Arnall
rendered sentence for Thornton and Agnes and against Dale. Dale appealed to
the Apostolic See, and apostoli were granted.

This last fact indicates that Arnall did not regard the appeal as frivolous.
Since the documentation that we have in the case is overwhelmingly on Agnes’s
side, we must try to reconstruct what can be said for Dale’s case. In the first
place, other than Agnes’s say-so, there are no witnesses to the threats of force
that were applied to her in the forester’s lodge. She obviously told her story
to her friends and neighbors when she got back, and she was able to generate
publica fama that this had happened to her. The testimony about her trembling
hand is telling. She was clearly very upset, but that could have been because she
had just done something really stupid, like exchanging words of consent with
a man 30 years her junior and, perhaps, having sexual intercourse with him.
Secondly, there are the events in Healaugh. If Agnes really had been captured by
Dale and his companions, why did she not ask the villagers of Healaugh to free
her as soon as she got there, rather than confessing to having done something
that she now says she did under duress?

While we do not know what Dale’s witnesses said, we do know who they
were. One of them was the vicar of Healaugh; another was a man from Hea-
laugh. These men probably testified to the confession at Healaugh and may
have said that Agnes did not look like a woman who’d just been carried around
on a horse like a sack of potatoes and forced to consent under threats of rape.
Another is a man from Wighill, where the forester’s lodge is said to have been.
It is possible that he was the forester, or that he saw the party riding along the
road with no evidence of distress.

If we look at the weaknesses in the case as Agnes and Thornton presented
it, and speculate just a bit about what may have been said on the other side,
the case becomes a lot closer than it looked at first blush. Hence, two bits of
testimony become crucial: Alice’s and Thomas’s that Agnes was abducted, and
that of the neighbors that she renounced the arrangement as soon as she got
back to York and was among friends. Hence, too, the testimony about the
reliability of Alice and Thomas given by Dale’s own witnesses becomes crucial
and truly devastating to his case. We need not believe all the details about the
violence; all we need believe is that Agnes was taken away against her will by a
group of men on horseback.87 The law about abduction, as previously outlined,
was not a law that was developed for women of Agnes’s age or station, but it

87 Disc. T&C no. 323.
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could be applied to her. The consent given by a rapta is not valid while she is
in the power of her raptor. She must consent after she has been released and
returned to friends. That, most emphatically, Agnes did not do.88

The other two abduction cases tell us less, but they tell us something. Prob-
ably early in 1477, Alice Townley defended a marriage-enforcement action by
Roger Talbot on the grounds both of force and consanguinity and probably
counterclaimed for divorce.89 All that survives from the case are the deposi-
tions of six witnesses on Alice’s behalf, whose testimony was taken between
March and May of 1477. If we put the testimony of the witnesses together, they
tell a chilling story. Sometime in Epiphany week the previous year,90 Roger had
come to Alice by night and had taken her away by force. There are no witnesses
to this event, and the testimony about it is obviously dependent on the story
that Alice herself subsequently told. Perhaps the next day, perhaps a couple of
days later, Roger and his men took her to a ‘barkhouse’91 near the banks of
the Ribble and also near Roger’s manor of Salesbury.92 There they threatened
to drown her in the river or strangle her with a towel if she did not consent
to marry to Roger, but she refused. A week or so later (probably 20 January),
Roger and a party of his followers woke up the chaplain of Stidd first thing in
the morning and asked him to solemnize a marriage between Roger and Alice,
who was with them. The chaplain refused to do this because the couple were
“within the degrees.” So, a friar who was accompanying the party performed
the ceremony. At first Alice refused,93 but she eventually consented when Roger
pulled out his dagger and threatened to stab her.

Shortly thereafter, Alice’s first cousin attempted to go see her in the manor
of Salesbury but was told that none of her relatives would be allowed access to
her. Sometime in the autumn (the dating is particularly expansive here), Alice
appeared in the house of Agnes Hoghton in Pendleton, saying that she had
escaped from Roger and asking to be taken to the manor of Sir John Pudsay in
Bolton.94 She showed her cousins wounds that she said had been inflicted on
her by Roger. Two or three of her cousins did as she asked and subsequently
brought her to York.

Testimony about the consanguinity is more straightforward. There seems to
be little doubt that Alice and Roger were second cousins once removed.

This last is important. There is much in this story about which one might be
skeptical. The witnesses who testify in March to Alice’s escape are her cousins.
All the rest of the story they know by hearsay, almost certainly hearsay from

88 Did the archbishop bring criminal proceedings against Ferriby? He certainly should have.
89 Talbot c Townley (1477), CP.F.257, disc. T&C no. 324.
90 Disc. T&C no. 325.
91 A house for storing tanners’ bark. OED, s.v. bark, tan-house.
92 This area was at this time within the deanery of Amound, archdeaconry of Richmond, in York

diocese.
93 Saying: “Trewly to dy prefere, I will never consent to you for we er over mere sybbe.” Helmholz,

Marriage Litigation, 79 n. 16.
94 Details T&C no. 326.
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Alice. The witnesses who testify to the events in the barkhouse and to the
unusual wedding in the chapel of Stidd do not appear until May. They are two
young men, in their early 20s, who have trouble getting the details straight.95

Our usual skepticism about such witnesses might lead us to discard their testi-
mony entirely. It seems particularly hard to believe that these young men just
happened to be near the barkhouse and at the chapel of Stidd 10 days later,
both at the crucial moments. The strength of Alice’s case on the consanguinity
issue, however, might lead us to be less skeptical. Although we lack Roger’s
version of the story, it looks as if she had solid grounds to resist his suit, totally
apart from the issue of force. I am inclined to believe that something quite
grim happened to Alice at the hands of Roger during the first months of 1476,
and that like many victims of violence before and since, her healing process
required that as much of the story as possible be told on a public record. We
can be less sure whether the force was applied in order to get Alice to marry
Roger or whether it began only after she had married him. Only in the former
case would it have been relevant in an action for a divorce a vinculo, though
both would be relevant in an action for restoration of conjugal rights.

The last case tells us less. In 1472, William Oddy of Givendale brought a
two-party action to enforce a de presenti marriage against Esota Donwell of
Kirkby Overblow.96 Esota defends the case on the ground of force. The sur-
viving depositions do not support this claim (they may not be the depositions
of Esota’s witnesses but of William’s),97 but the witnesses say enough to suggest
that something strange is going on. One witness describes arriving at Esota’s
house with a group of men including William. Finding Esota upstairs, he called
to her: “Come down, Esota, for surely you will go with us.” She came down
before the arrival of her brother, took up her outer garments and put them on,
and went out with them. A female servant of Esota’s said to the witness, “Allas,
John, what mene ye that ye er of consell to take away our deme?” He replied,
“I lat you with that it is for her wele.”98

Richard Redehode of Mulwith (parish of Ripon) says that a group of men on
horseback, including William, but also including two men who are described
as blood relatives (consanguinei) of Esota, arrived at his house one day in the
autumn and asked for a place near the fire to warm Esota and the baby that
she was carrying with her. The witness complied, and then they asked him if
Esota could stay there for a couple of days. For the two days following, the two
relatives of Esota and two women, one the wife of a local armiger, negotiated a
marriage between Esota and William in the witness’s house. On the following
Sunday, they all went to a close in Givendale (also parish of Ripon), where a
man with the same surname as the armiger conducted the marriage ceremony.99

95 Details T&C no. 327.
96 Oddy c Donwell (1472), CP.F.250.
97 Disc. T&C no. 328.
98 Transcription in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 90 n. 56.
99 Lit. T&C no. 329.
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One can imagine how a story of force could have been constructed out of this
narrative. Esota’s claim may well have been that she had been abducted by the
riding party and that she was not free to leave the house in Mulwith. Richard,
of course, would have had to be complicitous in all of this, but if so, that would
account for his otherwise hard-to-explain willingness to allow Esota to stay
in his house for several days while her relatives and the women representing
William were conducting marriage negotiations. Of course, we also have to
believe that the relatives themselves were part of the conspiracy. What makes
the charge of force at least vaguely plausible is that after the negotiations were
all over, the parties, rather than going out to find a priest, chose instead to
celebrate the marriage in a close with men strongly associated with Givendale
and with no one from Kirkby Overblow mentioned. No judgment is recorded.

I cannot fit the baby into this narrative. It could have been William’s child,
though that is no place stated. What is striking about this case is that a woman
who appears to be a single mother is strongly resisting marriage. There would
seem to be no other case in the cause papers where a woman in Esota’s situation
defends a marriage-enforcement action.

Unusual Defenses

In 1418, John Frothyngham, parish clerk of St Helen on the Walls, York, sued
Matilda Bedale of the same parish, alleging that they had formed a marriage
by sexual intercourse following an abjuration sub pena nubendi. The case is
unusual for a number of reasons. First, it is the only case in the medieval cause
papers where a man brings an action to enforce a marriage formed by inter-
course following an abjuration sub pena nubendi. Second, the case is passed
among various York institutions in a way that, if not unique, is certainly not
common. Third, the woman defends the case on the ground that she was drunk
when the intercourse took place.100

The abjuration took place before the dean of Christianity of York, but the
marriage-enforcement action seems to have been brought as a matter of first
instance in the consistory court. Richard Arnall, the commissary general, had
to be out of York on the day assigned for the hearing of the case, and he commi-
ssioned Richard Burgh to take his place. (Burgh frequently served as Arnall’s
special commissary.) Neither John nor Matilda seemed to have been pleased
with having Richard as judge, but he finally persuaded them to proceed with
the case.

Richard questions both of them under oath. John describes a standard-form
abjuration before the dean of Christianity and alleges that he had had sexual
intercourse with Matilda shortly thereafter, on which occasion Matilda was
sober. This is the first hint that we get of what her defense is going to be.
Matilda’s version of the abjuration is different from John’s. She says that she
abjured under the form “if I have intercourse with you hereafter, I marry you if

100 Frothyngham c Bedale (1418), CP.F.78.
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I ever marry any man.”101 She also says that she cannot remember subsequently
having intercourse with John because she was drunk. Richard then takes testi-
mony from both the dean and his clerk. The dean remembers the abjuration,
though he cannot recall when it took place, but he says that it was in the stan-
dard form. He also says that subsequently, Matilda appeared before him and
confessed to having intercourse with John, but that she said she was drunk at
the time. The clerk is even less helpful. He knows that Matilda and John did
penance for fornication, but he does not recall any abjuration. Matilda sub-
sequently confessed fornication again (and received a penance for it), but the
clerk, at least in parts of the document that are legible, says nothing about the
claim of drunkenness.102

Matilda asks that a proctor and an advocate be assigned to her. This suggests
that she is claiming poverty, though the dean of Christianity’s clerk testified that
she had commuted one of her penances for a money payment, from which we
might infer that she was not destitute. She gets her proctor; she may have gotten
an advocate, though one of the advocates of the court apparently refused to
take the case because he thought it “unjust.”103 The proctor immediately asks
Burgh to recuse himself, and when he refuses, he appeals to the audience of
the archbishop. This is itself an unusual move. The normal appeal route was
from a special commissary to the commissary general and then to the official.
Perhaps this is necessitated by the interlocutory nature of the appeal or by the
unusual nature of the defense.

The appeal was allowed and a processus was made up (its survival is the rea-
son why we know so much about the procedural maneuverings in this case).104

If, however, the purpose of the appeal was to get the case heard before a higher-
level court, it failed. The archbishop redelegated the case to the commissary gen-
eral, who rendered sentence for John, and Matilda appealed to the Apostolic
See.

We are not impressed with Matilda’s case. It seems highly unlikely that the
dean would have allowed her to abjure in the unusual form that she alleges, and
the dean’s own testimony here must be taken as probably the more accurate.
Also, if the dean is to be believed, Matilda had already conceded that she sub-
sequently had intercourse with John (and the clerk confirms this). She should
not now be heard to say that she does not remember whether she did. That,
however, leaves the drunkenness defense, one that is legally quite interesting.105

The institution of abjuration sub pena nubendi, already a problematical one,
as we have seen, was legally dependent on the notion that when the couple had

101 T&C no. 330.
102 Disc. T&C no. 331.
103 Text and disc. T&C no. 332.
104 The processus that we have was probably made up for the subsequent appeal to the Apostolic

See because it continues beyond the appeal.
105 Lit. T&C no. 333.
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intercourse, they willed to marry. Even that is not completely clear, because
a couple could make a conditional marriage dependent on a condition that
was out of their control: “I marry you, if your father pays me £100.” It seems
more likely, however, that the institution was thought of as being dependent
on the same argument that made a marriage by an exchange of future consent
plus intercourse (by having intercourse, the argument went, the couple turned
future consent into present) or that made a conditional marriage an uncondi-
tional one by intercourse (by having intercourse, the argument went, the couple
had waived the condition). It is hard to imagine, for example, that if John had
disguised himself, and Matilda had intercourse with him thinking she was hav-
ing intercourse with another man, a valid marriage would have been formed.

How much the court was aware of these arguments we do not know. One
of the annoying features of the York records is that the legal arguments of the
advocates were made orally and not recorded. Matilda does not seem to have
presented any evidence of her drunkenness, and John denied it. Arnall’s judg-
ment may have been predicated on the proposition that however interesting the
legal issues that Matilda raised, she failed to prove an essential element neces-
sary to get to those issues. The fact that the case was appealed to the Apostolic
See, that apostoli were granted, and, it would seem, a processus made up for the
appeal suggest that these arguments may have been raised in a higher court.106

But what is going on at York? I have already said that we may doubt that
Matilda was destitute. The steps that she takes to appeal to the Apostolic See
also suggest that this expensive proceeding was not out of the question for her.
If that is right, then her request for an assignment of a proctor and an advocate
was not grounded on her poverty but on the fact that she could not persuade
any of the personnel of the court to take her case unless they were assigned.
Frothyngham, the parish clerk of a local church, was the type of man whom the
court personnel would have known socially. It is possible that Matilda thought,
perhaps justifiably, that the court and its personnel were biased against her. In
the case of Richard Burgh, we will suggest in the next subsection a reason why
Matilda might have been particularly mistrustful of him.107 If she thought that
the men of the court were out to get her for Frothyngham, that may mean that
there was something about her that was worth it for Frothyngham to get. That,
in turn, confirms our earlier suggestion that she may have been quite well-off.
Unfortunately for her, her behavior put her in a position where her only defense
involved a considerable stretch of the law, a stretch that a court, possibly biased
against her anyway, was not prepared to make.

In January of 1439, Joan Wright of North Street, York, sued John Dunsforth
of York, clerk, to enforce a de presenti contract of marriage.108 She has two
witnesses to the contract, one of them her mother, who testify that in November,

106 See n. 104.
107 See at n. 132.
108 Wryght c Dunsforth (1439), CP.F.181.
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five years previously, in the parlor of her parents’ house, John said to her “Here
I take thee Johannet to my wedded wife, thee for to take afore all other for to
life, and thare to plight I thee my trouth.”109 Joan replied in similar language.

I have listed this case as one defended on the ground of the impediment of
orders, the only such case in the medieval York cause papers. In fact, there is little
evidence that the case was defended at all. Joan filed her libel on 15 January;
her witnesses were examined on 19 January; on 4 February, her proctor filed
with the court a letter patent in which Richard Arnall, who, in his capacity as
vicar general of the archbishop, declared that John was ordained a subdeacon
on 20 September 1438. The sentence is undated, but it seems to have followed
shortly thereafter. Robert Dobbes, now the commissary general, ordered John
to solemnize his marriage with Joan, “notwithstanding the fact that he had
rashly taken the order of subdeacon.”110

We might regard this case as administrative. John had indeed “rashly taken
the order of subdeacon,” but that was a public act. In order to solemnize his
marriage with Joan, something that he apparently wanted to do or was at least
willing to do, they both needed a court order, supported by a public record that
established the fact that he had married her before he became a subdeacon.
This the court provided them in short order.

On balance, however, I am inclined to think that there may be more to this
case than that. There is no testimony about intercourse. If John and Joan had
presently consented but had not had intercourse, John, if he had wanted to,
could have espoused the religious life.111 Joan’s pleadings are damaged and not
completely legible, but they do contain an interesting allegation: that John took
orders without her consent. The implication is that had she consented he might
have been able to do so. That proposition is wrong as a matter of law, at least
as the law was normally stated,112 but when we couple the pleading with the
fact that there is no allegation or proof of intercourse, the situation becomes
more complicated than it at first appears.

Had John chosen to defend the case, there is much that he could have said.
One of only two witnesses to the contract more than five years earlier was
Joan’s mother, and he did not know that she was witnessing it. As the other
witness describes it, she was standing in the cellar looking through a window
into the parlor. I have previously expressed skepticism about the testimony of
purportedly hidden witnesses, and there is no reason not to be skeptical here.

So the question then becomes what happened between 20 September 1438,
when John took orders, and 15 January 1439, when Joan filed her libel, for
there can be little doubt that by that time the result in the case was a foregone
conclusion. In order to suggest an answer to that question, we have to speculate
as to the state of the relationship between John and Joan in September. What had

109 Disc. T&C no. 334.
110 Wryght c Dunsforth (n. 108): ordine subdiaconatus temere ?suffecto non obstante.
111 Disc. T&C no. 335.
112 Disc. T&C no. 336.
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happened between them since that November evening in 1433? There are two
broad possibilities. The first is that John had forgotten about the relationship –
he had, as we say today, ‘moved on’ – but Joan had not. When she found out
that he had taken orders, she was furious and went to court essentially to get
the orders upset.113 That is possible, but had that been the case, I suspect that
John would have defended it more vigorously. The other possibility is that a
great deal had gone on between them since that November evening and that
John had taken orders on the assumption that a great deal would continue to
go on between them. In this expectation, he was surprised. Joan had no desire
to be a subdeacon’s concubine. Forced to choose between Joan and his orders,
John chose Joan. But then the problem became what to do about the orders.
They had exchanged consent five years previously, but, in fact, only one of the
witnesses had been there. The law insisted on two witnesses. Joan’s mother was
only too happy to supply the deficiency.

In 1403, Thomas Poleyn of Knaresborough brought what was appar-
ently a marriage-enforcement action against Margaret widow of William de
Slyngesby of Knaresborough before the court of the official of the archdea-
con of Richmond.114 Margaret defended on the ground that she had taken a
vow of perpetual continence. That she had done so was apparently conceded
because the commissary general of Richmond ordered Margaret to solemnize
with Thomas and to do penance for having violated her vow. Most of the doc-
uments in the case are concerned with an appeal that Margaret took from this
judgment to the Apostolic See; on the way she sought the protection (tuition)
of the court of York. Because so little of the documentation concerns the sub-
stance of the case, we are not in a position to tell whether the judgment of
the Richmond court was correct, but it certainly could have been. As we have
seen, vows of continence constituted a diriment impediment to marriage only
if they were solemn; simple vows constituted an impediment but not a diriment
impediment.115

Margaret is called a noblewoman (nobilis mulier) several times in the
documents. While we must allow for some exaggeration in the rhetoric, it is
quite possible that her deceased husband held land by knights’ service. If he
did, his lord had the right to dictate whom his widow would marry. We have
considerable evidence that many upper-class widows in the later Middle Ages
sought to evade this right. Some bought the right to marry whom they chose;
some bought the right not to marry at all.116 Margaret was probably trying
another route to reach the same result. Fearful that she could not resist her lord
to his face (particularly if he were the king), she took a vow of continence in the
hope that she could then defend a marriage-enforcement action in the church

113 The orders actually would not be upset, but John could not function as a subdeacon if he were
married.

114 Poleyn c Slyngesby (1404–5), CP.F.13.
115 See Ch 1, at nn. 42–48.
116 See Walker, “Feudal Constraint and Free Consent.”
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court. If this is what she was trying to do, the law was against her for reasons
that had nothing to do with her situation. The insistence that the vow be
solemn to constitute a diriment impediment meant that she was unlikely to be
able to take it without her lord finding out about it, and, perhaps, preventing it.

Scandal in the Courtroom

Medieval courts were used extensively by their officers. The officers of the three
central royal courts in Westminster enjoyed the privilege of suing and being sued
exclusively in their own courts and without regard to the normal jurisdictional
limits of those courts. It is therefore not at all surprising to find the court officers
at York making use of the court, and those connected with court officers mak-
ing use of the connection. In the fourteenth century, as we have already seen,
William Cawod, an advocate of the court who was to become the official in
the early fifteenth century, saw to it that his widowed daughter exchanged
consent de presenti in front of three well-connected churchmen, and then
probably arranged for his future son-in-law, Thomas del Garthe, citizen and
apothecary of York, to bring a ‘strike-suit’ in which the competitor for her hand,
John de Neuton, esq, was unable to come up with any proof of his claim.117

Robert Esyngwald, to put it as tactfully as possible, probably benefited from the
fact that he shared a surname with both his proctor and the judge in his case.118

Agnes Shilbotill probably got more help from the court than would someone
who was not related to a deceased proctor of the court, although ultimately,
the court was not able to find in favor of the man whom she pretty clearly
preferred.119

Apart from these quite ordinary uses of the court by insiders and uses of
insiders by those outside the court, two quite extraordinary cases were heard
in the fifteenth century, both matrimonial cases against officers of the court.120

I will argue that both cases were, so far as we can tell from the record, decided
correctly, and that this is a considerable tribute to the integrity of the court. I
will also argue that they reveal a decidedly seamy side of the lives of these two
officers.

Early in 1414, Agnes Horsley of Ampleforth sued Mr Thomas Cleveland,
clerk and advocate of the court of York, to enforce a marriage.121 Agnes put in
a set of positions and articles, to which Thomas gave the usual evasive answers.
This was quite standard practice in the court, and Thomas’s answers are no more
evasive than most and probably less evasive than some. He ultimately admits
that he had had intercourse with Agnes, though not on as many occasions as

117 Garthe and Neuton c Waghen (Ch 4, at nn. 205–6).
118 Ingoly c Midelton, Esyngwald and Wright (Ch 2, at nn. 11–21).
119 See at n. 25–37.
120 Disc. T&C no. 337.
121 Horsley c Cleveland (1414), CP.F.63.
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she alleges, but he denies that he ever contracted with her. Agnes produces five
witnesses, only two of whom testify to the same event, a hermit over 60 years
of age, who normally resided near a chapel in Helmsley parish, and another, a
woman in her 30s, who says that she is the godmother of Agnes’s daughter. They
both testify that one night the preceding autumn outside York Minster, Agnes
and Thomas exchanged matrimonial words, she saying “I take you,” and he
saying “I will have you,” or “I shall have you,” depending on whose version of
the story we accept.122 The singular witnesses all testify to occasions on which
Thomas said something that sounded like matrimonial consent, at least consent
in the future tense, or on which he indicated that he regarded himself as being
married to Agnes. On one occasion, he asked a friend not to let Agnes alienate
any of her goods because he wanted to take charge of them as her husband. On
another occasion, he said that he would give Agnes the title and honor that all
her friends freely gave him, by making her his wife. (Modesty does not seem to
have been Thomas’s long suit.) On yet another occasion, Agnes said that she was
going to visit Thomas’s father, who seems to have been living in a monastery,
and ask if there were any impediment to their marrying. Thomas is said to have
replied that that was not necessary: “This is my faith, I will have you as wife
(volo habere te in uxorem).” The judge interrogates Thomas about all these
occasions. Unfortunately, the record of the interrogation is messy and difficult
to read. Thomas clearly knew that he could not confess even to words of the
future tense, granted his concession of intercourse. Ultimately, he confesses that
when Agnes was sad or unwell, he would try to cheer her up by saying things
like “If I will not have you, I will have no other woman as wife,” or “If I should
happen to take any woman as wife, I will take you.”123

Thomas files exceptions against Agnes’s witnesses, particularly against the
two who testify to the events outside the Minster. The hermit, he says, is a thief,
the woman an adulteress who was told what to testify. The former exception
gets to the stage of positions and articles. The charge of theft is based on the fact
that the hermit was said to collect oblations at a chapel in Helmsley that ought
to belong to the parish church. No testimony is introduced on the exceptions
against the witnesses.

At the end of July, Richard Arnall renders sentence for Agnes against
Thomas. Thomas appeals to the Apostolic See and is granted apostoli.

Thomas was clearly trying to wriggle out of an awkward situation. The
words to which he ultimately confessed could be regarded as matrimonial
words, though the weight of opinion seemed to be against it.124 His argument
was a clever one, for he was making use of the fact that he knew the law, and
that Arnall knew that he knew it. His effort, then, was to blunt the testimony of
seemingly respectable people who might have thought that what he said were

122 Ibid., T&C no. 338.
123 Ibid., T&C no. 339.
124 Ch 4, at n. 165.
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matrimonial words but which in fact were not. Equally clearly, Arnall did not
buy the argument. We may wonder whether the witnesses to the exchange
outside the Minster got it quite right, but the cumulative effect of the half-
proofs about the other occasions was substantial. This man had been saying a
great deal to this woman, and then he had intercourse with her.125 She was a
woman wronged, and the practice of this court was to decide in favor of such
people. Thomas Cleveland, advocate of the court of York, was not entitled to
special treatment in this regard.

Seven years later, Katherine Carvour of York sued Mr Richard Burgh, clerk,
with basically the same claim as Agnes’s.126 (Indeed, Agnes’s success may have
prompted her to bring the case.) We have seen Mr Richard Burgh several times
before. He was an advocate of the court of York in the early years of the
fifteenth century, and he served on numerous occasions as special commissary
of the commissary general. By the time Katherine sued him, he had become
official of the court of Durham.

Katherine puts in a standard set of matrimonial positions and articles, to
which Richard replies with the standard “He does not believe [it],” or “He does
not believe [it], as it is put.” On the article that there was publica vox et fama
to this effect, he puts in the somewhat less standard “He does not believe [it],
except by the false confession of the woman.”127 Katherine then puts in another
set of positions, which are not standard: (1) When Katherine’s parents had
worked out another marriage for her, Richard promised to marry her, and for
this reason she refused the other man. (2) Richard negotiated with Katherine’s
brother about a marriage. (3) Katherine’s brother paid Richard to solemnize
the marriage. (4) Richard sent Katherine love letters.128 To all of these Richard
replies: “He does not believe [it],” except for the last which he denies as it is
put.

Katherine’s four witnesses are not very convincing. Two testify to publica
fama that Richard had had intercourse with Katherine and had children by her.
Three, including her brother, who was a priest and vicar choral of York, describe
the matrimonial negotiations. It seems reasonably clear that £40 had been fixed
as the figure. It also seems clear that Richard was reluctant to accept the offer
because he would have to give up his benefice if he married. It is not clear that he
did accept the offer. In all this vagueness, there is one telling moment. The rector
of a moiety of the church of St Helen’s on the Walls had dinner with Katherine
and Richard in Katherine’s house just before Richard went to Durham. Richard
said that in a short while he was going to Durham and he would have to
wear a cowl and a scapula lined with fur (a reference to the costume of the

125 Disc. T&C no. 340.
126 Carvour c Burgh (1421), CP.F.129.
127 Ibid., non credit nisi ex falsa confessione mulieris.
128 Ibid., [Ricardus Katerine] litteras satis placabiles ut vir uxori sue plures affectus maritales

[?vo]ventes destinavit.
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monastic chapter of Durham). Katherine looked sadly at Richard’s face, and he
responded quickly, “A married man can wear a cowl and a scapula lined with
fur.”129

From these scraps of material, we can reconstruct Katherine’s probable argu-
ment. She was trying to establish either one of two things. The first alternative
was a promise of marriage followed by sexual intercourse. She failed to estab-
lish the promise, and she had no evidence, other than publica fama, that the
intercourse followed after it. Alternatively, she was trying to establish a de
presenti marriage conditional on her brother’s paying the £40. She failed, how-
ever, to prove the contract or that the condition was fulfilled. It is not surpris-
ing that less than a month after she brings her case, the commissary general
decides against her and issues refutatory apostoli to her appeal to the Apostolic
See.130

It seems probable that Katherine was Richard’s mistress. That was the pub-
lica fama in York, and Richard never denied it. Her relatives, particularly her
brother the priest, were trying to turn this relationship into a respectable one,
but they failed. Perhaps they might have succeeded had Richard not gotten the
promotion to Durham. One can hardly form a good impression of Richard. His
remarks to Katherine at the dinner, which we have no reason to doubt that he
made, were cruel. Ultimately, however, there is no real evidence that he married
her, and that was what the court of York was called upon to decide.

Advocates are shadowy figures in the York records. One normally sees them
only as witnesses to judgments. Thomas Cleveland does not seem to have been
adversely affected by his loss of the case (but maybe he did the right thing
and married Agnes).131 We have already noted that three years before the case
against Richard Burgh, Matilda Bedale had a particularly strong objection to
having Richard Burgh as her judge.132 She may have known the publica vox
et fama about him. It may not be too much to suggest that his promotion to
Durham was not the only reason for Richard Burgh’s departure from York.

more arranged marriages

The last difference that we notice in the fifteenth-century cases as compared
to the fourteenth-century ones is that there is more evidence in the fifteenth
century of the involvement of people other than the couple themselves in mar-
ital choice. The difference is a subtle one. We have already noted that there
are a number of cases in the fourteenth century in which we have evidence of
the parents, relatives, or social superiors of the couple being involved in their
marriage choices, whether arranging the marriage or supporting or opposing

129 Ibid., T&C no. 341.
130 Probably Roger Esyngwald; Richard Arnall was made official in 1420.
131 See Dasef, Lawyers, 85.
132 See at n. 107.
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the couple’s choice, but that what was striking about the cases in this century
was the fact that in so many of them – we estimated that it was more than half –
such third parties were no place to be found.133 This negative evidence must be
viewed cautiously. What was legally relevant was whether the parties had con-
sented, and it is quite possible that in some of the cases in which the testimony
focuses solely on the consent of the parties, there were, in fact, third parties in
the background who were also supporting or opposing or even dictating that
consent. It seemed unlikely, however, that all the cases that show no evidence
of the choice of people other than the couple themselves had such unrecorded
background parties.

The proposition here is that there are fewer such cases in the fifteenth century,
and the converse of that proposition is that there are more cases in which third
parties are quite obviously in the background. Since there is no evidence that
clerks in the fifteenth century were more likely to include matters that were
legally irrelevant than were those in the fourteenth century, we conclude that
marriages litigated in the fifteenth century were more likely than those in the
fourteenth century to involve parties other than the couple themselves. Whether
this proposition can be generalized to those marriages that were not litigated is
a question best left to the conclusion of this chapter.

The evidence for the basic proposition is both numerical and impressionis-
tic. Neither bit of evidence is overwhelming, but both bits point in the same
direction. Perhaps in this case we can say that two probationes semiplenae add
up to a probatio plena.

First, the numerical evidence: I suggested that in the fourteenth century, most
of the cases that involved the defenses of force or nonage were also cases in
which persons other than the couple were involved in the formation of the
alleged marriage. The same is true in the fifteenth century, and the proportion
of cases that raise such defenses is approximately the same (17% vs 13%; see
Table 3.3).134 By their very nature, what we called ‘type five’ cases in the four-
teenth century (arranged marriages gone awry) involve persons other than the
couple. Of the 36 two-party marriage-enforcement actions in that century,135

5 (14%) fell into that category, and an additional 9 (25%) involved parents,
relatives, or superiors who were trying to enforce a marriage or break it up.136

The equivalent figures for the fifteenth century are 13 (21%) and 10 (16%) out
of 63.137

So far there is no reason to believe that anything very different is happen-
ing between the two centuries. If we try to get a total, however, there is some
suggestion of a difference, one that we expand upon later in the chapter.138

133 See Ch 4, at nn. 54–5.
134 Disc. T&C no. 342.
135 Disc. T&C no. 343.
136 See Ch IV, at nn. 54–5.
137 Listed T&C no. 344.
138 We will have occasion later (Table 5.1) to expand this number for both centuries by adding

cases in which outside involvement is likely.
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Coding conservatively, and eliminating the duplicates, we identified 14
marriage-enforcement cases in the fourteenth century in which third parties,
normally parents or relatives, are definitely involved in arranging, enforcing,
or breaking up a marriage. None of the three-party cases had to be included in
that category, though we had our suspicions about some of them. If we include
three-party cases, the equivalent figure for the fifteenth century is 39. The dif-
ference in proportions is not large (fourteenth: 14/86, 16%; fifteenth: 39/129,
30%), though it is statistically significant.139 What convinces us that we are
looking at a somewhat different world is the detail that appears in some of
these cases about the matrimonial negotiations.

The case that gives us the most detail is Elizabeth daughter of John Suthell
(Sothell ) junior of Lazencroft c Thomas Gascoigne gentleman (1477).140

Elizabeth’s proctor filed an elaborate set of positions, which Thomas (or his
proctor) answered:141

[1] In the first place the said proctor [not previously named]142 poses and
intends to prove by way of his proxy that some days before the marriage
contract entered into between Thomas Gascoigne, gentleman, and Eliz-
abeth Suthell, natural and legitimate daughter of John Sothell junior of
Lasyngcroft, the same John came to Thomas Gascoigne all the way to
the town of Cawthorn, desiring him to grant him certain lands and ten-
ements then specified between the same John and Thomas in farm143

for as many years as he had obtained from the father of Thomas along
with the fee that the father had granted him for collecting certain farms.
Reply: He [i.e., Thomas] confesses the arrival of John Sothell at the town
of Cawthorn and his desire concerning the farm of the lands. His desire,
however, for the fee, he denies.

[2] Again he poses that Thomas firmly promised that he would lease and
demise in farm to John the same lands and tenements for as many years
after his father’s death as he [John] had of the grant of the father in
the lands and tenements that were then specified by John and also the
fee that [the father] had granted to John to be paid after the death of
the father as it had been paid annually in his life. Reply: He does not
believe [it] as it is posed.

[3] Immediately after the promises and grants, John handed over to Thomas
20 pence by way of earnest money.144 Reply: He confesses the receipt
of 20 pence but he does not believe [what is said] about the promise
and grant made by way of earnest.

139 z = 2.48, significant at .99.
140 Suthell c Gascoigne (1477), CP.F.345.
141 Disc. T&C no. 345 Latin text in App. e5.1, Elizabeth daughter of John Suthell (Sothell ) junior

of Lazencroft c Thomas Gascoigne, gentleman (see T&C no. 387).
142 See T&C no. 387 n. 1.
143 In the medieval sense, ‘lease’.
144 The Latin of this and most of the subsequent positions begins Item quod for Item ponit quod.
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[4] Immediately after the handing over of such earnest, Thomas and John
spoke about a marriage to be contracted between Thomas and Elizabeth
the daughter of John Sothell. Reply: He does not believe [it] as it is
posed.

[5] At that time Thomas asserted that he loved Elizabeth so much that he
aspired to be married to her more than to any other woman.145 Reply:
He does not believe [it].

[6] Soon after speaking the last of these words, Thomas and John agreed to
meet at the house of Agnes Tonge, widow of Birstal, to have a conference
between them about the marriage to be contracted between Thomas and
Elizabeth. Reply: He does not believe [it].

[7] On that occasion, John asked Thomas whether he was at that time,
as he was previously, of a mind to contract marriage with Elizabeth.
Reply: He does not believe [it] as it is posed.

[8] After Thomas had been so questioned, he immediately replied that he
wished to contract marriage with Elizabeth and with no other woman.
Reply: He does not believe [it].

[9] Again he poses that John immediately after the proffering of these words
gave Thomas 20 pence of English money on the condition that Thomas
take Elizabeth to wife. Reply: He believes the receipt of the pennies but
he does not believe the condition.

[10] Between the feasts of St Martin in Winter [11 November] last past and
the purification of the Blessed Mary [2 February] then next following,
Thomas, with ‘marital affection’,146 frequently [and] continuously had
access to the dwelling house of John called ‘Lasyngcroft’ [Lazencroft in
Barwick in Elmet, Yorks, West Riding] spending the night in this house
at his pleasure many times. Reply: He believes the access but not the
marital affection, and he does not believe that [there was] any [such]
overnight [there] during this time.

[11] Alice, the natural and legitimate mother of Elizabeth, during the time of
his access addressed Thomas in this way: “Cousin Thomas, my husband
has told to me that he made motion unto you for matrimony to be had
between you and Elizabeth my daughter and I beseech you plainly tell
me how my said daughter pleaseth you in that behalf and whether ye
intend to her to your wife or no.”147 Reply: He does not believe [it].

[12] Thomas immediately after the question replied to Alice in this form of
words: “I like her well and by the troth in my body I shall wed her if
ever I wed any woman.” Reply: He does not believe [it].

145 An awkward but significant phrase: quod pocius cum ipsa quam cum aliqua alia muliere
maritari affectabat.

146 affectione maritali, a phrase of wide semantic range. See Pederson, Marriage Disputes 153–75.
Here it could mean ‘with a mind toward marriage’.

147 I have somewhat modernized the spelling of the English quotations of the original but have not
‘translated’.
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[13] Immediately after proffering the last of these words, Alice gave Thomas
20 pence under the condition that he take Elizabeth to wife. Reply: He
believes the gift of the pennies without the condition.

[14] Thomas received the pennies from Alice under this condition willingly.
Reply: He believes the receipt without the condition.

[15] A certain day around the feast of the exaltation of the Holy Cross [14
September] last past, Thomas, simply of his own motion and not at the
request or asking of John and Alice his wife came to the manor com-
monly called ‘Sothelhall’ [Soothill, Yorks, WR], where at that time John
Sothall, grandfather of Elizabeth, was staying, with whom Thomas then
dined. Reply: He believes [it] as it is posed.

[16] When the dinner was over, John Sothell, grandfather of Elizabeth, prof-
fered the following words to Thomas: “Cousin Thomas, I understand
by relation of my son John that he and ye have had said communica-
tion for matrimony to be had between you and my cousin his daughter
Elizabeth, and if it so please you and her father it shall cost me 100
marks of mine own purse rather or your purpose and pleasure therein
be broken.” Reply: He believes [it] as it is posed.

[17] To these words Thomas replied as follows: “I trow we shall agree.”
Reply: He does not believe [it].

[18] Tuesday next before Michaelmas last past [24 September 1476],
Thomas came to the house of John father of Elizabeth and there
promised to meet John at Wakefield on the Friday next before Michael-
mas [27 September], to conclude the marriage contract. In fact, the two
met there with other gentlemen, to wit, John Nevill of ‘Lewerseth’ [Liv-
ersedge, Yorks, WR], John Woodroff of ‘Wolley’ [Woolley, Yorks, WR],
[and] Thomas Lacy of ‘Caiwaiwell Bothom’ [probably Cromwell Bot-
tom, Yorks, WR] with certain other gentlemen, where they promised to
meet again on the Thursday next following [3 October] at the manor
called ‘Sothelhall’ finally to conclude that marriage and all things con-
cerning that marriage. Reply: He believes the meeting there, but he does
not believe the cause of the meeting as it is posed, and he believes the
promise to have a meeting on the Thursday as it is posed.

[19] After this meeting had at Wakefield and the assignment of the Thursday
next following (on which day they came together at Sothelhall), John
Sothell sent a certain servant of his called Robert Wylson to Thomas
to tell Thomas in the name of John that he ought not come unless he
wanted to fulfill his promise finally to conclude the marriage. Reply:
He does not believe [it].

[20] On the same Thursday Thomas came to Sothelhall and there made
promises with John Sothell sr, John Sotelhall his son, with John
Woodroof, Thomas Lacy, Henry Rokley of ‘Ledes’ [Leeds, Yorks, WR],
Thomas Popely of ‘Wesbery’ [?Westby, Yorks, WR] and many other
gentlemen who after dinner was over on that day took counsel under a
certain oak outside the gates of the manor of Sothelhall where they then
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had discourse and dealing with one another concerning a marriage to
be contracted between Thomas and Elizabeth. Reply: He believes [it]
as it is posed.

[21] When the discourse and dealing were finished, Thomas Gascoigne and
John Sothell jr promised, pledging faith in the hands of John Woodroff
to stand firmly by the ordinance and arbitration of eight gentlemen con-
cerning the feoffment of Elizabeth and a sum of money to be given to
Thomas along with her, to wit, Sir John Pilkyngton kt, John Woodroff,
Thomas Lacy, and Sir John Kent vicar of Birstal, on the side of John
Sothell jr, and Sir William Stapleton kt, Nicholas Mare gent, Richard
Gascoigne and Sir William Waven chaplain, on behalf of Thomas Gas-
coigne. Reply: He believes that these persons concerning whom it is
posed were chosen not about the feoffment but about the marriage to
be contracted so that as soon as he had effectively escaped from their
hands he would not have further dealings with them alone.148

[22] When the promises were completed the gentlemen returned to the
manor of Sothelhall to a certain parlor and standing in the south part
of the parlor at a ‘copburd’ they ate upon it a pasty of flour and a capon
and then they drank wine there together. Reply: He believes [it] as it is
posed.

[23] When these things had been done as previously described, John Sothell,
the grandfather of Elizabeth, standing in the same parlor said to Thomas
Gascoigne: “Stand near, cousin Thomas.” And immediately he said to
Elizabeth: “Stand near, cousin Elizabeth.” When Thomas and Elizabeth
came to him side by side (pariter), John the grandfather said to Thomas:
“Cousin Thomas, are ye in will to have this gentlewoman Elizabeth to
your wife?” To whom Thomas thus replied: “Yea, by the faith of my
body, I will.” Reply: He does not believe [it] as it is put, but he does
believe other words, to wit, John Sothell said: “Thomas Gascoigne may
ye find in your heart to have Elizabeth Sothell to your wife?” To whom
Thomas: “I may find in my heart to have her with counsel and advice
of my friends.” And John Sothell asserted to Elizabeth: “Elizabeth may
ye find in your heart to have Thomas here to your husband?” And he
believes that she said “yes” in a low voice.

[24] Immediately after this response, John Sothell sr said to Elizabeth in this
form: “Elizabeth will you have this gentilman Thomas Gascoigne to
your husband?” To whom she replied: “Yea, sir.” And then John said to
her: “if you wilt [sic] have him to your husband say by the faith of your
body thou wilt have him to your husband.” And then she replied: “Yea,
by the faith of my body will I.” And then John Woodroff said to Thomas
Gascoigne: “Take her, sir, and kiss her and I pray God it be in the best
time of the year.” And he did so, and then they drank together. Reply:
He does not believe the words as it is posed, but he believes the kiss.

148 Text is probably corrupt here.
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[25] When these things were accomplished, Thomas Gascoigne mounted
his horse and rode from the manor of Sothellhall to the place where he
intended to spend the night. Someone riding with him delivered to him
a silk ribbon sent to him by Elizabeth before this contract was made and
finished (as previously described) and which had been offered to him
but not received by him, he saying at that time that he did not wish to
receive it. But after the contract was finished (as previously described)
he received it willingly, saying to the bearer of the ribbon while he was
riding: “Yea, now I will take it with a good will and wear it for his
[i.e., my] love.” Reply: He believes the offering but does not believe the
receipt.

[26] These things are true, public, notorious and manifest in the towns and
places aforesaid and other surrounding places, and about these things
before the present suit was brought, there was and is at work publica
vox et fama. Reply: He believes about those things that he believes and
does not believe about those things he denies.

Despite the wide variations in the spelling of John and Elizabeth’s surname
and that of John’s father, there can be little doubt that the name is ‘Soothill’,
derived from the placename in the West Riding. The manor at which the grand-
father lives is in the modern place. All the other placenames that we have
been able to identify make sense in this context. Birstall, Wakefield, Liversedge,
Leeds, Cromwell Bottom, and Woolley are within a few miles of Soothill.149

A number of the third parties who are mentioned in the case are easy to iden-
tify. The two knights who were to head the arbitration panel, Sir John Pilkyng-
ton and Sir William Stapleton, appear frequently in the Chancery rolls.150 John
Woodroff of Woolley, who plays a key role in the negotiations and was to serve
on the arbitration panel, and John Nevill of Liversedge, who participated in
the negotiations at Wakefield, were also quite prominent.151

The principal parties are harder to identify. A John Suthill, esq, of Evering-
ham, whose Yorkshire inquisition post mortem is dated 15 January 1495, is
probably not our John Suthell. His holdings are all in the East Riding (and in
Wiltshire and Lincolnshire).152 Our John Suthell may be the same as the John
Sotehill, esq, who on 7 November 1476 gets an exemplification of two fines
dealing with the lands in Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire of his wife Elizabeth,
the heiress of Sir William Plompton, but it seems equally, if not more likely,
that this John is the same John who died in 1494.153 Our John and the John
who died in 1494 may be related. All people named Soothill ultimately derive
their name from the West Riding placename.154 The East Riding Soothills may

149 Disc. T&C no. 346.
150 Ref. T&C no. 347.
151 Ref. T&C no. 348.
152 CIPM (1485–97), no. 1145, pp. 498–500.
153 CPR (1467–77), 601.
154 Reaney, Surnames.
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be a cadet branch of the family, who ultimately fared better than did the senior
branch.

Thomas Gascoigne is equally difficult to identify. The surname is fairly com-
mon, but with one exception who does not seem to be our Thomas,155 no
Yorkshire Thomas Gascoigne appears on the Chancery rolls for our period.
There is, however, a quite prominent Gascoigne family in the West Riding. A
William Gascoigne served as justice of the peace in the West Riding in 1472
and 1473, and as commissioner of array in the West Riding in 1470, 1472, and
1473.156 In none of these entries is he called a knight.157 After a gap of eight
years, a Sir William Gascoigne appears as JP for the West Riding, and he con-
tinues to serve through 1485; he also serves on various commissions, always
styled as a knight.158 On 14 July 1480, this William obtains license for himself
and his heirs to crenellate his manor of Gawthorpe and to impark 1,200 acres
of land, 410 acres of meadow, 260 acres of pasture, and 640 acres of wood in
various places, one of which cannot be identified, but all the rest of which lie
in the West Riding.159 This man could be the William Gascoigne who appears
eight years previously, having raised his status, perhaps by a fortunate mar-
riage. It is more likely, however, that it is his son (who may well have done the
same).

It would make sense if our Thomas were the younger brother of this Sir
William. Thomas has lands that he has acquired as the result of his father’s
death, but this could have been because his father provided for him by a feoff-
ment to the use of his will, while giving his elder brother the lion’s share of
the inheritance. A marriage between the younger son of a knightly family that
seems to be on the make and the daughter (we don’t know whether she was an
heiress but she may have been) of a gentle family that holds the ancient manor
of Soothill but seems to be in somewhat reduced circumstances would be the
kind that delighted matchmakers in the Middle Ages and well into the early
modern period.

Somehow, however, it seems to have fallen apart. Why, we do not know. We
do not even know whether it ultimately did fall apart, because the documenta-
tion ceases after depositions are taken on Elizabeth’s articles. It is possible that
the arbitrators worked something out and that Thomas ultimately did marry
Elizabeth. What the positions and their accompanying answers tell us, however
(with some help from the depositions), is what everyone agreed had happened
and where the disagreements lay.

From the point of view of the law, the key events are those that took place at
the second meeting at Soothill (positions 20–4). If Thomas said what Elizabeth’s
proctor says he said (position 23: “by the faith of my body I will [have this

155 Disc. T&C no. 349.
156 CPR (1467–77), 638 (JP), 190, 349, 408 (commissioner).
157 Disc. T&C no. 350.
158 CPR (1476–85), 580 (JP), 214, 345, 399, 492 (commissions).
159 Details T&C no. 351.
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gentlewoman Elizabeth to my wife]”), and she mutatis mutandis said the same
thing, then there was at least a contract by words of the future tense between
them and, perhaps, de presenti consent.160 Thomas’s version of what was said,
on the other hand, (ibid.: “I may find it in my heart to have her with the advice
and counsel of my friends”) constitutes, at best, a conditional future contract,
and probably does not constitute a contract at all. It is not at all surprising that
Elizabeth’s witnesses focus on what was said, and it is also not surprising that
they support Elizabeth’s version of what was said.

The rest of Elizabeth’s positions are legally irrelevant, though they clearly
were not irrelevant to her proctor. The reason that they were not irrelevant
to her proctor, we might suggest, was that if matters had proceeded as the
positions describe, then we would be expecting Thomas to have consented, at
least by making a binding future contract, by the second time that he came to
Soothill. Thomas’s answers suggest that his position was that matters had not
proceeded that far. This can be seen most clearly in his disagreement about what
the arbitrators were to arbitrate. Elizabeth’s version is that what they were to
arbitrate is what was to be paid by whom for a marriage that was concededly
going to take place; Thomas’s version is that they were to arbitrate whether a
marriage was going to take place.161

But Thomas’s disagreement with the positions goes further back than that.
He denies that he agreed to grant John the leases of the lands that his father had
granted John, though he admits that they discussed the matter on the occasion
the positions mention.162 He denies that he took earnest money for the grant
of the leases and that he twice took it to contract marriage with Elizabeth. He
admits that he had access to Elizabeth but denies that he ever spent the night at
Lasyngcroft. He admits that he met with Elizabeth’s grandfather, but denies that
he said there that he wanted to marry her. He denies that he took the ribbon.
In short, his version of the story is that Elizabeth and her kin were proposing
the marriage to him, but that he had never responded to the proposals in such
a way that he might have been expected to confirm his intentions at the second
meeting at Soothill (see, particularly, position 19).

While we cannot tell whether the negotiations went through all the stages
described in the positions, we can assume that such stages were expected. The
issue of the marriage arises in the context of a lease of lands that John had held
from Thomas’s father and which now belong to Thomas. In addition to the
lease of lands, John is also negotiating for what we would call a commission
for collecting certain rents, a commission that John had also received from
Thomas’s father. John’s version of the story is that Thomas at this time promised
to lease the lands for the same term as his father had leased them and that he

160 Disc. T&C no. 352.
161 It is not at all clear that the determination of whether marital consent was to be given could be

handed over to arbitrators.
162 ‘Admit’ and ‘deny’ are a bit strong for credit and non credit (ut ponitur), but probably accurately

reflect what he thought.
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had granted John the commission. Thomas’s position is that the commission
was not discussed and that he did not promise to grant the leases on the same
terms – an answer that leaves open the possibility that he could have agreed to
the lease of the lands under different terms. Following this, according to John,
he gave Thomas 20 pence in earnest of the bargain. Thomas admits the receipt
of the money but says that it was not in earnest of the bargain.

This is the first of three alleged payments of 20 pence in earnest, the sub-
sequent ones being from John and from Alice in earnest of the contract of
marriage. Thomas answers all three positions the same way. I find it hard to
believe Thomas here. Twenty pence is not a large enough sum that people of
this class would be giving it to each other as anything other than as earnest.
Perhaps Thomas was going to argue that it was in earnest of something else, but
the fact that he admits he received it, either because his conscience would not
allow him to deny it or because it was sufficiently public that he could not deny
it, undercuts his argument that there was no agreement at these three points.

The leases and the fee are, of course, legally irrelevant to the question of
whether Thomas contracted marriage with Elizabeth, but they are clearly not
socially irrelevant. If John was going to be a substantial tenant of Thomas’s and
was going to perform a function like that of a steward with regard to certain
rents, that would make a marriage between John’s daughter and Thomas more
plausible than if he was not. Thomas may even have seen the land deal and the
deal for Elizabeth as being interconnected. If one fails, so does the other. As it is,
having denied that there was a land deal, at least having denied that there was a
deal in quite the way that John put it, Thomas then proceeds to deny that there
was a discussion between them about “a marriage to be contracted between
Thomas and Elizabeth,” but he is careful to say that he does not believe that
there was a discussion in the way that John says there was (position 4: non credit
ut ponitur). To the position that Thomas said the “he aspired to be married to
her more than to any other woman,” he simply says that he does not believe
it (position 5: non credit), which we may take to mean that he does not think
that he said this or anything like it.

Thomas’s answers to the positions about subsequent exchanges in the nego-
tiations follow a similar pattern. He denies that the meetings proceeded in
quite the way that is posed (non credit ut ponitur), but whenever he is alleged
to have said something that might be taken as contractual words, he denies
it outright (non credit). Hence, with regard to the discussion in the house of
Agnes Tonge (?a matchmaker), he denies that John asked him whether he was,
as he was previously, proposing to contract marriage with Elizabeth in quite
the way that John describes (position 7: non credit ut ponitur), and he flatly
denies that he said that he wished to contract marriage with Elizabeth and with
no other woman (position 8: non credit). He flatly denies (non credit) that he
exchanged the words described with Elizabeth’s mother (positions 11–12), but
he admits that he received 20 pence from her, but not as earnest for fulfilling
the contract. He admits that he met with Elizabeth’s grandfather at Soothill and
that the grandfather, in effect, promised him 100 marks if he married Elizabeth
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(position 16: credit ut ponitur), but denies (position 17: non credit) that he said
“I trow we shall agree.”

Elizabeth’s proctor is attempting to establish the converse of what Thomas is
denying. In his version of the story, the matter was first discussed in the context
of the successful negotiations about John’s and Thomas’s relationship, in which
it was agreed that John would have the same relationship with Thomas as he did
with Thomas’s father. At this point, Thomas asserted that he so loved Elizabeth
that “he aspired to be married to her more than to any other woman” (position
5), a phrase that, as we have seen, could be taken as a promise to marry. They
next met in the presence of a witness, and a female one at that, where Thomas
said “that he wished to contract marriage with Elizabeth and with no other
woman” (position 8). After earnest was given, Thomas then had “access” to
Lazencroft (and presumably to Elizabeth) and spent the night there (positions
9–10). This last Thomas denied, presumably because he wanted to counter
any possible argument that he had sexual intercourse with Elizabeth. It was
on one of these occasions that Elizabeth’s mother elicited the statement from
Thomas, “I like [Elizabeth] well and by the troth in my body I shall wed her
if ever I wed any woman” (position 12), the first time that any of his state-
ments can be described as an oath. According to Elizabeth’s proctor, the third
exchange of earnest took place at this time (positions 13–14), thus making
Thomas bound in earnest to both of Elizabeth’s parents. There followed the
exchange with the grandfather at Soothill (positions 16–17), and then the elab-
orate series of meetings, first at Lazencroft, then at Wakefield with other ‘gen-
tlemen’ (both position 18), and finally once again at Soothill where the agree-
ment to arbitrate and the exchange of consent are alleged to have taken place
(positions 20–4).

This is the most elaborate description of matrimonial negotiations that I have
found in the York records, but other fifteenth-century cases give us glimpses
into what seem to be similar exchanges.

If Elizabeth Suthell had, so far as we can tell, virtually nothing to say about
the matrimonial negotiations involving her, the same cannot be said of Agnes
Ruke.163 Agnes seems to have been an orphan. Her uncle, a canon of Nostell
Priory, is the person who conducts the negotiations for her, and she lives in
Thorne where her godfather, Reginald, is the chaplain, but in what is described
as her house. Her suitor, both in the matrimonial sense and in the sense of one
who ultimately brings suit, is John Porter of Carlton in Snaith, just to the north
of Thorne.

John’s four witnesses do not tell a completely consistent story. Two young
men, ages 30 and 24 respectively, the younger of whom had previously acted
as a go-between for John and Agnes, describe events that occurred on a Friday
in the previous Lent (we are now in October). One seems to testify that it was
Good Friday; the other that it was Friday in mid-Lent. One was present when
Agnes and John exchanged vows in the “I take ye here” form; the other was out

163 Porter c Ruke (1418–20), CP.F.84.
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getting beer when this happened. Both were, however, present when John gave
Agnes a pair of gloves. One witness reports that Agnes placed the gloves in her
bosom and sighed. John said, “Don’t sigh, for this agreement [pactum] is one
of the best that you have ever made.” Agnes replied, “May God so grant.”164

One of the witnesses was also present around the following Pentecost when
Agnes had said in reply to John’s statement that he wanted to marry her, “I
want willingly to have you as my husband, so long you want to marry me and
lead (ducere) me to my very own house here in the village of Thorne.”165

The special commissary examined Agnes ex officio. She denied that she had
ever contracted with John, saying that when he had asked her to marry him
on a Friday in Lent, she said that she was a little girl (infantula) and wanted
to rely on her friends’ guidance. She never discussed the matter with John after
that, although her uncle and John’s father had continued to negotiate. She did
admit taking the gloves, though she did not want to do so, because she was not
capable of making a counter-gift. She gave the gloves to her uncle and does not
know what he did with them.

We might be inclined to believe Agnes were it not for the fact that there are
two more witnesses on John’s side, both seemingly respectable men of Carlton,
ages 40 and 30. The former describes in some detail negotiations during the
preceding summer between Agnes’s uncle and John’s father, Richard, in the
latter’s house in the presence of the witness, one John Draper of Pontefract,
and a couple named Mergrave from Thorne. Richard told the canon that he
would give John 20 marks worth of goods to have Agnes as his wife and that
John was his (Richard’s) heir with respect to a tenement of land in Thorne. The
canon said that he was well pleased. Agnes was not there; she was in Snaith
at the time, but previously she had come to Carlton and had examined John’s
facultates et bona in his father’s house. The other witness confirms these stories
and adds that Agnes had said that she was well content.

We probably would not have had all this detail had it not been for the fact
that John’s case on the basic exchange of matrimonial consent was weak. There
was only one witness to the exchange on the Friday in Lent and one to a later
statement that also suggests consent. Frequently, as we have noted, the York
court required two witnesses to the same event. It is also hard to believe that
Agnes contracted as unconditionally on the Friday in Lent as the witness says
that she did. Both witnesses mention the necessity of getting the consent of
her uncle (which they both allege was obtained). We cannot, however, take
Agnes’s version of the story at face value either. Two unrelated witnesses saw
her in Carlton with John checking out his goods. That she had not spoken to
him after that Friday in Lent is hard to believe. It is plausible to imagine that
the initial contract in Lent was subject to confirmation by the uncle, but that
there was probably some sort of contract. Once the uncle had consented, there
remained the question of whether Agnes was happy with the arrangement, and
what the unrelated witnesses say suggests that she was. Richard Burgh was

164 Ibid., T&C no. 353.
165 Ibid., T&C no. 354.
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certainly stretching the two-witness requirement when he held for John, but
one can see why he did so. Agnes appealed to the commissary general, but no
result on appeal is recorded, the last document in the case being an inhibition
to her not to marry another pendente lite.

What is interesting about this case is the elements that it has in common
with the Suthell case. We are obviously dealing here with people of lower status
than those in Suthell (20 marks versus 100, to put it crudely). Agnes as an
orphan cannot have a father negotiate for her, and the initial steps are taken
by the man dealing first through a go-between and then directly with Agnes
herself. But the property details must be worked out, and ultimately, it would
seem, it is the elders who do it. This is far less formal than the arbitration
contemplated in Suthell, but the purpose is the same: A marriage is going to
take place, unless the property details cannot be worked out. While the details
are being worked out, the parties hold themselves to the contract by various
tokens. In Suthell it is the earnest money; in this case it is the gloves. When the
deal falls apart (again for reasons that we cannot tell, but may have to do with
the living arrangements that one of the witnesses mentions and that seem to
have been made a condition of Agnes’s initial consent), the question is whether
the parties have said too much to back out now. Richard Burgh thought that
they had; we may have our doubts.

In other cases, we can infer that the marriage was, in some sense, arranged
because of who was present at the exchange of consent and, sometimes, because
of the casual mention of the property arrangements. Joan daughter of William
Webster of Hambleton c Nicholas Tupe of Cawood is typical.166 Here, there
are three solid witnesses to the exchange of consent, two being a middle-aged
butcher and his wife from York. They remember the date, what the parties wore,
and what the weather was like. They describe an exchange of present consent
in the “I take ye here” form, followed by handfasting and a kiss. That this was
probably arranged, or at least done with the full consent of Joan’s parents, is
clear because it takes place in William’s house, in his presence and in that of
Joan his wife, their son John (who is not only Joan, the daughter’s, brother but
also the husband of Nicholas’s sister), and one John Moselay of Bubwith, who
does not testify but probably came with Nicholas. After the contract, Nicholas
asked his brother-in-law to go to the chaplain of Brayton to have the banns
proclaimed the following Sunday.

This is more than enough for a case, particularly when there is no defense,
and it is not surprising that Roger Esyngwald renders sentence for Joan quite
quickly.167 What is odd, however, is that Joan’s proctor thought it necessary
to add an unusual article to the standard set of marriage articles: “Nicholas,
after these things [the marriage contract], handed over and delivered to Joan a
noble of gold as to his wife, which noble Joan received from the said Nicholas
as from her husband and had it to her uses and converted it to her will.”168

166 Webster c Tupe (1425–6), CP.F.159.
167 Nicholas appeals, but no result on appeal is recorded.
168 CP.F.159, T&C no. 355.
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There is only one witness to this exchange, the brother/brother-in-law John.
He testifies that after everyone else had left the room, “Nicholas handed over
and delivered to Joan in the sight and notice of this witness a noble, telling the
same Joan, who was reluctant to take this noble, in this form of words, ‘Joan,
I give this noble to you as to my wife, because whatever is mine is yours, and
if I live you will have a hundred more’.”169

Similar details about the property settlements are fairly rare, but we do
find them. The witnesses in Robert Inkersale of Greasbrough in Rotherham c
Agnes daughter of William Beleby of Anston describe negotiations in which the
father of the bride ended up by promising to give 25 marks in maritagium.170

In William Gell of Kirk Hammerton and Thomas Smyth of Wistow c Joan
daughter of Roger Serill of Cawood, William’s father agreed to give his son an
animal for every animal that Roger gave his daughter as dowry (pro dote).171 In
Berwick c Frankiss, the force case discussed earlier, Thomas Taverner’s father
agreed to give Thomas and Agnes Frankiss and the heirs of their bodies lawfully
begotten his entire tenement in the town of Pontefract, and Agnes’s parents
agreed to give the couple £10.172

The marriage of Katherine Blayke, servant of John Dene, citizen and mer-
chant of York, and Roger Nebb, servant of Peter Kayn, tailor of York, was
clearly entered into with the consent of the masters of both parties and, per-
haps, was arranged by them.173 The witnesses, John Dene and Joan his wife,
and Peter Kayn describe events in the house of the former in November two
years previously. John asked Roger, “By the faith of your body could you find it
in your heart to have this Katherine here present as your wife?”174 And Roger
replied that he could. John asked the same question of Katherine and got the
same response. (According to Peter, Katherine’s consent was conditional on his
and his wife’s consent, but both of them consented.) John then asked each of
them “Wilt thou (vis) have Katherine/Roger as wife/ husband?” and received
an affirmative response from both. Then the couple had a drink “in sign of this
contract.” Two witnesses mention that banns were proclaimed, one specifically
saying that this was done “by the common consent of the parties and their chief
friends.”175

Joan Dene also testifies that in the summer prior to this contact, Roger and
Katherine had contracted (again the volo te habere form) in the house of Alice
wife of John Roby, citizen and weaver of York. Alice confirms this testimony.

Legally, the issue in this case is whether the formula volo te habere is to
be taken as words of the present or of the future tense. That Roger may have

169 Ibid., T&C no. 356.
170 Inkerslae c Beleby (1466), CP.F.242.
171 Gell and Smyth c Serill (1427–8), CP.F.168; lit. T&C no. 357.
172 See at nn. 38–39. The gift of real property was almost certainly intended as a jointure in lieu

of dower.
173 Garforth and Blayke c Nebb (1449–50), CP.F.184, 185.
174 Ibid., T&C no. 358.
175 Ibid., T&C no. 359.
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been defending on the ground that they constitute, at best, words of the future
tense is suggested by the fact that his interrogatories ask whether the parties at
the time handfasted (manus suas dexteras simul plicatas habuerunt or manus
traxerunt) and kissed. None of the witnesses can testify to this except for Alice
Roby, who says that the couple handfasted and kissed during the exchange
in her house. We do not know how the court reacted to this argument. The
case quickly becomes involved in a parallel suit against Roger by one Margaret
Garforth, and no sentence survives.176

A number of other cases show us parents or social superiors playing an
active role in marriages. For example, in Elizabeth Pereson of Cawood c Adam
Pryngill of Cawood, Elizabeth’s father is said to have invited the witnesses to
come and be present at the marriage contract.177 Her mother then stands up and
calls them to witness, and the father conducts the ceremony. The depositions
in Robert Chew of Eastburn c Agnes daughter of William Cosyn of Eastburn
contain, among other things, a quite elaborate description of the negotiations
that led to the couple’s marriage.178

In addition to those cases in which third parties are mentioned as being
involved in the marriage choice of the couple, there are a number of cases
where we cannot explain the behavior of the parties unless we assume that they
were under considerable pressure to marry. The most dramatic of these cases
is John Thorp mercer of Pontefract and John Kent minstrel c Agnes widow
of John Nakirer of York.179 The case begins as a routine marriage-formation
case brought by Thorp against Agnes. She denies that she married him, and
Kent intervenes. Agnes confesses Kent’s libel. Thorp’s depositions describe, in
the standard fashion, a marriage in the house of Robert and Joan Gowsell in
Walmgate on Thursday in Easter Week (31 March 1407). Robert and Joan
both testify, as does Robert Chesterfield, a mercer of Pontefract. The only hint
that we get of anything untoward is that Joan specifically testifies that Agnes
was not forced (this is not usually mentioned unless it is an issue), and all three
witnesses say that a week after the marriage, John and Agnes confessed it before
the chaplain of St Peter le Willows. This, again, is an indication that they knew
that something might be wrong.

Something was indeed wrong. Two minstrels testify that the week before the
marriage with Thorp, on Holy Thursday, Agnes had married John Kent in the
house of Thomas Kerby above Walmgate Bar. The depositions are standard,
perhaps a bit less detailed than those for Thorp, but not so skimpy as to raise
doubts about the veracity of the witnesses.

Thorp files an exception to the witnesses for Kent in which he alleges that
they are “infamous by the infamy of law and fact, and such as cannot testify
according to law and are stained by the mark of infamy because they were and

176 See at n. 189.
177 Pereson c Pryngill (1474), CP.F.354.
178 Chew c Cosyn (1453–4), CP.F.189.
179 Thorp and Kent c Nakirer (1407), CP.F.33.
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are public minstrels and public jesters (ioculatores) and they exercised and exer-
cise the job (officium) of minstrels and jesters for pay and dishonestly.”180 The
exception, of course, reflects medieval middle-class prejudices, but we should
recall that in Roman law, actors were legally infamous. There is support for
this exception in the learning of the medieval ius commune.181 No deposi-
tions are taken on this exception, but perhaps none needs to have been taken.
Kent’s witnesses had admitted that they were minstrels and had even sought
to blunt the force of the exception in their depositions. One says that he is
retained by the lord Mauley, the other that he spends his time with the king’s son
John.182

The exception did not impress the commissary general. The case having
been brought in late April and the witnesses having been heard in late May,
the commissary general renders judgment for Kent in early July. An appeal is
mentioned, but none seems to have been taken.183

No parents or relatives are mentioned in the case, but third parties are clearly
in the background. Whether they found out about the marriage to Kent and
hastily attempted to put a stop to it by having Agnes marry John Thorp, or
whether the marriage to John Thorp was already in the wind and Agnes frus-
trated their plans by marrying Kent first, we cannot tell.184 Whoever was putting
pressure on Agnes, she apparently could not resist them to their faces. She did go
through with the marriage to Thorp and confessed it before the priest, but two
weeks later, Thorp took her to court. Granted the facts, and the court’s unwill-
ingness to allow the exception against the witnesses, it was just a matter of
time, and not very much time at that, before Kent would win. The respectable
mercer went back to Pontefract, and Agnes went “off with the raggle-taggle
gypsies, O.”

The question remains whether we can extrapolate from this spotty evidence
in the cases to the society at large. If the fifteenth-century cases suggest that
there were more arranged marriages, more marriages in which third parties
were involved than was the case in the fourteenth century, can we suggest
that the same thing was likely to have been happening in marriages that never
went to court? I think that we can, at least as a matter of probabilities. Self-
arranged marriages, particularly those involving young people, were probably
more likely to end up in the consistory court than those that were arranged by
parents or other third parties. The number of such marriages in the fourteenth-
century records may well be out of proportion to their actual numbers in the
population at large. The fact, however, that the proportion of such marriages to

180 Ibid., T&C no. 360.
181 Ref. T&C no. 361.
182 The king’s son John would be John, later duke of Bedford, who was 18 in 1407, a year younger

than the witness.
183 Thorp’s proctor protests an appeal but says that he wants to consult with an advocate. That is

the last we hear of the case.
184 Lit. T&C no. 362.
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the total number of litigated cases declines in the fifteenth century does suggest
that the proportion of such marriages in the overall population, whatever it
was, was going down. This argument assumes that the factors that caused a
marriage to end up in the consistory court remained constant over the two
centuries, but that seems to be a fair assumption.

rural versus urban cases

The suggestion that there were more arranged marriages in the fifteenth century
than there were in the fourteenth fits quite well with some recent work on
the history of the medieval English family. Lawrence Stone posits a shift from
open-lineage families in the Middle Ages to restricted patriarchal families in the
Renaissance.185 One need not fully accept Stone’s models in order to suggest
that greater social control over marriage in the fifteenth century than in the
fourteenth is consistent with those models.

What we have found, however, does not fit particularly well with Jeremy
Goldberg’s suggestion that the most important variable in determining how
much control the couple, as opposed to a wider circle, had over marriage choice
is whether the couple, or rather the woman, was resident in a rural area or in
an urban one.186 We should remember, to start off with, that nothing in late
medieval Yorkshire corresponds to what we would call ‘urban’ today. Except
for York, which may have had as many as twelve thousand people, the largest
towns probably had populations considerably less than ten thousand. Then
too, the cases show that the division between urban and rural was permeable.
William Gell, who is variously described as coming from Kirk Hammerton
and Bilton, would probably have to be classed as a resident of a rural area,
as would Joan daughter of Roger Serill of Cawood. That animals are to be
exchanged as part of their marriage settlement confirms what the location of
the places suggests. Their alleged marriage, however, took place in a house in
Micklegate in York.187 Even more problematical is a case like Ingoly c Midelton,
Esyngwald and Wright.188 At the time the action was brought, Joan Ingoly and
John Midelton lived in Bishopthorpe, and Robert Esyngwald and Ellen Wright
lived in Poppleton, both places that would qualify as rural. But John and Joan
had been married in St Margaret’s Walmgate in York; the witnesses in the case
were in service in York at the time of the key events; Robert Esyngwald may
have obtained the freedom of the city. Poppleton is about three miles northwest
of York, and Bishopthorpe is about three miles south of the city. In the fifteenth
century, this is not quite the suburbs of York, but these peoples’ lives clearly
centered around York.

185 Stone, Family, Sex and Marriage, 4–9.
186 See Goldberg, Women, Work, particularly at 217–66.
187 See at n. 171; disc. T&C no. 363.
188 Ingoly c Midelton, Esyngwald and Wright (Ch 2, at nn. 11–21).
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An even more striking example of the porousness of the rural/urban distinc-
tion is found in Garforth and Blayke c Nebb.189 Roger Nebb was, at the time of
the litigation, a tailor of York and had been a servant of Peter Kayn, also a tailor
of York. Katherine was a servant of John Dene, citizen and merchant of York.
Roger’s marriage to Katherine, I have argued, was arranged by their respective
masters. So far we have what seems to be a typically urban case. But Roger’s
marriage to Margaret Garforth, on the first of January three years previously,
was alleged to have happened in a field called “Bouresflatt” in Bracewell, high
up in the Pennines, and three of his witnesses to his absence in Marton in Craven
(which is close to Bracewell) are named Kayn, all described as “of York,” the
last of whom, one Peter, turns out to be Roger’s first cousin once removed. One
of the Kayns says that his parents still live in Marton in Craven; another says
that the rector of Marton in Craven is a relative of his. It seems likely that the
Kayns had relatively recent origins in Marton in Craven, and that a number of
young men of the clan went back there for the Christmas holidays. Curiously,
the marriage, if such it was, in the rural area was not arranged, it would seem,
whereas that in York was – just the opposite of the pattern that Goldberg posits.

Women who were working independently in urban areas may have been
able, as a general matter, to have more say about whom they would marry, but
not all of them seem to have exercised this capacity. As we have just seen, the
marriage of Katherine servant of John Dene citizen and merchant of York and
John servant of Peter Kayn tailor of York seems to have been arranged by their
masters.190 Nor are cases lacking in which rural couples seem to have done
the arranging by themselves. We have seen that Agnes Ruke was considerably
more involved in arranging her marriage than she was willing to admit. If that
is not regarded as a good example because she was an orphan, then consider
John Wistow of Welton c Elena Cowper of Welton. The couple ‘handfasted’
(the English word is used a number of times, both in the positions and in the
depositions) without her parents’ knowledge.191 When her father found out
about it, he said to her, “Thow harlot why hast thow doon’ this with Johis
Wistow and I know it not? For ther is noe man I like nearre and that thow
knowest wille ynoughe.”192 The case was defended on the ground of spiritual
affinity (Elena’s mother was John’s godmother), but the defense collapsed when
John produced a papal dispensation.193

Perhaps the best evidence for the proposition that country couples could
arrange their own marriages comes not from the relatively few cases in which
there was obvious parental opposition but from the considerably larger number
of cases where such opposition is not mentioned, indeed, where the parents are

189 See at nn. 173–175.
190 Ibid.
191 Wistow c Cowper (1491), CP.F.280.
192 Disc. T&C no. 364.
193 Lit. T&C no. 365.
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no place to be found. William Northefolk of Millington c Richard Swyer of
North Burton and Joan Thornton his wife is typical.194 William brought a
marriage-and-divorce action against Richard and Joan. Two witnesses, includ-
ing one who was related to Joan, though he cannot say quite how, testify
to an exchange of present consent in an upper room (orio) in the house of
Thomas, Joan’s father’s, in Meltonby a year earlier. The witnesses both describe
themselves as of 20 years of age. One says he was a servant of another man
in Meltonby, while the other says that he was staying with another man in
Meltonby. Both agree that William was the servant of Thomas. After exchang-
ing consent, the couple handfasted and kissed. They told no one, other than
the two witnesses.

Shortly thereafter, Thomas moved his family to Burton Fleming, which the
witnesses describe as 18 miles away (that’s about right). It was for this reason
that they did not hear about the proposed marriage between Joan and Richard,
which they now know took place the following summer. (That is confirmed
by two other witnesses who were present at the solemnization.) One of the
witnesses also says that he was in Lincolnshire when it happened. Thomas
Appilton LLB, special commissary of the commissary general, renders judgment
for William, a judgment that is affirmed on appeal by Roger Esyngwald, the
commissary general, all within approximately six months of the case’s being
brought.

It is possible that this is a case like Ingoly, a charade in which Joan rids
herself of her new husband (for whatever reason) by procuring perjured or
exaggerated testimony of her previous exchange with William.195 The cases are
roughly contemporary. Richard’s defense is not particularly vigorous. All that
his proctor does on appeal is introduce the acta from the case before Appilton
and argue about them. He does not try, for example, the quite standard device
of raising exceptions against the witnesses (one was probably available against
John Thornton, who admits that he was a blood relative of Joan’s). The fact
that he makes a substantive attempt to get the case reversed, however, does
suggest that Richard did not consent to the judgment. Further, the excuses of
the witnesses for not having objected to the banns seem far more plausible
than do the similar excuses offered by the witnesses in Ingoly, and William
has a far more plausible claim that he was surprised by what happened in
Burton Fleming, since he brings the case within a few months after the marriage
occurred, rather than years after, as was the case in Ingoly.

Since it seems plausible to believe that in this case things happened pretty
much as the witnesses say that they did, one must ask why they happened. Here,
of course, it is possible that Thomas, like Elena Cowper’s father, found out about
the marriage between Joan and William and moved the family 18 miles away
and married her to another man in an attempt to end her relationship with

194 Northefolk c Swyer and Thornton (1433), CP.F.177.
195 Ch 2, at nn. 11–21.
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William. In other cases where there is parental opposition, however, we find
out about it, and while we must assume that Joan’s parents were involved in
the marriage to Richard, we have no evidence that they knew anything about
her relationship with William.

The witnesses to the marriage with William both say that the couple kept
it secret. Perhaps we should believe them. Both the couple and their witnesses
were probably in their late teens or very early 20s at the time of the marriage.
William was still a servant, though we can well imagine that he hoped to achieve
a higher status as he grew older. Joan may have kept her story to herself for
a while in the hopes of raising the issue with her family at a more opportune
moment, a moment at which William would be well enough established to
make him a plausible candidate. If this was the plan, it was frustrated by the
move. We do not know whether Joan changed her mind when she met Richard
or whether her family swept her into a marriage with him, only that William
knew that he had enough to take his case to the consistory of York and get her
back.

We return to two basic propositions: First, marriage choice in the later Mid-
dle Ages in Yorkshire involved the choice of third parties far more often than
it does in our society, and, second, the law as applied in the consistory court
focused exclusively on the choice of the parties to the marriage and not on that
of third parties. If we read behind the lines in the cases, we see a great deal of
variation in what we can estimate was the amount of real freedom the couple
(and particularly the women) had in making their marital choices. Age, gender,
social class, economic independence (or potential for economic independence),
and the personalities of the parties (this last being perhaps the most impor-
tant and least easy to detect) all played a role. I am prepared to believe that
young women were likely to have more economic independence or potential
for economic independence in the larger towns, and hence, that the rural/urban
distinction played some role in the amount of freedom of choice that urban as
opposed to rural young women had. The other factors, however, were at least
as important, and in combination they could, and did, overcome this one.

Elizabeth Suthell was from the highest social class that we regularly see in
the records; she was female, and probably quite young; her personality, at least
so far as we can tell from the record, was passive.196 The fact that we would
probably classify her as ‘rural’ would have to come quite far down on the list
of reasons why she seems to have had nothing to say about her marital choice.
Elena Cowper was equally rural; she seems to have come from a slightly lower
social class than Elizabeth Suthell, but she was certainly not poor.197 She may
have been a bit older than Elizabeth Suthell, but there is no evidence that she
was economically independent. (The friend with whom she stayed after she left
her house to escape her parents’ wrath was 24.) The depositions tell us that she
organized the handfasting that took place in the house of a middle-age couple

196 At n. 163, and preceding text.
197 At nn. 191–3.
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(both of whom testify). The litigation was probably necessitated by the fact
that her husband, John Wistow, could not provide them with a place to live
at the time that they handfasted. A year later, however, he sued and had in
the meantime gotten the necessary papal dispensation. He won his suit quite
quickly, and there was no appeal. The law was on Elena’s side, and she and
John knew how to use it.

While what I have just said suffices to summarize my disagreement with
Goldberg, it fails to do justice to his argument, which is developed over the
course of a long book and the core of which, for our purposes, takes up a full
36 pages.198 It also violates a core principal of this book: Granted the great
variety of cases to be found in the cause papers, we must report not only on
what could happen but what was normal. Let us, then, look at Goldberg’s
argument a bit more closely.

There is much in it with which we can agree. Had the whole been argued
with the caution that is displayed in the conclusion, we would not have cause
to complain.199 On the basis of the evidence that we have before us (which does
not move into the sixteenth century), we cannot confirm that there is a decline
in the freedom of choice of women in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth
centuries, but we cannot deny it either.200 Like Goldberg, we see more evidence
of arranged marriages among the landed of relatively high social rank and
among the wealthier peasants than we do among people living in urban areas
and the less well-off in the country. Like Goldberg, we see considerable evidence
of young people of all social ranks and geographical locations arranging their
own marriages and marrying, it would seem, for love. My disagreement does
not lie with this final summary; it lies rather with earlier sections in the chapter
where it seems that Goldberg exaggerates the differences between urban and
rural.

The argument begins with evidence that more rural adolescents, particularly
girls, tended to live at home than did those in urban areas. To the extent that
this is true (and there are some interesting variations, depending on whether
or not the household was devoted to agricultural employment and whether
that agriculture was pastoral or grain-based), Goldberg argues, parents were
in a better position to supervise their children’s marriage choice than if their
children were in service in a town.201 That statement can hardly be denied,
but the fact that parents were in a better position to supervise their children’s
marriage choice does not mean that they did so. The fourteenth- and fifteenth-
century cases that Goldberg cites to illustrate rural young women living at home
show the difficulty of proceeding from the opportunity to the fact. Penesthorp
c Waltegrave involves a marriage that neither set of parents was ‘supervising’.
The woman’s brother brought matters to a head at sword’s point, and the

198 Goldberg, Women, Work, 243–79.
199 Id., 272–9.
200 See App. e3.2.
201 Goldberg, Women, Work, 243–4.
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marriage was dissolved for force.202 Malman and Raskelf c Belamy involves an
older woman who is said to have sought her brother’s consent to a marriage
and a woman who may have been younger and who exchanges consent in
her father’s house. That her father arranged this marriage is possible, but the
witnesses do not say that.203 Northefolk c Swyer and Thornton also involves
two marriages, one of which was emphatically not supervised by the woman’s
parents and the other of which may have been. It is the first that prevails.204

Chew c Cosyn, however, is clearly a case in which the woman’s parents were
deeply involved in arranging the marriage (and then, perhaps, in trying to break
it up).205

Goldberg then states: “It is evident that the consent of a parent or guardian
was an expected requirement for any woman contemplating matrimony.”206

That seems an extreme statement in the light of the evidence that we have
before us. The fact that one woman told a man’s brother “I will have hym in
to my Husband if my Fadir will assent” is some evidence of social attitudes,
but certainly not enough on which to posit a societal expectation across all
individuals and groups within the society. Perhaps more telling are the cases
where the consent of a parent, relative, or employer is alleged to have been
made a condition of the contract.207 Against these should be balanced the very
large number of cases in which such conditions were not present. Certainly,
there is nothing like the number of contracts conditional on parental consent
that we find at Paris in the late fourteenth century.208

Goldberg then offers a number of examples of rural arranged marriages,
cases where the parents played a significant role or where parents took “the
initiative in bringing young people together.”209 Two of the cases cited are
from the sixteenth century. Of the remaining three cases (one of which is cited
twice), the description of the negotiations in Inkersale c Beleby is substantially
accurate. The only difficulty is that the depositions describing these negotiations
is the only document that survives from the case. We do not know what the
dispute was about and why the actor had to sue to enforce what seems from
the depositions to have been a ‘done deal’.210 Graystanes and Barraycastell c
Dale is much more problematical. Goldberg’s description of the negotiations
that led to the second marriage in the case is substantially accurate, but he fails
to note that they are alleged to have taken place after the exchange with the
first actrix and that the solemnization of the second marriage, such as it was,
took place after the official of Durham had ordered the reus to solemnize with

202 Ch 4, at nn. 237–9.
203 Ch 4, at nn. 182–3.
204 See at nn. 194–195.
205 See at n. 178; Ch 11, at n. 64; Goldberg, Women, Work, 240, 258.
206 Id., 244.
207 Examples and lit. T&C no. 366.
208 See Ch 7, esp. at nn. 27–73.
209 Goldberg, Women, Work, 245–6.
210 See at n. 170; Goldberg, Women, Work, 245, 246.
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the first actrix.211 It is possible that what was involved here was a marriage of
convenience, in preference to one of love, but it also possible that the story of
the marriage of convenience is partially, or entirely, fabricated. That the family
was of two minds about these marriages is suggested by the fact that the actor’s
aunt testifies on behalf of the first actrix. The problematical nature of John
Sell of Bagby c Margaret Mawer of Pickhill and John Mawer her husband is
indicated by Goldberg himself. The issue in the case is whether Margaret was
forced into the marriage with Sell by her grandfather (she seems to have been
only 14 at the time). Whether Margaret’s parents were involved is, in fact, one
of the issues in the case; there is testimony on both sides of that issue. The case
comes from the end of the fifteenth century, a period in which, we have argued,
arranged marriages were more common. The case seems, however, to fit fairly
nicely into the pattern of type five, the arranged marriage gone awry. Such
cases had existed since the fourteenth century; the question is how common
they were.212

Goldberg next concedes that “young people in the countryside sometimes
[took] the initiative in much the same way as their urban cousins,” subject
only to the consent of their parents.213 He cites Wright c Ricall as an example.
As discussed earlier, I think it better fits the evidence to see that case as one
of somewhat more mature parties who had been engaged in a long-term rela-
tionship.214 William Haynes of Methley and Richard Northcroft of Darfield c
Margaret Atkynson of Billingley does, however, fit the pattern; only there is no
indication here that Richard and Margaret obtained the consent of her parents.
In fact, the depositions suggest quite strongly that she married William not
only under parental pressure but lordly. The marriage took place in the manor
hall of a local knight. Eight months previously, however, she had exchanged
consent with Richard with only two witnesses present, both of whom had been
brought by Richard and who had been sworn to secrecy by Richard for fear
“that it would come to the ears of certain relatives and friends of Margaret who
wanted to work against it.”215 Richard won his case, and I think we must imag-
ine that that result was not unwelcome to Margaret. Goldberg then goes on to
describe Wistow c Cowper and argues, I think correctly, that Elena’s courage
was rare in the cause papers and probably also in reality.216 Perhaps we might
add that what Margaret and Richard did was probably more common, but no
less effective.

The question, of course, is whether these cases, all of which are concededly
rural, are typically ‘rural’ in that they show regular involvement of parents and
relatives in marriage choice, except for the occasional rebellious couple whose

211 Ch 4, at nn. 179–180.
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rebelliousness is shown by the obvious opposition that their choice provokes.
This is contrasted with the urban situation, where, Goldberg asserts, relatively
few daughters remained living with their parents until marriage, and there is
only one case, and this late, of parental opposition to a daughter’s marriage.217

The problem with this argument is that it takes two pieces of evidence – the
residence pattern of adolescents, particularly young women, which, as we have
already seen, need not inevitably lead to parental control over marriage; and an
example of open conflict over marriage choice between parents and children,
which seems to have been rare – and uses them to make an argument about the
normal pattern of marriage in rural versus urban areas.

Goldberg seeks to reinforce his argument on subsequent pages, and we will
not follow him there. Let us look instead at the evidence in a different way.
Table 5.1 lists all of the cases, both urban and rural, in both centuries in which
there is some evidence of parental involvement. ‘Parental involvement’ is here
defined broadly, as Goldberg seems to define it. It includes any case in which
relatives or social superiors of the couple, such as masters or lords, seem to
have played a role in the marriage, be it in arranging it or supporting it or in
attempting to thwart it. The table lists first those cases in Goldberg’s data set
(JG) and then those that are not in Goldberg’s data set (CD).

The proportion of cases with parental involvement is higher in the JG data
set than it is in the CD. This is what we would expect, granted that the JG data
set is better documented than is the CD. There is no reason, however, to think
that the proportion of cases with parental involvement in urban as opposed to
rural cases should be any different in the JG data set from what is in the CD.
Hence, the numbers for the JG data set probably better reflect the underlying
reality if the question is what proportion of cases has parental involvement,
while the total numbers probably better reflect the underlying reality (because
the sample is larger) if the question is what is the difference between urban and
rural cases.

What the numbers show is quite interesting. Whether we look at the overall
numbers or any subset of them, the proportion of cases with parental involve-
ment is always higher for the rural samples than it is for the urban. Goldberg’s
instinct that there was more parental involvement in his rural sample than in his
urban was quite correct. The urban sample, however, is not devoid of parental
involvement. Except in a couple of subsamples where the number of cases is
small, the proportion of cases with parental involvement in the urban samples
ranges from 24 percent to 34 percent. (The equivalent proportions in the rural
samples range from 24% to 50%.) There is also a definite chronological trend.
The proportion of cases with parental involvement is higher in every fifteenth-
century cell from what it is in the corresponding fourteenth-century cell. This
is, of course, consistent with our earlier finding that the proportion of cases
involving arranged marriages goes up in the fifteenth century. Finally, in our
focus on what is there, we should also emphasize what is not there. Even the

217 Goldberg, Women, Work, 247; disc. T&C no. 368.
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table 5.1. ‘Parental Involvement’ in York Marriage Cases (1300–1499)

No. No. w/ Parental % w/ Parental
Set Rural/Urban Cases Involvement Involvement

JG – 14th Rural 39 16 41
Urban 24 7 29

subtotal 63 23 37
CD – 14th ?Rural 3 1

Rural 14 3
subtotal 17 4 24

Urban 5 0 0
subtotal 22 4 18

JG & CD – 14th Rural 56 20 36
Urban 29 7 24

total 85 27 32
JG – 15th Rural 50 24 48

Urban 38 13 34
subtotal 88 37 42

CD – 15th ?Rural 1 1
Rural 17 8

subtotal 18 9 50
Urban 8 1 13

subtotal 26 10 38
JG & CD – 15th Rural 68 33 49

Urban 46 14 30
total 114 47 41
All JG & CD Rural 124 53 43

Urban 75 21 28
grand total 199 74 37

Notes:Set = data set; No. Cases = number of cases; No. w/ Parental Involvement = number of
cases with ‘parental involvement’ as defined in the text following n. 217; % w/ Parental Involve-
ment = the proportion of cases with ‘parental involvement’; JG = numbers derived from Goldberg,
Women, Work, and CD = numbers that of derived from the records for cases not in JG’s data
set. The total number of cases is 16 smaller than the total number of marriage cases in the cause
papers because I have excluded 1 fourteenth-century case and 15 fifteenth-century cases in which
the surviving documentation would not have indicated whether there was parental involvement.
The 4 cases marked ‘?Rural’ do not have a place of residence of the parties, but from the nature
of the record, it seemed more likely that they were rural than urban.
Source:Goldberg, Women, Work; York, Borthwick Institute, CP.E; CP.F.

rural samples of the fifteenth century never show parental involvement in more
than half the cases. That means that in half the cases, parents, relatives, lords,
and masters are no place to be found.218

So what is the nature of this ‘parental involvement’ in the urban cases? It
varies, as it does in the rural cases. In the fourteenth-century cases in the JG
data set, the involvement includes brothers of the reus who supported his story

218 Disc. T&C no. 369.
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of absence, a father who represented his daughter as a proctor in a marriage
case (and who clearly was involved in supporting her marriage choice, if not
arranging it), a master in whose house the exchange of consent took place and
whose consent to the arrangement must be obtained, a mother who witnessed
her daughter’s informal contract with an apprentice saddler and whose kin
are said to have been negotiating with him about the marriage, a woman who
alleged that her exchange of consent was conditional on her parents’ consent, an
advocate of the court of York who arranged his widowed daughter’s remarriage
in such a way as to preclude the claim of another suitor, and the mother and
stepfather of a strong-willed young woman who vigorously and, it would seem,
successfully opposed her choice of a marriage partner.219

We have already discussed some of the fifteenth-century cases in the JG data
set in this chapter. There are two urban cases of forced marriages, one in which
the force was applied by the woman’s parents and one in which the force was
applied by her lord.220 There is one case in which a (probably) young widow
thwarted the designs of others for her marriage by marrying a minstrel a week
earlier.221 There is another case in which the masters of a servant couple clearly
consented to their marriage, and perhaps they arranged it.222 In yet another
case, the brother, who was a priest, of a woman engaged in a meretricious rela-
tionship with an officer of the court of York attempted to turn the relationship
into marriage by straightening out the financial arrangements.223

The references in the more routine cases are less dramatic and in some cases
more problematical, but they point in the same direction. The depositions in
Katherine Thorp of St Sampson York c Thomas Horton of St Mary Castlegate
York describe in some detail a ceremony of handfasting in the house of the
witnesses, a married couple described as “forty or more.” At a minimum, this
suggests a younger couple bringing their intentions formally to the attention of
older married people in the community. It may be more than that. Though the
witnesses both describe themselves as unrelated to either of the couple, they
both are asked, quite unusually, if the male witness ever had sexual intercourse
with Katherine. While there are a number of reasons why this question might
be asked, the most obvious one would be that the defense (which does not
survive) will be that the male witness is, in fact, related to Thomas and, hence,
the marriage is impeded by affinity by illicit intercourse.224

The only surviving set of depositions in Joan Lawrens of York and Agnes
Seton of York c Thomas Karlell cardmaker of York are to the marriage that
Thomas concedes.225 They describe a handfasting in the house of a seem-
ingly unrelated couple in the presence of the couple, an outside witness, and

219 Listed T&C no. 370.
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224 Thorp c Horton (1465), CP.F.208.
225 Lawrens and Seton c Karlell (1413), CP.F.65.
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(apparently) Joan’s mother. One of the witnesses testifies that Joan lives with
her mother.

In Alice Williamson of Methley c William Haggar of York, three witnesses
testify to an exchange of consent in a garden after the couple had had two
children.226 Alice’s father, who also testifies, seems to be involved in trying to
regularize this relationship.

The parental involvement is more obvious in John Astlott c Agnes Louth
of Kingston upon Hull.227 Two witnesses, John’s mother and his stepfather,
describe the exchange of present consent between the couple about a year pre-
viously. They had dined with John in Kingston on a Sunday and were walking
back with him to their house in Ella when they encountered Agnes, who was
milking a cow near the town gate called ‘Beverlaygate’.228 The meeting had
apparently been prearranged, at least by John and Agnes, because they then
and there exchanged words of present consent in the presence of his parents.
John, they testify, was at the time worth £40 and could have had a much richer
woman, but Agnes’s father was a substantial textor.229 He owned a house that
Agnes stood to inherit. There was some talk as to how Agnes’s parents were to
be told of the contract, but ultimately Agnes told her sister who told her parents,
and within a week the contract was common knowledge.230 Various gifts were
exchanged. Two other witnesses testify to an occasion, probably a month later,
on which Agnes asked John to solemnize their marriage, because her father
was unhappy (as was she) about leaving matters as they were. John, however,
said that he could not do so until he returned from a trip abroad. While John
was away, Agnes dealt in John’s goods, carried the keys to his house and shop,
and otherwise behaved as his wife.231 On that trip, however, John lost a good
part of his fortune, and now Agnes and her parents did not want go through
with the marriage. No result is reported, but it is clear enough that both sets of
parents were very much involved.232

The documentation in Walter Lematon c William Shirwod of York father
of Joan is skimpy and damaged, and only one deposition survives. The cause
of action is an unusual one, an action by a would-be son-in-law against his
would-be father-in-law for impeding the marriage. If the deposition is reliable,
there can be little doubt that that was what William was doing.233

Margaret Foghler of York and Margaret Barker dwelling with John Marsshall
of York tailor c John Werynton of York servant of John Baune of York cord-
wainer is clearly a case in which the master of Werynton, who at the time was
also the master of Barker, played a key and controversial role.234 According to
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the testimony of three witnesses, including Baune’s wife, Baune forced Weryn-
ton into contracting with Barker because he had caught them more than once
having intercourse. It was assize week early in Lent, and Baune threatened to
have Werynton put in jail if he did not contract with Barker. One of Werynton’s
objections to contracting, we might note, is that he would not do so if his
father and relatives were there. I think there can be relatively little doubt that
something along these lines happened, though whether this constitutes suffi-
cient grounds for invalidating the contract is perhaps another matter. Whether
the contract with Foghler also happened is a matter about which we may have
more doubt, though Werynton confesses it. Foghler and Werynton are alleged
to have contracted twice, once in Baune’s house (though he is not said to have
been present), in the autumn before the contract with Barker. There is one rea-
sonably solid witness to that contract, but the second, a young man who was
playing ball in the street and who was called in to witness to their contracting
again, says simply that they confessed to him that they had contracted. Even
more suspiciously, the same witnesses happened to be present in the cemetery of
York Minster around Easter (following the contract with Barker) when Foghler
and Werynton contracted again. While the witnesses are not sure whether the
couple had intercourse after the first contract, they are convinced (for reasons
they do not state) that they did so many times after the second contract.

Sentence is rendered for Foghler and against Barker. The wording of the
sentence for Foghler is unusual. She proved her case, it says, “sufficiently for
the purposes of this our sentence.”235 That is not a standard phrase in the
diplomatic of sentences, and it may indicate that what she had shown was
sufficient, when combined with Werynton’s confession, to allow her to win her
case. That probably means that the judge had doubts about whether she had
proven her precontract, but it made no difference because he was going to hold
the subsequent contract with Barker invalid for force.236

A considerable documentation survives in Robert Lede tailor of York c John
Skirpenbek cordwainer of York and Agnes Miton his wife, but we do not have
all the testimony, and some of what we have is confused as to the critical
dates.237 What follows resolves the ambiguities in the dates in such a way as
to make sense of the story. According to John Duraunt, a baker of York in
his forties, Robert and Agnes contracted marriage with the usual words of the
present tense in his house in Ousegate on 15 October 1433. Duraunt’s wife,
Agnes, and Richard Claybank, another baker, also witnessed the handfasting,
and although their testimony does not survive, they almost certainly did testify
because Skirpenbek’s exceptions to their testimony do survive.

On the same day that Duraunt testifies, Hugh Killom, a capmaker of Mickle-
gate, who describes himself as the former master of Agnes and the godfather of

235 Ibid.: quia invenimus . . . [Margaretam] intencionem suam coram nobis in iudicio deductam
quoad hanc nostram sententiam sufficienter probasse.

236 Lit. T&C no. 379.
237 Lede c Skirpenbek and Miton (1435), CP.F.115.
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her child, testifies that sometime between 1 August and 11 November of 1433,
Robert came to him and said that he and Agnes had contracted marriage but
that Agnes “at the instance of certain enemies of this Robert had withdrawn her
heart from this Robert and did not wish to observe the pact between them.”238

Hugh consulted Agnes about this, and she said that she never had matrimonial
words with him. Somewhat later, he and John were in Agnes’s house speaking
of the matter. They told her that Robert was threatening to bring suit in the
court of York, and she told them to tell Robert that “he was laboring in vain
if he hoped to take her to wife because she was the wife of John Skirpenbek,
cordwainer, and she wished to have him as her husband, and by way of earnest
of the marriage contract between them she had received and had by gift of
this John half a quarter of wheat.”239 Hugh then describes a meeting held in
the chapter house of the Dominicans at which he and Duraunt delivered this
answer to Robert in the presence of witnesses, including Richard Claybank,
and they all agreed that they would go the following Sunday (3 January 1434)
to the cathedral at the time of the high mass and declare the matter to Mr John
Marchall the receiver of the archbishop.240 This they did, and on that occa-
sion, Robert said that “since Agnes said and affirmed that she was the wife of
John Skirpenbek it was not, nor is it, his intention to desire the wife of another
man.” He therefore said that he did not wish to proceed further in the matter
but to rid himself completely of it.241 The same day after dinner, Agnes and
John handfasted and exchanged words of the present tense in Hugh’s house
in his presence and that of his wife and two other men. Hugh also testifies by
hearsay that the marriage was solemnized the following autumn in All Saints’
Pavement.

William Barton, a York bower, aged fifty, testifies to the handfasting at
Hugh’s house and to the solemnization of the marriage the following 12 Septem-
ber.242 He also testifies that before the contract in January, there was fama in
York that Agnes had contracted with Robert. His most interesting testimony,
however, concerns an exchange that occurred in the shop of one John Hag-
gas (or Haggard), who later also testifies and describes himself as a baker and
the godfather of two of Agnes’s children. Hugh, John Haggas, Agnes, and the
witness were all in the shop when Hugh told them that he had “been at the
minster of St Peter’s, York, and there it was found and declared that Agnes was
a free woman absolved of any pretended matrimonial contract had with Robert
Lede, so that she could contract marriage elsewhere as she wished.”243 This is,
of course, considerably different from Hugh’s description of the same events
in the minster. Even more interestingly, William goes on to say: “When this

238 Ibid., T&C no. 380.
239 Ibid., T&C no. 381.
240 Lit. T&C no. 382.
241 Ibid., T&C no. 383.
242 This date proves particularly difficult to tie down, though there seems to be no reason to doubt

that the event actually happened.
243 Ibid., T&C no. 384.
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was said, this witness and John Haggas, executors of the testament of William
Miton, deceased, the former husband of Agnes, spoke to Agnes and warned [the
word can also mean ‘threatened’] her that unless she took John Skirpenbek as
her husband, these executors would make her suffer a penalty of 20 marks.”244

William is the only witness to add this telling detail. John Haggas’s testimony
is consistent with William’s, but he does not mention his role as executor of
William Miton’s testament. John also tries to establish the proposition that
Agnes had contracted with John Skirpenbek before she had any words with
Robert, but of this precontract there is clearly no firm evidence.

The remainder of the testimony, 11 witnesses in all, is devoted to establishing
the proposition that John Duraunt and his wife were at Agnes’s wedding and
that they had perjured themselves when they testified that they were not. This
is important not only because of the perjury charge but also because, had they
been there, they should have reclaimed the banns.245 Whether the informal
ruling of John Marchall, if such it was, would have sufficed to excuse them
from so reclaiming is a question that we cannot answer, because no sentence
survives.

As is frequently the case in these records, we cannot be sure that we are
hearing Agnes’s voice. If she spoke as Hugh alleges her to have spoken, then
she wanted to marry John Skirpenbek, and John Duraunt’s testimony (and
that of his co-witnesses, which does not survive) is fabricated. Duraunt was
almost certainly not telling the truth when he said that he was not at Agnes’s
wedding, but that may have been because he was not aware that he had what
was probably a good excuse for not having reclaimed the banns. One does
wonder, however, whether we are getting the full story from Agnes’s witnesses.
If she had firmly made up her mind to marry John before she had any dealings
with Robert, why was it necessary to threaten her with the loss of what was
probably a legacy in her deceased husband’s testament? I have no doubt that
Agnes did “at length” (tandem) consent to marrying John, as William Barton
says. What we cannot tell is whether she did so because the men who were
running the operation told her that Robert had given up.

Joan Kirkby of York c Henry Helwys of York and Alice daughter of John
Newton of York glover is a marriage-and-divorce case in which Joan pre-
vailed.246 Henry was ordered to solemnize with Joan; he refused, and by a
process that cannot quite be recovered, this seems to have lead to an ex officio
inquiry into whether Joan’s witnesses were suborned. The witnesses are quite
divided on the basic question, but one of them, the rector of Goldsborough and
Joan’s parish priest at the time, tells a story that has a ring of truth. He says that
Joan came to him with the story of her precontract prior to Henry’s marriage
to Alice, and he told her to reclaim, which she did, but the marriage was solem-
nized anyway. Then Henry taunted Alice with the precontract, telling her that

244 Ibid., T&C no. 385.
245 See Ch 1, text following n. 104.
246 Kirkby c Helwys and Newton (1430), CP.F.99.
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she was only his whore because of the precontract. Word of this got to John
Newton, who went to see the rector; Joan repeated her story, and the rector
advised legal action.247 The Newton family may have been deeply divided over
the matter. John seems to have gotten the action going and firmly testifies that
there was no subornation. Alice’s brother, however, equally firmly testifies that
there was. Of Alice’s view of the matter we hear nothing, but the fact that she
did not bring a divorce action on the ground of the precontract suggests that
she preferred to remain with Henry.248

Further pursuit of this issue would take us into more detail than the matter
warrants. Suffice it to say here that there are differences between the urban and
rural cases in the York cause papers. When, however, one carefully compares
similar types of actions or phenomena, as we did in cases that show parental
involvement, the differences turn out to be less stark than Goldberg in some
places argues.

conclusion

This chapter has tended to emphasize differences, differences between
fourteenth- and fifteenth-century cases, in the first sections, and differences
between rural and urban across both centuries, in the most recent section. We
concluded the last section by warning against exaggerating the rural /urban
distinction. We conclude, for now, our discussion of York by emphasizing the
substantial elements of continuity across the two centuries.

First, the modal case at York concerns a de presenti informal marriage.
Where three parties are involved (a minority but a substantial minority of the
marriage-formation cases), one of the marriages may be formal, or at least
more formal than the other. Cases involving promises to marry, unaccompanied
by intercourse, are very rare. There are a number of cases in which sexual
intercourse has taken place, and so the tense of the verbs is irrelevant.

Second, the court is decidedly friendly to plaintiffs’ claims, whether those
plaintiffs are women, as they are in the majority of cases in the fourteenth and
first half of the fifteenth century, or men, as they are in the majority of cases in
the second half of the fifteenth century.

Third, the court of York provides a forum for dispute resolution. It is not,
for the most part, in the business of law enforcement. Other courts within
the diocese were involved in law-enforcement, but of those courts we know
relatively little. What we see in the cause papers of the court of York are cases
that at least one and sometimes both of the parties wanted to bring before the
court.

Fourth, cases of separation a mensa et thoro are rare, and the court does
not seem to have been particularly favorable toward them. Cases of divorce are

247 At this point the deposition breaks off and is clearly unfinished.
248 Granted the conflicting testimony here, I would hesitate to draw any firm conclusions as to

what happened. Lit. T&C no. 386.
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more common, though not common when compared to cases about marriage
formation. In a number of divorce cases and in a number of marriage-formation
cases, we suspected that the claim of precontract was being made mendaciously.

Fifth, the cases involve people at a number of different stages of life. The
majority of cases concern people who are marrying, or attempting to marry, for
the first time, but a number involve widows and widowers, and others involve
people who have been living together without the benefit of a formal marriage.

Sixth, there is evidence of arranged marriages and evidence of third parties
being involved in marriage choice. There is, however, less such evidence than
we would expect on the basis of what we know about medieval marriage from
other sources.

Seventh, going from the evidence of the patterns of the cases to conclusions
about marriages that were not disputed is, of course, highly risky. It is made
more risky by the fact that we do not seem to have a single marriage pattern
revealed in the cases but, rather, a number of marriage patterns, patterns that
correspond, at least in some sense, to the five story-patterns outlined at the
beginning of Chapter 4. Focusing, however, on the story-element that seems
to be the most common, the story of the woman wronged, one might wonder
whether the reason why it plays such an important role is that many times,
behavior that led to the woman being wronged in the litigated cases had a happy
ending in cases that were not litigated. While it is difficult to determine the age
of the litigants, most of the women seem to have been, at a minimum, in their
late teens or early 20s. They were old enough to know what they were doing.
Some may have been swept away by passion and did something that they later
regretted, but their behavior is more explicable if we posit that one marriage
pattern that was prevalent in the diocese of York in the later Middle Ages was
for a couple to handfast before friends, and perhaps before older people not
necessarily their parents; then, in all probability, to have sexual intercourse and,
eventually, have the banns proclaimed and begin formal coresidence. If this was
a marriage pattern that they had seen their sisters, in some cases quite literally,
follow successfully, then we have a better explanation why those young women
who were ultimately betrayed did what they did.

Eighth, if going from litigated cases to marriage patterns in cases that were
not litigated is difficult, assessing reactions to the role of the court in the overall
society is even harder. Suffice it to say here that there seem to be storm clouds
on the horizon, at least by the fifteenth century. Litigants seem to have been
aware of the possibility of corrupt allegations, and allegations of precontract
that could lead to the breakup of adequately formed marriages, allegations in
marriage-formation cases of contracts that did not exist with anything like the
clarity that the witnesses say that they did. Those that lost such cases could
hardly have been pleased. The potential for wrong judgments of church courts
to lead to morally intolerable situations had concerned churchmen from at least
the twelfth century. If the increasing evidence that we see of arranged marriages
corresponds to an increasing number of arranged marriages in the society at
large, then the ability of young people to make use of the canon-law rules to
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thwart what their elders had planned for them could have led to an increasing
distaste among the elders for what the court was doing. All of these reactions are
possible. None, so far as I am aware, can be proved for the diocese of York, even
at the end of the fifteenth century. The fact that the court becomes somewhat
more cautious in the fifteenth century, however, lends some plausibility to the
notion that there was increasing concern at least about the first of the problems
outlined here.



6

Ely

the business of the court of ely

The diocese of Ely was the second smallest in geographical area in England,
covering only the county of Cambridgeshire and the Isle of Ely. From August
of 1373 to June of 1388, its bishop was Thomas Arundel, a well-connected
prelate who was later translated to York and who ultimately became arch-
bishop of Canterbury.1 Close to the beginning of Arundel’s tenure, Robert
Foxton, a notary public and registrar of the court, began what he called “a
register of causes of the consistory of Ely.”2 This is a chronological record
of all the business that came before the court of the bishop’s official between
the years 1374 and 1381. The period in question covers the tenure of three
different officials and a number of commissaries. There are 3,215 entries of
judicial business in the book (excluding the entries that indicate the court
session and its adjournment). The quality and care with which Foxton com-
posed the 142 folios of this book make it one the most informative of the
surviving English medieval church court act books. It is also one of the
earliest.

The first question we must ask when we are confronted with such a huge
amount of data is how to organize it. Much of what we see in the Ely act book
is easily translatable into modern legal categories, and there is some evidence
that Foxton was thinking in these categories. Hence, it is all too easy to make
the leap and to use modern categories. To do so, however, runs considerable
risk of anachronism. It may be well, therefore, to proceed more slowly and to
ask what the evidence is for the existence of these, or other, categories in the
mind of our fourteenth-century notary. We can be reasonably sure that what
was in his mind was also in the minds of the other professionals of the court.

1 See Aston, Arundel.
2 CUL, DMA, D2/1; lit. and disc. T&C no. 388.
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We can, of course, be far less sure that what was in their minds was also in the
minds of the litigants or of the society at large.

Two large overlapping sets of categories seem to have been dominant in
Foxton’s mind as he sought to impose order on his massive collection of mate-
rial, one set that we would call procedural and one that we would call sub-
stantive, though there is no evidence that he would have used these terms, and
considerable evidence that the distinction between procedure and substance did
not play the dominant role in his thinking that it does in the thinking of mod-
ern lawyers. The substantive categories are more in evidence in the book, since
Foxton uses them in the headings of the cases that he writes to keep track of
the cases from court session to court session. The entry for the first appearance
of a case will read “X was cited at the instance of Y in a cause of Z.”3 The
marginal tag line for the case in the next entry will then, almost invariably, be
some shortened form of ‘Y’, and the opening line of the case will begin “In a
cause of Z, between X and Y.”4

The substantive categories represented by ‘Z’ in the preceding paragraph
are relatively few: ‘Matrimonial’ (matrimonialis), ‘of divorce’ (divorcii), ‘of
defamation’ (diffamationis), ‘of tithes’ (decimarum), ‘of breach of faith or per-
jury’ (fidei lesionis seu periurii), ‘of violence’ (violencie), and ‘testamentary’
(testamentaria) are by far the most common.

The procedural categories are less well attested in the book; some, but not
all, appear in the captions. Cases will migrate from one procedural category
to another without that fact being explicitly noted. The major procedural cat-
egories are dependent on how a case is begun. If someone other than a court
officer, acting in his capacity as a court officer, asks that a person with whom he
or she has a quarrel be cited before the court to answer to a complaint and to
do right by him or her, this is described as a ‘cause’ (causa, alternatively ‘case’)
brought at the instance (ad instanciam) of the actor (approximately ‘plaintiff’).
Such cases roughly correspond to what modern Western lawyers would call
‘civil’, though so far as I am aware, that term is not used in the book; we call
them ‘instance cases’.

The next largest group of cases are begun with a citation, frequently though
not invariably called ex officio (‘out of the office [of the judge]’). These are some-
times called ‘matters’ (negotia, alternatively ‘businesses’), sometimes with the
additional phrase ‘of correction’ (correctionis). The object of the citation is to
have the person or persons who are called explain, if they can, why they should
not be subjected to a penalty for, or at least an order to desist from, behavior that
appears on its face to be illegal. While some of these cases involve offenses that
modern Western lawyers would call ‘criminal’ (e.g., adultery, assault) or that
could be understood to be criminal in the context of the law of the time (e.g.,
clerical concubinage), others would be called criminal only in the most extended
sense of the term. Hence, we find in this category cases involving contempt, or

3 Disc. T&C no. 389.
4 Text, citation form, and lit. T&C no. 390.
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seeming contempt, of court orders; failure to attend a synod (which may be
excused but needs to be explained); failure of a chaplain who has no other job
to serve in a parish when asked, and so on.

A few of these office cases are specifically said to be ‘promoted’ by some-
one other than a court officer. After the initial citation, the promotor has the
responsibility to conduct the case, producing the necessary witnesses, and so
on. If successful, the promotor will see the reus (roughly, ‘defendant’) punished,
or ordered to desist from his behavior, and will not receive money damages, but
that last feature does not distinguish office cases from instance, since many of
the latter also do not result in money damages (notably, marriage and defama-
tion cases).

The Ely act book also recognizes a third category of cases, appeal cases.
Underlying these appeals is normally the judgment or action of some subordi-
nate court or subordinate of the official in an instance or office case. Formally,
the appeal cases in the Ely consistory are instance cases: They begin with a
citation at the instance of the appellant.5 Many of them do not say what the
substance of the underlying case was because the appeal focuses on an alleged
procedural defect in the proceedings in the court below. It is possible, however,
to surmise whether the underlying case was one of instance or office (with a
possible ambiguity if the underlying case was a promoted office case), because
in the former, the appeal is brought against the successful party in the court
below, while in the latter, the appeal is brought against (and defended by) the
inferior judge personally.

In a final category of cases, there is no citation and, so far as we can tell,
no dispute. The court is asked to perform some act within its competence.
Approving the appointment of a proctor, roughly equivalent to a modern attor-
ney or solicitor, is the most common such entry, followed by the probate of the
testament of a deceased person. Various acts of ecclesiastical administration
fall into this category as well: appointing a curator or assistant for an old or
infirm priest; sequestering the revenues of a benefice, the incumbent of which
has died; and accepting professions of obedience from holders of benefices. We
have called such entries ‘administrative’ (though there is no warrant in the book
for that term).6

A final matter of definition before we try to get some sense of the business
of the Ely consistory court recorded in our book. There are, as we have said,
3,215 entries of judicial business in the book. These entries are divided into an
as-yet-to-be-defined number of cases. Robert Foxton had a rather narrow view
of what constituted a ‘case’, and as result, the number of his cases is large. If,
for example, the abbot and convent of Thorney had had cited nine different
parishioners of their appropriated church of St Mary, Whittlesey, in a case
about tithes, mortuary, oblations, and the office of holy water clerk, Foxton
made seven different entries, corresponding, it would seem, to the number of

5 Disc. T&C no. 391.
6 Disc. T&C no. 392.
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mandates of citation that were issued.7 In the next session of the court, the case
was compromised and peace was restored between the abbot and convent and
all nine parishioners.8 Classifying these entries as representing seven (or nine)
different cases would exaggerate the number of disputes about these topics
in the book. Our initial count of cases, therefore, combines into one the cases
brought by the same actor against the same or multiple rei or by multiple actores
against the same reus, where the issues are the same or similar and the cases
proceed in tandem, even if Foxton made separate entries for them.

We first organized the material by dividing it into cases organized by pro-
cedural categories and then further subdivided it into substantive categories.
For reasons that will become apparent, this did not prove to be a particularly
helpful way of organizing the material, and we do not reproduce the table here.
What it did show was that under our definition of a ‘case’, there were 566 cases
in the book divided among the procedural categories as follows: administrative
96 (17%), appeal 72 (13%), instance 266 (47%), office 120 (21%), and office
promoted 12 (2%).

The exercise also showed that it was necessary to expand and fill out the
substantive categories used by Foxton in the instance cases in the following
ways: We created a category ‘court’ that includes ‘housekeeping’ entries that
relate to the court or its officers (under ‘administrative’), orders by the court and
penalties imposed in aid of its jurisdiction (under ‘office’), and cases in which
proctors, advocates, and registrars seek to recover their fees (called ‘salaries’,
salaria) against private parties (under ‘instance’). By far the most common
entries on the administrative side are records of proxies (202, all classified as one
‘case’), substitutions of proctors (20), and one revocation of a proxy without
an appointment of a substitute.9 There are also other housekeeping items of
the court: records of appointments of apparitors, admission of advocates and
proctors, commissions of the official, a commission of temporary commissaries,
and an ordinance concerning cases in which a court officer is claiming his fee (no
libel needs be filed). The ‘court’ cases in the ‘office’ category are mostly cases of
contempt, proceedings, frequently against an ecclesiastic, for refusing to follow
a court order. Some seem to be related to the ongoing dispute in the diocese
between the official and the archdeacon.10 The fee cases (under ‘instance’) could
be treated as breach of faith cases, but they are never so called, and there does
not seem to have been the necessity (as there was in the case of breach of faith)
that the agreement to pay be supported by an oath.

We also created another substantive category, ‘ecclesiastical’, which is found
in all four procedural categories. This includes cases of tithes and other ecclesias-
tical revenues (mortuaries, pensions, oblations, etc.), but it also includes a wide
variety of matters pertaining to the administration of the church: appointment

7 Thorney (abbey) c Whitheved et al. (17.i.82 to 7.ii.82), fol. 160v.
8 Id., fol. 161r.
9 Disc. T&C no. 393.

10 Extensively discussed in Aston, Arundel, 83–132.
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of administrators and curators for sick priests, sequestration of vacant benefices,
professions of obedience, and so on. The office version of this category includes
cases of defalcation in office, tithes (2 cases), proceedings against a chaplain for
engaging in magic, deprivation of rector for defect of birth, and so on. The
instance version is mostly cases about ecclesiastical revenues, tithes litigation
being the dominant form (22 cases and one instance appeal), but it also includes
cases about the repair of churches, finding a chaplain for a chapel, rent owing to
a church, the salary of a chaplain, and so on. We have attempted to group these
cases together, even where Foxton did not do so. Thus, for example, where the
rector of a given church is given an administrator and then dies and his church
is sequestered and then the sequestrator renders his account, we have treated it
all as one case. Similarly, if the court then probates the testament of the rector
and/or approves the inventory of the executors, we have classified the case as
‘ecclesiastical/testamentary’.

We similarly expanded the category of ‘matrimonial’. It includes not only
what Foxton characterizes as cause matrimoniales (basically, actions to estab-
lish a marriage), but also cases of divorce and the prosecution of sexual offenses
(adultery and fornication). Matrimonial cases, so defined, are found in three
of the four procedural categories (all except ‘administrative’). We will further
subdivide this category later.

Testamentary cases are found in all four categories. Where the court simply
probates a will or approves executors’ accounts, the matter is ‘administrative’.
Where it hears litigation brought by or against executors, it is ‘instance’ or
‘appeal’. Where it proceeds on its own motion against executors, it is ‘office’.

Cases of breach of faith, defamation, and violence were left as Foxton clas-
sified them. (In later chapters, we will group them under the general cate-
gory ‘obligation’.) The first named is found only in the ‘instance’ and ‘appeal’
categories; the latter two are also found in the ‘office’ category.

What this exercise in classification demonstrated is that the procedural cat-
egories are not particularly helpful in understanding the business of the court.
Similar substantive matters are spread out into two, three, or even four pro-
cedural categories. Classifying the cases by procedural type also exaggerates
the number of cases. This is nowhere more apparent than in the matrimonial
category. A case involving one couple may have an instance aspect, but also
involve office proceedings for illegal solemnization. A case that is basically a
matrimonial case may also cross over substantive lines and appear in the court
category, where, for example, the court proceeds ex officio to hold an ecclesi-
astical officer in contempt for failing to serve process, or to hold the couple in
contempt for failing to obey its order.

In Table 6.1, we have ignored the procedural categories and classified the
case by the substantive issue involved. We have also combined cases across
substantive lines where the same issue or cluster of issues seems to be involved.
Obviously, some judgment is called for here. Hence, for example, where a
woman’s husband promoted an office case against a priest for adultery with
the man’s wife and the priest immediately sued the husband for defaming
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him by accusing him of adultery, we treated the case as one ‘matrimonial’
case.11

Table 6.1 shows that consolidating cases produces a reduction of 64 in
the number of cases.12 This reduction works across all the categories (except
‘breach of faith’, ‘miscellaneous’, and ‘violence’), but it is most noticeable in
the ‘matrimonial’ cases, which experience a reduction of 39, more than four
times the number in any other category (‘defamation’ has nine).13 This height-
ens a phenomenon that was already noticeable when the cases were arranged
by procedural categories: matrimonial cases tend to produce more entries than
do other types of cases. Indeed, in Table 6.1 matrimonial cases account for
approximately a quarter of the total number of cases but for approximately
45 percent of the entries. We should be careful not to ascribe too much signifi-
cance to this fact. Many of these entries are routine continuations of cases from
session to session (but such entries also occur in other types of cases). It does
suggest, however, that matrimonial cases occupied an amount of the court’s
time out of proportion to their numbers.

The differences between the substantive jurisdiction of York court and that of
Ely are about what we would expect, granted the differences in the two places,
the nature of the courts, and the nature of the surviving records. As we noted
earlier, the Ely court did everything. It entertained instance, office, appellate,
and ‘administrative’ business (though we suspect that it did less office business
than did the archdeacon). By contrast, the York consistory court seems to have
heard very few office cases as a matter of first instance, except in aid of its own
jurisdiction.14 Any routine administrative business that it did is not recorded
in the cause papers. (There are some recognizances and routine proxies that
survive in the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century act books. There are no probates
of testaments; these were handled elsewhere.)

The proportions of the types of cases at Ely are different from what they
were at York in the fourteenth century. This is true whether we compare the
York proportions to the overall proportions at Ely (as in Table 6.2) or simply to
the proportions of instance cases. In order to make the comparison, the York
‘miscellaneous’ cases have been classified as ‘violence’ (because that is what
they are), while the Ely ‘ecclesiastical/testamentary’ cases have been merged
with ‘ecclesiastical’, because that is clearly their basic concern.

What Table 6.2 shows is the dominance of ecclesiastical litigation at York,
in contrast to Ely. There is virtually no benefice litigation at Ely, in marked
contrast with York. There is some tithes litigation and litigation concerning
other ecclesiastical matters, but not so much of it as there is at York. The
difference is made up in various ways. There is far more defamation litigation at
Ely than at York (though most of it is compromised relatively quickly). Nothing

11 Office and Adekyn c Bassingbourn (vicar); Bassingbourn (vicar) c Adekyn (29.v.77 to 22.x.77),
fol. 74v–79v; cf. T&C no. 394, for a similar case.

12 Lit. T&C no. 396.
13 Disc. T&C no. 397.
14 See Ch 3, n. 9.
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table 6.2. York Cause Papers (Fourteenth Century) and Ely Act
Book (1374–1381): Comparison of Proportions of Types of
Cases

York York
Type of Case Ely No. Ely % 14th c No. 14th c %

Unknown 42 8 5 2
Breach of faith 30 6 15 6
Court 36 7 0 0
Defamation 81 16 21 8
Ecclesiastical 127 25 101 39
Matrimonial 117 23 86 33
Miscellaneous 4 1 0 0
Testamentary 54 11 24 9
Violence 11 2 2 1
total 502 100 257 100

Source: Tables e3.App.1, 6.1.

that corresponds to the court category at Ely is found in the York cause papers.
There are also more breach of faith cases at Ely, if we look solely to the instance
litigation at Ely.15 (This may be related to the date of the Ely book; at York
breach of faith litigation increases as the century progresses.) Most important
for our purposes, the York court has proportionally 33 percent more marriage
litigation than does Ely. Ely marriage litigation, however, does not suffer nearly
so great a reduction in its proportion when we move from the instance figure
to the total, as, for example, does defamation and breach of faith.16 Ely office
cases involving marriage were an important part of the court’s jurisdiction, as
they were not at York.

Despite these differences, the Ely court and the York court are clearly oper-
ating in closely related legal worlds. The categories that they employ are similar
where they are not the same. The proportions of types of litigation are roughly
similar. When we come to look at the Paris consistory court in approximately
the same period, we will discover a quite different legal world.

counting marriage cases in the court of ely

Let us now see if the patterns of marriage litigation that we established for
the York court in Chapter 3 can be applied to marriage litigation in the Ely
court. Here, we are somewhat hampered by the Ely records. Usually, we can
tell the nature of the claim; sometimes, but not always, we can tell the nature
of the defense. Because we lack the depositions of the witnesses, we can rarely
tell what the ‘core issue’ in the case was, though we sometimes can guess. We
certainly cannot construct detailed stories out of most of these records in the

15 11% of the instance cases (29/277).
16 Matrimonial cases are 26% of the instance cases at Ely (69/266); defamation 30% (81/266).
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way that we were able to do so for many of the York records. Nonetheless,
some patterns do emerge.

The type of Ely case that is most comparable to those in the York cause papers
is the ‘straight’ instance action, begun, as we noted, in the Ely consistory with
the formula “X was cited at the instance Y in a matrimonial cause.” While a
number of these cases also have office aspects, such as proceedings for illegal
solemnization, or appellate aspects, we have classified as ‘straight’ instance
cases all those that began in the consistory as instance actions, whatever other
proceedings may have been involved as well.

The Ely consistory also entertained a number of cases of appeal in marriage
cases, principally, though not exclusively, from the official of the archdeacon.
Most of these are also quite comparable with the marriage cases in the York
cause papers. Where the appeal was one from an underlying instance case, the
action normally began in the Ely consistory with a citation of the appellee to
answer to the appellant in an appeal case, the fact that it was a matrimonial case
frequently being added to the formula. Where, by contrast, the archdeacon’s
official had proceeded ex officio, the official himself was the appellee, and it was
he who was cited. Adding these instance appeals to the table does no violence
to the basic scheme, except that it greatly increases the number of claims of
marriage of “uncertain form,” because the appellate record normally does not
give the nature of the underlying claim except to say that it was “matrimonial.”

There are also a rather large number of cases that are begun in the
Ely consistory with an ex officio citation and then turn into instance cases
(‘office/instance’). Four cases of reclamation of banns begin with the ex officio
citation of the person who had reclaimed the banns to appear and explain why
he or she had reclaimed.17 They then turn into three-party instance marriage
cases, except that the distinction between ‘competitor’ cases and ‘marriage and
divorce’ cases becomes even more problematical in such situations. We have
classified them all as ‘competitor’ cases (there is, after all, no certain marriage
to divorce), but the line is not a sharp one. Two more reclamation cases fit more
problematically into the scheme that we developed for the York cause papers.
The reclaimer does not appear in either case, but the couple seem to dispute
between themselves about the validity of their proposed marriage.18 With some
hesitation, we have added these to the two-party cases.

Similarly without doing violence to the overall scheme, we may add to these
cases others that are begun with an office citation but then proceed as regular
instance cases.19 While cases begun in this fashion fit the scheme quite nicely,
they seem to produce a disproportionate number of cases of future consent fol-
lowed by copula and of divorce (Table 6.3). The numbers in the cells, however,
are sufficiently small that we should be careful not to infer much from this
observation.

17 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 398.
18 Both cases involve affinity by illicit intercourse; disc. T&C no. 399.
19 The types of citation are laid out in Table 6.7.
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The cases that begin with an office citation and never turn into instance
cases (‘straight office’) are the most difficult to fit into the scheme based on
the York cause papers. Obviously, there is nothing comparable in the York
cause papers to a case brought against a priest for adultery because, so far as
we know from the cause papers, the York court did not hear such cases. There
are, however, ‘straight’ office cases in the Ely act book that do have parallels
in the York cause papers. If John and Joan are cited about informal marriage
followed by intercourse but not solemnized, we are obviously dealing with a
fact-pattern that is familiar from the York cause papers. If they then concede
the contract and the intercourse, we have no dispute; they are simply ordered
to solemnize their marriage. They could, however, have disputed the matter
between themselves, and we would have had a case indistinguishable from a
York two-party enforcement action. Similarly, an office citation to a couple that
raises the issue whether there is an impediment to their marriage could have
given rise to a case in the York cause papers. It is simply that some third party
(and we will have occasion to ask who this third party might be) is raising the
issue, rather than the couple themselves. The fact is that most of the marriage
cases in the Ely act book do lend themselves to comparison with the cases in
the York cause papers, and Table 6.3 seeks to do so (though the different types
of proceedings are first broken out before they are combined).

The comparison with the York cause papers shows, again, that the two
courts were clearly operating in closely related legal worlds. Two-party actions
to enforce a marriage account, in both courts, for somewhat more than a half
of all marriage cases. Three-party enforcement actions account for about a
quarter more (one-third at Ely). Divorce actions are relatively rare in both
courts. There is a somewhat greater proportion of enforcement actions in the
Ely court than there is in the York cause papers, the difference being made up
by the smaller proportion of actions for divorce a vinculo. The Ely act book
records no actions for divorce quoad mensam et thorum and no actions dealing
with marital property.

The Ely court heard relatively few actions for adultery, fornication, or wife
beating. (We suspect that the archdeacon’s court heard far more.) Most of the
straight-office cases in the Ely records are connected with enforcement actions
of one sort or another (including a large number of illegal solemnization actions,
which will be discussed separately).

Most of the differences between the two courts can be explained by the
different types of records that survive. There are libels at York that allege a
‘formula’ marriage, but in all cases, the record allows us to go behind the
formula and make the claim more precise. Similarly, the greater number of
claims of marriages of uncertain form in the Ely records is accounted for, as
noted, by the fact that appeal cases in the Ely records rarely tell us the pre-
cise nature of the claim in the court below. One difference does survive these
observations: The York cause papers do contain a significantly larger number
of cases of abjuration sub pena nubendi.20 The institution clearly existed in Ely

20 z = 1.17, significant at .91.
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diocese, but it does not seem to have generated so much litigation as it did in
York.21

As in the case of York, so too in the case of Ely, we must look at how the
cases were defended before we can get some sense of what was legally, much less
what was socially, significant about marriage disputes that were brought before
the court. We cannot do as good a job as we did in the case of York, where we
could learn something about the defense of virtually all the fourteenth-century
cases. We do, however, know how many of the Ely cases were defended, and
in a few cases we can speculate about what the ‘core issue’ was.

Our initial impression that we knew less about the defenses in Ely cases than
we knew about the York cases is, to some extent, belied by the last row of
Table 6.4, which gives the number of cases for which a defense is known as a
percentage of total cases in the group. We, in fact, know more of the defenses
in the Ely instance cases than we do in the York cases and almost as many in
the office cases that turn into instance cases. We do, however, know about far
fewer defenses in both the appeal cases and in the office cases that never turn
into instance cases. This is at least partially the result of the fact that many of
these cases never proceed to the defense stage. As we shall see in more detail, a
large number of these cases are either conceded (and disposed of in one or two
sittings) or never get going because the parties fail to appear.

Where we do have much more information about the York cases than we
do about the Ely cases is those that have defenses based on the facts. Foxton
recorded that exceptions to witnesses were offered in only a couple of cases.
There probably were more defenses that would have been styled as exceptions to
witnesses at York (defenses, for example, that basically challenge the witnesses’
version of the facts) that Foxton did not record as exceptions to witnesses.
The presence of the articles, and in many cases the depositions, in the York
cases allows us to see more clearly the nature of the factual argument. The
overall impression, moreover, is that marriage litigation in the Ely consistory
was somewhat less sophisticated legally than was that at York. This is, of course,
just what we would expect, considering the different nature of the two courts.

As in the case of the claims, however, so too in the case of the defenses,
the overall impression is that the York and Ely courts were operating in the
same legal world. Somewhat more cases at Ely raise the issue of precontract
or competing contract; somewhat fewer are known to have been defended
on the facts (though as many may have been). Precontract and denial of the
charge produce the overwhelming majority of the defenses in both courts. In
the category of ‘other’ types of defenses (or objections to a marriage), one
appears to a somewhat greater extent at Ely than it does at York: the cluster
of claims that can arise out of the complicated medieval law of consanguinity
and affinity.22 These claims are more noticeable in the cases that begin as office
cases. Their presence suggests, though it certainly does not prove, that the Ely
court was more concerned with these issues than were the parties themselves.

21 Further examples T&C no. 401.
22 These are discussed at some length in Ch 11.
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table 6.4. York (Fourteenth Century) and Ely (1374–1381) – Defenses in
Marriage Cases Compared

Ely

York Straight Office/ Straight
Type of Defensea 14th c Instance Appellate Instance Office Total

Precontract
Divorce for precontract 5 2 1 1 2 6
Marriage and divorce 11 10 2 3 0 15
Competitors 9 8 1 11 0 20
Two-party enforcement 8 2 1 2 0 5
subtotal 33 22 5 17 2 46

Denial
‘Straight’ denial 12 8 4 13 4 29
Exceptions to witnesses 16 4 1 1 0 6
Absence 9 0 0 0 0 0
Disparity of wealth 5 0 0 0 0 0
subtotal 42 12 5 14 4 35

Force and/or nonage
Force 10 1 0 2 0 3
Nonage 6 0 0 0 0 0
subtotal 16 1 0 2 0 3

Other
Consanguinity/affinity 9 5 0 4 6 15
Unfulfilled condition 4 3 0 4 0 7
Crime 4 0 0 0 2 2
Procedural objections 4 1 4 1 1 7
Servile condition 2 0 0 1 0 1
Impotence 2 0 0 2 0 2
Vow/orders 0 1 0 1 0 2
Otherb 0 2 0 0 1 3
subtotal 25 12 4 13 9 38

grand total Defenses 116 47 14 46 15 122
Duplicates −37 −12 −6 −15 −3 −34
grand total Cases 79 35 8 31 13 88
% Defense/case 90% 92% 57% 86% 68% 81%

Notes: See T&C no. 402.

Source: CUL, DMA, D2/1; Stentz, Calendar; Table 3.3.

At this point in Chapter 3, we analyzed the types of marriages claimed and
defended in the York court in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries (Table 3.4).
We will not do that here for Ely. We rely instead on Michael Sheehan’s count
that of 122 marriages at stake in the Ely cases, 89 “involved a union, real or
alleged, that was clandestine.”23 In 70 of these cases, the first publication of the

23 Lit. T&C no. 404.
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marriage was, so far as we know, the appearance of the couple before the court.
In 13 cases, the couple had proceeded some of the way toward solemnization
of a marriage that turned out to be valid. In 6 cases, the couple had illegally
solemnized a marriage.24

Table 6.5 shows the gender of the parties in the Ely marriage cases and the
judgments that were recorded in them. It combines the instance cases begun in
the Ely consistory with the appeals in instance cases but separates the instance
cases from those that were begun as office cases but then proceeded as instance
cases.

The table shows that there is relatively little difference in the two types of
cases. In both, female plaintiffs dominate; in both, there is a high percentage
of judgments, and in both, the plaintiffs tend to be successful. There are fewer
female plaintiffs in the cases begun as office cases (69% vs 58%). We will return
to this difference at the end of this section to offer some speculations as to why
this might be so.

Table 6.6 calculates the ratios for the two groups of Ely cases and for the
combined totals from Ely and compares those ratios to those that we have
already calculated for York. The table shows some remarkable elements both
of consistency and inconsistency. The high percentage of judgments in Ely mar-
riage cases is comparable to that of York in the fourteenth century. (The fact
that it does not track that of York in the fifteenth century is probably, as we
noted in Chapter 3, the result of poor record keeping.) The ratio of total female
plaintiffs to total plaintiffs at Ely is lower than that at York in the fourteenth
century (64% vs 71%) and slightly higher than that at York in the fifteenth
century (64% vs 62%).25 The figures are closer to the York fourteenth-century
figures if we compare just the Ely instance cases (69% vs 71%). Clearly, the
office citations are bringing in a higher proportion of male plaintiffs than is
found in the almost entirely instance litigation at York.

The total plaintiffs’ success rate at Ely was quite a bit less than it was at York
in either century (59% vs 85% and 77%).26 Here, too, the presence of the office
citations does seem to have been a factor, but in the opposite direction from
what we might expect. The total plaintiffs’ success rate was lower in instance
cases than it was in office/instance cases (56% vs 63%), but the difference is
neither large nor significant.27

At York there was a considerable discrepancy between the male and female
plaintiffs’ success rates, and we sought, in part, to explain that discrepancy
by looking to greater persistence of female plaintiffs in litigation. There is no,
or virtually no, discrepancy between male and female success rates at Ely, but
female plaintiffs were, nonetheless, more persistent.28 The overall percentage

24 Lit. T&C no. 405.
25 Statistical disc. T&C no. 406.
26 Fourteen: z = 3.56, significant beyond .99; fifteenth: z = 2.36, significant at .98.
27 z = .60, significant at .45.
28 Disc. T&C no. 407.
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of male plaintiffs who pursued their cases to judgment is considerably lower
than that of the female plaintiffs (68% vs 89% [the converse of the “drop
rate” given in the table]). Not only that, there were some notable differences
in the different types of cases. Female plaintiffs pursued 83 percent of the Ely
instance cases to judgment, as opposed to 75 percent of the males; they pursued
a remarkable 100 percent of the office/instance cases to judgment, as opposed
to just 60 percent for the males. Female persistence was higher than that of their
sisters at York in both classes of cases at Ely and for both centuries at York
(83% and 100% vs 80% and 61%), but males at Ely were also more persistent
than their brothers at York in instance litigation (75% vs 72% and 57%),
although they pursued proportionally fewer office/instance cases to judgment
(60%) than they did instance cases at York in the fourteenth century (72%),
but slightly more than in the fifteenth century (57%).29

Obviously, we will have to look more closely at the Ely litigation to see if we
can discern why there are these differences, but we can make a few suggestions
here on the basis of the numbers and on what we already know about the two
courts as institutions. In the first place, we must discount our observations by
the fact that it is likelier at York than it is at Ely that there were judgments for
which we have no surviving record, particularly in the fifteenth century. There
is also a reason other than better record keeping why we might expect that there
would be a higher percentage of judgments at Ely than there were at York. At
York, there was little danger that the court would pursue a case if the parties
did not. The Ely court took a more proactive role. Not only did it conduct office
litigation on its own and bring parties into court by office citations in order to
pursue what was essentially instance litigation, but it also, at least occasionally,
stepped in where the parties failed to do so. In one case, where the party failed
of proof, the court brought in an ex officio witness.30 In a number of cases,
the court insisted on the presence of one or both of the parties at each session
because, as the record in one case says, “the court feared that the man would
flee.”31 None of these efforts was particularly successful, but the fact that they
happened suggests that it was more difficult to walk away from the Ely court
than from the York court.

What this general observation does not tell us is why there is such a difference
between the rates at which men and women pursued the different kinds of
cases. Here, we shall offer some hypotheses that we will then seek to reinforce
by looking at the skimpy information given us by the records. I suggested that
at York, women valued marriage more than did men, particularly in the later
years of the fourteenth century (just the period of our Ely records). Hence, they
sued more often than men did to establish a marriage. Hence, too, they seem to
have been somewhat more persistent in pursuing cases. The greater proportion

29 Statistical disc. T&C no. 408.
30 See at n. 61.
31 E.g., Malyn c Malyn (2.v.81), fol. 150r: quia timemus de viri fuga.
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of female plaintiffs in the Ely act book suggests the same conclusion. What this
overall observation cannot explain is the greater persistence of male plaintiffs in
instance litigation (but not in office/instance litigation) and why female plaintiffs
were more persistent in office/instance litigation than they were in ordinary
instance litigation.

That women were more persistent in office/instance litigation may be
explained by the fact that they saw the court as being on their side. The offi-
cial, after all, had issued a citation of his own motion. Female plaintiffs in
office/instance cases may also have perceived that the community was on their
side. (The citations are sometimes said to have been issued as a result of publica
fama, and even where they do not say this, they probably were the result of
some sort of community reporting to the court.)32 Now the fact is that the per-
sistence of female plaintiffs in office/instance litigation did not pay off. Female
plaintiffs had only a slightly higher success rate in such litigation than they did
in ordinary instance litigation (65% vs 62%). We may doubt, however, that
anyone until now noticed this fact; the perception may be more important here
than the reality.

That leaves the persistence of male plaintiffs in ordinary instance litigation
as the hard observation to explain. Their success rate is only slightly higher in
instance litigation than it is in office/instance litigation (58% vs 56%), but they
walked away from two-fifths of the office/instance cases and only a quarter
of the instance cases. Let us look more closely at the four groups of cases
(instance and office/instance litigation with female and male plaintiffs) to see
if we can explain these different rates of persistence. In the process, we will be
able to describe marriage litigation at Ely quite fully; we will have less success
in explaining the differences in rates of persistence.

cases involving male plaintiffs

Before we look at the cases involving male plaintiffs individually, we should
note some general characteristics about such cases. In the first place, our char-
acterization of male plaintiffs as persistent requires some qualification. True,
our 31 male plaintiffs collectively pursued 21 cases to judgment, but in many
instances, it did not take much pursuit. The average length of time from the first
entry to the sentence in such cases was less than a year (325 days). If we exclude
from the count two monstrous cases that took a week short of six years and
four years and three months, respectively,33 the average length of time from first
entry to last is a modest 163 days, or less than six months. One of our sentences
in cases involving male plaintiffs was rendered in just one session of the court,
another three in fewer than 20 days, and another four in fewer than 45 days.
Whether the York court also heard such relatively easy cases we cannot say in

32 Disc. T&C no. 409.
33 Anegold and Schanbery c Grantesden (n. 95); Fisschere c Frost and Brid (n. 91).
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the present state of our knowledge; what we can say is that such cases tended
not to leave survivals in the cause papers.34

As we noted, male plaintiffs pursued to judgment more cases begun as
instance cases than they did those begun with an office citation. It also took
them longer to get a judgment in the straight-instance cases than it did in the
office/instance cases. The average length from first entry to sentence in the
former is 450 days, that of cases begun by office citation 159 days. This dis-
crepancy is caused almost entirely by the two ‘monster’ instance cases. Take
them out and the average length of the two groups of cases is almost the same
(166 vs 159 days). This comparison, however, understates the speed at which
office cases were normally heard. Two of the four office/instance cases that
last longer than 45 days were office cases only in a manner of speaking. One
is a case of marriage and divorce that proceeds for 445 days as an ordinary
instance case in all respects, except for the fact that it was begun by a citation
by the bishop. Apparently, the plaintiff asked the bishop’s audience court to
hear the case; this it refused to do, but it helped him out by providing the initial
citation and then delegated the case to three officers of the consistory.35 The
other case, which lasted 238 days, began with an instance citation by the com-
missary of the bishop in the deanery of Ely. We put it over on the ‘office’ side
because the commissary mentions that he had been informed by members of
the community about the existence of the marriage contract between the cou-
ple.36 In a third case, it is the instance element of ‘office/instance’ that seems to
be lacking. The couple both appear to want to get married, but a reclamation
of their banns had raised the issue of whether their marriage was impeded by
affinity by illicit intercourse.37 The parties confess the illicit intercourse and
say that they do not know whether the woman with whom the man commit-
ted fornication is related to the female marriage partner or not. Witnesses are
produced – it is not said by whom – and the court ultimately rules against the
marriage. It takes 323 days to reach this result, but it is not at all clear that the
persistence is that of the man (of whose suit, it is ultimately said, the woman is
absolved) or that of the court. Take out these three cases and the average length
of the six remaining office/instance cases with male plaintiffs and judgments is
70 days.38

Is there anything about the straight-instance cases (and the two that we
have reclassified as instance for all practical purposes) that distinguishes them
from the office cases in which the man ultimately played the role of plaintiff?
Admittedly there is not much; the two types of cases are quite similar in the
issues they raise. When we look at who the defendants were, however, there is

34 Further analysis of the fifteenth-century act books will help in this regard.
35 Wedone c Cobbe and Franceys (10.ix.77 to 29.xi.78), fol. 79v–104v.
36 Bradenho c Taillor (21.vii.79 to 15.iii.80), fol. 119v–134r; lit. T&C no. 410.
37 Office c Symond and Page (26.vii.75 to 28.vii.75), fol. 28.
38 For the fourth case that lasts longer than 45 days, see at n. 82.
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this difference: There are five cases in the straight-instance cases in which the
defendant is described as a widow; there are none in the cases begun with office
citations. There are also three cases begun with office citations in which either
the plaintiff or the defendant is described as a servant or a former servant; there
are none in the straight-instance cases. We noted in the York cases that male
plaintiffs tended to pursue widows and that servants had a tendency to get into
matrimonial trouble. The evidence would suggest, though it certainly does not
prove, that the Ely court was paternalistic about the young people who were
engaged in terms of service. With more mature couples, it left them to their
own devices to pursue the case.

There is other evidence that male plaintiffs in instance cases were pursuing
women whom they deemed to be desirable marriage partners because of their
status or wealth. This evidence is best considered as we try to combine the
claims, defenses, and sentences into a coherent story.

Seventeen of the 31 cases involving male plaintiffs are two-party marriage-
enforcement actions (9 straight-instance and 8 office/instance, one of which we
might well reclassify as instance). Six (4 instance,39 2 office/instance) result in
sentences for the male plaintiff, seven (4 instance, 3 office/instance) in sentences
for the rea. Two of the cases are against widows, one of which results in a
sentence for the defendant, despite the fact that the plaintiff is able to produce
three witnesses to the contract,40 and one of which results in what I have treated
as a sentence for the plaintiff, because the couple marry voluntarily after the
male plaintiff appeals from an adverse sentence of the archdeacon.41 One other
instance case suggests that the woman is of a relatively high status in that she
claims that the contract, which she concedes, was dependent on a gift to her of
lands and tenements. A commission is issued to examine the witnesses to the
contract, and the plaintiff fails to appear thereafter.42 Two others give some
hint of higher status, or at least of some legal sophistication, in that a woman
defends on the ground that her consent was conditional on parental consent. In
one, the woman prevails, though it is unclear whether this is because the man’s
witnesses proved her exception or because they did not prove that there was
a contract at all.43 In the other, the man prevails, though it is unclear whether
this is because his witnesses proved an unconditional contract or because they
showed that the condition had been fulfilled.44

For the rest, the instance cases are a decidedly mixed bag. One case is hardly
a case at all. The woman affirmatively contests the suit, and one wonders why
it is that the man is forced to produce witnesses to the contract (which he does)

39 Including the reclassified Bradenho c Taillor (n. 36).
40 Band c Pryme (13.ii.76 to 3.vii.76), fol. 39r–50v (instance).
41 Furblisshor c Gosselyn (17.iii.79 to 22.ix.79), fol. 112r–120r (instance). For the only other

appeal case in this group, see T&C no. 411.
42 Stenkyn c Bond (26.iv.80 to 23.vii.80), fol. 141r–143r.
43 Lewyne c Aleyn (12.vii.80 to 28.vii.80), fol. 141v–143r.
44 Bradenho c Taillor (n. 36).
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before obtaining a favorable sentence.45 It may be that a third party, or parental
or community opposition to the marriage, was lurking in the background.

The most uninformative records are the ones where we suspect that the result
of the case was dependent on the proof of the facts of the marriage. In one,
the man produces four witnesses over the course of four months and obtains a
favorable judgment.46 In another, the man has five witnesses but loses his case
in six days.47

Two office cases with male plaintiffs involve substantive objections to the
marriage. In one, the woman apparently had objected that the man was of
villein status, but she admits that she knew of his status at the time when
she informally contracted with him.48 The court orders them to solemnize the
marriage. The other case, which arose on reclamation of banns, involves the
impediment of affinity by illicit intercourse. It is not at all clear that the man
is pursuing the case, but it does end with an order dismissing the rea from the
man’s suit.49

Just as in the instance cases, so too in the office cases, there are those that
are hardly cases at all. In one, the couple is cited ex officio for a marriage
contract known by publica fama. The man, a servant, swears that he has no
proof (suggesting that he might have wished that he had).50 Sentence is given
for the rea, and the matter is explicitly said to be left to their consciences.

There is considerable evidence in some of both the instance and the office
cases that one or both of the parties was not fully engaged in the dispute. Thirty-
one entries in an instance case, beginning with the first session of the book, tell
us that “[s]ince John [Killok of Ely, the plaintiff] is out of the country, it is not
known where, but he is said to be dead, the case is pending.”51 John Weston of
Sutton, who is described as a leech, had Agnes daughter of Nicholas Attehull
of Stretham cited in a marriage case.52 Fearing that he would flee, the court
assigned him all terms (i.e., required his personal presence at every session).
He in fact appears at none of them, and the court’s attempt to supply his
absence with an ex officio witness fails to prove the marriage. Agnes obtains
a judgment in her favor. In an office/instance case, a Cambridge cordwainer
obtains a sentence in favor of his marriage with a servant girl. He has only two
witnesses, but the defendant never appears.53 In another such case, another
Cambridge cordwainer fails to appear after introducing some testimony about
his principal claim.54

45 Bretenham c Attehull (29.v.77 to 9.vii.77), fol. 73r–76v.
46 Curteys c Polay (15.vii.77 to 12.xi.77), fol. 77v–81v.
47 Mille c Cordel (18.xii.76 to 24.xii.76), fol. 59v.
48 Everard c Beneyt (3.xi.76 to 17.xii.76), fol. 55Bv–58v (at nn. 67–74).
49 Page c Chapman (17.iii.79 to 3.ii.80), fol. 113r–128r; lit. T&C no. 412.
50 Boyton c Andren (16.x.76 to 3.xi.76), fol. 55Bv.
51 Killok c Pulton (24.iii.74 to 3.vii.76), fol. 5v–50r; text and disc. T&C no. 413.
52 Weston c Attehull (29.v.77 to 9.vii.77), fol. 73r–76v; disc. T&C no. 414.
53 Schrovesbury c Curtyes (10.vi.79 to 21.vii.79), fol. 117r–119r.
54 Arneys c Salman (10.vi.79 to 25.x.80), fol. 117r–144v; lit. T&C no. 415.
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In this group of cases, the most blatant example of noncooperation with the
court occurs in John Saffrey of Wimpole c Alice daughter of Richard Molt of
Wendy.55 Cited ex officio for clandestine contract of marriage and intercourse,
the couple never appear together. John admits something that looks like a de
futuro contract. Alice appears by an uninformed proctor, is suspended, requests
absolution, promises to obey, and then goes out and marries another man. She
is cited, along with her new husband, Warren Martyn of Royston, and her
father, Richard, who is said to have arranged the marriage. They appear and
claim that the archdeacon has cognizance of the case, a claim that the court
seems to accept so far as proceedings for illegal solemnization are concerned.
The case ends with several entries stating that Alice is to be cited, and then it
disappears from view.56

I have suggested that the line between instance and office cases at Ely was not
a sharp one. This group illustrates that proposition well. If the nine straight-
instance cases seem to fit the model of civil litigation, with two private parties
disputing and the court serving as a neutral arbiter, there are fissures in this pic-
ture. Was Robert Mille’s case determined in six days (18–24 December 1376)
because, despite his five witnesses, he decided to give up?57 Or was it deter-
mined in six days because the court told him: “We’re not impressed with your
witnesses, Robert, why don’t you let Annabel go home free for Christmas?”
Why does John Bretenham need to produce witnesses to his marriage contract
when Agnes Attehull conceded that it had taken place?58 The two cases in
this subgroup that do not have sentences show how extraordinarily reluctant
the court was to give a default judgment.59 There are no authorized compro-
mises of marriage cases in the Ely act book. There are many such compromises
(indicated by pax) in cases of breach of faith or defamation.

Cases that we have characterized as office/instance do not form a single
group. Some of these cases are virtually indistinguishable from instance cases,
except, for example, that the commissary hearing the case mentions that in
addition to the plaintiff’s request for an instance citation, he had heard about
the case through publica fama, or that the bishop heard the case initially and
commissioned his consistory officials to hear it, after citing the defendant.60 In
other cases, the court takes a much more active role. In one case, begun as an
instance case and already noted, the court makes considerable effort to get the
plaintiff to pursue it, and when he fails to do so, tries to introduce evidence of
the marriage ex officio.61 In another, also already noted, it would seem that the
court insisted on investigating whether the marriage was impeded by affinity

55 Saffrey c Molt (3.vii.75 to 28.ii.76), fol. 27r–40v; lit. T&C no. 416.
56 Lit. T&C no. 417.
57 Mille c Cordel (n. 47).
58 Bretenham c Attehull (n. 45). For a possible answer, see Weston c Attehull (n. 52), which almost

certainly involves the same defendant.
59 Killok c Pulton (n. 51); Arneys c Salman (n. 54).
60 Bradenho c Taillor (n. 36); Wedone c Cobbe and Franceys (n. 35).
61 Weston c Attehull (n. 52).
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by illicit intercourse, and came to the conclusion, apparently contrary to the
wishes of both of the parties, that it was.62

Why the court was more active in some cases than in others we do not know.
That the court in many instances knew or suspected things about the parties that
do not appear in the record seems virtually certain. That the different judges
whose activity is recorded in the Ely act book differed among themselves in
their personalities and legal outlooks is at least possible.63

One thing does seem relatively clear from the evidence of these cases, though
it is admittedly circumstantial. Cordwainers who were thought to have con-
tracted marriage with servant girls – to take the case that gives us the greatest
indications of class and status of the parties – were more likely to receive an ex
officio citation in a marriage case than were male residents of the environs of
Cambridge who claimed that they had contracted with a widow in a village six
miles to the south of Cambridge, particularly when both of them could afford
proctors.64

If, however, we are asking questions (even though we may not be able to
answer them) about the knowledge and attitudes of the judges, we should ask
similar questions about the parties. Here, there seems to have been a wide range
of attitudes. Some of the parties seem to have accepted the intervention of the
court or, at least, to have tolerated it. Others, like Alice Molt and her father,
did their best to evade it.65 Not surprisingly, there is more evidence of evasion
and resistance in cases begun with ex officio citations than there is in cases
begun with instance citations, though John Weston’s behavior suggests that the
correlation is far from perfect.66

Weston’s case also leads to another point: Unlike many continental ecclesi-
astical courts, the Ely court (like all English ecclesiastical courts of which I am
aware) had no promotors, court officials who were responsible for presenting
evidence in office cases. As Weston’s case shows, and as we will discover when
we look at the straight-office cases, the court could bring forward ex officio
witnesses. How they found them we do not know, but one suspects the activity
of the local clergy and perhaps also of the apparitors. But as Weston’s case also
shows, such witnesses did not always present a very powerful case. The court
in that case had to admit that its own witness did not prove it. Hence, even
in office cases, the court was frequently dependent on the cooperation of the
parties.

The necessity for the cooperation of the parties leads immediately to another
question that has been the subject of some discussion in the literature. How
sophisticated were the parties? How much did they know about what they
needed to show in order to have a case or to defeat one? The evidence of this

62 Office c Symond and Page (n. 37).
63 Disc. T&C no. 418.
64 Compare, e.g., Schrovesbury c Curtyes (n. 53), with Band c Pryme (n. 40).
65 Saffrey c Molt (n. 55).
66 Weston c Attehull (n. 52).
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group of cases (and this will be confirmed in other groups), is that by the time
they got to court, they certainly knew the basics. The Cambridgeshire residents,
many of whom do not seem to have been of very high status, who could present
an oral libel stating that they had contracted marriage “by words of the present
tense or by words of the future tense followed by sexual intercourse” (what
we have called the ‘formula’ libel) clearly knew, again by the time they got to
court, the basic rules of the canon law on the formation of marriage.

Similarly, as we have seen, the parties present defenses of unfulfilled condition
(three cases), servile condition, and affinity by illicit intercourse (two cases).
This, too, suggests some sophistication, but here we must be cautious. Knowing
the defense (or learning about it) and knowing how to present it effectively
are not the same thing. The case involving servile condition is particularly
interesting because the record is unusually vivid:67

John Everard of Ely and Joan residing with Robert Beneyt of the same [were] cited
before us, the official of Ely [Richard Scrope], for the Monday after the feast of All
Saints’ [3.xi.76] in the church of Holy Trinity of the city of Ely, concerning a contract of
marriage that publica fama reports was entered into or made between them. They both
appeared68 personally before us and were sworn to tell the truth and questioned about
the contract. John confessed, and proposed and alleged that he and Joan contracted
marriage with each other in words of the present tense expressing their mutual consent.
Both of them then confessed and acknowledged this contract in the presence of each
other and of other trustworthy persons, and publica fama is known to be at work about
these things. Wherefore John asked that Joan be adjudged by definitive sentence to be
his lawful wife and he her lawful husband. When questioned about the contract, Joan
confessed that they contracted in this form and no other: John asked her in this form:
“Dost thou want to have me as husband (vis tu habere me in virum)?” and she replied,
“Yes,” and that it pleased her.69 Joan also confessed that afterwards they took care to
have the banns published in the face of the church. Whence the following day in the
above place was set down and assigned to the same John and Joan to show reasonable
cause, if they have one, why they should not be judged married according to their
confessions. On which day and place before us, Thomas Gloucestre, commissary of the
lord official of Ely, the parties appeared personally. Joan proposed that at the time she
contracted, before and after, John was and still is a serf, neif, and of servile condition
(servus et nativus et servilis condicionis). Ignorant of his condition, she contracted with
him as aforesaid; otherwise she would not have contracted. She also alleged that from
the time the servile condition became apparent to her, she immediately repented, said
the opposite, and dissented, and that she repents at the present time, says the opposite,
and dissents. Further, John confessed that he is a serf and of servile condition, but said
by way of replication that Joan knew him to be a serf long before the contract and after.
The parties on each side swore against calumny, to tell the truth, and against malice. A

67 Everard c Beneyt (n. 48), T&C no. 419. All the substantive proceedings were oral, so Foxton
could not rely on any written documents, which would now be lost.

68 Foxton was rather careless with his tenses. I have converted some unusual present tenses to past
tenses.

69 Lit. T&C no. 419, n. 2.
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day was given in the next consistory [13.xi.76] in St Michael’s church, Cambridge, to
prove on each side their propositions.

[13.xi.76, in St Michael’s, Cambridge] . . . the parties appeared by proctors. No wit-
nesses were produced by John and Joan or by either of them. A day was given in the
next [consistory, 4.xii.76] for the second production.

. . . [The parties appeared personally before the official in Holy Trinity, Ely, on
17.xii.76.] No witnesses were produced by the parties or either of them, but some
positions were made by us [Scrope] to the same parties for the information of our con-
science, viz., to John whether he then was and now is a serf, neif, and of servile condition,
and to Joan whether at the time of the contract confessed between them she knew this
John to be of servile condition. John and Joan were sworn to tell the truth in this matter
and questioned about the positions. John confessed that he then was and now is a serf
and of servile condition. Joan confessed that at the time of the contract, before and
after, she knew that he was of servile condition and that notwithstanding the condi-
tion they contracted with each other as previously described and had marriage banns
between them publicly published in the face of the church. We declared a conclusion in
the case because the parties proposed nothing effectual whereby marriage between them
ought not be adjudged, and we set and assigned the hour of third bell after dinner on
this Wednesday in the same place to hear the definitive sentence in the case. At which
time and place the parties appeared personally before us, the official, and asked again
whether they knew anything to propose ?aloud70 why judgment should not be rendered
in favor of the marriage according to their confessions poured out before us in court,
they say that they do not know anything to propose except that they have changed
their minds because they believe they do not love each other as a result of the resistance
Joan has made. . . . [Sentence:] Since we find that John has founded and proved well and
sufficiently his intention brought [before us] and that no canonical impediment stands
in the way, we adjudge in this writing by sentence and definitively that John is Joan’s
lawful husband and Joan John’s lawful wife, decreeing that the marriage be solemnized
between them in the face of the church at an appropriate time and place.

Whether the words that Joan admits to having exchanged with John amount
to words of the present tense is not completely clear, but nothing is made of this.
It is significant that Joan does not present her defense until after a recess, and we
might imagine that she consulted with someone who knew more about the law
than she did.71 When she returns, she has it right: In order for the impediment
of servile condition to be operative, the non-servile party must be unaware
of the status at the time of the contract. She is unable to produce witnesses,
however. The fact that the parties do not appear at the only regular session
of the case, the one at St Michael’s Cambridge, even though they did appear
by proctors, suggests that the journey may have been beyond their means. So
the official comes to them (as he had when he first heard the case).72 He holds
them to an ex officio oath, and under the pressure of the oath, Joan admits
that she knew of John’s status when she contracted with him. She now has no

70 See T&C no. 419, n. 4.
71 Disc. T&C no. 420.
72 Disc. T&C no. 421.
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case, though she may not have realized this when she swore.73 The couple quite
frankly admit that they no longer love each other, but the official pushes them
into the marriage.

To call the action of the official oppressive would certainly be to exaggerate;
‘paternalistic’ might be a better word.74 Joan’s residence with Robert Beneyt
suggests that she was not an independent woman; John was, by his own admis-
sion, a villein, though his residence in Ely suggests that he was not living and
acting as a peasant. Joan knew or found out something about how to defend
her case, but she did not find out enough. Or, perhaps, her fear of the oath and
the ambiguity of her feelings toward John ultimately led her to give up. One
may suspect that a rather unhappy couple left Holy Trinity, Ely, in the dark of
the late afternoon of 17 December 1376. They may have made up, but of their
future lives we know nothing. What the records give us reason to suspect is that
the official would not, and could not, have behaved in a similar fashion with
people of higher status, those with greater knowledge or more assistance.

Our examination of the two-party cases suggests that our notion that male
plaintiffs were more persistent in instance litigation at Ely may be a chimera.
There are some cases that suggest this, but there are many other factors that
may be producing this seeming result. The persistence might be that of the
court rather than that of either of the parties; the distinction between instance
and office/instance litigation was sufficiently permeable that it is unclear that
statements should be made about straight-instance litigation; noncooperation
of one or both of the parties is likely to produce distorted persistence statistics.

As was the case at York, so too at Ely, three-party cases are more complex.
Ten of them involve male plaintiffs, five instance and five office, though one, as
suggested earlier, could well be classified as instance. Five result in sentences for
at least one of the male plaintiffs, two in sentences for the defendant(s); two have
continuations beyond the chronological range of the book, and one disappears
from view. Classification problems abound with three-party cases. As noted,
the records classify some as marriage-and-divorce cases and some as competitor
cases. The reality is more ambiguous. Rare is the marriage-and-divorce case in
which the couple are equally assiduous in defending their marriage, so much
so that one of them, almost always the woman, frequently emerges as a ‘com-
petitor’. Rare, too, is the competitor case where the defendant is defending
each suit equally vigorously. In many cases, he or she will concede one suit and
defend the other. In the tables, we have drawn the distinction between the two
types of cases on the basis of whether or not a divorce sentence would have to
accompany the sentence for the successful plaintiff (even if such a sentence was
not given). Even this distinction runs into difficulties because there are cases
in which a competitor and a defendant marry (wrongfully) pendente lite, and,
hence, a judgment adverse to the couple will order marriage and divorce, even
though that judgment could not have been predicted at the beginning of the

73 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 422.
74 Disc. T&C no. 423.
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case. The following account seeks to tell the story of each suit, proceeding from
the least to the most complicated without drawing any distinction between the
two types of cases. It will take some time; three-party cases at Ely tell us more
than do two-party cases.

The simplest three-party case brought by a male plaintiff takes just three
days to resolve. John Rolf of Grantchester reclaimed against the banns of Alice
Northern of Grantchester and Robert Myntemor of Trumpington. All three
were cited by the official for a day out of session.75 Robert and Alice confessed to
a contract by words of the present tense followed by intercourse; John claimed
that he had precontracted with Alice, an allegation which she denied. (She also
denied that she had had intercourse with John, though he had not alleged that.)
John produced two witnesses and Robert six. Three days later the testimony is
published and the court rules that Robert has proven his claim and that John
has not proven his. Robert and Alice are adjudged to be husband and wife.

No proctors are mentioned any place in the record. While the parties may
have consulted with one, one can imagine that the preparation for the case
was done with the assistance of the parish priest(s) at either Trumpington or
Grantchester or both. When John made his reclamation, he was told that he
would be cited to appear before the official in Cambridge (both towns are in the
environs of Cambridge) and that he would need witnesses. Robert and Alice
were told the same. Hence, the parties came prepared with their witnesses, and
the whole affair was over remarkably quickly, much to the delight of Robert
and Alice, but perhaps also with the grudging acquiescence of John. Whatever
his relations with Alice, it was certainly important for him, too, to know that
he had no case, as the record certainly suggests.

If Rolf and Myntemor c Northern shows how expeditious the court could
be when the parties were cooperative, Kirkeby c Poket shows how frustrated
it was when they were not.76 William Kirkeby of Barnwell (just northeast of
Cambridge) and Margaret Poket of the same place were cited before the official
concerning a contract of marriage. At the beginning of February, 1380, they
appeared in Chesterton church (near Barnwell) before the official where they
admitted that they had contracted marriage with words of the present tense
followed by intercourse. The court had also learned that Margaret had precon-
tracted with one Thomas Swon. She admitted to a contract six years previously,
although there was some ambiguity in the wording.77 Intercourse, however, had
followed, and so under the law, the parties would have been deemed to have
waived any condition in their contract. William is ordered to prove his contract
with Margaret, Margaret that with Thomas. At the next session the parties are
contumacious; they are suspended from entry into the church. The suspension
is executed at the next session. The parties reappear in April, and nothing is
said about the suspension. They are once more contumacious and are cited to

75 Rolf and Myntemor c Northern (10.v.80 to 13.v.80), fol. 137v.
76 Kirkeby c Poket (3.ii.80 to 25.x.80), fol. 129r–144v.
77 T&C no. 424, with disc.
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proceed according to the past acts. This entry is repeated at each session until
October, when the case disappears from view.

There is more that the court could have done in this case. As we learn
from other cases, contumacy could be punished by suspension, excommuni-
cation, aggravated excommunication, and, ultimately, caption by the secular
arm. There were also more vigorous forms of citation that could be used before
these steps were taken. While it is possible that William and Margaret had
fled, there is nothing in the record to suggest that they were not still living in
Barnwell, and Barnwell is within easy walking distance of where the court was
sitting. Perhaps we should revisit our record to see if it contains any hints as to
why the court was so passive in this particular case (though, as we will see, it
was not in others).

William and Margaret had contracted marriage and had had intercourse.
There is no particular reason to doubt their word, despite the fact that they
showed no eagerness to solemnize the marriage. One suspects that the reason
they showed no eagerness to solemnize it is that they knew very well about
Thomas. Margaret obviously did, and if William did too (or suspected some-
thing along these lines), that would account for his not moving toward solem-
nization. Banns would bring out the facts (or suspicions) about Thomas. Some-
one, in fact, did know about Thomas and told the official about him. Margaret
is honest. She is quite willing to admit what happened between Thomas and
her, but Thomas is no place to be found, and she may well have no proof of
what happened six years ago. Even if she does have proof, what incentive does
she have to present it? What use to her is a judgment that she is married to
a man who has disappeared and that she cannot solemnize her marriage to a
man who is very much present and seems to want to marry her?

A more cynical couple might have presented incontrovertible proof of their
current marriage and then deliberately failed in their proof of the prior one.
That, of course, would run the risk of someone else being able to prove the
contract with Thomas (or of Thomas himself returning, like Martin Guerre),
but neither possibility seems very likely. Margaret, however, was not that kind
of a woman. She confessed the marriage to Thomas when she was under no
compulsion, other than the beady eye of the official, to do so. Besides, now
that the facts have been confessed in open court, William’s attitude may have
changed, for it is now clear that he is not just engaged in an informal marriage;
he is committing adultery. In short, William and Margaret are in a real dilemma,
a dilemma that their straightforward acknowledgment of the facts to the official
have gotten them into.78

Now if this reconstruction of the facts is plausible, then we may have an
explanation of why John Newton, the official of Ely at this point, did not pursue
this particular couple with any vigor. Proof of the contract between William
and Margaret, without proof of the contract between Thomas and Margaret,
would lead to judgment that they should marry, a ruling that would clearly be

78 Disc. T&C no. 425.
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against Margaret’s conscience, and which ought to be against William’s and
John Newton’s own. Proof of the contract between Thomas and Margaret,
with or without proof of the contract between William and Margaret, would
mean that William and Margaret could not solemnize their marriage, but that
is not going to happen anyway. Margaret has said enough (and it is in Foxton’s
record) that her marriage to William will not proceed without proof either
that she was mistaken when she said that she contracted with Thomas or that
Thomas is dead. If William and Margaret live together openly and scandalously,
the archdeacon will take care of them. Perhaps the rest should be left to their
consciences.

The next three-party case is relatively simple when it reaches the Ely con-
sistory, but it had a prehistory of unknown length before the official of the
archdeacon. Matilda Tyd, widow of John Tyd, appealed from a judgment in
favor of Walter Quernepekkere of Cambridge late in July of 1379. Walter, we
learn from the final sentence in the case, had claimed that he had precontracted
with Matilda before she contracted with one John Alderford.79 (John does not
appear in the proceedings, though he may have been supporting Matilda behind
the scenes.) Walter confesses that the appeal was properly taken, and the pro-
cessus is ordered from the archdeacon’s court. Remarkably, it arrives in four
days. Matilda produces four witnesses over the course of the summer and fall.
On January 12, the consistory court renders judgment:

[Because] we have found that the definitive sentence [of the archdeacon’s official] was
given rashly and wickedly by an incompetent judge, [a sentence] not having legal power
and without lawful proofs, contrary to the law, in prejudice of the marriage of another, [a
marriage] entered into and confessed and proved between Matilda and John Alderford –
[a sentence] in unwritten form and otherwise contrary to due process of law – . . . and
because we have found that Walter has insufficiently founded and proved the marriage
contracted between him and Matilda, the marriage between John and Matilda entered
into and clearly proved standing in the way, we dismiss and absolve this Matilda from
Walter’s petition and instance by this our definitive sentence, leaving [the rest] to their
consciences.80

Some of this must be understood in the light of the dispute between the
consistory court and the court of the archdeacon. When the dispute was finally
resolved by Archbishop Arundel in 1400, the archdeacon’s court was declared
incompetent to give judgments in marriage cases. Echoes of that claim of incom-
petence are found in this case, although there are other cases in the book where
judgments of the archdeacon’s court in marriage cases are upheld. There is,
however, language in this sentence that suggests that John Newton thought
that the judgment of the archdeacon’s official was incompetent in a more collo-
quial sense. The diplomatic of sentences of reversal tends to be strong. “Rashly
and wickedly” (temere et inique) and “against due process” (contra debitum
iuris processum, normally contra iuris ordinem) are quite standard phrases, but

79 Quernepekkere c Tyd (21.vii.79 to 12.i.80), fol. 119r–126r.
80 Fol. 126r, T&C no. 426.
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“without lawful proofs,” “in prejudice of the confessed and proved marriage
entered into between Matilda and John Alderford,” and “in unwritten form”
are not standard phrases. Clearly, Newton thought that the archdeacon’s official
had botched the job.81 But John Newton may also have had his doubts. Other
sentences of absolution specifically leave the matter to the parties’ consciences,
but the phrase does not appear often. While we cannot exclude the possibility
that Foxton left out what was a standard piece of diplomatic, Foxton’s careful
record keeping does not make that possibility likely. That in turn suggests that
sometimes the official put the phrase in his sentences, but often he did not. It
is hence possible that where he did so, he did it because for some reason his
conscience was troubled by what he had seen.

That, in turn, brings us to Walter. He had pursued the case before the archdea-
con’s official, but before the consistory court he is remarkably passive. He con-
sents to the appeal, and when the processus is received, he offers, so far as we
can tell, no testimony and no arguments in its defense. The burden of presen-
tation was on Matilda. She was the one who had to invalidate the sentence.
Nonetheless, Walter’s pursuit of the case does not look very vigorous. He does
not even hire a proctor, and there is nothing in the record to suggest that he
could not afford one. It is possible that once he saw how determined Matilda
was to marry John Alderford, he decided that he was well enough rid of her,
but if he had precontracted with her, his moral situation and that of Matilda
and John were precarious indeed.

Our fourth case is more complicated: On 16 April 1381, John Webstere of
Ely brought instance proceedings out of session in the hospital of St John at
Ely asking that Isabel daughter of John Herberd of Walden, resident in Ely,
be adjudged his wife.82 No citation was necessary because Isabel was already
present in court to answer an ex officio citation about a marriage between her
and Robert de Sampford former servant of Richard Rugman now residing with
Roger Bolleman cordwainer of St Ives. John alleges that he and Isabel con-
tracted de presenti on the previous Michaelmas and that intercourse followed.
Isabel admits this allegation. Isabel also admits that she had contracted with
Robert two years previously and that intercourse had followed, but she alleges
that this marriage cannot stand because Robert had previously contracted with
Beatrix de Sampford. Two witnesses to Isabel’s precontract are admitted “for
the information of the court’s conscience (pro informacione consciencie nos-
tre).” (This last phrase may mean that they were produced ex officio, though
we may suspect that Isabel was instrumental in getting them there. It clearly
expresses the principle that the court will not rule on the confession of the
parties alone when the rights of third parties are at stake.)

The case is set down for a day out of session in Cambridge (to which Robert
is to be cited “if he can be found”) but does not, in fact, reappear until the
regular session of the court at the beginning of May. John appears personally

81 Further examples T&C no. 427.
82 Webstere and Sampford c Herberd (16.iv.81 to 16.i.82), fol. 149r–159v; lit. T&C no. 428.
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and Isabel by a proctor, but no further witnesses are produced. Two more
sessions produce no further witnesses. Finally, at a regular session at the end
of October, Isabel excepts that before she and Robert contracted, Robert and
Alice Whiston of Hildersham had contracted marriage, a contract that impedes
hers with Robert. Two witnesses are produced; their examination is committed
to the archdeacon’s official; the testimony is returned and published, and in the
middle of January 1382, the court rules that Isabel and John are husband and
wife, Isabel’s previous marriage to Robert being specifically invalidated because
of his precontract with Alice.

Geography lends plausibility to Isabel’s account of Robert’s activities.
Hailing from Sampford (in Essex, but fairly close to the southern border of
Cambridgeshire), he abandons a woman from his hometown and another from
a Cambridgeshire town about 10 miles from Sampford in order to enter into
a term of service in Ely in the northern part of the diocese. Having contracted
a third relationship with Isabel (whose father [and perhaps she] comes from
Walden in Essex, which is quite close to Sampford), he abandons her after his
term of service in order to take up residence, perhaps an apprenticeship, with
a cordwainer in St Ives in the western part of the diocese, near Huntingdon.
None of these places is that far from one another, but they are far enough
that they would afford some refuge for a young man who needed to ‘get out
of town’.

Isabel was apparently unable to prove the relationship between Robert and
Beatrix of Sampford, but the court accepted her two witnesses (a married couple
from Ely) about his relationship with Alice of Hildersham. Robert never appears
in the case (the remark in the record that he is to be cited “if he can be found”
suggests that the court was well aware that he would have reasons not to be
found). His appearance might have clarified the matter considerably, but it could
also have added an element of complexity, for he might have had a different
story from that of Isabel, and that story, in turn, would need to be verified with
the other women whom he was alleged to have wronged. The court’s failure to
pursue Robert may have been motivated, if only subconsciously, by a desire to
let Isabel tell her story of a woman wronged and get on with her life.

What this case does tell us is that it is possible sometimes to develop story-
patterns from records that we find in the act book. And it also tells us that simply
looking at who is suing whom and what they are claiming is not enough. In
particular, John, the nominal plaintiff in the case, is almost a cipher (he does
appear personally at most of the sessions). It is Isabel who hires a proctor; Isabel
who sees to it that the case proceeds, and she tells a typically female story.

The male plaintiffs in John Pottere of Carlton and Thomas atte Pool of
Wilbraham c Alice Briggeman of Carlton (two towns to the east of Cambridge
about five miles apart) are more active, but not much more.83 John is cited ex
officio at a regular session of the court in May of 1381 to show cause why he
is impeding the marriage of Thomas and Alice. Thomas appears out of session

83 Pottere and Pool c Briggeman (2.v.81 to 27.ii.82), fol. 150r–161v.
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six days later and brings an instance matrimonial action against Alice. All three
appear at the next session of the court at the end of May. Both men allege a
‘formula’ marriage with Alice. Alice concedes that in both cases she contracted
marriage with them, with John in Easter week of 1380 and with Thomas on
2 February 1381. She denies intercourse with either of them, explicitly in the
case of Thomas and implicitly in the case of John. Fearing that they will flee,
the court cites them to all acts and enjoins them not to proceed further with
the contracts pendente lite.

The court’s fears were well founded. It takes an excommunication to get
them to reappear in court, which they do six months later. At this point John
calls a priest as a witness, who, with John’s consent, is allowed to reveal the
contents of John’s confession to him.84 Thomas, on his side, calls John as a
witness. At the next session, a man of Wilbraham is produced (the record does
not say by whom) and another is to be compelled to come to testify. That man
is then contumacious, and an entry in the last session recorded in the book
(March 1382) indicates that he is still being sought.

This record tells us less than does that in Webstere and Sampford c Herberd,
but it tells us something. The fact that the parties are uniformly contumacious
for six months (none of them appears at any session for which they were called)
and then uniformly appear at all sessions suggest that they had gotten together
and decided that the case had to be settled by the consistory court. (Of course,
their excommunication probably played some role in their decision.) The fact
that Thomas calls John as a witness (a highly unusual move; I cannot recall
ever having seen it elsewhere) also suggests that they knew each other and were
cooperating (I am not suggesting colluding) in getting the matter resolved. The
fact that John needs to call his confessor suggests that his problem (and perhaps
Alice’s, of whose role and desires we can be less sure) is that he has no witnesses.
Finally, the fact that it is men of Wilbraham who are being called as witnesses
at the end suggests that the question now is whether Thomas can prove his
marriage. If Thomas cannot prove his marriage, then Alice and John are free to
marry, her confession of the marriage to Thomas notwithstanding, because her
confession makes clear that her marriage to Thomas was subsequent to that
with John.

If this is the assumption under which the case is proceeding (and we cannot
be sure because the case does not reach the sentence), then we have a rather
interesting application of the principle of hierarchy of proof as it applies to
marriage cases. If Thomas and Alice had publicly married in the face of the
church, then John would have to have two witnesses to prove his prior marriage
to Alice. The occult does not prejudice the manifest (occulta manifestis non
preiudicant). But John got in in time and ‘impeded’ the marriage of Thomas
and Alice, and so the question is what standard of proof the court will insist
upon when we are dealing with two informal marriages. If one can be proven by
two witnesses and the other cannot, then that one will prevail. This much seems

84 Disc. T&C no. 429.
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clear by the way that the court is proceeding. The way that it is proceeding also
suggests that Alice’s confession in court, plus John’s confession to his priest,
may prevail over the later marriage to Thomas, if Thomas cannot prove that
marriage by two witnesses.

The next case has entries running over more than a year and was still tech-
nically active when the act book ends. It begins with ex officio citations of
Nicholas Mansonn of Barnwell (adjoining Cambridge to the east) and Agnes
Coo of Arrington (about 10 miles to the west of Cambridge) to respond con-
cerning a contract of marriage.85 A similar citation was issued to Robert Bakere
of Cambridge and the same Agnes. The men both appear at a regular session of
the court at the end of January, 1381. Nicholas alleges that he contracted mar-
riage de presenti with Agnes the previous Pentecost, Robert that they contracted
de presenti, had intercourse, and that their banns were published sometime in
the previous autumn.

Agnes, who was not present at the first session, appears at the second. She
denies ever having contracted with Nicholas or having had intercourse with him
(something he had not alleged). She admits having contracted with Robert, but
alleges that the contract was conditional on her father’s consent, which was
not forthcoming. Then she had intercourse with Robert. This last admission,
though she may not have known it, vitiated her argument of conditional consent
because the law presumed that if the parties had intercourse after they had
contracted conditionally, they waived the condition. The case does not proceed
on this point, however, because Agnes’s father, who is present in court, says
under oath that he consented to the marriage and was pleased by it. Agnes
then excepts that Robert had and still has a legal wife in London, and that he
had also contracted with another woman, Matilda servant of John Clerk of
Cambridge, who is still living. Robert denies the contract with Matilda (he says
nothing about the wife in London). The case is set down for proof. Agnes names
as a “necessary witness” (testem sibi neccesarium, apparently the prelude to an
order compelling him to appear) a man who is a servant in Steeple Morden (a
village about five miles southwest of Arrington). Robert is to exhibit a letter
from London, where he used to live, stating that he is free to marry. Because
the court fears that Agnes will flee, she is ordered to appear at all sessions.

The court’s fears were justified; Agnes never appears again. Robert appears
at one, perhaps two, more sessions, where nothing happens. Then he fails to
appear and the case closes with a long series of entries, including one in the
last session in the book, that Robert’s suspension and Agnes’s is to be executed.
While it is possible that the court got the case going again, that does not seem
likely. It is not clear that Nicholas appears at all of these sessions, but he may
have appeared by the proctor whom he appointed early on.

One thing is reasonably clear from this messy record: Agnes did not want to
marry either Nicholas or Robert. Her father was quite happy with the stranger
from London and betrayed his daughter to say so, but Agnes was adamant.

85 Masonn and Bakere c Coo (31.i.81 to 27.ii.82), fol. 147r–161v.
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She may have contracted with and have had intercourse with Robert, but now
she alleges that he is a double bigamist. Her allegations give us a glimpse into
a world of rumors, where men from London have a checkered past (and living
wives in the big city) and servant girls in Cambridge contract marriage with
them. Another servant now working on the western border of the diocese (but
still less that 15 miles from Cambridge) is a necessary witness to all this.

We may suspect that the court did not take Agnes at her word, but it had to
give her an opportunity to prove these allegations. Agnes took advantage of the
opportunity to disappear. The border of Lincoln diocese is close by Arrington,
and she may have slipped across it. Writing entries in a court book that her
suspension from entering the church is to be ‘executed’, however, is not very
strong medicine (even if the order was communicated to the parish priest of
Arrington). If we look to the male plaintiffs, perhaps we can find a reason
why the court did not take stronger measures. Nicholas had an opportunity
to prove his contract with Agnes, but he does not come forward with any
witnesses. Something may have happened between Agnes and him, but when
she denies it, he needs witnesses, or he has no case. Something pretty clearly did
happen between Robert and Agnes, but serious doubts have been raised about
Robert’s past. He could have obtained a letter of freedom to marry from the
official of London, but he did not when he was ordered to do so. Once it was
apparent that Agnes had disappeared, Robert, too, disappeared. The authority
of the court is maintained by repeated entries in the court book that Robert
and Agnes cannot enter the church, and Nicholas is left to pay his proctor’s
bill.

John Wedone jr c Geoffrey Cobbe of Wimpole and Eleanor Franceys de
facto wife of Geoffrey Cobbe was begun, as we noted earlier, with a delegation
of the case from the bishop’s audience to the official of the consistory court,
Richard Scrope, and two men who had been serving as commissaries of the
court, Thomas Gloucestre and John Newton.86 The last-named presides at
a number of the sessions and is ultimately authorized by the bishop to give
sentence. Eleanor’s appearance in the case is never recorded (Newton holds
her contumacious a number of times, but ultimately does not force the issue).
The case proceeds strictly in accordance with the ordo, without the elements of
summary process that are usual in many Ely marriage cases. Over the course
of more than a year, John produces a chaplain as a witness. He obtains the
compulsion of one John Morden of Boxworth (Wimpole and Boxworth are
both within 10 miles of Cambridge on the west side of the town) and one Henry
Milk, whose place of residence is not identified. He also obtains a missio to
London to examine one Margaret, a former servant of Eleanor, and, perhaps, a
missio to examine Eleanor herself.87 It is unclear whether any of these witnesses
was examined. No publication of testimony is mentioned, and one entry, quite
close to the end, specifically says that John has not procured the examination

86 See at n. 35; lit. T&C no. 430.
87 Disc. T&C no. 431.
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of the witnesses. Ultimately, Newton holds that John has not proven his claim
and condemns him to pay Geoffrey and Eleanor their costs “because of his rash
importunity and unjust vexation.”88

Much in this case would suggest that the parties were of a higher social station
than those with whom we have dealt previously. The fact that the case is begun
in the bishop’s audience (and that he reserves the right to render sentence until
the very end of the case); the delicate treatment of Eleanor’s contumacy; the
equally delicate treatment of her former servant, resident in London; the fact
that Eleanor herself may be resident in London; the use of long-form procedure
throughout the case, and the fact that the parties, when they appear, always
do so by proctors all point to this conclusion. Whether there was anything to
John’s claim we will never know. What we do know is that he was given ample
opportunity to build a case (the court questions whether he should be granted
a missio in his third term to produce witnesses but ultimately allows it), and
that he failed quite decisively to do so. He failed so decisively that the court
characterized his behavior as “vexatious” and awarded costs, something that
is not a usual feature in sentences for defendants in marriage cases.

In July of 1380, Stephen Gobat of Sawston was cited before the consistory
court (the entry does not say that the citation was ex officio; it may have been,
but the case is treated as an instance case) for failing to obey the bishop’s order
that he marry Julia Bygot of Sawston.89 He alleges that he cannot do so because
Julia had previously had intercourse with William atte Moore of Sawston, who
is related to Gobat within the prohibited degrees. Witnesses are produced and
examined over the summer recess. An entry in October records the publication
of their testimony and the case is set down for definitive sentence. Contrary to
Foxton’s usual practice, nothing about the case is recorded in the entries for the
next session.

Indeed, nothing is recorded until March of 1381 when Stephen Pertesen of
Pampisford (the village is adjacent to Sawston, both lying about five miles south
of Cambridge) files an instance suit claiming Julia as his wife. He introduces
witnesses who are examined on the spot and their testimony published. At the
next session, nothing is said against the witnesses and their testimony, but Gobat
and Julia appear and claim that they precontracted and that the consistory had
adjudged their marriage valid despite the alleged affinity by illicit intercourse,
because William was not in fact related to Gobat within the prohibited degrees.
They introduce witnesses but then fail to appear at the next session of court,
for which contumacy they are suspended. They appear personally at the next
session, and Julia introduces further witnesses about her exception. Gobat and
Julia are absolved of their suspension but ordered to be whipped three times
around the church for their contumacy. They also admit (the record does not
say how the court knew to ask the question) that they had solemnized their mar-
riage two weeks previously in the church of Westley Waterless (about 10 miles

88 T&C no. 432.
89 Gobat and Pertesen c Bygot (23.vii.80 to 6.ii.82), fol. 143v–160v; lit. T&C no. 433.
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northeast of Sawston), subjecting themselves to a major excommunication for
illegal solemnization.

Gobat and Julia are once again contumacious. Over the course of the next
sessions (with the intervening summer recess), the testimony of the witnesses
is published and the case set down for sentencing, which occurs in November:
The testimony has revealed that Gobat and William atte Moore are related
to each other within the fourth degree. Gobat’s marriage to Julia is dissolved
and Pertesen’s declared valid. At the end of November, Pertesen (who had also
been absent from the sentencing) appears and accedes to the judgment. Gobat
and Julia are excommunicated. Execution of the sentence is ordered at the next
two sessions, and in the next to last session recorded in the book, the case is
inhibited by the court of Canterbury.

Indications of the social standing of the parties to this case are ambiguous.
The facts that Gobat and Julia are first ordered to get married by the bishop
and that they ultimately appeal to the court of Canterbury suggest a level of
sophistication higher than that of, to take the polar opposite, John Everard
and Joan residing with Robert Beneyt. Gobat and Julia are never, however,
represented by proctors. This is odd because there is nothing that suggests that
they could not have afforded a proctor (Pertesen is, at one point, represented by
a proctor). We do not know how closely Gobat and atte Moore were related,
but the fact that their relationship was in doubt suggests that they were second
or third cousins. Third- and fourth-degree affinity were eminently dispensable
impediments, at least for those who had the money and the persistence to apply
for a dispensation, but there is no suggestion that Gobat and Julia even tried
to obtain one.

The record suggests that there were ambiguities in the relationship between
Gobat and Julia. The bishop orders them to marry, an order that Gobat at
first attempts to resist by raising the issue of affinity by illicit intercourse. It
may well be that it was during this period, when Julia could not be sure of
Gobat’s commitment to her, that she formed her relationship with Pertesen, one
which she later denies but for which there seems to be firm evidence. Gobat
then changes his mind, but by this time Pertesen is in court seeking to enforce
his contract with Julia. Gobat and Julia then find a priest who is willing to
solemnize their marriage, but this, of course, simply gets them into deeper
trouble. They disappear; so does Pertesen, but the three of them have left enough
evidence in the court’s possession that it can, in their absence, render a judgment
invalidating the marriage of Gobat and Julia and affirming that of Pertesen and
Julia. That is all very well with Pertesen, but Gobat and Julia appeal to the
court of Canterbury, and we do not know what happened there.

What of the role of the court in all this? Clearly, the court thought that Gobat
and Julia were defying its authority. The penance for their initial contumacy
in Pertesen’s case is unusual. Normally, when someone fails to appear at the
beginning of a proceeding and is suspended but then appears in the next session,
the court simply absolves them. Here, it orders them whipped around the church
three times. Of course, by this time the court knew that they had solemnized
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their marriage and thus were subject to much more serious sanctions than
those for contumacy. They continued to defy the court’s authority, and their
ultimate excommunication is not surprising. This excommunication seems to
have brought them to the realization that something had to be done about their
situation, and hence the appeal to the court of Canterbury.

One more piece of evidence about what the court did is more ambiguous but
worth suggesting: When Gobat and Julia appeared to defend Pertesen’s case,
they argued that the consistory court had held that their marriage was lawful
and that William atte Moore was not related to Gobat within the prohibited
degrees. The record that we now have has no indication that the court had so
ruled (the case is simply set down for sentence and no sentence is recorded).
But the record that we have is odd. The case is set down for sentencing, but
not only does no sentence appear at the next session (or at any session between
that time and the time that Pertesen brings suit five months later), but Foxton
also did not enter, as was his normal practice, any indication of a continuation
of the case. It is possible that the court told them to get married (the bishop
had, after all, ordered them to do so), but was reluctant to record a judgment
about the charge of affinity by illicit intercourse, either because the testimony
on the topic was unclear or, perhaps, because it was clear that William was
something like Gobat’s third cousin. In short, the court may have been giving
them a dispensation ‘under the table’.

If something along these lines did happen, then Julia got herself into deep
trouble by forming (or having formed, we do not know when it happened) the
relationship with Pertesen. Once Pertesen has sued, the court cannot quietly let
the matter of the affinity drop. The relationship between atte Moore and Gobat
must be proven, and Gobat and Julia’s marriage is an ‘illegal solemnization’.
Hence, the whipping order is not just a penalty for contumacy but an expression
of the court’s pique that they did not take advantage of its previous indulgence.90

A final word on Gobat and Julia: They seem remarkably alone in the world.
Not only did they never hire a proctor, but over the course of a rather long
record, we also get only one indication that either of them has any family. That
indication comes in the mention of who was present at the illegal solemnization:
John Gobat of Sawston, William Webbe of Sawston, and Dulcia his wife. John
may be Stephen Gobat’s father or brother. William and Dulcia (elsewhere called
‘Lucia’) are almost certainly the couple whom Gobat and Julia first produce as
witnesses in defending the suit by Pertesen. Dulcia may have been related to Julia
(a sister or a mother who has remarried). The impression remains, however, that
Gobat and Julia do not have much help. Trying to handle their affairs on their
own, they do a rather bad job of it.

None of the cases that we have considered so far has entries in the record for
as much as two years. We now consider two, one of which has entries for four
years and four months and is still proceeding (though not very actively) when
the book ends, and the other of which takes a week short of six years to resolve.

90 Lit. T&C no. 434.
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Both are instance cases; both involve widows, and both involve proceedings for
illegal solemnization in addition to the basic instance case.

The simpler of the two cases is John Fisschere of Wilburton c John son of John
Frost of Wilburton and Amy widow of Robert Brid.91 Indeed, so far as we can
tell, the fundamental issue is classically simple: Did Fisschere marry Amy before
she married Frost? The basic case takes slightly over a year to resolve (December
1377 to March 1379) and involves two moves: Fisschere’s presentation of his
witnesses and Frost’s and Amy’s exceptions to those witnesses on the grounds
that they perjured themselves. As with all the cases that go down on basic
factual disputes, the act book tells us little about the underlying claims. It does
tell us, however, that sentence was ultimately rendered by the bishop himself,
and that Frost’s marriage to Amy was dissolved and she and Fisschere were
ordered to solemnize.

Four separate cases of illegal solemnization (all brought in December or
January of 1377) are joined to this suit, two against chaplains, one against
Frost and Amy, and one against Frost’s father. They tell us more. The article
against Robert Mustell chaplain of Wilburton charges him with having per-
suaded Fisschere and Amy, though he knew that they had contracted marriage,
to remit that contract and to bind each other under penalty not to pursue
that marriage in the future. Furthermore, although Fisschere had reclaimed
the banns of Frost and Amy and had claimed precontract with Amy in a suit
pending in the consistory court, Robert had the marriage of Frost and Amy
solemnized in the face of Wilburton church, despite his knowledge of the pre-
contract, the reclamation, and the suit. As the article concludes, by authority of
John Stratford’s constitution Humana concupiscentia (of which more later),92

Robert should be suspended from office for three years and excommunicated
for his contempt and because of the scandal.

These are serious charges indeed. It takes until July to resolve them, when the
bishop enjoins penance on the chaplain, but does not impose the full sanction
because he finds that the chaplain acted out of ignorance. A second chaplain,
who was also present at the solemnization, is allowed to purge himself. Frost,
senior and junior, and Amy are enjoined to do penance by the official.

All of this seems straightforward enough. That the bishop should get involved
in the punishment of the chaplain who seems to have played the key role in an
illegal solemnization is not at all surprising. We might wonder why the bishop
got involved in the basic case. At a minimum, that would suggest that these are
people of some stature, a suspicion confirmed by the fact that the long-form
procedure is used and proctors are employed.93

Whatever the merits of the judgment in the original case, it did not sit well
with Fisschere and Amy. They were back in court in May 1380, petitioning
to have the bishop’s sentence nullified. Four witnesses were produced; their

91 Fisschere c Frost and Brid (3.xii.77 to 27.ii.82), fol. 82v–151v; lit. T&C no. 435.
92 At n. 189.
93 Fol. 82v–83r; lit. T&C no. 436.
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testimony was published, and in December the case was set down for definitive
sentence in the absence of Fisschere. This entry is then repeated in every session
until the end of the book.

There is not much to go on here, but perhaps there is enough for some
speculation. Frost and Amy made a big mistake when they had their marriage
solemnized despite Fisschere’s reclamation of their banns. (I suspect he said
a great deal more at the reclamation than what Frost’s father alleges he said:
“They will have no joy together.”)94 That move got them decidedly off on the
wrong footing when Fisschere got them into court. They made another tactical
error when they chose to defend the first suit on the ground that Fisschere’s
witnesses were lying. They may have been lying, but the proceedings in the
second case suggest that they had a better defense. Those proceedings were
based on the proposition that Frost and Amy married informally before any
contract was made with Fisschere. They have four witnesses to this effect,
one of whom is, admittedly, Frost’s father, but the others of whom look as if
they are independent. When Fisschere sees the publication of the testimony,
he disappears. That puts the court in a bind. It is always reluctant to render
judgment in the absence of one of the parties (though sometimes it will), and to
do so in this case would involve reversing a judgment that had been rendered
by the bishop. One thing is clear from the long string of continuances to hear
the definitive sentence: The court is not going to enforce the bishop’s original
judgment of its own motion. At a minimum, that means that Amy will not be
forced to solemnize her marriage with Fisschere, and it may mean that Frost
and Amy can resume cohabitation, quietly.

We first see William son of Henry Anegold of Chesterton and William Schan-
bery of Chesterton c Margaret widow of Geoffrey Grantesden in March of
1374, when Margaret is appealing from a judgment of the archdeacon’s official,
which, as we later learn, ordered her to solemnize her marriage with Anegold.95

On the same day, an ex officio action is brought against Margaret, Schanbery,
and one Geoffrey Smith of Chesterton. This is not said to be an action for
illegal solemnization (the record simply says “in a matter of correction,” in
negotio correctionis), and the case ends in the following month without any
substance being revealed. In July, however, the same three parties are back in
court to answer ex officio charges that Schanbery and Margaret, with Smith’s
connivance and aid, left the diocese and had their marriage solemnized while
Anegold’s case was pending before the archdeacon’s official. They appear by
proctor, propose some dilatory exceptions, and fail to return; the court does
not pursue the matter further.

In the meantime, the basic case proceeds at a glacial pace. When the processus
is received from the archdeacon’s court (the fuller version, because the first
version turned out to be incomplete), Schanbery and Margaret put in their

94 Text and disc. T&C no. 437.
95 Anegold and Schanbery c Grantesden (24.iii.74 to 16.iii.80), fol. 5v–133r; disc. with lit. T&C

no. 438.
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claim of precontract; witnesses are introduced and examined. In November,
the official admits Anegold’s exceptions to the witnesses and commissions Mr
John Potton to hear the case. Before Potton, Anegold introduces some witnesses;
there is a byplay about their expenses and a series of delays caused apparently
by Potton’s illness. Ultimately, the case is set down for sentence on 3 April
1376; a space is left blank for the sentence in the record, but no sentence is
entered.

On 24 April, Schanbery and Margaret were back in court appealing to the
official from Potton’s sentence. Since there was no record of the sentence nor
of the appeal, both had to be proven, which they were. Then some testimony
was introduced. In September we learn that Schanbery has died. In December
of 1376, the official warns both Anegold and Margaret not to marry other
people, as he hears that they are planning to do. In May of 1377, the proctors
of Anegold and Margaret want to withdraw from the case, claiming that their
proxies have been revoked. The official tells them that they cannot do this
since issue has been joined. The official sets the case down for sentence, and
this entry is made in every session from June of 1377 until March of 1380.
On 16 March 1380, the official summarizes the case. The reason that Potton
had ruled against Schanbery and Margaret, he tells us, is that the witnesses to
their precontract were excommunicates. With the parties’ consent, the official
absolves the witnesses of their excommunication, reexamines them, and finds
that Schanbery and Margaret did, indeed, precontract. Margaret is absolved
from Anegold’s suit.

Some of the delay in this case can be explained by the fact that Thomas
Gloucestre, the commissary of the court, served as its only judge from the last
appearance of Richard Scrope as official on 8 April 1378 until the appointment
of John Newton as official (first sitting, 22 September 1379). But Thomas,
as we learn in one of the entries in the case, was the official of the archdea-
con who rendered the original judgment; he was thus incompetent to hear the
appeal. Indeed, the fact that Thomas was incompetent to hear the case proba-
bly accounts for Scrope’s commissioning John Potton to hear it. Potton’s illness
(for that probably accounts for the absence of his sentence from the record and
the fact that both the sentence and the appeal had to be proven) was another
cause of delay.96

That still does not account for all the delay in this case, however. The fact is
that with the death of Schanbery (first reported in September of 1376), Margaret
and Anegold lose interest in the case. Hardly anything happens, though the
proctors keep coming back (and are told by Scrope in May of 1377 that they
cannot withdraw). We may suspect that both Margaret and Anegold married
others, as they were apparently threatening to do in December of 1377. For
a period of more than a year, the court was in the hands of a man who was
disabled from acting on the case. When John Newton becomes official, he finally

96 Potton’s illness was not fatal; he is again commissioned in Pope and Dreu c Dreu and Newton
(n. 122).
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gets around to cleaning up the record. Since no citation is mentioned, it seems
that the parties came to court voluntarily. If they have married others, they, too,
would have an interest in not having an outstanding judgment that they marry
each other.97

There can be little doubt that the parties to this case were substantial peo-
ple in Chesterton. The long-form procedure, the extensive use of proctors, and
the court’s reluctance to punish them all point to this conclusion. There is also
another reason why the court would not want to enforce the judgment of both
the archdeacon’s official and the court’s own commissary: Everyone knew that
it was wrong, though not in a technical sense. As Newton’s final judgment
points out, if the marriage to Anegold was proven by witnesses “beyond any
exception” (omni excepcione maiores) (and there is no reason to doubt that
it was), and if the precontract between Schanbery and Margaret was proven
by excommunicates (who may have been excommunicates because they had
participated in the illegal solemnization), then the rules of proof dictated that
the latter witnesses should not be believed. But the rules of proof lead to uncon-
scionable results if one is convinced that what the excommunicates are saying
is true, for then the rules of proof will require that Anegold and Margaret be
compelled to live in an adulterous union. John Newton saw that, and he also
saw that the system had a way to avoid that result, the one he ultimately used:
absolution of the excommunicate for the purpose of allowing him to testify. The
odd thing is that Richard Scrope did not see the same thing sometime between
learning of Schanbery’s death in September of 1376 and leaving office in April
of 1378.98

Three of the cases brought by male plaintiffs are instance divorce cases. On
24 April 1381, William Kele of the village of Balsham (about eight miles south-
west of Cambridge) sued his wife for divorce out of session.99 He alleges that
he had precontracted marriage followed by intercourse with Alice Burgoyne of
Hockham (six miles west of Attleborough, Norf). Alice later married Robert
Disse, a cottar of Bury (St Edmunds, Suff, about 15 miles from Balsham). Ellen
admits only that she and William were solemnly married. The case is set down
for proof in a month (also out of session), and nothing further is recorded. This
is the first case we have seen in which we get any indication that the parties
were peasants. Of course, the fact (if we can believe it) that Alice married a
cottar does not necessarily mean that her family were cottars, much less that
William and Ellen were, but it is likely that they all were of roughly the same
social status. That William precontracted with a woman who came from a town
40 miles from where he now lives is not impossible, but it is a different marriage
pattern from the ones that we have seen in the other cases, where the parties,
particularly those of lower station, tend to contract with people who live quite
close by.

97 Disc. T&C no. 439.
98 Disc. T&C no. 440.
99 Kele c Kele (24.iv.81), fol. 149v.
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Two factors probably help to explain the court’s disposition (it might be
called non-disposition) of the case, skepticism and the fact that divorce cases
in the Ely court were ‘pure’ instance cases. If the parties did not pursue them,
the court would not. We might imagine a conversation between the judge and
William along these lines: “I must confess, William, that I’m skeptical of your
story. Granted that Ellen will not support you in the story, you are going to
have to get two unimpeachable witnesses who will swear that you married Alice
before you married Ellen and before she married Robert.” Perhaps he neglected
to mention that the court could commission the taking of testimony in another
diocese, even though it could not summon people from another diocese to come
before the court. Faced with the formidable task of developing a case on his
own, the peasant from Balsham does not come back on the appointed day, and
Foxton allows the case to drop from view.100

If Kele’s case shows how ordinary people could fail to get what they wanted
in the court, Robert Marion of Melbourn c Agnes Umphrey of Melbourn de
facto wife of Robert Marion, shows how they could succeed.101 In October
of 1377, Robert Marion appeared before the court petitioning for a divorce
between himself and his wife, Agnes Umphrey. He claims that prior to his
marriage with Agnes, he had had intercourse with Katherine Brid of Whit-
tlesford, who is Agnes’s second cousin. Agnes contests the suit affirmatively.
Katherine appears and confesses the intercourse and the relationship. Robert
produces five witnesses: Robert vicar of Meldreth, William Aleyn of Kelsale
(Suff), Peter William of the same, John Grene of Melbourn, and John Rum-
bold of the same. At the next session of the court, the testimony is published,
the parties renounce further terms, and John Newton, acting as commissary,
pronounces them divorced.

There is no reason to believe that these people were of much higher station
than the Keles, but they put together a much better case. When they arrive
in court, Agnes has agreed to the divorce; the woman with whom the illicit
intercourse is alleged to have occurred appears with them, prepared to con-
fess that it all happened, and there are five witnesses, including a local priest.
What the function of the two witnesses from Kelsale (almost 50 miles from
Cambridge near the Suffolk coast) is we cannot tell, but their presence need
not provoke suspicion, when two local men and a local priest are also among
the witnesses.102 Lacking the depositions, we cannot tell how much evidence
the court required. Almost certainly the witnesses were asked to confirm that
Katherine and Agnes were second cousins. Whether they also were required
to testify to the intercourse we can be less sure. If they were not, the case pro-
ceeded on the agreement of three people, perhaps not enough to provoke strong
suspicions of collusion but enough to raise the question.

100 Lit. T&C no. 441.
101 Marion c Umphrey (2.x.77 to 22.x.77), fol. 80r–80v. See Sheehan, “Formation,” 71.
102 Whittlesford, Meldreth and Melbourn all lie about 10 miles south of Cambridge and are quite

close to one another.
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Robert Puf of Little Shelford and his wife, Ivette, were cited for not treating
each other with marital affection in a marriage of 30 years standing. Robert
claims that the marriage cannot stand because he precontracted with Marjorie
Benet of Comberton, who is still alive and living in London.103 Ivette contests
negatively, and Marjorie appears and contests affirmatively. A commission is
sent to the official of London to examine witnesses. When the commission is
returned, the court orders the witnesses reexamined, stating that it is suspicious
of the testimony from London because the witnesses do not, in fact, reside in
London but locally. In the meantime, Ivette has not appeared for some time.
The case may continue beyond the period of the register, but Robert may have
dropped it when the fraud was discovered.104

Let us return to the question that we initially posed: Does a more careful
examination of the underlying records confirm that men were more persistent
at Ely than they were at York, as suggested by the fact that more cases involv-
ing male plaintiffs resulted in judgments at Ely than they did at York? The
answer must be a qualified ‘no’. There are cases, particularly those involving
the pursuit of widows or higher-status women, where the male plaintiffs were
persistent, but such cases also exist at York.105 But some of the cases involving
male plaintiffs that were ultimately brought to judgment turn out, on more
careful examination, to have been so brought by the rea, who, having been
sued, pursued her defense to judgment either at first instance or on appeal. In
some of the cases, it is the court that forces the issue, even if it is, as it was in
Anegold’s case, by keeping the case on the books long enough that the parties
can finally come back for a final judgment.

Our examination of these cases also confirms what our statistical analysis
showed: that marriage litigation at Ely and at York was similar in the types of
situations that are revealed by the litigation. We cannot always tell as much
from the Ely record as we can from that at York, but everything that the record
does show – and in some cases it shows quite a bit – confirms the basic similarity
in the factual patterns that were presented.

cases involving female plaintiffs

We could examine systematically the cases brought by female plaintiffs, but
it would not produce enough enlightenment to justify the amount of space it
would take. Where the record allows us to penetrate behind legal formulae
that are its principal means of communication, we see a world very similar to
that at York, with perhaps somewhat less legal sophistication. A few words
are, however, in order about the cases generally and about those that present
unusual features.

103 Puf c Puf and Benet (10.x.81 to 27.ii.82), fol. 153v–162r.
104 Disc. T&C no. 442.
105 We will consider one more office/instance case that might be regarded as having a male plaintiff:

Office c Poynaunt, Swan, Goby and Pybbel (at nn. 248–54).
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A striking feature of the instance cases brought by female plaintiffs is the large
number (7 of 35, 20%) in which one or the other or both parties are described
as servants. In the case of the male plaintiffs, we noted that servants were not
involved in the instance cases, though they were involved in the cases begun
by office citations. If servants or those who claimed to have married servants
sometimes needed the extra push of an office citation, that is not evident in this
group. Nor are we dealing with a gender difference peculiar to plaintiffs, since
there are as many cases brought by servants as there are those brought against
them.

Joan Braunche of Kings Lynn, Norwich diocese, residing in Elm c John son
of Thomas Dellay of Elm106 is hardly a case at all. Joan appears and alleges a
de presenti marriage followed by intercourse. John admits the intercourse and
denies the marriage. Joan produces three witnesses on the spot, including the
chaplain and vicar of Elm, and obtains a missio to three local clergy who are
to examine other chaplains (unnamed). What is unusual about the case is that
two priests who appear in court are to be examined about matters revealed
to them in confession, and so are the chaplains who are to be examined on
commission. In the first case, this is said expressly to be by the consent of the
parties, and in the second, the parties are said to consent to the missio, which
presumably contained instructions to reveal the matters confessed.107 Either
John was remarkably ill-informed about the consequences of his consent to
this procedure (I know of only two other cases in the Ely records in which it
is done)108 or he was already having qualms of conscience about his denial.
Whatever the case, at the next hearing he agrees to solemnize his marriage with
Joan, and the testimony is never published.

One instance case brought to enforce a marriage formed by abjuration sub
pena nubendi followed by intercourse contains an unusual defense. Adam ser-
vant of John Smyth of Barnwell concedes both the abjuration and the inter-
course, but alleges that he told the plaintiff, Rose Rouse of Barnwell, before
they had intercourse that he did not want to make her his wife.109 The case
proceeds for more than a year (15 March 1380 to 12 November 1381). At
first the case is committed to the commissary, Thomas Gloucestre, who renders
sentence in Adam’s absence one day after the case starts. Adam then appeals
to the official. Most of the time in the case is taken up with the absence of one
or the other party, but the fact that it takes so long may be an indication that,
as at York, some of the personnel of the court, perhaps even John Newton,
had doubts about the legitimacy of abjuration sub pena nubendi.110 Adam is
represented by a proctor in part of the proceedings. Adam eventually loses. His
exception could have been naı̈ve, but it also could have been quite sophisticated.

106 Braunche c Dellay (23.ii.80 to 15.iii.80), fol. 132r–135v. See Sheehan, “Formation,” 61.
107 T&C no. 443.
108 See at n. 84.
109 Rouse c Smyth (15.iii.80 to 12.xi.81), fol. 135v–155r; text and lit. T&C no. 444.
110 Another example T&C no. 445.
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Marjorie Bradenham of Swavesey c John son of Thomas Bette of Swavesey
contains the clearest indications that we have seen at Ely of property negoti-
ations attendant upon a marriage.111 Marjorie alleges a de presenti contract
(there is no allegation of intercourse). John admits that they contracted but
under the condition that Hugh Bradenham, Marjorie’s brother, give to them
a dowry of half a piece of land that he had at Swavesey, or 100s. The con-
dition was never fulfilled, nor removed, and so John claims they should not
be judged married.112 Marjorie produces three witnesses: Joan Bradenham,
William Fayrchild, and John Royner of Swavesey. John produces three wit-
nesses concerning the exception: Thomas Bette, Marjorie Porter, and Hugh
Bradenham of Swavesey. Sentence follows in six weeks. John has proved the
condition and is absolved from the suit. The witness lists on both sides suggest
some discord between the male and female members of the Bradenham family.

On 22 June 1375 Anna daughter of John Sergeaunt of Ely was cited before
the official at the instance of Robert Clerk alias Cartere, clerk and steward of
the bishop in the city of Ely, in an appeal from the definitive sentence given in
Anna’s favor by the sacristan of Ely in a marriage case.113 Officers of the bishop
were apparently privileged to have their cases heard before the sacristan.114 The
parties are represented by proctors throughout the proceedings; the processus
is received from the sacristan; no objections are made to it, and on 3 April
1376, a sentence is rendered confirming the sacristan’s sentence, which, as we
learn from the final entry, adjudged Anna and Robert to be husband and wife.
If Clerk expected favorable treatment because of his position with the bishop,
he did not get it.

Bringing the appeal may be nothing more than a delaying tactic by Clerk.
Little in the record suggests that he pursued the case very vigorously. There
is, however, one clue that suggests a substantive issue. The official’s sentence
specifically states that the sacristan of Ely was competent to render the judg-
ment.115 Unrecorded arguments in the case may have turned on that question.
If this is correct, then the entry that says that no objections were made to the
processus in the court below is to be taken in a rather narrow sense:116 The pro-
cessus itself was unobjectionable, but the person who rendered the judgment
was arguably incompetent to do so.

If we wonder whether the competence to render sentences in marriage cases
of a court lower than the consistory was questioned in Clerk’s case, there is
more evidence that it was questioned in Isabel Spynnere of Bourn c Nicholas
Deye of Bourn.117 The record in that case tells us that Nicholas appealed from

111 Bradenham c Bette (4.x.80 to 19.xi.80), fol. 144r–145r. Swavensy is a village about six miles
northwest of Cambridge off the road to Huntingdon.

112 T&C no. 446.
113 Sergeaunt c Clerk (22.vi.75 to 3.iv.76), fol. 26v–44v.
114 Lit. T&C no. 447.
115 T&C no. 448.
116 Fol. 36r: nullo dicto seu proposito contra processum.
117 Spynnere c Deye (17.vii.74 to 4.v.75), fol. 10r–22v.
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the court of the archdeacon and claimed that the entire processus in the court
below was void. It seems, however, that the issue is not whether the archdeacon
or even his official was competent to render such judgments but whether the
archdeacon’s official’s commissary, Thomas Gloucestre, had been specifically
authorized to do so. Isabel, by her proctor, says that he was so authorized,
although that authorization was not specifically stated in his commission, and
she offers to prove it. The case goes on for almost a year, but in May of 1375,
Nicholas Roos, the official, renders a judgment upholding the sentence below,
after Nicholas’s proctor refuses to swear that his claim of the nullity of the
processus below was not raised maliciously.118

On 24 July 1377, Alice Geffrey of Trumpington had John Myntemoor of
Trumpington, priest and Austin canon of Anglesey Priory, cited in a marriage
case. She petitioned that John be degraded from holy orders, absolved of his
oath of obedience to the priory’s rule, and deprived of the habit and tonsure of a
priest and canon because prior to his profession and ordination, he and she had
contracted marriage (she employs a variation of the ‘formula’ libel).119 John
contested the case affirmatively. Alice produced one witness, William Killerwyk
of Trumpington, who may be the same William Killerwyk who was one of the
regular proctors of the court. The case was set to propose and for a second
term to produce, and then it drops out of sight.

The record in this case tells us so little that any attempt to reconstruct the
facts is dangerous. At a minimum, we can say that John did not object to being
called from the priory because he contested the case affirmatively. Whether he
connived with Alice to bring the case we cannot say.120 When she failed to
return for the next session, the court did nothing to pursue the matter. Perhaps
like us, it had doubts about the validity of the claim.121

John Pope of Newton and Katherine daughter of John Dreu of Newton c
Katherine daughter of John Dreu of Newton and Elias son of John Newton is
one of only two examples that I have found in the Ely cases of what we might
call an ‘interlocking’ competitor case, where the defendant in one action is the
plaintiff in the other.122 In this case, John sued Katherine, and Katherine sued
Elias. Katherine plays the leading role in both cases. There seems to be little
reason to doubt that she did contract with John; she excepts on the grounds
of force and consanguinity. There may be some doubt whether she contracted
with Elias. Elias spends most of the sessions being contumacious, but at one
point he does except against Katherine’s witnesses for unstated grounds. About
18 months after the case has begun, John Newton commissions John Potton
to render sentence in the case, and Katherine wins all around. Her marriage
to Pope cannot stand because of the force, because of the consanguinity, and

118 Texts and disc. T&C no. 449.
119 Geffrey c Myntemoor (24.vii.77), fol. 78r; text and lit. T&C no. 450.
120 Lit. T&C no. 451.
121 See at n. 146 for another case where the court seems to have preferred to just let matters lie.
122 Pope and Dreu c Dreu and Newton (8.vii.78 to 3.xi.79), fol. 95r–123v; disc. T&C no. 452.
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because of the marriage to Elias. The marriage to Elias has been proven.123

Ominously, Elias is not present at the sentence. Katherine’s legal victory may
not have led to a real victory.

Alice Bakewhyt of Malmesbury [Wilts] c Hugh Mayhen of Trumpington and
Isabel Loot of Trumpington wife of Hugh Mayhen is an unusual marriage-and-
divorce case in that Hugh’s more recent wife is suing him and his former wife
to establish their marriage and annul hers.124 On 25 May 1380, Alice proposes
orally that although she and Hugh contracted and solemnized marriage before
the church, their marriage cannot stand because prior to her contract with
Hugh, Hugh and Isabel had contracted and solemnized marriage in Trumping-
ton church, consummated the marriage, and lived as husband and wife. Alice
asks that her marriage to Hugh be annulled. Hugh contests the suit affirma-
tively. Isabel admits that she and Hugh married 30 years earlier in Trumpington
church. Alice produces five witnesses, William Bernard of Trumpington, Kather-
ine wife of John Thresschere, Marjorie wife of Thomas Serle of Trumpington,
Richard Benethewode of Malmesbury, and Alice wife of John atte Halle of
Malmesbury. They are examined and their testimony published. On 26 May,
Thomas Gloucestre renders sentence for Alice. The marriage and solemnization
of Hugh and Isabel are declared valid; their marriage is reintegrated and they
are to live as spouses, treating each other with marital affection.

Obviously, there was little dispute between the parties at this point. They
prepared well. The toponyms of the witnesses suggest that in addition to the
confession of the parties, we have three witnesses to the marriage in Trumping-
ton and two to that in Malmesbury. The result is such a foregone conclusion
that Alice does not even bother to stay the extra day in Cambridge to hear the
sentence. She appoints a priest as her proctor to do so.125

The fact that this is such an easy case leads one to question whether what
we have here is a case like Ingoly c Midelton, Esyngwald and Wright, where
the whole affair was probably a sham.126 It may be, but we may doubt it,
because a plausible story lies behind the facts recited in this case, as there does
not in Ingoly. Sometime over the course of 30 years, Hugh left Trumpington
and traveled to the west country. We know that men and women were on the
move in the late fourteenth century, and Hugh may have been one of them.127

He settled in Malmesbury where he met Alice. They married in Malmesbury
church; banns were proclaimed, but, of course, no one from Trumpington was
there to ask what had happened to Isabel. Sometime later, Hugh abandoned
Alice and returned to Trumpington, where he may have resumed cohabitation
with Isabel. (This would account for the fact that she is called his wife at the
beginning of the case and would make the final judgment of ‘reintegration’ a

123 T&C no. 453, with disc.
124 Bakewhyt c Mayhen and Loot (25.v.80 to 26.v.80), fol. 138v.
125 Disc. T&C no. 454.
126 Lit. T&C no. 455.
127 Lit. T&C no. 456.
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formality.) Alice could not have been pleased with these events, but if she was
going to get on with her life, she needed a judgment to bring back to Malmes-
bury that her public marriage to Hugh was invalid. Although she conducted the
case herself, she had obviously received good advice as to what she needed to
get such a judgment. Hugh cooperates; of course, Isabel cooperates. The only
indication that the whole settlement was not totally amicable – and, of course,
legally quite correct – is the fact that Alice commissions a proctor to come to
the sentence. It is possible that she did not want to be in Hugh’s presence any
more than was absolutely necessary.

On 1 April 1377, Alice daughter of Robert Borewell brought a suit against
John Russel of Ely and Katherine Selvald his wife, alleging that she had pre-
contracted with John, and hence he should be divorced from Katherine and
made to marry her.128 John admitted that he contracted with Alice by saying
“I wish to have you (volo te habere) as my wife,” and intercourse followed.129

Katherine requested permission to prove her contract and solemnization with
John, so that he and Alice could not collude against her; she was admitted. She
introduced two witnesses, whose testimony was published. Alice admitted that
she had no witnesses. The court rendered sentence for Katherine, all, so far as
we can tell, in one session.

Alice was badly advised (or she was not advised at all). As we have seen, the
court frequently required proof even when the parties conceded a point; where
one of the parties did not concede the point, it always required proof.130 While
this may be a case in which John and Alice were colluding in a fabrication so
that John could rid himself of Katherine, it may be just what it seems to be.
John and Alice married informally. John later married Katherine formally. He
now has qualms of conscience about what he has done, but it is too late. The
confession of the parties, absent independent evidence, cannot prejudice the
right of third parties (Katherine, in this case).

If the record in the first Borewell case could lead to the conclusion that
everyone was telling the truth, the record in the second Borewell case does
not. In October of 1378, Alice was back in court, once more suing John and
Katherine. John once more conceded Alice’s suit, but Katherine contested it
(both parties employed proctors in this case). Over the course of three terms,
Alice produced six witnesses to support her claim. The case was concluded in
April of 1379, but sentence was not rendered until March of 1380.131 In John’s
absence, the court ruled that Alice had not proven her case.

The court obviously was not impressed with Alice’s witnesses. Lacking the
depositions, we cannot be sure why, but there is reason right on the face of the
record why we should be skeptical about them. If Alice admitted she had no

128 Borewell c Russel and Selvald (1.iv.77 to 15.iii.80), fol. 67v–134r.
129 T&C no. 457.
130 Lit. T&C no. 458.
131 This gap includes the long period between the departure of Richard Scrope and the appointment

of John Newton as official.
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witnesses in April of 1377, how did she manage to find witnesses in the inter-
vening year and a half?132 It may well be that the six men (five of whom were
from Ely) whom she produced believed her. We need not necessarily assume
bribery. But canonical witnesses in a marriage case were not oath-helpers. They
were required to testify to what they had seen and heard, and Alice had already
confessed that there were no witnesses to her marriage to John.

Assuming that Alice and John were telling the truth, their moral situation
was precarious indeed. Some writers in the internal forum advised people who
were in such a situation to flee.133 It may be that John took their advice.

Matilda Cattesos of Lincoln diocese c John Brigham of Cambridge and Alice
Pyttok his wife takes almost two years to resolve, but the underlying facts are
not complicated.134 Matilda, who is said to be from Lincoln diocese but never
precisely from where in the diocese, claimed that John had married her before
he married Alice, and that this marriage had been confirmed by the judgment
of a competent judge. John contested the suit affirmatively, Alice negatively. At
the next session Matilda does not appear, and since she is out of the diocese
she cannot be cited. Ultimately, however, she appoints a proctor who requests
that testimony be taken before the archdeacon of East Riding at York. This
testimony is ultimately transmitted to the court, and exceptions are raised to
it.135 The nature of the exceptions is not stated, but witnesses are introduced
about them. Shortly before the conclusion of the case, John produces a letter
patent from the archdeacon of East Riding, which apparently certified that he
had judged Matilda and John’s marriage valid. At the final session of the case
(28 May 1379), the court introduces an ex officio witness to get on the record
some proof of the second marriage.136 Then, in the presence of Matilda and of
John and Alice’s proctors, it proceeds to render a judgment divorcing John and
Alice and declaring Matilda and John husband and wife.

The case illustrates the fact that while there were difficulties with multi-
jurisdictional marriages and litigation about them, the system could handle such
difficulties if given sufficient time. Perhaps more interesting is the ambiguity
of John’s position in the litigation. He is, it would seem, a bigamist, one of
those medieval men who took advantage of the mobility of the age to marry
a woman in one ecclesiastical province and then marry another woman in
another province.137 When Matilda brings suit, he contests it affirmatively. But
when the testimony is returned from York, he and Alice are said to except to
it. This may be simply a statement of form; since John is one of the defendants,
any exception would be formally made on his behalf, as well as on that of
Alice. Certainly the fact that John is the one who presents the letter patent of

132 Lit. T&C no. 459.
133 E.g., Peter the Chanter, Summa § 351, ed. cit. at 3:464.
134 Cattesos c Brigham and Pyttok (30.vii.77 to 12.xi.81), fol. 79r–154v.
135 Disc. T&C no. 460.
136 Disc. T&C no. 461.
137 Disc. T&C no. 462.
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the archdeacon to the court, a letter which seems (though the record does not
quite say this)138 to confirm Matilda’s story that the archdeacon had judged
her marriage to John valid, would suggest that at this point he is supporting
Matilda. When sentence is rendered in the next session, however, it is specifically
stated that John’s proctor appeals. Perhaps the ambivalence of the record reflects
a real ambivalence on John’s part as to what he should do about an awkward
situation.

On 9 January 1381, Matilda, now described as being of Chesterton, is back in
court, along with Geoffrey Bernesdale, William vicar of Chesterton, and John
Grantham, chaplain. Geoffrey and Matilda are charged ex officio with hav-
ing contracted and solemnized marriage without publication of banns, after
Matilda had been judged by the court to be the wife of John Brigham and
while an appeal of the case was pending in the court of Canterbury. William is
charged with having solemnized the marriage, with knowledge of the judgment,
and John with having been present. William alleges that he was not present at
the solemnization and knows nothing about it. His explanation is apparently
accepted, because nothing more is said of him. John Grantham, too, having
been cited one more time, drops from view.139 On 24 May 1381, Geoffrey
and Matilda appear and admit the charges. On 10 October, they appear by
proctor, are declared subject to major excommunication, request absolution,
and are ordered to carry a candle in the church in the manner of public peni-
tents.140 On 31 October, the court is certified that the penance was performed.
Nothing is said about enforcing the judgment or about divorcing Geoffrey and
Matilda, and it is possible that in the rather long intervening period, the court
of Canterbury had reversed the sentence of the consistory court.

Just as there is some doubt as to the position that John Brigham took when
faced with two women both of whom claimed that he had married them, so,
too, there is some doubt about the position taken by John Draper, tailor of Cam-
bridge. Sued on 6 June 1376 by Agnes Duraunt of Orwell and Alice Cakebred
of Barley (Orwell is about six miles south of Royston; Barley is in Hertfordshire,
and, hence, in London diocese, but it is quite close to Orwell), John negatively
contests Agnes’s suit and affirmatively contests Alice’s.141 Agnes asks for sum-
mary procedure “according to the new constitutions,” and she gets it.142 She
produces two witnesses, one from Orwell and one from Cambridge, and sen-
tence is rendered in her favor by a special commissary of the official on 24 July,
from which John appeals. In the meantime, Alice has produced three witnesses
on her behalf, but she fails to appear at the sentencing (also on 24 July), and
the case goes against her.

138 Text T&C no. 463.
139 It is possible that the bishop handled this, though the record does not say so.
140 Fol. 153r: iniugimus sibi quod deferant unam candelam publice in ecclesia in more publice

penitentium.
141 Duraunt and Cakebred c Draper (6.vi.76 to 25.x.80), fol. 48r–144v; lit. T&C no. 464.
142 T&C no. 465, with disc.
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The reason why she does not appear becomes apparent in separate pro-
ceedings that are brought against John and Alice on 3 July for having illegally
solemnized their marriage in Barley. After some delay they are pronounced
excommunicate on 21 July.

John’s appeal is not recorded until April of 1377, when he is described as a
resident of Barley. Although three sessions of the case are recorded, no libel is
ever given, and the record ends with a note that John and Alice are excommu-
nicated as before.

Nothing more is heard of the case until 5 April 1380, when John and Agnes
are cited before the official ex officio to explain why they had not married
in compliance with the sentence. At the only session at which she appears
personally (in a previous session she is said to be hiding),143 Agnes proposes that
she and one Henry Walter of Orwell had agreed to marry before the sentence
was rendered and that they in fact had married after the sentence had been
rendered. If the language of the entry is to be believed,144 Agnes is confessing
to a de futuro contract prior to the sentence and a de presenti one after the
sentence. Such a marriage cannot impede the sentence, and it is not surprising
that the court orders the sentence executed. It does so four more times at sessions
at which it is not clear that the parties are present,145 and the case disappears
from view in October of 1380.

The record obviously leaves many questions unresolved, not the least of
which is what happened to Alice. She may have died in the intervening years,
or her marriage to John may have broken up. John returns to Cambridgeshire,
perhaps for economic reasons, and offers no objection to the proposed execu-
tion of the sentence. He may even have prompted the ex officio citation. But
Agnes has married another man. I am inclined to believe her story of the mar-
riage to Henry because it is not a valid defense to the charge. Agnes ‘hedged
her bets’ while she was suing John by getting Henry to agree to marry her. We
might call this her ‘contingency plan’. When John disappears over the border
into Barley after the sentence, Agnes marries Henry. Now John is back and,
quite understandably, Agnes wants none of him.

Again, we must ask why the court was so passive. Five entries of orders of
execution is not particularly strong medicine, when excommunication followed
by caption by the secular arm was an option open to it. There is at least one
marriage case where the court does this, and it seems to produce the desired
result.146 We may be dealing here with a difference in judicial personalities. I
cannot recall that John Newton, the official who heard the enforcement case,
ever ordered caption by the secular arm in a civil dispute. But the reason may

143 Fol. 137r: Predicto Johanne personaliter comparente, Agnete Duraunt nullo modo nec citata,
ideo citetur viis et modis ad proximum quia latitat.

144 T&C no. 466.
145 The entry says simply (e.g., fol. 140v): fiat execucio sententie diffinitive.
146 Attepool c Frebern of Fulbourn (21.ii.77 to 26.ii.77), fol. 64v–65v; lit. with another example

T&C no. 467.
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lie elsewhere. Agnes’s initial case was heard by summary procedure, the judge
who rendered the sentence was a special commissary, and John did not pursue
his appeal. Newton may have looked at the record of the case and had doubts
(as he certainly did in Anegold and Schanbery c Grantesden) that the right thing
had been done. Certainly, John is not an appealing character. Having fled the
diocese to marry Alice, he now seems to want Agnes back. Agnes has married
another. She should not have done this, but perhaps this is a matter better left
to her and her confessor.

The cases in which a female plaintiff emerges from an office citation need to
be examined systematically. This type of case has an extraordinarily high rate
of sentence (100%), and this type of case does not exist at York. If any group
of cases is going to show us differences from the York litigation patterns, this
group should be the one.

The cases are, in fact, somewhat different from those at York, though the
difference is a relatively subtle one. As we might expect, cases that are begun
with an ex officio citation are pursued somewhat more aggressively by the court
than are the exclusively instance cases at York or, indeed, the instance cases at
Ely. There is also evidence in at least some of the cases that the parties were
causing a public scandal.

The element of scandal is quite clear in a case that begins “Thomas Barbour
of St Benet’s parish, Cambridge, and Joan Seustere his longtime concubine,
were cited, on the basis of publica fama [for 10 March 1376] . . . for having
entered into a contract of marriage and for subsequent intercourse.”147 Joan
proposes a ‘formula’ marriage; Thomas confesses to something that looks very
much like de futuro consent followed by intercourse. (Joan was about to leave
him; he became depressed and suicidal; he promised to marry her; then they
had intercourse, but he never intended to marry her, only to retain her as his
concubine.)148 The court orders them to abjure each other sub pena nubendi,
but was apparently unwilling to rule in Joan’s favor on the basis of Thomas’s
confession alone.149 It takes a while for Joan to get her witnesses.150 (Many of
them have to be compelled, and some look like men of relatively high station.)151

In May of 1377, Thomas proposes that the marriage cannot stand because
Joan had precontracted with one Ralph Bressingham. There is further delay
for Thomas to produce witnesses, but in April of 1378, slightly more than two
years after the case was begun, sentence is rendered for Joan.

In December of 1377, the official (Scrope) cites Thomas in a straight-office
case for adultery with Joan, who is described as a married woman. Thomas
takes an appeal to the provincial court, which is called frivolous. Finally, in
February, he renounces his appeal, agrees to do penance, and reimburses the

147 Seustere c Barbour (10.iii.76 to 29.iv.78), fol. 39v–91v; T&C no. 468.
148 T&C no. 469, with lit.
149 Disc. T&C no. 470.
150 Formula of abjuration quoted in Sheehan, “Formation,” 67, n. 105.
151 Disc. T&C no. 471.
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official for his costs of the appeal. When Thomas pays the official 13s 4d, the
official declares that Thomas did not appeal maliciously but from bad counsel
and commutes the public penance into private penance and returns 6s 8d to
Thomas.

It is difficult to reconcile these proceedings with the ultimate judgment in
what became a civil case. There may be an element of hoisting Thomas on his
own petard: “OK, Thomas, you claim that you can’t marry Joan because she’s
married to Ralph. Then, when Joan was your concubine, you were committing
adultery.” Clearly, Thomas cannot defend the adultery case without destroying
his position in the matrimonial litigation. That Thomas comes up with a rel-
atively large sum of money quickly, and that the official commutes the public
penance into a private one, may be indications that Thomas is of relatively high
station.

There are also indications in Alice Borewell of Barnwell c Thomas Bileye of
Cambridge that the parties, or at least the man, is of relatively high station.152

The case arises on reclamation of banns, where it “was found” (again in the pas-
sive voice) that Alice had had intercourse with one Thomas Clerk of Barnwell,
who was related to Bileye within the fourth degree of consanguinity.153 The
parties, including Clerk, basically admit this, and the witnesses to the consan-
guinity, in addition to Bileye’s mother, include a Carmelite friar (who appears
with permission of his prior) and a scholar. While the case is pending, Bileye
also raises the objection that Alice precontracted with one Richard Webster.
Alice admits this, but alleges that at the time Webster was married, and also
that she had been the godmother to his child (thus impeding the marriage on
the ground of spiritual affinity). The truth of these claims is never decided. The
court rules against the marriage of Alice and Bileye on the ground of affinity by
illicit intercourse, saying specifically that this ruling is against Alice’s wishes.154

While the record does not tell us nearly enough as we would like to know, it
certainly suggests that Bileye, at this point, is trying to get out of the marriage.
He contracted with Alice and had intercourse with her; they both admit that.
But Alice is a woman with a decidedly checkered past, and she may not be
the sort of woman whom a man with a cousin in the Carmelites and another
a Cambridge scholar should be marrying.155 The interesting question is why
Bileye also raises the problem of the precontract with Webster, since he seems to
have an airtight case (granted that he does not want to ask for a dispensation) on
the basis of affinity by illicit intercourse. We saw at least one case in which the
court (quietly) seems to have ignored affinity by illicit intercourse in the remote
degrees. Bileye (or his advisers)156 may have had doubts that the court would
accept their proof of the relationship. Raising the issue of Webster produces an

152 Borewell c Bileye (5.iv.80 to 23.vii.80), fol. 136v–143r.
153 Fol. 136v; T&C no. 472.
154 Text and lit. T&C no. 473.
155 Disc. T&C no. 474.
156 Proctors are never mentioned, but it seems likely that Bileye was getting advice.
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interesting dénouement. Alice, who seems willing to admit all about her past,
admits the contract with Richard but then raises issues that would have taken
quite a bit of time to prove. Faced with the possibility that the case will drag
on endlessly, the court cuts the Gordian knot and rules against the marriage on
the basis of the affinity.

We may have some sympathy for Alice. Not only does she lose the man
whom she clearly wants, but her revelations about her past with Webster have
also put her in a position where she cannot marry him either. That she became
Richard’s spiritual relative after she had contracted with him is irrelevant to the
validity of her marriage to him in the past. (Subsequent spiritual affinity does
not bar a present consent marriage.) It is, however, relevant to whether she can
marry him now that she has lost Bileye. Unless she can show that the prior
marriage to Richard was valid, she cannot contract marriage with him now
because of the copaternity. She would have been well advised not to mention
the spiritual affinity (it could do her no good in the current case and might do
her a harm later). The fact that she did so suggests that she was operating on
her own without advice.

The title of Agnes Knotte widow of Ralph Clerk c William de Potton son
of Nicholas de Potton subdeacon and brother of Hospital of St John Cam-
bridge tells all.157 The couple were cited ex officio for clandestine contract of
marriage plus intercourse. It immediately turns into an instance case brought
by Agnes, aided by a proctor, against William. William concedes the contract
and the intercourse, and the case concludes summarily158 with a sentence that
absolves William of his religious vows and declares that he and Agnes are hus-
band and wife.159 The whole case is very straightforward, perhaps a bit too
straightforward.

The remaining seven office/instance cases in which a woman emerges as
the plaintiff divide rather neatly into four in which the woman pursues the
matter and the man offers a weak defense and three in which the woman does
not pursue the matter at all vigorously and the man has a good defense. Not
surprisingly, the first four result in sentences for the plaintiff and the last three
in sentences for the defendant. All but one are decided within a month of
their being brought, and some contain indications that the parties are not of
particularly high status. In two cases, one of the parties is a servant. In one, the
defendant is a ploughwright. In another, the plaintiff is a tavern keeper for a
woman (probably of Cambridge; the plaintiff herself coming from Wisbech) and
the man is a wright of Cambridge. Only one, brought unsuccessfully against a
clerk, contains any indications of higher status. Six of the cases are summarized
in the margin.160 We treat here the one that lasts longer than a month.

157 Knotte c Potton (17.v.80 to 8.vi.80), fol. 139r; lit. T&C no. 475.
158 The Clementines Dispendiosam, Clem. 5.11.2, and Saepe, Clem. 2.1.2, are specifically men-

tioned. The witnesses are a summoner, a tailor, and a wright.
159 No order to solemnize, but she is a widow; William is not present at the sentence.
160 See T&C no. 476.
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Marion Pulter of Swavesey c John Castre servant of the vicar of Swavesey
takes slightly less than a year to resolve.161 The couple are cited for clandestine
contract of marriage followed by intercourse, and when Marion first appears,
she puts in a libel “in certain form” (which may mean what we have called the
‘formula’ libel).162 John denies the contract and raises an exception of force. He
says that one night when he was sleeping with Marion, some people from Hugh
de Souche’s household (familia) broke down the door, entered their room, and
forced him to betroth her by threatening him with mutilation and by beating
him.163 Over the course of the next year John produces four witnesses, Marion
only one. Nonetheless, Thomas Gloucestre, the commissary general, renders
sentence for Marion. No mention is made of John’s exception.

Without knowing what the witnesses said, it is difficult to know what moti-
vated the court. At a minimum we can say that this case shows, as have others,
that force was not an easy defense to prove. What John alleges should have been
enough to make out the defense as a matter of law, but proving it is another
matter. We may suspect, though we cannot prove, that the court was inclined to
favor Marion. She has only one witness, and John denies the contract entirely
(though his defense of force contains an implied admission that there was a
contract). Marion probably should have been put to proof of the contract, and
unless John’s witnesses supported her, her claim should have failed for want
of proof. But John admitted that he had been having intercourse with Marion
for more than a year. He ought to marry her. The behavior of the members of
Hugh de Souche’s familia may have been crude, but absent clear evidence of
credible threats or physical force or, better yet, both, John’s contract will stand.
Embarrassment is not enough to invalidate a contract of marriage.164

As with the cases involving male plaintiffs, some of the cases with female
plaintiffs that also involve three parties are more complicated. Four of them
seem quite straightforward and are discussed in the margin. They do, however,
seem to illustrate the proposition that a competitor has to have some proof of
her claim before she can demand that a couple who confess that they married
prove theirs.165

John son of Thomas Lystere of Cambridge and Margaret stepdaughter of
Robert Ballard of Cambridge were cited to appear on 16 May 1376 concerning
a clandestine contract of marriage.166 They appear personally and admit under
oath that they contracted de presenti “but not clandestinely but publicly, with
witnesses at hand and the requisite publication of banns,” which revealed no
impediment. The record then proceeds to record a sentence in their favor: “the

161 Pulter c Castre (30.iv.78 to 21.iv.79), fol. 93r–113v.
162 Fol. 93v: libellatoque per dictam Marionam oretenus sub certa forma.
163 Text and ref. T&C no. 477.
164 Lit. and disc. T&C no. 478.
165 Ref. and disc. T&C no. 479.
166 Sadelere c Lystere and Ballard (16.v.76 to 30.v.76), fol. 47r–47v. See Sheehan, “Formation,”

47 and n. 32.
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reclamation of Alice Sadelere notwithstanding.”167 What that is all about is
explained in the next entry: Alice Sadelere, residing with Walter Smyth of St
Andrew’s, Cambridge, was cited before Thomas Gloucestre, commissary of the
official, on 30 May 1376 (out of session) to explain why she reclaimed against
the banns of John and Margaret. She appears and enters a ‘formula’ libel.
John contests the suit negatively, and Alice produces two witnesses, Thomas
Lystere of Cambridge and Marion his wife. The witnesses are examined; the
testimony is published, and the case is concluded with the parties’ consent.
The court proceeds to the definitive sentence: Because Alice has not proved her
case, John is dismissed from her suit and absolved, the matter being left to their
consciences.

Thomas and Marion were almost certainly John’s parents. They may have
originally favored the marriage with Alice. They may still favor it, but not
enough to support her claim. That is not the only possible conclusion from this
record, but it seems to be the most likely. What needs explaining about this
record is why John and Margaret were not put to the proof of their contract.
They alleged that they had witnesses, but they are never asked to produce them.
(They also alleged that no impediment was revealed by the banns, but the court
found out that Alice reclaimed against the banns.) Some words probably were
exchanged between John and Alice in the presence of his parents. When the
parents were called to testify about it, however, we must assume that what
they testified to did not amount to a de presenti contract, and may not have
amounted to a contract at all. On that record, then, there was nothing to put
John and Margaret to the proof of their contract because clearly they wanted to
contract now. The parents’ role is key, and if they wanted to support their son,
it would have been tempting to testify to less than what was actually said. This
possibility, however, still does not tell us what role the parents played in the
marriage of their son. They may have decided that John was better off marrying
Margaret than Alice, or he may have decided that he was better off marrying
Margaret than Alice. Alice almost certainly felt betrayed not only by John but
also by his parents. That they were present at whatever words were exchanged
between John and her certainly suggests that they were not opposed to the
marriage at the time. What we cannot tell, however, is whether they testified
to less than was actually said or whether they did not testify to more, as she
hoped they would. There is, of course, a third possibility: Their memory and
understanding of what was said were not the same as Alice’s.

Agnes Pateshull, residing with Stephen Morice of Cambridge, was called by
the official, for 13 November 1376, to explain why she reclaimed the banns of
Hugh Candelesby, registrar of the archdeacon, and Alice widow of Jacob le Eyr
fisher (Fysshere) of Cambridge.168 She appears and proposes a ‘formula’ libel.
She also asks for an interdict and inhibition against Hugh and Alice because,
she says, she fears that they will solemnize their marriage, notwithstanding her

167 Text at T&C no. 480.
168 Pateshull c Candelesby and Eyr (13.xi.76 to 24.i.77), fol. 57v–62r; lit. T&C no. 481.
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reclamation. On 3 December, Agnes and Hugh appear before Thomas Glouces-
tre and John Newton, commissaries of the official. Hugh contests the suit neg-
atively. Agnes claims she is not able to prove the contract. Sworn about malice
and collusion, they repeat their statements. Sentence is rendered for Hugh.

Agnes had no case. We suspect that Hugh, who, in addition to being the
archdeacon’s registrar was also an experienced proctor in the Ely consistory,
knew that, too.169 As a result, he got cocky. In between the time of Agnes’s
reclaimation and his favorable sentence, he solemnized his marriage with Alice.
This was a mistake, particularly considering the strained relations between the
consistory court and the archdeacon’s court.170

On 4 December William [ . . . ] chaplain of the chantry in St Clement’s, Cam-
bridge, appeared personally before the official, Richard Scrope. He explains
that by tacit consent, he was responsible for the contract and solemnization
of marriage between Hugh and Alice, despite the interdict and pending suit.
Although he neither advised the marriage nor was present at it, he had been
troubled by his conscience for his consent. He requests absolution from any
censure he might have incurred and swears to uphold church mandates. Ulti-
mately finding him not delinquent, Scrope absolves him and orders a salutary
penance.

Hugh himself also appeared on 4 December at Scrope’s residence in Cam-
bridge. He admits that he contracted and solemnized marriage with Alice
despite his knowledge of the interdict, inhibition, and pending case. He sub-
mits himself to Scrope’s grace, requests absolution, and swears to uphold church
mandates and complete any penance given to him. Scrope absolves Hugh and
reserves his order of penance at his pleasure. The registrar of the archdeacon’s
official is now in Scrope’s power.

The man whom, we may suspect, Scrope most wanted to get did not appear
before him until 24 January 1377. John de Grebby, priest and commissary
general of the archdeacon’s official, was called to court ex officio to respond to
the following charges: Although they were not his parishioners, he solemnized
marriage between Hugh and Alice. He did this without any publication of
banns or license of those who had cure of Hugh’s and Alice’s souls, at an
inappropriate time and contrary to church interdict and Scrope’s inhibition.
John swears obedience and submits himself to Scrope’s grace, promising to
perform penance. He is ordered to go to St Etheldreda’s shrine by the middle
of Lent, walking through the village of Wichford as far as the shrine, and
to offer there four pence. He is to go to the bishop for absolution from the
excommunication that he had incurred under the provincial constitution.171

John Lovechild of Littleport and Tilla Taillor of Littleport were cited before
the official (Newton) on 26 April 1380 concerning a contract of marriage.172

169 Disc. T&C no. 482.
170 Lit. T&C no. 483.
171 T&C no. 484. See at nn. 201–4.
172 Taillor and Smerles c Lovechild and Taillor (26.iv.80 to 7.xi.80), fol. 137v–144v.
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They appear personally and are sworn. Tilla admits that they contracted on 17
October 1379 by saying, in turn, “I take you as my wife” and “I take you as
my husband.” John claims that he said “I will have you (volo te habere) as my
wife,” and Tilla consented. He admits that he had had the banns published, but
he denies “the other things” (alia).173 The case is set down for proof. At the next
session, John is absent and Tilla, by proctor, produces a chaplain as a witness.
The remaining sessions before the summer recess are devoted to trying to obtain
John’s presence. He is suspended, and the suspension ordered executed. On
25 October, Robert Smerles of Little Downham appears and asserts that he
and Tilla contracted marriage, followed by intercourse. She contests the suit
affirmatively.174 The court sets the case down for 29 October in the chapel of
Downham manor to propose and the second term to produce. John is to be
called to be present if he wishes.

On 29 October, John, Robert, and Tilla appear personally. Robert produces
four witnesses: John Taillor of Littleport, Katherine his wife, John Estcroft,
and Agnes his wife. With the parties’ consent, the case is concluded and set for
7 November, again, in the manor chapel. On 7 November, the official renders
sentence. John and Tilla’s contract has been proved to be prior to that of Robert
and Tilla. John and Tilla are adjudged to be husband and wife; their marriage
is ordered solemnized at an appropriate time and place. Robert appeals.

There is much about this case that is puzzling. The words to which John
confesses at the first session are normally taken as words of the present tense. If
that is the case, then one wonders why the case was set down for proof.175 It is
possible that Newton took the formula as one of future consent, or close enough
to future consent that the matter needed clarifying. It is also possible that he
knew something about Robert. Newton’s adjourning the case to Downham
chapel was an important element in bringing the case to resolution. Littleport
is in the fen country, north of Ely, and Downham is even further north. Newton
may well have suspected that John’s nonappearance was not contumacy in the
normal sense of the word but was prompted by his inability to get to Cambridge
for the regular sessions of the court. Tilla, though she had a proctor, was able to
produce only one witness in Cambridge. As soon as Robert appeared, Newton
knew that he had a case best resolved locally. Whether his resolution was the
correct one we cannot tell from the face of the record. What we can tell is
that he allowed the confession of the parties and one witness to overcome the
testimony of the four witnesses whom Robert produced (though those four
witnesses may have said something that proved the prior marriage to John).

Tilla’s role in the whole affair is interesting. She may have forced the issue by
contracting with Robert, for there seems to be little doubt that such a contract
did occur. (If she cannot get John, she is going to get a husband, come what
may.) By forcing the issue, she provoked Newton into spending some chilly late

173 Text and lit. T&C no. 485.
174 Disc. T&C no. 486.
175 The record says that it was done “out of abundance of caution” (ex habundanti).
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fall evenings in the bishop’s manor at Downham to find out what was really
going on, and the result was what we may suspect that she wanted all along,
a judgment that John should marry her. If that is what was happening, then
Robert was duped. He appeals, though we doubt whether the appeal was ever
pursued.

Margaret Blofeld of Chatteris and Katherine daughter of Ed[mund] Reder
of Chatteris c John de Lile of Chatteris took more than two years to resolve
(25 February 1378 to 15 March 1380).176 As in Taillor c Lovechild, part of the
problem seems to have been geography. (Chatteris is also in the fen country,
about 10 miles west of Ely.) Part of the problem was also the long and awk-
ward hiatus between the departure of Richard Scrope and the appointment of
John Newton as official. So far as we can tell from the record, the case was
a straightforward matter of proof. Margaret was cited before the official to
explain why she reclaimed against the banns of Katherine and John. She alleges
a ‘formula’ marriage, which John denies. Two sessions later, Katherine appears
and alleges a marriage, which John affirmatively contests. The rector of Dod-
dington (about five miles north of Chatteris) and a magister are commissioned
to take testimony. It takes until November of 1378 to return it. The case then
goes into a long period of hiatus, although the parties seem to be maintaining
continuity through proctors. At the next to last session, Katherine asks to pro-
duce two more witnesses, which she seems to have at hand. The final session
in this stage of the case takes place in the presence of the proctors. Katherine
is declared to have proved her claim, and Margaret not to have proved hers.
Her proctor appeals. The appeal must have failed because when we next see the
case, John is resisting a court order to marry Katherine on the ground that the
marriage is impeded by affinity by illicit intercourse (his own with one Alice,
whose relationship to Katherine is not specified).177 The proceedings are still
continuing when the register ends.

The most complicated case in this material involves three women all seeking
to marry a single man. On 14 March 1376, Adam Savage serjeant (Sargeaunt)
and Christine Wafrer were cited before the official about intercourse known to
the court through publica fama.178 They admit to having contracted marriage
the previous Christmas, followed by intercourse. On the same day,179 Matilda
de Wereslee spinner alias Warde de Hokyton of Cambridge and Agnes Dallynge
of Cambridge were also cited, along with Adam, to answer about the contract
of marriage followed by intercourse. Both women propose ‘formula’ marriages,
and Adam contests both negatively. The cases proceed summarily out of session,
and all three women produce witnesses. The first case to be resolved is Agnes’s.
Although she has produced two witnesses, the court declares on 19 March 1376
that she has failed to prove her case. The other two cases proceed in tandem,

176 Blofeld and Reder c Lile (25.ii.78 to 28.ii.82), fol. 90r–162r.
177 Lit. T&C no. 487.
178 Wafrer, Wereslee and Dallynge c Savage (14.iii.76 to 15.v.77), fol. 43v–70v.
179 The record does not say this but the entries follow right after the preceding one.
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including meetings out of session during the summer recess. On 23 August, Mr
John Potton rules that Matilda has proved her claim and Christine has failed
to prove hers. Matilda and Adam are adjudged to be husband and wife and are
ordered to solemnize their marriage.

On 21 November 1376, Agnes is back in court, once more seeking Adam
as a husband. Adam concedes the contract but argues that it was not valid
because he had a wife (one Alice) living at the time. Agnes replies that Adam’s
marriage to Alice was invalid because Alice had a husband living at the time.
Matilda is brought into the suit, and she seems to carry much of the burden
of defending it. It is finally resolved on 15 May 1377, with a judgment that
Matilda’s marriage to Adam was prior to the one with Agnes, and nothing is
said about either the exception or the replication.

A ruling in the final session about a repeated witness allows us to see that
Matilda and Adam were alleging a marriage that had taken place three years
previously. This would explain why the marriage to Christine cannot stand.
Since the marriage to Agnes is specifically said to have come after that, the
ruling is clearly based on priority. We will never know about the mysterious
Alice, who may or may not have been Adam’s wife in the interim. Whatever
the truth of the allegations, they were clearly not proven.

Adam certainly does not emerge as a very attractive character. We have
reasonably firm evidence that over the course of three years, he contracted
marriage with at least three different women, and he may have contracted with
four. When he cannot have Christine, he seems to have concocted Alice in order
to escape from Agnes, and perhaps also from Matilda. That, in turn, raises the
question of why these women found him attractive. Since we do not possess his
portrait (nor a record of his sweet talk), we are obviously hampered in trying
to determine this. But there is one piece of evidence that is given in the record.
Adam is described as a ‘serjeant’, as are several of the witnesses. Unfortunately,
that word can mean many things, but if we take it to mean ‘a person of military
status roughly equivalent to a squire’ (as opposed to ‘a common solider’),180

we have some indication of why he might have been thought to be a desirable
match. Matilda, who is one of the few women in the Ely record who is given an
occupation name, would be moving up in the world if she changed from being
a spinner to being the wife of a man the social equivalent of a squire.181

There is one divorce case brought by a woman, and it is of some interest.
On 18 March 1378, Joan daughter of Robert Pyncote of Kingston (about seven
miles west of Cambridge) was cited for nonresidence with her husband John
Maddyngle of Kingston.182 Both appear and Joan immediately alleges that John
is impotent and asks that the marriage be annulled. Over the course of the next
several sessions, she produces four female witnesses; she asks that midwives be
selected to examine her and that John be examined. The midwives are selected,

180 Disc. T&C no. 488.
181 Disc. T&C no. 489.
182 Pyncote c Maddyngle (18.iii.78 to 30.x.81), fol. 91r–154r; lit. T&C no. 490.
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and John hides. He is excommunicated, but he apparently never appears to be
examined.183 The court seems unwilling to proceed to sentence without this
examination, and so on 14 June 1380, Joan proposes that she and John are
related within the fourth degree of consanguinity and produces four witnesses
to that effect. It still takes a while to get a sentence, but on 30 October 1381,
Newton renders sentence in favor of Joan annulling the marriage and ordering
John to pay Joan’s costs of litigation.

We can have little doubt that John was impotent. That the court was unwill-
ing to render a default judgment against him attests both to the court’s general
reluctance to award default judgments and to its reluctance to dissolve ongo-
ing marriages, particularly solemnized ones. That the consanguinity was an
afterthought is also clear. Whether the court allowed something less than full
canonical proof of the consanguinity we do not know. We do know that John’s
proctor objected to the witnesses, and the court overruled those objections.
Morally certain that John was impotent, the court may well have allowed a
divorce for consanguinity to go through in circumstances that it would not oth-
erwise have allowed. This may also be a case in which the witnesses stretched
the truth about the consanguinity because of their moral certainty about Joan’s
situation.

the office cases

The Ely act book allows us to see an example of an English ecclesiastical
court exercising its office jurisdiction. We have already examined those cases
that were begun with office citations but then turned into instance cases. We
should now look briefly at those cases that never became instance cases. Before
we do that, let us focus on the grounds given for office citations. I have
counted 87 office citations in marriage matters in the Ely act book, as shown in
Table 6.7.

Care should be taken not to assume that the nature of the office citation is
always a good predictor of what the case is ultimately going to be about. There
are, for example, seven cases in the register that we have classified as straight-
office cases of divorce, but they are begun with widely varying forms of ex
officio citation: two for illegal solemnization, one as a result of the bishop’s
inquiry into an instance sentence of divorce granted by the archdeacon, one for
bigamy (the one that would most obviously lead to a judgment of divorce), one
for refusal to solemnize, one for clandestine contract of marriage followed by
intercourse, and one that has no citation because it begins before the register
begins.184

Table 6.7 shows that almost half of the office citations (38/87, 44%) are for
some form of “contract of marriage” with or without the additional elements

183 He continues to appear by a proctor. One entry in the record suggests that he fled to Huntingdon.
T&C no. 491.

184 Ref. T&C no. 493.
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table 6.7. Ex officio Citations in Marriage Matters at Ely (1374–1381)

Straight Office/ Straight
Ex officio Citation for Instance Instance Office Total

Contract of marriage 0 16 3 19
Clandestine contract of marriage 0 2 0 2
Contract of marriage plus intercourse 0 4 5 9
Clandestine contract of marriage plus

intercourse
0 4 4 8

Reclamation of bannsa 1 4 2 7
Nonresidence with spouse 0 2 0 2
Violation of court order to solemnize 2 1 1 4
Illegal solemnization 9 3 3 15
Appeal ex officiob 0 0 5 5
Adultery 0 1 6 7
Bigamyc 0 0 2 2
False appeal 0 0 1 1
Fornication 1 1 3 5
Wife beating 0 0 1 1
total 13 38 36 87

Note: These citations do not, of course, correspond to 87 separate cases because of the way
in which we have combined proceedings to arrive at an overall case. The table lists initial
citations in separate proceedings. These proceedings may, in turn, be part of a larger case.
This is particularly true in citations for illegal solemnization. The header rows (‘Straight
Instance’, etc.) indicate the nature of the overall case and not necessarily of the proceedings
for which the ex officio citation was made.

For notes a–c, see T&C no. 492.
Source: CUL, DMA, D2/1; Stentz, Calendar.

of “clandestine” or “plus intercourse.” Nine of these cases also add that the
matter is “known to the court by publica fama,” and one citation in an ordinary
instance case adds that the matter was known to the court by report of the
community.185 What is the implication of such a citation, and is there any
difference in the types of citations? In the case of illegal solemnization, adultery,
and fornication, we are clearly dealing with ecclesiastical crimes. If a person
cited for such things is found guilty, he or she will have to undergo penance.
As we have seen, failure to marry solemnly (at a minimum, after publication
of banns or after the banns had been dispensed) was also an ecclesiastical
crime, both under the provisions of the canon Cum inihibitio of the Fourth
Lateran Council and under English conciliar canons. Admittedly, this legislation
does not specify, except in the case of participating clergy, the penalty for the
offense, but then again, the canons do not specify the penalty for adultery either.
That was a matter for the judge, taking into account the circumstances of the
individual case.

185 Ref. and disc. T&C no. 494.
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The striking thing about the cases involving these ex officio citations for
informal marriages is that in none of them does the Ely court impose a penance
on the couple for having so contracted.186 Occasionally, the couple will confess
to intercourse but deny the contract, in which case, of course, they have com-
mitted fornication, for which the court will impose a penance. But in the vast
majority of cases, the issue is whether there was a contract. If that is conceded,
the couple will be ordered to solemnize. If it is not conceded, the matter will
be put to proof, and if the party asserting the contract is successful, the couple
will normally be ordered to solemnize. (Where they are not so ordered, it may
be that Foxton simply neglected to record it, but of this we cannot be sure.)
Where the contract is not shown, the couple is dismissed.

The Ely record, then, suggests that the court viewed its role as providing a
forum in which the facts of an informal marriage could come to light and, if they
did, getting the couple to solemnize that marriage. The court did not think that
its job was to punish people for having contracted informally. To this statement
we might add one caveat. Foxton did not record the fees that the court imposed.
It is hard to imagine that it did not charge fees (all medieval courts charged fees,
except, apparently, those in Sweden), but we do not know what they were.187

Even if the fees charged to a couple who appeared in court and confessed an
informal contract, which they then agreed to solemnize, were relatively small,
it might have been perceived as a burden by those of modest means. There is
also some evidence that one of the reasons why some English men and women
delayed solemnizing marriages is that they did not want to pay the ‘offering’ to
the priest that such solemnization entailed.188 Hence, it is possible that some
couples who were the subjects of such proceedings perceived that they were
being punished for having gotten married informally because they had to pay
the court fees and the oblation for solemnization. Nonetheless, even if this
were regarded as a sanction (which legally it was not), it could not have been
regarded as a particularly severe one.

Having determined that the consequences of a citation for “contract of mar-
riage” was the opening of an investigation into whether an informal marriage
had taken place, with a subsequent order to solemnize if it was determined
that it had, I can say with some confidence that it made no practical difference
whether this citation was simply for “contract of marriage” or contained the
full rhetorical panoply that Foxton had at his command: “clandestine contract
of marriage followed by intercourse known to the court by publica fama.” The
additional rhetoric may reflect additional language in the citation itself, which,
in turn, may reflect that level of anxiety of the person who reported the matter
to the court, but it made no difference in the results, and, so far as I have been
able to tell, it does not correspond to any difference in the patterns of facts that
ultimately emerged.

186 Lit. T&C no. 495.
187 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 496.
188 Lit. T&C no. 497.
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The next largest group of ex officio citations (15/87, 17%) is for what we
have called ‘illegal solemnization’, proceedings under John Stratford’s constitu-
tion Humana concupiscentia (1342). We have already seen that many of them
can be connected with instance cases or office/instance cases that were proceed-
ing before the court, although the proceedings themselves were in straight-office
form. We focus here on the interpretation that the Ely court gave to this con-
stitution by gathering together the proceedings under this constitution without
regard to whether they proceeded independently or were part of a larger case.
The operative words of Stratford’s constitution are:

from henceforth those who contract marriages and have them solemnized between them-
selves, knowing that any impediments exist in the matter or having a likely presumption
(praesumptio verisimilis) of them, and also priests who hereafter are knowingly present
at the solemnizations of this sort of marriages or also of licit marriages between other
than their parishioners, not having obtained special license of their bishops or those
who have care of their souls, also those who hereafter have clandestine marriages sol-
emnized . . . or are present at them, anyone who knowingly does any of these things
incurs ipso facto a sentence of major excommunication.189

The 15 citations for illegal solemnization in our records are found in eight
different cases.190 As we have already mentioned, Fisschere c Frost and Brid
has four of them, and Pateshull c Candelesby and Eyr has three. There are two
each in Bonde c Yutte and in the related cases of Office c Slory and Feltewell
and Office c Anegold and Andren.

As in a number of the entries involving Humana concupiscentia, those in
Office c John Slory of Chesterton and Joan widow of John de Feltewell of
Chesterton191 begin with an explanation of the constitution:

The general council has accordingly established that when marriages are to be con-
tracted, they shall be announced by the priest in the churches, with an adequate term
fixed beforehand within which whoever wishes and is able to may adduce a lawful
impediment in opposition to the marriage. The priests themselves shall also investigate
whether any impediment stands in the way [of the proposed marriage]. When there
appears a credible reason against the proposed union, the contract shall be expressly
forbidden until there has been established by clear documents what should be done
about it. Any and every person who contracts marriage with another, has it solemnized,
or is present at the solemnization of such a marriage who knows of a lawful impediment
or has a reasonable (verisimilem) suspicion thereof shall, and does, incur a sentence of
major excommunication in accordance with the provincial constitution.192

The problem with this explanation is that the first three sentences quote the
canon Cum inihibitio of the Fourth Lateran Council, while the last describes,
more loosely, Stratford’s constitution. The two constitutions are clearly related.

189 Ref. and full text T&C nos. 498–9.
190 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 500.
191 Office c Slory and Feltewell (31.i.79 to 20.iii.82), fol. 108r–162r. See Sheehan, “Formation,”

46, 51–2.
192 T&C no. 501.
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What is not clear is that Stratford and his council intended that sanction of auto-
matic excommunication to apply to those who married during the pendency
of the investigation or even in violation of the inhibition described in Cum
inihibitio.

In the Slory case, the extension that the Ely court made of Stratford’s con-
stitution probably made little difference. In the second of two sets of proceed-
ings, John Anegold of Chesterton and John Andren of Chesterton were cited
before the commissary for 31 Jan 1379 to show why they should not be subject
to major excommunication.193 Knowing there was an impediment, interdic-
tion, and no license, they arranged the solemnization of John Slory’s and Joan
Feltewell’s marriage outside the diocese (where the constitution is also in effect)
and were present at it.194 They admitted that they were present at the solem-
nization in Muston church (Leics) while knowing of the impediment. They were
pronounced excommunicate, and their excommunication was to be announced
at an appropriate time and place. At the next session, at the request of one
William Dengayne, intervening for them, the denunciation was omitted. They
were enjoined to circle Chesterton church before the procession, wearing only
their shirts and carrying candles, a priest carrying a staff to follow them.195

Afterwards, the court modified the penance out of respect for Hugh la Souche
(Zouche),196 whose servants they claimed to be. They were to circle the church
on one Sunday with bare heads, carrying a candle. The reason for their penance
was to be published so that there would be no doubt about the cause. The vicar
of Chesterton certified that the penance was humbly completed on 27 February
1379.

The first set of proceedings was more substantial. John and Joan were cited
before Thomas Gloucestre, commissary of the bishop, for 31 January 1379,
to show why they should not be subject to major excommunication according
to Humana concupiscentia. Their banns had been proclaimed in Chesterton
church and no one had reclaimed, but the vicar had refused to solemnize the
marriage because he had learned that Joan had had intercourse with one John
Lee, who was a relative of John Slory. Joan admitted the intercourse, but the
couple denied the consanguinity. The court introduced ex officio witnesses (ulti-
mately nine, probably provided by the vicar). It is only after the testimony was
taken and published (3 November) that the excommunication was ordered and
the divorce pronounced on the basis of affinity by illicit intercourse in the third
degree (23 February 1380). In May of 1381, the couple were back before the
court for continuing to live together after the divorce. They claimed to have
a dispensation from the papal legate in England, but when given an oppor-
tunity to produce it, they failed to appear. The execution of the sentence of
excommunication is being ordered when the act book ends.

193 Office c Anegold and Andren (31.i.79 to 27.ii.79), fol. 108v–110r; disc. and lit. T&C no. 502.
194 Text, T&C no. 503.
195 Text, T&C no. 504.
196 For Hugh de Souche (la Zouche), see n. 163.
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Whatever we may think of a legal system that would prohibit a marriage
because one of the couple had committed fornication with the second cousin
of the other, John and Joan were clearly defying the authority of the court. As
we saw in Fisschere c Frost and Brid, Pateshull c Candelesby and Eyr, Anegold
and Schanbery c Grantesden, Duraunt and Cakebred c Draper, and Cattesos
c Brigham and Pyttok, going off and getting married while a case was pend-
ing was behavior that provoked stern responses.197 There are two differences
between those cases and this one. In the previous cases, the court had stretched
the law probably beyond where it ought to have gone. Stratford’s constitution
visits automatic excommunication on those who, knowing of an impediment
(or having a reasonable suspicion of one), have their marriages solemnized any-
way. Hugh Candelesby, to take the most extreme of the previous cases, knew
of no impediment, and events quickly proved that there was none, at least not
one that could be proved. Stratford’s constitution does not say that those who
have their marriages solemnized during the pendency of proceedings to deter-
mine whether there is an impediment should be automatically excommunicated,
although it seems that that was how the court interpreted the constitution in
all five of the previous cases. Newton behaved differently in Office c Slory and
Feltewell and Office c Anegold and Andren.198 He waited until the impediment
was proven before he ruled against the couple. Slory also differs from the previ-
ous cases in that in all of them, there was a suggestion that ultimately the court
allowed the parties to go their own way. Here, the court is insisting that they
divorce despite the fact that they claimed to have a dispensation. At least when
the book ends, the court is still insisting on execution of the sentence.

There is an aura of local politics about this case, the precise import of which
we cannot quite recover. Hugh la Souche’s men arranged a quick trip to Leices-
tershire for a couple whom the vicar determined cannot validly marry. Nine
witnesses appear remarkably quickly to challenge the marriage; the dispensa-
tion claimed to have been granted by the cardinal of Ravenna is never produced.
Perhaps most important, John Newton here shows no willingness to ‘dissimu-
late’, to use Alexander III’s word, to let matters be, as he does in other cases. The
suspicion, then, is that John and Joan are caught up in a local power struggle
between Souche and the vicar, and which may go as high as being a struggle
between the bishop (the brother of the earl of Arundel) and Souche’s (unknown)
patrons.

If we suspected in the Candelesby case that the real issue was the dispute
between the consistory court and that of the archdeacon, there can be little
doubt that that dispute underlies the illegal solemnization citation in Agnes
Bonde of Wimpole c John Yutte of Wendy.199 Agnes appealed from the official
of the archdeacon, who had ruled against her in a marriage case. The next
entry in the case suggests that the ruling was correct. Agnes admits that she has

197 E.g., at nn. 91, 95, 141, 168.
198 Nn. 191, 193.
199 Bonde c Yutte (19.x.74 to 14.xi.74), fol. 11r–18r.
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no proof, and her case is dismissed.200 While the appeal is pending, however,
the vicar of Wendy solemnizes a marriage between John and Joan daughter of
William Molt of Wendy. He is cited for violation of Humana concupiscentia and
also for refusal to cite John in the appeal case. He justifies the latter action on the
ground that after he received the inhibition from the consistory, he received a
mandate from the archdeacon’s official to proceed despite Agnes’s reclamation.
This excuse is deemed insufficient, and the vicar submitts himself to punishment
for contempt. The case is set down for determining his punishment, both for
the admitted violation of Humana concupiscentia and for the contempt. When
the vicar returns, he displays a dispensation from the violation of Humana
concupiscentia that he obtained from the papal nuncio. The court defers to
this, but imposes penance on him for his contempt.201

Penalties for the clergy for violating either Cum inihibitio or Humana concu-
piscentia were serious. In addition to the automatic excommunication (which,
until lifted, would prevent the clergyman from functioning in his office) under
the latter, there was, under the former, an automatic three-year suspension from
office. We must be careful, however, to distinguish the different offenses. The
suspension of Cum inihibitio is for priests who fail to prohibit “such unions”
or clergy who “presume to be present at them.”202 The nearest referent for
“such unions” is “clandestine marriages” (defined as those for which banns had
not been proclaimed) and “forbidden marriages within a prohibited degree.”
There is no question that the vicar of Wendy was “present” at John and Joan’s
marriage. He had solemnized it and said the nuptial mass after the solem-
nization. But it was not at all clear that the union was clandestine (indeed,
the mention of “reclamation” suggests that banns were proclaimed),203 and
there is no suggestion that it was within the prohibited degrees (the problem,
if there was one, was precontract). Stratford’s constitution, with reference back
to that of Simon Meopham, contains a one-year suspension from office for
clergy who solemnize without license a marriage outside a parish church or
chapel with parochial rights. Again, there is no suggestion that the vicar had
done this. Indeed, it would seem that the solemnization had taken place in
Wendy church. Hence, it is not surprising that the official (Roos) accepts the
dispensation and focuses on the contempt, for which he enjoins a penance but no
suspension.

In Gobat and Pertesen c Bygot, Julia Bygot and Stephen Gobat solemnized
their marriage during the pendency of the litigation.204 This fact is noted in
the record, as is the fact that they are subject to major excommunication under
Humana concupiscentia, but nothing is done about it.205 In Saffrey c Molt, as
we have seen, the couple who solemnized their marriage during the pendency of

200 We must, of course, consider the possibility that despite her oath that she was not colluding
with John, she had in fact settled with him.

201 Lit. T&C no. 505.
202 Ch 1, n. 77.
203 Fol. 11r: non obstante reclamatione dicte [AB].
204 N. 89.
205 There is no ex officio citation in this case.
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the litigation claim that the archdeacon has cognizance of the matter.206 So far
as we can tell, the court accepts this argument. What both cases show is that the
court did not always pursue violations of Humana concupiscentia vigorously.

The only case under Humana concupiscentia that does not have an accom-
panying marriage litigation is Office promoted by Robert vicar of Bassingbourn
c John Gilberd chaplain of Bassingbourn.207 John was cited for 18 June 1377
before the commissary (Gloucestre) because he had aided, advised, and been
present at the solemnization of marriage in Bassingbourn church on 31 January
1377 between Warren White and Agnes widow of Simon Foulere both of Bass-
ingbourn. The solemnization took place without the license of those who had
the cure of Warren’s and Agnes’s souls or the appropriate publication of banns,
and contrary to a reclamation made by John de la Gore at the publication
of the banns between Warren and Agnes, at which Gore claimed precontract
and about which a case was pending undecided in court. Endangering his soul
further, the same John had been a common dealer in malt and other merchan-
dise, frequenting markets, buying and displaying goods for resale, and being
involved in various worldly deals, contrary to his clerical status and bringing
disrespect on the clerical order.208 On 9 July, it is announced that peace has
been restored between the vicar and chaplain (this is the first that we learn that
the vicar was promoting the case). John is called to respond ex officio. Later he
appears, denies the article, and purges himself.

If any case was pending between Gore and the couple, as alleged, it was not
pending in the consistory court because we certainly would have had a record
of it. Perhaps it was pending in the archdeacon’s court, though we may have
reason to doubt even this. The fact that the court allows a simple purgation once
the vicar has dropped the case suggests that the court suspected that what was
involved here was probably a dispute between the vicar and the chaplain about
who was authorized to solemnize marriages and, perhaps, who was entitled to
the oblation. So far as the charge of conducting business is concerned, we will
see that that charge was also present in Office c Netherstrete (2), where it seems
to have been a make-weight.209 Once the vicar and the chaplain have settled
their dispute, a simple purgation suffices to clear the record.

The rest of the straight-office cases divide rather nicely into two groups,
cases that could have become instance cases but did not either because (1a) the
parties basically conceded the case when they came to court or (1b) the parties
were jointly resisting the charge and the court or the community had to pursue
it, and (2) cases that never could have become instance cases because the charge
was one that was purely criminal.

Office c John Bokesworth of Sutton and Christine Messager of Sutton is
typical of type 1a cases.210 The parties were cited ex officio for 2 October

206 N. 55.
207 Office and Bassingbourn (vicar) c Gilberd (18.vi.77 to 9.vii.77), fol. 75v–77r.
208 T&C no. 506.
209 N. 238.
210 Office c Bokesworth and Messager (2.x.76 to 2.x.76), fol. 55Ar.
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1376 about a contract of marriage. They appeared in court and confessed to
a de futuro contract. On the spot, they agreed to a de presenti contract, and
the commissary (Gloucestre) pronounced them husband and wife.211 An order
to solemnize is not mentioned, probably because it was quite clear that this
couple did not need to be encouraged to solemnize. What lies behind this case
is, of course, impossible to tell from such a skimpy record. It could be that
someone, either one or both families or one of the parties, was hesitating about
the contract or even resisting. It could be that the marriage was a foregone
conclusion, but members of the community thought that it was proceeding too
slowly (and that John and Christine’s relationship was becoming scandalous).
Whatever prompted the ex officio citation, it is clear that all that was required
was the brief appearance before the commissary to turn this relationship into
a public marriage.

Three cases with a similar pattern are set forth in the margin.212 One deserves
treatment in the text: Alexander Wrighte and Isabel daughter of John de
Wysbech of Cambridge and stepdaughter of William Walden of Cambridge
were cited ex officio before the official (Roos) for 29 May 1375 concerning
a contract of marriage. They admitted that Alexander asked Isabel “Do you
wish (vis) to be my wife?” and she accepted. They joined hands and he pledged
to take her as his wife, giving her a kerchief and a purse as gifts.213 The case
was set for 13 July to hear pronouncement on the confessions. On 13 July
with the parties’ consent, 4 October was assigned to hear the pronouncement.
There follow 72 entries in which we are informed that the case is set to hear the
pronouncement, until it finally disappears from view after 25 October 1380.

The ceremony that Alexander and Isabel describe is one familiar to us from
the York records and from other sources. It is a rather charming version of a
‘handfasting’. We have seen that at York, this ceremony was normally taken to
be de presenti marriage, whatever may have been the social understanding of it.
Roos may have had his doubts, and it is probably significant that no intercourse
is mentioned or confessed. (It is also possible that however willing Alexander
and Isabel were to get married, there were those, such as their families, who
opposed the marriage.) There is no suggestion that the couple were contuma-
cious. We cannot imagine that they appeared at all 72 sessions, but there is no
mention of their being cited again. Perhaps they went ahead and got married
and did not inform the court. Only Foxton’s compulsiveness allows us to see
that so far as the court was concerned, the case was unresolved.214

Office c Adam Barbour of Thorney and Agnes Whitheved of Chatteris, resid-
ing in Whittlesey is typical of the type 1b cases.215 Adam and Agnes were cited
ex officio for 9 September 1381, concerning a contract of marriage followed

211 Transcript in Sheehan, “Formation,” 66 n. 101.
212 See T&C no. 507.
213 Office c Wrighte and Wysbech (29.v.75 to 25.x.80), fol. 25v–144v; disc. T&C no. 508.
214 Lit. T&C no. 509.
215 Office c Barbour and Whitheved (14.vi.81 to 10.ix.81), fol. 152r.
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by intercourse. They confess to a de presenti contract followed by intercourse.
They had proceeded to the promulgation of banns and no one had objected, but
the dean of Ely inhibited the solemnization on the ground that Adam had had
intercourse with Alice Cok of Chatteris, who was alleged to be a consanguine of
Agnes. Adam admitted the intercourse, but the couple alleged that they knew of
no relationship between Alice and Agnes. The case was adjourned for the next
day in Chatteris church.216 Alice appeared (but not Adam and Agnes); Alice
admitted the intercourse and the consanguinity and produced two witnesses to
this effect. The court, however, called the vicar of Chatteris, the parish clerk,
and four elderly men and women from Agnes’s parentela. The witnesses were
examined and their testimony published on the spot. The court then ruled that
the relationship had not been proven; the solemnization of Agnes and Adam’s
marriage was ordered, and Alice was ordered beaten three times around Chat-
teris church for the intercourse. The fact that only Alice is ordered to do penance
and not Adam suggests that Newton regarded her claim of consanguinity as
bordering on the specious (though we cannot exclude the possibility of an
application of a double standard).217

On 2 May 1381, Robert Andren and Alice Edyng of Swavesey were cited
to show cause why they reclaimed against the banns of Nicholas Andren of
Swavesey and Marjorie Solsa of Swavesey.218 They appear (as did Nicholas but
not Marjorie) and propose that while Nicholas’s wife was still living, he com-
mitted adultery with Marjorie and they plotted his wife’s death. They also claim
that Walter Grym, related to Nicholas within the fourth degree, had intercourse
with Marjorie and contracted marriage with her. They produce two witnesses,
both men of Swavesy. At the next session (where Marjorie does appear), Robert
and Alice produce three additional men of Swavesy as witnesses. After the sum-
mer recess, Robert and Alice fail to appear, the testimony is published, and the
case is set, first to speak against the witnesses and then to hear definitive sen-
tence. It is still being continued, in the absence of Robert and Alice, on 27 March
1382, when the act book ends.

It seems likely, though we cannot be sure, that had the published testimony
clearly demonstrated either the impediment of crime or that of affinity by illicit
intercourse or public honesty (the relationship with Grym),219 the court would
have proceeded ex officio to require Nicholas and Marjorie to answer these
charges. As it is, we cannot be sure that any of the parties was present after
the publication of the testimony, and the court makes no effort to cite them.
Whether the court would have proceeded against Nicholas and Marjorie under
Humana concupiscentia if they had solemnized their marriage during the pen-
dency of the proceedings we do not know, but its behavior in other cases suggests

216 Disc. T&C no. 510.
217 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 511.
218 Office and Andren and Edyng c Andren and Solsa (2.v.81 to 27.ii.82), fol. 154v–161v; lit.

T&C no. 512.
219 Lit. T&C no. 513.
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that there was some risk that it would. We may also suspect that if Nicholas and
Marjorie had appeared and asked for a sentence, they would have been able to
obtain one, even in the absence of Robert and Alice. That happens sometimes
in instance cases, and this case was probably regarded as ex officio promoto.
That, in turn, allows us to speculate about the nature of the testimony. There
probably was something to it (as to which impediment, of course, we cannot
tell). Nicholas and Marjorie did not want to take the litigation risk of forcing
the case to the judgment. Whether they took the risk of getting their marriage
solemnized or whether they simply dropped the project we cannot tell.

Thomas Wolron, servant of Richard Leycestre, parishioner of Holy Trinity,
Ely, and Margaret, servant of the same Richard, were cited before one of the
commissaries (Gloucestre) for 2 October 1376, concerning a contract of mar-
riage followed by intercourse.220 They admitted that they had had a sexual rela-
tionship for two years without correction. With their consent, they contracted
marriage in the common form. In another case, John Heneye of Cambridge
and Marjorie Baldok were cited before the commissary (Gloucestre) for 15 May
1377, concerning a contract of marriage followed by intercourse.221 They
admitted the intercourse but denied the contract. The record says that they
willingly abjured each other sub pena nubendi. In both of these cases, Glouces-
tre obviously has no evidence of the contract. If the parties would not admit it,
the best that he can do is ensure that if they continue their relationship, they
will be married. No correction is ordered other than the abjuration, although
the second record says that their intercourse made them subject to correction.

The one attempt to enforce ex officio a marriage formed by abjuration and
subsequent intercourse does not seem to succeed. Upon inspection of the regis-
ter of corrections from the vacancy following John Barnet’s death, the official
(Roos) found that John Robynesson senior of Swaffham Prior and Joan daugh-
ter of Geoffrey Moryce of Swaffham Prior had been cited ex officio for the
crime of fornication, notoriously committed and continued, uncorrected, for
five years.222 They had appeared 14 March 1374 before the keeper of spiri-
tualities of the city and diocese of Ely and confessed to having committed the
crime for three continuous years, to having been corrected and inhibited often
by the archdeacon’s official, and to having offended since their last correction.
They then abjured each other sub pena nubendi. Roos cited them to appear
on 5 Oct 1374. They appeared and admitted that they contracted in court and
that afterwards they slept together alone and naked on two nights, but they
denied that they had intercourse. The case was set down for 14 October to
hear pronouncement on their confessions, but the couple did not appear. The
case was set again for pronouncement and then disappears from the record.

220 Office c Wolron and Leycestre (2.x.76), fol. 55Ar. See n. 212 for a case almost certainly
involving another of Richard’s servants.

221 Office c Heneye and Baldok (15.v.77), fol. 72.
222 Office c Robynesson and Moryce (5.x.74 to 14.x.74), fol. 12v. See Sheehan, “Formation,” 68

n. 109.
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The proceedings in Office c Richard Galion woolman of St Neots [Hunts]
and Matilda Phelip his de facto wife are complicated, but the basic story is
relatively simple.223 Richard and Matilda were cited before the official (and
apparently also before the official of the archdeacon) for bigamy, Richard hav-
ing married one Matilda Sped of Heacham (Norf) 27 years previously. Richard
admits that he solemnized the marriage with Sped, but the couple defends the
charge on the ground that their contract was the prior one. We see the case first
in July of 1378 as an appeal from the official of the archdeacon, where Richard
is described as a resident of St Neots (Hunts). In October the case is said to be
discontinued because of the nonappearance of the official.224 Leaving aside a
defamation action against Hugh Candelesby, the registrar of the archdeacon,
which may not involve the same man and which ends after an aborted appeal
to the provincial court,225 the next time we see the case is in June of 1379 when
Richard, now described as being of Cambridge, and Phelip are cited before the
official, once more for bigamy. The case is set down for proof of the precontract
and disappears from view. It is back in September of 1379 in an appeal from
the official of the archdeacon. This appeal is aborted when the official, who
is said to have left office and the diocese, fails to appear. Richard and Phelip
are cited before the official once again for the same reasons in May of 1380.
This time, Richard is asked to produce witnesses about the contract with Sped.
He asks for a long term to do so because the witnesses live far away, and the
case disappears from view in October without any witnesses being produced.
The case is once more back in court in October of 1381 as an appeal from the
official of the archdeacon and is still active when the act book ends in the spring
of 1382.226 Concomitant with this appeal are ex officio proceedings against the
archdeacon’s official for failure to obey the consistory’s inhibition and against
the dean of Cambridge for failure to serve Richard’s libel on the archdeacon’s
official.

Richard was a man of some stature. He is described as a “woolman” (some-
times that is given as his surname), which probably means that he is a wool
merchant. We know little about Phelip, except that she solemnized her marriage
to Richard in Cambridge. Neither of them was young. Richard solemnized a
marriage in a small town on the Norfolk coast 27 years previously, and Phelip
must have been approximately his age in order for the claim of precontract to be
plausible. It is probably significant that neither Richard nor Phelip claims that
the solemnization of their marriage took place before the solemnization of the
marriage with Sped, and from this fact we may reconstruct a plausible, if not
inevitable, series of events. Richard, the wool merchant from Huntingdonshire,

223 Office c Galion and Phelip (29.vii.78 to 27.ii.82), fol. 96v–162r; see n. 127.
224 This is what the entry says, and it is odd. ‘Discontinuance’ normally implies the failure of the

plaintiff (here the appellant) to pursue the case.
225 Galion c Candelesby (29.vii.78 to 21.x.78), fol. 97r–99v.
226 It is possible that the basic case between Richard and Phelip was renewed at this time. See

n. 104.
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contracted marriage informally with a Cambridge woman (though we do not
know that she was a Cambridge woman at the time) and solemnized one with a
Norfolkshire woman. He then came to live in Cambridge where he solemnized
the marriage with the local woman. Someone found out about the woman in
Norfolkshire, and this rumor (which we should probably take to be a fact,
granted Richard’s confession of it) subjected the couple to continual harass-
ment both by the archdeacon’s official and by the official of the consistory.
Proof was, however, difficult to come by. The events happened long ago; the
contract with Sped took place far away, and we have no idea where the infor-
mal contract with Phelip took place. The question then becomes who has the
burden of proof, and the record suggests that there was some doubt about this
question. Whatever the archdeacon’s court may have been willing to do, we
suspect that the consistory would have been reluctant to divorce a couple who
had been living in a long-term solemnized marriage without clear proof of the
bigamy. Richard and Phelip, however, could not protect themselves against con-
tinual harassment unless they had clear proof of their precontract, which they
pretty clearly did not have. One can, of course, say that they have only them-
selves to blame. Their failure to solemnize their marriage when they entered
into it was the root cause of the problem, coupled by Richard’s inexcusable
behavior with regard to Sped, inexcusable even if we accept his version of the
facts.227

Two cases involve what seem to be relatively straightforward issues of con-
sanguinity. In the first case, John vicar of Bourn is cited for 8 July 1378 for
refusing to solemnize the marriage of Thomas son of John Stanhard and Agnes
daughter of John Molt, both of Bourn.228 The vicar appears and alleges that five
male parishioners had reclaimed the banns on the ground of the consanguinity
of the couple. Four of the five appear and testify, and when Thomas and Agnes
appear at the end of the month with no counterproof, their marriage, if any, is
declared void for consanguinity (the degrees not being stated).

John son of William Symond of Leverington and Alice daughter of William
Page of Leverington were called before the official (Roos) for 26 July 1375
in Wisbech, concerning a clandestine contract of marriage followed by inter-
course.229 They confess to a de presenti marriage followed by intercourse.230

John’s father appears and alleges that the marriage cannot take place because
the couple are second cousins once removed. The case then proceeds as if it
were an instance case between the father and the couple (technically, office pro-
moted, but this is not said). The father produces eight witnesses to this effect;
the couple apparently have no answer. The official orders a divorce.

The most spectacular case in this group is Office c William Chilterne de
Leverington of Ely, Amy Neve of Ely and Joan Spynnere of Whittlesey alias

227 Lit. and disc. T&C no. 514.
228 Office c Bourn (vicar) (8.vii.78 to 29.vii.79), fol. 95v–119v; lit. T&C no. 515.
229 Office c Symond and Page (26.vii.75 to 28.vii.75), fol. 28v.
230 Transcription of the confession in Sheehan, “Formation,” 55 n. 58.
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Squyer of Kirkby.231 The defendants were cited before the bishop for 14
September 1378 for having collusively obtained a divorce before Mr William
de Rookhawe, former official of the archdeacon. William and Amy had been
married for many years and had had children. The divorce was obtained on the
ground of precontract with Joan. The bishop commissions John Newton to hear
the case. It takes some time to establish what happened before the archdeacon’s
official, because there is no record of it. Eventually, the archdeacon’s registrar
(Candelesby) and another establish that Rookhawe had proceeded orally and
had taken no testimony other than the confessions of the parties. William now
confesses that he colluded with Joan out of spite for Amy. Joan, though cited,
never appears. On 4 December, Newton quashes Rookhawe’s sentence in stern
language and reinstates William and Amy’s marriage.232 William’s confession
is obviously key in this case. He may well have had qualms of conscience.233

Whether Amy had proof of the collusion we do not know, nor do we know
Joan’s version of the story. We do know, however, that Rookhawe’s proce-
dure had been shockingly sloppy. This was probably enough for Newton to
rule against the sentence. That would shift the burden of proof to those who
wanted to defend the divorce, and no such person appeared before the court.

In addition to the illegal solemnization cases discussed here, the Ely court
in this period heard seven ex officio adultery cases; there were three citations
for fornication (two of which, as we shall see, could be regarded as one), and
one case for spousal abuse. The adultery cases have elements that suggest that
routine adultery cases were within the purview of the archdeacon’s court and
that only those that had some aggravating factor were normally heard by the
consistory court. Two of these cases involve priests and were begun in the
bishop’s audience. In the first case (27 June 1377), the bishop ordered Robert
vicar of Bassingbourn to purge himself with six honorable clerics before the
commissary (Gloucestre), of the charge that he had abducted Alice wife of
William Adekyn of Bassingbourn against William’s will and committed adultery
with her.234 The previous month, Robert had brought a defamation action
against William for having accused him of committing adultery with his wife.235

William appears at the purgation and offers to prove the charge (thus blocking
the purgation). Both cases continue over the summer; William does produce
witnesses, but on the date scheduled for publication of the testimony, he does
not appear, and the case is held to be in abeyance pending prosecution by either
party. At the same session, the defamation case also goes into abeyance. It seems
unlikely that the witnesses provided solid proof of the truth of the charges and
likely that William and Robert reached some kind of compromise.

231 Office c Chilterne, Neve and Spynnere (14.ix.78 to 4.xii.78), fol. 103r–104r; disc. at length in
Aston, Arundel, 104–6; Sheehan, “Formation,” 63–4.

232 T&C no. 516.
233 Compare Palmere c Brunne and Suthburn (Ch 4, n. 191).
234 Office and Adekyn c Bassingbourn (vicar) (27.vi.77 to 22.x.77), fol. 75v–77r.
235 Bassingbourn (vicar) c Adekyn (29.v.77 to 1.x.77), fol. 74v–79v.
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In the second case, Alice wife of Thomas Gritford of Doddington was cited
before the bishop for 10 June 1380, concerning the crime of adultery with a
priest.236 She purged herself with 12 women compurgators. On the same day
the bishop imposed a penance on John Hervy of Doddington, who was cited
for the same day in a defamation action brought against him by Alice: The next
Sunday in Doddington church John should seek from Alice forgiveness, saying
before the congregation that he did not say the words (which must have been
the accusation of adultery) because they were true but because he had been
provoked while angry.237

A third case of adultery involving a priest may be part of a much larger
dispute that William Netherstrete, chaplain of Fulbourn, among others, was
promoting as an office case against the vicar of Hinton.238 William was cited ex
officio for correction before the official (Scrope) for 14 Dec 1377. The charges
against him are substantial: (1) adultery with Alice wife of Richard Fuller,
now a resident of Balsham; (2) practice of divination (having employed incan-
tations to entice Katherine wife of Henry Molle of Fulbourn to come to his
room at night so he could violently force her into adultery); (3) assault against
John Petyt senior of Fulbourn (priest), Roger in le Netherstrete (clerk), and
John Baldewyn of Fulbourn (clerk) in St Vigor of Fulbourn (a sacred place);
(4) solicitation of Isabel wife of Richard atte Wich in order to seduce her; (5)
intercourse with Eleanor Attepool; (6) keeping a concubine (Agnes, widow of
Robert Godsped of Wilburton, whose female member he cut off because he
suspected her of committing adultery with John Alston of Wilburton); (7) fre-
quenting common taverns by day and night with ribald and suspicious people,
contrary to the honor of his order; and (8) being a common dealer in corn.239

William (1) admitted that he and Alice committed adultery, but claimed that
he was corrected 13 years earlier for that crime and denied the crime since
then; (2) denied the divination; (3) denied the assault on Petyt and Baldewyne,
and admitted violence against Netherstrete, but claimed that he acted in self-
defense; (4) denied soliciting Isabel; (5) admitted that he had intercourse with
Elenore two years earlier, but alleged that he was corrected by the archdeacon’s
official and that he had not committed the crime since then; (6) admitted he
had been corrected 15 years earlier for the offense with Agnes, but denied the
crime since then; (7) denied going to taverns; but (8) admitted to dealing in
corn.

On the day assigned (7 January) to William to purge himself with 12 honor-
able people for the crimes denied by him; to prove his alleged corrections and,
if proved, to purge himself for the crimes committed since his corrections; to
prove the self-defense, and to receive punishment for his negotiations in corn,
William is absent. The record says that he does not dare to appear because

236 Office c Gritford; Gritford c Hervy (10.vi.80), fol. 140r. See Aston, Arundel, 40–1.
237 Text and disc. T&C no. 517.
238 Office c Netherstrete (2) (14.xii.77), fol. 84v–88r. For Netherstrete, see T&C no. 518.
239 T&C no. 519.
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he is pursued by his enemies (by royal writ); someone, probably his proctor,
takes an oath about this. On 14 January, he appears, produces compurgators,
and offers to purge himself. John Baldewyn of Fulbourn (one of the men he
is alleged to have assaulted) appears and is prepared to prove the matter. At
the next session, however, John and William are alleged to have compromised.
The case is set down for proof of the compromise or of the crimes, but then
disappears from view.

Were it not for the fact that William was also involved in other litigation,
litigation that may have prompted these charges against him, we would wonder
why the bishop did not take up the matter personally. Perhaps he did. As it is,
however, the court may have suspected that his enemies, and he clearly had
many, had dug up a whole of group of charges, some true but going a long way
back and some the product of the local rumor mill. So long as William could
produce compurgators (as he did), the court was willing to let the charges drop
when the man who said he could prove them failed to do so.

The act book also contains two related cases of clerical fornication. In one, a
woman accused of fornication with two different priests (the vicar of Littleport
and his chaplain) purges herself.240 In another, the vicar of Littleport is cited for
both fornication and incest with the same woman.241 (The grounds for the latter
charge are not reported, but the fact that the vicar and the woman have the same
surname, Lakyngheth, suggests that they were consanguine). After contumacy
and a frivolous appeal, the vicar submits, does penance for contumacy, purges
himself, and promises to remove the woman from his house.242

In two adultery cases involving lay people, it seems likely that the reason the
consistory court took original jurisdiction of the case was that not only was
adultery involved but also incest. Stephen Bernewelle of Cambridge, poulterer
and married man, and Isabel Tavern of Cambridge, who accepted Stephen’s
two children from the baptismal font, were cited ex officio for 21 July 1374,
charged with adultery and incest.243 They spend the better part of 18 months
resisting the charges. There is a frivolous appeal in the middle of the case, they
are excommunicated for contumacy, and, ultimately (perhaps at the advice of
Henry Bowet, their advocate), they put themselves on the mercy of the court,
are absolved, purge themselves, and get off with a threat of severe punishment
if they sin again.

John son of Adam Joseph senior of Castle Camps (deep in the country near
Haverill and the Suffolk border) and Alice wife of John Coupere of Castle
Camps (John Joseph’s uncle) were called before Thomas Gloucestre on 16 April
1378 because they had committed the crime of adultery and incest for many
years.244 They had three children, and Alice was pregnant with a fourth. (Her

240 Office c Lakyngheth (1) (9.i.76), fol. 35r.
241 Office c Lakyngheth (2) (19.i.76), fol. 34v.
242 Disc. T&C no. 520.
243 Office c Bernewelle and Tavern (21.vii.74 to 11.i.76), fol. 8v–33v.
244 Office c Joseph and Coupere (16.iv.78 to 15.viii.78), fol. 97r–97v.
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appearance is apparently excused because of her condition, and she never
appears.) For the crime already committed, John was ordered beaten three
days round Camps church, one day round Cambridge market, and one round
Linton (a more substantial place between Camps and Cambridge) market, in the
manner of a public penitent. He refused to perform the penance, was excommu-
nicated, and remained obdurate for 40 days. The bishop requested his caption
by the secular arm, and after four days in the jail of Cambridge castle, John
submitted and performed his penance. In parallel proceedings in July, John was
ordered to pay the expenses of Edward chaplain of Camps and Rose wife of
Robert Bygge of Camps, whom he had had cited before the provincial court of
Canterbury for falsely accusing him of the offense, a citation (connected with
an appeal) which the provincial court had remitted when John failed to pursue
the appeal.

Joan Fyskerton of Cambridge, alias Cornwaille, had been cited before the
official for the crime of adultery committed with John Erneys, servant of John
Barker of Cambridge, and with John Chapman, servant of Richard March of
Cambridge.245 The crime had been brought to the court’s attention by publica
fama. When we first see the case, Joan has appealed to the court of Canterbury
(apparently in March of 1376); she has failed to prove her appeal, and the
appellate court, by letters dated 7 October 1376, has remitted the case to the
consistory. Ultimately, Joan appears before the court on 6 December and pays
five shillings to the official for his expenses. She is assigned 10 January to receive
her penance, but no further entry has been found.

If it seems reasonably clear that the aggravating factor in the two previous
cases was incest (coupled, in Office c Joseph and Coupere, by the blatant nature
of the relationship), it is less easy to see what it was in this case. If we focus on
the fact that the two men with whom Joan was accused of committing adultery
were both servants, we may suspect that she was thought to be seducing men
younger than she.

In all three cases, the defendants resist and take appeals to the court of Can-
terbury. This suggests that they had at least enough money to pursue the appeal,
although they may not have had enough money to pursue it very vigorously
because in all three cases, the provincial court remits the case, and the defen-
dants are condemned to pay expenses for a frivolous appeal. It should also
be noted that only in Joseph’s case do we have evidence that a defendant ever
did the penance. Bernewell and Tavern pay the expenses of a frivolous appeal
and are let go without a penance (the man had purged himself) under a threat
of a much more serious sanction if they offend again. Fyskerton may or may
not have been assigned a penance (it is possible, though not likely, that Foxton
neglected to record it). It is also possible that any penance assigned to her was
a private one (and deliberately not recorded). This would also suggest that she
was a woman of some standing.

The final adultery case tells us something about appellate practice in ex
officio cases. Bartholomew Chaundeler of Cambridge and Katherine Hostiler

245 Office c Fyskerton (7.x.76 to 10.i.77), fol. 55Br.
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appealed from Mr John de Pynkeston, the archdeacon’s official.246 They had
been accused of adultery, and they allege that Mr John had assigned to them
an excessive number of compurgators. Mr John fails to appear; it is reported
that he has left office and the diocese, and the case is dropped.

Richard Fysshere of Chatteris was cited before the bishop in the conventual
church of Chatteris because he mistreated his wife, breaking her leg and causing
her other injuries, in a case not permitted by law.247 He appeared on 9 June
1380 and admitted the article. He swore to treat his wife with marital affection
in the future and to obtain medical treatment to cure her, as much as this was
possible. As penance, he was ordered to circle the parish church of Chatteris
on three Sundays before the procession, carrying a candle in the manner of a
penitent, and to pay 20 shillings to the church fabric within a year. He was also
ordered to circle the church of Ely, deposed of his clothing, in the same manner
on 23 June (the patronal feast of St Etheldreda).

It is hard to imagine that this was the only case of spousal abuse to occur in
Ely diocese over an eight-year period. The archdeacon may have heard others;
indeed, the bishop may have heard others, for we do not know why Foxton
recorded this particular case. The penance imposed here is quite severe (we do
not know if it was performed), but the abuse also seems to have been extreme.
The promise to amend, as we saw in the cases at York, was standard. When we
look at the Paris register, we will see many more cases of this type.

We have saved for last the third citation for fornication, the only one
involving a layman, because fornication was the least of the problems of John
Poynaunt of Thriplow.248 When John was cited on 21 October 1378 for for-
nication with Isabel Pybbel, the court was already aware that John had been
divorced by the archdeacon’s official from Joan Swan on the ground of John’s
impotence. Following the divorce, Robert Goby married Joan. John and Isabel
admit that they had intercourse; indeed, she says that she is pregnant by him and
has known no other man. They also allege that they contracted marriage. When
asked why the divorce should not be revoked, John says that he cannot return
to Joan because she and Isabel are related within the forbidden degrees.249 The
argument is a sophisticated one. Since, under the assumptions of the case, the
marriage with Joan was never consummated, John is arguing that it should be
dissolved on the ground of supervenient affinity. This is not the classical law of
the church as defined by Innocent III, but prior to Innocent’s time, such argu-
ments had been heard, and there were those who argued, even in this period,
that unconsummated marriages were not absolutely indissoluble.250

After the introduction of one witness (a chaplain, whom John authorizes
to reveal the contents of his confession),251 the case goes into abeyance until

246 Office c Chaundeler and Hostiler (22.ix.79 to 13.x.79), fol. 120v–121v.
247 Office c Fysshere (9.vi.80), fol. 140r; text, disc. and lit. T&C no. 521.
248 Office c Poynaunt, Swan, Goby and Pybbel (21.x.78 to 23.vii.80), fol. 100r–142r; disc. T&C

no. 522.
249 T&C no. 523.
250 See Ch 1, at nn. 5–6.
251 See at n. 84.
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23 February 1380, when John and Isabel, by their proctors, once more admit
the intercourse (they now have children). Joan’s proctor produces documentary
proof of the divorce and once more asserts that she and Robert have married.
John is given a day to prove the intercourse and the consanguinity of Isabel
and Joan. Out of term, with just John and Robert present, four more witnesses
are introduced, including another chaplain who is authorized to testify to what
was said in confession. The case once more goes into abeyance, although on 14
June, a brief entry says that John has undergone palpation and has been proven
potent.252 On 23 July, with only John present, Newton renders a judgment that
the church was deceived in granting the divorce (there is no suggestion that John
and Joan did the deceiving); the marriage of Robert and Joan is dissolved, and
Joan and John are ordered to treat each other with marital affection. Nothing is
said about Isabel in the entry other than that she and John had intercourse often.

Although two careful scholars have dealt with this case as simply a correction
of an erroneous judgment of the archdeacon’s official, it is hard to imagine that
it is not more complicated than that.253 From November of 1378 to February
of 1380, nothing happens in the case. At a minimum, that suggests that if the
parties do not pursue the case, Newton will not make them pursue it. When
Newton sets the case down for proof on 23 February, he seems to be prepared
to hold that if John’s intercourse with Isabel and her relationship with Joan can
be proven, then John has a case. That would be a daring move granted the state
of the law, but the situation of the parties demands that, if possible, something
be found to avoid the harsh judgment that eventually follows, particularly, as
seems possible, if John and Joan’s marriage never was consummated. That John
is willing to reveal the contents of his confessions suggests that at least he is
trying to do the right thing.254 At the simplest level what may have happened
is that his case collapsed when he could not prove the relationship between
Isabel and Joan. But there may be more. Isabel has not appeared in court since
November of 1378. She may have gone missing; she may even be dead. Newton
has medical evidence that John is not impotent. John may or may not have had
intercourse with Isabel ‘often’, but that is beside the point. The divorce for
impotence is an erroneous judgment and must be quashed on the record. As for
Joan and Robert, perhaps they left the diocese. That there are no further entries
in the case may be evidence that neither Newton nor John saw fit to pursue the
matter any further.

conclusion

A number of our conclusions have already been anticipated. The evidence of
the Ely register supports that of the York cause papers. Although we know less
about the stories that the parties told at Ely than we do about those told at York,

252 Fol. 140v: commissa palpitacione viri, certificatum est nobis de eius sufficienti potencia.
253 Aston, Arundel, 102 n. 2; Sheehan, “Formation,” 74.
254 This is a rare procedure at Ely, but this is not the only example. See at n. 108.
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the similarity in types of cases and what we can see when the veil of formulaic
language is lifted suggest that the stories were probably quite similar to those
told at York. The presence of the office citations and office cases shows us a
court that was a bit more proactive than the York consistory seems to have been
(we should recall, however, that we know relatively little of the archdeacons’
activities in York diocese). The Ely court is somewhat more an enforcer of the
law than an arbiter between arguing parties, but only somewhat more.

Whether the attitude of the parties toward marriage merits the phrase ‘aston-
ishingly individualistic’ that Michael Sheehan used to describe it is a matter
about which we may have more doubt.255 What astonishes depends on what
one is expecting, and when Sheehan wrote, it was generally accepted that mar-
riage choice in the Middle Ages was not within the control of the parties to the
marriage. True, we do see the intervention of parents and occasionally of other
social superiors in the Ely cases, but such intervention is quite rare. Indeed,
there is less evidence of third-party involvement and arranged marriages in the
Ely register than there is in the York cause papers because far fewer Ely cases
are defended on the ground of force and none are defended on the ground of
nonage. Even if we increase the number of cases involving third parties by an
order of magnitude to make up for the situations where parents or lords are
working behind the scenes, we still end up with a large number of couples who
seem to be operating entirely on their own.256

The evidence of the Ely register allows us to add one more aspect to the
picture that we painted for York. The court itself played some role, if not in
marriage choice, at least once that choice had been made. There is somewhat
more enforcement of the rules about consanguinity and affinity at Ely than
there is at York, though not much more. There is evidence at Ely, as there is
not at York, that the court was putting some pressure on couples to solem-
nize their marriages. The pressure was, however, quite gentle. Absent an illegal
solemnization (which, as we have seen, the court interpreted as being a solem-
nization during the pendency of a case), the pressure was by way of court order
to solemnize an informal marriage once it was proven, not by way of penalizing
couples to an informal marriage.

The number of cases in which no resolution is reached is relatively high at
Ely, as it was at York. Since the York court that we see in the cause papers
does not seem to have been engaged in law enforcement at all, the fact that
some cases were not resolved did not surprise us. When the conduct of a case
is entirely within the control of the parties, we would suspect, and indeed we
find in virtually every legal system that has such cases, that the parties will drop
the case either because they have reached a satisfactory compromise or because
they have run out of money, patience, or energy. We have seen that the Ely court
will pursue a case when the parties seem to have lost interest, but it is rare for
it to use the full panoply of mechanisms at its disposal, notably caption by the

255 Sheehan, “Formation,” 76.
256 Disc. T&C no. 524.
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secular arm. Those who were determined to evade the court could and did flee,
and in a small diocese, flight beyond the boundaries of the diocese might take
such parties but a few miles from home. So far as we can tell, the court never
pursued a party into another diocese, though mechanisms for doing so were
available.257

The end result, then, is that, so far as we can tell from the court record,
management of marital matters in the Ely diocese of the late fourteenth century
was pretty much a matter for the parties to work out, aided, of course, by a
dispute-resolution mechanism that the court provided and occasionally more
active enforcement. That, in turn, raises the question, as it did at York, of who
these people were who were in many instances – so far as we can tell – arranging
their own marriages.

Since we can be reasonably confident that everyone who came before the
consistory258 in the eight years in question was recorded by Foxton, and since
Foxton almost always tells us where the parties came from, we probably have
better data for Ely than we do for York about the geographical dispersion of
the parties. We have 117 cases that we have classified as ‘marriage cases’. These
117 cases yield the names of 258 parties, all but 14 of which have a toponym
associated with them.259 Table 6.8 lists the places from which more than one
party came, from the most frequent to the least.

As might be expected, Cambridge and Ely account for more than a quarter of
the parties in the cases. Almost all of the regular sittings of the court took place
in Cambridge, and Cambridge and Ely were the only areas in the diocese that
could be called urban in the fourteenth century. They were also the ecclesiastical
centers of the diocese. There is reason to believe that the numbers given in the
table understate the dominance of Cambridge in marriage litigation in this
period. Six of the 14 parties who are not identified in a case probably came
from Cambridge (because the other parties to the cases came from Cambridge),
and towns in the immediate environs of Cambridge also account for substantial
number of parties: Barnwell (9), Trumpington (7), Chesterton (6), Grantchester
(3), Madingley (3), and Newnham (2). If we add these parties to those that we
know came from Cambridge itself, we get a total of 86, or 35 percent of the
parties that have toponyms.260 But if 35 percent of the parties came from areas
that might generously be described as urban, 65 percent did not. Also, unlike
York, the entire diocese of Ely (which is admittedly quite small) is represented
in these cases.

As at York, the ‘middling sort’ of people seem to be the parties in these
cases. Although we suspected that some were of higher station than the record

257 Disc. T&C no. 525.
258 ‘Came before’ is important. Foxton does not seem to have recorded initial citations where none

of the parties appeared.
259 Disc. T&C no. 526.
260 If we leave out Trumpington, Grantchester, and Madingley on the ground that they are too far

away to count as part of Cambridge, we get 73 or 30%.
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table 6.8. Parties’ Place of Residence in Marriage Cases at
Ely (1374–1381)

Place No. % Place No. %

Cambridge 50 19 Hardwick 3 1
Ely 24 9 Madingley 3 1
Chatteris 10 4 March 3 1
Swavesey 10 4 Newton 3 1
Barnwell 9 3 Sutton 3 1
Bourn 7 3 Wendy 3 1
Trumpington 7 3 Wilbraham 3 1
Bassingbourn 6 2 Arrington 2 1
Chesterton 6 2 Balsham 2 1
Fulbourn 6 2 Carlton 2 1
Wimpole 6 2 Castle Camps 2 1
Littleport 5 2 Clopton 2 1
Thriplow 5 2 Doddington 2 1
Wisbech 5 2 Elm 2 1
Emneth 4 2 Kingston 2 1
Lolworth 4 2 Leverington 2 1
Melbourn 4 2 Newnham 2 1
Sawston 4 2 Swaffham 2 1
Shelford, Little 4 2 Swaffham Prior 2 1
Stretham 4 2 Westley Waterless 2 1
Downham, Little 3 1 Whittlesford Bridge 2 1
Grantchester 3 1 Wilburton 2 1

Note: Single instances listed T&C no. 527.
Source: CUL, DMA, D2/1; Stentz, Calendar.

showed, the highest lay social ranking that we find mentioned in the records
is the ambiguous ‘serjeant’. Below or perhaps equal to that is the ‘woolman’,
who may have been a wool merchant. On approximately the same social plane,
perhaps slightly higher, are the steward of the bishop of Ely and the registrar
of the archdeacon’s official. There is, as we have seen, one case where one of
the parties is alleged to have married a cottar, and one where one of the parties
is clearly a villein (but resident in Ely). The other indications that we get of
occupation fall in between. There are 7 male and 10 female servants (to these
we might add the one man and three women who are described as ‘residing
with’ someone who does not look like a relative). There are three tailors, two
cordwainers, one wright, one ploughwright, one poulterer, one leach, one dyer
(lystere), two female taverners, and one female spinner. On the clerical side,
there are two Austin canons (a subdeacon and a priest) and one undifferentiated
clerk.

That adds up to approximately 40 (of 258, 16%) parties about whom we
have some idea of their occupations. We can expand this if we are willing to look
at the surnames. Here, we are not talking about occupation (for there is little
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doubt that most of the surnames we have here are genuine surnames)261 but
about likely social status. In all probability, someone in the person’s patriline in
the not-too-distant past was engaged in the occupation that gave the family its
surname. Our group of parties includes (with various spellings) seven Tailors,
three Fishers (one of which may be a genuine occupation), three Lysters, two
Pages, two Barbers, two Spinners, and one each of the following: Potter, Mason,
Baker, Chapman, Webster, Smith, Reader, Sargent, Wafer, Draper, Garthmaker,
Painter, Saddler, Poulter, Butcher, Taverner, Messenger, Chandler, Ostler, Squire,
Lockyer, Cooper, and Wright. That adds another 42 indications of class or status
to our list, and these indications are quite consistent with the actual occupations
that are given for some of the parties. Another indication, at least of a lack of
high status, is that there are very few surnames that reflect Norman placenames,
or, more broadly, that seem to be Anglo-Norman names.262

All the evidence, then, points in the direction of what we described as the
‘middling sort’ of people. The problem is that we do not have this type of
evidence for approximately two-thirds of our group. Michael Sheehan faced
the same problem (he was, perhaps, unaware of how many of the parties could
be given a social standing) and surmised that the unidentified parties were
peasants.263 That depends on how one defines ‘peasants’. In the first place, we
have a substantial number of people from Cambridge and Ely, people who are
unlikely to have been engaged in full-time farming. Second, the information
that we do have suggests a status slightly above that of the ordinary peasant.
Third, although we have not systematically examined the information given
about witnesses, most of them, where we can tell, seem to be of roughly the
same range of statuses as the parties, and that, in turn, would suggest that where
we have these indications for the witnesses and not for the parties, the status of
the parties was similar. Fourth, the Ely litigants are quite sophisticated. Even
where they conduct their cases themselves, they have a pretty good idea of what
to say; many of them can afford proctors, at least for part of the case; and a
substantial number are able to afford the expenses of an appeal.

All of this would suggest, though it does not quite prove, that the litigants
before the consistory of Ely were, on the average, of somewhat higher status
and income than that of ordinary Cambridgeshire peasants. Those that came
from rural areas and are not identified by occupation were probably ‘peasants’,
if one wants to use that term for anyone who worked at farming by himself
or herself, but they were probably of the upper strata of peasants, the sort of
people who will be called ‘yeomen’ in the fifteenth century.

We suggested in the case of York that the evidence of the cause papers tended
to confirm the recent suggestion that some women were on the move in the late
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, and that being a servant gave these

261 Disc. T&C no. 528.
262 Disc. T&C no. 529.
263 Sheehan, “Formation,” 44 (“Scores seem to be peasants attached to manors in the country-

side”).
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women more choice of marriage partner than they might otherwise have had.
We doubted, however, that there was as much of a distinction between rural
and urban as has recently been suggested. While there were cases from rural
areas that suggested arranged marriages and substantial parental involvement
in marriage choice, such cases were also to be found in urban areas. Conversely,
there were also rural cases in which the couple seems to have been doing the
arranging by themselves. Whether this is because the high mortality rate of the
second half of the fourteenth century left many young people of marriageable
age without immediate family, or because at least some Yorkshire parents left
their children to choose a marriage partner pretty much on their own, or both,
we cannot say.

If the York evidence leads us to doubt how great the difference was between
urban and rural marriage practices, the Ely evidence (where, admittedly we
have fewer circumstantial accounts of what happened) tends to confirm those
doubts. If Everard c Beneyt looks like a typical story of deracinated young
people in an urban setting contracting marriage pretty much on their own,
Gobat and Pertesen c Bygot suggests a quite similar story from a largely rural
setting.264 We should have no doubt that life-cycle servanthood contributed
to the independence of marriage choice in England (and also to young people
getting in trouble). The York and Ely evidence is quite convincing in this regard.
What we may doubt is whether it was the only factor. This is an issue to which
we will have to return after we look at some arguments about marriage on the
other side of the English Channel.

264 See text following n. 67; text following n. 89.
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Paris

the business of the court of paris

In the late fourteenth century Paris was the largest city in Europe north of the
Alps. It may have been the largest city in Europe. Its population was more than
an order of magnitude greater than that of York or Cambridge. It was the center
of the French royal government, the seat of the largest university in northern
Europe, and a bustling commercial center. It was, however, the see of only a
bishop.1 The metropolitical see was at Sens. Because of the large population
of Paris (and of the large number of clergy that were resident in the town),
the ecclesiastical courts of Paris probably had more business than any of the
other ecclesiastical courts in France. There were three archidiaconal courts in
addition to the court of the bishop’s official.2 Two exempt jurisdictions within
the city have also left a few surviving records.3

Time has not been kind to the medieval records of the Paris officiality. There
does, however, survive one remarkable register containing entries dating from
November of 1384 to September of 1387, 319 folios in the original and 538
columns in the modern edition, approximately 3,250 entries all told.4 Despite
the fact that the register has been in print since 1919, relatively little use has
been made of it by modern scholars.5 The reasons are not hard to find. Like the
Ely act book, the Paris register contains no depositions, making it difficult at
times to get at the reality that lies behind its formulaic language. Unlike the Ely
act book, the Paris register contains relatively few sentences. It seems clear that
at least in cases that proceeded by long-form procedure, a separate register of

1 From 1384 to 1406, the period of our records, the bishop was Pierre d’Orgemont, son of Charles
V’s chancellor, but he does not figure in our records.

2 Pommeray, Officialité archidiaconale, 3.
3 See Donahue, ed., Records 1, 105–9.
4 Registre de Paris, ed. Joseph Petit. The figure is extrapolated from a sample of all the cases in

1385.
5 The only systematic study of it that I know of is Lévy, “Officialité de Paris.”
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sentences was being kept. A few of these have survived (bound, apparently by
mistake, in the back of the main register), but for the most part, the main register
allows us only to follow the procedural steps in a contested case, and when the
court sets the case down for sentencing, it disappears from view. The surviving
sentences reveal another distressing fact. There are 15 sentences, all dating from
the period of the main register, but only two of them are for cases mentioned
in the register. Clearly, the notary of the register, who appears to have been,
at least for most of the register, one Jean de Villemaden, was not recording
everything.6 This impression is confirmed by the fact that cases appear that
have clearly had some unrecorded past. Sometimes cases disappear and then
reappear some months later, having reached a different stage. Villemaden does
not seem to have had the devotion to his task that characterized Robert Foxton
of Ely.

We should have some sympathy for Villemaden. He had a much bigger job.
In a small diocese with a relatively small case load, Foxton was able, it would
seem, to record all the business that came before the consistory court (and,
as we have seen, some of the business that came before the bishop’s audience
as well). The Paris court had, in addition to the official himself, at least one
auditor of causes (by the sixteenth century there will be two such auditors)
who functioned like the commissaries at Ely. Villemaden made no attempt to
record business that came before the auditor(s).7 As there was at Ely, so too
at Paris there was a separate register of fines (which has not survived). Indeed,
there may have been more than one such register. A number of entries suggest
that each of the promotors kept his own register of fines. These registers may
also have contained records of the more routine criminal matters, for although
some criminal matters are recorded in the main register, there do not seem to
be very many of them.

The final reason why no one has given the Paris register the attention that it
deserves is that it contains too much data to control (Villemaden made entries
for more cases in the Paris court in one year than Foxton made for eight years in
the Ely act book) without the use of a computer. We have not coded everything
that might be coded in this book. More work needs to be done with the names of
the parties and with the cases that do not concern marriage. We have, however,
made a start, and that start suggests that the Paris consistory was a very different
type of court from that either at Ely (the record for which is almost exactly
contemporary) or at York.

To get some idea of how different the Paris court was, let us look at the types
of cases it was hearing over the course of one year, 1385, the year that left the
largest number of entries (despite the fact that there is about a week missing

6 Disc. T&C no. 530.
7 To put it positively, this is a register of matters that came before the official himself: Guillaume

de Boudreville, for a brief period at the beginning of the register; N. Domicelli, a locum tenens
during an equally brief period of Boudreville’s illness and following his death; and from 9 January
1385, Robert de Dours.
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table 7.1. The Business of the Court of Paris in 1385

Type of Case No. MaxEn AvgEn % Cases % Entries

Unknown 93 7 1.39 13 9
Appeal 9 9 3.22 1 2
Ex officio 60 3 1.13 8 5
Debt 84 9 2.18 11 13
Ecclesiastical 81 13 1.67 11 10
Injury 49 15 3.00 7 10
Miscellaneous 8 2 1.14 1 1
Matrimonial 181 31 2.55 24 32
Proxy 12 3 1.25 2 1
Security 122 4 1.11 16 10
Testamentary 44 27 2.50 6 8
total 743 100 100

Notes: Where ‘No.’=the number of cases; ‘MaxEn’=the maximum number of entries
for cases of this type; ‘AvgEn’=the average number of entries for cases of this type; ‘%
Cases’=the percentage of cases represented by this type; ‘% Entries’=the percentage of
entries represented by cases of this type.
Source: Registre de Paris.

at the end of the year). The recorded business of the court during this year is
summarized in Table 7.1.

The basic unit here is the ‘case’, though unlike Ely, there are very few cases
that involve more than one type of proceeding. Ninety-three cases give us no
indication of the substance involved, although the vast majority of them seem to
be instance cases. In about half of these entries, one of the parties fails to appear,
and nothing more is recorded about the case. In the other half, a procedural
step is recorded, but nothing is recorded about the case either before or after
the entry. Nine cases involve appeals, normally from one of the archdeacons,
but the substance of the case cannot be discerned. (Where the substance can
be discerned, the case is classified under the substantive category.) Sixty cases
are ex officio, usually brought by one of the promotors of the court. Most
of these give no indication of the substance of the crime; a few tell us that
they involve violence, sometimes violence against a clerk. (If the case involves
a sexual offense, it is classified with matrimonial.) There are 84 cases of debt,
including 15 cases of absolution (i.e., from excommunication for nonpayment
of the debt), a number of which result in a cessio bonorum made by the debtor
(other cases of absolution are classified with the substantive area for which
the excommunication was given), and 7 noncontentious recognizances of debt.
Eighty-one cases deal with a wide range of ecclesiastical matters, including the
noncontentious approval of the election of church wardens and approvals of
transfers of property belonging to churches. There are also 12 contested benefice
cases, but no cases involving tithes. Forty-nine cases involve iniuria, normally
physical violence, but occasionally, it would seem, verbal assaults. There are
122 cases in which a clerk posts security, an institution that was dependent
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upon the custom of the court (the entries specifically say so). Many of these
cases suggest that the clerk posted security before the official of Paris so that he
would not be compelled to do so before the Châtelet. Clerical posting of security
is an institution that merits more attention than it has received. It is sometimes
found connected with cases of injury (in which case it is classified under that
category), but it is in itself a noncontentious procedure: The clerk never argues
that he need not post security. Forty-four cases involve testamentary matters,
including litigation about testaments and the routine appointment of tutors
and curators for orphans. That leaves the largest single category, matrimonial
cases, which, as in the case of York and Ely, were classified broadly to include
matrimonial litigation in the narrow sense, cases of divorce and separation,
and criminal prosecution for sexual offenses. This category will be subdivided
further in the next section.

This analysis suggests that the characterization that the original editor,
Joseph Petit, gave to this register as ‘civil’ is misleading. That word does not
appear in the brief description of the register that appears on the front cover,
nor, so far as I am aware, is the word used in the register.8 Not only is there no
evidence that the civil–criminal distinction was in Villemaden’s mind, but the
contents of the register also belie the notion that he was deliberately excluding
matters that we would call criminal. As suggested, I suspect that Villemaden
was trying to record all matters that came before the official (as opposed to
various other officers of the court), at least in formal session. That he did not
succeed is painfully obvious, but there appears to be no substantive pattern in
his omissions. It is possible that there is a pattern to his omissions, though it
may not be completely recoverable. The fees that Villemaden records in the
margin (though he is not consistent about this either) suggest that there may
have been a fee for recording the results of a session in the register. If the party
did not pay, the session was not recorded.9

The table also shows that another characterization of the book, for which I
must confess responsibility, is also misleading.10 Matters concerning marriage
do not predominate in the book, at least if one takes ‘predominate’ to mean
more than half of the cases or entries. Marriage matters account for 24 percent
of the cases and 32 percent of the entries. They are the single largest substantive
category, but they account for fewer cases and fewer entries than do cases
involving the law of obligations (debt, injury, and security combined, 255 cases,
34% of cases, 33% of entries).

It is this focus on obligations, what in England would be called ‘personal
actions’, that distinguishes the Paris court both from that at Ely and from that
at York. York and Ely both have cases of what we would call contractual
obligation (breach of faith in both courts, court officers’ fees at Ely), but they
represent a far smaller proportion of the cases than they do at Paris. Similarly,

8 Text and disc. T&C no. 531.
9 Disc. T&C no. 532.

10 See Donahue, ed., Records 1, 106.
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table 7.2. York Cause Papers (Fourteenth Century), Ely Act Book
(1374–1381), and Paris Register (1384–1387) – Comparison of
Proportions of Types of Cases

York Ely Total Ely Instance Paris

Type of Case % Total % Total % Total % Total

Unknown 2 8 0 22
Obligation 15 24 44 34
Court 0 7 5 2
Ecclesiastical 40 25 16 11
Miscellaneous 0 1 1 1
Matrimonial 34 24 23 24
Testamentary 9 11 11 6
total 100 100 100 100

Source: Tables e3.App.1, 6.1; Registre de Paris.

York and Ely both have cases of delictual obligation, but it is almost exclusively
confined to verbal, as opposed to physical, assault (defamation, but see the cases
of ‘violence’ at Ely).

While this difference probably cannot be fully accounted for by the way in
which jurisdiction was divided between the ecclesiastical and secular courts in
the two areas, that division was probably influential in producing the result
that we see. In particular, the virtual absence of cases of physical violence from
the York and Ely courts probably reflects the substantial amount, one might
say the virtual monopoly, of cases of this sort in both the English central royal
courts (trespass) and, by the late fourteenth century, the courts of the justices of
the peace. The Châtelet in Paris heard such cases as well, but it does not seem
to have monopolized them in the way that English secular courts did. Not all
the defendants in such cases in the Paris court are clerks, but a number of them
are, and all the security cases involve clerks. Hence, the Paris ecclesiastical court
seems to have been more successful than the English courts were in maintaining
a jurisdiction ratione personae, the persona in this case being a clerk.

Despite these important differences, we should not lose sight of the similar-
ities. Table 7.2 shows that the broad substantive categories within which the
three courts were operating are similar. Our comparison is hampered by the
fact that we do not know the substantive category for more than a fifth of Paris
cases, but where we do know the substantive category,11 it is comparable, at
least at a relatively high level of generality. There were substantial differences
in the types of cases that the three courts were hearing when we get below the
broad category. (One wonders, for example, where tithes litigation was being
heard in the Paris diocese, because it pretty clearly was not being heard in the
court of the bishop’s official.) The fact that we cannot tell in most security

11 Disc. T&C no. 533.
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cases in the Paris court whether the underlying matter is one of contractual
or delictual obligation requires that we go up to the next higher level of gen-
erality, obscuring in the process the different types of cases of obligation that
were heard in the three courts, but the basic jurisdictional categories hold up
reasonably well.

Particularly notable is the fact that marriage litigation, broadly conceived,
occupies approximately the same proportion of cases at Paris as it does at Ely
(about a quarter). The greater proportion of cases of obligation heard in the
Paris court does not produce a corresponding reduction in marriage litigation.
Rather it affects the other categories, notably ecclesiastical and testamentary.

Before turning more specifically to the marriage cases, we should pause to
ask whether we can be confident that the sample of one year’s worth of litigation
before the court is likely to be representative of the whole. Extrapolating from
that year to the rest of the book (controlling for the fact that each of the other
years occupies less space than does 1385), we predict that 1384 will have 17
marriage cases, 1386 will have 140, and 1387 will have 91. The actual count is
12, 140, and 99, respectively. In short, the prediction turns out to be remarkably
accurate.12

the marriage cases

If the overall categories with which the Paris court was dealing are recognizable
from what we learned from the cases at York and Ely, neither the categories in
which matrimonial litigation falls nor their proportions are anything like what
we would expect on the basis of York and Ely, as can be seen in Table 7.3.

This is so different from what we find at York and Ely that we must emphasize
a few points of similarity. As at York and Ely, a large majority of the cases at Paris
are cases to establish a marriage (what we have called, using the later English
term, ‘spousals’ litigation). These represent 254 (out of 410, 62%) of the cases.
As at York and Ely, divorce cases are rare (10/410, 2%). In marked contrast to
York and Ely, separation cases represent 25 percent of the total (102/410), and
the great majority of these (72/102, 71%) are in a category that we have not
seen before: ‘separation of goods’. Even more surprising are the claims being
made in the spousals litigation. Seventy-five percent of them (190/254) are for
the enforcement of sponsalia de futuro unaccompanied by sexual intercourse,
re integra, as the records call it.13 A further 15 percent (37/254) are for the
enforcement of a marriage formed by de futuro consent plus intercourse. The
remainder are divided between cases in which a de presenti marriage may be in-
volved, cases in which we cannot tell what type of sponsalia are sought to be
enforced, and cases of jactitation of marriage, a category that we do not find at
York or Ely, but which can be found in English spousals litigation in the early

12 Disc. T&C no. 534.
13 A few records make clear that this is a shorthand for the expression re integra quoad carnalem

copulam.
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table 7.3. Types of Marriage Cases in the Court of
Paris (1384–1387)

Type of Case No. % Total Cases

Unknown 16 4
Ex officio 24 6
Spousals

De futuro
Confessed 6 1
Contested 31 8
Deferred 91 22
Dissolution 15 4
Remitted 47 11
subtotal 190 46

De futuro plus copula
Confessed 6 1
Contested 15 4
Deferred 16 4
subtotal 37 9

De presenti 7 2
Jactitation 9 2
Undifferentiated 11 3
subtotal (Spousals) 254 62

Divorce 10 2
Separation

Bed 15 4
Goods 72 18
Uncertain 15 4
subtotal 102 25

Miscellaneous instance 4 1
total 410 100

Source: Registre de Paris.

modern period. As the name implies, this is an action brought against someone
who is publicly claiming to have married or to have contracted marriage with
the plaintiff, and the plaintiff seeks to put the claim to rest, frequently when he
or she wants to marry someone else.14

The ex officio cases involving marital matters at Paris fall into more famil-
iar categories: There are eight cases of wife beating, five of adultery, four of
paternity, three of concubinage, one of bigamy, one of criminal contempt for
violating an order not to marry pendente lite, one case of clerical fornication
that resulted in the pregnancy of the woman, and one to compel a couple to
cohabit. As at Ely there are a number of cases that mix office and instance
procedure. Hence, all the office cases are best treated with their corresponding

14 Lit. T&C no. 535.
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substantive categories. The miscellaneous instance cases include two cases of
opposition to banns (which could well be classified with the spousals litiga-
tion), one causa alimentaria (which seems to be a case of child support), and
one case of repetitio uxoris (which seems to be a case of restoration of conjugal
rights).

As will become apparent when we examine the contents of the register in
more detail, counting the sentences in the Paris register is difficult, and dividing
them between male and female plaintiffs is even more difficult. The record
frequently gives us a result without telling us who asked for it. Sometimes this
is because the case contains ex officio elements; sometimes it is because there was
not much dispute (this is particularly true in separation cases, and in spousals
cases that were confessed or remitted); sometimes, we suspect, it is because
Villemaden simply failed to record who was the moving party. Sometimes we
know, or strongly suspect, that the court rendered a sentence, but we do not
know what it was because it was recorded in the separate register of sentences.
Table 7.4, therefore, is incomplete, and it probably contains some mistakes.
We have, on occasion, surmised who was the moving party or what was the
result on the basis of the entire record, including who paid the fees. The results,
however, are so different from York and Ely that they are unlikely to be wrong
as a statistical matter.

Comparing this table to Table 6.5, the differences are so great that, once
more, we must begin by emphasizing the similarities. Despite the number of
Paris cases in which there may have been a sentence but we could not guess what
it was, Paris litigation shows an overall ratio of judgments to cases (including
those cases in which we know there was a judgment even though we cannot not
tell the gender of the person who obtained it) that is comparable to York’s in the
fourteenth century (74% vs 73%), higher than York’s in the fifteenth century
(58%), though lower than that of Ely (82%). The suspicion that the lower rate
for York in the fifteenth century was the product of poor record keeping, rather
than of fewer judgments, is confirmed by the Ely/Paris comparison (Foxton kept
better records than Villemaden). The relatively high Paris rate of judgments
also tends to confirm the notion that medieval marriage cases produced more
judgments than other types of cases.

The ratio of female plaintiffs to male is significantly lower than it is at Ely or
at York in either century (52% vs 64%, 73%, 61%, respectively).15 Here we are
hampered by the fact that in 88 cases (21%) we do not know the gender of the
moving party. It is unlikely, however, that the gender ratio differed significantly
in those cases in which Villemaden chose to tell us who the moving party was
from those in which he did not.16 What is dramatically different from the
situation at either York or Ely is the types of cases in which women dominate
the litigation and those in which men do. In spousals cases in which copula is
not alleged, women represent only one-third of the plaintiffs (33%, 63/190). In

15 Statistical disc. T&C no. 536.
16 Disc. T&C no. 537.
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table 7.4. Gender Ratios and Judgments in the Court of Paris (1384–1387)

Type of Case FP MP % F SFP SMP
Total
Cases SFD SMD

Total
Cases S noS GTOT

Unknown 8 8 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 16
Ex officio 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 1 24
Spousals

De futuro
Confessed 2 3 40 2 3 5 0 0 0 1 0 6
Contested 6 25 19 1 3 4 7 1 8 0 19 31
Deferred 23 68 25 0 0 0 68 23 91 0 0 91
Dissolution 7 6 54 6 8 14 0 0 0 0 1 15
Remitted 10 13 43 0 0 0 14 10 24 23 0 47
subtotal 48 115 29 9 14 23 89 34 123 24 20 190

De futuro plus copula
Confessed 3 0 100 3 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 6
Contested 12 3 80 1 1 2 1 3 4 0 9 15
Deferred 16 0 100 1 0 1 0 15 15 0 0 16
subtotal 31 3 91 5 1 6 1 18 19 3 9 37

De presenti 3 4 43 0 2 2 1 3 4 0 1 7
Jactitation 5 4 56 5 4 9 0 0 0 0 0 9
Undifferentiated 7 4 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11
subtotal

(Spousals)
94 130 42 19 21 40 91 55 146 27 41 254

Divorce 3 1 75 2 1 3 0 0 0 6 1 10
Separation

Bed 4 9 31 3 5 8 0 0 0 0 7 15
Goods 48 4 92 31 2 33 0 0 0 16 23 72
Uncertain 10 2 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 15
subtotal 62 15 81 34 7 41 0 0 0 16 45 102

Miscellaneous
instance

1 2 33 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 4

total 168 156 52 55 29 84 92 55 147 72 107 410

Notes: Layout as in Table 6.5. S=a definitive sentence in a case where the plaintiff cannot be
identified; noS=a case in which no definitive sentence is reported. Other abbreviations as in
Table 3.5.

Ratio of judgments to cases: 74% (303/410).
Ratio of FPs to total Ps: 52% (168/324).
Ratio of successful FPs to total successful Ps: 65% (55/84).
Female plaintiff success rate: 50% (55 won, 55 lost).
Male plaintiff success rate: 25% (29 won, 92 lost).
Overall plaintiff success rate: 36% (84 won, 147 lost).

Source: Registre de Paris.
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divorce and separation cases, however, women are four-fifths of the plaintiffs
(80%, 65/81). This is the opposite of the pattern that we saw at York and Ely,
where women sued more often to get into a marriage and men to get out of one.
The only pattern that corresponds to that at York and Ely is the dominance of
women in cases to establish a marriage in which intercourse is alleged. Women
bring 91 percent of such cases at Paris (31/34).

The courts of York in both centuries and of Ely were decidedly friendly to
plaintiffs without regard to the gender of the plaintiff (plaintiffs’ success rates:
60%, 80%, and 78%, respectively). The same was not true of late fourteenth-
century Paris, where plaintiffs had an overall success rate of only 36 percent
(84/231). Once more when we break this litigation down by types of cases, even
more dramatic differences appear. Plaintiffs’ overall success rate in spousals lit-
igation was a dismal 15 percent (31/213).17 Plaintiffs fared considerably better
in divorce and separation litigation, obtaining a divorce or separation in 59%
of the cases (66/112).18 Granted the dominance of men as plaintiffs in spousals
litigation and the dominance of women in litigation for divorce or separation,
it is not at all surprising that the overall female plaintiffs’ success rate was twice
that of the men (50% vs 25%).

sponsalia de futuro re integra

Turning to the largest category within the spousals litigation, that of sponsalia
de futuro re integra, we see that in a few cases (5) the defendant confessed the
action. Such couples were ordered to solemnize their marriages. In 15 cases,
the action was brought or defended on the ground that the sponsalia ought to
be dissolved on such grounds as the absence of the fiancé, prior sponsalia with
another, nonage, and so on. In 31 cases, the action was contested and set down
for proof. In 45 cases, the couple appeared before the court and admitted that
they had contracted but mutually discharged each other of the obligation. In 91
cases, the defendant contested the case negatively; the plaintiff admitted that
he or she had no proof and deferred the decisory oath to the defendant. The
defendant took the oath and was discharged, normally in one session. A similar
pattern of resolution can be seen in the cases of sponsalia plus copula, except
that here, remission was not possible.

Deferred

Any hope that we have of understanding what is going on in the Paris court
and why it is so different from what we see in the English courts rests on our
being able to determine what is at stake in these cases of sponsalia de futuro,
virtually half of all the marriage cases, and in the cases involving the decisory

17 Disc. T&C no. 538.
18 Disc. T&C no. 539.
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oath, virtually a quarter of all the marriage cases. The formula for the entry in
the latter form of case is not particularly helpful:

There appearing Jean Orillat, plaintiff in a matrimonial cause, and Marion fille de
Simon Malice, defendant on the other [side], the plaintiff proposed sponsalia de futuro
re integra; the defendant denied everything, and the plaintiff, saying that he had no
witnesses, deferred the oath to the defendant, which defendant swore that she never
contracted any sponsalia or pledged faith with the plaintiff; and this being the situation
we absolved the defendant, etc., giving [dantes] license to each of them, etc.; 8 deniers;
defendant 2 sous.19

Variations of the formula include a statement that “the defendant contested
negatively” (lite ex parte rei negative contestata), rather than that he or she
denied all. (This is probably more common than simply “denied,” and lets us
know that the case is proceeding according to the ordo.) Sometimes (perhaps
more often) the plaintiff “asserts” (asserens) that he has no witnesses; occa-
sionally he or she swears to the fact, but there are also cases where he or she
simply defers “immediately” (statim) or simply defers without more. The plain-
tiff sometimes defers to the oath of the defendant “in place of all proof” (pro
omni probatione). The content of the oath sometimes differs, the most com-
mon variant being “never contracted sponsalia or had marital promises with
the plaintiff” (se nunquam contraxisse aliqua sponsalia nec promissiones matri-
moniales habuisse cum dicto actore). The first “etc.” is sometimes filled in with
“from the plaintiff’s claim” (ab impetione actoris). The second “etc.” is never
spelled out, but it is almost certainly something like “to contract elsewhere”
(alibi contrahendi).20

If any of these variations has significance, it is probably lost. It is possible,
for example, that the court insisted on an oath from the plaintiff that he or
she had no proof where it suspected that there was proof. If there were proof,
then the defendant could be committing perjury in taking the decisory oath.
Similarly, the substitution of promissiones matrimoniales for fideidationes may
have been the result of a more informal recital by the plaintiff of what he or
she thought had actually happened. We cannot, however, be sure that what we
are seeing is not simply artistic variation by the notary. The formula was not
firmly fixed, and the notary relieved his boredom by varying it.21

We can be somewhat more confident that another variation does have some
significance. A few, but only a few, of the cases add at the end of the for-
mula “leaving the rest to their consciences” (cetera eorum conscienciis relin-
quentes).22 While it is possible that this is supposed to be present in all cases,
buried in the final “etc.,”23 its presence in just a few cases suggests that these

19 Orillat c Malice (26.viii.85), col. 180/1, T&C no. 540 with disc. of citation form.
20 Disc. T&C no. 541.
21 Disc. T&C no. 542.
22 Examples T&C no. 543.
23 It also sometimes appears before the dantes clause. Unfortunately, we frequently find an “etc.”

here too.
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were cases where the court thought that the conscience of the oath-taker (for
it is hard to see how the plaintiff had done anything that might trouble his or
her conscience) ought to be troubled.24 In one case this formula appears after
the plaintiff had produced some witnesses.25 Although these witnesses did not
prove the plaintiff’s case (hence her deferral), they may have said enough to
provoke suspicion in the official that there was a real but unprovable contract
here. In another case, this formula appears after the defendant concedes that
her father had arranged a marriage with the plaintiff, but she says that she never
ratified it.26

Similarly, it is surely significant that in one case, the court refuses to give the
couple license (to marry elsewhere). This is said to be done ex causa, but the
causa is not stated.27

Some of the cases in which the decisory oath is taken tell us more: Pierre de
Coesmes domicilié à la maison de maı̂tre Jean Paquete, rue de Quincampoix,
paroisse de Saint-Nicolas-des-Champs c Colette fille de Colin Poulain took two
sessions to resolve. The plaintiff proposed sponsalia de futuro and pledges of
faith (fideidationes) and said that he had given the defendant a virga of silver as
a token of marriage.28 The defendant confessed that the plaintiff had asked him
to be his wife and that she well wanted to do so if it pleased her father and her
relatives (amici), and that she took the virga under that condition. The father
appeared and said that it did not please him, and the case was set down for
making positions. At the second session, the plaintiff deferred to the defendant
the oath whether the promise was unconditional or whether it was conditional
on her father’s approval. She swore to the latter; the father once more expressed
his displeasure. The defendant was absolved and the plaintiff was condemned
to pay her expenses.29 The condemnation to pay expenses (as opposed to fees)
is not standard and may indicate that the court thought the plaintiff’s claim
frivolous.30

Similar claims by a rea that the promise was conditional on the approval of
her father, mother, and/or her relatives are made in 10 other cases:

1. Jean Gorget c Marion fille de Guillaume le Fauconier (27.vi.85),31

2. Vionnet Parvi domicilié à la maison de maı̂tre P. Cramete c Jeanette fille
du défunt Jean Charronis (21–29.vii.1385),32

3. Guillaume le Cesne c Margot fille de Simon Trilloye (13.x.85),33

24 Disc. T&C no. 544.
25 Keroursil c Gerbe (5.v.85), col. 112/8.
26 Preudhomme c Tueil (20.vi.86), col. 320/3. See at nn. 46–7.
27 Croso c Havini (25.v.86), col. 310/3, T&C no. 545.
28 Classically this would be a rod or a pin; it may be a ring. See DuCange, s.v.
29 (10–17.v.85), col. 115/1, 119/4, T&C no. 546.
30 It may also be because she, or her father, hired an advocate. In the Parvi case, which is similar,

no advocate will be mentioned.
31 Col. 144/5.
32 Col. 161/5, 165/4.
33 Col. 202/1.
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4. Robin de Champront c Gilette de Valle (30.iv.86),34

5. Huguelin Burgondi c Perette fille de Jean Fusée (27.vi.1386),35

6. Henri de Trois Maisons c Margot fille de Henri de Beaumarchais
(15.iv.87),36

7. Baudet d’Autreau c Margot fille de Jean Doublet (16.iv.87),37

8. Colin Hardi c Huguette fille de Jean le Chapellier (16.iv.87),38

9. Jean Garderel c Simonette fille de Pierre Pavot (13.vi.87),39 and
10. Robin Caudin c Gilette fille de Jean Housel (22.vi.87).40

It will be noted that in all of these cases a male plaintiff is suing a woman, who
in all but one case is named as the daughter of some man (even if the man is
dead). It will also be noted that five of these cases come from the spring of 1387,
a fact which raises the possibility that the pattern noted in the next paragraph
existed in other cases that are more cryptically noted.41

These cases have a distinct pattern that is best illustrated by a series of
formulae that appear in Garderel c Pavot:

The actor proposed sponsalia de futuro re integra. The rea confessed that the actor had
required of her and had spoken to her about contracting marriage. She then replied that
she would do what pleased her father and relatives, denying the rest. The actor deferred
the oath to the rea, who swore that she never contracted with the actor, and, further,
her father said that it did not nor does it please him, etc. And therefore we absolved the
rea from the claim of the actor, giving both of them license, etc.42

Sometimes the claim appears as part of the litis contestatio and is then con-
firmed by the decisory oath; sometimes it appears in the decisory oath after a
negative contest. In almost all the cases someone, usually the father, appears
and denies having consented or refuses to consent now. The form in which the
statement of the condition and the relatives’ denial is given varies, suggesting
that we are dealing with variations that may conform to the facts, at least as
they were stated in court. In Gorget c le Fauconier, the woman claims that she
said that she would do nothing against the wishes of her father and relatives
(quod nihil faceret absque voluntate patris et amicorum suorum), and her father
and some (quidam) of the relatives appear and say that they had consented to
nothing (nihil non consenserunt [sic]). In Parvi c Charronis, the woman, lack-
ing a father, claims that when the man spoke to her many times (pluries) about
contracting sponsalia, she always replied that she would do nothing that did
not please her mother and her relatives. This case takes two sessions to resolve,

34 Col. 297/2.
35 Col. 324/3.
36 Col. 453/3.
37 Col. 455/5.
38 Col. 456/1.
39 Col. 481/7.
40 Col. 486/1.
41 For the possible significance of this, see at n. 70.
42 Col. 481/7, T&C no. 547.
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with the decisory oath taken at the second session, the only session at which
the dissent of the relatives is mentioned (quia amicis non placet).43 In Cesne c
Trilloye, the woman claims that she told the man that she would do the will of
her father and mother (quod faceret voluntatem patris sui et matris). Her father
appears and refuses his consent and then says that this is the first time he has
heard about any marriage between Guillaume and his daughter. She had never
spoken to him about it.44 In Champront c Valle, the rea is particularly firm that
a marriage to the actor is not to her liking. Having confessed that the actor
asked her to marry him and having said that she would do what pleased her
relatives (she is the one rea who is not described as the daughter of someone),
she swears “that her relatives never said to her that it pleased them, nor did
it please her.”45 No mention is made of the appearance of the relatives. Bur-
gondi c Fusée involves the same claim by the woman, about which she takes
the decisory oath. Here, the man then confesses that the relatives did not con-
sent. In Maisons c Beaumarchais, the woman swears that she never contracted
or had marital promises with the man, but only once, while he was speaking
to her about contracting marriage, she said that she would do what pleased
her father and mother. Her father appears in court and recites the formula of
dissent. In Hardi c Chapellier, the girl claims that she said that she would do
what pleased her relatives, and her mother and relatives appear and withhold
their consent. Perhaps the notary failed to enter that her father was dead, or
perhaps he was ill. In Caudin c Housel, the woman is a bit more forthcoming,
confessing that she told the man that the marriage was pleasing to her so long
as it was pleasing to her father, mother, and relatives. The father appears and
denies his consent, and the decisory oath is taken specifically on the question of
whether she promised simply (simpliciter) or as she had previously confessed.

If we wondered in Champront c Valle whether the woman’s choice was not
perhaps the decisive factor in the plaintiff’s failure to obtain a judgment, there
can be little doubt that that was the case in Jean Preudhomme c Amelotte du
Tueil.46 Jean proposed that Amelotte’s father promised to give her to him as
wife and that she had ratified the arrangement. She, in turn, took the decisory
oath that “although the actor had spoken to the same father of the girl about a
contract of marriage with this girl, she never ratified it nor consented to it, nor
did she have any sponsalia or marital promises with the actor.”47

Guillaume de Leonibus c Agnesotte veuve du défunt Simon de Maubeuge48

also involves a woman who clearly had a mind of her own. To the actor’s
standard-form proposal, Agnesotte confessed that her brother, a master in the-
ology, had spoken to her about whether she would take Guillaume as spouse.

43 Disc. T&C no. 548.
44 Col. 201/1, T&C no. 549.
45 Col. 297/2, T&C no. 550.
46 (20.vi.86), col. 320/3. This is a case where the matter is explicitly left “to the conscience.” See

at nn. 22–6, and n. 47.
47 Id., T&C no. 551, with disc. of another example.
48 (19.vii.87), col. 499/4.
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She always replied that it was not pleasing to her, nor did it ever please her. Once,
however, her brother put her hand into Guillaume’s hand, she unwilling. She
denied everything else that was alleged. She then swore that she never contracted
espousals with Guillaume nor was it her intention to contract with him.49

Matrimonial negotiations involving relatives are also mentioned in Richar-
dette fille de Gervais de Servaise [sic] c Jean Huberti alias Normanni:50 “The
defendant confessed that the relatives of these parties had talked together about
a marriage contract between these parties, but nothing was agreed. He denies
sponsalia.” The plaintiff’s statement that she has no witnesses would seem to be
particularly inappropriate here, but the usual formulaic decisory oath follows.

If there is a suggestion of force in Leonibus c Maubeuge, there is more
than a suggestion of it in Foursia de Louyse c Pierre Doujan.51 Foursia claims
not only that Pierre contracted sponsalia de futuro with her but also that he
attempted to rape her (quod postmodum idem vir temptavit eam cognoscere,
ipsa invita). On the contract claim, she defers to Pierre’s oath, and he is absolved
of this claim. On the rape claim (super residuo), the court assigns a day for
both the parties and the promotor to present their case. On that day Pierre
appears, accompanied by an advocate, but Foursia does not (the promotor is
not mentioned), and the case disappears from view.52

Jeanne fille de Jean de Sartouville has the most dramatic allegation of force.
She confessed that while she and the plaintiff were going to look for straw for
someone at the house of one master F. in the town of Argenteuil, a gang of
men came up to her with swords unsheathed threatening to kill her unless she
pledged faith to the plaintiff. Out of terror of the gang, she promised them that
she would take the plaintiff as husband, and then immediately reclaimed. The
plaintiff deferred to her oath, and she swore as previously and was absolved.53

The formula used in Perette la Clergesse c Hans Pruce54 is different from
what we find in other cases, although this may be because a different court
officer recorded the entry. What appears at the end of the entry, however, clearly
tells us more than we normally learn:55

The actrix proposed sponsalia and matrimonial pledges of faith (fideidationes matri-
moniales); the reus contested negatively saying that although the parties had spoken
together about contracting marriage with each other, he had never contracted with the
actrix nor pledged faith to her, and because, the oath having been deferred to him by
the actrix, he swore to this, the same reus was absolved, etc. Each of them 2 sous. The
same man is condemned to pay to Perette 27 gold francs and two pairs of linen cloths,
on the basis of the confession of the man. Note this; Forestarii.56

49 Col. 499/4, T&C no. 552.
50 (9.iv.86), col. 289/4, T&C no. 553.
51 (22.xi.85), col. 224/1.
52 (29.xi.85), col. 228/4.
53 Kaerauroez c Sartouville (8.ii.85), col. 50/1, T&C no. 554.
54 (4–7.v.85), col. 300/2, 302/5.
55 Col. 302/5, T&C no. 555.
56 For Forestarii, see T&C no. 556.
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Perette and Hans may or may not have contracted marriage, but their rela-
tionship had gone beyond simple talk, for what he owes her looks like the
repayment of a substantial dowry.57

The longest case in this group is Agnesotte la Demandresse c Simon Touart,58

which takes more than a month to resolve and has six entries. The case begins
with a standard-form proposal of sponsalia de futuro re integra. There is a
negative contest, the reus appearing with an advocate, the actrix, so far as
we can tell, by herself. At the next session the actrix produces a husband and
wife as witnesses, and their examination is committed to Alain Forestarii. The
testimony of the witnesses is published, and at the next session, the actrix defers
the decisory oath to the reus. Pretty clearly, her witnesses had not proved what
she hoped they would prove.

Pierre Reaudeau clerc domicilié à la maison de Gervais Gonterii, paroisse
de Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois c Maline fille de Jean Sampsonis gives us some
procedural details that we do not get in other cases.59 On 2 October 1386,
Pierre was examined ex officio, but apparently not under oath, by the official
at the request of Jean, and apparently not in the presence of Maline. Pierre
said that he had pledged faith with Maline (se affidasse dictam filiam) and had
contracted sponsalia de futuro with her. He swore to prosecute the case and pay
expenses if he lost the case (si subcombat), and he chose a domicile.60 The case
was set to proceed. The parties were ordered not to contract elsewhere under
a penalty of 100 livres,61 and the record tells us that the girl was inhibited
personally the next day. On the next day, the couple appeared with advocates
(Jean is not mentioned). Pierre proposed as before, and Maline excepted that
he could not bring the suit because he was excommunicated by the authority
of the official at the instance of the receiver of fines of the court of Paris.62

The case was set down for the next day to prove the exception. The next day
nothing was said about the exception, and the case turned into a standard case
of deferral, with the only slight variation of the formula being that Pierre said
that “he cannot fully prove,” rather than the usual that he has no witnesses or
no proof.

The case was heard during the vintage vacation,63 and one of the reasons
why we have as much as we do for this case may be that Villemaden did not
have much else to record. Some of the procedural elements present in this case,
we may suspect, were quite standard. An initial appearance accompanied by
an order not to contract elsewhere pendente lite is found in one other case in
this group, and it may have occurred in other cases, though not recorded.64

57 Disc. T&C no. 557.
58 (22.v.87 to 28.vi.87), refs. in TCas.
59 (2–4.x.86), col. 371/3, 371/4, 372/2.
60 Disc. T&C no. 558.
61 This is much higher than the usual 40 livres, suggesting that these parties are of some wealth.
62 Col. 371/4, T&C no. 559.
63 The Paris court took a vacation for harvest and, somewhat later, for vintage.
64 Other examples T&C no. 560.
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What is probably not usual in this case is that Pierre, though he is described
as plaintiff from the beginning, does not seem to be pursuing the case very
aggressively. It is Maline’s father who seems to have been the moving party at
the first appearance. A reason that Pierre may have been reluctant to appear
before the court is suggested by Maline’s exception. Although she ultimately
does not pursue it, it may have had some basis in truth. Another reason why
Pierre might not have wanted to pursue the case is that he is a clerk. If he
marries, he will not be eligible for promotion to higher orders.

The rest must remain speculative, but it is at least possible that the parties got
exactly what they all wanted in this case. There may well have been some kind
of dealings between Pierre and Maline, perhaps involving her father. Ultimately,
they decided to call it off, but enough had been said that they needed a public
record that there was no espousal. It is also possible that Jean was pursuing
the contract with Pierre and that Maline opposed and ultimately thwarted his
wishes. Jean’s behavior is consistent with either possibility. Whether he wants
to clear the record or to push the couple into a contract, the correct first move
is to get Pierre to acknowledge before the court that a contract was, in Pierre’s
view, made. Maline may not have wanted the matter to be brought to a head so
quickly, hence her exception. The next day, however, she is firm. The exception
is forgotten, and she takes the decisory oath.65

Guiot Morelli c Laurencette de Aitrio66 begins with a quite routine deferral,
puzzling only in the fact that only the defendant is given license to contract
elsewhere. A note appended to the case tells us why: “Note that the promotor
wants to prosecute double sponsalia. Pilays.”67

Jean Radulphi c Jeanette fille de Robert de la Saussaye68 combines elements
of a deferral case with elements of a remittance case. When the actor defers the
oath, the rea quite frankly says that “she does not remember that she had any
marital promises with the actor and it was never her intention to contract with
him.” “Thereupon,” the entry continues, “the parties remitted each to the other
on both sides any marital promises or words, if there were any between them,
that savored of the force of sponsalia.” The official “tolerates the acquittance
in patience,” gives each of them license to contract elsewhere, and leaves the
rest to their consciences.69

All told, we have found additional information beyond the bare formu-
lae of deferral in 22 cases, approximately one-quarter of the total (91). This
additional information gives us something that may allow us to make some
generalizations, and may allow us to generalize about this group of cases as a
whole. Of our 22 cases, 16 show the involvement of parents and relatives in the

65 Disc. T&C no. 561.
66 Morelli c Aitrio (23.i.87), col. 418/7.
67 Col. 481/7, T&C no. 562.
68 Radulphi c Saussaye (30.v.87), col. 475/4.
69 Col. 475/4, T&C no. 563. The formula here is standard in remittance cases; see at n. 77 and

the following section.
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marriage choices of the women involved (all of the parental condition cases [11],
Preudhomme, Bourges, Leonibus, Servaise, and Reaudeau). In all but three of
these cases (Champront, Preudhomme, and Leonibus), the woman’s name is
given in terms of her father’s name (fille d’un tel). In the three cases where the
name is not so attached, the woman is emphatic about her own choice, and in
Preudhomme and Leonibus, the woman rejects the choice of her relatives. In
this regard, the pattern of naming in Preudhomme is particularly significant,
because Amelotte du Tueil did have a living father (who had promised to give
her to Jean Preudhomme); she rejected her father’s choice. Gillette de Valle (in
Champront) may not have had living parents (none is mentioned; she speaks
only of the choice of her relatives). Agnesotte Maubeuge (in Leonibus) was
a widow, and the male relative whose choice she rejected was her brother, a
master of theology.

This is not much to go on, but it is enough at least to suggest that the women
named as fille d’un tel are young, living with their parents, and subject, in
a substantial measure, to their control, at least so far as marriage choice is
concerned.70 Those not so described are more independent, perhaps older, per-
haps not living with their parents. They have more to say about their marriage
choice. This is certainly the case with Agnesotte Maubeuge, probably the case
with Gillette de Valle. Of Amelotte du Tueil we can be less sure. She may have
been a woman who knew her own mind despite the fact that she was young
and living with her father.71

Some confirmation of this hypothesis is found in the six cases that show
no evidence in the record of parental involvement. Foursia de Louyse, who
accused her putative fiancé of attempted rape, Agnesotte la Demandresse, who
tried to prove her espousals but then had defer to the defendant’s oath, and
Perette la Clergesse, who got back the advance on her dowry from her putative
fiancé, are not identified by their father’s names and are behaving more like
the female plaintiffs at York and Ely. Laurencette de Aitrio not only got out of
an engagement that she seems not to have wanted but may also have been the
source of the information that led the promotor to want to prosecute the man
for double espousals. We can tell less about the two women defendants who
are identified by their father’s names – Jeanne fille de Jean de Satrouville, the
country woman who alleged that she was forced into contracting sponsalia by
a local gang, and Jeanette fille de Robert de la Saussaye, whose decisory oath
turned into a remittance – but their stories are not inconsistent with their being
quite young. In Jeanne’s case, the problem may well have been that there was
no parental involvement in the arrangement, and in Jeanette’s case, the parties,
perhaps including their parents, seem to have been quite happy to break off
whatever kind of arrangement had been made.

Another pattern emerges from these cases: Only one of them has a specif-
ically rural setting, Kaerauroez c Satrouville, the case of the allegedly forced

70 Disc. T&C no. 564.
71 Another example T&C no. 565.
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espousals. In two cases, the plaintiff elects a domicile specifically said to be in
Paris. In another, the plaintiff elects a domicile in the house of one “maı̂tre P.
Cramete,” which was almost certainly in Paris. We probably can go further (an
impression based on more than this group of cases). It seems likely that the over-
whelming majority of the parties to the cases were Parisians. This impression is
based on the fact that people who do not come from Paris are always so iden-
tified at the beginning of the case. (There are never any surprises.) And people
who are not identified as to a place turn out to be Parisians if an identification
of place occurs later in the case.

One more probable conclusion can be drawn from these cases. The number
of cases that involved a condition of parental consent was probably larger
than the 11 (12%) for which we have records. One could probably honestly
take the decisory oath in the simple form, “never contracted sponsalia or had
marital promises,” if the facts were that one had contracted conditionally and
the condition was not fulfilled. If the condition is regarded as a precedent one
(the obligation does not arise until the parental consent is had), then one could
quite honestly say that there were no sponsalia or promises of marriage because
the precedent condition had not been fulfilled. Of course, we have no way of
knowing whether anyone took advantage of this argument, but it is hard to
imagine that some of the defendants were not so advised by their advocates.
Further, as noted earlier, almost half of the conditional promise cases come from
a three month period in 1387. Such a distribution is unlikely to be the result of
random variation in the timing of the cases.72 When we couple this fact with
the fact that there was not so much business to record in 1387 as there was
in 1385 and 1386, we come to the possibility that some of the formulaic cases
of deferral in those earlier years were, in fact, more complicated, conditional
cases, but that Villemaden only recorded the formula because that was all that he
needed to have for his records. The decisory oath was taken; the court absolved
the defendant from the suit and gave the parties license to marry others. That
was what needed to be known. How that result was reached did not have to
be recorded.

With these conclusions in mind we can look to the cases of deferral as a
whole. The first thing to notice is that a large percentage of them are brought
by men (68/91, 75%). This is, of course, a quite different gender ratio from
what we find at York and Ely.

There are 26 of the ‘straight’ deferral cases in which a man sues a woman
named as someone’s daughter (including four whose fathers are deceased) for
sponsalia de futuro re integra.73 Both of the parties in all of these cases seem
to be Parisians, although in most of the cases we have to rely on the fact that
no place outside of Paris is given. If we add these cases to the 13 discussed
previously, we have a substantial fraction of the deferral cases (39/91, 43%)
that seem to involve the fiançailles of young Parisian women living with their
parents. While this guess is probably wrong as to some of these cases, we also

72 Statistical disc. T&C no. 566.
73 Listed in T&C no. 567.
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know, from the cases where more of the circumstances are given, that women
whose fathers were arranging their marriages are not always described as fille
d’un tel. Hence, the percentage may be close to correct even if we have not
counted all the right cases to make it up.74

Not all of the cases involve young women living with their parents, however.
As we saw, one of the circumstantial cases involves a widow whose brother
is attempting to arrange her marriage. Five of the ‘straight’ deferral cases are
also brought against widows, including two cases brought by different men
against the same widow, one day apart.75 And it is at least worth suggesting
that the surname of the defendant in Jean le Museur c Jeanne la Riche Femme
is a nickname that tells us something about her status.76

We have thus been able to derive some social information from the bare Paris
record, but we are still left with the legal puzzle: Why are these parties bringing
these suits? What was the legal result that the plaintiff sought to achieve? In
order to begin to answer this question we must look at the other possible results
of a case brought to enforce sponsalia de futuro re integra.

Remitted

The 45 cases in which the parties acknowledge the obligation but remit it
are most like the ‘straight’ cases in which the oath is deferred. The result is a
foregone conclusion; the parties will be given license to contract elsewhere. The
formula entered varies somewhat, but the following includes all the elements
that are sometimes omitted in the others, with or without an “etc.”:77

There appearing maı̂tre Guillaume Lot alias de Luca, plaintiff, against demoiselle
Jeanette fille du défunt maı̂tre Jean Corderii, defendant, in a case of marriage or
espousals, they remitted each to the other the promises and pledges of faith of mat-
rimony that they had had and had contracted with each other, re integra as to carnal
intercourse, and they acquitted each other of the costs and legal proceedings that there-
after followed, which remission and acquittance, for certain reasons prompting us to
this, we admit and tolerate in patience, giving to both of them license to contract else-
where, etc., leaving the rest to their consciences.

An alternative form reads:78

Today maı̂tre Pierre Gaupin and Jeanne la Chapelue remitted each to the other the spon-
salia contracted between them per verba de futuro, re integra as to carnal intercourse,
and acquitted each other, asking us that we would deign to admit this acquittance and
remission and tolerate [it] in patience. We therefore admit and tolerate the same, and

74 Other examples T&C no. 568.
75 Listed T&C no. 569.
76 (26.i.87), col. 420/5. Indeed, both names may be out of Molière, Idler vs Rich Woman. I have

similar suspicions about ‘Agnesotte la Demandresse’.
77 Lot c Corderii (23.viii.86), col. 354/2, T&C no. 570.
78 Chapelue c Gaupin (22.iv.85), col. 102/2, T&C no. 571.
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for cause (et ex causa), giving them license to contract elsewhere or,79 etc. The woman,
2 sous.

The first form has an element in it that is specific to the case. There is evi-
dence that there had been litigation between this couple about these espousals
before they finally agreed to remit them.80 Whether the explicit reference to
conscience is also specific to the case we cannot be sure. It appears about as
often in remittance cases as it does in the deferral cases and may have been a
standard part of the formula otherwise incorporated in the almost ubiquitous
final “etc.”81 In one of the cases that includes the clause (in addition to Lot c
Corderii), there are strong indications that the judge knew more about the case
than he normally did because there had been previous proceedings in it.82 In
another, there may have been previous proceedings, or the couple was not offer-
ing very powerful reasons why they should not proceed with the contract.83 In
the other two cases, we simply cannot tell why the phrase is included here and
not elsewhere.84 Hence, as in the case of deferrals, there is some, but not over-
powering, evidence that the official knew something about the case that led him
to put the phrase in.

The formula in Lot c Corderii tells us who the initial plaintiff was, but that in
Chapelue c Gaupin does not. We have styled the latter case Chapelue c Gaupin
because at the end, the woman is charged a fee and no fee for the man is
mentioned. As will be discussed, there is much about the fees of the Paris court
that we do not know, but in one of the cases in which we know from its style
that the man is the moving party, only the man is charged the fee, and there
are none in which the only party to be charged a fee is otherwise known to be
the defendant.85 On the basis of the assumption that where only one party is
charged a fee he or she was the original plaintiff, and adding to that the cases
in which the style of the entries allows us to tell who was the moving party, we
arrive at a gender ratio of 60 percent (13 male plaintiffs and 9 female), lower
than the gender ratio for the deferral cases (75%), but still quite different from
that at York and Ely.86

The formulae for entries in remittance cases suggest dispensation, particu-
larly in the phrase “tolerate in patience” (which appears in 18 of them) and
“for a cause” (which appears in 11). (These phrases may be assumed to have
been absorbed in the “etc.” in other cases, for some are quite radically abbre-
viated.) The use of these phrases should give us pause, for the learned law did
not speak in terms of dispensation in such cases. Sponsalia de futuro were like
a contractual promise. If the promisee wanted to release the promisor, he or

79 Disc. T&C no. 572.
80 Lot c Corderii (20.viii.86), col. 352/8.
81 Disc. T&C no. 573.
82 Bonete et Dol (12.vii.87), col. 496/2; citation form disc. T&C no. 574.
83 Torneur et Caraiere (21.i.85), col. 35/4.
84 Aumosne et Boisleaue (2.vi.85), col. 126/4; Pajot et Montibus (13.ix.85), col. 189/2.
85 Firmini c Buve (17.ii.86 to 3.iii.86), refs. in TCas, disc. T&C no. 575.
86 Disc. T&C no. 576.
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she could. That this should be done in the presence of a judge was frequently
stated, but the reason for this recommendation was publicity. No dispensation
was required, except perhaps in the case where the promise had been accom-
panied by a vow. Four of our cases do mention fideidationes; perhaps that is
to be assumed in other cases and these pledges of faith may have been treated
as vows. Whatever lies behind the practice of the Paris court, it is clear that it
took sponsalia de futuro seriously.

Some of our cases give an indication of the sort of causa for breaking an
engagement that the court thought to be appropriate ones. The age of the
parties, either at the time of the contract or now, is mentioned five times: “Con-
sidering the youth of the man and the age of the woman,”87 or “considering the
age of the parties,” we admit, and so on.88 The parties said that “three years
ago, they being of a childish age, they had some words between them about
contracting marriage, although they did not intend to contract. These words, to
the extent that they savored of the force of sponsalia or marriage, they remitted
each to the other,” and so on.89 This last case is harder than it looks. If the
couple were over the age of puberty and they exchanged words that “savored
of the force of marriage,” they were married. The learned law on the topic of
exchanges of present consent that are not meant to create a marriage tended
to prefer the visible to the inner intention. It may have been perfectly obvious,
however, that this couple three years previously had not reached the age of
puberty, in which case, even if they had exchanged words of present consent,
they would be treated as words of future consent that could be revoked upon
reaching puberty.

In some cases the causa is one that could have given rise to action for dis-
solution of the sponsalia, or even to dissolution of a marriage subsequently
contracted: “On account of adultery committed on both sides, they remitted
each to the other, for which act they paid a fine.”90 “They said that it was not
beneficial (utile) for them to proceed further to the solemnization of the mar-
riage, considering that the [woman] had sinned against the law of espousals
with Jean Ludovici and others.The womanpaid a fine for the act.”91 The use of
the word “adultery” to describe the behavior of the first couple is startling and
telling. For an espoused woman to have sexual intercourse with a man other
than her fiancé was adultery in the law of the Hebrew Bible. It may have been
considered adultery in the canon law of the early Middle Ages for either an
engaged man or an engaged woman to have sexual intercourse with someone
else, but in the classical canon law, an engaged couple were not married, and
the behavior described here was, at worst, aggravated fornication. The phrase
“sinned against the law of sponsalia” in the second case is a much more accurate
description of the state of the law.

87 Jovine c Robache (28.i.85), col. 41/1, T&C no. 577.
88 Bouchere c Houx (5.vi.86), col. 315/4, T&C no. 578.
89 Prepositi et Chamoncel (5.vii.86), col. 329/3, T&C no. 579.
90 Aumuciere c Lorrain (20.v.85), col. 121/4, T&C no. 580.
91 Portier et Malevaude (4.xii.85), col. 231/3, T&C no. 581.
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The situation in Pierre Gaillart et Margot fille de Jean Ragne is more straight-
forward: “Considering that the same man by means of an oath asserted that
he had had carnal knowledge of Jeanne de Biaufort, aunt of the girl, and
that Jeanne, having been summoned about this so that the truth of the matter
could be known, did not appear,” we remitted, and so on.92 Affinity by illicit
intercourse in the first and second degrees, as we have seen, was a diriment
impediment to marriage and probably, as a practical matter, indispensable. To
dissolve a marriage on this basis would probably have required more proof
than the man’s oath, but this was not marriage; the couple wanted to remit their
vows, and the aunt’s nonappearance suggests that she had something to hide.

For the rest, it is quite vague. Jean le Torneur and Jeannette la Caraiere are
allowed to remit their sponsalia “because they do not wish to proceed further,
nor does it seem beneficial to them.” The matter is left to their consciences.93

Michel Lavandier and Jeanne la Royne alias la Magdelene are allowed to remit
“for certain reasons prompting them.”94 And the vast majority of cases give no
reason at all. It is, of course, possible that the rest of the couples were subjected
to hard questioning that is not recorded, or that Villemaden only entered the
admission of the remission when it was granted, not when it was denied. The
record we have before us, however, suggests that despite the rhetoric of cause
and dispensation, any couple who wanted to break their engagement could do
so as long as the matter was res integra.

This last requirement is, of course, important. If the couple had had inter-
course after the promise, they were not engaged; they were married. Almost all
of the records mention that the matter is res integra, and eight mention that
the couple had taken an oath to that effect.95 In one of them the couple came
quite close to being married, but the court accepted their oath that they had
had intercourse only before they contracted and not after.96 As is the case with
other elements that appear in some entries but not in others, we cannot tell
whether it can be assumed to have been taken in all cases, although the number
of cases in which it is mentioned is sufficiently small that we may doubt that it
was. What the official might have required the oath in some cases but not in
others can only be guessed. It may be significant that the oath is not mentioned
in any of the cases that refer to the youth of the parties, suggesting that they
may have been below the age of puberty even when they appeared, and that the
oath is not mentioned in the couple of cases where the parties can be shown to
be of a relatively high station.97

As was true in some of the deferral cases, a few entries in the remittance
cases tell us more because, it would seem, they did not quite fit the basic pattern.

92 (19.viii.87), col. 509/3, T&C no. 582.
93 Col. 35/4, T&C no. 583.
94 Lavandier et Royne (16.ii.86), col. 264/3, T&C no. 584.
95 Listed T&C no. 585.
96 Bonete c Dol (12.vii.87), col. 496/2, T&C no. 586.
97 See, e.g., Stainville, Houx, Monete et [], at n. 102; cases cited in nn. 77, 87–9, and 114.
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Jeanne la Esveillée c Reginald Bontrelli domicilié à la maison d’Étienne Britonis
à la signe du Dé, rue Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois begins like a normal remittance
case in which there had been previous litigation about the espousals. The couple
had decided to remit whatever espousals they had contracted, and the official
is more than usually full in admitting the remission: “considering that the res is
integra insofar as carnal intercourse is concerned and that forced nuptials have
difficult results and lest worse occur from this, etc., we have admitted,” and so
on.98 The additional language may be the result of the fact that the defendant
was represented by a proctor at the session at which the remission took place. Be
that as it may, the additional phrases come straight out of the decretals, where
they appear in the context of cases in which the pope is expressing considerable
doubt as to whether it is wise specifically to enforce sponsalia de futuro.99 As
we shall see, the Paris court does seem to have enforced such sponsalia in a few
instances, but it was aware of a contrary tradition, and that tradition came into
play in situations where neither of the parties wanted them enforced.

Roger l’Oiselet c Guillaume le Ganter père de Perette le Ganter100 is an odd
case because so far as we can tell, it is never even alleged that Perette consented,
and she does not appear. Rather, Roger “says in court that although [Guillaume]
had previously promised the same [Roger] that he would give him the girl as
spouse, the girl being absent, he does not intend to prosecute the girl about this
promise nor can he prove it, as he says.” The father, in turn, denies the promise
before the judge and swears that he never promised. Someone, the record does
not say who, is to pay a fee of two sous.

Jean Boujou c Jeanettte fille de Simon le Varlet proceeds like a defaulted
lawsuit rather than a formally accepted remission, but the effect is the same:
“[Jean] proposed that [Simon] had promised the same plaintiff the girl as spouse
and wife and that the girl has ratified this. The girl said and asserted that she
never made the promise; rather, she replied to her said father that she would
not have him. And because the same plaintiff did not want to prove further, the
defendant was absolved from the claim of the plaintiff.”101

The following entry is bizarre: “There appearing Isabelle de Stainville, Jean
du Houx, Guillaume Monete and [name illegible] who previously had con-
tracted sponsalia, they acquitted themselves on each side. We admitted this
[acquittance], considering [their] youth, etc. Jean 8 deniers.”102 If the gender
of the illegible name is male, then Isabelle somehow got involved with three
different men. If it is female, then either we are involved in some complicated
arrangement of interlocking double sponsalia, or two couples found a way to
save themselves fees by having their remissions recorded as one entry. (Why

98 (12.iv.87), col. 453/2, T&C no. 587.
99 X 4.1.2 (Alexander III, Super eo. Praeterea hi, WH 101) (ne forte deterius inde contingat); X

4.1.17 (Lucius III, Requisivit) (see Ch 9, n. 152).
100 (24.x.86), col. 382/5, T&C no. 588.
101 (30.x.86), col. 385/3, T&C no. 589.
102 (12.xii.86), col. 403/5, T&C no. 590.
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Jean ends up paying the fee I do not know. Perhaps he brought the action that
uncovered the mess.) In any case, they are all young; they want to seek other
partners, and they probably do not have much money. A sketchy entry, made
perhaps with an indulgent smile, will suffice for them (and no one is concerned
about the puzzlement of future historians).

As we have seen in previous cases, couples sometimes wanted to assert
that they really had not contracted sponsalia and to remit them if they had:
“Bertrand de Aqua and Perette la Champione of Saint-Maur-des-Fossés (Val-
de-Marne) appear and assert that they had some words between themselves
that savored the force of sponsalia de futuro, although it was not then nor is it
[now] their intention to contract with each other.”103 The case then proceeds
as a regular remission case, which the official tolerates in patience “considering
both the youth of the parties and that they have sworn that the res is integra
insofar as carnal intercourse is concerned.”104

Colin de Puteo and Catherine la Taverée are even more firm that they did
not contract: “They assert on both sides that many are whispering that these
parties have had marital promises with each other. These parties have not had
them, as they say, and if they had any between themselves or their relatives [had
any], they remit them each to the other.”105

This last entry is telling because it provides a clue as to the motivation of
the parties for going through the procedure of remittance. If one is seeking a
marriage partner, even if one just wants to be free to do so, it does not help
to have rumors around that one has contracted with someone else. We have
already seen that double espousals was an offense for which one could be
prosecuted. In at least one case, a priest refuses to solemnize a marriage where
a third party alleges that one of the couple had sponsalia de futuro with him.106

We may suspect, however, that there was more to the fear of having rumors of a
contract around than simply the legal consequences. As the misuse of the word
“adultery” in Aumuciere c Lorrain shows,107 late fourteenth-century Parisians,
or at least some of them, did not regard sponsalia de futuro as simply a contract.
It was more serious than that, more like an ‘initiate marriage’, a phrase that had
pretty much dropped out of the canonical literature after Gratian’s solution to
the problem of the sponsa duorum had been rejected in the late twelfth century.

As was the situation with the deferred cases, the remission cases give us
some hints as to the age, status, and residence of the parties. In the five cases in
which the age of the parties is mentioned as a motivating factor for admitting
the remission, the parties are probably all quite young, except for the woman
who is specifically stated to be older than the boy.108 To these we may add the
seven cases in which the woman is named as the daughter of some man, and

103 (13.x.86), col. 377/5, T&C no. 591.
104 Id., T&C no. 592.
105 (27.xi.85), col. 225/2, T&C no. 593, with disc. of another example.
106 Voisin c Furno (27.x.85), col. 205/4. Another example T&C no. 594.
107 See at n. 90.
108 See at nn. 87–9.
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the case in which the woman is not even a party.109 That still gives us a lower
percentage of young women whose fathers or relatives are, or are expected to
be, arranging their marriages than we found in the deferral cases (12/45, 27%
vs 39/91, 43%). On the other side, there are four widows, a slightly higher
percentage than we found in the deferral cases (4/45, 9% vs 6/91, 7%).110

There is enough here to suggest that the parties in remission cases may have
been a bit older and bit more independent than those in deferral cases.

One reus in this group has chosen a domicile that is obviously in Paris, and
a woman is given a street address in Paris when she is fined.111 One actrix is
described as being of the diocese of Séez and another woman as being of the
village Saint-Maur-des-Fossés (Val-de-Marne).112 For the rest we must presume,
as we did with the deferral cases, that most, if not all, of the parties unidentified
as to place come from Paris.

The remission cases give us one of the rare indications of a man’s trade,
Matthieu Rochet, pewterer.113 Maı̂tre Guillaume Lot, alias de Luca, and demoi-
selle Jeanette fille du défunt maı̂tre Jean Corderii may have operated in profes-
sional circles.114 At one point in the case, Jeanette appoints seven proctors. The
defendant in another case is styled as magister.115 A mysterious note at the
end of the remission of Rémi Ogeri and Colette la Maigniere suggests that one
“maı̂tre Ja[?cques]” owes the fee.116 The couple may have worked for him.

Confessed

There are only five actions for sponsalia de futuro re integra that are confessed.
In all but one of them, they result in an order to solemnize the marriage, within
quite a short time. The actions are thus like the remission actions, in that the
parties come to an agreement, but different in that they have the opposite result.

The standard form in confessed actions is well illustrated by Perette la Truiere
c Laurence Johannis:117

Concerning [PT], plaintiff in a marriage case against [LJ], defendant, the plaintiff pro-
posed sponsalia de futuro and matrimonial pledges of faith. The defendant confessed,
etc. He was condemned to solemnize the marriage in the face of the church [within six
weeks], etc., which the same man promised to do. Plaintiff, 12 deniers.

Two other cases have shorter entries but are to the same effect.118

109 Listed T&C no. 595.
110 Listed T&C no. 596.
111 Ref. T&C no. 597.
112 Colette la Soupparde (n. 95); Perette la Champione (n. 103).
113 Rochet c Chouine (13.iii.86), col. 276/5.
114 See at n. 77. The plaintiff may have been of Italian origin. While both maı̂tre and demoiselle

indicate a higher social status, they are quite vague as to what status.
115 Maı̂tre Pierre Gaupin (n. 78).
116 (16.xii.84), col. 12/5, T&C no. 598.
117 (7.vi.85), col. 130/3, T&C no. 599.
118 Listed T&C no. 600.
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We might think that Truiere c Johannis was a case in which a woman, on
her own, was using the court to provide the necessary shove to get her fiancé
to solemnize the marriage, and perhaps it was. But in another case, we know
that there was parental involvement. The entry in Catherine fille de Jean Miole
et Jean Tissay clerc is simple: “Today, having heard the confession of [CM],
[CM] was adjudged the sponsa of [JT] and they were affianced to each other
by their common consent. And it was enjoined upon them that they solemnize
the marriage within a month, etc.”119 Because Tissay was a clerk, we know
what we would not have known had he been a layman. In the previous entry,
Jean Miole took security from him according to the custom of the court of
Paris. Tissay was enjoined not to do wrong to Jean Miole under penalty of
excommunication and 40 Paris livres. Six months later Jean Miole released the
security, and we may well imagine that the solemnization happened.120

Jean de l’Aumosne le jeune c Robinette la Charretiere is a quite different kind
of case.121 Robinette confesses the sponsalia but immediately alleges that Jean
had previously espoused another woman. The case is set down for two days
later for Jean to take an oath that the previous sponsalia were remitted.122 When
the day comes for him to do so he does not appear, and the case disappears
from view. Both parties are represented by advocates; perhaps Jean’s told him
that he did not have a case.

Dissolved

Many of the 15 cases of dissolution of sponsalia have a criminal element in them,
particularly the 8 that involve attempted bigamy. They thus do not normally
have a ‘plaintiff’, although we may suspect that in at least some of the cases,
the innocent party was responsible for bringing the case to light.

Office c Margot l’Uillere de Lagny (Seine-et-Marne) et Denis Toussans
(13.iii.85) is typical:123 “Today the sponsalia de futuro re integra between [MU]
and [DT] were declared null, considering that the same man had previously
contracted sponsalia with Perette [la Migrenote], carnal intercourse thereupon
following. The same man made amends as is contained in the register of those
imprisoned.”

Some light is shed on this case by an entry in the session for 27 February
1385, in which Denis Toussains (who must be the same man) and Perette la
Migrenote are petitioning the court: “[T]hey say that they had pledged faith
to each other, and afterwards had had carnal matter. Then they were declared
married by the official of Meaux, but after that adjudication they had not

119 Miole et Tissay (7.x.85), col. 198/1, T&C no. 601.
120 Id. col. 197/10, disc. T&C no. 602.
121 Aumosne c Charretiere (13–15.xii.85), col. 235/1, 236/3.
122 Col. 235/1, T&C no. 603.
123 Col. 76/2, T&C no. 604.
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had intercourse, but Perette had several times had intercourse with Hanequin
Hurtaut, a resident of Meaux. Therefore they did not wish to proceed further.”
This last remark is strange. It is almost as if they thought that somehow the
official could dissolve their marriage. The official is about to make a decree,
perhaps of separation from bed and board, but the entry breaks off.124

Sometime between 27 February and 13 March, the court found out about
Margot, and Denis ended up in the bishop’s prison. The declaration of nullity
of his attempted sponsalia with Margot is now a foregone conclusion. That is
the least of his problems.

The entry in Sibel fille de Bertin le Valyte [de Gretz (Seine-et-Marne)] et Jean
Sapientis du diocèse de Besançon is much less criminal, though it may be an
office case:125 “Today, considering the confession of [JS] who confessed that
he had contracted marriage in the face of the church with [name garbled] and
afterwards that he had contracted sponsalia de futuro with [SV] in Gretz on
[25.ix.85], we declared that the espousals are null, etc., giving the same girl
license to contract elsewhere.”

One can imagine a story that would account for the fact that Jean Sapientis
is let off, so far as we can tell, without even paying a fine, whereas Denis
Toussains ends up in the bishop’s prison. Perhaps Jean thought that his wife
in far-off Besançon was dead, and when he discovered that she was alive, he
came into court of his own accord and begged to be forgiven.126 He certainly
had not, as may have happened in Denis’s case, attempted to get the judgment
of another bishop’s official reversed and, when he failed to do so, gone out and
brazenly attempted to marry another woman. There are, however, many other
possibilities. The entry in this case contains an obvious error (the garble of
the other woman’s name), a fact that suggests that Villemaden was not paying
much attention to his task. He could just have forgotten to enter the punishment,
which, as we know from other entries, would have been recorded elsewhere as
well.

We cannot tell whether Loret le Lonc et Edelotte fille de Jean le Gaignier
de Vaudherland (Val-d’Oise)127 is an instance case brought by Loret that turns
into an office case or an office case promoted by Loret. That he was actively
involved in the prosecution of the case, however, is indicated by the fact that
Edelotte is, among other things, condemned to pay his costs for the day in
court. Edelotte confesses on oath that she contracted sponsalia de futuro and
pledged faith to Jean Hardy of Gonesse (Val-d’Oise) on 2 October 1385.
Jean swore to the same thing. On 18 November, the court declares that the
espousals (not specifically said to be de futuro) that Edelotte had contracted
with Loret on 10 November are null, and Loret is given license to contract

124 Col. 65/4, T&C no. 605.
125 (7.x.85), col. 198/8, T&C no. 606.
126 Reconstruction suggested by Falampin et Falaise at n. 134.
127 (18.xi.85), col. 221/2.
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elsewhere. Edelotte and Jean are to make amends for “clandestine sponsalia”;
Edelotte is to make amends for double sponsalia “as is secured in the register
of Nicolas Charronis,” one of the promotors of the court. She is charged a fee
of two sous and Loret a fee of twelve deniers. A marginal note suggests that
the amends were paid.128

Other cases of double sponsalia by a woman give us less detail. In one it
would seem that on the confession of the woman alone, the current sponsalia
were dissolved, and the man given license to contract elsewhere. The man is
to pay the court fee, and the woman is to make amends for the double spon-
salia.129 In another case, the first of two men whom Marguerite fille d’Honorati
Marescalli espoused appears and proposes that he had affianced her (affidavit)
three months previously, and that the second man had affianced her in the
face of the church the previous Sunday. Marguerite confesses all this, and court
declares the first sponsalia valid, the second null, and gives license to the second
man to contract elsewhere. Marguerite is to make amends for double sponsalia,
and someone, the record does not say who, is to pay a fee of two sous.130 One
wonders what Honorati thought of all of this. We may speculate that he pre-
ferred the man whom his daughter had publicly espoused, and he may not even
have known about the other one.

If Lonc et Gaignier raises questions of whether subsequent sponsalia de pre-
senti could overcome prior sponsalia de futuro, Jean Pelliparii et Jeanette fille
d’Étienne Perrisel leaves no doubt that subsequent marriage (however defined)
would.131 The court finds (quia nobis constat) that after contracting sponsalia
de futuro re integra with Jean, Jeanette has “consummated marriage” (matri-
monium consumasse) with one Pierre Heude. Jean is given license to contract
elsewhere. Someone (probably Jeanette) is to pay a fee of two sous, and Jeanette
is to make amends “as is secured in the paper [register] of Alain Audren,” a
proctor of the court and one of the numerous keepers of registers.132

We do not know what sorts of fines the women involved in double espousals
paid, but there is no indication that any of them was imprisoned. The court
was harsher with men (though it might be more cautious to say that it was
harsher with two of the three men it caught). Étienne Jouvin of Chevreuse
(Yvelines) confessed to having contracted sponsalia (of uncertain verb tense)
with Agnesotte la Bouchere about a year before he contracted them with Perette
fille de Jean la Cheuvre. The second sponsalia were declared null, and Étienne
was imprisoned. Two weeks later he made amends by promising to pay six
francs within two months. A fellow townsman went surety for him, and a
marginal note indicates that the money was paid.133

128 Id., T&C no. 607.
129 Ancien et Templiere (23.ii.87), col. 432/7, T&C no. 608.
130 Huguelin, Olearii et Marescalli (13.iii.86), col. 276/1, T&C no. 609.
131 (27.xi.85), col. 226/4.
132 E.g., col. 6, 243; col. 226/4, T&C no. 610.
133 Cheuvre c Jouvin (24.i.86), col. 250/4, T&C no. 611.
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We cannot be sure, however, that all who contracted double sponsalia, even
if they were potential bigamists, were punished. The entire entry on 19 October
1386 in Cassin Falampin et Perette la Falaise reads: “[PF], who contracted new
sponsalia de futuro with [CF] was enjoined to provide assurance (faciet fidem)
about the death of her first husband before Christmas; otherwise [CF] will have
license to contract elsewhere, etc.; 12 deniers.”134

As in the case of Jean Sapientis, it is possible that the penalty for Perette was
recorded elsewhere and not here. We can imagine, however, that if Perette had
been forthcoming about the existence of the prior husband and her belief in
his death, the court might not have penalized her but simply required that she
come up with some convincing evidence of his death.

There is one example of sponsalia dissolved on the basis of the incest rules.
Those of Jean de Rivers and Marion la Contesse de Pentino were dissolved
on the ground that Jean’s former wife, Sancelotte, was the second cousin once
removed of Marion.135 Both were given license to contract elsewhere, and Jean
paid a fee of two sous, a fact that suggests that he was the moving party.

Four women petition for dissolution of their sponsalia and license to marry
another because of the absence of their fiancés. In all four cases the petition is
granted, at least in part, but in some cases it takes some doing to get it. The
greatest amount of detail is given in Jeanette fille d’Étienne Carnificis de Vémars
(Val-d’Oise) c Guillaume Regis de la région d’Anjou:136

Today [JC] appeared and asserted that five years ago a certain young man named [GR]
from the region of Anjou, who was then staying in the town of Vémars, asked the mother
of the girl to grant her to him as sponsa. The mother promised to give the same girl to the
man as wife, there being no other promises or pledges of faith between this girl and the
man, although she ratified the promise of her said mother. Shortly afterwards the man
absented himself from the village and the surrounding area and went to foreign parts.
Therefore, she had him called in the village, in the place where she [? it could be “he”] was
then living and from the pulpit of the church, at four intervals, at which he did not appear.
Therefore, the girl, considering the foregoing, asks for license to contract [elsewhere],
and she swore that she had never had sexual intercourse with the man. Considering this
oath and the other matters foregoing, we admitted the summonses and the oath, and
we admitted her conscience. We neither give nor do we deny her license. 2 sous.

We have no idea why Jeanette’s mother rather than her father made the
promise. It could be that Villemaden neglected to note that the father was
dead, but perhaps the point is that the mother made the promise, not the father.
Jeanette, in turn, ratified her mother’s promise, but there was no affidatio. Guil-
laume departed for parts unknown. Jeanette had him summoned, and swore
that she never had intercourse with him. The official’s response strikes me as
niggardly. Perhaps he did not believe Jeanette when she said that she had not
had intercourse with Guillaume. As it is, she will probably have to come back

134 (19.x.86), col. 379/8, T&C no. 612.
135 (27.x.85), col. 209/2, T&C no. 613, with disc.
136 (2.vi.86), col. 314/2, T&C no. 614.
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to court when her banns are proclaimed, something that she would not have to
do if the official had given her license (unless, of course, Guillaume appeared
and claimed that they did have intercourse).

In three other cases, the license is given. In one, the girl claims that the man
has not been found after a year and that she wants to become a mother. She
swears that the sponsalia de futuro were re integra, that the four summonses
were made, and that the sponsalia were made conditional on the approval of
her relatives. The girl is charged the quite high fee of four sous.137 In another,
the man has been banished from the kingdom for his crimes. This seems to be
an easy case, and no fee is mentioned, although even here four summonses were
made.138 The last case is even easier. Isabelle fille de Jean Charronis is granted
license to contract “where she will,” notwithstanding her sponsalia de futuro re
integra with Robin Anglici a year earlier, because the man had absented himself
and did not appear when called at three intervals.139

One dissolution case casts doubt on whether there was anything to dissolve.
Pierre Fabri and Jeanette fille de Jean de Moriaut are granted license to contract
elsewhere, “because they had not had any sponsalia, although their fathers had
had some words between them about giving one to the other.”140

The final dissolution case is contested. It raises a number of interesting issues
but disappears from view before we can get any sense of what the court will
make of them. Henri Rouet, residing at the house of Brice Podeur (almost
certainly in Paris), brings an action alleging that the deceased father and the
mother of Agnesotte fille du défunt Simon de Longuerue had promised their
daughter to him, had granted her to him (concesserunt), and had affianced her
to him (affidaverunt), on the basis of a contract that they had between them.
Agnesotte denies the pledges of faith, and says that if her father and mother
promised anything to Henri, she was not pleased and was not of age at the
time. Now she reclaims: “as quickly as she could find him so quickly would she
reclaim” (a garbled phrase but that is probably what it means). Both parties are
represented by advocates, and the mother and tutors of the girl are inhibited
from binding her to anyone else pendente lite.141 In the next session, Henri
produces five witnesses; an examiner is commissioned. Agnesotte reclaims, and
someone (probably Henri) produces “letters or a brevet from the Châtelet”
purporting to be a contract between Agnesotte’s father and Henri. Although
the case is set for the following Monday, no further entries are to be found.

It is striking how many of these cases of dissolution of sponsalia come from
outside of the city of Paris. Four of the double espousals cases do so, as do

137 Rouge c Carnoto (18.iv.87), col. 457/2, T&C no. 615. The man’s name suggests that he came
from Chartres.

138 Cularse c Pelliparsi (3.vii.87), col. 492/1, T&C no. 616.
139 (4.v.86), col. 300/6. Three intervals (tres dilationes) is probably the same as four summonses

(quatuor evocationes).
140 (2.iii.87), col. 436/4, T&C no. 617.
141 Rouet c Longuerue (25–27.x.85), col. 208/4 (T&C no. 618), 209/4.
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three of the non-bigamy cases (if we accept the identification of “de Pentino”
in Rivers et Contesse).142 These cases remind us more of the English cases in the
issues that they raise: double espousals, nonage, whether the words exchanged
constitute sponsalia. Perhaps French men and women who lived in rural areas
engaged in the kind of behavior that got them into marital difficulties like those
found in England more often than did those who lived in the big city of Paris.143

Of course, when they got to court the sponsalia that they alleged were de futuro
rather than de presenti. We will have occasion to explore these similarities and
differences in more depth in a later section.

Contested

Thirty-one of the cases seeking to enforce sponsalia de futuro re integra are
contested and not deferred, at least initially, to the decisory oath. A few do not
get very far, a couple give us a result, and we can be reasonably confident that
a result was reached in a number of them but that the sentence was recorded
elsewhere. These cases took up a lot of the court’s time. There are 196 entries
for our 31 cases, an average of 6.3 entries per case. This did not mean that
such cases extended over a long period of time. The Paris court was in session
virtually continuously, and while some cases were postponed over the harvest
and vintage vacations, most marriage cases were not. At Ely a postponement
from session to session would mean that a case would meet at three-week
intervals. At Paris it was much more common for a marriage case to meet every
week.

The tendency of male plaintiffs to dominate marriage litigation, which we
noted in other types of cases, is particularly notable in the contested cases.
Eighty-one percent of the plaintiffs (25/31) in contested cases of sponsalia de
futuro re integra are male.

Contested cases in the Paris register are disappointing in the amount of sub-
stantive information that they reveal. We follow the parties through numerous
procedural steps. Sometimes the defendant is contumacious, witnesses are intro-
duced and their depositions published, and various procedural arguments take
place. Information about the substance of the claims, much less about what the
argument was really all about, is hard to come by.

Twelve of the cases give us no substantive information other than that the
plaintiff was claiming sponsalia de futuro, which the defendant denied. Most
of these cases disappear after one, two, or three sessions, usually following
the nonappearance of the plaintiff and before any witnesses are introduced.144

One is resolved by the deferral of the decisory oath to the defendant after

142 See n. 135, disc. T&C no. 619.
143 That Parisians could also, on occasion, engage in such behavior is suggested by Huguelin,

Olearii et Marescalli (n. 130).
144 Listed T&C no. 620.
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witnesses are introduced,145 and one is remitted after witnesses are intro-
duced.146 To this we may add the one case in which the plaintiff fails to appear
after having produced witnesses.147 In all of these latter cases we may sus-
pect that the witnesses did not prove what the plaintiff hoped they would
prove.

Some of these cases give us some social information, even though they do
not tell us what the dispute was about. Maı̂tre Jean Fernicle took security
from Guillaume le Paige, clerk.148 On the same day, Burgotte, Jean’s daughter,
sued Guillaume, alleging sponsalia de futuro. The case was set for a session to
determine the mode of procedure (probably whether it would be long form or
summary), but no further entries are recorded.149 It was probably settled.

Dame Jeanne de Senay dame de Vienne (Val-d’Oise) c Bartholome de la
Pierre involves parties at the highest social level that we have seen.150 After
indecisive proceedings in the spring of 1385, in which it is unclear whether
Jeanne is suing Bartholome or he suing her, the case begins in earnest on 10 June,
with the jurisdiction of the court founded on the basis of letters of citation from
the king himself. The entry describes the case as one that “has been initiated
for a long time or is hoped to be initiated.”151 In July, Jeanne’s proctor pro-
poses sponsalia de futuro, which Barthomole’s proctor denies, and the case then
disappears from view.

In Denis le Bryais c Julianne fille du défunt Jean Chapon, a case that dis-
appears after the plaintiff’s non-appearance at the third session, the defendant
denies sponsalia de futuro, but then says that “she does not know whether the
plaintiff took her by the hand or not.”152 Whether he took her by the hand or
not is probably legally irrelevant, but the mention of it suggests, as do a num-
ber of other cases in the register, that handfasting was not a custom confined
to England.153

The most frustrating case in this group is Colin Eliart c demoiselle Guille-
mette fille de Raoul Gosse.154 Twenty-nine sessions over the course of almost
15 months tell us virtually nothing about what the case was about. It is finally
set down for an interlocutory sentence, the subject of which is not given, but it
may have resolved the case. Guillemette constitutes six proctors at the begin-
ning of the case, and she also has more than one advocate over the course
of the proceedings. It seems fairly clear that she was attempting to delay the

145 Chemin c Chapelle (16.viii.86 to 14.v.87), refs. in TCas, disc. T&C no. 621.
146 Ruella c Provins (1.vi.87 to 26.viii.87), refs. in TCas.
147 Hugot c Furno (10.iv.85 to 2.v.85), col. 92/5, 97/6, 103/3, 109/7.
148 Fernicle c Paige (1) (21.iv.85), col. 101/4.
149 Fernicle c Paige (2) (21.iv.85), col. 102/1.
150 (17.iii.85 to 3.vii.85), refs. in TCas.
151 Col. 132/1: in quadam causa matrimoniali mota diu est seu moveri sperata. For this formula,

see Donahue and Gordus, “Case from Stratford’s Act Book,” 52.
152 (16.iv.87), col. 455/4 (T&C no. 622), 461/3, 463/5.
153 For another example, see Odin et Thiefre c Blagi (n. 180).
154 (9.i.86 to 29.iii.87), refs. in TCas.
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proceedings. Colin, who is also represented, may have just allowed the pro-
ceedings to carry on for as long as they did, or the case may illustrate how
slow long-form Romano-canonical procedure could be if committed to skilled
lawyers. At one point, Colin’s advocate argues that Guillemette’s exceptions
to his witnesses are “frivolous and inept,” and a later entry tells us that she
accused them of being criminals.155 The potential of this exception for delay
had become so notorious by the early modern period that efforts were made to
restrict its use.156 In the autumn of 1386, there is a new litis contestatio on facts
proposed by Guillemette. This suggests that Colin had proved his basic case and
may suggest, as do other cases, that it had become a case about whether the
conditions of the contract had been fulfilled.

Marion la Ligniere fille de Jean Chateaufort c Jean Colasse (Ser[ur]arii)
?apprenti (famulus) de Guillaume le Serreurier157 is similarly frustrating in
the amount of substantive information that it gives. The result in the case, if
there was one, lies beyond the chronological limits of the book. What is inter-
esting about the case is that the parties seem to be more like those whom we
saw at York and Ely. Here, a young woman is suing to establish a marriage
with the apprentice (if I am reading famulus right) of a man who may well be
a locksmith.158 The fact that later in the case Jean is called Jean “le Serrurier”
suggests that he may have left his apprenticeship and become a locksmith him-
self. Marion has three witnesses, all women, one married, and her father is not
in evidence. Both parties have hired advocates. Jean, at one point, is represented
by a proctor. These people are not of the social level of Colin Eliart and demoi-
selle Guillemette fille de Raoul Gosse, but the court is open to them, and they
know how to handle themselves in it.

Of the 19 contested cases about which we know more about the issues than
just that they involve sponsalia de futuro re integra, 17 concern either parental
consent or the financial arrangements for the marriage. Let us look first at the
parental consent cases.

Thomas Domont c Perrette la Cousine159 has a pattern of pleading similar
to that which we saw in some of the deferral cases. Thomas claims sponsalia de
futuro re integra. Perette confesses that he spoke to her about marriage, and she
replied that she would do nothing unless it pleased her father. The father appears
and says that he was not, and is not, pleased. An entry is missing, but we see
that Thomas produced witnesses, perhaps on the question of whether the father
had consented, but more likely on the question of whether Perette’s consent was
conditional in the first place. The testimony is ultimately published, a conclu-
sion is declared in the case, and it is set “to hear the law.” It then disappears

155 Col. 336/3 (read actor dixit for rea dixit), 369/3.
156 E.g., Maranta, Speculum aureum, pars 6, tit. De repulsa testium, pp. 384–6; Ordonnance du

roi pour la procédure civile (1667), tit. 23, in Recueil des grandes ordonnances, 464.
157 (30.iv.87 to 19.viii.87), refs. in TCas.
158 Disc. T&C no. 623.
159 (2.i.85 to 20.ii.85), refs. in TCas.
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from view. It could have been compromised,160 but considering the presence of
a separate register of sentences, it is equally likely that the result was recorded
elsewhere.

A number of other cases produce variations on this basic theme. In Colin
Oliverii c Jeanette la Bouchere,161 Colin claims that “sponsalia per verba de
futuro were contracted between him and the relatives of the defendant, which
this defendant before and afterwards ratified, and that he contracted with her.”
She “confessed that the plaintiff had spoken with her and that she said that
she would do nothing except at the will of her relatives.”162 Colin produces 10
witnesses (all men) who are examined and whose testimony is published. He is
asked to produce them again, but after the vacations for harvest and vintage,
the parties remit their contract. The fact that Jeanette and not Colin is charged
a fee (admittedly a modest one) for the remittance suggests that Colin had a
case. It is probably significant that the relatives never appear, as they do in most
such cases, to deny that they ever consented.

Pierre Vauvere c Jeanette Maindieu163 is more cryptic. Pierre claims spon-
salia de futuro and matrimonial pledges of faith. Jeanette claims that they were
conditioned on the approval of her relatives. Two of the relatives appear and
say that they did not and do not approve.164 At the next substantive session,
the couple are enjoined from contracting elsewhere pendente lite, and Jeanette’s
father appears and adds his disapproval to the list.165 Pierre produces six wit-
nesses whose testimony is published, and the case is set down for conclusion.
A sentence may have been rendered, or the case may have been compromised;
there is less indication in this case than there is in some of the others that the
court was ready to render sentence.166

Other cases take fewer sessions to resolve, although they seem to raise the
same basic issue. Françoise fille de Guillaume Grivel says that she replied to
Odinet Tassin’s request that she be his wife that she would do what pleased her
father and mother. The father swears to his displeasure in the standard form,
and she is absolved from Odinet’s suit.167 Apparently Odinet had no proof
to the contrary, though this is not mentioned. A pair of incomplete entries in
another case suggest that the same result followed when the claim was that
the relatives had to be pleased.168 In a third case, the plaintiff alleges that the
consent was obtained: “The plaintiff proposed that he contracted sponsalia de
futuro re integra with this defendant, and the mother of the defendant agreed

160 Text and disc. T&C no. 624.
161 (26.v. to 21.x.85), refs. in TCas.
162 Col. 123/8, T&C no. 625.
163 (22.vi.85 to 19.viii.85), col. refs. in TCas.
164 Col. 141/1, T&C no. 626.
165 Col. 146/4, disc. T&C no. 627.
166 This is because the case is not set down ad audiendum ius, and no collatio is ordered. See

n. 160.
167 (28.viii.86), col. 358/3, T&C no. 628.
168 Paillart c Grolée (3.ii.86), col. 256/3, 257/4, disc. T&C no. 629.
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that she [the defendant] be wife to the plaintiff, and afterwards the defendant,
ratifying this, affianced the plaintiff.” The defendant denies all; the case is set
down for proof and disappears after the second entry.169 In a fourth case that
disappears without a resolution, the defendant answers the plaintiff’s claim that
she had pledges of faith and sponsalia de futuro re integra with him by saying
that “she confessed that he had proposed to her and had spoken with her about
contracting and that she had replied that she would do what pleased her mother
and relatives and what belonged to them.”170 The last phrase is not standard
and hence quite telling.

Gilda fille [du défunt] Jean Bigot replies to the claim of Jean de Sancto
Mederico not only that her consent was conditional on that of her relatives
but also that she was “seduced” into consenting by Jean’s father, that she was
11 years old at the time, and that she reclaimed. Her tutors appear and say that
they did not and do not consent.171 Jean introduces witnesses, but in the fourth
session of the case the court renders sentence:172

Considering that the same plaintiff previously proposed sponsalia de futuro re integra,
etc., and the defendant confessed that by the seduction of the father of the plaintiff she
had made a marital promise with the same plaintiff, and that this was out of fear and
not otherwise, which sponsalia she protested that she would reclaim when she became
of marriageable age,173 which defendant also swore today before us that she had not
otherwise contracted or made marital promises with the plaintiff, considering also the
oath of [four men, including a priest], witnesses who were examined today and testified
to the same thing, we absolve the defendant from the claim of the plaintiff, giving license
to both, etc.

If we can doubt whether Gilda Bigot was even “of marriageable age,” there
is no doubt that Agnesotte veuve du défunt Guillaume du Pré alias Charron was
a mature woman whose ambiguous marriage negotiations with Monet Foueti
(Fouest) are at least hinted at in the pleadings and positions of the case that he
brought against her:174

The plaintiff proposed that previously (alias) they had made many marital promises and
finally in the garden of the woman this woman said that she would “lead” (duceret)
the plaintiff as husband even without the consent of her relatives if they do not want
to consent to this, etc., and the plaintiff also promised to take her (ducere) as wife. The
defendant confessed that they had previously had words about contracting marriage and
that she said to the plaintiff that if it pleased the relatives of this defendant she would
contract marriage with this plaintiff and not otherwise.

169 Andree c Pigne (16–23.i.86), col. 246/2 (T&C no. 630), 249/3.
170 Gallon c Godée (16–23.vii.87), col. 498/2 (T&C no. 631), 501/5.
171 (23.ix.85), col. 192/4, 194/7, 198/3, 203/4.
172 Col. 203/4, T&C no. 632.
173 This suggests that she is not yet 12, though we cannot always be confident that the notaries

got their tenses right.
174 (27.vii.87 to 5.ix.87), refs. in TCas.
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The parties are inhibited from contracting elsewhere pendente lite under penalty
of 40 livres, and the woman introduces her relatives to the court (four men,
one of whom is a Raoul du Pré). The record does not say that they dissented,
but they probably did.175

The entry in which the defendant clarifies the “doubted” positions previously
entered into by her proctor176 tells us a bit more:

To the position that begins [i.e., the position originally said]: “And again, that the
plaintiff came again to the defendant on the Monday next following and asked of her
whether she wished to take [accipere] the plaintiff as husband or not. She doubts.” –
she [now] replies, “She believes [so].” [To the position that begins:] “And again, that at
that time the plaintiff said to the same defendant that the same plaintiff would not have
his relatives come until he knew exactly what the defendant wanted, and that he did not
wish to labor further in vain at the word “she doubts,” – she [now] replies “She does not
believe [it is so] as it is stated.” [To the position that begins:] “And again, thirdly, that
the plaintiff also promised the same defendant likewise that he would take her and ‘lead’
her (ipsam caperet et duceret) as wife and that nonetheless he would, out of abundance
[of caution], take steps to seek her through her relatives, as this defendant wished. She
doubts.” – she [now] replies, “She believes that [it was so] in the situation in which it
pleased her relatives and not otherwise.”177

While we must fill in what is missing with details from the pleadings, a consis-
tent picture emerges. Monet is arguing that on a particular occasion, Agnesotte
had agreed to a marriage without requiring the consent of her relatives. This
happened, he says, on a Monday in her garden. Dispensing with the relatives’
consent was not his idea, but he did not want to call his relatives, unless he was
sure that she was willing to go through with the contract. He even suggested
that she call her relatives “out of abundance of caution” (ex habundanti).178

Monet produces two witnesses, both men, and seeks the compulsion of two
others, both married women. These witnesses are still being examined when
the register ends, and so we have no idea how the case was resolved. What we
do have, however, tells us more than do most of the Paris cases. Agnesotte is an
independent woman (mulier, not filia), though she need not have been very old.
She has her own garden, and she may have been of somewhat higher station
than Monet. The phrase in the pleadings “that she said that she would lead
the plaintiff as husband” (quod ipsa dictum actorem duceret in maritum) is a
striking piece of Latin, for in both classical and medieval Latin, the husband
“leads” the wife (i.e., to his house), not vice versa, except, so far as I am aware,
in one passage in the Codex where a free woman led a slave as husband, not
knowing that he was a slave.179 It also seems clear that Monet and Agnesotte
had discussed the possibility of agreeing to marriage without the consent of

175 Col. 502/3, T&C no. 633.
176 Disc. T&C no. 634.
177 Col. 508/1, T&C no. 635.
178 The meaning here is least certain because the Latin does not quite parse. See text at T&C no.

636.
179 C.5.18.3.
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their relatives, except, perhaps, having them come in at the end to witness
what had already taken place. It seems reasonably clear that this latter is what
Monet had in mind. He may even have genuinely thought that that was what
was agreed to. Of Agnesotte we can be less sure. She may have agreed to
Monet’s proposal and then thought better of it, perhaps under the influence of
her relatives, or it may have been a genuine misunderstanding. What is clear
is that it was a plausible argument for a respectable widow to make that she
would not negotiate her own remarriage without requiring the consent of her
relatives.

Two cases contain strong indications that the woman is resisting the marital
choice of her relatives. Jean Odin et Alison veuve du défunt Robin Thiefre c
Laurence de Blagi180 is the simpler of the two cases:

[JO] and [AT] asserted that they contracted espousals of the future tense on Sunday
[2.ix.86] and that on [18.ix.86] a certain godfather (compater) of the woman took the
hands of this woman and [LB] and put one in the other saying that he was affiancing
them, and for this purpose he was [acting as] priest, etc. Considering the confession
of the parties, we decreed that the first espousals were valid and the second were not,
giving license to [LB], etc. The woman four sous.

It cost Alison twice the usual fee to clear the record caused by the arrogant
behavior of her godfather, but there is no evidence that she could not afford it. It
will be noted that no proof, other than the confession of the parties, is required
of the prior sponsalia, as there probably would have been if we had been dealing
with sponsalia de presenti. Indeed, there is little indication that the sponsalia
with Laurence were anyone’s idea other than the godfather’s. Laurence puts up
no resistance and may even have actively cooperated in obtaining the judgment.
(This depends on who is being referred to by “the confession of the parties.”)
Finally, it will be noted that other than the high fee, there is no indication that
Alison has to make amends for double sponsalia. To put it another way, she was
not expected to resist her godfather’s bullying, which may have been a sort of
crude joke. She does not, however, confess that she said anything that indicated
her consent.

The record in Jean Blondel c Jacquelotte fille ainée de maı̂tre Michel Tybert181

is more complicated and more ambiguous than that in Marguonet c Belot, but
it seems clear that here, too, the woman is resisting the choice of her relatives.
Jean proposes

that the father of this defendant and the same plaintiff had contracted sponsalia per
verba de futuro between the same plaintiff and defendant with the common consent
of the relatives of both parties, although the defendant was at that time absent, the
father, however, saying that he was doing this with the consent of his said daughter,
etc., and that afterwards the same daughter ratified and accepted this and affianced the
same plaintiff by hand (manualiter), and the defendant promised this to certain persons
appointed by the plaintiff.

180 (6.x.86), col. 372/6, T&C no. 637.
181 (17.i.87 to 5.vii.87), refs. in TCas.
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Jacquelotte “confessed that her father and others had talked to her about these
matters, and although she had told her father that she would do his will, she
never had the will to contract sponsalia with the plaintiff nor with anyone else,
but he always displeased her and he displeases her [now], etc., and she denies
everything else.”182

The parties are of some status. They engage advocates and are represented by
proctors throughout most of the proceedings, which follow the long form. The
court sets the penalty for disobeying the injunction not to contract elsewhere
pendente lite at 100 livres, rather than the usual 40. All of this is what we would
expect for the eldest daughter of a man who calls himself magister.

The greater detail given in the pleadings also gives us some idea of how
marriage negotiations were expected to proceed at this level of society. An
agreement is reached with the father of the prospective bride and the prospective
groom, aided by their amici. The prospective bride is then asked what she thinks
of all of this, and she is expected to say that she will do the will of her father.
The parties are then affianced by a version of the ceremony of handfasting.
Whether the discussion with the representatives of the prospective groom and
the prospective bride was also standard we can be less sure. If it was, we may
suspect that it came before the ceremony of affiancing.

Somehow in this case it did not work. We do not know why. It may have
been that Michel thought better of the arrangement and instructed his daughter
to say that she never consented, but that is not the impression that the record
gives, which is that Jacquelotte, having made the standard statement that she
would do the will of her father, took a dislike to Jean. There is even a hint in her
insistence that she never had the will to contract with Jean, or with any other
man, that she had decided against marriage, perhaps in favor of the religious
life.

The pleadings themselves raise an interesting legal issue. Could Jacquelotte
have authorized her father to contract on her behalf without knowing with
whom he would contract? It was clear, after some discussion, that in the case
of sponsalia de presenti, a third party could be deputized to enter into the
sponsalia, but the canonists insisted that the person with whom the contract
was to be made by the proctor be a single identifiable person.183 The issue was
less often discussed in the context of sponsalia de futuro, but it would seem
that the same rule applied.184

Whether the long series of proceedings that followed raised these issues we
do not know. The one entry that tells us something more than the procedural
steps is a long entry in which Jacquelotte makes some changes in detail to
the positions to which, apparently, her proctor had sworn at an otherwise
unrecorded session.185 Otherwise, we learn that Jean produced four witnesses,

182 Col. 416/2, T&C no. 638.
183 See Sánchez, Disputationes de matrimonio, 2.11 nu. 4, pp. 1:124b–125a, with references.
184 Id., 1.7 nu. 4, p. 1:19a; disc. T&C no. 639.
185 Col. 423/2.
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two of whom look like his relatives. They are examined and their testimony
is published. Jacquelotte proposes an exception.186 Approximately six months
after the case is begun, Jacquelotte is contumacious, and the case disappears
from view.187 Unfortunately, this record does not give us enough information
even to guess what may have been the result of the case.

The litigation pattern in Jean Vaquier c Jeannette la Hesseline fille de Jean
Hesselin188 is different, but the substantive issue is the same. The pleadings
in the case lie before the beginning of the book, but they probably alleged
sponsalia de futuro re integra, which were simply denied. Jean produces four
witnesses, whose testimony is ultimately published. Jeanette then introduces
her substantive defense: “if the parties ever contracted any sponsalia or marital
promises with each other, Jean Hesselin and Marie his wife, parents of the
defendant, disavowed this defendant and do so now, and that these [sponsalia
and promises] did not please them nor do they please them, nor did they nor do
they ratify them.”189 A commissary is to take the parents’ oaths, and he reports
back that Jean and Marie swore that “if the parties had had any sponsalia or
marital promises, they never pleased the same parents nor do they please them,
rather they displeased and displease.”190 The case is then concluded and set for
sentencing.

The wording of Jeanette’s exception is startling, because nowhere does it
mention that the sponsalia were conditional on her parents’ consent. The way
the exception is worded makes it look as if it were in the power of parents to
“disavow” their daughter and hence her promises, whether she had made them
conditional or not. That was emphatically not the law, and most of the rest
of the cases of parental consent are phrased in conditional terms. We should
recall, moreover, that we do not have the pleadings in the case, nor do we know
what the testimony revealed. As it is, the exception is, at least, a telling slip that
tells us about social expectations, and it may tell us something about the law
that the court was in fact applying, as opposed to what it ought to have been
applying.

Yet another litigation pattern is revealed in Colin le Voisin c Jeanette fille de
Reinald de Furno.191 Colin and Jeanette appear in October of 1385, having been
sent by the curé of Le Tremblay (Maine-et-Loire) because Colin had reclaimed
against the banns of Jeanette and Odin Bricii on the ground that he had a
previously contracted sponsalia de futuro re integra with her. Jeanette said that
when Colin asked her to marry him, she had replied that it pleased her so
long as it pleased her father and her relatives.192 The case proceeds through

186 Col. 463/3. The record calls this a factum contrarium, a term that is normally associated with
summary procedure, which this emphatically was not.

187 Disc. T&C no. 640.
188 (22.xii.84 to 22.iii.85), refs. in TCas.
189 Col. 78/4, T&C no. 641.
190 Col. 79/8, T&C no. 642.
191 (20.x.85 to 10.ii.86), refs. in TCas.
192 Col. 205/4, T&C no. 643.
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the regular admission, examination, and publication of witnesses, the plaintiff
always appearing in person, the defendant normally by proctors. Odin joins the
suit as plaintiff in January. In February, quite suddenly, we find the following
sentence: “Today having heard the confession of [JF] who confessed that she
contracted sponsalia with [CV] in the middle of Lent a year ago [19.ii.85], we
adjudge her spouse of the same [CV], decreeing that the sponsalia afterwards
contracted between her and [OB] are null. And she made amends for the second
sponsalia as is secured in the register of Alain Audren and Alain Forestarii.”193

The absence of the father throughout the proceedings in this case is unusual.
It is possible that he never knew about Colin until he got a rude shock at
the proclamation of the banns, but then one wonders why he did not appear
and support his daughter’s claim by refusing to consent. Jeanette may have
been persuaded to make up the story about parental consent, a story that oth-
ers (proctors) then pursued until she was finally able to appear and tell the
truth. On balance, however, I am inclined to think that both father and daugh-
ter were negotiating with two different men. Odin first forced the matter by
getting the banns proclaimed; then Colin raised the stakes by reclaiming. By
January, the du Four family was inclined to Colin, perhaps because he had
made a better financial offer. Now it was Odin’s turn to try to raise the stakes,
but he failed when Jeanette confessed to an unconditional precontract with
Colin. Not knowing what the fine was for bina sponsalia (it is striking that it is
never stated for a woman), we do not know how much this cost. We do know
that Colin was charged a relatively high fee for his first appearance (3 sous).
That certainly suggests that he was not poor, and it may suggest that the court
sensed that there was a considerable amount of maneuvering going on in the
case.

Perette veuve du défunt Étienenne le Marguonet c Guillaume Belot194 is the
only case in which the parental consent of the man is at stake. Perette may have
been older than Guillaume:

The plaintiff proposed that the same defendant last Christmas affianced her in the house
of Isabelle de Rieu and promised the same plaintiff that he would take her as wife and
that he would never have another woman except for her, and this plaintiff promised the
same to the same defendant on her side. The defendant confessed that he would take
her as wife so long as it pleased his father, and he denies everything else.195

The case gets into a minor procedural snarl in the next session. In the third,
the plaintiff produces five witnesses (including Isabelle) in the absence of the
defendant, and the case disappears from view.

As in Voisin c Furno, the father never appears. Unlike Voisin c Furno, we have
no reason to suspect in this case that he was operating in the background. The
record, unfortunately, gives us nothing to let us guess which of the numerous
possibilities accounts for the disappearance of a case in which the plaintiff

193 Col. 261/7, T&C no. 644.
194 (15.v.86 to 2.vi.86), col. 306/7, 309/8, 314/3.
195 Col. 306/7, T&C no. 645.
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seemed to be doing quite well. The pleadings, however, have a kind of specificity
that is lacking in other cases.196

The three brief entries in Jean de Parisius c Isabelle la Giffarde et [] son
père197 are important for what they tell us not only about this case but also
about what may have been going on in other cases where the record is less
forthcoming. The beginning of the case is not recorded. Jean probably alleged
sponsalia de futuro re integra. When we first see the case, the court orders
the father to appear because he had promised Jean his daughter, together with
“certain goods to be handed over” within a term now passed, which he has not
done.198 Jean is asking either for license to contract elsewhere or that Isabelle’s
father fulfill his promise. A week later, the court gives the father another week
to fulfill his promise (which is taken as having been made; there seems to be
no issue about that); otherwise, license is given “from this time forward” (ex
nunc).199 A week later, the “conditional espousals contracted between [JP] and
[IG] and the father of the girl were declared null” and license given to Jean to
contract elsewhere, if the condition were not fulfilled by the end of the day.
Jean pays a fee of two sous.200

Were it not for the fact that Jean was willing to go through with the arrange-
ment if the father fulfilled his side of the bargain, this could have been a remis-
sion case. Were it not for the fact that (apparently) the Giffardes admitted what
the arrangement was, this could have been a deferral case. The question that
cannot be answered is how many remission and deferral cases are really cases
of marriage arrangements that broke down over the financial arrangements,
but we may suspect that it was considerably more than appear to be so on the
face of the record.

Other cases give us details about the financial aspects of sponsalia. In April
of 1385, Marguerite de Carnoto proposed that Manuel Torin had contracted
sponsalia de futuro with her with the consent of their relatives and in the hands
of a priest (per manus presbiteri) during the previous Christmas season. Manuel
replied that the arrangement was conditional on her giving him 100 francs and
on her being free of all debts by 15 January.201 The case has no further entries.

The greatest amount of detail about the financial arrangements is found in
Denisette Critin c Jean Helias:202

The defendant confessed that he and the relatives of the plaintiff had words about
[his] contracting marriage with the defendant, and he promised to take her as wife, the
relatives saying that they would give him the girl with all her goods free and unbound
from all servitudes and debts, and along with this they would give him 100 francs which
the brother of the girl promised, etc., and a half of a house, and this [happened] about
two years ago, and afterwards they did not perform the promise.

196 Disc. T&C no. 646.
197 (29.iv.– 29.v.85), col. 107/3, 113/5, 125/1.
198 Col. 107/3, T&C no. 647.
199 Col. 113/5, T&C no. 648.
200 Col. 125/1, T&C no. 649.
201 (9.iv.85), col. 92/2.
202 (8–12.iii.86), col. 272/4, 275/8.
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The plaintiff “confessed the promises, except for the half of a house, and she
offered herself as ready to perform the promises, except for the half of a house.
She also proposed that afterwards the defendant promised simply, without any
condition being imposed, to take her as wife. The defendant denied this.”203

At the next session, the parties remit the contract, which remission, of course,
the court accepts.

Even at the distance of more than six hundred years, this looks like a deal
that might have happened. As it was, under the pressure of a lawsuit, the parties
could not come to some kind of compromise about the house and decided to
call the whole thing off. It will be noted that Jean’s description of the deal puts
Denisette in a passive role. It is what the relatives will do, not what she will do,
that is important. In Denisette’s version, it is she who will perform the promises.
We may be looking at differences in perceptions based on gender, but it is also
possible that, two years later, Denisette is more mature and more in control of
her own affairs.

There are only two contested cases in which we have some sense of the issue
and in which the issue turns out not to be parental consent or the property
aspects of the transaction. Pierre Midi domicilié à la maison de la Contesse à la
signe de la Boulaie, paroisse de Saint-Eustache c Jeanette la Drouete204 looks
like a straightforward factual dispute about who said what: “The plaintiff pro-
posed that he promised the defendant to take her as spouse, and the defendant
promised the same on her side, and that the defendant said afterwards that if
the plaintiff wanted to contract with another woman, she could impede him.
The defendant confessed that the same plaintiff asked her if she wished to be
his spouse. She replied to him that she did not.”205 The plaintiff’s second claim
is significant, for it shows us that whatever the law might have been, the par-
ties who appeared before the court of Paris thought that prior sponsalia de
futuro impeded a subsequent marriage. In the event, the plaintiff produces six
witnesses, who are examined and whose testimony is published. In the later ses-
sions, Jeanette’s father, Jean, acts as her proctor. Less than three months after
the case has begun, a conclusion is called for and the case is set ad audiendum
ius. The plaintiff may well have had a case, for no defense is apparent.206

Agnesotte la Tristelle c Perrin le Mouscheur clerc207 is more like the kind of
case that we would find at York or Ely. Most of the substantive information
about it is found in the initial pleadings:

The plaintiff proposed sponsalia per verba de futuro, viz., the same defendant, four years
or thereabouts ago, promised the same plaintiff that he would take her to wife and that
he would never have another woman as long [as he lived], etc., and that afterwards the
same defendant, confessing these things, took many delays in solemnizing this marriage,

203 Col. 275/8, T&C no. 650.
204 (20.iii.86 to 1.vi.86), refs. in TCas.
205 Col. 279/5, T&C no. 651.
206 Disc. T&C no. 652.
207 (26.iv.85 to 23.v.86), refs. in TCas.
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and he confessed before many that he had affianced this plaintiff, etc. The defendant,
joining issue, confessed that [he said] that if he ever took a wife he would never take
any woman other than this plaintiff, [and he] denies the rest. 208

Both parties have both advocates and proctors. Agnesotte produces four wit-
nesses relatively quickly, and their testimony is published. Perrin then goes into
‘delay mode’. The second time that he fails to appear, Agnesotte takes security
from him, showing clearly that he is a clerk.209 The case is finally concluded 13
months after it began, and it looks as if Agnesotte has a winning case.210

sponsalia de futuro carnali copula secuta

As Table 7.3 shows, there are 37 cases in which allegations are made of a
marriage formed by sponsalia de futuro followed by sexual intercourse. The
overwhelming proportion of these cases are brought by women. In the 33 cases
that have an identifiable plaintiff, 30 are women (91%), and we will see that
even this number probably understates the proportion of female plaintiffs. The
table also shows that in 6 of these cases the action is confessed; 16 are deferred
to the decisory oath, 15 to the defendant, and 1, quite dramatically, to the
plaintiff; 15 of them are contested. Let us consider them in that order.

Four of the six cases that were confessed give no indication of having a
plaintiff and were probably brought as office cases, although in all but one,
we may suspect that the woman was instrumental in getting the prosecution
brought. Office c Ives Henrici et Martine la Buissonne211 is typical:

Considering the confessions of [IH] and [MB] who confessed on either side that they
contracted sponsalia de futuro around three years ago, sexual intercourse having fol-
lowed and offspring begotten, they were adjudged one to the other, viz., the woman as
wife to the man and the same man as husband to the woman, and they were enjoined
under penalty of excommunication and 40 Paris livres to have the marriage solemnized
in the face of the church within a fortnight, etc.212

Office c Martin Couet et Jeanette la Boursiere213 is similar although it mentions
the confession only of the man, does not specify when the sponsalia were made,
and contains no order to solemnize (which may be buried in the “etc.”). Office
c Jean Jaqueti et Adette veuve du défunt Pierre Biaux Hoste214 is similar to
Henrici et Buissonne without the mention of offspring or that the sponsalia
were de futuro, but here the woman is specifically described as “plaintiff,” and
she pays a fee of 16 deniers.

208 Col. 104/2, T&C no. 653.
209 Col. 181/7.
210 Disc. T&C no. 654.
211 (15.vi.85), col. 136/7.
212 Col. 136/7, T&C no. 655.
213 (3.vii.85), col. 148/1, T&C no. 656.
214 (21.v.87), col. 474/2, T&C no. 657.
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Jean Couron et Jacquette la Saquete215 may have begun as an instance case
brought by Jacquette, but what we see could equally well have been an office
prosecution in which Jean counterclaims for separation, or simply an action by
Jean for separation following an otherwise unrecorded judgment of marriage:

There appearing [JC], on one side, and [JS], on the other, who previously had sponsalia
per verba de futuro between them, sexual intercourse having followed thereupon, [thus]
consummating marriage between them, because the woman confessed that afterwards
she had committed adultery with Guillaume Boudet, thus sinning against the law of
marriage, they were separated by us from goods and bed, etc., [we] decreeing that they
ought to live apart. The woman made amends as is contained in the register of Nicolas
Charronis. The woman 8 deniers; the man 12 deniers.

The other two cases that are confessed are clearly instance cases. On 17
February 1386, Colette de Trepye proposed sponsalia de futuro carnali copula
secuta. Guillaume de Ruppe

confessed that he and the plaintiff had marital promises and dealings (tractatus). In
these marital dealings, the mother of the said [?plaintiff] promised the defendant twenty
francs, a furnished bed, and half of the household goods of the mother. In consideration
of this promise, he promised to take her [Colette] as wife and not otherwise. Afterwards
he knew her carnally once, viz., on [8.vii.85]. He says he is ready to solemnize marriage,
satisfaction being made to him about the promise. The plaintiff said that the condition
was purified by the sexual intercourse, etc. Hearing this we adjudge this plaintiff to the
same [defendant] as spouse and wife, and we adjudge the defendant to the same plaintiff
as husband, etc. Each of them, 12 deniers.216

Colette had the law right, and Guillaume had it rather badly wrong. If Colette
knew the law at the time she had intercourse with Guillaume, we might describe
her behavior as, at best, underhanded. She may, however, have been told what
the law was later. Whichever was the case, Guillaume was quite clearly trapped
by his own admission – could we say “his boast of his conquest?” – in court.
These parties do not seem to be of very high station or great sophistication.
Colette’s dowry is modest. (Her father may be dead, though this is not said.)
The fees are modest, and the notary took little care with the entry. Nonetheless,
the law was applied correctly.

The entry in Gilette Angot c Giles Vignereux is similar to that in Henrici et
Buissonne, with the following exceptions:217 This is clearly an instance case.
Gilette proposes sponsalia de futuro, sexual intercourse, and offspring. Giles
“confessed that he promised the same plaintiff to take her as wife, so long as
this plaintiff did his will, and afterwards he carnally knew her.” The couple are
pronounced husband and wife, and the defendant is enjoined to solemnize mar-
riage with the plaintiff within a fortnight under penalty of excommunication:

215 (24.iv.85), col. 103/7, T&C no. 658.
216 Trepye c Ruppe (17.ii.86), col. 264/6, T&C no. 659.
217 (26.vi.86), col. 323/2, T&C no. 660.
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“They make amends for the sexual intercourse as is secured in the register of
Ives Caponis.”

This is the only case in this group in which it is recorded that the couple
are to make amends for the intercourse. While we have seen that amends may
not be consistently recorded, it is possible that the court did not regard the
formation of a marriage by sponsalia de futuro followed by intercourse as
necessarily meriting the making of amends. In this regard we might note that
the events described by Giles look more like a seduction than an attempt to
form a marriage in an informal way. The fact that both are to make amends
probably means that the court did not think that Gilette should have allowed
herself to be seduced, but the key to the court’s attitude, how much each must
pay in amends, is missing.

One case not in our group because we classified it as ex officio also involves
a confession and a fine, but it is a confession by both parties that they did
not contract sponsalia.218 It is an odd case from a procedural point of view
because it begins with a recognizance. Marguerite d’Auvers quitclaims Jean de
Veteriponte of any claim for salary during the period that she stayed with him or
otherwise, and Jean quitclaims Marguerite of any claim whatsoever. Marguerite
was probably some sort of servant of Jean’s. Then Marguerite and Jean assert
(no oath is mentioned) that they never made marital promises or pledges of
faith, nor did they contract sponsalia. They do, however, make amends for
concubinage, with a fine being taxed at one franc each. Each of them then
chooses a domicile, the man at the sign of the Key, in the rue de la Harpe,
parish of Saint-Séverin, and the woman before the butcher shop (or the meat
market, Carnificeria) in the parish of Saint-Christophe, in the City. These places
are within walking distance of each other, but the court has at least ensured
that they were not claiming to live in the same place and that their claimed
residences were separated by a branch of the Seine.219

Like the cases of sponsalia de futuro re integra where the decisory oath is
deferred to the defendant, most of the cases of claims of sponsalia de futuro
carnali copula subsecuta where the decisory oath is deferred tell us relatively
little. The similarity of the formula is apparent from Jeanne veuve du défunt
maı̂tre Michel Charronis c Jacques Dourdin:220

In a marriage case the plaintiff proposed sponsalia per verba de futuro and marital
pledges of faith followed by sexual intercourse. The defendant confessed the carnal
matter, denying the rest. Issue having been joined, the plaintiff, asserting by way of an
oath that she had no witnesses, deferred the oath to the defendant who swore that he
had never contracted sponsalia with the plaintiff nor had marital promises [with her],
etc. Considering this oath, we absolved the defendant from the claim of the plaintiff,
giving [license], etc.

218 (10.i.85), col. 27/4, T&C no. 661.
219 Disc. T&C no. 662.
220 (13.v.85), col. 117/4, T&C no. 663.
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As was the situation with deferral cases where the claim was sponsalia de
futuro re integra, there are minor differences in wording in the formula that
probably do not reflect any underlying substantive difference. Sometimes, for
example, instead of swearing that she has no witnesses, the plaintiff simply
“asserts” (asserens) it or “says” (dicens) it or just simply defers, or the deferral
is grounded in the fact that she has no witnesses (“because she has no witnesses,
she deferred”).221

Two entries radically truncate the form and in the process fail to mention
whether the defendant confessed to the intercourse.222 We suspect that he did
not. In one other case with a fuller entry, the defendant denies both the sponsalia
and the intercourse.223 These entries also do not mention that license was given.

In two other cases in which license is not mentioned, there are suggestions
that the court had doubts about the defendant’s oath. In one, the court leaves
the matter to the parties’ consciences; in the other, it “leaves the other things to
him [the defendant].”224 In one case, heard before the former official, the court
says that it neither grants nor denies license.225

In fact, the cases that mention the license are a distinct minority. In the three
cases in which we know to whom license was given, it is only to the defendant,
and in one of these, the grant is quite reluctant: “giving to the man license
to contract elsewhere, unless etc. [?he is otherwise impeded], leaving the other
things to his conscience.”226 It is not hard to see why license would not be given
to the woman in this situation. She has claimed that she is married to the man.
She has no witnesses, but presumably in her conscience she believes herself to
be married. The decisory oath decides the case, but it does not prove that there
was no marriage. This situation is quite different from the case of sponsalia
de futuro re integra, where the decisory oath may be taken as dissolving any
sponsalia that there might have been. Whether the fact that the woman does not
get license to marry means that she was practically impeded from contracting
elsewhere is a difficult question to answer. On a social level, we might wonder
whether a woman who had confessed to having intercourse with one man might
have difficulty finding another to marry her. On a legal level, we might wonder
whether her banns could be reclaimed. This latter possibility does not seem very
likely. The most likely reclaimant would be the now-defendant, and in order to
reclaim he would have to confess to perjury. While it is possible that witnesses
to the prior sponsalia and intercourse might appear, the now-plaintiff has been
unable to find such witnesses, and so the possibility of their eventual appearance
seems remote. Other than the social barriers, then, the largest barrier to the

221 Examples T&C no. 664.
222 Quintino c Blondelet (6.viii.87), col. 505/2; Escrivaigne c Trect (25.v.85), col. 311/4; both

T&C no. 665.
223 Perigote c Magistri (n. 221).
224 Hardie c Cruce (n. 221) (cetera sibi relinquendo); Doucete c Cambier (n. 221) (cetera eorum

conscientie [sic] relinquentes).
225 Fevrier c Drouardi (17.xi.84), col. 1/1.
226 Guillarde c Limoges (27.viii.86), col. 355/3, T&C no. 666, with other examples.
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now-plaintiff’s contracting elsewhere is likely to have been her conscience and
whatever advice she received from her confessor.

As was the case at York with female allegations of sponsalia de futuro and
intercourse, the man normally admits the intercourse. Sometimes, as in Char-
ronis c Dourdin, nothing more is said about this. In eight cases, however, it
is specifically said that the parties are to make amends as is secured in one of
the registers of amends, and in three we have notes suggesting that the amends
were, in fact, made.227 In one of these cases it is specifically said that the amends
are to be made for sexual intercourse (copula carnalis), in two it is said to be
for concubinage (one under unusual circumstances to be discussed), and in one
it is said simply to be for the deed (factum) and only the man makes amends.

A few entries tell us more and suggest some variation in fact-patterns.
Thomasette fille de Jean de Nicochet brought a standard allegation of spon-
salia de futuro carnali copula secuta against Jean Parvi. He confessed both
sexual intercourse and deflowering,228 denying the sponsalia. She deferred the
oath to him about the espousals, and, dramatically, he confessed that they
had taken place. The parties then voluntarily (sponte) affiance each other in
court. Then one Jean Blondelli and Thomasette say that Blondelli had spoken
to her father about a marriage contract and that the father had promised her
to him, on the condition that the relatives of parties on both sides consent.
The mother of Blondelli appears and says that the contract does not please her.
“Considering the bond, and the sexual intercourse had with [JP],” the entry
continues, “him [presumably JB],” and then the entry breaks off.229 The only
possible result is that Blondelli is absolved from any contractual obligation
and that Thomasette and Parvi are ordered to solemnize. Perhaps the official
could not make up his mind whether to penalize Thomasette or Blondelli or
both.

On its face, it looks as if Parvi, faced with the prospect of perjuring himself,
did the right thing. It is just possible, however, that the whole dramatic scene
was prearranged. We know that had Thomasette and Parvi simply contracted re
integra, the court would have dissolved any subsequent contract with Blondelli,
even if the contract were not conditional and the conditions not fulfilled. But
Thomasette and Parvi may not have known that, and the contract with Parvi
may have postdated that with Blondelli. They also may have had no way of
knowing what Blondelli’s mother was going to say. Indeed, she may not have
made up her mind until she heard what Thomasette and Parvi had to say. Once
we begin thinking of the possibility that Thomasette and Parvi may have been
conspiring, we must also think of the possibility that everything to which they
confess is a charade. Did they contract? Did they have intercourse? Perhaps,
perhaps not. But if they wanted to thwart what were clearly Jean de Nicochet’s
plans for Thomasette, the best way to do it, granted the way the Paris court

227 Listed T&C no. 667.
228 For actions where this is an issue, see at nn. 235–250.
229 (4.vi.87), col. 478/6, T&C no. 668.
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operated, was to confess to sponsalia de futuro copula carnali secuta and to
confess in such a way that it looked as if Parvi were reluctant to admit it.

Our estimate of how sophisticated the parties were about the law will also
determine our understanding of Jacquette de Perona résident à la maison de
maı̂tre Jean de Vesines c Jean Hessepillart résident dans la rue des Rosiers.230

The entry is simple: Jacquette proposed sponsalia de futuro carnali copula
secuta both during the lifetime of her first husband and after his death. Jean
confessed the sexual intercourse and denied the rest. Taking the decisory oath,
he swore that he never contracted with her. He is absolved from her claim, and
the couple make amends for concubinage.

Jacquette might not have known that under her claim as she stated it, she
could not have Jean as husband. The marriage is impeded by the diriment
impediment of crime (adultery plus promise of marriage during the lifetime of
her husband). We can, however, explain her behavior even if she knew about
the impediment of crime. Adultery during the lifetime of her husband does not
alone impede her subsequent marriage to Jean. It is possible that this was, in
modern terminology, a “strike suit.” Planning on marrying and knowing that
someone will raise the impediment of crime, Jean and Jacquette get a judgment
that there was no contract and hence their marriage is not impeded. They have
to pay the fine for adultery (called “concubinage”), which they do, but now
they have at least an argument that they may marry.

In Olivette la Rousse c Thomas Voisin alias le Baleur,231 the defendant
deferred the decisory oath to the plaintiff, who, as one might expect, “swore that
they contracted sponsalia together, followed by sexual intercourse.” “Consid-
ering the oath and the confession of the defendant,” the entry continues, “who
confessed the sexual intercourse, we adjudge” And then the entry breaks off.
There can be only one result on this record, an adjudication that Olivette and
Thomas are husband and wife. If it is not the result of scribal carelessness, the
absence of the complete entry may, as in Nicochet c Parvi, reflect an indecision
on the part of the court as to whether to punish the couple.

Thomas’s behavior suggests something that may have been operative in other
deferral cases. Thomas took his oath seriously. He was quite willing to admit
that he had intercourse with Olivette; he was not willing to admit that he
contracted with her. (There may have been some ambiguity about the contract.)
He was not, however, willing to imperil his soul by swearing that he did not
contract with her. Indeed, if she is willing to put her soul at risk, he will marry
her.

Demoiselle Jeanette de Marcheis attempts to prove her case against Martin
Sapientis.232 She introduces five witnesses, but ultimately the court rules that
they do not prove the case, and she has to defer to Martin’s oath.233 In addition

230 (21.vi.87), col. 485/3, T&C no. 669.
231 (19.i.87), col. 417/5, T&C no. 670.
232 (30.x.85 to 29.i.86), refs. in TCas.
233 Col. 253/1, T&C no. 671.
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to Jeanette’s title, there are other indications in this case that the parties are of
relatively high status. They both are represented by advocates. The defendant
constitutes three proctors and is represented by them for much of the case.
He also pays the unusually high fee of four sous to take the decisory oath
and get his judgment. A hint as to what is involved in this case may be found
in the second entry, where the couple, having both admitted that they had
intercourse, make amends for “concubinage.”234 While we cannot be sure of
the precise import of the term, it normally implies a long-term relationship.
Jeanette was Martin’s mistress, she wanted to become his wife, and she did not
succeed.

Of the 15 contested cases that allege sponsalia de futuro carnali copula
secuta, 7 involve claims for deflowering or paternity or both. While some of
these cases also involve a deferral to a decisory oath, we have grouped them
together because of the similarity of the issues that they raise.

Florie la Closiere c Oger le Cordier235 gives us the most detail about how
cases of deflowering were handled in the court of Paris:

[FC] proposed sponsalia per verba de futuro carnali copula secuta and deflowering. The
defendant confessed the sexual intercourse and denied the rest. The plaintiff, asserting
that she did not have witnesses, deferred the oath to the defendant asking that this
defendant be compelled to endow her, etc. The defendant then saying that he could
not prove that she was defamed by another deferred the oath to the plaintiff about the
deflowering. The oath having been taken on both sides by the parties, etc., we absolved
the defendant from the claim of the plaintiff so far as sponsalia were concerned but
condemned him to endow the girl according to her status.236

A day is then set to hear the official’s ordinance about the dowry (super dotem).
The couple make amends for the sexual intercourse as is secured in the register
of Alain Audren. Significantly, Audren also serves as Florie’s proctor. Florie pays
a fee of two sous. A week later, the case, described as “a case of dowry” (causa
dotis), is set down for the following day at prime, with both parties represented
by advocates.237 The following day, Oger is condemned to pay Florie ten francs
gold for the endowment (dotalitio), and to pay half the expenses of maintaining
(nutritura) their child.238

One gets the impression that this couple are of a relatively high status. Florie
can afford the standard fee and both an advocate and a proctor (though the
latter may have served as her proctor in connection with his duties as a promotor
of the court). Perhaps more significant, ten francs is a substantial sum of money.
It is even possible that the ordinance was made early in the morning to save the
couple some embarrassment.

234 Col. 212/1, T&C no. 672.
235 (22–30.x.86), col. 381/4, 384/3, 384/7.
236 Col. 381/4, T&C no. 673.
237 Col. 384/3, T&C no. 674.
238 Col. 384/7, T&C no. 675.
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Further light on the nature of this causa dotis is cast by Jaquette Turbete c
Robin Jolis clerc:239

The plaintiff proposed that the same defendant had deflowered her, promising to take
her as spouse. The defendant denied the sponsalia and swore that he never had marital
promises with her, and he confessed the carnal matter, not confessing, however, the
deflowering. And because the same defendant said the he could not prove that the
plaintiff was deflowered by another he was condemned to endow her according to
the means and status of each party or to take her as wife. Defendant 2 deniers; plaintiff
16 deniers.240

Robin then gives Jaquette security in the standard form. At the next session
Robin is contumacious, but a day later Jaquette appears and acquits Robin
generally, saying that she has received six francs from him for the deflowering.

This action is not well attested in the canonists and seems to have operated
largely on the basis of the practice of individual courts. “Deflowering” (deflo-
ratio) presumably means having sexual intercourse with a female virgin. Florie
also became pregnant as a result of this event, but so far as we can tell, Jacquette
did not, and it probably would have been mentioned, and an allocation of costs
made for caring for the child, if she had. The question is whether there were
any other requirements that the woman had to meet in order to make the claim,
such as being under a certain age or in paternal power. No additional require-
ments are mentioned in the six deflowering cases that we have, though others
may have been assumed.241 Another way of posing this question is to note that
37 women are involved in claims of sponsalia de futuro carnali copula secuta.
Virtually all the men in these cases confess to the sexual intercourse; did only
six of these women have plausible claims to having been virgins at the time?

What the two cases described here do show is that where the woman claims
to have been deflowered and the man admits the intercourse, the man has the
burden of coming forward with evidence that she was not a virgin at the time.
In the first case, the man defers the decisory oath on this issue to the plaintiff;
in the second case, the entry simply says that because he had no proof that she
was not a virgin, he is condemned to pay the dowry.242

That the court did not always put the burden of producing evidence about
virginity on the man is indicated by Cassotte la Joye c Jean Ayore,243 where
Cassotte claimed sponsalia de futuro cum carnali copula, deflowering, and
subsequent offspring. The man confessed the intercourse and the offspring, took
the decisory oath on the sponsalia, and was absolved with a highly unusual note
“and the woman was inhibited from getting in the man’s way (ne impediat) any
further.”244 The only reason I can think of for the difference in the way that

239 (9–22.iii.85), col. 73/2, 84/2, 85/6.
240 Col. 73/2, T&C no. 676.
241 The five cases discussed here and Nicochet c Parvi (n. 229).
242 Disc. T&C no. 677.
243 Joye c Ayore (20.xii.86), col. 405/3.
244 Col. 405/3, T&C no. 678.
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this case was handled vis-à-vis the two previous cases was that the court knew
that Cassotte was not a virgin at the time (a possibility that may be suggested
by her surname) or, more broadly, that she was not the sort of woman who
could claim to have been deflowered.

The other two cases of claimed deflowering do not add much to our knowl-
edge of how the action regularly proceeded. Jeanette la Gabonne claimed
against Jean Haudria sponsalia de futuro carnali copula secuta and deflowering.
Jean confessed the intercourse and denied the sponsalia and the deflowering,
but the entry does not go beyond the pleading stage to tell us who had to prove
what and how.245

Similarly, on 7 December 1386, Margot la Goudine claimed sponsalia de
futuro carnali copula secuta against Guillaume Lamberti, clerk.246 Guillaume
confessed that he had carnal knowledge of Margot in August three years pre-
viously and denied the rest. (The reason for the specificity about this will
become apparent shortly.) After the case was set for making positions, Margot
“protested” (a word that normally means reserving the right to raise an issue
at a later time) concerning dowry for deflowering. The entry also tells us that
Margot was represented by an advocate. After one entry in which Margot
excused herself for reasons unstated, the case was postponed until February,
ex officio, by reason of the fact that Margot was engaged in childbirth.247 We
can be confident that this child was not the result of the intercourse to which
Guillaume confessed. In February, Guillaume fails to appear and the case does
not get going again until March, at which point Margot drops her claim of
sponsalia and claims forty livres for dowry and deflowering.248 The same entry
tells that Guillaume gave security to one Jean du Fossé, who is otherwise uniden-
tified. A couple of sessions are devoted to Guillaume’s claim that he should be
reimbursed for his expenses in defending the part of the suit that was dropped.
In June, Margot fails to appear, and the case disappears from view.

We cannot tell why it is that Margot, with the advice of counsel, did not
present her claim for deflowering as part of the initial lawsuit, nor can we be
sure that Jean du Fossé was involved in Margot’s action. (Jean could simply have
taken advantage of Guillaume’s appearance in court to take security about an
unrelated matter.) If, however, Jean was the father of Margot’s current child,
there is a plausible explanation for how this litigation proceeded. Jean is willing,
perhaps reluctantly, to do right by Margot, perhaps even to marry her. But he
knows that Margot has a past, and he insists that she get what she can from
Guillaume. If she can get him to marry her, then Jean is off the hook. But by
March it is apparent that Guillaume is not willing to marry her, and Margot has
no proof of her claim. Hence, the next best thing is to put pressure on Guillaume
by an exaggerated claim for a dowry (a claim quite out of proportion with the

245 (7.xii.85), col. 233/2.
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awards that we know the court usually gave). We do not know how the case
came out, but we may suspect that it was compromised.

A case that I have classified as ex officio (and hence is not included in group of
cases of sponsalia carnali copula secuta) shows how the elements of deflowering,
paternity, and sponsalia could be combined:

Today, considering the confession of Étienne Anselli of Quiers [Seine-et-Marne]who
confessed that he had known the girl [Jeanette fille de Milet Malyverne] carnally and
that he had not heard or knew that she was defamed by anyone else, as he says, denying
sponsalia, he was condemned to endow the girl, to guide (gubernandam) her in child-
birth, to pay half the expenses of maintaining the daughter procreated by him, and he
made amends for the deed.Afterwards, because he promised that he would take the girl
to wife, the fine was remitted.”249

The fact that the court knows that the child is a girl suggests that the “guidance”
that Étienne is to give Jeanette in childbirth is financial.

Another ex officio case brought against Jean Treachedenier involves elements
of adultery (and, hence, not of sponsalia), deflowering, and paternity:250

Today, [JT] made amends for adultery with [Jeanette la Piquete] and the deflowering of
this [JP], as is secured in the register of [Gautier de Lingonis], and [JP] appeared and
said that she did not intend to stand in the way of (impedire) or prosecute this [JT] by
reason of her said deflowering and this was by the will and consent of this [JP], etc.
[JT] moreover promised to pay the same [JP] ten livres at the will of this [JP] for the
deflowering, and sustain her in childbirth and to have her churched out of his money.

The care with which Jeanette’s will is consulted, at least in the rhetoric of
the entry, will be noted, as will the fact that Jean did not agree to pay for
the maintenance of the child. Instead, he agreed to a substantial capital sum
plus the expenses of childbirth and churching. (The latter could not have been
an expensive proposition, and the fact that it is mentioned suggests that the
settlement was carefully negotiated.)

Two other contested cases of sponsalia de futuro carnali copula secuta
involve claims of paternity, without a claim of deflowering. Eloı̈se de Villaribus
domicilié à sa maison à la signe de l’Horloge dans la rue des Arcis, paroisse de
Saint-Merry c Jean Tartas251 is the less interesting of the two. On 26 August
1385, Eloı̈se entered a standard claim to which Jean replied with the standard
response, denying the sponsalia but confessing the intercourse. Both parties
are represented by advocates. After the case is set for making positions, the
entry notes that “[t]he plaintiff asserted that she is pregnant by the man, and
the same man confessed that he had known her carnally; the offspring was
adjudged, etc. (fuit adiudicatus partus).”252 This would suggest that where a
woman claimed paternity and the man admitted that he had intercourse with

249 (10.x.85), col. 200/3, T&C no. 682.
250 (19.iv.85), col. 100/2, T&C no. 683.
251 (19.viii.85 to 27.i.86), refs. in TCas.
252 Col. 176/3, T&C no. 684.
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her, no further inquiry was made as to whether the offspring was the man’s
child. It was so adjudged, and as a consequence, other cases suggest, the man
paid for the expenses of the woman’s lying-in and half the cost of maintaining
the child.253

The rest of the case is long and uninformative. The plaintiff produced two
witnesses quite quickly, and their testimony was published. In the middle of
September, the plaintiff constituted a proctor, another indication along with
her residence and her appointment of an advocate that she was not poor. On
14 October, the case was set as it had been before “in hope of peace.”254 But
peace did not result. Rather, the defendant introduced new facts (which are not
stated), and witnesses were introduced, examined, and, apparently, published
about them. At the end of January, the case was set for sentencing and, as is
usual, we do not know what the sentence was.

Isabelle veuve du défunt Colin Chambellant c Colin Monachi255 tells us
more in less space. Isabelle proposed that during the lifetime of her husband
she and the defendant made marital promises to each other, followed by sexual
intercourse and the begetting of offspring. Colin admitted the intercourse, both
before and after the death of the husband, and that he told Isabelle before the
death of her husband that if he knew her husband was dead, he would contract
with her. But then the husband appeared and resumed cohabitation with her.256

A subsequent entry tells us that Isabelle deferred the decisory oath to Colin,
but we do not know the contents of the oath. Rather, the final entry gives us
the result:257

Today we declared the sponsalia and marriage [contracted] de facto between [IC] and
[CM] with sexual intercourse, etc., to be null, considering that during the lifetime of
the first husband of the actrix the parties had marital promises with each other, fol-
lowed then by sexual intercourse; in costs having been compensated, etc.258 The same
man is condemned to pay half the costs of maintaining a certain daughter procreated
between them, whom the woman swore was engendered by the man, etc., with the
parties supported on both sides by advocates.

Both parties were represented by advocates, it would seem, from the begin-
ning of the case. Hence, it is hard to believe that Isabelle did not know that
what she alleged could not result in a marriage between them because, as was
finally adjudicated, of the impediment of crime. Perhaps she did know this but
was too honest not to say what had really happened. Perhaps, too, her moti-
vation for bringing the suit was to get what she finally achieved, a judgment of
paternity and child support. It is even possible that she wanted a judgment that

253 There are three paternity cases in the register in which marriage is not implicated. See T&C no.
685.

254 Col. 202/5, T&C no. 686.
255 (12.i.86 to 6.ii.86), col. 245/1, 248/5, 256/4, 259/7.
256 Col. 245/1, T&C no. 687.
257 Col. 259/7, T&C no. 688.
258 Disc. T&C no. 689.
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she did not have to marry Colin. Colin’s initial response is more likely to have
been what his advocate told him to say. By alleging the ambiguous promise,
he is setting himself up to move in a number of different directions: First, the
marriage is not impeded by the impediment of crime because either (a) they
did not actually promise or (b) he did not know that she had a living husband.
Second, since he has an argument that he never promised, he could be arguing
that he has no obligation to marry Isabelle now. It then turns out that Isabelle
offers no proof, and all will depend on Colin’s oath. At this point, however,
it would seem, considering the result in the case, that Colin has to admit that
what Isabelle says is true. They did promise during the lifetime of her husband,
and so marriage between them is not possible. Judgment on the question of
paternity then turns on Isabelle’s oath. There is no suggestion that because she
had a living husband, he is presumed to be the father.

A number of the contested cases of sponsalia de futuro carnali copula secuta
that do not allege deflowering or paternity raise interesting complexities. To
Jeanette de Curte’s standard-form complaint that they had contracted and had
intercourse a year previously in Lent,259 Étienne Ruffit replied that he had
promised to take her as wife so long as her husband was dead at that time, and
intercourse followed.260 “And to the end that he might be absolved, etc.,” the
entry continues, “he proposed that her husband was then alive and still lived,
the plaintiff asserting to the contrary.” The entry later notes that she said that
her husband had died five years previously. The couple made amends for the
deed (factum), and the case was set down for a month later, both for the court
to inform itself about the death of the husband and for the plaintiff to prove
it. But at the next session, where Jeanette is described as the daughter of the
deceased Étienne l’Escot, and the wife of “the deceased, as is said on her side,”
Guillaume de Curte, Jeanette does not appear, and the case disappears from
view.261

Both parties were represented by advocates and, as in Chambellant c
Monachi, the pleading, particularly on the man’s side, is interesting. In order
to avoid the impediment of crime, we might imagine, Étienne alleges that his
promise was conditional. If the condition has not been fulfilled, he, of course, is
not married to Jeanette, but he still may marry her. He is, in short, keeping his
options open. If this is the nature of the argument, it is certainly a dangerous
argument because the subsequent intercourse would normally have purged the
condition, making the couple now open to the charge that marriage between
them now would be impeded by the impediment of crime. Also interesting is the
statement that Étienne pleaded that Guillaume was alive, “to the end that he be
absolved,” presumably of his contract. This suggests that he was not asserting
the truth of his statement, perhaps in order to avoid confessing adultery. That,

259 Disc. T&C no. 690.
260 (18.vi.–23.vii.86), col. 319/1 (T&C no. 691), 342/1.
261 Col. 342/1, T&C no. 692.
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in turn, raises the question of just what “the deed” (factum) was for which they
made amends. The phrase seems to have a wide semantic range;262 here, it may
refer to attempting to marry without knowing whether the woman’s former
husband is dead.

Was Guillaume de Curte dead? We cannot know. On this record, however,
it is probably safe to say that Jeanette could not prove that he was dead. The
other possibility, that Étienne persuaded her not to come back to court so that
he would not have to marry her, seems far-fetched on this record.

Jean Milot c Thomasette fille du défunt Théobald le Champenoys263 is un-
usual in this group of cases because it was brought by a man. To a standard-form
complaint Thomasette replies that Jean raped her (eam carnaliter cognoverat
ipsa invita) and that there were no sponsalia. Jean, alone, makes amends for
the sexual intercourse. (Nothing is said about the rape, but that may have been
taken into account in setting the fine, which he apparently paid.) He is also
inhibited under penalty of excommunication and 10 livres not to defame or
assault (ne diffamet aut iniuriet) Thomasette in any way. He fails to appear at
the next session, and the case disappears from view.

We have the impression that Jean, despite the fact that he can afford an advo-
cate, does not have much money. The penal sum that the court sets is lower
than most (40 livres is standard, and one does find 100 livres). We also have the
impression that the court did not take the charge of rape very seriously. Jean
does not, for example, have to buy his way out of the bishop’s prison, as do some
bigamists. This lack of seriousness may have been produced by one or some
combination of the following facts: that the court did not believe Thomasette
(although it believed her enough not to require her to make amends for
the sexual intercourse), that she did not allege physical force, that responsibil-
ity for punishing rape lay with the secular courts, or that the law on the topic
was unclear.264

To Jeannette la Bretelle’s allegations of sponsalia de futuro, pledges of faith
in the face of the church, and subsequent sexual intercourse, Pierre Cochon
confesses all.265 The court orders him to solemnize the marriage but appar-
ently suspends its order to allow him to propose facts to impede the marriage.
We never find out what these facts were (the entry where they should have
been proposed is not recorded), but they were clearly enough, on their face,
to constitute a diriment impediment because he is allowed, over the course of
the next month, to introduce nine witnesses to them. The case is set to publish
the testimony when it disappears from view. Of numerous possible outcomes,
it seems most likely that Pierre realized that his witnesses had not proven what
he hoped they would prove. Whether this means that he settled with Jeanette

262 Examples T&C no. 693.
263 (6–13.vii.86), col. 331/5 (T&C no. 694), 335/6.
264 Disc. T&C no. 695.
265 (2.i.–10.ii.85), col. 21/5 (T&C no. 696), 40/4, 46/1, 51/3.
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financially or actually married her we cannot tell. It may have been the latter,
because the procedural posture of the case was that he was under an order to
solemnize unless he could prove facts to impede the marriage.

Another case brought by a man is an appeal, though the record does not
say from whom. Pierre d’Abbeville claimed that he had had intercourse with
Guillemette la Clemente after sponsalia and petitioned that he be allowed to
visit her.266 One Odin Ravenel, who claims to be Guillemette’s proctor (he is
not one of the regular proctors of the court), argues that the petition should
not be granted. Odin is enjoined not to marry Guillemette to someone else
pendente lite. (This order suggests that he is her guardian.) The court sets the
case to join issue on a petition handed over in the interim “by the means of an
act” (per modum acti). This phrase is unclear, but it may mean that the libel
or petition in the lower court is to be reduced to the form of a judicial act,
on which the joinder of issue will take place. Guillemette is ordered to appear
“if conveniently, etc.” (si comode [sic], etc). Whether this means that she is ill,
pregnant, very young, or of such high status that it would be embarrassing for
her to appear is unclear. Guillemette does not appear at the next session, but
she does appear at the third, the only one at which Pierre does not appear. In
the meantime, the litigation goes badly for Pierre. At the second session, he
is condemned to pay Guillemette’s proctor expenses because he has failed to
produce the actum. At the third session, he fails to appear. At the fourth, he
renounces the litigation and the appeal.

We will never know what happened between Guillemette and Pierre. What
does seem clear is that those around her are making some effort to prevent her
from seeing Pierre. They seem to have succeeded, and Pierre gives up.

Two other cases give us some detail in the pleadings. Marion la Hutine domi-
ciliée à la rue du Plâtre-au-Marais claimed against Jaquin Gast that four years
previously they had contracted marriage by sponsalia followed by sexual inter-
course and that on the preceding Wednesday they had kissed and called each
other married. Jaquin confessed to having had intercourse with Marion once
and denied the sponsalia.267 The case does not get beyond the positions, and
Marion apparently abandons it after four sessions. The interest in it lies in the
detail that Marion provides about what happened the previous Wednesday. It is
legally irrelevant, except perhaps as an element of proof. It may not, however,
be socially irrelevant. Marion seems to have been willing to forget the events
that happened four years previously until her hopes were raised by Jaquin’s
behavior toward her the Wednesday before she appeared in court.

Argentine Martine alleged that maı̂tre Thomas Guist had affianced her
16 years previously in Bruges.268 Sexual intercourse followed, the date of which
is vague. The fact, however, that the couple are said to have “otherwise made
amends for the sexual intercourse, as is secured in the register of maı̂tre Jacques

266 (31.iii.–23.v.86), col. 285/4 (T&C no. 697), 292/1, 297/4, 310/1.
267 (3–23.ii.86), col. 256/5 (T&C no. 698), 261/6, 264/2, 268/2.
268 (27.ii.– 30.iv.86), col. 268/8 (T&C no. 699), 271/5, 276/4, 297/5.
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de Tornaco”269 suggests that it took place in Paris and probably relatively
recently. Thomas concedes the intercourse and denies the sponsalia. Argentine
produces four witnesses, and the parties agree on an examiner for the witnesses
outside the diocese.270 Argentine then apparently abandons the case.

As we noted in the case of Ely, proving events that took place out of the
jurisdiction of the court was difficult but not impossible. When we combine
this fact with the difficulty of proving something that had happened 16 years
previously, we can see why Argentine may have abandoned her case. It would
have been particularly difficult for someone who was poor to do so, but there
is no evidence that this was Argentine’s situation. Indeed, one of her witnesses
calls himself magister and another describes herself as domina de la Selle.271

Guiot aux Feves c Guillemette la Guimpliere272 is the strangest case in this
group, and the legal maneuverings that it involves are not completely recov-
erable from the record. On 11 November 1385, Guiot brought “a case of
absolution” against Guillemette, and he began by confessing that he had sex-
ual intercourse with her after sponsalia had been contracted. The case is set
to declare Guiot’s petition. Over the next couple of entries it appears that his
claim is that Guillemette committed adultery. Issue is joined on this question,
and Guiot is absolved on the condition that he prove the adultery within a
month. (After this the record calls the case a “marriage case.”)273 Guiot pro-
duces 15 witnesses whose testimony is, apparently, published. At this point
Guillemette goes into ‘delay mode’, and she ultimately fails to appear in two
sessions at the end of January and the beginning of February 1386. The case is
not recorded again until 30 October, where we read: “Today we decreed that
[GG], who had been excommunicated, aggravated and reaggravated by our
authority for debt (pro re) at the instance of [GF], be absolved, on the ground
of the wretched cessio bonorum that she made today, saving nonetheless the
principal and expenses, and [GG] consented that the expenses be taxed in her
absence, etc., which are taxed at five sous and in letters nisi, twelve livres.”274

In the practice of the court of Paris, a case of absolution was a case brought
by someone who had been excommunicated, frequently for debt. He sought
to be absolved from the excommunication, and he often got this absolution
by making a cession of goods (only in this case is it called “wretched” [mis-
erabilis]), a kind of bankruptcy, which served to lift the excommunication but
left the remaining obligation if the plaintiff in the absolution case came into
better fortune.275 This case begins as one of absolution, and it ends with a
cession of goods, but its pattern is far from that of regular absolution cases.

269 One of the promotors of the court, e.g., col. 141, 144.
270 Jean Colombier, col. 271/5, disc. T&C no. 700.
271 Col. 271/5, T&C no. 701.
272 (11.xi.85), refs. in TCas.
273 Col. 230/5.
274 Col. 384/6, T&C no. 702.
275 Even this is not completely clear, but it seems to be the main thrust of the entries in these cases.

Listed T&C no. 703.
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Guiot confesses at the beginning of the case that he is married to Guillemette.
He may not have confessed this before, and any previous litigation between
them probably lies before the beginning of the book. He is seeking absolution,
presumably from excommunication, but it is an absolution that he seeks to
obtain by showing that Guillemette committed adultery. So far as I know, the
only obligations that could be dissolved by adultery were the obligations to
solemnize a marriage or to cohabit after a marriage, and we may strongly sus-
pect that the excommunication from which Guiot sought absolution was an
excommunication for failure to do one or the other. That this was the excom-
munication in question is certainly suggested by the court’s order that Guiot be
absolved so long as he proves the adultery within a month “otherwise he is to
be forced back into the present sentence,” that is, that he is excommunicated
until he obeys the order that gave rise to the excommunication.276

Apparently, the 15 witnesses proved the adultery, though no ruling to that
effect is recorded, because Guillemette immediately goes on the defensive and
ultimately disappears. The final entry, separated from the previous one by more
than eight months, suggests that in the intervening period Guillemette had
been excommunicated. (The sentences were probably recorded in the register
of sentences.) She could have been excommunicated for her contumacy, but it
is hard to see how that would have led to a cession of goods, and the entry
specifically says that she was excommunicated pro re, a phrase that in other
entries seems to mean “for debt.” She does not have the wherewithal to pay;
she is absolved of her excommunication by making a cession of goods, but
she remains liable for five sous in costs and for twelve livres that are secured
by penal letters nisi.277 What is the source of this debt, the principal sum of
which seems to be twelve livres? The record does not say, but it could have been
payments that Guiot made to Guillemette in connection with the marriage or
her dowry (which she would have forfeited to Guiot for adultery), which she
somehow had lost before it was transferred to Guiot. The former seems to be
slightly more likely.

Guillemette’s adultery cost her dearly. The record suggests that she was too
ashamed to appear at the final session of the case.

Alison la Maillarde c Robin Anglici278 is the longest case in this group (31
entries over 10 months), but the record tells us relatively little. The pleadings
are standard: Alison proposes sponsalia de futuro carnali copula secuta; Robin
admits the intercourse and denies the sponsalia. Robin corrects an answer that
he made to a position, a correction that allows us to see that among other
things, the positions required the parties to assess the characters of the adver-
saries.279 Alison produces four or five witnesses (the record is a bit unclear)
whose testimony is ultimately published. Robin requests that the witnesses be

276 Col. 220/1, T&C no. 704.
277 Disc. T&C no. 705.
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reexamined, a request the ruling on which is never given. Ultimately, he pro-
duces seven witnesses on his side, and the case ends with the publication of his
witnesses.

Toward the end of the case, there is one indication that the court was getting
annoyed with the delay: “and the defendant shall take care to have his witnesses
[before the examiner]; otherwise they [the witnesses previously examined] will
be published,” an event that would preclude his producing more.280 The threat,
however, is mild and produces the desired effect. The line between a careful
defense and delay is a thin one, and Robin and his proctor did not go far over
the line.

Alison is well represented throughout the case. At one point she consti-
tutes four proctors.281 Robin has proctorial representation, and at one point
he confesses that N. Domicelli is not his advocate, suggesting that he may have
consulted him. Domicelli served as locumtenens for the official and, as such,
must have been one of the senior advocates of the court.282 All of this suggests
that the parties knew what they were doing, so that when the case disappeared
from view after the witnesses on both sides had been published, they had a
pretty good idea what the result was going to be. The problem with such a
record, of course, is that we do not.

Sexual intercourse, unaccompanied by any suggestion of marital promises,
was, of course, fornication, an ecclesiastical crime. The Paris court seems not to
have concerned itself with routine fornication prosecutions. These, we might
imagine, were dealt with by the archdeacons, as they clearly were in a later
period,283 and they may also have been dealt with by the promotors of the
court in their registers and not entered in the register of the official. There are
three cases of prosecution for concubinage in the register. One has been treated
already because it involved possible sponsalia.284 In another we are informed
that Marguerite Guilloti, the servant of dominus Guillaume, the farmer of the
church of Saint-Josse, made amends for concubinage with the deceased Vital
de Brucelles 10 years previously.285 She is, “in place of fine and as a measure
of the fault to place a candle of one pound of wax before the church of Sainte-
Marie of [],” and here the entry breaks off. We may suspect that this case came
before the court because a priest could not have such a woman as a servant if
the offense had gone unamended.

The third case gives us interesting details about the couple but no indication
why the couple came before the court. Jean le Gaigneur, a weaver of cloth, who
chose his domicile in the house at (the sign of) the shield of Flanders in the
rue de la Grande-Truanderie, and Gilette la Badoise, residing near the sign of

280 Col. 193/1, T&C no. 707.
281 Col. 92/1.
282 Col. 4, 45, 128.
283 See Pommeray, Officialité archidiaconale, 372–400; disc. T&C no. 708.
284 Office c Veteriponte et Auvers (at nn. 218–19).
285 (31.vii.87), col. 504/5, T&C no. 709.
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the Bear and the Lion, in the parish of Saint-Pierre-aux-Boeufs (la Cité) made
amends for concubinage together.286 They apparently paid the fine, but that is
all that is said.

sponsalia de presenti and ambiguous sponsalia;
miscellaneous types of spousals litigation

We group together here cases in which sponsalia de presenti are alleged or may
have been alleged and miscellaneous types of spousals litigation, notably cases
of jactitation. We have already noted that cases involving sponsalia de presenti
are rare, certainly when compared to English cases in which such allegations are
found. The fullest such case also contains indications as to why the allegation
is so rarely found.

On 6 February 1385, Huet Ringart, clerc domicilié à la maison à la signe du
Gros tournois dans la rue des Prêcheurs, paroisse de Saint-Eustache, brought
suit against Étiennette fille de Gérard Bersaut with a complaint that looks like
a quite standard one of sponsalia de futuro.287 Étiennette’s response is also
quite standard: “She confessed that he asked her to be his spouse, and that she
replied to him that she would do nothing without the consent of her father and
mother, and that she would do what pleased them.”288 As was quite common
in such cases, the father and mother appear and swear that the marriage does
not please them. Somewhat less common, but certainly not unprecedented, is
Étiennette’s final “protestation” that if she said any words savoring of the force
of espousals she reserved the right to revoke and renounce them because she is
[or was] under age.289

Two entries 11 days later cast a quite different light on Huet’s claim:

Because the plaintiff had proposed in his act [this could refer to the positions that were
then being answered, or it could refer to the complaint that Villemaden had “sanitized”
before he entered it] that he had contracted clandestine marriage with the defendant,
viz., by verba de presenti, the defendant by voice of her counsel asked that the plaintiff be
declared excommunicate, since by the synodal statutes, those who contract clandestine
marriage are excommunicated, etc., and be precluded from bringing the case (repelli ab
agendo), this sentence of excommunication standing in the way.We, however, informed
about the synodal statutes, declared that the plaintiff, excommunicated by the authority
of the synodal statutes, be absolved, there intervening a fine that he has pledged, as is
secured in the register of Alain Audren.290

From a procedural point of view, the exception is well taken. A person who
was excommunicated could not plead in an ecclesiastical court (indeed, he or

286 (21.iii.85), col. 83/1.
287 (6.ii.85 to 6.x.85), refs. in TCas. That Huet is a clerk is indicated by the standard-form security
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she was not supposed to be able to plead in any court). We have already seen
the statutes (or their ancestors) to which Éienette’s counsel was referring.291

The procedure, however, was flexible. A court could absolve someone from
an excommunication temporarily in order to allow him to bring a case, or,
as here, it could absolve him permanently upon his making amends. We will
have occasion to discuss later how serious a barrier these statutes posed to
the bringing of spousals litigation in the Paris court. Suffice it to say here that
it was a barrier, a barrier that might have encouraged litigants to frame their
complaints in terms of sponsalia de futuro, where it would not have made a
difference in the result.292

The rest of the case seems to focus more on Étienette’s age than on the nature
of the sponsalia, although the entries are sufficiently cryptic that it is hard to tell.
Étienette reclaims the contract on no less than four separate occasions, some-
thing which she, of course, could do if she were underage at the time she made
it.293 Huet produces seven witnesses, one of whom claims to be the servant-
woman of the herald of France at the gate of Paris (pedisecca scuti Francie
in porta Parisius), and Étienette, with her father’s permission, constitutes four
proctors.294 Ultimately, Huet also constitutes a proctor. Further entries mention
three more witnesses of Huet, including two women, one a former servant of
Gérard, who are said to be “in remote parts.”295 The deposition of at least one
of these is ultimately published, as are, apparently, the depositions of all the
other witnesses. In June, Huet gives security to Gérard. The last entry, on 6
October 1385, sets the case down for an interlocutory sentence, which, appar-
ently, effectively decided the case, because no more is heard of it thereafter.

It looks as if Huet had a plausible case. He may well have contracted with
Étienette per verba de presenti. She, in turn, cannot have been much older than
12 in order to make her claim that she is (or was) underage plausible. Her
father, at least initially, is adamantly opposed to the marriage. The fact that he
takes security from Huet toward the end of the case, however, suggests that
some financial negotiations were taking place between them. Étienette, so far
as the record shows, never presented witnesses. She may not have had any, but
that seems unlikely considering that she is defending the case on the grounds
of nonage. It may well be that the case was compromised, though whether that
compromise resulted in a marriage we cannot tell.

The other two cases that contain specific mention of sponsalia de presenti
are less informative. Annette la Bordiere, domiciliée à la maison l’Alemant
à Choisy-le-Roi (Val-de-Marne), proposed sponsalia per verba de presenti,
which Jean le Normant denied, but at the second session she had to defer the
decisory oath to Jean, and both parties were given license, as in a standard

291 Ch 1, at nn. 85–6.
292 See the discussion in the conclusion to this chapter.
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de futuro deferral case.296 Jean Bernardi’s claim against Marion fille de Jean
le Coeffier alias le Champenoys was more successful. He proposed sponsalia
de futuro and de presenti, which she confessed. The couple was ordered to
solemnize within a month.297 Neither case mentions a penalty for clandestinely
contracting marriage.

Annette was a country woman, who may have been misinformed about what
to say. She also may have been poor. She was never charged a fee, whereas Jean
was charged eight deniers for the first session and two sous for the second.
The court treated the case exactly as it would have treated a deferred case of
sponsalia de futuro. We can be less sure that Jean Bernardi was ill-informed.
He may have deliberately raised the stakes in the face of unrecorded parental
resistance. Again, however, the court behaved exactly as it would have in a case
of confessed sponsalia de futuro.298

There are four cases in which the sponsalia are not described as de presenti,
but the way in which they were described suggests that they might have been.
Jeanne fille de Guillaume de Coloigne c Jacquet de Bouloigne is the clearest
of these cases.299 On 31 January 1386, Jeanne proposed “that the parties and
their relatives in their names made marital promises with each other, and then
the defendant took the hand of the plaintiff saying to her that from that time (ex
tunc) he would hold her and take her as wife.” This formula is one that many
canonists would have regarded as a present one, though it is not mentioned
that Jeanne said the same thing. Jacquet has a somewhat different version of
the story:

The defendant confessed that the relatives of the plaintiff and defendant made promises
of marriage to be contracted between the parties, if this condition were fulfilled, viz.,
that the father of the girl promised to hand over to him [the defendant] 50 livres of Paris
before the contract and promised to pay 50 more after the contract, viz., before the feast
of St John the Baptist next to come, and the same father had to oblige himself to this
along with another guarantor, etc. He denied the rest.

Jacquet’s pleading is not completely clear. He could be claiming that the
conditions were to be fulfilled by the previous feast of St John (24 June 1385)
and, hence, that he is no longer obliged, or he could be claiming that they had
to be filled by the coming feast of St John (24 June 1386), in which case he is
claiming that he is not yet obliged. Whether the words spoken were one of the
present or future tenses would make no difference as to the obligation, but if
they were of the present tense and if the conditions were future ones, he would
be more than obliged if they were fulfilled; he would be married. After positions
were exchanged, the parties came to a clarification of the issue: Jacquet now
may be speaking only of 50 livres, and he says that he is prepared to marry

296 (13–23.vi.85), col. 135/3 (actor proposuit sponsalia per verba de presenti; lite ex parte rei negative
contestata), 142/1.

297 (10.x.85), col. 200/1, T&C no. 714.
298 Disc. T&C no. 715.
299 Coloigne c Bouloigne (31.i.–17.xi.86), col. 255/1 (T&C no. 716); further refs. in TCas.
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Jeanne if they are paid. Jeanne insists that “he promised to take her to wife,
simply and without condition.”300 This clarification of the issue has all the
hallmarks of a compromise. Jacquet gives up his claim to the 50 livres, and
Jeanne hers to the de presenti contract.

The case does not get very far with the proof stage. Jacquet fails to appear on
30 April, and the case does not appear again until 17 November, when Jeanne
and Jacquet enter a standard-form remission of their “promises by words of
the future tense,” which the court admits.301

Did Jeanne and Jacquet exchange words of the present tense? They may
have, but the financial arrangements were important to Jacquet, and they were
probably important to Jeanne, too. If the financial arrangements could not be
worked out, as clearly they were not, then they are better off having conditional
sponsalia de futuro, because we know that the Paris court routinely allowed a
couple to remit such sponsalia. It probably would have dissolved conditional
sponsalia de presenti if the condition were not fulfilled, but it might have insisted
on clear proof of the conditions and their nonfulfillment. Casting the case in
terms of conditional sponsalia de futuro probably gave the couple (and their
relatives) more flexibility. It was a flexibility of which they took advantage.

If the handfasting described in Coloigne c Bouloigne is similar to that which
we find in some of the English cases, and perhaps quite traditional, the next two
cases give us details about handfastings that suggest customary arrangements
that could not be generalized. Jean Tiphania and Amelotte la Fevresse, whom
we later learn was the widow of one Chrétien (Pierre) Fabri, appeared before
the official on 30 June 1386 and told the following strange story:302

While they were staying together in the house of Étienne de Meneville at Domont (Val-
d’Oise) last Lent, and their master (?Étienne) bought them some shoes, the woman said
to the same Jean that her303 shoes were too small and that the shoes of Jean were good for
her. The same man said that if she wished they would exchange their shoes in the name
of marriage. [But] they did not exchange shoes. [Rather,] they then exchanged hands in
the name of matrimony. They asked that license be given them to contract elsewhere if
that were possible and to acquit each other of this. They wished nonetheless, etc. [?to
do what was right].

The final “etc.” in this entry is annoying, but if we have filled it in correctly,
we can imagine that the official told them either that they had contracted de
presenti or that the obligations of handfasting were serious ones that they ought
not remit. Whichever it was, when we next see the case, Jean is described
as plaintiff and Amelotte is to obtain a certificate of the death of her former
husband. This is obtained, and in the next entry, Amelotte and Jean are adjudged
to be sponsi on the basis of testimonial letters from the curé of Roman (Eure)
approved by letters of the official of Évreux. The naı̈ve couple from the country,

300 Col. 263/1, T&C no. 717.
301 Col. 392/4, T&C no. 718.
302 (30.v to 16.vii.86), col. 326/4 (T&C no. 719), 327/2, 336/7.
303 Disc. T&C no. 720.
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who seem to have thought that exchanging shoes might have something to do
with getting married, prove themselves to be quite competent when it comes to
bringing in proof of the death of the woman’s first husband.304

Étienne Derot domicilié à sa maison à la signe de l’image de saint Jean dans la
rue Saint-Denis, paroisse de Saint-Sauveur claimed sponsalia de futuro against
Laurence Chippon.305 She, in turn, confessed that she had gone to the house of
her godmother (matrina), who had given a loaf of bread to the plaintiff. The
plaintiff had, in turn, handed over to her a piece of the bread which she took
and for which she thanked him. Afterwards the plaintiff said that he had done
it in the name of matrimony, but it was never her intention to have the plaintiff
as husband. At the next session, Étienne defers the oath to Laurence, which she
takes and is absolved.

Like the proposed exchange of shoes in Tiphania c Fevresse, the exchange
of bread described in this case suggests some sort of customary ceremony that
accompanied handfasting. The law did not forbid such ceremonies, though
it encouraged couples to become engaged in the face of the church, and many
canonists suggested that the customary understanding of particular words could
be used to determine whether the sponsalia were of the present or of the future
tenses. In Derot c Chippon, however, at least if we believe Laurence, there are
no words to interpret. There was some debate among the canonists whether
a couple could contract using signs rather than words, if they were capable
of speech. The mainstream opinion suggested that they could not, even if that
was their intention.306 Laurence’s statement in this case that it was not her
intention to have Étienne as husband, then, is part of an ipso fortiori argument:
“Sponsalia cannot be contracted by signs alone where the couple are capable
of speech, and even if they could be, they must intend to contract, which I did
not in this case.” There is even a suggestion that Étienne was trying to trick her
by saying, in effect: “If I did that in the name of marriage, we’re married.”

Of course, we do not know that there were no words. All that we know
is that Laurence said that there were no words and no handfasting. The fact,
however, that Étienne defers the oath to Laurence when we know that there
was at least one witness, the godmother, who could have testified to what hap-
pened, suggests that Laurence’s version of the story is likely to be closer to the
truth.

The last case that may have involved sponsalia de presenti is illustrative of
a larger group. We have already seen that some cases claim sponsalia with-
out specifying the tense, and we will see that in a number of cases we know
that spousals litigation was taking place but have no record of the claims and
defenses.307 Since the overwhelming majority of cases that do specify the tense

304 One is reminded of the sandals that sealed the contract in the book of Ruth (Ru 4:7–8), but that
arrangement was between two men.

305 (27.viii.86 to 3.ix.86), col. 355/2 (T&C no. 721), 359/3.
306 Disc. T&C no. 722.
307 Disc. T&C no. 723.
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of the verbs are de futuro, the probabilities are that they also involve spon-
salia de futuro. We have also just seen, however, that it could be dangerous
to specify that the sponsalia were de presenti. One might find oneself declared
excommunicate and subject, at a minimum, to paying a fine. Hence, cases in
which the tense of the verbs of the sponsalia are not specified or in which we do
not have the pleadings may be cases of sponsalia de presenti. Indeed, as we saw
in Coloigne c Bouloigne, some of the cases in which the claim is of sponsalia
de futuro may in fact involve sponsalia de presenti.

How many cases are like this we cannot tell, but there is a case that gives
us a hint that it may be one of them. The pleadings in Marion Ladriome c
Roger Errau lie before the beginning of the register. When we first see the case,
arrangements are being made to examine two witnesses in Paris and an unspeci-
fied number of them before the official of Chartres.308 In the next entry, Marion
gives up, swears that she cannot prove her case, and defers the decisory oath
to Roger. The official absolves Roger, considering both his oath and “that the
plaintiff swore that no collusion was present nor that she had anything from the
same [defendant] for this.”309 As we have seen, parties were routinely allowed
to remit sponsalia de futuro. If the sponsalia were de presenti, on the other hand,
they should not have been allowed to remit. A marriage once formed cannot be
dissolved by mutual consent. The official may have insisted on the extra oath
in this case (the only case in which such an oath is recorded) because he knew
or suspected that the sponsalia were de presenti.310

The nine jactitation cases are of some interest because they illustrate the
different ways in which couples could get the same issues before the court,
and because they cast some light both on their underlying motivations and on
the role that the court played. No two of them are quite alike. The earliest,
Emangone fille de Thomas Guerin de Noisy-le-Grand (Seine-Saint-Denis) et
Alain Quideau ?apprenti [famulus] de Pierre Genart,311 states the motivation
for the action quite clearly:312

Today [AQ] and [EG] appeared, and the girl said that she was planning to contract
marriage with [PB], that many in the town were whispering and saying that the same
[AQ] had boasted that he had contracted sponsalia with this [EG], wherefore she asked
whether he wished to propose anything, etc., and [asked] that he speak the truth. [AQ]
on his side, questioned under oath and interrogated, said and deposed that he never
made nor contracted sponsalia with the girl nor did he boast, etc., and if he had had
any [promises], he remitted them to her. The man, 16 deniers.

The case nowhere says that this was an instance action brought by Emangone
against Alain, but there is nothing that suggests that there was an ex officio
citation. Hence, this case is very much like a standard remission case. The

308 (18.xi.84 to 10.xii.84), col. 3/2, 9/3.
309 Col. 9/3, T&C no. 724.
310 Disc. T&C no. 725.
311 (30.v.85), col. 125/3. On famulus, see at n. 158.
312 Col. 125/3, T&C no. 726.
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difference presumably lies in the fact that in most remission cases, there is at
least a suggestion that the couple have indeed contracted. Here, they are at
pains to establish that they did not. Whether this is a situation in which the
local rumor mill simply got it wrong, or whether there really was something
between Emangone and Alain that they now want to suppress, we cannot tell.
The court seems willing to let the matter be, upon receipt of a relatively modest
fee from the man.

There is more of a suggestion of proceedings ex officio in Jeanette la Sigoignée
et Bertaud de Ranville:313 “Today [BR] cited because he falsely boasted that
he had affianced [JS], nonetheless deposed by means of an oath that he had
not affianced said girl nor made marital promises with her. Considering this
oath, license was given to the girl to contract elsewhere, etc.” One can cer-
tainly imagine that falsely boasting that one had affianced someone would be
an offense for which a penalty was owed. Apparently, however, if one were
willing to clear the record when cited for the offense, nothing more would be
done.

Arnoleta fille de Roland du Perier et Roger Barberii is more like Guerin et
Quideau than like Sigoignée et Ranville in that the parties appear, so far as we
can tell, without citation, and there is no suggestion of a possible penalty for
false boasting.314 In this case, after the man’s negative oath the court decrees
“that there is no impediment on this ground that would prevent [AP] from con-
tracting elsewhere.” The use of the word “impediment” is telling. Of course,
it was a fundamental legal principle that prior sponsalia de presenti were a
diriment impediment to subsequent sponsalia of any type. But it was also a
fundamental principle that prior sponsalia de futuro unaccompanied by inter-
course were not a diriment impediment to subsequent sponsalia de presenti,
though they might have been regarded as an impedient impediment. The pic-
ture that is emerging from our survey of the Paris cases suggests not that the
Paris court was violating either of these fundamental principles but that it was
developing a third one: Prior sponsalia de futuro are a diriment impediment
to subsequent sponsalia de futuro and, at least, an impedient impediment to
subsequent sponsalia de presenti, and that both impediments will be enforced
judicially. This is an issue to which we will have to return.

Other cases are more like Sigoignée et Ranville. Sedile fille d’Henri du Mar-
tray et Phelisot Frapillon315 is exactly like it, except that Phelisot also swears
that he never boasted of having contracted sponsalia with Sedile. In Colin
Thomassin et Jeanette la Guione, Jeanette swears that “although she had oth-
erwise boasted that [CT] had affianced her, he never affianced her, nor did
they make marital promises with each other.”316 Colin “swore similarly,” a
phrase that does not allow us to tell whether he also had been boasting of the

313 (13.vi.85), col. 135/4, T&C no. 727.
314 (23.vi.85), col. 142/4, T&C no. 728.
315 (29.xi.85), col. 228/1.
316 (14.vi.86), col. 317/2, T&C no. 729.
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relationship. Both are given license to contract elsewhere, and the man pays a
fee of two sous. In Engerran Gonterii et Jeanette de Varenges, the entry specif-
ically tells us that Jeanette’s boast is “impeding a good marriage” of Engerran.
She swears that there was no contract and that she had not boasted that there
was, and Engerran gets his license for 12 deniers.317

In Pierre le Hideux et Jeanne la Bouvyere,318 one of the two entries is similar
to what we have seen. Jeanne is cited because she boasted that Pierre had
contracted with her and to show cause why he cannot contract elsewhere. She
appears and says that she does not wish to propose anything or to impede
Pierre from contracting elsewhere. This entry does not result in a court order,
but a week later we learn that the court had ordered an investigation: “Today,
considering the information made by maı̂tre Jean Caretti, a promotor of the
court, about the fact that it was asserted that [PH] had contracted espousals with
[JB], sexual intercourse following, nothing is found against him, and because
the woman does not wish to prosecute this [matter], we gave license to [PH] to
contract elsewhere unless something else stands in the way, etc., [leaving] the
rest [to their consciences].”319

The matter here is more serious. If, as local rumor had it (asserebatur),
Jeanette and Pierre had had intercourse following sponsalia, they are married,
and Pierre cannot be given license to contract elsewhere. But Jean Caretti can
find no evidence of it, at least not without the cooperation of Jeanette. The
matter is left to their consciences.

Perette l’Esveillée was given license to contract sponsalia per verba de futuro
with Jean Maillefer, notwithstanding the fact that Jean Rappe had otherwise
boasted of having so contracted with her.320 Rappe is absent, though he had
been formally cited. The license is also given “notwithstanding the young age
of the girl, 12 years.” The law did not require a license for a girl of that age
to contract sponsalia, even sponsalia de presenti. The fact that such a license is
thought appropriate indicates that it was not normal for girls of such an age to
so contract.

The last jactitation case is the strangest. “Today, Margotte, wife of Richard
de Camera, who boasted, as was said, [to have contracted with] Jean de Bruire,
etc., and the same Jean appeared before us and swore that they had never
contracted sponsalia nor made marital promises with each other, and therefore
the marital promises, if they had any between them, we leave to their consciences
and burden their consciences [with them]. Each one 12 deniers.”321

In the other jactitation cases, it is clear that at least one and perhaps both of
the parties wish to be free of the contract of which one is said to have spoken
(“boasted,” though that is what se iactare means, seems almost too strong

317 (22.v.87), col. 474/4, T&C no. 730.
318 (16–23.iii.87), col. 445/4, 449/2.
319 Col. 449/2, T&C no. 731.
320 (1.vi.87), col. 477/4, T&C no. 732.
321 (8.vii.87), col. 493/8, T&C no. 733.
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in some of these contexts). In most of the cases, it seems clear that the party
who wants to be free is contemplating marriage with someone else. Indeed,
that person’s name is given in a number of the cases. Here, however, Margotte
is married. How could her boast impede Jean from marrying another? One
possibility is that the marriage contract of which they are speaking antedated
the contract with Richard and that it was de presenti. This would, of course,
mean that Margotte is not married to Richard; she is married to Jean, and he
cannot marry someone else.

There is another possibility suggested by the fact that the record in no place
says that a contract between Margotte and Jean casts doubt on her marriage
to Richard. Margotte and Jean have formed a relationship either in Richard’s
absence or during his sickness. They hope to receive news of his death. But they
cannot marry after his death if they have contracted during his lifetime and
have committed adultery. This may be a ‘strike suit’ to establish their freedom
from a contract, pending Richard’s death.

Whichever possibility it is, the court is clearly troubled. The language by
which it burdens Margotte’s and Jean’s consciences is the strongest that we
find in the register. That language would slightly tip the balance toward the
first possibility, for if Margotte and Jean contracted de presenti prior to her
marriage with Richard, she is living in sin with Richard, and Jean will be living
in sin if he contracts elsewhere.

The two cases that suggest an action derived from opposition to banns tell
us little. In Pierre Porcherii c Jeanette fille du défunt Richard le Bouc et Jean
Seigneur, “license was given to [JB] to contract with [JS], etc., notwithstanding
the impediment put up by [PP], because it is null.”322 This would suggest that
Pierre was ill-informed about what constituted an impediment. Office c Étienne
Malpetit prêtre chapelain de Groslay (Val-d’Oise) tells us even less: “[EM] made
amends because through inadvertence he assigned to [Simon Belot] [26.x.85] in
a case of opposition [instead of] putting the date in the opposition [31.x.85].”323

Without much confidence, we may suggest that the chaplain cited Belot for the
wrong day. The case itself is not recorded.

There is one more ex officio case that refers to prior spousals litigation. On
22 April 1385, Simon Contesse, a resident of Maisons-Alfort (Val-de-Marne),
made amends for his wife Jeanne, who had married him in the face of the
church in violation of an inhibition that she not marry during the pendency of
a matrimonial case brought against her by one Jean Guerini.324 The litigation
itself probably lies before the beginning of the register, so that we cannot tell
whether Simon and Jeanne’s marriage was valid because Jean’s claim failed
or whether it was valid because Jean claimed sponsalia de futuro and their
marriage was, of course, by sponsalia de presenti.325 The presence of this case

322 (8.xi.85), col. 214/4, T&C no. 734.
323 (26.x.85), col. 208/6, T&C no. 735.
324 (22.iv.85), col. 102/3.
325 Disc. T&C no. 736.
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shows that the court took these inhibitions seriously. It also shows, however,
that it could be manipulated. The entry closes with a note: “Her fine was
remitted out of consideration for the seigneur of Essars.”326

divorce from the bond

There are 10 cases of divortium a vinculo in the Paris register, two of which
are on the ground of male impotence. Both of them take only one entry, and
both suggest that the practice of the court of Paris is such cases was fixed and
effective: On 23 March 1385, the court decreed that the marriage contracted
between Jeanne la Houdourone de Lagny-sur-Marne (Seine-et-Marne) and Jean
Carre 13 months previously was null on the basis of Jean’s “frigidity, inability,
and impotence.”327 The decision offers three motivations: (1) a report of two
masters of medicine and of Michel de Pisis, “our sworn surgeon,” who had
visited the man and reported that he was unable to have intercourse with a
woman; (2) the oath of Jeanne, who swore that he was unable and impotent,
and that she had exposed herself to him and tried to have him know her, and
(3) the oaths of six men living in Lagny, who swore on the Gospels that they
believed Jeanne’s oath, and that they had never heard of Jean’s having carnal
knowledge of a woman. Jeanne was given license to marry elsewhere, and paid
the quite high fee of six sous.

In comparison with the procedure that we have seen in England, with its
embarrassing tests and equally embarrassing testimony, this procedure seems
quite civilized, and the reason for the difference is not hard to find. Fourteenth-
century Paris was well supplied with medical specialists, and the court had
confidence in them. The necessity of paying the experts may be the reason for
the high fee. The confidence in the experts may also account for the fact that
the court waives the requirement found in some of the canonic sources that the
couple attempt to have intercourse for three years before a marriage could
be dissolved on these grounds. Of course, we do not know what would have
happened if the man had not cooperated, or if the medical practice of the day
could not tell whether he was impotent.

Philippe Natalis was even more cooperative than Jean Carre. He joined his
putative wife, Raosia fille d’Adanet Petitbon, in swearing that they had been
unable to have intercourse after six years of marriage.328 In this case, the report
of a single master of medicine and one in surgery, together with the oaths of
five men who both support the couple’s oath and report on the publica vox
et fama, suffice to ground the sentence of nullity. Raosia is given license to
marry elsewhere, a matter that may have been of some urgency because she has
confessed to having been deflowered by one Pierre Parvi. Her fine for this is
remitted in the event that Pierre marries her.

326 Col. 102/3, T&C no. 737.
327 (23.iii.85), col. 86/1, T&C no. 738.
328 (2.xii.85), col. 229/2, T&C no. 739.
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Another case tells us nothing except that it is a case of divorce. It disappears
before the libel is delivered.329

In the remaining seven cases, the ground claimed for the divorce is ligamen,
prior bond. In many of these cases, the penal element is strong; in some it is
not. The records give us only hints as to why that might be so.

On 28 March 1387, the court declared the marriage contracted de facto and
not de iure between Pierre Regis and Marion Grante Enpaille on 15 January
1387 to be null “considering that the first husband of the woman, called Janson
le Natier, is still living.”330 Pierre was given license to contract elsewhere, and
Marion was “kept as a prisoner.” This is the most severe penalty that we find
in this group of cases, and it is the only marriage case that we have found in
which a woman is put in the bishop’s prison. Otherwise, however, the case is
typical. Obviously, there was an investigation and probably proceedings that
came before this entry. Someone had authorized Marion’s arrest, for the entry
indicates that she was already in prison. These proceedings may have been the
result of the activities of one of the promotors of the court, who developed the
facts and then a record on which the sentence was based. That this entry is
found in the official’s register suggests that only he had the power to issue an
order dissolving a marriage.

The result in Office c Jeanne Bataille et dominus Guillaume Maloy is quite
different, but the case begins with the same formula as the previous one: “Today,
we declared the second marriage between [JB] and [GM] contracted de facto
15 years ago was and is null considering that Gobin de Sivri, the first husband
of [JB] with whom she contracted 21 years ago still lives, etc., giving the same
[GM] license to contract elsewhere, etc.”331 Rather than proceeding to say how
Jeanne would be punished, however, the entry tells us that “Dominus [GM]
acquitted the woman of all the common goods that they had together, on this
condition that the woman will be bound to maintain the three children that
they had together, and he demised the goods to her, etc. Each of them 2 sous.”

How can we account for the difference in the way in which Jeanne Bataille
and Marion Grante Enpaille were treated? A cynic might suggest that the de
facto wife of someone who calls himself dominus, even if she committed bigamy,
will not be put in the bishop’s prison. Exactly what dominus means in this con-
text is unclear, but we probably should be thinking along the lines of chevalier
or seigneur. It may well be that the wife, even the de facto wife, of such a man
would not normally be put in the bishop’s prison, but as we shall see in other
cases, making amends short of imprisonment was a decided possibility in this
type of case. That suggests that we should look elsewhere for an explanation
of why no punishment for Jeanne is indicated. The fact that she was able to
marry Guillaume and stay with him for 15 years and have three children by

329 Metis c Metis (13.ii.87), col. 428/5; disc. T&C no. 740.
330 (28.iii.87), col. 451/2, T&C no. 741.
331 (1.vii.87), col. 491/3, T&C no. 742.
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him suggests that no one knew that Gobin was alive. Indeed, she may have
thought him dead. But someone found out that he was alive, and unlike Enoch
Arden, this person felt it necessary to reveal the fact. Marion Grante Enpaille,
by contrast, may well have married knowing that Janson was alive.

If Jeanne’s situation was tragic rather than criminal, that could also account
for Guillaume’s generous settlement. He gives her all the community property
(he probably had ancestral lands that he could not share with her) and the three
children.

Other bigamists were punished, though none of them, so far as we can tell, as
severely as Marion Grante Enpaille. Jean Bayart tailor (custurarius) of Cambrai
diocese and Margot la Hemarde appeared before the court and confessed that
Jean had married Denise fille de Noël le Cousturier 11 years earlier and that
Jean and Margot had contracted marriage de facto 8 years previously while
Denise was alive. The official declares the second marriage void. Even if Denise
is no longer alive, the marriage cannot be sustained because of the impediment
of crime, assuming that Margot knew about Denise when she married Jean.
Neither party is expressly given license to contract elsewhere, and the record
tells us that the man had elsewhere (alias) made amends for the deed.332

That the tailor from Cambrai diocese deceived a woman of Paris about the
fact that he had married a woman who looks like another tailor’s daughter in
Cambrai is certainly possible on this record. That would account for the fact
that Jean made amends, and no amends for Margot are mentioned. If, however,
Margot was deceived, then her marriage to Jean can be sustained, if Denise is
no longer alive. Perhaps the reason that this record says so little is that whether
Denise was still alive was a matter under investigation.

Meeting on the feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross (14 September
1385), the court nullified the marriage contracted between Perette la Gai-
gnerresse and Berthelin de Tomailles 6 years previously because 24 years pre-
viously, Berthelin had contracted with Jeanette la Miresse solemnly (rite) in the
face of the church.333 The case was brought by an unnamed actor (probably
one of the promotors of the court), and both women and the man were present.
Perette was given license to contract elsewhere. Berthelin avoided the penalty
of being exposed on the ladder of justice (and being whipped thereafter)334 by
paying ten francs to the almonry of the bishop. Berthelin seems to have been
a man of some substance, and it was probably he who paid the (again, quite
high) fee of four sous.

One case suggests that there were problems of proof.335 On 15 April 1385,
the court separates in goods Antoine Johannis and Jeanne la Serreuriere, his
putative wife, because Jeanne has confessed that Colin le Serreurier is alive.

332 Bayart et Hemarde (7.ii.85), col. 49/3, T&C no. 743.
333 (14.ix.85), col. 189/3, T&C no. 744.
334 Disc. T&C no. 745.
335 (15.iv.85), col. 97/3, T&C no. 746.
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Colin’s relation to Jeanne is not stated in this entry, but their common surnames
suggest that they are married. Colin, however, cannot be found, and the court
offers this as a motivation for its sentence of separation. Jeanne makes amends,
not for bigamy but for double espousals, and the couple swear to separate their
common goods.

We will see in Chapter 10 that the Paris court regularly granted separation of
goods to couples who did not qualify for separation from bed, but who found
life with each other intolerable. These separations never seem to be granted
unless the couple ask for it. That would, in turn, suggest that this couple was
seeking to dissolve their marriage. They do not succeed. The court would seem
to require more proof than simply Jeanne’s confession that Colin was still alive
for it to dissolve the marriage. The court will, however, allow the couple to
live apart, a kind of compromise. The penalty for double espousals is, I would
suggest, also a kind of compromise. Jeanne has confessed to bigamy. She is not
punished for bigamy, however, but for contracting sponsalia with two different
men.

Some light is shed on this case by an entry that appears in the register a month
earlier (9 March 1385).336 Jeanne la Charrone appeared in court without being
cited (sponte) and made amends because she had espoused Colin le Serreurier
in the face of the church of Sainte-Croix-sur-Buchy (Seine-Inférieure, Rouen
diocese) 19 years previously. Her husband (maritus) left her within 3 years and
no news was heard of him for 16 years. Although Colin was still living, she
contracted marriage de facto with Antoine Johannis in the parish of Gouvernes
(Seine-et-Marne, Paris diocese) the previous May. The court imposed a fine of
six francs on her, to be paid in two installments by 9 April, and a priest named
Pierre de Aulo, the governor of the maison de Dieu in Lagny-sur-Marne (Seine-
et-Marne), went surety for her. Jeanne was said to be living at the maison, and
she choose her domicile there. A final cryptic note says: “She has made amends;
she lacks.” (Emendavit; caret.)

There can be little doubt that Jeanne la Charrone is the same person as
Jeanne la Serreuriere in the entry of 15 April. What the entry of 9 March tells
us in many ways confirms our speculations about the entry of 15 April. Jeanne
confessed that Colin was still alive and that she had committed bigamy. But
Colin has not been heard of for 16 years. How does she know that he is alive?
She should not have married Antoine without some evidence that Colin was
dead, and she certainly should not have married him if she was convinced in
her conscience that he was alive. But that is a matter best left to her and her
confessor, who may well be Pierre de Aulo. In the external forum, the court
will not dissolve a public marriage on the basis of the confession, however
conscientiously made, of the existence of a person who has not been heard of
for 16 years.

The previous entry also opens further possibilities that we would not have
expected from the entry of 15 April. Jeanne is not living with Antoine; she

336 (9.iii.85), col. 72/2, T&C no. 747.
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is living in the maison de Dieu in Lagny. She may be ill, and she is almost
certainly poor.337 Her residence in the maison de Dieu suggests that, and the
final cryptic note in the entry for 9 March probably means that she was forgiven
some or all of the payment of the fine because she has no money. But she
does have a potential source of some money, the community property that she
accumulated with Antoine during their year of marriage. It may not be much
but it is something, and if she is going to live at the maison de Dieu, Pierre de
Aulo may be entitled to whatever it is that she has. But these possibilities also
raise the possibility that Jeanne’s conviction that Colin is still alive may have
been prompted by her perceived need to dissolve her marriage with Antoine in
order to get the property that she has with him.

We cannot tell precisely what motivated Jeanne’s confession of 9 March,
and we suspect that the court could not be sure of her motivation either. What
the court does, then, is to solve the problem of getting Jeanne her share of the
community property without having to dissolve the marriage with Antoine. It
does this by ordering a separation of goods.

That ruling, of course, leaves Antoine still married to Jeanne. Of him the
record tells us nothing, though the court may have known about him. He
may not have been a good husband.338 Jeanne’s residence at the maison de
Dieu suggests as much, and that would have been an additional reason why a
separation would be appropriate. It may also be that if Jeanne is in poor health,
Antoine will not have to wait for long before he can marry someone else. All
that the record tells us, however, is that the court will not dissolve his marriage
to Jeanne on the evidence before it.

Two cases, in addition to Bataille et Malloy, do not mention any penalty.
The marriage of Jeanne de Sancto Martino and Jean Naquet goldsmith was
declared null on the basis of Jean’s previous marriage to one Marota, but the
entry is cut off, and so we do not know whether he was penalized.339

In the other case, the entry is complete, and it tells a strange story.340 Gérard
de Brulleto of the diocese of Limoges confessed before the court that seven
years previously, he had promised Marion la Gregoire, also of the diocese of
Limoges, that “if it pleased him, Gérard, he would take her as wife.” Marion
also confessed the same thing. Afterwards, Gérard had had intercourse with
Marion, had lived with her for a long time, and had offspring by her. On
the basis of these confessions, the court declared null the de facto marriage
that Gérard had contracted the same day as the sentence (hodie), followed by
sexual intercourse, with Guillemette la Heraude. The court also declared that
the marriage with Marion was valid and binding, and Guillemette was given
license to contract elsewhere.

337 It is also possible that she was a prostitute in the intervening years between Colin’s abandoning
her and her marrying Antoine.

338 More sinister possibilities are suggested in the previous note.
339 (14.vii.85), col. 156/6, T&C no. 748.
340 (12.xii.85), col. 234/1, T&C no. 749.
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One may imagine that a dramatic scene occurred when Marion arrived from
Limoges on Gérard’s wedding day after he and Guillemette had retired to the
bridal chamber. We do not know who persuaded the three of them to go see the
official; it may have been the priest who officiated at Gérard and Guillemette’s
marriage. Guillemette, however, may have been the person who insisted that
they go see the priest. Gérard’s behavior was inexcusable; yet the record does
not mention that he was punished. A clue as to why may lie in the fact that alone
among these cases, the court in this one specifically declares that the marriage
with Marion is valid. Gérard’s carefully worded promise to Marion is, of course,
no promise: “I promise to marry you, if I choose to do so.” Probably correctly,
the court deemed that the condition was purged by the subsequent intercourse,
but Gérard may not have known this piece of legal doctrine. Indeed, none of
the parties may have known it. Hence, they went to the official and asked him
what they should do. If three rather naı̈ve people appeared before the official,
confessed all, and asked him what was the proper thing to do in their situation,
we may imagine why the official, having made his ruling, decided not to penalize
anyone. They had already had quite a day.

conclusion

We are not quite finished with the Paris marriage cases. The rather large number
of separation cases, together with the related ex officio actions (e.g., adultery
and spousal abuse) are more conveniently treated in Chapter 10. The time
has come, however, to face directly an issue that we have noted with some
puzzlement as we proceeded. What accounts for the overwhelming proportion
of cases of sponsalia de futuro and the virtual absence of cases of sponsalia de
presenti in the Paris register?

We have already seen one possible reason. In Paris, in marked contrast to Ely
and York, a person who alleged informal sponsalia de presenti could be declared
automatically excommunicate by synodal statute.341 We say ‘could’ because we
have seen cases in which sponsalia de presenti were alleged and nothing is said
about excommunication. Nonetheless, the fact that it could happen might well
have shaped the way in which cases were brought, particularly if the party
wishing to bring the case consulted with a lawyer before appearing in court.
Since a great many of the parties to the cases in the Paris register are represented
by proctors or advocates or both, it seems highly likely that many of them did
consult with lawyers before formulating their complaints.

Let us imagine a man or a woman who wanted to bring spousals litigation in
the Paris court consulting a lawyer. The lawyer will first ask precisely what was
said. If the party then describes a handfasting in which words of the present
tense were employed, the lawyer will say, “Are you sure that that is what was
said? Because if it was, you are excommunicate under the statutes of Eudes
de Sully. If you say that in court, the other side may ask that you be declared

341 Ringart c Bersaut (at nn. 287–94), lit. T&C no. 750.
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excommunicate. The court will declare you excommunicate, although it will
probably absolve you ad cautelam, perhaps completely. But you will have to
make amends, and the case will be delayed. If, however, you say that the two
of you said, ‘I promise to marry you’, and you can prove it, then the court will
order you to solemnize your marriage and will declare any subsequent promise
that your partner made void.”

Thus, the litigation risk of alleging sponsalia de presenti, coupled with the
willingness of the court specifically to enforce sponsalia de futuro, may have led
plaintiffs who had exchanged words of the present tense to say that the words
were future ones only. If the court would enforce a simple contract to marry by
means of a court order backed ultimately by excommunication and serious sec-
ular sanctions, a prosecution for failure to fulfill a marriage contract would, in
most circumstances, be just as good as a prosecution for a de presenti marriage.

It would not be as good in two types of situations: (1) where the defendant
had contracted de futuro with someone else prior to contracting de presenti
with the plaintiff, and (2) where the defendant, subsequent to the de presenti
contract with the plaintiff, had gone out and married someone else either de
presenti or by words of the future tense followed by intercourse. As we have
seen, there are cases that allege a prior de futuro contract and those that allege
a subsequent marriage. In all of these cases, the fact that the plaintiff alleged
only a de futuro contract may have hampered his or her ability fully to present
the case, but such cases are rare.

The reason why they are rare is that in both types of cases, the defense creates
a considerable litigation risk for the defendant. By alleging prior sponsalia de
futuro, the defendant would be exposing him- or herself to the charge of double
espousals, a charge that could result in quite severe penalties. An allegation of
a subsequent marriage also presents risks. In the first place, it would seem
that this too would subject one to the penalties for double espousals. Further,
that marriage would be either formal or informal. If it were formal, the prior
spouse would have an opportunity to object to the banns, and we have seen
that a number of them did. If it were informal, the same difficulties would exist
with admitting that marriage as there would be with admitting the initial de
presenti marriage.

Because of these difficulties, three-party marriage cases are quite rare on the
Paris records. They exist, but they are far less common than they are in England
in the same period. We might imagine that someone who had contracted a de
presenti marriage but alleged that it was de futuro, could, when faced with
a defense either of prior de futuro espousals or subsequent marriage, raise the
stakes by changing the plea to one of de presenti marriage (or introducing proof
that the marriage was, in fact, de presenti), but so far as we can tell, no one in
410 Paris marriage cases did this, and, again so far as we can tell, no one had
to do this.342 As a practical matter, an allegation of sponsalia de futuro is as
good as an allegation of sponsalia de presenti.

342 Disc. T&C no. 751.
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So far the argument has proceeded on the assumption that the social practice
was the same in both England and in Paris. The litigation patterns were dif-
ferent, I have argued, because of differences in the ways in which the law was
enforced in the two places. We will see in the following chapters that two key
features of the Paris practice, automatic excommunication for clandestine de
presenti contracts and a dominance of litigation about de futuro ones, can be
generalized to the whole of what we will call the ‘Franco-Belgian region’. Hence,
the social question can be broadened to the two regions. But the assumption
just made that the underlying social practice about marriage was the same in the
two regions involves the further assumption that there were massive amounts
of perjury before the church courts in the later Middle Ages. If we assume that
the social practice was the same in the two regions, then the English must have
lied almost always when they said there had been a de presenti marriage, or
the Franco-Belgians must have lied almost always when they said there had
been a de futuro one, or the Franco-Belgian and English witnesses must have
lied an exactly corresponding percentage of the time. Exact correspondence
of lies defies the laws of statistics. That most of the Franco-Belgian witnesses
(but not the English witnesses) or most of the English witnesses (but not the
Franco-Belgian witnesses) were lying is possible statistically, but also seems
unlikely. While there can be no doubt that there was a considerable amount
of perjury before both sets of courts (someone, for example, must have been
lying in Dolling c Smith), it seems unlikely that it could have been on the scale
necessary to produce the striking differences we see in the records.343 More
cases would probably have crept through in which the witnesses told the truth.

We cannot avoid the social question, moreover, even if we assume – as I have
suggested that we cannot – that the underlying social practices were the same
but that different legal institutions make the records generated by the courts
dealing with those practices look very different. The institutional explanation
simply puts the social question at one further remove: Why did Franco-Belgian
society in the later Middle Ages create legal institutions so different from those
in England?

This last question is one to which we will return in Chapter 12. For the
time being, we can probably proceed on the assumption that there are more de
presenti marriages than appear on the face of the Paris register. There may have
been more even by an order of magnitude, but if that extrapolation gives us
30 or 40 cases of de presenti contracts, it leaves 215 or 225 cases of de futuro
contracts. We might even be willing to expand this number. As we have seen,
there are 37 cases in which the plaintiff alleges not only sponsalia de futuro but
also subsequent intercourse. In this situation it makes no difference whether
the sponsalia were de presenti or de futuro. These events make a marriage, not
a contract to marry, and they can be overcome only by a prior marriage. Even
if we are willing to say, however, that all the cases of sponsalia plus intercourse

343 For evidence from the secular law that de presenti informal marriages did indeed exist in France,
see Turlan, “Recherches,” 503–16.
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were really cases of de presenti consent (as they were in law), that still leaves
us with almost 200 cases of sponsalia de futuro, approximately 70 percent of
the total (255) cases of spousals litigation. What does this very large number
of de futuro contracts tell us?

We noted that the cases of sponsalia de futuro plus intercourse look much
more like the English spousals cases than do the cases of sponsalia de futuro re
integra. The former type of case is largely brought by women, and when we can
see what the issues were, they look like those in England. Unlike the English
cases, they all allege that the sponsalia were de futuro, but that fact makes no
legal difference, and we have already seen that there are institutional reasons
why the pleading always takes that form. What is different about the Paris
spousals cases is the very large number of sponsalia de futuro re integra. What
can we tell about these cases, particularly in the light of the social information
that we can derive from them?

The first thing we might note about these cases is that the plaintiffs (who,
as we have seen, are mostly men) have a dismal rate of success. Of 172 such
cases (excluding the dissolution cases), five were confessed and the plaintiff got
a favorable judgment in one of the contested cases and may have gotten such a
judgment in a half dozen more. That is a success rate, at best, of 7 percent.344

In over half the cases (53%), the defendant took the decisory oath, normally, as
we have seen, in the same session where the claim was presented, and in slightly
more than a quarter of the cases (26%), the parties remitted any promises that
they may have made. While it is possible that some of the men who brought
these cases hoped that the woman would confess or were unaware that they
needed proof, it seems likely that most of the plaintiffs who appeared in deferral
and remission cases knew what was going to happen.

That realization, in turn, leads us to ask whether these plaintiffs can be said
to have ‘lost’. This is particularly true of the remission cases, the record of which
frequently does not tell us who brought the case and, indeed, suggests that in
many cases the couple appeared voluntarily, both asking that their remission be
‘admitted’ by the court. But the statement that the plaintiff did not ‘lose’ may
also be true of the deferral cases. If the plaintiff was aware, as we may suspect
most of them were, that the result was going to be a judgment for the defendant
on the basis of the decisory oath, can they be said to have ‘lost’ when they got
what they knew was going to happen?

That question leads us to inquire into the motivations of the plaintiffs in
the deferral cases. We have seen that a few of them thought they had proof,
though it turned out that they did not have convincing proof, and so they had
to defer, but this is a very small percentage of the total number of cases. We
have also seen that there was another possibility if the result (no sponsalia) was
totally agreed upon: Both the potential plaintiff and the potential defendant
could have come into court and remitted. Why did so many plaintiffs bring an
action that they knew was going to result in a judgment for the defendant?

344 Disc. T&C no. 752.
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The records, of course, do not say. What the record in some cases does say,
and in many more suggests, is that they were brought by men who had been
negotiating with the fathers of young women and, at least in some cases, with
the young women themselves. Perhaps these negotiations had resulted in an
unprovable contract; perhaps the existence of a contract was a matter that
could be disputed between the parties; perhaps the father had committed to the
contract and the young woman had not, or vice versa. The precise details will
always escape us and probably varied from case to case. The point, however,
is that negotiations had been taking place, and this fact was known to a fairly
wide circle of people, not only the parties but also at least some of their amici,
probably neighbors and friends, and so on. Granted the penalties for double
sponsalia and the fact that prior sponsalia could impede a marriage to someone
else, it was in everyone’s interest that if Jean were not going to marry Jeanne,
there be a public record that there were no sponsalia between them.

Now this situation is one in which a remission would provide an effec-
tive record freeing the parties from any obligations of sponsalia, but remission
involved a kind of commitment. The couple had to agree to it, and most of
the remission cases imply that there had been a contract (a few are carefully
worded conditionally), whereas all the defendants in the deferral cases were
willing to put their souls on the line that there had not been. Bringing a suit
that was certain to result in a deferral was the only option open to the plaintiff
in a number of different situations: (1) where negotiations had broken down
so badly that the parties could not even agree to a mutual release; (2) where
the young woman was being kept away from talking to the man (this could, of
course, be a variant of situation 1); (3) where the father or the young woman or
both were delaying in answering the man’s proposal and he wanted to force an
answer, positive or negative, and (4) where the man was convinced that there
was a contract and the young woman or her family was equally convinced that
there was not. This, of course, does not exhaust the possibilities but these seem
to be among the more likely.

Perhaps we can go a step further, although these suggestions do not depend,
as do the previous ones, on classically ‘rational’ behavior but more on guesses as
to what may have been at stake in fourteenth-century Paris. The fee for taking
the decisory oath was almost always two sous. Sometimes the plaintiff also
paid a fee, but that was usually quite small. The fee in remission cases varied
and frequently was not mentioned at all; usually it was small, and it was, I
believe, almost always shared by the couple. Two sous is not a large amount,
particularly if our guesses as to the social status of most of these parties are
correct, but it is not a derisory sum either. There may have been a slight element
in the fee structure, if the plaintiff knew about it, of making the defendant pay
to get out of the contract.

There was more than a slight element of making the defendant pay in what
she had to do. As we have said, she had to put her soul on the line. In at
least some of these cases, the plaintiff may, in effect, have been saying to the
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defendant, “After all that you said to me, I am going to make you jeopardize
your salvation, if you want to get out of it.”

So far as the other option, remission, is concerned, there may have been
social factors that made the defendants reluctant to choose it. As we have
said, remission normally involved an admission that there had been a contract.
The existence of the impediment of public honesty suggests that there were
some who regarded affiancing as more like marriage than did the developed
canon law. There may have been a vague sense among some fourteenth-century
Parisians that a young woman who was physically a virgin was not really a
virgin if she had been affianced to another man. There might even have been
suspicions that if she had been affianced to another man she might not be
physically a virgin. Having made this suggestion, I would want to be very
cautious about it. Despite the presence of the deflowering cases, there is not the
evidence for fourteenth-century Paris that there is for, say, some places in the
Mediterranean world of heightened concern about female virginity.

Prescinding for now from these speculations, let us return to more solid
ground. If we are willing to read the evidence of those cases where we have
some sense of what the issues were, and/or of what the social situation of
the parties was, into the rather large number of cases where we have no such
evidence, the Paris cases of sponsalia de futuro re integra suggest that we are
looking at a type of dispute seen only rarely in the English cases, disputes about
arranged marriages. Just as we asked regarding the English cases whether we
may be seeing in the litigation a disproportionate number of marriages that were
not arranged, so too we must ask whether we may be seeing a disproportionate
number of arranged marriages in the Paris cases. That may be the case, although
we have reason to doubt it because the modal Paris case of an arranged marriage
is one where the arrangement has, for some reason, gone awry. This, then,
necessitates establishing a record either that there was no contract or that any
contract was remitted. It is likely that the proportion of cases in which the
arrangement went awry is small compared to the number in which the social
steps toward marriage outlined in the cases that give us the details resulted in
marriages that did not have to be litigated.

Not all Parisians followed these steps. There are cases of women who
arranged their own marriages, particularly, but not exclusively, widows, and
of country people who seemed to be behaving more like the English couples.
We cannot say that the cases of sponsalia de futuro re integra show us the mar-
riage pattern in the diocese of Paris or even that in Paris itself. What we can
say is that one of the Paris marriage patterns – one that seems to be evidenced
among people of somewhat higher social status – was for a young woman to
be espoused by her father and relatives to a man somewhat older than she.
She had to consent, and sometimes she did not, but the initial choice was not
hers. Another pattern in the same group (and the two patterns could blend)
was for the man to approach the young woman first, obtain her consent, and
then negotiate with her father or relatives. The distinction is a subtle one, and
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in both cases we probably should speak of arranged marriages. Much depends
on something that the records never tell us: whether the man first obtained
permission from the family to talk to the young woman. The second variation,
however, does give the woman a somewhat greater range of choice.

If the pattern of marriage suggested in the previous paragraph reminds one
more of Italy than it does of the ‘northwest European marriage pattern’, as it
has come to be known in the literature, it should.345 That urban Parisians were
behaving more like urban Italians in the later Middle Ages, at least when it
came to marriage, than like the largely rural populations that surrounded them
would not be surprising. We cannot, however, be sure how much of a ‘marriage
pattern’ this was on the basis of the evidence before us. The Paris register never
gives us the age of the parties. In only two cases is nonage claimed.346 We do
not know the age of the men who were plaintiffs, though we suspect that most
of them were over 20 and many may have been older than 25. So the suggestion
that here we are looking at a marriage pattern quite different from that which
we have come to expect for northwest Europe in this period must remain just
that, a suggestion.347

345 See Richard M. Smith, “Geographical Diversity,” with references.
346 Rouet c Longuerue (n. 141); Ringart c Bersaut (n. 287).
347 Lit. T&C no. 753.
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Cambrai and Brussels

The Courts and the Numbers

introduction

In the late Middle Ages, the diocese of Cambrai was large. It extended from the
county of Cambrai in the southwest, across a large swath in the central part of
modern Belgium, to Antwerp in the northeast. It thus included, in addition to
Cambrai itself, the towns of Valenciennes (Nord), Mons, the part of Tournai
on the right bank of the Scheldt, and Brussels. A survey in the fifteenth century
counted 1,029 parishes, divided into 18 deaneries and 6 archdeaconries. The
official, who held court at Cambrai, was assisted by a delegate at Brussels. In
1448, the official at Brussels became an official principal, equal in rank to that at
Cambrai. The jurisdiction of the official at Brussels covered the three northern
archdeaconries, that of Antwerp, Brussels, and Brabant, roughly corresponding
to the Flemish-speaking areas, while the official in Cambrai retained jurisdiction
over the three southern archdeaconries, Cambrai, Valenciennes, and Hainault,
roughly corresponding to the French-speaking areas.1

These officialities have left a collection of registers of sentences, dating from
the middle of the fifteenth century. Those from the city of Cambrai bear dates
from 1438 to 1453, though there are gaps, while that from Brussels bears dates
from 1448 to 1459 and seems to be complete. The sentences thus allow us to
see the activity of the officials of Cambrai both before and after the division
of the diocese and that of the officials of Brussels just after the division of the
diocese.

During the period covered by our sentences, the see of Cambrai was occupied
by two bishops, Jean (V) de Lens and Jean (VI) de Bourgogne. The former died
on 30 March 1439. The latter, the bastard son of John the Fearless of Burgundy,
was elected in April, confirmed by the pope, and consecrated in May; he entered
Cambrai in July and, after some administrative acts in August, departed the city

1 Lit. T&C no. 754.
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rarely to return. He governed the diocese through what today would be called
auxiliary bishops. After a long and disgraceful life, he died in 1479.

The official of Jean de Lens during the period covered by our registers was
maı̂tre Oudard Divitis (Le Riche). He continued as official sede vacante, but
Jean de Bourgogne replaced him with Grégoire Nicolaı̈, who served as official of
Cambrai until 1466. The officials of Brussels during the period of our sentences
were Jan Rodolphi alias Flamingi, from November of 1448 through September
of 1452, and Jan de Platea alias de Lira (Lier), for the remaining seven years of
the register.

The Cambrai sentence books, indeed all sentence books, are, in many ways,
curious documents. One can see, of course, why a court might want to keep
a register of its judgments, particularly its final judgments, for purposes of
determining the application of the doctrine of res iudicata, the notion that once a
case is decided finally it cannot be relitigated between the same parties. We have
already seen that this doctrine was only imperfectly applied in marriage cases,
but it was clearly relevant even in such cases. To relitigate a marriage case, one
had to demonstrate ‘that the church was deceived’ in the previous case, and a
record of what was done in the previous case was useful.

What is curious, then, about the Cambrai sentence books is not that records
of judgments were being kept but the way in which they were being kept. A
much shorter entry would have sufficed to convey all the information about the
judgment that is contained in sentences like the following:2

In a case initiated and pending before us the official of Cambrai between Jeanne Rattine,
party plaintiff on the one side, and Colin l’Oyseleur, party defendant on the other,
having seen the petition of the plaintiff shown before us in court, the oaths, assertions,
and replies of the parties, and other things moving us and our soul, supported by the
seasoned advice of those who are expert in the law, the name of Christ having been
invoked, because it was and is apparent to us that the defendant entered into and made
clandestine marital promises by words of the future tense suitable for and capable of
such things and had deflowered and carnally known the plaintiff and had brought forth a
child from her, on account of these things we condemn the defendant to proceed further
to the solemnization of the marriage with the plaintiff – as is customary and is normally
done – in the hand of a priest and in the face of the church, issuing a definitive sentence
in this writing.

The information contained in this mass of verbiage can be reduced to “Jeanne
Rattine c Colin l’Oyseleur, clan[destine] [sponsalia] d[e] f [uturo] + deflowering,
one child, confessed, ordered to solemnize.” (That the action was confessed
can be inferred from the fact that no proofs other than those supplied by the
parties themselves are mentioned.) For purposes of coding, this information
can be placed in fields labeled “Plaintiff,” “Defendant,” “Claim,” “Defense”
(none in this case), “Process,” and “Sentence.” This stripped-down entry tells
us everything that seems to be legally relevant in the sentence.3 It does not,

2 Rattine c Oyseleur (26.vii.38), no. 20, T&C no. 755.
3 Disc. T&C no. 756.
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however, tell us everything that is legally relevant about what happened. For
this we need a marginal note, which, in this case, the register supplies: “The
parties are held to the laws (tenentur ad leges) for making clandestine [sponsalia]
and not renewing them, and because they did not proceed [to solemnization]
within the time defined by law, sexual intercourse following, in such a way that
the defendant deflowered the plaintiff. At Lahamaide [Ellezelles, prov. Hainaut,
Belgium].”4

This cryptic note tells us more than does the whole sentence. In addition to
being ordered to solemnize, the parties were also penalized (though exactly how
is by no means clear from the phrase “are held to the laws”) for what looks
like four potentially separate offenses: (1) clandestine sponsalia not renewed
(presumably publicly), (2) failure to solemnize within a legally defined period
(presumably after the sponsalia), (3) consummating their marriage before it was
solemnized, and (4) deflowering. It also tells us where the parties come from
(presumably for the purposes of collecting the fines).

The kind of information that is contained in the note and the style in which
it is recorded is typical of what we find in registers of the period, particularly
registers that are mostly or entirely devoted to office cases.5 What is surprising,
then, is not that we find such notes in the Cambrai register (and it is not clear
that this type of information was always recorded)6 but that we do not find the
sentences similarly reduced to their bare legal minimum.

The man who was responsible for redacting this sentence was named Jean
Carlerii. Jean went on a trip to Italy during the period covered by the registers,
and when he returned he crossed out one of the sentences of his substitute,
Raoul Hennoque, and wrote a caustic remark about it in the margin.7 We can
still read the crossed-out sentence, and it looks very much like the ones that
Carlerii registered, but it clearly was not up to Carlerii’s standards. This tells us
that there was a bureaucratic tradition at Cambrai concerning the maintenance
of these sentence registers in a particular way, but it does not tell us how the
tradition started and what its purpose was.

Although nothing quite like the sentence registers of the Cambrai diocese has
yet been found elsewhere, we know that the tradition of writing sentences in
highly formal and rhetorical language was characteristic of Romano-canonical
procedure as it was practiced in the ecclesiastical courts in the later Middle Ages.
The quire of sentences found in the Paris register are in the same style, as are the
individual sentences found in the cause papers of the higher ecclesiastical courts
in England. They give an impression of seriousness and solemnity, an impression
that was clearly their purpose to produce. We are probably correct in imagining
that they were read out in court, and if we read them aloud we find that they

4 Rattine c Oyseleur (n. 2), T&C no. 757.
5 E.g., Hereford Record Office, “Acts of Office,” Donahue, ed., Records 2, 170–1; CCA, Ex officio

Act Books, id., 105–8; A.D. Marne, G 922 to G 934, Donahue, ed., Records 1, 97.
6 See App. e9.1, “Non sunt leges or None Mentioned” (T&C no. 1054).
7 Douvel et Becforte (4.viii.39), no. 253, T&C no. 758.
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make an aural impression, even on those who do not know Latin. For those
who did know Latin (the officers and personnel of the court certainly, attendant
clergy, and perhaps some educated lay people), they probably seemed a bit
pompous, but they may have had a kind of reassuring quality, like good liturgy.
It is important to emphasize, however, that the reassurance is not produced by
a demonstration of the compelling reasons that led the court to act as it did.
Motivations, though occasionally present, are relatively rare in these and similar
sentences. Rather, the reassurance lies in the recitation of the steps of the ordo
that have been followed, the findings of the court, and the inevitable conclusion
that follows from those findings. The reassurance, then, is a reassurance of the
fundamental notion of the rule of law.

The reading of the sentence in court was, of course, a fleeting moment, but
the act of reading the sentence was the most solemn act that the court did.
The registers of sentences, then, are records of these solemn acts, preserved, we
might suggest, not so much as precedents (although any notary who wanted to
learn how to write sentences would find good examples in these registers) but
more for the purpose of preserving and passing on to future generations the
tradition of the court as an authoritative embodiment of the rule of law.

The rhetoric of the sentences themselves is mostly formulaic. Like the for-
mulae of a Homeric poem, a repertoire of stock phrases and half-phrases can
be stitched together to fit the circumstances of the case. The existence of this
repertoire of stock phrases suggests the possibility that the sentences themselves
were composed orally by the official as he rendered them. It also means that
the notary, by deft use of abbreviations, for example, “X” for Christi nomine
invocato, could take down the sentence word for word as it was being given.
Whether this is in fact the case with the sentences in the Cambrai register I am
not sure.8 There are changes in the style of the sentences over the course of
the registers that seem to reflect more a change in notarial practice than any-
thing that might be attributed to a particular official. For example, the early
sentences in the register in office cases begin: “In an office case, initiated and
pending before us, the official of Cambrai, between the promotor of cases of
our office, acting in the name of and for the sake of his office, plaintiff, on the
one side, and on the other side, the defendants, [JH] and [JH].”9 Six months
later this formula has been reduced and changed to “Having seen the articles
of the promotor of our office brought against the defendants, [JR] and [JC].”10

Three years later (there is a substantial intervening gap), this formula has been
expanded to “Having seen the articles of the promotor of our office brought
against the defendants, [JW] and [CP], who are subject to our jurisdiction.”11

This last remains the formula for the next 10 years. It is also the basic formula
in the Brussels register, though there are variations. Certain changes in the
rhetoric seem to be specific to particular cases, however, and probably reflected

8 Disc. T&C no. 759.
9 Office c Hayette et Hongroise (13.xii.38), no. 90, T&C no. 760.

10 Office c Roussiau et Comte (30.vi.39), no. 250, T&C no. 761.
11 Office c Wyet et Paiebien (13.vii.42), no. 280, T&C no. 762.
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what the official wanted to say about that case. We will see, for example, that
it is characteristic of cases that seem to involve very serious offenses, such as
bigamy, for a heightened rhetoric to be employed, and we will see in Chapter 10
that changes in the rhetoric of separation sentences almost certainly reflects the
unease of the officials with what they were doing with an increasing number of
basically consensual separations a thoro.12

These changes in rhetoric mean that we cannot simply give the standard
form of sentence for each type of case and then count the number of cases of
each type. This is unfortunate because with close to three thousand sentences,
analyzing every one of them is out of the question. What I did, therefore, was
to sample, beginning with 10 percent (146) of the sentences in the registers
from the city of Cambrai and using this sample to test the variations in case
types. I then drew samples just of the marriage cases, as will be explained later.
I also drew samples of the Brussels cases for purposes of comparison, though
the focus was somewhat more on Cambrai than on Brussels.13

Much of the marriage litigation at Cambrai, particularly the office cases,
involves violations of local legislation. A brief rehearsal of that legislation is
necessary in order to understand what follows. The distinctive approach of the
area to the regulation of sponsalia is already to be seen in the synodal statutes of
Guiard de Laon, bishop of Cambrai, 1238–48, which can be dated with some
confidence between 1238 and 1240:14

[89] Priests shall prohibit their subjects (subditis) from giving faith of contracting
marriage mutually except before the priest of either of them who wish [so] to contract
and in public before the people, and if they give faith between themselves it shall not be
valid.

[90] We command that no priest should, without the license of the bishop, dare to
celebrate banns or edicts or solemnize marriage between them [i.e., those who violate c.
89] even if they should wish to affiance themselves again. If, moreover, a priest presumes
to celebrate marriage between anyone against this precept, let him know that by that
very act he is suspended.

[91] Let them be excommunicated and denounced as excommunicate those who
contract clandestine marriages, and let the priest who celebrates this sort of marriage
also be denounced as excommunicate. Whoever, clerk, layman or woman, presume to
join any persons in this manner, let them also be denounced as excommunicate.

[92] Let them be excommunicate and denounced as excommunicate those who after
clandestine affiancing know each other carnally. Whoever are present at clandestine
marriages celebrated before a priest or another, we excommunicate them unless they
reveal [this] to the bishop or his official within 15 days.

[93] We excommunicate [those] who give faith, or take it, or give a gift or take it for
concealing impediments to marriage. Let this excommunication be often announced by
every priest in [their] parishes.

12 The highest level of rhetoric is found in Office c Roders (2.vii.46), no. 951, a prosecution for,
among other things, sorcery.

13 Disc. T&C no. 763.
14 Statuts synodaux français IV, 45–7; text and disc. T&C no. 764.
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After a paraphrase of the canon Cum inihibitio of the Fourth Lateran Coun-
cil,15 the statutes continue:

[96] If anyone gives faith to another to contract marriage by words of the future tense,
and before sexual intercourse they mutually wish to remit the faith, such quittance
should not be done except by the bishop or his official.

We have already seen that the Paris statutes on the topic of clandestine mar-
riage were strict.16 Such marriages subjected the parties to automatic excom-
munication. What is different about the Cambrai statutes is that they also insist
that the sponsalia de futuro be public. In the thirteenth century, they do not
excommunicate those who contract sponsalia de futuro privately, but they do
excommunicate those who, having contracted them, then form a marriage by
subsequent intercourse. The control over sponsalia de futuro is exercised in
a different way (c. 89–90). First, private sponsalia de futuro are prohibited;
indeed they are said to be invalid. Second, the parish priest may not proclaim
the banns or solemnize the marriage of those who have so contracted without
license from the bishop. This may not be a direct violation of Alexander III’s
decretal Quod nobis ex tua parte, but it is certainly in a different spirit.17

Further emendation to these canons followed in the compilation of synodal
statutes made in 1287–8 and again in the early years of the fourteenth century.
In particular, what we labeled canons 89–90 in the quotation was amended to
read as follows:18

[65] [80] Parish priests shall prohibit their subjects (subditis) from contracting sponsalia
or giving faith of contracting marriage to each other (fidem de matrimonio inter eos
pariter contrahendo), except, at a minimum, before the priest of one of those who
wishes to contract (nisi coram presbytero alterius saltem contrahere volentium), and
this should be in a public place, a church, for example, or a cemetery or a chapel and
before many other trustworthy people. And if they otherwise contract sponsalia, unless
they repeat them within eight days before any of the above priests, the priest should
not proceed to the proclamation of the banns or the solemnization of them without our
special license [i.e., of the bishop] or that of our official. And anyone who presumes to
do this [knowingly] shall know himself suspended by this very fact.

This is, in many ways, an improvement from the point of view of legislative
drafting. The sanction for not so contracting is changed from invalidity of the
sponsalia (something that was probably not within the power of the synod to
do) to the requirement that a special license be obtained from the bishop or his
official (on which occasion, presumably, a penance could be imposed) in order
to proceed with the proclamation of the banns and the solemnization. Perhaps
most important and by way of concession to the fact that medieval people, like

15 Ch 1, at n. 77.
16 Ch 1, at nn. 85–7.
17 X 4.3.2 (Ch 1, at n. 74).
18 Statuts synodaux français IV, 118, 160; text and disc. T&C no. 765.
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modern, normally first found out whether someone was willing to marry them
in a private setting, clandestine sponsalia de futuro were not forbidden. Rather,
the couple were enjoined to publicize them within a week after they were made.
This period of a week remained a feature of the Cambrai legislation throughout
the Middle Ages and was being enforced in the mid-fifteenth-century sentences
that we see in our registers.

As we saw and will also see in the cases that follow, the Cambrai court reg-
ularly fined couples for failure to solemnize their marriages after sponsalia had
been entered into, and the fines mention a period “fixed by law.” That the failure
to solemnize sponsalia (unless they were remitted before the bishop or his offi-
cial) would be an offense is clearly implied in the legislation, but no fixed period
for solemnization is laid down. We have been unable to find such legislation,
though we have no doubt that it existed. Because we have been unable to find the
legislation, we do not know what the period was as it is never given in the sen-
tences.19 It could have been as short as a month from the time of solemnization
of the sponsalia because that would have given ample time for the three suc-
cessive proclamations of the banns on Sundays or feast days called for in Cum
inihibitio. Clearly, this legislation was designed to turn marriage promises into
solemnized marriages quickly.

Not every diocese in the region seems to have adopted these provisions. For
example, if we can rely on an older printed edition, the diocese of Soissons in
the year 1403 adopted a reasonably systematic collection of synodal statutes
that were divided into consilia and praecepta. Classified as a consilium and
not a praeceptum was the following provision that seems to have been adapted
from Cambrai: “Let priests frequently prohibit lay people, under excommuni-
cation, from giving faith to themselves of contracting [marriage] unless a priest
is present, and many others, and if they do so in his absence, let him [the priest]
not make edicts or banns.”20 This probably refers to sponsalia de futuro; the
reference to excommunication is vague. It might have been necessary to impose
the sentence rather than the parties’ incurring it automatically (technically an
excommuncatio ferendae sententiae rather than latae sententiae). The fact that
the whole thing is called a consilium suggests that it is considerably less bind-
ing than the Cambrai statutes.21 Around 1454, the bishop of Amiens adopted
a collection of synodal statutes that said nothing about the celebration of spon-
salia de futuro, excommunicated those who contracted per verba de presenti
clandestinely, but then repeated the injunction of Quod nobis ex tua parte22

that those who wish to publicize such marriages be received by the church and
blessed.23

19 Disc. T&C no. 766.
20 Soissons (1403), c. 50, in Actes de Reims, 2:631; T&C no. 767.
21 By contrast, clandestine marriages seem to be punished with automatic excommunication. Id.,

c. 55, in id., 2:632; cf. id., c. 48, in id., 2:631.
22 X 4.3.2 (Ch 1, at n. 74).
23 Statutes of Jean Avantage (c. 1454), c. 5.10, in Actes de Reims, 2:712.
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There is one further statute of possible relevance to our cases, appearing first
in this form in the Cambrai collection of 1287–8 and carried over into that of
the early fourteenth century:24

[71] [83] Item, we excommunicate all those who propose false impediments against
marriages, or who knowingly [scienter] conceal the truth, out of affection, [superior]
order or favor, or for any other reason, and will that priests frequently denounce them
as excommunicate for this reason. Even if no one offers opposition at the proclamation
of the banns, but the priest has a probable or true suspicion (versimilem aut veram
coniecturam) against the marriage, he should not proceed to solemnize the marriage
without consulting with us or our official of Cambrai about this. If he does to the
contrary, he will be held to the penalty for [performing a] clandestine marriage.

The general thrust of this statute is clearly designed to encourage the raising of
objections, but it could be used to penalize those who raise objections that turn
out not to be provable, particularly since the scienter requirement does not have
to be taken as applying to “those who propose false impediments.” This statute
may be the authority for a penalty that we find quite often in the cases, imposed
for “frivolous opposition” to a marriage.

Two relevant additions to the basic statutes of Cambrai are recorded in the
fourteenth century. In one, the canon complains that because of the “simplicity
of priests,” couples who wish to contract de futuro are being given the form
to contract de presenti. It recommends the form “I promise that I will take
Bertha as wife, if a canonical impediment does not stand in the way.”25 In
1315, a synod imposed ipso facto excommunication on those who separated
themselves without judgment of the church.26 This canon was being applied in
our fifteenth-century cases.

the business of the ecclesiastical courts of cambrai
and brussels

Our initial sample of 146 cases from the registers of the court of Cambrai
at Cambrai yielded the types of cases shown in Table 8.1. The numbers are
dramatically different from those of the other courts that we have examined.
Marriage cases (including prosecutions for sexual offenses, such as adultery)
account for 70 percent of the total, as opposed to 38 percent at York, 23 percent
at Ely, and 23 percent at Paris. The disparity is even more dramatic (79%) if
we include, as we did with the other courts, the cases of clerical discipline that
involve sexual offenses. But if 79 percent of the Cambrai sentences involved
matrimonial or sexual matters, 21 percent did not, and 21 percent of 1,455
sentences is 306 sentences. Clearly, the court of Cambrai was not dealing only
with matrimonial and sexual matters. The fact that only records of sentences
have survived probably means that the number of such cases is understated

24 Statuts synodaux français IV, 119; text and disc. T&C no. 768.
25 (c. 1310), in id., 2:492–3.
26 Id., 2:502.
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table 8.1. The Business of the Court of Cambrai at
Cambrai (1438–1453)

Type of Casea No. % Total

Ecclesiastical
Clerical discipline 4 3
Clerical discipline (sexual) 13 9
Otherb 6 4
subtotal 23 16

Matrimonialb 102 70
Obligation

Arbitration 1 1
Cession 2 1
Debt 4 3
Debt appeal 1 1
subtotal 8 5

Testamentary
Renunciation 6 4
Otherb 3 2
subtotal 8 6

Miscellaneous
Unknown 1 1
Injury 1 1
Spoliation 1 1
Witchcraft 1 1
subtotal 4 3

total 145 100

Notes: ‘Clerical discipline’ = an office proceeding against a
member of the clergy for conduct unfitting to his order. Where
‘sexual’ is added, the case involves, at least in part, a sexual
offense.

For notes and literature, see T&C no. 769.
Source: Registres de Cambrai.

because, as we have noted, matrimonial cases tend to have a higher rate of
sentences than do other types of cases.27

We can be less sure of the proportions of the other types of cases that the
Cambrai court was hearing. Many of the sentences in our sample have only
one or two examples, a fact that makes extrapolation from the sample to the
total population problematical. For this reason, we have gathered the other
types of cases into groups. Six percent of the Cambrai cases involve the law of
obligations broadly conceived, of which the overwhelming proportion involve
contractual obligations (8/9, 89%). This is less than the 16 percent at York,
24 percent at Ely, and 34 percent at Paris, but the Cambrai court clearly had
jurisdiction over such cases. The relative absence of cases involving delictual

27 Disc. T&C no. 770.
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obligations may tell us something about the activity of the secular courts in
the diocese and the way in which jurisdiction was divided between the two
sets of courts. Six percent of the Cambrai cases involve testamentary matters
broadly conceived. This is, in fact, not much different from York (9%), Ely
(11%), and Paris (6%).28 A substantial portion of these cases (6/9, 67%) are
cases of “renunciation.” It is not completely clear what these routine entries
mean, but the fact that it is always a widow who does the renouncing suggests
that what is being renounced is the widow’s rights in the community property.
Perhaps she is renouncing them because she does not want to share in the
obligations.

The proportion of “ecclesiastical cases” at Cambrai is substantially lower
than that at York, Ely, and Paris, particularly if we exclude cases of clerical dis-
cipline that involve sexual matters (7% vs 40%, 25%, and 11%, respectively).
The Cambrai court did not record in its sentence book much in the way of
routine matters of ecclesiastical administration (such as the appointments of
administrators for sick priests at Ely or the approvals of the election of church
wardens at Paris). Such matters may have been recorded in another book. (It
seems unlikely that they were handled by another officer of the bishop, since
officials in French-speaking areas tended to have at least as wide, if not wider,
jurisdiction over such matters than did those in England.) The Cambrai court
clearly did not entertain as much litigation about benefices as did the court of
York, but as we have seen, it is the York court that is unusual here. There is not
nearly so much business of this type at Ely and Paris. Our sample of Cambrai
cases does include two tithe cases and one case in which a clerk whose letters
of tonsure have been lost in a fire obtains another copy. It is also possible that
the interlocutory sentence in a spoliation case included in the “Miscellaneous”
category is a benefice matter because the defendant is styled maı̂tre, but there
is no indication that the plaintiff is a clerk.

Another striking difference between the sentences recorded at Cambrai and
the matters recorded in the York cause papers and the Ely and Paris act books
is the dominance of office cases. There are, for all practical purposes, no office
cases in the York cause papers, and the Paris office cases are, as we have seen,
imperfectly reported. Ely does have office cases but not nearly so many. At
Cambrai almost two-thirds (65%) of the cases are office or office promoted;
at Ely they represent slightly more than a quarter (26%).29 Conversely, at Ely
over half (54%) of the cases are brought as instance cases, while at Cambrai
the proportion is less than 30 percent (29%). The difference is less dramatic but
still noticeable in the marriage cases. At Cambrai almost three-quarters of them
are office or office promoted (83/115, 72%), while at Ely fewer than one-half
are office cases (66/135, 49%).30

28 Disc. T&C no. 771.
29 Details and disc. T&C no. 772.
30 The Ely numbers predate the consolidation of cases that combined office and instance cases that

involved the same matter.
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table 8.2. The Business of the Court of
Cambrai at Brussels (1448–1459)

Type of Casea No % Total

Ecclesiastical
Clerical discipline 2 3
Other 4 5
subtotal 6 8

Obligation: 3 4
Debt
Debt appeal 2 3
subtotal 5 6

Matrimonial 57 74
Testamentary 8 10
Miscellaneous

injury/debt 1 1
total 77 100

Notes: For the layout, see Table 8.1.
For note and literature, see T&C no. 773.

Source: Liber van Brussel.

In order to provide a cross-check on our results for Cambrai, we drew a
sample of 77 sentences from the court of Cambrai at Brussels, as can be seen
in Table 8.2. Clearly, the types of cases heard by the Brussels court and their
proportions were quite similar to those heard in the court at Cambrai. There
is the same dominance of matrimonial matters broadly conceived (74% and
70%, respectively). Litigation about obligations is not dominant, but it is there
(7%, of which 1% contains noncontractual elements, vs 6%, of which 1% is
noncontractual).“Ecclesiastical” cases broadly defined are less well represented
at Brussels than at Cambrai (8% vs 16%), but this discrepancy is more than
accounted for by the total absence from our Brussels sample of cases involving
sexual offenses of the clergy. This discrepancy is made up for by the larger
proportion of testamentary cases (10% vs 6%) and the larger proportion of
matrimonial cases already noted.

Most notable among the differences is the aforementioned total absence
from the sample of cases involving sexual offenses of the clergy. The index to
the Brussels register reports four such cases, but they are very much the excep-
tions that prove the rule.31 The unusual nature of most of these cases and their
scarcity contrasts sharply with the numerous routine cases of clerical concubi-
nage, fornication, and adultery that we find at Cambrai. It is possible, though
it seems highly unlikely, that clerks in the Flemish-speaking parts of Cambrai
diocese in the mid-fifteenth century were more chaste than their counterparts
in the French-speaking parts. Slightly more likely, but still quite improbable, is
that the ecclesiastical officers in the area of the Brussels officiality had decided

31 Listed with disc. T&C no. 774.
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not to pursue routine cases of clerical sexual misconduct. It seems most likely,
however, that in this part of the diocese routine discipline of the clergy about
sexual offenses was handled by lower-level officers, probably the deans.32 When
we get to the marriage cases, we will see that routine fornication and adultery
cases were also not a regular part of the Brussels court’s jurisdiction, and such
cases, which almost certainly existed, must have been handled in lower-level
courts, perhaps in secular courts.33

The other differences between the recorded business of the court at Cambrai
and that at Brussels are more subtle, but they probably tell us something about
record keeping. There are few, if any, cases in the Brussels sample that were
not, or at least could not have been, contentious matters. Particularly notable
in this regard is the absence of any cases of widows’ renunciations, cases that
formed a large part of the Cambrai testamentary jurisdiction. This means that
the proportion of genuinely contested testamentary matters is quite a bit higher
at Brussels than it was at Cambrai (10% vs 2%). That, in turn, suggests that
secular jurisdiction may have been less involved in testamentary matters in this
area, though we know that it was involved.34 There are no cases of cession of
obligations in our Brussels sample. There is one case where a marriage contract
is registered in the sentence book totally, it would seem, without controversy,
but a similar case shows that controversy could arise on such occasions.35 We
noted that our sample of “ecclesiastical” cases from Cambrai included one
totally noncontentious case in which a clerk obtains another copy of his letters
of tonsure, the original having been lost in a fire. There are no such cases in the
Brussels sample. All of this would tend to suggest that it is even more likely at
Brussels than it was at Cambrai that a separate book of noncontentious matters
was being kept.36

Two features predominate when we come to compare the types of procedure
employed at Brussels with that at Cambrai. One we have already anticipated.
There are very few, if any, “administrative” cases in our sample of Brussels
cases, whereas 6 percent of the Cambrai cases are of this type.37 There is a
substantially greater proportion of sentences in instance cases (51% vs 29%).
This proportion, however, is largely accounted for by the greater proportion
of types of instance cases other than matrimonial.38 While there is a greater
proportion of instance marriage cases at Brussels than at Cambrai (27% of
total cases vs 22%) and a considerably smaller proportion of office marriage
sentences (55% vs 43%), the former gap is not large and the latter gap can be
accounted for by the Cambrai cases of clerical incontinence, a category that, as
we have seen, is missing from our Brussels sample and largely missing from the

32 Disc. T&C no. 775.
33 Disc. T&C no. 776.
34 See the references to city officials in a number of the testamentary cases.
35 Ref. and disc. T&C no. 777.
36 For an example of a book largely devoted to such matters, see A.D. Aube, G 4170, ed. as Registre

de Troyes.
37 Disc. T&C no. 778.
38 Disc. T&C no. 779.
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book.39 When we come to analyze the marriage sentences themselves, we will
see both at Cambrai and at Brussels that office cases and instance cases tend
to blur and that the promotor was quite active in marriage litigation in both
places. Indeed, we will eventually argue that he was more active in matrimonial
matters, particularly those with regard to the formation of marriage, at Brussels
than he was at Cambrai.

marriage litigation at cambrai and brussels – a look
at the numbers

We will have occasion in Chapter 12 to explore the possible significance of
the greater proportion of office cases in the mid-fifteenth-century diocese of
Cambrai. Let us turn here to the marriage cases themselves, beginning with the
instance cases, because the patterns of litigation here will be somewhat familiar
from those at Paris.

Because the total number of instance marriage cases in our first Cambrai
sample was relatively small, I drew a second sample, entirely of marriage cases
(excluding cases of clerical discipline involving sexual matters). The results of
this draw were encouraging. The first sample had 102 marriage cases (excluding
cases of clerical discipline). Of these, 33 (32%) were straight-instance cases.
The second sample drew 145 marriage cases of which 49 (34%) were straight-
instance cases. Clearly, both samples were drawn from the same world. As I got
down into the smaller cells, however, there were substantial differences between
the two samples. This was particularly true of the instance cases, which was
already the smaller group. For this reason I drew a third sample consisting of
49 straight-instance cases concerning marriage.40 The combined results of the
instance cases in the three samples may be further subdivided, as shown in
Table 8.3, making use of categories that we employed in dealing with the Paris
cases.

As at York, Ely, and Paris, so too at Cambrai the vast bulk of instance
marriage litigation concerns the formation of marriage (“Spousals”). The pro-
portion of such litigation at Cambrai is closer to that at Paris than it is to that
at York and Ely (69% vs 69%, 81%, and 86%, respectively). Instance cases
of divorce from the bond are rare at York, Ely, and Paris; they are very rare at
Cambrai.41 Most of the rest of the instance litigation at Cambrai is taken up
with separation cases (26%). In this respect, Cambrai is more like Paris (27%)
than it is like York and Ely (3% and 0%, respectively).

If we look to the spousals cases, those at Cambrai are more like those at
Paris than they are like those at York and Ely. Our Cambrai sample contains
only one case in which a de presenti marriage is alleged.42 This is, of course,
a marked contrast with York and Ely and much more like Paris. As at Paris,

39 Data T&C no. 780.
40 Disc. of samples T&C no. 782.
41 Disc. T&C no. 783.
42 Heylen et André c Wituenne (24.vii.44), no. 505, disc. T&C no. 784.
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table 8.3. Instance Marriage Cases at Cambrai – Subject Matter (1438–1453)

Type of Case No. % Cambrai % Parisa

Spousals
De futuro (two-party)b

Contested 17 13 13
Deferred 1 1 25
Dissolution 7 5 4
Remittedc 25 19 13

De futuro (three-party)d 22 17 ?
subtotal 72 55 54

De futuro plus copula (two-party) 7 5
De futuro plus copula (three-party) 7 5

subtotal 14 11 10
De presenti plus copula (three-party)e 1 1 2
Jactitation 3 2 2
subtotal (Spousals) 90 69 69

Divorce 1 1 3
Separation

of bed? 34 26 4
of goods 0 0 23
subtotal (Separation & divorce) 35 27 30

Miscellaneous instance 5 4 1
grand total 130 100 100

Notes: ‘% Cambrai’ = proportion of sample of Cambrai instance cases; ‘% Paris’ = proportion
of Paris instance cases (excludes ex officio and ‘uncertain’, n = 370). The Paris spousals cases of
uncertain type have been arbitrarily assigned to ‘de futuro: contested’ and the separation cases of
uncertain type to ‘separation: of goods’. Because of rounding, the percentages do not always add
up precisely to the subtotal or total.

For Notes a–e, see T&C no. 781.
Source: Registres de Cambrai; Table 7.3.

some cases at Cambrai concerning de futuro spousals result in a deferral of
the decisory oath to the defendant, some ask for dissolution of the espousals
for cause, some seek the admission of a mutual agreement to abandon the
espousals, and some contest the existence of the espousals. As at Paris, there
is at Cambrai an occasional case of jactitation. But the proportion of some of
these types of litigation is quite different at Cambrai from what it is at Paris.
Only one case in the Cambrai sample is deferred (1%), as opposed to fully one-
quarter of all the Paris marriage litigation. The proportion of dissolution and
remission cases is roughly similar (5% vs 4% and 19% vs 13%, respectively),
but the proportion of contested cases is much higher (30% [combining the 2–
party and 3–party cases] vs 13% [combining the “contested” Paris cases with
those that were confessed, as, in essence, some of the Cambrai cases were]).
What causes this much higher proportion of contested cases at Cambrai is the
large number of three-party cases (17% of the marriage cases in the sample, not
counting those involving copula, which adds another 5%). (We did not count
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three-party cases separately at Paris; there are very few of them, and they are
all in the “contested” category.)

The larger proportion of contested cases at Cambrai is not the only important
difference between the litigation patterns in the two places. The Paris cases
differentiate between cases of separation of goods and cases of separation from
bed, whereas those at Cambrai do not. At Cambrai, all separation cases seem
to be separations from bed and board. We will deal with this difference in
Chapter 10.

The differences between Paris and Cambrai instance litigation patterns are
not exhausted by what can be seen in Table 8.3. The greater proportion of
contested cases at Cambrai and the fact that all of the Cambrai cases are evi-
denced by a sentence (almost always a definitive sentence) means that virtually
all the Cambrai cases have winners and losers. We must be careful in making
a comparison here because we do not know how many Cambrai cases were
abandoned before reaching the sentence stage, although the proportion may be
lower than that at Paris.

The reason for believing that the Cambrai court allowed fewer cases to be
abandoned is due to a second major difference between the Paris and Cambrai
instance litigation patterns that is not reflected in the table. Virtually all of the
Cambrai spousals cases result not only in a judgment as to the existence or
nonexistence of the spousals but also in a fine for one or both of the parties.
Such fines are also found at Paris (and at Ely), but they are relatively rare. At
Cambrai they are so common that we will need to discuss what is happening in
the relatively few cases where they are not mentioned.43 If the court is going to
be able to collect a fine as a result of instance spousals litigation, it has a reason
not to allow it to be abandoned. Like the Ely court, the Cambrai court was
probably more proactive in instance spousals litigation than were the Paris and
York courts. This inference is made even more likely by the nature of the fines
that could be collected and the presence at Cambrai of an active prosecutorial
staff. Both of these features of Cambrai litigation will be discussed more fully.

To return to our comparison of Cambrai and Paris in terms of winners and
losers, we noted that at Paris male plaintiffs tended to dominate in most of the
categories of spousals litigation and that they had a dismal success rate. It was
so dismal that we suggested that frequently these plaintiffs were litigating in
order to get the result that they got: a judgment that they had not contracted
sponsalia with the rea. At Cambrai the proportion of female plaintiffs is higher
and their success rate is higher.

Table 8.4 shows that overall, the 130 cases in the sample produced 101
plaintiffs identifiable to a single gender. Their male/female gender ratio (48%)
is slightly unbalanced toward the female side. Overall, too, these 102 cases give
us 99 definitive sentences, with a plaintiffs’ success rate of 59 percent (58/99).
These overall statistics obscure a much more diverse underlying reality. Women
dominate separation and divorce litigation (25/34, 74%), and plaintiffs’ success

43 See App. e9.1.
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rate in such litigation is virtually 100 percent (as already noted, one case has
only an interlocutory sentence, and the divorce case fails, but the actrix obtains
a separation). Women also dominate litigation in which intercourse is alleged,
bringing all 15 of these cases. Their success rate in such litigation, however, is
fairly low; they prevail in five of the cases (5/15, 33%). (It should be noted,
however, that in some of the cases in which the woman fails to establish a
marriage, she does receive a dowry for having been deflowered.)

Litigation about spousals in which intercourse is not alleged has a very dif-
ferent gender ratio. In such litigation men dominate (39/51, 76%). Plaintiffs’
success rate in such litigation, as we might expect from the Paris cases, is consid-
erably lower than their overall success rate in the entire sample (38% vs 59%).
Here, the female plaintiffs seem to have done somewhat better than male (45%
success rate vs 36%), but the numbers in the cells are sufficiently small that we
should be cautious about drawing any firm conclusions.

Dissolution and jactitation cases are, of course, cases in which the plaintiff is
not trying to establish or enforce sponsalia but to dissolve them or to deny their
existence. If we exclude cases of these types from our calculation and focus only
on those in which the plaintiff is seeking to establish sponsalia, we get, again
as we might expect from the Paris cases, an even lower plaintiffs’ success rate
(5/17, 29%, for cases not involving intercourse; 10/32, 31%, if we include the
cases involving intercourse). The numbers in the cells have become sufficiently
small that we should not attempt to calculate any difference between male and
female litigants.

At least two patterns emerge from these statistics. First, it was much easier
to get the Cambrai court to separate a marriage, dissolve sponsalia, or declare
that they did not exist than it was to establish sponsalia. Plaintiffs in separation,
dissolution of sponsalia, and jactitation cases had virtually a 100 percent success
rate. (Indeed, they may have had a 100% success rate if we treat the unsuccessful
divorce case as a successful separation case, which it was, and assume that
the separation case that has an interlocutory but no definitive sentence ended
in a judgment of separation as did the 32 other separation cases for which
we have definitive sentences.) Second, although men and women tended to be
represented equally as plaintiffs if we look to marriage litigation overall, gender
ratios were decidedly unbalanced when we look to different types of marriage
litigation. Women occupied the field to the exclusion of men in the case of
spousals litigation where intercourse was alleged, and constituted three-fourths
of the plaintiffs in separation litigation. Men, however, constituted more than
three-fourths of the plaintiffs in other kinds of spousals litigation. These two
factors combine to produce a higher overall success rate of female plaintiffs
(35/51, 69%) than of male plaintiffs (23/48, 48%).

We must postpone asking what all this might mean until after we have exam-
ined the sentences in more detail, but in Table 8.5 we can compare the gender
ratios and success rates for the Cambrai instance cases to those that we calcu-
lated for Paris, Ely, and York.
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What the table shows is that while Cambrai has some features in common
with the English records that make it different from Paris, the litigation pattern
in instance cases at Cambrai is more like Paris than it is like that at York or Ely.
The features that it has in common with the English records is the presence,
already noted, of a relatively large number of three-party cases. What Paris
and Cambrai have in common, however, seems far more important. Notable is
the lower proportion of female plaintiffs (52% and 42% vs 64%, 71%, and
63%). This difference becomes particularly dramatic if we focus on spousals
litigation (42% and 30% vs 77%, 60%, 67%), and even more dramatic if we
exclude litigation in which copula is alleged (20% and 16% vs 60%, 59%,
and 57%), which in all places had a high proportion of female plaintiffs (91%
and 100% vs 89%, 92%, and 68%). The other characteristic that Paris and
Cambrai have in common is that both courts were less friendly to plaintiffs
than were the courts at Ely and York (plaintiffs’ success rate: 37% and 58%
vs 59%, 85%, and 78%). Once more this difference becomes dramatic if we
exclude separation and divorce litigation (particularly the former) and focus
instead on spousals litigation (22% and 37% vs 58%, 83%, and 76%). We
will return to these differences after we consider the Brussels cases and again
in Chapter 12.

There is one more data set that needs to be explored here, that of the court
at Brussels. Our relatively small sample of Brussels cases suggested that there
was approximately the same proportion of instance marriage cases at Brussels
as there was at Cambrai. If anything, the proportion was slightly higher (27%
of total cases vs 22%).44 The subject matter of these cases, however, differs
quite a bit from that at Cambrai. The sample includes 18 instance marriage
cases, 2 of which do not reveal anything further about their subject matter.
Of the remaining 16, almost half deal with property (7/16, 44%), 2 cases in
which the plaintiff seeks a dowry for deflowering, and 5 in which the parties,
sometimes multiple parties, are litigating about marriage settlements. Such cases
exist at Cambrai, but there are so few of them that we classified them with
the “Miscellaneous.” Five of the cases (31%) deal with issues of separation,
approximately the same proportion as at Cambrai (27%), and three (18%)
are remissions or consensual dissolutions of sponsalia, again approximately the
same percentage as at Cambrai (18%). That leaves only one case (6%) in which
there is a genuine contest about the existence vel non of sponsalia or a marriage.

There is reason to believe that this number greatly understates the amount of
such litigation at Brussels. We have noted that it was the practice at Cambrai to
record in the margins of the sentence books the fines that were imposed on the
parties in cases in which the sentence was worded as if it were a straight-instance
case. We have found one such entry in the Brussels sentence book, toward the
beginning.45 Later on in the book, however, virtually all matrimonial litigation
is brought in the name of the promotor (and hence is classified as an office case),

44 See at n. 39.
45 Molenbeke c Hochstrate (18.i.49), no. 20.
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and the fines are made a part of the sentence itself. In three cases in our sample,
what is begun as an instance case is transformed into an office case for the final
sentence.46 In one marriage case in our sample, one of the defendants is formally
joined with the professional promotor as a promoting party.47 In an additional
10 cases, there is unmistakable evidence that one of the nominal defendants
was, in fact, taking the lead in the prosecution.48 (These are frequently cases
in which one of the defendants is described as the “opponent” of the proposed
marriage of two other defendants.) If we add these cases to our sample, we
begin to see subjects that remind us of instance litigation at Cambrai. There is
one case in which the promotor and a private party seek the enforcement of
sponsalia (probably de futuro), a two-party case in which subsequent copula
is not alleged, and four similar cases in which copula is alleged. There are two
three-party cases involving the priority of sponsalia de futuro and six three-
party cases alleging the priority of sponsalia de futuro plus copula, and there is
one spectacular four-party case involving three sets of alleged sponsalia, one of
which was accompanied by abduction and copula and another of which was
de presenti and accompanied by copula.49

What this means, of course, is that if we want to compare comparable types
of cases at Brussels and Cambrai, we should expand the Brussels sample to
include the ex officio cases. We should also expand the Cambrai sample to
include the ex officio cases, just to make sure that the spousals litigation found
there gets its fair share. With this in mind, I reconstituted the samples to include
all three procedural types, instance, office, and mixed. The following discussion
is based on a sample of 259 marriage cases from Cambrai and 157 such cases
from Brussels.50

As can be seen from Table 8.6, the instance mode of proceeding dominated
non-spousals matrimonial litigation at Brussels. Of the 41 such cases in the
sample, only 3 (7%) were office cases. Separation litigation (and its converse,
suits for restoration of conjugal rights) and litigation about marital property
make up the vast bulk of non-spousal matrimonial litigation in this court, and
all of these cases are straight-instance cases. There is one element in the table
that is misleading. The number of cases involving dowry for deflowering is
greatly understated because only those cases in which the plaintiff’s sole object
is such a dowry are listed. When we come to analyze the spousals cases more
carefully, we will see that a large number of them involve a claimed spousal
that fails, but the unsuccessful claimant (always a woman) is then awarded a
dowry for deflowering.51

Spousals litigation is quite different. Of the 116 spousals cases in the sample,
107 (92%) have sentences in the office form.52 Relatively few of these, however,

46 Listed T&C no. 787.
47 Officie en Tieselinc c Tieselinc en Outerstrate (9.v.52), no. 370.
48 Listed T&C no. 788.
49 Listed T&C no. 789.
50 Disc. of sample T&C no. 790.
51 E.g., text following Ch 9, n. 222.
52 Derived from Table 8.6.
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table 8.6. Marriage Cases at Brussels – Types of Cases (1448–1459)

Type of Case Procedurea No. %

De futuro, two-party, contest Instance 1
Office/instance 3
Office 1

subtotal 5 3
De futuro, two-party, dissolutionlb Office/instance 4

Office 7
subtotal 11 7
De futuro, two-party, remission Instance 4
subtotal 4 3
De futuro, three-partyc Instance 2

Office/instance 10
Office 1

subtotal 13 8
subtotal (de futuro, no cop) 33 21

De futuro cop, two-partyd Office/instance 20
Office 13

subtotal 33 21
De futuro cop, three-partye Instance 2

Office/instance 44
Office 2

subtotal 48 31
subtotal (de futuro, plus cop) 81 52

Miscellaneous spousals, de presentif Office 2 1
subtotal (Spousals) 116 74
Divorceg Instance 1

Office 1
Restoration of conjugal rights Instance 5
Separation Instance 13
subtotal 20 13
Dowry

Defloweringh Instance 6
Dos seu donatioi Instance 13

subtotal 19 12
Miscellaneous nonspousalsj Office 2 1

subtotal (Nonspousals) 41 26
grand total 157 100

Notes: For the basic layout, see Table 8.4.
For notes a–j and literature, see T&C no. 791.

Source: Liber van Brussel.

are pure office cases. In 81 cases (70% of the total), we know that one of the
defendants was, in fact, assisting the promotor. There is reason to believe that
this number understates the proportion of such cases. Normally, we learn of the
fact that one of the defendants was assisting the promotor because he or she (it
is usually “she”) fails and is, for example, fined for “frivolous opposition.” If
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the spousals litigation is successful in its aim, the record will not mention that
one of the defendants was responsible for the success. In 8 of the 11 straight-
office two-party cases alleging future consent plus copula, the official finds that
a presumptive marriage has taken place and orders the couple to solemnize it.
It is hard to imagine that in at least some, if not most, of these cases one of the
parties, probably the woman, joined with the promotor in bringing the reluctant
man to court. In short, these cases may be much like the instance cases alleging
a future promise plus copula that we find in England, at Paris, and at Cambrai.

Once we pierce the veil of the procedural form, what we see at Brussels is
not too far different from what we saw in the Cambrai instance cases. Spousals
litigation makes up a bit less than three-quarters of the total (69% at Cambrai,
74% at Brussels), with separation litigation and litigation about marital prop-
erty taking up most of the rest. There are some differences, however. As we have
already noted, there was considerably more litigation about marital property
at Brussels than there was at Cambrai. There was also considerably more liti-
gation about marriages allegedly formed by an exchange of future consent plus
copula (11% at Cambrai, 52% at Brussels). In order to see if this difference is
a real one and not one that is peculiar to Cambrai instance cases, we need to
add the Cambrai office cases to the sample.53

Table 8.7 confirms a number of features of matrimonial litigation at Cambrai
that we had suspected from our smaller sample of all types of Cambrai cases
and from our larger sample solely of instance cases. First, prosecution of sexual
offenses was an important part of matrimonial litigation, broadly defined, at
Cambrai. Such cases represent 20 percent of our sample. The notes to that
portion of the table suggest that the Cambrai court confined itself to the more
serious of such offenses. Many of the adultery cases have aggravating factors;
all but two of the fornication cases do. Probably the more routine fornication
cases, and perhaps the more routine adultery cases, were handled in lower-level
courts.54 Since our sample of Brussels cases contains no prosecutions for sexual
offenses (and, as we have seen, there are virtually no such prosecutions recorded
in the register), we need to exclude these prosecutions from the Cambrai cases
in order to compare what is jurisdictionally similar between the two courts.

The last two columns of percentages in Table 8.7 make this comparison.
The similarity that we had suspected when we looked at only the instance
Cambrai cases is confirmed by the comparison. The proportion of spousals
cases to the total number of marriage cases is virtually the same (Cambrai 75%
vs Brussels 74%). Within the spousals cases, however, the proportion of cases
involving copula is much lower at Cambrai than it is at Brussels (27% vs 52%),
while the proportion of cases not involving copula is correspondingly higher
(48% vs 21%).55 We can also identify where this difference lies. Two-party

53 See at n. 50 for how this sample was drawn.
54 Disc. T&C no. 793.
55 The totals here do not always add up to the sum of their parts because of the ‘miscellaneous’

spousals cases at Brussels.



table 8.7. Marriage Cases at Cambrai – Types of Cases (1438–1453)

Type of Casea Procedure No. % Total %TOT-S %T/B

Sexual offenses
Adulteryb Office 29
Bigamy Office 2
Clericalc Office 13
Fornicationd Office 8
subtotal 52 20

De futuro, two-party, contest Instancee 13
Office/instancef 14
Officeg 10

subtotal 37 14 18 3
De futuro, two-party, dissolution Instance 4

Office/instance 5
Office 8

subtotal 17 7 8 7
De futuro, two-party, remission Instance 11

Office/instance 5
subtotal 16 6 8 3
De futuro, three-party Instanceh 17

Office/instancei 7
Office 5

subtotal 29 11 14 8
subtotal (De futuro, no cop) 99 38 48 21

De futuro cop, two-party Instancej 5
Office/instance 13
Officek 20

subtotal 38 15 18 21
De futuro cop, three-party Instance 7

Office/instance 6
Office 5

subtotal 18 7 9 31
subtotal (De futuro, plus cop) 56 22 27 52

subtotal (Spousals) 155 75 74
Divorce Officel 12 5 6 1
Separation Instancem 19

Office/instancen 12
Office 1

subtotal 32 12 15 11
subtotal (Div. & sep.) 44 17 21 13

Miscellaneous Instance◦ 4 2 12
Officep 4 2 1

subtotal 8 3 4 13
subtotal (Nonspousals)q 52 25 26

grand total 259 100 100 100

Notes: For the basic layout, see Table 8.4. % Total = percentage of total cases; %TOT-S = per-
centage of total cases less prosecutions for sexual offenses only;%T/B = comparable percentage of
Brussels cases.

For notes a–g and literature, see T&C no. 792.
Source: Registres de Cambrai; Table 8.6.
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cases alleging copula are in approximately the same proportions at Cambrai
and Brussels (18% vs 21%); the difference lies in the three-party cases (9% vs
31%). The proportion of two-party cases seeking the dissolution of sponsalia
is approximately the same at Cambrai as at Brussels (8% vs 9%). What gives
Cambrai its greater proportion of non-copula cases is the large difference in
the proportion of two-party contested cases (18% vs 3%) and the smaller, but
still significant, differences in the proportion of two-party remission cases (8%
vs 3%) and three-party cases (14% vs 8%).56

There are also substantial differences in the proportions of non-spousals
matrimonial cases. As noted, litigation about marital property is found in the
Cambrai court, but it makes up only a tiny fraction of the matrimonial cases,57

whereas it represents 12 percent of the Brussels cases. The proportion of Cam-
brai divorce cases (6% vs 1%, the former all office) and separation cases (15%
vs 11%) is correspondingly higher, and the remaining difference is accounted
for by a miscellaneous collection of actions (e.g., jactitation, impeding a mar-
riage) that do not appear in our Brussels sample.

We have already noted the differences in the procedural forms in matrimonial
cases in Cambrai and Brussels. Table 8.7 confirms those differences. Virtually all
of the non-spousals matrimonial litigation at Brussels was in straight-instance
form. At Cambrai only 44 percent of it was straight instance (23/52), while 33
percent was straight office (17/52) and 23 percent was mixed (12/52). Part of
this difference is accounted for by the fact that the Cambrai court entertained
prosecutions for adultery, and a number of these ended up as separation cases.58

But this fact accounts for only part of the difference. All 12 of the actions
for divorce a vinculo in our Cambrai sample were also straight-office actions
(12/52, 23%).

At Brussels spousals litigation was dominantly in the mixed form. As we
have seen, we know that in 70 percent of the cases, one of the defendants in
an office case was assisting the prosecutor, and we suspected that the percent-
age was higher than this.59 At Cambrai the corresponding percentage is 32
(49/155); 37 percent of the spousals cases were straight instance (57/155, vs
8% at Brussels) and 32 percent straight office (49/155, vs 22% at Brussels).60

Thus, if we confine ourselves to comparable types of cases, the overall percent-
age of straight-instance matrimonial cases was higher at Cambrai than it was
at Brussels (39% vs 30%), and these cases were divided among types in very
different ways.61

It is unlikely that any single factor accounts for all of these differences. I have
already suggested that differences in the way that business was divided between

56 Statistical disc. T&C no. 794.
57 Disc. T&C no. 795.
58 See n. 54.
59 See at n. 52.
60 Derived from Tables 8.6 and 8.7.
61 Disc. T&C no. 796.
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the secular and ecclesiastical courts may account for the larger proportion of
cases about marital property that we find at Brussels, and that the way that
business was divided between higher- and lower-level ecclesiastical courts may
account for the larger proportion of cases involving sexual offenses that we find
at Cambrai. This latter difference could also account for the somewhat greater
proportion of separation cases that we see at Cambrai.62

There remain, however, differences that are unlikely to be accounted for, at
least in any simple way, by jurisdictional divisions. The differences are both
procedural (far greater involvement of the promotor in spousals litigation at
Brussels, and substantially greater involvement of the promotor in separation
and divorce litigation at Cambrai) and substantive (more three-party cases at
Brussels, more cases involving copula at Brussels, more two-party contested
cases at Cambrai, more remission cases at Cambrai). There are a priori reasons
for thinking that these phenomena might be related. A potential marriage is
at stake in all cases involving copula; one could see why the official and his
promotors might not want to leave such matters just to the parties. The potential
problem was even more serious in three-party cases involving copula. In three-
party cases not involving copula, one might be concerned that two of the parties
could conspire to defeat the rights of a third; the intervention of the promotor
in such cases might serve to redress the balance.

If thoughts like these were motivating the officials and their promotors, we
would expect to find more intervention of the promotor in these sensitive areas.
Such is not the case, however. At Brussels the promotor is involved in virtually all
of the spousals litigation. Except for the remission cases, there is no category of
spousals cases that has any appreciable percentage of straight-instance actions.
At Cambrai, too, the remission cases are dominated by instance actions, but
the pattern of prosecutorial intervention in other types of cases is not what
we would expect on the basis of the motivations suggested here. True, the
promotor dominates the two-party actions involving copula (33/38, 87%, office
and office/instance), but he is evident in only about three-fifths of the three-
party actions involving copula (11/18, 61%, office and office/instance). About
three-fifths of the three-party cases not involving copula are straight-instance
actions (17/29, 59%), but the promotor is involved in about two-thirds of the
two-party non-copula contested cases (24/37, 65%, office and office/instance).

We thus lack any evidence that the promotors became involved in spousals
litigation because they were particularly concerned about cases involving copula
or cases involving three parties, or both. The fact remains, however, that there
were more such cases at Brussels than there were at Cambrai. It is possible that
there were more because there were more such cases, that is, that the prob-
lems and disputes evidenced in these cases were more common in the Flemish-
speaking areas of the diocese than they were in the French-speaking areas. It
is also possible that there were more such cases because the promotors pur-
sued them more vigorously. Having become involved in spousals litigation on

62 Ch 10 will suggest other reasons, principally the views of the different judges.
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a much broader scale than they were in Cambrai, they particularly sought out
such cases or particularly reacted to them when they came to their attention.
This argument is different from the one suggested earlier because it does not
posit that the reason why the promotors became involved had anything to do
with their concern about cases of this particular type. (They could have become
more involved simply because they did not have to spend the time on sexual
offenses, as did their brothers at Cambrai.) A closer look at the sentences them-
selves may give us some evidence as to which is more likely to be the case.

Before we do that, however, we should ask what adding the category of
office/instance to the Cambrai cases does to the tentative conclusions that we
drew about gender ratios and plaintiffs’ success rates on the basis of just the
straight-instance cases. We can also compare those results to similar data from
Brussels. (Calculating this data for Brussels on the basis of the straight-instance
cases alone would be pointless because there are so few such cases in the
spousals area.) Gender ratios for office/instance cases are relatively easy to
calculate because normally, only one of the two or three defendants joins with
the promotor in pursuing the case. Calculating success rates is more difficult. In
one sense, the plaintiff won virtually all of them because the promotor almost
always was awarded his costs, and in all but a few cases he found something
for which to fine the parties. That cannot always be counted as a win for the
defendant who joined with the promotor, however. That defendant was almost
always seeking to establish sponsalia or a marriage with the defendant or one
of the defendants. Sometimes the defendant/plaintiff (always a woman) failed
to establish the sponsalia or the marriage but was awarded a dowry for hav-
ing been deflowered. We will have occasion to look at such cases later on, but
here we confine ourselves to asking whether the defendant/plaintiff succeeded
in establishing what he or she was trying to establish, sponsalia or a marriage.
We will see that that was rarely the case.

The results given in Table 8.8 are somewhat different from those given in
Table 8.4. The overall proportion of female plaintiffs has gone up from 52
percent to 58 percent, and the overall plaintiffs’ success rate has gone down from
59 percent to 52 percent (47% if we exclude the uncontested cases).63 That the
addition of the office/instance cases is what is causing these differences is clear
enough when we compare the straight-instance cases to the office/instance cases
in this sample.64 This sample has approximately the same proportion of female
plaintiffs in straight-instance cases as does that in Table 8.4 (51% vs 52%),
but female plaintiffs dominate the office/instance sample (66%). Similarly, the
plaintiffs’ success rate in the straight-instance cases is approximately the same
in this sample as it was in Table 8.4 (59% vs 60%), but their success rate in
office/instance cases is significantly lower (42%).65

63 They are already excluded in Table 8.4, in all cases but one. If we exclude that one, the rate in
Table 8.4 goes down to 58%.

64 These figures are all derived from Table 8.8.
65 z = 2.02, significant at .96.
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As was the case in Table 8.4, these aggregates conceal a much more diverse
reality. As in Table 8.4, women dominate in separation litigation (72% in Table
8.8 vs 73% in Table 8.4); the addition of the office/instance cases actually brings
their participation down just a bit (72% vs 67%, office/instance). Plaintiffs’ suc-
cess rate in such cases is 100 percent. Women also totally dominate in litigation
in which copula is alleged, bringing it on their own or aiding the promotor in
100 percent of the cases. Here, however, there is a significant difference in their
success rate, depending on which form of procedure is used. As in Table 8.4,
they prevail in 33 percent of the straight-instance cases, but are able to establish
a marriage in only 11 percent of the office/instance cases.66

As in Table 8.4, men dominate in straight-instance cases about spousals
where copula is not alleged (77% in both cases). Plaintiffs’ success rate in such
litigation is higher than it was in Table 8.4 (47% vs 34%), and as in Table 8.4,
women’s success rate is no worse than men’s.67 Women make up somewhat less
than half of the plaintiffs in the office/instance cases where copula is not alleged
(43%). The overall plaintiffs’ success rate in such cases is somewhat lower than
in the straight-instance cases (35%), but the women, once more, do no worse
than the men.68

Extreme caution is again in order when dealing with these numbers because
the sample sizes in each cell are small. With all due caution, however, we can
say that most of the conclusions that we drew from Table 8.4 remain intact. It
was much easier at Cambrai to get the court to separate a marriage, dissolve
sponsalia, or declare that they did not exist than it was to establish sponsalia.
The intervention of the promotor did not alter this tendency; if anything, it
exaggerated it. The numbers are here so small as to become almost anecdotal,
but they all point in the same direction. On their own, women prevailed in
two of five two-party cases involving copula (40%) and two of seven such
three-party cases (29%). Joined with the promotor they lost 11 of 13 such two-
party cases (15% success rate) and 5 of 6 such three-party cases (17% success
rate). Ten men and three women brought straight-instance two-party actions
to establish sponsalia. Three of the men and none of the women prevailed;
defendants got judgments in nine cases, and one had no final judgment (25%
success rate). Joined with the promotor, six women and eight men brought
similar actions. One of the men prevailed, and the defendants got 13 judgments
(7% success rate).

These facts raise questions that the numbers alone cannot answer. Two sets
of motivations are at stake, those of the promotor and those of the parties.
An analysis of the straight-office cases will give us some clues as to what they
might have been, as will the sentences themselves. But before we look at them,
we need to look at a table comparable to Table 8.8 but drawn from the Brussels
register, Table 8.9.

66 Disc. T&C no. 798.
67 Disc. T&C no. 799.
68 Disc. T&C no. 800.
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416 Cambrai and Brussels: The Numbers

There are only 11 instance cases about spousals in Table 8.9’s sample, far too
few to do any statistical analysis, but it is clear enough what is not there. Unlike
the court at Cambrai, the court at Brussels did very little instance spousals busi-
ness. What this means is that a substantial portion of litigation in which men
played a dominant role at Cambrai is absent. What is left are office/instance
cases in which women play a dominant role (82% of all spousals litigation). In
such cases plaintiffs have a low success rate (15%). As they were at Cambrai,
women were also dominant in other types of matrimonial litigation. They
brought three-quarters of the separation suits and all of the suits for dowry
for deflowering. Men were dominant in the relatively few dowry suits not for
deflowering that have only one plaintiff (most are brought by the couple) and in
the relatively few suits for restoration of conjugal rights (which can be viewed as
inverse separation actions). The end result is a lower female/male gender ratio
in non-spousals litigation than in spousals (62% vs 82%). Plaintiffs’ success
rate in non-spousals matrimonial litigation (all of which is brought in straight-
instance form) is high (88%). This has the effect of pulling up plaintiffs’ overall
success rate, but it is still significantly lower than it is at Cambrai (36% vs
52%).69

We need one more number to complete the numerical picture. We have
said that the promotor almost always found something for which to fine the
defendants in any kind of office action. We have also said that in office/instance
spousals actions, he was singularly unsuccessful in establishing sponsalia for
the defendant who joined him in the action. The question remains whether he
was any more successful in those cases where a defendant did not join him
in the action. The question is easier to ask than it is to answer because it is
not always clear that the promotor is trying to establish sponsalia. Indeed, in
many cases he seems to be trying to dissolve them for some alleged impediment.
Further, in three-party cases, some sponsalia are almost always confirmed; the
question is which, and again it is not always clear what side the promotor is
taking. Hence, the coding in what follows calls for some judgment.

Leaving aside the three-party cases, the numbers, though small, do point
in certain directions. In the Brussels sample, there are 21 straight-office two-
party spousals cases. In only one of them is the promotor trying to establish
sponsalia where copula is not also alleged. He fails.70 In seven he is trying to
dissolve unconsummated sponsalia that the parties admit have taken place. He
fails in all but one of these cases.71 He is also trying to dissolve five sets of
conceded sponsalia that have been consummated. He succeeds in two of these
cases and fails in three.72 In another eight cases, it looks as if he is attempting
to establish a presumptive marriage between the couple. He succeeds in five

69 z = 2.30, significant at .98.
70 Officie c Rampenberch en Bossche (29.vii.57), no. 1190.
71 Listed T&C no. 802.
72 Listed T&C no. 803.
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cases and fails in three.73 It will be noted that this last is the only type of case in
which the promotor by himself has a higher success rate than he does when he
joins with one of the parties. Since one of the reasons we know that a party has
joined with the promotor is when that party is fined for a frivolous allegation
of sponsalia, it is possible that in some or all of the cases the promotor won,
he was being aided by one of the parties but that fact was not recorded.

The Cambrai numbers point in the same direction. There are 11 two-party
cases in the sample where the promotor seems to be trying to establish sponsalia
where copula is not also alleged. He succeeds in four cases and fails in seven.74

In seven cases he is trying to dissolve unconsummated sponsalia that the parties
admit have taken place. He succeeds in five cases and fails in two.75 He is also
trying to dissolve three sets of conceded sponsalia that have been consummated
and is probably trying to do so in another such case. He succeeds in one of these
cases and fails in three.76 In another 16 cases, it looks as if he is attempting
to establish a presumptive marriage between the couple. He succeeds in nine
cases and fails in seven.77 While in a number of types of cases the promotor by
himself has a higher success rate in the Cambrai sample than he does when he
joins with one of the parties, his rate is certainly not high (50%, 19/38 vs 90%,
45/50 in straight cases of sexual offenses), and once again it is possible that in
some or all of the cases the promotor won, he was being aided by one of the
parties.

To return, just briefly, to the comparison that we made between Cambrai
instance matrimonial litigation and that at Paris, Ely and York (Table 8.4),
what the addition of the ex officio cases at Cambrai and Brussels does to that
comparison is to eliminate the difference in the gender ratio of spousals litiga-
tion at Cambrai (and Brussels) and that at Ely and York. It does not, however,
eliminate the difference in the success ratios. If anything, it makes it wider. Once
more, the significance of these findings will be postponed to Chapter 12.

rural versus urban

The Cambrai sentences quite frequently do not give us the place of residence
of the parties; the Brussels sentences are even more deficient in this regard.
Place of residence is almost always reported when the imposition of leges is
noted in the margin, and we can infer what it was when a couple are said to
have solemnized their espousals in a particular church (if there is no indica-
tion that they deliberately went someplace else to do so in order to avoid local
objections to their marriage). Because there are more indications of place of

73 Listed T&C no. 804.
74 Listed T&C no. 805.
75 Listed T&C no. 806.
76 Listed T&C no. 807.
77 Listed T&C no. 808.
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residence in the Cambrai registers and because, until 1448, the Cambrai court
was hearing cases from the whole diocese, we coded the placenames from the
index of Registres de Cambrai. Approximately a third (496/1,455, 34%) of the
cases yielded some information about the residence of one or both of the par-
ties. The proportion of marriage cases (including cases of adultery but exclud-
ing clerical sexual offenses) was lower, approximately a quarter (264/1,019
[est.], 26%). There are a number of reasons for this discrepancy, but one of
the most important is that almost all of the cases that involve members of
the clergy give the name of the parish or religious house to which the cleric
belonged.

As is discussed more fully in Appendix e9.1, the entry or nonentry of the
marginal leges in the Cambrai sentence books is somewhat puzzling, and prac-
tice may have changed over the course of the period of the surviving registers.
We assume here that the presence or absence of such an entry or other indication
of the residence of the parties is not biased with regard to whether the residence
was urban or rural. It is possible that no entry of residence was recorded if the
person being fined paid the fine on the spot, in which case there might be some
bias in favor of (i.e., omitting) the well informed and the wealthy, which cat-
egory might correlate with urban residence, but an entry of residence would
also not be made if the court did not know what it was because the person
had disappeared, and that category might correlate with rural residence. We
offer in Table 8.10, then, the data that we have on the ground that it gives
us some evidence of the balance between urban and rural residence of the
parties.

The findings here are similar to those for Ely. Cambrai, Valenciennes, Mons,
and Tournai certainly qualify as urban (U), but they account for only 21 percent
of the places of residence. We may add to them places that are sufficiently close
that today they are brought within their governmental units (U1), and that raises
the urban residents to 31 percent. We can repeat the process for the seats of the
deaneries (U2) and the places that today are within their governmental units
(U3), and that will add another 11 percent. One might argue that certain towns
(e.g., Ath) that were not seats of deans should be included within the group,
but one could also argue that some of the seats of the deans (e.g., Avesnes-
sur-Helpe) should not be. A number of towns along the Scheldt were engaged
in manufacture of, and trading in, cloth in the mid-fifteenth century, only to
suffer before the end of the century in the wars of Louis XI. The possibility that
we have missed one or more of such towns is balanced by the fact that some
of the towns that are now within the governmental areas of the larger ones
were probably quite rural in the mid-fifteenth century. All told, it is unlikely
that the proportion of urban residents, narrowly defined, exceeds 30 percent
by much and, more generously defined, by 40 percent. This would make the
litigants before the court at Cambrai somewhat more urban than those before
the court of Ely (roughly 30%), but not so urban as those before the court of
York (roughly 50%) and certainly not so urban as those before the court of
Paris (probably in excess of 90%).
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The list for the northern part of the diocese, as shown in Table 8.11, is even
more problematical. The division between the two halves of the diocese was
made acccording to the modern provinces. This does not quite correspond to the
medieval ecclesiastical division, but it is close enough for statistical purposes.78

The division between the two parts of the diocese was not rigid. Couples, one
of whom gives a place of residence in the southern and the other in the northern
half, appear in our tables (each in his/her own half).79 After the establishment
of the independent officiality in Brussels in 1448, cases from the northern half
of the diocese tended not to appear in the court at Cambrai, but some did.80

Prior to the establishment of the independent officiality in Brussels, there was a
subordinate officiality there. This fact probably accounts for the fact that only
one party known to be from Brussels appears in the Cambrai registers, and it
may account for the relative absence of cases from the north generally. Overall,
the two tables illustrate a phenomenon that we noted at York. The farther
away geographically the place of residence of the parties, the less likely it is that
they will appear in the court. The whole modern province of Antwerp, which
contained two towns that certainly qualify as urban, Antwerp and Mechelen,
accounts for only seven cases, while the town of Maubeuge, barely urban by
any standard but much closer to Cambrai, accounts for six.

As is the case with the southern half of the diocese, one can doubt some of
the classifications of urban and rural. Herne, though it was not the seat of a
dean, might be raised to urban status. Then again, the places in the canton of
Ghent known as ‘Gent 6’ are quite far from the medieval center of the town,
and probably did not have an urban culture in the fifteenth century. Overall,
discounting for the virtual absence of Brussels, we probably should raise the
proportion of clearly urban litigants who appeared before some officiality, be
it that at Cambrai or that at Brussels, to 30 percent, perhaps more. Stretching
the definition of ‘urban’, we might get to 50 percent, but all we have evidence
for is 40 percent, roughly the same proportion as in the southern half of the
diocese.

78 The northern parts of the modern provinces of Hainaut and Brabant wallon were in the archdea-
conry of Brabant and, hence, under the jurisdiction of the officiality of Brussels.

79 Listed at T&C no. 811.
80 Listed at T&C no. 812.



9

Cambrai and Brussels

The Content of the Sentences

The numbers that we explored in the preceding chapter left us with several
questions. There were differences between Cambrai and Brussels that were
hard to account for on the basis of our speculations about differing roles of
the secular and the lower ecclesiastical courts. Prominent among these was the
greater involvement of the promotor in spousals cases at Brussels and the greater
involvement of the promotor in separation and divorce cases at Cambrai. Un-
derlying this difference was a difference between the courts of Cambrai diocese
and that of other ecclesiastical courts that we have examined: the far greater
role of the promotor generally. We sought, without success on a priori grounds,
to sort out the motivations of the promotors and the parties, some of whom
joined with the promotor and some of whom did not. Because of the formulaic
nature of the only record we have, the sentences, we may not be able to pen-
etrate as deeply into what is happening in matrimonial litigation in Cambrai
diocese as we were in York, Ely, and Paris, but the sentences themselves do tell
us something, and it is to these that we now turn.

two-party spousals cases not alleging copula

Contested – Cambrai

As Tables 8.7 and 8.8 show, there are in our sample of Cambrai cases 70 two-
party spousals cases where copula was not alleged. The cases are about evenly
divided between those in which the existence of the espousals is at stake (37/70,
53%), on the one hand, and those in which conceded espousals are sought to
be dissolved or remitted (dissolution: 17/70, 24%; remission: 16/70, 23%), on
the other.

As we have seen, male plaintiffs dominate the straight-instance actions in
which the existence of the espousals is at stake (10/13, 77%); the cases in which
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Two-Party Spousals Cases Not Alleging copula 425

the promotor joined with one of the defendants show less male dominance, but
it is still greater than one-half (8/14, 57%). There are also 10 such cases brought
by the promotor, without, so far as we can tell, the participation of either
of the defendants. The three types of procedure thus make up roughly equal
proportions of this type of litigation (35%, 38%, 27%). Plaintiffs’ success rate
in this type of litigation is low. It is highest in the straight-office actions (40%,
success being here measured by whether the promotor succeeded in establishing
the sponsalia, not whether he got the parties fined or obtained his costs [the
latter being something that happened in virtually all the cases he brought]),
next highest in the straight-instance actions (30%), and lowest in the combined
actions (8%).

Oudard Divitis, the official who rendered the sentences recorded in 1438–9,
rendered sentence in five straight-instance actions in which the issue was the
existence of the espousals, two straight-office cases, and one mixed. Since Divitis
accounts for 19 percent of the sentences in the surviving registers, his proportion
of this type of case (21%) is about what we would expect. His proportions of
types of procedure, however, is not what we would expect, though the numbers
in the cells are small. He seems to have heard a greater proportion of instance
actions of this type and correspondingly lower proportion of actions involving
the promotor.1 This means, of course, that his successor, Grégoire Nicolaı̈,
heard more than his share of such cases in a criminal or quasi-criminal mode.

Divitis’s sentences tend to be quite cryptic. His first sentence in a straight-
instance two-party case in which the plaintiff sought to establish sponsalia is
typical:2

In a case initiated and pending before us the official of Cambrai between the parties, [JL],
plaintiff on the one side, and [JH] defendant, on the other, having seen the petition of the
plaintiff, the oaths, assertions, confessions, and replies of the parties and other things
moving us and our soul, supported by the seasoned advice of those who are expert
in the law, the name of Christ having been invoked, we absolve the defendant from
the promises of marriage proposed and alleged by the same plaintiff, condemning the
plaintiff [to pay] the costs of the defendant, and reserving to our judgment the taxation
[of these costs], and granting, moreover, to the defendant the capacity (facultatem) to
marry another, if she should wish to marry in the Lord, issuing a definitive sentence in
this writing.

This sentence will be seen to have a number of elements in common with
the sentence quoted at the beginning of the last chapter.3 There is a formal
recital of the name of the case, a rehearsal of the elements of the ordo that were
followed, an assertion that there were, in addition to the acta, other things
(alia) that moved the judge and his conscience, an assertion that the iurisperiti
had been consulted, and an invocation of the divine name. Some fairly formal

1 Instance: 5/13, 38%; office and office/instance: 3/25, 12%.
2 Laugoinge c Hennin (8.xi.38), no. 53, T&C no. 813.
3 Ch 8, at n. 2.



426 Cambrai and Brussels: The Sentences

indication of the parties’ names, the rehearsal of the elements of the ordo, an
invocation of the divine name, and the final phrase are found in virtually every
Cambrai definitive sentence, whether the case is instance, office, or mixed.
Certain changes, such as putting the “having seen” clause first, omitting the
formal “In a case initiated” clause, and inserting the name of the parties in the
description of the process are, so far as we can tell, matters of style. We can
be less sure about the omission of the “and other things” clause or the clause
about consultation with the iurisperiti. These clauses are not found in most of
Nicolaı̈’s sentences, and where they are found, their presence may indicate that
the case was particularly serious, difficult, or important. We can be quite sure
that changes in the recital of the elements of the ordo do tell us something.
There are a sufficient number of sentences that mention witnesses and counter-
witnesses, documents, and/or ex offico oaths that we can be reasonably confi-
dent that where these are not mentioned, they were not present. Hence, we can
also be reasonably confident that there was relatively little process in this case.
The plaintiff made a petition (probably oral); the parties swore to their posi-
tions (sacramentis); there were various charges, admissions, and countercharges
(assertionibus, confessionibus, et responsionibus).4 These last could have been
in writing, like the positions and articles in the court of York, but they may well
have been oral. Hence, it is possible that the whole proceeding took no more
than one session of court.

What follows is the heart of the sentence: The defendant was “absolved from
the proposed promises.” This wording is a little odd. Absolution suggests to
us criminal charges, which these were clearly not, but the word is often found
in instance sentences.5 What we have been used to from England, however, is
that the defendant is absolved from the ‘petition’ or ‘instance’ of the plaintiff
and that this absolution is normally preceded by a motivation clause: “because
we find that the plaintiff has insufficiently founded and proven the matrimonial
contract,” and so on.6 That this is to be assumed here is clear enough from the
marginal note telling us that the plaintiff was “held to the laws” for “clandestine
[espousals] frivolously alleged.”7

There is much about the practice of “holding to the laws” that is unclear
from the registers. Both the instance and the office cases use the words leges
and emende to describe what seem to be fines for various kinds of misconduct.8

The sentences normally speak of emende, occasionally offering them as an
alternative to corporal penance.9 The marginalia usually speak of leges. This
suggests that the fines were statutorily fixed, although I have found no evidence

4 Sometimes allegationibus is substituted for assertionibus. So far as I can tell, these terms were
synonymous, and they will be treated as such.

5 E.g., Ch 6, n. 80.
6 Ibid.
7 Tenetur actor ad leges pro clandestinis cum rea frivole allegatis.
8 See text before n. 5.
9 E.g., Officie c Drivere, at nn. 408–9 (ad penitentiam iuxta nostrum arbitrium moderandam aut

alias ad leges et emendas). Disc. and refs. T&C no. 814.
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of it in the synodal statutes that I have examined.10 There does not seem to
be any difference between the two words. Offenses for which a person is held
to amend in a sentence will appear in the marginalia as those for which a
party is “held to the laws.” The words were probably interchangeable, and any
difference in nuance between the two cannot be recovered from the records as
we now have them.

Even more serious is the fact that we have no direct evidence of how much
the fines were.11 They probably varied depending on the perceived seriousness
of the offense. They probably were not particularly high for some of the lesser
offenses, such as here, for espousals frivolously alleged. We will see later that
they probably were not very high for failure to publicize clandestine espousals
or failure to solemnize within the fixed period, for we find many people willing
to run the risk of having to pay such fines (indeed, we find people bringing cases
when there was a virtual certainty that they would have to pay such fines). Aside
from a few very serious cases where corporal penance is ordered (and the option
to pay a fine is apparently not given),12 there is only one element in the fines
that is ever specified. In some cases, the guilty party is ordered, in addition to
paying the fine, to contribute wax, usually a pound or two of it, to the chapel
of the officiality. There are relatively few such cases in our sample, but there
are a number of them outside the sample. I have gone through a group and can
report that there seems to be little pattern to when it is ordered and when it is
not, except that it tends to occur in the more serious cases. But there are equally
or more serious cases where a contribution of wax is not ordered. What may
be involved here is a perception by the court that the guilty party could well
afford to come up with a pound of wax in addition to the fine, or it may simply
be that the sacristan told the official when he was going to court in the morning
that the stock of candles was running low.

Despite the uncertainties as to precisely what was involved, these marginal
indications of the leges are valuable. In the first place, they tell us that relatively
few instance matrimonial cases at Cambrai were really totally instance. Many
sentences that look on their surface as if they were simply instance judgments
have marginal leges. Hence, the movement across time toward a greater crim-
inalization of the process of matrimonial litigation is a direction in which the
court was heading when it was still hearing a number of cases in which the pro-
motor was not a formal party. Further, the leges frequently give us important
details that are not found in the sentences themselves. Here, for example, we
learn that what the plaintiff had alleged was a clandestine exchange of sponsalia
and that the court considered him so far from proving it that it was willing to

10 See Niermeyer, s.v. lex, meaning 23, for numerous examples of the word being used to mean a
fixed penalty.

11 App. e9.2, “What Can We Learn from the Tournai Account Books?” (see T&C no. 1055),
suggests that we can get some idea of their range from the roughly contemporary account books
of Tournai diocese. Lit. and disc. T&C no. 815.

12 E.g., Office c Wyet et Paiebien (Ch X, at n. 195) (attempted bigamy); Office c Lienard (14.v.46),
no. 920 (contempt).
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call the allegation ‘frivolous’. (We will have occasion to return to this charge
and the amends for it a number of times in this chapter.)13

In the sample of cases in which the existence of sponsalia is contested, no two
of Divitis’s sentences have quite the same fact-pattern or quite the same result.
In the second straight-instance action of this type, a couple, having previously
been sentenced to solemnize their marriage in what was probably a straight-
instance action, appear before the court and remit their contract.14 The wording
of this sentence is best treated with the other remission cases,15 but the entry
tells us something about the preceding case (which probably appeared in a
register that is now lost). The marginalia indicate that there were no leges for
the actor because he had previously satisfied for them “as is apparent by the
first sealed sentence.” The rea, however, is fined for not having proceeded, that
is, to solemnize the sponsalia. Hence, we conclude that in the first case, the
man was the plaintiff (the record of the remission sentence has no indication of
who was plaintiff and who defendant; both parties, it would seem, requested
the remission). Further, the reference to the “first sealed sentence” suggests
that the court did collect the fines and that the successful party did not get the
sentence sealed until he or she had paid them or otherwise compounded for
them. Perhaps more important, concern with maximizing revenues is indicated
by the leges imposed on the rea. Apparently the court had forgotten to fine her
the first time around and took the opportunity of her return to court to extract
a fine for not having proceeded to solemnize the sponsalia that both parties
now wanted to remit.16

In the third straight-instance action, the court finds for the rea and tells us
more than it usually does as to why: “We absolve the rea from the promises of
marriage proposed and alleged by [the plaintiff] against her, because she was
deceived by the plaintiff so far as his wealth (facultates) is concerned and she
does not want to contract with him.”17 Costs are divided between the parties,
and no leges are mentioned.18 Process in this case is minimal; no proof other
than the “oaths, confessions, and replies” of the parties is mentioned. The
court obviously believed that the rea had been deceived by the actor, but the
deception may not have been deliberate. Had the actor clearly been lying, it is
hard to imagine that there would not have been some sort of fine or that he
would, at least, have been required to pay the rea’s costs. Indeed, the fact that
the court absolves the rea rather than dissolves the sponsalia suggests that it
viewed the case as one in which no sponsalia had been formed because of
the rea’s mistake. This kind of error was not sufficient to upset a de presenti
marriage,19 and the Cambrai court’s practice of treating virtually all sponsalia

13 E.g., see text following n. 153.
14 Jolin et Gillette (28.xi.38), no. 82.
15 At nn. 120–30.
16 Disc. T&C no. 816.
17 Flaminc c Pinkers (18.vii.39), no. 263, T&C no. 817.
18 expensas hincinde factas compensantes. This may mean that the party who incurred the costs

bore them, but that is not the natural meaning of compensare.
19 See Ch 1, at n. 30.
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as de futuro makes this judgment legally possible. The fact that the court holds
that there were no sponsalia may explain why there were no fines of the kind
that we normally associate with clandestine sponsalia, but we will see that in
many cases, such fines are found even where the sponsalia are not proven. This
suggests either that these sponsalia were not clandestine or that the parties got
into court within eight days of making them. A final inference: The fact that
this is the only case in the sample that is grounded on a legal deficiency in the
contract (the doctrine of error) suggests that in most, perhaps all, of the other
cases where sponsalia are not found, the reason for the finding is that there was
insufficient proof of the contract.

In the fourth straight-instance action, the parties are ordered to solemnize
their sponsalia: “[W]e pronounce and decree that the rea proceed further to
solemnizing the marriage with the plaintiff in the hand of the priest and the
face of the church – as is customary and is normally done. . . . ”20 Both parties
are fined for not having renewed their clandestine contract publicly and for not
having proceeded to solemnization. Judicial enforcement of sponsalia de futuro
at Cambrai is fairly rare, but it could happen. Since the process here consisted
only of the “oaths, assertions, confessions, and replies” of the parties, we must
imagine that the rea either confessed or said something that made it clear that
she had contracted. It is even possible that she got the result she wanted, that
is, that the reason why the actor had to sue her was that the rea’s family, not the
rea, was opposed to the marriage.

The fifth straight-instance case in this series has only an interlocutory sen-
tence.21 (The definitive sentence, if there was one, probably came in the gap that
exists between the sentences in 1439 and those in 1442.) It does, however, tell
us something. The actrix is admitted to the proof of her case. Serious contests
about the existence vel non of sponsalia could occur at Cambrai.

The only mixed office/instance case for the enforcement of sponsalia in our
sample of Divitis’s sentences is quite similar to the first straight-instance case
just discussed.22 The reus is absolved; the rea is fined for frivolously alleging
clandestine sponsalia. There are also differences: The sentence begins with the
style normally used by Divitis in this period for office cases. The reus is absolved
from the “promises of marriage proposed and alleged by the promotor and the
correa.” The latter is specifically condemned to make “fitting amends.” Only
the reus is given license to marry another Both rei are charged with the costs of
the promotor. The marginal leges state specifically that the reus was not charged
with any. The final and perhaps most important difference is that the promoting
correa was a woman, as was the actrix in the fifth straight-instance case.23

In the first of the two straight-office cases of this type, the official has issued
a ‘commission’, probably to a promotor, to prosecute the case.24 The rea is

20 Gousset c Cauvinne (18.iv.39), no. 201, T&C no. 818.
21 Cordière c Pasquart (30.iv.39), no. 212.
22 Office c Creteur et Formanoire (10.i.39), no. 110.
23 Ibid., T&C no. 819.
24 Office c Speckenen et Vettekens (14.iii.39), no. 170; disc. of commissions T&C no. 820.
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contumacious, and the promotor introduces witnesses. The official finds that
the rei “had entered into and had maintained [habuisse] sponsalia by words
suitable and fitting for this, had not renewed them within the required time,
nor had they proceeded to solemnizing the marriage within the fixed times.” He
therefore orders them, in language quite similar to the instance case with the
same result, to solemnize the marriage, and condemns them to pay him amends
and the promotor’s costs.25 In the other case, the promotor is less successful. On
the basis of the “oaths, confessions and replies” of the rei, the official absolves
the rei of the promises of marriage proposed by the promotor against them,
but he does condemn them to pay the promotor’s costs. The couple are not
specifically licensed to marry others.26

These three cases have many characteristics of the office cases found in the
rest of the Cambrai registers. The wording of the sentences is sufficiently con-
stant that we should note where it differs. In the office/instance case, the woman
clearly wanted the marriage to proceed and the man did not. She sought the aid
of the promotor and got it, but she had no proof, at least when the man would
not confess. So she lost and had to pay a fine for ‘frivolous’ allegations, and
both of them had to pay the promotor’s costs. Assuming that the costs were
really compensatory (and that there was a reasonable chance that they would
be paid), the promotor took no risk in joining in the woman’s allegation. She,
in turn, though she did take a financial risk, got some expert legal advice. If
she won, she would not have had to pay for it. If she lost (as she did), the man
would normally have had to share in paying for it. No mention was made of the
man’s costs in this case, and though they may have been minimal, he probably
had to bear them. In the instance case with the same result, the unsuccessful
actrix not only had to pay her own costs but she also had to pay those of the
reus.27 Hence, in the instance case, the unsuccessful plaintiff had to pay more.
If this were the normal practice, one has to wonder why anyone, except those
who were ill-advised, brought an instance case.

We will see that this was the normal practice, but there was considerable
variation about the awarding of costs, particularly those between the parties.
We have already seen one straight-instance case in which they were probably
divided (‘compensated’) between the parties, even though the actrix was suc-
cessful.28 The judge seems to have had considerable discretion about award-
ing the parties’ costs, and he always reserves the taxation of both the parties’
and promotor’s costs to himself, a process that, unfortunately, our records do
not report. Almost always in straight-office and office/instance cases, how-
ever, all defendants were charged with the promotor’s costs. Hence, there
was an incentive to use this method of proceeding, rather than the straight-
instance method. This incentive might have operated particularly strongly in

25 Ibid., T&C no. 821. Cf. Gousset c Cauvinne (n. 20).
26 Office c Cambre et Crocq (14.vii.39), no. 260, T&C no. 822.
27 Laugoinge c Hennin (at n. 2).
28 Flaminc c Pinkers (at nn. 17–18).
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the case of women, who, as a general matter, may have had less access to ready
cash.

The successful office case has a number of unusual features, including the
commission and the fact that the rea was contumacious. It is almost certainly
because of this last fact that the promotor had to introduce witnesses, who,
apparently, confirmed that the couple had, indeed, contracted. More ambigu-
ous is the role of the reus. There is nothing in the sentence to suggest that
he was ‘friendly’ to the promotor’s charges, except for the fact that he did
not present any counterproof. Someone, however, must have come all the way
from Mechelen to get the official to issue the commission, and the most likely
candidate is the reus. (Recall that the reason we normally know that one of
the rei has sided with the promotor is that this person is fined for ‘frivolous’
allegations. The allegation that this couple had contracted was clearly not
frivolous.)

If this speculation is correct, then our last case is quite different. The couple
resisted the promotor’s allegations successfully. That fact, in turn, raises the
question of how the promotor knew about them. Unfortunately, our record
gives us no indication, other than the fact that the couple have to pay the
promotor’s costs and that they are not given license to marry others. The license
is present in some cases and absent from others. It could have simply been
omitted (the sentence is otherwise quite cryptic), but it is possible that the
official thought that there might be unprovable sponsalia between this couple.
Divitis does not say why he charged the promotor’s costs to the couple, but
Nicolaı̈ did, on occasion, say that it was “on account of the fama.”29 We will
see that on other occasions, people were fined for allowing publica fama of an
offense to arise, even though they had not committed one.

We have already seen that Grégoire Nicolaı̈ renders a disproportionate num-
ber of sentences in office cases where the issue was the existence or nonexistence
of sponsalia. He also, however, rendered sentences in eight such instance cases
in the sample. Three seem quite routine and have no process beyond the usual
petition, oaths, assertions, confessions, and responses. One of these results in
an order to solemnize.30 The wording of the sentence is a bit different from that
of the similar sentence of Divitis in that the couple are specifically ordered to
solemnize within 40 days and the rea is ordered to treat the actor thereafter with
marital affection.31 In the other two cases, the rea is absolved and given license.
In one, in which the actor was contumacious, the rea is specifically awarded
costs; in the other, costs are not mentioned.32 In all three cases, the actor is
fined for not renewing clandestine sponsalia publicly and for failure to proceed
to solemnization; in the last case, he is also fined for frivolous allegation of
sponsalia.

29 See cases discussed in n. 72 and at nn. 168–70.
30 Beccut c Miquielle (12.ix.44), no. 530.
31 Disc. T&C no. 823.
32 Listed T&C no. 824.
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That someone should be fined for not renewing clandestine sponsalia publicly
and for failure to proceed to solemnization and also for frivolous allegation of
sponsalia might strike us as an irony worthy of Catch-22. That someone should
be fined for the first two offenses and also be faced with a judgment in which
the rea is absolved of any obligation to marry him is only slightly less ironic.
One can certainly imagine the unsuccessful actor asking “What more could I
have done?” The answer is not easy, but there are hints of it in some of the
sentences. In one of the office/instance cases, Nicolaı̈ condemns the promoting
reus to amend “because he took no care to renew the words that he asserted
and to proceed within the required time to contract marriage with the correa
or at least have her brought to court because of this.”33 Similar language is
found in two other cases in the sample.34 It would seem, then, that the court
was interpreting the synodal statutes very strictly. Private sponsalia had to be
publicly renewed within eight days; if one of the couple refused to do this, the
other had to bring suit, perhaps within eight days. If the rejected party did not
do so and ultimately brought suit, he or she would have to pay a fine even if
the suit was successful.

Looking at the situation from a moral point of view, perhaps we can find
some justification for the practice. The court will assume that the party alleging
sponsalia is doing so in good faith. Even if it ultimately concludes that the
allegation is ‘frivolous’, that could simply mean that the party making the
allegation had no proof. The espousals may well have taken place, or at least
the alleging party may have thought that they did. If the alleging party thought
so, then he or she should have done something about them before the suit was
instituted. This may be the reason why the party who alleges sponsalia is not,
so far as I am aware, ever given license to marry another. Perhaps the notion is
that he or she is still bound in conscience, even if the other party is not.

Despite these possible justifications for the practice, it is hard to escape the
conclusion that the underlying motivation for it was simply to collect money
from the parties before the court. It may even have troubled some of the judges.
In none of the cases in the sample does Divitis fine a party who unsuccessfully
alleges sponsalia either for not renewing or for not proceeding (though he
does do so for frivolous allegation). Jan Rodolphi, the first of the two Brussels
officials, does not do it in any of the cases in our samples; Jan Platea, the
second of the two, does it once, early in his term of office, but then seems to
have abandoned the practice in his later sentences.35

The other five straight-instance cases before Nicolaı̈ give indications of a
more elaborate process. In the first, the actor produced witnesses whose depo-
sitions were taken; the parties produced written documents impugning, on the
one side, and saving, on the other, the testimony in the depositions (we are

33 Office c Comte et Corelle (26.i.46), no. 870, T&C no. 825.
34 Office c Gobert et Cange (22.xi.49), no. 1230; Office c Mote et Gavielle (10.ii.53), no. 1410.
35 The exceptional case is Officie c Meyman, Eechoute en Haucx (at n. 313). Fines for frivolous

opposition without fines for nonrenewal are quite common in the sentences of all four judges.
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reminded here of the exceptiones contra testes and the answering replication of
English practice), and the actor also produced documentary evidence, the nature
of which is not stated. In somewhat heightened rhetoric, the court ordered the
couple to solemnize their marriage, adding that this had to be done within
40 days, and enjoining the woman thereafter to treat the man with marital
affection.36 The rea was condemned to pay the actor’s costs, and nothing was
said about leges or emende. There are indications in this that the parties are
of somewhat higher status; the woman is called domicella, though it is unclear
precisely what that means. The higher status almost certainly explains how the
parties were able to afford the more elaborate process; that process probably
accounts for the somewhat heightened rhetoric of the sentence. Whether the
status of the parties also accounts for the fact that leges were not imposed, and
whether it indicates that the unspecified documentary evidence was, in fact, the
draft of a written marriage contract, are less clear.

In the other four cases, the plaintiff is unsuccessful. In the first, the actor
is given a term to prove the asserted contract; he is contumacious, and the
rea is absolved, awarded costs, and given license.37 Once more leges are not
mentioned, and once more the woman is described as domicella. The fact that
the actor is given a term to prove the contract suggests that what was said in
the initial court appearance indicated that he might have had a case. In the
second, the actor produced witnesses whose depositions were taken, the rea
excepted to the witnesses (called here a factum, reminiscent of the factum con-
trarium seu exclusorium of summary procedure), and witnesses were heard
on the factum. In the end the official defers the oath to the rea; she takes it,
and the official absolves her and gives her license. Costs are, however, divided
between the parties, and no mention is made of leges.38 Virtually the same
procedure is followed in the third case (the only difference is that the excep-
tions to witnesses and the replication are called impugnationes and salvationes,
rather than factum in testes and responsio). The rea is once more absolved and
given license, but this time she is granted her costs, and the actor is fined for
frivolous allegation.39 In the last case, the only one in this group with a female
plaintiff, we know less about the process because the sentence simply says that
the judge has examined the processus. He finds for the reus and gives him
license; no leges are mentioned, and the official adds the unusual note “keep-
ing silent about the costs incurred on this occasion in this processus and for
cause.”40

These cases raise a number of issues, not the least of which is why we find
fines recorded in some of them and not in others. In all five of the instance cases
discussed in the preceding paragraphs, they could have been imposed on the

36 Heghes c Cache (26.vi.45), no. 722, T&C no. 826.
37 Baillon c Doncke (4.ii.47), no. 1090, T&C no. 827.
38 Gillebert c Try (23.vi.47), no. 1170, T&C no. 828.
39 Louroit c Espoulette (24.xi.49), no. 1231, T&C no. 829.
40 Estricourt c Roy (15.vii.52), no. 1332, T&C no. 830.
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party alleging the sponsalia for failure to publicize and failure to proceed.41 We
cannot exclude the possibility that in some cases, they were imposed and the
scribe forgot to record them, but there are enough cases in the sample in which
they are not mentioned that it seems unlikely that scribal negligence accounts
for all of them.42 A tentative explanation for this phenomenon has already been
suggested. If one were cautious about costs, it would make sense to go to the
promotor and join with him in bringing the case. The parties who brought the
five cases discussed here were not cautious about costs, as is witnessed both
by the fact that they did not go to the promotor and by the extensive process
in which they engaged. In two cases we have at least some indications that
they were of some wealth. They may have been in others. The criminalization
of the process of matrimonial litigation at Cambrai may not have affected all
social classes equally. The wealthier may still have chosen to sue at instance,
at least in some cases. When dealing with such people, the official and the
promotors may not have been quite so insistent on imposing every possible
fine.43

These cases confirm our earlier impression that the official had considerable
discretion as to what to do about the parties’ costs.44 He could award them
to the winning party; he could divide them between the winning party and the
losing party (compensare), or he could, as in the last case, let them fall on the
party who had incurred them. This last option, though not often used, does
occur in other cases both within and outside of the sample.45

The record does not tell us why the official chose among the various options
that he had about costs (and in a number of cases costs are not mentioned).
In some cases it may have depended on what the official thought the parties
could afford, and in most cases we have little or no information about the
relative wealth of the parties. In some cases, however, the record gives us some
hints as to the motivation. It is probably not by chance that in one case just
rehearsed, after an elaborate process, the official imposed no leges and ordered
the costs compensated, while in another, after a similarly elaborate process, he
ordered the unsuccessful plaintiff to pay the defendant’s costs and fined him for
a frivolous allegation.46 We can probably tentatively conclude, in the absence
of other evidence, that in most of the cases in which the costs are compensated
or allowed to lie where they are, the official thought that the losing party had
a plausible case.

41 Assuming, as seems safe to assume, that most, if not all, of these plaintiffs did not come to court
within eight days of the alleged sponsalia.

42 See App. e9.1, “Non Sunt Leges or None Mentioned” (T&C no. 1054), where we expand the
sample and draw some general conclusions about cases where leges are not mentioned.

43 This observation should be contrasted with our examination of the pattern of fining at Tournai
(App. e9.2), where there seems to be a tendency to charge wealthy parties more.

44 At n. 28; disc. T&C no. 831.
45 Registres de Cambrai, s.v., subticere (9 instances of the word, all in sentences of Nicolaı̈), T&C

no. 832.
46 Compare Gillebert c Try (n. 38) with Louroit c Espoulette (n. 39).
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The two cases mentioned in the preceding paragraph raise another issue. In
both of them the official defers the oath to the rea. This practice, which we have
seen was quite common at Paris, does not seem to have been nearly so common
at Cambrai. The two cases also suggest that the oath was used in a somewhat
different context at Cambrai. At Paris, the oath was used where the plaintiff
admits that he has no proof; in our two Cambrai cases it is used only after
both the plaintiff and the defendant have produced proof. In Paris the oath is
truly decisory; at Cambrai the wording of the sentences suggests that it is but
one of a number of factors that the official took into account in rendering his
sentence.47 The first of the two Cambrai cases suggests that the oath was used
in particularly difficult cases, where it was unclear where the balance of proof
lay. The second of the two cases undercuts this inference because ultimately,
the official fined the plaintiff for frivolous allegation.

An examination of the cases where the oath is used, both in and out of the
sample (including a major dowry case and a number of debt cases), suggests
that neither of the previous suggestions quite captures the practice.48 The oath
is never used in a case where there was no other proof; indeed, in most of the
cases there was a considerable amount of proof, and in all of them there was at
least one set of witnesses. The oath is always listed along with other things that
“moved” the official. The full rhetoric describing its granting is quite elaborate
and fairly consistently used.49 That it is done by the office of the judge (and not
by the request of the parties) is always stated; frequently the official adds that
he had reasonable grounds to do so.

On the basis of the few cases that tell us a bit more50 and of the general
pattern of these cases, we can draw some tentative conclusions about the prac-
tice of deferring the ex officio oath. We have had occasion previously in this
book to discuss the canonical conception of proof.51 At first, it seems quite
mechanical. Two unexceptionable eyewitnesses to each necessary element in a
claim or defense were preferred, but in various circumstances presumptions,
circumstantial evidence, and fama could make up a “half-proof.” Documents
could also make a up a half-proof and, in some instances, a full proof. The real-
ity – and this was a reality of which the more sophisticated proceduralists were
aware – was more complicated. It was relatively easy to defeat a case; the judge
simply had to say, in effect, that he did not believe the plaintiff’s witnesses. It
was harder to sustain a judgment for the plaintiff where the legal standard of
proof had not been met, but grounds for discretion were there, too. We have
seen how judges seem quite frequently to take proven exceptions to witnesses
as going to their credibility and not to their admissibility. Half-proofs were not

47 Disc. with examples T&C no. 833.
48 See Registres de Cambrai, s.v. iuramentum veritatis (22 instances); disc. T&C no. 834.
49 That given in Gillebert c Try (n. 38) is typical; sometimes the certis de causis clause is omitted

as in Louroit c Espoulette (n. 39).
50 Disc. with examples T&C no. 835.
51 E.g., Ch 5, at n. 48.
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that hard to find. One such half-proof was the formal oath of one of the parties,
the ex officio oath practiced here. It differed from the formal decisory oath in
that it was within the discretion of the judge as to which party should take it.
Obviously, this discretion could be abused, but there is no evidence that Nicolaı̈
(the only Cambrai official who uses it) was abusing it. He uses it in very few
cases; in most of these cases proof has been introduced by, or on behalf of, the
party who is given the opportunity to take the oath.52 What I think we are to
imagine is that in these cases something was missing; it could have been as little
as a second witness or an unexceptionable witness on a relatively minor, but
necessary, element in the case. It could even have been, as it may have been
in the dowry case mentioned earlier, an element that was necessary to prove a
negative (“I never agreed to take less”) or a negative element in the debt cases
(“I never received payment”).

If this is what is involved in these cases, then we can begin to see how it is that
in two instances, Nicolaı̈ could both have deferred the oath to the defendant in a
marriage case and have fined the plaintiff for frivolous allegation of espousals. In
the case discussed earlier,53 the plaintiff had introduced witnesses; the defendant
had excepted to them and had introduced witnesses on the exceptions. If the
official did not believe the plaintiff’s witnesses but the exception witnesses did
not quite prove that these witnesses could not, as a matter of law, be admitted,
we can well imagine how he could both have deferred the oath to the rea and
have thought that the plaintiff’s case was frivolous (indeed, corrupt, but the leges
never say that). In the other case,54 the reason for the deferral is even easier to
see. The actrix had introduced witnesses; the reus had not. The official, however,
had made an ex officio inquiry from which, we may imagine, he came to the
conclusion that there was nothing to the plaintiff’s story that she and the reus
had contracted marriage, although they had, as they may have confessed, had
intercourse. The evidence of the inquiry was hearsay, not enough to overcome
the plaintiff’s witnesses as a technical matter; so the official deferred the oath to
the defendant. He then fined the plaintiff for frivolous opposition, fined both of
them for fornication, and, perhaps out of sympathy for the woman’s position,
ordered the costs compensated.

Nicolaı̈ rendered sentence in 13 mixed office/instance cases in the sample in
which two parties were contesting the existence of sponsalia and not alleging
intercourse. All but one resulted in a judgment absolving the party from the
sponsalia alleged against him or her. (The one exception ended in a remission.)55

In all of the absolution cases but one, the absolved party was given license to
marry another, and in all of the absolution cases but one, the party asserting the
marriage contract was fined for not having publicized it and for not proceeding
to solemnization. In none of the absolution cases was the party asserting the

52 Disc. T&C no. 836.
53 Louroit c Espoulette (n. 39).
54 Motoise c Dent et Braconnière (17.x.42), no. 355 (a case of opposition to banns of a type

discussed in the section on three-party cases).
55 Office et Donne c Flanniele (at nn. 61–8).
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marriage contract fined for frivolous allegations. In most, there was no process
beyond the articles of the promotor and the mutual assertions and confessions
of the parties.56

The case in which the absolved party was not specifically given license and
that in which the party asserting the contract was fined only for non-publication
and not for failure to solemnize are the same case.57 The fact that the parties in
this case are called fils de and fille de, respectively, suggests that they were quite
young. The rea is expressly stated to have confessed a clandestine agreement
and that she had not renewed it publicly within the required time. For this she is
condemned to pay amends and the costs both of the promotor and the correus.
She is also, somewhat unusually, “absolved from the necessity of proceeding
further with the same reus.”58

The latter formula is found in two other cases in the same year.59 In the first
of the two cases, it is the reus who is absolved of the necessity of proceeding;
both parties are ordered to pay the costs of the promotor, and, unique among
the cases of this type in the sample, both parties are given license to marry
others. In the other case, the reus is said to have boasted (iactavit) of having
made a clandestine agreement with the correa (who is described as fille d’un
tel). Both parties are to pay the costs of the promotor. The reus is to pay the
correa’s costs, she alone is given license, and the reus is, once more, absolved
of the necessity of proceeding.60

There are at least hints here of what may have underlain these judgments. In
all three cases, there was nothing that warranted a legal proceeding about the
existence of the sponsalia. In all three cases, therefore, the alleging party must
pay the other party’s costs. In the first case, we may suspect that it is not just a
question of proof; the official thought that what the rea thought was a contract
really was not, and so she must pay the costs of the promotor. She is, however,
not malicious, simply naı̈ve. She will not be fined to the fullest extent possible,
and she will be told that she needs not pursue the matter further. In the other
two cases, the official suspected that there was something there, but it could
not be proven. The couple must together pay the costs of the promotor, but
because it cannot be proven, the alleging party must pay the absolved party’s
costs. In both cases the alleging party will be told that he need not pursue the
matter, but the man who boasted of the contract will not be expressly given
license to marry another; he may marry another, but the official is not going to
give him the satisfaction of hearing that in court.

One of the office/instance cases is quite different.61 It is one of the few cases in
which the party asserting the sponsalia is expressly described as a formal party
along with the promotor.62 This suggests that the promotor was less involved

56 In five cases depositions were taken, listed T&C no. 837.
57 Office c Cauchiot et Fèvre (10.i.50), no. 1241.
58 Id., T&C no. 838.
59 Office c Copin et Morielle (7.xi.49), no. 1221; Office c Coulon et Fontaine (25.iii.50), no. 1272.
60 Disc. of similar cases at T&C no. 839.
61 Office et Donne c Flanniele (13.xi.45 to 14.vi.47), nos. 821, 1164.
62 Id., no. 821, T&C no. 840.
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in the case than he was in the normal mixed case, a suggestion that is confirmed
by the fact that the case is styled in the second sentence as if it were straight
instance.63 The case also contains the highest indications of social status that
we find in the sample. The man is called “the noble Jean de le Donne,” and
is styled as “the bastard of Rabecque”; the woman is called honesta iuvencula
Joye Flannielle, a title that may or may not indicate higher status than the domi-
cella that we find fairly frequently. She comes from the city of Cambrai. The
interlocutory sentence indicates an elaborate process. According to the decrees
of the holy fathers, the official tells, “he who is judging ought to examine every-
thing to the bottom and weigh the ordo of things with full inquisition.”64 As a
result, the court orders that the four of nine witnesses for Jean and two excep-
tion witnesses, all of whom have remained unexamined, should be examined.
Joye’s two witnesses are named: Béatrice, a servant in the house of the woman’s
parents, and Belote, recently a servant at the inn (cabareti) called “Roma,”
giving us at least a hint of the kind of issues that were being litigated.

The final sentence comes more than a year and a half later. In the meantime,
Joye appealed from the advocatio of the case by the bishop of Cambrai to the
provincial court at Rheims.65 There, both parties proceeded concerning “the
proffering of a sentence.”66 Now, however, appearing before the official, they
[sic] renounce the appeal. Jurisdiction has therefore devolved on the official, and
they ask that their espousals be remitted. In a formal letter patent, the official
accepts the remission in the standard language that he uses in such cases, and
the parties are held to leges for clandestine promises not publicized and for not
proceeding to solemnization.

If I am reading the reference to the advocatio of the bishop correctly, what
happened here is that after the interlocutory sentence, the bishop removed the
case to his audience court.67 He was probably about to hold for Jean, because
Joye appealed to Rheims. There, the couple dickered about the form a sen-
tence should take (citra cuiusvis sententie prolationem, the indefinite adjective
indicating that no sentence yet existed). Ultimately, however, they agreed to
remit their espousals. On the basis of this record, it seems relatively clear that
Jean had a case.68 For some reason, Joye, having clandestinely agreed to a mar-
riage, decided that she did not want “the bastard of Rabecque” as a husband,
or, perhaps more likely, her parents did not want him as a son-in-law. About
what was at stake in these negotiations we can only speculate, but the evidence
is consistent with the possibility that this was a case of an impoverished and
illegitimate nobleman attempting to marry a rich bourgeoise.

63 Id., no. 1164.
64 Id., no. 821, T&C no. 841.
65 Id., no. 1164, T&C no. 842.
66 Ibid., T&C no. 843.
67 Lit. T&C no. 844.
68 For this reason, I have coded it as an office/instance case in which the party asserting the espousals

succeeds.
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Nicolaı̈ rendered sentence in eight office cases in the sample in which the
existence of sponsalia unaccompanied by copula was at stake. In two of them
the alleged sponsalia are found: The couple are fined for failing to publicize
clandestine promises and for failing to proceed to solemnize; they are to pay
the costs of the promotor and to proceed to solemnization within 40 days and
treat each other with marital affection thereafter.69 In both cases depositions
are taken; in one, in addition to the articles of the promotor and the usual oaths,
replies, and confessions of the parties, the official grounds his decision on the
mutual allegations, petitions, and conclusions of the parties.70 This indicates
that at least one of the parties, and perhaps both, were supporting the sponsalia.
The other case does not contain that recitation, but we know from the remission
cases that even if the parties had contracted, they could have remitted the
sponsalia if neither of them wanted the marriage.

One case contains no leges but does contain an order that the couple solem-
nize their marriage. The wording of the sentence indicates fairly clearly what
had happened. On the basis of the couple’s oaths, confessions, and responses,
they were absolved from the promotor’s charge of neglegentia (probably to
publicize their espousals); they did, however, have to pay the promotor’s costs
propter aliqualem famam, which they had confessed. The official then found,
again on the basis of their confessions, that they had exchanged clandestine
consent the previous day.71 He found the consent valid and ordered the mar-
riage to proceed. This couple pretty clearly had decided to get married, though
it may have required the citation of the promotor to galvanize them into doing
it. We will recall that they had eight days under the statutes to publicize their
sponsalia, and clearly they were in court within the requisite time. That sug-
gests that the fama of which the court speaks was that they had contracted at an
earlier time. There may have been something to that fama, but once the couple
had decided that they were going to get married anyway (and granted that there
were no witnesses), they seem to have been able to avoid the imposition of the
leges by denying the earlier contract but admitting one that would not subject
them to leges.

In the other five cases, the couple are absolved from the articles of the
promotor; no leges are mentioned, but the couple does have to pay the pro-
motor’s costs. The sentences in these cases tell us something about the role
of fama.72 In the cases in which there were depositions, we may assume that
the witnesses at least confirmed the existence of the fama. In the cases where
there were no witnesses, we must wonder how the official knew that there was
fama. Perhaps the couple confessed to it, as in the case described in the previous
paragraph;73 perhaps the official took the promotor’s word for it. The wording

69 Listed T&C no. 845.
70 Office c Staelkins et Velde (n. 69).
71 Office c Enfant et Mairesse (23.xi.52), no. 1381.
72 Details at T&C no. 846.
73 See at n. 71.
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of the sentences shows that Nicolaı̈ felt some need to justify the imposition of
costs when the couple were absolved. The sentences themselves, however, show
that one way or another, the promotor would normally get his costs.

Contested – Brussels

As Table 8.6 shows, there are only five cases (4%) in our sample of Brussels
cases in which the existence of espousals is contested and copula is not alleged.
Three of these cases took place while Rodolphi was official and only two while
Platea was official. While the small number of cases should make us hesitant to
draw any statistical conclusions from this fact, the proportion of such cases in
which Rodolphi rendered sentence (60%) is quite different from the proportion
of all sentences he rendered (402/1590, 25%).

Two of the cases are begun as straight-instance actions. One ends there.
Although she produced witnesses, the actrix fails to establish the sponsalia,
and in a skimpy sentence, Rodolphi absolves the reus but orders the costs com-
pensated.74 The next case tells us more. After “propositions, allegations, and
assertions” of the actor, “responses” of the rea, and “solemn oaths” taken by
the parties, the actor produced witnesses. On the basis of this record, Rodol-
phi adjudged the couple sponsi and ordered them to solemnize within 40 days.
Costs are not mentioned, but leges were imposed on both of them for failure to
publicize their clandestine espousals.75 Ten months later the couple are back in
court being prosecuted by the promotor, together with a male third party. In the
meantime, the original rea had appealed to the Apostolic See but had failed to
perfect her appeal within the time fixed; she had also contracted sponsalia with
the third party and banns had been proclaimed on them, but there had been
no sexual intercourse between them. Rodolphi orders the original couple, once
more, to solemnize their sponsalia, annuls the second sponsalia, gives the third
party license to contract elsewhere, and orders the woman to make amends for
failure to solemnize and for double espousals and to pay costs of the case and
the third party’s damages. Considering the nature of the offense, the level of
rhetoric is fairly low.76

The two cases in which the promotor joins with one of the parties in seeking
to establish the sponsalia fail. In the first, the promoting male party is to make
amends for failure to publicize and failure to solemnize and to pay the costs of
both the promotor and the rea.77 In the second, Platea imposes silence on both
the promotor and the female promoting party, and the latter is ordered to do
penance or to make amends for “rash allegations” and to pay the costs of the
promotor, but costs between the parties are compensated “for a reason moving
[the official’s] soul.”78

74 Gragem c Ghisteren (8.xi.48), no. 2, T&C no. 847.
75 Craynem c Raegmans (7.ii.49), no. 30, T&C no. 848.
76 Officie c Crayehem, Raechmans en Visch (21.xi.49), no. 116, T&C no. 849.
77 Officie c Fiermans en Pijcmans (26.ix.49), no. 100, T&C no. 850.
78 Officie c Sibille en Fossiaul (30.ix.58), no. 1360, T&C no. 851.
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In the last sentence, so far as we can tell, the promotor is proceeding without
the assistance of either of the parties. On the basis of the oaths and allegations of
the parties, Platea absolves them of the charge of having contracted clandestine
promises of marriage and imposes silence on the promotor. He, nonetheless,
“enjoins the rei to proceed within the appropriate time to their affiancing in
accordance with the matrimonial negotiations (tractatus) had and held between
them and their friends.” Nothing is said of costs, and it would seem that this is
one of very few cases in which the promotor did not get his costs.79 While it is
possible that something more complicated lies behind this cryptic sentence (such
as that one of the parties joined with the promotor initially but then changed
his or her mind), it seems best to take it as it appears on the surface: There
was an agreement to have an engagement (hence, the parties are “enjoined,”
not simply given liberty, to proceed), but there was no engagement. The fact
that the court was willing to make this distinction, and that it was unwilling to
allow the promotor his costs when he failed, may go some way to explaining
why there are so few cases of this type at Brussels.

Instance cases at Brussels are uncommon, but they do exist. The second of
our two instance cases shows that they could be won, and that the promo-
tor would intervene to help enforce the judgment. The two mixed cases show
that the promotors would, occasionally, intervene to assist a party alleging
sponsalia, even where there was no proof of intercourse nor any third party
involved. It is, of course, possible that there were further aggravating factors
even in these cases. That seems virtually certain in the first of them, because
the rea is absolved of “the other things alleged by the promotor and the reus.”
It will also be noted that in the unsuccessful straight-instance case and in the
second of the two promoted cases, costs are compensated between the parties,
a fact that suggests that the official thought that there was something to the
promoting party’s allegations. Finally, Platea’s sentencing style is a bit differ-
ent from that of Rodolphi, who, in turn, seems to follow the forms that we
have found at Cambrai. For example, unlike Rodolphi, Platea makes clear that
penance and amends are alternatives;80 Platea also imposes silence on the losing
party.

Dissolution – Cambrai

We have classified 17 cases in our Cambrai sample as two-party actions for the
dissolution of sponsalia where copula was not alleged: 4 straight instance, 5
mixed, and 8 straight office. As we will see, there are problems with the classi-
fication of some of them, but there are no such problems with the four instance
cases. They begin with one sentence of Divitis in his usual cryptic style:81

Considering the oaths and responses of [Jacques Maire] and [Catherine Faveresse] who
entered into sponsalia with each other in the hand of the priest and the face of the church,

79 Officie c Rampenberch en Bossche (29.vii.57), no. 1190, T&C no. 852.
80 See at n. 9.
81 Maire et Faveresse (13.xi.38), no. 61, T&C no. 853.
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because it was and is apparent to us that [JM] and [CF] entered into such sponsalia before
[JM] was properly certified of the death of Marguerite, his first wife, for these [reasons]
we dissolve and annul the sponsalia at the instance of the [parties], granting license to
[CF] to marry another in the Lord, if she wishes to marry, condemning moreover this
[JM] to an appropriate penalty, issuing a definitive sentence in this writing.

The wording of the sentence is a bit odd. Of course, Jacques should not have
entered into sponsalia if his first wife was still alive, and he should have made
sure that she was not. If the wife was still alive, his entering into such sponsalia
would be treated like attempted bigamy.82 The fact that the sentence said that
he entered into the sponsalia before he was certified that she was dead suggests
that, in fact, she is dead, and the sponsalia are being dissolved on the quite
technical ground that they should not have been entered into before the certifi-
cation had been received. Since both parties now want to dissolve the sponsalia,
one wonders why they simply did not come before the official and remit. The
answer to that question may be that Catherine was sufficiently angry at what
Jacques did that she wanted to see him punished, or that she had to bring him
to court on some ground in order to get him to agree to dissolve the sponsalia.
It is also possible, however, that the official was unwilling to take a remission
in this case either because granting a remission implied that the sponsalia had
been valid or that granting it might have suggested that both were free to marry.
That would not be the case if it were still unclear whether the former wife of
Jacques was still alive.

Nicolaı̈’s three instance sentences in which it is clear the plaintiff sought
dissolution of the sponsalia from the beginning are more complicated in their
wording and less complicated in their facts. All of them begin with a formal
recital of the fact that this is causa dissolutionis sponsalium. In two there are
a libel or petition of the plaintiff, a response of the reus, and oaths, assertions,
confessions, and conclusions of the parties – much verbiage that still may not
have added up to more than one session of court. In both cases the official dis-
solves the sponsalia on the basis of the fornication of the woman with another
man: “on account of the sin of the rea committed against the law of this sort of
sponsalia”; both of the couple are given license, the rea is charged with the costs
of the actor, and, strikingly, no leges are mentioned. One sentence specifically
mentions that the contract was one per verba de futuro and that the rea con-
fessed her sin and that both asked for the dissolution; the other mentions none
of these things.83 In the third the reus is contumacious. The official dissolves
sponsalia on which three banns had been proclaimed; he specifically mentions
that there had been no intercourse between the couple and that the actrix is free
from the obligation of the sponsalia and free to marry another. The reus is
charged with costs, but the marginalia note that “the reus is a vagabond.”84

82 See Office c Gruarde et Sivery (n. 107).
83 Douriau c Malette (30.iv.45), no. 690; Fortin c Boursière (11.ix.45), no. 782; both T&C no.

854.
84 Ymberde c Dent (24.ix.46), no. 1020, T&C no. 855.
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Both infidelity and long absence were grounds recognized by the formal law
for dissolution of sponsalia de futuro. Other than the absence of mention of
leges, a feature that is best treated generally when we can look at more cases
in which they are not mentioned,85 the result in the two cases of infidelity is
totally unsurprising. Since we know that in at least one of the cases the rea
was willing to accept the dissolution, we once more must ask why the couple
just did not remit. Here it seems even more likely that the man was sufficiently
angry at what the woman had done that he wanted to make a public spectacle
of her. If that is the case, then the absence of leges may indicate that the official
did not want to make things any harder for her. The case of the contumacious
reus is a bit more difficult. The law spoke in terms of long absence, and there
is no indication here that the reus had been gone for a long time. Here the
marginal note helps, and perhaps we can imagine a man who appeared out of
nowhere, stayed long enough at Honnecourt to contract a marriage with three
banns, and then disappeared again. The official was trying to help the woman
out, and he added an element that is normally found only in remission cases:
that the sponsalia had not been consummated.

The five office/instance dissolution cases are more complicated because it is
unclear in some of them who was trying to achieve what. The first sentence
of Divitis in this type of case is illustrative. A commission was issued; the
rei entered their usual oaths, confessions, and responses, and witnesses were
examined. Divitis then absolved the woman from the matrimonial agreements
alleged by both the reus and the promotor and gave her license to marry another.
Turning to the reus, he found, in strong language, that he had enticed the wife
of one Willebrod, had taken her away from the consortium of her husband,
and had known her carnally many times. He was condemned to make amends;
the rei were condemned to pay the costs of the promotor, and the reus was
condemned to pay the rea’s costs.86

There is nothing about the facts of this case that would have prevented it
from being a prosecution for adultery (of the reus with the wife of Willebrod)
promoted by the rea in order to obtain a judgment of dissolution of her spon-
salia. That is not, however, how the sentence is worded, and I am inclined to
think that the official is unlikely to have worded the sentence this way had that
been the case. What he says is that the reus had supported the promotor in his
charge that the couple had exchanged words of matrimonial consent, and his
language in absolving the rea of the charge is the standard language used in cases
where the existence of sponsalia are contested and the judge finds that they have
not been proven. There is nothing in the sentence that speaks of dissolution;
rather, what it seems to say is that there were no sponsalia to dissolve. Someone
must have approached the official to obtain the commission. It could have been
Willebrod, but if that were the case, it is a bit difficult to see why the rea was
cited at all. While it is conceivable that some concerned member or members of

85 See at n. 92; App. e9.1.
86 Office c Bueken et [ . . . ] (5.vii.38), no. 2, T&C no. 856.
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the community brought both the possibility of the sponsalia and the adultery
to the court’s attention, I think it more likely that it was the reus himself (who,
of course, did not mention the adultery).87 If so, he failed spectacularly. The rea
not only succeeded in convincing the court that there had been no sponsalia,
but she may also have been instrumental in getting the reus convicted of adul-
tery. Cited by the court in a case of clandestine sponsalia, we might imagine,
she came prepared to defend on two grounds: the sponsalia did not exist and
if they did, they ought to be dissolved because of the man’s infidelity.

The other of Divitis’s sentences in an office/instance dissolution case and
one of Nicolaı̈’s both involve fact situations similar to that in Nicolaı̈’s third
instance sentence.88 In both cases sponsalia have concededly occurred, clandes-
tinely in one case, publicly with three banns proclaimed in the other. In both
cases the reus is contumacious, and the official dissolves the sponsalia, gives
the rea license to marry another, and condemns her to pay the costs of the pro-
motor.89 We may suspect that in both of these cases and in the corresponding
instance case, the woman’s fiancé has disappeared. We may speculate why the
women used different forms of procedure,90 but however they got there, all
three women were helped by the court once there. As we have seen, it was by
no means clear that these women were entitled to a dissolution of their spon-
salia as a matter of law. When we combine these three cases, it seems relatively
clear that the court took the position that a contumacious defendant in a de
futuro spousals case where no intercourse was present would be regarded as
absent ‘for a long time’ if the party who was present wanted those espousals
dissolved.

Another sentence of Nicolaı̈ in an office/instance case involves much clearer
grounds for dissolution. In one the couple was fined for clandestine promises not
renewed and for not proceeding to solemnization; the sponsalia were dissolved
propter peccatum viri, which he confessed. Both were given license, both were
to pay the promotor’s costs, and the court was expressly silent about the costs
between them.91 The procedure in this case was interesting. There are said to
have been two commissions, one issued at the instance of the promotor, one
at the instance of the rea. It seems relatively clear in this case that when the
rea found out that she was going to be prosecuted for clandestine promises,
she sought to combine her action for dissolution of those promises with the
prosecution, a move that was almost certainly designed to save costs. The offi-
cial may have been somewhat disapproving of this move, and by letting the
costs between the parties fall where they lay, he seems to have made the rea pay
more than she would have had to pay had she been successful in an instance
action.

87 Disc. T&C no. 857.
88 Ymberde c Dent (n. 84).
89 Refs. and details T&C no. 858.
90 Disc. at T&C no. 859.
91 Office c Cuppere et Moens (n. 45).
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At this point, we should face squarely the fact that no leges are mentioned
in this case as having been imposed on the man for his fornication and couple
that with the fact that in two of the instance cases for dissolution of sponsalia,
no mention is made of leges being imposed on the rea for a similar offense.
While we treat the issue of missing leges in general terms in Appendix e9.1,
there is reason to believe that something quite specific to this type of case is at
stake here. We have already noted that the Cambrai court did not prosecute
routine fornication cases. All of the fornication cases in our sample involved
some aggravating factor: incest, clerical involvement, deflowering, or long-term
cohabitation and concubinage.92 The impression of the sample is confirmed by
checking the 10 places in which the words fornicari or fornicatio appear in the
sentences in the book.93 There are, however, 17 cases in which one (or both) of
an engaged couple are said to have violated the lex sponsalium.94 In addition to
the three cases already mentioned, there is only one other in which the fiancé(e)
who had committed fornication was not fined for it. In that case, it was not
proven that the rea had committed fornication; she was contumacious, and it
was simply presumed that she had.95

We thus have one case in which we can be reasonably confident that leges
were not imposed and that we know the reason why: The rea was presumed
to have fornicated; it was not proven that she had. We have another case in
which we can suspect at least a part of the reason: The official disapproved of
the way in which the rea was proceeding.96 When we combine these cases with
the 13 in which leges were imposed, a pattern begins to emerge: All but 3 of the
13 cases involve an aggravated form of fornication. The first two cases are
typical. In the first, the man promoted a prosecution of the rea for clandestine
sponsalia.97 As in the case of the man who had committed adultery with another
man’s wife,98 the strategy backfired. The woman was able to convince the court
that the man had “carnally known a certain Marguerite tsHazen often and
very often and also many other women.”99 In an office dissolution case four
months later, Divitis finds that after three banns had been proclaimed in the
face of the church concerning her espousals with the plaintiff, the woman had
“sinned by allowing herself to be abducted, deflowered and carnally known by
one Thomas Rauet.”100 Still later, Nicolaı̈ followed the wording that Divitis
had used in the same situation: “[T]he rea allowed herself to be abducted,
deflowered, dishonored and many times carnally known, thus sinning against

92 Ch 8, at n. 54.
93 Registres de Cambrai, s.vv.
94 Id., s.v.
95 Lièvre c Fagotee (18.vii.39), no. 267, T&C no. 860.
96 Office c Cuppere et Moens (at n. 91).
97 Office et Onckerzele c Hanen (5.vii.38), no. 4.
98 Office c Bueken et [ . . . ] (n. 86).
99 Office et Onckerzele c Hanen (n. 97), T&C no. 861, with details.

100 Espaigne c Formanoir (8.xi.38), no. 55, T&C no. 862 (not in current sample, but in instance
sample).
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the law of the espousals.”101 This is the first time that we have encountered
the word abducere in a Cambrai sentence. We have already seen that fifteenth-
century York is notable for a number of cases in which abduction was alleged.102

The same is true of Cambrai, but the allegation does not appear very often.
Other than these two sentences, the word occurs in only five others.103 What is
at stake in these two cases is clearly not something that happened against the
will of the woman; she “allowed herself to be abducted.”

Of the three cases in which there is no indication that the fornication was
aggravated, two are standard instance remissions where the sentence says noth-
ing about the fornication and the leges “for sin against the law of espousals”
are noted cryptically in the margin.104 The third is an instance dissolution case
where the leges pick up an equally cryptic remark in the sentence.105 There could
have been aggravating factors in these cases; we just do not know. The evi-
dence is thus consistent with the proposition that the judges, in accordance
with their pattern of sentencing in criminal fornication cases, did not think it
necessary to impose a fine in every case in which sponsalia were dissolved for
“sin against the law of espousals,” absent aggravating factors. This possibility
should be balanced against the evidence that we find elsewhere that the Cam-
brai judges fined for every possible offense, even where doing this involved the
imposition of inconsistent fines.106

Nicolaı̈’s last sentence in an office/instance dissolution case has some aspects
of a straight-office case, but the reus, at least ultimately, is said to have presented
a conclusion and a petition to the court and the rea, again ultimately, is ordered
to pay his costs.107 The substantive part of the sentence begins with a finding
that the rea “grievously sinning against the law of her marriage allowed herself
to be polluted in adulterous coitus by a certain man named in the articles.”108

This is not the usual language in cases of dissolution of sponsalia, and the reason
for it becomes immediately apparent. The rei, “there still living and in a place
not far distant from their residence – at least easily findable – the husband of
the same rea, presumed to enter into promises of marriage de facto, even in the
hand of a priest and the face of the church, three banns, to the extent that they
could, being proclaimed thereupon.”109 Not only that but “they would have
proceeded further to contract this pretended marriage – insofar as they could –
had publication of the [news] of the life of this man not prevented it, and by

101 Office c Romain et Iongen (26.i.43), no. 410, T&C no. 863.
102 See Ch 5, text following n. 70.
103 Listed T&C no. 864.
104 Ref. T&C no. 865.
105 Hennon c Cauvenene (24.iv.45), no. 685, T&C no. 866.
106 At nn. 32–5.
107 Office c Gruarde et Sivery (14.iv.53), no. 1422. The correus’s testimony may have been crucial

because no witnesses are mentioned.
108 Id., T&C no. 867.
109 Id., T&C no. 868.
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this they showed themselves zealous seekers after damned nuptials, thereby
most grievously failing and breaking the law.”110 The sponsalia are dissolved;
indeed, the official is at pains to say that he is simply declaring that they are
null, and the reus is given license to marry another.

The level of the rhetoric is as high in this sentence as in any that we find
in matrimonial cases in the Cambrai court. It is higher than that found in the
straight-office dissolution cases for attempted incest with which we will deal in
Chapter 11. It reflects, perhaps, a genuine horror of bigamy, a horror that we
also noted, at least in some cases, in the records of the Paris court.111

Of the eight straight-office two-party dissolution cases in the sample, one is
quite similar to the instance and office/instance dissolution cases that we have
been examining, except that there is no indication that the reus either asked for
or obtained dissolution of the sponsalia. The rea is fined for not having pro-
ceeded to solemnize her sponsalia and for, in language already quoted, having
run off and having had intercourse with one Gilles Withamers.112 The reus is
absolved from the promotor’s articles (we are not told what they were); he and
the rea are to share paying the promotor’s costs, but the rea is to pay the reus’s
costs. There is almost certainly more to this story than is told here. The most
likely of a number of possibilities is that the promotor was attempting to prove
that the couple had had intercourse, and thus had a presumptive marriage that
could not be dissolved by the rea’s infidelity. If that is what the promotor was
trying to prove, he failed.

The remaining seven straight-office two-party dissolution cases involve the
complicated law of incest. In five of the seven, the promotor succeeds in dissolv-
ing the sponsalia of a couple who, so far as we can tell, are seeking to maintain
them. In two cases the couple succeeds in maintaining them. We defer more
detailed discussion of these cases to Chapter 11.

Dissolution – Brussels

As Table 8.6 shows, the Brussels sample contains 11 cases of dissolution of
sponsalia where no copula is alleged, 4 mixed office/instance, and 7 straight
office. Platea accounts for three of the sentences in the mixed cases but only
three of the sentences in the office cases, whereas he accounts for fully three-
quarters of the sentences in the register.113

The mixed cases offer a variety of grounds. In the first, Rodolphi dissolves
the sponsalia and condemns the reus both to make amends and to pay the costs
of the promotor and the rea and the rea’s damages because “with a strong hand
he presumed to take the rea to various places, indeed, rather, to abduct her.”

110 Id., T&C no. 869.
111 See Ch 7, at nn. 330–40.
112 Office c Romain et Iongen (n. 101).
113 See text preceding n. 74.
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The sentence begins by reminding us that “according to the canonical sanctions
marriages ought to be free”; the ground for the dissolution is expressly said to
be fear (metus), and the rea is given license.114

In the next two cases, Platea dissolves the sponsalia on the ground of the
infidelity of the man in the first case and of the woman in the second. In the
first case, the language of the sentence is reminiscent of remission cases: “[O]n
account of the sin committed by the [reus] with [BL] against the law of these
[promises], with the consent of these rei who wish to release themselves from
and about the promises, considering also that there did not intervene between
them fraud, deceit, any illicit agreement, or sexual intercourse and that unwill-
ing marriages commonly have bad ends, we dissolve,” and so on.115 Both parties
are given license. The man is to make amends for having had intercourse with
the other woman “many times, even to the procreation of two children” and
for failing to renew and to proceed to solemnization of his promises. He also is
to pay the expenses of the promotor, and those of the rea are not mentioned.116

The language of the second sentence is more reminiscent of separation cases:

[W]e absolve [JD] . . . from the promises of marriage alleged against him by [MN] . . . on
account of the sin against the law of the espousals committed and confessed by [MN]
with [GV] . . . imposing perpetual silence on the promotor and [MN] about them, and
also we admit and tolerate in patience the quittance of such promises that they made
and passed on each side by their own rashness – burdening the consciences of the correi
about it and ours completely unburdening – particularly because of the discord of their
mores.117

Why their consciences might be burdened by this quittance is elaborated ear-
lier in the sentence: “notwithstanding the sexual intercourse attempted with
[MN] by [JD] while he was drunk, and oath about the truth of the sexual
intercourse having been previously deferred to him and taken by him.” Had
they succeeded in having intercourse, of course, they would have been married,
and the promises could not have been dissolved.118 As it is, they are to make
amends for clandestine espousals, for remitting them without judicial license,
and for unchastely attempting carnal intercourse. The rea is to make amends
for her intercourse with the other man, thereby furnishing the occasion for the
dissolution of the sponsalia, and both are to pay the promotor’s costs. They are
free to marry others, though license is not expressly given.119

In a further case, Platea denies the dissolution and orders the couple to
solemnize their marriage. The man’s allegations against the espousals are not

114 Officie en Tieselinc c Tieselinc en Outerstrate (9.v.52), no. 370, T&C no. 870. The Brussels
abduction cases are listed in n. 414, with cross-references.

115 Cf. at n. 131.
116 Officie c Lisen en Ghosens (12.v.53), no. 491, T&C no. 871.
117 Cf. Ch 10, text following n. 140.
118 Prescinding from the complexities to which the drunkenness might have given rise. See Ch , at

n. 105.
119 Officie c Diels en Nouts (5.vii.54), no. 641, T&C no. 872; cf. Officie c Lauwers en Winnen

(15.xi.54), no. 720, next paragraph and T&C no. 872.
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specified but are said to be “frivolous and not lawful.” He is to make amends
for not proceeding to the solemnization and to pay the costs of the promotor.

The seven straight-office dissolution cases are of a quite different nature.
Six are grounded on consanguinity or affinity, one in the impediment of vow.
Dissolution is ordered in one of the consanguinity cases. In all of the others
the promotor fails. Once more, we will defer more detailed discussion of them,
including the case of vow, which is best treated in the context of the incest cases,
to Chapter 11.

Remission – Cambrai

The Cambrai sample contains 11 cases in which a couple remit their spon-
salia civilly and 5 in which they remit them after having been prosecuted and
convicted of not publicizing clandestine sponsalia and also, in all but one, for
not proceeding to solemnize these sponsalia.120 Proceeding at instance did not
necessarily allow the couple to avoid such fines. One or the other or both are
imposed as leges in all but three of the instance cases. In two of the three cases,
the sponsalia were public, and they may have been in the third; the sentence
simply does not say.121 In all three cases, it is possible that the couple came
to court to remit their sponsalia within the (apparently) 40-day period within
which they were supposed to solemnize them. The advantage, then, of pro-
ceeding at instance and not waiting to be prosecuted is that one did not have to
pay the promotor’s costs. That these would, in most cases, be higher than the
costs of proceeding at instance in such a case is suggested by the fact that in the
relatively few cases in which the process is given, it consists simply of a joint
petition for release and the “oaths, assertions and replies” of the parties.122

That fact then raises the question of why anyone waited to be prosecuted. A
number of motivations can be imagined, but there are three that, singly or in
combination, appear the most likely: ignorance (the couple simply did not know
of the less costly alternative), thinking that they could get away with it (having
contracted clandestinely and having decided to remit privately, they thought
that the promotor would not find out about it), and hesitancy (one or both had
not decided to remit until they were forced to make up their minds by the court
appearance).

The operative language of sentences of remission is standard and almost
inevitable. The official “admits” the “quittance,” “considering that there did
not intervene in it fraud, deceit or illicit agreement, or sexual intercourse,”
and the couple are given license to marry others.123 That the couple had to be
found not to have had intercourse is obvious enough; if they had, they would be
married, and they could not remit. Why the absence of “fraud, deceit, or illicit

120 Ref. T&C no. 873.
121 Listed T&C no. 874.
122 Examples T&C no. 875.
123 E.g., Horiau et Martine (n. 121), T&C no. 876.
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agreement” is also mentioned is less clear. These were all, of course, grounds
that could vitiate an agreement, but they are not the only such grounds. Force
and error (at least in some circumstances) could also vitiate an agreement, as
could lack of capacity (insanity or nonage), but these are never mentioned. One
sentence adds simony to the list.124 This is puzzling, for it is hard to see how such
an agreement, even if money were paid for it, could be regarded as simoniacal.
Another case adds parentas to the list.125 This word is not found in any of
the standard dictionaries of either classical or medieval Latin, but is probably a
back-formation from French parenté, ‘relationship’. This is even more puzzling,
because one would have thought that parenté between the couple would have
been a reason for dissolving the sponsalia, not for denying the parties remission
of it.

I have no explanation for the one mention of simony. It could be that the
judge or the scribe was momentarily confused, or it could be that the judge was
considering the possibility of denying to couples the right to buy their way out
of an obligation to marry. There was a moment in the twelfth century when
concern about simony was at its height, when some canonists and theologians
thought that the sacrament of marriage did not impart grace, perhaps because
of the financial transactions that normally accompanied it.126

There is, I think, a possible explanation for the much more common “fraud,
deceit or illicit agreement.” If we recall that an indissoluble marriage could be
formed by present consent unaccompanied by intercourse,127 then the phrase
becomes more understandable. The couple swore that they had contracted by
words of the future tense. When the court finds no fraud, deceit, or illicit agree-
ment, it is finding that it believed them. The judge finds that they were not
committing a fraud on the court or deceiving the court when they said this;
they did not make an illicit agreement to dissolve a de presenti marriage. It is
even possible that in the case that says quevis alia parentas, the scribe misheard
the official and what he in fact said was quevis verba de presenti.128 The fact
that the court uses this circumlocution, rather than the more straightforward
direct expression of the requirement, may indicate its reluctance regularly and
publicly to admit that indissoluble marriages could be formed verba de presenti
unaccompanied by intercourse.

The five remission cases that begin as office prosecutions for clandestine
sponsalia not renewed employ the same wording so far as the remission is
concerned. In one, only the man is fined for nonrenewal and failure to proceed
to solemnization, and only he is condemned to pay the promotor’s expenses.

124 Roussiel et Fèvre (3.xii.42), no. 391.
125 Doyse et Fenee (16.v.43), no. 470, T&C no. 877.
126 This was, for example, the view of Peter Abelard, Epitome, c. 31.
127 Disc. T&C no. 878.
128 If this is the case, then it is evidence that the sentences were written down as they were being

spoken. See Ch 8, at n. 8.
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No witnesses are mentioned, and it looks as if the man was unable to prove his
charges; so his agreement to the remission avoided an adverse judgment. He is
made to swear solemnly that there was no “fraud, deceit or sexual intercourse”
in his agreement and is then given license, along with the woman, to marry
another. Costs are compensated, a fact that suggests that the official thought
there was something to the man’s charges.129 The entire process is consistent
with, though it certainly does not prove, the argument we just made that the
real concern here was that there had been no words of the present tense.

Another case tells us nothing more about this but does show that in some cir-
cumstances the remission was an afterthought. After witnesses are introduced,
the parties are fined for nonrenewal and failure to proceed. They then “at the
end of the process” ask to remit. The remission is granted in the usual form, but
the woman is ordered to pay the man’s costs up to the time of remission. This
strongly suggests that she was resisting his charges but that he had proven them.
Having gotten the record straight, he then relented and, rather than forcing her
into an unwanted marriage, remitted.130

Remission – Brussels

There are in the Brussels sample four civil two-party remission cases in which
copula is not mentioned and no office cases of this type. The official in all four
cases is Platea. Like the Cambrai remission cases, they all give the parties license
to contract with others, and one of them, like the Cambrai cases, contains a full
recital of findings: “especially since fraud, deceit, collusion or any illicit pact, or
sexual intercourse after such affiancing did not intervene in the premises.”131

The other cases do not contain such findings, although one specifies that the
espousals were “without sexual intercourse.”132 We can assume that that was
found in the other cases as well. What is striking about these sentences is how
closely they echo the language of Platea’s separation sentences that we will
examine in Chapter 10. Sometimes the emphasis is on the will of the parties:
“[W]e declare that the correi can freely recede from the contract of matrimony
otherwise had and held between them with the consent of all their relatives,
and absolve each other from the same, and neither is obliged to marry the
other, but rather we grant license to them, even if the other is unwilling, to
marry in the Lord wherever one or both of them wish.”133 All three of the
later cases, however, though they mention the consent of the parties are also
grounded in the “discord of mores and mutual dislike” (morum discrepantia et
mutua displicentia) of the couple, and two of them darkly warn of the ill that

129 Office c Parmentiere et Donnucle (7.xii.46), no. 1057.
130 Office c Mathieu et Fourment (21.vii.49), no. 1190.
131 Godezele en Willeghen (28.i.55), no. 752, T&C no. 879.
132 Olmen c Aeede (30.vi.58), no. 1330, T&C no. 880.
133 Boxhorens en Spaens (27.ix.54), no. 690, T&C no. 881.
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could result from requiring their marriage: “lest it might happen that a man or
woman should marry someone whom he or she pursues with a quite genuine
hate.”134

We will see in Chapter 10 that the courts of Cambrai diocese developed
an extensive jurisprudence by which they separated married couples on the
ground of morum discrepantia. This jurisprudence is obviously playing back
into Platea’s remission sentences. If married couples could be separated on
this ground, even more so could couples who were only espoused. The fact is,
however, that only Platea regularly uses separation language in remission cases.
We have seen that both judges at Cambrai employed a different formula: They
admitted the couples’ “quittance,” normally with a finding that there was no
fraud, deceit, or illicit pact and, of course, no intercourse subsequent to the pact.
They also made such couples make amends for failure to proceed with their
espousals and sometimes for having remitted their espousals without getting a
court order.

Remission cases that use language like that at Cambrai are rare in our Brus-
sels sample, but there are 19 cases in the register that do employ such language,
and they give us a better sense of remission practice at Brussels.135 Twelve of
these sentences are by Rodolphi and only seven by Platea, who, as we will recall,
accounts for three-quarters of the sentences in the register.136 The last of these
sentences in chronological order is dated 5 July 1454,137 although more than
half of the sentences in the register are found from that date until the end of
the register in December of 1459.

What happened, of course, was not that Platea ceased to allow couples to
remit their espousals. He ceased using the language of quittance and remis-
sion that both the Cambrai officials and Rodolphi had employed and began,
instead, to deal with such cases with the language of separation. We can even
date when this happened with some precision. The last of the sentences that
employs language of quittance and remission is, to repeat, dated 5 July 1454;
the first of the sentences in the sample employing language of separation is dated
27 September 1454.138

The question is whether this change in sentencing style made any substantive
difference to the couples involved. We saw that at Cambrai, remissions were
often granted after the promotor had successfully prosecuted the couple for fail-
ure to follow through with their espousals. Even where the matter was pursued
at instance by the couple, amends were quite frequently imposed for the same
offense. While there are a number of factual variations in Rodolphi’s remission
sentences, four of them were rendered after the couple had been prosecuted,
made amends, and were ordered to solemnize, and one of them could have been

134 Grimberghen c Gheraets (20.vii.59), no. 1510, T&C no. 882.
135 Disc. T&C no. 883.
136 Listed T&C no. 884.
137 Officie c Diels en Nouts (n. 119).
138 Boxhorens en Spaens (n. 133).
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rendered in such circumstances.139 An additional three were granted when the
couple remitted on the spot without having to be ordered to solemnize, but
after they have been ordered to make amends for failure to solemnize.140 Not
all the prosecutions that resulted in remissions also resulted in amends, how-
ever. In two cases, Rodolphi neither imposed amends nor awarded the promotor
his costs; in another he did the latter but not the former.141 This could have
been because the promotor had a particularly weak case, but there must have
been at least a suspicion of espousals to warrant the remission. Rodolphi may
have been coming to doubt the wisdom of vigorously pursuing couples who
emphatically did not want to marry.

While they continue to employ the language of quittance and remission,
Platea’s early remission sentences also borrow from separation sentences lan-
guage that suggests doubts about the wisdom of forcing unwilling couples to
live together: “We dissolve the promises of marriage, such as they are, alleged
and presumed between the rei, which seem to have the force of espousals, they
being unwilling mutually to accept each other on account of the discord of
their mores,142 having been previously warned and carefully induced by us to
contract, lest it should happen that someone should marry a woman whom he
hates, since unwilling marriages often have harsh ends.” This was certainly a
strange case. The couple are to make amends for “having abducted themselves
mutually and rashly without the license and knowledge of their relatives, for
having had suspicious and suspect dealings in various places, and otherwise
having failed grievously with respect to a sacrament of the church.” Further,
while the man is given license, the woman is neither given it nor denied it but is
told to inform her conscience with a discrete priest.143 Platea may be applying
a social double standard here, although it is possible that what she told him led
him to believe that she thought she exchanged words of the present tense with
the man.

In four more sentences Platea employs similar language about separation.
None of these have the feature of the runaway marriage or the difference in the
moral advice given to the man and woman. In two cases the couple are to make
amends for not having publicized their clandestine espousals, and in one for
having had intercourse before the espousals. In the other two cases the couple
are to make amends for having privately remitted their promises.144

In none of the sample remission sentences in which Platea employed the lan-
guage of separation were the parties required to make amends.145 Examination
of cases outside of the sample shows that he continued to do so where he

139 Listed T&C no. 885.
140 Listed T&C no. 886.
141 Listed T&C no. 887.
142 For possible meanings of these phrases, see Ch 10, at nn. 139–40, 161–2, 180–2.
143 Officie c Stenereren en Bollents (n. 136), T&C no. 888.
144 Listed T&C no. 889.
145 See at nn. 133–4.
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thought it appropriate.146 There are, however, a number of cases outside of
the sample where amends are not imposed.147 While most of these are instance
cases (suggesting that a couple who wished to dissolve their espousals were well
advised to come to court before the promotor found them), there are office cases
in which no amends are imposed,148 and there is at least one instance case in
which they are.149

All of this suggests that Platea’s move to treat remission cases like separation
cases did not have a radical effect on the usual practice of the court. It may,
however, have had a somewhat subtler effect, leading to more situations in
which a couple could remit without penalty.

three-party spousals cases not alleging copula

Cambrai

We have noted that in marked contrast to Paris but more like York and Ely, the
courts of Cambrai diocese entertained a rather large number of spousals cases
involving three parties. In our sample of Cambrai cases, there are 29 such cases
not involving allegations of intercourse, 17 straight instance, 5 straight office,
and 7 mixed. The form of the instance actions reminds us of the York marriage-
and-divorce cases where a single plaintiff is suing a couple. Here, however, the
suit is to dissolve their sponsalia, not to dissolve their marriage.

Most, if not all, of the instance cases come up in the form of opposition to
banns (styled in one case as causa oppositionis matrimonialis).150 The following
sentence by Nicolaı̈ is typical:151

Having seen the opposition of [PR] who opposed the sponsalia entered into and main-
tained between [AP] and [JG], the parties desirous of contracting, in the hand of the
priest and the face of the church of Quaermont in the diocese of Cambrai, [having seen]
the replies of [AP], one of those desirous of contracting, and [having seen] the oaths,
confessions and replies of these parties . . . having invoked the name of Christ, we say and
declare that the contract and solemnization of marriage by and between those desirous
of contracting should proceed, the opposition of the opponent – which we consider
frivolous – notwithstanding, condemning on account of this the same opponent [to pay]
the rea [AP’s] costs, damages, and interest sustained and suffered on this occasion.

The marginal leges indicate that the actor was fined for “frivolous opposition.”
The fact that only the replies of the rea are mentioned (and, indeed, she seems

to be the only formal party defendant) strongly suggests that the opposition was
based on a precontract with the actor (and that the subsequent contract of the

146 Examples T&C no. 890.
147 Examples T&C no. 891.
148 Examples T&C no. 892.
149 Lionis en Wijsbeke (12.v.58), no. 1313, disc. T&C no. 893.
150 Moru c Mellée et Boussieres (2.ix.44), no. 523.
151 Rocque c Piers (17.v.43), no. 471, T&C no. 894.
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rea was uncontroversial). This is characteristic of most of the cases in this group.
It is also characteristic of these cases that plaintiffs have a very low success rate.
Of the 17 straight-instance sentences, 14 are for the defendant(s). The style of
the parties in these cases suggests one of the reasons why; the plaintiff is called
“the opponent” (opponens), the defendants “those desirous of contracting”
(contrahere volentes). The decretals tell us that “compelled [marriages] fre-
quently have bad ends”; Roman law opines that “marriages ought to be free,”
and on the basis of the unwillingness of Roman law specifically to enforce spon-
salia, some canonists argued that the church should do likewise.152 That was not
the practice in Cambrai diocese, but the plaintiff who was seeking to upset pub-
lic sponsalia between a couple who wanted to marry each other and force one
of them to marry him had a high barrier to overcome, one that few overcame.

The pattern of fining in these sentences varies. The most common fine is
pro frivola oppositione, which we find in 9 of the 14 sentences in favor of the
defendant(s).153 This means, of course, that in five cases that result in favorable
sentences for the defendant, no such fine is mentioned; yet in the sentence of all
five, the official finds the opposition “frivolous.” In one of them we can be quite
sure that no fine was imposed because there is a marginal annotation non sunt
leges.154 In another, it seems likely that the scribe forgot to note it because there
is a marginal annotation that leges were not imposed on the parties “desirous
of contracting.”155 In the other three no mention is made of leges. It is possible
that here, too, there was a scribal error, but we know from the first case that a
finding in the sentence of frivolous opposition did not always lead to imposition
of leges, and it is possible that none were imposed in these cases as well.156 All of
this would tend to suggest that a finding of frivolous opposition in the sentence
was another way of saying that the claim failed of proof, and the imposition of
leges for frivolous opposition suggests, at a minimum, that the opponent had
no proof at all and perhaps even that the official thought that the claim was
made in bad faith.

In three cases in which there was a judgment for the defendant(s), the plaintiff
is fined not only for frivolous opposition but also for failing to publicize clan-
destine sponsalia, and in two of these for failing to proceed to solemnization.157

This “Catch-22” type of penalty has already been discussed in the context of
two-party cases.158 We should resist the temptation that it is being used here to
impose additional penalties on a plaintiff who had a particularly weak case (or
just to raise money), because in one of the cases there is evidence that the plaintiff
had quite a strong case.159 Normally, this type of case is decided on the basis

152 Texts and ref. T&C no. 895.
153 Listed T&C no. 896.
154 Bastard c Potine (12.ix.44), no. 531, disc. T&C no. 897.
155 Estrut c Flamencq et Fournière (30.vii.46), no. 982; further examples T&C no. 898.
156 Listed T&C no. 899.
157 Evrart c Orfèvre (n. 153); Weez c Gauyelle (n. 153); Estréez c Moquielle (n. 153).
158 At n. 33. All of these “Catch-22” sentences are sentences of Nicolaı̈.
159 Evrart c Orfèvre (n. 153).
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of the “oaths, confessions, and replies” of the parties. In this one the plaintiff
produced witnesses. Not only that but the costs were compensated between the
parties rather than being charged, as was normal, to the unsuccessful plaintiff,
and leges were imposed on the couple who succeeded in the litigation. We are not
told what these leges were for because they had paid them by the time the scribe
made the entry, but they were not for clandestine sponsalia; the sentence tells
us that the sponsalia had been published in the church of Beaurevoir. The most
obvious alternative is that the couple were fined for having contracted knowing
of the fama of the precontract. Hence, we might speculate that this was a case
in which the official was reasonably sure that the precontract had happened.
He could not enforce it because there was insufficient proof, but this was a
particularly appropriate case for fining the plaintiff; his failure to publicize the
contract and proceed with solemnization was the reason why the couple were
able to engage in bigamous sponsalia.

In three cases the plaintiff obtained a favorable judgment. The circumstances
were a bit different in each case. In the first, process consisted of “oaths, asser-
tions, confessions, and responses” of the parties and, notably, the consent of
the reus. On the basis of this, the prior clandestine de futuro sponsalia of the
actor and rea were held to prevail over the subsequent public sponsalia of the
correi. The actor and rea were ordered to solemnize; the rea was ordered to pay
the reus’s costs, and he was given license to marry another. Leges were imposed
on the actor and rea for nonrenewal of their clandestine sponsalia, on the rea
for double sponsalia, and expressly not on the reus.160

It seems relatively clear that what happened was that when the rea was
summoned before the court, she admitted that she had contracted with the
actor. The confession of the parties, however, could not prejudice the rights of
third parties unless there was independent proof, and there probably was not.
Hence, the consent of the reus was critical. He could waive the rights that he
had acquired by sponsalia de futuro (as he could not, had the sponsalia been
de presenti). He did waive (though he may have hesitated; there is mention
of contrary “propositions” that he made), and the final result was a foregone
conclusion. It also seems reasonably clear that the reus had known nothing
about the previous contract; hence, only the rea was fined for double espousals.

The second case is quite similar to the first except that the consent of the reus
is not mentioned. Rather, in addition to the usual “oaths, assertions, proposi-
tions, responses, and confessions” of the parties, the official had the answers
to interrogatories that he had put to the reus. On the basis of this, the offi-
cial found that the apparently clandestine de futuro sponsalia of the actor and
rea antedated those of the rei. He ordered the former to solemnize, gave the
reus license, and ordered the rea to pay his costs and damages. No leges are
mentioned, though they certainly could have been imposed.161

160 Engles c Jacotte et Bourgois (20.xi.38), no. 70.
161 Moru c Mellée et Boussieres (2.ix.44), no. 523, disc. T&C no. 900.
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At first glance, this seems inconsistent with the first case. There is no indi-
cation that there was any proof of the first contract other than the confession
of the parties, but the consent of the second man is not, so far as we can tell,
obtained. Since the first sentence is one of Divitis and the second one of Nicolaı̈,
it is possible that the two judges had different views about the quantum of proof
necessary in such cases. We can, however, reconcile the two cases on their facts.
In the first case, the second sponsalia were public. Ample proof of them existed.
In this case, both sets of sponsalia seem to have been clandestine. The actor con-
fessed to one set, the reus to another, and the rea to both.162 The proofs were
thus evenly balanced. (It is possible that there were witnesses to both, which
the official did not insist on hearing because it was obvious what they were
going to say.) The purpose of the interrogatories that the official put to the
reus was probably to determine the date of his alleged sponsalia. Once he had
admitted that they were later, the official was not going to allow his clandestine
sponsalia to prevail over another set of clandestine sponsalia, which the couple
had admitted.163

The third case is quite different.164 The definitive sentence gives us no indica-
tion that a third party was involved. We only know of her from an interlocutory
sentence in which she was ordered to appear and answer interrogatories under
oath because she was alleged to have entered into promises of marriage with the
reus.165 Depositions were produced on behalf of the actrix, the reus excepted
to the witnesses, and the actrix replied to the exceptions. The third party was
probably interrogated, though this is not mentioned in the final sentence. Ulti-
mately, the official defers the oath to the actrix,166 adjudges her the sponsa of
the reus, orders the couple to solemnize within 40 days, and orders the reus to
treat her thereafter with conjugal affection. No leges are mentioned.

The fact that the woman with whom the reus is alleged to have contracted has
to be summoned to answer interrogatories suggests that we are not dealing here,
as we were in the other cases, with a couple who are ‘desirous of contracting’
and a third person who wants to break it up. Rather, this looks much more
like a case in which the man, in order to escape from his obligations to the
actrix, defended on the ground of a precontract, one which neither he nor the
woman with whom he is alleged to have precontracted had any intention of
performing. We do not know whether she appeared or what she said if she did.
It seems likely, however, that if she appeared, she either denied the contract or
confessed to a contract that postdated the one at stake here. That would then
bring us back to the question of whether the actrix had sufficiently proven her
contract. The fact that the reus does not offer witnesses to his exceptions to her

162 Disc. T&C no. 901.
163 See the office cases at n. 176 where clandestine espousals do prevail over public, with further

discussion of such cases in n. 179.
164 Varlut c Hauwe (18.ii.47 to 1.iv.47), nos. 1100, 1121.
165 Disc. T&C no. 902.
166 For this practice, see at nn. 47–56.
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witnesses suggests that his objections to them were obvious: They were related
to her, or they did not testify to the same event, or only one of them testified to
the event and the others to fama. The ex officio oath that the official allowed
her supplies the necessary quantum of proof, and she wins.

Six of the seven cases in the sample in which the promotor brings the action,
along with the opponent of the sponsalia of another couple, have similar results
to those of the straight-instance actions. In all six of the actions, the couple are
ordered or given license to solemnize their marriage, and the opponent’s case
fails. In all six cases the opponent must make amends. In two cases it is not
said for what; in one case it is for not publicizing clandestine espousals and
not proceeding to solemnization and for frivolous opposition; in two cases it
is for not publicizing and not proceeding but not for frivolous opposition, and
in one case for frivolous opposition only.167 The two cases that do not specify
what the amends are for say either that the contracting parties or just the one
who is alleged to have precontracted is also to make amends and to share with
the opponent in paying the promotor’s costs, and the costs of the parties are
not mentioned. In the others, the couple is not ordered to make amends, but
in three of the four the party who is alleged to have precontracted shares with
the opponent in paying the promotor’s costs (in one it is said to be propter
famam), and in all four the opponent pays that party’s costs (in one it is said
to be propter frivolam oppositionem, though the opponent does not have to
make amends for that). In three of the cases, including the two with nonspecific
amends, the sponsalia of the contracting parties are specifically said to have
been in the face of the church; in the other three that quality is not mentioned.

When we put these details together, some patterns emerge that allow us to
make probabilistic judgments about what may have been involved. The two
cases with nonspecific amends (a practice that seems to be confined to Divitis)
and the case in which the rea has to share in the promotor’s costs propter famam
are the three cases in which the sentence specifically mentions that the sponsalia
of the rei were solemn.168 In all three cases we imagine that the offense of the
contracting parties, or at least of the one with whom the precontract was said
to have been made, was publishing their espousals knowing of the fama of
the precontract. The case where the opponent makes amends propter frivolam
oppositionem alone is also the case in which the other party does not have
to share in paying the promotor’s costs.169 This is probably a case in which
the official thought that there was just nothing to support the opponent’s case,
perhaps even that the charge was malicious. In the other three cases where the
winning party’s costs are paid by the opponent, the winning party has to share
in the promotor’s costs. That suggests there was something to the charge. In one
case we know that that something was fama, and it may have been the case in

167 Listed T&C no. 903.
168 Listed T&C no. 904.
169 Office c Petit et Brunielle (n. 167).
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the other two as well.170 In all three of these cases, the opponent made amends
for non-publication and non-proceeding. That suggests the official thought that
there may have been something more than fama. But the proof ultimately failed,
and as a general matter, when this happens the winning party was entitled to
costs. In one case, we might imagine, it failed quite spectacularly, and in this
case the opponent was also fined for frivolous opposition.

One of the mixed office/instance cases in the sample is quite different and is
one of the most dramatic. Two of the three sentences rendered on the same day
are in instance spousals actions, one brought by Aymeric dit Patin against Agnès
Burye and the other by Agnès against Hacquinet du Prijer.171 The form of the
action is thus what we called in Chapter 6 a case of ‘interlocking competitors’.
Since the second case is called a causa oppositionis, we are probably to imagine
that Hacquinet is trying to marry someone else. Hence, this is, at least poten-
tially, a four-party case. In the first case, the actor produced witnesses whose
depositions were taken, and some of whom the official recalled and reexam-
ined. The rea produced written objections to the witnesses and depositions were
taken on these objections. On the basis of this, the official finds that Aymeric
and Agnès are sponsi; she is ordered to solemnize her marriage with Aymeric
within 40 days, to treat him with marital affection thereafter, and to pay his
litigation costs. In the second case, the official mentions only the petition of
the actrix and the response of the reus. On the basis of the processus in the
previous case, the official finds that sponsalia found to have occurred in that
case antedated the ones alleged in this case. He absolves Hacquinet from the
pretended promises asserted by Agnès and from her petition, orders her to pay
the costs that he incurred because of her frivolous opposition, and gives him
license to marry another.

Agnès was not a woman to be trifled with. In the third sentence, the promotor
alleges, and the official finds, that when Agnès learned of the depositions in the
first case, she had some of the witnesses who had testified on behalf of Aymeric
jailed in a secular jail, ill-treated in jail, and ultimately branded in the face
for having committed perjury.172 She also threatened potential witnesses in the
second case with the same treatment. By these acts she

not little harmed, damaged, and very much contemned the spiritual jurisdiction of the
most reverend our lord of Cambrai and the authority of this his court, and detracted
from its honor, glorying in the alleged things with a malice by her otherwise newly
devised, likewise perpetrating a crime of most pernicious example – by which, to wit,
hereafter, witnesses to be produced before us might be struck by such fear that they
could not enjoy the full liberty of exonerating their consciences, and otherwise in many
ways most grievously breaking both the civil and the moral law.173

170 Listed T&C no. 905.
171 Patin c Burye; Burye c Prijer; Office c Burye (10.ix.46), nos. 1000–1002.
172 Office c Burye (n. 171), no. 1002, T&C no. 906.
173 Ibid., T&C no. 907.
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For this she was condemned to make amends, pay two pounds of wax to the
chapel, and pay the promotor’s costs.

The level of the rhetoric of this sentence is the most overblown that we
have seen. It is higher in the description of what Agnès threatened to do to
the potential witnesses (witnesses who, as we have seen, were ultimately not
necessary) than it is in its description of what she did to the actual witnesses.174

This suggests that the court was genuinely concerned, as it says in its sentence,
about the potential intimidation of witnesses. The concern was not misplaced,
granted how dependent the court was on witness testimony. But we have also
seen that perjury was not uncommon in the ecclesiastical courts. Agnès was,
no doubt, well connected. The question is whether she was so well connected
that she could have had the witnesses branded for perjury if there were no
indication that they had committed it. We will recall that the official in the first
case ordered Aymeric’s witnesses reexamined. This frequently happens when
we have reason to suspect that the judge suspected perjury.175 Ultimately, he
decided that they were telling the truth, and for Agnès to have brought them
before the secular authorities, in essence appealing the official’s decision to
them, was contempt.

What happened afterwards the record does not say. We may doubt, however,
that she thereafter treated Aymeric ‘with marital affection’.

There are five cases in the sample in which the promotor proceeds in potential
cases of double sponsalia without, so far as the sentence says, any participation
by one of the parties or any allegation of copula. In two of them prior clandestine
sponsalia prevail over subsequent public ones. The couple are fined for not
publicizing the clandestine sponsalia and for not proceeding to solemnization
and are condemned to pay the promotor’s costs; the rea is also fined for double
sponsalia and condemned to pay both the costs and damages of her second
partner (who was not made a formal party and was, in both cases, said to be
have been deceived by the rea).176 In two other cases, the promotor alleges that
one of the parties to a clandestine contract had previously contracted (probably
also clandestinely) with someone else. In both cases, the court absolves the third
party from the charges of the promotor and orders the clandestinely contracting
couple to solemnize within 40 days.177 In the fifth case, no sponsalia are found;
all three parties are absolved of all the promotor’s charges.178 There are other
differences among these cases that allow us to speculate about what actually
happened and about the kinds of proof that were required, but these details are
best left to the margin.179

174 Compare T&C no. 906 with T&C no. 908.
175 Dolling c Smith is a good example.
176 Office c Mont et Aredenoise (28.ix.42), no. 341; Office c Barat et Brule (24.xii.46),

no. 1070.
177 Listed T&C no. 909.
178 Office c Lentout, Coesins et Haremans (6.ii.45), no. 641.
179 Disc. T&C no. 910.
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Brussels

There are 13 three-party spousals cases in our sample of Brussels cases in which
copula is not alleged: 2 straight instance, 10 office/instance, and 1 straight
office. All but one of these cases can be characterized as oppositions to public
espousals, and in none of them does the opponent (10 men and 3 women)
succeed. The difficulty that opponents had at Cambrai when they could not
allege a presumptive marriage was repeated at Brussels. As at Cambrai, so too
at Brussels, the pattern of fining and imposition of costs allows us to speculate
about how plausible the opponent’s case was. Some of the Brussels opposition
cases also provide us better glimpses into what may have been going on socially
than do those at Cambrai.

Both of the instance cases came before Rodolphi. In one of them, he defers
the oath to the reus, and on the basis of this deferral he orders the public
espousals of the reus with another woman to be solemnized. While he finds the
plaintiff’s case “insufficient,” he does not order her to make amends for her
opposition.180 In the other case, he finds the male plaintiff’s opposition to the
public espousals of a widow described as domicella “frivolous” and orders him
to make amends for it.181

Eight years later, the widow is back in court suing the man to whom she
was engaged in the earlier case. In an interlocutory sentence, Platea orders
the woman or her proctor to exhibit the originals and the execution of the
“inhibitory letters” that he previously issued at her instance. If they are not
exhibited, they will be revoked from the time of the sentence. Whether the
reference to the “inhibitory letters” is to the judgment in the previous case (in
which case the court cannot find, or will not rely on, the registered sentence),
or whether it is to some order against the erstwhile fiancé that was not recorded
(more likely), we cannot tell. In either case, however, the sentence suggests that
her relations with him were not totally happy.182

An angry mother almost certainly lies behind the one straight-office case
in our group, heard fairly early in Platea’s career. On the basis of the oaths,
replies, and confessions of the parties, Platea finds that the public espousals of
the rea with the second reus, three banns having followed, are to be solemnized,
notwithstanding the “dealings between the first reus and the rea at one time
held and maintained with their common relatives, but not carried forward or
having achieved their end.” The first reus is absolved from the complaint of the
promotor, but the rea is to make amends “for having gone off with [the second
reus] without her mother’s knowledge and allowing herself to be affianced” and
is to pay the costs of the promotor. There can be little doubt that the mother
got the promotor to bring the case, and there is no indication that the first reus
wanted to pursue the matter. In these circumstances, a public espousal will not

180 Vrients c Smeekaert (26.i.50), no. 130, T&C no. 911.
181 Roevere c Bolenbeke (9.i.49), no. 15.
182 Bolenbeke c Jan (4.xi.57), no. 1240, T&C no. 912.
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be upset, though the mother will be given the satisfaction of seeing her errant
daughter (but not her future son-in-law) fined.183

The sentences in the more routine opposition cases brought in the office/
instance mode show Platea’s increasing concern about frivolous opposition. In
the first sentence in such a case, he orders the opposing rea to make amends and
pay the costs of the promotor and the reus.184 His next two such sentences raise
the stakes by declaring that the opponent had incurred excommunication by “to
no avail and de facto” opposing the marriage or simply by “less than lawfully”
opposing it.185 Another sentence contains a reference to synodal statutes against
frivolous opposition.186 These statutes are probably the source of the idea in the
previous sentence that someone who did this was excommunicate. In his final
two sentences of this type, Platea adds another feature. The opposing reus is not
only to make amends for frivolous opposition and pay the promotor’s costs and
those of the couple, but he is also pay damages to the rea to repair her honor,
these damages to be taxed by arbitrators.187 It is possible that in these two
cases, the opposing reus had alleged not only that he had contracted with the
rea but also that he had had sexual relations with her, but the pattern is definitely
one of increasing concern about false allegations in opposition to marriage.

Not all unsuccessful opponents were punished, however. In one case it is
the successful couple who have to make amends for having publicly espoused
each other during the pendency of a case brought by the first reus against the
rea. They are the ones who have to pay the costs of the promotor, and costs
between the parties are compensated. There was something to the first reus’s
case, although Platea ultimately finds on the basis of their replies, oaths, and
allegations, that it was “some words about espousals” rather than espousals
themselves.188

A few of the cases fall outside of the usual pattern. In one, neither alleged
espousal was public. Hence, neither espousal was entitled to the presumption
that normally attached to public espousals. The man and his fiancée, however,
confessed to one espousal, and he denied the other. That put the rea to her proof,
and in an interlocutory sentence, she is admitted to her proof. She obviously had
none, and four days later the sentence goes against her. The successful couple
does, however, have to make amends for the clandestine espousals. They all
share in the costs of the promotor, and no mention is made of the costs of the
parties.189

In three cases, it seems reasonably clear, as we suspected in one of the Cam-
brai cases,190 that the opponent is one of the parties to the public espousals, who

183 Officie c Codde, Henricrus en Heckleghem (19.i.54), no. 570, T&C no. 913.
184 Officie c Nichils en Roelants (12.vi.53), no. 500.
185 Listed T&C no. 914.
186 Officie c Bodevaerts en Heyns (28.i.58), no. 1270, T&C no. 915, with disc.
187 Officie c Favele, Oys en Scroten (27.x.58), no. 1380, T&C no. 916.
188 Officie c Wante, Verre en Molen (30.vii.56), no. 1000, T&C no. 917.
189 Officie c Mota, Nijs en Hermani (n. 185).
190 Varlut c Hauwe (n. 164).
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is now trying to get out of them by alleging a clandestine precontract with the
other rea. In no case does the ploy work. In the first case the man is condemned
to make amends for “certain words sounding with the force of promises of
marriage alleged by him and not proven and because, without having brought
the [rea] before a competent judge he affianced [CO] in the hand of the priest
and in the face of the church.” The rea is absolved of the promises proposed
against her, and the man is to pay the promotor’s costs.191

In the second case the man went further. Not only did he get the promotor to
prosecute him and the woman with whom he had allegedly precontracted but
that woman was also his fiancée’s sister. If the contract had been proven, not
only would it have been prior in time but it would also have given rise to the
impediment of public honesty, which would have prevented his marrying the
sister.192 The fiancée’s sister also apparently agreed to support his story. How
Platea found out that it was all a lie we do not know. The sentence recites no
more proof than the oaths, responses, and confessions of the parties. Perhaps the
sister broke down when faced with hard questioning by the judge. In the event,
Platea orders the public espousals solemnized (something that he had not done
in the previous case, and something that he may not have been authorized to
do, because the fiancée was not a party to the case). The man is to make amends
for “falsely and rashly asserting that there were such promises between him and
[JG], his fiancée’s sister,” and the sister is to make amends for “consenting that
the same be asserted of her.” What kind of family relations these people had
with one another after all of this was over the record, of course, does not say.193

The final case has a ring of truth about it. The rea is at least as active as the
reus in promoting the case; witnesses are heard, and a love letter (littera amoris)
that the reus wrote the rea is introduced into evidence and acknowledged by
him. Ultimately, however, Platea orders the public espousals solemnized (an
order that, once more, may not technically be within his power because the
reus’s fiancée is not a party to the case). Platea’s language suggests that he
thought it was a hard case. The sponsalia alleged by the rea are not only not
frivolous, but “in order to avoid perils and scandals” and assuring us that he
had found out all about them (de quibus nos sufficienter fuimus informati), he
specifically quashes and annuls them (implying that there was something there
to quash and annul). The rea is specifically given license to contract elsewhere.
The reus must make amends because having promised to God and the saints that
he would contract with the rea, he went off and contracted with his fiancée, thus
committing double espousals (to the extent that he was capable) and violating
his oath to God and the saints. The couple are also to make amends for not
having publicized their espousals “such as they were.” But Platea seems to be
convinced that the couple did not contract because “he offered his faith to
her clandestinely, but she did not properly accept it.” Those familiar with the

191 Officie c Hoemakere en Luis (10.xii.51), no. 330, T&C no. 918.
192 See Ch 1, at nn. 71–2; Ch 6, at n. 219.
193 Officie c Rosijn en Goffaert (11.i.55), no. 741, T&C no. 919.
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Anglo-American contract doctrine of offer and acceptance will recognize the
deficiency here, as will those who remember that sponsalia are derived from a
form of the Roman contract of stipulation. In a final concession to the situation
of the rea, Platea orders the reus to pay both the promotor’s costs and her
costs.194

It is rare that we have so much information about what happened between
the couples who appear in these registers. The rea in this case was fortunate to
have considerable evidence that was admissible in court, and we must imagine
that the reus, perhaps because of qualms of conscience, perhaps because he was
having second thoughts about his impending marriage to the other woman, was
forthcoming. But the rea, to her credit, was also honest. Neither she nor the
reus was able to testify that she said “yes” at the crucial moment. We probably
should imagine that many of the cases that have less full records involved
ambiguous relationships like the one quite vividly described here.

One of the cases of frivolous opposition, so frivolous that the opponent has
to pay damages to the rea, has a rather unusual end. Less than two months
after the engaged couple are ordered to solemnize, they appear in court and
remit their espousals, a remission that Platea grants with his usual separation
language. It is hard to know what happened here. Perhaps the man did not think
that the opponent’s opposition was as frivolous as Platea thought it was; that is
to say, the very damage to the woman’s honor that Platea feared would happen,
happened. It is also possible, however, that the woman was being pursued by the
opponent. To escape him she got engaged to another man. Once the opponent
had lost his suit, there was no need for her to go through with the marriage to
the other man. Our assessment of the case depends greatly on how sophisticated
we imagine the parties might have been. All that the record tells us is that they
came from Brussels. Hence, they could have known that if one wanted to resist
an unwanted lawsuit for espousals, it was a good idea to have a public espousal
to raise in opposition to it.195

two-party spousals cases alleging copula

Cambrai

Somewhat more than a third of the spousals cases in the Cambrai sample
allege copula (36% 56/155).196 Table 8.8 shows that those in which only
two parties are involved are heavily dominated by the promotor (20 straight
office, 13 office/instance, and only 5 straight instance), that in the instance and
office/instance cases the woman is always the moving party, that their success
rate in such cases was low (2 instance and 2 office/instance cases won, for an
overall success rate of 22%). We also saw that when we added the straight-office

194 Officie c Timmerman en Rutsemeels (15.xi.55), no. 882, T&C no. 920.
195 Heyden en Waghesteit (23.xi.59), no. 1574; cf. at n. 187.
196 Table 8.7
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cases in which the promotor was attempting to establish a presumptive mar-
riage, his success rate was considerably higher (9/16, 56%).197

The wording of the sentences tends to confirm my speculation that in many,
perhaps all, of the straight-office cases in which a presumptive marriage is
found, the woman brought the matter to the attention of the promotor and
aided him in the prosecution. Here is a typical sentence of Nicolaı̈ in an
office/instance case where a presumptive marriage is not found:198

Having seen the articles of the promotor . . . and the oaths, responses and confessions of
the same rei, the allegations, petitions, and conclusions mutually given by and between
the same rei, the depositions of the witnesses produced at the instance of the promotor
and [MM], the correa, who was adhering to the same promotor, the writings impugning
such depositions given on behalf of [JC], the response of the promotor and [MM] to
them, and the depositions of the witnesses thereupon . . . we absolve [JC] the reus from
the promises of marriage and the other things alleged and requested by the promotor
and [MM], and grant on account of this to the same [JC] free capacity to marry in the
Lord wherever and whenever he wants, condemning him, nonetheless, for certain rea-
sonable grounds moving us and our conscience, [to pay] the costs of the promotor. . . . We
condemn [MM] to make appropriate amends because after the promises of marriage
that she asserted, she did not take care to proceed by force of them to the contract and
solemnization of them with [MM] within due time, indeed she confessed that she, in
this situation, allowed herself to be carnally known by the same reus and wanted to
transform the asserted promises, insofar as she could, into the force of a presumptive
marriage, and [we condemn] her [to pay] the costs of the promotor and also those of
the reus, who has been absolved of the claim of this correa as justice requires . . . and
we absolve the same woman from the necessity of proceeding further with the reus and
from the other things asked by the promotor.

There are a number of special features of this sentence to which we will have
to return,199 but the important thing to note here is that when a presumptive
marriage is not found, it is almost impossible to write the sentence without
mentioning the party who favored it. Even if the procedure was less elaborate
than it was in this case (so that there would be no mention at whose instance
the witnesses were produced), and even if the moving party was not fined for
her role in the case, the rhetoric still calls for naming who, in addition to the
promotor, was alleging the presumptive marriage so that the moved-against
party could be freed from her charge.

The following is a typical sentence of Nicolaı̈ in a straight-office case in
which a presumptive marriage was found:200

Having seen the articles of the promotor . . . and the oaths, responses, and confessions of
the same rei, the allegations, petitions, and conclusions mutually given by and between
the same rei, the depositions of the witnesses who were produced . . . because they did

197 Disc. T&C no. 921.
198 Office c Cherchy et Mairesse (18.iv.50), no. 1280, T&C no. 922.
199 At nn. 240–2.
200 Office c Besghe et Fayt (6.vi.50), no. 1310, T&C no. 923.
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not take any care to renew [publicly] the promises of marriage that they began by and
between themselves nor to proceed by force of them to the contract and solemnization
of the marriage within due time, or at least to ask for and obtain a judicial declaration
about them, indeed, in this situation, they many times had sexual relations between
them thereby transforming the promises into the force of a presumptive marriage – such
as we also declare it – we condemn the rei to make amends fitting for such violations,
and [we condemn] them to proceed to the publication and solemnization in the face of
the church – as is customary – of their presumptive marriage such as we have declared
it within 40 days from now and to treat each other in the future with conjugal affection
[and to pay] the costs of this litigation.

This case had more process than some, and the name of the producing party
could have been included with recital of the witnesses, but it was not. Otherwise,
there is no place for it. The fines, the order to solemnize, and the allocation of
costs are all charged against both rei. While it is possible that in some of these
cases both rei were resisting the promotor’s charges, it seems unlikely that that
was so in many of them.201 To the extent that these cases were contested (and it
seems that this one was), we are probably to imagine that only one of the parties
was contesting it. Granted the gender ratios in the instance and office/instance
cases, it seems likely that in most if not all of them, the moving party was the
woman.

On this assumption, the overall success rate of the women who were seeking
to enforce a presumptive marriage is considerably higher than it was if we
look at just the instance and office/instance cases (13/35, 37% vs 4/19, 21%).
The question is what accounts for the success of these women in slightly more
than one-third of the cases and the failure of the moving parties in the other
two-thirds.

In some cases the man seems to have confessed or, at least, admitted the
woman’s case after some wrangling. Rattine c l’Oyseleur, quoted at the begin-
ning of Chapter 8, is a good example.202 Other cases were fully litigated. In
Office c Henri de Fenain et Marie le Nain, in addition to the usual “oaths
and replies” we find “mutual allegations, petitions, conclusions, responses, and
confessions of the rei given between and against each other,” “depositions of
witnesses against the [reus] on behalf of the promotor and the [rea],” “certain
writings given on both sides by the parties to impugn and save such witnesses
and depositions,” “an allegation of fact proposed by the [reus],” “the response
of the correa to it,” “depositions of the witnesses thereupon produced on behalf
of the [reus],” and “an oath of truth deferred to the [rea] by our office for cer-
tain rational causes moving us and our conscience and by her accepted and
taken.”203 In addition to the usual fines for not renewing publicly clandes-
tine promises, not proceeding to solemnization, and having sexual intercourse
following clandestine promises, the man was fined for deflowering, persistent

201 Disc. T&C no. 924.
202 Ch 8, at n. 2.
203 (4.vii.44), no. 490, T&C no. 925. Was Marie a dwarf?
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fornication, and impregnating the woman, and the woman for allowing it to
happen. That probably provides a clue as to why she was pursuing the matter so
vigorously. The order to solemnize contains a telling and unusual phrase: The
man is to solemnize with the woman, “which she is prepared to fulfill.”204 She
also has a copy of the sentence engrossed for her use, and the man is ordered
to pay her costs. If he did not marry her, it was not for her lack of trying.

Both cases discussed in the previous paragraph involve deflowering, as do
many of the other cases in this group. The deferral of the oath to the woman in
the second case may have to do with this issue. It was the practice of the court
of Cambrai to defer the oath to the woman on the question of whether she was
a virgin prior to the intercourse. If it had not done so, she would normally have
been in the position of having to prove a negative.

Cases like Rattine c l’Oyseleur, where there was no real dispute about the
facts, are as common as, perhaps a bit more common than, cases like Office
c Fenain et Nain. In addition to Rattine, six, probably seven, cases go down
on the “oaths, confessions, and responses” of the parties, one adding “mutual
petitions and conclusions.”205 One specifically mentions that the parties will-
ingly accepted the order to solemnize.206 In addition to Fenain et Nain, six
cases required depositions, though none is as elaborate procedurally as Fenain
et Nain.207

In three of the confessed cases (including the one that had mutual petitions
and conclusions) and two of the cases where depositions of witnesses were
necessary, the sentence, and probably the facts found, proceed in a somewhat
different order from that of the aforementioned sentences.208 Rather than find-
ing first that the rei had entered into clandestine promises of marriage, which
they did not publicize or proceed to solemnize, and then had intercourse, thus
converting the promises into a presumptive marriage, the court finds that they
had first committed fornication and then entered into the agreement, which
was subsequently consummated. In three of the confessed cases (one of which
is in reverse order) and, as we have seen, in one bitterly contested case, the
woman is found to have been deflowered.209 The pattern of fining generally
follows that of Nicolaı̈’s sentence quoted earlier210 without regard to whether
the case was confessed or contested: failure to publicize, failure to proceed to
solemnization, and consummation of the sponsalia. The deflowering cases and
the cases in which fornication preceded the sponsalia have additional penalties
for these crimes. Two couples are not fined for failure to publicize but only
for failure to proceed. In one of these cases the sponsalia were public, but in

204 Ibid., T&C no. 926.
205 Listed T&C no. 927.
206 Office c Ravin et Bridarde (n. 205).
207 Listed T&C no. 928.
208 Listed T&C no. 929.
209 Listed T&C no. 930.
210 At n. 200.
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the other they were not.211 The couple whose willingness to solemnize was
expressly stated were not fined for either; their sponsalia had been public, and
they may have consummated them within the 40-day period.212 There is also
one case where the sponsalia were clandestine and neither of the penalties for
clandestine sponsalia was imposed.213

Three cases, two confessed and one requiring witnesses, feature additional
penalties for one or both of the parties for sexual relations with others than each
other. In two of the cases, the court clearly regards this as adultery following a
presumptive marriage.214 In the third case, the relationship may have occurred
before the presumptive marriage, and the focus of the sentence is on incest: The
woman was also alleged to be a consanguine of the man, and although it was
not proven that she was, because there was fama that she was, the man was
fined for committing incest “at least mentally.”215

The rhetoric of these sentences is not particularly strong. Office c Fenain et
Nain finds that the couple has “most grievously violated the moral and crim-
inal law” (gravissime delinquendo et excedendo)216 and orders them to make
amends “appropriate for such great offenses” (tantis excessibus correspon-
dentibus). More often the superlative is not used; the couple is found simply
to have “grievously violated the moral and criminal law” or simply to have
violated it without the adverb, and to make amends “corresponding to such
offenses” (in emendis excessibus huiusmodi correspondentibus) or simply to
make amends.217 Entering into a presumptive marriage was an offense that
incurred automatic excommunication under the synodal statutes, but that fact
is not mentioned in any of these sentences.218 When this fact is coupled with
the rather high number of confessed cases and cases that do not require much
process, and with the occasional lightening of the sentences, we might be able to
draw the conclusion that the court was not greatly concerned with presumptive
marriage if it proceeded to a more regular marriage.219 Many of these couples
got the normal order of the marital process mixed up, at least from the point
of view of the church’s rules, but most them seem to be headed in the direction
of marriage in their own way. They have to pay various fines along the way,
but the way is clearly in the direction of a relationship of which the church
could approve. There are, of course, exceptions. One does wonder where the

211 Office c Roy et Barbiresse (n. 207) (clandestine; Divitis); Office c Bonvarlet et Bridainne (n.
205) (public).

212 Office c Ravin et Bridarde (n. 205).
213 Office c Belleken et Capellen (n. 205), disc. T&C no. 931.
214 Office c Moyart et Boulette (n. 205) (confessed, T&C no. 932); Office c Lambert et Journette,

(n. 205) (confessed, T&C no. 932).
215 Office c Brisemoustier et Buisson (n. 207) (contested, T&C no. 933, with disc.).
216 Disc. T&C no. 934.
217 E.g., Office c Besghe et Fayt (n. 200), T&C no. 935; Office c Ravin et Bridarde (n. 205), T&C

no. 935.
218 It is mentioned in a dissolution case that has a considerably higher level of rhetoric, Officie c

Drivere (n. 408).
219 The pattern of fining at Tournai may point in a different direction. See App. e9.2.
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couple in Office c Fenain et Nain, the most bitterly litigated case, are heading,
and perhaps a similar concern by the court accounts for the somewhat more
elevated rhetoric of the sentence. One also wonders about the future of the
couples who are found to have been having sexual relations with others. These
cases, however, are the exception, not the norm.

In one case the attitudes of the couple, the promotor, and the court are
considerably more ambiguous, but it probably should be classed with cases
in which the couple are moving in the direction of a relationship of which
the church could approve, though perhaps not one of which society approved.
Divitis’s sentence is cryptic and dramatic: “[DE], correus, enticed the [BC],
correa, with sweet talk, abducted and at length deflowered her and deprived
her of the flower of her virginity, entered into and made promises of marriage
with her, and also did not renew the promises nor proceed to the solemnization
of marriage within the fixed time.” He orders the couple to solemnize, to make
amends, and to pay the costs of the promotor.220 The promotor had to introduce
witnesses in this case, and so someone was resisting something. It could be, as
we saw in the abduction cases at York, that the issue was whether the woman
had freely consented, in which case either she or her relatives (as is suggested
by the use of the word abducere) were resisting the marriage. We cannot tell
whether the promotor’s position was for or against the marriage. It will be
noted that the findings are directed entirely against the man, though the couple
are together ordered to make amends and pay the promotor’s costs. It will also
be noted that it is not clear whether there was a presumptive marriage here.
The way the sentence is worded suggests that the intercourse came before the
promises of marriage.221 The couple here came from Burst, today a borough
of Erpe-Mere in Oost-Vlaanderen, a place that in the fifteenth century would
have been deep in the countryside.

If the couples in many or most of the cases in which a presumptive marriage
is found are heading in the direction of a relationship of which the church
could approve, then something quite different seems to be happening in the
cases where it is not found. There are 20 cases in the sample in which the
woman or the promotor or both fail in their attempt to establish a presumptive
marriage. In 10 of these cases, the woman is found to have been deflowered.
Nicolaı̈’s sentence in Office c Alardin Granwiau et Colette Courbos, a mixed
office/instance case, is typical:222

[B]ecause the reus presumed by an act of fornication outside of the good and honor
of marriage to commit stuprum and deflower [CC] who was then an incorrupt virgin
and afterwards to know her [“many times” may be missing here] . . . and because the
correa took no care – at least as is apparent – to have the clandestine promises of
marriage that she alleges renewed or to proceed by force of them to contracting and
solemnizing marriage, but rather, in this situation, she allowed herself to be deflowered

220 Office c Eddeghem et Couwenberghe (31.i.39), no. 131, T&C no. 936.
221 Disc. T&C no. 937.
222 (27.v.47), no. 1150, T&C no. 938.
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by the same reus and afterwards to be known carnally many times, transforming the
asserted promises, insofar as she could, into the force of a presumptive marriage, . . . we
condemn the same rei to make amends corresponding to these excesses to us and [to
pay] the costs of the promotor. . . . [B]etween the parties, moreover, [we condemn] the
reus, on account of the deflowering to endow the correa according to the dignity of her
birth and the amount of goods of this reus and [to pay her] costs, absolving the reus of
the alleged promises.

Each of the elements in this sentence is typical, but the elements are not uni-
versal. One instance case has no leges mentioned, but simply absolves the reus
from the promises of marriage and condemns the reus to endow the rea and pay
the costs of her lying-in, maintenance for their son, “as the laws wish,” and the
costs of the litigation.223 In two mixed office/instance cases, the man is so con-
demned (except that there is no child), and the rei seem to be required to make
amends only for the sexual offense.224 In these cases, the man is expressly given
license to marry elsewhere. In another instance case, the man is condemned as
in the previous cases and is fined for deflowering the rea; she is fined for having
converted, insofar as possible, the clandestine promises into a presumptive mar-
riage and for allowing herself to be deflowered and known many times, but she
is not fined for non-publication and not proceeding.225 One case follows exactly
the same pattern as Office c Granwiau et Courbos, except that the expenses of
lying-in and child maintenance are also added to the man’s charge, and he is
expressly given license to marry elsewhere.226 In two straight-office cases, the
couple are to make amends for the sexual offense only, both are absolved of
the allegations of promises of marriage made by the promotor, and nothing is
said about dowry.227

Some of these variations are probably random, scribal, or attributable to
the style of two different judges.228 Some of them, however, probably point to
differences at least in the parties’ litigation style, if not to the underlying reality.
As we might expect, there is little proof presented in these cases. In only one are
witnesses mentioned, and that was one of the cases in which only the promotor
seems to have been alleging the presumptive marriage.229 This means that it is
likely in all of these cases that the man confessed the intercourse; he may even
have confessed the deflowering. The only disputed issue was whether there were
clandestine sponsalia that preceded the intercourse. It is probably not by chance
that the two cases in which the woman is not alleging the sponsalia are also
the two in which nothing is said about a dowry. At least in law, the dowry for

223 Raymbarde c Buigimont (18.xi.52), no. 1380: (uti iura volunt). Elsewhere we are told that
maintenance ‘as the laws wish’ is half the cost of maintaining the child.

224 Office c Cambron et Sadone (21.iii.39), no. 181, disc. with another example T&C no. 939.
225 Enghien c Goubaut (8.v.50), no. 1293, disc. with another example T&C no. 940.
226 Office c Pinchelart et Callekin (6.vi.50), no. 1312.
227 Office c Herdit et Compaings (6.iii.45), no. 661; Office c Machon et Poullande (22.i.50),

no. 1251.
228 Disc. T&C no. 941.
229 Office c Herdit et Compaings (n. 227).
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deflowering had nothing to do with a presumptive marriage; the deflowered
woman was entitled to it without regard to whether there had been a promise
of marriage. It seems likely in these cases that nothing was said about a dowry
because the woman did not ask for one, and the reason why she did not do so
may have been that she had already received one.230 Part of the consideration
for the man’s giving her the dowry without her having to litigate for it may
have been that she not make any allegation of marital promises. That left the
promotor high and dry; he could not, at least not normally, win such a case
without the woman’s cooperation.

The woman who had been deflowered was in a strong position. Not only was
she entitled to a dowry but she could also make allegations of marital promises
without being concerned about paying the costs if the allegations failed. In all
the cases of deflowering where the woman makes the allegations, even if she
fails, she is awarded her costs by the official. This may explain why it is that
Nicolaı̈ (Divitis does not do this) adopted the practice of multiplying the leges
against the woman who made allegations of marital promises and then failed
to prove them. That he did not always do it may indicate that in some cases he
thought there was something to the charges.

In four cases, the man is expressly given license to marry elsewhere. This
may be something that one had to ask for, perhaps even pay for. That the man
should want it may indicate his station in life was such that he might have to
prove his freedom to marry by a written instrument. The woman is never given
license. In all but two cases, she has confessed to a presumptive marriage. That
marriage cannot be proven, but in the face of the confession the court is not
free to give her license.231

Three of the cases have aggravating factors. In Office c Granwiau et Cour-
bos, the man was also charged with having ignored the official’s sentence of
excommunication for a year.232 The sentence may have been related to the
matter principally before the court, although there is nothing in the wording
of the sentence that suggests that it was. The woman in the same case had also
committed fornication “with a certain canon.”233 In another case, the man
had been living in adulterous relationship with another married woman.234 All
three offenses occasion a heightened level of rhetoric. Of the third case we can
be less sure, but the judge’s description of the man’s offense goes beyond what
we normally find in these cases.235

We have saved for last a case that has a quite different pattern from the
others. The couple are found to have committed fornication many times, on
the first occasion of which the woman was deflowered. They then contracted

230 Disc. T&C no. 942.
231 This is confirmed by the case discussed at n. 236.
232 N. 222, T&C no. 943.
233 Ibid., T&C no. 944.
234 Office c Pinchelart et Callekin (n. 226), T&C no. 945.
235 Office c Apelheren et Claus (n. 224), T&C no. 946.
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marriage and one bann was proclaimed on it, but they failed to proceed to
solemnization within 40 days. According to the rea, they then once more had
intercourse, converting their espousals into a presumptive marriage. She also
confessed to having sexual intercourse with another married man, and the reus
confessed to have “many times sinned against the law of such espousals.” For
these offenses they are condemned to make amends and pay the costs of the
promotor. The promises of marriage between the couple are dissolved, and
the reus is given license to marry another. The rea is not given license, nor is
she denied it; rather, she is left to her conscience “on account of the sexual
intercourse which she alleges intervened after the promises.”236 Nothing is said
either of dowry for deflowering or of the costs that the parties incurred.

Since there were no witnesses in this case, it is relatively easy to reconstruct
what happened. In marked contrast to the other cases in this group, the promises
of marriage were public, and so there was no issue that they had taken place.
Since both parties confessed to “having sinned against the law of espousals,” we
would expect that the promises would be dissolved, certainly at the request of
both of the parties, perhaps at the request of either of them.237 Here, however,
the woman alleged that they had had intercourse after the promises. Though he
confessed to the initial fornication and deflowering, the man denied this inter-
course, and the woman could not prove it. Hence, the promises were dissolved
and the man given license, but the woman was left to her conscience.

There are 10 cases in the sample in which the promotor fails to establish
a presumptive marriage and deflowering is not found. In 6 of these cases the
promotor is joined in the allegation of the presumptive marriage by the rea; in
4 he is not. In all but one the couple are fined for fornication.238 Most of the
cases are decided on the basis of the “oaths, allegations, and responses” of the
parties without any testimony being taken, meaning that both parties confessed
to the intercourse. The only issue is whether there were marital promises.

We have discussed before why in our other courts men who are trying to get
out of a presumptive marriage rarely deny that intercourse has taken place.239

Since sexual intercourse is frequently difficult to prove, one would have thought
that more men would deny that it had taken place. We have no better explana-
tion of why this is so at Cambrai than of why it is so at York, Ely, and Paris.
We speculated that most defendants could not reconcile an outright denial
of intercourse with their consciences. To this we might add a possible ele-
ment of machismo (men boasting of their ‘conquests’) coupled perhaps with
conventions about gender relations. Convention dictates that the woman should
be more ashamed to admit sexual relations; if she admits it, the manly thing to
do is not to deny it.

236 Office c Saint Pol et Grande (26.vii.49), no. 1191, T&C no. 947.
237 Disc. T&C no. 948.
238 The exception is Cherchy et Mairesse, discussed at n. 240, where only the woman is fined for

fornication.
239 See Ch 4, at n. 125.
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Since men rarely deny that intercourse has taken place, we should pause
at the one case in this group of our sample where the man did. Office c Jean
de Cherchy et Marie Mairesse was bitterly contested. After the usual oaths,
responses, and confessions to the articles of the promotor and the relatively
common mutual allegations, petitions, and conclusions of the parties, the pro-
motor and Marie introduced witnesses whose depositions were taken. Jean filed
written objections to the depositions, to which the promotor and Marie replied,
and Jean had depositions taken of witnesses in support of his objections. The
result is virtually a total victory for Jean. He is absolved of both the promises
of marriage and everything else alleged by the promotor and Marie and given
license to marry another, though he is “for certain reasonable causes moving
our conscience” required to share with Marie in paying the promotor’s costs.
Marie, on the other hand, is to make amends for the full range of offenses to
which she confessed: nonrenewal of clandestine promises, failure to solemnize
within the statutory period, and allowing herself to be carnally known by Jean
and thus transforming – to the extent that she could – the promises of marriage
into a presumptive marriage. She is also – and this is quite unusual in this type
of case – condemned to pay Jean’s costs.240

Our first reaction to this record is that the official thought this a classic case
of the woman wronging. Marie was out to get Jean, and she failed miserably.
The official may even have thought that her witnesses were lying. Only two
things stand in the way of this interpretation: the fact that Jean is required
to share in the promotor’s costs and the fact that the official absolves Marie
of the necessity of proceeding further with the man. The former, as we have
seen, probably does not stand in the way. On almost all occasions, the pro-
motor is going to be allowed to get his costs from both rei.241 If the official
cannot find that there was fama, he will say that he awards the promotor’s
costs certis rationalibus de causis animum nostrum ad id moventibus. The lat-
ter, however, must give us pause. As we have seen, this phrase is included
in such sentences relatively infrequently, and it may indicate that the official
thought that Marie was pursuing the matter, however mistakenly, in good
faith.242

In all of the cases in this group in which the woman joins with the promotor,
she is condemned to make amends, in addition to those for the fornication, once
for frivolous allegations (a Divitis sentence) and in all others for the full range
of offenses to which she had confessed: nonrenewal of clandestine promises,
failure to solemnize within the statutory period, and allowing herself to be
carnally known by the man and thus transforming – to the extent that she
could – the promises of marriage into a presumptive marriage. In three of these
cases, the fornication resulted in the procreation of a child. In one such case,
the reus is ordered to pay the rea’s litigation costs and her costs of lying-in; in

240 Quoted at n. 198.
241 Disc. T&C no. 949.
242 See at nn. 58–60.
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another, the parties’ litigation costs are to be compensated and the reus is to
pay both the rea’s costs of lying-in and maintenance for the child.243 In addition
to Office c Cherchy et Mairesse, just discussed, there are two cases that do not
mention the procreation of children. In one of them, the litigation costs are to
be borne by the man; in the other they are to be compensated.244

The most obvious conclusion to draw from these variations is that Cherchy
et Mairesse is, indeed, an unusual case. In all of the other cases where the
woman joins with the promotor, she gets something, even if it is only a share of
her litigation costs. This is almost certainly the result of the fact that in all the
other cases, there was something there, fornication if not promises of marriage.
Explaining the differences among these cases is more difficult. That the man in
one case is ordered to pay only the costs of lying-in and not child maintenance
and in another he is to pay both may be a result of scribal neglect; it may
also be because the child in the first case did not survive birth. The two cases
where costs are compensated are the only two in the group in which witnesses
were introduced. An order to share the costs strikes a nice balance between
discouraging a party from introducing witnesses unnecessarily and at the same
time communicating that the official did not think the woman’s claim frivolous
in the normal sense of the term.

The fact is, however, that in all of these cases, the woman is fined to the
full extent of the law. This may have posed a barrier to raising the issue of
presumptive marriage. How high a barrier we cannot tell, because, as mentioned
before, we do not know how high the fines were and how much effort was made
to collect them. It is possible that in the four cases where the promotor but not
the woman raised the issue of presumptive marriage, the woman was deterred
from raising it by the knowledge that she would be fined (even if she were
successful). It is possible, too, that the man paid her not to raise the issue.
There is, however, indication in the cases themselves that something different
is going on. All of these cases are, or could be, cases of concubinage.

This is easiest to conclude in the first such case because the rei are expressly
ordered to make amends for concubinage in addition to making amends for
fornication.245 In two other cases the word is not used but the description of
the relationship is the same: “for [a period of years] they stood together in the
same house, bed, and board.”246 We can be less sure of the fourth case because
the couple is to amend only for multiple fornications, but it could involve a
similar relationship.247

In none of these cases is there an indication of any process beyond the oaths,
replies, and confessions of the parties. One case does mention that there was
fama of the promises of marriage, though the official does not say how he knew

243 Listed T&C no. 950.
244 Listed T&C no. 951.
245 Office c Payge et Baillette (23.iv.45), no. 681, T&C no. 952.
246 Listed T&C no. 953.
247 Office c Putte et Yeghem (6.v.47), no. 1130, T&C no. 954.
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that.248 We might imagine that the promotor fairly regularly added a charge
of presumptive marriage to any case in which he had knowledge of persistent
fornication. In some cases, the woman joined with him in the charge. In others,
such as these, the social situation was quite different. We might imagine a class,
if not a legal, barrier to marriage and a relationship recognized perhaps by some
in the society, though not by the canon law.249 Unfortunately, the entries give
us no other indication of the social situation of the parties.

In three cases the presumptive marriage seems to be conceded – indeed, it
seems to be desired by the parties – and the issue is whether it must be dissolved
because of some impediment. In one of the cases, it is clear that the promotor
is trying to get the marriage dissolved despite the wishes of the parties. In the
other two, the role of the promotor is more ambiguous. They all involve incest
and so will be treated more fully in Chapter 11.

Brussels

As Table 8.6 shows, there are 33 two-party cases in our sample of Brussels
cases that raise issues of espousals between couples who are also alleged to
have had intercourse with each other, approximately the same proportion of
such cases as at Cambrai (21% vs 18%).250 There are no straight-instance
cases of this type at Brussels, and whereas at Cambrai the division between
instance and office/instance, on the one hand, and straight office, on the other,
is approximately equal (5 and 13 vs 20), the division between office/instance
and straight office at Brussels strongly favors the former (20 vs 13). As at
Cambrai, this division probably understates the number of cases in which one
of the parties was aiding the promotor because the form of the sentence in
which the promotor succeeds in establishing a presumptive marriage need not
mention the name of the party who was helping him. (In one case the only
reason we know that she was is that witnesses are introduced who are said to
have been produced by the rea.)251 Of the 8 straight-office cases in which the
promotor seems to be attempting to establish a presumptive marriage, 5 result in
a judgment that such a marriage exists, whereas only 3 of the 16 office/instance
cases of this type result in such a judgment.252 The remaining 9 of the 33 cases
(4 office/instance and 5 straight office) are those that raise issues both of the
existence of a presumptive marriage and of its dissolution.253 The role of the
promotor is less clear in these cases; he was probably supporting the dissolution
in most of them. Suffice it to say here that dissolution is ordered in 4 of the 9
cases. Looking at it from the point of view of whether a presumptive marriage

248 Office c Petit et Voye (n. 246).
249 See Brundage, Law, Sex, 514–17 (with ample references), who also notes increasing efforts to

repress concubinage in this period.
250 Disc. T&C no. 955.
251 Officie c Verdonct en Voirde (12.xi.56), no. 1050.
252 Listed T&C no. 956.
253 Listed T&C no. 957.
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was established, the results at Brussels are approximately the same as they were
at Cambrai.254

There are considerably more cases involving the potential dissolution of a
presumptive marriage at Brussels than there were at Cambrai (9/33, 27% vs
3/38, 8%), and it is best to treat these after we treat the more usual case in
which only the existence vel non of a presumptive marriage is at stake.

Three sentences of Rodolphi in two-party presumptive marriage cases not
involving dissolution, and in which the presumptive marriage is not found, are
similar to one another: The couple are ordered to make amends for fornication,
the woman is ordered to make amends for failure to publicize and failure to
solemnize her alleged promises, and the man is absolved from the promises
alleged by the promotor and the rea.255 One such sentence differs markedly
from the others. There was no doubt about the intercourse (“many times up to
the deflowering of the rea”), nor does there seem to have been any doubt that
the couple had contracted. There was apparently, however, no proof that they
had had intercourse after the contract, although one suspects that the witnesses
introduced by the woman and the promotor were trying to prove just that.
Rodolphi orders the couple to make amends for the intercourse, the clandestine
promises, the failure to renew them, and the failure to proceed to solemnization.
He then orders them to solemnize. A little more than a month later, the couple
are back before the court; they remit their espousals, and Rodolphi accepts
the remittance.256 One could tell a story here of a man who, under pressure
from the promotor, decided to make an honest woman of his mistress, but
then changed his mind and talked, or bribed, her out of it as well. There is
probably, however, not enough evidence from which to draw that conclusion
firmly.

Eight cases find that there was a presumptive marriage, which the couple
are ordered to solemnize. As was the case at Cambrai, the amount of proof
required and the amends that were imposed varied considerably. Three of them
remind us of the Cambrai cases in which the couple were proceeding, at least
eventually, in the direction of a relationship of which the church could approve,
though not in an order of which the church could approve. The details are best
left to the margin.257

A fourth case is somewhat different. There seems to be no doubt about the
promises and the intercourse; both are found on the basis of oaths, replies,
allegations, and confessions of the parties, and the promises are specifically
said to be confessed. Unlike what seems to have been the desire of the couples
in the first two cases, however, and ultimately of the couple in the third case,
this couple did not want to get married, and they tried to remit their promises

254 Disc. T&C no. 958.
255 Listed with details T&C no. 964.
256 Officie c Platea en Aa (4.ix.50 to 9.x.50), nos. 190, 202, T&C no. 965.
257 Disc. T&C no. 959.
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after they had had intercourse. This, of course, they could not do, as Platea
quite firmly told them.258

The other four cases in which a presumptive marriage is found were all
resisted by the man. Proof in these cases tends to be fairly elaborate and is best
detailed in the margin,259 but one is particularly interesting because there is
so little proof. On the basis of the oaths, replies, and confessions of the par-
ties, Platea finds for the presumptive marriage and orders it solemnized. As is
standard in this group, the couple are to make amends for not having pro-
ceeded to solemnization and for consummating their espousals, whereby they
incurred excommunication; the deflowering and procreation of a female child,
mentioned in the findings, are not included in the order to amend. The man
appeals. He is granted apostoli, and there is no record of his having abandoned
the appeal.260

As we have seen, a finding of presumptive marriage normally requires either
the confession of the parties or testimony of witnesses. It is possible that the man
confessed in this case and then changed his mind, but if that had happened, we
would expect to find a record that he had either abandoned his appeal or that
the court of Rheims had sent the case back. The fact that neither is recorded
does not prove that the appeal was successful, but it is consistent with that
possibility. The case came down when Platea had been in office for slightly
over a year. The sample contains one prior case where he had already found a
presumptive marriage (on the basis, admittedly, of considerably more proof).261

That case, too, had been appealed, though the appeal was abandoned. We will
see that after this time, the overwhelming majority of Platea’s sentences are
against a finding of presumptive marriage. Possibly, in this case Platea went
too far. He believed the woman but not the man when the woman had no
independent evidence to support her story. His subsequent behavior suggests
that he realized that he had made a mistake.

Shortly after the sentence in which a finding by Platea of a presumptive
marriage was appealed, perhaps successfully, he rendered one that suggests a
different approach to this type of case:262

[W]e declare that [Jan Broelants] is to be absolved, and we absolve [him], from and about
the promises of marriage proposed and alleged by the promotor and [Beatrice Snit] but
not sufficiently proven, there having been deferred to him judicially an oath of truth
about showing his innocence about them, his extrajudicial confession in the absence of
[BS] notwithstanding, imposing on the promotor and on [BS] perpetual silence about
the pretended promises. Further, we condemn [JB] to endow [BS] concerning and about
the flower of her virginity of which he deprived her, according to the dignity of the birth

258 Officie c Kerchoven en Visschers (13.iv.56), no. 950, T&C no. 960.
259 Disc. T&C no. 961.
260 Ref. T&C no. 962.
261 Officie c Gheerts en Heiden (n. 257); further examples T&C no. 963.
262 Officie c Broelants en Snit (19.iii.54), no. 592, T&C no. 966.
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of [BS] and the availability of goods of [JB], an oath about this having been previously
deferred to [BS] and taken by her, and [we condemn] them who commingled carnally
outside the good of marriage up to the deflowering of [BS], thereby damnably committing
stuprum . . . to leges and amends . . . along with the costs of the promotor and [BS].263

We have seen the imposition of a dowry for deflowering before in the prac-
tice at Cambrai.264 What we have not seen is such a full explanation of what
moved the judge. There was apparently testimony that Jan had admitted the
promises (perhaps to friends or relations of Beatrice); there was, however, no
direct evidence that they were ever made, other than Beatrice’s word. In these
circumstances, Jan will be made to put his soul on the line that there were no
promises. If he does, he will not be forced into marriage with Beatrice. He will,
however, have to pay her a dowry for deflowering her and, if we are reading
the somewhat confused grammar right, her costs and those of the promotor.
Beatrice and Jan will both have to make amends for the intercourse, but she
will not have to make amends for the promises that she alleged. There are, of
course, elements of a compromise in all this, but it is one that strikes us as rather
nicely balancing the principle that marriages ought to be free with a humane
consideration of Beatrice’s plight.

This basic pattern of sentence – denial of the presumptive marriage and
dowry for deflowering – is followed in an additional eight cases in the sam-
ple. There are variations. One case awards the woman her costs of lying-in, in
addition to dowry for deflowering, the only case in the sample to do so.265 In
a straight-office case, another woman is awarded child support but not dowry
for deflowering.266 That child support is ordered in the second case but not
in the first might be a result of the fact that the child in the first case did not
survive, but that can hardly be the explanation for why the costs of lying-in are
awarded the first case but not in the second. Indeed, neither award is common,
considering the number of cases in which it could have been awarded.267 While
it is possible that such awards were made only to those women who were par-
ticularly persistent or particularly well connected, it is equally, perhaps more,
likely that the dowry is only mentioned in cases where there could be contro-
versy about it and that the payment was simply assumed in the more routine
cases. This possibility is suggested by the fact that the case that mentions the
costs of lying-in is one in which the reus or his mother had made some contri-
bution to those costs, and it was necessary to say that that payment be deducted
from the charge.268 One case outside of the sample seems to condemn the reus

263 The Latin is ambiguous as to who is to pay the costs, but I am reasonably confident that it is
Jan Broelants.

264 At nn. 223–30.
265 Officie c Chehain en Poliet (20.v.57), no. 1158 (18.xi.57), no. 1251, T&C no. 967.
266 Officie c Coereman en Vos (16.x.56), no. 1040; text and disc. T&C no. 968.
267 See n. 260.
268 Officie c Chehain en Poliet (n. 265).
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to pay what he and the rea have already agreed would be an appropriate sum
for the dowry and lying-in.269

Normally, the decision about the amount of the dowry takes place off our
record (like the decision about how much the costs will be). Specific judgments
in three of the cases of dowry for deflowering were, however, entered in the
register. We will discuss these when we consider the instance cases seeking such
dowry.270

One of the cases in which dowry for deflowering is awarded is quite different
from the others. In this case it is the man who is claiming the promises of
marriage and the woman who is denying them. Why it is he and not she who
is claiming the promises of marriage seems clear enough from the fact that she
is also to make amends for “having presumed to go off with the man without
the consent of her relatives.”271 She may have wanted to marry him, but once
she got back in the clutches of relatives they were able to persuade her not to.

One of the cases in which dowry is awarded for deflowering also, it would
seem, orders the woman to make amends for having alleged the clandestine
promises.272 The official may have thought that she had a particularly weak
case. In another case, one that does not involve dowry for deflowering, the rea
is also condemned for having attempted to enter into clandestine promises.273

This case was quite bitterly contested. An interlocutory sentence orders the
parties to make specific their allegations (a rather unusual sentence, which
suggests that the first oral session resulted in a hopeless wrangle). A second
interlocutory sentence admits the reus to proof. The sentence informs us that
there were witnesses on behalf of the rea; an exception against those witnesses,
with a “salvation” (replication), followed by a duplication, triplication, and
quadruplication; and witnesses on behalf of the reus and exceptions against
them, with the oath finally being deferred to the reus. Despite all this process,
the time from the first interlocutory sentence to the final sentence is less than
two months, even though the Christmas holiday intervened in the period. In the
end, the reus is absolved from any contract; the parties are to make amends
for fornication, and the rea, as previously noted, for having tried to enter into
clandestine promises. The costs of the parties are not mentioned. Clearly, Platea
was requiring quite strict proof of the promises.

In one straight-office case, the promotor’s failure is quite dramatic. On the
basis of the replies of the parties, Platea finds that there was neither sexual
intercourse nor clandestine promises. No amends are imposed, license is given,
and, quite unusually, the promotor’s costs are compensated with those of the

269 Officie c Sandrijn en Tabbaerts (17.viii.59), no. 1517.
270 Following n. 370.
271 Officie c Riddere en Beken (24.iii.58), no. 1292: preter consensum suorum parentum cum

prefato reo abire presumpsit.
272 Officie c Asselaer en Waghemans (13.iv.59), no. 1451, T&C no. 969.
273 Officie c Rutgeerts en Cudseghem (21.xi.55 to 9.i.56), nos. 886, 890, 908, T&C no. 970. (Not

included in the eight cases mentioned at n. 265.)
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parties.274 This may be a case in which the man settled with the woman before
they got to court. Clearly, the promotor had not come to court with any proof
other than what he thought the parties were going to say. When they did not
‘propose’ anything, he had nothing to go on.

Except for this case, the promotor always gets his costs, it would seem, from
both parties. The allocation of costs among the rei is considerably more varied.
To the extent that we can tell from our records, the decision about the parties’
costs seems to have depended on the official’s assessment of how plausible a
case the party had.275

Nine cases in the sample raise issues about the dissolution of alleged pre-
sumptive marriages, five straight office and four office/instance. Most of these
cases involve the rules about incest and will be considered in Chapter 11. Only
three need concern us here.

One case is, at least from a modern point of view, straightforward. The
rei had entered into clandestine promises and had then consummated them,
turning them into a presumptive marriage. The reus, however, had previously
been married in Ghent and had no evidence that his former wife was dead. The
presumptive marriage is dissolved; the couple are to make amends for having
transformed their clandestine promises into a presumptive marriage without
having been certified of the death of the reus’s former wife, and the rea is
expressly given license.276

It is not completely clear who was alleging what in this case, but there are
hints. Silence is imposed on the reus and the promotor, indicating that they
were supporting the presumptive marriage. The witnesses are expressly said to
have been produced ex nostro officio, suggesting that it was the judge, rather
than the parties or the promotor, who produced them. The question, of course,
is who told the judge about the former wife? While it is possible that someone
not involved in the case whispered in the judge’s ear, it seems at least as likely
that it was the rea who told him about her. That would account for the fact
that, somewhat unusually in this type of case, the rea was given license. She
does not seem to have been totally innocent, however, since she is to make
amends for having engaged in a presumptive marriage without being certified
of the death of the reus’s former wife. It is possible that the reus told her that his
former wife was dead. It was not proved that she was alive. The law may have
allowed one in certain circumstances to presume death, but Platea’s ruling may
take this possibility into account in an awkward phrase: “the marriage that
[AP] previously . . . contracted . . . with [AT] and that is found never to have
been dissolved (either by the death of [AT] that was or is apparent to us, or by
some other canonical means).”277 Whatever may have been her previous views

274 Officie c Couruyts en Waelravens (26.x.53), no. 530, T&C no. 971.
275 Details at T&C no. 972.
276 Officie c Pratere en Uden (10.i.58), no. 1260, T&C no. 973.
277 Disc. T&C no. 974.
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on the matter, it seems likely that the rea decided that she did not want to be
involved in a potential bigamy.

There is another case in which espousals are dissolved and a presumptive
marriage is potentially involved, but, on balance, it would seem that the court
did not find that the couple had had intercourse after the clandestine contract.
The espousals are dissolved on the ground of the unfaithfulness of the woman,
but the man is condemned to endow her for having deflowered her and to
pay the costs of her lying-in “according to the custom of the place or as they
amicably agree among themselves.”278

In the remaining case, public espousals, followed by one bann, are ordered to
proceed despite the impediment of fear that the rea had alleged, because the fear
is found to be such that “worthily ought not fall upon a constant woman.” The
amends tell us more. The man is to make amends for having deflowered the rea,
but the woman is not charged with the intercourse. This apparently occurred
before the espousals, because there is no mention of presumptive marriage. Both
rei are to make amends for having “presumed to abduct themselves mutually
without the consent of the mother and relatives of the correa.” The wording
is, of course, odd; it would seem to describe consensual abduction. Something
along these lines is involved because among the proofs are mentioned “recogni-
tions before two feudatories of the powerful count of St Pol.”279 It seems that
we are dealing with a feudal secular court that took cognizance (apparently
lawfully, because there is no complaint about interference with ecclesiastical
jurisdiction) of the abduction.280 Costs between the parties are compensated;
that is frequently, as we have seen, an indication that the official thought that
there was something to the rea’s charges. The witnesses are produced by the
man. Much lies hidden behind the face of this record, but it certainly looks
as if this couple succeeded in running off and getting engaged after they had
had a sexual relationship. Whether the woman regretted what she had done, or
whether she was put up to defending the case by her relatives, we cannot tell,
but Platea clearly thought that she had gone too far in circumstances that did
not amount, in his view, to force.

three-party spousals cases alleging copula

Cambrai

As noted in Table 8.7, the Cambrai sample contains 18 cases involving three par-
ties in which copula is alleged to have followed one or both of the espousals. The
cases are almost equally divided among instance, office/instance, and office (7,

278 Officie c Rode en Vlamincx (9.viii.54), no. 660, T&C no. 975. Godding, Droit privé does not
report any customs on this topic, though the text here suggests that such customs existed.

279 Officie c Clinkart en Lescole (27.viii.56), no. 1010, T&C no. 976.
280 Disc. T&C no. 977.
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6, and 5, respectively). Knowing the basic fact-pattern of the case might lead one
to think that these are simply cases like the two-party cases that allege copula,
with the additional element that the man has now gone off and contracted with
someone else. That is the pattern of many, but not all, of them. Perhaps more
important, the combination of infidelity and sexual intercourse in at least one,
and sometimes both, of the relationships seems to have raised the emotional
stakes for all concerned.

The sentence in the first case in the group chronologically reads like that in a
typical three-party instance case of opposition to banns. The couple who pub-
licly contracted are authorized to proceed to solemnize their marriage notwith-
standing the opposition of the actrix. It is only when we look to the leges that
we see that more was involved. The reus is fined for having deflowered the
actrix and she for having allowed herself to be deflowered. (Nothing is said
about dowry for the deflowering.) The actrix is also fined for frivolous oppo-
sition and condemned to pay the reus’s costs. The woman with whom he had
contracted is not mentioned as a party to the case and may not have appeared.
She may have had a reason not to appear; the reus is also fined for having
deflowered her before he contracted with her.281

Four of the other instance cases follow the same pattern, except that in
none of them is there any indication that the reus had sexual relations with the
second woman.282 In one, an action for deflowering is reserved to the actrix,
and allocation of costs is postponed as well. No sentence in the dowry case
is recorded, but approximately six months after the first sentence, the actrix
is fined at the instance of the promotor for having had the reus taken by the
secular authorities on a rape charge and imprisoned in the castle of Ath, where
he had to pay damages of six florins and costs. She did this, the sentence says,
for the purpose of defaming the reus, and in prejudice of the jurisdiction of the
ecclesiastical court.283

In two of the instance cases the actrix is successful. In the first, a sentence
of Divitis, on the basis of the confessions, oaths, and responses of the parties
on which Marguerite, the rea, “totally rested and rests” (se retulit totaliter et
refert), the court declares that the promises of marriage between Jeanne, the
actrix, and Pierre, the reus, preceded those between Pierre and Marguerite “by
which [promises] marriage between Jeanne and Pierre is deemed (censetur) to be
and is presumed.” Jeanne and Pierre are ordered to solemnize; Pierre is ordered
to pay costs and damages to Marguerite who is given license, and Jeanne and
Pierre are ordered to make amends, but it is not specified for what.284

Much about this sentence is puzzling. I take it that se retulit totaliter et refert
means that Marguerite chose not to contest what Jeanne and Pierre had con-
fessed. The sentence does not say that the promises between Jeanne and Pierre

281 Scallette c Mol et Francque (20.xi.38), no. 72.
282 Listed with details T&C no. 978.
283 Steenberghe c Ruvere et Brunne (n. 282); disc. T&C no. 979.
284 Burielle c Fouret et Oiseleur (20.vii.39), no. 270.
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were clandestine and those of Pierre and Marguerite public, but it is likely
that they were. Had Marguerite chosen not to concede the case, the confes-
sion of Jeanne and Pierre probably could not have overcome her opposition.
Clandestina manifestis non preiudicant. We say ‘probably’ because we are not
dealing here with the situation to which the maxim was normally applied, a
clandestine marriage followed by a subsequent public one, for we must assume
that the sponsalia of Pierre and Marguerite to which the court refers were,
as was overwhelmingly the case at Cambrai, sponsalia de futuro. Indeed, we
would normally assume that the conventiones matrimoniales between Jeanne
and Pierre were also not a marriage but simply sponsalia de futuro were it not
for the court’s mysterious reference to matrimonium presumptum, mysterious
because it is not accompanied by the normal finding that the couple had had
intercourse after the promises and because the court does not find a matrimo-
nium presumptum but says that one censetur fuisse et esse. Specific leges would
have helped to clarify the situation but none are found; the scribe did not even
record the name of the town from which the parties came.

While it is possible that these peculiar features are attributable to the cryptic
style of Divitis’s sentences, coupled with a somewhat unusual scribal negligence,
I am inclined to think that it is more likely that something may be going on
here that the court is taking some pains to conceal. Clearly, this case was not
contested. Marguerite gets damages and license to marry another, and that was
probably her price for not contesting the case more fully. As we will see in the
next case, a number of different penalties could have been imposed on Jeanne
and Pierre, but other than the court’s vague reference to making amends, there
is no specification of the penalties and none, so far as we can tell, were collected.
The case reminds us more of an English case than it does of what we have come
to expect at Cambrai. But if we start thinking along those lines, there is no
reason not to think that other features of English matrimonial litigation may
not be present here as well. This could be a case of two de presenti clandestine
contracts. It could be a case of Pierre’s entering into a clandestine marriage with
Jeanne in order to escape from an arranged marriage with Marguerite, which it
turned out that Marguerite also did not want. Whatever the underlying facts,
when the three parties came to the court with a quite acceptable solution to a
problem that the promotor had not been able to discover, the court chose to let
them settle the matter as they wanted to and to let them off lightly.

The other instance case with a judgment for the plaintiff is much more typical
of the kind of result that we have come to expect at Cambrai. Nicolaı̈ fines the
actrix and the reus for not renewing their promises, for failing to solemnize
within the fixed period, and for deflowering and the reus for having made
second espousals publicly. Nicolaı̈ declares a presumptive marriage between
the couple, orders them to solemnize it, annuls the second sponsalia, and orders
the reus to treat the actrix with marital affection. Nothing is said about the rea
or about the costs. The fact that the reus is ordered to treat the actrix with
marital affection may indicate that he resisted her claims to start off with, but
ultimately he must have confessed because no proof other than the statements
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and oaths of the parties is mentioned. We must assume also either that the rea
consented or that Nicolaı̈ thought that the maxim clandestina manifestis non
preiudicant did not apply to this situation. The fact that she does not get license
or damages and costs may indicate that these parties are of a somewhat lower
station than those in the previous case, although at least the actrix had the
wherewithal to bring a case on her own without the help of the promotor.285

There are six examples in the sample of office/instance cases involving three
parties and an allegation of copula; all have slightly different patterns. In the
earliest such case, Divitis, on the basis of the statements of the parties alone,
finds that the rea and the first reus contracted clandestinely, had intercourse,
and did not proceed within the time set by law. They are ordered to solemnize,
to make amends, and pay the costs of the promotor. The second reus is absolved
from the promises of marriage alleged by the promotor and given license. If the
rea was trying to rid herself of the first reus and establish her relationship with
the second, she failed. This may be because, when faced with the necessity of
swearing, she could not deny either the promises or the intercourse with the
first reus.286

Each of Nicolaı̈’s sentences in this group has a somewhat different fact-
pattern from the others. In his first sentence in chronological order, he finds:287

The defendants, Colard and Pétronille, three years, or thereabouts, ago, had by an act
of fornication sexual relations with each other, once and afterwards many times, even
up to and including the procreation of two children. They did not renew the promises of
marriage that they afterwards had between them with the spirit and intent of legitimizing
their children, nor did they care to proceed on the strength of the [promises] further to
contracting and solemnizing matrimony. Further, Colard secondarily contracted – de
facto since he could not de iure considering the above – sponsalia with Marguerite in
the hand of the priest and the face of church, one bann being proclaimed thereon, in
such a way as he wished and tried to deceive Marguerite who at the time was unaware
of what had gone before.

Colard and Pétronille are ordered to make amends for fornication “up to
the begetting (suscitationem) of two children,” for clandestine promises not
renewed, and for failure to solemnize within the fixed period and to pay the costs
of the promotor. Colard is to make amends for public secondary promises and
having attempted to deceive Marguerite. The secondary promises are quashed
as void. Colard and Pétronille are ordered to solemnize within 40 days and
to treat each other with marital affection thereafter. Colard is ordered to pay
Marguerite’s costs, and she is given license.

It will be noted that nothing is said about Colard’s and Pétronille’s hav-
ing had intercourse after the agreement or about presumptive marriage. That
is not legally necessary for the resolution of the case because Colard’s rela-
tionship with Marguerite had not proceeded beyond the de futuro stage. In

285 Los c Roy et Waterlint (24.xii.42), no. 400.
286 Office c Bertremart, Pret et Roussiau (5.vi.39), no. 231, T&C no. 980 with disc.
287 Office c Rosse et Thenakere (23.x.42), no. 370, T&C no. 981, with disc.
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Cambrai, a prior de futuro contract trumps a subsequent one; indeed, the
subsequent contract is said here to be void. Had it been clear that Colard
and Pétronille had had intercourse after the contract, Nicolaı̈ probably would
have mentioned it, because that would have been an additional reason to fine
them and would, under the synodal statutes in effect, have been grounds to hold
them excommunicate. Since the case proceeds by the confessions of the parties,
however (no other proof is mentioned), it is possible that Colard, Pétronille,
and Marguerite struck a deal. Nothing would be said about the presumptive
marriage; Marguerite would get her costs and freedom from Colard, which she
probably by this time firmly desired, and Pétronille would get a husband. It is
also possible, however, that Nicolaı̈ ignored the presumptive marriage because
the reus was, finally, prepared to do the right thing.

Colard’s behavior may not be quite so inexcusable as the findings suggest.
Nothing is said about the children being alive, and granted the rates of infant
mortality in the fifteenth century, they could both be dead. Colard had agreed
to marry Pétronille in order to legitimize their children. When the children died,
we might speculate, he felt free to go off and marry Marguerite. That was not
the way that Pétronille saw it. Nor was it the way the promotor, the official,
and, we can also have little doubt, Marguerite saw it.

There is no doubt in the next case that the first woman played an active role in
promoting it. She is said to have offered “allegations and conclusions” against
the reus, and she may have been responsible for the witnesses whose depositions
are mentioned right after. Nicolaı̈ finds that she had contracted publicly with
the reus, three banns having been proclaimed. After this, he had gone out and
contracted with the second rea and had proceeded to consummate the union.
He and the second rea are declared married and are ordered to solemnize and to
treat each other with marital affection. The rei are absolved from other articles
of the promotor (indicating that there were others).288

The fact that the promotor thought that there was more to this case than
ultimately was proven gives us a hint, if only a hint, as to what may have been
involved. The most obvious possibility is that the promotor thought that the
relationship between the first rea and the reus had been consummated as well.
If that had happened before the consummation of the relationship between the
reus and the second rea, it would be the first relationship that would have been
presumptive marriage and the second relationship adulterous. As in the previous
case, the first rea’s damages and license may have been her price for not saying
anything about the consummation, but this time her silence was more serious
if it led to the wrong marriage being held valid. There are, however, less sinister
possibilities. The fact that sponsalia of the reus and the first rea were public
and followed by banns suggests, at a minimum, that their relatives approved of
them. The couple may not have. The reus may genuinely have wanted to marry
the second rea, and the first rea may have been willing to have him do so. If the
promotor suspected that this was what was going on, his charge would have

288 Office c Scueren, Carrenbroec et Bouchout (12.ii.43), no. 431; disc. T&C no. 982.
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been that all three conspired to dissolve the first sponsalia without obtaining a
court order doing so.

In the next case, the fines are even heavier. On the basis of the allegations and
confessions of the parties and the depositions of witnesses, the reus is found
to have deflowered the first rea and to have conceived a male child by her.
Then he and the second rea, knowing that there was fama that he had promises
of marriage with the first rea, entered into secondary clandestine promises and
consummated them. (This, too, was a deflowering.) All three rei are condemned
to make amends, pay the promotor’s costs, and provide half a pound of wax for
the chapel of the officiality. The reus and second rea are ordered to solemnize
their marriage within 40 days, and the reus is ordered to endow the first rea,
pay the costs of her lying-in and half the cost of maintaining the child, and, it
would seem, all their litigation expenses.289

There can be little doubt that Nicolaı̈ thought that the first rea had been
victimized by the reus. Although she is fined for having allowed herself to
be deflowered, for not having proceeded with her alleged promises of mar-
riage, and for converting them, to the extent that she could, into a clandestine
marriage, she received a substantial monetary award. Her allegations are not
described as “frivolous.” There was fama that she and the reus had contracted;
it is even possible that they had, but she either could not prove it in the face
of the reus’s denial or, perhaps slightly more likely, she could not prove that
they contracted and then had intercourse before the reus and second rea did
the same.

The reus in the next case behaved equally badly, but here it is the second rea
who was the victim. After considerable process, including witnesses introduced
by the promotor and the second rea and then by the reus, the official finds that 14
years previously, the reus had deflowered the first rea, entered into clandestine
promises with her, had intercourse with her (converting the promises into a
presumptive marriage), and proceeded to cohabit with her without the benefit
of solemnization. Indeed, they still do cohabit. In the meantime, the reus also
entered into clandestine promises with the second rea (which he acknowledged
before trustworthy persons), deflowered her, and had intercourse with her many
times. All three are ordered to make amends and pay the costs of the promotor.
The reus and the first rea are ordered to solemnize, and nothing further is said
about the second rea, other than that her allegations of promises of marriage
are deemed frivolous.290

In the light of the way that Nicolaı̈ treated the first rea in the previous case,
his treatment of the second rea here seems inconsistent. While the second rea
here is not saddled with a child, nothing is said of a dowry for her deflowering,
and to call her allegations of promises of marriage “frivolous” seems odd since
the promises pretty clearly happened. It is just that the reus was in no position
to make them because he was already married to the first rea, as the sentence

289 Office c Tieuwendriesche, Cauelette et Roelf (11.ix.45), no. 779.
290 Office c Brambosche, Peelken et Quisthous (21.i.47), no. 1081.
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points out. It is possible that Nicolaı̈ was less sympathetic with the second rea
than he had been with the first rea in the previous case because the second
rea here knew about the relationship with the first rea, but normally Nicolaı̈
mentions that fact as an aggravating circumstance. It seems more likely, as we
have suspected in previous cases, that the second rea here is not entitled to a
dowry because she is not of a class that is entitled to dowries or that the reus
clearly cannot afford it, or both. If so, the reus’s relationship with the first rea
may provide us with an insight into how at least some lower-class couples in
the diocese of Cambrai got married, to the extent that they did.

The last of the cases in this group has a similar fact-pattern to the previous
one, with the following exceptions. There was only one set of depositions.
The first presumptive marriage took place only three years previously, and
there is no indication the couple continued to cohabit. The second attempted
presumptive marriage was accompanied by promises that the couple attempted
to solemnize. They had had two banns declared, and at least the man was
prepared to proceed to solemnizing the marriage had the curé not put a stop to
it. (This may well have been because the first rea objected.) The result is that
all three are ordered to make amends and pay the promotor’s costs; the reus
and first rea are ordered to solemnize, and the second rea is given license. She
is also awarded costs from the first reus, though here, too, there is no mention
of a dowry for deflowering.291

The cases that only the promotor is pursuing, so far as we can tell, build on
the basic fact-patterns that we have already seen, but add aggravating factors.
In the first case, the woman had been ordered to solemnize her presumptive
marriage with a third party who does not appear in the case. Despite this
sentence, she went off and contracted marriage publicly and in the face of the
church with the reus and had intercourse with him. The official declares this
marriage null and orders the rea to solemnize with the third party. Both rei
are condemned to make amends, and to pay the costs of the promotor and two
pounds of wax to the chapel. That the reus is also condemned indicates, though
the sentence does not say so, that the reus was aware at least of the relationship
that the rea had with the other man, if not of the previous sentence.292

As we have already noted, Divitis’s sentences are quite cryptic, and this one is
more cryptic than most. One wonders why this blatant case of bigamy did not
bring forth stronger language. One also wonders where the third party is and
how it is that the curé allowed this marriage to go ahead. It is possible that the
third party had disappeared and that the curé was willing to indulge in a broad
presumption that he was dead. Other than the usual oaths and confessions of
the parties, the only proof mentioned is letters introduced by the promotor.
These letters may have demonstrated that the third party was, in fact, alive,
though we may doubt whether he is going to obey the order to solemnize with
the rea.

291 Office c Bury, Roucourt et Caremy (18.iv.50), no. 1281.
292 Office c Beys et Kicht (14.ii.39), no. 142.
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The next case chronologically, one of Nicolaı̈, has the longest sentence in
this group and considerably heightened rhetoric. It has some elements of an
office/instance case because Marie, the rea, seems to be alleging a presumptive
marriage with Florent, the first reus, but it is not clear that that is the marriage
that she wants to have sustained. The sentence contains a long recital of things
for which the rei are to make amends, but it does not close with a definitive
sentence about the second of the two possible marriages. Rather, we learn from
the next entry in the register that the promotor was asked to produce more
proof, and Élisabeth, the now-wife of Florent, was ordered cited. No further
entries are found in the surviving registers; the case may ultimately have been
resolved in the following year for which no register survives. The difficulty of
the case for Nicolaı̈ is indicated by the fact that he mentions that he consulted
with the iurisperiti, and adds the unusual parenthetical “as the difficulty of the
matter demanded.”293

The sentence begins with a series of findings that are typical of cases of alleged
presumptive marriage in which the marriage is going to fail and parties will be
fined. Florent is found to have committed stuprum with and to have deflowered
Marie. She is found not to have proceeded to solemnize the promises of marriage
that they are alleged to have had, but rather to have allowed herself to be
deflowered and known many times in her parents’ house (a telling detail not
found in many other cases), thus converting the asserted promises of marriage,
as much as she could, into a presumptive marriage. The sentence then moves
into hitherto unexplored territory:294

Not content with this Marie entered into other promises of marriage with Jean, the other
reus, in the hand of the priest and the face of the church of Humbeek, diocese of Cam-
brai,295 and three banns were proclaimed on them,296 and – what is far more serious! –
because the curé of Humbeek refused to allow the couple to contract and solemnize
marriage, though they wished to do so de facto, because there was definite opposition
to a pretended future marriage of this sort on account of the consanguinity in the fourth
degree subsisting between Florent and Jean, correos, and from the affinity in a simi-
lar degree created between Jean and Marie, which would impede [their marriage], that
resulted from the fact that Marie had been deflowered by Florent and known often – as
they both confessed – [which consanguinity] was at that time sufficiently obvious to the
same Marie, rea, and is now made clear to us in the present process, this Marie, like one
deliberately ignorant,297 presumed to transfer herself with her correus Jean, to a foreign
parish and diocese, to wit, the town of Hulst, Utrecht diocese,298 where true notice of
the premises could not be had, and there, without asking for or obtaining any letters

293 Office c Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere (20.x.42), nos. 360–1, T&C no. 983.
294 Ibid., T&C no. 984.
295 Prov. Vlaams-Brabant, about halfway between Brussels and Mechelen.
296 The word order of the Latin may suggest that the banns were proclaimed before the promises

were made, but this would be most unusual.
297 Literally, ‘like a seeker after ignorance’. See Ch 11, at n. 118.
298 Prov. Zeeland, the most southeasterly town in the province and hence the closest town to the

border of Cambrai diocese.
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from her diocesan or curé, to have recourse, by whatever means possible, to contracting
and solemnizing marriage in the face of the church of the place, and, at length for the
pleasure of her will by rash daring to consummate such pretended marriage by dwelling
together in the flesh and incestuous commingling [with Jean]. Jean de Backere, moreover,
not unaware, as he confesses, that the promises [of marriage] between Marie, rea, with
Florent followed by sexual intercourse came before, entered into other promises with
the same Marie, and subsequently learning of the consanguinity and affinity – which
stood in the way of his achieving his purpose in his own place – took this Marie to the
town of Hulst, and there, by all the things as are said above about Marie, did not blush
to contract, solemnize, and consummate the pretended marriage, thus showing himself
equally with Marie to be a seeker after and perpetrator of incestuous and otherwise
prohibited commingling and nuptials.

The interlocutory sentence that follows is much shorter:299

So that we might be able to proceed in the matter of the bond (federis), the dissolution of
which is being dealt with by the promotor, correctly and with that deliberation (maturi-
tate) that the matter demands, we order and declare in these writings that witnesses and
other – if they exist – fuller documents are and ought to be produced about the sexual
intercourse alleged and confessed between Florent and Marie, and also that Élisabeth
Joes with whom Florent is said to have contracted, insofar as possible, sponsalia and
marriage is and ought to be called to law, produced, and called forth before us as a party
having an interest in this matter.

The bond that the promotor is seeking to dissolve seems, at first glance, to be
that between Marie and Jean. The question is why Nicolaı̈ wants more proof
about the intercourse between Florent and Marie. After all, he had said in the
previous sentence that it was “made clear to us in the present process” (nobis
in presenti processu clare patefactam). But the Latin is not ambiguous. What
was made clear was not the intercourse (there being no copulam for patefactam
to modify) but the consanguinity between Florent and Jean (consanguinitatem
being the only feminine accusative noun that patefactam could modify).300

So if it is clear that Florent and Jean were related, what more needs to be
proved about the relationship between Florent and Marie? It is possible that
the only evidence that they had had intercourse was their confession. Nicolaı̈
was reluctant to dissolve the marriage, however irregular, between Jean and
Marie, particularly if Jean was resisting it, on the basis of Florent and Marie’s
confession alone. For this to be possible, the witnesses that are mentioned in the
beginning of the first sentence would have to have been witnesses to something
other than the intercourse between Marie and Florent, but there was much else
about which they could have testified, for example, the relationship between
Florent and Jean. The interlocutory sentence, however, tells us that there was
other evidence of the intercourse; there was documentary proof (perhaps evi-
dence of a conviction for fornication), as indicated by the fact that Nicolaı̈ asks
for “other – if they exist – fuller documents.”

299 Office c Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere, at no. 361, T&C no. 985.
300 Disc. T&C no. 986.
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All of this would tend to suggest that what Nicolaı̈ was seeking was not
evidence of whether Florent and Marie had intercourse but when. This could
be relevant for two purposes. If Florent and Marie did not have intercourse
until after Marie and Jean married, then their marriage could not be dissolved
on the basis of it. Marie would have committed incest with Florent, but this
would not constitute preexisting affinity, which alone could make the mar-
riage invalid. That possibility does not seem very likely, however, because the
first sentence seems quite clear that all the events with Jean took place after
Marie had consummated her relationship with Florent. The other possibility,
of course, is that Florent and Marie did exchange words of future consent and
the question is whether they had intercourse after that. That this is what is
involved is suggested by the fact that the first sentence is silent on the question
of whether the promises that Marie alleged with Florent were proven (he appar-
ently did not admit them, but if the official thought that they did not exist he
normally says so), by the fact that Jean is said to have known of the promises
of marriage between Florent and Marie (not simply their fama), and, perhaps
most significantly, by the fact that Élisabeth is to be cited as an interested party.
She is not interested, in a technical sense, in her husband’s premarital forni-
cations, but she is certainly interested in whether her husband entered into a
presumptive marriage with Marie before he married her because, if he did,
her marriage to him is void. If this analysis is correct, then the foedus referred
to at the beginning of the interlocutory sentence is not that between Marie
and Jean. That one cannot stand, and the only issue is whether it is to be dis-
solved on the grounds of both preexisting affinity and prior bond or just on
the former ground.301 The foedus that is at stake is that between Florent and
Élisabeth.

It is less clear why Nicolaı̈ proceeds to impose amends on all three parties
before he has all the facts. I suspect that he knows that it is going to take some
time to bring out all the facts, if they ever can be known. In the meantime,
Marie and Jean’s behavior cannot go unpunished. It is not only that they entered
into an incestuous, and possibly bigamous, union but it is also – quod longe
gravius est! – that knowing that they could not solemnize their marriage in
their home parish, they went to another diocese and in defiance of church
authority solemnized their marriage there. One is reminded of John Stratford’s
constitution Humana concupiscentia.302

The next case is one in which what might have been happening in one of the
previous cases303 definitely was happening. The woman in this case emphati-
cally did not want the first marriage and saw to it that she did not have to enter
into it by contracting and having intercourse with the second man. Nicolaı̈
was not pleased: “[O]n another day immediately following this renewal [of
the first contract in the face of the church] they [the second couple] together

301 Disc. T&C no. 987.
302 Ch 6, at n. 189.
303 Office c Scueren, Carrenbroec et Bouchout (at n. 288).
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withdrew [from the first promises] and were not ashamed to enter into other de
facto promises of marriage, sexual intercourse both preceding and following,
transforming the secondary promises – insofar as they could – into a true pre-
sumptive marriage . . . most grievously breaking on both sides both the moral
and criminal law.” But there was nothing that Nicolaı̈ could do about it other
than fine them and order them to pay both the costs and the damages of the
first man.304

The next case in this group is quite different from the others, though it shares
with one of the others a fine, this time on the woman only, for having, in this
case, made sponsalia and also contracting and consummating marriage with
another man (who never appears), knowing that there was fama that she had
previously contracted with the reus. The rea’s current marriage is expressly
declared to be ratified and firm so long as she and her husband both live. On
the basis, moreover, of the parties’ confessions, the reus is fined for having
deflowered the rea and having known her many times up to the procreation
of a child and the rea for having allowed him to do this. The couple is freed,
however, from the charge of having contracted sponsalia (which the intercourse
would have turned into a presumptive marriage that would have upset the rea’s
current marriage).305

The last case in this group shows us the Cambrai court enforcing its judg-
ments. In November of 1438, Divitis rendered judgment in a case that bears
some relationship to the later case concerning the couple who were in no hurry
to solemnize their presumptive marriage.306 Jean and Catherine had clandes-
tinely contracted and had had intercourse, thereby creating presumptive mar-
riage. Notwithstanding this, Jean went off and contracted solemnly with Pasque
(though no banns are mentioned), while continuing to live with Catherine. Divi-
tis declares the contract between Jean and Pasque void and orders Jean and
Catherine to solemnize. All three are to make amends and pay the costs of the
promotor, and Jean is to pay Pasque’s costs.307

Almost eight years later, Jean and Catherine are back in court, in a case
that appears in our sample.308 They still have not solemnized their marriage,
but rather “without solemnization of the marriage, they have cohabited in the
manner of reprobate concubinage, in the same house, board and bed, rashly in
contempt of the sentence and authority of this court.”309 They are to solemnize
within 40 days, make amends, and pay the expenses of the promotor.

One case is not much to go on, and we should be cautious about generalizing.
The couple in question came from Herne, a small place then and now, about

304 Office c Hauens, Mortgate et Leysen (13.iv.43), no. 450, T&C no. 988.
305 Office c Witte et Vos (25.ix.45), no. 790.
306 Office c Oerens, Camérière et Barbiers (15.xi.38), no. 65; cf. Office c Brambosche, Peelken et

Quisthous (at n. 290).
307 Office c Oerens, Camérière et Barbiers (n. 306); disc. T&C no. 989.
308 Office c Coppins et Camérière (28.v.46), no. 931, disc. T&C no. 990.
309 Ibid., T&C no. 991.
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10 miles southwest of Brussels, near Halle.310 It could be that when Divitis
left office in 1439, the personnel of the court forgot about them, and that it
was unusual for a sentence to go unenforced for so long. Jean’s behavior gives
some suggestion that he was living “in the manner of reprobate concubinage”
because that is what he thought it was. His attempt to marry another woman
eight years previously may suggest that he did not regard his relationship with
Catherine as marriage. She and the court thought differently, but perhaps she
was willing to let matters be once the court had declared them married. To go
further would be total speculation, and perhaps even this is too much.

Brussels

As Table 8.6 notes, there are 48 cases in the Brussels sample in which three
parties are at least potentially involved in a case in which intercourse is also
alleged. This is a dramatically larger proportion of such cases than at Cambrai
(31% vs 9%). The sentences are divided between the two judges, as we would
expect on the basis of their share of the total number of sentences (12/48,
75%), but Rodolphi hears the only two straight-instance cases and the only
two straight-office cases (in one of these we strongly suspect that one of the
parties was also pursuing the matter).311 All the rest are mixed office/instance.

Twenty-four of the cases, including both instance cases, fall into a pattern
that is quite familiar from the Cambrai cases of a similar type. A man has entered
into public espousals. A woman appears and objects that the man had previ-
ously contracted with her and had had intercourse with her. The intercourse is
proven but not the contract, the public espousals are ordered to be solemnized,
and the couple are to make amends for their previous illicit relationship. The
vast majority of cases have no more process than the articles of the promotor
and sworn responses and allegations of the parties. In 11 cases deflowering is
found; in 3 an action for deflowering is reserved. In 22 cases, the woman is to
make amends for frivolous allegations of the promises; in the 2 in which she is
not, she is to make amends for not renewing and not solemnizing them.312

Four cases are quite similar to the previous group. The only difference is that
the opponent is not seeking to upset public espousals; she is seeking to upset a
subsequent presumptive marriage. In two cases this presumptive marriage was
formed after clandestine espousals, in two cases after public espousals. In three
cases the unsuccessful opponent is found to have been deflowered, and in the
same three the woman whose presumptive marriage is to be solemnized had
been deflowered as well.313

310 There are, however, four other cases from Herne in the Cambrai registers. See Registres de
Cambrai, s.v.

311 Listed T&C no. 992.
312 Listed with disc. T&C no. 993.
313 Listed with disc. T&C no. 994.
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Two other cases involve oppositions to presumptive marriages, but the fact-
pattern here is different. There are two rei and one rea. In the first case a
couple who had consummated their marriage after public espousals, followed
by two banns, are ordered to solemnize, “notwithstanding the made-up and
fictitious promises that the [rea] vainly boasted that she had with [reus2].”
The second reus is absolved from these promises, and the promotor is silenced
concerning them. The couple who are ordered to solemnize are also ordered to
make amends for having consummated their marriage before its solemnization
(by which the rea was deflowered), and the rea is to make amends for “having
allowed herself to be voluntarily abducted by [reus1], against the will of her
parents and relatives,” thus (both of them) incurring excommunication and
committing stuprum. The rea is also to make amends for having “‘fictitiously’
[i.e., by making up another contract] and rashly gone against her faith, insofar
as it was possible for her” to do so.314

The presumptive marriage would, of course, take precedence over any
promises that the rea had had with the second reus. Even if these second
promises had been consummated, it is clear that they would have been to no
avail so long as the intercourse with (and deflowering by) the first reus preceded
the consummation of the second arrangement. That raises the question of why
the rea bothered to boast (iactavit) of these second promises, and how Platea
could possibly have known that they were excogitatis et fictis when there was
no evidence taken other than the statements of the parties. The mention of the
will of the relatives suggests a possible answer. The rea was allowed to contract
publicly with the first reus, but the relatives decided to break up the relationship
in favor of the second. The rea was persuaded to claim that she had promises
with him, but this is not what she wanted, and she ran off and consummated
her relationship with the first reus. The promotor got wind of at least some
this and brought proceedings. When they are before the official, the rea admits
both that the promises with the second reus never happened (a fact that the
second reus confirms) and that she had intercourse with the first reus (a fact
that the first reus confirms). On this record, there is nothing that the official
can do about the marriage; it is a fact. He can and does, however, order the rea
to make amends for all of the offenses she has committed.

If there is a plausible, though speculative, explanation for what is happening
in the preceding case, it is much harder to figure out what is happening in the
second. On the basis of the statements of the parties and of witnesses intro-
duced by the parties (unfortunately, the record does not say by which parties),
the official orders Jacob, the second reus, and Katherina to solemnize their pre-
sumptive marriage, formed by clandestine promises followed by intercourse,
notwithstanding the promises alleged by Joost, the first reus, which the official
deems frivolous, unproven, and inapt. The correi are then ordered to make
amends for clandestine promises; Jacob and Katherina are ordered to make

314 Officie c Baserode, Kempeneere en Woters (31.x.55), no. 871, T&C no. 995.
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amends for sexual intercourse and deflowering, and Katherina is ordered to
pay Joost’s costs.315

This is certainly odd. It is so odd, in fact, that the editors thought that the
name of the man who was ordered to make amends for sexual intercourse was
an error and emended it to ‘Joost’. That would turn the case into a quite typ-
ical opposition case, except that it is the man who is making the claim, rather
than the woman. Joost and Katherina had sexual intercourse by which she was
deflowered. She then went off and formed a relationship with Jacob, which
was also consummated. When Joost objected, he could not prove the promises,
and so he loses, but he had a sufficiently plausible claim that Katherina must
pay his costs. That is a possible scenario, but it is not what the record says,
and there are reasons, in addition to the fact that what the record says is the
lectio difficilior, for believing that it is not what was meant: The correi, all
of them apparently, are to make amends for having entered into clandestine
promises. That suggests that there was more than something to Joost’s allega-
tions of the promises. They may actually have happened. That, in turn, makes
it more plausible that Katherina should be compelled to pay his costs, a quite
unusual order in this type of case. Further, it is quite understandable that Jacob
and Katherina should have to make amends for illicit intercourse, for that is
the foundation of their presumptive marriage. Hence, I am inclined to believe
the record. Katherina probably contracted with two men, but she had inter-
course with only one of them, Jacob. That is the presumptive marriage that
must be solemnized. Admittedly, it is a bit odd that the official finds that the
promises alleged by Joost were frivolous, unproven, and inapt, but, of course,
they were so when compared to a presumptive marriage.

There are, in fact, 15 more cases in the sample where two sets of promises
are found, or seem highly likely to have occurred, but only 1 of them is consum-
mated and, hence, is the presumptive marriage that is to be solemnized. In 9
of the cases, the unconsummated promises are subsequent to the consummated
ones; in 7 they precede the consummated ones, as in the case just discussed.
In 2 of the latter cases, the process is straight office (both Rodolphi). The rest
are office/instance, including two sentences of Rodolphi’s and one case begun
under Rodolphi but concluded under Platea.

While there is considerable variation in these cases, certain typical fact-
patterns emerge. One pattern is that of a woman successfully opposing the
banns of the man with another on the ground that she and he had engaged
in prior presumptive marriage. There are five such cases. In three of them the
opponent had witnesses; in two the man apparently confessed when he was
brought into court. In all cases, the couple whose marriage is to be solemnized
are to make amends for their clandestine promises and for consummating them,
and the man is to make amends for entering into public, double, or secondary
promises. In one, the second couple also have to make amends for clandestine
promises before the public ones. In three cases the couple who have to solemnize

315 Officie c Faucoys, Haghen en Assche (12.x.56), no. 1033, T&C no. 996.
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are to pay the costs of the promotor and of the other woman, and in two cases
damages to her as well.316

Two of Platea’s sentences in such cases contain variants that may help to
explain the social situation. In one case, the man is to make amends for hav-
ing “permitted an affiancing” with the second woman. If this is not a mistake
for “presumed to affiance” (which it may be), it suggests that he was under
some pressure to do so.317 It is possible that his friends and relatives were try-
ing to break up his relationship with the first woman. Something along these
lines may also account for the cases in which the woman had no witnesses
and which, we must assume, the man could have defeated simply by denying
her charges.318 In another case, the couple are to make amends not only for
having consummated their clandestine espousals but also for having commit-
ted stuprum.319 The striking thing is that this is the only case in which the
woman succeeds in establishing the presumptive marriage where this is men-
tioned, compared to the rather large number of unsuccessful cases where it is
mentioned. It is possible that the successful women were somewhat older or,
at least, more experienced (not the sort of person with whom sexual relations
would be regarded as stuprum); hence, they took precautions that allowed them
to prove their relationship when they were betrayed.

The four cases in which a presumed marriage prevails over later espousals
that do not fall into the pattern just described involve two men. The basic
pattern of the sentences follows that of the sentences concerning two women,
with the genders reversed. There are variations, however, and the variations
point to possible (or certain) variations in the underlying fact-patterns that
merit some discussion.320

The first case is furthest away from the general pattern. When we first see
it, it is an instance case between Pieter de Nova Villa and domicella Johanna
de Boussout. Three interlocutory sentences, in March and June of 1453 and
September of 1454, take the case back from an appeal to the bishop, order the
publication of witnesses heard by the bishop’s commissary, and admit Johanna
to proof of an article on her exception to Pieter’s witnesses. We next see the case
in October of 1456, when the promotor has joined the case, proceeding against
both parties. On the basis of the promotor’s witnesses (and, presumably, also
on the basis of the witnesses previously produced), Platea orders the couple to
solemnize their presumptive marriage, notwithstanding Johanna’s claim that
litigation is still pending about her marriage to one Jan de Boulenghe “in his
sickbed,” because, he finds, that such marriage is not apparent in the acts of the
present case and that the presumptive marriage long preceded it. The couple
are ordered to make amends for their clandestine promises (their intercourse is

316 Listed with disc. T&C no. 997.
317 Officie c Scrivere, Abele en Sporct (n. 316), T&C no. 998.
318 Disc. T&C no. 1000.
319 Officie c Waghels, Campe en Scoemans (n. 316), T&C no. 1001.
320 Listed with disc. T&C no. 1002.
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not mentioned), and Johanna is ordered to make amends for bigamy. A related
entry in April of 1458 declares that Jacquelina Boulenghe is a bastard and not
entitled to inherit from Jan, now deceased, because Jan’s marriage to Johanna
“on his sickbed” on 18 December 1448 was null.321

Clearly, much happened behind these terse records, about some of which it
would be dangerous to speculate. If, however, the deathbed marriage of Johanna
and Jan took place in December of 1448, Pieter seems to have taken his time to
come to court. It is hard to imagine that the case began more than a year or two
before the first sentence in March of 1453. At a minimum, that would suggest
that he was not concerned to regularize his prior relationship with Johanna
until something happened. One thing that pretty clearly happened was that Jan
had died. But if all that was involved was the fact that Jan was now dead and
so Johanna was free to marry Pieter, one wonders why Pieter bothered to allege
a presumptive marriage that had occurred before the deathbed marriage of Jan
and Johanna. Jacquelina had been conceived and born before the deathbed
marriage.322 The deathbed marriage was pretty clearly designed to legitimize
her and, perhaps, to give Johanna a share in the community property, and would
have had that effect were it not for Pieter’s claim. That, in turn, suggests that the
other heirs of Jan may have put Pieter up to making the claim. If the real focus
of the litigation was the legitimacy of Jacqueline, that might explain why, in
addition to the leniency about amends that we sometimes find for defendants of
higher class, Platea did not bother to order Pieter and Johanna to make amends
for their intercourse and why he orders the costs compensated. Johanna had
already lost a great deal and, perhaps, unjustly.

The sentence in the next case is closer to the pattern that we have come
to expect. One thing unusual about it is that the second reus does not get an
award of costs. The reason seems reasonably clear: He and the rea have to make
amends for having consummated their public espousals and, indeed, for hav-
ing procreated a female child, although the prior consummated espousals that
Platea finds were “clearly proven” (lucide probatas), presumably by the wit-
nesses that both the first reus and the promotor introduced, were the “stronger
bond” (fortius vinculum). This is also a case in which the couple ordered to sol-
emnize do not have to make amends for clandestine promises, even though they
were lucide probatas. Rather, they make amends for having mutually abducted
themselves and for having carnal intercourse outside the good of marriage and
committing stuprum. The rea made a claim of force, but Platea found that that
was not proven.323

If the rea in the preceding case was denying the validity of the first promises
and resisting the first reus, the rea in the next case did so only up to a point. At
first she denied the promises, and then “in a change of heart” (ad cor reversam
[read reversum]), she confessed them. The list of amends suggests that her

321 Villa c Boussout (n. 320).
322 Id., no. 1299 (reading nata for nota).
323 Officie c Hermans, Brixis en Logaert (n. 320).
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change of heart was about more than the existence of the promises. The couple
who are ordered to solemnize are to make amends for having “mutually gone
away despite the fact that litigation was pending before us undecided about
their promises and mingled in the flesh, thus incurring excommunication.”324

The rea must make amends for the second promises in violation of the first,
but what she did about the second promises, though not the subject of amends,
is condemned in even stronger language, “spurned and damnably taken for
naught” (spreta et dampnabiliter presumpta).325 Not surprisingly, the second
reus gets both damages and costs and does not have to share in paying the
costs of the promotor. It seems fairly clear that the rea, having been talked into,
perhaps even forced into, the second set of promises found a way, once the first
reus made clear his commitment to her, to ensure that she would not have to
go through with them.

The last case is the only one that is decided totally on the basis of the state-
ments of the parties. This means, at a minimum, that the rea conceded both
the promises and the intercourse. The couple who are ordered to solemnize are
to pay not only the promotor’s costs and those of the second reus but also the
latter’s damages and an amount “in repair of his honor.” They do not, however,
have to make amends for their intercourse, only for their clandestine promises.
The rea also has to make amends for secondary promises; indeed, the sentence
says, she would have proceeded to solemnize them had not the first reus made
his opposition known.326

The rea in this case was a widow. That makes it somewhat less likely, though
not impossible, that she was talked into or forced into the second promises.
Perhaps we should take the court at its word. She would have married the
second reus had the first one not opposed the promises. But that could mean that
her entering into the promises with the second reus was designed to provoke
just the behavior that it provoked. When the first reus opposed the second
promises, she was only too willing to admit the truth of his allegations. That
means, of course, that the second reus was in some sense used, particularly if he
knew nothing about the first reus, as seems likely. The second reus is entitled to
a quite unusual compensation for his honor, but mature persons and perhaps
those of slightly higher station (the second reus has an honor that requires
compensation), are not to be punished severely for entering into an informal
marriage, particularly when they are willing to admit it with a minimum of
fuss. Hence, they do not have to make amends for the intercourse.

There are seven cases in which a presumptive marriage takes precedence over
earlier espousals. The fact-patterns vary considerably, as do the sentences. What
they have in common is that two men and one woman are involved. In all cases,
too, the unsuccessful claimant gets something, one or some combination of
costs, damages, and/or express license to marry another. Four cases are decided

324 Officie c Swalmen, Wittebroots en Meyere (n. 320), T&C no. 1003.
325 This is admittedly not the normal meaning of presumere, but it seems to be what it means here.
326 Officie c Peerman, Hoevinghen en Cesaris (n. 320).
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on the basis of the statements and oaths of the parties. This means, assuming
that there was no proof at hand that would have been pointless to resist, that
the rea had considerable discretion as to which man she was going to choose.

In four of the cases, the consummated promises were, or could be, styled as
clandestine, and in all but one of them, the promises raised in opposition were
as well. Perhaps more important, it seems reasonably clear in all four cases
that the presumptive marriage was against the wishes of the rea’s parents and
relatives. In the first such case, a straight-office case decided by Rodolphi, the
amends ordered tell the story. The first reus and the rea entered into clandes-
tine promises, notwithstanding an impediment of consanguinity “of the fourth
degree.” They then did not proceed to solemnize those promises or otherwise
to have their validity judicially determined. The second reus abducted the rea
without the consent of her parents and friends and deflowered her, and the rea
allowed herself to be so abducted and deflowered. After having espoused each
other, they then presumed to have carnal intercourse once. There can be little
doubt that the second reus and the rea knew exactly what they were doing. By
having intercourse once, after they had affianced, not only did they create a
fortius vinculum that was proof against the promises that her relatives had
almost certainly arranged with the first reus, but they also ensured that they
would be ordered to solemnize a relationship that her relatives could not break
up.327 (Of course, the finding of consanguinity about the first relationship
ensured that that one, absent dispensation, could not be solemnized, but the rea
could not have been certain of that finding, and just dissolving those promises
would not have guaranteed that she could contract with the second reus.)

The second case, an office/instance case also decided by Rodolphi, is almost
the same as the first. The opposition of the rea’s parents and relatives is not
specifically mentioned, but the same language of abduction is used, making it
likely that the opposition was there.328 The sentence in the third case is the same
in all relevant aspects as that in the second, except that the couple who are to
solemnize introduced witnesses, a fact that suggests that the first reus resisted
their allegations.329 The fourth case, this time by Platea, also is based on witness
testimony. This time the first espousals were public, and hence amends do not
have have to made for them. The couple whose presumptive marriage is to be
solemnized are to make amends: “In prejudice of the [first] engagement, not
asking the relatives of the rea, indeed without their knowledge and consent,
they went off and contracted clandestinely and mingled with each other in the
flesh many and repeated times, including the deflowering of the rea, standing
and living together in the same house, table, and bed, to the prejudice of [first]
reus, the fiancé, and in derogation of his honor.”330 The language about “the
same house, table, and bed” is normally found in sentences about concubinage,

327 Officie c Hellenputten, Vleeshuere en Kerkofs (10.vii.51), no. 290, T&C no. 1004.
328 Officie c Deckers, Godofridi en Ghiseghem (2.viii.49), no. 81, T&C no. 1005.
329 Officie c Hulst, Spaenoghe en Mertens (19.vi.50), no. 170.
330 Officie c Putkuyps, Muyden en Custodis (17.v.54), no. 620, T&C no. 1006.
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but it is clear that when they were challenged, this couple decided to call it a
runaway marriage.331

The fact-pattern in the other three cases is different. In these cases, the first
espousals were clandestine; the second were public, but it is the second that
the couple turned into a presumptive marriage. These second espousals need
not have been against the wishes of the rea’s relatives; indeed, in two cases,
the fact that they were public suggests that at a minimum the relatives did not
object. They could even have encouraged her relationship with the second man
in order to get her away from the first. But the fact that she consummated
her relationship with the second man illicitly before its solemnization suggests
that at this point, it was the relationship that she wanted as well. While it is
possible that she was so passionate about the second man that she simply could
not wait, at least one case suggests that strategic considerations played a role.
The couple are to make amends “in derision of the [?first] espousals and to the
prejudice of pending litigation they mingled in the flesh before the solemnization
of the marriage and did not proceed in due time, damnably committing stuprum
and incurring excommunication.” The first reus in this case had witnesses. It
certainly looks as if the couple took matters into their own hands when he
appeared and made sure that he did not have a case.332

In the second case in this group, Platea firmly holds that the couple’s pre-
sumptive marriage constituted the fortius vinculum that overcame the previous
clandestine promises, which seem pretty clearly to have been proven. (The oppo-
nent had introduced witnesses.) This case, however, had the additional features
that the couple’s relationship was against the will of her parents and had been
entered into during the pendency of the litigation brought by the opponent.
That the couple were able to get engaged in the face of the church despite the
opposition of her relatives shows that this was possible, at least in the town
of Brussels, but in addition to the pending lawsuit, they may also have feared
that her relatives would be able to break up their engagement if they did not
consummate it.333

Did these couples have to go this far in order to be sure of their success? One
case suggests that they did not, at least so far as the court was concerned. Platea,
faced with a couple that had done the same thing as in the previous cases (though
it is less clear that their consummation of their public espousals was in reaction
to the appearance of the first reus), holds that their “clandestine marriage” (he
does not use the phrase matrimonium presumptum, though it clearly was) is
to be solemnized, notwithstanding the previous clandestine promises, “which
is publicly ‘derogated from’ in the contentious forum by the promises made
in the face of the church.”334 Platea is clearly relying on the proposition that

331 See Liber van Brussel, s.v. cohabitare (11 cases, most of which seem to be prosecutions for
concubinage).

332 Officie c Perkementers, Godofridi en Beyghem (7.ii.54), no. 580, T&C no. 1007.
333 Office c Linden, Coyermans en Luyten (1.x.56), no. 1020.
334 Officie c Fore, Perremans en Gruenenwatere (3.vii.59), no. 1490, T&C no. 1008.
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clandestina manifestis non preiudicant. There were, however, no witnesses in
this case, though there seemed to be no doubt that the clandestine promises
had taken place. The couples in the previous cases, even if they had been well
advised, could not be sure that the court would react the same way when there
were witnesses to the clandestine espousals; perhaps that would have made
them not ‘clandestine’ within the meaning of the maxim.

The case that holds that public espousals ‘derogate’ from clandestine ones,
seemingly without regard to whether they had been consummated, is the only
such case in the sample, but it is not the only such case in the register.335 About
nine months before Platea rendered the sentence in the sample case, he rendered
one not in the sample that involved prior clandestine espousals and subsequent
public ones with no allegation that sexual intercourse had taken place. Despite
the fact that the couple who engaged in the clandestine espousals confessed to
them, Platea ordered the public ones to be solemnized, “notwithstanding the
prior clandestine espousals, entered into, maintained and confessed between
[the reus] and [first rea], which are ‘derogated from’ by the engagement made
publicly, from which we also absolve the [reus] and [first rea], imposing on our
promotor perpetual silence about them.”336 Sixteen months previously, he had
dissolved the prior clandestine espousals in a similar situation “on account of
the following public engagement as a clearer bond (lucidius vinculum) and one
‘derogating from’ the promises or espousals.”337

These cases are the only three that I have been able to find in which it is
suggested that public espousals take precedence over clandestine ones, even if
the latter can be proved. The force of the case in the sample is blunted by the
fact that a matrimonium presumptum was found in that case, and the only
thing that is odd about it is that Platea seems to rely on the public nature of the
espousals that preceded the intercourse, rather than on the fortius vinculum
created by the matrimonium presumptum. The force of the cases not in the
sample is blunted by the fact that neither of the parties to the prior clandestine
espousals is pursuing them. In the first case, only the pursuit of the promotor
is mentioned. In the second case, the couple are expressly said to have con-
sented to the dissolution, and it is the only case I have found in which even the
promotor does not seem to support the charges, which are said to proceed ex
denunciatione of a woman whose relation, if any, to the parties is not stated.
The couples, then, who consummated their unions were probably right not to
take a chance that the court would hold for them simply because their espousals
had been public.

One more case not in the sample, once again strange not for its result but
for the way it is reached, may cast some light on what Platea was thinking. In a
case decided about a month before the first of the two out-of-sample cases just
described, Platea was faced with a situation in which two women were alleging

335 Derived from Liber van Brussel, s.vv. verloving, clandestiene, ontbinding van.
336 Office c Langhevelde en Egghericx (27.vi.58), no. 1378, T&C no. 1009.
337 Office en Lathouwers c Gavere en Moerbeke (20.vi.57), no. 1166, T&C no. 1010.
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clandestine espousals with the same man. During the pendency of the litigation,
one of the women and the man consummated the espousals that were second
in time. The result in the case is a foregone conclusion; they will be ordered
to solemnize, though, as we have seen, the punishments for such behavior
could be severe. What Platea says, however, is odd: “[B]etween [the reus] and
[the second rea] on account of their promises of marriage, followed by sexual
intercourse, entered into clandestinely and proven lawfully by witnesses, true
marriage, although presumed, is to be considered [to exist] . . . notwithstanding
the prior promises of marriage also entered into clandestinely between [the
reus] and [first rea] and confessed, which are ‘derogated from’, perhaps not by
the law of heaven but [that of] the forum, by the later promises, as ones that
are stronger.”338

The question, of course, is what is meant by “not perhaps by the law of
heaven but that of the forum”? The most obvious meaning – that for Platea,
the doctrine that espousals of the future tense plus intercourse created an indis-
soluble marriage that took precedence over prior espousals of the future tense
not followed by intercourse was positive canon law but not natural or moral
law – is possible, and there is support for that proposition.339 It seems more
likely, however, that Platea was referring to some better-known conflict between
the internal and external fora. A sharp one could have arisen if the reus and
the first rea had confessed to a de presenti espousal. The rights of the second
rea, proven as they were by lawful witnesses, could not be prejudiced in the
external forum by the confession of the other couple. The second rea might
not have a public marriage, but what she had would have been just as good in
the external forum granted the proof. In the internal forum, however, the first
couple would be married.

If we put these cases together, all of which appear over a relatively short
period, and seem to be the only ones of this sort in the register, we can essay
some tentative conclusions. We know from the three-party cases not involving
copula that Platea was concerned about frivolous allegations of clandestine
espousals prior to public ones. In none of the cases in the sample is the person
alleging such clandestine espousals successful, and Platea’s rhetoric against, and
punishment of, ‘frivolous’ allegations becomes stronger and stronger.340 While
there is one case in which Platea seems to have come close to upholding such
allegations,341 it is possible that by the middle of 1457 (the first of our cases),
he had come to the conclusion that a change in the standard of proof was
called for. Public espousals ‘derogate’ from clandestine ones. One cannot allege
clandestine espousals in the face of public ones. Had he adopted this standard
(and we cannot be sure that he did, because the register ends shortly after these

338 Officie c Verbilen, Scollaert en Peters (15.ix.58), no. 1354, T&C no. 1011.
339 Theologians had doubts about matrimonium presumptum, throughout the pre-Tridentine

period. See Dauvillier, Mariage, 70–5.
340 See at nn. 184–7.
341 Officie c Timmerman en Rutsemeels (n. 194).
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cases), it would have involved a substantial change in the practice of the court.
He chose, therefore, to announce this change in the context of cases where it did
not make any difference; the cases would have come out the same way under
the old standards. This subtle way of making a change was probably not lost
on the personnel of the court and the promotors. We may have more doubt
whether it could have affected the behavior of the parties, who, we suspect, did
not normally seek legal advice before they acted.

Had Platea made this change (or if he did after the register ends),342 it could
have had another effect that he might have been able to foresee. As we have
noted, a number of couples seem to have responded to opposition to their
marriages by going out and consummating their promises, thus creating an
indissoluble presumptive marriage. This was behavior of which Platea could
hardly have approved, and his rhetoric in such cases shows that he did not. We
have one case, and admittedly only one case, in which he seems to be saying that
such behavior is unnecessary where the promises are public: They ‘derogate’
from clandestine ones. He may have been trying to encourage couples to take
that route.

Two of the cases alleging copula involve four parties rather than three. One
of them seems almost routine in its economy of words. In an office/instance
case brought by the promotor against a man and three women, one of whom
is described as the man’s fiancée, the public espousals of the engaged couple
are declared to be valid and ordered to be solemnized, notwithstanding the
opposition of the other two women, which is deemed frivolous. All four are then
condemned to make amends for sexual intercourse in which all three women
were deflowered, and the two unsuccessful claimants are to make amends for
the frivolous opposition. They both, however, get a dowry, and costs among the
parties are compensated.343 One is left to wonder in what the reus’s attraction
consisted, but our records are not going to tell us that.344

The other four-party case is one of the most spectacular in the sample. It
begins as a straight-instance case before Rodolphi. The sentence starts rou-
tinely enough with a declaration that Walter de Cotthem, actor, and Barbara
Trullaerts, rea, contracted espousals by words of the future tense in the hand
of the pastor of Gaasbeek.345 The first hint we get that something peculiar
may be going on is that the sentence then notes that many people were present
at these espousals, and particularly the parents of Walter and Barbara, who
consented to the espousals. That is the last that we hear of the espousals, for
rather than ordering them solemnized, Rodolphi then proceeds to order Walter
to make amends because “he tore a resisting Barbara from the hands of her
parents, and with many associates took her away (abducere) to out-of-the-way

342 Disc. T&C no. 1012.
343 Officie c Boelkens, Claes, Schueren en Baten (23.xi.58), no. 1391, disc. T&C no. 1013.
344 See Wafrer, Wereslee and Dallynge c Savage (Ch 6, at n. 178).
345 Gaasbeek (gemeente Lennik), Vlaams-Brabant, just west of Brussels, the site of a medieval

castle.
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places, and after a number of days presumed rashly to know her carnally, com-
mitting stuprum upon her, and for many days and weeks held her with him
successively in various places, and carnally knew her on repeated occasions.”
We are reminded of the abduction cases from York, which are roughly contem-
porary.346 While we should perhaps discount part of this story because of the
heightened rhetoric, I think it likely that something along these lines did hap-
pen.347 Of course, if it happened, it happened before the espousals; otherwise,
we would be dealing with a potential presumptive marriage.

We next see Walter and Barbara six months later, in a sentence in a case
brought ex officio against Barbara, one Arnold Pauwels, and one Clara Simoens.
The sentence is typical of three-party cases in which copula is alleged. On the
basis of the sworn statements of the parties and of witnesses produced by
Arnold and Barbara, Clara and Arnold are to make amends for having illicit
intercourse that led to the procreation of a child; Arnold and Barbara are to
make amends for clandestine promises and illicit intercourse, leading to a pre-
sumptive marriage. Arnold is absolved from the promises with Clara alleged by
the promotor, and Arnold and Barbara (but not Clara) are to pay the promo-
tor’s costs. What is different about the case is its references to Walter. Arnold
and Barbara are to make amends because “after the espousals between the same
Barbara and Walter declared by our sentence, in prejudice of such sentence and
of Walter, they presumed to enter into clandestine promises of marriage by
words of the present tense and knew each other carnally on repeated occasions
thereafter, transforming such promises into the force of a presumptive marriage
and deceiving Walter.” The promises between Walter and Barbara are then dis-
solved, on the ground of the “supervenient stronger bond,” and Arnold and
Barbara are condemned to pay Walter’s damages and costs. This is the only
explicit reference to promises by words of the present tense in the entire sam-
ple, and it is telling that Rodolphi chooses to dissolve the promises with Walter
on the ground of presumptive marriage rather, than on the ground that present
promises trump future ones.348

Eighteen months later, Arnold and Barbara are once more before the court,
Platea in the meantime having replaced Rodolphi. The former renders a sen-
tence that is unique in the sample and difficult to interpret. For this reason the
translation is painstakingly literal:349

The costs incurred by the late Walter in a marriage case litigated before our predecessor
between the same Walter, actor, on the one, and Barbara and Arnold, rei, on the other
side, to the payment of which together with the damages of this late Walter, the rei were
condemned by our predecessor, with due moderation taken into account, we tax, at the
sum of 32 florins of gold, called ‘riders’ or of their value, there having been included a
half of the leges paid by the late Walter for himself and the same Barbara to the use of the

346 Ch 5, at nn. 70–99.
347 Cotthem c Trullaerts (19.iii.51, 5.xi.51), nos. 250, 319; T&C no. 1014.
348 Officie c Pauwels, Simoens en Trullaerts (5.v.52), no. 375, T&C no. 1015.
349 Cotthem c Trullaerts en Pauwels (1.xii.53), no. 550, T&C no. 1016.
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reverend in Christ our father and lord of Cambrai, commuting the pilgrimages sought
(viagia petita) on behalf of the late Walter to other pious works, considering the death
of the same late Walter, as follows: that for the salvation of his soul Barbara and Arnold,
a married couple, put in our hands between now and the feast of the purification of the
Blessed Virgin Mary [2 February],7 like florins to be distributed by us in the presence of
two common friends of the parties to any and all priests who wish to celebrate [Walter’s]
anniversaries and that there also be a general distribution of three bushels (modii) of
white bread in the town of Sint-Martens-Lennik to be distributed by the provisors of
the table of the Holy Spirit of the place to the poor streaming into the place.

A few things seem relatively obvious. Walter, who we have no reason to
suspect was elderly (his parents consented to his espousals), is now dead. A
violent man may have met a violent end. The costs and damages that he was
awarded in the previous sentence are now, 18 months later, being taxed at 32
Burgundian florins. These costs are said to be for a marriage case that Walter
brought against Barbara and Arnold, suggesting that the sentence in the instance
case was not the final sentence in that case but that it continued and was finally
resolved when the promotor intervened against Arnold, Barbara, and Clara.350

The costs and damages taxed are also substantial; one could hire a skilled
carpenter in Antwerp for 307 days for this sum.351

More difficult to interpret is the reference to the leges, half of which are said
to be included in the sum of costs and damages, and which, if we have gotten
the grammar right, have already been paid by Walter to the use of the bishop.
The only leges imposed on Walter in the previous sentences are those imposed
on him in the first sentence, and we must puzzle over why Barbara and Arnold
should be required to pay half of those. Even more puzzling is the reference to
the pilgrimages (viagia) that are “sought (petita) on behalf of the late Walter.”
These are now commuted, in consideration of Walter’s death (again if we have
gotten the grammar right), “to other pious works.” A payment for masses and
a distribution of bread to the poor is substituted, both to be offered for the
salvation of Walter’s soul.

Prescinding from the possibility that there were other leges imposed on
Barbara and Walter that were not recorded, we can make sense of the leges
if we assume that, though the instance sentence does not say so, they were,
in fact, imposed on both Barbara and Walter. What that must mean is that
even if Barbara was “torn resisting from the hands of her parents,” she was
not an unwilling participant in their wild jaunt around the Brabantine coun-
tryside. She was probably quite young and may even, as sometimes happens,
have come to identify with her captor. To a late medieval judge, however, that
would have looked like voluntary abduction, not rape. When Walter and Bar-
bara got back, his parents and, significantly, hers consented to their marriage.
Barbara, however, came to have different ideas. She formed a relationship with
Arnold, displacing his mistress, Clara, and saw to it that her promises with

350 Disc. T&C no. 1017.
351 See n. 374.
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Walter, carefully described as per verba de futuro, were superseded by promises
de presenti followed by intercourse.

When Walter first brought suit against Barbara, Arnold was not yet in the
picture, or, at a minimum, Walter did not know about him, because he did
not join him as a party. Walter clearly was having difficulty getting Barbara to
go through with the marriage, however, because he had to sue her. Rodolphi’s
attitude toward him is ambiguous. On the one hand, he finds for the promises
and seems to hold that they are valid; on the other hand, he is decidedly hostile
to the way in which Walter began the relationship, and he does not order
the espousals solemnized. He was certainly aware that Barbara was resisting,
and he may even have told Barbara how to rid herself of him by carefully
designating the promises as future ones (a designation that does not appear in
many sentences).

Walter then paid the leges on behalf of both himself and Barbara and thus
restored himself to respectability in the eyes of the court. Barbara, however,
went off and took the law into her own hands. Walter was now seen as the
victim of Barbara and Arnold’s machinations. Their marriage had to be allowed
to stand, but Walter was owed compensation. By the time that a new judge
calculated that compensation, Walter was dead, but we must imagine that his
heir was seeking the reimbursement in his name. The heir also wanted Barbara
and Arnold to do penance (viagia) for the damage that they had done to Walter’s
reputation. But since Walter is dead, Platea decides that it would be better for
Barbara and Arnold to do something for the benefit of Walter’s soul, and he
comes up with the classically late-medieval coupling of masses and distribution
of bread for the poor.

Obviously, what we have just said is not the only way to read this case.
It is possible that Barbara was raped in the modern sense, that her parents
abandoned her to Walter as damaged goods, and that she escaped from his
clutches to a sympathetic Arnold. The court failed to sympathize with her and,
as a result, she and Arnold had to pay dearly for what they did. All of this
is possible, but I would suggest, the previous reading better reconciles all the
evidence we have before us.

divorce from the bond

Cambrai

Table 8.7 indicates that there are 12 cases of divorce from the bond in our sam-
ple, strikingly all office cases.352 Strikingly, too, the promotor succeeds in dis-
solving the marriages in only 2 cases (17% success rate). In almost all the cases,
however, he demonstrates something for which the parties must make amends,
in most because they got married before it was determined that the impediment
did not exist. Because so few marriages were dissolved, we cannot be completely

352 Disc. T&C no. 1018.
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sure what all the alleged grounds for dissolution were. (There is no need to
be precise about the nature of the impediment if it does not, in fact, exist.)
In 8 cases, it is described as affinity, in 1, consanguinity. These cases are best
dealt with in Chapter 11. That leaves 3 cases, 1 of vow, 1 that seems to involve
precontract, and 1 in which the nature of the impediment is not specified at all.

The cases in which the promotor sought dissolution of a marriage on grounds
other than incest tell us less than those that do, but they fit the overall pattern
of the incest cases. Nicolaı̈ was not going to dissolve a marriage without clear
proof of its invalidity. The one case of the impediment of vow is decided on
legal grounds. The woman in question had promised her former husband while
he was still alive that she would not take a second husband. The sentence
expressly equates this promise with a simple vow of chastity. That was an
impedient but not a diriment impediment. The woman must make amends
for having broken her promise, but the marriage is allowed to stand.353 A
case that is probably based on the impediment of ligamen (prior bond) fails
miserably, though the man and the woman to whom he is not married have
to pay the promotor’s costs.354 The final case does not even tell us the nature
of the alleged impediment. The reus is to pay the promotor’s costs and make
amends for having married knowing of the fama of an impediment that could
impede the marriage, making him ‘deliberately ignorant’.355 The marriage is
allowed to stand, and nothing is said about the woman.356

Brussels

As Table 8.6 shows, there are only two cases in the Brussels sample that raise
issues of divorce from the bond. Since both of them also raise issues about
separation, they will be discussed in Chapter 10.357 Since the grounds alleged
for dissolution is incest, they will also be discussed in Chapter 11.

miscellaneous cases

Cambrai

Table 8.7 indicates that there are eight “miscellaneous” marriage cases in our
sample, four straight instance, three straight office, and one promoted case in
which the victim is made a formal party. They are, indeed, miscellaneous, and
because they are, the sentences tend to tell us more than do those in cases of
types that were routinely handled by the court.

Many of these cases concern out-of-court statements made by the defendants
designed either to promote or impede a marriage. Of the two straight-instance

353 Office c Male (8.v.45), no. 692, disc. T&C no. 1019.
354 Office c Rouge, Franchoise et Frasne (25.viii.42), no. 312.
355 See n. 297.
356 Office c Motten et Nols (18.xii.45), no. 851.
357 Listed T&C no. 1020.
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jactitation cases, the first, a sentence by Divitis, tells us simply that he absolves
the actrix of the jactitation of promises of marriage made by the reus, gives her
license to marry another, and condemns the reus to pay her costs.358 The other
case tells us more. On the basis of corroboration by the curé of Avesnes-lès-
Aubert and the confessions of the parties, Nicolaı̈ absolves the actor from the
clandestine promises of marriage that the rea had alleged before the curé, gives
him license to marry another, and condemns her to pay his costs. The sentence
also tells us that the rea was contumacious, though she must have appeared at
least once for her confession to have been taken. The leges tell us that she was
fined for frivolous allegations and both parties were fined for fornication.359

In both cases, the defendants were probably seeking to create a fama that
would have impeded marriage of the plaintiffs to others. In neither case did
they succeed, but the other party had to bring an action to ensure that they
did not. On the one hand, one wonders, granted the requirements of the law
of proof, whether the claims that the defendants made were as baseless as the
court found them to be. On the other hand, one wonders how often such claims
did succeed in the social realm when the other party was not so well informed
or so capable of bringing an action as the plaintiffs in these cases were.

The promotor could be persuaded to get involved in such cases, at least
where a third party was involved. Anne Bigotte was constituted a formal party
along with the promotor to make a “denunciation” that, as the court found,
Jean Crispelet in the pub called “London” in the market of Cambrai said a few
days after Anne’s engagement to Jean Vast had been announced: “He won’t get
a big kick out it because it won’t be the first time.” By this, Crispelet confessed,
he meant that Anne had previously been known by one of his buddies, whom he
named. By this, he also confessed, he had damaged the honor and reputation of
Anne, who had been to that moment and is “honest [a word that probably has
class connotations] and upright, an uncorrupt virgin, a young woman of good
name and fama (honestam ac probam bonorumque nominis et fame iuvenculam
virginem et incorruptam).” He is ordered to make amends, to pay a pound of
wax to the chapel, to pay the promotor’s and Anne’s costs, and to appear
within the next week in her parish church where he is to say before eight
persons selected by Anne that he rashly said what he said, that it is not true,
that he regrets it, that he never saw or heard anything but good of Anne, and
that he begs her forgiveness. He is also to make a pilgrimage within the next
six weeks to the church of Notre-Dame in Halle.360 Whether as a result of the
lingering effects of the defamation or not we cannot tell, but three months later,
Jean Vaast (Vat) and Anne appear in court and remit their espousals after three
banns have been published.361

A similar case, brought by the promotor alone, tells us less, perhaps because
the woman in question was not of the same class as Anne. Baudouin de Honte,

358 Latteresse c Pont (17.xii.38), no. 91.
359 Heugot c Pouparde (27.i.53), no. 1400, disc. T&C no. 1021.
360 Office et Bigotte c Crispelet (24.xii.44), no. 621, disc. T&C no. 1022.
361 Vat et Bigotte (10.iv.45), no. 676.
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in the presence of trustworthy people, boasted that he had carnally known
Jeanne vander Base. As a result of the fama generated by this remark, Arnauld
de Coebere refused to solemnize their marriage. Baudouin denied on oath that
he had had sexual relations with Jeanne, and he was ordered to make amends
for defamation and for impeding her marriage and to pay the promotor’s
costs.362

That impeding a marriage was a separate offense for which one could be pros-
ecuted is confirmed by Office c Jean Cornut, Jean de Rodegnies et Michel fils de
Jean de Rodegnies.363 Nicolaı̈ found that Cornut had done his best to impede
the espousals between his daughter Marie and Pierre Thurin. He brought an
action in the secular court of Tournai against Marie Carlière, Marie’s aunt
(matertera), in order to establish that she had forced Marie to enter into the
espousals, thus to prevent the ecclesiastical court from establishing the truth of
the matter. When his widowed stepmother intervened and gently suggested to
him that he would do better if he allowed Marie and Pierre to marry, he replied:
“Madam, shut up about this. I have given my soul to the devil to prevent my
daughter from marrying him.”364 He was, Nicolaı̈ tells us, “speaking irrever-
ently, most dishonestly and irreligiously, and otherwise than is appropriate for
a reply of a true zealot of the orthodox faith.”365 For all of this he is to make
amends. So far as the other (unspecified) articles are concerned, he and his
correi are to purge themselves four-handed. There is, however, no record of the
purgation.

We have seen outbursts by fifteenth-century fathers like this before.366 In
this case, we may suspect that a major family squabble lies behind it. Marie’s
mother is not mentioned, and she may be dead. Marie Carlière is described by a
word that classically means ‘maternal aunt’, a relationship that is also suggested
by the fact that she does not have Jean Cornut’s surname. Michel de Rodegnies
may well be the man whom Jean Cornut had in mind for Marie. The women
in the family had different ideas.

Jean Cammelin, the curé of Amougies, got into serious trouble for his han-
dling of a marriage case. Knowing that Nicolaı̈ had rendered a definitive
sentence ordering Jean du Quesne le jeune and Jeanne Aleisen to solemnize
their presumptive marriage, and knowing the fama that Jean du Quesne had
been excommunicated, Jean Cammelin proclaimed two banns between Jean du
Quesne and Marguerite sBucs, relying on the fama, which he alone asserted
and did not investigate, that Jeanne had died in Tournai. After the second bann
it became apparent that Jeanne was alive, and the warden (?sacristan) of the
church, a relative of Jean du Quesne, made up letters in Jean Cammelin’s name
(which Jean Cammelin knew about) asserting that there was no impediment

362 Office c Hont (28.viii.44), no. 520.
363 (30.i.43), no. 420.
364 Ibid., text and disc. T&C no. 1023.
365 Ibid., T&C no. 1024.
366 E.g., Ch 5, nn. 191–3.
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to the marriage of Jean and Marguerite, and sent the couple with the letters to
Deinze (in the diocese of Tournai) where the curé solemnized their marriage,
not knowing anything about the impediment. This caused a great scandal. Jean
Cammelin also committed fornication with many women. For all of this he was
to make amends and pay the promotor’s costs.367

Although there are many cases of clerical discipline in our sample, this is the
only proceeding brought against a curé for mishandling a marriage case. It was
a particularly egregious case, both because it involved a dramatic flouting of
one of Nicolaı̈’s sentences (not otherwise recorded) and because of the scandal
that it caused. We may suspect that similar behavior went undetected in less
high-profile cases.

The other two miscellaneous cases can be treated more summarily. On 22
September 1452, Renaude Coppine obtained letters declaring that her husband
had died on a pilgrimage to Rome during the Jubilee the previous year. She
was given license to remarry.368 A major dowry case, the only such case in the
sample, is referred to in a previous section and discussed there in the margin.369

Brussels

Table 8.6 tells us that our sample of Brussels cases contains 19 instance actions
for dowry (6 for deflowering and 13 ‘regular’ dowry) and 2 miscellaneous
office cases involving marriage. A comparison with Table 8.7 shows that the
Brussels court did considerably more business involving marital property than
did that at Cambrai, where there is only one dowry case in the sample, and
we have already speculated that this difference may be the result of the way in
which the secular and ecclesiastical courts divided jurisdiction in the two areas.
Be that as it may, we can learn a considerable amount more about practices
concerning marital property from the Brussels register than we can from the
Cambrai registers.

We have already discussed the institution of dowry for deflowering in the
context of spousals cases involving copula because many of the unsuccessful
claimants in those cases were awarded such a dowry.370 We begin here with
three cases (not included in the numbers just given) in which there was a separate
entry of a judgment of dowry for deflowering following an unsuccessful attempt
to establish a marriage.

It is not completely clear why separate, specific judgments were entered in
these cases and not in the others where a dowry for deflowering is awarded
as part of the sentence in the main case. The first, a two-party case, is one in
which Platea had expressly deferred making the order to pay the dowry, perhaps
because he knew that this case was going to be particularly complicated or that

367 Office c Cammelin (20.xii.49), no. 1240, disc. T&C no. 1025.
368 Coppine (22.ix.52), no. 1344.
369 Messien et Daniels c Daniels (n. 50; disc. T&C no. 835).
370 See at nn. 229–30, 263–73, following n. 290, at n. 343.
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the parties were unlikely to reach an agreement on their own.371 In the second,
also a two-party case, the man had died in the interim, and judgment had to be
rendered against his widow.372 The third, a three-party case, does not contain
such hints as to why a separate judgment was necessary.373 Since the woman,
now an instance actrix, was awarded her costs in all three cases, we can imagine
that there was some pressure on the reus to agree to a sum without the necessity
of having to litigate the matter, but we are probably to imagine in all three cases
that the parties simply could not agree.

The form of all three sentences is similar and complicated. In the first, the
reus is given a choice of paying the actrix, within approximately a month,
16 clinkaerts of the money of Brabant,374 or of paying her 2 clinkaerts a year,
beginning a bit more than a year from the date of the sentence. The reus is given
three weeks to make the election, and he then has a month from the election
to find a sufficient surety (sufficiens contrapignus). In the second sentence, in
addition to the fact that it is the reus’s widow rather than the reus who is
condemned, there are differences in detail. The capital sum is 14 rather than 16
clinkaerts; she has two rather than three weeks to make the election, and the
first payment of the installments (if that is what she chooses) is in somewhat
more than six months, rather than slightly more than a year.375 This second case
was the one in which the reus or his mother had made voluntary contributions
to the woman’s costs of lying-in, and that may suggest that these differences
were based more on the bonorum facultas of the reus than on the natalium
dignitas of the woman.376

In the third case, the reus is to pay the capital sum within approximately
two and a half months; if he chooses to pay in installments, the first is due
in approximately six months. He has 12 days to make his election, and three
weeks thereafter to come up with the contrapignus.377 There is some difficulty
figuring out the coin in which the payment is to be made: “18 peters, counting
[one of] which for 18 stufers” (octodecim petros semel, quem pro octodecim
stuferis computando). The text may be corrupt; it certainly does not easily
parse. There does not seem to have been a coin in this period that was regularly
referred to as a ‘peter’ (or a ‘rock’, if we change the gender), but the Tournai
account books regularly use the term, apparently as a unit of account.378 Stufer,
however, is almost certainly stuiver, a very common silver and alloy coin (blanc)
in the Burgundian Netherlands, also known as a patard. Our text seems to be
telling us that a ‘peter’ is worth 18 stuiver, and in this period a stuiver was
worth two groats. Thus, the 18 ‘peters’ that this woman will receive if she

371 Office c Goerten en Emeren (19.v.58), no. 1316, T&C no. 1026.
372 Officie c Chehain en Poliet (n. 265).
373 Officie c Bot, Buysschere en Gheersone (n. 312).
374 Disc. T&C no. 1027.
375 Officie c Chehain en Poliet (n. 265) (18.xi.57), no. 1251, T&C no. 1028.
376 See at n. 262.
377 Officie c Bot, Buysschere en Gheersone (n. 312), T&C no. 1029.
378 Disc. T&C no. 1030.
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gets a capital dowry is 648 groats, somewhat less than the 768 or 672 groats
that the women in previous sentences will receive, but within the same general
area.379 If this is right, the rather substantial variations that we find in these
sentences as to the timing of the election, the finding of the contrapignus, and
the first installment payment may be as important, if not more important, than
the variations in the sums involved.

The six cases in the sample that were not begun as spousals cases add some-
thing, but not a great deal, to our knowledge. Two have judgments that specify
the amount of the dowry. Both are decisions of Rodolphi, and one shows the
same basic pattern as do Platea’s judgments given earlier, but without quite the
precision. The reus is given the option of paying a capital sum (20 riders) or
an annual amount for the life of the woman (2 riders); a term of 12 days is
fixed as to when he is to make his choice, but the precision as to within what
period after that he needs to find the contrapignus and when the payments of
the annual sum are to be made is lacking. Perhaps these features were added
as a result of experience with Rodolphi’s sentences. Fourteen months after he
rendered this sentence, Rodolphi had to issue letters of execution at the request
of the actrix.380

The other judgment brings us into a different world. The reus is ordered to
provide the actrix two bushels (modii) of rye381 every year that she lives, and
no capital sum is mentioned.382 The parties in this case came from Vlezenbeek,
which is actually quite close to Brussels, but was obviously at the time very much
rural.383 The parties in the first case came from Mechelen and Brussels. The
difference is almost certainly not only that between town and country but also
social classes. The facultas of the reus in the second case makes it unthinkable
that he could discharge his obligation by paying a capital sum.

Three cases under Platea result in judgments that the reus is to endow the
actrix, without there being any further judgment about the amounts.384 Not
all actions of this sort resulted in judgments for the actrix, however. In one
case, a woman seeking child support (but not dowry for deflowering) fails. The
sentence ends with a mysterious note “saving always the right [or duty] for the
putative father of the child.”385 This probably means that the woman did not
prove that the reus was the father, but that someone who claimed to be the
father could still appear and claim the child (but also have the obligation of
support). It may mean, however, that it was still open to the reus in the case to
do the right thing.

379 Disc. T&C no. 1031.
380 Ref. T&C no. 1032 with disc.
381 Disc. T&C no. 1033.
382 Bersele c Verheylweghen (20.vi.52), no. 380, T&C no. 1034; (22.xii.52), no. 432 (AV’s appeal

declared abandoned for non-prosecution).
383 Now Sint-Pieters-Leeuw in Sint-Kwintens-Lennick, Vlaams-Brabant.
384 Listed T&C no. 1035.
385 [ . . . ] c Stillemans (26.iv.57), no. 1140, T&C no. 1036.
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The 13 cases involving dowry or donatio propter nuptias (the two phrases
almost always appear together) involve considerable complexity, not the least
because a number of them produce more than one judgment. Before we try to
analyze the patterns of litigation about dowries, it seemed best to outline the
contents of the dotal agreements alleged or proven in these cases.

We do not know the contents of some of the agreements that were litigated,
and where we are told the contents some of them seem incomplete. Nonetheless,
we do know quite a bit, and what we are told reveals a wide range of things
that could be subjects of such agreements. Some reflect the pattern that we saw
in the condemnations for dowry for deflowering, except that annual payments
and a capital sum are sometimes combined. One of the least complicated called
for a one-time payment of 12 ‘peters’ and an annual pension for the life of
the man of three bushels of rye.386 Another called simply for five bushels of
rye annually for the life of the man, but there may have been more to this
agreement than that.387 A third called for 20 bushels of rye for the life of the
wife and an additional five sacks to be assigned, apparently from the rent or
cens owed by one of the tenants of the woman’s family. This agreement also
called for the one-time transfer of four beds with the hangings for one bed and,
if we are reading it right, a dozen raincoats (duodena pluvinarium), and there
was certainly more to the agreement than that.388 A fourth agreement seems
to have called for a one-time payment of 40 groats and an annual payment of
the same amount.389 A fifth involved a one-time payment of 24 gold crowns,
which probably translates to about 1,900 groats.390

Dotal agreements that involved interests in immovables could give rise to
considerable complexities. In one case, the court orders that a house called
“de Loyve,” located near the bridge called “Tsmuyntersbrugge” in Brussels,
be transferred as part of a dotal agreement to a couple, and it dismisses the
claim of the guardians of the béguinage of Brussels to half of the house.391 In
another case, the defendants are ordered to pay the couple the value of half a
building site that was found to be part of the dotal agreement but which the
defendants had later transferred to the Benedictine abbey of Affligem.392 Other
issues raised in the case and a counterclaim allow us to see other elements in the
agreement: The plaintiff was to be reimbursed for half the costs of the wedding
and for what was probably a furred garment that he had purchased for his wife,
two couches, two bolts of linen cloth, and two household utensils, whereas the
plaintiff was to restore, redeem from the Lombards, or compensate the rei for
a bed, iron breast-armor, three pounds of wool, and “other things mentioned

386 Bivoet c Bivoets (23.v.50), no. 160. For ‘peters’, see at n. 378; for modii siliginis, see n. 381.
387 Ossele c Venne (19.i.51), no. 240; (3.vii.51), no. 286; (31.vii.52), no. 393, T&C no. 1037.
388 Bock c Castro en Godesans (18.iv.55 to 27.vi.55), nos. 781, 809, T&C no. 1038.
389 Huffele c Brouwere (9.ii.59), no. 1422 (13.vii.59), nos. 1500, T&C no. 1039.
390 Moernay en Herdewijck c Herdewijck (31.iii.52 to 17.x.52), no. 365, 392, 410, disc. T&C

no. 1040.
391 Roode en Voort c Brussel (begijnhof) (13.viii.59), no. 1501.
392 Oost-Vlaanderen, about a mile east of Aalst.
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in the reconventional libel [roughly equivalent of our counterclaim].” This was
also an agreement in which we can be reasonably certain that other items were
involved.393

The usefulness of the money, the immovables, and some of the specific items
is obvious enough, but two call for some discussion. “Bushels of rye” may be
a unit of account, not necessarily intended for consumption. If we were right
in our estimate that a woman could be sustained, or could come close to being
sustained, on 2 bushels a year, one really has to wonder whether a man needed
5 bushels, and 20 seems like more than enough for a couple. This last couple is
also the one that gets four beds and a dozen raincoats. They do seem to be the
couple that is at the top of the economic scale with which we are dealing, and
perhaps they needed these things not for themselves but for their servants. It is
also possible, however, that some of these things were commercial items, just
as it is possible that the breast-armor was valuable not for use but as an item
that could be pawned “to the Lombards.”

The relatives who make the dotal payments are quite varied, and the persons
to whom the payments are to be made also show some variation. One man
is suing for payments owed by his aunt; the payments were to be made to
him alone and were to last for his life.394 In another case where the payments
are to be made to the man alone, they were agreed to by the maternal uncle
(assuming that the classical meaning of the word is intended, an assumption that
is supported by his surname) of the man’s stepson and by the stepson. This was
clearly a second marriage for the woman.395 In one case, the payments owed
from the man’s mother-in-law are to last for the life of her daughter; in another
case, the payments owed from the woman’s grandfather or uncle are to last so
long as the couple both live.396 One of the cases in which the details of the dotal
agreement are not given involves the grandfather or uncle of the bride (probably
the latter and probably her maternal uncle, considering the divergence between
her surname and his); another involves her maternal uncle, and a third involves
the man’s family.397 The remaining cases in which the payers of the dowry can
be identified involve the parents or a parent of the bride.

The issues in the cases varied. As we have seen, complicated agreements
could have given rise to quite genuine misunderstandings as to what items
were involved or whether the endowing parties had full rights in them. It
is striking, however, how many of the cases involve multiple endowing parties
one of whom has died. Not all of these cases were really contested. In one, the
widowed jonkvrouw Elisabeth vanden Bloke, mother of a daughter also named
Elisabeth, who had married twice, appears before two notaries commissioned
by the court and introduces a document in Flemish (unfortunately, only the first

393 Gheele c Gheele en Ans (17.x.55), no. 860, T&C no. 1041.
394 Bivoet c Bivoets (n. 386).
395 Ossele c Venne (n. 387).
396 Bock c Castro en Godesans (n. 388); Huffele c Brouwere (n. 389).
397 Listed T&C no. 1042.
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and last sentences are given) to which her late husband had agreed with her
consent; witnesses are heard, and the widow makes confessions or attestations,
which the court regards as particularly important (presertim). The court orders
the entire record of the proceedings to be made a public record, “lest the copy
of the proof and recognition, which could be of interest to [the daughter] and
her heirs, should fail with the passage of time,” and that full faith be granted
to the dotal agreement that was produced in the acts. These people may have
been genuinely unclear as to what their rights and obligations were once the
father had died and the daughter had remarried.398

Records of this sort could be useful. In December of 1450, Rodolphi ren-
dered a sentence declaring that the “molestations, perturbations and inqui-
etudes” that the reus, the actrix’s brother, was making about “the dotal goods
that the late mother of the parties had designated in the acts of the case” were
“frivolous, unjust, and de facto presumed.” He ordered the brother to keep
silent about them. Five years later, the sister now being dead, her daughters
obtained a judgment from Platea against their uncle that the previous sentence
was res judicata, and he could not relitigate the issue.399 The passage of dotal
goods through three generations in this way suggests a customary understand-
ing that dotal goods, or at least certain kinds, passed in the female line. This
understanding may be related to the fact that all of the uncles we have seen so
far in these cases are, or seem to have been, maternal uncles.

In two other cases, litigation that hardly seems contested resulted in the
recording of evidence of dotal agreements pursuant to language similar to that
found in the Bloke case. In neither of these cases is it as clear as in Bloke why
there is a concern to have a public record, but in both we can suspect the reason.
One case involves a man who seems to be the woman’s maternal uncle, and
he is said to have “promised and stipulated” the dowry or donatio propter
nuptias “with his niece (possibly granddaughter).”400 That suggests that her
father and perhaps also her mother were dead. The former would certainly be
the one to promise his daughter if he were alive, and the latter would probably
be involved if he were not. In the other case, a woman asks the court for
permission to sue her mother. She gets permission, and nine months later (the
summer vacation intervening) a similar agreement is recorded. The case never
says that the mother is a widow, but it never says who her husband is either. In
other cases, the endowed woman’s husband will sue in her name, but not here,
though it is clear that she has a husband.401 Once more we may be dealing with
property that passes in the female line, and one of the purposes of recording
the agreement may be to make that clear.

Another case that ends in the redaction of documents in public form may have
begun in a noncontentious mode but then became more contentious. In January

398 Bloke en Bloke (16.vii.56), no. 990, T&C no. 1043.
399 Luytens, Luytens en Luytens c Luytens (n. 397), T&C no. 1044.
400 Eect en Zijpe c Bonne (n. 397), T&C no. 1045.
401 Coudenberghe c Coudenberghe (4.ii.57 to 10.xi.57), nos. 1110, 1245.
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of 1459, the court ordered jonkvrouw Maria Cluetincx, widow of Wenceslas
Tserclaes, knight, and her son, also named Wenceslas, to produce within eight
days anything that they had to say against the claims of Everard Tserclaes, also
described as a knight. In March, the court ordered that a document, discovered
in the étude (in scrinio ubi sua prothocolla sunt et fuerunt sub custodia posita) of
a deceased notary, be redacted to public form. In March, Maria and Wenceslas
appealed to the pope from this order, and apostoli were denied. In April, they
were ordered either to acknowledge or deny the document. In September, the
rei being contumacious, the court ordered that a public record be made of
the document, saving the rights of the parties. The last entry elaborates on
the description of the document. It was made between Wenceslas, senior, and
jonkvrouw Elisabeth Tsertoghen, in the name of her daughter jonkvrouw Clara,
who was Everard’s mother.402

Any hope of figuring out what is going on in this case is dependent on
identifying Everard’s father, who, unfortunately, is never named and who is
probably dead. Granted Everard’s surname, the most obvious candidate for
Everard’s father would be a younger brother of Wenceslas senior (younger
because Wenceslas senior was making arrangements for his marriage). That
would mean that the dispute is about provisions in a dotal agreement made by
Everard’s uncle with his mother and her mother, which now inure to Everard’s
benefit (perhaps because he is planning to marry) and which his uncle’s widow
and his first cousin are resisting. The only bit of evidence against this supposition
is that Everard is called “knight,” and Wenceslas junior is not, though he is
clearly of the knightly class. That may be because he is still too young to be a
knight, something that is also suggested by the fact that his mother is joined
as a defendant. That would suggest that Wenceslas senior did not produce his
heir until fairly late in life, but that is certainly possible. In any event, Everard
is no relation of Maria, and he is the son of Wenceslas junior’s uncle, a man
whom Wenceslas junior may never have known.403

Be that as it may, the court is clearly proceeding cautiously in dealing with
a class of people with which it did not normally deal. After nine months of
maneuvering, the court proceeds in the absence of the rei, making no attempt
to force them to come to court, and enters the agreement, saving their rights.
One gets the feeling that if Everard is going to get satisfaction, he will have to
proceed in some other court. There may have been more to the case in this court,
however: The last sentence recorded is very close to the end of the register.

Evidence abounds in the contested cases that the problem with the dotal
payments arose when a key player in making the arrangements died. In one,
the actor’s aunt (his father’s sister, if we can rely on her surname and ignore
the fact that she is called matertera) is ordered to pay arrearages in an annual
payment that had not been paid since her husband died. Now the husband was,
of course, the actor’s uncle, in modern terminology, but no blood relative of his.

402 Erclaes c Cluetincx en Erclaes (9.i.59 to 28.ix.59), nos. 1410, 1428, 1436, 1456, 1537.
403 Disc. T&C no. 1046.
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Nonetheless, he seems to have been the person who made the arrangements
and saw to it that the annual payments were made until he died. Apparently,
however, he had not paid the capital sum, because the aunt is held obligated to
pay this as well.404

A widow’s maternal uncle, a priest, and her son arranged for a dowry for her
remarriage. If there was a capital sum involved, it was paid, but the stepfather
had to sue the stepson for the annual payments, which were to last for the life
of the stepfather, once the priest and the woman were both dead.405

Two cases brought against widows of the father of the endowed woman both
suggest that the arrangement broke down with the death of the father. There
may have been genuine issues as to whether the widow was obligated or as to
how much she was obligated. In one case, the widow had paid to her daughter
9 bushels of rye of the 40 that the court found that she owed and had ordered
her tenant not to pay an additional five sacks of rye, which, again, the court
found that she owed.406 The other case involves a dowry for an illegitimate
daughter, amounting to half of the father’s goods, the payment of which the
father’s widow, it would seem quite understandably, bitterly resisted.407

There are two miscellaneous office cases in our sample. One calls forth the
strongest language that we find Platea using. He condemns Egied de Drivere,
the reus, to make amends for the following offenses:408

[I]t is clear that he entered the cloister or béguinage of the beguines of the town of
Aalst, in the diocese of Cambrai, at night time, secretly and surreptitiously, with the
purpose and intent of taking and abducting jonkvrouw Katherina vander Hulst, the
widow of the late Laurens Kareelbacker, and he took away from the house, raped and
abducted this Katherina, who was lying in her bed, resisting and objecting, thereby
damnably breaking, disturbing, and rashly violating the cloister, which was established
under the defense of the reverend father in Christ the lord bishop of Cambrai and as
a liberty for the purpose of serving God on behalf of the beguines dwelling there and
others coming there, and endowed and privileged by pontifical authority, and infringing
on its liberty and franchise, and also the same reus, casting aside the fear of God, put
the same woman who had been, as was said, taken away, raped and abducted, into a
certain boat at nighttime and, according to his rash design, took her publicly to wife
outside of the diocese of Cambrai in the town of Hever in the diocese of Liège, rejecting
and omitting the solemnities required in contracting marriage, no banns, at least on
his side, being proclaimed or dispensed, to say the least, rashly going against the laws,
truly also against the synodal statutes that enjoin this sort of marriage, thereby incurring
excommunication.

The sentence raises geographical problems that are best treated in the mar-
gin.409 Suffice it to say here that a boat trip from Aalst to Hever would have

404 Bivoet c Bivoets (n. 386).
405 Ossele c Venne (n. 387).
406 Bock c Castro en Godesans (n. 388). This case begins with the man suing his wife, but the

judgment is against the mother-in-law alone.
407 Joebens c Motten (9.ii.59 to 27.xi.59), nos. 1423, 1441, 1522, 1546, 1581.
408 Officie c Drivere (16.v.55 to 10.vi.55), nos. 795 (T&C no. 1047), 801.
409 Disc. T&C no. 1048.
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probably taken more than one night to accomplish. That raises a more funda-
mental question that we have encountered in other cases of abduction. (Rape,
in the modern sense, seems out of the question here; the sentence would cer-
tainly have mentioned sexual intercourse if that had happened.) There can be
little doubt that Egied violated the cloister of the béguinage of Aalst. There can
also be little doubt that his marriage to Katherina was irregular, though the
phrase “no banns, at least on his side” suggests that banns may have been pro-
claimed on hers. It is striking, however, that the marriage is not dissolved, and
that would suggest that however startled Katherina was when Egied appeared
in her bedroom at the béguinage, she had voluntarily consented to marry him
by the time she engaged in a public ceremony with him at Hever. That also
makes it likely that Katherina was not a Beguine; she was just staying at the
béguinage. Egied appeals this sentence to Rome, and he is granted apostoli and
a three-month term within which to perfect his appeal. If he can obtain absolu-
tion for violating what may have been a papally sanctioned cloister (pontificali
auctoritate being ambiguous), he may simply have to do penance or pay a fine
(the option is specifically given) for a marriage no more irregular than many
and considerably more regular than some.

The other miscellaneous ex officio sentence gives us a glimpse into a legal
possibility that we not have otherwise seen. In June of 1453, Platea enters an
order ex officio admitting Arnold Frederix, plaintiff in a case against Giselbert
de Sprengher, “to verify the fama otherwise confessed before us on the side of
[GS], the defendant.” The motivation of the sentence is that “it pertains to the
judge to examine carefully the merits of cases and to track down what is of truth
and lest the truth of the process had before us be obscured and [in order] to
prevent danger to souls.” In December, the thrust of these platitudes becomes a
bit clearer. At the instance of the promotor and by his own confession, Giselbert
is condemned for double adultery with Quenegonde, Arnold’s wife. A quittance,
in which Giselbert is said to have “compounded” (composuisse) for adultery
with the same woman, is said to do him no good, since the quittance said that
at the time he was single but now is married.410

We will see in Chapter 10 that the Brussels court would order amends when
adultery was shown in cases of separation. We have already seen that adultery
is occasionally discovered (and ordered amended) in spousals litigation. We
have, however, noted that straight prosecutions for adultery are quite rare in
the Brussels register. This is the only one in the sample, and an examination of
the entire register reveals that it is the only such prosecution of a layman.411 We
speculated earlier that routine cases of adultery were heard in lower-level courts
within the Brussels jurisdiction.412 This case suggests another possibility, that
aggrieved husbands, at least occasionally, brought actions against adulterers
and then settled with them without any sentence being entered in the register.

410 Frederix c Sprengher (22.vi.53), no. 506, T&C no. 1049; Officie c Sprengher (1.xii.53),
no. 551.

411 Disc. T&C no. 1050.
412 See n. 411, disc. T&C no. 1051.
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What made this case different was that Giselbert confessed to the fama of
adultery, which, in turn, led Platea to admit Arnold to proof of the fama, which,
in turn, led to a sentence appearing in the register. The promotor intervened, and
Giselbert confessed, thinking that his quittance would save him from having to
make amends. It did not, however, because the quittance referred to a single,
not a double, adultery. Whether this means that Giselbert committed adultery
with Quenegonde at least twice, once when he was single and once when he
was married, as the wording of the sentence seems to suggest, or whether, in
fact, the quittance was misworded, we cannot tell. Nor can we tell whether
the quittance was for a settlement with Arnold or with the promotor. It would
be odd, however, for a court that tended to impose amends for almost every
possible offence revealed to allow a private settlement to preclude a prosecution,
and so it seems more likely that the composition was with the promotor.

conclusion

We began this long chapter asking a series of questions that were suggested
by the statistical differences between the sentences at Brussels and those at
Cambrai. Does the content of the sentences tell us anything about why there
were so many more office spousals cases at Brussels and why there were so many
more spousals cases involving sexual intercourse? On the basis of the statistics,
we could not be sure that it was the conscious policy of the court to pursue
such cases, though there were some indications that it was, such as the virtual
absence at Brussels of cases involving sexual offenses alone, a category of case
that seems to have been left to the lower ecclesiastical courts or to the secular
courts. An examination of the sentences themselves, however, and the fact-
patterns that they reveal suggest that it is highly likely that what we are looking
at is a conscious policy, particularly of Platea. Both he and Rodolphi continued
the practice that had begun at Cambrai of discouraging office cases of divorce
from the bond by setting the standard of proof high. From the beginning of the
register, there are virtually no cases of clerical sexual offenses, and the sexual
offenses of lay people that are punished are those that are revealed in the course
of other types of litigation. Separation cases, an occasional case of divorce from
the bond, and cases about marital property are brought in the Brussels court,
but they are brought by the parties, not by the promotors. The overwhelming
focus of the prosecutorial effort at Brussels is on spousals cases, particularly
spousals cases where potential presumptive marriages are at stake, and within
that category, spousals cases where two potential presumptive marriages are at
stake.

What the sentences, particularly those of Platea, reveal is that the con-
cern with such cases was not misplaced. A large number of probably young
women had been deflowered under circumstances where they now said that they
expected marriage. In many cases they could not prove the promises, but the
court had some sympathy with their plight, awarding them, in some instances,
a dowry for deflowering, and in many instances giving them something, such
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as a share of the costs. After 1454, Platea rarely imposed the full range of leges
that it was possible to impose on someone who alleged clandestine promises
but failed to prove them. He did, however, become more and more concerned
about frivolous allegations, and he may have considered changing the standard
of proof in cases where clandestine promises were opposed to public ones.

With the advantage of hindsight, we may see that the policy of pursuing
presumptive marriages in situations where at least initially, because of the pro-
motor, the person who wanted to allege such a marriage did not have to pay
the costs of pursuit, brought out of the woodwork not only a number of pre-
sumptive marriages, but perhaps even more women who had been deceived and
women who imagined that they had been promised marriage. The policy may
also have produced a reaction in three-party cases. Faced with the prospect of a
challenge to their planned marriages, some couples may have deliberately con-
summated their espousals in order to raise the stakes and, in the situation where
there was no intercourse following the first putative espousals, ensure that they
would get married, despite the fines that they would have to pay for their behav-
ior. In one Cambrai case not in the sample, this was clearly done in defiance
of the women’s parents; in another case, that was probably the situation.413 In
how many more cases this was the underlying situation we cannot tell.

Since the people who ended up in court were so obviously interacting with
what the court was doing, it is difficult to draw conclusions about the social
behavior of those who did not end up in court. We are certainly looking at
a biased sample of fifteenth-century society in Cambrai diocese. The Brussels
non-deflowering dowry cases and some of the Cambrai instance cases show us
segments of society that we would not expect to have existed from the sordid
tales of illicit intercourse and betrayal that we read about in the office and
office/instance spousals cases. Some link between these two worlds is provided
by the cases of dowry for deflowering, where the wronged woman is given
some compensation that can, at least, be compared with that of the wealthier
litigants’ dowry in cases not involving deflowering, and which, if we can judge
from the fact that relatively few cases of dowry for deflowering were contested,
seems to have been conceded by many of the deflowerers.

Again, with all caution because of our dependence on the perceptions of
four very different judges, it would seem that both Rodolphi and Platea, but
particularly Platea, thought that the world at which he was looking was out
of control when it came to marriage. Not only is there the sheer quantity of
cases of illicit intercourse that one, or in some cases both, of the parties thought
would lead to marriage, but there are also a strikingly large number of cases
in the Brussels register where abduction, or ‘mutual abduction’ is mentioned.
Platea and Rodolphi seem to have been the only judges of the four who fairly
regularly imposed amends on women who went off and promised marriage

413 Office c Gillaert et Meersche (n. 103), T&C no. 1052; Office c Vekemans, Scuermans et
Brughman (n. 103), T&C no. 1052.
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or had sexual intercourse, or both, without the consent of their parents.414

Now there are plenty of sexual offenses in the Cambrai registers, too; indeed,
there are probably more of them because of the practice of the Cambrai court
of pursuing certain more routine adultery and fornication cases. Of the four
judges, Nicolaı̈ is the one who indulges in the highest levels of rhetoric about
sexual offenses, particularly about violations of what seem to us to be arcane
rules about incest. With all of these qualifications, however, the world of the
Cambrai registers is one in which marriage practices are more in control than
they are in the world of the Brussels register. Whether the impression that one
gets from the registers also reflects the reality is hard to know on this evidence,
but it is possible that it did.

414 Listed T&C no. 1053.
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Divorce a mensa et thoro and salvo
iure thori (Separation)

the court of york

We begin with a case that does not seem at first glance to be very promising.1

All that survives are four membranes of depositions of six witnesses, who were
examined in the consistory court of York, two of them on 21 February, two
on 22 February, and two on 30 March 1349.2 The roll is damaged, and some
of the testimony has to be reconstructed. Fortunately, the testimony is quite
consistent, and we can be reasonably confident that what is missing in one
witness’s testimony followed closely what is present in that of others.

The story that the witnesses tell is chilling. They testify that one Richard
Scot of Newcastle upon Tyne boasted in various pubs3 that he had committed
adultery with at least three, probably six, and perhaps seven different named
women and that he had children by at least three, probably four, and perhaps
five of them,4 which children he had supported and recognized5 as his own.
They also testify, somewhat confusedly, that Richard had been cited, perhaps
more than once, before the official of the archdeacon of Northumberland in
the church of St John in Newcastle where he had confessed his adulteries and
was condemned to do penance. They further testify that on one occasion –
though they are quite vague about the date – Richard had beaten his wife,
Marjorie (Margery) Devoine, with a stick about her head and shoulders and
had drawn blood. When a doctor came to tend to Marjorie, Richard told the
doctor to get out of his house; otherwise, he said, he would break the doctor’s

1 Portions of the first section of this chapter were originally given as a paper at the International
Congress of Medieval Canon Law, Syracuse, NY, 15 August 1996.

2 Transcribed in App. e10.1 “Richard Scot of Newcastle upon Tyne c Marjorie de Devoine of
Newcastle upon Tyne (1349)” (see T&C no. 1175), from CP.E.257. References below to “T1,”
“T2,” etc. are to the different witnesses.

3 See App. e10.1: T1 (in diversis tabernis), T2 (infra tabernam Johannis de [. . . ]).
4 Details T&C no. 1056.
5 aluit et agnovit (T3–T6), aluit et recognovit (T1).
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arms and legs.6 One of the witnesses also testifies to another occasion on which
Richard admitted in the presence of Marjorie and others both that he had
beaten Marjorie and that he had committed adultery with the named women.7

As a result of these events, the witnesses say, Marjorie left Richard. Indeed, one
seems to testify that she is no longer his wife.8 All the witnesses also testify,
formulaically, that these things are either “notorious and manifest in the town
of Newcastle”9 or that there is communis, or publica, fama about them.10

We may approach this document in three different ways, each of which I will
caricature, and each of which I will argue is incomplete and, because incom-
plete, false to the evidence that we have before us. The first approach is that of a
traditional historian of legal doctrine. For such a person, the interest of this case
lies in what it tells us about the grounds for separation from bed and board,
divortium a mensa et thoro. The grounds for separation from bed and board
remained quite debatable throughout the classical period of canon law.11 Ray-
mond of Peñafort’s Summa de matrimonio, which may be taken as representing
mainstream opinion even for the fourteenth century, lists only adultery, which
Raymond calls fornication, as a cause for separation from bed and board.12 Use
of the word “fornication,” the word used in the “except” clauses in the Vul-
gate edition of Matthew’s Gospel,13 rather than “adultery,” allows Raymond
to expand the grounds somewhat. The grounds include sodomy, committed,
as the gloss attributed to John of Freiburg makes clear, either with the com-
plaining spouse or another, and also spiritual fornication, heresy, or conversion
to Judaism or paganism. Nowhere, however, does Raymond mention cruelty,
even extreme physical cruelty, as a ground for an action of separation from bed
and board.

He does, however, mention cruelty as a defense to the action for restoration
of conjugal rights.14 “A man seeking restoration,” he says, “should not be
restored [if] his cruelty is so great that adequate security cannot be provided to
the fearful woman, or [if] he is pursuing his wife with capital hate.”15 While
similar views on the topic can be derived from other canonists,16 it has been
supposed that it was not until Panormitanus, a full 75 years after our case, that
a mainstream canonist held that cruelty was a sufficient ground for an action

6 T2; T1, T3, T5, and T6 testify more vaguely to the threats to the doctor, whom T4 calls “Master
John.”

7 T2.
8 tunc uxorem (T2), implying that she is not now.
9 T&C no. 1057.

10 fama communis (T1, T2 [twice], T4 [twice], T5, T6 [thrice]), publica vox et fama (T1, T3, T4).
11 See, generally, Esmein, Mariage, 2:106–13; Brundage, Law, Sex, 371–2, 455, 510–11.
12 Raymond of Peñafort, Summa de matrimonio 4.22, pp. 574–5. For the work, see Ch 1, at

n. 3.
13 Mt 5:32, 19:9.
14 Raymond of Peñafort, Summa de matrimonio 4.19, p. 568.
15 Id., citing X 2.13.8, X 2.13.13 in fine.
16 Ref. T&C no. 1058.
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of separation from bed and board, and that proposition did not become the
communis opinio until the sixteenth century.17

This account of the doctrinal developments relies heavily on Adhémar
Esmein, who refers to the canon Si qua mulier that Raymond of Peñafort placed
in the Decretals (X 4.19.1). Si qua mulier was, Esmein implies, the source of the
exception of cruelty in a case of restitution of conjugal rights and ultimately,
for Panormitanus in the fifteenth century, the basis of an affirmative action of
separation on the ground of cruelty. In his edition of Esmein in 1935, Jean
Dauvillier pointed out that both Alexander III and Gregory IX had allowed
separation in the situation where one spouse was threatening the life of the
other, and that Bernard of Pavia and Innocent IV had both stated that separa-
tion could be granted on this ground, but that the doctrine was then suppressed
between Innocent and Panormitanus.18 Raymond in his Summa, however, relies
not on Si qua mulier for the exception of cruelty but on two other texts, on
one of which Panormitanus also relies for his statement that cruelty is the basis
of an affirmative action for separation.19 It seems unlikely that Panormitanus
reinvented the affirmative action for separation on the ground of cruelty after
it had been suppressed for 175 years. This suspicion is reinforced by the fact
that discussion of Si qua mulier prior to Panormitanus hints, though it does not
quite say, that an affirmative action might be available.20 The story is almost
certainly more complicated than the one that Esmein and Dauvillier tell. As we
will see, we have evidence of an action for separation on the ground of cruelty
in the court of York at the end of the fourteenth century, and as we have just
seen, hints of it can be found in the canonists before Panormitanus. It is thus by
no means clear that practice in separation cases was far ahead of the doctrine
of the canonists. It may be more likely that what happened was a more subtle
interplay between doctrine and practice.

In the light of this history, our case is a frustrating one for the doctrinal
historian. Since Marjorie seems to have alleged both Richard’s adultery and his
cruelty, we cannot tell whether the latter would have been, by itself, a suffi-
cient ground for separation. In short, we cannot tell whether the York court
was anticipating by 75 years the doctrine that is thought to have been first
announced by Panormitanus. We can, however, make use of the information
that our doctrinal history has provided us to begin a probabilistic reconstruc-
tion of some of what is missing from our record. If we assume that the York
court took the law as Raymond states it, then the underlying action in Scot
c Devoine must have been an action for restoration of conjugal rights. Main-
stream opinion regarded both cruelty and notorious adultery as defenses to an
action for restoration, and mainstream opinion regarded adultery as a ground

17 Esmein, Mariage 2:110–12.
18 Lit. T&C no. 1059.
19 See n. 15. Panormitanus, Commentaria in X 4.13.1, fol. 57ra, no. 4, cites X 2.13.13 but not X

2.13.8.
20 Lit. T&C no. 1060.
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for separation but did not so regard cruelty. Hence, if the mainstream was being
followed, then what we are looking at is Marjorie’s defense to an action for
restoration (with the possibility that she may also have counterclaimed for sep-
aration). Since we lack the libel, we cannot be sure, and it is, of course, possible
that the York court had anticipated the development ascribed to Panormitanus.
Nonetheless, in the absence of firm evidence to the contrary, it is probably safer
to assume that the York court was following mainstream opinion.21

A second approach to this material is that of an incautious social historian.
For such a person this document is of some interest. What we have here is six
ordinary medieval men testifying about the married life of an ordinary couple
in the very north of England in the mid-fourteenth century. The story they tell is
not pretty. We all know that patriarchal societies have a double standard when
it comes to adultery. Here, Richard Scot committed adultery with at least three
different women and boasted about it. If Marjorie had even been suspected of
adultery, Richard would have killed her. In fact, he almost did, and that brings
us to a second point: Patriarchal societies operate by the systematic oppression
of women. One of the ways in which this is achieved is through wife beating.
Not only did Richard Scot beat his wife but one of the witnesses also tells us
that when he was charged with wife beating in the court of the archdeacon of
Northumberland, he said that he had the right to beat his wife.22

This account of the incautious social historian’s view of the case is even
more obviously a caricature than is my account of the doctrinal historian’s.
(Perhaps that is because I am more sympathetic to doctrinal history than I am
to incautious social history.) There are, however, serious problems with using
our case as evidence for the propositions just advanced in the name of the
incautious social historian. In the first place, if the witnesses are to be believed
(and whether they are is an issue to which we will have to return), Richard
Scot boasted of having committed adultery with at least three women and of
fathering children by at least the same number of them. Richard’s boast is, no
doubt, an indication that his views about the shamefulness of adultery were
quite different from those of St Raymond of Peñafort. But it really tells us little
about whether Richard espoused a double standard. For all we are told here,
he may have been a believer in free love. Richard’s behavior with regard to
Marjorie is more telling. Again, if the witnesses are to be believed, he beat her
at least once, and he also claimed in court that he had a right to do this. We do
not know, however, how the archdeacon’s court reacted to this claim,23 and we
do know that he was punished for his admitted adulteries. To extrapolate from
one case, even if we accept it as true, to a whole society is, I would suggest,
unwarranted.

A third approach to this material is that of an institutional historian. For
such a person there is much about this case that is puzzling. Newcastle upon

21 Disc. T&C no. 1061.
22 dixit se licenciam habere verberandi uxorem suam (T3).
23 Disc. T&C no. 1062.
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Tyne is in the diocese of Durham, not that of York, and the consistory court of
York normally heard cases from the diocese of Durham only on appeal from
the consistory court of the bishop of Durham. The witnesses tell us that there
were proceedings in the court of the archdeacon of Northumberland, but these
proceedings seem to have been ex officio, not the instance proceedings that
would have given rise to this type of deposition, and no appeal is mentioned.24

The absence of the surrounding records, of course, makes it possible that there
was an appeal from the consistory of Durham that the witnesses do not mention,
but it is also possible that in the disruption of the years of the Black Death,
Marjorie and Richard were somehow able to bring their case directly to the
court of York, avoiding both the lower courts that might have claimed first-
instance jurisdiction.25

The institutional historian will also note two other features of this case. First,
not only do we have no indication of proceedings in the lower court but we
also lack the surrounding documents that are frequently found in these case
files. We lack the libel or appeal, the exceptions that were usually taken to this
initial document, the articles and interrogatories for Marjorie’s witnesses.26 We
also lack any indication of Richard’s side of the story.

Second, cases that raise issues of separation from bed and board are rare in
the surviving records of the York consistory court. Of the 86 marriage cases
among the cause papers that survive from the York consistory in the fourteenth
century, only 1 is a separation action (if we assume that Scott c Devoine is a
defense to a restitution action).27 In 1395, Marjorie, wife of Thomas Nesfeld
of York, sued her husband for separation a mensa et thoro on the ground of
cruelty.28 (This is the first clear indication that we have that one could sue for
separation in the York court on the ground of cruelty alone.) The witnesses on
both sides testified that Thomas beat Marjorie. Thomas’s witnesses, on the other
hand, justified his action on the ground that Marjorie had left his house without
his permission. Thomas offered security for his good behavior in the future and
received a favorable sentence from both the commissary general of the court
and a special commissary to whom the official of the court had committed the
case on appeal. The case was appealed once more, this time to the Apostolic
See, but it seems unlikely that this appeal was ever pursued. In addition to
this case and Scot c Devoine, there is one case in which a woman may have
raised issues concerning separation in her defense to a restoration action by
her husband. Again, the sentence went for the husband, and this time apostoli
were denied for the attempted appeal to the papal court.29 In a complicated
case in which the basic action is one for divorce on the ground of precontract,

24 Disc. T&C no. 1063.
25 Disc. T&C no. 1064.
26 Disc. T&C no. 1065.
27 Disc. T&C no. 1066.
28 Ch 4, at n. 262.
29 Hadilsay c Smalwod (Ch 4, n. 260); lit. T&C no. 1067.
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a woman defends on the ground of cruelty, successfully it would seem, against
her husband’s cross-petition for restoration pendente lite.30 Issues of cruelty
are raised in a petition for alimony and court costs in a three-party marriage-
and-divorce case, and an action for restoration of conjugal rights probably had
a cross-petition for separation on the ground of adultery, though this is not
evidenced in the surviving cause papers.31

These cases are typical of English separation cases. There are very few of
them, in comparison with marriage formation cases or even with divorce cases
based on the invalidity of the marriage, and they are rarely successful. The
English attitude toward separation is strict: You made your bed; now lie in it,
with whomever you made it.32 As a result, there are very few separation cases.
The depositions in Scot c Devoine, then, indicate what a strong case the plaintiff
must have in order to obtain a favorable sentence.33

If we combine the insights of the doctrinal historian, the social historian, and
the institutional historian, we can get some more out of our tantalizing record.
The institutional historian, perhaps with some help from the social historian,
will tell us that we are looking at the depositions of witnesses on one side of
a case, produced by a woman who hoped to win her case, and who had six
men who were willing to come a long distance under trying circumstances to
support her.34 Her case was not an easy one to win. The court rarely granted
separations and rarely allowed an action for restoration of conjugal rights to
fail. Borrowing from the insights of the doctrinal historian, we know that in
order to obtain a separation, Marjorie was, in all likelihood, going to have to
prove that Richard had committed adultery; in order to defeat an action for
restoration of conjugal rights, she was, in all likelihood, going to have to prove
either adultery or extreme cruelty and that Richard’s cruelty toward her was
incorrigible. We do not know whether she succeeded, but we do know that the
case was in a court about 70 miles from her hometown, under circumstances
where local inquiry would have been difficult, and that the procedure employed
seems to have been quite unusual.

Let us add to this an element on the social side. Marjorie was not poor. While
the court of York heard at first instance some cases involving quite ordinary
people, cases on appeal usually seem to have been brought by people of some
substance. Totally apart from the question of court costs, the cost of travel and
of the travel of witnesses35 posed a considerable barrier to those of modest
means trying to bring their cases more than a few miles from home. That Mar-
jorie and Richard were people of some substance is indicated also by occasional
hints in the witnesses’ depositions. The beating is alleged to have occurred in

30 Huntyngton c Munkton (Ch 4, at nn. 215–18).
31 Normanby c Fentrice and Broun (Ch 4, at nn. 195–9); Colvyle c Darell (Ch 4, at n. 251).
32 Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 100–107.
33 Helmholz, ibid., offers a more qualified assessment. Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 135–6, con-

curs with the judgment offered here.
34 Disc. T&C no. 1068.
35 T1, T3, T5 and T6 suggest that they are to receive viatica for their testimony.
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Richard’s hall (aula); one of his confessions is alleged to have occurred at the
gate of his manse (ad portam mansi); Richard seems to have had no trouble
coming up with the money to settle the claims of the mothers of his illegitimate
children, and the witnesses are specifically asked if they are tenants (tenentes)
of Marjorie.36 All of these phrases could be formulaic or reflective of a reality
not quite as grand as they sound, but taken together with the fact that Marjorie
seems to operating quite comfortably miles from home, they suggest that she
was not poor.

In these circumstances it is inconceivable that Marjorie did not get profes-
sional help in presenting her case to the court. (Here, again, the institutional
comes to the fore.) Some advocate or proctor (or perhaps both) heard Marjorie’s
story and asked himself, “How can we convince this court to do something that
it rarely does?” The answer, obviously, is that we have to show an extreme case.
Does this mean, necessarily, that there never was an adultery (much less five),
that there never was a beating (much less a doctor driven out of the house)? I
do not think that we can go this far on this record. In other cases where the
witnesses directly contradict each other, we may suspect outright lies.37 Here,
what we may have is a shading of the truth, a heightening of the story for
dramatic purposes.

There is a stock figure in modern British popular culture known as a
‘Geordie’. He comes from the north of England; he is macho and muscular,
a great drinker and womanizer, violent, and stupid. The witnesses’ descrip-
tion of Richard Scot fits the type perfectly, perhaps too perfectly. We have no
record of any defense, and Scot may have been a person of some stature. (Of
course, modern sociological research tells us that at least today neither adultery
nor wife beating is confined to any one social class.)38 What we do know is
that somehow Marjorie managed to get her case to the court of York where
her witnesses tell a compelling story of a wild man living in the north, a man
whose very name suggests the alien and hated Scots. We have no idea whether
Marjorie’s strategy worked. We should, however, be cautious in accepting her
witnesses at face value, and we should have no doubt that what we are looking
at here is a strategy. The fact that Marjorie used such a strategy suggests, at
least to me, much about the law and about social attitudes in the court of York
in the mid-fourteenth century. Totally apart from whether anything like this
ever happened to Marjorie, the fact that she chose to frame her case in these
terms is evidence of what the York court thought was both legally and socially
possible. Whether other courts were operating with the same law and the same
attitudes one case, of course, will not tell us.

We may expand our English sample, though it is difficult to do so. There
are, for example, no separation cases recorded in the eight years of litigation
reported in the Ely act book. (There is one case of spousal abuse, but as we have

36 Ref. T&C no. 1069.
37 See Donahue, “Legal Historian,” 21–32.
38 Lit. T&C no. 1070.
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seen, that case does not raise issues of separation.)39 There are three cases in
the fifteenth-century York cause papers that raise issues of separation. They tell
us a bit more but not much. In Joan widow of John Ireby of Rounton c Robert
Lonesdale of York, Joan sued for divorce a mensa et thoro on the ground of
cruelty.40 Despite extensive testimony about physical violence, a sentence for
the husband by the commissary general is affirmed by a special commissary
of the official, with no reported result on a further appeal to the official. The
depositions are quite detailed, and they recount stories of senseless acts of
violence. A number of witnesses testify that Robert struck Joan with a burning
torch a couple of months previously and damaged her eye and cheek, so much,
according to one, that the skin of her cheek hung down. He did this, they say,
because she served him dinner on a new pewter vessel because the servants had
neglected to clean the old ones. When pressed, however, the witnesses say that
they did not actually see Robert do this but heard about it from the servants,
and some say that they saw the wound. A number of witnesses testify that
Joan left Robert because he threatened to harm her if she did not bring back
a dog that she had released from a chain. Once more, however, the testimony
is hearsay. The only testimony about an event that a witness actually saw is
that Robert hit Joan with a stick and “broke her head” when she presented
him with a bill for her maintenance while she was unmarried. This testimony,
however, is singular; no one else testifies to it.41

While one can see how under the prevailing rules of evidence a court might
have found Joan’s case unproven, one does have to wonder why this testimony
did not provoke more sympathy for Joan. We should recall, however, that the
result in this case is not to force Joan to live with Robert. He did not ask for
restitution of conjugal rights, and it is not awarded. What Joan does not get is
a judicial separation of goods, and this seems clearly to be a principal object of
the suit because the articles seek, and the witnesses supply, extensive testimony
about the value of the goods that she brought into the marriage (variously esti-
mated at 40 pounds or 40 marks). These Robert has retained, at least at the time
of the testimony. It is less clear what happened to her land (valued at 11 or 12
marks per annum). It is possible, though no one quite says so, that she has gotten
that back by the time the case is over. If we recall the uncertainty of the law as to
whether a separation should be granted on the ground of cruelty alone and the
failure of Joan’s witnesses to come up with firm proof of the cruelty, it is possi-
ble that the couple reached some financial settlement that allowed the court to
leave on the record an unfavorable judgment about the basic suit. The possibility
that something like this happened is enhanced by the fact that more than eight
months pass between the final deposition and the rendering of the sentence.42

39 Office c Fysshere (Ch 4, at n. 247).
40 (1409–10), CP.F.371. This case was formerly misclassed in the sixteenth-century cause papers

(CP.G.33).
41 Text and lit. T&C no. 1071.
42 It is also possible that John defended the case in the intervening period, but the sentence mentions

no process other than what we have.
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Cecily Wyvell of York fares better in her action against her husband, Henry
Venables, donzel.43 Cecily probably married Henry at a fairly young age. Some
of her witnesses are only in their 20s, and Cecily’s mother lived with the couple,
at least at the beginning of their marriage, 13 years previously. She introduces
five witnesses, who testify variously to Henry’s adultery and cruelty.

Henry’s defense to Cecily’s libel puts their respective personalities into issue.
She alleges that he was cruel and violent; he counters that he is “a respectable
man, meek, sober, pious, affable, quiet, peaceful and humble.”44 Cecily’s wit-
nesses are at pains to counter this description. Henry, they say, is “severe, unruly
and terrifying” while Cecily is “a decent woman, humble, and kindly,” or Henry
is “out of his mind and a madman,” or Henry is “severe, a wild man, an adul-
terer, and terrifying,” while Cecily is “a decent woman, humble, cautious, and
kindly.”45

When it comes to adultery and specific instances of the cruelty, the witnesses
divide. Two of them, from Newcastle on Tyne, testify to Henry’s adulterous
relationship with a woman named Mabota, who lives in a place they call ‘West-
chester’.46 Henry, they say, openly took Mabota as his concubine and said that
“no bishop would separate them while he was alive.” One witness testifies that
Mabota has three children by Henry whom Henry has acknowledged as his.47

The York witnesses, though they know about the adulterous relationship,
focus on Henry’s cruelty to Cecily while they where living in their house in
Jubbergate (where Cecily still lives). The story that they tell is, once more,
chilling. Two witnesses report that 10 years earlier, Henry threw Cecily on the
floor for no reason and struck her with his fist in the eye, so that the eye came
out its socket and lay on her cheek. She would have lost the sight in the eye had
not her mother put it back in its socket. They also report that he beat her with
a stick called a ‘warder’. One witness testified that Cecily was so crazed by fear
on one these occasions that she would have jumped out of a high window into
the Ouse had her mother and the servants not prevented her.48

Henry’s defense to all of this is that the adultery was condoned and that the
cruelty did not happen. Since he presents no evidence, it is not surprising that
the judgment goes against him. It seems that he has not been living with Cecily
for some time. Their last child (of three) was born seven years previously, and
no one reports any encounter between them more recent than that. Although
a number of witnesses report that Cecily feared to live with Henry, it does not
seem that she was the one who moved out. That raises the question of why
Henry bothered to defend the case at all.

Perhaps the dynamics of litigation can explain his behavior. Even if Henry
was ready to terminate the relationship when Cecily filed her suit, he probably

43 (1410), CP.F.56. See Ch 4, at nn. 118–20, for a case that may involve the same woman.
44 T&C no. 1072.
45 T&C no. 1073.
46 Disc. T&C no. 1074.
47 One of the York witnesses also testifies to this.
48 T&C no. 1075.
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would not have wanted to concede all that she charged if admitting it would
affect his reputation and perhaps the financial settlement that he would have
to give her. Faced with the charges, he hires a proctor and says “contest the
case.” The rest is up to the proctor, who answers Cecily’s libel virtually word for
word. The object is to include every possible defense that might emerge in the
testimony. Once the plaintiff’s testimony is in, then Henry has another decision
to make. The testimony is devastating. Can he produce plausible witnesses to a
plausible defense? It will cost him money to do so. Maybe now it is just better
to let the judgment go against him. His proctor and/or advocate will tell him
what kind of standard he has to meet if he is going to have even a chance of
winning. They may even ask him “Are you sure, Harry, that you want this
woman back?”

Whether any of this happened in quite the way that the witnesses said it
did is more difficult to determine. The picture the witnesses draw of Henry
is remarkably like that which Marjorie Devoine’s witnesses draw of Richard
Scot. There is a similarity in Henry’s boasting about his mistress, about the fact
that the adultery takes place far to the north, in the gruesome details about the
physical violence. The story of the eye, which is particularly hard to believe
(not that it could not have happened but that Cecily did not lose the sight of
the eye as result of the injury), may even, as a recent commentator has pointed
out, be suggested by the legend of St Lucy.49

The record in Agnes Benson of York c Peter Benson of the same, like that
in Scot c Devoine, is deficient.50 Hence, we do not know whether the positions
and articles and the depositions that we have are from Agnes’s case for divorce
a mensa et thoro or from her defense to an action of restitution. The witnesses,
a husband and wife, testify to the Bensons’ marriage six years previously and
then to an event that took place in the witnesses’ house about a year later. As
they were sitting down to dinner, Peter Benson told Agnes’s son by a previous
marriage to get away from the table. Agnes protested: “It is not fitting for you
to make a fuss about where he is standing because you have given him little or
nothing.”51 At this point, Peter drew a knife and would have killed or grievously
wounded Agnes had not the host and his daughter prevented him. Agnes did
not return to the house where she and Peter were living and has feared to do
so ever since.

The two witnesses provide different details (the second witness describes
Peter’s angry words on more than one occasion, including an outburst in which
he calls Agnes a “false whore”), but their basic testimony is consistent. It also
seems more credible than some of the testimony that we have been seeing in
separation cases. Whether this means that the York court by the middle of
the fifteenth century was prepared to grant a separation on the basis of one
instance of aggravated cruelty is hard to tell. We have no sentence in the case.

49 Lit. T&C no. 1076.
50 (1448), CP.F.235.
51 T&C no. 1077.
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Once in 1390 and once in 1409, women had brought separation actions on the
grounds of cruelty alone without alleging adultery. That suggests that the court
had passed the barrier of insisting that an affirmative action of separation had
to be based, at least in part, on adultery. But both of these women ultimately
lost their cases. What this case tells us is that by 1448, at least as a defense to
a restitution action, the professionals of the court were not telling people that
they had no chance of succeeding unless they presented extreme, and probably
exaggerated, evidence of cruelty.52

The cause papers do not quite exhaust what we know about how the York
consistory court treated separation actions.53 The fragmentary act books of
the court from the 1370s reveal a few actions that either resulted in separation
or might have resulted in separation.54 None of these actions is likely to have
produced cause papers, and so the absence of such actions from any of the
surviving cause papers is to be expected. Because the evidence of these entries
is difficult to interpret, we must examine a few of them:

The entry in the case of Robert de Moreby spurrier and Constance his wife,
reads in its entirety:55

Again, on the same day [20 February 1371], there appeared before the lord official
Robert de Moreby, spurrier, and Constance his wife on account of the various disagree-
ments and discords that had arisen between them and on account of the danger of death
of Constance [inferred from] the threats of death often made by Robert to Constance.
The official, with the consent of Robert, granted them license to live apart, and Robert
swore on the holy gospels of God that he would thereafter do no bodily harm to his
said wife nor have it done, and concerning their common goods they put themselves on
the judgment and arbitration of Sir William de Chester and William Grene, mercer of
York.

This is a consensual separation of the kind that, as we shall see shortly, we
find in the French ecclesiastical courts, including a separation of goods, which
is committed to arbiters. The fact that this record is totally routine suggests that
such cases were not unusual in the York consistory in the 1370s. Since this is a
consensual separation, we cannot be sure that there was spousal abuse. If you
wanted to get a separation and this is what you had to say, this is what you
said. What lies behind this we can only guess on the basis of the record. The
couple may already have been living apart and were cited for it by the dean of
Christianity of York, but the fact that they have enough wealth that they need
to have arbiters separate their goods suggests that in their case, just moving
out of the house was not sufficient. There is no evidence that the consistory
court proceeded against them ex officio (either for living apart or for marital
discord, both of which could result in ex offico citations). Rather, this is a case
of noncontentious jurisdiction, what the French call juridiction gracieuse. The

52 Lit. T&C no. 1078.
53 Another possible example T&C no. 1079.
54 Lit. T&C no. 1080.
55 (1371), M2(1)b, fol. 2r, T&C no. 1081.
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York official seems to have exercised a fairly wide noncontentious jurisdiction,
including allowing his court to serve as a registry of recognizances of ordinary
contracts.

The case of Joan daughter of William Matheuson and Robert de Potterflete56

is less clear because the final disposition is missing and the interim ruling is hard
to make out:

Again on 18 March [1374], there appeared before the lord official sitting as for tribunal
Joan daughter of William Matheuson and Robert de Potterflete, and Joan proposed
orally that Robert took her as wife and conceived five children by her, but she, having
been sworn, alleged that for fear of death she did not dare cohabit with him. She (?they)
took the oath of calumny, etc. They were given the next Tuesday to learn how the official
would treat them about this.57 Again, Robert confessed that since Lent last past he had
carnally known Elena de la Chaumbre.

Although the language has more suggestions of a contentious matter, this
case is probably also proceeding consensually. Clearly the official is not going
to rule on the spot just because Joan says she fears for her life. He makes her
swear, and then he makes her, perhaps both of them, take the oath of calumny.
Perhaps the official was concerned about the children, though there is little
other evidence of such concern in other separation cases. The fact that Robert’s
confession of adultery comes at the end of the entry suggests that he, too, was
trying to get the separation. Perhaps he was more willing to confess this ground
than that Joan had reason to fear for her life.

The range of possible rulings that the court could make was wide. John de
Kellinglay and Cecily his wife is typical of one possibility:58

Oath of John Kellinglay about treating his wife: Again, on the same day [31 October
1374], there appeared personally before the commissary general of the lord official of
the court of York sitting as for tribunal John Kellinglay and Cecily his wife, which John
swore on the holy gospels of God, which he touched physically, that from that day
forward [he would treat] Cecily his wife decently and honestly in bed and board and in
all other matters concerning the conjugal pact, and that he would not beat or strike her
in an aggravated fashion59 with any instrument nor with his hand or foot nor beat her
in an unseemly fashion or chastise in great matters or small under pain of 12 whippings
around the market of Pontefract and under pain of going on two Sundays before the
procession of the cathedral church of St Peter of York in the penitential mode with a
candle of one pound of wax in his hand if it should happen that he should fail in these
requirements or in any one of them. Subsequently, moreover, Cecily similarly took an
oath that she from that day forward would obey John her husband and submit [to him]
humbly as she is bound, subject to the penalty.

56 (1374), M2(1)c, fol 15r, T&C no. 1082.
57 Italicized text is conjectural.
58 (1374), M2(1)c, fol. 21r, T&C no. 1083.
59 atrociter probably derived from the Roman-law concept of atrox iniuria.
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The record does not say that John was charged with atrox iniuria, though
we can hardly imagine that some such charge did not precede this. There is
no reference to the couple having been cited to appear before the commissary
general or his official. It is possible that there was no office proceeding prior
to this, and that the rector of Pontefract sent them to York and told them to
do this. It is even possible that the case began as a separation action and the
commissary general talked them into doing this. One can certainly imagine a
wrangle before the judge (or before the rector) in which she said “he beat me,”
and he said “she was insubordinate and needed correcting,” and the authority
figure said: “Both of you swear not to do it, and we won’t try to sort out who
was at fault previously.” So far as we can tell, neither of them has to do any
penance for past behavior, though that may have been handled locally. In short,
what lies behind this case is probably similar to what lay behind the Nesfield
case, except that the parties in this case seem to have been willing to accept the
court’s solution without first going through the expense of introducing proof
in a separation action.

The case of Richard ?Macloyne and Alice his wife shows us a possible inter-
mediate solution, between granting a separation and forcing the couple to
return to marital life subject to a security for future behavior. The couple had
taken oaths similar to those taken by John and Cecily Kellinglay, but the entry
continues:60

And Richard and Alice unanimously consented to live separately and apart, and they
immediately asked the lord official [to grant them] this. But the lord official said expressly
that he did not want to grant them license to live apart but he would well allow [it] for
a time until peace and concord might better be restored between them.

These cases afford a glimpse into what has been called the court’s role “as a
rather heavy-handed marriage counselor.”61 There are other examples, princi-
pally from lower-level ecclesiastical courts.62 There was almost certainly more
of it, both because the survival rate of records from lower-level ecclesiastical
courts has not been good and because the line here between what gets worked
out in court and what gets worked out in other settings, such as neighborly
or pastoral counseling, is quite porous. Granted, however, that spousal abuse
seems to be a widespread phenomenon and marriages that end up in discord a
virtually universal phenomenon, it is surprising that we do not see more records
of English church courts dealing with it. It is, for example, unclear that the court
of York continued to play the role in cases of marital disharmony that it seems
to have been playing in the 1370s. There is one case of consensual separation
and property division, with an accompanying appointment of arbitrators, in

60 (11.xii.1374), M2(1)c, fol. 22v, T&C no. 1084.
61 Lit. T&C no. 1085.
62 Ibid.
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the act book for 1420.63 A recent, careful survey of the fifteenth-century act
books has failed to disclose any others, and this despite the fact that the act
books continue to reflect other types of noncontentious jurisdiction, such as
recording recognizances.64 If such cases exist in these books they are certainly
not common.

separation at paris, cambrai, and brussels

The situation on the Continent was quite different, or perhaps it would be better
to say that the situtation was quite different in the ‘Franco-Belgian region’,65

the area of northern France and modern Belgium that we have studied.

Paris

As we have seen, between November of 1384 and September of 1387, the
Paris consistory court heard 102 separation cases, 25 percent of the total (410)
number of marriage cases. These separation cases are further subdivided into 15
(15%) cases of separation a thoro, 72 (71%) cases of separation of goods, and
15 (15%) where the type of separation cannot be determined.66 In addition,
there were 5 criminal actions of adultery, 1 of which also involved a separation
(and all of which could have), 8 criminal cases of wife beating, 3 of which also
involved separations (and all of which could have), and 1 criminal case in which
a man was ordered to take back his wife (an informal separation that in this
case does not seem to have succeeded).67

Gender ratios are difficult to calculate in instance separation cases because in
a number of them, there does not seem to be much of a contest.68 Taking all the
evidence that we have of who was the moving party (including who ultimately
paid the fee), it would seem that men brought more actions for separation a
thoro than did women (8/13 cases in which the gender of the plaintiff can
be determined, 62%), and women dominated in the cases where separation
of goods was sought (59/64 cases in which the gender of the plaintiff can be
determined, 84%).

Not only were a number of separation cases heard; a number of separations
were granted. Of the 72 plaintiffs who sought separation of goods, 46 (64%)
obtained it, and separation of goods was granted in 3 of the criminal cases of
wife beating. Of the 15 plaintiffs who sought separation a thoro, 5 (33%) were
granted it (sometimes with separation of goods), and separation a thoro was

63 Wilkynson and Wilkynson (1420), Cons.AB 1, fols. 177r–177v, quoted in Helmholz, Marriage
Litigation, 103 at n. 106.

64 Personal communication from Prof. David Smith.
65 For this phrase, see Ch 12, n. 1.
66 See Table 7.3. As in Ch 7, references are to Registre de Paris, with an additional number

indicating the position of the entry on the column.
67 Further possible examples T&C no. 1086.
68 See at nn. 114–19.
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granted in 1 of the criminal cases of adultery. One more plaintiff was probably
successful in an action for separation a thoro, and one more may have been.
A separation, probably a thoro, was probably granted in one of the actions
of uncertain type, and in another a separation of uncertain type was probably
granted.

Both the difference in the success rates in the two types of separation cases
and the difference in the proportion of the two types of cases are statistically
significant, and both differences point in the same direction.69 Separation a
thoro was much harder to get than separation of goods. In marked contrast to
other types of cases, the sentences in separation cases and the motivations for
them are normally given.70 The sentences make it quite clear why it was easier to
get a separation of goods than it was to get a separation a thoro. As we shall see,
separations of goods could be granted for a broad range of reasons, while the
party seeking to obtain a separation a thoro had to prove that the defendant
had committed adultery. Two cases suggest that the defendant could answer
this charge with a defense of in pari delicto (i.e., that the plaintiff had also
committed adultery).71 No case says that a condonation defense was available,
but it may have been.72

The difference between a separation a thoro and a separation of goods was
that in the latter, the obligation to render the conjugal debt remained, at least
in theory. This feature is expressed in a phrase that occurs in about half the sen-
tences of separation of goods (22/46), salvo iure thori. We may doubt whether
this legal difference made a practical difference in most cases. Couples who
obtained a separation of goods because of the cruelty, usually of the man,
clearly did not have an obligation of co-residence, and the relaxation of this
obligation probably applied to couples who had obtained such a separation for
other reasons as well. The legal difference, however, may have made a practical
difference in some cases. Jeanne Ferrebouc, who had already obtained a sepa-
ration of goods from her husband Jean, litigated for more than two years by
long-form procedure in order to obtain a separation a thoro. As with all long-
form cases, no sentence survives, but she probably obtained her separation a
thoro.73

We have seen that there was some doubt in the writings of the academic
lawyers whether a separation could be granted for cruelty when there was no
evidence of adultery.74 The Paris court seems to have resolved this doubt by
granting a separation in such situations, but only a separation of goods, salvo
iure thori. So far as I have been able to determine, this type of separation is not
discussed in the academic writers, but because it was not discussed there was no

69 Success rate: z=2.31, significant at .98; types of case: z=9.79, significant beyond .99.
70 For the one case where it is not given, see at n. 99.
71 Ref. and disc. T&C no. 1087.
72 It was available as a matter of the common law of the church. Tancred, Summa de matrimonio

33, p. 89, citing C.32 q.1 cc. 1–3; C.9.9.11.
73 Disc. T&C no. 1088.
74 See at nn. 11–20.
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statement that it was unavailable. A court that granted such a separation would
not have the support of the academic writers, but it would not be going contrary
to what they said either.75 Whether the development of this type of separation
(which was quite widespread in the northern French courts) ultimately led to
the acceptance by the academic writers of separations on grounds other than
adultery we cannot, in the present state of our knowledge, tell. It is certainly
possible, however, that it did.

Separations of goods were, moreover, available from the Paris court for
reasons other than cruelty. The sentence of 13 March 1385, separating Jeanne
and Pierre Auberti, is typical: “Today they were separated so far as goods are
concerned, saving the right of bed, and this because of the mismanagement
(malum regimen) of the husband and dissipation of goods and the cruelty of
the husband, etc., and each of them is content concerning the goods that are
common between them.”76 The sentence is typical, but it is not a formula.
Each separation sentence is somewhat different, giving us some confidence that
it has been designed to fit the facts of the case. Sometimes the emphasis is on
the inability of the parties to live together in peace: “They were separated so far
as goods are concerned on account of the enmity, discord, rancor, and hate that
has arisen between them, lest worse arise out of it, and this with the consent of
the couple.”77 Sometimes the emphasis is on the inability of the man to manage
the community property: “We separated [them] because of the mismanagement
of the man, etc., and because he incurred many obligations to many people
without his wife’s knowledge and to her disadvantage.”78 Whatever the cause
of the separation, community property is frequently mentioned. The parties
may consent to a division of the community that has already taken place. (This
seems to have been the situation in the Auberti case, quoted earlier.)79 Or the
parties may be sworn to make a division themselves: “They swore to make
a good division.”80 Or a commissary may be given to make the division for
them.81

The pattern of grounds for granting a separation of goods that we just out-
lined on the basis of sentences from the early months of 1385 maintains itself
throughout the remainder of the register. Seventeen of the sentences of separa-
tion of goods mention cruelty (sevitia or sevitia et austeritas) of the man as a
motivation for the sentence. To these probably should be added the three cases
that mention “harshness” (austeritas) without adding cruelty, though harshness
may be less strong.82 Seven of these sentences also mention mismanagement of

75 Disc. T&C no. 1089.
76 (13.iii.85), col. 76/3, T&C no. 1090.
77 Beurgny c Beurgny (31.iii.85), col. 91/1, T&C no. 1091, with another example.
78 Gontier c Gontier (20.iii.85), col. 82/3, T&C no. 1092, with another example.
79 Cf. Perrieres c Perrieres (n. 78), T&C no. 1093.
80 Thiphaine c Thiphaine (n. 77), T&C no. 1094.
81 E.g., Puteo c Puteo (21.ii.85), col. 61/5.
82 Examples T&C no. 1095.
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property (dissipatio bonorum, malum regimen).83 To these probably should
be added the unique case that mentions harshness without cruelty and adds
“foolishness” (fatuitias),84 and the two cases that mention harshness without
cruelty and add more standard language of mismanagement (malum regimen
et dissipatio bonorum).85

Nine of the sentences of separation of goods mention mismanagement of
property without mentioning cruelty or harshness. All of these mention malum
regimen; four add dissipatio bonorum, and one adds a specific charge of mis-
management.86 Two of the ‘pure’ cases of malum regimen specify that as a
result of the sentence, neither spouse will be liable on the contracts of the other,
a result that presumably followed in all such cases; hence, mention of it may
indicate that the husband’s incurrence of inappropriate obligations was the
ground of the mismanagement charge.87

Nineteen of the sentences are grounded on the inability of the parties to
live together in peace. The standard words for this are “enmities, rancors,
and hatreds” (inimicite, rancores, et odia), either singly or in combination.
Two of the sentences couple one or more of these words with cruelty (sevitia),
one adds “discords” (discordie) to the combination, and one adds “beatings”
(verberationes).88

Some light is cast on what is involved in these cases by the inhibitions and
injunctions that sometimes accompany them. Such orders are found in 24 of
the 72 separation cases (33%). They can appear at the beginning of the case,
with the sentence of separation, or after the sentence of separation. In 13 of
the cases in which they appear there is no sentence of separation, and in a
number of such cases it is clear that the inhibition was intended to substitute
for a sentence of separation. The inhibitions are of two general types: (1) that
the husband is not to beat (or ill-treat) the wife “beyond the conjugal manner”
(ultra modum coniugalem) and (2) that the husband is not to dissipate or sell
or remove the community property. A penal sum, normally of 20 or 40 livres,
and a threat of excommunication are usually attached to the first of these but
not to the second.

Four of the sentences motivated by the mutual hatred of the couple contain
inhibitions of type one.89 Although we cannot exclude the possibility that such
inhibitions were present in other such cases and the clerk failed to note them,
the fact that these inhibitions are relatively unusual suggests that in these cases,
there may have been particular reason to fear that the man would seek out his
separated wife and do physical harm to her. That this is so is also suggested by

83 Examples and disc. T&C no. 1096.
84 Kerautret c Kerautret (n. 82).
85 Messaiger c Messaiger and Bruneau c Bruneau (n. 82).
86 Examples and disc. T&C no. 1097.
87 Perrieres c Perrieres (n. 78); Chardon c Chardon (5.xii.85), col. 231/2.
88 Examples T&C no. 1098.
89 Examples and disc. T&C no. 1099.
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the fact that one of these cases is the only one that adds verberationes to the
standard formulae of odia et rancores.90

In six of the cases in which a sentence motivated by the cruelty of the hus-
band is granted, there is also an inhibition of type one. In five of the cases the
inhibition is given at a preliminary stage of the proceedings; in one it is con-
tained in the sentence of separation in what may have been a one-session case.91

That this case was one in which there was particular reason to fear that the
man would seek out his separated wife and do physical harm to her is suggested
by the fact that four of the cases that have preliminary inhibitions of type one
do not repeat the inhibition in the sentence, but one does.92 Presumably in the
other cases, there were reasons for believing that the wife might be in danger
of a beating while she was still living with her husband but not after she had
been separated from him.

The wording of inhibitions of type one tends to be quite formulaic, but they
are frequently combined with inhibitions of type two that are far less formulaic,
and hence give us some confidence that they have been crafted to fit what the
judge perceives to be the situation of the parties. In one case, for example,
the judge adds to a type one inhibition an inhibition against the man that he
not alienate any of the community property and against the woman that she
“not say injurious words to the man or provoke him to anger.”93 In another
such case, the husband is ordered not to dissipate the community property
and is warned that if he does so there will be a separation of goods granted,
and the wife is ordered “under similar penalties” (?both the monetary penalty
attached to the type one inhibition and the threat of separation) that she obey
her husband.94

Only one case that has an inhibition of any sort and that results in a sentence
of separation has no inhibition of type one. In May of 1386, Jeanette Chevrier
was ordered, on penalty of excommunication, to obey her husband and render
him the conjugal debt in a safe place. The reason for this unusual order with
its unusual wording is clear enough from the description of Simon Chevrier; he
was a leper.95 One of the advocates of the court is to report back to the court
on his findings about the charge of cruelty that Jeanette made against Simon
with a view to obtaining a separation of goods. The case was heard four more
times, an indication that the court was having difficulties with it. In one entry,
the court sets a date for the parties to hear its determination whether they could
be separated in goods because of the leprosy, and both the man and woman
are ordered not to withdraw or dissipate the community property. But when
the separation is finally ordered, it is not ordered on the ground of the leprosy

90 Boudart c Boudart (n. 88).
91 Barrote c Clerici (n. 71); for the five others see n. 92.
92 Listed T&C no. 1100.
93 Pastour c Pastour (n. 92), T&C no. 1101.
94 Messaiger c Messaiger (n. 67), T&C no. 1102.
95 Chevrier c Chevrier morbo lepre infectum (7–28.v.86), refs. in TCas.
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but on that of the man’s cruelty, and the case is set down for another day for
the man to swear (about what it does not say) and for the choosing of a safe
place where the couple can cohabit for purpose of rendering the debt.96 In the
final entry nothing is said about the safe place. The man swears to make a good
division for the woman, and the case is set down for making the division and for
providing for the children. Although the case was supposed to return, it did not.
A commissary was given to make the division, and he may have succeeded in
having the parties do it without the necessity of returning to the court.

The problem of what to do when one of two spouses becomes leprous was
not new in the fourteenth century. Two decretals of Alexander III, both of which
were placed in the Liber extra, dealt with the problem. In the first, Alexander
holds that the archbishop of Canterbury and his suffragans should urge, “with
careful exhortations (sollicitis exhortationibus),” husbands to follow their lep-
rous wives and wives to follow their leprous husbands into exclusion and min-
ister to them with conjugal affection.97 If they cannot be persuaded to do this,
they should be enjoined to keep continent and excommunicated if they do not.
Another decretal to an uncertain bishop, but probably of a considerably earlier
date, repeats the injunction that leprosy is not a ground for separation, empha-
sizes that lepers have the right to marry, and insists that the healthy spouse
render the debt to the leprous one.98 If we have the chronological order of
these decretals right, we may suggest that Alexander came to realize the pas-
toral impracticability of his earlier position. But both decretals were lex vigens,
so far as the court of Paris was concerned, and the question was how they
affected the relatively new institution of separation of goods.

The court had, in fact, dealt with another case of a leprous spouse just a
month before the Chevrier case.99 In the first entry in the case, Pierre and Marie
Abbatisvilla are granted a separation of goods. No motivation is stated, and
nothing in the entry indicates what the problem is. This is the only separation
in the entire act book for which the motivation is not stated. The following
week, tutors (including the husband) are assigned to the couple’s children, and
here the wife is expressly said to be infected with leprosy.

It would seem that the difference between Chevrier and Abbatisvilla is that
the former case was contested and the latter was not. If Pierre and Marie could
agree, they would be quietly separated and no motivation stated. Only the rou-
tine granting of tutors allows us to determine their tragic situation. Simon
Chevrier contested the separation. The court considered granting it on the
ground of leprosy, but ultimately decided that it had enough to hold, per-
haps with a bit of a stretch, that he had been guilty of cruelty. The formal
order insisted that Jeanette render him the debt “in a safe place.” Ultimately,
however, so far as the record allows us to tell, no safe place was chosen.

96 Id., col. 310/5, T&C no. 1103.
97 X 4.8.1.
98 X 4.8.2.
99 Abbatisvilla et Abbatisvilla (6.iv.86, 13.iv.86), col. 288/5, 292/3.
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One other inhibition case does not have an inhibition of type one. It is a
case where the husband swears and promises to treat his wife “amicably, as
a husband ought to treat his wife, and the wife swears to obey him.” The
cryptic entry then suggests that the same was enjoined on them under penalty
of excommunication.100 There is no sentence of separation in this case, and it
seems clear that this agreement, probably fostered by the court, was a substitute
for such a sentence. That seems even clearer in the sole entry in another case:101

“[JB] and [JB] appearing promised under penalty of excommunication and 40
livres, viz., the man not to beat or maltreat his wife beyond the conjugal manner
and the wife to obey the same her husband under the same penalty. And the
man willed and consented that if he should beat the same his wife beyond this
manner, they would be separated, etc.” A similar final inhibition focuses more
on the property aspects of the couple’s relationship:102

In a case of separation the plaintiff [wife] proposed cruelty and ‘dilapidation’ of goods,
etc., and the defendant countered with the harshness and disobedience of the woman,
etc. At length the man was inhibited that he not beat his wife under penalty of excom-
munication and 100 livres or mistreat her, and that he not dissipate the common goods
between them or incur obligations himself to the prejudice of the wife, and that he bring
back to the community anything that had been taken out by him, etc., and that he swear
that he would do so. And the woman vice versa, and it was enjoined on the same woman
under similar penalty that she obey her husband, etc.

Notice both the size of the penal sum and the fact that a woman can be accused
of “harshness” but apparently not of cruelty.

In another case, a similar injunction was issued (including the large penal
sum), but this was not the end of the case. Eight months later the couple obtained
a separation on the ground of the husband’s cruelty.103 It certainly looks as if the
couple attempted a reconciliation, perhaps under court pressure, but that it did
not succeed. There are two other cases where the inhibition was clearly intended
to be the end of the case and, so far as we can tell, was. In one it is ordered:104

“Concerning [CS], plaintiff in a case of separation, against [GS] today the
parties were inhibited, the husband under penalty of excommunication and
100 marks of silver that he not beat or ill-treat his said wife without warrant
(indebite) nor dissipate or alienate the common goods between them, and the
woman was similarly inhibited that she not alienate or carry off any of the
common goods between them, and she was enjoined to obey her said husband,
thus they departed sine die.” In the other, a clerk is ordered to treat his wife
with marital affection and in the conjugal manner and not to beat her “cruelly
or enormously.”105

100 Pontancier c Pontancier (24.xii.86), col. 406/5, T&C no. 1104.
101 Borde c Borde (7.xii.85), col. 232/4, T&C no. 1105.
102 Trubert c Trubert (11.v.86), col. 304/4, T&C no. 1106.
103 Details T&C no. 1107.
104 Senescalli c Senescalli (11.x.86), col. 376/7, T&C no. 1108.
105 Potelier c Potelier (14.xii.85), col. 235/6, T&C no. 1109.
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In other cases, it is more difficult to tell whether the inhibition was intended
to be the final order, but so far as I can determine, it was the final order. In three
cases an order is sent to an advocate of the court to come back with an “informa-
tion” on the charges and countercharges of the couple (sometimes a day is set for
this to happen), and the court issues an interim inhibition, always including one
of type one and sometimes including other elements as well, and that is the last
that we hear of the case.106 Two of these cases involve petitions for restitution
by the man, and in one of them the petition is granted and the order of type one
is given before the charges and countercharges are heard.107 In two other cases
restitution is ordered, in one without any grounds for separation being stated
and in the other both before and after they have been stated.108 Another case,
at the libel stage, ends with an order that the husband take back his wife and
not beat her.109 Two other cases have inhibitions that may have been sufficient
to persuade the parties not to come back.110 There is not much indication that
the Paris court was following the doctrines prescribed in Tancred about posses-
sory, as opposed to petitory, actions, but these cases provide some indication
that it was.

We have already seen that the granting of a separation a thoro was by no
means automatic. What the cases just discussed show is that it was not auto-
matic in separations of goods either. It certainly looks as if in some cases the
court either persuaded the parties to attempt to reconcile or insisted that they
so attempt. Contested cases, as we have seen, produced commissions to court
officers “to return an information to be made.”111 When a judgment of separa-
tion says that the judge was “sufficiently informed,” he is probably referring to
this procedure, even though there is no entry that records the referral.112 Even
where the sentence seems to have been granted simply on the statements of the
parties, the sentence will often add that the matter “was established for us.”113

This must mean, at a minimum, that the court believed the statements of the
parties.

The fact remains, however, that almost two-thirds of the parties who sought
a separation of goods got it. This was particularly true where the nominal
defendant did not contest the case. Indeed, in some cases, it is difficult to tell
who is the plaintiff and who the defendant, a characteristic most notable in the
cases where the ground of the sentence is that the parties are quarreling.114 Six
cases mention that the separation is given with the consent of or by the will of

106 Examples T&C no. 1110.
107 Cuillere c Cuillere (n. 106); Sampson c Sampson (n. 106) (petition granted).
108 Listed T&C no. 1111.
109 Rogerii c Rogerii (10.x.86), col. 370/2, T&C no. 1112.
110 Listed T&C no. 1113.
111 Examples T&C no. 1114.
112 Sufficienter informati: examples T&C no. 1115.
113 Examples T&C no. 1116.
114 Examples T&C no. 1117.
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the parties.115 At least in some cases, it would seem that if the man was willing
to admit his wife’s charges, a decree of separation of goods would be granted
by consent.116 Whether the late medieval northern French courts were granting
separations of goods on the basis of consent is controverted in the literature.117

We will return to the issue after looking at the Cambrai separation cases. For
now, we might note that after mentioning consent (and nothing else) several
times in judgments in 1385, the Paris official seems to have backed away from
that proposition and to have insisted on saying that he had some proof of
the grounds for separation other than the consent of the parties.118 It seems
clear that consent alone was not a sufficient ground. The issue was how the
acceptable grounds were to be proved. One may legitimately doubt, however,
how far the Paris court was, as a practical matter, from separation of goods by
mutual consent.119

Cambrai and Brussels

Our sample of Cambrai straight marriage instance cases revealed 34 cases of
separation, approximately one-quarter (27%) of the marriage instance cases.
Applying this proportion to the total number of sentences, we estimate that
they represent about 5 percent of the sentences.120 All but one of the sentences
are definitive, and in all the definitive sentences a separation is granted.121

In addition to these cases there are 14 cases in our sample of marriage cases
in which a couple is charged ex officio with unauthorized separation. In all
but two of them, one or both are also charged with adultery. In all of these
cases the couple are fined, but in 12 of them they also obtain a separation.
To these should be added the one instance case of separation for adultery that
has strong office elements, and in which a separation was ultimately granted.
These 15 office cases represent an estimated 6 percent of the marriage cases, or
slightly more than 4 percent of the total number of sentences.122

The nature of the Cambrai records does not allow us to see cases that were
brought but were abandoned short of a sentence of some sort, but granted
the plaintiffs’ success rate, it seems highly unlikely that there were many such
cases.123 Nor do we find, as we do at Paris, inhibitions to couples to live together
where no sentence of separation was granted. (One sentence of separation refers
to, and orders the couple to make amends for the violation of, such an

115 Listed and disc. T&C no. 1118.
116 Croix c Croix and Bruneau c Bruneau (n. 113), almost say that, except that one adds the phrase

et quia alias constat and the other per confessionem viri et alias.
117 Lit. T&C no. 1119.
118 See cases cited in n. 115.
119 See Lévy, “Officialité de Paris,” 1279.
120 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 1120.
121 Disc. T&C no. 1121.
122 15/247 marriage cases in the two samples; 6% times 70%.
123 Disc. T&C no. 1122.
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inhibition, which had previously been ordered.)124 If we concluded that it was
much easier to get a separation at Paris than at York or Ely, it looks as if it was
even easier at Cambrai.

The number of separation cases dealt with by the two officials whose sen-
tences are recorded in our records was approximately proportional to the num-
ber of sentences that each of them rendered.125 The same is not true, however,
of types of separation cases. Oudard Divitis (1438–9) heard 6 of the 15 criminal
separation cases in the sample (40%) and only 4 of the instance separation cases
(12%).126 That Divitis had a somewhat different attitude toward instance sep-
aration cases may also be indicated by the fact that his sentences in such cases
are much skimpier than those of his successor Grégoire Nicolaı̈, though this
difference may be due to the fact that they used different scribes.

These differences suggest that we may be looking at a range of possible
variations in practice within the courts of one diocese. With this in mind, I
examined all of the separation sentences in the Brussels court book, making
use of the index to the book. The reader will recall that the chronological range
of this book starts later than that of the Cambrai book and ends later (1448–59
vs 1438–53). It, too, represents the work of two officials but of only one scribe.
(This fact allows us to discount the possibility that the variations in the Cambrai
sentences are the result of scribal peculiarities.) The search produced 82 cases,
somewhat more than 5 percent of the total number of cases that are represented
in the book.127 This suggests that the Brussels court heard proportionally fewer
separation cases than did the Cambrai court, and one possible reason for this
difference is that the Brussels court heard only six criminal cases that involved
separation (and one that was mixed criminal and civil). The ratio of instance
separation cases at Brussels to the total number of sentences approximates that
of Cambrai (roughly 5%), while the proportion of criminal cases is much lower
(less than .05% vs approximately 4%).

Jan Rodolphi alias Flamingi, the official of Brussels through September of
1452, accounts for 402 sentences in the book; the remaining 1,188 were issued
while Jan de Platea alias de Lira (Lier) was official. Rodolphi was thus respon-
sible for 25 percent of the sentences. He was also responsible for more than
his share of separation sentences (37%, 30/82).128 Platea rendered proportion-
ally more separations in criminal cases than did Rodolphi, but the number of
criminal sentences for both of them is so small that little can be made of this
fact.

We thus have a remarkable series of differences that seem to be peculiar to
the judges, as can be seen in Table 10.1.129 With due caution (because of size

124 Office c Tiérasse et Tiérasse (18.xi.52), no. 1373, disc. T&C no. 1123.
125 Details T&C no. 1124.
126 Disc. T&C no. 1125.
127 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 1126.
128 This number assigns to Rodolphi two cases that were begun while he was official but not

completed until after he left office.
129 For problems with the table, see disc. T&C no. 1127.
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table 10.1. Separation Sentences in the Cambrai and Brussels Registers
(1438–1459) by Judge

%Total
Judge Criminal % Civil % Total % Total % Sentences Sentences

Divitis 24.5 73 9.1 27 33.6 24 19 12
Nicolaı̈ 36.6 35 67.9 65 104.5 76 81 9
Rodolphi 1.0 5 21.0 95 22.0 27 25 5
Platea 5.0 8 54.0 92 59.0 73 75 5

Notes: ‘Criminal’ and ‘Civil’ give the number of criminal and civil separation sentences rendered
by each official (extrapolated from the sample in the case of Divitis and Nicolaı̈, actual count in the
case of Rodolphi and Platea) and the following percentages the proportion of each type of sentence
to the total separation sentences that each judge rendered; ‘Total’ is the total number of separation
sentences rendered by each judge; ‘% Total’ gives the proportion of separation sentences to the
total number of separation sentences rendered by the two judges in each court; ‘% Sentences’ gives
the proportion of total sentences rendered by the two judges in each court; ‘%Total Sentences’
gives the proportion of separation sentences to the total number of sentences rendered by each
judge.
Source: Registres de Cambrai; Liber van Brussel.

of the samples in some of the cells), this table suggests, as we have already
noted, that there was a quite dramatic difference between the Cambrai and the
Brussels courts in the number of separation cases heard in the criminal process,
and that Divitis heard a substantially greater proportion of criminal separation
cases than did his successor. The table may also point to a change over time. In
the 1440s and 1450s, there was less of a tendency to hear separation cases in
the criminal mode. So far as the proportion of separation sentences to all types
of sentences is concerned, Divitis rendered a somewhat greater proportion and
Nicolaı̈ a somewhat smaller, whereas Rodolphi and Platea rendered roughly
the same proportion.

These differences may be peculiar to the four judges involved, but to the
extent that they illustrate chronological trends, they are both contrary to and
in accordance with some broader trends in northern French marriage litigation
that we will discuss in Chapter 12. In northern French courts in the fifteenth
century, I will argue, criminal process tended to dominate the civil in mar-
riage litigation, and the civil tended to disappear. To the extent that we are
looking at a decline in criminal process in separation cases, that decline was
contrary to the overall trend in marriage litigation. Once separation actions
became an almost exclusively civil matter, however, they seem to have followed
the trend in that their numbers, both absolutely and proportionally, tended to
decline.

As was the case at Cambrai, plaintiffs in separation cases at Brussels had a
high success rate. Of the 75 instance cases, 70 result in judgments of separation,
as do 5 of the 6 office cases.130 The one office case that does not result in such a

130 Disc. T&C no. 1128.
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judgment has a judgment dissolving the marriage on the ground of consan-
guinity.131 Of the five instance cases that do not result in such sentences, one
is evidenced only by an interlocutory sentence admitting the libel.132 A separa-
tion may have been granted in this case (there is evidence that other separation
sentences were not recorded),133 but we cannot be sure. Another of the five
sentences is a confirmation of an agreement of reconciliation of a couple who
had separated without the judgment of the church.134 The remaining three
were brought as actions by the husband for restoration of conjugal rights. In
two, restoration is ordered, subject to a cautio given by the husband in one
case that he not alienate his wife’s goods and in the other that he not mistreat
her.135 In the third, the last entry is an interlocutory sentence ordering the wife
to live apart from her husband “with an upright and respectable woman in
Brussels.”136 The first two cases show that it was possible to lose an action
for separation in Cambrai diocese, at least where the separation was alleged as
counterclaim in an action for restoration of conjugal rights, and they raise the
suspicion that in many of the cases in which the separation was granted, neither
of the parties was trying very hard to prevent it. This is a topic to which we must
return.

Although it is not always possible to tell who is plaintiff and who is defendant
in separation cases in Cambrai and Brussels,137 where we can tell, it is female
plaintiffs who predominate. Our sample of Cambrai instance separation cases
reveals 25 female plaintiffs as opposed to 8 male (76% female). The actual
count of Brussels instance separation cases reveals 46 female plaintiffs and 20
male (70%).138

Compared to the Paris sentences of separation, the Cambrai and Brussels
sentences have two striking differences. In the first place, so far as we can tell,
all of them are separations a mensa et thoro, or, as the Cambrai formula has it,
divorcium quoad thorum et mutuam servitutem. Almost all of the Cambrai and
Brussels separation sentences contain this formula (or at least divorcium quoad
thorum), so that we suspect that in the few in which it is not present, the scribe
simply neglected to put it in. None of the Cambrai and Brussels separation
sentences, so far as I am aware, contains the formula salvo iure thori. The
second difference is that in place of the careful delineation in the Paris book of
the grounds for the judgment of separation, Cambrai and Brussels feature only
two, adultery and/or the maddeningly vague morum discrepantia.

131 Office c Gheerts en Bertels (14.v.51), no. 270.
132 Kerchove c Soutleuwe (10.x.52), no. 405.
133 See n. 130.
134 Heckene en Malscaerts (3.ix.56), no. 1015, disc. T&C no. 1129.
135 Keynoghe c Zoetens (16.iv.51), no. 260; Gouwen c Uls (23.i.56), no. 924; text and lit. T&C

no. 1130.
136 Perre c Meys (10.i.55 to 7.ii.55) (T&C no. 1131), refs. in TCas.
137 See, e.g., paragraph following n. 174.
138 Disc. T&C no. 1132.
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Discrepantia is a not very common classical Latin word, meaning “discord,
dissimilarity, discrepancy.”139 None of the standard dictionaries reports any
peculiarly medieval usages of the word. Mos, of course, is a very common
classical Latin word, with a wide semantic field. In the plural it can mean
“manners, morals, character,” in either the good or the bad sense, and it is
probably in that meaning that it is to be taken here. So far as I am aware, the
use of morum discrepantia as a technical legal term is confined to the Cambrai
and Brussels courts.140

In order to get some sense of what the phrase means in our separation sen-
tences, we must look at the contents of those sentences more closely. We have
already seen that there were some differences in the types and quantity of sep-
aration sentences that our four judges rendered, and differences are also to be
noted in the ways that they worded their sentences.

As we have already noted, Oudard Divitis renders skimpy instance sentences
of separation, and there are relatively few of them. He never uses the term
morum discrepantia. His first recorded instance separation sentence establishes
his pattern: “We tolerate in patience that [CV] plaintiff and [HN] defendant,
who are married – lest worse result therefrom – remain separated from each
other until, with God’s guidance, they determine to reconcile with each other,
and we dispose of their goods in lawful form, dividing the costs between them
and for [good] reason, issuing a definitive sentence in this writing.”141 It will be
noted that this is not the language of a sentence given as of right; it is, rather,
language of dispensation. Particularly telling in this regard are the phrases in
patientia tolleramus and ne deterius inde contingat, phrases that had been used
in dispensations since at least the twelfth century.142

This core of the sentence, with its dispensatory language, its emphasis on
the temporary nature of the separation, sometimes with the dividing of costs,
almost always with the formulaic separation of goods, and frequently with
the addition that the couple are to live chastely (caste vivendo), is found in
virtually all the Brussels/Cambrai separation sentences over the succeeding
20 years. Minor variants occur in the wording. Sometimes the word for “sep-
arated” is segregati as here; sometimes it is separati. “They will” (voluerint)
and/or “they can” (potuerint) is frequently substituted for “they determine”
(duxerint). Sometimes, as here, the court “disposes” (disponimus, disponentes)
of the couple’s goods; sometimes, it “ordains” concerning them (ordinamus,
ordinantes);143 sometimes it does both. If there is any significance in these vari-
ants, it is now lost; we suspect that they are simply artful variations of the basic
formula.

139 Lewis and Short, s.v.
140 Anne Lefebvre’s more extensive search for a somewhat later period did not discover any.

Officialités, 179–206, esp. 201–4.
141 Verhommelen c Verneyen (10.i.39), no. 111, T&C no. 1133.
142 Ref. T&C no. 1134.
143 One is reminded of the ‘ordination’ of a vicarage in England, where the bishop approved the

financial arrangements for compensating the vicar.
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Minor wording variations like these aside, Divitis’s sentences stick closely
to this basic formula. In the case just quoted, the couple were fined for having
lived apart without a judgment of separation, and both of them, apparently,
for having committed adultery.144 In another case in the sample, it is stated
expressly that no fines were imposed, but the sentence is virtually the same,
with the addition of the caste vivendo formula and the omission of an indica-
tion of who was plaintiff and who was defendant.145 This omission raises the
possibility that the couple jointly asked for the separation. Another sentence
also omits an indication of who was plaintiff and who defendant, but we know
that there was a plaintiff and a defendant in this case because the notes of the
fines tell us that plaintiff and defendant were fined for living separately, but
only the defendant was fined for her adultery.146 The last instance sentence has
a fine only for living apart, but the plaintiff wife and the defendant husband
are identified as such.147

There are six criminal cases of unauthorized separation in the sample of
Divitis’s sentences. In all but one of them, one of the couple had also commit-
ted adultery. Divitis granted separations in four of the cases; he did not grant
separations in one of the adultery cases and in the one case that did not involve
adultery.148 Before we conclude that Divitis refused to grant a separation in
these latter cases, however, we should consider the possibility that he was not
asked to grant one. In the case where no adultery was mentioned, the couple
were back in court six months later, when the wife obtained an instance judg-
ment of separation in the standard form and the man was fined for adultery.149

Three of the four sentences of separation that Divitis granted in criminal cases
are phrased in the same form that he employs in the instance cases, tacked on to
the end of a criminal sentence for unauthorized separation and adultery.150 The
fourth such sentence in the sample is quite different: “The divorce, nonetheless,
sought by [MJ] on account of the sin against the law of his marriage committed
and confessed by this [JP] we celebrate, and ordain concerning their goods in
lawful form, issuing a definitive sentence in this writing.”151 This is, of course,
language of right rather than of dispensation, and from a legal point of view it
is more correct than the other sentences. Jean du Piet had committed adultery;
Marie le Jolie had not, at least so far as had been shown. Marie was entitled
to a judgment of separation; it was not a matter of the grace of the court. But
the same was also true of the three sentences of separation that Divitis granted
in the other criminal separation cases; only one of the spouses was known to
have committed adultery. It is possible that the difference lies in the fact that

144 Verhommelen c Verneyen (n. 141), disc. T&C no. 1135.
145 Gobert et Appelterre (12.v.39), no. 222.
146 Eede c Vrijes (24.i.39), no. 127.
147 Provost c Provost (24.iii.39), no. 185.
148 Examples and disc. T&C no. 1136.
149 Tannaisse c Petit (6.iii.39), no. 158.
150 Listed T&C no. 1137.
151 Office c Piet et Jolie (15.x.38), no. 46, T&C no. 1138.
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Marie had asked for the separation and Jean had not, whereas in the other
cases, both spouses had asked for the separation. It is also possible, however,
that the granting of a separation by way of dispensation in situations where it
was not clear that the law allowed it had become so common in the Cambrai
court that it led to ignoring the fact that there were some situations in which it
was a matter of right.

The instance separation sentences of Grégoire Nicolaı̈ are more substantial
than those of Divitis. In all 29 sentences in the sample, Nicolaı̈ begins by recit-
ing the procedural steps that had led to his sentence. Despite the amount of
verbiage that doing this adds, the process described need not have amounted
to much. There was a libel or petition by the plaintiff. More often just the
latter is mentioned, suggesting something quite informal and probably oral.
The defendant replied. Then the parties offered “oaths, assertions, and con-
fessions” (sacramentis, assertionibus, et confessionibus). Sometimes we hear of
“allegations” and/or “conclusions.” Rarely do we get an indication that any
proof beyond the sworn statements of the parties was offered or taken.152 The
suspicion that in many cases there was little or no contest is heightened by the
fact that in many of the sentences, it is expressly stated that the separation is
granted with the consent of the defendant.

Unlike Divitis, Nicolaı̈ normally gives an explicit ground for his instance
separation sentences. In 15 of them (52%), it is the adultery of the defendant. In
13 of these cases, Nicolaı̈ also mentions the consent of the defendant and grants
the separation, making use of the language of dispensation that Divitis had
employed: “on account of the sin of the same defendant and his express consent
intervening in this, we admit the divorce sought by the plaintiff, tolerating in
patience that the same parties, living chastely, remain separated until, with
God’s guidance, they can and will be reconciled with each other,” and so on.153

One of the two sentences in such cases that does not mention the consent of
the defendant is otherwise the same as the sentence just given.154 We suspect
that in this case, the scribe forgot to include the mention of consent. The other
sentence is different: “on account of the sin of [?the same defendant], the merits
of the case, moreover, having been duly considered, and lest, if it were done
otherwise, worse might come of it, we tolerate in patience,” and so on.155 As we
will see, the clarification of the meaning of the phrase ne deterius inde contingat
appears in other sentences of Nicolaı̈. The express mention that Nicolaı̈ has
weighed the merits of the case suggests that the defendant did not consent, and
that Nicolaı̈ must here make the further determination that leaving the parties
together is likely to have bad results. This is, again, inconsistent with the law
as we understand it. If the defendant had committed adultery and the plaintiff
had not, she was entitled to a separation as a matter of right.

152 Disc. T&C no. 1139.
153 Lanchsone c Blanchart (20.iii.43), no. 443, T&C no. 1140.
154 Val c Pontbays (2.iv.46), no. 904.
155 Sandemoin c Fiesve (22.vi.43), no. 487, T&C no. 1141.
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Nicolaı̈’s early separation sentences in cases where adultery had not been
shown are grounded on the consent of the parties and the fear that if the
separation is not granted, worse will come of it: “on account of the consent
of both of these parties intervening in this and lest, if it were done otherwise,
worse might come of it, we tolerate in patience,” and so on.156 One can well
imagine how this wording might have made Nicolaı̈ uncomfortable because it
seems to make the judgment of separation depend on the consent of the parties
and not on the judgment of the church that cause for such a separation had
been found.157

It is probably for this reason that Nicolaı̈ began to experiment with say-
ing something more: “on account of incompatibility of the couple who are
presently contending with each other and the repugnancy of their mores – lest,
if it were done otherwise, worse might happen – by the common consent of
the same parties, we tolerate in patience,” and so on, “ordaining concerning
their goods in the form of law or in that form with which each side shall be
reasonably satisfied,” and so on.158 What was needed was something other
than the consent of the parties to support the proposition that if they were not
separated, something worse (than a separation) would happen. It was found
in the very squabble that was taking place before the court. Anyone who has
watched a couple screaming at each other in a modern divorce court has, we
might suggest, some sense of what Nicolaı̈ is talking about. And we can cer-
tainly imagine him saying to himself, “If I don’t let this couple separate they are
going to start throwing things at each other (if they haven’t done so already),
and someone is going to get hurt.” One can even sense more hope than expec-
tation in his assertion that when it came to the division of goods, they would
behave reasonably.

Twenty-two months later Nicolaı̈ tried another formula “on account of the
discrepancy (discrepatio) of the mores of the couple – whence truly not little
danger could arise from their daily cohabitation – we tolerate in patience that
the same parties – as they consent on both sides – living chastely may remain
separate,” and so on.159 Discrepatio is a rather uncommon classical Latin word
that means “discrepancy” or “dispute.” Perhaps someone told Nicolaı̈ that this
was not quite the word he wanted; perhaps he realized it himself. Eight months
later he reworded the formula: “on account of the discord of mores (morum
discrepantia) of the couple, and lest, if it were done otherwise, worse might
come of it, there intervening the consent of both of the parties, in patience –
as the plaintiff asks – we tolerate,” and so on.160 This formula became fixed.

156 Sciethase c Bayvouts (9.ii.43), no. 430, T&C no. 1142. Cf. Sombeke c Wesembeke (25.viii.42),
no. 303.

157 Disc. T&C no. 1143.
158 Cupere c Craeys (15.xii.42), no. 397, T&C no. 1144. We depart here from the sample to

examine all of Nicolaı̈’s separation cases containing the phrases morum incompatibilitas or
discrepantia, as indexed in the edition.

159 Cantignarde c Tondeur (3.x.44), no. 541, T&C no. 1145.
160 Feluys c Herinc (28.vi.45), no. 729, T&C no. 1146.
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Nicolaı̈ used it, with slight variations, in 20 more recorded sentences, and it
was adopted by the Brussels officials when the officiality was founded late in
1448.161 It took some time, however, for this phrase to become the dominant
one. “Incompatibility of mores” (morum incompatibilitas) appears in three sen-
tences around the time when Nicolaı̈ first used the phrase morum discrepantia,
and it is used in one case that appears somewhat later in his registers.162

Once the formula employing morum discrepantia was adopted, Nicolaı̈’s
sentences become even less informative than they were when he was experi-
menting with it. All but 2 of the 21 sentences that contain the formula also
mention the consent of the parties, and those two, which were rendered a day
apart, probably omit the mention of consent because the scribe forgot to include
it.163 The formula is used in two office cases brought for separation without the
judgment of the church, but these cases are otherwise indistinguishable from
the instance ones in which the couple is fined for unlawful separation, except
that we cannot tell which spouse took the lead in asking for the separation.164

Four are rendered in cases (one office, three instance) where the fines tell us
that adultery was also involved. In one such case, both spouses had committed
adultery, and so we might imagine that neither of them was entitled to a sep-
aration for adultery, but in the other three, only one of the couple is fined for
adultery.165 Only two cases elaborate on the meaning of morum discrepantia.
In one, we are told that the wife of a man who was seeking restoration of conju-
gal rights – and the woman had previously been ordered by the court to return
to her husband – alleged that because of the husband’s “cruelty and harshness”
she did not dare return to him, even if he gave surety. The official granted her
a judgment of separation “on account of the cruelty and harshness of the man
previously alleged and the discord of mores of this couple.”166 In the other case,
the “harshness of the man” is simply added to morum discrepantia as a ground
for the sentence.167

The Brussels sentences in separation cases add something, but not much,
to our knowledge. As we have noted, there are 75 instance cases involving
separation, of which 70 have sentences of separation. Of these 45 (64%) are
grounded in the adultery of one of the parties, although 20 (29% of total
separations granted) also add morum discrepantia.168 Twenty of them (again,
29%) are grounded in morum discrepantia alone. Hence, more than half of the
sentences use the phrase morum discrepantia. The remaining five sentences of

161 See Registres de Cambrai, s.v. discrepantia morum; Liber van Brussel, s.v. Scheiding van tafel
en bed, onverenigbaarheid van karakter.

162 Listed T&C no. 1147.
163 Listed T&C no. 1148.
164 Listed with disc. of fines in instance cases T&C no. 1149.
165 Listed T&C no. 1150.
166 Brodel c Hardouchin (21.x.45), no. 803, T&C no. 1151.
167 Wérye c Roussiel (10.vi.46), no. 939.
168 And one adds leprosy: Tyriaens c Huens (27.x.57), no. 1234, T&C no. 1152.
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separation do not give a ground, either because it is simply absent or because
the sentence confirms one previously given.

We noted that Rodolphi gave proportionally approximately the same num-
ber of separation sentences as did Platea. The proportion of separation sen-
tences that he gave for morum discrepantia, however, was considerably less
than the proportion of such sentences that Platea gave. Only 3 of Rodolphi’s
20 instance sentences of separation are for morum discrepantia (15%), whereas
17 of Platea’s 50 instance separation sentences were solely grounded on morum
discrepantia (34%) and an additional 20 (40%) were grounded on both adul-
tery and morum discrepantia. This difference in proportions is not surprising
if we recall that Rodolphi’s tenure overlaps with that of Nicolaı̈ at Cambrai
(1448–52) and that Nicolaı̈ himself had begun to experiment with granting
separations on the basis of morum discrepantia only three years before Rodol-
phi took office.

That Rodolphi was cautious about granting sentences of separation on the
basis of morum discrepantia can also be seen in the wording of the sentences
themselves. Like Nicolaı̈ and Divitis before him, he uses the basic language of
dispensation: “We tolerate in patience that the parties, living chastely, stand
and remain apart from each other, until they wish to reconcile themselves,”
followed by a formal separation of goods.169 Where Rodolphi’s separation
sentences differ from those of Divitis and Nicolaı̈ is that in addition to the
formulaic “lest worse come of it,” he gives the reasons why one might think
that worse would come of it as part of what we would call his “findings of fact”:
“Having seen propositions and allegations, assertions and confessions of the
couple on both sides and particularly their age and morum discrepantia and
continual serious dissensions, and also the discords, quarrels and dangers of
[their] children and friends, with other things that could justly move our spirit,
and lest worse come out from it, having invoked the name of Christ, we say,
discern, and declare that the divorce from bed that the couple on both sides have
asked for ought to be admitted and is admitted, tolerating in patience,” and
so on.170 Two of Rodolphi’s instance separation sentences follow this form.171

The third is quite different: “Having paid attention to the allegations of [TJ],
layman, and [MB], a married couple, notably their morum discrepantia and
also the disgraceful beating and wounding that this [TJ] did to the person of
[MB] his wife with a knife and a stick, with the other things that are to be
attended to and supplied by law, the name of Christ having been invoked, lest
worse come of it, we tolerate in patience,” and so on.172

Rodolphi also renders sentences of separation in three of the five cases where
we cannot tell the grounds for the separation. One of these had previously been
heard by the dean of Christianity of Brussels, but the procedure in the officiality

169 Houschels c Guidderomme (13.xi.50), no. 217, T&C no. 1153.
170 Voghelere en Scocx (23.i.50), no. 127, T&C no. 1154.
171 Voghelere en Scocx (n. 170); Meskens en Huekers (10.iii.50), no. 143, disc. T&C no. 1155.
172 Jambotial en Brakevere (26.v.52), no. 377, T&C no. 1156.
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suggests that this is not an appeal but a relitigation of the case, with a libel,
a reconventional libel (counterclaim), and witnesses produced by the actrix,
the acta held before the dean being introduced by way of proof. If we are
reading the somewhat cryptic sentence correctly, Rodolphi denied the petition
in the reconventional libel (which probably asked for restoration of conjugal
rights), declared that the wife was not to be compelled to return to her husband,
confirmed the sentence of the dean (which probably granted a separation),
and ordered relaxed an arrestum (probably some sort of interlocutory order
concerning property) that had been issued against the woman on the security
of a cambium of a hundred florins and other movable goods.173 The other two
cases grant the separation “on account of the causes alleged by [the actrix] and
confessed by the reus” or “for certain reasonable causes designated in the acta
of this case or derivable from the same.”174

In only two of the six cases in which Rodolphi grants a separation without
any mention of adultery is there any indication of who was plaintiff and who
defendant. The other four expressly say that the divorce was sought by both the
man and the woman. In one of the cases where the woman is called actrix, the
defendant confessed all. Only in the case that was before the dean of Brussels
is there any indication that the man resisted the granting of the sentence, and
it is at least possible that the cause of that resistance was more a concern over
financial matters than any genuine desire to continue the marital relationship.

The two sentences that vaguely mention “causes” suggest that Rodolphi
was prepared to grant a separation for reasons other than adultery or morum
discrepantia, but he was unable or unwilling to specify in a sentence precisely
what these might be.175 The three granted on the ground of morum discrepantia
do tell us something about the contents of that phrase. The third sentence is for
physical cruelty, or, as we would say, spousal abuse. It is perhaps not by chance
that the consent of the parties is not mentioned in this sentence. If this is what
was going on, the official is going to separate them, so long as they tell him
what is going on.176 The other two sentences mention the age of the parties and
describe wrangles between them; they may refer to a somewhat different sort
of problem: cases not of what we would call spousal abuse but, rather, what
we would call a ‘dysfunctional family’. This possibility is heightened in the case
that tells us that children and the relatives are also involved in the wrangling.177

Platea’s separation sentences grounded in morum discrepantia are more
routine; they remind us of Nicolaı̈’s later sentences. All 20 of the sentences
granted for both adultery and morum discrepantia are his, suggesting again
that once the court had hit upon the phrase it tended to dominate, even in areas
that had traditionally been based on other grounds. There are also indications

173 Brabantia c Zelleke (11.vi.51), no. 280.
174 Houschels c Guidderomme (n. 169); Heckene en Malscaerts (n. 134), T&C no. 1157.
175 See n. 174 ; disc. T&C no. 1158.
176 At n. 172.
177 N. 171.
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that Platea, like Rodolphi, distinguished between spousal abuse and the ‘dys-
functional family’ as grounds for separation. Four of his sentences mention the
cruelty of the husband. In two, it may have been particularly serious because it is
given first and somewhat elaborated: “On account of the cruelty and harshness
of the defendant confessed before us by this defendant plainly and on account
of the morum discrepantia of this couple,” and so on, and “On account of the
cruelty of [HD] against [AV] perpetrated many times and confessed, and on
account of the morum discrepantia of the defendants [sic],” and so on.178

But if 4 of Platea’s separation sentences that do not mention adultery mention
the cruelty of the husband, 16 do not. Unlike Rodolphi’s sentences grounded in
morum discrepantia, Platea’s early sentences on the same ground all mention
the consent of the parties, and two mention the consent of their relatives.179

In the meantime, Platea has begun to add morum discrepantia to sentences of
separation based on adultery, but he does so with a slightly different formula:
“on account of the morum discrepantia of the same [couple] who are unwilling
mutually to accept each other (propter morum eorundem discrepantiam sese
adinvicem admittere nolentium).”180 I am not sure what this means; the most
obvious meaning is that the morum discrepantia is that the couple does not want
to live together.181 Over the course of some 15 months, Platea experimented
with this phrase in cases involving adultery; he then began to apply it to cases
in which adultery was not involved.182 And the phrase remained the normal
accompaniment of morum discrepantia, whether by itself or in addition to
adultery, for the rest of the book.

After the introduction of the phrase sese adinvicem admittere nolentium,
mention of the consent of the parties tends to drop out. Consent of the par-
ties is mentioned without sese adinvicem admittere nolentium in one case that
postdates the appearance of sese adinvicem admittere nolentium in a separa-
tion sentence that did not involve adultery.183 It appears in one non-adultery
sentence where the other phrase does appear.184 It seems, however, that consent
and sese adinvicem admittere nolentium were regarded as alternatives. Logi-
cally, they are not quite alternatives, if we take sese adinvicem admittere to refer
to living together. The whole point of the separation of goods sentences at Paris
was that the couple did not have to reside together, but the obligation to render
the debt continued, at least in theory. Cambrai separation sentences did relieve
the couple of the obligation to render the debt, and with this in mind, we might
wonder if sese adinvicem admittere nolentium is a euphemism for the couple’s
refusal to have sexual intercourse with each other. That would fit quite well
with the fact that the phrase first appears in cases that involve adultery (“After

178 Listed with other examples T&C no. 1159.
179 Listed T&C no. 1160.
180 Listed T&C no. 1161.
181 This would, at a minimum, deny that the innocent party had condoned the adultery.
182 Wouters c Mustsaerts (20.vi.55), no. 806; Vekene c Thuyne (n. 178).
183 Broecke c Oudermoelen (n. 179).
184 Gabriels c Zande (18.ii.57), no. 1119.
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he/she did that, I’m certainly not going to bed with him/her”). It would also
fit with the one, probably two, cases that specifically mention that the couple
are beyond the age where one could expect sexual activity.185 The way that
this factor is coupled with ne forte deterius inde contingat in these sentences
suggests that Platea has balanced the possible harm to which keeping the cou-
ple together might lead against the likelihood that they will not caste vivere
and has found the latter possibility improbable. The same inference might be
derived from the one sentence that substitutes the verb “join” (adiungere) for
admittere, and perhaps from the one that adds “suffer” (compati) and the one
that substitutes the compati for admittere.186

But what is the harm to be feared if the couple are forced to stay together?
Except for the cases in which Platea mentions cruelty, he tells us little. In eight
cases the adjective “peacefully” (pacifice) is added to sese adinvicem admittere
nolentium, once more conjuring up the image of a couple throwing things at one
another, or at least constantly quarreling.187 Other variations tell us less, and
some cases may be no more than artful or mistaken variations of the formula.188

In his last separation sentence in the book, Platea tells us more: “We declare
that a divorce from bed and mutual servitude between the couple is to be cele-
brated and we celebrate [it], on account of their morum discrepantia, sese adin-
vicem compati nolentium, and especially because of the adultery perpetrated
and committed by the defendant with [EH], and on account of the dangers that
could quite likely occur between the couple, [and we] wishing, so far as it is
within us, to avoid them [the dangers] and to make available for the couple quiet
and peace.”189 This case may have been unusual. The plaintiff is called domi-
cella, the highest indication of status that we normally get in the Cambrai and
Brussels records. It was also, quite unusually, a contested case. The defendant
resisted the charge of adultery; the plaintiff produced witnesses; documentary
evidence was introduced (perhaps of the defendant’s conviction for adultery in
another case); exceptions to witnesses were introduced, and more testimony
taken (though this does not seem to have ultimately been made a part of the
record). The record was sufficiently complicated that Platea mentions that he
took counsel with the iurisperiti, a formula not found in his more routine sep-
aration cases. The greater amount of documentation could have made Platea
more confident of his judgment that he was doing the right thing, a confidence
that he chose to express in his sentence.

On balance, however, I am inclined to think that this sentence articulates
Platea’s processes of thought in other cases where he says less. In order to sup-
port this proposition, we must confront an issue that has been raised in the

185 Oeghe c Breecpots (19.xi.56), no. 1059; cf. Vischmans c Meys (24.vii.56), no. 998; both T&C
no. 1162.

186 Listed T&C no. 1163.
187 Listed T&C no. 1164.
188 Disc. T&C no. 1165.
189 Ofhuys c Platea (27.xi.59), no. 1584, T&C no. 1166.
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literature: To what extent could instance separations be obtained in the Cam-
brai and Brussels courts in the mid-fifteenth century simply because the couple
wanted them?190 There can be no doubt that a number of Cambrai and Brussels
separation sentences mention the consent of the couple, and a few seem to
ground the judgment, at least in part, on their consent. The number of such
cases becomes even larger if we add to it those sentences of Platea that express
the converse of the couple’s consent to separation: sese adinvicem admittere
nolentium. To this evidence should also be added the fact that a strikingly
large number of the Brussels separation sentences also confirm a document
separating the goods of the couple, a document frequently drawn up as the
result of arbitration or appearance before a notary or before the scabini of a
particular town.191 This is quite different from the Paris practice in which the
court first adjudged the separation of goods and then proceeded to have the
couple actually make the separation, either by themselves or under the super-
vision of a court officer. This evidence, combined with the dramatically high
proportion of grants of separation, certainly suggests that a fifteenth-century
couple in the Cambrai diocese who had decided to separate and had the money
to pay the fees did not have great difficulty getting the court to confirm their
decision.

The question, however, is whether all that the couple had to do was to come
into court and consent to a judgment of separation or whether they had to tell
the judge why it was that they were “unwilling mutually to accept each other.”
I am inclined to think that at least in theory, Platea thought that he had to make
an independent judgment that if they were not separated “worse would come of
it.” The fact is that of the 28 sentences that contain the formula sese adinvicem
admittere nolentium, all but two contain the additional phrase ne forte deterius
inde contingat. Of the two exceptions, one is a case in which the husband was
found guilty of public adultery192 and the other is the sentence quoted earlier
that spells out in more detail the reasons for believing that “worse would come
of it.”

Thus, the history of both Nicolaı̈’s and Platea’s separation sentences suggests
that having come perilously close to, perhaps going over the line of, granting
separation sentences on the basis of consent, both men pulled back and worded
their sentences in a way that suggested their independent judgment that it was
better if the couple separated. Neither man, of course, was familiar with modern
psychological theories of marital breakdown, and both were willing to assign
fault (cruelty, adultery) where fault could be found. The fact is, however, that
both men were willing to grant separations for what we might call ‘irretrievable
marital breakdown’, and Platea’s last sentence shows some compassion for a
couple who were in such a situation, even though the cause of the breakdown
may well have been the couple themselves. Platea’s thinking on this topic is

190 See literature cited in n. 117.
191 See Liber van Brussel, s.v., schieding van tafel en bed, goederenregeling (collecting 34 examples).
192 Thonijs c Jacopts (n. 187) (which does add pacifice).
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particularly striking when we recall that he first hit upon, and continued to use,
the formula propter eorundem morum discrepantiam sese adinvicem admittere
nolentium ne forte deterius inde contingat in cases where the quite traditional
ground of adultery would have sufficed. Perhaps he had come to the conclusion
that adultery is not always exclusively the fault of the adulterer.

Oudard Divitis’s sentences of separation in criminal cases of unauthorized
separation have been discussed. It remains to say a word about those of Nicolaı̈,
Rodolphi and Platea. Seven such sentences appear in the sample of Nicolaı̈’s sur-
viving separation sentences, and we estimated that they represent about 20 per-
cent of those that he rendered.193 All of the cases also involve the adultery of one
or both of the couple, although in one case this fact is mentioned only in the
list of fines.194 In all cases the couple are fined for the unlawful separation and
for the adultery.195 The pattern of the sentences is quite clear. Where only one
of the couple has committed adultery, the court grants a separation in standard
form, on account of the adultery, at the petition of the innocent party and with
the consent of the guilty party.196 In one of the cases where both had committed
adultery, the same formula is used (the man petitions), but Nicolaı̈ adds the for-
mula “lest, if it were done otherwise, worse might come of it.”197 In the other
case where both had committed adultery, he is vaguer, stating that the separa-
tion is granted at the petition of the woman, “on account of the reasons alleged
by the rea at the end of this, and noting that the reus confessed them,” with the
addition of the ne deterius formula.198 In the one case in which adultery is not
mentioned in the sentence, though it is in the list of amends, the grounds for the
sentence of separation are also different: “Noting their morum discrepantia –
this is the ground [of the sentence] – their consent also intervening in this, lest
perchance, if it were done otherwise, worse might come of it, we tolerate in
patience,” and so on.199 In the cases where both had committed adultery, the
additional language is probably necessary to overcome the standard doctrine
that a spouse in pari delicto was not entitled to a judgment of separation. In the
other case, the sentence reveals none of the standard grounds for separation,
although the fines indicate that adultery was involved.

Jan Rodolphi renders sentence in only one unauthorized separation case in
the sample, itself a quite unusual case. The couple had solemnized a marriage
and lived together without making an inquiry into their suspected consanguin-
ity. Then, they had separated without the judgment of the church. Rodolphi
fines them for both offenses (it is hard to escape the feeling that there are

193 See Table 10.1.
194 Office c Tiérasse et Tiérasse (n. 124).
195 In Office c Wyet et Paiebien (13.vii.42), no. 280, the judge imposes a quite dramatic corporal

penance on the woman for bigamy.
196 E.g., Office c Laerbeken et Elst (19.iii.46), no. 891, T&C no. 1167.
197 Corwere c Gruters (26.x.42), no. 371, disc. T&C no. 1168.
198 Office c Poulle et Poulle (7.x.52), no. 1352, T&C no. 1169.
199 Office c Tiérasse et Tiérasse (n. 124), T&C no. 1170.
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elements here of “Catch 22”) and dissolves the marriage for a consanguinity
now proven.200

Jan de Platea renders sentence in only six unauthorized separation cases (an
actual count). All involve adultery. Despite this fact, all but one also ground
the separation in morum discrepantia. The one exception involves not only
adultery but also attempted bigamy.201 The remaining five all include the phrase
sese adinvicem admittere nolentium, with or without pacifice, and all but one
add ne forte deterius inde contingat.202

Thus, except for Divitis, the sentence patterns of our four judges in crim-
inal cases involving unauthorized separation follow, as a general matter, the
pattern that we have seen in their instance separation cases. It remains to ask
why it is that there are so many fewer criminal unauthorized separation cases
at Brussels than there are at Cambrai. It is, of course, possible that fewer cou-
ples in the Flemish-speaking areas of Cambrai diocese separated without the
judgment of the church than did those in the French-speaking areas, but that
seems unlikely. The Brussels sentence book does seem to be less concerned
about recording fines in instance cases than are the Cambrai sentence books,
and it is possible that other record-keeping devices were being used for some
types of routine criminal cases. On balance, however, it seems most likely that
what we are looking at is chronological development. Divitis heard a dispro-
portionately large number of criminal unauthorized separation cases and dis-
proportionately fewer instance ones. Nicolaı̈ greatly expanded the proportion
of instance separation sentences, but kept up the pressure in the criminal area
as well. His slightly later contemporary, Rodolphi, may have decided to con-
fine routine separation litigation to the civil side only, because his only criminal
unauthorized separation sentence is in a case that presented a number of other
issues. Platea returned to using the criminal mode occasionally but not nearly
so much as Nicolaı̈ had. The few such criminal cases that he heard were prob-
ably particularly egregious examples or ones in which the promotor insisted
on proceeding for unauthorized separation as well as adultery. As on the civil
side, and despite the qualifications about the civil side that have been sug-
gested, the overall trend in the Cambrai diocese in the mid-fifteenth century
seems to have been to leave separation as a matter in the control of the couple
themselves.

conclusion

We have seen in this chapter that the courts of Paris and of the diocese
of Cambrai had developed a substantial jurisprudence about marital separa-
tions, in Paris by the end of the fourteenth century and in Cambrai by the

200 Officie c Gheerts en Bertels (14.v.51), no. 270.
201 Officie c Speelman en Strijken (17.v.54), no. 616.
202 Listed T&C no. 1171.
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mid-fifteenth.203 That the Franco-Belgian courts had such an extensive separa-
tion jurisdiction has been noted by others, and examples of it have been noted
over a quite wide geographical area and well into the sixteenth century.204 By
contrast, York and Ely, despite their extensive documentation, do not have any-
thing comparable in the area of separation. What we have found for York and
Ely may be generalized for the English courts in the later Middle Ages and into
the sixteenth century. We must be careful here, as elsewhere, not to exagger-
ate the differences. There are English cases, like the Franco-Belgian ones, that
proceed more by the consent of the parties than by the strict insistence on the
law; we noted such cases in fourteenth-century York, and there is at least one
case in the fifteenth century in which arbiters were chosen to make a separa-
tion of goods.205 The fact remains, however, that separation of goods is not a
usual category of case in the English church courts, and in no English court are
separation cases ever a substantial portion of the marriage jurisdiction.

Clearly enough, as noted, some of the English cases that seem at first
blush to be about marriage formation are, in fact, separation cases or, rather,
divorce cases. Parties whose marriages have broken down sue for annulment on
the basis of a prior informal de presenti marriage, conveniently forgotten at the
time of the current marriage and conveniently remembered when that marriage
broke down.206 Possibly the presence of such suits in the English records and
their relative absence in the Franco-Belgian ones explains why there are so
many more separation suits in the Franco-Belgian records.207 Denied the col-
lusive suit that the English used because of the strict Franco-Belgian doctrine
about de presenti marriages, the Franco-Belgian litigants, we might argue, used
the more honest and more straightforward separation action.

Like the argument made in Chaper 7 about the difference between de presenti
and de futuro marriage litigation in the two countries, this argument depends on
there being massive amounts of perjury, this time in the English courts alone.208

Such perjury did exist. We have seen quite clear evidence of it in some cases, and
in many more cases we suspected it. It seems highly unlikely, however, that the
proportion of English couples who obtained a collusive divorce is comparable to
the proportion of Franco-Belgian couples who obtained a judicial separation.
Hence, even if we add to the paltry number of English separation cases all
the divorce cases in which we suspect collusion, we still do not have anything

203 The arguments presented here were first developed in Donahue, “English and French Marriage
Cases.”

204 Lefebvre-Teillard, Officialités, 179–206. Indeed, well into the eighteenth century in the case
of Cambrai. See Ch 12, n.46. For a discussison of recent work with separation cases from the
next diocese to the west of Cambrai in our period, see App. e10.2: “The Tournai Separation
Cases” (see T&C no. 1176).

205 Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 100–107, esp. 103.
206 Ingoly c Middleton, Easingwold and Wright is a striking example, but we have seen others

about which we had strong suspicions. See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, at 64–5.
207 Disc. T&C no. 1172.
208 Chapter 7, at n. 343.
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like the proportion of couples who were separated by the Franco-Belgian courts
(and to these we also have to add those Franco-Belgian couples who successfully
obtained an annulment).209

If lying does not fully account for it, there must be something else to explain
the difference in the proportions of English and Franco-Belgian separation
cases. Although it is possible that marriages were more stable in England than
they were in the Franco-Belgian region, it seems more likely that fewer sep-
arations appear on the English court records not because fewer marriages in
England broke down but because fewer cases of marital breakdown came to
court. In short, our suspicion is that the English separated themselves and never
went to court about it.

Such separations would have to have been voluntary if they were not judi-
cially sanctioned. If a husband or wife simply moved out on the other and could
have been reached by the process of the court, he or she could have been sued
for restoration of conjugal rights. Such cases are not common in the English
records, but they do exist.210 Such a couple would also have had to avoid pros-
ecution, and prosecutions are recorded against married couples who did not
live together.211 In this regard, the fact that the prosecution in English church
courts was less well organized than that in the Franco-Belgian church courts
may have allowed more cases of this variety to go unnoticed or to be tacitly
accepted by the parish communities that bore the responsibility for criminal
prosecutions in the church courts.

There is one other major difference between the legal system of England and
those in the Franco-Belgian region that may help to explain this dissimilarity.
There was a substantial difference in the systems of marital property. Here we
must generalize. What I will say next represents a distillation of the rules of the
English common law, a law that applied to most freehold land and to some types
of disputes about chattels. In the case of Franco-Belgian region, I will outline
what might be called the lowest common denominator of those customs for
which we have evidence that antedates the official redaction of the customs in
the sixteenth century.

So far as marital property is concerned, the aphorism that “at English com-
mon law husband and wife were one and that one was the husband” may be
amusing but it is misleading. The fundamental characteristic of the common
law of marital property by the time of Bracton (1230s) was not the unity of
husband and wife but their separation. The husband had his lands, the wife
hers. The husband’s heirs succeeded to his lands, the wife’s heirs to hers, and as
a general rule neither husband nor wife had the power of testamentary dispo-
sition over land. True, the husband’s lands were subject to the wife’s dower –
her right to a life estate, normally in one-third of those lands, if he predeceased
her – and the wife’s lands were subject to the husband’s right to take the rents

209 Disc. T&C no. 1173.
210 See, e.g., at nn. 29–31.
211 Butler, Language of Abuse, 350–9, collects a number of examples.
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and profits during the marriage and to his right to a life estate in the whole if
she predeceased him and if a child were born of the marriage. Each party had
to join in a conveyance if the land was to be sold free of that party’s interest,
but the husband could convey his interest both in his land and in that of his
wife without her consent.212

These were the rules for land; in the case of personal property we can be
considerably less certain. It would seem that during the marriage, the husband
had the power to manage and to alienate both his chattels and those of his
wife, a fact that led some courts to suggest that he “owned” his wife’s chattels.
If he predeceased his wife, she was apparently entitled to whatever was left of
her chattels and to one-third of his. If she predeceased him, he may have been
entitled only to a third of what was left of her chattels.213

If the fundamental characteristic of marital property in England was sepa-
ration despite the marriage and if the fundamental division was between land
and chattels, in Franco-Belgian customary law the concept of separate prop-
erty coexisted with that of a community of property because of the marriage,
and the fundamental divisions were among family land (propres or héritages),
acquired land (acquêts or conquêts), and movables (meubles). The husband’s
family land was his separate property, or perhaps it might be better to say the
separate property of his family, because the husband’s power to alienate it was
tightly controlled in the interest of his heirs. The husband’s family land was
also subject to a dower interest in his wife, generally a life estate of one-half,
which further impeded his power to alienate it. The wife’s family land was
subject to the same limitations with respect to her heirs, but the husband had
no dower interest in it. The acquests, on the other hand, were – I use the term
with some hesitation – community property of husband and wife. The usual
pattern called for their equal division upon the death of one spouse between
the spouse’s heirs and the surviving spouse. Each spouse’s half was subject to
his or her testamentary disposition, and in some areas the husband’s sale or
gift of acquests required the wife’s consent. The rules about movables were as
uncertain as those in England about personal property. Suffice it to say that
the husband had extensive powers of management and control over them, but
the wife’s right of succession to all or part of them was leading some writers to
conceive of them as being community property as well.214

There is some controversy as to how far back we can trace community
property in the Franco-Belgian region. I am inclined to see it in the thirteenth
century.215 There is more of a consensus that it can be found in the fourteenth
century, and that will suffice for our purposes here since the first Franco-Belgian
records with which we are dealing come from quite late in that century.

212 Donahue, “What Causes,” 64–5, and sources cited.
213 Lit. and disc. T&C no. 1174.
214 Donahue, “What Causes,” at 66–7.
215 Ibid. at 67–9. I am encouraged in this statement by Godding, Droit privé, secs. 474–80,

pp. 265–70.
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It is a characteristic, then, of English marital property patterns that husband
and wife hold their property separately and of the Franco-Belgian region that
there is community property. May this fact be used to explain the differences
that we see in the separation cases? This is the point at which the difference
in the property systems in the two countries becomes telling: A couple that
voluntarily separated in England did not have the difficulty of dissolving a
community of goods because, by and large, no such community existed. In the
Franco-Belgian region, however, because of the community of goods between
husband and wife, a judicial pronouncement was necessary to achieve what
could be done in England voluntarily and with a minimum of fuss.

The intervention of the court was required in the Franco-Belgian region not
only because of the greater difficulty of dividing commingled property but also
because the dissolution of the community dissolved the liability of the commu-
nity for debts of the community, and creditors had to be notified of this fact and
their claims settled. Further, dissolution of the community added to the list of
grounds for separation: In addition to cruelty and adultery, bad management
or “foolishness” became a ground, at least for separation of goods.216

In summary, we are not saying that the separation rate in either country was
as high in the late Middle Ages as it is today. The economic forces that held
marriage together in the Middle Ages and shorter life spans saw to it that it
was not. What we are saying is that the evidence is consistent with the propo-
sition that the separation rates in England and the Franco-Belgian region were
roughly the same in the later Middle Ages and that the marked difference that
we see in the number of separation cases in the two countries can be explained
by the difference in marital property systems in the two countries. We offered
both negative and positive arguments: A separate property system, such as that
in England, makes separation without judicial intervention easier, and a com-
munity property system, such as that of the Franco-Belgian region, necessitates
judicial intervention and the invention of new grounds for separation. Although
we had some doubts about the negative argument, the positive argument had
considerable force, and the combination of the two seemed compelling.

216 Malum regimen: Clodoaldo et Clodoaldo (n. 115), Auberti c Auberti (n. 76), Perrieres c Per-
rieres (n. 78), Gontier c Gontier (n. 78); fatuitas: Kerautret c Kerautret (n. 82).
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Social Practice, Formal Rule, and the Medieval
Canon Law of Incest

the rules and their application

Our examination in some depth of marriage litigation in five medieval church
courts has revealed relatively few cases that dealt with the complicated rules,
outlined in Chapter 1, about the marriage of relatives.1 This finding may be
surprising to some readers. A view popularized by F. W. Maitland in a footnote
(but which had roots going back to the Reformation) holds that the medieval
incest rules were so complicated and so extensive that all medieval marriages
were dissoluble as a practical matter, because virtually any couple could get
a divorce by showing some hitherto unsuspected relationship between them.2

This view was founded on more than speculation. Medieval history offers a
number of examples of highly visible divorces granted or sought on the ground
of incest: Robert the Pious and Bertha of Burgundy in the eleventh century,
Eleanor of Aquitaine and Louis VII of France in the twelfth, Philip Augustus
and Ingeborg of Denmark in the thirteenth.3

Even before the analyses presented in this book, research had cast consider-
able doubt upon this view. What research had shown was the danger of writing
legal history from causes célèbres. The visible is not necessarily the usual; high
politics affects both the law and its application in ways that make it difficult,
if not impossible, to draw conclusions about the normal from the spectacular.
What this research showed, then, was that the rules incapacitating those who
were too closely related from marrying each other were of considerably less
practical importance than had once been thought.4

1 Portions of the first two sections of this chapter first appeared in Donahue, “Monastic Judge.”
Lit. T&C no. 1177.

2 Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law, 2:385–7, 393 n. 5; Helmholz, Marriage Litigation,
77–87; see Donahue, “Policy,” 252–3, and sources cited.

3 Lit. T&C no. 1178.
4 For a summary of the research referred to, see at nn. 9–12.
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More recent work on the social import of the medieval incest rules does
not seek to return to the view that all medieval marriages were practically
dissoluble because of the existence of a complicated and extensive notion of
incest. Rather, it seeks to argue that because of the church’s enforcement of
the incest rules, the family in the West developed in a way quite different from
what would have happened had the rules not been there. Georges Duby, for
example, argues that the nascent lineages of aristocratic France were checked,
though not destroyed, because of the requirement that they had to marry their
children out of the group with which they already had close kinship ties.5 Jack
Goody, in a provocative and far-ranging study, argues that the weakness of
family ties in the West, in marked contrast to the strength of such ties in almost
every other part of the world, is the result of the church’s inexorable pressure
against inheritance strategies designed to strengthen the family.6 In Goody’s
view, the enforcement of the rules requiring exogamous marriage is perhaps
the most striking manifestation of this pressure.

A legal historian should not attempt to have the final say about such argu-
ments. Duby’s view depends on years of careful work on the growth of aristo-
cratic families in France from the ninth through the twelfth centuries. Although
the legal historian may wonder whether the men of these families ever had a
‘model’ of marriage – to use Duby’s term – in quite the same way that the
canonists had a model of marriage, ultimately the legal historian must defer
to Duby’s assessment of the social forces that are likely to have been at work
in such families. Similarly, Goody’s view depends on a lifetime of work in the
comparative anthropology of the family and of family property. Although the
legal historian may question, for example, whether Roman legal sources sug-
gest quite the preference for first-cousin marriage that Goody thinks that the
Romans had, ultimately the legal historian must defer to Goody’s assessment
that the Western family after the fall of Rome differs markedly from the pat-
terns found in most of the rest of the world, and that Christianity is probably
as good a place as any to look for an explanation of this difference.7

The legal historian can, however, make a contribution to such arguments by
offering suggestions as to the meaning, sources, perhaps even the motivation
of the bodies of written law that form a key element in these arguments. The
legal historian may also offer a caution that until one knows how these bodies
of written law were applied, one is unlikely to get very far in assessing their
social effect. Whether having a body of court records to go with the written
law is a sufficient condition for assessing the social effect of a body of law is
a difficult question that we cannot fully treat here, but we can offer the initial
proposition that a body of written law alone, like a cause célèbre alone, is as
likely to be misleading as illuminating.

5 Duby, Chevalier, femme et prêtre; id., Medieval Marriage.
6 Goody, Development of Marriage and Family; cf. Goody, Oriental, Ancient and Primitive.
7 See most recently, Symposium, “Legal Systems and Family Systems,” especially Saller, “European

Family History and Roman Law.”
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Unfortunately, for the key periods for both Goody’s and Duby’s arguments –
the early Middle Ages and the twelfth century, respectively – there are no runs
of court records. Indeed, there are no church courts, at least not in the modern
sense of the word ‘court’, a separate institution staffed by professionals that
resolves disputes or prosecutes crimes.8 Such institutions were just beginning
to develop at the end of the twelfth century, and in most areas they were not
firmly established until the middle of the thirteenth century. This fact alone
should make us cautious about accepting any argument, such as Goody’s and
Duby’s, that posits a strong effect of the church’s law on an unwilling society.
If the church lacked an effective enforcement mechanism, then the rules that
we find in the collections of canon law are more likely to have been either
reflections of what society in some sense already believed and was doing or
expressions of an ideal that would have an effect only if society accepted it.

Lacking any court records in the periods in which the influence is said to
have taken place, we may proceed in two ways: (1) We may look at the body
of rules themselves and try to discern what those who promulgated them may
have been trying to do, or (2) we may look at the court records from a later
period and try to reason back from what seems to have been happening in this
later period to what may have happened when the rules were first promulgated.
Both arguments are complicated. We will deal only with the second here.

The pioneering work of Michael Sheehan and Richard Helmholz showed,
at least for England, that the number of marriage cases that raised issues about
incest paled in comparison with the number of cases that raised issues about the
exchange of either present or future consent.9 That work is confirmed in Chap-
ters 2 through 6 of this book.10 Anne Lefebvre and Beatrice Gottlieb surveyed
the surviving records from late medieval France.11 That work is confirmed in
Chapters 7, 8, and 9 of this book. Rudolf Weigand, Klaus Lindner, Christina
Deutsch, and Christian Schwab have worked on Germany.12 An international
group on ecclesiastical court records produced reports on the surviving records
of Austria, Belgium, England, France, Hungary, the Netherlands, and Switzer-
land and has made some preliminary soundings in Germany, Spain, and Italy.13

Most recently, a group of Italian scholars have begun to explore the ecclesias-
tical court records in that country.14 While the patterns of these records and of
their survival vary markedly from country to country, and considerably more
work in situ needs to be done, the conclusions about incest cases that Helmholz
and Sheehan arrived at on the basis of a relatively small sample of English cases
have held up remarkably well: Incest cases do not comprise a large portion of

8 See, e.g., Helmholz, Canon Law and Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, 139–42, and sources cited.
9 Sheehan, “Formation”; Helmholz, Marriage Litigation. See Ch 1, at n. 29.

10 See also Donahue, “Policy”; Donahue, “Monastic Judge”; Donahue, “English and French Mar-
riage Cases.”

11 Lefebvre-Teillard, Officialités; cf. Gottlieb, Getting Married.
12 Lit. at T&C no. 1179.
13 Donahue, ed., Records 1, 2.
14 See Ch 12, at nn. 75–83.
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the marriage business of the medieval church courts. There are some such cases.
There are instance cases in which one party is seeking a divorce or seeking to
resist a claim to enforce a marriage on the ground that the parties are too closely
related, and there are office cases in which the judge on his own motion orders
a divorce or prohibits the marriage of a couple found to be too closely related.
The number of such cases, however, pales in comparison with the number of
instance cases in which one party is seeking to enforce a marriage legitimately –
as he or she alleges – entered into or to obtain a separation on the ground of
adultery or cruelty, or in comparison with the number of office prosecutions of
fornication or adultery.

Arguments from silence are always risky, but since we are forced to argue
from the relative silence of our records, let us try to see where this silence leads
us. First, the search has now been extended widely enough and has covered
enough different types and levels of courts that we are probably safe in argu-
ing that the records are not there. Second, with a bit more hesitancy, we can
probably argue that the records never were there, that is, that the sample is
wide enough and the circumstances of its survival peculiar enough that we are
probably looking at a relatively unbiased sample of what once was. The sample
is biased toward the end of the Middle Ages, but that is probably a bias in the
underlying population: More records were kept at the end of the period than
at the beginning, and hence more have survived. Third, not only were rela-
tively few cases of incest recorded but there were also relatively few such cases.
This step may seem obvious, but it is dependent on the fact that many of the
records we have seem to record all business that came before the court in a given
period.

Hence, we conclude that medieval church courts from the thirteenth through
the fifteenth centuries heard relatively few cases involving incest. What are we
to make of this fact? In the first place, we can probably reject once and for
all the suggestion that all medieval marriages were de facto dissoluble because
of the incest rules. This is not to say that we do not have evidence of some
people using the church courts to get out of marriages that had proven to be
intolerable. We do have such evidence, and the means used to do it varied from
place to place. In England, the most common means seems to have been by
corrupt use of witnesses to a prior marriage.15 In the Franco-Belgian region,
the practice, at least in some dioceses, of granting separations for relatively
light reasons seems to have provided an outlet for some people.16 This is not
to suggest that medieval marriages were as dissoluble as marriages are today,
but simply that they were not de facto as indissoluble as they were de iure.

While there were ways to dissolve a marriage that had proven intolerable
other than by using the incest rules, we must report that the use of one of the

15 Ingoly c Middleton, Easingwold and Wright is a striking example, but we have seen others about
which we had strong suspicions. See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 64–5.

16 Donahue, “English and French Marriage Cases,” 352–3, and sources cited; Lefebvre-Teillard,
Officialités, 191–2, 201–4; Ch 10.
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incest rules looks suspicious. In both England and the Franco-Belgian region,
we occasionally find a divorce being granted on the ground of affinity by illicit
intercourse.17 Normally the relationship is very close: One of the spouses is
alleged to have had prior sexual relations with the other’s sibling or first cousin.
Any time a legal proposition is dependent on the testimony of one of the parties
and of their close relatives, one has reason to suspect perjury – a proposition
that medieval judges knew as well as modern ones. On the other hand, liter-
ary tradition suggests that we should be wary of disbelieving all these stories.
Perhaps in a world of arranged or partially arranged marriages, some people
ended up by marrying the wrong sibling. We probably cannot go much further
than this on the evidence, other than to say that even if all the cases of affinity
by illicit intercourse are founded on perjured testimony, they still do not add up
to de facto dissolubility because of the incest rules. There are only a few such
cases, and as we shall see, the courts were chary of accepting such allegations.18

The fact that we have relatively few incest cases in the church courts does
not, of course, tell us that the rules about incest had no social effect. Synodal
legislation throughout the Middle Ages, and particularly in the high Middle
Ages, stressed that people were to be told what the rules were, and consider-
able effort was made to get couples who were contemplating marriage to have
banns promulgated in the church.19 Promulgation of banns was conceived of as
a device for ensuring that marriages within the prohibited degrees did not take
place. But marriages that took place without the promulgation of banns were
valid, and the court records suggest that such marriages were quite common,
at least in some periods and in some places. In England throughout the Middle
Ages, the typical marriage case involved at least one, sometimes two, unsol-
emnized marriages.20 Yet the number of these cases that raise issues of incest
is relatively small. That, in turn, suggests either that the courts were ignoring
the incest rules or that people, by and large, were following them, or some
combination of the two. We may now turn to an extraordinary group of cases
that suggests both that the courts were, in some cases, ignoring the rules and
that people were, in many cases, following them.

richard de clyve and the canon law of incest

Richard de Clyve was a monk of Christ Church Canterbury, the cathedral pri-
ory. He was probably professed as a monk of Canterbury in 1286; in 1288 he
was a student at Paris writing to the prior of Canterbury about a shipment of
French wine that was about to spoil.21 In December of 1292, he was appointed

17 For examples, both successful and unsuccessful, see at nn. 39, 42–7, 54, 58, 64, 70, 74–5, 78,
80, 83–4, 139–49, 158–63, 169–71.

18 Ibid.
19 See Sheehan, “Marriage Theory and Practice”; Diebold, “Application en France”; Donahue,

“English and French Marriage Cases,” 345, and sources cited.
20 See Ch 3, at nn. 37–40; Ch 6, at nn. 23–4.
21 Ref. T&C no. 1180.
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by the prior and convent of Canterbury as commissary of the diocesan court of
Canterbury, sede vacante, the vacancy being that between the death of Arch-
bishop Pecham and the accession of Archbishop Winchelsey in 1294.22 Richard
served as commissary of the diocesan court again during the vacancy follow-
ing Winchelsey’s death in 1313.23 He probably died in 1326.24 He thus had a
long and full life, 40 years as a professed monk, and to make the chronology
plausible we must assume that he was in his 20s when he was appointed judge
of the diocesan court in 1292.

Throughout his life Richard was associated with legal affairs. He served
as the prior and convent’s lawyer when he was not serving as a judge during
vacancies.25 In order to become a good canon lawyer in the late thirteenth
century one had to study canon law at a university. The letters from Paris in the
late 1280s suggest that Richard was there because the priory had sent him there
to study canon law. Thus, when Richard became commissary of the diocesan
court in 1292, he was young and right out of law school.

It was an experience to test the mettle of a man considerably his senior.
Immediately upon Richard’s taking office, Richard de Feringes, archdeacon of
Canterbury, announced that he would not accept the jurisdiction of the prior
and convent, appealed to Rome, and caused a minor schism within the dio-
cese.26 Many clergy sided with the archdeacon, and as a result, Richard de
Clyve’s most routine official acts became difficult, if not impossible, because
clergy of the diocese refused to obey him.27

Richard de Clyve responded as the prior and convent of Canterbury had
responded in previous jurisdictional disputes.28 He exercised his jurisdiction to
the fullest, excommunicating those who resisted his authority. He kept careful
records of his actions. Because the authority of the prior and convent dur-
ing vacancies was never again seriously disputed, these records remain the
fullest that we have for the Canterbury diocesan court for any of the medieval
vacancies.29

Because of the circumstances of Richard’s tenure in office, we must be cau-
tious about regarding anything that happened during this vacancy as typical.
Further, there is evidence that Richard was involved in the retention of his
records, and he may well have chosen atypical cases to retain.30 The fact is, how-
ever, that more than a third of the marriage cases that survive from Richard’s
tenure involve incest, the highest percentage I know of from any medieval eccle-
siastical court.

22 Churchill, Canterbury Administration, 2:13; disc. T&C no. 1181.
23 Ref. and disc. T&C no. 1182.
24 Searle, “List,” 177.
25 Ref. T&C no. 1183.
26 See Woodcock, Medieval Ecclesiastical Courts, 16–18.
27 Ibid.
28 See Select Canterbury Cases, introd. 12–14, 16, 26–7.
29 Disc. T&C no. 1184.
30 Disc. T&C no. 1185.
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Of course, it is possible that other courts in this period were hearing as many
incest cases. Thirteenth-century church court records are quite rare, and what
we have tends to come from higher-level courts.31 Further, two of Richard de
Clyve’s incest cases were continuations of cases brought before his predeces-
sor.32 The evidence, however, suggests that the number of incest cases in this
group of records is unusually high. Fresh out of law school with no experience
as a judge, and his life, except for a period of study in Paris, having probably
been spent in the cloister, Richard was put in a situation in which he was called
upon to exercise his jurisdiction to the fullest. He conducted extensive visita-
tions of many parishes in the diocese and excommunicated those who tried to
prevent him from doing so. He excommunicated rectors, vicars, and rural deans
who refused to obey his mandates to conduct inquisitions into the vacancy of
benefices.33 In short, Richard’s attempt to ferret out incest in the diocese may
be viewed as part and parcel of his campaign to enforce the law to its fullest.

Richard de Clyve was not stupid, however, and he learned on the job. Of
the 18 incest cases that survive from his brief tenure in office, 13 contain his
sentences, and from the beginning they show that he knew the rules, knew how
to ask the right questions, and knew how to calculate the degrees.34 They also
show that at first he did not encounter much resistance to his campaign against
incest. The witnesses were willing to testify; they told what seem to be plausible
stories, and Richard decreed some divorces and enjoined penance on the inces-
tuous parties.35 As the vacancy progressed, however, the cases changed subtly.
The witnesses became less certain; some of them, we may suspect, conveniently
forgot things they knew quite well.36

There is more explicit evidence that Richard encountered resistance to his
campaign against incest: In one early case, he ordered the dissolution of a
marriage and decreed that the woman be whipped around the parish church
for having married within the prohibited degrees. A royal clerk who knew the
woman and apparently also knew Richard wrote Richard and politely suggested
that the sentence was too severe, that he should allow the woman to commute
the penance by paying a fine. The case was appealed, and thus Richard did not
have the opportunity to change the ruling as a result of the letter. The fact that
he kept the letter, however, suggests that he thought it significant.37

Evidence that Richard began to withdraw from his campaign against incest
abounds: In one case, Richard began to write a sentence decreeing dissolution
of a marriage on the ground of affinity by illicit intercourse in the first degree.38

31 E.g., Select Canterbury Cases.
32 App. e11.1, “Richard de Clyve’s Incest Cases” (see T&C no. 1261), nos. 1, 3; disc. T&C

no. 1186.
33 Woodcock, Medieval Ecclesiastical Courts, 16–18.
34 E.g., App. e11.1, nos. 4, 6; disc. T&C no. 1187.
35 E.g., id., nos. 1, 3, 4, 6, 11.
36 E.g., id., nos. 5, 13, 16, 17; lit. T&C no. 1188.
37 Id., no. 3.
38 Id., no. 10.
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He crossed it out and held that the relationship had not been proven. In another
case, the proof of spiritual affinity (confraternitas) seems quite clear, but Richard
decreed, again, that the relationship had not been proven.39

Richard did not abandon the campaign, however. He continued to pursue
incest cases throughout the vacancy.40 But his method of dealing with them
changed. In four of the later cases, Richard asked a question that he had not
asked before: “Will there be scandal in the community if this marriage is allowed
to stand?” Sometimes the witnesses said there would be, and where they did,
he gave sentence against the marriage; sometimes they said there would not be,
and where they did, his sentences favored the marriage.41

There is also evidence that Richard had doubts about one aspect of the law
of incest from the very beginning: Of the 18 cases, 7 raise an issue of affinity
per copulam illicitam.42 These cases arose in a number of ways. Sometimes one
of the parties sought a divorce in an instance case, or objected to a marriage-
enforcement action, on the ground of the affinity; in one case the matter seems
to have arisen out of objections raised to banns, and in another the matter arose
at visitation.43 In none of these cases does Richard sustain the objection. In the
two earliest cases, no sentence has survived.44 In four of the later cases, he
sustained the challenged marriage.45 In one, an inferior judge had ruled against
the divorce; the case was appealed to the official of the provincial court on the
ground that the inferior judge had no jurisdiction, and no further sentence is
recorded.46 In the last two cases, Richard not only sustained the marriage but
enjoined penance on the person who had alleged the illicit intercourse.47 It is
hard to escape the conclusion that Richard had determined that the dangers of
corrupt allegations of affinity per copulam illicitam outweighed the dangers to
the souls of those who were married within such an affinity and that absent
some extraordinary showing, he was simply not going to enforce the law on
affinity per copulam illicitam.

What does all this tell us about the social effect of the incest rules in the
Middle Ages? Obviously, the evidence is annoyingly skimpy. It is rare that we
can see as clearly as we can in Richard’s case the intersection of law and society
through the medium of a very human judge who seems to have been trying to
do the right thing. But if the story of Richard de Clyve and the incest rules tells
us anything, it is that the medieval canonical legal system could not operate for
long without the cooperation of a large number of participants. If the witnesses
are going to lie, if the whole community is going to resist the application of

39 Id., no. 13; lit. T&C no. 1189.
40 E.g., id., nos. 11, 12.
41 Id., nos. 9, 13, 15 (not specifically scandal but many questions about fama), 18.
42 Id., nos. 2, 7, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17.
43 References T&C no. 1190.
44 App. e11.1, nos. 2, 7; disc. T&C no. 1191.
45 Id., nos. 8, 10, 16, 17.
46 Id., no. 14; disc. T&C no. 1192.
47 Id., nos. 16, 17; disc. T&C no. 1193.
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the law, a court, particularly a court largely dependent on moral suasion rather
than on force, is not going to be able to apply the law.48 Judges, even if they are
professed monks, are also members of the wider community, and they are going
to share the community’s values. They may well seek to apply their discretion to
bring their judgments more in conformity with the community’s norms, at least
with the norms of that segment of the community who will testify, who will tell
them what will cause scandal and what will not. The judges’ friends will tell
them when they have gone too far, and they will begin to wonder whether the
law that they learned in Paris can be applied literally in Kent.

But if Richard de Clyve could not have done what he did without some
cooperation from the community, the fact is that he got cooperation in many
cases. At least by the end of the thirteenth century, many ordinary men and
women in Kent thought that incest was scandalous in degrees far more exten-
sive than we would today.49 Perhaps it is significant that both cases in which
the witnesses testify that there will be scandal are cases of consanguinity, one
involving third cousins and the other first cousins twice removed; whereas both
cases in which the witnesses testify that there will not be scandal are cases of
affinity, one of spiritual affinity and the other involving a marriage to a first
cousin twice removed of the former husband of the bride.50

Clearly there is evidence here that society in late thirteenth-century Kent did
not accept all of the church’s extensive rules on prohibited marriages. In one
sense, Maitland was right.51 The law had engaged in a flight of fancy that had
departed from what could be justified on either social or moral grounds. The
law had to be modified. It was modified formally in the Fourth Lateran Council,
and it was modified informally by judges like Richard de Clyve who refused to
apply it. But even as modified, it ended up being quite different from what most
societies, including our own, would regard as appropriate. All of this would
suggest, if it does not quite prove, that the medieval rules about incest did not
go so much against the societal grain as recent commentators would suggest
that they did.

incest cases at york, ely, and paris

York

What do the analyses that we have undertaken in this book add to our knowl-
edge of this topic? We have said that application or attempted application
of the incest rules at York, Ely and Paris was quite rare, but it did exist. In

48 Force was available. See, e.g., id., no. 1. But the process by which it was obtained was compli-
cated. See Logan, Excommunication.

49 E.g., App. e11.1, nos. 9 (fourth degree consanguinity) and 15 (second and fourth degree con-
sanguinity).

50 Id., nos. 13, 18.
51 See at n. 2.
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the York cause papers, the issue is raised 16 times in 178 cases, or roughly
9 percent of the cases; 6 of these cases are divorce cases, and in the remaining
10 the issue is raised as a defense to a marriage-enforcement action.52 Of the
9 fourteenth-century cases, only 3 have sentences at any level; this is strik-
ing, considering how many York marriage cases do have sentences. In both
marriage-enforcement cases that have sentences, the defense of incest (consan-
guinity in the fourth degree in one case, affinity by illicit intercourse with the
degree not stated in the other) fails, but in the consanguinity case, we suspected
that it might succeed ultimately because the witnesses on appeal look remark-
ably solid.53 In the affinity case, the sentence below looks solid (no result on
appeal is recorded); the judge expressly finds that the intercourse was proven
but the relationship was not.54 In the divorce case, the relationship (affinity in
the fourth degree with the defendant’s former wife) is conceded. The question is
whether the actrix consented after a dispensation was obtained, and the special
commissary of the official apparently holds that she did not.55

The fourteenth-century cases that do not have recorded sentences are decid-
edly a mixed bag. In one, a couple appeals before judgment from a lower-court
judge who is proceeding against them ex officio for divorce on the ground of
affinity by illicit intercourse; in another, a man is seeking a divorce from his
wife on the ground that she had had intercourse with his first cousin more
than 12 years previously.56 In one of the four marriage-enforcement actions,
the affinity claim (unspecified consanguinity between the actor and the rea’s
former husband) is but one of a number of reasons offered to block the claimed
marriage.57 In another, the claim of affinity by illicit intercourse with the reus’s
second cousin is more central, but the witnesses also suggest that the reus
was forced into the marriage.58 In the third, the witnesses about consanguinity
(fourth or fifth degree) look remarkably weak.59 In the fourth, it looks as if
the actrix is not going to get her dower because she was consanguine (second
cousin once removed) with her deceased husband.60

Of the seven fifteenth-century cases, five have sentences from at least one level
of court. Two divorces are granted for consanguinity (third or fourth degree;
fourth degree), and one for spiritual fraternity (the husband’s mother was the
wife’s godmother at confirmation). The case of consanguinity in the fourth
degree looks solid. The commissary general did the examining himself; the
witnesses (one of whom described himself as being 100) traced the relationship

52 Table 3.3.
53 Doncaster c Doncaster (Ch 4, at nn. 253–4).
54 Godewyn c Roser (Ch 4, at n. 78).
55 Nutle c Wode (Ch 4, at n. 244).
56 Office c Baker and Barker (Ch 4, at n. 243); Helay c Evotson (Ch 4, at n. 245).
57 Hopton c Brome (Ch 4, at n. 47).
58 Acclum c Carthorp (Ch 4, at nn. 75–7).
59 Blakden c Butre (Ch 4, at nn. 116–17).
60 Hiliard c Hiliard (Ch 4, at nn. 264–8).
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clearly.61 The other consanguinity case is more problematical. The relationship
is conceded (hence the uncertainty as to precisely what it was). The issue is
a dispensation. A dispensation pretty clearly existed, but apparently it was
insufficient, and so the woman gets her divorce.62 The case of spiritual fraternity
is the most problematical of all. While the process by which the lower court
granted the divorce looks solid, the relationship was conceded in the lower
court; we see the case in York because the couple’s son is bringing a collateral
attack on the divorce on the ground that it was obtained by collusion in order to
deprive him of his inheritance.63 Two defenses to marriage-enforcement actions,
one based on affinity by illicit intercourse with the rea’s second cousin, the
other on spiritual fraternity (the mother of the rea is the actor’s godmother),
fail. In the first case, there seems to be no doubt about the intercourse, but the
depositions as to the relationship of the woman to the rea are contradictory.64

In the other case, the defense is soundly defeated by the production of a papal
dispensation.65 In both the cases that have no sentence, it is clear that the
defense of incest (in both cases consanguinity in the second and third degrees)
to a marriage-enforcement action is secondary to a more important defense,
absence in one case, force in the other.66

Clearly, when compared to the other issues that are raised in the York actions,
the law of incest comes fairly far down on the list of what is at stake. Where it is
raised, the courts seem to be requiring quite a high standard of proof, certainly
to dissolve a marriage and probably also to defeat a marriage-enforcement
action.67 There is evidence of people getting trapped in a complicated body
of law that seems, from a modern point of view, to have little justification, as
there is some evidence of people manipulating that law to achieve purposes
quite unrelated to it. While there are far too few cases of this type to make
statistical statements about them, such cases seem to have a disproportionate
number of litigants from the highest social echelon that we normally see in
the court of York. But however much we might sympathize with the widow
who probably lost her dower because her husband was her second cousin once
removed,68 and with the man whose wife was able to divorce him because he
seems to have gotten an ineffective dispensation, and however much we might
wonder whether the couple who got the divorce for spiritual fraternity were
really trying to cut off their heir, these people were not dealing with a body of
law with which most York litigants were concerned.

61 Kyghley c Younge (1462), CP.F.202. See Ch 2, n. 43.
62 Schirburn c Schirburn (1451–2), CP.F.187.
63 Ask c Ask and Conyers (1476), CP.F.258.
64 Chew c Cosyn (Ch 5, at n. 178).
65 Wistow c Cowper (Ch 5, at nn. 191–3). It was suggested in Ch 5 (before n. 198) that this was

the result that both litigants wanted.
66 Baxter c Newton (Ch 5, n. 20); Talbot c Townley (Ch 5, at nn. 89–95).
67 Disc. T&C no. 1194.
68 See discussion, Ch 4, at nn. 272–6.
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Ely

As we have noted, there are somewhat more cases at Ely that raise issues of
incest than there are at York. As Table 6.4 shows, 16 percent of the Ely cases
(14/88) in which the defense to a marriage-enforcement action or the claim
for a divorce action is known, as opposed to 10 percent of the York cases
(17/178), raise the issue.69 A brief review of these cases, all but one of which
have been dealt with previously, suggests both why there is this difference and
what the significance of incest was in the matrimonial litigation at Ely in the
late fourteenth century.

One divorce is granted at the instance of the parties on the basis of affinity
by illicit intercourse, the man having had intercourse prior to his marriage with
his wife’s second cousin. The action is confessed by all three persons concerned,
and five witnesses support their claims. Collusion is not the inevitable conclu-
sion that one can draw from this record, but it could be.70 In the only other
instance divorce action in this group, the woman’s basic claim is her husband’s
impotence. He disappears and thus cannot be examined by the matrons, and
so she proceeds to produce four witnesses to fourth-degree consanguinity, and
the court pronounces a divorce on this ground. There can be little doubt that
the husband was impotent, just as there can little doubt that the consanguinity
was an afterthought. The court may have winked at these witnesses.71

Issues of incest are also raised in office cases in the Ely register, a type of
case that we see little of in the York cause papers.72 Unlike the Cambrai cases
that will be examined, however, all the Ely cases seem to have been brought at
the very beginning of the marriage, or at the very beginning of its public phase.
A couple cited for clandestine contract of marriage confess to a de presenti
marriage followed by intercourse. The boy’s father alleges consanguinity and
produces witnesses to that effect. The couple apparently have no answer to the
charges, and their marriage is dissolved for consanguinity in the third and fourth
degrees.73 Another case begins with a similar citation after an urban dean inhib-
ited the solemnization of marriage (even though no one had objected to banns)
on the ground of affinity by illicit intercourse. Once more the parties confess
to a de presenti marriage plus copula. The woman who was the man’s prior
sexual partner attempts to prove (with considerable help from the court) that
she is related to the rea and fails. She is ordered to do penance, and the couple
is ordered to solemnize.74 In a third case, the initial citation is for illegal sol-
emnization. The couple’s marriage seems pretty clearly to be impeded by affin-
ity by illicit intercourse in the third degree. They obtain a papal dispensation,

69 Disc. T&C no. 1195.
70 Marion c Umphrey (Ch 6, at nn. 101–2).
71 Pyncote c Maddyngle (Ch 6, at nn. 182–3).
72 Disc. T&C no. 1196.
73 Office c Symond and Page (Ch 6, at n. 229).
74 Office c Barbour and Whitheved (Ch 6, at nn. 215–17).
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but this is held to be inadequate. The case seems to involve a substantial amount
of local politics.75

In other cases, brought at least initially ex officio, we can be less sure that
the divorce of an actual marriage was at stake, though it likely was, given
the prevalence of informal de presenti marriages in Ely diocese.76 In one case, a
vicar is cited ex officio for having refused to solemnize a marriage. His response
is that five parishioners had reclaimed against the banns on the ground of
consanguinity (the degree is never stated). Four of them appear and testify,
and the court ultimately holds that the contract, if there was one, is void for
consanguinity.77 In another case, a reclamation of banns alleges affinity by
illicit intercourse. The couple both confess that the man had previously had
intercourse with one Matilda, but they say that they do not know whether
Matilda is related to the rea. Witnesses are produced. The record does not say
who produced the witnesses, but it does say that the rea is dismissed from the
reus’s suit.78 It seems clear that the marriage was not allowed to go forward,
perhaps contrary to the desires of the couple, perhaps contrary to just that of the
man. In another case, a man who has the same surname as the reus and a woman
are cited ex officio to show cause why they reclaimed against a couple’s banns.
In addition to unrelated accusations of the impediment of crime, they allege that
the couple’s marriage is impeded by affinity by illicit intercourse or by public
honesty, because another man, a consanguine of the prospective husband, had
intercourse with the prospective wife or, at least, contracted to marry her. Five
witnesses are produced, but then the reclaimants are contumacious. The case is
still proceeding when the register ends, but it seems unlikely that anything will
come of it.79 In the last office case on a reclamation, no citation is mentioned;
the couple simply appears. The reus, if he should be called that, proposes that his
marriage is impeded by affinity because of the rea’s intercourse with a relative
of his (“within the fourth degree” is all that is specified) and her precontract
with another man. The rea excepts that the alleged precontract was impeded
both by the fact that the man had a living wife and by her spiritual comaternity
with the man. Without hearing the full story of the previous marriage, the
official rules against the current marriage on the basis of the affinity by illicit
intercourse.80

The instance cases in which the issue of incest is raised are all ones in
which the issue seems to be an afterthought. One that is not discussed in
Chapter 6 is typical. In a competitor case, the reus excepts to the first actrix
on the basis of precontract with the second. The first actrix replicates that

75 Office c Slory and Feltewell (Ch 6, at nn. 191–7).
76 Lit. T&C no. 1197.
77 Office c Bourn (vicar) (Ch 6, at n. 228).
78 Page c Chapman (Ch 6, at n. 49).
79 Office and Andren and Edyng c Andren and Solsa (Ch 6, at n. 218).
80 Borewell c Bileye (Ch 6, at nn. 152–6).
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the reus and the second actrix are consanguine. Although two witnesses are
produced to this effect, the official orders the second actrix and the reus to
solemnize, holding that no consanguinity is proven. In an unusual move, the
first actrix’s proctor accepts the decision.81 In an interlocking competitor case,
the rea in the first case proposes that the marriage claimed by the actor can-
not stand because it was induced by fear, because they are consanguine, and
because she was (?) previously married to the reus in the other case. She wins
on all three points, and one wonders how much of a role the consanguinity
played.82

The final two cases are quite unusual. In one, the official apparently gives a
couple a dispensation “under the table” for affinity by illicit intercourse prob-
ably in a quite remote degree, but in the meantime, the woman has formed
a relationship with another man, who sues and ultimately succeeds in having
the first marriage held invalid and his sustained.83 The other begins as a quite
standard competitor case, which the reus successfully defends on the ground of
his precontract with the second actrix. He is then cited for failure to solemnize
with the second actrix and defends this action on the ground of affinity by illicit
intercourse (his own, in a degree not specified). The case is still proceeding when
the register ends. If this claim is not the product of a subsequent discovery, it is
the product of a highly manipulative strategy.84

The reason why there are more cases that raise issues of incest at Ely than
at York seems clear. Seven of the Ely cases begin with one or another form of
office citation, a type of case that is reflected in only one of those at York.85

The Ely office cases, begun on reclamation of banns, suggest a range of moti-
vations lying behind the reclamations. In only two cases is there a suggestion
of community opposition to the marriage because of the potential incest. Such
opposition seems likely in the case of the vicar who was faced with five parish-
ioners reclaiming against a couple’s banns on the ground of consanguinity, less
likely but at least possible in the case of affinity by illicit intercourse attested
by witnesses who are not identified as supporting any particular party.86 All
the rest of the cases have quite definite ‘movers’: the father of the man, a
woman who was the man’s prior sexual partner, a clergyman opposed to a
local faction, a man with the same surname as the reus, and in one case,
it would seem, the would-be husband himself.87 When these cases are cou-
pled with the two instance divorce cases, in one of which we suspected col-
lusion and in the other of which the incest claim is clearly raised after the

81 Teweslond and Watteson c Kembthed (21.vii.79 to 24.xi.79), fol. 119r–124r.
82 Pope and Dreu c Dreu and Newton (Ch 6, at n. 122). There is some doubt whether the Dreu-

Newton marriage was previous.
83 Gobat and Pertesen c Bygot (Ch 6, at n. 89); disc. T&C no. 1198.
84 Blofeld and Reder c Lile (Ch 6, at nn. 176–7).
85 Office c Baker and Barker (Ch 4, at n. 243).
86 Office c Bourn (vicar) (at n. 77); Page c Chapman (at n. 78); disc. T&C no. 1199.
87 Listed T&C no. 1200.
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actrix encountered difficulties in proving her basic claim of impotence, and are
also coupled with the instance cases in which the incest claim seems to be an
afterthought, we are probably correct in concluding that for the most part,
incest in late fourteenth-century Ely was not a matter of great social concern
but a complicated body of rules that could be used strategically or tactically to
achieve ends quite different from those suggested by the rules themselves.88 That
this should be the case is not surprising considering that the degrees involved,
in those cases in which they are mentioned, are quite remote and, by this
time, dispensable for those who had the persistence and the money to obtain a
dispensation.

Once more, Maitland was, in some sense, right. The law of incest could be
used manipulatively and was so being used at Ely in the late fourteenth century.
By and large, however, it was not being used to dissolve long-standing marriages
entered into by couples unsuspecting of the relationship. Where it did play a
role was in marriage-formation cases. Its role there was not nearly so important
as the role played by precontract or by factual disputes about the existence of
the contract. It appears more often in marriage-enforcement cases than any
defense other than precontract or denial, but those other defenses combined
appear more often than it does.89 We return once more to the extensiveness
of the degrees that are mentioned. From what we can tell from the litigation,
it would seem that the men and women of Ely diocese in the late fourteenth
century were well aware that they could get into trouble by contracting marriage
or having sexual relations with close relatives. Where they opened themselves
to trouble was when they engaged in the same behavior with somewhat more
remote relatives. That at least at some levels of society they did so out of
ignorance is suggested by the case of affinity by illicit intercourse in which the
couple quite frankly concede the intercourse and admit that they do not know
whether the third party is related to them or not.90

Paris

The story of the canon law of incest in the Paris register can be quickly told.
There is only one case involving it, a dissolution of sponsalia on the ground
that the former wife of the man (who was probably seeking the dissolution)
was the second cousin once removed of his current fiancée.91 The remoteness
of this relationship, coupled with the total absence in the Paris register of other
cases involving these rules, suggests either that sophisticated Parisians of the
late fourteenth century knew the rules and behaved accordingly or that the Paris
court was not particularly concerned about them. Perhaps some combination
of the two is the most likely conclusion.

88 See at nn. 70–1, 81–4.
89 See Table 6.4.
90 Page c Chapman (at n. 78).
91 Rivers c Contesse (Ch 7, at n. 135).
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incest cases at cambrai and brussels

Introduction and Prosecution of Sexual Offenses
Involving Incest at Cambrai

Cambrai and Brussels are quite a different story from Paris.92 Divorce cases,
cases involving the dissolution of sponsalia, and cases involving the dissolution
of presumptive marriages all produce violations or claimed violations of the
incest rules. There are 19 such cases in the Cambrai sample (19/207, 9%) and
15 in the Brussels sample (15/157, 10%).93 This is close to the percentages at
York (9%), somewhat less than what we found at Ely (16%). To this number
should be added for Cambrai (there are no comparable cases in the sample for
Brussels) the number of adultery and fornication cases that involve allegations
of incest (16/36, 44%; see Table 8.7). While the comparison here is between
somewhat dissimilar institutions (as we have seen, neither Brussels nor York
and Ely regularly handled straight cases of adultery or fornication), the fact is
that 14 percent of the cases in the larger Cambrai sample involved issues of
incest (35/258), the second highest number in our five courts.

It is characteristic of prosecutions of adultery and fornication at Cambrai
(whether incest is involved or not) that the sentences make a sharp distinc-
tion between a finding that the offense had been committed and a finding that
the reus had ‘incautious conversation’ with the rea so that fama of the sexual
relationship arose. ‘Incautious conversation’, like solicitation of a sexual rela-
tionship that did not happen, was subject to amends, and hence virtually all
of those prosecuted were convicted of something, but the sentences carefully
distinguish among offenses, and they also carefully distinguish between offenses
that were found and those about which only fama was found.94

The same pattern is followed where incest is also alleged. In 11 cases (9
adultery and 2 fornication), a potentially incestuous degree of relationship
between the couple is conceded, but there is only fama that they had inter-
course.95 In 3 cases (2 adultery and 1 fornication), the intercourse is found
but the relationship is known only by fama.96 In 1 case (adultery) both the
intercourse and the relationship are known only by fama.97 In only 1 case
(fornication) is incest found, and this only for the woman (apparently she
confessed); the man seems to be held only for allowing fama of the intercourse to
arise.98 In the cases where intercourse is found but the relationship is known

92 This section was written before I had examined Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, “Incestuous
Marriages.” Her conclusions differ somewhat from mine and are best discussed in App. e11.2,
“Recent Work on Incest Cases at Cambrai and Brussels” (see T&C no. 1262).

93 Disc. T&C no. 1201.
94 Details T&C no. 1202.
95 Listed T&C no. 1203.
96 Listed T&C no. 1204.
97 Office c Hughe (1) (2.vii.46), no. 953.
98 Office c Walop et Rueden (14.iii.39), no. 171, T&C no. 1205.
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only by fama, the level of rhetoric, and probably the amends, are increased
because the couple went ahead and had intercourse anyway despite the
fama.99

The relationships are in many cases quite close: first degree affinity (wife’s
mother; the woman whom his brother had previously, or was defamed to have
previously, known; wife’s daughter; previous sexual partner’s father; previous
sexual partner’s daughter), and second degree consanguinity (consanguinea ger-
mana, probably first cousin; nepos, probably nephew).100 One can certainly
imagine how scandal could have arisen about ‘incautious conversation’ between
such people. There are two cases of spiritual affinity, probably both with god-
mothers, though the ambiguous term commater is used (one of them is also
the putative first cousin).101 In other cases the relationship is vaguer: “in some
degree, as he confesses, consanguine”; “affine, while he lived, within the fourth
degree”; “consanguine, as the reus asserts, in a remote degree, not describing
it otherwise”; “in the fourth degree”; “consanguinity between him and [the
woman’s former husband] in a prohibited degree, and hence affinity between
him and [her]”; “his consanguine and also affine”; “his consanguine.”102 While
such accusations could have arisen as the result of genuine scandal, one sus-
pects that the promotor had something to do with stirring them up. In one case,
we know that the charges were raised by “a certain partner in adultery of the
reus.”103

The fact is, however, that only one of these charges of incest was proven,
and that, apparently, because the rea (but not the reus) confessed. We do not
know what the amends were for ‘incautious conversation’, but it is hard to
imagine that they were high. They were probably higher for illicit intercourse
knowing of the fama of a relationship; at least the intercourse was proven or
confessed in such cases, but there are relatively few such cases. If the promotors
of Cambrai were engaged in a campaign to ferret out illicit incest, they were
remarkably unsuccessful in proving it. This is a theme to which we will return
when we examine the cases in which marriage formation or dissolution was
involved.

There is one more striking characteristic about the Cambrai adultery and
fornication cases, whether or not incest was involved. There are very few women
defendants. Discussion of possible explanations for this phenomenon is best left
to the margin,104 but one deserves mention here: In some cases, the promotor
may have agreed not to prosecute the woman in return for her testifying against
the man. This option might have seemed particularly attractive to the promotor
in situations in which the woman did not have the money to pay his costs or

99 Office c Porte et Hennique (n. 96) is a particularly good example.
100 Listed T&C no. 1206.
101 Listed and disc. T&C no. 1207.
102 Listed and disc. T&C no. 1208.
103 Office c Quintart (n. 94), T&C no. 1209.
104 Disc. T&C no. 1210.
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the amends. We do not know in how many cases this would have been so, but
some of these women seem to have been quite poor.105

Prescinding from adultery and fornication prosecutions at Cambrai and
returning to types of cases that are comparable to those heard in our other
courts, the relatively high proportion of incest claims in such cases did not pro-
duce a correspondingly high proportion of cases in which the claim of incest
was sustained. At Brussels, the claim of incest was successful in only five cases
(5/15, 33%); at Cambrai it succeeded in a higher proportion of cases (8/19,
42%). The Cambrai number is, however, skewed by the fact that the incest
claim prevailed in five of seven actions for dissolution of sponsalia, where, as
we will see, the court was willing to rule on the basis of fama. In the case
of divorce either of existing or presumptive marriages, the court finds incest
in only 3 of 12 cases (25%).106 What is interesting about all of these cases is
how the four different judges reacted to them over the course of their tenures.
Exploring the range of those reactions may, in turn, allow us to infer something
about social attitudes in the diocese of Cambrai in this period.

Divorce from the Bond – Cambrai

Table 8.7 indicates that there are 12 cases of divorce from the bond in our
Cambrai sample, strikingly all office cases, 9 of which involve incest.107 Strik-
ingly, too, the promotor succeeds in dissolving the marriages in only 2 cases
(17% success rate). Of the incest cases there are 8 where the impediment is
described as one of affinity: 5 by illicit intercourse, 1 by licit, and 2 in which the
nature of the affinity is not further described. There is also 1 case of an alleged
impediment of consanguinity.

We begin with the two cases in which marriages were dissolved. In Febru-
ary of 1439, Divitis dissolved the marriage of Amand de Sceppere and Mar-
guerite Clercs.108 Amand was a widower who had previously been married to
Marguerite Ghiselins, who, Divitis finds, was related to Marguerite within the
fourth degree of consanguinity. Three banns were proclaimed on the espousals
of Amand and Marguerite in the church of Schorisse.109 Knowing that there
was fama communis about the affinity, the couple went to Ghent (a relatively
short boat ride up the Scheldt) in the diocese of Tournai and solemnized their
marriage there in the parish of Sint-Michaël. Divitis pronounced this marriage
“null or at least invalid” (nullum aut saltem invalidum), ordered them to make
amends, pay the costs of the promotor, and furnish two pounds of wax for the
chapel of the officiality. He also gave them license to marry others.

105 This is suggested by Office c Pont (n. 94), in which the man solicited the woman with the
promise of two bushels of grain.

106 Our samples may be understating here; see App. e11.2.
107 Disc. T&C no. 1211.
108 Office c Sceppere et Clercs (21.ii.39), no. 150, T&C no. 1212.
109 Now a part of Maarkedal, prov. Oost-Vlaanderen, about 2 miles southeast of Oudenaarde.
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In September of 1442, Nicolaı̈ dissolved the marriage of Hugues Brohon
and Jeanne Destrées.110 Jeanne had been the concubine of the uncle of Hugues,
Mathieu, who was probably a priest.111 They had even had a male child, who
was now dead. Knowing that “they could not join with each other in marriage
nor cohabit in the flesh without the penalty of incest,they sought to contract
incestuous nuptials with each other and for this purpose sought out a foreign
city, to wit, Laon, where truthful notice of these premises could not be had.”112

They contracted sponsalia in the hand of the priest and the face of the church
of Saint-Pierre-le-Vieux, and when the curé refused to solemnize the marriage
because they did not have dimissory letters from their curé or bishop, they had
the incestuous marriage solemnized in a priory and by an alleged religious of
the order of the Knights Hospitallers.

The level of rhetoric of this sentence has already been considerably higher
than that of the previous sentence, but at this point Nicolaı̈ goes, in the collo-
quial phrase, ‘over the top’:113

[P]roceeding from bad to worse, they presumed to defile themselves often and very
often with the incestuous mingling and cohabitation in the flesh that they had planned
under the guise [of marriage], in and through these [acts] damnably committing incest,
essaying, to the extent that they were able, illegal, wicked marriage, a mockery of the
sacrament of marriage, and busied themselves with the guise of their sin.

For this reason, they were condemned to make amends “corresponding to such
enormities” and pay the costs of the promotor:114

[We] determine and announce that between them, the affinity standing in the way,
effective marriage could or can neither be contracted nor subsist, and that whatever was
attempted in this matter was and is void, null, and vainly, though de facto, presumed. We
quash, annul, and dissolve this very thing [marriage] insofar as it has proceeded de facto.

[We] inhibit them, therefore, and each of them that they not presume to cohabit further
with each other under type or color of marriage, to stay with each other, or even to have
other conversation with each other from which even suspicion of further incestuous
cohabitation could or ought to find an excuse, under penalty of excommunication and
prison at the pleasure of the most reverend our lord of Cambrai, if – may it not happen! –
they do so to the contrary.

What accounts for the difference between these two cases, not only of the
level of rhetoric but also of result (dissolution, a fairly mild injunction to make
amends, coupled with license to marry others, as opposed to dissolution, a
ringing injunction to make amends, a strong injunction for the future, and
no license mentioned)? To a certain extent it is a difference in style between
the two judges. Divitis rarely raises the level of rhetoric; Nicolaı̈ does so fairly

110 Office c Brohon et Destrées (10.ix.42), no. 321.
111 Lit. T&C no. 1213.
112 Office c Brohon et Destrées (n. 110), T&C no. 1214.
113 Ibid., T&C no. 1215.
114 Ibid., T&C no. 1216.
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frequently. Behind this we may suspect a difference in personalities and perhaps
in attitudes toward sin and sinners.

Both couples, it should be noted, had defied the authority of the church
by going to another diocese and getting their marriages solemnized. This was
regarded as a serious offense, even in more relaxed England.115 There are,
however, reasons for thinking that Hugues and Jeanne would have been
regarded as more serious offenders than Amand and Marguerite. In the case of
Hugues and Jeanne, the affinity was very close. Second-degree affinity may not
have been dispensable as a regular matter; it certainly was not easy to obtain
such a dispensation. All we know about the relationship between Amand and
Marguerite was that is was within the fourth degree. Marguerite could have
been as distantly related to Amand’s former wife as third cousin. Fourth- and
third-degree affinity (third and second cousins) was dispensable; it was just that
this couple did not obtain the dispensation. No mention is made of Amand and
Marguerite’s failure to obtain dimissory letters, and it is even possible that the
curé of Schorisse gave them this advice: “You can’t get married here because
of the rumors about Marguerite’s relationship with your former wife, but take
a boat up the Scheldt to Ghent, and my friend the pastor of Sint-Michaël will
marry you.” Not only did Hugues and Jeanne go to another diocese; they did
not even go to the closest one (which would have been Noyon, if we assume that
they were living in Cambrai), and they ultimately did not even get married in a
parish church because the curé in Laon refused to marry them without dimis-
sory letters. Their marriage was solemnized before a “supposed” (assertum)
Knight Hospitaller.

To this we might add the difference in the way in which the affinity arose –
legally irrelevant but perhaps not irrelevant in explaining the attitudes of the
two judges. Jeanne had been Mathieu’s concubine, and Mathieu may have been
a priest. Amand, by contrast, had been lawfully married to his former wife, who,
unfortunately, turned out to be related to a woman he now wanted to marry.
Amand and Marguerite seem like a respectable, slightly older couple, who got
caught in the snares of medieval incest law. Hugues and Jeanne, by contrast,
seem like low-life types, and the marriage may even have been put together as
a cover for Mathieu’s continuing relationship with Jeanne.

The remaining cases show the great reluctance of both judges to dissolve a
public marriage unless the proof of the impediment was clear. The only other
sentence by Divitis in this group begins with a ringing declaration that the
marriage of Gilles Sadonne and Catherine vander Keere, contracted solemnly
and followed by cohabitation, is valid, notwithstanding what the promotor
has proposed. Divitis then proceeds to order the couple to make amends, Gilles
because he proceeded to contract marriage with Catherine knowing that there
was fama that his son had previously had sexual relations with her, and Cather-
ine because she had abandoned Gilles without judgment of the church and
formed an adulterous relationship with another man. (The sentence also notes

115 See Ch 6, at nn. 189–219.
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that Gilles had failed to reclaim Catherine, though it is unclear whether he was
fined for this.)116

The sentence is well within the law. Clearly, Gilles (it is interesting that
nothing is said of Catherine here) should not have proceeded to solemnize his
marriage with Catherine until it was determined whether the fama was true. It
was also clear that Catherine should not have left Gilles without judgment of
the church after the public marriage, though here, knowledge of the incestu-
ousness of the relationship might have provided an excuse. Of course, even if
Catherine was justified in leaving Gilles, she should not have formed an adul-
terous relationship with another man. Whether Gilles was obligated to take
steps to get Catherine back is a matter of more doubt, but then again, it is not
clear that he was fined for that. Divitis may have mentioned his failure to do so
in order to emphasize the difference between his situation before the marriage
and after.

As is usual with Divitis’s cryptic sentences, there is much that we would like
to know that we do not know. We know that no witnesses were heard in the
case (apparently the promotor could not produce the son in court, or the son
would not have testified in the promotor’s favor). Catherine probably firmly
denied that she had sexual relations with the son, and perhaps she also testified
that she had not known of the fama. (That seems hard to believe, but she may
have said it.) That would have excused her from having gone ahead with the
marriage to Gilles but would, at the same time, have deprived her of any excuse
for leaving him. That makes it look as if her reason for leaving him was in order
to take up with another man.

It is possible that the story was more complicated. Gilles and Catherine may
both have known about the rumor. Indeed, it may have been true. They got
married anyway. Then they had qualms of conscience and decided to separate.
This would explain why Gilles made no effort to get her back. It would also
explain why she took up with another man. They did not count on the promo-
tor’s insistence on keeping up appearances, however. When the case came to
court, either Catherine could not bring herself to admit the truth of allegations
or she did admit it, but Divitis would not upset a public marriage on the basis of
the confession of one of the parties alone and the promotor had no other proof.
We should keep this last possibility in mind as we look at Nicolaı̈’s remaining
sentences.

These sentences reverse the order of Divitis’s last sentence; first, the couple
are ordered to make amends, sometimes in quite strong language; then they are
told that their marriage can stand. The following sentence is typical:117

[N]eglecting and notwithstanding the fama that was at work about their mutual affinity –
which well could have impeded their contracting marriage – not bothering with and not
waiting for, indeed, not asking for a declaration from a competent judge about it, despite
the fact that nothing stood in their way [of their doing this], they presumed to contract

116 Office c Sadonne et Keere (17.i.39), no. 120, T&C no. 1217.
117 Office c Oems et Cloets (23.i.45), no. 630, T&C no. 1218.
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matrimonial agreements and then marriage, to solemnize and to consummate with sexual
intercourse, in and through the foregoing, showing themselves to be deliberately ignorant
[‘seekers after ignorance’].

The last phrase, affectatores ignorantie, appears to be a technical phrase for
deliberately not pursuing a matter that ought to have been pursued.118 For this
the couple is condemned to make amends, pay the promotor’s costs, and furnish
half a pound of wax apiece for the chapel of the officiality:119

[W]e nevertheless decree and declare that the marriage contracted, as previously
described, by and between these defendants, solemnized, and consummated by sexual
intercourse [is] valid, efficacious, and to remain in effect so long as they both live.

More serious offenses call for a higher level of rhetoric and, presumably,
higher fines. In Office c Thomas vanden Huffle et Catherine Seghers,120 not
only did the couple know of the fama of the consanguinity between Catherine
and a woman with whom Thomas had confessed he had illicit sexual relations,
but Thomas had also bribed the woman to withdraw her opposition to their
banns. This couple showed themselves to “be ‘seekers after ignorance’” and also
of “incestuous marriages.”121 But the bottom line is the same: The marriage is
to remain firm, “since no impediment sufficient to dissolve it is apparent.”122 In
Office c Pierre van Beerseele et Élisabeth Smets,123 the couple had deliberately
not had the banns proclaimed in Bergilers, whence Élisabeth came, because they
knew that if they did, her relationship to a woman with whom Pierre had pre-
viously committed adultery would be made known. This made them “seekers
after incestuous marriages,” but was not sufficient to dissolve their solemnized
and consummated marriage, “since it is not clear that there is enough about
the alleged impediment to give us the confidence to dissolve a marriage that
has already been contracted.”124 In Office c Josse Brumère et Élisabeth de
Calant,125 the couple had contracted clandestinely, had clandestinely consum-
mated the contract, and had had the marriage solemnized in another diocese
without obtaining letters dimissory, the last apparently because Josse had had
illicit sexual relations with Élisabeth’s sister (of which Élisabeth was aware).
There is a long list of things for which they are to make amends, but the mar-
riage is allowed to stand, “since it is apparent that there is no impediment, at
least not one sufficient to dissolve [an existing marriage], notwithstanding what
has been alleged to the contrary.”126

118 See Ch 9, n. 297. The phrase is probably derived from Cum inihibitio, Ch 1, n. 77, and appears
frequently in sentences of Nicolaı̈, e.g., at nn. 121, 124; Registres de Cambrai, s.v. affectator.

119 Office c Oems et Cloets (n. 117), T&C no. 1219.
120 Office c Huffle et Seghers (6.iii.45), no. 660.
121 Ibid., T&C no. 1220.
122 Ibid., T&C no. 1221.
123 Office c Beerseele et Smets (4.xii.45), no. 840.
124 Ibid., T&C no. 1222.
125 Office c Brumère et Calant (6.v.46), no. 1131.
126 Ibid., T&C no. 1223.
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All of these cases are subsequent to Office c Brohon et Destrées and to Office
c Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere, the case discussed in Chapter 9 in which Nicolaı̈
displays heightened concern about affinitas per copulam illicitam.127 They sug-
gest that he experienced a change of heart and moved from enforcing the law
in this area in all its rigor to allowing as much as the law would allow, and
perhaps more. Office c Brumère et Calant is the easiest result to explain in
terms of the existing law. In this case, Nicolaı̈ finds that the affinity (by illicit
intercourse with the rea’s sister) arose after the rei had converted their clandes-
tine promises of marriage into a presumptive marriage by having intercourse.
Granted that finding (the factual basis for which we cannot tell, though we
do know that witnesses were heard and that the contract that gave rise to
the presumptive marriage took place “many years ago” [iam pluribus annis
effluxis]), the law was clear. Preexisting affinity was a diriment impediment
to marriage, but affinity that arose after the marriage was not grounds for its
dissolution.128

Office c Huffle et Seghers and Office c Beerseele et Smets are harder to
explain. In both cases, the affinity was preexisting, the man confessed the inter-
course, and the relationship (second degree in the first case, third degree in the
second) was proven.129 Yet in both cases Nicolaı̈ found that the impediment
had not been sufficiently proved (minime constet in the first; non liqueat, in a
particularly tortured phrase, in the second).130 The only legal explanation that I
can give for these holdings is the one suggested previously: Nicolaı̈ had decided
that he would not dissolve a marriage on the basis of the confession of the
parties alone, at least not a confession to affinity by illicit intercourse. Whether
he would have insisted on two unbiased witnesses to the act of intercourse
itself, we cannot tell. But the law of proof might have allowed him to go that
far.

Once we have seen that an unusually high standard of proof is being
demanded in these two cases, we must reconsider what is happening in the
other cases where the sentence is less clear about what was established but the
marriage is sustained. Divitis may also have demanded a high standard of proof.
His one sentence in the sample favorable to the marriage, Office c Sadonne et
Keere, is open to this interpretation, as is Nicolaı̈’s sentence in Office c Oems
et Cloets.131 Indeed, the pattern that emerges from these sentences suggests
that both the judgments and the rhetoric in Office c Brohon et Destrées and
Office c Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere are what is hard to explain. Something
about these cases, or these defendants, touched a raw nerve in Nicolaı̈, who,
we must remember, was at this time relatively new on the job. It could have

127 See at nn. 110–14; Ch 9, at nn. 293–302.
128 Lit. T&C no. 1224.
129 T&C no. 1225.
130 Nn. 122, 124.
131 At nn. 116, 117.
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been simply that the defendants were young, of relatively low station, and par-
ticularly unconcerned about conforming their sexual behavior to the rules.

The promotors got the word. After Office c Brumère et Calant, I have found
only two more cases in the Cambrai registers, both in the sample, in which
affinity is raised as a possible ground of dissolution of an existing marriage. In
one, Nicolaı̈ refuses to dissolve a long-term marriage on the basis of a fama
of affinity of an unspecified type, though he does fine the parties for having
married despite the fama, and he does mention that he conducted an ex officio
investigation into the truth of the fama.132 In the other, Nicolaı̈ allows a clan-
destine presumptive marriage to stand, ordering the couple to make amends for
having entered into such a marriage and having entered into it despite the fama
of an, again, unspecified affinity. He orders the couple to solemnize, specifically
holding that fama alone is not enough to impede an existing marriage.133

The one case of consanguinity is very much in the pattern of the cases of
affinity. The couple are fined for solemnizing their marriage knowing of the
fama of their consanguinity; they are therefore “deliberately ignorant,” but the
marriage is to be sustained, “since no impediment sufficient to dissolve [an
existing marriage] is apparent.”134

Divorce from the Bond – Brussels

We have already seen that Nicolaı̈ at Cambrai was, it would seem, trying to
discourage the promotors from bringing cases for divorce from the bond by
demanding a high standard of proof. Certainly, such cases decline over the
course of his tenure. The same practice seems to have been followed in Brus-
sels. There is only one office divorce case in the sample, and although the divorce
was granted, the unusual nature of the case suggests that it was exceptional.
The couple in question were to make amends for having had their marriage
solemnized knowing of the fama of their consanguinity and without obtaining
any judgment about it. They then “stood for a time in the same house, board,
and bed,” and, in an extraordinarily awkward phrase, “they many times pre-
sumed to attempt to use force concerning the carnal act between each other.”135

Whatever this phrase means, it suggests that they did not succeed in having inter-
course. They then separated without the judgment of the church. Since that time
the man has sinned with many single women against the law of his marriage,
and the woman has taken up with two married men by one of whom she has
had children. Whatever this couple’s difficulty was with having intercourse with
each other, they did not seem to have had any difficulty with others. After this
series of amends, Rodolphi dissolves the marriage on the ground that “it is

132 Office c Johenniau et Chavaliere (T&C no. 1218), T&C no. 1226.
133 Office c Raes et Piperzele (31.x.49), no. 1220, T&C no. 1227.
134 Office c Heymans et Nath (18.xii.45), no. 850, T&C no. 1228.
135 Disc. T&C no. 1229.
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clearly apparent from the depositions of the witnesses that they are connected
to each other in the fourth degree of consanguinity.”136

This couple would probably have come to the attention of the promotor
even if there had been no issue about consanguinity, and Rodolphi was clearly
multiplying the amends (something that he had a tendency to do in other cases).
This marriage had not been consummated and could, in this period, have been
dissolved by the pope. Older law recognized (whether correctly or not we need
not decide) that couples could be incapable of having intercourse with each
other, even if they could have it with other people. On a human level, this
marriage did not look as if it had any promise of success. Rodolphi had at hand
a valid reason to dissolve it, and he did.

The other divorce case in the sample is an instance case in which the woman
raises a defense of third-degree affinity to a suit by her husband for restoration
of conjugal rights. Platea at first orders her to return to her husband, but not
to have intercourse with him. She appeals to Rome, but the appeal is declared
frivolous. Platea denies apostoli and says that he is prepared to hear the divorce
claim. He then allows her to live separately from her husband during the pen-
dency of the case, and that is the last we hear of it.137

Dissolution of Presumptive Marriages – Cambrai

In three cases in the Cambrai sample, a presumptive marriage seems to be
conceded – indeed, it seems to be desired by the parties – and the issue is
whether it must be dissolved because of incest. In one of the cases, it is clear
that the promotor is trying to get the marriage dissolved despite the wishes of
the parties. In the other cases, the role of the promotor is more ambiguous.

The clearest case is the earliest. Divitis finds that the couple had contracted
clandestinely and that the man had deflowered the woman and procreated many
children by her. He orders them to solemnize their marriage, notwithstanding
the impediment of consanguinity alleged by the promotor. He also orders them
to make amends and pay two pounds of wax to the chapel of the court.138

The promotor introduced witnesses, but they clearly did not prove the con-
sanguinity. We cannot tell whether the couple had failed to solemnize their
marriage because they feared that the possible consanguinity would stand in
their way (a fact that is mentioned in some of the succeeding cases) or whether
this was simply a couple who chose to marry informally. In either case, the pro-
motor’s proceeding against them seems to have resulted in regularizing their
situation, one that had been going on for some time, as the reference to plures
proles indicates.

The next two cases are similar. In both cases the rei contracted publicly;
in both cases, it would seem, the publicity brought to light a possible affinity

136 Officie c Gheerts en Bertels (Ch 9, n. 357), T&C no. 1230.
137 Perre c Meys (Ch 9, n. 357).
138 Office c Pevenage et Stapcoemans (24.i.39), no. 126.
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between them. In one case it was an affinitas per copulam illicitam of the
rea with a blood relative of the man; in the other case the precise nature of
the affinity is not stated, but it was probably affinitas per copulam illicitam.
In both cases, the couple knew of the fama of the affinitas. Notwithstanding
this, in both cases the couple consummated their relationship, converting the
promises into a matrimonium presumptum, if such a marriage were valid, and
in both cases, they attempted to go further publicly, in one case by having the
second banns proclaimed, in the other case, apparently, by attempting to have
the marriage solemnized. In both cases, the couples were fined for consum-
mating their marriage before solemnization (one case specifically mentions the
excommunication that they incurred under the synodal statutes for doing this)
and for proceeding while knowing of the fama of the relationship (in one case
the couple had intercourse while the case was sub iudice), and were ordered to
pay the costs of the promotor. The ultimate results of the two cases are quite
different, however. In one case, Nicolaı̈ orders the couple to solemnize their pre-
sumptive marriage on the ground that “fama alone cannot destroy a marriage
that is already contracted.” In the other case, Nicolaı̈ orders the couple under
a penalty of excommunication and 20 florins not to cohabit or have sexual
intercourse, to pay the costs of the promotor, and to pay a pound of wax each
to the chapel of the court.139

The sentence that declares that fama alone cannot destroy a marriage that is
already contracted states a correct principle of law. No proof is mentioned other
than the oaths, replies, and confessions of the parties. The woman apparently
did not admit the intercourse with the man’s relative (less likely, but possible, is
that she admitted the intercourse but that there was no firm evidence of the rela-
tionship of the two men). In the other case, witnesses were introduced, though
the sentence does not say by whom. It is possible, then, that the difference in
result in the two cases can be accounted for by the fact that in the second case
the affinity was proven and in the first case it was not. While that is possible, it
does not seem likely. It seems more likely that it was not proven in the second
case either. The second sentence does not find that the affinity existed; the cou-
ple are not fined for having committed incest, and the presumptive marriage is
not declared null. All three issues would have to have been addressed had the
affinity been proven.

We must search elsewhere to account for the difference in the two results.
There are a number of differences in the facts. In the first case the couple had
had intercourse; indeed, the rea had been deflowered, before they contracted
and at a time when only the rea knew about the fama of the affinity. The reus
only found out about it after the first bann.140 Hence, it is possible that the man
consummated the marriage before he knew of the fama, though the sentence
does not say this. Even if he did, it is hard to see how that could account for
the difference in the two sentences.

139 Listed T&C no. 1231.
140 Disc. T&C no. 1232.
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What happened in the second case is clearer. The couple both knew of the
fama of the affinity. They nonetheless proceeded publicly to espouse each other,
“and would have proceeded further to solemnize their pretended marriage had
the curé of the place not manifested the impediment on account of the fama.”141

The couple then went off and began to cohabit (the same language is used that
is used in concubinage cases), consummating the marriage and converting it,
to the extent that they could, into a presumptive marriage. They also pro-
created “many children.”142 Thus, while the first couple defied the authority
of the church by continuing a sexual relationship that had begun before the
promises of marriage (thus transforming the relationship into a presumptive
marriage), this couple seems to have defied it even more because it looks as if
they deliberately went out and consummated the marriage in order to create a
presumptive marriage and planned to live together without the blessing of the
church. Hence, despite the fact that the level of rhetoric is not quite so high in
the second sentence as it is in the first, the official may in fact have thought the
second couple’s offense more serious, and hence he put them in a quite dreadful
situation: They do not have license to marry others; indeed, they may be mar-
ried to each other but they cannot cohabit nor can they have intercourse, and
as is frequently the case, nothing is said about what is going to happen to the
children.

I know of no canonical authority for this order.143 That it was not appealed
probably tells us that the couple could not afford an appeal. Even if it was
authorized, it was certainly not required; it was unwise, a bad piece of judicial
craftsmanship, and inhumane besides. The chronological order of these cases is,
in fact, the opposite of the order in which we have been describing them. Since
such cases were probably quite rare, one hopes that as he matured, Nicolaı̈
came to realize that the best way to treat such cases was to punish the couple
severely but to allow the marriage to go ahead.

Dissolution of Presumptive Marriages – Brussels

As we have seen, nine cases in the sample raise issues about the dissolution of
alleged presumptive marriages, five straight office and four office/instance. Six
of them involve the rules about incest. It is not always clear in these cases who
is arguing for what, and it is best to begin with those in which dissolution is
ordered.

The first such case, and the only case decided by Rodolphi, involves a couple
who had lived in a concubinage relationship “for many years.” They then got
engaged. The sentence does not say that the engagement was public, but it
probably was because the first cousin of the reus opposed the marriage on the
ground that he had had sexual relations with the rea. The couple then once more

141 T&C no. 1233.
142 Office c Blekere et Clements (T&C no. 1231): plures invicem proles procreando.
143 Disc. T&C no. 1234.
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had sexual relations. The couple are to make amends for their concubinage and
for having sexual relations after the opposition. Their espousals are dissolved,
and they are ordered under a penalty of 20 saluts144 not to have sexual relations,
to cohabit, or to deal with each other in such a way that a suspicion that they
were having sexual relations could arise.145

The case bears a marked resemblance to Office c Blekere et Clements.146

There is, however, a major difference. Rodolphi specifically annuls the espousals
(which would, in fact, have been a presumptive marriage had it not been for
the impediment). The couple are thus free to marry others, though he does
not say that. Hence, although he does not say so, he must have found that the
affinitas per copulam illicitam existed. Willem Godevaerts, the first cousin,
alleged that it existed, but it takes more than one witness to make a full proof.
Other witnesses are mentioned (produced by whom the sentence does not say),
and we have the usual responses, confessions, and assertions of the parties. If
the rea had confessed the intercourse, however, the sentence probably would
have said that. The other witnesses may have testified to fama; they may even
have testified to the intercourse or to circumstances that would have given rise
to an inference of intercourse. It is unlikely that they actually saw it, though
they may have said that they did.

That brings us back to the concubinage relationship. There was probably a
reason why this was concubinage and not marriage, and that reason normally
was that there were class differences between the man and the woman that
made marriage socially unacceptable. Eventually, the reus decided to do the
right thing by the rea, but when he announced his engagement, his family swung
into action and broke it up. While this is not the only possible background to
this case, it is a plausible one, and if this is right, the promotor and the court
supported the family.

The other case in which a presumptive marriage is dissolved for affinitas per
copulam illicitam may be the work of the promotor alone, though someone
must have told him the story. Jan van Crane and Barbara Bastijns were found
to have had publicly contracted espousals and to have had intercourse before
and after their espousals. Jan Marien was found to have deflowered Barbara
before the espousals, and he was “connected to [Crane] in the fourth degree of
consanguinity.” In strong language, Platea nullifies the presumptive marriage
and orders Crane and Barbara to make amends for “presuming to contract
an incestuous engagement (affidationem) of this sort and to transform it into
presumptive marriage, thus committing incest” and Marien and Barbara to
make amends for deflowering and stuprum.147

There seems little doubt that Platea thought that Crane and Barbara were
aware of her prior relationship with Marien. (Otherwise, it would not have

144 Disc. T&C no. 1235.
145 Office c Bouchoute en Triestrams (28.ix.50), no. 200, T&C no. 1236.
146 See at n. 139, and text following.
147 Officie c Crane, Bastijns en Marien (13.v.57), no. 1150, T&C no. 1237.
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been presumptive of them “to contract an incestuous engagement of this sort.”)
That, in turn, suggests that the relationship between the Crane and Marien
was closer than the fourth degree of consanguinity.148 The only other diffi-
culty with this case is the first description of the relationship between Marien
and Barbara: “affinity arising from the sowing of the seed of [Marien] with
Barbara.”149 That could mean that they did not complete sexual intercourse,
and if they did not, there was no affinity. Considering the order to make
amends, however, this phrase is probably just Platea’s graphic way of describ-
ing sexual intercourse, part and parcel of the heightened rhetoric of the entire
sentence.

In four cases in the sample, Platea orders the presumptive marriage sol-
emnized notwithstanding the allegations that the relationship is potentially
incestuous. The language with which Platea rejects the impediment tends to
be quite dismissive. Let us look at some examples.

(1) “Notwithstanding the fama, such as it is, of the consanguinity which
is said to [literally, if the text is to be believed, “ought to”] exist between the
engaged couple, but which was not proven.”150 In this case, the promotor was
probably alleging the impediment because he produces the witnesses, but it
is possible that he was put up to it by outsiders who were trying to impede
the marriage. If they were, the couple’s consummation of their public espousals
raised the stakes because, as we have seen, fama could impede the solemnization
of espousals, but not of presumptive marriage.

(2) “Notwithstanding the spiritual relationship alleged by the promotor but
not proven.” Here, there is evidence that the couple actively resisted the charge
because they are the ones who produced the witnesses. The case ends with a
strange note that the promotor’s action against the reus for deflowering is saved
for the promotor.151 While it is possible that the promotor could prosecute such
an action, even though the couple are to marry, there is no other case in the
sample or in any of the other Brussels cases that I have examined where such
an action is contemplated. It seems more likely that the deflowering action
involved another woman. (This is a pattern that we will see more clearly when
we come to the three-party cases.)

(3) “Notwithstanding a vague and uncertain fama about an asserted consan-
guinity which it is [also] asserted does not subsist between the [rei] and [which]
proceeds from no certain source, which we consider frivolous and inapt.”152

The espousals in this case were public, and the “vague and uncertain fama”
may have proceeded from the local rumor mill. It is not even clear that the
promotor supported it once he had alleged it because the witnesses in this case

148 Reference and disc. T&C no. 1238.
149 See n. 147.
150 Officie c Voert en Katherina Ols (7.ix.54), no. 680, T&C no. 1239.
151 Officie c Beckere en Leneren (1.vii.55), no. 810, T&C no. 1240.
152 Officie c Gansbeke en Permentiers (26.vi.56), no. 981, T&C no. 1241.
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are vaguely said to have been produced “on the articles,” and not specifically
by the promotor.153

(4) “Notwithstanding the opposition of Katherina concerning and about a
consanguinity that she alleges binds her with the rea, but not proven by her or
verified by the promotor, which we consider frivolous and not in derogation
of the clandestine marriage.”154 Katherina was a married woman with whom
the reus was found to have committed adultery. Her motivations for trying to
impede his marriage seem, despite the passage of centuries, both obvious and
reprehensible. It is, however, quite remarkable that neither she nor the other
rea, who had been deflowered and had entered into a presumptive marriage
with the reus, is specifically ordered to make amends. This may be a scribal
error; the wording of the amends suggests that there is more to come, which is
simply not there.155

These four sentences proceed in chronological order and suggest Platea’s
growing impatience with unproven allegations of violations of the incest pro-
hibitions. That makes his judgment in Officie c Crane, Bastijns en Marien all
the more remarkable, for the case is dated between the third and fourth sen-
tences in the examples.156 It is possible that Platea was annoyed when such
allegations were not proven but harsh when they were, but by this time Platea
was an experienced enough judge to know that in many situations, one has to
proceed in cases that one is not sure of proving in order to catch all possible
instances that turn out to be provable. That in turn suggests that Platea was
telling the promotors (and third parties who were trying to upset marriages)
to proceed only in the obvious cases, and it allows us to suspect that Office c
Crane, Bastijns en Marien was an obvious case.

Dissolution of Sponsalia – Cambrai

Seven cases in the Cambrai sample of dissolution of sponsalia involve incest.
In five of the seven, the promotor succeeds in dissolving the sponsalia of a
couple who, so far as we can tell, are seeking to maintain them. In the first case
the couple are successful; Divitis, after hearing the depositions of witnesses,
holds that the couple are to proceed with the solemnization of their marriage,
notwithstanding the impediment of affinity (in what degree is not said) alleged
by the promotor. Leges are specifically not imposed, but the couple are to pay
the promotor’s costs.157 In the other case in which the couple are successful, the
reus does not get off so lightly. He knew the rumors that he was consanguine

153 Ibid., nec non testium super articulis huiusmodi productorum, receptorum, iuratorum, et exam-
intorum depositionbus sive attesationibus.

154 Officie c Chienlens, Houmolen en Michaelis (3.xii.56), no. 1072, T&C no. 1242.
155 Ibid., T&C no. 1243.
156 N. 147.
157 Office c Base et Honters (Ch VIII, n. 75).
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with the rea and is fined for having proceeded to enter into sponsalia with her
without waiting for the decree of a competent judge. The rea is absolved of all
articles but is ordered to share in the promotor’s costs with the reus. Nicolaı̈,
after hearing the depositions of witnesses for the promotor, holds the sponsalia
valid and orders the couple to solemnize.158

The five cases in which the promotor was successful give us, by negative
inference, some idea of what the promotor’s evidence in the previous cases
failed to show, so that the sponsalia were allowed to stand. Four of the cases
involve affinitas per copulam illicitam in very close degrees. In one of them,
after hearing testimony of witnesses, Nicolaı̈ holds that the reus is to make
amends because

knowing and not able to ignore that at another time he had carnally known [EB], the
lawful sister of [LB] rea, he presumed to enter into espousals, insofar as was possible,
de facto with the same [LB] rea, two banns having been proclaimed in the face of
the church, and he would have proceeded further to contracting and, in a manner of
speaking, solemnizing the marriage and to incestuous mingling with the rea under the
color of such marriage that would have then been present, had the impediment of this
sort of affinity not been made public from another source, thereby most grievously
failing and breaking the law.159

The rea is absolved of the articles of the promotor (apparently she knew nothing
about it) but shares in paying the promotor’s costs. Nothing is said about
dissolving the sponsalia or license to marry others. That both results follows is
clear enough, though perhaps the official did not want to mention the second.
In another such case, also after hearing testimony of witnesses, Nicolaı̈ holds
that the reus is to make amends because

after sexual intercourse had with Laurence de Lasne named in the articles, who, as fama
has it, can be deemed the aunt of the rea, notwithstanding the fama that insists on the
opinion that there is affinity between him and the rea, he presumed to contract sponsalia
with the same, the rea, three banns being proclaimed about it, under cover of which he
would have taken care to proceed further to the solemnization of the marriage, had the
impediment not come to the notice of the curé, thereby failing and breaking the law.160

Once more the rea is absolved of all charges (and the reus is absolved of the
rest of the promotor’s charges). Both share in paying the promotor’s costs, their
sponsalia are dissolved, and both are given license to marry others.

The results in these two cases are the same (though we might imagine that
the fines for the reus in the first were stiffer), but the rhetoric is considerably
stronger in the first than in the second. We hear nothing in the second of banns
“insofar as was possible” (utcumque), solemnization “in a manner of speaking”
(talem qualem), or “most grievous” breaches of the moral and criminal law (per
premissa gravissime delinquendo et excedendo). Most notably, in the second

158 Office c Cailliel et Planque (28.iv.53), no. 1430; disc. T&C no. 1244.
159 Office c Girete et Bossche (26.i.43), no. 411, T&C no. 1245.
160 Office c Borquerie et Frarinne (9.vii.42), no. 291, T&C no. 1246.
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case Nicolaı̈ does not conjure up a lurid picture of an incestuous sexual union
under the color of a non-marriage. While some of these differences could have
been the product of the moment (or of the scribe), there was a substantial
difference between these two cases. There was no clear proof that Laurence de
Lasne was the aunt of Égidie, the rea; there was just fama that she was. This is
clear not only from Nicolaı̈’s awkward description of the relationship (quam,
fama volente, poterat [EF] corree materteram reputare),161 but also because he
dissolves the sponsalia “because fama impedes them” (cum fama impediat). In
the first case, there was no doubt about the relationship and that the reus knew
about it (sciens et ignorare non valens se alias cum quadam [EB], [LB] corree
sororem legitimam carnaliter cognovisse).

The third case is, on its facts, someplace in between. The fama was that the
reus had had sexual relations with the rea’s daughter, now deceased. That the
dead girl was the rea’s daughter seems clear enough both from the wording of the
sentence and the nature of the relationship; the question was whether the reus
had had intercourse with her. Apparently he denied it, and the witnesses could
not prove it. So far as Nicolaı̈ is concerned, that makes no difference: “Fama of
this sort impedes the contract of marriage between the reus and rea, and rightly
ought to impede it.”162 Their sponsalia were entered into de facto because they
could not be entered into de iure. Once more the couple pays the promotor’s
costs and the rea is absolved of the charges of the promotor; nothing is said of
license to marry others. The rhetoric is not particularly strong, and hence there
is no suggestion that Nicolaı̈ thought that the reus was lying when he denied,
as he must have, that he had had intercourse with the daughter. Apparently,
however, the denial was not enough to overcome the fama. Perhaps an ex officio
oath would have been enough, but offering that was in the discretion of the
official; Nicolaı̈ chose not to exercise his discretion.

The fourth case of affinitas per copulam illicitam is quite different. In a
previous and unrecorded sentence, the court had ordered the reus to solemnize
his marriage with the rea. Now the reus confesses that prior to the sponsalia, he
had had sexual intercourse with the rea’s mother. Nicolaı̈ reverses his previous
sentence, dissolves the sponsalia, orders the reus fined for adultery with the
mother and for entering into the sponsalia conscious of the impediment, and
orders the reus to pay both the promotor’s costs and those of the rea. The rea
is absolved from the charges of the promotor; she was, Nicolaı̈ says explicitly,
deceived by the deed of the reus, and she, but not the reus, is expressly given
license to marry another. Nicolaı̈ did not render this sentence on the basis of
the reus’s confession alone. The promotor produced witnesses, and the rea
produced counter-witnesses. Whether Nicolaı̈ believed the reus’s confession is
hard to tell. As we have seen, he was quite capable of fining someone for an
offense which he confessed, even when the court was convinced that the offense
had not happened. What the witnesses did convince the court of, however,

161 Disc. T&C no. 1247.
162 Office c Oiseleur et Grumulle (22.ix.42), no. 330, T&C no. 1248.
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was that there was fama that the reus had had intercourse with the mother,
and Nicolaı̈ says that had it known of this fama at the time, he would not
have issued its sentence and that the knowledge of its existence is sufficient to
warrant reversing the sentence.163 Whether the reus concocted the story of the
intercourse with the mother and also concocted the fama we cannot tell on this
record, but it is not inconceivable. He certainly did not want to marry the rea,
and he succeeded in that objective.

The last case involves spiritual affinity. If I am reading the recital of the proce-
dure correctly, there was no dispute about the facts;164 the question was whether
what the reus did at the baptism of two of the rea’s children was sufficient to
make him their spiritual father. Nicolaı̈ holds that it was. He was present with
others at the baptisms as a godfather; they observed all the solemnities that
godfathers are wont to observe. The couple is fined for having proceeded to
contract sponsalia when that bond and the fama of it existed, and for having had
one bann, “insofar as was possible,” proclaimed on it.165 Their sponsalia are
dissolved, and they are ordered to pay the promotor’s costs. Nicolaı̈’s attitude
toward them is hard to discern. He does accuse them of having “rashly gone
against both canonical and civil sanctions.”166 What civil sanctions he is talking
about is unclear,167 and he may have felt it necessary to justify a prohibition
that the couple, and perhaps the wider society, thought unjustified.168

Dissolution of Sponsalia – Brussels

The seven straight-office dissolution cases in the Brussels sample are of a quite
different nature from the instance or mixed dissolution cases. Six of them are
grounded in consanguinity or affinity, one in the impediment of vow. Dissolu-
tion is ordered in one of the consanguinity cases. In all the others the promotor
fails.

The promotor’s failure is particularly dramatic in the four sentences of
Rodolphi’s in the sample. In none of them are the costs of the promotor charged
to the parties. (Like the other officials in Cambrai diocese, Rodolphi normally
charged the promotor’s costs to the parties even when the promotor’s case failed
of proof.) Three of the cases involve affinity by illicit intercourse. In the first,
the rea is allowed to purge herself ‘three-handed’ of the fama that she had inter-
course with the reus’s brother.169 In the second, the official defers the oath to
the rea that she did not have intercourse with the reus’s brother, now deceased.
Rodolphi specifically finds on the basis of testimony of other witnesses that the

163 Office c Bohier et Fèvre (14.v.46), no. 922, T&C no. 1249.
164 Office c Monchiaux et Maquet (24.ix.42), no. 340, T&C no. 1250.
165 Ibid., T&C no. 1251.
166 Ibid., T&C no. 1252.
167 Nicolaı̈ probably has in mind C.5.4.26.2 (Justinian, 530), which prohibits the marriage of

godfather and goddaughter.
168 See at nn. 49–50.
169 Officie c Bugghenhout en Huneghem (22.xi.48), no. 11, T&C no. 1253.
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fama of such intercourse alleged by two named witnesses was “invented out
of hate and spite.”170 In the third, there seems to be no question that the reus
had had intercourse with a third party (and had had two children by her), but
the witnesses are specifically found not to have proven that this woman was
a consanguine of the rea or even that there was fama that she was.171 In the
fourth case, Rodolphi simply finds that the allegation of consanguinity between
the rei was “frivolous and invalid.”172

Granted the promotors’ notable lack of success with such cases during
Rodolphi’s term of office, it is unsurprising that Platea heard relatively few
such cases and that in all of them, he found that there was enough to the pro-
motors’ charges to warrant imposition of costs on the parties. In the first case,
he finds that there was fama that the woman had taken a vow of chastity when
she was sick. She is to make amends for having proceeded with her espousals
notwithstanding that fama. (The wording of the sentence makes clear that she
should have obtained a judgment of the church to “purge” the fama.) Platea
nonetheless finds that there is no true proof that the oath was taken.173 In the
second case, the espousals are dissolved for what is said to be fourth-degree con-
sanguinity between the parties.174 In the third case, the espousals are allowed to
proceed. Platea finds that the reus attempted intercourse with a fourth-degree
consanguine of the first rea, but that the woman had resisted, and no inter-
course actually took place. (They both are to make amends for the attempted
intercourse.)175

None of these cases involves the heightened rhetoric that we find in some of
Nicolaı̈’s sentences involving incest. In the case of the vow, we are almost cer-
tainly dealing (potentially) with a simple vow and, hence, an impedient rather
than a diriment impediment to marriage. Witnesses were heard; they did not
prove the vow. The woman apparently did not admit it. Perhaps she should
not marry, but the external forum will not insist on it. (This attitude should
be contrasted with the cases in which Nicolaı̈ is willing to allow fama of con-
sanguinity or affinity to impede espousals; Platea is here following the similar
holdings of Rodolphi in cases of affinity by illicit intercourse.) In the case of
the putative affinity, Platea allows the oaths of the parties (no witnesses were
heard) to clear the marriage of potential invalidity (though the impediment was
eminently dispensable). Hence, the only case that does not reflect a relatively
relaxed attitude toward the complexities of the medieval law of impediments is
the one in which, if we are to believe the sentence, sponsalia in the fourth degree
of consanguinity are dissolved. I am not sure that we have to believe the state-
ment of the degree.176 Even if we do believe it, there is telling explanation on the

170 Officie c Brunen en Roelants (25.x.49), no. 110, T&C no. 1254.
171 Officie c Hemelrike en Verlijsbetten (10.ix.51), no. 310, T&C no. 1255.
172 Officie c Goffaert en Defier (28.i.52), no. 343, T&C no. 1256.
173 Officie c Alboeme en Arents (12.x.54), no. 701, T&C no. 1257.
174 Officie c Ghelde en Herts (25.ii.57), no. 1120, T&C no. 1258.
175 Officie c Beckere, Houte en Rode (1.vii.58), no. 1332, T&C no. 1259.
176 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 1260.
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face of the record for why the sentence came down as it did. The couple are to
make amends because “they presumed to enter into such incestuous promises
without the consent of their relatives, by contracting clandestinely.”177 In the
other two cases the espousals were public, and there is no suggestion that the
relatives opposed them. We might even suggest that in the aberrant case, the
relatives who opposed the marriage had a considerable amount to do with
producing the witnesses who testified that the couple were third cousins.

conclusion

We may conclude briefly. Social attitudes toward the incest rules in Cambrai
diocese are harder to discern than they were at Canterbury because we lack
depositions. On the basis of the what got prosecuted we may suspect, as we did
in the case of Ely, that at least as far as marriage was concerned, a large number
of residents of the diocese, if not all, knew that they could not marry close
relatives, either consanguines or affines, and did not seek to do so. The remoter
degrees were more problematical and seemed to have caused more trouble. The
residents also knew that they were not supposed to have sexual relations with
close relatives, though they sometimes did so. The Cambrai cases of sexual
offenses, however, show that many more people were accused of having done
so than were actually convicted of having done so. Finally, they knew that they
were not supposed to marry or have sexual relations with close relatives of
those with whom they had had sexual relations, though, once more, there are
instances of violations, or attempted violations, of the rule. While all of our
courts are concerned about fama, those in Cambrai diocese seem particularly
so, and particularly concerned that fama of a potentially incestuous relationship
be purged by a judicial proceeding before the couple married. Some couples, by
contrast, seem to have quite deliberately taken advantage of the higher standard
of proof required to dissolve a marriage by consummating their sponsalia when
they were faced with an accusation that their marriage was barred by an incest
impediment. Some got their marriages solemnized in other dioceses, but in this
they were no different from couples at Ely.

So far as the effect of the incest rules on already formed marriages is con-
cerned, the conclusion that we reached on the basis of a more impressionistic
study of the surviving evidence has survived remarkably well. All or most or
even a great proportion of late medieval marriages were not de facto dissoluble
because of the complicated law of incest.178 Some, a relatively small number,
did get dissolved on these grounds. Far more important, though again not so
important as other grounds, was the use of these rules in conjunction with cases
about marriage formation. In the process, some marriages that concededly had
been formed, though most of them relatively recently and quite informally, did

177 Officie c Ghelde en Herts (n. 174).
178 See at nn. 9–13. An earlier version of this passage is quoted in d’Avray, Medieval Marriage,

114–15.
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get dissolved. Cambrai and Brussels, which, it has been argued, are exceptions
to the rule, do not seem on closer comparative analysis to be that exceptional.179

If we carefully distinguish, on the one hand, between what the promotor was
trying to prove and what the official was willing to accept, and, on the other,
between those marriages that had concededly been formed, particularly those
that had so far as we can tell been in existence for some time, and those that
were simply in the process of formation, then the number of marriages that had
actually been formed and that the official held invalid was really quite small. We
should also recall that recent work with the records of the papal penitentiary
would suggest that by the period of the Cambrai/Brussels records, many of the
relatively few couples whose marriages were blocked could obtain a dispensa-
tion for, it would seem, quite modest costs.180 Knowledge of the availability of
such dispensations may have made couples who were aware of an impediment
in the more remote degrees less reluctant to proceed to marriage despite the
impediment.

A cynic might suggest that what we are seeing at Cambrai and Brussels is
simply a device to raise revenue, both for the court and for the papacy. Someone
less cynical might suggest that what we are witnessing is a heightened concern,
shared by both the promotors and the officials, that marriage in Cambrai dio-
cese, and particularly in its northern half, was, in some sense, out of control.
Both characteristics of the ecclesiastical courts in Cambrai diocese are also to be
found in the other types of cases that we have examined. What those character-
istics might mean when we compare the Cambrai/Brussels records with those
of the other courts that we have examined is the topic of the next chapter.

179 See App. e11.2.
180 See Ch 4, n. 267.
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Broader Comparisons

the difference between english and franco-belgian
medieval marriage cases

The time has come to see how far we can generalize the conclusions that we came
to on the basis of our study of five courts and to take a glimpse at others’ work
with the rest of Western Europe. This section1 suggests, with some hesitancy,
that the patterns we have seen in the five courts can be generalized to England
and to what we have called the ‘Franco-Belgian’ region.2

Tanneur et Doulsot and Dolling c Smith Generalized

More than 220 years after Dolling c Smith,3 Colin Tanneur and Perette Doulsot
of Villers in Champagne were cited to appear before the court of the official
of the bishop of Châlons-sur-Marne to answer charges by the promotor that
they had clandestinely exchanged promises to marry.4 While the judge was
interrogating Perette under oath about this charge, she confessed that a month
before, Colin had come to her father’s house at night and had talked with her
about a marriage contract. After much talk, Colin had sworn by the faith of his

1 The arguments developed in the first three subsections of this section were first presented in
Donahue, “English and French Marriage Cases.” Lit. T&C no. 1263.

2 I apologize for the awkward phrase ‘Franco-Belgian’. Belgium did not exist in this period, and
the borders of France were not where they are today. But to call Cambrai diocese ‘France’ in this
period is just wrong, and some of our evidence comes from Flanders, the relations of which to
France were tenuous. As we will see later in this chapter, there are reasons to believe that the
situation in southern France was different from northern, and so references to ‘Franco-Belgian’
are, in the case of France, references to the region known as the pays de droit coutumier, the
region of customary law.

3 Ch 2, text at nn. 1–7.
4 (4.i.1494); see App. e12.1, “Office c Colin Tanneur et Perette fille de Jehannot Doulsot de Villers-

en-Argonne” (see T&C no. 1292), and discussion in Gottlieb, Getting Married, 201–2.
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body that he would take her to wife and that he would never have anyone else
as wife except her, and she promised the same. After this they exchanged tokens
of their affection. Since Perette admitted that no one had been present when
all this had happened, it was open to Colin to deny the charges, and the case
would have failed for want of proof. Colin, however, did not deny the charges
but admitted that the events had taken place as described. The couple were
fined a pound of wax each “for the clandestinity” and ordered to solemnize
their marriage within a week.

There are many differences between Dolling c Smith and Office c Tanneur
et Doulsot. The most important from the point of view of the parties is that
William Smith firmly did not want to marry Alice Dolling and took his case
all the way to the court of Canterbury to ensure that he did not have to do
so. By contrast, Colin Tanneur seems to have needed only the nudge provided
by the court appearance to get him to the altar. (It is possible, of course, that
there was opposition to the marriage that does not appear on the record.) The
difference, however, between Franco-Belgian and English marriage cases does
not lie in this direction. As we have seen, there were many bitterly contested
Franco-Belgian marriage cases, just as there were many English ones that were
hardly contested at all.

There are, however, a number of other differences between these two cases
that seem to be generally characteristic of marriage litigation in England and in
the Franco-Belgian region in the later Middle Ages. First, the English case was
an instance case. It was brought by Alice Dolling, and the remedies she sought
were for herself alone. The French case was a criminal case, an office case. It
was brought by a court officer, a prosecutor (promotor), and the parties were
ordered to pay a fine and the promotor’s costs, as well as to solemnize the mar-
riage. Now there are marriage cases brought ex officio in the English records just
as there are instance marriage cases in the Franco-Belgian. But the striking thing
about the Franco-Belgian records for many jurisdictions is that the office mode
in marriage cases seems to dominate the instance, particularly when we reach
the fifteenth century. Our best Franco-Belgian records for the later Middle Ages
are from Cambrai and Brussels, the Paris archdeacon’s court, and the bishops’
courts of Châlons-sur-Marne and Troyes.5 As we have seen, there are instance
cases in the records of Cambrai and Brussels, though particularly in the latter,
the trend is definitely toward the office form.6 In the Paris archdeacon’s court
and the bishops’ courts of Châlons and Troyes, the great bulk, indeed perhaps
all, of the marriage cases, other than separation cases, are office cases. By con-
trast, there are a large number of instance cases in England to balance the office
cases. The English office cases, moreover, show no evidence of an organized
prosecution, of a court officer charged with bringing office cases before the

5 See Ch 8; Donahue, ed., Records 1, 96–8, 107–9, 110–12.
6 The change in style in the office cases in Cambrai that occurred relatively early in the period is

indicative. See above, Ch 8, at nn. 9–11.
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court. Because a far greater proportion of Franco-Belgian marriage cases are
office cases, the judge plays a much more active role in Franco-Belgian marriage
cases than he does in England, at least in instance cases.

There is a second difference between these two cases that is characteristic of
marriage cases in the two regions. The dispute in Dolling c Smith was about
an alleged marriage formed by words of the present tense, in the terminology
of the classical rules, sponsalia per verba de presenti; the dispute in Office
c Tanneur et Doulsot was about a promise of marriage, sponsalia per verba
de futuro. Now there are disputes about marriages by words of the future
tense in the English records, but they almost always involve allegations that
the words were followed by intercourse. As we have seen, such cases also exist
in the Franco-Belgian records, but there are also a great many Franco-Belgian
de futuro cases that do not involve allegations of intercourse but simply seek
judicial enforcement of a promise of marriage. Cases seeking to enforce a simple
promise to marry are very rare in the English records, just as cases seeking to
enforce a de presenti marriage are very rare in the Franco-Belgian records.

Before we proceed to explore the reasons for these differences, it is well
to sound a note of caution. There are some remarkable elements of unity in
what we see in marriage litigation in the two areas. Hardly a sentence of a
church court in either country throughout the long period from Alexander to
the council of Trent can be shown to violate the classical rules. (The most
notable possible exception to this statement is the expansion in the Franco-
Belgian region, but not in England, of the grounds for granting a separation.)
The common academic training of the principal officers of the church courts in
both countries and the availability of appeal, in some cases going all the way
to the papacy, ensured a basic uniformity of application of the law. What was
different was not the rules that were applied but the kinds of claims that were
made before the courts, and the way in which the courts processed them.

I have asserted that the differences found in the two cases are characteristic
of marriage cases generally in the two regions. In order to determine what
the possible reasons for these differences might be, we must compare more
precisely. The pattern of survival of the records in the two regions makes direct
comparison difficult. It was not by chance that 220 years separated our two
illustrative cases. Thirteenth-century records from church courts in the Franco-
Belgian region are rare. By and large, it is not until after the Hundred Years’
War that we begin to get runs of records in the Franco-Belgian region from
which we can derive usable statistical material. The English records are fuller
and earlier, but they are by no means complete. Nonetheless, it is possible –
somewhat impressionistically here – to confirm that our two cases are, indeed,
‘modal’ cases.

As we move forward from the latter part of the thirteenth century, the English
cases continue to show the same pattern as Dolling c Smith.7 Cases seeking to
establish that a marriage has in fact taken place are by far the most common

7 E.g., Helmholz, Marriage Litigation; Sheehan, “Formation.”
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form of marriage litigation. Within that large group, allegations of a de presenti
marriage that in one way or another lacked the normal solemnity or ceremony
are the most common source of litigation. Now, as R. H. Helmholz and others
have noted, the number and proportion of this type of case, and indeed of
marriage cases generally, seem to decline in the English records toward the end
of the fifteenth century.8 Other types of cases seem to occupy more of the courts’
time, and within the marriage cases the number and proportion of annulment
and separation cases seem to be on the increase. But the de presenti informal
marriage case remains an important topic of litigation in the English church
courts throughout the Middle Ages and beyond.9

The Franco-Belgian pattern is more complicated, perhaps because the sur-
viving records give us only tantalizing glimpses. Nonetheless, the contrast with
England is striking. In the Franco-Belgian region there are very few de presenti
marriage cases for the whole of the Middle Ages. There are also comparatively
few instance marriage cases (with the notable exception of the register of the
official of the bishop of Paris discussed in Chapter 7). A substantial majority of
the cases, both instance and office, concern de futuro espousals, some followed
by intercourse, some concerning the enforcement of the promise itself.10 The
other major topic of litigation about marriage is separation cases, of which, as
we saw in Chapter 10, there are far fewer in England.

We are dealing here with patterns of litigation, not with absolutes. The ques-
tion is not whether one could allege a de presenti marriage in an instance case
before a Franco-Belgian court in the fifteenth century. The evidence suggests
that one could. The typical pattern of litigation, however, excludes such cases.
There are practically none in the largely instance cases before the official of
Paris in the late fourteenth century. There are a few, but very few, in the largely
office cases at Cambrai and Brussels in the middle of the fifteenth century. I
have found none, once more, in the largely office cases in the episcopal courts
of Châlons-sur-Marne and Troyes and in the court of the Paris archdeacon in
the latter part of the fifteenth century. The number of such cases also seems to
have declined in England, but it declined in comparison with what it had been
previously; it never approached the level that the Franco-Belgian records show.

These differences have been known for some time. There is one more that
has appeared in the course of this book, although I hesitate to put it forward
too firmly because all the surviving records from the two regions have not been
subjected to the numerical analysis that we did for the five courts with which we
have dealt in this book. If, however, we assume that York, Ely, Paris, Cambrai,
and Brussels are typical, plaintiffs seeking to establish a marriage in the English
courts had a much higher success rate than did either plaintiffs or promotors in
the Franco-Belgian courts. As to separation and divorce, particularly the former,

8 Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 166–8. I cast doubts on this proposition in App. e3.2, n. 6, but
we can take it here as probable.

9 E.g., Houlbrooke, Church Courts, 56–67; cf. id., English Family, 68–73.
10 Lit. T&C no. 1264.
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there are so few cases in the English courts that one cannot speak of a statistical
success rate, but the few cases that there are do suggest that it was much more
difficult to get a separation in England than it was in the Franco-Belgian region.
Hence, success rates in spousals litigation in the Franco-Belgian region are low,
those in separation litigation high; it is certainly the opposite in England so far
as spousals litigation is concerned and seems to be the opposite in England so far
as separation litigation is concerned. Once more, if the somewhat lower success
rates in spousals litigation at York in the fifteenth century can be generalized,
the English seem to have been moving in the Franco-Belgian direction in that
century, but as with cases of de presenti marriage, the movement in this direction
comes no place near to reaching equivalent results.

As often happens with historical phenomena, the particular is easier to
explain than the general. We have a better idea of why the Franco-Belgian region
might have showed these characteristics than we do why the English might
have begun to move in the Franco-Belgian direction in the fifteenth century.
We have already discussed the differences between English synodal legislation
and that of the Franco-Belgian region on the topic of clandestine marriage.11

In the Franco-Belgian region, but not in England, informal marriage without
any aggravating factors was, in many places, punished by automatic excom-
munication. In some dioceses, including Châlons and Cambrai, penalties could
be imposed for failure to publicize promises of marriage (verba de futuro) and
for failure to proceed to solemnization of the promised marriage within a fixed
period. This local legislation might have had an effect on the types of cases
brought before the Franco-Belgian courts, but it is unlikely that it had so great
an effect that it alone could have produced the striking differences that we
find in the records of cases in the two regions. Even if it did, that simply puts
the social question at one remove: Why did the society of the Franco-Belgian
region in the later Middle Ages create legal institutions so different from those
in England?12

The differences, then, that we have to explain are six: (1) In many Franco-
Belgian dioceses participants in de presenti informal marriages were punished
by automatic excommunication, whereas in England they were not. (2) In some
Franco-Belgian dioceses penalties could be imposed on those who exchanged
informal promises of marriage, whereas in England they could not. (3) More
people in England litigated about de presenti informal marriages than did peo-
ple in the Franco-Belgian region. (4) In the Franco-Belgian region, but not in
England, church courts regularly enforced promises to marry unaccompanied
by intercourse. (5) Enforcement of the marriage rules was largely an office
matter in the Franco-Belgian region; it was much less so in England. (6) Less
certain but probable on the basis of what we have seen is the difficulty of getting
a Franco-Belgian court to hold for the existence of a marriage and its willing-
ness to separate one, while the converse pattern seems to prevail in England.

11 Ch 1, text and nn. 80–8; cf. Ch 8, at nn. 18–26.
12 See Ch 7, text following n. 343.
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Behind all of this is a long-term trend in both countries toward fewer cases of
de presenti informal marriage and to less willingness to enforce an informal
marriage, however contracted. We have suggested further that the differences
between the English and Franco-Belgian records are not just differences in liti-
gation patterns and legal institutions; they reflect differences in how the English
and Franco-Belgians got married.13 More people in England engaged in de pre-
senti informal marriage than in the Franco-Belgian region; more people in the
Franco-Belgian region made contracts to marry than in England. Why should
there be these differences? Is there any way to explain all of these phenomena
at once? Are they in any way connected?

What Does the Property Difference Explain?

An obvious place to look for an explanation of these differences is in the rules
concerning marital property and succession to property in the two regions. In
Chapter 10 we outlined the differences in marital property between the two
areas and suggested that they might account, at least in part, for the greater
number of separation cases that we see in the Franco-Belgian courts. Here, we
must add to that discussion the rules about inheritance, operating at the same
broad level of generality: the rules of the English common law and the ‘lowest
common denominator’ of the Franco-Belgian customs.

As is well known, the inheritance pattern of the English common law derives
from the inheritance pattern for military tenures. By the mid-thirteenth cen-
tury, it applied to virtually all freehold tenures, whether military or not. Land
descended to the next of kin of the deceased, direct descendants if there were
any, with representation. Males were preferred over females, the eldest male
over younger males. If there were only females within a given class, they took
equally as coparceners.14

As is also well known, the basic inheritance pattern in Franco-Belgian cus-
tomary law did not derive from the inheritance pattern for military tenures.
By the time of the early coutumiers (late thirteenth to early fourteenth cen-
turies), military tenures were treated separately and had an inheritance pat-
tern not unlike that under the English common law, but the general pattern
of inheritance differed markedly from that of England. The basic principle of
inheritance in the Franco-Belgian customary law was equality among heirs;
hence, the inheritance was partible far more frequently than it was in England.
It was also a basic principle in many regions that endowed children would be
excluded from the inheritance. The combination of the two principles produced
in some regions a rule that endowed children had to return their endowments
to the common fund so that the division among heirs could be equal. In other
regions, preferred children had the option of putting their advancements in the
common fund if they wished to share in the paternal inheritance. In still other

13 Lit. T&C no. 1265.
14 See Baker, Introduction (4th ed.) 265–8.
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regions, the deceased could by testament, perhaps even by antemortem gift,
overcome the presumption of equality and prefer one child over another. These
patterns of rules tended to arrange themselves geographically, as Jean Yver has
elegantly demonstrated.15

It is a characteristic, then, of English marital property patterns that husband
and wife hold their property separately and of English inheritance patterns at
all levels of society that one child takes his parent’s property to the exclusion
of his siblings. In the Franco-Belgian region, on the other hand, the tendency
is to community property between spouses and to partible inheritance among
children.

Can we go further than we did in Chapter 10 and explain the differences
not only in number and types of separation cases in the two regions on the
basis of the differences between the property systems but also in the number
and types of marriage-formation cases? Such an explanation might proceed
along the following lines: The Franco-Belgians, we might argue, were more
concerned with their children’s marriages than were the English because under
most Franco-Belgian inheritance customs, all of their children stood to inherit
their property. In England, only the marriage of the heir needed to be arranged,
whereas in the Franco-Belgian region the marriages of all children needed to
be arranged because almost all children were heirs. Hence, we see more litiga-
tion in the Franco-Belgian region about marriage contracts because they were
more common. We also see more concern with informal marriages – punishing
them with automatic excommunication – but fewer informal marriages, in fact,
because more marriages were arranged.16

The argument is based on a series of assumptions that it may be well to
make explicit. In the first place, the argument assumes, as we did in outlining
the classical rules of canon law on the formation of marriage, that the question
of who is going to control marriage choice was of crucial concern in medieval
society, both in England and France. For this chapter, this must remain an
assumption, for setting out the evidence for it would take us too far afield.
Fortunately, we may refer to a large body of recent literature that supports the
assumption in different ways.17

Second, the argument takes no account of regional, class, and chronological
variations, and thus seems to assume that the phenomenon and its explanation
were constant within each country across place, class, and time. There is cer-
tainly no a priori reason for this to be true, and we will, as we proceed, attempt
to introduce a chronological dimension. If, however, our generalizations about
the English and Franco-Belgian property systems and about what the English
and the Franco-Belgian court records show are valid as generalizations, an
attempt to correlate the variance in the two phenomena ought to be legitimate,
unless there is some systematic regional or class bias in either the dependent

15 Yver, Égalité entre héritiers.
16 Lit. T&C no. 1266.
17 Ref. T&C no. 1267.
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or the independent variable. There may be such biases, but it is plausible to
assume that the biases cancel each other out. It is probable, for example, that
the poor are systematically underrepresented in the church court records, but
then again their inheritance customs are systematically underrepresented in our
generalizations about the rules in the two regions. We may thus continue with
our argument if we keep in mind that some segments of the population in both
regions are probably not being accounted for.

Third, the argument assumes that among the groups struggling for control
of marriage choice, parents (taken in the broad sense of senior members of a
family, members of a family who exercise authority) are the most concerned,
other than the marriage partners themselves. This cannot simply be assumed
for medieval society. We know that lords were also concerned about the mar-
riage choice of their vassals and serfs and that for different reasons the church
was concerned with marriage choice. Nonetheless, we may, for purposes of the
argument, leave the interests of lords and the church to one side. It is easier to
do so in the case of the church because we are treating the church as the depen-
dent variable. We are assuming that the concerns of the church are the same
in the two regions, and we are trying to explain differences in church insti-
tutions by looking outside the church to social forces independent of it that
shaped its behavior.

Lords are not so easily dismissed. They were certainly a force independent
of the church throughout the Middle Ages, and their concern with the mar-
riage choice of those subject to them was real. While we cannot ignore lords’
concerns, we may, for purposes of this argument, combine their concerns with
those of parents. We can do this because lords’ concern about marriage choice
was a concern about property and was exercised through property. In general,
lords were not concerned with the marriage choice of the landless; they were
concerned with the marriage choice of those who held land of them, be it by
servile or free tenure, and of those who would inherit land that was held of
them. Lords, then, like parents, had some present control over property and
were concerned with its devolution to the next generation, children proposing
to marry. Lords were not always concerned because not all property was held
of a lord (movable property was not, at least for free people, and some land
was not), but where it was so held, lords’ concerns combined with parents’ and
in many cases were exercised through the parents. For the argument to work,
lords’ concerns about marriage need not have been directed to the same ends
as parents’; they just had to have been about the same thing and to have been
exercised in the same way.

Fourth, the argument seems to assume that parents’ concerns with the mar-
riage choice of their children was coterminous with their concerns about the
passage of property to their children. This seems the most questionable assump-
tion of all, for in every society of which I am aware, parents have been concerned
about more than the property aspects of their children’s marriages. In our own
society, a host of concerns about the personal qualities of our children’s pro-
posed marriage partners bedevil us as parents; it is hard to imagine that some
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of these concerns did not trouble medieval parents as well. Further, in medieval
society more than in our own, marriage was a vehicle for forming alliances
among families. Property was, of course, important in this regard, but so was
politics, be it the politics of the relations among kingdoms or lordships or the
politics of the relations among guilds and guild members or the politics of
the relations among peasant villagers. (Political considerations about marriage
were also, of course, of concern to lords.)

We can, however, save our argument if we modify the fourth assumption. If
property is one of the concerns that parents have about the marriage choices of
their children, the argument will still work if we can also assume that their other
concerns about the marriage choices of their children are of roughly equal force
in both England and the Franco-Belgian region. There are many reasons why
parents or lords might want to control marriage choice, but as to most of them,
there is no reason for believing that there should be any systematic difference
between England and the Franco-Belgian region. In the case of property, how-
ever, certainly one of the concerns that parents and lords have about marriage
choice, there is a difference between the two regions, and the argument just
outlined offers an explanation for why the Franco-Belgians should have been
more concerned about the marriage choice of more people than the English
were. Recalling that the difference we are seeking to explain is one of degree
and not of kind, a difference of degree heightened, in all probability, by the
differences in the institutions in which we see it manifested, can we say that the
difference in property systems between England and the Franco-Belgian region
‘explains’ the differences in marriage cases that we see?

We have noted that there is a difference between English and Franco-Belgian
marriage cases, a difference that suggests a difference in how the English and
Franco-Belgians got married, certainly a difference in how they litigated about
marriage formation. We have also noted that the crucial issue about marriage
formation seems to be the question of who is to control marriage choice, and
that the way that Franco-Belgian institutions were structured seems to have
given more control to people other than the marriage partners. What gives the
property explanation of these differences its force is the fact that throughout
the Middle Ages and at all levels of society, possession of property was, if not
a prerequisite, at least highly desirable before a couple embarked on a mar-
riage. Children whose parents were still living rarely had much property before
they married.18 This fact gave parents both the power and the responsibility to
arrange their children’s marriages. From this point of view, there is nothing puz-
zling about the evidence of arranged marriages that we see in the Franco-Belgian
records; what is puzzling is the evidence of unarranged marriages that we see in
the English records. The property argument seeks to explain these unarranged
English marriages by suggesting that the English impartible inheritance system
created a large class of propertyless children who got married despite the fact
that they had no property or prospects for property, and whose marriages were,

18 Disc. T&C no. 1268.
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therefore, informal and unarranged. On the other hand, the argument suggests,
far more marriages in the Franco-Belgian region were arranged because far
more children would come into property under the Franco-Belgian system of
partible inheritance. The Franco-Belgians were, however, more concerned that
unarranged marriages be prevented because the Franco-Belgian system of part-
ible inheritance deprived Franco-Belgian families of the power that an English
property holder could exercise over the marriage choice of his children, all but
one of whom would take nothing if they married against his will.

As soon as we spell out the argument this way, its problematic quality
becomes apparent. In the first place, the attitude ascribed to English parents
toward the marriages of children who did not stand to inherit is inconsistent.
On the one hand, we are asked to believe that the English did not care about the
marriages of such children because such children did not stand to inherit. On
the other hand, we are asked to believe that they did care about the marriages
of such children, but the property system ensured that they could adequately
control the marriages of such children because such children did not stand
to inherit. The English did not need any other means to control these marriages;
such children were totally dependent on them. Both attitudes may have
coexisted; English parents’ attitudes may have been inconsistent, or some par-
ents may have had one attitude and others the other. But the coexistence of
these inconsistent attitudes requires an explanation not given by the argument.

The problems with the argument, however, are deeper than this. The argu-
ment takes the succession rules as fixed and explains the attitude of parents
toward their children’s marriages as a result of them. But we cannot assume
that the succession rules were fixed. In both regions, with some exceptions, the
succession rules could be changed by voluntary action of the property hold-
ers.19 Franco-Belgian parents did not have to accept their children’s choice of
spouse; they could disinherit them if they married contrary to their wishes.20

English parents did not have to disinherit their younger sons and daughters,
but they could provide for such children during their lifetimes, thus partially
disinheriting the heir. It was open, then, to English parents to express their dis-
approval of their children’s marriage choices by failing to provide for them if
they were younger children or by providing for others if the errant child were
the heir.21 The fact that both property systems could be changed voluntarily
meant that parents in both regions could put pressure on their children not to
marry against their wishes. The type of threats that they could make differed
in each region because of the differences in the underlying property systems,
but the threats could have led to the same result. In neither country could par-
ents completely control the marriages of their children. Canon law saw to it
that they could not. But the secular property law in both regions gave them a
card which they could and did play. The interesting thing is that they seem to

19 Disc. T&C no. 1269.
20 Ref. T&C no. 1270.
21 Lit. T&C no. 1271.
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have succeeded in the Franco-Belgian region but not in England, and why that
should have been the case is not explained by our property ‘explanation’.

If we shift the focus of the argument from the rules about succession to
the rules about marital property, we encounter similar problems. We might
argue that Franco-Belgian parents were more concerned than English parents
about the marriages of their children because their children’s spouses stood to
share in their property under the Franco-Belgian system of community property,
whereas they did not under the English system of separate property. That argu-
ment, however, oversimplifies the marital property systems of the two regions.
Community property in the Franco-Belgian region was largely confined to mov-
ables and acquests; normally it did not extend to the patrimony that the child
stood to inherit. The English system of dower and curtesy made it possible
for an English spouse to share in his or her spouse’s patrimony even though it
was separate property. Further, both systems were subject to change. On the
one hand, ways were devised in England to circumvent dower and curtesy. On
the other hand, couples in England could approximate the results under the
Franco-Belgian system of community property by acquiring property in their
joint names. To what extent Franco-Belgian couples could approximate the
results under the English separate property system is less well known, but we
know that in a later age, notarial practice in many areas allowed for partial or
even total separation of the community.22

There is a final problem with attributing explanatory force to the property
rules. Not only does the argument assume that the property patterns could not
be changed voluntarily in individual cases, but it also assumes that there were
fixed property rules, like those outlined earlier, before the rules and practices
about marriage came to be fixed. The argument thus assumes that the property
rules have priority in time. As I have attempted to show elsewhere,23 the differ-
ences between the English and Franco-Belgian marital property systems were
developing in the thirteenth century, at a time when the differences in marriage
practices may also have been emerging or may even have already been in place.
Recent work with inheritance practices in the Franco-Belgian region also sug-
gests that the situation before the thirteenth century was highly fluid.24 One
can, of course, find material going all the way back to Carolingian times that
reflects practices or states norms that look like what one will find in the early
coutumiers. The coutumiers were not created out of nothing. What one does
not find, however, is judicial or intellectual institutions that allow customary
norms to harden into rules that prove resistant to change. Although our evidence
about when the Franco-Belgian marriage practices came to diverge from the
English is thin before the end of the fourteenth century, the evidence from that
period does not suggest that the divergence was new at the time. Indeed, one of
our differences, the imposition of automatic excommunication for clandestine

22 See Donahue, “What Causes,” 68–9; disc. T&C no. 1272.
23 Donahue, “What Causes.”
24 E.g., Tabuteau, Transfers of Property; White, Custom, Kinship, and Gifts to Saints.
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marriage, seems to date from the early thirteenth century, at least in some dio-
ceses.25 In this state of our knowledge, it makes no more sense to say that
the property rules explain the marriage practices than it does to say that the
marriage practices explain the property rules.26

An Overarching Social Difference?

What we need, then, is some overarching explanation on which both the mar-
riage practices and the property rules can be seen as dependent. The overarching
explanation that I offer is both complicated and fuzzy, but it seems right now
to be the most plausible: The difference we are trying to explain is a small
one heightened by the litigation pattern. Many Franco-Belgian marriages were
probably indistinguishable from many English ones.27 But the difference that
produced the difference in results, I would like to suggest, is fundamental, in
the sense that it goes to the very core of how people understood themselves. The
legal differences are dependent on it. However strong the sense of family and
of community was in England, it was weaker than it was in the Franco-Belgian
region. The English, with their separate ownership system of marital property,
with their winner-take-all inheritance system, with their abundant evidence of
do-it-yourself marriages, with their strict attitude toward judicial separation,
but with their apparent do-it-yourself system of separation, are, for the Mid-
dle Ages, an unusually individualistic people. The Franco-Belgians, with their
community property, with their shared inheritance system, with their carefully
planned marriages, their reluctance to hold that a marriage, particularly an
informal marriage, existed, with their system of judicial separation that brought
more cases before the courts but judged them by broader standards, are more
communitarian. We are dealing here, we might suggest, with a cultural phe-
nomenon that developed independently over the course of centuries and of
which both the property system and the marriage cases are an expression.

Like the property argument offered previously, this argument needs to be
spelled out and qualified. The individualism of the separate ownership system
of English marital property has to be qualified by the great power of the husband
to manage his wife’s property while the marriage lasted and by the expectancy
that each spouse had in the other’s land. The individualism of the English
impartible inheritance system has to be qualified by the fact that the present
holder of landed wealth had responsibilities to past and future generations in the
management of that wealth, responsibilities that could, in some circumstances,
be legally enforced.28 The evidence of English do-it-yourself marriage comes

25 See Ch 1, at nn. 84–7.
26 Disc. T&C no. 1273.
27 I take this to be, for a somewhat later period, a principal point of Pillorget, Tige et rameau.
28 We refer particularly here to entailed estates and feoffments to uses. It should be noted, however,

that English law tended to give the power to alienate to present holders even of land subject to
these arrangements.
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largely from court cases, and it may be that a disproportionate number of do-
it-yourself marriages ended up in court. Despite these qualifications, however,
and despite the fact that great variations could be achieved in the property
system by private action, the core systems, the default systems, of succession
and marital property in England seem to focus much more on the individual
property holder than do the core or default systems reflected in the coutumiers.
The fact that the default system of succession in England concentrated wealth
in the hands of one person meant that in many families, the children who did
not inherit were left to seek their fortunes, to a greater or lesser extent, on their
own. Similarly, however aberrant the do-it-yourself marriages that we see in
the English church court records may be, the records of all those de presenti
informal marriages are there, and there are few, if any, like them in the Franco-
Belgian region. Similarly, there are many more records of judicial separation in
the Franco-Belgian region than there are in England.

The communitarianism of the Franco-Belgian marital property system also
has to be qualified by the great power of the husband to manage the community
while the marriage lasted. The communitarianism of the Franco-Belgian inher-
itance system needs to be qualified by the power of the current property holder
in many of the customs to prefer one child over another by endowment or tes-
tament or both. The evidence of arranged marriages in the church court records
needs to be qualified by the fact that many of the de futuro marriages in the
Franco-Belgian records seem to be informal and made without much concern
for family consent (consider, for example, Tanneur et Doulsot). Despite these
qualifications, however, the core or default system of property in the Franco-
Belgian region remains more communitarian than the English. One simply does
not find many, if any, English wives seeking separation from their husbands for
incurring obligations ipsa inscia et absque eius [uxoris] proficuo.29 The basic
principle of inheritance remains égalité entre héritiers. The canonic system of
marriage is modified, at every turn it would seem, so that concerns other than
those of the marriage partners are considered.

The distinction between individualism and communitarianism that we are
seeking to make does not correspond exactly to the traditional distinctions in
family types – joint versus stem, horizontal versus vertical, kin group versus
lineage, extended versus nuclear – nor does it necessarily tell us much about
authority within the family. Obviously, concern for the individual is more
likely in situations where family ties are less extended and where authority
within the family is weak. Too much depends, however, on the strength of the
kinship ties and how the authority is exercised for there to be an exact corres-
pondence between our dichotomy and any of the broader types of family or of
authority.

Similarly, the correspondence between more individualistic and more com-
munitarian attitudes, on the one hand, and impartible and partible inheritance,
on the other, is not exact. It happens in this case that the workings of the

29 Gontier c Gontier (Ch 10, n. 78).
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Franco-Belgian partible inheritance system suggest a more communitarian atti-
tude toward the family and that the workings of English impartible inheritance
suggest a more individualistic attitude. Much of the evidence for this, however,
is found at a level of detail below the generalization about types of inheri-
tance systems, particularly in the different powers to alienate that the present
holder of property had in each region. One can certainly imagine how a part-
ible inheritance system might result from quite individualistic attitudes and be
quite individualistic in its operations, just as one can imagine how an impart-
ible inheritance system might be quite communitarian. Generalization is made
more difficult by the fact that communitarian impulses were clearly also at work
in England, as were individualistic ones in the Franco-Belgian region. When
the two regions are compared, however, the English property and marriage-
formation systems seem more individualistic than the Franco-Belgian.

Can we go any further? Can we offer an explanation for why the English
might be more individualistic than the Franco-Belgians, the Franco-Belgians
more communitarian than the English? In a previous essay,30 in attempting
to explain why the Franco-Belgians developed community property and the
English did not, I suggested that after one took into account the technical
legal explanations for the differences between the two regions and explana-
tions based on the differences in the relative power and interests of lords and
families, there remained an unexplained residue of variance that could only be
accounted for by what I called the “anthropological” explanation, a difference
in attitudes toward the family, reflecting, perhaps, an historical difference in
family type or structure. This difference in attitude was independent of any eco-
nomic differences, for the two regions were remarkably similar economically,
particularly in the thirteenth century when the difference in marital property
systems seems to have emerged.

The evidence for differences on this “anthropological” level is admittedly
thin.31 We can point to the survival in the Franco-Belgian region of notions
of familial community and to the treatment of marriages as partnerships
(compagnie), ideas for which there is little or no evidence in England. We can
also point to the facts that the laudatio parentum does not seem so prevalent
or extensive in England as it is in the Franco-Belgian region in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries and that England never developed a retrait lignagier.

Beyond these bits of evidence, what gives the suggested explanation its power
is that if this difference between the two cultures existed, it could explain much
that is otherwise difficult to explain. It could explain not only the difference
in marital property systems but also the difference in inheritance systems and
marriage practices as well. Let us offer, then, an account of the changes in
marriage practices across time, changes for which the evidence is more solid,
and underlying which may be this basic difference in attitude toward the family:

30 Donahue, “What Causes.”
31 Some of it is recited in Donahue, “What Causes,” at 84–7. For England, see, most controversially,

Macfarlane, Origins of English Individualism.
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The notion that marriage choice should be personal to the marriage partners
is an odd one in European society of the twelfth century when the classical rules
of canon law on marriage formation were fixed, but it may be even odder in
the society of the fifteenth. Although the society of the twelfth century knew a
considerable amount of hierarchical structure, the society of the fifteenth knew
more. This concern with authority is manifested not only in government but
also within the family. One need not fully accept Lawrence Stone’s suggestion of
a shift from open lineage families in the Middle Ages to restricted patriarchal
families in the Renaissance to accept the idea that there seems to have been
considerably more concern with authority within the family in the later Middle
Ages than in the earlier.32 Now it has been suggested that as the vertical distance
in a society increases, as class lines and structures of authority become more
evident, the legal system will tend to move from a dispute-resolution mode to a
law-enforcement mode.33 In the context in which we are dealing, instance cases
will give way to office. If at the same time control within the family is becoming
more of an issue, we would expect to see greater willingness by the elements
of the society that are in control to support family control over the marriage
choice of their children.34 This long-term trend toward greater hierarchy within
society, more exercise of control by the upper elements of society over the lower,
and more control by parents over children occurred in both England and the
Franco-Belgian region. But if marriage litigation is any evidence, it happened
sooner in the Franco-Belgian region than it did in England, and the shift was
more complete.

In the present state of our knowledge, all that we can say is that such a shift in
concern about authority within the family could have operated on preexisting
differences in attitudes toward the family in such a way as to produce the
phenomena that we have observed. The long-term trend in both regions away
from cases of de presenti informal marriage could indicate that in both the
Franco-Belgian region and England, parents were having greater success in
controlling the marriage choice of their children.35 But in the Franco-Belgian
region, family authority was stronger. It may have been stronger for a long
time, perhaps even since before the formation of the rules about marriage of the
classical canon law. As it turned out, by the late fourteenth century, more parents
were able to persuade their children to make promises of marriage at a relatively
young age, and the church courts were willing to enforce such promises by
criminal sanctions. Of course, the contract need not have been made by the
parents, but the focus on the contract stage made it easier for parents.36 For the
young persons who escaped from the network of parental authority and made

32 Stone, Family, Sex and Marriage in England, 4–9.
33 Black, Behavior of Law, 29–30.
34 Lit. T&C no. 1274.
35 It probably also indicates a greater awareness in both countries of the proper forms, but that

explanation is not inconsistent with this.
36 Lit. T&C no. 1275.
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an informal de presenti marriage, excommunication followed, at least in some
dioceses, and as a result of the excommunication, access to the church courts
to enforce the marriage was difficult. The church courts in the Franco-Belgian
region, therefore, became more of a law-enforcement mechanism and less of
the dispute-resolution mechanism that they were in England. They were, to
use the jargon, co-opted by parents in their struggle against their children, and
in the Franco-Belgian region more than in England, the original vision of the
classical rules of canon law on the formation of marriage, if we have it right,
was obscured.

The co-optation was, however, as are all co-optations, a willing one. We have
seen that churchmen throughout the Middle Ages were concerned that people
observe the proper ecclesiastical forms for marriage. This concern goes back at
least as far as the twelfth century and was embodied in the canons of the Fourth
Lateran Council in 1215. As late as the latter part of the fourteenth century,
however, as Sheehan perceptively noted, societal recognition of a marriage, even
if the ecclesiastical forms had not been followed, was an important element
in proving a marriage.37 By contrast, the impression that one gets from the
Franco-Belgian registers of the latter part of the fifteenth century was that the
court personnel regarded unsolemnized marriages as deeply flawed, if not quite
invalid. Social acceptance of a couple as married made no difference to the court,
if the marriage was not solemnized. There may, then, have been a subtle shift
in the attitudes of churchmen, a shift that might account for their willingness
to be co-opted by the lay elders of the society and, of course, ultimately for the
adoption of the decree Tametsi by the council of Trent.38

Qualifications Based on Our Five Courts

Although I cannot resist the temptation to generalize, as I have in the preceding
sections of this chapter, much of what has been done in this book points in
somewhat different directions. If one stands at a fairly large distance away
from the cases, the patterns that are described in the preceding sections seem
to emerge. I do not wish to withdraw from the proposition that quite distinct
patterns of litigation are characteristic of England, on the one hand, and what
we have called ‘the Franco-Belgian region’, on the other. These differences call
for the types of explanations just offered.

While our five courts can be made to fit into the overall pattern, there is
much about them that should make us uncomfortable with letting the matter
rest there. York and Ely are more like each other than they are like Paris, Cam-
brai, and Brussels (and vice versa); the characteristics that they share with each
other seem to be characteristic of many, if not all, late medieval English church
courts, and the same can be said of Paris, Cambrai, and Brussels and what is
known of other Franco-Belgian courts in roughly the same period. And yet,

37 Sheehan, “Formation,” 60–1; disc. T&C no. 1276.
38 Lit. T&C no. 1277.
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the differences between York and Ely are substantial, and those between Paris,
on the one hand, and Cambrai and Brussels, on the other, are even more sub-
stantial. The detailed study of these five courts that we have attempted reveals
institutional differences among the courts that do not correspond to the differ-
ences between England and the Franco-Belgian region that we have emphasized
in this and, to a certain extent, in preceding chapters. It has also revealed
differences within what we find in each court, differences that may reflect
social differences within the geographical areas that were subject to the courts’
jurisdiction, or – and this is the point we will emphasize – among the types of
people who came before the court. A word about some of those differences is
in order.

Cambrai and Brussels have, as we have seen, a disproportionate number of
marriage cases, all out of proportion to what we find at York, Ely, and Paris. Had
the Cambrai and Brussels courts dealt exclusively or virtually exclusively with
such cases, we would have to conclude that we are dealing with a jurisdictional
peculiarity of the region. Other kinds of disputes were heard in the other kinds
of courts. Some such explanation probably accounts for some of the difference
that we see. It almost certainly accounts for some of the differences that we see
in the types of cases heard at Brussels, as opposed to those heard at Cambrai. We
know that there were other courts in York province and in Ely and Paris dioceses
that heard marriage cases; we were less sure about Cambrai and Brussels. We
also suspected that there were certain kinds of cases being heard by the Cambrai
and Brussels courts that were not being recorded in the sentence books (notably,
matters that could be regarded as ‘gracious acts’ and perhaps certain kinds
of routine criminal cases). Properly discounting for all of these differences,
however, does not seem fully to account for the fact that the Cambrai court
heard proportionally twice as many marriage cases as did that at York and
almost three times as many as did that at Ely and Paris, and the proportions at
Brussels were similar.39

Assuming that this disproportion is real, that is, that overall, across juris-
dictions there were proportionally more marriage cases in the Cambrai diocese
in the mid-fifteenth century than there were in Ely or Paris dioceses in the late
fourteenth century or in York diocese (the number of extra-diocesan cases being
small enough that we can ignore them) throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, what might account for it? When we consider how much more active
the promotor was at Cambrai and Brussels than he was at Paris, at least before
the official of that court, the far greater proportion of cases that were brought
by the Cambrai and Brussels promotors than were brought ex officio at Ely, and
the virtual absence of office cases at York, one should probably look to prose-
cutorial efforts for a first line of explanation. The promotors at Cambrai and
Brussels, as we have seen, pursued marriage cases (and cases of sexual offenses)
to the virtual exclusion of other kinds of cases. All the non-marriage cases in our
samples were instance cases. It is possible that the behavior of the promotors

39 Tables 8.1 and 8.2, and accompanying text.
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tells us nothing about the underlying social reality. The proportion of marriages
that needed to be fixed and of serious sexual offenses to the population was the
same in all five places in the periods in question, but active promotors pursuing
such cases brought to light more than the parties themselves or their communi-
ties would have chosen to bring to light. One might even associate this clerical
behavior with an increasing sense of the need for reform in the mid-fifteenth
century, a sense that was ultimately to lead to a substantial Calvinist reform
movement in the same region in the sixteenth century.

Before we proceed too far down this road, however, we should recall what
was learned in Chapters 8, 9, and 11 about the relationship between the promo-
tor and the parties in marriage litigation at Cambrai and Brussels. Sometimes
it was possible to proceed against the will of both parties, but more often than
not, the promotor was being helped by someone. There are many cases where
we know that he was being helped by one of the parties and a number where
we know that another member of the community had brought the matter to
the promotor’s attention. There are also some cases (what we called ‘straight’
office cases) where we cannot tell that the promotor was being helped by one
of the parties, though we suspected that he was in some of them. The existence
of the promotor, the rigorism that we can see in some of the judges, and the
financial incentives that the promotor and the court had to pursue cases all
contributed to raising the proportion of cases involving marriage and serious
sexual offenses, and, as we have seen, the promotor frequently was not suc-
cessful. He would not have been able to do what he did, however, without the
cooperation either of the parties or other members of the community.

Granted the number of possible explanations for the large proportion of
marriage cases, it would be foolish to argue that that proportion alone shows
that there were more marriages that needed to be fixed and more serious sexual
offenses in the diocese of Cambrai in the mid-fifteenth century than there were
in our other areas. The sentences suggest, however, that some, perhaps all, of
the judges thought that there was something seriously wrong with marriage in
the diocese in this period, that the institution was, in some sense, spinning out
of control. The rhetoric, at least, of many of the sentences suggests an urgency
that is not found in the sentences of York and Ely. (There are too few sentences
at Paris to make a comparison.) There are also three other characteristics of the
Cambrai and Brussels cases that suggest a somewhat different kind of dispute
and a somewhat different set of problems: Cambrai and Brussels are character-
ized by a strikingly high percentage of cases in which a presumptive marriage
is alleged, a strikingly high percentage of cases involving three parties, and a
strikingly high percentage of cases involving both. The proportions of these
types of cases are particularly high at Brussels.

Of the Cambrai cases, 27 percent involve presumptive marriage; 52 percent
of the Brussels cases do. Of the Cambrai cases, 23 percent involve three parties;
39 percent of the Brussels cases do. Of the Cambrai cases, 8 percent involve
three parties and presumptive marriage; 31 percent of the Brussels cases do.
Comparison with York and Ely so far as presumptive marriage is concerned is
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table 12.1. Types of Marriage Cases – Troyes and Châlons (1455–1499)

Type of Case No. %

1: Fornication 110 20
2: Informal and overlong engagement 83 15
3: Seduction and man’s breach of promise 69 13
4: Informal engagement and woman’s breach of promise 52 10
5: Male single adultery 44 8
6: Informal engagement and man’s breach of promise 29 5
7: Double adultery 28 5
8: Seduction and man’s breach of promise (denied) 26 5
9: Termination of an informal engagement 23 4

10: Termination of a formal engagement 19 3
11: Overlong formal engagement 14 3
12: Formal engagement and woman’s breach of promise 14 3
13: Presumptive marriage 11 2
14: Bigamy 11 2
15: Formal engagement contested by informal fiancé 10 2

total 543 100

Source: Gottlieb, “The Meaning of Clandestine Marriage,” 57–66.

a bit misleading since so many cases there involve de presenti marriage, which,
if proven, needs no proof of intercourse (though sometimes that also is proven).
Be that as it may, only 9 percent of the Ely cases involve presumptive marriage
and only 8 percent of the York cases; 32 percent of the Ely and 23 percent of the
York cases involve three parties, but none involves presumptive marriage. Of
the Paris cases, 14 percent involve presumptive marriage, and for all practical
purposes, there are no three-party cases.40

Statistical analysis of the type attempted here has not been done with the
other Franco-Belgian records from the fifteenth century, but Beatrice Gottlieb
did do some statistical analysis of the records of Troyes and Châlons-sur-Marne.
She did not calculate the percentage of marriage cases as opposed to other types
of cases. (She does say that it is high, an impression that I can confirm from my
own examination of the records without being able to confirm that it is as high
as it is at Brussels/Cambrai. Both courts seem to have been the sole ecclesiasti-
cal court for their area, and so heard a number of cases of clerical discipline,
swearing, minor cases of blasphemy, and assaults by and against clerics, a juris-
diction, in short, similar to that of the archdeacons in England.) Gottlieb drew
a sample of 800 marriage cases from 1455 to 1495 (of which 257 either did
not fall into any of her categories or did not reveal enough information). Her
typology of cases is somewhat different from ours (Table 12.1),41 but can quite
easily be converted into one compatible with ours (Table 12.2).

40 See Table 8.7 for the basic figures for Cambrai and Brussels. For the comparisons, see Table 6.3
(York, Ely) and Table 7.3 (Paris).

41 The typology is best explored in Gottlieb, Getting Married, 193–232, but the numbers come
from Gottlieb, “Clandestine Marriage,” 57–66.
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table 12.2. Types of Marriage Cases – Troyes and
Châlons (1455–1499) – Revised

Type of Case No. %

Sexual offenses w/o implication of marriage 182 34
De futuro, two-party 233 43
De futuro plus copula, two-party 106 20
Three-party 22 4

total 543 100

Notes: If we leave out the routine sexual offenses, the proportions
are 65%, 29%, and 6%, respectively.
Source: Table 12.1.

Even if we exclude the routine sexual offenses from the calculation, the
proportion of three-party cases is dramatically lower at Troyes and Châlons
than at both Cambrai and Brussels, and the proportion of marriage cases in
which a presumptive marriage is potentially involved is dramatically lower than
that at Brussels, though it is similar to that at Cambrai. The Troyes and Châlons
cases make a particularly good comparison set, because we can remove some
of the possible variables. Both courts had active promotors, as did the courts
at Cambrai and Brussels; the cases bear similar if somewhat later dates, and
Châlons diocese (in the province of Rheims) had similar, though not quite the
same, synodal legislation, while that of Troyes (in the province of Sens) was
also quite similar.42 Perhaps most important is Gottlieb’s more impressionistic
finding. Marriage was not “out of control” in Champagne in the late fifteenth
century, although, as has been true in many societies, some young women got
into trouble.43

This is probably not enough on which to base the conclusion that some-
thing quite different was happening with regard to marriage in the diocese of
Cambrai, and particularly in its northern half in the mid-fifteenth century, quite
different from what was happening in other dioceses in the same region at the
same time, but it is enough on which to base a conclusion that further investiga-
tion is called for. Myriam Greilsammer has argued that the later Middle Ages
in Flanders and Brabant witnessed considerable tension between young peo-
ple, particularly young women, who wanted to marry on their own and their
families who wanted to control their marriages.44 She points to the synodal leg-
islation of Cambrai, which, as we have already noted, pushes the concern with
clandestinity back to exchange of verba de futuro. There seems to have been
a considerable amount of secular legislation in both provinces on the topic of
rape, legislation that broadened the definition of the offence in such a way that
the penalties imposed on those who abducted women against their will could

42 Refs. and disc. T&C no. 1278.
43 Gottlieb, Getting Married, 270–89.
44 Greilsammer, “Rapts de séduction.” She repeats the argument, with some modification in id.,

Envers du tableau, 55–85.
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also be applied to consensual abductions, particularly of women below the age
of 25. Such legislation, of course, existed elsewhere. We have seen it, for exam-
ple, in England. The greater quantity of such legislation in Flanders and Brabant
might be explained by the multiplicity of jurisdictions there. Further complex-
ities are introduced by the fact that Greilsammer was able to find relatively
few examples of secular enforcement of such legislation, but there are some
examples, and she is probably right that private settlements “in the shadow of
the law” may well have occurred. We have found a number of abduction cases
in our church court records (which Greilsammer excluded from her search).45

There is not enough here to conclude that tensions over marriage choice were
particularly high in Flanders and Brabant, but they may have been.46

Some of the peculiarities of the Cambrai and Brussels cases are shared by
Ely. Ely is the only other court of our five that has a substantial number of office
cases. The proportion of three-party cases at Ely is higher than that at Cambrai
and somewhat, but not much, less than that at Brussels (32% vs 23% vs 39%).
Of the Ely marriage cases, 16 percent involved issues of incest; Cambrai is
second with 14 percent.

The institutional explanation for some of these similarities seems relatively
straightforward. The Ely court was attempting to enforce the law of its own
motion in addition to providing a forum for dispute resolution. That was an
even more noticeable characteristic of the Cambrai and Brussels courts. That
fact certainly accounts for the greater number of office cases in these courts. All
five courts had other courts within their jurisdictional areas that also had office
jurisdiction (the archbishop’s exchequer court, archidiaconal, urban decanal,
and peculiar courts at York; archidiaconal courts at Ely and Paris; decanal
courts at Cambrai and Brussels). What differed was the amount of jurisdiction
over ex officio matters that was conceded to these courts. At York and Paris, it
was enough that office cases are very rare in the classes of records that survive,
while at Ely, Cambrai, and Brussels, both the nature of the jurisdiction and the
nature of the surviving records allow us to see more office cases.

Behind the institutional, however, lies the social. Paris was a very large city
that produced enough instance business to occupy the official of a busy court
virtually full time. York was nothing like the size of Paris, but it was the eccle-
siastical capital of a province that produced enough instance and appellate
business to occupy the consistory court virtually full time. Both the Paris and
the York courts dealt with some quite ordinary people. The bulk of the litigants
in Paris, however, seem to have been of roughly the same social class as the
litigants at York who came from the city of York and some of the larger towns,
men and women whose families contained members who at York enjoyed the
freedom of the city or who at Paris would be described as bourgeois. Such
people are also to be found at Ely, Cambrai, and Brussels. (There seem to be
somewhat more of them at Cambrai than at Brussels, and the reason is hard

45 The cases are gathered with references to discussions of them in Ch 9, n. 414.
46 Disc. T&C no. 1279.
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to fathom because the amount of urbanization in the two halves of the diocese
was roughly the same.)47

Rural people are virtually, if not entirely, absent from the Paris register. There
are large numbers of them in the York cause papers, ranging all the way from the
substantially landed (virtually everyone who calls himself a knight or a donzel
in the York records gives himself a rural place of residence) to the substantial
peasants, who probably were roughly equivalent in terms of income to the lesser
urban craftsmen. The upper range of the landed is almost absent from the Ely
act book, and the social range of the court may penetrate a bit lower into rural
society. Hence, while there is substantial social overlap in the litigants at York
and Ely, the urban is better represented at York, as are the upper ranges of
society.

It is hard to determine just who the litigants are at Cambrai and Brussels.
Places of origin are recorded only sporadically; clues as to social status are
quite rare.48 We tend to think of the area covered by the diocese of Cambrai
as being quite urban in the later Middle Ages. It certainly had a number of
vital urban areas. The diocese, however, also covered a wide swath of territory,
some of which was quite rural. These rural areas seem to be overrepresented in
the Cambrai and Brussels sentence books. There are, of course, litigants from
Cambrai, Valenciennes, Mons, Brussels, Mechelen, and Antwerp, just as we
would expect, but not so many as we would expect. There are probably as
many rural litigants in the Cambrai and Brussels sentence books as there are
in the York cause papers (where, as we have seen, the ratio was approximately
62/38).49 The ratio may be a bit lower than the 70/30 rural/urban ratio that
we calculated for Ely (principally because of the rather large number of towns
in the diocese that are smaller than the ones just named but which still should
probably qualify as urban, e.g., Binche).50 An analysis of the admittedly spotty
placenames in the Cambrai register suggested that 60 percent, perhaps more,
of the parties came from rural areas.51

The Cambrai and Brussels registers thus have something in common with the
Ely registers that differentiates them certainly from Paris and, to some extent,
from York: many rural litigants.52 The relatively few indications of status that
we get in the Cambrai and Brussels registers does not allow us to calculate
social class in the way we did for York and Ely, but save for an occasional
person who emphasizes his or her status, there is nothing to suggest that the
people who appeared before the Cambrai and Brussels courts exceeded the
status of substantial farmers or urban craftsmen that are the modal litigants at
Ely and York. The dominance of the office mode of proceeding in these courts

47 Disc. T&C no. 1280.
48 Disc. T&C no. 1281.
49 Derived from Table e3.App.6.
50 See Table 6.8 and Ch 6, at n. 260.
51 See Tables 8.10 and 8.11 and accompanying text.
52 The difference from York lies not so much in the rural–urban split as in the fact that a number

of rural litigants at York were of relatively high social status.
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means that the litigants could have been of even lower status. They did not need
to come up with a court fee to get the case going, and virtually no one seems
to have been represented by a proctor or advocate.

Prosecutions of people more rural than urban, some of whom may be of
lower status than the modal litigants at Ely, could be reaching a class of people
of whom we have seen very little. It is possible that what we find in the Cambrai
and Brussels courts are representatives of a rural demi-monde, people who did
not know about the rules or, if they did, did not care about them. Such people
are found before ecclesiastical courts in England, too, both rural, like the com-
missary court of Hereford, or urban, like the commissary court of London.53

Those courts did a large business in routine sexual offenses. They rarely get
involved in marital matters. It is possible that the promotors of Cambrai and
Brussels started asking such people to whom they were married, if anyone, and
began to get quite startling answers, hence the rather large number of people
who are arguably married to two people, the rather large number of arguably
presumptive marriages, and the number of potential violations of the incest
rules.

The problem with this suggestion is that it flies in the face of a great deal that
we know about peasant marriage in the later Middle Ages, which, admittedly,
is not nearly so much as we would like to know. The standard accounts of
peasant marriage in the Middle Ages (which are heavily biased toward English
sources) suggest that peasant marriages were at least as tightly controlled as
urban ones, if not more so. We should remember, however, that only a tiny
fraction of marriages came before the courts, even ones as busy as those of
Cambrai and Brussels. We saw, in the court of Ely, people who clearly did not
know the rules; we saw perhaps more who did know them and were trying to
evade them. The confessions recorded in the records of Troyes and Châlons give
us a number of examples of both.54 Whether the fact that we see what seem to
be more cases of potential bigamy, presumptive marriage, and violation of the
incest rules at Cambrai and Brussels is the result of the fact that the promotors in
those jurisdictions were more vigorously pursuing such cases, or because there
were in fact more such cases, is not something that we can tell on the basis
of the records we have. We should recall, however, that the promotors have
a quite low success rate in establishing the more serious offenses. Many more
presumptive marriages, for example, were charged than were proved. That fact
would, of course, suggest that the problem was more in the minds of the judges
and promotors than it was in reality, but what actually happened and what can
be proven in court are not necessarily the same thing.

Gottlieb did not calculate a success rate for Troyes and Châlons, but she has a
large number of examples of couples who do not seem to need more than a single
appearance in court to set matters right.55 Such cases also exist at Cambrai and

53 See Donahue, ed., Records 2, 170–1 (Hereford); Wunderli, London Church Courts, 81–102.
54 Gottlieb, Getting Married, 233–51.
55 Ibid., passim.
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Brussels, but there seem to be more cases, particularly at Brussels, in which at
least one of the couple is resisting and refuses to confess. One would not want
to suggest on the basis of this evidence alone that resistance to ecclesiastical
jurisdiction was stronger in the area covered by the Brussels court than it was
in that covered by the Cambrai court, and that in turn was stronger than it was
in southern Champagne (Troyes and Châlons), but it is at least possible. To go
further would take us down a road that leads to the debates about the origins
of the Reformation in Belgium, and we would never return.

What we can say is that in comparison with the court at Ely, the courts at
Cambrai and Brussels pursued what they perceived to be instances of “out-
of-bounds” behavior more vigorously.56 In this regard, the two courts do fit
into the broad pattern of difference between England and the Franco-Belgian
region that we have outlined. We must leave open the question of whether the
reason the Cambrai and Brussels courts did so is that there was more such
behavior to pursue, but the records are open to that possibility.

There is one more substantial difference between Ely, on the one hand, and
Cambrai and Brussels, on the other. In Cambrai diocese, plaintiffs, both men
and women, have a much lower success rate in establishing a marriage, and
women who are the primary movers in cases of presumptive marriage have a
much lower success rate than do women who are trying to establish either a
presumptive marriage or a de presenti one at Ely. Ely shares this characteristic
of a high plaintiffs’ success rate with York. A relatively low plaintiffs’ success
rate in establishing a marriage also seems to be characteristic of Paris, but
the nature of the litigation there (and of the surviving records) is sufficiently
different that this comparison is dangerous. Since we do not have comparable
figures for other English or Franco-Belgian courts, it is probably safer not to
generalize. What we can say is that it is likely that more disappointed and
deceived women left the Cambrai and Brussels courts than left those at York
and Ely. This is perhaps enough to base a suggestion that the women involved
in the Cambrai and Brussels courts were more naı̈ve, perhaps younger. This is
not enough to demonstrate that Cambrai and Brussels illustrate the truth of the
reformers’ charge that the rules of the classical canon law were being used as
means for seduction, but it is consistent with that charge. The men of Cambrai
diocese who appear before these courts are, for the most part, a singularly unat-
tractive lot.

Let us now turn briefly to the similarities that we have found between York
and Paris, similarities that York and Paris share with each other and not with
Ely, on the one hand, and Cambrai and Brussels, on the other. We have suggested
that York and Paris are dealing with litigants of somewhat higher average social
standing than are the courts at Ely, Cambrai, and Brussels. One of the ways in
which we can demonstrate this is that virtually all the cases from York and Paris
are instance cases. By and large, the parties hire their own lawyers and conduct
their own litigation, and the court serves as a referee. We also suggested that

56 Disc. T&C no. 1282.
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there are more urban litigants at Paris and York than there are at Ely, Cambrai,
and Brussels, though we could not quite prove this because of the uncertainties
about the origin of many the Cambrai and Brussels litigants.

These similarities allow us to isolate an urban segment of the York cases
and compare it with Paris. Here the similarities cease. While I argued that there
was not so much difference between urban and rural marriages in late medieval
Yorkshire as some have argued, there is no question that a considerable number
of the urban marriages were self-arranged by parties who were mature and
that a number of them seem to have been self-arranged by parties who were in
service, in their late teens, perhaps early 20s, and who planned to solemnize their
marriage after they left service. Self-arrangement is totally inconsistent with
virtually everything that we see in the Paris records. Not only that, but there
are indications, though admittedly only indications, of a substantial gender-age
gap, the men being quite a bit older than the women, and of the women being
quite young, perhaps even in their early to middle teens. There is no evidence in
the Paris records of life-cycle servanthood, considerable evidence of it at York
(and some at Ely). While it is possible that we are dealing with people of higher
status at Paris than we are at York, there are no indications of it. What little
evidence we have suggests that except for the very few who claim nobility, they
are the same types of people whom we find litigating at York.

The difference in what seems to be the underlying marriage pattern at Paris
does not dictate that the litigation will be almost exclusively about verba de
futuro, but it is consistent with it. The same may be said of the instance cases at
Cambrai, which fit the Paris pattern quite well, and are probably the product
of urban marriages or of attempted marriages, similar to those at Paris, but in
smaller cities.

What is difficult to explain on this basis is why the same litigation pattern,
the almost exclusive focus on verba de futuro, is also found in the rural areas
of Cambrai diocese, where there seems to be much more self-arranging of mar-
riages, and in the Troyes and Châlons records where the same pattern seems to
prevail. (Of course, there is evidence in all three areas of parents or relatives in
the background, just as there is at York and Ely; what we do not find in these
non-urban cases is the exclusive dominance of the arranged marriage.) It is here
that we must fall back on the social-structural explanation that I offered earlier
in this section because there seems to be no other way to explain it.

where do we go from here?

If the argument of the preceding section is even half correct, we would expect to
find substantial variations in the litigation patterns about marriage in the church
courts based on the underlying social characteristics of the institution of mar-
riage and the family in the region from which the litigation comes. The law was
the same throughout Western Europe. The common training of the personnel
of the courts saw to it that, by and large, it was applied. We must be careful
to take into account local legal variations, such as the greater criminalization
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of the Franco-Belgian courts or possible effects of the synodal legislation about
clandestine marriage, but our analysis of the effects of these variations suggests
that it was not sufficient to prevent underlying social forces from being seen in
the varying patterns of litigation and, indeed, that these local legal variations
were themselves the product of the same underlying forces.

With this in mind, let us look very briefly at what lies outside of the English
and Franco-Belgian records that have been our principal focus. We have said
little in this book about the German records. They are not so extensive as those
in the Franco-Belgian region or in England, but we have fairly good represen-
tative records from central and southern Germany from the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries.57 They have been examined, and some excellent pioneering
work has been done with marriage cases in them.58 What needs to be done with
these records is to subject them to the kind of analysis that we have used on
the records of the five courts examined in this book. We need to know about
how the marriage cases fit into the overall pattern of litigation generally in these
courts. We need more precise quantitative and impressionistic evaluations of
these cases, some of which has already begun, before we can be confident that
all the similarities and differences between these records and those in England
and the Franco-Belgian region have been identified.59

In the present state of our knowledge, however, it seems fair to say that the
German records are more like those in England than they are like those in
the Franco-Belgian region. The focus of litigation is on marriage formation,
not on its separation or dissolution. Informal de presenti marriages are very
much in evidence. Klaus Lindner suggests that the pejorative German term
for clandestine marriage, Winkelehe (literally, “marriage in a [dark] corner”),
was not used for all informal marriages, but only for those which were later
discovered to have been formed despite a diriment impediment.60

If the marriage litigation in the records of the German ecclesiastical courts
requires further analysis, what needs to be explained about marriage litigation
in the ecclesiastical courts of the Mediterranean world is what seems to be its
relative absence. A few examples from southern France may serve to illustrate.
The annoyingly incomplete but fascinating records from the small mountainous
jurisdiction of Mende give us one de presenti and one de futuro marriage case
from around 1270 and two de presenti marriage cases from around 1340.61 The
number of cases recorded in the two books has not been counted, but it runs
into the hundreds. Similarly incomplete sets of records from the official of the
bishop of Elne at Perpignan from the years 1413 and 1414 give two de presenti

57 Donahue, ed., Records 1, 40–7, 117–22.
58 See literature cited in Ch 11, n. 12.
59 Indeed, there are a great many more records in England and the Franco-Belgian region that

require this analysis.
60 Deutsch, Ehegerichtsbarkeit, 269–80, questions this finding on the basis of the Regensburg

records, but notes that informal marriages were tolerated by the court, so long as a priest was
eventually notified.

61 Ref. T&C no. 1283.
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marriage cases and one interlocutory sentence against a runaway wife to return
to her husband.62 Six large process books from the last years of the fourteenth
century and the first years of the fifteenth century survive from the court of
the official of the bishop of Marseilles.63 These do not record every case that
came before the court but gather together, for reasons that are not completely
clear, the entire processus in selected cases. Only one of these books seems to
contain any marriage cases, and there are only three of them – two in which a de
presenti marriage is alleged and one in which a woman is seeking to be separated
from her current husband on the ground that her former husband, who was
presumed dead, is really alive.64 There survives from the court of the officiality
of the bishop of Carpentras a series of more than a hundred registers, both civil
and criminal, running from 1427 to 1563 and beyond.65 An examination of
the first 10 years of these registers discloses only one marriage case, a case of
dissolution of a marriage for consanguinity.66

Although the sample is very small, these cases do not suggest that there was
any bias against litigating about a de presenti marriage in southern France.
Perhaps more important, however, is how few marriage cases they reveal. Only
in Perpignan could marriage litigation have been a substantial part of the court’s
business, and so little survives from Perpignan that we cannot tell that it was.

A relatively unsystematic search in Spain and Italy in the late 1980s revealed
even fewer marriage cases. A few were discovered in the surviving records of the
court of the bishop of Montalcino and in those of the archbishop of Siena.67

Similarly, a few were discovered in the surviving records of the court of the
bishop of Pamplona.68

Four months of the notarial register of the court book of the archbishop of
Pisa in 1230 have been published.69 It contains 9 matrimonial matters out of 59
entries (15%). There are too few entries to subject the individual entries to any
statistical analysis, but taken as a group, the cases seem to reveal a somewhat
different legal world. There are three two-party contested spousals cases, one
of which employs an early version of the “formula libel,” another of which
alleges sponsalia plus copula and is defended on the ground of prior bond, and
the third of which (only the depositions survive) may have been defended on
the ground of vow.70 None has a recorded result. There are two sentences in
three-party cases, both of which raise issues of prior bond. In one the prior bond

62 A.D. Pyrénées-Orientales, G145bis, fols. 7r, 8r (runaway wife), 9r.
63 Donahue, ed., Records 1, 67–9.
64 A.D. Bouches-du-Rhône, 5 G 775, fols. 167r–168v (1408), 231r–236v (1409), 240r–243v

(1410) (separation).
65 Donahue, ed., Records 1, 74–5.
66 A.D. Vaucluse, GIIIbis 81–87 (1427–37). To my shame, the notes that contained the specific

reference to the case have gone missing.
67 Donahue, ed., Records 1, 159–62.
68 Id., 187–8.
69 Imbreviaturbuch.
70 Listed T&C no. 1284.
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is sustained; in the other it is held void on the ground of force.71 There are two
routine, and so far as the record shows uncontested, renunciations by female
orphans of the marriage contracted for them, in one case by her tutors and in the
other by her mother.72 In an uncontested case, a woman obtains dissolution of
her sponsalia on the ground of nonage.73 In the final case, the archbishop orders
a wife to return to her husband despite the husband’s adultery, upon the latter’s
posting surety.74 The wording of the sentence suggests that the archbishop
was acting as an arbitrator in this case. One final marriage case is found in
the surviving acts of the archbishop independent of the register; in 1241, the
archbishop dissolved a marriage on the ground of impotence. These records
suggest, though they certainly do not prove, that while Italian ecclesiastical
courts did hear marriage cases in this period, they heard relatively few of them
compared to other types of cases, and that the issues that were raised emerged
out of a marital system in which the choice of young people, particularly young
women, about marriage was for the most part highly controlled.

Recently, considerable attention has been devoted to Italian episcopal
archives, and the work suggests that earlier surveys considerably understated
the quantity of records of marriage cases that may be found in that country.
Indeed, it seems highly unlikely, on a priori grounds, that there were no marital
disputes in southern Europe in the high and later Middle Ages, and the recent
research would suggest that such was not the case.75 It is also possible that
some of the jurisdiction that we find in ecclesiastical courts in northern Europe
was exercised by secular courts in southern Europe.76

The work with Italian episcopal archives is all quite recent (and is still ongo-
ing) and, to my shame, it did not come to my attention until it was too late to
incorporate it fully in this book. Let us focus here, briefly, on the study that,
to date, comes closest to the kind of study undertaken in this book, Cecilia
Cristellon’s dissertation on marriage litigation in the court of the patriarch of
Venice from 1420 to 1545. Cristellon’s statistical analysis of the cases stops in
the year 1500, though she has a number of suggestive remarks about the later
period.77 Table 12.3 shows her basic division of the types of cases.

The table divides the 706 cases into five categories: suits to establish a
marriage (matrimonio), suits to enforce promises to marry (sponsali), suits to
declare a marriage null (nullità), suits to separate an already married couple
from bed and board (separazione), and suits that cannot be fit into one of the
previous categories but which seem to deal with ‘marriage matters’ broadly

71 Listed T&C no. 1285.
72 Mugiolachi (20.v.1230), no. 15, pp. 101–2; Lame (24.v.1230), no. 17, p. 102.
73 Vico c Truffe (16.viii.1230), no. 47, pp. 133–4.
74 Vitalis c Consilii (12.v.1230), no. 9, pp. 96–7, disc. T&C no. 1286.
75 Lit. T&C no. 1287.
76 Dean, “Fathers and Daughters,” offers considerable evidence that it was.
77 For an updated version of Cristellon’s statistics and those from a number of other Italian tribunals,

see Seidel Menchi, ed., Tribunali del matrimonio, which arrived on my desk as I was reading the
proofs of this book.
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table 12.3. Types of Marriage Cases – Venice (1420–1500)

Total % Total %Mm
Type of Case FP MP %FP Uncertain Cases Cases Cases

Marriage 125 145 46 270 38 51
Betrothal 6 4 60 10 1 2
Divorce 85 47 64 1 133 19 25
Separation 46 72 39 118 17 22
Unclassified 75 85 47 15 175 25

total 345 361 49 706 100 100

Source: Cristellon, Charitas versus eros, 103–4.

table 12.4. Types of Marriage Cases – York (1300–1499), Ely (1374–1381)

York 1300–1499 Ely 1374–1381

Type of Case FP MP %FP TOT %TOT FP MP %FP TOT %TOT

Marriage (Mm) 85 54 61 139 68 33 17 66 50 57
Betrothal 26 1 96 27 13 8 0 100 8 9
Mm or betrothal 13 10 57 23 26
Divorce 17 14 55 31 15 2 4 33 6 7
Separation 7 0 100 7 3 0 0 0 0

total 135 69 66 204 100 56 31 64 87 100

Source: Tables 3.5, 3.6, 6.5.

conceived (non classificabili). All the cases are instance cases, and in most of
them the gender of the plaintiff can be identified. The first column of percentages
gives the female/male gender ratio. The second column of percentages gives the
proportion of each type of case to the total number of cases; the third column
of percentages (“%Mm Cases”) gives the proportion of each type of case to
the total number of cases that have been identified as falling into one of the
four categories defined as “Marriage”; that is to say, it excludes the cases in
the “Unclassified” category. The bottom lines indicate that cases to establish
a marriage make up about half of the classified cases, about a quarter seek to
invalidate a marriage, about a quarter seek to separate the parties, and cases
that seek to enforce promises of marriage are only a tiny fraction.

Tables 12.4 and 12.5 rearrange the statistics developed in previous chap-
ters in order to make them comparable to Cristellon’s categories. I had to
struggle to create a category in Table 12.4 of litigation concerning promises
to marry. Ultimately, all the cases in which a de futuro promise was alleged
or in which an abjuration sub pena nubendi was alleged were included under
“Betrothal,” but in virtually all the former cases and in all the latter, the plaintiff
also alleged that the parties had had sexual intercourse. Hence, if we wanted
to, we could exclude the category of “Betrothal” entirely. These are almost all
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cases in which it is alleged that a marriage has been formed. That is roughly
85 percent of the cases at York, 93 percent at Ely, where we had to create a third
category of marriage-formation cases to accommodate those that employed the
‘formula’ libel. The high percentage of marriage-formation cases means that
that the proportion of divorce cases (15% at York, 7% at Ely) is also far lower
than it is at Venice, and, in comparison with Venice, separation cases hardly
exist. The proportion of female plaintiffs is somewhat higher at York and Ely
than it is at Venice: roughly, two-thirds versus one-half. Finally, the York and
Ely cases (like the Cambrai/Brussels cases considered in Table 12.5) contain a
substantial number of marriage-formation cases in which three or more parties
are involved. I do not know whether the same is true of the Venetian cases,
though Cristellon reports that a number of them involve allegations of prior
bond. At Ely there are some ex officio cases mixed in with the straight-instance
cases, but it is always possible to tell who the moving party is, and that party
has been categorized as ‘plaintiff’.

The situation in the Franco-Belgian region is, as we have seen, quite different.
Table 12.5 shows that in the Paris register, over half the marriage cases that
fall within Cristellon’s categories (52%) are cases that seek enforcement of a
promise of marriage, where the couple have not had sexual intercourse. These
cases are overwhelmingly brought by men (71%). About 17 percent of the cases
here classified as “Marriage,” overwhelmingly brought by women (75%), allege
promises of marriage followed by intercourse. Most of the rest of the cases
(28%) are separation cases. There are very few ex officio cases in the Paris
register, though there are some. The number of cases in which the gender of the
plaintiff is listed as uncertain is the result of the fact that a number of couples
had agreed on a result by the time they got to court.

At Cambrai and Brussels (where, as before, the numbers are based on sam-
ples), as at Paris, there are virtually no cases in which a marriage is alleged
to have been formed by the exchange of de presenti consent. As at Paris, the
cases called “Marriage” are cases in which promises of marriage followed by
intercourse are alleged. There is a difference in the proportions of the two
types of cases. At Cambrai almost half of the cases (47%) allege promises of
marriage unaccompanied by intercourse, whereas cases of marriage formed by
promises of marriage followed by intercourse represent at least a quarter of the
cases (27%). At Brussels the proportions are more than reversed: 60 percent of
the cases allege promises of marriage followed by intercourse, whereas only a
quarter of the cases allege promises of marriage unaccompanied by intercourse.
Ex officio prosecution accounts for many of the cases at both Cambrai and
Brussels, more at Brussels (where there are relatively few instance cases that are
not separation cases). Where the moving party can be identified, he or she is
listed as plaintiff, but the number of uncertain plaintiffs is the result of the fact
that we cannot always determine who is the moving party.

When we compare the Venetian records to the five courts that we have
studied (Tables 12.3 to 12.5), a number of surprising features emerge. One
might expect that if Italian marriage cases could be found, they would look
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much more like what we find in Paris, and to a lesser extent at Cambrai and
Brussels, than they would look like what we find at York and Ely. As we have
noted, the register of the Pisan episcopal court from the thirteenth century
contains very few marriage cases, and those few seem to be concerned mostly
with the enforcement of promises to marry, not with marriages allegedly formed
by de presenti consent. The studies of Italian marriage patterns by the late David
Herlihy and others have shown not only by inference from statistics but also
by qualitative evidence that Italian marriage in the later Middle Ages, at least
among the urban middle class and above – the type of people who tended to
use the ecclesiastical courts in instance suits – was tightly controlled by the
seniors of the family. Young women did not have much opportunity to engage
in the informal exchanges that are so much the subject of litigation in England,
and which appear at least occasionally in some areas in the Franco-Belgian
region. When marriage contracts were made, they were formal contracts made
by notaries, and hence less likely to be a matter of dispute.78

If this was, in fact, the marriage pattern in Venice, then the low number of
cases in the Venetian courts involving promises to marry unaccompanied by
intercourse is just what we would expect. What needs to be explained is why
there are so many such cases at Paris. The explanation offered in Chapter 7
was that these cases were not disputes in the normal sense of the term. The
parties, at least the men, wanted a formal record that they had not contracted
marriage, probably so that they could contract marriage with someone else (or
at least try to). The same thing may be happening at Cambrai and Brussels in
the cases that do not allege intercourse, though that is less easy to see on the
record that we have.

That leaves, then, a difference that may not turn out to be a difference once
we burrow more deeply into the Venetian records, but which right now seems
to be a difference. Virtually no one at Paris, Cambrai, or Brussels alleges a de
presenti marriage. A great many people at Venice seem to do so, or at least
seem to be arguing that a marriage has been formed though not consummated,
rather than simply that promises of marriage have been made. That was not
the case in thirteenth-century Pisa. It is possible that we are looking at a change
in marriage practice that is informed, if not motivated, by the fact that by
the fifteenth century, Italians became aware that unconsummated de presenti
marriages were no longer indissoluble.79 The suggestion seems at least worth
making.

There is, of course, one respect in which the Venetian records are more like
the Franco-Belgian ones than they are like the English. The English records have
very few separation cases. In both the Franco-Belgian and the Venetian records,
separation cases are a substantial part of the jurisdiction. It was argued that
the substantial presence of separation cases in the Franco-Belgian records and
their virtual absence from the English records may be accounted for, though

78 See n. 82.
79 Disc. T&C no. 1288.
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table 12.6. Grounds for Divorce – Venice (1420–1500)

MP FP Total %

Prior bond 36 48 84 71
Nonagea 0 15 15 13
Affinity or consanguinityb 3 6 9 8
Impotence 0 5 5 4
Orders 2 2 4 3
Servile condition 0 1 1 1

subtotal 41 77 118 100
Uncertainc 15

total 133

Notes: See T&C no. 1289.
Source: Cristellon, Charitas versus eros, 108–11.

perhaps not fully accounted for, by the difference in marital property systems
in the two countries. A formal record of separation and an actual separation
of goods are virtually required in a community property system; they are much
less of a necessity in a system where the spouses have separate property. In
this regard, the dotal system of Venice, though certainly not the same as com-
munity property, is more like a community property system than it is like a
separate property system. The untangling of the dowry, like the untangling of
the community property, is more likely to require that separating couples obtain
a formal judgment of separation.

There is one more oddity about the Venetian records: the high proportion of
divorce cases in comparison with all the other northern European courts. Here
we need to ask what the grounds are that are being claimed for the annulments.
Cristellon provides the data that gives us a start (Table 12.6).

Whatever else is happening here, it is clear from the table that the Venetians
were not making extensive use of the law of incest to dissolve marriages. That
a relatively high proportion of cases should involve nonage is consistent with
the marriage pattern that probably prevailed in Venice. The question is what
we are to make of the high proportion (71%) of the cases that involve the
impediment of prior bond. More study of the Venetian records is clearly called
for. It is possible, as suggested in some of the cases of prior bond in England,
that the allegations are corrupt. It is also possible, however, and perhaps more
likely on an a priori basis, that what we are looking at here is the equivalent of
the three-party marriage-formation case that we saw in England, Cambrai, and
Brussels.80 As noted many times in this book, the legal issue raised by a case of
divorce on the ground of prior bond is the same as that in a marriage-formation
case defended on that ground. It is simply a question of who sued first. Only a
more careful examination of the records would tell whether these cases involve

80 In a personal communication, Dr. Cristellon tells me that a number of the “Marriage” cases
involve third parties. She did not, however, break these cases out separately in her statistics.
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long-term, or relatively long-term, marriages that are sought to be dissolved on
the ground of prior bond as opposed to marriages that are in the formation
stage.

Obviously, we are only beginning to analyze these newly discovered Italian
records. Cristellon found 270 Venetian marriage-formation cases over the
course of 80 years. Let us assume that that was all there were (though there do
seem to be some gaps in the records). There are 64 such cases at Paris over the
course of 3 years. If we extrapolate that number over 80 years we get 1,680
cases. Similarly, Cristellon found 720 cases at Venice dealing with ‘marriage
matters’. The equivalent number for Paris over 3 years is 410. If we extrapo-
late that number over 80 years we get 10,933 cases. Venice did not have the
population of Paris, but it was not too far different, and if extrapolation is
permissible, Paris had more than 6 times the number of marriage formation
cases and 15 times the number of marriage cases generally. The present state
of our knowledge still suggests, then, that there was less marriage litigation in
the Mediterranean world than in northern Europe, and if that is the case, there
must be some explanation.

I offer an explanation with considerable diffidence. There is much that we
do not know, and generalizations over wide ranges of time and region are
dangerous. Nonetheless, the pattern of marriage in southern Europe seems to
be quite different from that of northern Europe. At least in the cities, women
marry young and men marry late, producing a notable gender-age disparity.81

The default legal system of marital property and marital prestations is also quite
different in southern Europe, and while the differences in the default systems
tend to blur in practice, there remains what appears to be a substantial difference
in the actual property systems as well. Southern Europeans are people of dowry,
whereas northern Europeans are people of dower or of community property (or
both). Could it be that these differences account for the substantial number of
litigated marriage cases that we see in the records of the northern ecclesiastical
courts and their comparatively small number, at least as so far discovered, in
the records of the southern European ecclesiastical courts? It seems hard to
believe that there is not some connection between the two phenomena, though
what that connection is is not immediately apparent.

Focusing more on the demographic pattern than on the property pattern
(though the two are related), what we see in southern Europe is a marriage
pattern like that which seems to have prevailed, at least among certain people,
in Paris. In Paris, that suggested marriage pattern produced litigation about
marriage formation that really was not litigation. People went to court to get
a declaration that a de futuro contract of marriage did not exist, and they
knew that that was the result they were going to get. A marriage pattern like
this one, coupled with a strong notarial tradition such as existed in southern
Europe, may have produced a situation in which those who had contracted
to marry knew that they had done so because they had the notarial record to

81 Lit. T&C no. 1290.
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prove it.82 While such contracts may not have complied with the formalities
that the church was encouraging for marriage, they produced fewer situations
in which the existence of an informal marriage might be a matter of dispute.
Hence, there was less litigation about marriage formation.

Pursuing this idea would lead us to conclude that if parents (and elders)
were more successful in the Franco-Belgian region than they were in England
in controlling marriage choice, they were even more successful in southern
Europe. They were not, of course, completely successful. Romeo and Juliet is,
after all, an Italian story. They were sufficiently successful, however, that we
do not see anything like the amount of litigation about marriage formation in
southern Europe that we see in northern Europe.

I must again emphasize how tentative this suggestion is. It may or may not
be correct, though it fits the evidence now before us. I hope, however, that it
serves to stimulate more work in the court and notarial records of southern
European that deal with this topic, work that seems to be proceeding as we
write.83

I must also emphasize the significance of this work, particularly that with
Germany and Italy, because older work with the former and recent work with
both may require that the argument of this book be revisited. While the evidence
is by no means all in, it looks as if the litigation pattern in those areas was more
like England than it was like that in the Franco-Belgian region. If that proves
to be right, then my argument, based as it is on positing an exceptional English
individualism – something about which I am already quite uncomfortable – is
going to need some recasting. Once more, if the recent work proves to be right,
the English pattern is more like the norm and the Franco-Belgian more like the
exception, and we need an explanation not for English exceptionalism but for
Franco-Belgian exceptionalism. That is going to take some work, but that is, I
think, where we are right now.

82 Disc. T&C no. 1291.
83 See works cited in n. 75.
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By the sixteenth century, Alexander’s rules about the formation of marriage
were in trouble. There was, to begin with, the difficulty of proof of informal
marriages, something that we saw in Dolling c Smith and in dozens of cases like
it. Partially in response to this problem, the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215
had required couples to have banns of marriage proclaimed publicly before they
married, but the council had not invalidated marriages that simply complied
with Alexander’s rules. Secondly, Alexander’s rules encountered opposition in
those portions of society where marital property was important. In particular,
the Roman lawyers kept alive the tradition that parental consent was necessary
for the validity of a marriage, and the Roman rules on dowry and customary
rules about community property affected – adversely, it would seem, to women
in particular – the equality that seems to lie at the root of Alexander’s rules.1

It would seem that the French proved particularly resistant to Alexander’s
rules. There was nothing that the French could do about the law of the uni-
versal church that said that informal marriages were valid, but, as we have
seen, French local councils throughout the Middle Ages proclaimed that those
who married without the usual ecclesiastical solemnities were automatically
excommunicated. The reformers were quick to attack Alexander’s rules. For
both Luther and Calvin they violated the fundamental principle of the author-
ity of fathers in managing the affairs of their families, including the authority to
determine whom their children would marry.2 When the council of Trent came
to consider marriage in 1563, an intense debate ensued.3 The delegates from
France had been instructed to press for two changes in the law: No marriage
was to be valid unless publicly solemnized in the church after promulgation of
banns, and no marriage of a son or daughter subject to paternal power was

1 See Donahue, “Case of the Man Who Fell into the Tiber.”
2 Lit. at T&C no. 1293.
3 Esmein, Mariage, 2:161–215, 483–9, tells the story fully with copious references to the acta of

the council. See also Jedin, Konzil von Trient, 4.2:96–121, references at 277–81.
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to be valid without parental consent. The Italians, however, argued that the
validity of nonsolemnized marriages was a matter of doctrine, like the Trinity,
that could not be changed. To change the rules, they also argued, would be to
concede too much to the reformers. The result, the council’s decree Tametsi,
was a compromise. It had four important elements:

First, Alexander’s rules were confirmed and anathemas proclaimed against
those who held that they had been invalid.

Second, Alexander’s rules were changed for the future. Marriages not solem-
nized before the parish priest and at least two witnesses were thereafter declared
to be invalid.4

Third, marriages of minors without parental consent were condemned, but
were expressly declared to be valid. Indeed, the parish priest was authorized
to dispense with the promulgation of banns if he feared that force might be
applied to the couple.

Fourth, because the general promulgation of these rules in countries that were
no longer Catholic would have led to the invalidation of Protestant marriages,
at least in the eyes of the church, the Tridentine rules were declared to take
effect only when they were promulgated in the parish.

The French were furious.5 They refused to promulgate Tametsi in their coun-
try, and the Tridentine rules, it can be argued, did not come into effect in France
until early in the twentieth century.6 They promulgated instead their own ordi-
nance, the ordonnance of Blois of 1579, similar to Trent but stricter:7

First, the promulgation of banns was made a condition of the validity of
the marriage. A priest who married a child in the power of its parents without
parental consent was to be held guilty of misprision of rape.

Second, those who suborned the consent of the child in power were to be
punished capitally for rape, the consent of the child being irrelevant.

The ordonnance raised more problems than it solved. First, the sanctions
were draconian, and draconian sanctions have a tendency not to be enforced. I
know of one case where the capital sanction was imposed, but such punishments
were certainly not common.8 Second, by refusing to promulgate the decrees of
the council, the French, in fact, left Alexander’s rules in effect. The possibility
was raised of canonically valid marriages that were not valid secularly. Third,
the statute was unclear as to just what conditions were necessary for validity. It
needed to be amended in 1639 by another ordonnance that required parental
consent as a condition of the validity of the proclamation of the banns.9

The decrees of the council of Trent were not promulgated in England either.
The monarch was, by this time, a Protestant. The English church continued

4 The parish priest was also to proclaim the banns and keep a marriage register, but these were
not made elements of validity.

5 Lit. T&C no. 1294.
6 Disc. and lit. T&C no. 1295.
7 Ordonnance de Blois (1579), arts. 40–1, in Recueil des grandes ordonnances, 173–4.
8 Diefendorf, Paris City Councillors, 165–6.
9 Id., 167.
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to condemn informal marriages, as had the medieval church, but it did not
invalidate them. Indeed, it might not have had the power to do so under the new
Erastian arrangement. In 1753, 190 years after the decree Tametsi, parliament,
in Lord Hardwicke’s Act, finally invalidated, in most cases, informal marriages
not performed by an authorized church of England clergyman.10 The sanctions
of the act are much less severe than those of the ordonnance of Blois. It is
hard not to see in the contrast between both the timing and the contents of the
ordonnance of Blois, on the one hand, and Lord Hardwicke’s Act, on the other,
a fundamentally different attitude toward marriage, at least among those who
had the power to make statutes.

In those areas in which the decree Tametsi was promulgated, it had, of
course, the immediate effect of invalidating de presenti marriages that were
not performed in the presence of the parish priest (the specification of that
particular priest turned out to be a problem) and at least two witnesses. It
had another effect that is less often noted. The second branch of Alexander’s
rules, the formation of a marriage by consent de futuro followed by sexual
intercourse, also disappeared. While this does not follow ineluctably from the
words of the decree, the practical difficulties of completing this form of contract
in the presence of the parish priest and two witnesses achieved this effect. Hence,
two of the major sources of matrimonial litigation that we have studied in this
book – marriages alleged to have been formed by informal exchange of present
consent and marriages alleged to have been formed by exchanges of future
consent followed by intercourse – disappeared from those courts that were
situated in areas in which the decree was promulgated. More in the state of
our current knowledge we cannot say. A comparative study of post-Tridentine
marriage litigation in England, France, and one of those areas in which the
Tridentine decrees were promulgated would be enlightening.

Writing in the 1740s, Charles de Secondat, baron de Montesquieu, addresses
the theme of the consent of fathers to the marriage of their children:11

The consent of fathers is founded on their authority, that is, on the right of property.
It is also founded on their love, on their reason, and on the uncertainty of that of their
children, whom youth confines in a state of ignorance and passion in a state of ebriety.

In the small republics, or singular institutions already mentioned, they might have
laws which gave to magistrates that right of inspection over the marriages of the children
of citizens which nature had already given to fathers. The love of the public might there
equal or surpass all other love. Thus Plato would have marriages regulated by the
magistrates: this the Lacedaemonian magistrates performed.

But in common institutions, fathers have the disposal of their children in marriage:
their prudence in this respect is always supposed to be superior to that of a stranger.
Nature gives to fathers a desire of procuring successors to their children, when they have

10 Details in Outhwaite, Clandestine Marriage, 75–144.
11 Montesquieu, Spirit of Laws, 440–2. This discussion is derived from my historical introduction

(Donahue, “Comparative Law”) to the Oxford Handbook of Comparative Law.
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almost lost the desire of enjoyment themselves. In the several degrees of progeniture,
they see themselves insensibly advancing to a kind of immortality. But what must be
done, if oppression and avarice arise to such a height as to usurp all the authority of
fathers? Let us hear what Thomas Gage says in regard to the conduct of the Spaniards
in the West Indies.12 . . . [Gage’s account describes the Spanish as forcing the Indians to
marry at a young age in order to increase the amount of tribute that the Spanish receive.]
Thus in an action which ought to be the most free, the Indians are the greatest slaves.

In England the law is frequently abused by the daughters marrying according to
their own fancy without consulting their parents. This custom is, I am apt to imagine,
more tolerated there than anywhere else from a consideration that as the laws have not
established a monastic celibacy, the daughters have no other state to choose but that of
marriage, and this they cannot refuse. In France, on the contrary, young women have
always the resource of celibacy; and therefore the law which ordains that they shall wait
for the consent of their fathers may be more agreeable. In this light the custom of Italy
and Spain must be less rational; convents are there established, and yet they may marry
without the consent of their fathers.

Montesquieu begins with some general assumptions about the way in which
paternal power is organized the world over and about how fathers and children
behave and are disposed the world over. From this he derives the proposition
that the laws will require that fathers consent to the marriage of their children.
He then notes that there are exceptions in “small republics” and “singular
institutions,” a phrase that he uses for institutions that are rarely found. In
Sparta and in the Platonic Republic, magistrates chose the marriage partners of
the citizenry. Perhaps that might be justified in a tightly knit community where
“the love of the public might there equal or surpass all other love.” But the
“common institution” is that fathers control the marriage of their children, a
provision that Montesquieu attributes both to the greater prudence of fathers
and to a natural desire of fathers to see themselves continued in their offspring.
Montesquieu regards it as an abuse that a colonizing power took over the
marriage choices of a subservient population in order to increase its revenue: “in
an action which ought to be the most free, the Indians are the greatest slaves.”
He does not consider the possibility that a parental consent requirement might
also be inconsistent with liberty of marriage. He then notices that in England
children frequently marry without parental consent. His observation is acute
and, in comparison with France in his period, he may well be right. He then
suggests that the reason for the difference is that English women do not have the
alternative of going to the convent, as French women do. His explanation then
causes him puzzlement because he also thinks that Spanish and Italian women
frequently marry without parental consent, and they, like French women, have
the option of going to the convent.

This is not Montesquieu at his best. He has jumped too quickly to an assump-
tion about a common institution without the empirical survey of institutions
that we sometimes find in his work. His analysis of the motivations of fathers

12 Citing Thomas Gage, New Survey of the West Indies, 3rd ed.
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smacks of natural-law analysis without the rigor that the best of the natural-law
thinkers have. (He seems to suggest that the desire of fathers to see the prosperity
of their offspring is somehow biological rather than rational.) His comparison
of England and France is made without careful consideration of the difference
in laws between the two countries. (France in his period, at least arguably, did
require parental consent for the civil validity of a marriage; England did not.)
His proposed explanation for the difference between England and France fails
in its own terms when he considers Spain and Italy, and he does not pause to
consider whether his generalization about practice in Spain and Italy may be
mistaken (as it may well be).

All of this should not, however, obscure the fact that Montesquieu employs
something very close to, if it is not the same thing as, modern comparative
method. He posits a virtually universal requirement for parental consent. If
that is right, then the explanation for it must be virtually universal, perhaps
something biological: the lack of prudence of the young, their passion, the
desire of fathers to see their line succeed. There are exceptions. They must be
explained. Small, tightly knit communities may share a commonality of values
and purposes that will lead them to entrust such decisions to the magistracy.
Colonial powers may repress subject peoples. Montesquieu then moves from the
law to its evasion or violation. He sees a difference among countries and seeks,
though he fails, to explain that difference on the basis of religious differences.

Despite the modernity of his method, Montesquieu’s vision of this topic is not
ours, at least not ours in the West. Convinced as we are that marriage should be
based on the choice of the couple, and confronted with many societies in which
that is, by and large, the case, what for us needs explaining is why that should
not be the case in a particular society. What Montesquieu may be telling us is
that from an historical point of view, what needs to be explained is Alexander’s
rules and England’s seeming acceptance of them.

This book has gone on far too long, and it is certainly time to conclude. For-
tunately we can do so briefly, because the conclusions that I draw from this
story are not formal conclusions; they are more like themes that run across the
centuries:

First, a commonplace: Marriage and the family are social institutions as
well as legal ones, and the power of the law to affect them is limited. The
marriage litigation that I have studied reasonably systematically, that from the
later Middle Ages, suggests that ordinary people will manipulate the system at
every turn. The way that they manipulate it may tell us something about the
underlying social forces. To put this point more bluntly, marriage in England
and in what we have called ‘the Franco-Belgian region’ in the later Middle Ages
was a quite different institution, and these differences are reflected in the kinds
of cases that were brought. The difference in social institutions can be seen
most clearly in the marriage-formation cases, but they can also be seen in the
separation cases if we are willing to push the explanation one step back and
ask why the marital property systems differed.
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Second, when it comes to marriage law, women’s voices do get heard. The
law, at least in this area, gave them formal equality, and they were aware of
that fact. Whether on balance they got anything approaching a fair shake over
the course of centuries is a much more difficult question to answer. We were,
however, able to confirm that the courts, at least in some times and places, were
sympathetic to what we called the story of the woman wronged.13 Where the
records allow us to hear women’s voices, they suggest that women’s recourse
to the law may have been inversely related to their real power and status in
society. To put it another way, women rarely used the legal system to oppress
others (though they did so occasionally), and when they had recourse to the
legal system, it is some indication that they were being oppressed by others. The
high proportion of female plaintiffs in the court of York and that of Ely in the
fourteenth century is certainly evidence of female agency (as is the number of
office/instance cases in which a woman joined with the promotor at Cambrai
and Brussels in the fifteenth century), but the decline of the proportion of female
plaintiffs in York in the fifteenth and their low proportion in Paris litigation
in the late fourteenth century may indicate that the women in the populations
that were using those courts had less to complain about.

Third is the great power of a simple religious idea: “What God has joined,
let not man divide.” From this follows not only the extraordinary reluctance of
Western law to allow divorce, but also, more broadly, ecclesiastical jurisdiction
over marriage. When secularization came, the religious elements in the law
were not, at least not immediately, forgotten. The peace of Augsburg of 1555,
with its notion that religion was contained within the boundaries of states,
curiously reinforced this unification of church and state in this particular area.
Whether the jurisdiction remained with the church or was handed over to the
state, both church and state expected that the religious ideas of the dominant
religion about marriage would be reinforced by the state.

Fourth, whether it is simply ironic or whether it is an extraordinary intersec-
tion point across centuries, the modern idea of marriage based on romantic love
received a powerful legal stimulus from a celibate pope of the twelfth century.
His ideas were almost overpowered in the sixteenth century, but, ultimately,
it is Alexander’s ideas about the formation of marriage and not those of the
drafters of the ordonnance of Blois that came to prevail in the West. So far as
what happened when Alexander’s rules were formally in effect is concerned, I
suspect that he would have been amazed, and not a little distressed, by what
some people did with his rules. In the cases that are genuinely about the for-
mation of marriage, the English look as if they are more in tune with what
Alexander seems to have been trying to do, but I suspect that he would have
been far more approving of what the French did with separation cases.

Fifth, there is considerable evidence, particularly from the later Middle Ages,
that Alexander’s rules were being used to produce results of which the religious
authorities could hardly have approved, which were contrary to the customs

13 See, e.g., Ch 4, following n. 110; Ch 9, conclusion.
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and expectations of ordinary lay people, and which produced a neuralgic reac-
tion in many who exercised secular power. Modern scholarship has tended
to blame Alexander for these results. I am inclined to blame him, too, but
I would suggest that his naı̈veté was a more sophisticated naı̈veté than that
which is usually attributed to him. It is not that Alexander created rules out of
religious principles without regard to their likely practical effect. Alexander’s
decretals suggest that he was an eminently practical man. He was also a very
good judge, as were many of the bishops on whom he relied as judges delegate.
What Alexander did not foresee was what would happen when the processing
of a very few cases, involving people of quite high status, by men at the top of
their profession, became the routine processing of hundreds of cases by men
who were just ordinary judges. He failed, in short, to foresee that the judges of
the later Middle Ages would not be anything like as good at judging as he had
been.14

Sixth, be that as it may, the system was, in some quite real sense, not working
in the later Middle Ages. The question remains as to why it took until 1563
to change it. Part of the answer to that question, of course, is bound up in the
question of why it took the Reformation to produce the council of Trent when
so many were aware from, at least, the fourteenth century of the need for church
reform. I would suggest, however, that there is something peculiar to marriage
law that made reform difficult. Alexander’s rules were deeply embedded in the
twelfth-century theology of marriage. The theology of marriage changed in the
thirteenth century, changed in a way that would probably have made a solem-
nity requirement (what Trent ultimately adopted) easier to reconcile with the
theology. But the canonists and the theologians parted company academically
sometime early in the thirteenth century. They ceased reading and reacting to
each other’s work. Canonic commentary on marriage in the later Middle Ages
continues to recite twelfth-century marriage theology, and shows little or no
awareness of the achievements of Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventure, and Duns
Scotus in this area. If the lesson that one draws is that it is a mistake to hand
over a religious legal system to lawyers, so be it. But that is a topic for another
book.

14 Some were very good. John Newton at Ely certainly stands out. Here we may see a problem
in what the medieval church rewarded. Richard Scrope became archbishop of York, and John
Newton, so far as we can tell, never even got a prebend.
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under Cambrai, Ely, and York, and
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(c. 1439–c. 1442), official of York
(c. 1450), 163, 180
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donzel, see litigants
dower, see marriage, secular law
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Duby, Georges, 3, 563–4
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cases before, 145
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Ely, archdeacon of, 221, 246(see also Ely,
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court of, 224, 226, 228, 237, 239, 246–7,
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personnel of, 246–8, 257, 263, 273–4,
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manor of, 276
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York, 224
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224–5, 239, 289
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‘procedural’, 219, 221–2
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proctors, 220–1, 239–40, 242, 244,

247–8, 250–8, 261–7, 271, 274–6,
278, 293, 296, 300, 575
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records of, 3, 5, 9, 218, 220, 225, 302,
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York, 225
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228, 230, 238, 239, 245, 249, 256,
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consent, present, 244, 247, 250, 268,

272–3
2-party, 241, 261–2, 286–7, 290,
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consent, present and future, formulae for,

241–2, 265, 269, 272–3, 275–6,
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‘interlocking’, 263, 575

marriage and divorce, 264
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conditional consent, 237, 241, 244,
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force or fear, 263, 271, 297, 575
honesty, public, 287, 574
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annulment for, 259
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dispensation, 254, 268–70, 282–3
prosecution for, 293, 575

nonage, 297
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judgments and success rates (male and
female plaintiffs), 399, 417, 601
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procedure and proof, 333, 359
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costs and fees, 221, 252, 270, 278, 280
fama publica, 235, 238–9, 241, 269,
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243–4, 268–9, 296, 300
oath ex officio, 242
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witnesses
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1. Introd, n. 5: The closest that the developed classical law came to an impediment on cross-class marriages
was the impediment of error of person, and this was not a prohibition of cross-class marriage but a rule
designed to ensure that one knew what one was doing. See Ch 1.

2. Introd, n. 6: For marriage among the lower strata of English society, see Homans, English Villagers, 144–94.
For women, see Stenton, English Woman in History, 29–74. For some causes célèbres involving diplomatic
marriages, see Smith, Papal Enforcement. See generally Howard, History of Matrimonial Institutions.

3. Introd, n. 7: Nul besoin d’insister sur le fait que tout mariage était alors une affaire decidée, conduite, et
conclue par le père et les anciens du lignage.

4. Introd, n. 8: See Holdsworth, History of English Law, 3:31, 201; Pollock and Maitland, History of English
Law, 1:368, 372–3; Bennett, Life on the English Manor, 240–8; Homans, English Villagers, 149–52.

5. Introd, n. 17: Compare, e.g., Armengaud, La famille et l’enfant; Mousnier, La famille, l’enfant et l’éducation,
and Pillorget, La tige et le rameau, with Macfarlane, Origins of English Individualism, and Macfarlane,
Marriage and Love in England.

6. Introd, n. 23: See id. 344–6; Luther, Tischreden 1:229–30, in Werke 62; preamble to Stat., 32 Hen. 8,
c. 38 (1540); Council of Trent, sess. 24, Canones super reformatione matrimonii, c. 1 (Tametsi), in Decrees
of the Ecumenical Councils 2:755–6. Luther’s objections were anticipated by Hugh of St Victor, even before
Alexander. De sacramentis 2.11.6, in PL 176:488C–494A; Deferrari, trans., pp. 333–9. Considering that
Luther and Hugh were both Augustinians, the former may have derived his objections from the latter rather
than, as he says, from hearing confessions.

7. Introd, n. 25: See Turlan, “Recherches,” 503–16, for a similar point; it is raised explicitly by Alexander’s
contemporary Vacarius. Summa de matrimonio, p. 277.

8. Introd, n. 26: On the sources of the Romeo and Juliet story, see Moore, Legend of Romeo and Juliet.
Another striking English Renaissance literary example of an informal marriage entered into to avoid family
pressure may be found in John Webster’s Duchess of Malfi.

9. Introd, n. 33: Most of the records reported in these two books contain marriage cases; some of them contain
hundreds; a few, e.g., Cambrai, contain thousands.

10. Introd, n. 38: For a recent study of the literary evidence, with some provocative conclusions about the
institution of marriage generally, see McCarthy, Marriage in Medieval England. For a remarkable study of
some thirteenth-century marriage sermons, with a powerful argument that they did affect what people thought
about the institution, see d’Avray, Medieval Marriage Sermons. His equally remarkable general study, d’Avray,
Medieval Marriage, arrived too late for its findings to be fully incorporated in this book. It should be read
in conjunction with this book. Both McCarthy’s book and d’Avray’s more general book contain extensive
references to and appreciations of the current literature, making that unnecessary here.
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11. Introd, n. 39: See, for example, the use that Hanawalt made of coroners’ rolls in Ties That Bound, and in
a number of other works, or the use made of manor court rolls (rolls that frequently record administration as
much as disputes) by a whole raft of scholars of whom Bennett, Women in the Medieval English Countryside,
may be taken as an example.

12. Ch 1, n. 2: The outline given here refers for the most part to primary sources. Fuller accounts may be
found in Brundage, Law, Sex, and Gaudemet, Mariage en occident, both with bibliographical references. For
even more detailed accounts, the older works, Dauvillier, Mariage; Esmein, Mariage, and Freisen, Eherecht,
are still valuable, though, in some measure, superseded.

13. Ch 1, n. 3: The Tancredian-Raymondian Summa survives in many manuscripts. As revised by Raymond,
the work is quite unusual in its mixture of issues that concern the internal forum of the confessional and
those that concern the external forum of the courts. It also treats of sponsalia de futuro only in passing, a
characteristic also of the original work by Tancred.

14. Ch 1, n. 6: The Repertorium poenitentiariae germanicum should have references to the practice if it was
widespread. I will not say that there are none there, but a rather careful examination of the first (1431–47)
and fifth (1464–71) volumes did not reveal any.

15. Ch 1, n. 7: X et Y per verba de presenti seu per verba de futuro carnali copula subsecuta matrimonium ad
invicem legitime contraxerunt. Later in the book I will call this the ‘formula’ libel. E.g., Ch 2, n. 35; Ch 6, nn.
64–8, 163.

16. Ch 1, n. 10: This was the impediment of disparity of cult, the dispensability of which was not, so far as I
am aware, discussed until after the council of Trent. See Esmein, Mariage, 2:378–9.

17. Ch 1, n. 11: Error, conditio, votum, cognatio, crimen / cultus disparitas, vis, ordo, ligamen, honestas / Si
sis affinis, si forte coire nequibis / Hec socianda vetant connubia, iuncta retractant. Ecclesiae vetitum, necnon
tempus feriatum / Impediunt fieri, permittunt facta teneri. Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 15, pp. 17, 18.

18. Ch 1, n. 12: The only such case with which we will deal in this book is Frothyngham c Bedale (Ch 5, at
n. 100). Here, however, we are not dealing with consent but with the sexual intercourse necessary to form the
marriage. The woman claimed that she was drunk at the time.

19. Ch 1, n. 13: Inter alia impedimenta matrimonii impossibilitas coeundi maximum obtinet locum quoniam
ex sui natura potius quam ex constitutione ecclesiae impedit matrimonium.

20. Ch 1, n. 17: That Alexander is citing Gratian is reasonably clear because he describes the rule as quod in
Decretis habetur expressum.

21. Ch 1, n. 19: X 4.2.1 (Alexander III, Litteras tue fraternitatis, WH 631) and Canones-Sammlungen, 63 (1
Par. 180, Alexander III, Continebatur. Porro si, WH 204[b]); cf. X 4.2.5 (Alexander III, Accessit ad presentiam,
WH 12).

22. Ch 1, n. 21: Si autem fuerit aetati proxima, ut in undecimo vel circa XII annum, et cum suo assensu
desponsata et cognita ab eodem viro, separari non debet, etc.

23. Ch 1, n. 23: si ita fuerint aetati proximi quod potuerint copula carnali coniungi, minoris aetatis intuitu
separari non debent.

24. Ch 1, n. 24: De muliere quae est invita tradita viro et detenta, quum inter vim et vim sit differentia et utrum
postea consensus intercesserit nobis nihil postea expressisti, nihil certum inde tibi possumus respondere.

25. Ch 1, n. 26: Quum locum non habeat consensus ubi metus vel coactio intercedit, necesse est ut ubi
consensus cuiusquam requiritur coactionis materia repellatur. Matrimonium autem solo consensu contrahitur,
et ubi de ipso quaeritur plena debet securitate ille [most mss. omit] gaudere cuius est animus indagandus ne
per timorem dicat sibi placere quod odit et sequatur exitus qui de invitis solet nuptiis provenire. A similar
sequestration order is given in X 2.13.8 (Ex transmissa, WH 495[a]), but there the fear is that the knight will
harm the girl.
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26. Ch 1, n. 27: secundae, nisi metu coactus qui possset in virum constantem cadere eam desponsaverit,
[ipsum] adhaerere facias ut uxori.

27. Ch 1, n. 29: Iudex secundum diversitatem personarum et locorum iudicabit qualis sit metus et iudicabit
matrimonium aliquod, aut nullum.

28. Ch 1, n. 31: Sane, iuxta verbum Apostoli, sicut in Christo Iesu neque liber neque servus est a scramentis
ecclesiae removendus, ita nec inter servos matrimonia debent ullatenus prohiberi. Et si contradicentibus domi-
nis et invitis contracta fuerint, nulla ratione sunt propter hoc dissolvenda, debita temen et consueta servitia
non minus debent propriis dominis exhiberi. See Landau, “Hadrians Dekretale ‘Dignum est’”; Sahaydachny,
De coniugio seruorum.

29. Ch 1, n. 34: Si vero aliquis sub huiusmodi verbis iuramentum alicui mulieri praestiterit: ‘Ego te in uxorem
accipiam, si tantum mihi donaveris’, reus periurii non habebitur si eam nolentem sibi solvere quod sibi dari
petiit non acceperit in uxorem, nisi consensus de praesenti aut carnis sit inter eos commixtio subsecuta.

30. Ch 1, n. 35: Si conditiones contra substantiam coniugii inserantur, puta, si alter dicat alteri: ‘contraho
tecum si generationem prolis evites’, vel ‘donec inveniam aliam honore vel faculatibus digniorem’, aut ‘si pro
questu adulterandam te tradas’, matrimonialis contractus, quantumcunque sit favorabilis, caret effectu, licet
aliae conditiones appositae in matrimonio, si turpes aut impossibiles fuerint, debeant propter eius favorem
pro non adiectis haberi.

31. Ch 1, n. 40: E.g., Quinque Compilationes, p. 48 (1 Comp. 4.6.5, Continebatur. Super eo, WH 202[b]);
id. (1 Comp. 4.6.3, Significatum est nobis, WH 962); id. (1 Comp. 4.6.4, Cum institisset apud nos, WH
263). According to Petrus Hispanus, Alexander himself did not regard this last decretal, which seems to say
quite plainly that ordination to the subdiaconate is not an impediment to marriage, as binding. See Liotta,
Continenza dei clerichi, 275, 280, 305.

32. Ch 1, n. 43: Uxoratus sine licentia uxoris inter vos nullatenus recipiatur, quae integrae opinionis ita exsistat
quod nulla merito1 suspcio habeatur eam ad secunda vota velle migrare vel quod minus continenter debeat
vivere;2 quae si talis exstiterit, marito eius in consortio vestro recepto, ipsa publice in conspectu ecclesiae
continentiam professa in domo propria cum filiis suis et familia poterit permanere. Si autem talis fuerit quae
suspicione non careat voto continentiae celebrato a saecularium hominum se conversatione removeat et in
loco religioso ubi Deo serviat perpetuo commoretur.

33. Ch 1, n. 45: votum non tenuit, unde ratione voti ad monasterium non tenetur redire; ulterius vero non
poterit uxorem accipere. Promisit enim se non exigere debitum quod in eius potestate erat, et ideo quoad
hoc votum tenuit. Non redere autem non erat in eius sed mulieris potestate. Unde Apstolus: ‘Vir non habet
potestatem sui corporis, sed mulier’.

34. Ch 1, n. 49: WH found it odd that a marriage decretal should be addressed to an abbot. He may have been
unaware that the abbot of Saint Albans had jurisdiction over an entire archdeaconry and provided first-instance
justice there. See Sayers in Donahue, ed., Records 2, pp. 194–5.

35. Ch 1, n. 50: Licet autem in canonibus habeatur ut nullus copulet matrimonio quam prius polluerat
adulterio, et illam maxime cui fidem dederat uxore sua vivente vel quae machinata est in mortem uxoris, quia
tamen praefata mulier erat inscia quod ille aliam haberet uxorem viventem, nec dignum est ut praedictus vir,
qui scienter contra canones venerat, lucrum de suo dolo reportet, consultationi tuae taliter respondemus quod
nisi mulier divortium petat, ad petitionem viri non sunt aliquatenus separandi.

36. Ch 1, n. 51: As the gloss ad id. (Venice 1562), p. 869a, points out, this feature makes for a very curious
matrimonial contract, binding on one side but not on the other. We are probably right to assume that the
option given the woman is one-time. If she fails to petition for a divorce after she discovers her husband’s
crime but has intercourse with him instead, she will be deemed to have waived the right. Hostiensis, Lectura,
ad id. (Venice 1581), fol. 19va.

1 Taking the variant merito for marito.
2 quod minus continenter debeat vivere may be corrupt, but probably means what the translation says.
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37. Ch 1, n. 57: See Quinque Compilationes, p. 52 (1 Comp. 4.19.3, Pervenit ad audientiam, WH 701);
Mansi, Concilia 22: cols. 427–8 (Ap. 50.2, Relatum est et nobis, WH 879); Quinque Compilationes, p. 50 (1
Comp. 4.14.1, Super eo quod. Verum super eo, WH 1008[c]); X 4.16.3 (Tua fraternitas. Illos, WH 991[c]);
X 4.19.3 (Quod sedem. Porro de, WH 822[c]); Canones-Sammlungen, p. 168 (Brug. 53.2, Pervenit ad nos
quod cum, WH 712); “Collectio Wigorniensis,” p. 118 (Wig. 1.48, Accepimus litteras, WH 8); Decretales
Ineditae, no. 32, p. 55 (Quoniam a nobis, WH 827[a]); Singer, Neue Beiträge, p. 330 (Sang. 8.93, Quoniam
a nobis. Illorum, WH 827[b]); Quinque Compilationes, p. 52 (1 Comp. 4.19.2, Consuluit nos tua, WH 191);
Decretales Ineditae, no. 13, p. 22 (Significatum est nobis, WH 961).

38. Ch 1, n. 58: “It should not be judged reprehensible if human decrees are sometimes changed according to
changing circumstances, especially when urgent necessity or evident advantage demands it, since God himself
changed in the new Testament some of the things which he had commanded in the old Testament. Since the
prohibitions against contracting marriage in the second and third degree [This is not ‘degrees’, as in degrees of
kinship, but ‘types’ (gradus). See at n. 62.] of affinity, and against uniting the offspring of a second marriage
with the kindred of the first husband, often lead to difficulty and sometimes endanger souls, we therefore,
in order that when the prohibition ceases the effect may also cease, revoke with the approval of this sacred
council the constitutions published on this subject and we decree, by this present constitution, that henceforth
contracting parties connected in these ways may freely be joined together. Moreover the prohibition against
marriage shall not in future go beyond the fourth degree of consanguinity and of affinity, since the prohibition
cannot now generally be observed to further degrees without grave harm. The number four agrees well with
the prohibition concerning bodily union about which the Apostle says, that the husband does not rule over
his body, but the wife does; and the wife does not rule over her body, but the husband does; for there are four
humours in the body, which is composed of the four elements. Although the prohibition of marriage is now
restricted to the fourth degree, we wish the prohibition to be perpetual, notwithstanding earlier decrees on
this subject issued either by others or by us. If any persons dare to marry contrary to this prohibition, they
shall not be protected by length of years, since the passage of time does not diminish sin but increases it, and
the longer that faults hold the unfortunate soul in bondage the graver they are.”

39. Ch 1, n. 61: “It was at one time decided out of a certain necessity, but contrary to the normal practice, that
hearsay evidence should be valid in reckoning the degrees of consanguinity and affinity, because on account
of the shortness of human life witnesses would not be able to testify from first-hand knowledge in a reckoning
as far as the seventh degree. However, because we have learned from many examples and definite proofs that
many dangers to lawful marriages have arisen from this, we have decided that in future witnesses from hearsay
shall not be accepted in this matter, since the prohibition does not now exceed the fourth degree, unless there
are persons of weight who are trustworthy and who learnt from their elders, before the case was begun, the
things that they testify: not indeed from one such person since one would not suffice even if he or she were
alive, but from two at least, and not from persons who are of bad repute and suspect but from those who
are trustworthy and above every objection, since it would appear rather absurd to admit in evidence those
whose actions would be rejected. Nor should there be admitted in evidence one person who has learnt what
he testifies from several, or persons of bad repute who have learnt what they testify from persons of good
repute, as though they were more than one and [i.e., or] suitable witnesses, since even according to the normal
practice of courts the assertion of one witness does not suffice, even if he is a person resplendent with authority,
and since legal actions are forbidden to persons of bad repute. [The point is that hearsay from many reported
by one does not fulfill the two-witness requirement, nor is a person of bad repute reporting the statements
of those of good repute a qualified witness.] The witnesses shall affirm on oath that in bearing witness in the
case they are not acting from hatred or fear or love or for advantage; they shall designate the persons by their
exact names or by pointing out or by sufficient description, and shall distinguish by a clear reckoning every
degree of relationship on either side; and they shall include in their oath the statement that it was from their
ancestors that they received what they are testifying and that they believe it to be true. They shall still not
suffice unless they declare on oath that they have known that the persons who stand in at least one of these
degrees of relationship regard each other as blood-relations. For it is preferable to leave alone some people
who have been united contrary to human decrees than to separate, contrary to the Lord’s decrees, persons
who have been joined together legitimately.”
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40. Ch 1, n. 62: The potential of these extensions was large. At their simplest they referred to those who had
sexual relations with the affine (second type) and those who had sexual relations with those who had sexual
relations with the affine (third type). Another variation, never fully accepted by the canonists, would have
extended the prohibition to the consanguines of an affine, making it impossible for two brothers to marry two
sisters.

41. Ch 1, n. 63: One could take the position that such marriages are not impeded by affinity, since affinity
only applies to marrying those who are related to those to whom one has previously been married. For those
who took this position, see Dauvillier, Mariage, 146; cf. id., 151–2. The ancient canons did not take this view,
and so to hold it would have been a substantial departure from the past. E.g., C.35 q.2 cc.5–6; see Esmein,
Mariage 1.418–20.

42. Ch 1, n. 64: Admittedly under somewhat unusual circumstances, X 4.14.1 (Ex litteris tuis quas tua, WH
436). It is not clear that the case would have come out the same way if the couple had been married publicly
nemo contradicente. Cf. Quinque Compilationes, p. 50 (1 Comp. 4.15.1, Dilectus filius noster, WH 362).

43. Ch 1, n. 65: Ibid. (1 Comp. 4.13.4, De adolescente illo, WH 331); id., p. 52 (1 Comp. 4.20.6, Meminimus.
Si aliquis, WH 649[h]); id., p. 49 (1 Comp. 4.13.2, Ad aures nostras perlatum, WH 48[a]); id., p. 50 (1
Comp. 4.13.5, Ex relatione I. latoris, WH 483); Decretales ineditae, no. 16, p. 29 (Ex tenore litterarum,
WH 487[ab]); Quinque Compilationes, p. 93 (2 Comp. 4.7.1, Super eo quod nobis, WH 1013[a]); “Collectio
Claustroneoburgensis,” p. 33 (Claustr. 37, Veniens ad nos R., WH 1069); X 4.1.12 (De muliere. Preterea de,
WH 336[c]); Quinque Compilationes, p. 96 (2 Comp. 4.13.1, Ad aures nostras noveris, WH 43); Decretales
ineditae, no. 72, p. 126 (Ex litteris tue fraternitatis, WH 432a); X 4.13.2 (Veniens ad nos P. lator, WH
1066); Decretales ineditae, no. 33, p. 56 (Licet mater puelle, WH 617); “Collectio Claustroneoburgensis,”
p. 127 (Claustr. 316, Continebatur in litteris, WH 202[a]); Quinque Compilationes, p. 48 (1 Comp. 4.6.5,
Continebatur. Super eo, WH 202[b]); Mansi, Concilia 22: col. 425 (Ap. 49.17–18, Eius qui modo vult. Vir,
WH 383[ac]); Mansi, Concilia 22: cols. 324–5 (Ap. 12.3, Lator presentium cum, WH 600); Kanonistische
Ergänzungen no. 187 (Lator presentium A., WH 599); Quinque Compilationes, p. 50 (1 Comp. 4.15.2, Quia
nobis significatum, WH 807).

44. Ch 1, n. 66: Thomas’s point here is that an unconsummated present-consent marriage gives rise to affinity,
but he may have been suggesting that illicit intercourse does not. So far as I am aware, that latter point was
not seriously maintained until the Reformation and then only in Reformist circles. According to Wolfram,
In-laws and Outlaws, 27–8, it was not clearly stated as a matter of English law until 1861 that affinity arises
only by lawful marriage. It did not become the law for the Roman Catholic Church until the Code of Canon
Law of 1917. Esmein, Mariage, 1.447–8.

45. Ch 1, n. 67: See X 4.13.6 (Discretionem tuam. Sane), X 4.13.8 (Ex litteris), X 4.13.9 (Veniens), X 4.13.10
(Tuae fraternitatis); cf. X 4.13.11 (Gregory IX, Iordanae muleris).

46. Ch 1, n. 69: Et est sciendum quod super isto articulo variae fuerunt quondam opiniones et diversa iura
emanaverunt quae dicebant quod filii duorum compatrum nunquam poterant insimul copulari, sive ante
compaternitatem essent geniti sive postea. Alia iura dicebant quod post compaternitatem tantum geniti non
possunt copulari. His ominibus praetermissis est firmiter et sine aliqua dubitatione tenendum quod omnes
filii duorum compatrum, sive ante compaternitatem geniti sint sive postea, possunt legitime matrimonialiter
copulari excepta illa persona qua mediante ventum est ad compaternitatem.

47. Ch 1, n. 70: Can one marry two co-mothers, one after the other (“indirect spiritual co-paternity”)? “About
this question various people have said various things and some things that are not worth telling, and even
Gratian himself erred,” Tancred tells us (Super ista quaestione diversi diversa dixere et quaedam quae non
sunt digna relatu, et etiam ipse Gratianus erravit). Tancred, Summa de matrimonio 21, p. 35. He goes on
to adopt what Bernard of Pavia says (Summa de matrimonio 7, pp. 297–8) was the opinion of Rufinus and
Johannes (?Faventinus) on the issue: that if the comaternity arose before the first marriage, then the second
marriage was not forbidden but if it arose after, then the second was interdicted. The reason for this is that
“[relationship] does not transfer from a subsequent union of the flesh to a previous union of the spirit (quia
per unionem carnis sequentem non transitur ad unionem spiritus praecedentem).” Ibid. This is not, of course,
a reason for the rule but a statement of it. It did, however, prove to be a way to limit the reach of indirect
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spiritual co-paternity. Husband and wife are one flesh, but if they are not yet one flesh, they do not both
become co-parents with the natural parent of the godchild.

Tancred offers another limit to the notion of indirect spiritual parenthood. If your wife is godmother to
another’s child, you cannot thereafter have the other as wife. But if your wife’s child (not yours) is baptized,
the godmother does become your co-mother. Tancred offers no citation for this proposition and suggests that
the reason for the rule is that your wife did nothing to become the co-mother with the godmother of her child.
(For further arguments along these lines, see Dauvillier, Mariage, 154 [citing Hostiensis and Bonaventure].)
Perhaps the underlying reason is that Tancred is willing to allow spiritual relationship to be transmitted through
the fleshly union of husband and wife, but spiritual relationship among the parents has a natural side and a
spiritual side. To transmit the spiritual relationship that my wife has with the godmother of her child (not
mine) to me would be to say that I am somehow the natural parent of my stepchild. Because so little of this
makes sense (and, we suspect, did not make a great deal of sense at the time), we are given a mnemonic for
remembering it all:

She who takes from the sacred font my child my wife cannot be,
Nor she whose child from that same font my wife takes, you should see.
But she who takes from that same font a child of my wife not mine
May become my loving wife after my wife’s off to th’divine.
Quae mihi vel cuius mea [sc. uxor] natum fonte levavit
Haec mea commater fieri mea non valet uxor.
Si qua meae natum non ex me fonte levavit,
Hanc post fata meae non inde vetabor habere.

Id., p. 36.

For possible application of the last ruling, see Officie c Heist en Vrancx (14.v.54), no. 613 (App e11.2, n. 2).

48. Ch 1, n. 73: To marry in the face of a specific interdict, such as, for example, one issued by a judge pendente
lite, was also an impedient impediment. If the marriage was valid, the parties could be penalized for having
done so, but the marriage could not be dissolved. See, e.g., X 4.16.2 (Alexander III, Ex litteris venerabilis,
WH 439).

49. Ch 1, n. 73: Quod nobis ex tua parte significatum est, ut de clandestinis matrimoniis dispensare deberemus,
non videmus quae dispensatio super his sit adhibenda. Except for the first two words, this sentence is restored
by Friedberg from earlier copies of the decretal; it is not found in the official edition of the Liber extra.

50. Ch 1, n. 75: Alexander does not quote the maxim here, but it seems pretty clear that that is what he has
in mind. For contemporary references, see Kuttner, “Ecclesia de occultis.”

51. Ch 1, n. 76: That Alexander was maintaining in this period that clandestine marriages should not take place
is clear from his letter to the archbishop of Upsala (Vice beati Petri, 1171 X 1172), PL 200:851: clandestina
et absque sacerdotali benedictione non debere contrahi coniugia).

52. Ch 1, n. 77: “Since the prohibition against marriage in the three remotest degrees has been revoked [a
reference to the previous canon, quoted at n. 58, which abolished the impediments of affinity and consanguinity
in the fifth, sixth, and seventh degrees], we wish it to be strictly observed in the other degrees. Following in the
footsteps of our predecessors [perhaps a reference to Quinque compliationes, p. 46 (1 Comp. 4.4.4, Alexander
III, Solet frequenter, WH 990), but cf. C.30 q.5 c.2 (ascribed to Hormisdas, pope, 514–23)], we altogether
forbid clandestine marriages and we forbid any priest to presume to be present at such a marriage. Extending
the special custom of certain regions to other regions generally [see, e.g., Statutes of Eudes de Sully, bishop
of Paris (1196–1208), c. [98], in Statuts synodaux français I, p. 89; Council of Westminster (1200), c. [11],
Councils and Synods I, 2:1067; 1 Canterbury (1213 X 1214), cc. 53–4, in Councils and Synods II, 1:34.],
we decree that when marriages are to be contracted they shall be publicly announced by the priests in the
churches, with an adequate term fixed beforehand within which whoever wishes and is able to may adduce a
lawful impediment. The priests themselves shall also investigate whether any impediment stands in the way
[of the proposed marriage]. When there appears a credible reason against the proposed union, the contract
shall be expressly forbidden until there has been established from clear documents what ought to be done
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about it. If any persons presume to enter into clandestine marriages of this kind, or forbidden marriages
within a prohibited degree, even if done in ignorance, the offspring of the union shall be deemed illegitimate
and shall have no help from their parents’ ignorance, since the parents in contracting the marriage could be
considered as not devoid of knowledge, or even as affecters of ignorance (affectatores ignorantiae). Likewise
the offspring shall be deemed illegitimate if both parents know of a legitimate impediment and yet dare to
contract a marriage in the presence of the church, contrary to every prohibition. Moreover the parish priest
who refuses to forbid such unions, or even any member of the regular clergy who dares to attend them, shall
be suspended from office for three years and shall be punished even more severely if the nature of the fault
requires it. Those who presume to be united in this way, even if it is within a permitted degree, are to be given
a suitable penance (condigna penitentia). Anybody who maliciously proposes an impediment, to prevent a
legitimate marriage, will not escape the church’s vengeance.”

53. Ch 1, n. 78: David d’Avray points out that the council did not require that a priest bless the union, or
even that it take place in church (though the reference to marriages taking place in conspectu ecclesie might be
taken as indicating a preference for the ceremonies, such as those in England and quite generally in northern
Europe, that took place in facie ecclesie). D’Avray, Medieval Marriage, 105; id., “Marriage Ceremonies.”

54. Ch 1, n. 82: The one possible exception is Oxford (1322), cc. [22–3], in Wilkins, Concilia, 2:513; cf.
Lyndwood, Provinciale 4.1.[1], pp. 270–1: “Marriage like the other sacraments should be celebrated with
honor and reverence by day and in the face of the church, not with laughter and joking and contempt. Also
when marriage is to be contracted, priests should always inquire of the people about the liberty of the bride
and groom on three separate Sundays or feast days, in three proclamations. If any priest does not make these
proclamations, he should not avoid the penalty recently laid down about this in the Council [4 Lateran].
Priests should also frequently prohibit, under pain of excommunication, those who wish to contract marriage
that they not give faith of marriage to be contracted between them except in an open place before a number
of people publicly called for this purpose.” (Matrimonium sicut alia sacramenta cum honore et reverentia de
die et in facie ecclesiae non cum risu et ioco ac contemptu celebretur. In matrimonio quoque contrahendo
semper tribus diebus dominicis vel festivis a se distantibus quasi tribus edictis perquirant sacerdotes a populo
de immunitate sponsi et sponsae. Si quis autem sacerdos huiusmodi edicta non servaverit poenam nuper in
Concilio super hoc statutam non evadat. Prohibeant etiam presbyteri frequenter matrimonium contrahere
volentibus sub poena excommunicationis ne dent sibi fidem mutuo de matrimonio contrahendo nisi in loco
celebri coram publicis et pluribus personis ad hoc convocatis.)

The excommunication authorized here was never, so far as I am aware, interpreted as being automatic.
Indeed, it may not even apply to the contracting parties, but the priest who fails to promulgate the prohibition.

55. Ch 1, n. 88: See sources cited in Donahue, “Canon Law and Social Practice,” 153–4 and n. 38. Add:
Albi (post 1255) c. [24], in Statuts synodaux français II, p. 467; cf. Guillaume le Marie (1304), c. [16], in
Statuts synodaux français III, p. 215. Discussions of similar legislation and its effects will be found in Chapters
7 and 8.

56. Ch 1, n. 93: Si mulier petit aliquem in virum vel econtra, licet secundum conseutudinem quarundam
ecclesiarum non porrigatur libellus, melius tamen est et honestius ut libellus detur, etc. Tancred’s reference
shows that he is opposing some contemporary practices. What follows argues that the requirement of a libel,
which Tancred derives from Gratian and X 2.3.1, is a general one that should admit no exception in marriage
cases.

57. Ch 1, n. 94: [A]liud obtinet de iure si quis dicat aliquam sponsam de futuro, aliud si dicat eam de praesenti,
et aliud si petatur tamquam uxor iam cognita, quae omnia debet continere libellus.

58. Ch 1, n. 95: Item nota quod per libellum evidenter ostenditur an ille qui agit velit intentare petitorium
vel possessorium, id est, an mulier dicat aliquem suum esse maritum, quia contraxit cum ea et petat eum
adiudicari in maritum, quod est agere petitorio et quasi agat de proprietate; an vero eum petat sibi restitui
tanquam iniuste sit ab eo dimissa quem dicit suum esse maritum, et hoc est agere possessorio, quoniam petit
possessionem viri sibi adiudicari de qua dicit se iniuste expulsam. Note the ambiguity of the word contraxit
and the shift from a male to a female plaintiff.
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59. Ch 1, n. 105: X 4.1.16 (Alexander III, Praeterea de muliere, WH 336[c]) (dissolution of sponsalia on the
basis statement of a witness who feared for his life if he testified publicly); X 4.14.2 (Urban III, Super eo)
(dissolution on the basis of fama).

60. Ch 1, n. 108: The decretal deals with a situation in which the separated man had publicly gone out and
married another. Tancred would have us generalize it to any case in which the husband “does not wish to live
continently.”

61. Ch 1, n. 110: The summary that follows is derived from Donahue, “Proof by Witnesses,” 130–1, and adds
some material not found in the Summa de matrimonio, but which is found in his Ordo.

62. Ch 1, n. 116: Tancred’s statement (id., p. 108) that the custom iuris canonici et legalis magisterium et
primatum obtinet may mean that sometimes secular judges in Bologna took cognizance of divorce cases, but
it may just be a statement of the role of approbata consuetudo.

63. Ch 1, n. 121: X 4.20.6 (Innocent III, Nuper a nobis); X 4.20.7 (Innocent III, Per vestras literas); X 4.20.8
(Gregory IX, Donatio quae constante), though even the last named recognizes the possibility of contrary
custom or agreement.

64. Ch 1, n. 122: The ambiguity here is not an ambiguity about whether the crime itself was a potential
subject of public accusation; bigamy, adultery, and spousal murder were all ecclesiastical crimes (though the
last was normally tried in the secular courts). The ambiguity was about whether any qualified member of the
public could accuse the subsequent marriage of invalidity on the ground of these crimes. They probably could,
though I cannot recall ever having seen a case of it.

65. Ch 1, n. 123: 4 Lateran (1215), c. 68, in Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, 1:266, ordered that Jews and
Saracens were to wear distinctive dress, so that Christian men and women would not mistakenly “intermingle”
(commisceantur, a word with sexual connotations) with Jewish and Saracen men and women. This injunction
was repeated (with some modifications) in Oxford (1222), c. 47, in Councils and Synods II, p. 121. At that
council a deacon who had apostatized “for love of a Jewess” was degraded by the council and burned by the
secular authorities. See Maitland, “The Deacon and the Jewess.”

66. Ch 2, n. 2: ‘Ego Willelmus habebo te Aliciam in uxorem quamdiu ambo vixerimus et ad hoc do tibi fidem
meam’, et illa respondit, ‘Et ego Alicia habebo te in virum et ad hoc do tibi fidem meam’.

67. Ch 2, n. 3: ‘Ego Willelmus accipio te Aliciam in uxorem meam si sancta ecclesia permittet et ad hoc do
tibi fidem meam’ et Alicia respondit per hec verba, ‘Et ego Alicia habebo te in virum et tenebo te ut virum
meum’.

68. Ch 2, n. 9: Le Neve, Fasti (Revised), 6:11; see also Brother Thomas [Salkeld] bishop of Chrysopolis
(Chrisopol, Christopolitan) c William de Emeldon of Durham diocese (1357), CP.E.57 (Adam as papal judge
delegate); Rolle c Bullok (Ch 4, at n. 162) (Adam as official of the archdeacon of Richmond); Marrays c
Rouclif (Ch 4, n. 49) (Adam as special commissary of the official of York); Mr Adam of York rector of Marton
in Craven c John de Neuham (1363), CP.E.244.

69. Ch 2, n. 10: The phrase is a quotation from a decretal of Alexander III, where this finding is said to create
a “violent presumption” that the couple had sexual intercourse. X 2.23.12 (Litteris tuae fraternitatis).

70. Ch 2, n. 11: This account elaborates on that found in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 64–5, and is derived
from what I said in “A Legal Historian Looks at the Case Method,” 20–8. Helmholz’s account puts the
marriage of John and Joan in 1418. That is possible on the basis of the deposition of the first witness to it
but not on the basis of the second. On balance, it seemed better to read back the clear “xvi” of the second
deposition into the unclear “xii” of the first.

71. Ch 2, n. 13: Robert: [I]dem Robertus dictam Johannam . . . per manum dexteram cepit et sibi dixit
post sub hac forma: ‘Johanna ego volo habere vos in uxorem meam et ad hoc do vobis fidem meam’. Cui
quidem Roberto eadem Johanna, ut dicit, absque aliquo intervallo respondens dixit sub hac forma: ‘Et ego
volo habere vos Robertum in maritum meum et ad hoc do vobis fidem meam’. Et manus suas traxerunt et
adinvicem osculabantur. Alice: [I]dem Robertus Esyngwald dictam Johannam per manum dexteram cepit et
tenebat ac eidem primo dixit sub hac forma: ‘Johanna ego volo habere et conducere te in uxorem meam et
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ad hoc do vobis fidem meam’. Que quidem Johanna [ms. Johannes] tunc ibidem absque aliquo intervallo
respondens dixit: ‘Et ego volo habere vos Robertum in maritum meum et ad hoc do vobis fidem meam’. Et
manus suas tunc traxerunt et adinvicem osculabantur.

72. Ch 2, n. 14: [N]ullam tamen, ut dicit, reclamacionem in ea parte fecit quia credidit pro firmo quod si aliquam
reclamacionem contra huiusmodi solempnizationem fecisset nullum cepisset effectum eo quod matrimonium
inter dictum Rogerum et Elenam per plures annos t̂unc elapsoŝ fuit solempnizatum auctoritate, ut audivit
dici, certarum litterarum ordinarii in ea parte impetratarum. This may mean that the reading “twelve” for the
marriage of John and Joan is right. See n. 11.

73. Ch 2, n. 15: Robert Ketill of York, tailor, with whom Robert Dalton was serving at the time of the informal
marriage, was recorded as having been admitted to the freedom of the city in 1402–3. Register of Freemen,
107. The John Lemyng with whom Alice served may be the mariner recorded in 1391. Id., 89.

74. Ch 2, n. 18: Only one item in the record requires explanation if we are to view this case as uncontested,
or, to put it less politely, a case of wife swapping. Why does John Middleton’s proctor appeal to the Apostolic
See? The explanation probably lies in the practice of the York court in the later Middle Ages. Appeals to the
Apostolic See are common, not only in contested cases but also in ones that are hardly contested. Denials of
apostoli are also common. In many contested cases, we may suspect that the appeal is intended to produce
a delay, for rarely do we find evidence that the appeal was ever pursued. In uncontested cases, particularly
marriage cases, the purpose of the appeal seems to be somewhat different. As is well known, there can be no
final judgment in a marriage case in canon law. But one can come close to a final judgment; one can appeal
and have the apostoli denied. This makes the judgment as final as it can be. If this is right, then John’s purpose
in taking the appeal was not that he wanted another hearing (which he could have gotten much more easily
by appealing from the commissary general to the official), nor even because he wanted delay, but rather in
order to make the judgment by consent as final as it could be, granted the state of the law.

75. Ch 2, n. 19: In 1401, four men of that name were enrolled as freemen of the city (Register of Freemen,
104): two mercers, John and William (John is perhaps to be identified with the chamberlain of the city of the
same name in 1423 [id., 131]; he was sheriff of York in 1432, and his will was proven in 1439 [Testamenta
Eboracensia II, 90n; Index of York Registry Wills, 59; “Some Early Civic Wills,” 164]; the John, styled
“gentleman,” who was enrolled in the right of his father in 1461 may be this John’s son [Register of Freemen,
182]), a moneymaker also named John (whose will was probated in 1431 [Testamenta Eboracensia II, 16]),
and a sherman, also named William. In 1402, a William de Esyngwald, butcher, was enrolled. Register of
Freemen, 105. His son Thomas, a clerk, was enrolled as a freeman in the right of his father in 1437. Register
of Freemen, 152. The will of a Henry Esyngwald, goldsmith of York, not otherwise recorded, was probated
by the Dean and Chapter’s Court in 1403. Index of Dean and Chapter Wills, 22. Mr Robert Esyngwald, clerk,
was enrolled as a freeman in 1404. Register of Freemen, 108. He is almost certainly to be identified with the
Robert Esyngwald who is the proctor for the defendant Robert Easingwold in our case. He had a distinguished
career as a proctor of the York Consistory, but died childless in 1446 (Testamenta Eboracensia II, 90–2; Index
of York Registry Wills, 59), his wife Havisa having predeceased him in 1420. (Her will, dated 1420, was
probated in the same year by the Dean and Chapter’s Court. Index of Dean and Chapter Wills, 22.) A Roger
Esyngwald who was enrolled without a style in 1406 may be the same Roger who was commissary general in
our case, although this would cast doubt on the suggestion that Roger the commissary general was the son of
Nicholas Esyngwald the proctor of the York court who was enrolled as a freeman in 1386 and ceased practice
in the 1390s. See Dasef, Lawyers, 25–6. A Thomas Esyngwald is recorded as a chamberlain of the city in
1407. Register of Freemen, 110. This is probably the same Thomas who is mayor in 1423 and whose will is
probated in 1428, and perhaps the same Thomas, sherman, who was in enrolled in 1382. “Some Early Civic
Wills,” 162–4. His will makes a legacy to his brother John then living in Easingwold and to John’s children,
and the names leave little doubt that this is the same John, the mercer, who was admitted as a freeman in
1401. On the other hand, a Thomas Esyngwald, brewer, who is enrolled in 1413, has no apparent connection
with these others. Register of Freemen, 120. Neither do John Esyngwald of York whose will was probated by
the Dean and Chapter’s Court in 1419, or John Esyngwald, rector of St Mary Castlegate, York, whose will
was probated in the archbishop’s court in 1427. Index of Dean and Chapter Wills, 22; Index of York Registry
Wills, 59. Finally, a Robert Esyngwald, tailor, is enrolled as a freeman in 1423, the same year that Thomas
Esyngwald was mayor. Register of Freemen, 132. It would fit fairly nicely with the chronology of the case if
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this Robert were identified as the defendant of the same name, though he is described in the case as being of
Poppleton.

76. Ch 2, n. 22: Walter’s surname suggests Terrington, YN, 7 mi. W of Malton. Tadcaster is 9 mi. SW of York.

77. Ch 2, n. 23: In his positions and articles, Walter says that they had been married fifteen years. The witness
William Sturgis says thirteen years and more; the witness Agnes Payge says fifteen years precisely. Henry’s
name means “dyer.”

78. Ch 2, n. 24: Actually he appointed two, William Snawes and William Otryngton. But the latter ends up
being the only one to render judgment.

79. Ch 2, n. 25: quadam die circa festum sancti Michaelis archangeli duobus annis post primam pestilenciam
elapsis et non amplius erat presens in domo dicti Ricardi Hare in Willesthorp’ quando vidit et audivit dictos
Agnetem et Henricum matrimonium contrahere sub hac forma et hoc ad procurationem ipsius iurati et Matilde
uxoris sue, etc.

80. Ch 2, n. 26: Hic accipio te Agnetem in uxorem meam si sancta ecclesia hoc permittit et ad hoc do tibi
fidem meam et tradit eam tunc per manum suam dexteram.

81. Ch 2, n. 29: audivit dictam Agnetem pluries ante presentem litem motam dicere et fateri quod dictus Hen-
ricus precontraxit matrimonium cum eadem et ipsam carnaliter?cognoscit ante quodcumque matrimonium
solempnizatum inter ipsam Agnetem et Walterum predictum et ad hoc fuit contumeliose inductum per Matil-
dam Sturgis sororem matris ipsius Agnetis. There is some ambiguity as to what she was “craftily induced” into:
the contract with Henry, intercourse with him, the solemnization with Walter (the most immediate referent),
or all three.

82. Ch 2, n. 30: et credit ut d̂icit̂ quod dicti articuli sunt veri quia numquam erat vita bona inter dictos
Walterum et Agnetem a tempore matrimonii solempnizati inter eosdem sed semper contendebant adinvicem
et ipsa quampluries fugiebat et divertebat se a consortio suo et proles habuit aliunde ut dicebat.

83. Ch 2, n. 31: The sentence is not dated; its formal redaction was not sealed until 18 April 1368. The acta
on the dorse of the libel suggest that the sentence was rendered on 5 August 1367.

84. Ch 2, n. 32: There is some inference here because we lack a document in Agnes’s name in this period.
The citation issued by the official of York states that Walter is planning on marrying one Imania of Newton
le Willows and is addressed to the vicar of the place. It is possible that the official was proceeding ex officio
(on the complaint of Agnes), although the next document that we have is in the form of exceptions by Walter
to Agnes’s suit. Smith, CP York, 1301–1399, 38, identifies Newton le Willows as Newton Kyme, but they are
not the same place. The latter is in YW near Tadcaster; the former in YN near Bedale. If the latter is to be
believed, Walter was putting quite a bit of distance between himself and Agnes. Smith is correct, however, that
the normal documentation of an appeal is not found in this case.

85. Ch 2, n. 34: That Henry was still alive is, however, relevant to the possible application of the rule in
Alexander III’s decretal Propositum est, X 4.7.1, that one could not obtain a divorce on the basis of one’s
own bigamy, if the previous spouse was dead and the subsequent spouse was unaware of the bigamy at the
time that it was committed. That rule should not apply in this case, however, because it was Walter who was
seeking the divorce.

86. Ch 2, n. 35: Henricus Littester?adhuc superstes tempore dicti contractus et dicta Agnes matrimonium
per verba mutuum consensum de presenti exprimencia et sponsalia per verba de futuro carnali copula inter
easdem postmodum subsecuta adinvicem legitime contraxerunt. Seu or sive is more common than et before
sponsalia. For the use of this formula in marriage litigation at Ely, see Sheehan, “Formation,” 55.

87. Ch 2, n. 36: “Berwick on Tyne” in the deposition must be Berwick on Tweed. There is no Berwick on
Tyne, a remarkable testimony to the ignorance of Northumberland geography in Yorkshire.

88. Ch 2, n. 38: 4 Lateran (1215), c. 60, in Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, 1:262, had prohibited, in
most instances, abbots from hearing marriage cases. The wording of the canon suggested that such cases were
reserved to bishops, and a canon of the legatine council of London of 1237 (c. 23, Councils and Synods II,
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p. 255–6) sought to limit, if not quite to eliminate, archidiaconal jurisdiction in marriage cases. Because of
the size of the diocese, archdeacons in York continued to hear marriage cases during our period, but one can
well imagine how someone might have raised objections to a divorce decree issued by a commissary of an
archdeacon’s official in a situation where the parties had easy access to the bishop’s court.

89. Ch 2, n. 43: See, e.g., the deathbed statement of a father about the marriage of his son in Kyghley c Younge
(1462), CP.F.202: ego scio in consicencia mea quod nuncquam vigebunt nec simul fortunaliter stabunt propter
consangunitatem inter eos. Quoted in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 80 and n. 17.

90. Ch 2, n. 47: Once more we need to make some inferences. CP.E.95/8 is a copy of CP.E.95/7, the commission
of the archdeacon’s official to William Otryngton, endorsed with the name of Walter’s proctor and a note that
he exhibited it in the court of York in November of 1367. That much was clearly before the court in the
autumn. All the rest of the documentation in the archdeacon’s court probably was as well, because in the
spring, rather than sending a full processus, the court simply sends a notarized copy of the sentence CP.E.95/6.

91. Ch 3, n. 2: Palmere c Brunne and Suthburn (Ch 4, at n. 191); Myton and Ostell c Lutryngton and
Lutryngton c Drynghous and Drynghous (Ch 4, at nn. 213–14); Elvyngton c Elvyngton and Penwortham
(1431), CP.F.101. The last bears the closest resemblance to Ingoly, but one of the partners in one of the
alleged marriages is dead, and the court ultimately rules against the plaintiff.

92. Ch 3, n. 3: It also, at least notionally, included the Scottish see of Whithorn, but no records from that
diocese have been discovered for our period. See Donahue, ed., Records 2, 22, 108.

93. Ch 3, n. 4: Thomas Arundel, archbishop from 1388 to 1396, when he was translated to the see of
Canterbury, served as chancellor for periods during the reigns of Richard II and Henry IV; John Kemp,
archbishop from 1425 to 1452, when he too was translated to the see of Canterbury, served as chancellor for
periods in the reign of Henry VI; Thomas Rotherham, archbishop from 1480 to 1500, served as chancellor
for periods in the reigns of Edward IV, Edward V, and Henry VII.

94. Ch 3, n. 5: For the archive and its general classes, see Smith, Guide; Smith, Supplementary Guide. The
fourteenth-century files under discussion here are classed as CP.E., and are calendared in Smith, CP York,
1301–1399. The fifteenth-century files are classed as CP.F. and are calendared in Smith, Court of York, 1400–
1499. For statistical purposes, I have grouped some cases that are in separate files and separated some cases
that are in the same file, but the references offered in the notes are all to existing file numbers in the two
series. The categories that I employ are a bit different from those that Smith used in CP York, 1301–1399,
pp. vi–vii, and there have been some changes in the contents of the CP.E. series since he wrote, but the results
are substantially similar.

95. Ch 3, n. 6:. Appendix e3.1: The Business of the Court of York, 1300–1500 in Detail (see Tables e3.App.1
and e3.App.2).

96. Ch 3, n. 7: This definition excludes cases that deal with marital property, but do not, so far as we can
tell, deal with the marriage itself. It also excludes cases involving sexual offenses. As we shall see (at n. 9), the
York court, in marked contrast to many other ecclesiastical courts in this period, did little business in sexual
offenses. It did do some business in marital property. E.g., Percy c Colvyle (Ch 4, at nn. 269–70), involves
the enforcement of an agreement to pay a maritagium, and we classified it in Table 3.1 as a breach of faith
case (though it may have been before the court because the agreement in question had been the subject of a
recognizance before the court). The fifteenth century sees a number of breach of faith or testamentary cases
that involve the payment of marriage portions: Emmota wife of William Clytherowe (Clitherow, Clyderow)
of Settrington c John Beleby of Scagglethorpe (1415), CP.F.126; John Preston bower of York c Elena Hankoke
(Hancok) of Sutton upon Derwent, widow and executrix of John Cook(e) (Coke) of Sutton upon Derwent
(1434–5), CP.F.114; Isabella Thwaites (Thwaytes) alias Hastyngs daughter of Alice Thwaites deceased of York
c Henry Thwaites of Little Smeaton, parish of Birkby in Allertonshire (1490–3), CP.F.301; John Huchonson
of Whixley c John Hogeson of Milby, parish of Kirby Moor (1492), CP.F.294; John Gray (Grey) of Barton
and Alice wife of John Grey, daughter of John Norman of New Malton c John Norman of York executor of
John Norman deceased of New Malton (1495–6), CP.F.286. We have, however, included Hiliard c Hiliard
(Ch 4, at nn. 264–8) because that case, although it was begun as a dower action in the king’s courts involves,
at York, the validity of the marriage.
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97. Ch 3, n. 8: The percentage of the total is slightly different in the two centuries (34% in the fourteenth
century; 41% in the fifteenth century), but since the confidence intervals overlap, it is better to combine them.
(For confidence intervals, see at n. 25; Donahue, “Roman Canon Law,” 712–13, and sources cited.)

98. Ch 3, n. 9: For marriage cases, see Doncaster c Doncaster (1351), CP.E.69 (ex officio proceedings to
enforce judgment in an instance case); Office c Baker and Barker (1339), CP.E.82/8 dorse (ii) (appeal from ex
officio inquiry at Durham into invalidity of marriage because of affinity by illicit intercourse); Kirkby c Helwys
and Newton (1430), CP.F.99 (ex officio inquiry into possible false testimony in an instance case); Office c
Gregory and Tapton, CP.F.123 (1434–8) (appeal from archdeacon of Nottingham in a case that began as
an ex officio inquiry into fornication and turned into a marriage case). The fourteenth-century cause papers
contain seven office cases in non-marriage matters. Five of them are appeals, and two are promoted office cases
that are virtually indistinguishable from instance cases. Bridlington (priory) c Harklay (1318), CP.E.11; see
Skelton c Carlisle (bishop) (1340–2), CP.E.48; Skelton c Carlisle (vicar general) (1397), CP.E.225; Lampton c
Durham (bishop) (1397), CP.E.229; Sutton, Harlyngton, Norton and Houton c Oxenford and Baile (1397–
8), CP.E.230 (appeals); Grayngham c Hundmanby (1351), CP.E.73; Nostell (priory) c Pecche and Blakehose
(1369), CP.E.51 (ex officio promoto).

99. Ch 3, n. 10: Mary, the defendant in this case, was the widow of William Hilton, Lord Hilton (Hylton,
Durham) and was herself an heiress. Smith, Court of York 1400–1499, 41. The alleged marriage took place in
Newcastle upon Tyne. Let me record an impression for which I do not yet have, and may never have, numbers
to support: As the distance from the city of York increases, so does the wealth of the litigants.

100. Ch 3, n. 12: Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 185–95. Pedersen is cautious. I have made more guesses about
status and have not broken down the fifteenth-century records in the way that Pedersen does for the fourteenth.

101. Ch 3, n. 13: The following is a typical entry from a session of the court of the commissary of the
bishop of Hereford, held at Weobley on 8 October 1442: Willelmus Hatteley de eadem [i.e., Weobley] fornicat
cum Estiana Matthew. Uterque comparet et fatetur delictum et quod contraxerunt matrimonium per verba
matrimonialia, matrimonium autem non est solempnizatum inter eosdem inter eosdem [sic]. Et uterque habeat
duas fustigationes circa ecclesiam suam parochialem denudatus ad pannos lineos cum uno cereo dimidii libri
in manu. Et moniti sunt ut supra. Et uterque habet ex prefixione ut supra [i.e., moniti sunt ad comparendum
in proximo ad videndum de conversacione sua]. Hereford County Record Office, Court Books – Acts of Office
– Box 1 – Book 1 – 1442–3. This tells us more than many such records do. The couple claimed to be married,
but whether they were to do penance for failing to have their marriage solemnized or having intercourse
without having had their marriage solemnized or having intercourse before they were married or because the
commissary did not believe what they said, the record does not say. Nor do we have any idea what their story
really is. A full analysis of a large number of these records (which are quite extensive) would probably tell
us more, but it would take a lot of time and patience. A selection of records from two similar courts has
recently been published in a fine edition: Lower Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction. One of these courts, that of the
dean and chapter of Lincoln, had jurisdiction over marriage cases (id., pp. xix–xx). Both heard cases involving
the failure of married persons to live up to their obligations (adultery, informal separation, etc.).

102. Ch 3, n. 16: My total for ‘appeals from lower courts’ includes such cases as Merton c Midelton (Ch 2,
n. 8, and passim) and Tiryngton c Moryz (Ch 2, n. 22, and passim), which were begun in a lower court and
begun again in the court of York without any evidence that an appeal was formally taken. It does not include
internal appeals, e.g., from the commissary general of the court of York to the official.

103. Ch 3, n. 17: Cause papers from the second half of the fourteenth century and the first decades of the
fifteenth century tend to be carefully endorsed with the names of the proctors and the date, sometimes also
with acta. Where the case can also be found in the act books (see n. 18), the act book rarely gives much
more information than could have been learned from the cause papers themselves. Sometime in the middle
of the fifteenth century endorsement practice changed radically; relatively little is found on the dorse of the
documents from this period onward. There are also relatively few sentences from this period. See n. 73. This
may be because more reliance was being placed on act books that are now lost, or it may be because the
personnel of the court were losing their grip. More could be done by comparing the surviving cause papers
from the last two decades of the fifteenth century with the two act books that survive from this period. It is
unlikely, however, that a great deal more information will be recovered.
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104. Ch 3, n. 18: Two fragments of act books with entries bearing dates from 1371 to 1375 survive in
the archives of York Minster. York Minster Archives and Library, M2/1b and M2/1c. These fragments are
interesting, but they contain little of relevance to the subject of marriage litigation. But see Ch 10, at nn.
53–64. The main series of Consistory Court Act Books is at the Borthwick. There are five of them for the
fifteenth century: Cons.AB.1 (1417–20), Cons.AB.2 (1424–7), Cons.AB.3 (1428–30), Cons.AB.4 (1484–9),
and Cons.AB.5 (1497–1508). Thus, the middle decades of the fifteenth century, which are relatively poor in
cause papers, also have no surviving act books.

105. Ch 3, n. 21: Multiparty practice was well established in the York court so far as defendants were concerned;
it was much less well established so far as plaintiffs were concerned. Many cases involving competitores proceed
in tandem but independently of each other, sometimes even resulting in totally independent sentences.

106. Notes for Table 3.2:
a. Grounds: fourteenth century – affinity (3), crime (1), force (2, one also involving nonage), impotence (2),

servile condition (1), uncertain (2, one involving litigation over alimony and costs); fifteenth century – affinity
(1), consanguinity (2, one also involving force), force (1), impotence (4), servile condition (1), uncertain (1).

b. Fourteenth century: Dower (1), separation (?3: 1 restoration of conjugal rights followed by an uncertain
claim for separation, 1 probable restoration of conjugal rights followed by claim for separation on the
grounds of adultery and cruelty, 1 claim for separation on the ground of cruelty); uncertain claim (1); fifteenth
century: action to recover payment for registration of marriage sentence (1), letter certifying freedom from
marriage (1), suit against bride’s father for impeding solemnization of marriage (1), probable separation
actions (4: ?adultery only [1], adultery and cruelty [1], cruelty only [1], adultery or cruelty [1]), uncertain
actions (4). The fourteenth-century York numbers do not include one case in which two knights are suing
each other over a marriage portion. See at n. 269.

The figures given in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 58–9 and nn. 115–16, and on p. 74, are based, as the
author admits, on an incomplete count and should be ignored. In particular, there is no evidence of an
increase in suits for nullity and a decrease in multiparty actions in the fifteenth century.

107. Ch 3, n. 25: I have excluded the separation actions (classified as “other”) from both sides of the equation
because it is uncertain how many of these actions were originally brought as actions for restoration of conjugal
rights (a type of “marriage enforcement” action). For the difference in these proportions in the fourteenth
as opposed to the fifteenth century, see at n. 62. For the reader who is persuaded (as I am, see App e3.3)
that the surviving York marriage cases are an unbiased sample of all York marriage litigation in the relevant
period, I can offer the following guidance for proceeding from these sample statistics to estimates of the overall
population: Confidence intervals for proportions are broader in the middle of the distribution than they are in
the tails. Thus, at a confidence coefficient of .9, the 78% figure given in the text is valid within approximately
plus or minus four percentage points (and the same is true of its opposite 22%). As we approach 50/50, the
interval widens to plus or minus five or six percentage points; as we go toward 90/10 or vice versa, the interval
narrows to about three percentage points. With a sample of this size, we should be reluctant to say much at
all about any proportion more extreme than 90/10, except that it is large (or small).

108. Notes for Table 3.3:
a. Includes claims in annulment cases; excludes defenses in such cases (e.g., dispensation) except defenses to

precontract; excludes replications to defenses (e.g., presence); excludes separation and ‘other’ cases entirely.
b. Percentages for the fifteenth century equal the number because the number of cases is exactly 100.
c. Includes one fourteenth-century case of prior bond, i.e., former spouse still living at time of subsequent

contract, and one fifteenth-century abjuration case (on appeal).
d. Cases with more than one defense of this type are counted as one.
e. Excludes cases that involve a more specific denial listed in the table but includes some cases where the denial

says more than just “I deny” (e.g., words insufficient to form a contract).
f . Includes 2 fourteenth- and 2 fifteenth-century divorce cases.
g. Includes 1 fourteenth-century divorce case.
h. Includes 3 fourteenth- and 3 fifteenth-century divorce cases.
i. Includes 1 fourteenth-century divorce case on ground of precontract.
j. Includes 1 fourteenth-century divorce case.
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k. On appeal to proceedings in a lower court; includes 3 abjuration cases.
l. Includes 1 fourteenth- and 1 fifteenth-century divorce case.

m. All divorce cases.
n. Drunkenness, Frothyngham c Bedale (Ch 5, n. 100).
o. Counting as one the cases where more than one type of defense is raised, 2 (fourteenth century) and 16

(fifteenth century) 2–party enforcement cases reveal no defense. 16 ‘other’ cases (5 in fourteenth century,
11 in fifteenth century) and 3 divorce cases (1 fourteenth century, 2 fifteenth century) of uncertain grounds
are excluded from the table.

109. Ch 3, n. 26: It is logically possible that a marriage-and-divorce action could be brought on the ground not
of precontract but of post-contract, with the prior marriage being attacked because of another impediment to
it. There is one fifteenth-century case in which such an issue is raised, Elvyngton c Elvyngton and Penwortham
(n. 2). Even here, however, the ground for the invalidity of the concededly prior marriage is precontract with
a person other than the plaintiff.

110. Ch 3, n. 27: For similar reasons all the divorce cases that raise issues that might also be raised in a marriage-
enforcement action (e.g., consanguinity) may be said to involve the same legal issue as the corresponding
marriage-enforcement actions.

111. Ch 3, n. 28: Myton and Ostell c Lutryngton and Lutryngton c Myton and Drynghous and Drynghous
(Ch 4, at nn. 213–14) involve a standard competitor action in which one of the male competitors apparently
prevails; eighteen months later the rea in the first action brings a matrimonial and divorce action against
another man and his wife and a divorce action against her new husband on the basis of a precontract with
the former man; Thorp and Sereby c Shilbotill (Ch 5, at nn. 25–32), involves defenses to both marriages as
part of the competitor case, but it is unclear whether the defendant is raising these defenses or whether each
competitor is raising them against the other. Alice Skelton of Burnby and Margaret Dalton of Burnby c John
Warde servant of John Birdesall (Bridsall) of Burnby (1431–2), CP.F.200, and it is not alone, involves a defense
to the prior marriage on grounds other than the other one.

112. Ch 3, n. 29: I define a “formal” marriage as one that takes place publicly at a church in the presence of
a priest. (Banns should have been promulgated for such a marriage, and many cases mention them, but some
do not.) All other marriages are classified as “informal.”

113. Ch 3, n. 30: Table 3.4 shows that both claims and defenses of a formal marriage were more common in
marriage-and-divorce cases than they were in competitor cases.

114. Ch 3, n. 34: This number cannot be calculated from Table 3.3 because of the overlap in the categories. The
precontract, denial, and force categories contain 63 separate fourteenth-century cases and 85 fifteenth-century
cases.

115. Ch 3, n. 38: If we classify the abjurations as de futuro marriages, as technically they are not (see literature
cited in n. 49), the figures become 183 (70%), 31 (12%), and 48 (18%).

116. Ch 3, n. 39: I have excluded from this calculation the abjuration cases and the divorce cases brought on
grounds other than precontract. The reason for excluding the abjuration cases is given in n. a to Table 3.4. Of
the 22 marriages involved in the cases of divorce on grounds other than precontract, 13 were formal, 2 were
informal, and 7 were of an indeterminate formality.

117. Notes for Table 3.4:
a. By its nature the exchange of consent in an abjuration case was formal, but the fulfillment of the con-

dition was normally highly informal. Includes 1 fifteenth-century case that is defended on the basis of 2
precontracts.

b. Defense column includes 2 fifteenth-century cases and 1 fourteenth-century case in each of which 2 formal
marriages were sought to be dissolved on the basis of an informal marriage prior to either of them.

c. Includes 1 fourteenth-century ‘interlocking’ competitor case in which the rea seeks to avoid the suit of both
actores by claiming a precontract with a third man (who is himself married to another woman).

d. Gives first the marriage claimed as precontract; then the marriage from which the annulment is being sought.
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e. Gives first the marriage from which the annulment is being sought.
f . I.e., excluding annulment on grounds other than precontract and “other” (which includes separation).
g. I.e., all marriages claimed or defended in cases not annulment “other” or separation.
h. I.e., all marriages not uncertain or abjuration claimed or defended in cases not annulment or “other.”

118. Ch 3, n. 42: The records avoid using the word ‘judgment’ (iudicium), perhaps because judgment is
reserved for God. They use instead the word ‘sentence’ (sententia, and its verbal forms). Because ‘sentence’
has become associated with criminal cases in modern English, we have preferred the less literal ‘judgment’.

119. Ch 3, n. 43: For example, even if we assume that every case that has no judgment was abandoned or
compromised by the plaintiff because the case was going badly for him or her (something that strikes me as
highly unlikely granted the vagaries of the survival of the records and the possibility of favorable compromise),
plaintiffs still received favorable judgments in 65% (56/86) of all actions brought.

120. Notes for Table 3.5:
a. This table is based on what the records tell us about who initiated the action or who brought the first in a

series of actions. In some instances it may not reflect what actually happened. Thus, Scot c Devoine (1349),
CP.E.257, is treated as an action for separation by the wife, although it may well have been begun as an
(unrecorded) action for restitution by the husband. See Ch 10, at n. 21. Further, and perhaps more important,
the system does not reflect the complexity of some of the multiparty actions (e.g., Normanby c Fentrice
and Broun [1357–61], CP.E.77; Myton and Ostell c Lutryngton and Lutryngton c Myton, Drynghouse
and Drynghouse [1386–9], CP.E.138, 161), or the fact that one case (Office c Baker and Barker [1339],
CP.E.82/8) was an appeal by the man from an ex officio proceeding in Durham. Chapter 4 gives the details.
The numbers given here differ slightly, but not radically, from those given in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes,
196–7, which are, in turn, said to differ slightly from those in an unpublished Copenhagen master’s thesis
that I have been unable to examine. Id., n. 77. Pedersen deals only with the fourteenth century and does
not give the statistics for judgments.

b. In this type of case, a sentence for defendants is automatically a sentence for both a man and a woman. I
have treated it as a sentence for the defendant whose gender is opposite that of the plaintiff.

c. In this type of case, a sentence for one plaintiff is automatically a sentence for the defendant against the
other plaintiff. This classification overstates plaintiffs’ success, but classifying the case as a sentence for both
plaintiff and defendant obscures the reality. See at n. 53.

d. See discussion in n. 53.
e. These figures are different from what I have previously published on this topic. Donahue, “Female Plaintiffs,”

195–6. The reason for the difference is that I have gone through the cases more carefully and have found
more judgments for male plaintiffs. The consequence of the difference will appear shortly: It is less clear that
female plaintiffs were more persistent than male plaintiffs in fourteenth-century York marriage litigation.
There is, however, some evidence that they were, and there is decidedly evidence that they were more
persistent than male plaintiffs in fifteenth-century York marriage litigation. See at nn. 53–6.

121. Ch 3, n. 44: Two cases might be excluded from the list of plaintiffs’ victories in this type of case. In
Brerelay and Sandeshend c Bakester and Brerelay (Ch 4, at nn. 200–201), a woman, successfully apparently,
brings a two-party enforcement action against man. Another woman then sues the new couple in a marriage-
and-divorce action on the basis of the man’s precontract with her. In Palmere c Brunne (1333) (Ch 4, at nn.
191–2), a woman sues her former husband and his new wife in a marriage-and-divorce action on the ground
that the witnesses that she (the plaintiff) had produced in a prior divorce proceeding had been suborned. In
both of these cases, the plaintiff’s victory reflected in Table 3.5 was not a victory in the marriage-and-divorce
part of the action, and in both cases we should be cautious about indulging in a presumption that the results
in the prior action are going to be confirmed in the new one. If we take these cases out, plaintiffs’ success rate
in marriage-and-divorce actions goes down to 71% (5/7).

122. Ch 3, n. 45: This cannot be seen in Table 3.5 because we classified separation actions as ‘other’. The case
is Nesfeld c Nesfield (Ch 4, at n. 262), in which the actrix fails to secure a separation she sought from her
husband. To this should probably be added Hadilsay c Smalwod (Ch 4, at n. 260), a case of restoration of
conjugal rights won by the male plaintiff. The documentation is skimpy, but we know that the wife defended
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the case, though the defense has not survived. It probably asserted grounds for separation because the evidence
of the existence and validity of the marriage is solid.

123. Ch 3, n. 47: Topclyf c Erle (Ch 4, at nn. 86–8). To this we should probably add one of the two de futuro
cases where the defendant prevailed. In Rolle c Bullok and Massham (Ch 4, at nn. 162–5), the defendant alleged
a marriage subsequent to the promise of marriage plus intercourse that the plaintiff alleged. The defendant’s
allegation (which seems to have been conceded) probably made the judge more careful in evaluating the
plaintiff’s case.

124. Ch 3, n. 48: As we noted at n. 28, it is rare that the defendant in a competitor action contests both actions.
Normally, the defendant concedes one of the actions and contests the other. This leads to the suspicion that
in some of these cases one of the plaintiffs is ‘friendly’ to the defendant. In the following competitor actions,
there is evidence that one of the plaintiffs was favored by the defendant: Wright and Birkys c Birkys (Ch 4,
at nn. 170–8) (second actrix appears only on appeal after reus has lost the action in lower court; no result
on appeal); Dowson and Roger c Brathwell (Ch 4, at nn. 207–9) (rea confesses second actor’s action, and
they prevail); Garthe and Neuton c Waghen (Ch 4, at nn. 205–6) (rea confesses first actor’s action, and they
prevail); Spuret and Gillyn c Hornby (Ch 4, at nn. 187–90) (reus and second actrix join in appeal and obtain a
reversal); Scargill and Robinson c Park (Ch 4, at n. 212) (second actor does not appear until rea appeals, and
they obtain a reversal); Dewe and Scarth c Mirdew (Ch 4, at nn. 203–4) (first actor’s action may have been
confessed and it prevails); Graystanes and Barraycastell c Dale (Ch 4, at nn. 179–80) (second actrix intervenes
in appeal; her action is confessed; no result on appeal).

125. Ch 3, n. 49: This impression, of course, is formed by more than just the numbers. See discussion in Ch
4, at n. 127; Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 172–81; Sheehan, “Formation and Stability,” 245–55; Weigand,
“Die Rechtsprechung des Regensburger Gerichts,” 422–4.

126. Ch 3, n. 50: “Straightforward”: Penesthorp c Waltegrave (Ch 4, at nn. 237–8) (force); Paynell c Cantilupe
(Ch 4, at n. 240 (impotence); Aungier c Malcake (Ch 4, at nn. 235–6 (nonage); Lambhird c Sundirson (Ch 4,
at n. 241) (impotence). Uncertain: Talkan c Bryge (Ch 4, at n. 252. Affinity: Nutle c Wode (Ch 4, at n. 244).

127. Ch 3, n. 52: These numbers are slightly different from those given in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 196 and
nn. 70–1. The differences illustrate the difficulties of trying to do historical statistics with medieval litigation
records. Pedersen is dealing with 89 cases rather than 86 because he includes one case in which the fathers of
the couple are suing each other over a marriage settlement (Percy c Colvyle (Ch 4, at nn. 269–70), and twice
he divides proceedings that I have combined (Brerelay and Sandeshend c Bakester and Brerelay [Ch 4, at nn.
200–1]; Myton and Ostell c Lutryngton and Lutryngton c Myton and Drynghous and Drynghous [Ch 4, at
nn. 213–14]). In a couple of cases I do not think that he has the correct gender for the party who brought the
original litigation (e.g., Tofte c Maynwaryng (Ch 4, at nn. 45–6), but this is not always certain, particularly
when we lack the original pleadings. E.g., Scot c Devoine (Ch 10, at n. 21). The important thing is that for
statistical purposes his results and mine are very close.

128. Ch 3, n. 53: The z-score of the difference between these two proportions is 1.75, which is significant
at .92. (The z-score is, among other things, a way of testing whether the difference between two proportions
in a sample is likely to reflect a real difference in the underlying population or whether it is more likely that the
difference was produced by “the luck of the draw.” In this case there is a 92% chance that the success rates of
male and female plaintiffs are different; i.e., if the underlying population success rates were the same between
male and female plaintiffs, a difference this size can be produced “by the luck of the draw” only about 8% of
the time.)

The problem is that there are a number of ways of calculating a “success rate.” The one used in the text
ignores the cases that have no judgment and calculates the percentage of cases won out of the total number
of cases in which there was a judgment. An alternative way of calculating it is found in the margin of Table
3.5: the percentage of cases won of all cases brought. Here, the difference between female and male plaintiffs
is not nearly so great: 64% (39/61) vs 68% (17/25) (z = .3594, significant at .28). (We can argue whether we
should accept as statistically significant for historical purposes a number that has a chance as high as 30% [or
even 49%] of being the result of random variation in the sample, but one that has a 72% chance of being so
is clearly not statistically significant for any purpose.) The former method of calculation of the success rate
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ignores the possibility that plaintiffs may have dropped cases that they saw were going badly; the latter method
ignores the possibility that some cases may have settled favorably to plaintiffs or that a judgment may be lost.

Both methods of calculation are sensitive to the way we characterize the three–party competitor cases. What
is given in the text characterizes them as we did in Table 3.5, as a victory for the plaintiff who won, ignoring the
plaintiff who lost. If we include the five male plaintiffs who lost competitor actions, their success rate (under
the first method of calculation) becomes 74% (17/23), lower than the women’s, but the women’s rate goes
down too if we include the five female plaintiffs who lost such actions (72%, 39/54) (z = .18, significant at .14,
i.e., not statistically significant), but not so much because there are so many more other kinds of women’s
actions. The first method of calculating the success rate in competitor cases overemphasizes plaintiff’s success
because it ignores the failure of the other plaintiff; the second rate overemphasizes defendant’s success both
because it gives undue weight to this type of case (it makes it seem like two cases, whereas it is in fact only
one) and because it suggests that the victory for the plaintiff who won was also a victory for the defendant
who won against the other plaintiff, which was not always the case. A compromise would count plaintiffs’
victory in such cases as one and plaintiffs’ loss in such cases as one-half a victory for defendants (F: 76%
[39/51]; M: 81% [17/21]; z = .48, significant at .37, i.e., not statistically significant). Ignoring the competitor
cases, the female plaintiffs’ success rate is 77% (34/44) and the male plaintiffs’ success rate is 92% (12/13)
(z = 1.52, significant at .87).

Readers familiar with statistical analysis in other fields may be surprised at my willingness to accept sig-
nificance levels less than .95 or .90. There are two reasons: (1) The consequences here of rejecting the null
hypothesis are not nearly so serious as they are in, to take the polar opposite, biomedical statistics (these
people are already all dead), and (2) the possibility that exists in most modern statistical research of drawing
another sample with more examples does not exist. Hence, we will fairly regularly call a finding significant if it
has less than a .25 probability of being the result of random variation in the sample (significance level of .75)
and will occasionally do so (with caution expressed) if it is more likely than not that the sample result reflects
a real one in the underlying population (significance level of .5). Since judgments will vary on this topic, we
will always give both the z-score and the significance level whenever we are asking the reader to accept an
inference as statistically significant.

129. Ch 3, n. 54: This calculates the success rate in the way that we did in the preceding sentence. If we
calculate the rate in a way that counts the losses of the other plaintiff in a competitor case as half a victory
for the defendant (see n. 53), the numbers are 9.7 and 5.0, respectively. If we ignore the competitor cases, the
numbers are 3.5 and 3.0, respectively.

130. Ch 3, n. 55: z = .77, significant at .56. Hence, it is more likely than not that this difference is not the
result of random variation in the sample, but there is a 44% chance that it is.

131. Ch 3, n. 56: Another way of putting this is that the ratio of successful female plaintiffs to all plaintiffs
considers only the victories, not the losses, whereas the success ratios consider both victories and losses.

132. Ch 3, n. 58: A well-known paper (Priest and Klein, “The Selection of Disputes”) argues that success rates
will approach 50% unless there is a disparity between the parties in expected outcomes. Curiously, the results
that we see here suggest that for both the women and the men who pursued the litigation, the outcome that
they sought was worth more to them than it was to the defendant. Priest and Klein’s model, however, depends
on the cost of settlement being less than the cost of pursuing the litigation. That may not be the case in all
situations here, and when we get to courts in which more cases were pursued ex officio, it will become even
less likely.

133. Ch 3, n. 59: Clifton c [. . .] (Ch 4, n. 59); Trayleweng c Jackson (Ch 4, at n. 62); Hopton c Brome (Ch
4, at n. 47); Carnaby c Mounceaux (Ch 4, at nn. 60–1).

134. Ch 3, n. 65: There is one other difference in the types of cases that may be important. There were
substantially fewer abjuration actions (10% vs 2%). This difference is significant at the .98 level (z = 2.31).
No statistical test can be totally reliable for a sample as small as the one that we have for abjuration cases (z
is better than many because it does take into account the overall size of the sample). In this case, however, the
statistics are confirmed in a literature that has searched more widely and deeply. See n. 49.
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135. Ch 3, n. 70: See nn. 66–8. For consanguinity/affinity, z = 1.17, significant at .74; impediment of crime,
z = 2.03, significant at .96; vows, orders, drunkenness, z = 1.01, significant at .69. The decline in claims of
the impediment of crime is supported in the literature; such claims are rare, and their success even rarer. See
Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 78 n. 14. For the rest, the statistical differences are sufficiently doubtful that
we should wait until we examine the cases more carefully before we conclude that the numbers are telling us
anything.

136. Ch 3, n. 73: See n. 17. The decades that have the lowest percentage of surviving marriage cause papers are
the 1470s (8%, 10/129) (tied with 1440s), 1480s (4%, 5/129), and 1490s (6%, 8/129) (see Table e3.App.2).
The number of surviving judgments as a percentage of cases goes down dramatically as the century progresses,
as can be seen from the following list of the proportions of judgments to cases by decade: 00: 91% (10/11),
10: 76% (16/21), 20: 73% (11/15), 30: 61% (14/23), 40: 60% (6/10), 50: 55% (6/11), 60: 27% (4/15), 70:
10% (1/10), 80: 40% (2/5), 90: 50% (4/8).

137. Notes for Table 3.6:
a. The totals exclude 6 cases (2 two–party [other], 4 [plain] other) where it is impossible to tell the gender of

the original plaintiff. One of these cases has a judgment for a man ([plain] other); this is included in the
ratios that accompany the table that do not require the gender of the original parties.

b. Includes one case (CP.F.192 [1453]) where the competitor action is actually brought by the reus in the first
action, but since the action is confessed, it seemed best to treat it like the other competitor actions where
the defendant contests one action and confesses the other. See Table 3.5, n. b.

c. Includes one case (CP.F.179 [1435–8]), where the marriage-and-divorce action did not take place until after
the reus in the action had prevailed in a two–party marriage-enforcement action. See Table 3.5, n. c.

d. See n. e.
e. The difference between the male plaintiffs’ success rate (81%) and that of the female plaintiffs (74%) yields

a z of .7041, significant at .52. Hence, it is just barely more likely than not that this difference is a real one
and not the result of random variation in the sample. As discussed in n. 53, the success rate is sensitive to the
way we characterize the three–party competitor cases. If we include the 8 male plaintiffs who lost in those
actions, the rate becomes 63% (22 won, 13 lost), but, then again, the women’s rate goes down too if we
include the 11 female plaintiffs who lost such actions (60%, 34 won, 23 lost) (z = .30, significant at .23).
Characterizing these actions as a total victory for one plaintiff and a half a victory for the defendant splits
the difference: 71% (22 won, 9 lost) (male), 65% (34 won, 18 lost) (female) (z = .56, significant at .42).
Ignoring the competitor cases produces a 74% rate for the men (14 won, 5 lost) and a 66% rate for the
women (23 won, 12 lost) (z = .62, significant at .46). Hence, the only calculation of the success rates that
yields a difference between male and female plaintiffs that is even possibly statistically significant (and that
only barely so) is the first one. The same calculations (comparing them to a hypothetical 50% success rate),
with similar results, could be done for the overall plaintiffs’ success rate (at n. d).

138. Ch 3, n. 74: Classified with ‘other’ in Table 3.6; the cases are Wyvell c Venables (1410), CP.F.56 (judgment
for female plaintiff) and Ireby c Lonesdale (1409–10), CP.F.371 (judgment for reus); the plaintiff also lost one
matrimonial action of indeterminate type (Bolton c Rawlinson [1421], CP.F.316).

139. Ch 3, n. 78: Pulayn c Neuby (1423–4), CP.F.137; Thomson c Wylson (1427–8), CP.F.169; Barley c Danby
(1464), CP.F.203 (absence); Wikley c Roger (1450), CP.F.186 (absence and disparity of wealth); Brignall c
Herford (1432–3), CP.F.104 (absence; exceptions to witnesses); Berwick c Frankiss (1441–2), CP.F.223 (force);
Peron c Newby (1414–15), CP.F.68 (force; unfulfilled condition).

140. Ch 3, n. 81: Russel c Skathelock (1429–33), CP.F.111 (impotence); Haryngton c Sayvell (1443), CP.F.263
(force); Henryson c Helmeslay (1410), CP.F.59 (servile condition); Kyghley c Younge (1462), CP.F.202; Ask c
Ask and Ask (1476), CP.F.258; Schirburn c Schirburn (1451–2), CP.F.187 (all consanguinity or affinity; only
Schirburn gives any indication of a defense: dispensation). All that survives in Wynklay c Scot (1410–11),
CP.F.125/dorse, is a draft of acta on appeal from the favorable sentence for the divorce.

141. Ch 3, n. 84: “So far as we can tell” is important here. As already noted, the quality of record keeping
went down in the fifteenth century, particularly in the latter half, so that we cannot tell whether both men
and women dropped more cases in the fifteenth century than they did in the fourteenth, or whether more
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judgments have been lost. What is important here is the gender difference, and that is unlikely to have been
affected by the quality of the record keeping.

142. Ch 3, n. 88: If we could arrive at a plausible estimate of the overall litigation rate in the relevant population,
we could make a start on an hypothesis as to which is at stake. Such a number may be calculable; Michael
Sheehan calculated one for Ely in the fourteenth century (“Formation,” at 231–4), with considerable diffidence
granted the uncertainties about the population figures and the possibility of overlapping jurisdictions. These
same difficulties are multiplied when we try to calculate such a number for the York province in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries. The time frame is much wider, the area much larger, and the competing jurisdictions
more complicated. See Pedersen, Marriage Litigation, 177–83.

143. Ch 3, n. 89: Transfer of knowledge would tend to equalize the proportion of men and women bringing
certain types of cases. It could affect the overall proportion of men and women who chose to litigate at all,
but this is less likely. Granted how malleable the categories and the relative ease with which plaintiffs could
put together different types of cases (for example, turning a two-party case into a three-party case), it is
more likely to have affected how one sued than whether one sued. Transfer of knowledge certainly will not
explain what happened in straight divorce cases and in two-party de presenti enforcement cases. In the former
case, fifteenth-century women plaintiffs sued out of their proportion as plaintiffs in the overall population of
litigants (67% vs 62%, z = .39, significant at .30, i.e., not statistically significant because of the small sample
size [n = 14]), and in the latter case women defended well out of their proportion in the overall population of
women defendants (49% vs 38%, z = 1.18, significant at .76).

144. Ch 3, n. 90: The social and economic generalizations in this and the succeeding paragraph can be
pursued in any of the standard books: e.g., Hatcher, Plague, Population; Dyer, Standards of Living. For
varying assessments of the differential effects of these changes on women and men, see Goldberg, Women,
Work; Mate, Daughters, Wives and Widows.

145. Ch 3, n. 91: The situation of the single woman without capital is more complicated. Her compar-
ative situation depends on whether the wage of “women’s work” rises comparably to that of men’s. My
impression, however, is that the typical woman plaintiff in the court of York is not one without capital, how-
ever small that capital may have been. (And, of course, in many cases that capital would have been human
capital.)

146. Ch 3, n. 92: In particular, there are many assumptions about life cycles buried in the argument. This
is a complicated topic, though I believe that what I have said here can be reconciled with the more recent
work on the topic. See, e.g., Smith, Land, Kinship and Life-Cycle. We will return to the sharp distinction
that Jeremy Goldberg makes between rural and urban in Appendix e3.2 and Chapter 5, but what he says about
life cycle throughout Women, Work, particularly in ch. 8, seems to support what is suggested here on that
topic.

The suggestion made here does seem to conflict with the overall findings of Goldberg, Women, Work, chs. 5,
8 (although this book was published before Donahue, “Female Plaintiffs,” it was published after I wrote the
article). Goldberg views the later fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, at least in York, and perhaps in other
towns as well, as times of increased economic opportunity for women, at least those women who were willing
to migrate to towns in search of work. They were, therefore, less dependent on marriage than they had been
previously. This changed, he argues, in the late fifteenth century, when the economic decline once more made
women dependent on the earnings of their husbands. As we will see in the following chapters, there is, as
Goldberg found, substantial evidence of independent women in the York cause papers in the period in which
he finds them, evidence that reinforces the substantial evidence that Goldberg finds in other sources. Whether
the cause papers support the finding of a decline in the number of independent women (prescinding from the
other evidence of such a decline) is, in my view, more problematical. As Table e3.App.2 shows, the proportion
of marriage cases does go down in the last decades of the fifteenth century, but they do not disappear, and
they seem to revive in the 1490s. Goldberg carried his study into the first two decades of the sixteenth century.
I would be reluctant to derive much in the way of statistical information from the sixteenth-century cause
papers granted how problematical is their sorting and calendaring.

Maevis Mate, on the basis, among other things, of my previous article on the topic, takes issue not with
Goldberg’s overall findings but with what conclusions we should draw from them about women’s attitudes
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toward marriage. The fact that a woman could exist economically independent of a husband in the later
fourteenth century does not mean that such a woman would prefer this existence if it involved a lot of hard
work for low pay. Rates of marriage and struggles to get married, she points out, can also be affected by
gender imbalances in the underlying population, and York towns do seem to have had more women than men
in the later fourteenth century. Ultimately, however, she seems willing to concede that Yorkshire may have
been different from East Sussex, on which her study is focused. Mate, Daughters, Wives and Widows, 38–41.
(She was misled by my overemphasis on the persistence of women in litigation in the previous article. Our
revised findings on this topic do not provide so much support, though they do provide some, and they may
point to the danger of generalizing on the basis of gender and small samples.)

147. Note for Table 3.7:
a. The totals in the table exclude 3 fifteenth-century cases where it is impossible to tell the gender of the original

plaintiff. These are included in those ratios that do not require the gender of the original parties, as is one
of these cases that has a judgment for a man. Because of the aggregate nature of the statistics, no attempt
is made to adjust the success rates to account for the problematical competitor cases.

148. Ch 3, n. 96: There are 21 cases in this period; the gender of the plaintiff can be determined in 20. The
male/female ratio of the plaintiffs is 60% (12/20). There are six recorded judgments, all for male plaintiffs
(although two of them are in competitor cases, and thus the other male plaintiff lost).

149. Appendix e3.2: The Chronological Imbalance in the Surviving York Cause Papers
The chronological bias in the surviving York cause papers may be seen most clearly in Table e3.App.3. Two

points stand out from this data: First, both the total number of cases and the number of marriage cases peak
in the years from 1380 to 1440, but the peak in the number of marriage cases comes later than that in other
kinds of cases, and the decline in the number of marriage cases in the latter part of the fifteenth century is not
so sharp as it is in other types of cases. The overall decline in the latter part of the fifteenth century may be
more apparent than real. As we note in the text, the York court seems to have made more use of act books
for record-keeping purposes in the fifteenth century than it did in the fourteenth. Nonetheless, it is hard not
to see a connection between this decline and the overall decline in York’s economy in the latter part of the
fifteenth century.1 If this is correct, the gentler decline in marriage litigation may be an indication that medieval
marriage litigation was less subject to economic fluctuations than were other kinds of litigation, although we
have argued at the end of this chapter that some aspects of marriage litigation may be related to economic
trends.

Second, the total number of cases increases at the very end of the fifteenth century. The increase is quite
dramatic in the 1490s. As Table e3.App.2 shows, the 1480s have the smallest number of surviving cases from
the century (14, of which 5 marriage, 36%). The decade of the 1490s, however, has 37 cases, of which 8 are
marriage (22%). Although analysis of the sixteenth-century cause papers at York is still in its infancy, it is
clear that their numbers are of a different order of magnitude from those of the fifteenth century. (More than
three thousand file numbers are in use.) It has been suggested that marriage litigation did not participate fully
in the general increase in litigation that all courts in England, both secular and ecclesiastical, experienced in
the sixteenth century, and the results from the last decade of the fifteenth century at York suggest that these
phenomena were already occurring.2

Jeremy Goldberg noticed the decline of marriage cases in the second half of the fifteenth century and drew
some conclusions from that fact that may not be warranted. The softer evidence that he used to support
those conclusions will be dealt with at the end of Chapter 5. We deal here only with numerical evidence.
Goldberg divides the cause papers into two groups, ‘rural’ and ‘urban’. One can argue about the categories

1 See E. Miller, “Medieval York,” 84–106. While this generalization has been challenged, a recent review of both the
literature and the evidence concludes that it is true. The review points out, however, that this decline was one shared
by many communities in the north and east of England, that the York decline was severe because York had experienced
remarkable economic growth in the later part of the fourteenth century, and that the evidence is by no means all in
due to the fact that we lack solid comparative studies of towns that were primarily engaged in inland trade. Goldberg,
Women, Work, ch. 2.

2 E.g., Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 165–8; id., Canon Law and Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, 564, with references.
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table e3.App.3. York Cause Papers – Actual Versus Expected
Proportions of Marriage Cases (1300–1499)

Period MM Total %M XM %XM XT %XT

1300–19 3 14 21 22 38 57 10
1320–39 11 29 38 22 38 57 10
1340–59 15 47 32 22 38 57 10
1360–79 20 51 39 22 38 57 10
1380–99 37 116 32 22 38 57 10
1400–19 32 104 31 22 38 57 10
1420–39 38 75 51 22 38 57 10
1440–59 21 41 51 22 38 57 10
1460–79 25 42 60 22 38 57 10
1480–99 13 51 25 22 38 57 10
total 215 570 38 215 38 570 100

Notes: Gives by 20-year period the number of marriage cases (MM), the
number of all cases (Total), the ratio of marriage cases to total cases in
the period (%M), the expected number of marriage cases (assuming that
they were evenly spread over the 200-year period) and their expected
percentage (XM,%XM), and the expected total number of cases and
the expected percentage of the grand total (XT,%XT).
Source: York, Borthwick Institute, CP.E; CP.F.

and the inclusion of particular cases within them, but, again, we will not do that here. We accept here the
proposition that cases where the parties come from Beverley, Doncaster, Kingston upon Hull, Newcastle upon
Tyne, Pontefract, Ripon, Scarborough, Wakefield, Whitby, and York are “urban,” and all the rest are “rural.”
(The classification of the smaller towns makes relatively little statistical difference because the overwhelming
majority of the “urban” cases come from York.) He examined 154 sets of Consistory Court cause papers and 3
from the audience of the Dean and Chapter with dates in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and categorized
them as is shown in Table e3.App.4.3 Since the proportions did not seem quite to correspond to those that
we have given in Table 3.2, we divided the cases that Goldberg had indicated that he used between urban
and rural according to the same system that he used, categorizing them by type of action (Table e3.App.5).
The difference in the total number of cases is not great and is largely the product of the fact that I have not
included the three Dean and Chapter cases.4 This difference, however, is not large enough to account for the
substantial differences in the proportion of cases in the two tables: 31% more two-party marriage-enforcement
actions (76 vs 58), 14% fewer three-party marriage-enforcement actions (51 vs 59), and 38% fewer actions
for divorce a vinculo (21 vs 34). I suspect that what happened here is that Goldberg’s focus on the depositions
misled him as to the nature of the underlying cases, which is best determined from the pleadings. Depositions
in a marriage-enforcement case that is defended on the ground of force, for example, will look very much like
depositions in a case of divorce in which force was the principal claim. I also suspect that Goldberg classified
some two-party marriage-enforcement actions defended on the ground of precontract as three-party actions,
even though, so far as we can tell, the person with whom the precontract was alleged to have been made
never appears. The end result, however, is that we cannot rely on the inferences (which are not essential to
his argument) that Goldberg draws between “rural” and “urban” on the basis of the differences in types of
actions.

Pursuing the question of the rural/urban distinction, it seemed appropriate to code the cases with
which Goldberg did not deal on the same basis. For many purposes, of course, the presence of a sub-
stantial set of depositions is crucial. If, however, we simply seek to divide rural from urban and classify

3 For the source of this, see the notes to the table.
4 I have not examined two of the Dean and Chapter cause papers that he lists, but one of them, Agnes Fauconberge of York

c John Elys of St Mary Bishophill Junior, York, goldsmith (1417), D/C.CP.1417/2, is a two-party marriage enforcement
action.
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table e3.App.4. PJPG’S Classification of York Marriage Cause Papers
(1300–1499)

Enforcement Marriage & Divorce Divorce Separation Total

Urban:
13/1 0 2 0 2 4
13/2 7 11 1 1 20
14/1 9 13 7 3 32
14/2 8 0 0 0 8

subtotal 24 26 8 6 64
Rural

13/1 2 3 4 0 9
13/2 10 10 10 0 30
14/1 12 14 4 0 30
14/2 10 6 8 0 24

subtotal 34 33 26 0 93
total 58 59 34 6 157

Notes: All types of two-party marriage-enforcement actions are listed in the first column,
competitor and marriage-and-divorce cases are combined in the second column, the third
contains cases of divorce a vinculo, and the fourth contains actions for separation a mensa
et thoro.
Source: See Goldberg, Women, Work, 252, for the table; 376–8, for the list of files.

table e3.App.5. PJPG’S Classification of York Marriage Cause Papers
(1300–1499), Revised

Enforcement Marriage & Divorce Divorce Separation Total

Urban
13/1 3 0 1 1 5
13/2 9 9 0 1 19
14/1 11 14 4 2 31
14/2 7 0 0 0 7

subtotal 30 23 5 4 62
Rural

13/1 8 4 2 0 14
13/2 12 6 7 0 25
14/1 10 11 5 1 27
14/2 16 7 2 0 25

subtotal 46 28 16 1 91
total 76 51 21 5 153

Source: York, Borthwick Institute, CP.E; CP.F; Goldberg, Women, Work, 252, 376–8.

types of actions by this category, a less full record frequently gives us the information that we need.
Table e3.App.6 is based on all the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century marriage cause papers divided between
urban and rural according to Goldberg’s method. (I took the liberty of classifying Durham and Not-
tingham as ‘urban’ and puzzled about, but finally classified as ‘rural’, the one case from Newark on
Trent.)

The effect of including these other cases is somewhat to reduce the proportion of urban cases in the sample
(37% vs 41%). It is not surprising that urban residents, the vast majority of whom lived in York, would have
been able to pursue litigation to the point where depositions were redacted in slightly greater numbers than
were their rural counterparts. More important, however, is the fact that the decline of urban, as opposed to
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table e3.App.6. York Cause Papers By ‘Urban’/‘Rural’ and Type of Case
(1300–1499)

Enforcement Marriage & Divorce Divorce Separation Total

Urban:
13/1 5 0 1 1 7
13/2 11 9 1 1 23
14/1 16 15 4 2 38
14/2 10 1 0 0 11

subtotal 42 25 6 4 79
Rural

13/1 12 4 3 0 19
13/2 17 7 9 0 34
14/1 19 13 5 2 42
14/2 21 8 5 0 34

subtotal 69 32 22 2 129
total 111 57 28 6 208

Notes: Three fourteenth- and four fifteenth-century cases had to be excluded because they
gave no indication of the residence of the parties. The urban totals for 13/2 and 14/1 each
include 1 case of uncertain type, and the rural totals for 14/1 include 3 such cases. The
rural totals for 13/2 include 1 marital property case (a dower case concerning the validity
of a marriage referred from the central royal courts).
Source: York, Borthwick Institute, CP.E; CP.F; Goldberg, Women, Work, 252, 376–8.

rural, marriage cases in the second half of the fifteenth century is maintained. The second half of the fifteenth
century saw only 14% of the urban marriage cases (as opposed to 48% in the first half of the century and
29% in the second half of the fourteenth). The rural cases are much more evenly spread out (26%, 33%, and
26%, respectively).5

Thus, Goldberg’s most important statistical finding holds up. There is a decline in urban marriage litigation
in the York consistory court in the second half of the fifteenth century. The question is what to make of this
fact. In the first place, we should be reluctant to generalize from this finding to posit a general decline in
marriage litigation in the second half of the fifteenth century. That proposition may or may not be supported
from findings elsewhere, but it is not supported by the evidence of the York cause papers.6 The number of
rural marriage cases in the York consistory court in the second half of the fifteenth century is the same as
what it was in the second half of the fourteenth century; it is smaller than what it was in the first half of
the fifteenth century, but the difference is not great.7 The most obvious explanation for the decline in urban
marriage litigation is the economic decline of York, which provided the vast bulk of the urban cases in the

5 The proportions of urban cases for the four half centuries are 27% (14/1), 39% (14/2), 47% (15/1), and 24% (15/2).
Comparing the second half of the fifteenth century to the proportion of urban cases occurring in the previous three
half centuries yields z = .23 (15/2 vs 14/1), significant at .17 (i.e., not statistically significant); z = 1.62 (15/2 vs 14/2),
significant at .89, and z = 2.63 (15/2 vs 15/1), significant at .99.

6 Evidence that it did is contained in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 166–7 (Canterbury, Rochester, Hereford). But
Helmholz also notes that marriage cases account for about 20% of the cases litigated in the Lichfield Consistory
in 1465–8, and Houlbrooke, Church Courts, 64, n. 36, and App 2, notes that they represent 33% of the causes at
Winchester and 22% of those at Norwich in sample years in the 1520s. All of these ratios are lower than our mean
figure of 38% for York (Table e3.App.1), but that same table shows substantial fluctuations in the proportions over
two centuries. Cf. Wunderli, London Church Courts, 119–21, who notes an increase in marriage cases in the London
commissary court after the turn of the sixteenth century. He speculates that these are cases that formerly would have
been heard in the consistory court. Some such shift of jurisdiction may be involved in Helmholz’s finding about Hereford
(Hereford had an active commissary court). It is less likely but possible in the cases of Canterbury and Rochester.

7 34 cases (26%) in both 14/2 and 15/2; 42 cases in 15/1 (33%): z = 1.24, significant at .79. Hence, while the decline
from 15/1 to 15/2 may be statistically significant, it does not seem to be ‘significant’ in the colloquial sense of the term.
For reasons suggested in T&C no. 146, I would be reluctant to carry the argument into the sixteenth century.
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years 1350–1450.8 Litigation rates are notoriously dependent on the pace of economic activity; litigation rates
about marriage are, perhaps, less so, but litigating in the court of York cost money, and if the litigants had no
money, they would find other ways of resolving their disputes.

I would be reluctant to conclude from this evidence, however, that we have any indication that the decline
of York’s economy precipitated a situation in which women lost control of their marriages and became more
dependent on arranged marriages. Goldberg argues, and there may be something to the argument, that rural
women in Yorkshire had less control over their marriages than urban women did. Some evidence for this may
be found in the depositions themselves, just as evidence for independently arranged marriages may be found
in the depositions from urban areas. This is an issue to which we will return at the end of Chapter 5. I do not
think that we can conclude, however, simply from the fact that the rate of urban litigation about marriage
declines in the second half of the fifteenth century that urban women were becoming more like their country
sisters. Even assuming that rural marriages were more controlled by parents and relatives, they still managed
to produce a substantial amount of litigation about marriage, and they continued to produce it in the second
half of the fifteenth century. The decline of urban marriage litigation in the second half of the fifteenth century
could equally well be explained by a decline in urban population, greater use (perhaps provoked by economic
necessity) of alternative methods of disputes resolution, fewer disputes (perhaps caused by the fact that urban
couples learned the necessity of publicizing, if not solemnizing, their marriages quickly or by the fact that
potential litigants got better at predicting what the court would do if they litigated), or even fewer marriages.
Admittedly, if urban women were more independent economically than rural women, a proposition for which
Goldberg has independent evidence, and if the number of women in the York population declined in the late
fifteenth century along with a general decline in the population, a proposition that cannot quite be proven but
can be suspected, then fewer women would be getting married in the independent urban fashion and there
would be less urban litigation about marriage (and about everything else). The two phenomena would be
related because they are both related to the independent variable of population, but the urban litigation rate
about marriage would not be going down because of any change in the nature of urban marriage. One may be
able to speculate about the nature of marriage from extremes in litigation rates. We will try to make such an
argument in Chapter 12. What we have here, however, is far too subtle to allow us to draw any conclusions
about a change in the nature of marriage. For this, we have to burrow deeper.

150. Appendix e3.3: The Surviving York Cause Papers as an Unbiased Sample1

An examination of the surviving act books from the two centuries confirms what one might have expected,
that the surviving cause papers represent but a small fraction of what there once was. On the basis of the act
books, I estimated that the court of York probably heard each year between 50 and 100 cases that would have
produced cause papers over the course of the two centuries.2 Extrapolating that figure over two centuries gives
us between ten and twenty thousand cases. We have surviving cause papers from 570 cases, 3%–6% of our
estimated total. The extent to which we can make meaningful generalizations about the whole and not just
about the portion that has survived depends on the surviving records’ being fairly typical of the whole. The
extent to which we can make meaningful statistical statements about the whole (as we have attempted to do
in some of the notes to this chapter) depends on much more: The surviving records must be a random, or, at
least, an unbiased sample of the whole.

In the process of trying to determine whether the surviving cause papers are a random or unbiased sam-
ple of all the cause papers filed at York, I have convinced myself that the surviving papers are, at least,
‘fairly typical’ of the whole. Nothing that I have found in act books would lead one to believe that any type
of case was systematically culled from the cause papers or that any given type of case has been preferred

8 See at n. 1.
1 This appendix largely repeats the arguments that I made on this topic some years ago. Donahue, “Roman Canon Law,”

708–12. I take the opportunity to extend that discussion to deal with the fifteenth-century cause papers in addition to
those of the fourteenth century.

2 Id. at 658, 712 n. 283. The estimate was based on my own count of 30 cases over a six-month period in York Minster
Library, M2(1)b (Jan.–Jul., 1371) and the modal figure of 90–100 cases a year derived from K. Burns’s analysis of six
years from the fifteenth century. Burns, Administrative System, 167. The act books also record a considerable amount
of ‘one-off’ business, recognizances, constitutions of proctors, occasional ex officio orders, and the beginnings of cases
that may not have resulted in any cause papers. Smith, Court of York 1400–1499, will allow the calculation of a more
precise figure for the fifteenth century, but I have not yet undertaken it.
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for selection. Thus, most of the statements made in this chapter about the general nature of York juris-
diction and about marriage cases in particular seem to be valid when judged against the criterion of ‘fair
typicality’.

In some places, however, we have gone further, particularly where we attempted to trace change over time
in the nature of marriage litigation over the course of the two centuries. For these arguments to be valid, the
surviving cause papers must be a random sample of what once was, or, at least, an unbiased sample with
regard to the issue at hand (principally, in this chapter, the gender of the plaintiff). That they are cannot be
irrefutably proven. The records of the underlying population have been lost, and however the records were
kept, their preservation clearly did not depend on the use of a random number table. The randomness of the
sample must be shown, if at all, from inferences drawn from the nature of what has survived and what we
know about the history of how the records were kept. We are also helped by the fact that surviving act books
from the fifteenth century confirm, in most cases, the proportions that we derived from the cause papers for
that century.3

Two hypotheses as to why these particular records survived come immediately to mind. The process by
which the other records have been lost could be an essentially random one. Damp, fire, dust, casual loss, and
random destruction (for example, throwing out all of the records on the top of randomly assorted piles) could
have taken their toll over the centuries until we are left with what we have now. Alternatively, someone at
some period could have made selections from the papers for whatever purpose and destroyed the rest. The
two possibilities are not mutually exclusive; various combinations of haphazard and conscious processes could
have resulted in the loss or destruction of those records that do not survive.

The nature of the records today lends support to the notion that their survival is the result of haphazard, if not
random, processes. Most of the fourteenth-century cause papers were written on parchment, and parchment is
tough stuff. But the more than 600 years that separate us from the fourteenth-century papers have taken their
toll. When I first looked at these records (more than thirty years ago and before they had been systematically
cleaned and repaired), there was no evidence of fire visible on the records but there was some evidence of
damp and a great deal of evidence of dust, perhaps coal dust. This dust had reduced many of the records to a
fragile state, some to the point of illegibility. It was hard not to imagine that some of the original sets of records
had simply disintegrated over time. Further, there was considerable evidence of rough treatment. Many of the
records were torn, particularly on the edges, and virtually all of them had been folded or rolled many times,
processes that led to cracking and further disintegration as the parchment dried out.

Over the course of the fifteenth century, the records were increasingly kept on paper. It was rag paper, of
good quality when compared with much of the paper in use today, but even the best of paper is not as tough as
parchment, and it is probable that more individual elements in the files are missing from the fifteenth century
than from the fourteenth. The increasing use of paper had another curious effect on record keeping in the
court of York. There is no difference in the writing surface of the recto and the dorse of a sheet of paper as
there is with parchment, particularly the cheaper parchment that was used for most of the York records, and
so the temptation to reuse a paper document by writing on its blank dorse was stronger than it was with
parchment. Also, paper was cheaper than parchment, and hence many documents, particularly depositions,
were written on a full sheet of paper, which sheet was not cut down to fit the size of the final document. It was
thus tempting to reuse the unused portion of the full sheet of paper. Neither temptation was resisted. Hence,
we have for the fifteenth century more records of cases that contain only a draft of a document in the case,4

and more cases about which we can determine little of the substance. We must be careful, therefore, as we
have tried to be when we compared the fourteenth with the fifteenth centuries, to take account of the different
nature of record keeping in the two periods.

None of this, however, biases the sample of the records for the purposes for which we have used them, and
nothing in the surviving records shows any indication that they were consciously selected for preservation as
part of a general housecleaning in which other records were discarded. There is no perceptible pattern in the
persons, places, or legal issues involved in the cases. Unusual cases and routine cases, files containing more

3 See App e3.3.
4 I suspect that in the fourteenth century, drafts were done on slate.
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than 50 documents and files containing just a single document are jumbled together in a seemingly haphazard
fashion.5

What little is known of the history of these records also tends to support the notion that the survival of these
particular cause papers was the product of an essentially random process. At some time, probably quite early
on, the cause papers found their way into the keeping of the York diocesan registrar, where they were kept with
a much larger set of records. The glimpses we have of how the diocesan records were kept are depressing to
the archivist but encouraging to the historical statistician looking for evidence of a random process of survival.
Thomas Jubb, the diocesan registrar in the early eighteenth century, reports:6

In the search made from the Restauration till 1714 when Mr. Maude dyed and I Thomas Jubb was made
Registrar for the Dean and Chapter of York the following things are to be observed.

1. That when I entered upon the said office every thing was in great disorder and confusion and so indeed
Mr. Mawde found that Office at Mr. Squire’s death.

The “great disorder and confusion” was probably the result of the siege and occupation of York by
Cromwell’s troops. Indeed, in the same report Jubb notes that during the “Troublesome Times” the registry
office was gutted and loose papers destroyed.7

The first director of the Borthwick Institute, the Reverend Canon J. S. Purvis, speculated that Jubb himself
culled the cause papers around the year 1740, preserving those that he thought would be useful as precedents
and discarding the rest.8 Purvis did not report the evidence on which he based his speculation. This is a shame,
for if some such culling occurred, it would be fatal to our hope of finding in the medieval records a random
sample and seriously damaging to our hope of finding an unbiased one. As it is, I find it highly unlikely that
Jubb’s culling, if it happened, reached as far back as the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century records. Purvis
himself seems to have thought that Jubb’s efforts focused on the post-Restoration records (as is suggested by
his report just quoted).9 Had he culled the medieval records in this way, we would surely find more evidence
than we do of his work.10 The contrast with the Canterbury records is instructive: There we do find evidence
of systematic culling with a purpose in mind.11

The potential for loss and destruction through essentially random processes did not stop with Jubb. In
his contribution to the First Report on the Public Records in 1800, the then-deputy registrar, Joseph Buckle,
notes, perhaps overly optimistically, that the records were secure from fire and damp, but that certain classes
of older records were dirty, injured, and mutilated.12 Purvis himself reports on the condition of the records
prior to World War II:13

5 I omit here the argument that I made in “Stubbs vs Maitland,” at 709, that there is no evidence that anyone endorsed
the record between the time when they were originally endorsed (roughly contemporaneously with the records them-
selves) and when they were reendorsed in the nineteenth century. There are some endorsements that considerably
postdate the records, though evidence of systematic sorting does not come until the nineteenth century. I also omit,
in the interests of space, the arguments that I made in id., at 709–11, rejecting the arguments that the fact that
one file (now CP.E.107, E.165, F.360) contained three cases about the same jurisdictional dispute, that one file
(CP.E.241) contain a miscellany of documents in a number of different cases, and that for a brief period in the
1380s most of the surviving files contain the names of one or both of two proctors indicated serious biases in the
sample. A similar argument to that regarding CP.E.241 could be made about the former F.31 and F.32, both of
which seem to have been put together at the time that the documents were given their modern classification in
order to house documents that contained drafts concerning, in most cases, a number of different cases on a single
document.

6 Quoted in Purvis, Archives, 6.
7 Ibid.
8 Id., 5.
9 Id.: “He therefore took a large number of files or bundles of papers, mainly of the second half of the seventeenth

century . . . and destroyed the rest of the files or bundles.”
10 This judgment is shared by Pedersen. Marriage Disputes, 23.
11 Introd, at n. 34.
12 Purvis, Archives, at 7.
13 Id. at 8.
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The conditions of storage left very much to be desired; in general, files were roughly bound up in brown
paper, and many documents were rolled, crushed or folded into bundles, and thrust much too closely
together on the shelves; a large number suffered damage, either from damp or from nearness to the heat
of the pipes which warmed the Strong Rooms in winter, or from the rough folding or the constriction of
the strings with which they were tied; all suffered severely from dirt, the accumulation of a thick coat of
fine black dust. Old files of which the strings had burst, allowing the members to be scattered, had been
gathered up hastily and made into bundles and thrust away into any handy nook on the shelves, where
they remained unwanted and undisturbed for year after year. As documents steadily accumulated, the
congestion became worse, and there was never time for any systematic arrangement or even inspection
by the Registry clerks, and the contents of the Registry became more and more unknown.

Another possible source of essentially random loss is moving. Prior to the removal of the records to the
Borthwick, there are two recorded moves, one in 1790, the other around 1840.14 The custody of the records,
moreover, was the personal responsibility of the registrar, and during the earlier period before there was a
formal registry office, they may well have been kept in his house. Each transfer from old to new registrar
would have been an occasion for loss.

In sum, while the evidence is not completely conclusive, it does point to a random process of survival of
these records. The reader who accepts this argument should also be warned, however, that establishing that a
sample is unbiased does not necessarily mean that it is large enough for all purposes. Many of the tables in this
chapter have cells in which the number is quite small. That number may legitimately be compared with the rest
of the cells to make a statistically valid statement that in comparison with the total of the rest of the cells, it is
small. It may not, however, be reliably compared with cells that are also small. Hence, for example, comparison
of the different types of divorce claims made in the fourteenth century with those made in the fifteenth is not
statistically reliable (Table 3.2). The comparison that comes closest to reliability is the proportion of divorces
for precontract as opposed to divorces for other reasons over the course of two centuries (10/21, or roughly
1/2). Even here the size of the precontract cell should make us cautious.

151. Appendix e3.4: What Can We Learn from the York Act Books?
We noted in this chapter that where entries in the act books survive for cases for which there are cause

papers, these entries can be used to fill in the story of how the litigation proceeded.1 We also noted that where
the entries do not have corresponding cause papers, the act books are not much use even for the relatively
simple statistical purposes of this chapter.2 The reason for this is that the act books, more often than not, do
not tell us what the case was about. Occasionally, we will get a note that the case was a causa matrimonialis,
or matrimonialis et divorcii, or divorcii, but for the most part not even this basic information is recorded.
How serious this problem is may be seen by comparing the cause papers that bear dates from 1417 to 1430,
years that are well represented in the act books, though there are gaps. There are 27 sets of matrimonial
cause papers in this period; 22 of them have corresponding entries in the act books. Of the ones that are
not in the act books, all have dates that fall within, or could fall within, the periods for which the act books
are deficient.3 In addition, one of these cases is represented only by a draft in what may never have been a
contentious matter.4 We are probably safe in concluding that during this period, all cases that are represented
in the cause papers had, at one time, corresponding act book entries. Of the 22 cases that are in the act books,

14 Id. at 7.
1 See at nn. 18–19.
2 Ibid.
3 Ebyr c Claxton (1420–2), CP.F.132 (last six months of 1420 and all of 1421 and 1422 missing); Carvour c Burgh (1421),

CP.F.129 (year missing); Astlott c Louth (1422), CP.F.46 (year missing); Radcliff c Kynge and Coke (1422), CP.F.133
(year missing); Fraunceys c Kelham (1422–3), CP.F.140 (both years missing); Hurton (1430), CP.F.99/5 dorse (ii) (last
three months of year missing). In addition, Threpland c Richardson (1428–32 [DMS 1432]), CP.F.96 is represented
only by the rea’s constitution of a proctor, but the active period of litigation in the court of York in this case may well
date after 1430.

4 Hurton (n. 3) (draft letter concerning the freedom from marriage of a man dwelling in Selby monastery).
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table e3.App.7. York Marriage Cases in the Fifteenth-Century Act Books

Type of Claim No. %TOT %Instance FP MP %F

Two-party – causa matrimonialis 33 44 50 17 16 52
Three-party actions

Competitores 5 7 8 2 3 40
Causa matrimonii et divorcii 21 28 32 15 5 75

subtotal 59 79 89 34 24 59
Causa divorcii 7 9 11 6 1 86
Ex officio 5 7
Noncontentious 4 5
total 75 100 40 25 62

Notes: No. = number of cases; %TOT = percentage of total number of cases; %Instance =
percentage of instance cases (total less ex officio and noncontentious); FP = female plaintiffs;
MP = male plaintiffs; %F = percentage of female plaintiffs to total plaintiffs.
Source: Smith, Court of York 1400–1499.

however, only 4 of them are noted as to their subject matter.5 What there is, is accurate, as far as it goes,6

but clearly the markings as to subject matter cover only a small fraction of the cases that could have been
so marked.

Of the completeness of the entries in the later act books we may have more doubt. There are six matrimonial
cases in the cause papers that bear (or could bear) dates in the 1480s for which act books also survive and
one from 1497 for which a partial act book survives. All but one of these cases has act book entries, and
the one that is missing has been dated only approximately.7 One of the cases that does have a surviving act
book entry, however, is troublesome. All that survives in the act book is one of the plaintiffs’ constitution of
a proctor, whereas we know from the cause papers that depositions were taken in the case and a sentence
rendered during the period for which act books survive.8 We cannot exclude the possibility that the later act
books are incomplete. As is the case with the earlier act books, the marking of the subject matter of the cases
is haphazard. Only one of the seven cases is noted as “matrimonial,” although this description is accurate.9

The question remains whether we can make any use of the 61 cases from the earlier period and the 16
cases from the later period that are marked as having matrimonial subject matter. Clearly, these numbers tell
us nothing about the amount of matrimonial litigation that took place in the court of York in these periods,
but we may be able to make use of the skimpy indications of the types of litigation, coupled with the names of
the parties, to serve as a cross-check on the numbers that we derived from the cause papers about the various
types of matrimonial litigation that took place at York in these periods (see Table e3.App.7).

A word is in order about how the numbers in the table were derived, because there is admittedly some
guesswork. The first case (in chronological order) marked matrimonial in the fifteenth-century York act books
is calendared as “Grene (Gren), Peter (del), of Boynton c. Matilda Whitehow(e) of Boynton [1417–18] matr.
1/22r, 23r, 25r, 25v, 26v, 28r, 31v, 33v, 35v, 36v, 39r, 43r, 47v, 51v, 68v, 74v, 86r (Grene c. Whitehowe and
Tantelion). See also Tantelion; Whitehow.”10 This means that the named case, marked in at least one of the

5 Pulayn c Neuby (1423–4), CP.F.137; Kirkby c Helwys and Newton (1430), CP.F.99; Ingoly c Middleton, Easingwold
and Wright (1430), CP.F.201; Russel c Skathelock (1430), CP.F.111.

6 Pulayn c Neuby (n. 5) and Kirkby c Helwys and Newton (n. 5) are marked as “matrimonial.” The former is a two-party
matrimonial case, similar to Dolling c Smith; the latter is actually a matrimonial and divorce case, as can be seen from
the listing of the parties in the act book. Ingoly c Middleton, Easingwold and Wright (n. 5) is marked as “matrimonial
and divorce” and is, in fact, one of the most spectacular such cases in our records. Russel c Skathelock (n. 5) is marked
as “divorce” and is, in fact, a case of divorce for impotence.

7 Bemond c Thewles (1480 X 1520), CP.F.315 (dating based on script and style; Smith, York, 1400–1499, does not date
it at all).

8 Watson and Couper c Anger (1489), CP.F.273. The sentence in this case is dated in November of 1489, and depositions
were taken in October. The act book has entries running through 1 December 1489.

9 Smyth c Dalling (1484–5), CP.F.268 (a two-party matrimonial case).
10 Smith, Court of York, 1400–1499, 103.
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entries as causa matrimonialis, appears in Cons.AB.1 on the referenced folios, the last folio adding the name
“Tantelion” to the case. The cross-referenced entries read: “Tantelion (Tantelyon) c. Matilda Whitehow [1418]
matr. 1/57v, 58r, 62v (c. Whitehow and Peter Grene), 63r (ditto), 63v (ditto), 64r (both), 67r (c. Whitehow
and Grene), 68r (ditto), 68v. See also Grene, Peter; Whitehow.”11 “Whitehow(e) c. Tantelion and Peter Grene
[1418] 1/65v. See also Tantelion; Grene, Peter.”12 It will be noted that were it not for the correspondence of
the names, we would never know that the Whitehow entry had anything to do with a matrimonial case.

We lack a Christian name for Tantelion, but it would be bizarre for a woman to be suing another woman in
a two-party matrimonial case (as in the first entry under the name), and so we must assume that he is a man.
The fact that he joins Grene in his suit later on is not at all surprising. The one entry that shows Whitehow
suing the two men is also not surprising. She may have raised an exception that was applicable to both of
them, or the clerk may just have got the parties reversed. (For his purposes, identifying the case so that he can
record the entry, it makes no difference which name comes first.) Hence, we are probably safer in assuming
that this is what some of the records call a competitor case, two male plaintiffs against a female defendant.

The fact that the clerk sometimes gets the names of the parties reversed is more troublesome in the next
pair of entries: “Lucas, John, c. Isabel Gardiner [1418] 1/57r, 57v (called Richard Lucas). See also Gardiner,
Isabel.”13 “Gardener (Gardiner), Isabel c. Lucas [1418] matr. 1/57v, 58r. See also Lucas c. Gardener.”14 This
is pretty clearly a two-party case. The fact that neither party is named as the husband or wife of the other
makes it unlikely that it is a divorce case.15 We are, thus, reasonably safe in classifying it as a two-party
marriage-enforcement case, but the information given does not allow us further to subdivide it as to type.
Whether Gardener was suing Lucas or vice versa is harder to tell. I have assumed in Table e3.App.7 that the
person named first in the first entry in the case (in this case Lucas) is the plaintiff, and the fact that the names
of the parties are reversed in some of the subsequent entries indicates either that Gardener was called upon
to do something in those entries (such as reply to the libel) or that she brought some kind of exception or
cross-action, such as defamation.16

Classification problems abound when we are working with such skimpy records. I have assumed that both
Waldyng, Emmota, p. 169, and Holtby, John, p. 111, are competitor cases or potential competitor cases because
the named parties were cited for having objected to the publication of the banns between two other named
parties. It is possible, however, that the objection was founded on some other ground, such as consanguinity. I
have classified as marriage-and-divorce actions three cases that involve more than three parties. One of them is
Ingoly c Esyngwold, Midelton and Wright, which, as we have seen, is a marriage-and-divorce action combined
with an divorce action on the ground of precontract.17 I have assumed that the other cases are similar, though
one of them involves three women and might be a four-party competitor case, and the other involves the
second man only briefly.18

Two cases have been omitted from the classifications. John Stanton c John Aclom is labeled matrimonialis,
but it is hard to see what sort of matrimonial action two men would be bringing against each other.19 It may
deal with matrimonial property, or it may be the kind of action that we find once in the cause papers, an

11 Id., 162.
12 Id., 174.
13 Id., 124.
14 Id., 99.
15 Most cases that contain this indication in the names seem to be divorce cases. E.g., Emmota Reresby c John Annotson

her husband, id., 142. This case is marked matrimonialis and might be an action for restoration of conjugal rights, but
such actions are quite rare in the fifteenth century. Elizabeth Bowell(e) c Edward Taite her alleged husband, id., 71, is
even more likely to have been a divorce case. Unfortunately, not all divorce cases contain the indication in the names.
E.g., Alice Russell c John Skathelok (1430), id., 146, is marked as a divorce case, and we know from CP.F.111 that it
is, in fact, a case of divorce for impotence.

16 See Bank, Thomas, in Smith, Court of York, 1400–1499, 64, and Warde, Agnes, id., 170, where we can be reasonably
sure that a two-party marriage action was met with a cross-action for defamation.

17 129 (bis); see Ch 2, at nn. 11–22.
18 Joan Banes c Maurice Gover, Nicholas Walker, Emmot Emlay and Joan Mores, in Smith, Court of York, 1400–1499,

63. Subsequent entries (id., 92, 130) suggest that Gover dropped out relatively early, and then Mores dropped out.
Robert Thurkilby and Alice Fissher c Thomas Newsom and Joan Bell, id., 164. Subsequent entries (id., 66, 95, 133)
suggest that Thurkilby drops out, and Newsom and Bell ultimately appeal against Fissher.

19 Id., 156.
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action against a woman’s father for impeding her marriage to the plaintiff.20 It is also possible, however, that
the clerk got Johannes and Johanna mixed up, and so it seemed best to leave it out entirely. Margaret Pachet
and William Adam appear in what is described as a causa matrimonialis et divorcii. I have listed it as such,
but have not included the parties in the list of plaintiffs by gender because the very first entries in the case have
both Margaret suing William and William suing Margaret.

Despite these difficulties, Table e3.App.7 is encouraging. The sample of matrimonial cases drawn from the
act books is a sample clearly drawn from the same world that we saw in the cause papers. Two-party claims
to enforce a marriage constitute 50% of the instance cases in the act books; they constitute 50% of the cases
in the cause papers (Table 3.2). Of the instance actions in the act book sample, 40% are three-party actions;
they are 38% of the actions in the cause papers. Of the actions in the act books, 11% are divorce actions; they
are 12% of the instance actions in the cause papers.21 Women are plaintiffs in 62% of the actions in the act
books; they are plaintiffs in 62% of the actions in the cause papers (Table 3.6).

The one major difference between what we see in the act books and what we see in the cause papers is the
percentage of competitor actions as opposed to marriage-and-divorce actions. The former constitute 19% of
the actions in the cause papers, but only 8% of the instance actions in the act books, while the latter are 11%
of the actions in the cause papers and 32% of the instance actions in the act books.22 The difference in the
numbers is statistically significant, but it may reflect the vagaries of the coding, rather than any difference in
the underlying reality of the litigation. The difference between the two types of action is subtle. In a competitor
action, two people of the same gender seek to establish their marriage to a third-party defendant. In a marriage-
and-divorce action, the plaintiff seeks to divorce an existing marriage and establish his or her marriage with
one of the parties to the other marriage. In competitor actions, one of the competitors will frequently style
his or her pleadings as being against both the defendant and the competitor. If the clerk of the act books took
the style of the case from the first pleading, it would be indistinguishable from a marriage-and-divorce case
in the act books. Frequently in competitor actions, the defendant does not contest the action of one of the
plaintiffs, and relatively little survives in the way of documentation of the uncontested action. If this were the
case, there would be no particular reason for the clerk to change the style of the case in the act book. Hence, I
suspect that there are a number of what we could call competitor actions buried in the marriage-and-divorce
classification from the act book sample, actions that we would see clearly for what they are if we had the cause
papers.

In addition to confirming the validity of many of the numbers with which we have been working, the
sample from the act books also allows us to see a side of the York court that we do not see, or see only
dimly, in the cause papers. The York court did not do much office business (it did not, for example, so far as
we can tell, regularly process routine fornication cases), but it did do more than we see in the cause papers.
The York court, for example, issued a warning to a man to live with his wife, took an oath from a couple
to conduct themselves as married, heard the confession of a couple that they had married and imposed a
penance on them, heard the confession of a priest that he had solemnized the marriage between a couple
whose marriage was being contested in the court (and referred their penance to the archbishop), absolved
a couple from excommunication incurred by clandestine marriage, and issued a warning to a couple who
seem to have been engaged in marriage litigation.23 What is involved in these cases is best dealt with when
we deal with the act book of the court of Ely, which gives us more information about such cases.24 The act
books also allow us to see the court handling noncontentious business that involved marriage. One couple
obtained a certification of their marriage from the official; another declared their marriage before the court;
a third confessed their marriage before the court, a marriage to which their parents had not consented, and

20 Lematon c Shirwod (1467), CP.F.244.
21 The difference may be greater than what the numbers show because we have classified as divorce actions cases in the

act books that may be separation actions, while the latter are kept separate in Table 3.2.
22 z = 2.26, significant at .98 (competitor); z = 3.28, significant beyond .99 (marriage-and-divorce actions).
23 Richard Roderham, in Smith, Court of York, 1400–1499, 144; John Hedon and Ellen his wife, id., 107; Agnes Louth

and William Halton, id., 124; Peter Hamondson, id., p. 105; John Stokhall and Joan Heryson, id., 159; William Wilbore
c Joan Reynes, id., 175.

24 Ch 6.
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a fourth, so far as the entry tells us, appeared before the court with regard to a marriage contract.25 Why
the couple whose parents opposed their marriage wanted a court record of it is easy enough to see, and
there are at least hints of the reason why the couple who declared their marriage before the court thought it
necessary to have such a record. The man is described as ducheman, the woman as of York. Either they had
married abroad or they were planning on going abroad.26 In either situation the court record might prove
helpful.

The office and noncontentious cases combined represent about 11% of the cases before the court, but they
certainly did not take up 11% of its time. All of these cases have only one entry, whereas litigated cases almost
always have more than one entry, and some of the entries for litigated cases run into the dozens.

152. Ch 4, n. 1: This combines the 24 cases where the claim is clearly of de presenti marriage with the 3 in
which it is of uncertain type. If we add the de futuro cases the number is 36, and the abjuration cases bring
it up to 45, but we will deal with those types of cases separately. Two of the cases of uncertain type and one
de presenti enforcement action will also be dealt with under Other Types of Actions, because their surviving
documentation is more concerned with marriage dissolution or with procedural irregularities in lower courts
than with marriage formation.

153. Ch 4, n. 3: Johanna, hic accipio te in uxorem meam legitimam tenendam et habendam omnibus diebus
vite mee si sancta ecclesia permiserit, et ad hoc do tibi fidem meam. Goldberg, Women, Work, 238, notes
that this is the earliest surviving mention of this formula at York. The formula also appears in the thirteenth-
century cases from Canterbury, without the conditional (“if holy church allow it”). E.g., Robert Norman c
Emma Prudfot (Buckingham Archdeacon’s Court and Court of Canterbury, 1269), Select Canterbury Cases,
C.2, p. 104. The use of this conditional may have been more the custom in the northern province than in
the southern, but it does appear in the account of one of the witnesses in Dolling c Smith (Ch 2, at n. 3). It
would, of course, not have appeared in the formulae found in liturgical manuscripts because these would only
have been spoken after holy church had allowed it, i.e., after promulgation of banns or a licensed waiving of
them. Goldberg also reports that he has never seen the gender-specific formula in which the woman promises
obedience, nor have I.

154. Ch 4, n. 4: Andrea, hic accipio te in virum meum legitimum tenendum et habendum omnibus diebus vite
mee pro meliori et peiori, turpiori et pulchriori, et ad hoc do tibi fidem meam.

155. Ch 4, n. 5: Johanna/Andrea, hic accipio te in uxorem/virum meam/meum legitimam/-mum tenendam/-um
et habendam/-um omnibus diebus vite mee, et ad hoc do tibi fidem meam.

156. Ch 4, n. 8: In Merton c Midelton, the witnesses say they saw an exchange of consent through a window;
see also Schipin c Smith (at n. 121), Thomson c Wilson (Ch 5, n. 8), Walker c Kydde (Ch 5, n. 19).

157. Ch 4, n. 11: Though the standard response in this situation seems to have been for the witness to say that
he had received nothing to testify “beyond the viatica” (nec aliquod recepit nec recepturus est ultra viatica pro
testimonio suo). E.g., Harwood c Sallay (1396), CP.E.275 (first witness).

158. Ch 4, n. 13: See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 158 (suggesting on the basis of the few numbers that we
have that 3s and a green hood would have been too much for expenses).

159. Ch 4, n. 14: The relevance of this may be related to Alexander III’s decretal Propositum est, X 4.7.1
(Ch 2, n. 34), which prohibits a party from suing for a divorce on the basis of a precontract with a person
who is now dead, though I cannot recall ever having seen that rule applied in a case of marriage formation as
opposed to one of divorce.

160. Ch 4, n. 15: See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 134 and n. 81, who laments, as we all must, that this is
normally the only kind of record we have of the extended legal arguments that we know took place in these
cases, even in relatively low-level courts.

25 Thomas Payntour and Margaret Baron, id., 137; Laurence Berebruer and Joan Tolows, id., 67; John Lome and Margaret
Otes, id., 123; John Wetwang and Agnes de Howe, id., 173

26 Berebruer and Tolows (n. 25).
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161. Ch 4, n. 17: Hic accipio te, Margareta/Andrea, in meam/-um uxorem/virum tenendam/-um et habendam/-
um omnibus diebus vite mee, et ad hoc do tibi fidem meam.

162. Ch 4, n. 21: One witness even notes how seriously she takes the offense of false testimony, and if this
statement is genuine, as it may be because it is not usual, it shows how convinced she was that the testimony
was perjured, even if she had to fabricate a story to show that it was.

163. Ch 4, n. 22: See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 191–5, for a rather full selection of transcribed documents
from this case. The only recorded placename in Ryedale wapentake that is even close to the spelling here is
Drakedale in Ampleforth. Place-names North Riding, 56.

164. Ch 4, n. 27: The only thing that might have stood in the way is the curious doctrine that we find in some
writers on the topic that conditional marriages must be expressed in the future. If a condition is added to a
present-consent marriage, it will be interpreted as a cause and not a condition. See id., 52 and n. 96. For a
nice summary of the range of views, see Weigand, Bedingte Eheschliessung, 2:3–21.

165. Ch 4, n. 29: A Simon Lovel, almost certainly the same man, served as knight of the shire for Yorkshire at
the Westminster parliament of July of 1321. Cal Close R (1318–23), 486. The beginning years of Edward III
see three separate orders to the sheriff of Yorkshire to replace Simon Lovel as coroner of the county because he
is “insufficiently qualified.” Cal Close R (1327–30), 196 (22.i.28), 246 (25.i.28), 514 (23.i.30). That suggests
that Simon may have ended up on the wrong side of the politics of Edward II’s deposition. That, in turn, may
have something to do with Robert Marton’s reluctance to become associated with the family. Robert himself
has not been found, unless he is the Robert de Marton accused of having burned the mill of a king’s yeoman
at Thirkleby (ER) in 1323. Cal Pat R (1321–24), 316.

166. Ch 4, n. 30: Both Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 191, and Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 110–15, call
attention to the informal ‘court’ held by Sir Simon in Hovingham church prior to the litigation.

167. Ch 4, n. 31: Pedersen, ibid., suggests that this was the case, and he may be right, but that interpretation
is hard to reconcile with Thomas’s insistence in the positions that the contract with Elizabeth was conditional
and his assertion in open court that he had precontracted with Ellen. I do find plausible Pedersen’s suggestion
that Thomas raised the issue of the conditional nature of the contract in order to force the case from the
informal tribunal at Hovingham to the court of York.

168. Ch 4, n. 33: Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 114–15, suggests that while Lady Margaret was hardly run-
ning an informal tribunal, she was clearly engaging in informal dispute resolution, perhaps with the view to
establishing that there was a case to be answered before a more formal tribunal.

169. Ch 4, n. 36: This document is damaged, and the date of death is missing. It may be relevant to the possible
issue of the impediment of crime. See n. 38. The document does say that Thomas died at Stoke G[. . .], which
is probably Stoke Gifford, about five miles northeast of Bristol.

170. Ch 4, n. 38: On the basis of these facts, Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 96, suggests that the impediment of
crime was involved in this case. That it could have been involved is certainly possible, particularly if we believe
the testimony of one of Alice’s witnesses to an exchange of consent six years previously. Robert’s defense,
however, seems to be the more straightforward one of bigamy. Helmholz also suggests (155 and n. 66) that
this case involved the testimony of persons of servile status. Here, the reference seems to be mistaken; he may
have been thinking of Wright and Birkys c Birkys (at nn. 170–8).

171. Ch 4, n. 40: Latin in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 202; the libel, portions of the depositions, and the
archdeacon’s official’s sentence in this case are printed in id., 201–4.

172. Ch 4, n. 43: Indeed, Helmholz, ibid., suggests that his failure to do so explains the ruling of the archidi-
aconal court against him, i.e., that a failure clearly to dissent leads to a presumption of consent. No result in
York is recorded.

173. Ch 4, n. 44: One of them defies any attempt to tell a story from it: Henrison c Totty (1396), CP.E.223,
is an appeal from the official of the archdeacon of Richmond in a de presenti marriage case where the only
surviving documents concern the appeal and procedural objections to the processus before the archdeacon’s
official. We have, however, added one case, Wetherby c Page, that we classified in Table 3.2 as a two-party
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case involving a marriage of uncertain type because it raises issues similar to those in de presenti marriage
cases.

174. Ch 4, n. 46: Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 198, has some interesting details about the complaints that
the defendant made when he first appeared in the court of York. To these we can add that he complained not
only about the alimony awarded by the lower court but also about the costs (sumptus litis), and he claimed
that he could not pay them.

175. Ch 4, n. 47: This case has produced more than its share of confused references in the literature. Helmholz,
Marriage Litigation, 60, cites it as a case of a man who believed his union was invalid because of force and who
married again, with the result that there was a multiparty lawsuit. That is clearly not this case; the reference
is probably to Foghler and Barker c Werynton (n. 234). Later (p. 90), he cites it as an example of a father
who told his daughter he would ‘break her neck’ unless she agreed to the young man he favored. That is also
not this case; nor is it, so far as I am aware, any case in the York cause papers, though I am sure that it exists
someplace in Helmholz’s wide data set. Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 16, tells us that this is a dispute about
the validity of vows exchanged under duress between a young widow and her guardian’s 10-year-old son. On
p. 121, the boy has lost three years and become 7. (There is a reference to his being ten, in the first set of
depositions, though the testimony seems to be hearsay.) On p. 160, we learn that “internal court documents”
(e.g., the articles in this case) do not contain the phrase affectio maritalis; on pp. 162–6, we learn that the
articles in this case do contain the phrase. Constance’s positions do contain the phrase, and it is also found in
the depositions.

176. Ch 4, n. 48: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 19, suggests that the case may have been quite close because
the judge called the witnesses back for reexamination. I’m not sure that that is so because the repetition
of witnesses was probably caused by the fact that Alice filed an exception (technically a duplication) to
Robert’s replication to her exception of force. Hence, at least one witness, Richard Belamy, testified three
times, once on each of the pleadings. That the case was close is, however, indicated by the fact that the
commissary general personally examined both Robert and Alice before rendering sentence. I agree with Gold-
berg, Women, Work, 255–6, that Alice was probably quite young; I cannot agree with him, however, that
the threats were made by her father. Richard Belamy, who is alleged to have made the threats, describes
himself as the uncle of Alice’s father. Although he gives his age as 50, one of the witnesses describes him as
antiquus, thereby, perhaps, implying that he could not have carried out the threats, at least in the presence
of stronger, younger men. Richard’s testimony on three separate occasions about the force that he threatened
may have led the commissary general to think that the Belamys were now trying to break up the marriage
for reasons unrelated to the force that may or may not have been applied at the time of the marriage. This
is certainly suggested by one of the interrogatories that Richard submits (unfortunately difficult to read on
film) in which the witnesses are to testify whether Alice was “induced” (inducta) to reclaim her consent to the
marriage.

177. Ch 4, n. 49: The role of the proctor who served as Alice’s curator ad lites in this case deserves more
examination. It may be that what this case is really about is a quarrel among Alice’s relatives about the
desirability of the match with John. Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 128, 133, notes that a Sir Brian of Rawcliffe,
whom he was unable to identify but who may have been related to Alice’s deceased father, seems to have
precipitated the litigation by forcibly removing Alice from the house of her erstwhile husband John.

178. Ch 4, n. 50: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 69, points out that this was a case of restitution of conjugal
rights, which “blurred” into a petitory action when the court allowed Alice’s curator ad lites to raise the
nonage and force defenses. The account in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 128–33, of the depositions in this
case suggests at least ambiguity on Alice’s part, if not more willingness to be married than not. I agree with
Goldberg, Women, Work, 224, that this case illustrates that cases of underage marriage in the later Middle Ages
are largely confined to the substantially landed (though the parties in Brantice c Crane [at n. 39] were not that)
and are rare. There is, however, more than one such case “between the Peasants’ Revolt and the accession of
Henry VIII.” To Thweyng c Fedyrston (1436), CP.F.119, which Goldberg mentions, we should add Rilleston,
Hartlyngton and Hartlyngton c Langdale (1424), CP.F.154 (nonage issue indicated by the interrogatories);
Threpland c Richardson (1428–32), CP.F.96, and Morehouse c Inseclif (n.d., s15/2), CP.F.334. There are
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no indications of social status in the last named (which is evidenced only by the exception of nonage). The
first defendant in Rilleston is described as ‘donzel’ and the actrix’s father as ‘esquire’; in Threpland property
features prominently in allegations of the parties, and the rea ultimately appeals to the Apostolic See, and
apostoli are granted.

179. Ch 4, n. 52: Dicit x-eciam-x t̂amen̂ iste iuratus quod credit quod dicta Alicia matrimonium non contraxit
cum Willelmo predicto nec in eum tamquam / virum suum consensiit nisi unde [?read super] hec afuisset
consensus parentum suorum et dicit ulterius iste iuratus ut credit confessio / predicta coram custode emissa
ut premittitur facta fuit propter minas et terrores dicti Willelmi Whitheved qui dixit eidem Alicie quod si non
fateretur coram dicto Custode quod matrimonium cum ipso contraxisset et ipsam carnaliter cognovisset ipsam
cum cultello suo interfe/cisset. I assume that the clerk got the mood of the first verbs wrong and that we should
probably read contraxerit and consensierit.

180. Ch 4, n. 55: Chapelayn c Cragge (at nn. 2–21) (enforce); Lovell c Marton (at nn. 22–31) (both); Whitheved
c Crescy (at n. 51) (break up); Wright c Ricall (at n. 64) (enforce); Romundeby c Fischelake (at n. 68) (break
up); Drifeld c Dalton (at n. 74) (enforce); Acclum c Carthorp (at n. 75) (enforce); Godewyn c Roser (at n. 78)
(break up); Rayner c Willyamson (at n. 80) (break up).

181. Ch 4, n. 56: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 122, notes that this is a case in which a party asks for
summary process but still submits quite standard formal documents. Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 172–3, has
the positions of the parties reversed. It is John who is attempting to defeat Alice’s action on the basis of her
precontract with William. What Pedersen has to say, however, about the use of the term affectio maritalis in
the depositions is quite correct.

182. Ch 4, n. 57: There is an inconsistency among the five as to where the marriage was celebrated, three of
them (all priests, including the one who officiated) saying that it took place in St Crux (Pavement, York) and
two laymen saying that it took place in All Saints’ Pavement (York). The churches were (and are) right down
the street from each other, and it is easy to see how someone could get it wrong at the distance of fourteen
years.

183. Ch 4, n. 61: Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 124–6, suggests that John dropped the case because the last
entry records a conclusion in the case as a result of the contumacy of the actor. He is mistaken in his suggestion
that this means that the case was dismissed; debate would follow conclusion and sentencing after that, but it
is significant that this is the last entry. He then goes on to suggest that Joan eventually married John because
her testament, probated in 1420 (when she must have been at least 70), asks that she be buried next to
her husband, John, in the church of Carnaby. The testament that Pedersen cites (Probate Register, vol. 2,
fol. 495r) is not the testament of Joan but of one John Mounceaux, probably a relative, whose testament was
probated in 1426. The testament of a Joan Mounceaux is found in Part 1 of the Register of Archbishop Bowet
(Reg. 18, fol. 373v), probated 18 December 1420 (the testament having been made on 13 November 1420).
Cf. Testamenta Eboracensia, 398. She describes herself as uxor quondam Johannis Mounceaux domini de
Berneston. She says that she wishes to be buried next to her husband in the northern part of the church of All
Saints’ Barmston. The only mention of Carnaby is a legacy of two torches to the church (along with similar
legacies to other local churches). Assuming that this is the same woman as the one involved in our case (she
mentions only an Alexander and a Robert as her sons, but William could have predeceased her), the John
mentioned here is almost certainly the former husband of the case. Pedersen does have a point, however, when
he wonders why Joan defended the case on the ground of disparity of wealth rather than, or in addition to,
the ground of force. Not only does her son William testify that John and his men broke into her manor house
when they are alleged to have exchanged present consent, but a seemingly unrelated witness from the parish
of Leven also testifies that he saw John’s witnesses venire cum eodem Johanne ad manerium de Berneston cum
armis et cultellis extractis minando servientibus eiusdem domine Johanne quod nisi tacerent eos occiderent.
Pedersen is correct that this is the only fourteenth-century case in the cause papers which a woman defends on
the ground of disparity of wealth. There is also one such case in the fifteenth-century papers, Wikley c Roger
(Ch 5, n. 17) (also defended on the ground of absence).
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184. Ch 4, nn. 65, 66: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 132, notes that Alice custodiebat peccora sua [i.e.,
Willelmi] and wonders what the relevance of that might be (suggesting that the evidence was prejudicial). As
suggested in the next paragraph, the relevance seems to be that she ipsi Willelmo deser[?vivit] sicut viro suo
in vendicione vel ?collectione bladorum suorum et in aliis.

185. Ch 4, n. 67: Goldberg, Women, Work, 245 (miscited as F.84), 246, notes that this case does not fit well
with his pattern of rural marriages arranged by parents. As Alice’s father testifies in this case (William does not
allege this), when William asked him if he could marry Alice, he said that if she was pleased, he was pleased.
It makes more sense if we assume that both parties were somewhat more mature.

186. Ch 4, n. 72: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 136, with reference to this case, points out that inconsistent
pleading was legally possible in medieval church courts, as it is today in American courts, but one must imagine
that, like today, so too in the fourteenth century, such pleading cannot have made a good impression on the
judge.

187. Ch 4, n. 73: Goldberg, Women, Work, 213, points out that this is one of a number of cases in which
marriages were contracted around Pentecost, the time at which contracts of service expired. His other references
to the case (id., 219, 160, 240, 273–4) are accurate.

188. Ch 4, n. 76: He has a page boy at the time of the illicit relationship sixteen years previously, and a
man, one of the witnesses, who takes his boots off for him and gets him and his mistress food and drink. He
must be at least 32 for it to have been plausible that he had this relationship so long ago, and Joan is the
great-granddaughter of the stipes, whereas the woman with whom he had the alleged relationship is only the
granddaughter.

189. Ch 4, n. 77: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 78 nn. 12–14, notes that John’s pleading of the relationship is
deliberately unspecific in tercio gradu et infra quartum gradum consanguinitatis attingente, that the distinction
between consanguinity and affinity is firmly maintained in these records, and that he has not seen (nor have I) an
English case in which a divorce is granted for the impediment of public honesty. Pedersen, Marriage Disputes,
77–8, cites this case as illustrating a sophisticated stratagem to get an annulment of a current marriage. The
problem is that this is not an action for annulment. Goldberg, Women, Work, 258, suggests that the force in
this case was applied by John’s parents. For reasons suggested in the text, I think it far more likely that it was
applied by Joan’s relatives.

190. Ch 4, n. 79: Goldberg, Women, Work, 250, discusses this case in the context of rural cases where there
was inadequate parental supervision of young people. He notes that forced marriages could be invalidated, and
then proceeds to sympathize, with Idonea, Alice’s mother, for having raised her objections. One can, indeed,
sympathize with Idonea, but only so far. Her allegation of the relationship between Alice and Agnes was, so
far as we can tell, specious.

191. Ch 4, n. 81: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 83 n. 25, suggests that it is the former, and he is probably
right. All the witnesses rely on Thomas’s statements; none actually saw the intercourse or anything suggesting
it, though one seems to suggest that Emmota admitted having been known by both men.

192. Ch 4, n. 86: Topclyf alleges that Grenehode accused him of being a wastrel in order to impede his
marriage to Emmota. Emmota was previously married (one witness describes himself as the godfather of her
child, another as the wife of the nephew of her former husband); hence, the case has elements of type four.

193. Ch 4, n. 87: According to the first witness, John took her by the hand and said “I give you my faith and
I will (volo) have you as wife if you will consent to this.” She said “Gramercy Shyrre.” (Goldberg, Women,
Work, 218, has her saying this to the wrong man.) The second witness says that Emma said that she wanted to
consult with her friends, and that she wished to have further deliberation. When asked expressly if Emma had
ever given any sign that she consented even though she did not express it in words, the witness said that that
was not how it appeared to her (non prout iste iurate apparuit). Rather, it appeared to her that she dissented
rather than consented.

194. Ch 4, n. 89: Brantice c Crane (at nn. 39–43); Tofte c Maynwaryng (at nn. 45–6) (probable); Hopton c
Brome (at n. 47); Thomeson c Belamy (at n. 48); Marrays c Rouclif (at nn. 49–50).
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195. Ch 4, n. 91: Foston c Lofthouse (at nn. 32–8); Wetherby c Page (at nn. 56–7); Clifton c [. . .] (at n. 59);
Carnaby c Mounceaux (at nn. 60–1); Trayleweng c Jackson (at n. 62); Barneby c Fertlyng (at n. 63); Wright
c Ricall (at n. 64). To these we might add Hopton c Brome (at n. 47), which we classified with the arranged
marriages, and Topclyf c Erle (at nn. 86–8), which we will classify with types one, two, and three.

196. Ch 4, n. 100: Chapelayn c Cragge (at nn. 2–21); Romundeby c Fischelake (at n. 68); Tailour c Beek (at
n. 69); Drifeld c Dalton (at n. 74).

197. Ch 4, n. 105: Sentence for female plaintiff: Brantice c Crane (at nn. 39–43); Tofte c Maynwaryng (at
nn. 45–6). Sentence for male plaintiff: Thomeson c Belamy (at n. 48); Marrays c Rouclif (at nn. 49–50). No
sentence, male plaintiff: Hopton c Brome (at n. 47).

198. Ch 4, n. 106: Sentence for female plaintiff: Wright c Ricall (at n. 64); Foston c Lofthouse (at nn. 32–8);
Barneby c Fertlyng (at n. 63). No sentence, female plaintiff: Wetherby c Page (at nn. 56–7). No sentence, male
plaintiff: Clifton c [. . .] (at n. 59); Carnaby c Mounceaux (at nn. 60–1); Trayleweng c Jackson (at n. 62).

199. Ch 4, n. 107: One can never be sure with any given case that this happened, but when we get a number
of cases of given type without sentences, we can suspect abandonment or compromise. The question, then, is
whether the compromise is likely to have been favorable or unfavorable to the plaintiff. Suffice it to say here
that there is nothing in these cases that suggests that the plaintiff had put enough on the record that he was
likely to obtain a favorable compromise.

200. Ch 4, n. 108: No sentence, female plaintiff: Acclum c Carthorp (at n. 75); Romundeby c Fischelake (at n.
68). Sentence for female plaintiff: Scherwode c Lambe (at nn. 82–3); Chapelayn c Cragge (at nn. 2–21); Tailour
c Beek (at n. 69); Drifeld c Dalton (at n. 74); Godewyn c Roser (at nn. 78–9); Bernard c Walker (at nn. 84–5).

201. Ch 4, n. 112: As Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 183 n. 20, points out, John also objects in the lower court
that one of the witnesses is a procuress. This allegation is abandoned on appeal, as is the allegation that one
of the witnesses is under age, apparently because John could find no support for them.

202. Ch 4, n. 113: Agnes Waller of Durham c Richard de Kyrkeby tailor of Durham (1355–8), CP.E.263,
and Joan Pyrt of Yanwath (Carlisle diocese) c William son of Robert Howson of Sockbridge (Carlisle diocese)
(1394), CP.E.213.

203. Ch 4, n. 115: Probably connected with this case is a defamation suit brought in the same year against
Alice by one John Warner, who may be the same as John Boton, but the details of this case cannot be recovered
from the surviving documentation: Warner c Redyng (1367), CP.E.93. Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 70–3,
has a full account of the exceptions taken against the witnesses in Redyng c Boton, particularly those taken
against William de Bridsall, who was by his own admission a pauper and a beggar. The question is whether
he was also an alcoholic and mentally defective. I am less confident than is Pedersen that we can tell that he
was, nor am I as confident as Pedersen that we can tell that he was not ‘coached’ before he gave his testimony.
Goldberg, Women, Work, 248, notes that the woman in this case seems to have been of low station (but he
misses the exception taken against her that she was of servile status). He regards the case as an exception to
the general rule that marriages of rural women were arranged by their parents: “daughters of poorer families,
who could contribute little in terms of land or wealth, may often have enjoyed greater freedom.” We will
return to this issue at the end of Chapter 5.

204. Ch 4, n. 119: Neither deposition is completely legible on film, but what the witnesses seem to testify to
is: Cecilia, volo habere te in uxorem meam et ad hoc do tibi fidem meam si vis michi concedere [?quod a]
te ?petivi. Her response is fairly clear in the second deposition: volo vobis concedere quicquid a me petieritis.

205. Ch 4, n. 120: In 1410, a Cecily Wyvell of York obtained a separation from Henry Venables, donzel, her
husband of thirteen years. CP.F.56 (Ch 10, at nn. 43–5). This may be the same woman; the surname is not
that common. If our guesses about the later case are right, Cecily was very young when the events alleged in
this case happened.

206. Ch 4, n. 123: I agree with Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 63–5, that this case shows that the parties and
the witnesses knew that words could create a binding marriage, particularly if followed by intercourse, and the
Canterbury case printed in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 198–9, shows that on occasion, the courts could
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side with the woman in these circumstances. I am more skeptical than is Goldberg, Women, Work, 249, that
anything like this actually happened, and the absence of a sentence suggests, at least to me, that the court
shared this skepticism.

207. Ch 4, n. 126: For a full discussion, see Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 172–81. Our discussion here
and in Chapter 5 will confirm Helmholz’s conclusion of a long-term decline in the institution of abjura-
tion sub pena nubendi and his suggestion that the decline was caused by legal and moral doubts about the
practice.

208. Ch 4, n. 128: The sentence mentions the production of witnesses, and a document survives in which
Matilda, on appeal, asks for such production, but the only document for the defense on appeal attacks the
testimony in the lower court on the ground of inconsistency.

209. Ch 4, n. 132: Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 88–9, 149, 151, suggests that we cannot take seriously Hugh’s
argument about the abjuration, that it must have been a ruse to get the case before the York court while he
was assembling his real defense. This ignores the fact that Hugh’s first group of witnesses testify both to the
nature of the proceedings at Beverley and to his absence from the proceedings when he was supposed to have
confessed (not to precontract, as is said on 89, nor absence from the place where he is supposed to have
had intercourse, as is said on 149). As suggested in the text, I am inclined to think that there was probably
something even to the first argument.

210. Ch 4, n. 128: See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 208–12, prints some of the documents. He discusses
the impediment of crime issue both at 208 and at 96 and n. 81; the defense to the abjuration is discussed at
179.

211. Ch 4, n. 137: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 176, cites this case as one in which the man confesses to
having confessed the intercourse to his parish priest, but in which the woman fails of proof and so the man
receives a favorable sentence. That is not this case.

212. Ch 4, n. 139: Both Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 177, and Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 14, suggest
that the jurisdiction of this commissary was challenged. I cannot quite see that in the surviving documentation,
though some of the questions put to the clerk of the commissary’s court and a notary who happened to be in
attendance suggest doubts about the jurisdiction. (There is a document that demands an official version of the
commissary’s proceedings, which does seem to have been supplied.) The ultimate result in the case necessarily
implies that the commissary could take the abjuration. Whether the commissary could order the solemnization
need not be decided because that is ordered by the court of York on the basis of John’s confession.

213. Ch 4, n. 140: On the basis of the depositions, Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 179–80, argues that the
justification for allowing the abjuration was that ultimately it was voluntary.

214. Ch 4, n. 141: The other two references to this case in Pedersen, Disputes, are mistaken. The challenge to
William Alman, official of the archdeacon of Northumberland, as a bigamist (p. 15 n. 38) occurs in Gudefelawe
c Chappeman (at n. 255). I do not know of any case in the York cause papers in which a woman is alleged to
have threatened to murder her husband while he was asleep (pp. 197–8 and n. 80). It is not this case, and it
is not any of the separation cases. Palmere c Brunne (at nn. 191–3) does contain an allegation that a woman
tried to poison her husband with arsenic.

215. Ch 4, n. 143: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 175–6, suggests that the sentence was ultimately for the
defendant. For reasons suggested in the text, I do not think that this is right. He is correct, however, that before
the archdeacon, John defended on the ground that Joan had appeared in his bed chamber on two occasions
and he had fled, not wanting to have intercourse with her.

216. Ch 4, n. 144: The witnesses to the defendant’s exceptions to the plaintiff’s witnesses in this case are more
honest than is usual in that they testify to the generally good character of the plaintiff’s witnesses, although
they also testify to the plaintiff’s witnesses’ firm commitment to her cause. See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation,
174, for the suggestion that this case, like others, illustrates the proposition that it requires more than just
fornication, but something, as here, more like concubinage, to precipitate an abjuration order.
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217. Ch 4, n. 146: Much depends on how strictly the court interprets the eyewitness requirement. In other cases,
seeing the parties together in bed seems to be enough. At worst, what we have here are indicia, circumstantial
evidence, plus fama, and that may be enough.

218. Ch 4, n. 148: (the lines of the document are clipped at the end): quadam nocte de quo certo non recolit
infra mensem post abiuracionem huiusmode prefata Alicia [. . .] / ad domum patris istius iurati et intravit
domum predictam; cum sic intravit iste iuratus dixit [‘Quid] facis tu hic’, et ipsa sibi respondit ‘Hic volo esse’.
Cui dictus Johannes dixit ‘Vade vias [. . .] / pro certo hic non eris’, et dicit quod dicta Âliciâ tunc rogavit
êum̂ quod posset recedere per hostium [. . .] / dicte domus propter v̂isum̂ vicinorum in vico existencium / et
dicit quod cepit eam per humeros et expulsit eam a dicta domo et clausit hostium post eam. See Helmholz,
Marriage Litigation, 175–6 and n. 42. The account in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 89, 149–51, ignores
John’s own testimony, which I am inclined to think was crucial. There is confusion among the witnesses
as to when the abjuration took place, but John confesses that the incident at the door occurred after the
abjuration.

219. Ch 4, n. 151: Ecce Alicia de Harpham ?conclusum est inter me et istam Aliciam de Welwyk, etc. . . . Ac
ipsa Alicia de Welwyk magistra tua velit quod ego faciam securitatem super premissis tibi nomine suo. Et sic
volo ego tu [?read te] Alicia de Harpham ?attestare hic fidem meam quod ego ducam istam Aliciam de Welwyk
in uxorem meam si contingat eam concipere et habere prolem de me. Alternatively we could read: tibi nomine
suo et sic volo ego. Tu Alicia de Harpham accipe hic fidem meam, etc.

220. Ch 4, n. 152: Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 78 n. 40, dates this interrogation three weeks after the official
rendered sentence, but it is quite clearly dated 13 October 1359. The commissary general’s sentence does not
come until 11 December 1359, and that of the special commissary of the official is dated 9 March 1360. On
pp. 80–1, he has the sequence right. We need not argue about whether he added a minim to the date (14
October vs 13 October) or I left one out.

221. Ch 4, n. 153: See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 51 and n. 92, who suggests that the fact that such
conditional contracts continued to be made indicates “the tenacity of many people’s belief in the freedom to
regulate their own matrimonial arrangements.” Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 79 and n. 42, notes that Robert
seems to have been aware of this legal rule; hence, the form of his promise was to Alice de Harpham, rather
than to Alice to Wellewyk herself.

222. Ch 4, n. 158: Hostiensis, Summa aurea, tit. de sponsalibus et matrimoniis and tit. de matrimoniis, does
not expressly discuss the problem, but what he says there supports the conclusions drawn here.

223. Ch 4, n. 161: This is not far from the conclusion of Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 66 and n. 139: “some
judges appear in some cases to have bent the law to fit their normal, and sensible, prejudices.” Our account,
however, suggests that this case did not require that much bending. Goldberg, Women, Work, 249, cites the
case as an example of the dangers encountered by rural women who made matrimonial plans without parental
supervision. The problem with this characterization is that Alice lived in her own house in Beverley, which
Goldberg classifies as “urban.” He is even further from the mark when he cites this case as one of a number
in which there is “clearest evidence of parental involvement” where “established unions were threatened by
remembered, or sometimes invented, pre-contracts.” The parental involvement in this case, to the extent that
it exists, is on the other side. Alice seems to have been an orphan, a fact indicated by the fact that her “best
friend” is the canon of Warter, and, of course, she loses.

224. Ch 4, n. 162: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 40 n. 57, suggests that the length of time that it took to
decide this case indicates its difficulty.

225. Ch 4, n. 163: T2: Si aliquam mulierem ducerem in uxorem te ducerem. T3: Si quam ducerem in uxorem
te ducerem. T4 (quoting John): promisi de ducere si aliquam ducerem. T6: si quam duceret ipsam duceret.
The other witnesses are more ambiguous or vaguer, and even these have qualifications.

226. Ch 4, n. 164: For a full discussion in the context of this case, see Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 40–5.
He misses the confirmatory sentence of the official and subsequent appeal to the Apostolic See.

227. Ch 4, n. 165: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 45 and n. 73, citing a Canterbury diocesan case of 1373.
Lovell c Marton (at n. 25), suggests the contrary.
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228. Ch 4, n. 167: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 195–8, prints one of the depositions, summaries of others,
and one of the sentences in the case with an introduction outlining the quite-limited circumstances in which a
marriage could be inferred absent direct proof of consent.

229. Ch 4, n. 169: Pace Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 192, that a Fossard family was enfeoffed of property in
the city by the earl of Mortain does not mean that a woman with that surname was necessarily “of a wealthy
York family.”

230. Ch 4, n. 171: Johannes ego timeo michi quod tu vis decipere me et nullatenus contrahere mecum matri-
monium nec me ducere in uxorem.

231. Ch 4, n. 172: sic certe volo et bene vides quod ego non traho me ad aliquam aliam mulierem et non
timeas quia ego volo habere te in uxorem meam et nullam aliam mulierem.

232. Ch 4, n. 173: ego volo ducere te in uxorem meam quam cicius ego potero propter matrem meam.
Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 48 n. 85, notes that this might have been taken as a conditional contract, but
it made no difference because intercourse followed.

233. Ch 4, n. 174: Johannes dixit quod numquam voluit desponsare dictam Ceciliam, que Cecilia tunc respondit
et dixit ‘adhuc nescis’.

234. Ch 4, n. 175: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 154–5 and n. 62, notes with reference to this case, among
others, that the practice of deferring exceptions to witnesses until after their testimony had been heard meant
that many people who were arguably incapable of testifying, in fact, testified. Pedersen, Marriage Disputes,
183 and n. 20, 189 and n. 37, argues that John’s servile status was proven. I do not see that, but it need not
have made any difference in the result if it had been. Cecily was not arguing that she should be freed from
John because of the impediment of error. More surprising is the fact that the court holds for Cecily despite the
uncontradicted testimony of the brother-in-law’s servile status. See Donahue, “Proof by Witnesses,” 147 and
n. 89.

235. Ch 4, n. 177: Goldberg, Women, Work, 255, focuses on this second marriage, which, he argues, I think
correctly, was arranged by John’s relatives. (I suspect, however, that the house in which the marriage took
place was that of John’s grandmother rather than his aunt, if she was anything like the 80 years of age that she
described herself as being.) Whether the dynamics of the situation are quite as he describes them we may have
more doubt. The marriage in question seems to be described as having taken place around Michaelmas of
1368, which would have been after Cecily had brought her case in the court of York (March, 1368). Cecily’s
interrogatories specifically request that the witnesses to the marriage be asked if they knew about the pending
litigation. It is hard to imagine that they did not.

236. Ch 4, n. 178: Smith, CP York, 1301–1399, 41, speaks of appeals from sentences of both the special
commissary and the commissary general. I can find only one sentence, that of the special commissary, but the
style of the acta on the back of Cecily’s libel is more like what we find in an archidiaconal or decanal court
than like what we find in the consistory court. It is possible that there was an earlier appeal from a lower
court, an appeal that was initially heard by the commissary general and his special commissary.

237. Ch 4, n. 180: My account of this case is less circumstantial than that of Pedersen, Marriage Disputes,
65–9, basically because I am not sure that it is possible to read all that Pedersen seems to have read in the
processus from Durham. (I have not tried to read it under ultraviolet light.) What he publishes of the exchange
reported by Emma Cokfield, Thomas’s aunt, between Thomas and Margaret is substantially accurate (pp. 66–7
nn. 21–2). The problem is what the processus says where he does not quote. The dates are crucial in this case,
and he seems to have most of them wrong. Thomas was not cited to appear before the bishop of Durham in
“late 1394.” The whole process was transmitted to the York court on 3 July 1394. The citation in the processus
is dated December 139[. . .] (secundo die mensis decembris anno Domini millesimo cccmo nonagesimo [. . .]
[ms. clipped at edge]), and later dates in the processus suggest that this must be 1392 (a suggestion that is
confirmed by the fact that the letter just before the tear in the ms. looks very much like an s). One actum in it
is dated in April of 1393 (dating with reference to the [dominica in qua] cantatur officium ‘Quasi modo geniti’
anno Domini m cccmo nonagesimo tertio [13.iv.1393], before the witnesses were produced), and the sentence
is probably dated late in 1393 (reference to die martis proximo post conceptionis Marie [9.xii.1393]). The
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one date in the depositions in the processus that I can read is “the fifth week after Easter in the same year”
(quinta septimana post Pascha eodem anno). This is the second exchange between Margaret and Thomas in
which she asks him if there is anything “stykking” in his heart that was repugnant to their contract, and he
swore that there was not. The first exchange took place before that, probably in Lent or perhaps earlier, in
1392. (If it had been Easter of the current year, Emma certainly would have said so.) The negotiations that led
to the dowry agreement between Emma Cory and Thomas are expressly said in the depositions taken at York
to have taken place “on the eve of the feast of St Cuthbert in autumn next to come, two years previously”
(in vigilia sancti Cutberti in autumpno proximo futura erunt duo anni). Since these depositions are taken on
27 July 1394, the date being referred to is almost certainly 3 September 1392, not 20 March 1394 (wrong
feast of St Cuthbert and ignores the “two years previously”). The solemnization of the marriage, however,
did not take place until “Wednesday . . . after the octave of Easter last past” (die mercurii . . . proximo post
octabas Pasce ultimo preteritas) (29 April [not 10 April] 1394). When the banns were published in the church
of Staindrop is not clear. One witness says “around Michaelmas (29 September) then next to be” (circa festum
sancti Michaelis proximo tunc futurum), and one says “around Martinmas (11 November) then next to be”
(circa festum sancti Martini proximo tunc futurum), in both cases apparent references to 1392, the year most
recently mentioned. I suspect that it happened in 1393, and the chaplain of Staindrop’s refusal to proceed with
the solemnization, leading to the solemnization at dawn in an unnamed church by an unnamed priest, may
be connected with Thomas’s complaint in the court of York on 13 July 1394 that the chaplain of Staindrop
was iniquitously trying to execute the sentence of the Durham official and force Margaret and Thomas to
solemnize.

Hence, we are probably correct in concluding that there is nothing about the second marriage that ought to
impede the first. Whether there is enough proof of the first is, as Pedersen recognizes, a much closer question.
I am inclined to think that placet mihi habere te in uxorem/maritum meam/meum is enough for present
consent, and much depends on what the second witness, whose testimony I find virtually illegible, had to
say. He certainly said enough to cause Thomas and his kin concern; otherwise, they would not have gone
through the elaborate process to set up the marriage with Emma Cory. The account of the dowry negotiations
in Goldberg, Women, Work, 245–6, is accurate as far as it goes, but it fails to do justice to the quite unusual
nature of the circumstances.

238. Ch 4, n. 183: As Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 182, points out, the Latin for John’s consent to Alice is
given as O mulier per fidem meam plenarie contentor anglice ‘I am fully payd’. He suggests that the defendant
insisted on including the vernacular, and that is possible (the English is interlined in the first deposition),
but his general point is that the increasing use of the vernacular in the fifteenth century made it easier for
judges who, by and large, did not examine the witnesses personally. Goldberg, Women, Work, 244, notes
that Matilda was living with her father at the time of the contract. The depositions do not say this, but the
contract certainly took place at his house; some say in his ‘hayhouse’. Alice seems to have been living by
herself, but the depositions in her case suggest that she sought her brother’s consent to the marriage. Alice may
have been considerably older than Matilda and perhaps than John; she has a daughter who describes herself
as 20.

239. Ch 4, n. 185: Hic accipio te Elenam in uxorem meam et ad hoc do tibi fidem meam, etc. . . . [H]ic accipio
vos in maritum meum et ad hoc do vobis fidem meam.

240. Ch 4, n. 186: Both Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 107–8, and Goldberg, Women, Work, 232, 261, make
much of William’s status as an apprentice and suggest that the problem in the case arose because he could not
solemnize his contract with either woman before he completed the apprenticeship. I am not sure that Isabella’s
one reference to waiting until William obtained Roger’s beneplacitum will quite sustain those inferences, but it
is possible. Certainly, as Pedersen suggests, both Roger and one of Ellen’s female witnesses, Cecily de Hessay,
seem to have been engaging in some informal dispute resolution before the case got to court, and Goldberg is
quite correct in suggesting that in neither case was there a formal ‘family’ contract, although the master and
Cecily may have been acting somewhat in loco parentum.

241. Ch 4, n. 188: If we are reading it right, what leads up to this is a bit odd: Thomas said to Marjorie
accipiendo eam per manum ‘vis tu licenciare me ad accipiendum uxorem ubicumque volo?’ To which she
replied: volo. Then he said: ego volo habere te in uxorem meam. And she replied: ego volo habere vos in
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maritum meum. It is possible that they thought that it was necessary for Marjorie to release Thomas from any
previous promises, so that his consent on this occasion be totally free.

242. Ch 4, n. 190: Goldberg, Women, Work, 261–2, uses this case to illustrate how romance could develop
between male and female servants working together in the same household. Clearly, that is the case. He seems
to miss, however, the substantial byplay in the case that may have divided the saddlers of York, and his notion
that Marjorie intervened to break up Thomas’s contract with Beatrice is undercut by the fact that she first
complained about him to the dean of Christianity on 5 November 1393, while the exchange of consent with
Beatrice took place on 26 November of the same year.

243. Ch 4, n. 192: si vobis constiterit eos per iudcium ecclesiae non fuisse legitime spearatos ecclesiamque
deceptam, ipsos faciatis sicut virum et uxorem insimul permanere.

244. Ch 4, n. 193: The case has provoked considerable commentary in the literature because it has such clear
evidence of the corruption that we suspect in other cases. Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 65–6, makes the
law perhaps a bit clearer than it was. He uses the case again (at 162) to raise the point of how difficult it was
to prevent this kind of collusion. Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 140–2, suggests that the vicar of Scalby, who
testifies for Alice, or the court personnel of the archdeacon of East Riding advised Alice to take this course of
action after she had confessed to the archdeacon’s official that she had attempted to poison her husband. He
is wrong when he suggests that the vicar is the only witness who testifies to the involvement of Alice’s father
in the collusive lawsuit, but his transcription of the vicar’s testimony (141 nn. 3–5) is accurate, and one can
draw one’s own conclusions. Goldberg, Woman, Work, 256, emphasizes the role of the father, while Helmholz
and Pedersen both emphasize Alice’s agency. In fact, what the record says is that both Alice and her father
promised that they would pay Ralph Fouler five shillings if he would allege that he precontracted with Alice
(eadem Alicia et pater eiusdem Alicie, T1; prefata Alicia una cum Gilberto Palmere patre sui, T3).

245. Ch 4, n. 196: The reference to ‘common goods’ provides some evidence that despite what the common-
law courts said, some English men and women regarded themselves as having, at least so far as chattels were
concerned, something like community property. See Donahue, “Lyndwood’s Gloss propriarum uxorum.”

246. Ch 4, n. 197: eum deliquerit in dicto tempore autumpnali in sua magna necessitate auxilio suo destitutum.

247. Ch 4, n. 198: quod idem Willelmus medio tempore dum ?insimul steterunt, sepius verberavit ipsam
Luciam, et tandem propter nimiam sevitiam et verbera ipsius Willelmi, ut dicebatur a vicinis suis, eadem
Lucia in principio autumpni ultimo preteriti recessit a dicto Willelmo et consortio eiusdem, et ab eo tempore
usque in hodiernum diem sic separata a consortio sue fuit et adhuc est, etc.

248. Ch 4, n. 199: Lucia est vera uxor dicti Willelmi . . . et quod matrimonium inter eosdem publice in ecclesia
bannis prius editis fuit celebratum nullo reclamante quod [?read quoad] ipse testis scit vel uncquam audivit nisi
a tempore presentis litis mote quo primo audivit quod dictus Willelmus de Fentrice precontraxit cum quadam
Alicia de qua in proposicione nominatur et bene audet dicere in iuramento suo quod huiusmodi precontractus
est fictus et in falso modo fabricatus per maliciam dicti Willelmi licet idem testis alias in ipsa causa eidem
contrarium asseruit et dicebat de quo multum dolet ut dicit.

249. Ch 4, n. 201: Johanna, si velis expectare usque finem termini mei apprenticiatus, volo te ducere in uxorem.
Goldberg, Women, Work, 249, cites the case as an example of the dangers encountered by rural women who
made matrimonial plans without parental supervision.

250. Ch 4, n. 204: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 30 and n. 29, suggests that solemnities in the chapel of
Whorlton followed immediately upon the private exchange of consent. That is possible, but it is not quite
what the record says. What it says is that after the couple handfasted and kissed, they went to the chapel to
hear mass.

251. Ch 4, n. 206: As Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 15 n. 38, 89 n. 16, points out, Agnes’s father was William
Cawod, an advocate of the court of York, and the events described took place in his house and in his presence.
Those facts increase the likelihood that this was a ‘strike suit’.

252. Ch 4, n. 208: Testimony of John Clerk: propter vitando scandalum dicte Alicie . . . [the burgesses of
Doncaster] fecerunt Willelmum recedere de hospicio Alicie et providerunt sibi in eadem villa de hospicio
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aliunde. It is possible that hospicium is to be taken here in a more formal sense, i.e., that Alice was running
an inn.

253. Ch 4, n. 209: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 126 n. 52, cites this case as an example of inconsistent
pleading. Alice’s exception, it is true, does allege both that she did not marry Dowson, but engaged in marriage
negotiations with him, on the day described by his witnesses and that she was absent that day. The inconsistent
allegation of absence is, however, crossed out of her articles and her witnesses are not questioned about it.
Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 73–7, 106, describes Alice as an innkeeper and one of her witnesses as a priest.
I do not see that in these depositions. (What is said in T&C no. 252 may indicate the former, but need not.)
More to the point, however, he seems to regard the case as a close one. That is, of course, a judgment call, but
the case takes less than six months from libel to judgment, even though the summer recess intervened.

254. Ch 4, n. 211: Testimony of Margaret Medelham for William: Johanna, hic accipio te in uxorem meam
et ad hoc do tibi fidem meam. (I did not transcribe the formula on the other side, simply noting that it was the
same; Joan may have used the vos form.) Testimony of Thomas de Lagfeld for John: vis me habere in maritum
tuum et ipsa Johanna . . . [‘sic’, et Johannes] dixit et ego volo habere te in uxorem . . . et ipsa respondebat
dicens ‘Johannes et ego volo habere [vos or te]’, etc. The testimony of Walter Bakester for John is even harder
to read, but in addition to the fact that he seems to be testifying to events at a different time and place, he also
seems to be testifying to the ‘license’ formula that we noted in T&C no. 241.

255. Ch 4, n. 212: This case is quite similar to Topclyf c Erle (n. 86), except that in that case the person with
whom the precontract is alleged to have taken place is not admitted as a party to the case.

256. Ch 4, n. 222: Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 36–7, argues that litigation was precipitated by Simon’s
attempt to force Agnes to consent to the alienation of her ancestral lands. That is certainly suggested, though
not quite proven, by the testimony he reports. I am inclined, moreover, to think that just as Pedersen is
justifiably skeptical about the marriage claims that some of the witnesses in this case make, so, too, we need to
be somewhat skeptical about the claims that some of the witnesses make about the relations between Simon
and Agnes. The witnesses are, after all, trying to justify her nonappearance in court on the ground that she
feared for her safety or to justify her having left Simon on the ground of his cruelty.

257. Ch 4, n. 224: Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 55, suggests that Simon and Agnes were reconciled and that
they had another child. I find the evidence for that thin. It is more likely (id.) that Agnes was dead by 1357,
because in that year, a Simon de Munketon of York and his wife Isolde conveyed land and rents in ?Earswick
to a priest who had been the rector of Huntington. That one of the rents consisted of a pound of cumin is,
however, pace Pedersen, not evidence that Simon had become an apothecary.

258. Ch 4, n. 226: Owen, 331 n. 2, suggests Lietholm in Eccles, right over the Tweed near Coldstream, but
perhaps we should be thinking of Lothian, the region just south of Edinburgh, although this identification is
hard to reconcile with the witnesses who describe the “vill of Lauthean,” though this might mean a vill in
Lothian.

259. Ch 4, n. 227: As Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 195–6 n. 69, notes, this is an example of a woman engaged
in ‘self-divorce’, a behavior that Helmholz suggests was confined to men.

260. Ch 4, n. 228: Pace Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 77, there is no evidence that William was a captive in
Scotland; indeed, there is considerable evidence that he was not.

261. Ch 4, n. 229: The examiner was unimpressed with this witness because he shifted his accent from southern
English to northern English to “the manner of the Scots speaking the English language.” See Helmholz,
Marriage Litigation, 130 and n. 64, with a full transcription.

262. Ch 4, n. 230: The suggestion in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 160 at n. 87, that this case involves
servientes may not take into account the probability that we are dealing here with life-cycle servanthood.

263. Ch 4, n. 231: The purpose of this testimony is to establish that Richard was alive at the time of John and
Joan’s marriage, perhaps also to explain why he does not appear. It also means, as Goldberg, Women, Work,
257, points out, that Joan cannot remarry unless she can prove that Richard is dead. Whether that makes her
quite the victim that Goldberg suggests is a matter about which we may have more doubt. She certainly seems
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to have consented to this divorce, and the brother’s testimony may be the beginnings of an attempt to establish
a presumption that Richard is dead.

264. Ch 4, n. 232: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 76 and n. 6, points out that in this case the man was
alleging his own precontract. Alexander III’s decretal Propositum est, X 4.7.1 would not have allowed him to
do this if the woman with whom he is alleged to have precontracted was dead and his current spouse innocent.
Although Helmholz does not mention it, the other woman in this case does seem to have been dead, and it is
perhaps for that reason that he suggests (at 96) that the case involved the impediment of crime. He notes there,
however, that the depositions are too damaged to determine whether all the elements of that impediment were
proven. He does not note, but it is in fact the case, that a divorce was granted, at least at one level of court. It
is unclear whether his citation of the case at 164 n. 104 is intended to refer to Marion’s refusal to swear that
she did not know of the existence of Isabella Brigham when she married John. Her refusal to swear may be in
the acta of the case (which are none too clear), though I rather doubt it, but perhaps Helmholz’s point is that
Marion would have had a better case if she had so sworn. What can be made out of what survives suggests
that she did not defend the case with any vigor.

265. Ch 4, n. 235: See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 199–201 (commentary and printing of selected docu-
ments).

266. Ch 4, n. 236: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 199–200, suggests that the difference in result may be
explained by the fact that William Aungier acted quickly upon reaching his fourteenth year to sue for divorce.
Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 121 n. 12, argues that nonage rather than force was the ground for the judgment
here, but at 128, he seems to distinguish this case from Marrays c Rouclif (at nn. 49–50), on the ground that
force was a factor in this case. I think that his first statement is more likely correct than his second.

267. Ch 4, n. 238: For this reason, I find the account of this case in Goldberg, Women, Work, 249 and n. 160,
unlikely. He basically accepts the testimony of the second witness and ignores that of Richard and his servant.
He also suggests that Richard and Elizabeth had agreed on this course of action. They may have, but that is not
what Richard says; he says that he found out about John from others. Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 92–3
and n. 74, may go a bit too far in the opposite direction. (He prints Richard’s and the servant’s depositions on
221–3.) Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 121–4, prints a substantial extract from the second witness’s deposition
and perhaps does not fully appreciate what is at least the ambiguity of Richard’s position.

268. Ch 4, n. 239: As the previous discussion of this case notes, the court in that case may have been suspicious
of the testimony about force.

269. Ch 4, n. 240: Details in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 30 n. 10, pp. 88, 145–8, 189–90, 208. Pedersen
is probably correct in his suggestion (147 and 145 n. 15) that Nicholas Cantilupe’s death at Avignon less
than two years after the official rendered sentence was during the course of Nicholas’s pursuit of an appeal.
Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 92 and n. 62, is mistaken in thinking that the allegations of force in this case
have to do with the circumstances of the marriage, rather than with preventing Katherine from seeking a
divorce. Goldberg, Women, Work, 223, is mistaken in what seems to be his suggestion that nonage is an issue
in this case. His description at 229 is more accurate. Further work in the records might reveal how it is that the
case, which seems to have begun in Lincoln, ended up before the consistory of York. It might also reveal how
the official was able to render the sentence that he did without the evidence of an inspection. It is possible that
an unrecorded examination by matrons determined that the woman was a virgin; it is also possible that he
relied on the consanguinity that was charged but, so far as I have been able to tell from the surviving records,
not proven. Cf. Haryngton c Sayvell (Ch 5, at nn. 58–66).

270. Ch 4, n. 241: For the procedure, see Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 87–90, who notes that he can find
no evidence of its use after 1450. For the details of this case, see Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 115–18. I
share Pedersen’s skepticism (117 n. 19) that the women who conducted these examinations were regularly
prostitutes, but the examination described in Russel c Skathelock (1429–33), CP.F.111, printed in translation
in Women in England, 219–22, may be an exception. None of the women in that group is described as married;
one of them lived in an area that was known to be a haunt of prostitutes and had been prosecuted three times
for fornication. Goldberg, Women, Work, 151 and n. 269, 154 and n. 293. (The case that Goldberg cites in
n. 269, in which he says that another woman of questionable reputation served as a juror in an impotence case,
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is not an impotence case.) A number of the women who appear in an impotence case in which the man ‘passed’
the exam were married or widows. In Barley c Barton (1433–4), CP.F.175, one of them testifies: “The rod of
William [Barton] was of better quantity in length and thickness than her husband’s ever was.” Helmholz, 89
n. 54, with transcription. I have not been able to analyze in detail the testimony in Gilbert c Marche (1441),
CP.F.224, where the man seems to have failed an examination conducted on what may have been two different
occasions. One of the witnesses who conducted an examination, Joan Savage, of the parish of St Maurice,
seems remarkably knowledgeable about sexual matters for an 18–year-old. She may appear in the Dean and
Chapter Act Book. No sentence survives. The only other impotence case in the cause papers, Selby c Marton
(1410), CP.F.40, does not have depositions, but the names of what may be the witnesses appear on the dorse
of one of the documents. See generally Brundage, Law, Sex, 457, with references.

271. Ch 4, n. 243: The record is contained on a flattened roll of three membranes that was reused in another
case.

272. Ch 4, n. 244: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 86 and n. 39, suggests that the ground of the sentence was
that the dispensation did not fit the facts of the case. That may be the situation; the depositions are damaged
and faint, but I am inclined to think that the issue is as described in the text.

273. Ch 4, n. 245: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 180 n. 62, mistakenly lists this as an abjuration case.

274. Ch 4, n. 248: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 100 and n. 99, saw the case before related documents were
joined to it and so was unaware that sentence was rendered for the defendant. Pedersen, Marriage Disputes,
189 n. 37, cites this case as one in which the servile status of the defendant was proven, but at 194 he
gets it right. This is not, however, the only case (at 212) in which the free or unfree status of someone who
appeared in court was of “concern.” Goldberg, Women, Work, 219, cites this as a case in which a witness
of unfree status was admitted. One was, but it made no difference since there were eight others who were
free.

275. Ch 4, n. 250: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 96 and n. 79, thinks that the Carlisle court held against the
plaintiff. It may have; the processus is hard to read at the end, and the appeal was taken by the plaintiff. There
is certainly no sentence in the York court. Helmholz’s general discussion of the impediment (94–8) suggests
that it was systematically underenforced in the English courts. We have seen that there is one case in the York
cause papers where it may have been applied and in which Helmholz seems to have missed the fact that there
was a sentence, Elme c Elme (at n. 232). But the impediment is only one possible ground for the sentence
in that case. Helmholz’s tentative suggestion and the reasons for it (both a fear of the consequences of the
impediment in the rather large number of partially innocent bigamy cases, like Elme, and the fact that the
impediment was one of positive law only) remain, in my view, quite plausible. He makes similar suggestions
about the more extended degrees of consanguinity and affinity (77–87), suggestions that we will be able to
confirm in Chapter 11.

276. Ch 4, n. 251: See Reg Melton 2:135. On the basis of the entry in Melton’s register, it seems likely that
the underlying divorce action was a mensa et thoro, brought by Margaret on the ground of adultery. The
action involved in this case, however, may have been an action by Thomas for restoration of conjugal rights.
Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 18 n. 45, 198, should be qualified on this basis.

277. Ch 4, n. 256: The common law of the church attempted to confine jurisdiction over marriage cases to
bishops and their officials, but there were numerous exceptions, archdeacons and their officials being perhaps
the most common, particularly in the northern province. See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 141–7. The
argument made here is different, and not one for which I have found support in canonistic writing. It is that
the judge of a marriage case should be in major orders, or at least capable of being promoted to major orders.
That would exclude “bigamists,” i.e., clerks who had married more than once (even if the first wife had died, as
seems clear from the testimony in this case). A similar argument is raised against the official of the archdeacon
of Cleveland in Thyrne c Abbot (at n. 143), but there it was simply that he was married. Helmholz, 146 at
n. 26.

278. Ch 4, n. 257: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 146 and n. 30, notes that this is one of few instances where
an ecclesiastical judge is accused of venality. Such charges against witnesses are considerably more common
(157–8). Pace Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 183 n. 20, this case does not involve exceptions to witnesses, nor
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does the fact (188 n. 32) that Juliana (actually her father) was someone’s tenant mean that she was of low
status. Every landholder in England, except the king, was someone’s tenant.

279. Ch 4, n. 258: Smith, CP York, 1301–1399, 89, has the appellant and appellee reversed. The document
is difficult to read. I cannot vouch for the account in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 191 and n. 81, but it may
be correct.

280. Ch 4, n. 261: It is, of course, possible that she alleged that the marriage was invalid. All that the sentence
says is: tradita per partem ream quadam proposcione in scriptis contestando litem incontinenti admissa eatenus
quatenus de iure fuerit admittenda terminoque ad probanda contenta in dicta proposicione dicte parte ree
assignato quo termino nichil probato, and again: ipsamque partem ream materiam et intencionem suas in
dicta proposicione non probasse set in probacione huiusmodi totaliter defecisse. Normally, however, at York
where a spouse has grounds (or thinks he or she has grounds) to claim the invalidity of the marriage, he or she
sues as plaintiff. All the cases for restoration of conjugal rights that have defenses are defended by allegations
that would support a separation.

281. Ch 4, n. 259: See Normanby c Fentrice and Broun (at nn. 195–9); Huntyngton c Munkton (at nn. 215–
18); Colvyle c Darell (at n. 251). The first two raise issues that might have led to a separation on the ground
of cruelty, the last on the ground of adultery. No man raises issues that might have led to a separation.

282. Ch 4, n. 265: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 131 and n. 69, with transcription, cites this as an example
of the introduction of irrelevant and possibly prejudicial evidence.

283. Ch 4, n. 266: These should be balanced against the witness cited in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 84,
who says that there is talk of consanguinity only because the couple have the same surname.

284. Ch 4, n. 267: The assumption here seems to be that Rome is for sale, but the price is high. The Repertorium
poenitentiariae Germanicum suggests that by the mid-fifteenth century that may not have been the case: This
dispensation (third- and fourth-degree affinity) could be obtained relatively cheaply and almost routinely.
E.g., id., 6.2:375–7 (listing 182 entries involving third- or third- and fourth-degree consanguinity or affinity,
and 421 involving fourth degree during the pontificate of Sixtus IV [1471–84]; the vast majority of these are
dispensations of a couple). With this in mind, we might suggest that Helmholz’s alternative explanation of the
chaplain’s remark may be closer to the mark. It shows that he was trying to excuse his ineptitude, rather than
that such dispensations were difficult to obtain and not available to ordinary people. Marriage Litigation, 86
and n. 40.

285. Ch 4, n. 269: This case is not included in Table 3.2. For Percy, see Cartularium Whiteby, 2:706 and n. 2,
and passim; for Colvyle, “Pedigree of Colville.”

286. Ch 4, n. 270: The account in Pedersen, Marriage Disputes, 160–2, suggests that the obligation may
have been dependent on their cohabiting or beginning marital life together. He may be right. The deposi-
tions are damaged, and it is difficult to figure out what a defense is going to be when it is not made. He
is not right about the sum that Colvyle is alleged to owe Percy, which is a hundred and four score (180)
marks.

287. Ch 4, n. 272: The case is remarkable in that it involves a referral from the king’s court in a period
in which we are told that the central royal courts were avoiding such referrals by putting the ques-
tion of marriage vel non to a jury. See Maitland, History of English Law, 2:374–85. Had the central
royal courts retained jurisdiction, the issue for the jury probably would have been whether the ceremony
that the witnesses describe would have counted as ‘endowment in the face of the church’. The nature
of the ceremony is also relevant for the church court, as the text shows, but for an entirely different
reason.

288. Ch 5, n. 7: Thomas’s witnesses, all men, also seem slightly more respectable than some whom we find in
exceptions of absence. One describes himself as 40, another as 39, though the other two are 20 and 24.

289. Ch 5, n. 9: inter spinas et vepres sub uno duvio prope unam sepem. This quotation combines the testimony
of the two witnesses, but both use the otherwise unrecorded word duvio. I take it to be related to French douve.
See Latham, s.v. duva.
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290. Ch 5, n. 12: Most plaintiffs seeking to establish a marriage manage to get in some testimony, even though
it is frequently hearsay, that the couple had had discussions with each other prior to the alleged marriage or
had told others of it after it had happened. My speculations about their relative ages are based on the age of
Robert’s witnesses and that of Marjorie’s brother’s friends.

291. Ch 5, n. 14: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 157, in describing this case, reports that Pontefract is eighteen
miles from York, as if one of the witnesses had said this. He may have found something that I missed. The
mileages are usually given in such testimony.

292. Ch 5, n. 16: As Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 158, notes, there is also testimony that Margaret’s
witnesses were paid 6s 8d to testify, clearly too much for expenses.

293. Ch 5, n. 20: Haldesworth c Hunteman (no date, mid-fifteenth century), CP.F.333; Baxter c New-
ton (no date, mid-fifteenth century), CP.F.48; Roslyn c Nesse (1456), CP.F.196 (Thomas Nesse looks as
if he has a winning case; monks of Selby testify to his presence at the monastery the day he is supposed
to have married Joan); Joynoure c Jakson (1467), CP.F.241 (not completely clear that this is a two-party
marriage case); [. . .] c [. . .] (1470), CP.F.246 (not completely clear that this is a two-party marriage
case, though it is likely; witnesses testify that Margaret More daughter of Richard More of Wistow, de
qua articulatur, was queen of the ‘somergame’ at Wistow all the day in question and therefore could not
have been in William Barker’s house; Margaret was probably a witness previously produced in a marriage
case).

294. Ch 5, n. 21: Vos laboratis ad decipiendum me. – Alicia, hic accipio te in uxorem meam et ad hoc do tibi
fidem meam ad ducendum te in uxorem meam et nullam aliam nisi te. – Hic accipio te Johannem in maritum
meum et ad hoc do tibi fidem meam. – Illud satis securum [ac] si esset sigillatum.

295. Ch 5, n. 23: See at n. 17. One of the plaintiff’s witnesses, whom the others say they do not know, testifies
that he was staying in Alice’s house for the night, and one of her witnesses testifies that he was to meet a third
party at her house. When he found it closed, he put his horse in the stable alterius hospicii. I cannot agree with
the suggestion in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 160 at n. 86, that this case involves “agricultural workers
and peasants of no particular note or property,” although that accurately describes some of the witnesses in
the case.

296. Ch 5, n. 24: Two of his witnesses also seem to be lying when they say that they do not know the third.
Alice’s exceptions accuse them of lying in this respect, and one of her witnesses says that he was, in fact,
Wikeley’s first cousin. If that is right, then that leaves only one unrelated witness, and he is an older man (age
50) who does not come from the community. (He is from Kirkby Overblow, about fifteen miles to the north
of Adwalton.)

297. Ch 5, n. 26: The reference in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 157, to these depositions seems to be
mistaken.

298. Ch 5, n. 30: The fact that another proctor substitutes for Driffield in the final sentence is not evidence to
the contrary. Substitution of one proctor for another on a day when the first could not attend court was quite
common at York.

299. Ch 5, n. 32: We should also recall that we lack the testimony on John’s replication to Agnes’s exception
of absence. He could have introduced convincing witnesses to her presence, particularly at the event of 29
November.

300. Ch 5, n. 34: Waller c Kyrkeby (1355–8), CP.E.263, and Tailour c Beek (1372), CP.E.121.

301. Ch 5, n. 39: pure et libere ac absque compulsione seu coactione quacumque quatenus ipse iuratus novit
aliqualiter vel percepit.

302. Ch 5, n. 41: As Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 93 and n. 73, notes, there was also testimony that she
had consistently opposed the marriage, threatening at one point to run away and at another to abandon her
parents rather than have Thomas for a husband. For cases in the fifteenth century that raise somewhat different
issues about force from those in the fourteenth, see at nn. 58–97.
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303. Ch 5, n. 44: ista iurata interrogavit ipsum Thomam quid haberet noticie [sic] cum ipsa Isabella. Ac ipsa
Isabella respondit, ‘Si fidus homo est, debet esse vir meus’. Et ista iurata, ‘Thoma, est hoc verum?’ . . . Et ille,
‘Volo quamcito potuero ducere illam’.

304. Ch 5, n. 48: Lévy, Hiérachie des preuves, 122–7; see generally id., 22–31, 67–130. For a case that has two
witnesses who seem quite weak but who are supported by a number of half-proofs, see Horsley c Cleveland
(at nn. 121–5); for a case in which there is only one witness to the exchange of consent, but that witness
is supported by testimony to circumstances and following events that allow one to infer that consent was
exchanged at that time, see Porter c Ruke (at nn. 163–5).

305. Ch 5, n. 49: That the dean himself did not testify may be due to the fact that he is described as the former
dean, i.e., that he may have left York. But if, as is possible but not certain, that John Schafforth, the ex-dean,
is the same as John Shefford, the examiner of the court of York in this case, then he may have told Ascheburn
that nothing like this happened. That should, of course, have been on the record, but there is much about the
documentation in this case that suggests that the court was proceeding fairly informally.

306. Ch 5, n. 51: T1 (John Lefham): William: ‘volo desponsare te et ducere te in uxorem’. Agnes: ‘tunc volo
habere te in maritum [meum]’. T2 (the brother): Both: ‘volo habere te’. T1 (on recall): ‘I will wede the’.

307. Ch 5, n. 53: Agnes: Vos scitis bene quod certis vicibus quando me instanter ad carnalem copulam excitasti
promisisti mihi quod si vellem vos permittere me carnaliter cognoscere ducereretis me in uxorem vestram.
William: Hoc fateor bene et quicquid tibi ante hec tempora promisi bono animo adimplebo. The Latin syntax
of Agnes’s accusation is somewhat more tortured than that of my English translation. I am assuming that there
were two “woulds” in what Agnes said, and that the clerk chose to render one with vellem and the infinitive
and the other with an imperfect subjunctive.

308. Ch 5, n. 55: Hence, there is not only the ambiguity that in modern English is sometimes resolved by
distinguishing between ‘I shall’ (future) and ‘I will’ (emphatic), but also the ambiguity in the Middle English
word ‘wed’, the not-yet-forgotten base meaning of which is ‘pledge’.

309. Ch 5, n. 56: This seems to differ from Horsley c Cleveland (at n. 121), where the court was willing to
render a judgment in favor of the marriage when one of the witnesses testified to volo habere te and the other
to ducam te (intercourse had concededly followed).

310. Ch 5, n. 59: He is called vicar general of Richmond in the record, but Fasti Revised has him as archdeacon
of Richmond from 1442 to 1450. I am inclined to think that it is the record that is mistaken.

311. Ch 5, n. 61: See Donahue, “What Causes Fundamental Legal Ideas.” Indeed, the absence of charters
might have helped Christine, for in this period charters, also called ‘jointure’, were sometimes used to limit
the amount of property a widow might claim.

312. Ch 5, n. 62: In Thomeson c Belamy (1362), CP.E.85, a threat by the defendant’s great-uncle that he would
put her in a fountain or a well was apparently deemed insufficient; in Marrays c Rouclif (1365), CP.E.89, both
physical threats (again, “I’ll put you down a well”) and property threats (deprivation of dowry) were alleged,
but the court may not have believed them. See Ch 4, at nn. 48–55.

313. Ch 5, n. 64: Schirburn c Schirburn (1451–2), CP.F.187, comes close, but the principal issue in that case
was not force but consanguinity.

314. Ch 5, n. 68: I have not seen these depositions and am relying on the transcription in Helmholz, Marriage
Litigation, 93 n. 72. See id., 92–3.

315. Ch 5, n. 72: One witness says 37 other men, i.e., that the party consisted of 40 men. Two other witnesses
put the number at 14, and I suspect that the clerk who recorded the first witness made an aural mistake. The
story makes more sense if it was only 14.

316. Ch 5, n. 74: Alicia quid facitis hic? Estis vos in voluntate habendo Thomam Peron in maritum vestrum?

317. Ch 5, n. 75: Per fidem meam ego volo habere istum Thomam in maritum meum . . . non requisito vel
non adhibito consensu parentum meorum vel alicuius alterius.
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318. Ch 5, n. 76: sub potestate et gubernacione Thome et eidem in hac parte adherencium.

319. Ch 5, n. 79: C.36 q.2. (The text has considerable complexities that we must pass over in order to save
space. Suffice it say that it is not completely clear that in this situation the choice of the woman, as opposed
to that of the father, makes any difference.)

320. Ch 5, n. 81: I have been unable to find a contemporary discussion of this issue. In the sixteenth century,
Tomás Sánchez argued that even if the rapta was not released, she could still freely consent, but he recognized
that others argued differently under the pre-Tridentine law. Sánchez, Disputationes de matrimonio, 7.12 nu. 42,
p. 2:51a–b. He was, however, writing after Trent, sess. 24, Canones super reformatione circa matrimonium,
c. 6, in Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, 2:758, had, in his view, restored the old rule found in Gratian’s
C.36 q.2, that the rapta had to be released in order for her consent to be valid.

321. Ch 5, n. 85: On Thornton’s duplication to Dale’s replication to the factum contrarium that both he
and Agnes put in, and on his exception to Dale’s witnesses to his exception against Thornton’s and Agnes’s
previous witnesses.

322. Ch 5, n. 86: Dale’s libel, replication, and triplication are all missing, although we know that they
existed. We also know that there were witnesses on all three because Agnes and John file an exception against
them.

323. Ch 5, n. 87: The lament, for example, that she is alleged to have said to them (“Oh men, what are you
planning to do with me. Alas, that I left the city of York today. Alas, that I arose from my bed today. [Alas,
that] my father begot me or that my mother brought me into the world.”) strikes me as more likely to have
been something that she wished she had said on the occasion, rather than what she did say. Latin in Helmholz,
Marriage Litigation, 7 n. 2.

324. Ch 5, n. 89: This could be a divorce action brought by Alice, but both the fact that it seems to be in the
York court as a matter of first instance and the way in which Alice’s witnesses tell her story suggest that this
is a defense to action for restoration of conjugal rights.

325. Ch 5, n. 90: The dating in this case is unusually confused. I am assuming that the witnesses got it right
and the clerk got it wrong, or at least confused, but this may not be so.

326. Ch 5, n. 94: According to one witness, she said: “Cosyn I am getyn fro Roger Talbot now and I beseke
you for his love þat dyed on yode f[rida] for to convey me to Sir John’ Pudsay. For I will never com in his
felyship ageyn to dye for it.”

327. Ch 5, n. 95: One of them, for example, says that dawn came at five in the morning on a January day in
Lancashire. One does not need to consult an almanac to know that that cannot be right.

328. Ch 5, n. 97: The case was heard by summary procedure, and the witnesses on William’s case in chief may
have been heard after Esota had put in her factum contrarium.

329. Ch 5, n. 99: According to Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 90 n. 56, the marriage was celebrated in facie
ecclesie. I do not see that in these depositions, but it may be in others.

330. Ch 5, n. 101: hic accipio te Johannem in maritum meum si permittam te de cetero me carnaliter cognoscere
si uncquam habeam aliquem virum in maritum meum et ad hoc do tibi fidem meam.

331. Ch 5, n. 102: Because records from the lower-level ecclesiastical courts have survived (there is, for example,
a quite full record of the dean and chapter’s peculiar jurisdiction from this period), we have a tendency to
think that all such courts kept records that have now been lost. The testimony here, and the Beverley cases of
the fourteenth century (Merton c Midelton [Ch 2, at nn. 8–10]; Routh c Strie [Ch 4, at nn. 131–3]), suggest
that that was not necessarily the case, or that the record, like the clerk’s recollection, was only of the names
and penances imposed. The processus has been read under ultraviolet light, and it seems unlikely that there
was enough space in the illegible places for the clerk to have confirmed that Matilda made the drunkenness
claim.

332. Ch 5, n. 103: As noted, portions of the processus are illegible, but it looks as if Matilda asked that
Mr Robert Ragenhill, an advocate who happened to be present in court, be assigned to her as her advocate
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and that he declined to serve on the ground that ipsa Matildis fovebat et defendebat causam iniustam. Cf.
Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 153–4.

333. Ch 5, n. 105: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 176–7, suggests that the defense was legally valid, and he
cites a manuscript treatise in the Inner Temple (n. 77) that supports him. He has not got the end of the case
right, however; the composition for a money payment to which he refers (177) took place in the court of the
dean of Christianity before the proceedings in the court of York.

334. Ch 5, n. 109: This may be the first time that the words the parties exchanged are given in English. This
will become the invariable practice in the second half of the century.

335. Ch 5, n. 111: He may have been thinking about it. His ordination took place in the Minorite convent.
We will suggest, however, that it is more likely than not that the relationship was consummated.

336. Ch 5, n. 112: Consent was necessary (and under some versions of the rule, entry into the religious life by
the consenting party), if one of the parties to a marriage wished to espouse the religious life after the marriage
had been consummated. No statement of the rule that I know of would have allowed the man to take orders
as a secular cleric, either unilaterally before intercourse or, with consent, after it.

337. Ch 5, n. 120: These cases have some parallels to Fossard c Calthorne (Ch 4, at nn. 168–9), but it is far
less plausible that that case revealed wrongdoing by Calthorne, a York proctor.

338. Ch 5, n. 122: T1: Thomas: per fidem meam volo habere vos in uxorem meam et ad hoc do vobis fidem
meam. Agnes: hic accipio vos magistrum Thomam in maritum meum et ad hoc do vobis fidem meam. T2:
Thomas: hic fides mea ducam vos in uxorem meam.

339. Ch 5, n. 123: si non habebo te nunqam habebo aliquam mulierem in uxorem . . . si contingat me ducere
aliquam mulierem in uxorem ducam te.

340. Ch 5, n. 125: We may wonder why Thomas admitted to the intercourse. (He tried not to. To the first
two allegations of intercourse in Agnes’s positions, he replies dubito. Then there is one to which he replies
inopportune est superfluum tunc credo. Three more occasions receive the answer superfluum. But a final charge
meets with the response: inopportune et obscurum tunc credo. This was apparently enough of a concession,
because Agnes introduced no testimony on the issue, and the sentence in her favor pretty clearly depends on a
finding of intercourse.) We have suggested in some cases that such an admission had an element of machismo
about it. In Thomas’s case, I suspect either that even his conscience would not allow him to deny it, or that he
knew that the evidence of it was so powerful that if he put Agnes to proving it, it would just make him look
worse.

341. Ch 5, n. 129: dicta Katerina in faciem predicti magistri Ricardi vultu tristi respexit cui ipse Ricardus
protinus respondebat ‘coniugatus potest uti capucio et tabardo penulatis’.

342. Ch 5, n. 134: Whitheved c Crescy (Ch 4, nn. 51–3) clearly does not involve an arranged marriage, nor do
the four abduction cases in the fifteenth century (at nn. 70–97), with possible exception of Oddy c Donwell
(at nn. 96–7).

343. Ch 5, n. 135: Excluding the abjuration cases, but adding to the numbers given in Ch 4, at nn. 54–5,
the two-party de futuro cases and those involving an uncertain form of marriage, none of which show any
evidence of third-party involvement. Caution: These percentages should not be cumulated with those for the
force and nonage cases; that would involve a considerable amount of double counting. Indeed, in the case of
the fourteenth century, the overlap is virtually complete.

344. Ch 5, n. 137: These numbers almost certainly understate the number of such cases for the fifteenth century,
granted the more skimpy nature of the documentation in that century and the presence of cases (discussed later)
where the behavior of the parties can only be explained if we assume that outsiders were attempting to influence
their marital choice. The cases for the fifteenth century are (1) arranged marriages: Porter c Ruke (1418–20),
CP.F.84; Astlott c Louth (1422), CP.F.46 (?); Pulayn c Neuby (1423–4), CP.F.137 (?); Webster c Tupe (1425–
6), CP.F.159; Threpland c Richardson (1428–32), CP.F.96; Thweyng c Fedyrston (1436), CP.F.119; Berwick c
Frankiss (1441–2), CP.F.223; Garforth and Blayke c Nebb (1449–50), CP.F.184, 185; Chew c Cosyn (1453–
4), CP.F.189; Inkersale c Beleby (1466), CP.F.242; Pereson c Pryngill (1474), CP.F.354; Suthell c Gascoigne
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(1477), CP.F.345; Smyth c Dalling (1485), CP.F.268; (2)(a) outside opposition: Peron c Newby (1414–15),
CP.F.68; Walker c Kydde (1418–19), CP.F.79; Fraunceys c Kelham (1422–3), CP.F.140; Wistow c Cowper
(1491), CP.F.280; (2)(b) outside support: Kichyn c Thomson (1411–12), CP.F.42; Carvour c Burgh (1421),
CP.F.129; Tailor c Reder (1437), CP.F.120; Wryght c Dunsforth (1439), CP.F.181; Capper c Guy (1441),
CP.F.227; Williamson c Haggar (1465), CP.F.336.

345. Ch 5, n. 141: I suspect that it was Thomas, and not his proctor, who furnished the answers because there
are variations in the answers that suggest personal knowledge of the person making them. A proctor would
probably have answered all the positions with non credit or non credit ut ponitur.

346. Ch 5, n. 149: A possible exception is ‘Wesbery’, which if it is Westby, Yorks, WR, is near Gisburn (now
Lancs), on the other side of Pennines, but the identification is uncertain, and it is possible that Thomas Popely
also had lands closer to Soothill.

347. Ch 5, n. 150: Pilkyngton was a favorite of Edward IV, first described in the records as ‘king’s esquire’
and then as ‘king’s knight’. (He may previously have been in the service of Edward’s father, Richard of York.)
He appears continuously in the Chancery rolls for Edward’s reign, from Edward’s accession in 1461 to his
(Pilkyngton’s) death in 1479. He received a number of grants of forfeitures from the king, served on numerous
royal commissions, purchased the reversion of the office of forester and steward of Wakefield, and was JP
for the West Riding for almost the entire period. See CPR (1467–77), p. 20 (royal grantee as king’s esquire
of a forfeiture of lands in Yorks, 24.vii.67); id., p. 261 (now a knight, granted the reversion of the office of
constable of Sandal, master forester of Wakefield, and steward of Wakefield, by the feoffees of Richard late
duke of York, 5.vii.71); id., p. 198, 221, 408, etc. (various commissions); id., p. 638, id., (1477–85), p. 580
(JP for Yorks, WR); CFR (1471–85), p. 151, no. 450 (writ diem clausit extremum issued 31.xii.79).

Stapleton was not so prominent, but is equally easy to identify. He appears in inquisitions post mortem in
the reign of Henry VII as a feoffee of various persons of lands in Yorkshire, the feoffments having been made
during the reign of Edward IV. During that reign he witnesses deeds of the Fairfax family of Yorkshire lands.
He held lands in Cumberland of the Lord Dacre and in Westmoreland of Ralph de Graystoke. He served once
as a commissioner of array in YW during the reign of Edward IV. See, e.g., CIPM (1485–97), no. 165, p. 77
(feoffee in 1476); no. 541, pp. 225–6 (same, 1478); no. 998, p. 420 (same, 1477); CCR (1468–76), no. 1114,
p. 306 (witnesses deed of Thomas Fairfax, 27.xi.73); id. (1476–1485), no. 597, p. 169 (witnesses deed of
Guy Fairfax, 26.ix.1474); id., no. 731, p. 214 (same, 4.xii.78); CIPM (1485–97), no. 157, p. 69 (land in
Cumberland of Lord Dacre); id., no. 432, p. 183 (in Westmoreland of Ralph de Graystoke); CPR (1467–77),
p. 190 (comm’r of array in Yorks, WR, 2.iii.70).

348. Ch 5, n. 151: Woodroff died on 20 October 1487. His inquisition post mortem (which describes him as
“esquire”) shows that he held both the manor of Woolley and that of Langthwaite (Yorks, WR) of the king
as of the duchy of Lancaster, and he had substantial other land holdings. His heir, Richard, was 40 when
his father died. CIPM (1485–97), no. 256, p. 113. That means that his statement in his deposition (taken
in 1477) that he is 53 is probably accurate. John, too, served on various royal commissions and as JP in the
West Riding; he is once mentioned as escheator for the county of York. CPR (1467–77), pp. 190, 408, 490
(commissions); p. 638 (JP); p. 103 (escheator).

In 1475, Nevill, along with Sir William Stapleton, the mayor and recorder of York, received a royal commis-
sion as justices for the city and county of York to survey the waters of the Ouse, the Humber, and a number of
other rivers concerning the weirs, mills, stanks, piles, and kiddles and to hear and determine things according
to the statute passed in the previous Parliament. Id., p. 572. He served as commissioner of array in the West
Riding in 1480, and is probably to be identified with the John Nevill, kt, who received similar commissions
in 1484 and two appointments as JP for the West Riding. Id. (1476–1485), pp. 214, 397, 492, 580.

349. Ch 5, n. 155: On 18 October 1468, a Thomas Gascoigne late of Hovingham in Ryedale, Yorks, yeoman,
along with John Gascoigne late of the same, barker, Agnes Gascoigne of the same, widow, and William
Gascoigne of the same, husbandman, were pardoned for outlawry for failure to appear before the Common
Bench to answer a plea of trespass. CPR (1467–77), p. 74. It seems most likely that these people were all
related to one another; they are not identified with the West Riding, and a rise from ‘yeoman’ to ‘gentleman’
does not seem likely in the period from 1468 to 1476.
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350. Ch 5, n. 157: Id., p. 144 (9.x.1469) does have William Gascoigne called a knight in a Yorkshire debt
case. I think this is probably the same man, but I’m inclined to think that it is an instance of ‘hype’. The
appointment documents are more reliable in this regard.

351. Ch 5, n. 159: Id., p. 204. The places mentioned are ‘Harwood’ (probably, Harewood, Yorks, WR),
which contained within it a now-lost Towhouses (probably the ‘Thwhouse’ of the record) and a now-lost
Gawthorpe Manor (Place-names West Riding, 4:180–3); Lofthouse (in Rothwell, Yorks, WR), and Wyke (in
Bardsey and Harewood, Yorks, WR). Neither the editors of the Patent Rolls nor I can identify ‘Wardeley’; it
may be a corruption of West Ardsley, Yorks, WR. The Harewood holdings are close to Lazencroft, while the
more southern holdings are close to Soothill.

352. Ch 5, n. 160: Which of the two depends on whether “I will have” is taken as the equivalent of volo
habere (normally taken as de presenti) or habebo (always taken as de futuro).

353. Ch 5, n. 164: nolite suspirare quia istud pactum est unum de melioribus pactis quod unquam fecistis –
deus [ita] concedat.

354. Ch 5, n. 165: Ego vos libenter habere vos in maritum meum ita quod vultis me nubere et tunc ducere in
domum meam propriam hic in villa de Thurn.

355. Ch 5, n. 168: dictus Nicholaus post premissa dicte Johanne unum nobile auri ut uxori sue tradidit et
liberavit, que quidem Johanna huiusmodi nobile a dicto Nicholao ut a marito suo recepit et habuit in usus
suos pro suo libito voluntatis convertit.

356. Ch 5, n. 169: dictus Nicholaus prefate Johanne de visu et noticia ipsius iurati dedit et liberavit unum
nobile dicens eidem Johanne huiusmodi nobile recipere recusanti sub hac forma ‘Johanna istud nobile vobis
do tamquam uxori mee quia q[uod] est meum est vestrum et si vixero vos habetis centum plura’.

357. Ch 5, n. 171: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 48–9 and n. 86, suggests that the nonperformance of
the dotal contract was an issue in the marriage case, and he uses it to illustrate the proposition that the
marriage contract is not conditional on the performance of the property agreement unless it is expressly so
made conditional. He may be right, but since we lack any defense or anything on behalf of the second actor,
it is hard to tell what the real issues were.

358. Ch 5, n. 174: ipse iuratus a predicto Rogero quesivit per fidem in corpore suo an potuit invenire in corde
suo habere dictam Katerinam ibidem presentem in uxorem suam.

359. Ch 5, n. 175: vis tu tunc habere istam Katerinam in uxorem tuam – vis tu habere istum Rogerum in
maritum tuum – ipse iuratus fecit potum eis deferri et ipsos Rogerum et Katerinam in signum huiusmodi
contractus simul bibere – ex communi consensu ipsarum partium et principalium amicorum suorum banna
inter ipsas [partes] in ecclesia sua parochialia ut moris est fuerunt publice edita, etc.

360. Ch 5, n. 180: infames infamia iuris et facti ac tales qui de iure intestabiles sunt ac nota infamie notorie
sunt respersi pro eo et ex eo quod ipsi fuerunt et sunt publici minstralli et publici Joculatores ac huiusmodi
minstrallorum et Joculatorum officium mercedis causa et inhoneste exercuerunt et exercent, etc.

361. Ch 5, n. 181: The base text is D.3.2.2.5, qualified by D.3.2.3, 4pr–1. D.3.2.2.5 v◦ definit (Lyon, 1604),
col. 341, says flatly: omnes ioculatores sunt infames, scilicet ipso iure.

362. Ch 5, n. 184: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 133, suggests the former; I am inclined to think that it is
the latter. Helmholz is also convinced that Agnes’s parents were the third parties involved. That is, of course,
possible, but they are not mentioned, and Agnes’s status as a widow makes it somewhat less likely that it is
her parents, as opposed to her amici, who are involved.

363. Ch 5, n. 187: There are a number of Biltons, but the one meant here is probably the one near Kirk
Hammerton. William’s father came from Whixley, which is close by.

364. Ch 5, n. 192: This can work both ways: In Cook c Richardson (1407–8), CP.F.28, William Richard-
son’s father is alleged to have said that he’d sooner kill William than have him have Agnes Cook as his
wife.
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365. Ch 5, n. 193: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 86, suggests there was a dispute about this dispensation. I
do not see that in this record.

366. Ch 5, n. 207: E.g., Porter c Ruke (at nn. 163–5); Scargill and Robinson c Park (Ch 4, at n. 212); Goldberg,
Women, Work, 245; Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 47–50.

367. Ch 5, n. 215: Interrogatus insuper ob quam causam huiusmodi contractus fuit tam diu concelatus di[cit]
quia predictus Ricardus ab ipso iurato instanter desideravit ut quamdiu posset premissa si[bi] conservare vellet,
ne ad aures certorum consanguineorum et amicorum predicte Margarete in contrario laborare volencium
perveniat.

368. Ch 5, n. 217: The case he has in mind is Lematon c Shirwod (n. 233), the only case, urban or rural, in
the cause papers in which the would-be husband found it necessary to sue his prospective father-in-law. But
that is not the only case in which urban parents can be found opposing their daughter’s marriage. Astlott c
Louth (n. 227) is another example, and whether it was parents or relatives who were opposing Agnes Nakirer’s
marriage to John Kent in Thorp and Kent c Nakirer (n. 179) we cannot tell, but certainly someone connected
with Agnes was. But the important point is that obvious opposition is not the only way that we can tell that
parents and other social superiors are involved in marriage choice. See Table 5.1, and the following discussion.

369. Ch 5, n. 218: Of course, as we have previously argued, that does not mean that they were not there. But
the records are sufficiently full that it is unlikely that they are lurking in the background of most of the cases,
perhaps not even in a substantial proportion.

370. Ch 5, n. 219: Romundeby c Fischelake (Ch 4, at n. 68); Chapelayn c Cragge (Ch 4, at nn. 2–21);
Layremouth and Holm c Stokton (Ch 4, at nn. 184–6) (including a discussion of Goldberg’s views on the
case); Spuret and Gillyn c Hornby (Ch 4, at nn. 187–90) (including a discussion of Goldberg’s views on the
case); Scargill and Robinson c Park (Ch 4, at n. 212); Garthe and Neuton c Waghen (Ch 4, at nn. 205–6);
Huntyngton c Munkton (Ch 4, at nn. 215–24).

371. Ch 5, n. 220: Berwick c Frankiss (at nn. 38–41); Haryngton c Sayvell (at nn. 58–66); Foghler and Barker
c Werynton (n. 234).

372. Ch 5, n. 228: Ella, Kirk, East and West, are today in the suburbs of Hull on the west. Since Beverley is
almost due north of Hull, it seems a bit odd that this would have been the way to get to Ella in the Middle
Ages, but perhaps we should imagine a leisurely Sunday stroll. Agnes’s activity is suggestive of how rural and
urban blend in late medieval Yorkshire.

373. Ch 5, n. 229: The word normally means ‘weaver’, and one does not think of medieval weavers as being
men of substance, though it is possible that he did fancy weaving, as in weaving of tapestry. Latham, s.v., also
reports a confusion of textor and tector, in which case we might imagine that he was a roofer or thatcher.

374. Ch 5, n. 230: This sister is a bit of a puzzle because elsewhere we are told that Agnes is an only child
and stands to be her father’s heir. Perhaps the sister was a half sister. See n. 232. Goldberg, Women, Work,
274, has John promising to bring Agnes’s father a goose for dinner in order to win him over to the contract.
The only goose that I can find in these depositions is the one that John, his mother, and stepfather ate at their
dinner on the day of the contract at ‘Beverlaygate’.

375. Ch 5, n. 231: John would seem to have been a dealer in onions and garlic (sepas et allium), though, once
again, it is hard to see how one could have acquired a fortune as considerable as is attributed to him in that
business.

376. Ch 5, n. 232: As Goldberg (ibid.) concedes. The account of this case in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 32–
3 and n. 33, emphasizes that people thought of the exchange of present consent as being only an “engagement.”
The point is well enough taken and could have been reinforced by the fact that what Agnes was seeking before
John went abroad was not an exchange of present consent, as Helmholz has it (they had already done that),
but solemnization. The case is not in the act books, but in 1426 in ConsAB.2, fol. 81v, an Agnes Louth and
William Halton confess a clandestine marriage and do penance for it. This may be a different Agnes Louth. In
the following year, a John Astlott sues a John Louth and Alice, widow of John Vile of Kingston upon Hull, in
a testamentary case. Cons.AB.2, fols. 86v, 87v, 90r, 92v, 94r, 94v; York Minster Archives, M/2(1)e, fol. 28r,
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28v. This certainly looks as if our John Astlott is suing Agnes’s parents, and the most obvious reason why he
would be doing so in a testamentary case would be that he had succeeded in marrying Agnes. That, in turn,
suggests that though Agnes is called Louth, she may have been the daughter of John Vile, with John Louth
being her stepfather.

377. Ch 5, n. 233: As Goldberg, Women, Work, 247, 262, 274, recognizes. He emphasizes that the case is
late and that it is the only such urban case. It is certainly the only such case (rural or urban) in the York cause
papers that employs this form of action. It is certainly not the only urban case where a couple encountered
parental opposition, as an examination of the preceding cases shows. It may be the most blatant example of
such opposition, but, then again, rural cases like Wistow c Cowper (at nn. 191–3) are also rare.

378. Ch 5, n. 234: Two of the depositions in Barker’s case are printed in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation,
224–8, from the former CP.F.127. Helmholz was unaware of the related depositions and sentence in CP.F.74,
but he rightly inferred from the act book that sentence was rendered against Barker. Cf. id., 92, 221.

379. Ch 5, n. 236: Goldberg, Women, Work, 260, contrasts this case with rural marriage-and-divorce actions
where an established partnership is at stake. Had he distinguished between competitor actions and marriage-
and-divorce actions, he would have seen that the latter can also be found in an urban context. E.g., Kirkby c
Helwys and Newton (at n. 246). His statement that the marriage with Foghler was subsequent to that with
Barker and with Baune’s approval is, so far as I can tell, simply wrong.

380. Ch 5, n. 238: eadem Agnes ad excitacionem certorum inimicorum ipsius Roberti subtraxit cor suum ab
ipso Roberto ac noluit servare pactum inter eos.

381. Ch 5, n. 239: innanum [sic, ?read invanum] laboraret si spem haberet de ducendo ipsam in uxorem
suam quo [read either quia or ex eo quod] uxor fuit Johannis Skirpenbek Cordwener et eum vellet habere in
maritum suum ac nomine arrarum contractus matrimonialis habiti inter eos ut dixit eadem Agnes recepit et
habuit ex donacione ipsius Johannis dimidium quarterium frumenti.

382. Ch 5, n. 240: For the questionable nature of this officer’s jurisdiction over marriage cases, see Helmholz,
Marriage Litigation, 177. What happened here, however, if it happened at all, seems to have been informal.

383. Ch 5, n. 241: Tuncque ut dicit predictus Robertus Lede respondens dixit quod exquo predicta Agnes
dixit et affirmavit se esse uxor Johannis Skirpenbeck non esset nec est intencionis sue quoquomodo desiderare
uxorem alterius et ideo ut idem Robertus asseruit noluit super huiusmodi materia ulterius laborare sed eam
totaliter dimmittere prout dixit.

384. Ch 5, n. 243: ipse fuit apud monasterium beati Petri Ebor’ et ibidem fuit inventum et declaratum quod
eadem Agnes fuit mulier libera et soluta ab omni contractu matrimoniali pretenso habito cum Roberto Lede
ita quod posset contrahere matrimonialiter aliunde ad placitum suum.

385. Ch 5, n. 244: quibus sic dictis ipse iuratus et dictus Johannes Hagas executores testamenti Willelmi Miton
nuper mariti ipsius Agnetis defuncti tunc ibidem dixerunt et minabantur Agneti quod nisi caperet in maritum
suum Johannem Skirpenbek ipsi executores facerent ipsam incurrere detrimentum xxti marcarum.

386. Ch 5, n. 248: Goldberg, Women, Work, 219, reports that one witness made a deathbed confession that
he was suborned. It might be better to say that Alice’s brother says that the witness made this confession,
and since the witness was now dead and no one else was in the room, it was quite safe for the brother to say
so. Alice Ness, the other witness, does not confess to having been suborned. She does not appear. Again, the
brother says that she confessed to having been suborned, and two witnesses testify to a payment of 40 shillings
(not pence, as Goldberg would have it) made on her behalf, which is at least consistent with the subornation
story.

387. Appendix e5.1: Elizabeth daughter of John Suthell (Sothell) junior of Lazencroft c Thomas Gascoigne,
gentleman

(i) In primis ponit et probare intendit dictus procurator1 nomine procuratorio quod per dies aliquot
ante contractum matrimonialem initum inter prefatos Thomam Gascongne generosum et Elizabetham

1 No proctor has been named, suggesting that this is a copy of a document without the heading.
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Suthell filiam naturalem et legitimam Johannis Sothell junioris de Lasyngcroft idem Johannes veniebat
ad dictum Thomam Gascongne usque villam de Cawthorn desiderans ab eo tot annos sibi ab ipso
concedendos in firma certarum terrarum et tenementorum inter eosdem Johannem et Thomam tunc
specificatos quot concessos a patre dicti Thome prius obtinuit unacum feodo a patre sibi concesso pro
collectione certarum firmarum. x-Pars rea fatetur.-x Responsio: Fatetur adventum Johannis Sothell
ad villam de Cawthorn et desiderium eius de firma terrarum. Desiderium tamen feodi negat.

(ii) Item ponit quod Thomas firmiter promisit se locaturum et ad firmam dimissurum predicto Johanni
eadem terras et tenementa pro tot annis post paternam mortem quot a patre concessos habuit in
terris et tenementa que ab eodem Johanne ad tunc erant specificata et feodum eciam memoratum
sepedictum [quod] Johanni concessit post patris mortem ut prius in vita annuatim persolvendum.
Responsio: Non credit ut ponitur.

(iii) Item quod incontinenti post promissiones et concessiones predictas prefatus Johannes nomine arrarum
tradidit dicto Thome viginti denarios. Responsio: Fatetur recepcionem xx d. sed de promissione et
concessione factis nomine arrarum non credit.

(iv) Item quod statim post huiusmodi arrarum traditionem iidem Thomas et Johannes collocuti fuerunt de
matrimonio contrahendo inter dictos [sic] Thomam et Elizabetham filiam Johannis Sothell antedicti.
Responsio: Non credit ut ponitur.

(v) Item quod adtunc dictus Thomas asserebat se in tantum diligere prefatam Elizabetham quod pocius
cum ipsa quam cum aliqua alia muliere maritari affectabat. Responsio: Non credit.

(vi) Item quod mox post prolacionem verborum ultimo dictorum iidem Thomas et Johannes concordati
erant ad sibi invicem obviandum apud domum Agnetis Tonge vidue de Birstall pro communicacione
inter eos habenda de matrimonio inter prefatos Thomam et Elizabetham contrahendo. Responsio:
Non credit x-ut ponitur-x.

(vii) Item quod in eadem occasione prefatus Johannes interrogabat dictum Thomam an adtunc erat prout
prius in proposito contrahendi matrimonium cum Elizabetha antedicta. Responsio: Non credit ut
ponitur.

(viii) Item quod postquam ut prefertur idem Thomas interrogatus erat ipse Thomas incontinenti respondit
se velle matrimonium contrahere cum prefata Elizabetha et cum nulla alia muliere. Responsio: Non
credit.

(ix) Item quod item ponit quod iidem [sic, read idem] Johannes immediate post eorum verborum pro-
lacionem dedit prefato Thome xx d monete anglie sub ea condicione quod ipse Thomas dictam
Elizabetham acciperet in uxorem. Responsio: Credit recepcionem denariorum sed non credit condi-
cionem.

(x) Item quod inter festos sancti Martini in hyeme ad annum ultimo elapsum et festum purificacionis
Beate Marie proximo tunc sequens prefatus Thomas affectione maritali accessum habuit frequenter
continuatim ad domum habitacionis predicti Johannis vocati Lasyngcroft in eadem domo ad suum
beneplacitum pluries pernoctando. Responsio: Credit accessum non tamen affectionem maritalem et
non credit aliqualem pernoctationem infra idem tempus.

(xi) Item quod Alicia mater naturalis et legitima prefati Elizabethe durante tempore accessus sui predicti
prefatum Thomam sic fuit allocuta: “Cosyn Thomas my husband has told to me that he made mocion
unto you for matrimony to be had between you and Elizabeth my doghter and I besich you plainly
tell my [sic] hou my said doghter pleseth you in that behalf and wheder ye intend to hir to your wyfe
or no.” Responsio: Non credit.

(xii) Item quod idem Thomas incontinenti post dictam interrogacionem eidem Alicie respondebat sub hac
verborum forma: “I lyke her well and by þe2 trouth in my body I shall wed hir if ever I wed any
woman.” Responsio: Non credit.

(xiii) Item quod eadem Alicia incontinenti post prolacionem verborum ultimo predictorum donavit eidem
Thome xx d sub ea condicione quod dictam Elizabethm acciperet in uxorem. Responsio: Credit
donacionem denariorum absque condicione.3

2 The thorn looks more like a y, but a thorn must be intended; later transcriptions of thorns look much more like thorns.
3 m. 2 begins here; a start on the number xiiii is found on the dorse of m. 1.
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(xiv) Item quod idem Thomas ab eadem Alicia dictos denarios sub dicta condicione ?gratuite [ms. may
read gratuiter, but that would be a very unusual form] accepit. Responsio: Credit recepcionem absque
condicione.

(xv) Item quod quadam die circiter festum exaltacionis sancte Crucis ultimo preteritum prefatus [Thomas]
ex mero motu suo absque requisicione aut rogatu prefati Johannis aut Alicie uxoris sue memorate
venit ad manerium vulgariter vocatum Sothelhall ubi adtunc manebit Johannes Sothall avus dicte
Elizabethe cum quo avo adtunc prandebat idem Thomas. Responsio: Credit ut ponitur.

(xvi) Item quod prandio predicto finito prefatus Johannes Sothell avus prefate Elizabethe prefato Thome
verba protulit subsequencia: “Cosyn Thomas I understand by relacion of my son John þt4 he and ye
have had sad5 communicacioun for matrimony to be had betwene you and my cosyn his daughter
Elizabeth, and if it so pleas you and hir fader it shall cost me6 C marcas of myn own purs rather or
your purpose and pleser therin be broken.” Responsio: Credit ut ponitur.

(xvii) Item quod ad dicta verba prefatus Thomas respondebat ut sequitur: I trow we shall agre. Responsio:
Non credit.

(xviii) Item quod die martis proximo ante festum sancti Michaelis ultimo preteritum venit dictus Thomas
ad domum dicti Johannis patris Elizabethe predicte et ubi promisit ad obviandum eidem Johanni
apud Waikfeld die veneris proximo ante dictum festum Michaelis pro conclusione facienda super
matrimoniali contractu predicto, ubi de facto obviaverunt ipsi duo cum aliis generosis, viz. Johanne
Nevill de Lewerseth, Johanne wodroff de Wolley7 Thoma Lacy de Caiwaiwell Bothom cum certis aliis
generosis ubi promiserunt iterum obviare die iovis proximo tunc sequente apud manerium vocatum
Sothelhall ad finaliter concludendum super dicto matrimonio et ceteris omnibus illud matrimonium
concernentibus.8 Responsio: Credit obviam ibidem, non tamen credit causam obvie ut ponitur et
credit promissum de obvia habenda die iovis posito.

(xix) Item quod post huiusmodi obviacionem factam apud Wakefeld et assignacionem diei iovis proximo
sequentis qua die convenerunt apud Sothelhall interim misit dictus Johannes Sothell dicto Thome
Gascoigne quendam vocatum Robertum Wilson servientem eiusdem ut diceret dicto Thome in nomine
dicti Johannis quod non veneret nisi vellet perimplere suum promissum super matrimonio predicto
finaliter concludendo. Responsio: Non credit.

(xx) Item quod eodem die iovis adveniente venit dictus Thomas ad Sothelhall predictum et ibi promisit cum
Johanne Sothell Seniore et dicto Johanne Sotehll filio eiusdem cum Johanne Wodroff, Thoma Lascy,
Henrio rokley de Ledes Thoma Popely de Wesbery9 et multis aliis generosis qui eodem die prandio
finito inierunt concilium sub quadam quercu extra portas dicti manerii de Sothelhall ubi adtunc
communicacionem et tractatum de matrimonio inter predictos Thomam Gascoigne et Elizabetham
contrahendo adinvicem habuerunt. Responsio: Credit ut ponitur.

(xxi) Item quod finitis communicacione et tractatu predictis prefati Thomas Gascoigne et Johannes Sothell
Junior promiserunt fide sua media data in manus dicti Johannis Wodroff ad firmiter standum ordina-
cioni et arbitrio octo Generosorum de et super feoffamento dicte Elizabethe et pecunie summa dicto
Thome danda cum eadem/10 viz. domini Johannis Pilkyngton militis Johannis Wodroff Thome Lascy
et domini Johannis Kent vicarii de Bristal pro parte dicti Johannis Sothell Junioris/ et domini Willelmi
Stapleton militis Nicholai Mare generosi Ricardi Gascoigne et domini Willelmi Wawen capellani pro
parte prefati Thome Gascoigne. Responsio: Credit quod electe fuerunt persone de quibus ponitur non
de et super feoffamento predicto sed de et super matrimonio contrahendo ut cicius manus eorundem
evaderet ad effectum11 ut12 ultra solus cum eisdem non haberet communicacionem.13

4 = ‘that’.
5 = ‘said’.
6 Possibly an et here, but probably just a connector.
7 ?Milley ?Nully.
8 ?concernens.
9 Reading uncertain.

10 The use of the virgula suspensiva (marked with /) here and in a number of places to follow seems significant.
11 Unclear; could be officium.
12 Unclear; could be vel.
13 Probably corrupt. I cannot make much sense of this after the first ut.
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(xxii) Item quod expletis promissis prefati Generosi reversi fuerunt in manerium de Sothelhall predictum
ad quandam perluram in cuius perlure parte australi ipsi stantes ad unum copburd comedebant super
illud unam pastell’ ferine et unum caponem et tunc ibidem vinum biberunt insimul. Responsio: Credit
ut ponitur.

(xxiii) Item quod premissis ut prefertis gestis supradictus Johannes Sothell avus dicte Elizabethe stans in
eadem parlura dixit prefato Thome Gascoigne: “Stand ner Cosyn Thomas.” Et incontinenti dixit
ad Elizabetham: “Stand ner Cosyn Elizabeth.” Quibus Thoma et Elizabetha ad eum tunc pariter
venientibus idem Johannes avus dixit ad prefatum Thomam: “Cosyn Thomas are ye in will to have
this gentilwoman Elizabeth to your wyf?” Cui idem Thomas sic respondit: “Ya, by þe faith of my
body, I will.” Responsio: Non credit ut ponitur sed credit de aliis verbis viz. quod Johannes Sothell
dixit, “Thomas Gascoigne may ye fynd in your hert to have Elizabeth’ Sothell to your wyf,” cui idem
Thomas “I may fynd in my hert to have hir with counsell and advyse of my frendes.” Et ille Johannes
Sothell prefate Elizabethe asseruit: “Elizabeth’ may ye fynd in your hert to have Thomas here to your
husband”/ et credit quod bassa voce dixit quod “sic.”14

(xxiv) Item quod incontinenti post dictum responsum idem Johannes Sothell Senior prefate dixit Elizabethe
sub hac forma: “Elizabeth will you have this gentilam Thomas Gascoigne to yr husband,”/ cui illa
respondit “Ya sir.”/ Et tunc idem Johannes ad eam dixit: “if yu wilt have him to yr husband say by
þe faith of yr body þou wilt have him to yr husband.” Et tunc illa respondit “Ya by þe faith’ of my
body will I” et tunc Johannes Wodroff dixit prefato Thome Gascoigne: “take hir sir and kys hir and I
pray god it be in the best tyme of the yere,” et fecit sic et tunc simul biberunt. Responsio: Non credit
verba ut ponitur sed credit osculum.

(xxv) Item quod istis perimpletis dicto Thome Gascoigne ascendenti equum et equitanti a dicto manerio
de Sothellhall versus locum ubi intendebat pernoctare quidam secum equitans deliberavit unum silk
ryban missum15 sibi a dicta Elizabetha ante istum contractum ut premittitur factum et completum
et sibi oblatum sed non receptum ab ipso adtunc dicente se illud adhuc nolle recipere. Sed post
contractum ut premittitur completum recepit gratanter equitans portatori dicti Ryban’ sic alloquendo
“Ya now I will take it with a good will and were it for his [i.e., my] luf.” Responsio: Credit oblacionem
sed non credit recepcionem.

(xxvi) Item quod premissa sunt vera publica notoria et manifesta in villis et locis predictis et aliisque locis
circumstanciis16 et super hiis ante presentem litem motam laborarunt et laborant publica vox et fama.
Responsio: Credit de creditis non credit de negatis.

388. Ch 6, n. 2: See Donahue, ed., Records 2, 165, and sources cited there. Although I have had reference
to the book itself and to a film of it, the compilation of the statistics in this chapter would not have been
possible had I not had to hand Stentz, Calendar, in both microform and, through the kindness of Dr. Stentz,
digital form. Dr. Stentz is preparing an edition of this book for the Ames Foundation. The pioneering study of
the marriage litigation in this register is Sheehan, “Formation.” Considerable use is also made of it in Aston,
Arundel; Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, and Brundage, Law, Sex.

389. Ch 6, n. 3: The nature of the case is frequently missing from the first entry, perhaps because Foxton wrote
the beginning of the entry before the parties had appeared and before he knew the nature of the case.

390. Ch 6, n. 4: For example: Isabella nuper uxor Johannis Pryme de Trippelowe citata ad dictos diem et
locum coram nobis . . officiali Elien’ ad instanciam Thome Band de Chestreford’ in causa matrimoniali. And
the next entry: Band. In causa matrimoniali coram nobis mota inter Thomam Band de Chestreford’, partem
actricem ex parte una, et Isabellam nuper uxorem Johannis Pryme de Trippelowe, partem ream ex altera, etc.
Band c Pryme (13.ii.76 to 3.vii.76), fol. 39r–50v, fol. 39r, 41v. The full (normally first) citation to cases in
the Ely act book gives the first and last dates on which the case was heard, and a reference to the bracketing
folios, followed, where appropriate, by the folio(s) being discussed. Virtually all cases are continued from
session to session of court. Because it is the best guide to the register, the names correspond to those in Stentz,
Calendar, even where alternatives seem preferable. Hence, the relatively common surname in the book that

14 At bottom of sheet: Vertitur. What follows is on the dorse.
15 j silk ryban miss’. The problem with the extensions, of course, is that the gender of ryban is indeterminate.
16 circum’cinis.
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Stentz transcribes as “Andren” is so given, even though “Andreu” (modernized “Andrew”) seems the more
likely reading. Where I have cited Sheehan, “Formation,” and he gives a different reading, I have placed it in
parentheses. For a careful analysis of the libel in the Band case, see id., 59–60.

391. Ch 6, n. 5: A few begin with an ex officio citation of the appellant, ordering him either to proceed with
the appeal or risk having the case remitted to the judge a quo. These citations were probably prompted by the
appellee, though the entries do not say so.

392. Ch 6, n. 6: In France, these cases are called matters of ‘gracious jurisdiction’ (juridiction gracieuse),
though this is not a term for which I have found warrant in the records.

393. Ch 6, n. 9: There is one more such revocation that is combined with the record of a case. Gilbert,
Plumbery, Harsent and Hykeney c Podyngton (27.ix.79 to 24.ii.80), fol. 121r–131r (fol. 127r: Harsent and
Hykeny revoke a proxy to which they say that they never consented). Many more of these proxies could be
combined with records of cases, but the book is not yet indexed, and a search for the matching case records
did not seem to be worth the time.

394. Ch 6, n. 11: Cf. Office c Gritford; Gritford c Hervy (10.vi.80), fol. 140r, where a woman successfully sues
her accuser in defamation after she has purged herself on an adultery charge before the bishop. See at n. 236.

395. Notes for Table 6.1:
a. Substance indeterminate.
b. Includes 25 ‘straight’ tithes cases.
c. 1 lost goods, 1 theft, 2 usury.
d. Includes 2 where the classification is doubtful.

396. Ch 6, n. 12: Different judgments as to what constitutes a ‘case’ is almost certainly the principal cause of
the discrepancy (which is not great) between the numbers given here and those given in Sheehan, “Formation,”
44 and n. 18: 122 marriage “cases” out of 519 “separate items.”

397. Ch 6, n. 13: A word of caution here: I have examined the marriage cases more carefully than the
cases of other types. It is possible that a more careful study of the other types of cases would result in more
consolidations than I have made here.

398. Ch 6, n. 17: A fifth case, Rolf and Myntemor c Northern (n. 75), begins with an ex officio citation of both
the reclaimer and the couple, but is otherwise indistinguishable from the other four. Sheehan, “Formation,”
46, counts 12 cases all told that arose on reclamation of banns.

399. Ch 6, n. 18: In one, Page c Chapman (n. 49), the reclaimer is not named in this case (it is put in the
passive voice); the couple are cited but not the reclaimer, and the rector of the church where the reclamation
is made is commissioned to conduct an ex officio investigation of the matter. The other, Borewell c Bileye (at
nn. 152–6), begins simply with the citation of the couple before the consistory after reciting the results of the
banns. Other reclamation cases will be treated as office cases, e.g., at nn. 218, 229.

400. Notes for Table 6.3:
a. As in the case of York, so too here, the analysis attempts to get at the core of the claim, rather than simply what

is claimed in the libel or the ex officio article. The numbers differ somewhat from Sheehan, “Formation,”
69, where 60 instance suits and instance appeals are reported (as opposed to 51). The difference is almost
certainly accounted for by the fact that we have treated all three-party actions as one “case.” Sheehan’s
count of 12 for the number of actions in which the plaintiff sought to invalidate a marriage (as opposed to 3
here) is probably to be ascribed to the fact that Sheehan treated appeals from judgments of the archdeacon’s
court that a marriage existed as suits to invalidate. Id., 71. We may reconcile his count of appeals (collateral,
as opposed to direct, attacks on judgments of other courts are not included here as appeals) as follows:
Sheehan, “Formation,” 43 n. 14, reports that 11 matrimonial cases were appealed from the official of
the archdeacon and 1 case that involved an ex officio investigation into a sentence of the archdeacon.
His count misses one instance case: Furblisshor c Gosselyn (17.iii.79 to 22.ix.79), fol. 112r–120r; three
office cases: Office c Bette and Multon (24.iii.75 to 6.iv.75), fol. 24r–26r; Office c Chaundeler and Hostiler
(22.ix.79 to 13.x.79), fol. 120v–121v (a seemingly straightforward adultery case that might not be classified
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as ‘matrimonial’); Office c Galion and Phelip (at nn. 223–7) (two appeals, both counted in the table, to
be consolidated in later discussions), and a collateral attack on the judgment of the archdeacon’s official in
an impotence case (not included in the count in the table): Office c Poynaunt, Swan, Goby and Pybbel (at
nn. 248–54). The remaining appeals in matrimonial cases are from officers other than the archdeacon: one
from the sacristan of the cathedral (Sergeaunt c Clerk (22.vi.75 to 3.iv.76), fol. 26v–44v) and three from
commissaries of the official of Ely: Duraunt and Cakebred (6.vi.76 to 25.x.80), fol. 48r–144v; Anegold
and Schanbery c Grantesden (24.iii.74 to 16.iii.80), fol. 5v–133r (which also involved an appeal from the
archdeacon’s official and will be consolidated in later discussions); Rouse c Smyth (15.iii.80 to 12.xi.81),
fol. 135v–155r. For another case that probably involves an internal appeal, see Pecke and Pyron c Drenge
(n. 95).

b. Only appeals from courts outside the Ely consistory are recorded here. They are all appeals from what
were instance cases in the lower court except for the appeal in the adultery case, the appeal in the case
of divorce on the grounds of precontract, and one of the two-party marriage cases ‘of uncertain form’:
Office c Chaundeler and Hostiler (n. a), Office c Galion and Phelip (n. a), Office c Bette and Multon
(n. a). One instance abjuration case and one instance marriage-and-divorce case involve internal appeals
within the consistory court, as does one of the cases that was also an appeal from the official of the
archdeacon.

c. I.e., the complaint alleges that the couple contracted either by words of the present tense or by words of the
future tense followed by intercourse, and the rest of the case does not tell us which was at stake. Sheehan,
“Formation,” 55, reports that the register contains 30 such ‘formula’ marriage allegations.

d. Includes all cases in which allegations are made that could have led to a decree of divorce on the ground
of precontract, even though in the ex officio cases, some of the charges are for illegal solemnization (of the
second marriage).

e. Includes cases where the action is one of restoration of conjugal rights that is defended by raising issues of
separation.

401. Ch 6, n. 21: In addition to the three cases listed here, there are two cases where a couple are cited for
having contracted marriage informally followed by sexual intercourse (Office c Heneye and Baldok [15.v.77],
fol. 72r; Office c Wolron and Leycestre [2.x.76], fol. 55Ar). They confess the intercourse and deny the contract
and are ordered to abjure each other sub pena nubendi. Abjuration is also ordered at the beginning of Seustere c
Barbour (10.iii.76 to 29.iv.78), fol. 39v–91v, when Thomas Barbour concedes his longtime sexual relationship
with Joan Seustere, although he seemingly denies the contract. (He ultimately loses.) See Sheehan, “Formation,”
67: “This almost Draconian form of contract was not used lightly; it occurs six times in eight years of the
register.” We have found no other examples.

402. Notes for Table 6.4:
a. For an explanation of the categories, see Table 3.3. In that table we reduced the numbers in the subtotals

to reflect cases in which more than one defense was made; here we reduced the numbers at the end. The
numbers given here are somewhat different from those given in the table in Sheehan, “Formation,” 75,
though they are close. Since Sheehan did not reproduce his data set, we can only speculate as to the cause
of the discrepancies. He tells us, for example, that he did not include all the ‘bigamy’ cases among the
precontract cases, unless the claim of precontract was specifically made. Id., 74 n. 141. We have included
all the cases in which two marriages were claimed on the theory that the priority of the contracts has to
be an issue. In other cases, Sheehan may have missed an indication of a defense in an entry, and in some
cases we may have. Sheehan’s report, however, of the defenses in his subsample of 60 instance cases and
instance appeals (id., 69–70) greatly understates both the number of claimed precontracts and the number
of denials. His summaries of the issues in the cases he discusses are, for the most part, accurate, but some
of the numbers in Sheehan’s subsamples could mislead a reader who was not being careful. For example, he
reports (id., 49) that five cases arose from objections to banns on the basis of affinity by illicit intercourse.
One needs to look at the table (id., 75) to realize that that is not the total number of cases that raise issues of
affinity. Indeed, Sheehan’s count in the table of instance and instance appeal cases raising issues of affinity
and consanguinity (14) corresponds to ours.
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b. One case alleges the impediment of public honesty. In two cases, one an abjuration case and another a de
futuro case, the man alleges that he did not intend marriage when he had intercourse. (In neither case is this
latter claim successful.)

403. Notes for Table 6.5:
a. The categories are the same as those in Table 6.3. The numbers in some of the cells are small and the

aggregates are far more reliable than some of the individual cells. The office/instance cases are the same
as those in Table 6.3; the appeal cases are treated as instance cases except for Office c Galion and Phelip
(at nn. 223–7) and Office c Bette and Multon (T&C no. 400, n. a). These are omitted. In neither case
is it possible to tell who is pursuing what, though in the Galion case it is clear that the principal issue is
whether Richard Galion contracted with a woman not his now-wife twenty-seven years previously. In Office
c Poynaunt, Swan, Goby and Pybbel (at nn. 248–54), an office/instance case involving a collateral attack
on a divorce rendered by the archdeacon for impotence, I somewhat arbitrarily decided that the man was
the moving party, although the ultimate sentence invalidating the divorce is not listed as a victory for any of
the parties. I have more confidence that Office c Bocher (n. 185) should be treated as a case with a female
plaintiff and the sentence a victory for her, even though she was not cited and does not appear. She did not
have to because Bocher confesses all.

b. Sheehan, “Marriage Formation,” 69, understates (18 vs 22) the number of judgments in instance and
instance appeal cases favoring a marriage. Id., 70, also understates the number of judgments opposed to a
marriage (11 vs 18). When he says, however, that 20 cases “saw the claimant fail to vindicate his marriage,”
he is counting all the cases that have no judgment as a failure by the claimant. That seems unwarranted
considering the possibility of compromise or settlement favorable to the claimant. Sheehan’s numbers also
fail to take into account the considerable difficulties in dealing with judgments in three-party cases. For
example, the five judgments for defendants in the marriage-and-divorce cases are also judgments in favor of
a marriage, that of the defendants, while the six judgments in favor of competitors are also six judgments
against the marriage claimed by the other competitor.

404. Ch 6, n. 23: Sheehan, “Formation,” 61. Considering the number of cases (principally, but not only, appeal
cases) in which we are not told the circumstances of the marriage, the number of “unions, real or alleged”
that were clandestine is almost certainly understated.

405. Ch 6, n. 24: Ibid. Perhaps wisely, Sheehan did not attempt to count contracts made by words of the
present tense as opposed to those made by words of the future tense. Our attempt to do so is indicated in
Table 6.3.

406. Ch 6, n. 25: fourteenth century: z = 1.04, significant at .70; fifteenth century: z = .31, significant
at .24. Readers familiar with statistics might well ask why we are employing a statistical test used to compare
proportions that appear in samples to compare York, which we have argued is a sample, to Ely, which in
many ways is not. After all, we have pretty good evidence that Foxton recorded all the cases that came before
the court in his period. There are two answers to this objection, neither of which may be totally satisfactory.
The first is that the z-score is also a good statistic to use to test whether a proportion in a sample drawn from
a population with a known proportion is likely to be a true sample. One might think of the question being
posed as: How likely is it that the York sample was drawn from the Ely population? The answers just given
are that in the case of the ratio of female plaintiffs in the fourteenth century, there is a 30% chance that it
was; in the case of the fifteenth century, there is a 76% chance that it was. The other answer is that the Ely
numbers are, in some sense, a sample (though one highly biased chronologically and geographically) of all
fourteenth-century English marriage litigation. If the Ely proportion of female plaintiffs and that at York are
not significantly different (as, by most measures of significance, they appear not to be), we cannot accept the
proposition that women in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century England tended to bring more marriage cases
than did men, but we cannot reject the proposition either, as we could if the difference in the proportions were
significantly greater.

407. Ch 6, n. 28: Female plaintiffs, however, fared, at least by one measure, better at Ely than they did at
York in either century, gaining 71% of the plaintiff-favorable judgments (vs. 70% and 61% at York). This is
higher than their proportion in the population of plaintiffs (71% vs 64%), while at York their proportion of
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favorable judgments approximately equaled that in that population (70% vs 71%, 61% vs 62%). Conversely,
granted that the overall success rate of all plaintiffs was lower at Ely than it was at York, the proportion of
successful male plaintiffs was lower at Ely than it was at York (29% vs 36%, Ely; 30% vs 29%, York fourteen;
39% vs 38%, York fifteen).

The lower overall success rate (measured in terms of wins and losses) of plaintiffs at Ely affected both male
and female plaintiffs in comparison to York. Female plaintiffs had an overall 60% success rate at Ely (55% in
instance, 65% in office/instance cases) as opposed to 80% and 74% at York. Once more the men did worse (by
most measures) than the women at Ely (57% success rate overall: 58% in instance and 57% in office/instance)
and far worse than their brothers at York (94% and 81%, respectively).

408. Ch 6, n. 29: The larger differences are obviously statistically significant, and we need not report the
results exhaustively here. (E.g., the difference between the overall female plaintiff persistence rate at Ely
(89%) is significantly different from that in fifteenth-century York (61%), well beyond the .99 level [z =
4.01].) The difference between the overall female persistence rate at Ely (89%) and that at fourteenth-century
York (80%) is significant at the .83 level (z = 1.36), that between the male instance persistence rate at Ely
(75%) and that at fifteenth-century York (57%) also at the .83 level (z = 1.38). Two other relatively small
differences have significance levels greater than .5: the female instance persistence rate at Ely (83%) and the
male (75%) (z = .64, significant at .53), and the office/instance male persistence rate at Ely (60%) and the male
persistence rate in fourteenth-century York (72%) (z = .80, significant at .58). The closer comparisons are not
statistically significant, however one defines significance. (E.g., the instance female persistence rate at Ely [83%]
compared to the female persistence rate in fourteenth-century York [80%] yields a z-score of .37 [significant
at .29].)

409. Ch 6, n. 32: We cannot, of course, exclude the possibility that the ultimate source of the publica fama
was the eventual plaintiff herself, but it is probable that if she were the sole source of it, at least by the time
the fama reached the court, the official would simply have told her to bring the case herself.

410. Ch 6, n. 36: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 39 and n .52, notes that the pleadings and result in this case
suggest that Ego volo habere te in uxorem were normally taken as words of the present tense, but he adds
that the case was appealed. The case was defended, however, on the ground that the contract was conditional
on Joan’s parents’ consent, and as is true in all the Ely cases, we do not know what the witnesses said. As
Sheehan, “Formation,” 58–9, notes, this case involved a pledge of faith made not by the couple in each other’s
hands but in the hands of a third party. It may be significant that the only other case in which this is mentioned
(Bradenham c Bette, at n. 111: fide hincinde data in manu media) also contains an allegation that the marriage
was conditional.

411. Ch 6, n. 41: The only other appeal case in this group, Deynes c Seustere (8.i.77 to 25.ii.78), fol. 61r–89v,
takes almost a year to obtain the processus from the official of the archdeacon. Then nothing is said against
it. The court confirms the sentence of the lower court, which had apparently been for the rea.

412. Ch 6, n. 49: For the details, see Sheehan, “Formation,” 50 and nn. 40, 56, 58: The clandestine marriage
ceremony involved classic words of the present tense and a ring, and it seems to have taken the couple two
years to have the banns proclaimed.

413. Ch 6, n. 51: E.g., fol. 5v: quia dictus [JK] pars actrix est extra patriam, nescitur ubi sed ut dicitur mortuus
[sic] est, ideo pendeat causa. Maintenance of continuity in a technical sense, as it occurred in the central royal
court in this period, may be at stake in some of the routine entries like this. (Here, the court could have been
doing it on behalf of an actor, who could, though there is no evidence that he did, have essoined himself as
being “beyond the seas.”) On a more mechanical level, these entries allowed Foxton to see at a glance, in a
book that did not have a running index, at what stage the case was if someone should happen to appear and
want to make a move. In this case, there is another possible reason. If, as we suspect, John was bringing a
marriage-enforcement action against Annora, she ought not marry during the pendency of the case. When
Foxton dropped the case from the book, that may have given an informal license to Annora to marry another.
Compare Office c Andren and Andren (n. 227).

414. Ch 6, n. 52: We have classified this case as office/instance, even though it begins with an instance citation,
because of the ex officio witness at the end.
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415. Ch 6, n. 54: As Sheehan, “Formation,” 73 n. 133, reports, the issue in this case was whether John had
previously contracted with two other women.

416. Ch 6, n. 55: Sheehan, “Formation,” 53–4, describes the litigation. He also points out (55 nn. 60, 57)
that the form of citation employs the ‘formula’ and that the words that John confesses are ambiguous as to
whether they are de presenti or de futuro (volo te habere). (See Ch 1, at n. 9; Ch 5, at nn. 52–3.) He may,
however, go too far in suggesting (69 and n. 111) that this was an ex officio attempt to enforce a de futuro
contract, and his suggestion (63 and n. 90) that this is what we have called an ‘interlocking competitor’ case
is misleading: Martyn is not resisting Alice’s claim.

417. Ch 6, n. 56: As Aston, Arundel, 104 and n. 4, suggests, Richard may be related to William Molt of
Wendy, who figures prominently in Bonde c Yutte (at nn. 199–200). She also suggests (id., 141) that Saffrey
may have been the man who attacked the property of one William Malt (?Molt) five years later during the
Peasants’ Revolt.

418. Ch 6, n. 63: We will have occasion to explore this possibility in a more formal fashion. See, e.g., the
discussion of Anegold and Schanbery c Grantesden (at nn. 95–8).

419. Ch 6, nn. 67, 69, 70:1 [fol. 55Bv] Johannes Everard de Ely et Johanna commorans cum Roberto Beneyt de
eadem citati coram nobis . . Officiali Eliensi ad diem lune proximo post festum Ominium sanctorum in ecclesia
sancte Trinitatis Civitatis Eliensis super contractu matrimoniali inter eosdem fama referente inito seu facto
utrique comparentes personaliter coram nobis et de veritate dicendo iurati ac super dicto contractu requisiti,
dictus Johannes fatebatur ac proposuit et allegavit quod ipse et prefata Johanna matrimonium adivincem per
verba de presenti mutuum consensum eorumdem exprimencia contraxerunt quem quidem contractum utrique
eorum in alterius et aliorum fidedignorum presencia fatebantur et recognoverunt, et super quibus publica fama
dinoscitur laborare, quare peciit dictus Johannes prefatam Johannam in uxorem legitimam, ipsum Johannem
in virum legitimum sententialiter et diffinitive adiudicari; dicta vero Johanna super predicto contractu requisita
fatebatur quod contraxerunt sub forma predicta et non alio modo: dictus Johannes quesivit ab eadem sub ista
forma, ‘vis tu habere me in virum?’ et ipsa respondit ‘sic’ et quod placuit sibi.2 Fatetur eciam dicta Johanna
quod postea procurarunt banna edi in facie ecclesie. Unde eisdem Johanni et Johanne diem crastinum loco
quo supra ad proponendum causam rationabilem si quam habeant quare iuxta dictas confessiones adiudicari
non debeat pro matrimonio inter eos prefigimus et assignamus. Quibus die et loco partibus predictis coram
nobis Thoma de Gloucestre domini . . Officialis Eliensis Commissario personaliter comparentibus proponitur
per dictam Johannam quod idem Johannes tempore dicti contractus, ante, et post, fuit et adhuc est servus et
nativus et servilis condicionis quodque suam ignorans condicionem sic ut prefertur cum eo contraxit aliter non
contracturus [sic]; allegat eciam quod a tempore quo de dicta condicione servili sibi constitit, statim penituit
et contradixit et dissenciit et in presenti penitet contradicit et dissentit; dictus insuper Johannes fatetur se
servum et servilis condicionis sed dicit replicando quod dicta Johanna novit3 eum pro servo diu ante dictum
contractum et post; iuratis partibus hincinde de calumpnia et de veritate dicenda ac de malicia datus est dies
in proximo consistorio in ecclesia sancti Michaelis Cant’ partibus predictis ad probandum hincinde proposita
per eos.

[fol. 56Bv, 13 November, 1376] In causa matrimoniali mota inter Johannem Everard de Ely partem actricem
ex parte una et Johannam commorantem cum Roberto Beneyt de eadem partibus coram nobis per procuratores
suos comparentibus nullis testibus per dictos Johannem et Johannam seu eorum alterum productis datus dies
in proximo ad secundo producendum.

[fol. 58v] In causa matrimoniali mota inter Johannem Everard de Ely partem actricem ex parte una et
Johannam commorantem cum Roberto Beneyt de eadem partem ream ex altera partibus coram nobis . .
Officiali predicto in ecclesia sancte Trinitatis civitatis Eliensis die mercurii post festum sancte Lucie viriginis
personaliter comparentibus nullis testibus per dictas partes seu earum aliquam productis sed factis per nos pro
informatione consciencie nostre eisdem partibus quibusdam posicionibus [fol. 59r] videlicet dicto Johanni an

1 Another transcript in Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 213–14.
2 As Sheehan, “Formation,” 48–9, points out, there is some ambiguity as to whether these count as words of the present

tense. The court seems to assume, however, that they do, after Joan’s substantive defense fails.
3 not
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tunc fuit et nunc est servus et nativus ac servilis condicionis, dicteque Johanne an tempore dicti contractus
per eos confessi scivit ipsum Johannem fore servilis condicionis, iuratis dictis Johanne et Johanna de veritate
dicenda in hac parte ac supradictis positionibus requisitis dictus Johannes fatetur quod tunc fuit et nunc est
servus et servilis condicionis, dictaque Johanna fatetur quod tempore dicti contractus ante et post scivit ipsum
esse servilis condicionis et quod non obstante dicta condicione sic ut premittitur adinvicem contraxerunt et
banna matrimonialia in facie ecclesie inter eos publice edi fecerunt, factaque per nos conclusione in dicta causa
eo quod dicte partes nichil effectuale proponunt quare pro matrimonio inter eos non debeat adiudicari partibus
predictis horam tercie pulsationis post prandium huiusmodi diei mercurii loco quo supra ad audiendum
sententiam in dicta cause diffinitivam prefigimus et assignamus. Quibus hora et loco partibus coram nobis . .
Officiali predicto personaliter comparentibus et requisitis iterato an quidquam sciant ?sonale4 proponere
quare pro matrimonio non debeat adiudicari iuxta confessiones suas coram nobis iudicialiter emissas dicunt
se nescire quidquam proponere nisi dumtaxat quod iam mutarunt suam voluntatem quia credunt quod se
invicem non diligent propter resistenciam per dictam Johannam factam. Auditisque per nos et intellectis
meritis cause matrimonialis supradicte, rimato et investigato toto processu in dicta causa habito habitaque
deliberacione sufficienti super eodem de consilio iurisperitorum nobis assidencium Christi nomine primitus
invocato ad sentenciam diffinitivam in hac parte ferendam procedimus in hunc modum. In dei nomine amen.
Quia invenimus dictum Johannem intencionem suam in hac parte deductam bene et sufficienter fundasse
et probasse nec aliquod canonicum obstare impedimentum ipsum Johannem eidem Johanne in virum legi-
timum et ipsam Johannam eidem Johanni in uxorem legitimam sententialiter et diffinitive adiudicamus in
hiis scriptis decernentes matrimonium fore inter eos in facie ecclesie solempnizandum pro loco et tempore
opportunis.

420. Ch 6, n. 71: John also probably got some advice. His initial ‘proposition’, even allowing for Fox-
ton’s translation, suggests the advice of someone more experienced than he. Following the entry of the ses-
sion on 4 November, Foxton records the constitution of proctors by both parities on the same day (fol.
55Bv).

421. Ch 6, n. 72: It is probably significant that their failure to appear on 4 December is not recorded. The
official knew where to find them, and he may have been doing them a favor by not insisting that they pay
proctors for a second appearance.

422. Ch 6, n. 73: She may even have thought that so long as she had not had intercourse with John, something
that she seems quite careful to avoid admitting, she would be able to get out of the contract. As we have seen,
she may have had a case on the basis of the words spoken. An affirmative response to vis me habere is not
always taken as words of the present tense. But she does not know how to make the argument when called to
do so. Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 33 n. 33, suggests that the remark that they no longer love each other
indicates a popular belief that sponsalia de presenti unaccompanied by intercourse were dissoluble. That is
possible, but considering this particular couple and what had happened between them, it may not be a good
illustration of that proposition.

423. Ch 6, n. 74: That they may have been quite young is suggested both by Joan’s residence with Robert
Beneyt (though she is not said to be his servant) and by the rather charming naı̈veté of their final responses.

424. Ch 6, n. 77: Fol. 129r: quod ipsa consenciit eidem ita quod esset fidelis. I take this to mean that she
consented to him in order that he would be faithful to her. Obviously, he was not. The Latin could mean that
she consented to him in such a way that she would be faithful to him. That did not happen either, but under
the reconstruction of the facts given in the text, her infidelity is more understandable.

425. Ch 6, n. 78: This is not the only possible reconstruction of the facts. It is possible that Margaret concocted
the story of Thomas in order to escape from her marriage to William. In order to protect against this possibility,
the court insists on proof of both marriages. My judgment that that is not the case here is based on the fact
that Margaret’s account of the marriage with Thomas is circumstantial (rather than formulaic) and that there
was independent evidence, known to the court, of her relationship with Thomas.

4 s[or f]ona with le interlined. The word is otherwise unrecorded. Perhaps personale was intended, but it is not clear what
that would mean. Helmholz (Marriage Litigation, 214) reads rationabile, which certainly makes sense but does not seem
to be what it says.
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426. Ch 6, n. 79: . . . invenimus dictam sentenciam diffinitivam temere et inique et a non competente iudice latam
utpote non habentem potestatem de iure ac sine probacionibus legitimis necnon contra ius et in preiudicum
alterius matrimonii inter ipsam Matildam et Johannem Alderford initi et confessi [et] probati ac sine scriptis et
alias contra <iuris> debitum iuris processum, etc. Fol. 126v: et quia invenimus dictum Walterum contractum
matrimonialem inter ipsum et dictam Matildam minus sufficienter fundasse et probasse obstante matrimonio
inter predictos Johannem et Matildam inito et clare probato, ipsam Matildam ab impetitione et instancia
dicti Walteri per hanc nostram diffinitivam sententiam dimittimus et absolvimus, [cetera] eorum conscienciis
relinquentes.

427. Ch 6, n. 81: For an even more dramatic example, see Office c Chilterne, Neve and Spynnere (at nn. 231–
3). We may also have serious doubts about the quality of the judging in Clopton c Niel (5.ii.77 to 17.i.82),
fol. 63v–159v, discussed at length in Aston, Arundel, 102–3.

428. Ch 6, n. 82: Sheehan, “Formation,” 60 and n. 70, transcribes portions of John’s libel and notes its
emphasis on the informal publication of the marriage.

429. Ch 6, n. 108: This procedure, though unusual, is followed in two other cases, always with the consent of
the party or parties whose confession is being revealed. It is done with the consent of both parties (apparently
both their confessors are involved) in Braunche c Dellay (at n. 108). It is also done twice in Office c Poynaunt,
Swan, Goby and Pybbel (at n. 248). In one instance, it is a single penitent who is authorizing his confessor to
reveal the contents of his confession; in the other, two parties authorize it.

430. Ch 6, n. 86: For the bishop’s role, see Aston, Arundel, 39–40. Sheehan, “Formation,” 46 and n. 20,
speculates on the basis of this case that the access of the well-to-do to the bishop’s audience leads to their
underrepresentation in the consistory. The fact, however, that the bishop turns this case over, in essence, to
the consistory suggests that, at least in contested cases, he preferred the consistory to his audience, which may
not have been a formalized body at this time. See Aston, Arundel, 41. Cobbe is described as having land in
several Cambridgeshire villages when he was implicated with involvement in the Peasants’ Revolt. Id., 142.

431. Ch 6, n. 87: The ambiguity here lies in the fact that the first mention of a missio to London suggests that
Margaret is to be examined in her residence (suggesting either that she is of very high status or that she is ill).
The second mention of a missio to London calls for an examination of a woman named Franceys (no Christian
name is given), and it is to take place in Milk Street church. Without much confidence, I would suggest that
two missiones are involved and that the second is to examine Eleanor herself. (This would mean that Eleanor
is not residing with her husband in Wimpole.)

432. Ch 6, n. 88: Fol. 104v: ipsumque Johannem in expensis per ipsos Galfridum et Elianoram in dicta causa
seu causis legitime factis eisdem refundendis propter ipsius temerariam fatigacionem et vexacionem iniustam
condempnamus.

433. Ch 6, n. 89: On the bishop’s order, see Aston, Arundel, 41.

434. Ch 6, n. 90: For a shorter account of this case focusing on the illegal solemnization, see Sheehan,
“Formation,” 54 and nn. 56–7. Sheehan does not mention the claim of a previous judgment that Gobat and
atte Moore were not related, and I am pretty sure that he misread Pertesen’s name (Pertefue).

435. Ch 6, n. 91: Aston, Arundel, 122–4, has a full account of the proceedings in 1377–9 but misses the
follow-on in 1380. Sheehan’s account (“Formation,” 46 n. 27, 52 n. 24, 61–2 and nn. 85, 88) focuses on the
illegal solemnization proceedings, and he, too, misses the follow-on in 1380.

436. Ch 6, n. 93: Aston, Arundel, 124, suggests that the reason for the bishop’s personal involvement may
be that the archdeacon was the rector of Wilburton church and that it was at the time held in farm by Hugh
Candelesby, for whom see at nn. 168–9.

437. Ch 6, n. 94: Fol. 85v: nullum gaudium habeant adinvicem. The chaplain Robert Mustell’s version of the
reclamation strikes me as much more likely to be accurate: mirabile est quod mulieres ita variant; si fuisset
fidelis fuisset uxor mea (fol. 85r).

438. Ch 6, n. 95: Also discussed at nn. 191–7 and in Aston, Arundel, 99–100. As will become apparent, I
cannot agree with Aston that the case “was not exceptional in its duration,” nor do I believe that we need
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take the final appeal seriously. As Sheehan, “Marriage Formation,” 70 n. 115, points out, this is one of three
cases in which a judgment in favor of a current marriage is upset on appeal on the basis of a precontract.
The others are Welle c Joly and Worlich (29.vii.78 to 15.iii.80), fol. 96v–133v (discussed in Aston, Arundel,
100–1), and Pecke and Pyron c Drenge (24.iii.74 to 2.vi.75), fol. 5v–23v. The latter is not coded as an appeal
in the tables because it begins before the register begins and the final sentence does not mention the appeal. It
was probably an internal appeal from a commissary to the official.

439. Ch 6, n. 97: The final sentence is appealed (fol. 133r), but I suspect that this is a formality. Anegold
appeared at the hearing by a proctor, and the proctor probably appealed just in case Anegold wanted to
pursue an appeal. I doubt that he did.

440. Ch 6, n. 98: Richard Scrope is the same Richard Scrope who later became archbishop of York and was
executed for treason in 1405. Nothing that is known of his life would suggest that he was a compassionate
man.

441. Ch 6, n. 100: See Sheehan, “Formation,” 71, describing the case as one that has “an unpleasant odour”
about it. He puts Malyn c Malyn (2.v.81), fol. 150r, in the same category.

442. Ch 6, n. 104: The reason for the doubt is that there is an entry in the last recorded session in the book
in which the production of the witnesses for reexamination is once more ordered. This is, however, the kind
of entry that Foxton continued from session to session when a case had in fact been dropped.

443. Ch 6, n. 107: F. 132r: partes predicte consentiunt quod predicti vicarius et capellanus examinentur et
deponant in dicta materia eciam super confessatis sibi in foro anime; petitur eciam per partem dicte [JD] missio
[corrected from missione] ad admittendum et examinandum in partibus testes quotquot et quos producere
voluerit, eciam cappellanos si qui sint neccesarii super confessatis sibi in foro anime tangentibus dictum
contractum cum non speretur aliter veritatem eruere; huius[modi] missionem de consensu parcium predictarum
decernimus faciendum et committimus, etc.

444. Ch 6, n. 109: F. 135v: Dictus [AS] fatetur quod sic ut premittitur adinvicem contraxerunt. Fatetur etiam
quod post huiusmodi contractum ipsam [RR] carnaliter cognovit. Excipiendo tamen allegat quod antequam
ipsam carnaliter cognovit, protestabatur se nolle ipsam habere in uxorem. Sheehan, “Formation,” 66 n. 102,
notes that in both this case and in Pikerel c Bacon (n. 110), the abjuration is said to be iuxta forma constitutionis,
although the synodal constitutions that he cites are not provincial and do not come from Ely diocese. There
probably was an Ely diocesan constitution about it that has not yet been discovered.

445. Ch 6, n. 110: The other instance abjuration case, Pikerel c Bacon (16.xii.79 to 15.iii.80), fol. 125v–135r,
results in a judgment for the defendant in quite short order. Thomas Bacon confessed the contract and denied
the intercourse, which Isabel Pikerel, apparently, was unable to prove. See Sheehan, “Formation,” 67–8.

446. Ch 6, n. 112: Fol. 144r: [JB] dicit quod contraxerunt matrimonium fide hincinde prestita in manu media
non tamen simpliciter ut proponitur neque pure sed sub ista condicione si Hugo Bradenham frater ipsius
Margerie daret eis in maritagio medietatem unius placee quam inhabitat in Swaves’ vel centum solidos quam
condicionem non curat adimplere nec a dicta condicione aliqualiter est recessum.

447. Ch 6, n. 114: For this jurisdiction, see Aston, Arundel, 84–6, who suggests that the sacristan may have had
archidiaconal jurisdiction in the Isle and/or in churches belonging to the prior and chapter of Ely Cathedral.

448. Ch 6, n. 115: Fol. 44v: Quia invenimus dictum sacristam Elien’ iudicem in ea parte comptetentem de
consuetudine vel de iure in dicta causa debite processisse, etc.

449. Ch 6, n. 118: Fol. 13r: proposita per partem appellantem quadam propositione sive exceptione nullitatis
totius processus. Fol. 18r: propositum per partem dicte Isabelle oretenus quod licet magister Thoma de Glouc’
fuerat commissarius officialis archidiaconi prout in processu transmisso cavetur et in eodem processu non
liquet de tenore commissionis ut de sua potestate poterit apparere, tamen in rei veritate fuerat commissarius
legitime deputatus petitumque per partem dicte Isabelle se admitti ad probandam dictam commissionem.
Fol. 22v: quia procurator dicti Nicholai dictam exceptionem proponens recusavit expresse iurare quod non
maliciose proposuit, ideo dictam exceptionem reiecimus. The matter is made more complicated by the fact
that it would seem that Mr Thomas was also serving as Isabella’s proctor in the appeal case.
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450. Ch 6, n. 119: ante suscepcionem sacri ordinis cuiuscumque ac predicte religionis ingressum omnemque
professionem in dicta religione seu prioratu predicto factam tacite vel expresse, ac ante quamcumque admis-
sionem ordinis, habitus seu tonsure huiusmodi, dicti Johannes et Alicia matrimonium adinvincem per verba
de presenti mutuum consensum eorundem exprimencia seu saltim per verba de futuro carnali copula subse-
cuta precontraxerunt. Sheehan, “Formation,” 70, suggests that Alice was successful. I do not see that on this
record.

451. Ch 6, n. 120: Had he been successful, he would have avoided the considerable difficulties that someone
who wished to leave the religious life encountered in this period. See Logan, Runaway Religious.

452. Ch 6, n. 122: That the Newton here is the Newton in the very north of the county is shown by the fact
that the vicar of Elm is commissioned to take the testimony. The other case that has interlocking elements is
Taillor and Smerles c Lovechild and Taillor (at n. 172), but here the woman who seems to be the plaintiff in
the first case is the defendant in the second.

453. Ch 6, n. 123: Fol. 123v: Quia nos Johannes de Potton’ . . . invenimus dictam [KD] matrimonium
inter ipsam et prefatum [EN] initum et contractum ac consanguinitatem inter prefatum [JP] et eandem [KD]
necnon iustum metum in contractu pretenso inter prefatos [JP] et [KD] per ipsam [KD] deductum et alias
exceptiones in hac parte propositas sufficienter probassse dictumque [JP] matrimonium inter ipsum et eandem
[KD] initum fore minus sufficienter fundasse et probasse sed in probacione eiusdem defecisse, obstantibus
matrimonio inter eosdem [EN] et [KD] ac consanguinitate et metu predictis, pronunciamus et declaramus
per hanc nostram diffinitivam sentenciam matrimonium inter prefatos [JP] et [KD] de facto contractum quin
verius extortum non posse subsistere nec valere, obstantibus impedimentis supradictis . . . et pro matrimonio
vero et legitimo inter eosdem [EN] et [KD] legitime contracto pronunciamus et declaramus, etc. John Newton
witnesses Potton’s sentence; so whatever the reason for his commissioning Potton to render it, it was not
because he was going to be absent from the session in which it was supposed to be rendered.

454. Ch 6, n. 125: Further indication that the result is a foregone conclusion is the fact that Isabel is styled
“wife of Hugh” at the very beginning of the case. Whether she is the wife of Hugh is, of course, the issue in
the case.

455. Ch 6, n. 126: Sheehan, “Formation,” 71, also expresses doubts about the Bakewhyt case but seems
ultimately to come to conclusion, as do we, that the story is plausible.

456. Ch 6, n. 127: Sheehan, “Formation,” 63 and n. 92, notes that this is one of four bigamy cases in the
register in which two different dioceses are involved. There are actually only three such cases, but they do
“reveal a remarkable degree of mobility among the principals involved” (ibid.). Brodyng c Taillor and Treves
(26.vii.78 to 23.vii.80), fol. 94v–143v (suit conceded by male reus); Office c Galion and Phelip (at nn. 223–7)
(Sheehan has this as two separate suits, but both involve the same man who is alleged to have married a
woman of Norwich diocese 27 years previously).

457. Ch 6, n. 129: Fol. 67v: Dictus vero Johannes fatetur quod ante omnem contractum matrimonialem inter
ipsum et prefatam Katerinam initum seu factum contraxit cum dicta Alicia per ista verba: ‘Volo te habere in
uxorem’ et postmodum eam carnaliter cognovit.

458. Ch 6, n. 130: Sheehan, “Formation,” 61 n. 82, asks why in this case the court did not accept the confession
of the parties, whereas in Office c Bury and Littelbury (n. 212) it did. The answer is that in cases involving
the rights of third parties, more evidence than the confession of the couple was required. See Ch 1, at n. 102.

459. Ch 6, n. 132: As Sheehan, “Formation,” 59 and n. 76, notes, Alice’s allegation in the second case that her
contract was one that uterque eorum . . . in alterius et aliorum fidedignorum presencia fatebatur et recognovit,
publicavit, innovavit was pretty clearly common form. That it is not always common form is indicated by his
account of the Stistede case (n. 160). Id., 59–60; cf. id., 61, 64–5, 70. As Sheehan also notes, Alice’s proctor
appealed from the second definitive sentence, but there is no evidence that she pursued the appeal.

460. Ch 6, n. 135: The record (fol. 99v) says: propositis per partem ream quibusdam excepcionibus contra
processum habitum coram . . officiali domini archidiaconi Estriding. The pars rea is technically both John and
Alice, but it is unlikely that John took part in raising the exceptions. Everything else in the record indicates
that John is supporting Matilda’s suit.
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461. Ch 6, n. 136: The witness seems to be John Hostiler who had previously been Matilda’s proctor. Getting
testimony on the record as to the second marriage (and its time) would seem to be a formality. It might be
necessary if there were suspicion that Alice was colluding in obtaining the judgment, but all the evidence
suggests that she was not.

462. Ch 6, n. 137: Matilda was also on the move. Her marriage to John was adjudicated by the archdeacon
of East Riding, but she is now resident someplace in Lincoln diocese. Unfortunately, the record does not tell
whether that was in the portion of that large diocese just south of the Humber (and just south of East Riding)
or in the portion of the diocese that adjoins the diocese of Ely. By the time she is cited ex officio, she is resident
in Chesterton.

463. Ch 6, n. 138: What the record says (fol. 113v) is: proposita et exhibita per partem dicti [JB] quadam
litera patens sub nominie et sigillo officialis domini archidiaconi Elien’ super re iudicata in eadem causa.

464. Ch 6, n. 141: Sheehan, “Formation,” 53, has the date of the initial proceedings wrong. His subsequent
discussion of the case (id., 61–2; 69 nn. 111, 112; 70 n. 116) does not quite capture the full complexity of the
story.

465. Ch 6, n. 142: Fol. 48r: petitque dicta Agnes quod in dicta causa procedatur summarie et de plano sine
strepitu et figura iudicii iuxta novellas constituciones. That her petition was granted may be inferred from the
speed at which the subsequent proceeding followed.

466. Ch 6, n. 144: Fol. 138r: Agnes proposuit quod Henricus Walter de Orewell et ipsa ante omnem contractum
inter ipsam et Johannem initum fuerant concordes de matrimonio inter eos contrahendo et post contractum
inter ipsos Johannem et Agenetem intitum eciam post sententiam diffinitivam in ea parte latam et non ante
predictus Henricus et Agnes matrimonium adivincem contraxerunt, etc.

467. Ch 6, n. 146: See Sheehan, “Formation,” 62 n. 87, 73 and n. 134. Cf. Rede c Stryk (19.iii.72 to 25.x.80),
fol. 67r–144v (testamentary), where the procedure is followed with less apparent success.

468. Ch 6, n. 147: Fol. 39v: Thomas Barbour de parochia sancti Benedicti Cantebr’ et Johanna Seustere quam
diu tenuit concubinam citati . . . super contractu matrimoniali inter eosdem fama publica referente inito et
carnali copula subsecuta, etc.

469. Ch 6, n. 148: Fol. 39v–40r: predictus Thomas huiusmodi contractum inter eos initum fore negavit
expresse; fatebatur tamen quod cum ea contraxit prout sequitur, predictus Thomas ante festum Exaltacionis
Sancte Crucis ultimo preteritum volens eam dimittere premunivit eam quod noluerit plus habere facere cum
ea et postmodum audito quod dicta Johanna voluit recessisse et se divertisse ad alia loca, dictus Thomas
tantum dolorem inde concepit quod seipsum voluit perimisse. Tandem pre nimio dolore quod dicta Johanna
sibi non adhesit sed a patria recedere proposuit, dictus Thomas circa festum Exaltacionis predictum tempore
nundinarum predictarum apud Sterebruggh’ [the Stourbridge fair, at which Joan had alleged they had con-
tracted (for the fair see Samantha Letters, Online Gazeteer of Markets and Fairs in England Wales to 1516
http://www.history.ac.uk/cmh/gaz/cambs.html#cam [last visited 25 July 2007])] accessit et lacrimabiliter eidem
Johanne dixit ista verba, ‘Johanna, si velis morari in partibus, volo te affidare’, et dicta Johanna respondebat
se velle morari et tunc dictus Thomas dixit eidem Johanne, ‘Hic securo tibi fidem meam quod volo te habere’
et dicta Johanna respondebat incontinenti, ‘Placet michi’. Fatebatur insuper dictus Thomas quod post dictum
tempus et eciam ante prefatam Johannam carnaliter cognovit, dixit tamen quod non fuit nec est intencionis
sue quod ipsam duceret in uxorem, sed dumtaxat quod ipsam detineret in concubinam sicut prius detinuit,
etc. Sheehan, “Formation,” 67 n. 104, transcribes from dictus Thomas circa, somewhat missing at least one
of the points, though one might guess them from his accurate summary in the text at 66–7.

470. Ch 6, n. 149: Her first witness is said to have been produced ex habundanti, but she was apparently
advised not to risk asking for judgment on the basis of Thomas’s confession and what that one witness said.
Possible arguments for Thomas include that his formula of promise (T&C no. 469) was not sufficient for
future consent (a ‘promise to promise’ rather than a promise), that the court was unwilling to apply the de
iure presumption of present consent when intercourse followed a de futuro promise in these circumstances,
and, perhaps least likely, that Thomas’s psychological state when he promised was such that his will was not
his own.
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471. Ch 6, n. 151: A Master Edmund de Alderford, M.A., appears voluntarily in the first session; on fol. 46v,
Joan asks compulsion of the rector of St Benet’s and five others, which she obtains. The rector and four others
ultimately appear and testify on her behalf.

472. Ch 6, n. 153: In edicione bannorum inter Thomam Biley de Cantebr’ et Aliciam Borewell’ de Bernewell’
compertum est per reclamacionem in ea factam, quod Thomas Clerk’ de Bernewell, prefatum Thom’ Biley in
gradu consanguinitatis prohibito attingens ante omnem contractum matrimonialem inter prefatos Thomam
Biley et Aliciam initum, ipsam Aliciam carnaliter precognovit.

473. Ch 6, n. 154: Quia per confessionem Thome Clerk’ et Alicie predictorum coram nobis iudicialiter emissam,
licet dicta Alicia nollet a dicto Thoma Biley separari sed summe affectat ipsum habere in virum, ac per famam
vicinie et aliis legitimis probacionibus coram nobis ministratis luculenter constat, predictam Thomam Clerk’
esse consanguineum predicti Thome Biley in quarto gradu vel infra consanguinitatis attingentem, ac ipsum
Thomem Clerk’, ante omnem contractum matrimonialem seu sponsalia inter prefatos Thomam Biley et Aliciam
initum, predictam Aliciam precognovisse carnaliter, nos, que dicta sunt plene rimantes et intelligentes presertim
cum predicta non dicantur occulta sed quia predicantur a pluribus manifeste, sentencialiter et diffinitive in hiis
scriptis decernimus et declaramus ipsos Thomam Biley et Aliciam ex predictis causis matrimonialiter coniungi
non posse, etc. Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 72 n. 100, cites this case as an example of a court ordering
an ex officio divorce against the parties’ wishes. That it was against Alice’s wishes is clear enough; I doubt,
however, that it was against Thomas’s wishes.

474. Ch 6, n. 155: My guess that the Castellacres are his cousins is based on the fact that witnesses to
consanguinity are normally relatives of the people whose consanguinity they are supposed to prove. That
Ralph Castellacre is a Cambridge scholar, as opposed to a scholar someplace else, seems overwhelmingly
likely considering where we are.

475. Ch 6, n. 157: The case is discussed in Sheehan, “Formation,” 49, 72, and Aston, Arundel, 40, who notes
the bishop’s presence at the publication of the depositions and speculates that the judgment was his decision.
Compare Geffrey c Myntemoor (at nn. 119–21).

476. Ch 6, n. 160: Stistede c Borewell (29.v.77 to 18.vi.77), fol. 73v–75r. The couple are cited for contract
of marriage known by publica fama; John Borewell defends on the ground that the consent was conditional
on parental consent. Since the intercourse is admitted, this is an easy case because the intercourse waives the
condition. Sentence for the marriage on the basis of their confessions, with an order to solemnize; John absent.
See Sheehan, “Formation,” 59–60.

Roberd c Colne (6.ii.82 to 7.ii.82), fol. 161r. The couple are cited for contract of marriage; Thomas Colne,
ploughwright, defends on the ground of force. Isabel Roberd produces three male witnesses, who apparently
put paid to Thomas’s exception of force. He ultimately admits that he cannot prove it, and a contract of
marriage de futuro followed by intercourse is confessed. Sentence for plaintiff. See Sheehan, “Formation,”
55.

Reesham c Lyngewode (30.x.81 to 5.xi.81), fol. 154v. The couple are cited for contract of marriage; they
confess both the contract and intercourse. John Lyngewode defends on the ground that the contract was
conditional on the good behavior of Joan, servant of John Reesham, but he ultimately concedes. Sentence
for plaintiff and the marriage, based on the confessions. See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 54–7, for a full
discussion of the canonic effect of the condition alleged in this case. Considering the ultimate result in the
case, the court probably did not feel it necessary to get into these complexities.

Clifford c Lungedon (30.iv.77), fol. 71v. The couple are cited for contract of marriage followed by inter-
course. John Lungedon defends on the ground that Margaret Clifford of Blisworth (Northants) precontracted
with one Eli Ballard of Easton (Easton Neston, Northants). Margaret basically concedes the precontract. The
one independent witness, a priest, does not provide an airtight case. (He does not, for example, testify that Eli
was still living at the time of Margaret and John’s contract.) Sentence against the marriage contract, which is
declared void on the basis of Margaret’s precontract. See Sheehan, “Formation,” 58, for a discussion of the
conditional form in which consent was phrased: si sis libera ab omni viro or ab aliis.

Howe c Lyngwode (27.vi.76), fol. 50r. The couple are cited concerning a contract of marriage followed
by intercourse, known by publica fama. They confess to the intercourse (for which they undergo canonical
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correction). Matilda Howe, tavern keeper of Alice Tiryngton, alleges a contract, which John Lyngwode, wright,
denies. Matilda admits she has no witnesses. Sentence for John for lack of proof; the matter is left to their
consciences.

Bugges c Rigges (8.vii.74 to 2.viii.74), fol. 8r. The couple are cited for contract of marriage followed by
intercourse known by publica fama. Katherine Bugges admits a contract that John Rigges, clerk, denies. He
is silent about the intercourse. Katherine alleges she has no proof, and the court (fearing collusion) orders her
to find proof. She fails to reappear, and sentence is rendered for John. As Sheehan, “Formation,” 61, points
out, the words John is alleged to have said, Hic est fides mea; habebo te in uxorem et nullam aliam, illustrate
“those all-too-fragile agreements followed by sexual union.”

477. Ch 6, n. 163: Fol. 93v: dicit quod quadam nocte dum concubuit cum ea, supervenerunt quidam de familia
domini Hugonis la Souche cum magno strepitu et clamore et fracto hostio camere in qua iacebat ingrediebantur
et compulerunt eum per metus mutilacionis et per verbera ipsam affidare, sicque metu compulsus promisit et
iuravit ipsam ducere in uxorem et per annum vel amplius post ipsam carnaliter cognovit. For Hugh de Souche
(la Zouche), kt, JP, justice of oyer and terminer and commissioner of array in Cambridgeshire, who seems to
have been particularly prominent as a justice in the suppression of the Peasants’ Revolt, see CPR (1374–7),
107, 326, 497; CPR (1377–81), 38, 472, 513, 630; CPR (1381–5), 70–6, 85, 138, 246, 252, 275, 318, 347,
589; CCR (1374–7), 116, 117, 226, 228, 318, 360; CCR (1381–5), 8, 28, 75, 92, 194, 343.

478. Ch 6, n. 164: See Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 220–1. It is also possible that the court took John’s
confession of subsequent intercourse, if that is what it was, as ‘purging’ the force and converting the consent
into an unforced present consent.

479. Ch 6, n. 165: Margaret Gerthmaker of Ely and Roger servant of Roger Hundreder of Ely were cited
before the commissary of Ely on 7 April 1377 concerning a contract of marriage. Gerthmaker and [. . .] c
Hundreder (7.iv.77), fol. 67v–68r. Margaret alleges a ‘formula’ marriage. Roger denies it. Margaret admits
she has no proof, and the case is dismissed. The same day (the record does not say the same day, but the entry
appears right below the previous one, and the same judge is involved), Katherine [. . .] residing in Haddenham
and Roger are cited before the same judge for the same thing. Katherine alleges a ‘formula’ marriage. Roger
alleges, apparently, a de futuro contract followed by intercourse. The result is a foregone conclusion. They are
adjudged married and ordered to solemnize. The only question that this record leaves is why the court did not
put Katherine and Roger to their proof, “for fear of collusion,” as records in other cases say. (E.g., Bugges c
Rigges [n. 160], fol. 8r: quia verisimiliter timemus de collusione et malicia dicte Katerine, ideo fecimus dictam
Katerinam iurare ad sancta dei Ewangelia quod apponet omnem diligenciam quam poterit ad probandum
dictum contractum.) The conclusion that we might draw from this record, and it will prove relevant in other
cases, is that a competitor has to have some proof of her claim before she can demand that a couple who
confess that they are married prove theirs.

On 5 February 1380 Margaret daughter of John Wronge of Barnwell and John Hankyn of Barnwell appear
to answer charges of having contracted marriage. Wronge and Foot c Hankyn (3.ii.80 to 5.iv.80), fol. 129r–
136v. They admit to contracting de presenti, though they deny intercourse. John is also charged with having
precontracted with Marion Foot of Trumpington. He denies the charge, and Marion is ordered cited. It takes
some doing to get her to come to court. When she arrives on 5 April, she says that she has no proof of the
contract. She takes an oath that she is not doing this collusively, and John is absolved of her suit (which was
not much of a suit). (Sheehan, “Formation,” 64–5 and nn. 97–8, cites this case as an example of the court’s
endeavoring not to be manipulated by the parties. That it was trying is clear; whether it was successful is a
matter about which we may have more doubt.)

The following case was also not much of a suit: Joan Gibbe was cited before the commissary general of the
official for 15 January 1377 in Holy Trinity, Ely, to propose why she reclaimed the banns of John Dany of
March and Alice Lenton of March in the chapel at March (in the parish of Doddington in the fen country).
Gibbe c Dany and Lenton (15.i.77), fol. 61v, discussed in Sheehan, “Formation,” 46, 61, 65. Joan appears
personally and says that she objected because she and John had contracted a ‘formula’ marriage. John, under
oath, denies the contract. The court dismisses John from the suit because Joan has no witnesses, and so no
proof. The matter is left to their consciences.

John son of William Halpeny Cloke of Wisbech and Katherine Denyfeld of Wisbech were cited before
the official for 26 July 1375 in Wisbech church concerning a clandestine contract of marriage, followed
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by intercourse, which had been brought to the court’s attention by publica fama. Gibbe c Halpeny Cloke
and Denyfield (26.vii.75), fol. 29r. They appear personally and admit that they contracted de presenti four
years previously, followed by intercourse, and pledged to solemnize the marriage. (As Sheehan, “Formation,”
50 and n. 40, notes, the couple’s attitude toward solemnization was at best “nonchalant.”) Matilda Gibbe of
Wisbech then appears and asks that John be adjudged her husband because one year previously they contracted
marriage, followed by intercourse. Sworn and questioned, John says that this is true. Matilda claims to have
no witnesses. Sworn about collusion, malice, and to tell the truth, John, Katherine, and Matilda speak as they
had before. Once again, the result is a foregone conclusion. Even if everything that Matilda says is true –
and it may well be – she has no case in the light of the precontract of John and Katherine, and the court so
rules.

The absence of witnesses for Matilda is critical. If she had had witnesses, the court would probably not
have allowed the confession of John and Katherine alone to defeat her claim. See Ch 1, at n. 102. Compare
Borewell c Russel and Selvald (at nn. 128–33).

480. Ch 6, n. 167: Fol. 47v: dicti Johannes et Margareta fatebantur se matrimonium adinvicem contraxisse per
verba de presenti mutuum consensum eorundem exprimencia, non tamen clamdestine, set publice, testibus
adhibitis, premissa debita bannorum edicione, unde ipsorum confessiones sequentes, nec invenientes quic-
quam quod debeat dictum matrimonium impedire pro matrimonio legitimo inter eosdem pronunciamus et
declaramus, ipsumque Johannem eidem Margarete in virum legitimum, ipsamque Margareta eidem Johanni
in uxorem legitimam sentencialiter et diffinitive adiudicamus, decernentes matrimonium inter eosdem fore in
facie ecclesie solempnizandum pro loco et tempore oportunis, reclamacione predicta prefate Alicie Sadelere
[not previously mentioned] non obstante.

481. Ch 6, n. 168: The case is discussed in detail in Aston, Arundel, 77–9, and in Sheehan, “Formation,” 52–3.
Candelesby was clearly what is called today in American slang ‘an operator’. See n. 93; Aston, Arundel, 59.
He was also a vigorous defender of the prerogatives of the archdeacon, and his defense probably went beyond
what was regarded as legitimate. See id., 125–6. His ultimate downfall seems to have come about when he,
along with others of the archdeacon’s staff, participated in the violence of 1381. Id., 142–3.

482. Ch 6, n. 169: There is a more sinister possibility: Agnes did have a case, but by the time she got to court
she had been persuaded, bribed, or forced not to present it. That such things could happen in late fourteenth-
century England is clear enough. But if something like that had happened (and if it had, it probably would
have been known or suspected), I doubt that Candelesby would have been accepted back among the personnel
of the court as quickly as he was, if at all.

483. Ch 6, n. 170: Sheehan, “Formation,” 52–3, argues that he did this in order to strengthen his case against
Agnes. As a legal matter, solemnization would probably entitle the couple to the presumption that attaches to
possession, though the distinction between proprietary and possessory is not much in evidence in actions to
establish a marriage in the later Middle Ages. More vaguely, it would force those attacking the marriage to
come up with more powerful proof under the principle clandestina manifestis non praeiudicant. All of this is
true, and it probably explains a number of the dubious solemnizations that appear on the Ely record, but in
Candelesby’s case I’m more inclined to the explanation offered in the text.

484. Ch 6, n. 171: Fol. 62v–63r: ipse dominus Johannes matrimonio inter Hugonem de Candelesby dicti domini
. . archideaconi registrarium et Aliciam nuper uxorem Jacobi Fysschere de Cantebr’ non suos parochianos post
et contra reclamacionem in edicione bannorum inter dictos Hugonem et Aliciam factam per Agnetem Pateshull’
commorantem in Cantebr’ et publice propositam ac eciam lite pendente in foro ecclesiastico super contractu
matrimoniali inter eosdem Hugonem et Agnetem ut pretendebatur inito nulla premissa debita bannorum edi-
cione, nec hora nec tempore oportuno, nulla optenta licencia curatorum dictorum Hugonis et Alicie, eciam
post et contra interdictum ecclesie et inhibicionem nostram expressam sciens de dictis impedimentis, nedum
interfuit, verum eciam illud matrimonium de facto in facie ecclesie solempnizavit contra canonica instituta ac
constituciones sanctorum patrum in ea parte editas, etc. . . . [D]ictus dominus Johannes commissarius com-
parens personaliter coram nobis in aula hospicii habitacionis nostre Cant’ . . . premissa sibi obiecta fatebatur et
super eis correctioni et gracie nostre submisit et iuravit ad Sancta Dei Ewangelia per ipsum corporaliter tacta
quod de cetero taliter non delinquet quodque faciet penitenciam sibi ea occasione iniungendum. Iniungimus
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sibi quod accedat ad feretrum Sancte Etheldr’ ob illam causam ?tantum et quod vadat [ad] pedes ab ista parte
ville de Wychford’ per totam villam et sic usque feretrum et offerat ibidem quatuor denarios, et pro absolu-
cione optinendum a sentencia excommunicatis in constitucione Humana concupiscencia in ipsum in ea parte
lata ad dominum . . episcopum Elien’ accedat, etc. (The last sentence may be corrupt: tantum (or tamen, tm’)
is odd, though perhaps the meaning is that he is to make the trip for this purpose only; we certainly would
expect some kind of preposition with pedes, and no pars of the town is previously mentioned from which he is
to go to the shrine.) This was not the first time that Grebby had been cited for contempt. See Office c Grebby
(12.vii.75 to 15.xi.75), fol. 28r–32r.

485. Ch 6, n. 173: Fol. 137v: mulier fatetur quod contraxerunt adinvicem matrimonium per ista verba: ‘Ego
accipio te in uxorem meam’, et ‘Ego accipio te in virum meum’, âd festum translacionis Sancte Etheldrede
anno domini millesimo trecentesimo septuagesimo nono,̂ quare peciit pro matrimonio adiudicari etc. Dictus
Johannes fatetur quod ipse dixit eidem Tille ista verba: ‘Volo te habere in uxorem meam’, et quod ipsa
consenciit. Fatetur eciam quod procuravit banna edi inter eos in facie ecclesie; âlia negat.̂ I cannot accept the
version of the pleadings reported in Sheehan, “Formation,” 50 and n. 40. He may have gotten the case mixed
up with another one. His analysis of the ambiguity of the words that John confesses (id., 56–7) is, however,
well taken.

486. Ch 6, n. 174: Meaning that she admitted the charges. A litis contestatio can be either affirmativa or
negativa. If it is the former, there will not be an automatic judgment for the plaintiff if, as here, the rights of
third parties are involved.

487. Ch 6, n. 177: I am inclined to agree with Sheehan’s suggestion (“Formation,” 73 and n. 136) that this
seems to be a case in which a husband refused to live with his wife because of his subsequent discovery of
an impediment of affinity. It is hard to explain his change of position otherwise, unless it is the product of a
carefully designed strategy to rid himself of both women.

488. Ch 6, n. 180: ‘Tenant by military service below the rank of knight’, OED s.v., meaning 3, as opposed to
‘a common soldier’, id., meaning 2.

489. Ch 6, n. 181: This, of course, assumes that ‘Spinnere’ is an occupation rather than a surname, but that
seems likely. Matilda is well endowed with other surnames, and two of her witnesses are described as ‘spinners’.
For the rest, ‘Wereslee’ suggests Warley (Essex), and her alias ‘Warde de Hokyton’ may indicate that she was
previously married to man named ‘Ward’ of one of the numerous Houghtons, though the record does not say
that she was a widow. She may have migrated to Cambridge to pursue her craft. Christine’s surname ‘Wafrer’
also suggests a trade (‘maker of wafers’; see Reaney, s.n.), although in her case we have no evidence that she
or anyone in her immediate family plied the trade.

490. Ch 6, n. 182: See Sheehan, “Formation,” 74. Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 69, cites this case as an
example of a suit for restoration of conjugal rights that was turned into a petitory action when Joan was
allowed to raise her impotence defense. The reality may be more complicated. The case begins with a citation
of Joan for not cohabiting; i.e., it may have begun ex officio rather than as an instance possessory action,
though I have not classified it as ex officio in the next section. Further, the official in the first session orders
the couple to cohabit and to attempt to have intercourse, and there is no indication that Joan resisted that
order. Hence, the case might be regarded as one in which the possessory action succeeded and then became a
petitory one for divorce.

491. Ch 6, n. 183: Fol. 121v: Parte [JM] non comparente personaliter ut habuit diem ideo ex[communicandus]
et vo[candus] et denunc[iandus] in partibus Hunt’ in proximo ad idem.

492. Notes for Table 6.7:
a. In 3 cases the reclaimer is cited; in 1 case the couple is cited and not the reclaimer; in 1 case the couple

appears and no citation is mentioned; in 1 case the reclaimer is cited for impeding the marriage, and in
1 case the priest is cited for refusing to solemnize the marriage. In all cases, however, it becomes imme-
diately apparent that the source of the problem is something that was said by way of reclamation of
banns.
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b. In one case (not counted), no citation is issued to the official of the archdeacon because he is known to have
left the diocese. The count does, however, include one case in which he makes an ex officio inquiry into a
sentence of divorce issued by the archdeacon.

c. The case was appealed from the archdeacon, but the bigamy citations were issued by the official of the
consistory court.

Sheehan, “Formation,” 71, reports 39 “inquiries into marriages that became suits in which an effort was
made . . . to prove that a valid marriage existed.” This corresponds quite closely to the total of the first four
rows (38). I may have missed one, or Sheehan may have double-counted one. It seems most likely, however,
that he counted a case in which the citation was for ‘intercourse’ and which is listed in the table under
‘fornication’, but which rapidly turned into an inquiry into the possible marriage of the reus with three
different women (Wafrer, Wereslee and Dallynge c Savage, at nn. 178–81). The six ‘inquiries into failure to
cohabit’ (id., 73) are in fact four citations for refusal to obey a court order to solemnize, one citation for
nonresidence with the spouse (Pyncote c Maddyngle, at nn. 182–3), and one for failure to treat the spouse
with marital affection (Puf c Puf and Benet, at nn. 103–4; combined with nonresidence in the table).

493. Ch 6, n. 184: In order: Office and Bassingbourn (vicar) c Gilberd (at n. 207), Office c Slory and Feltewell
(at n. 191), Office c Chilterne, Neve and Spynnere (at n. 231), Office c Galion and Phelip (at n. 223), Office
c Bourn (vicar), Stanhard and Molt (at n. 228), Office c Symond and Page (at n. 229), and Office and Andren
and Edyng c Andren and Solsa (at nn. 218–19).

494. Ch 6, note 185: Bradenho c Taillor (n. 36). In Office c Bocher (26.viii.74), fol. 11v, Henry Bocher was
cited super contractu matrimoniali . . . clandestine inito fama publica referente, a formula that approaches the
barefoot boy with shoes on. It may be significant, however, that the word clandestine is inserted with a carat
and that he confesses a contract with Alice Warde. They may have publicized a contract that was initially
clandestine, or it may be that clandestine is being used in one of its more nonliteral meanings, e.g., a marriage
about which banns had not been proclaimed.

495. Ch 6, n. 186: This fact was first pointed out by Sheehan, “Formation,” 61–2. The situation at Rochester
in the same period was different, though how different is a matter of debate. Compare Finch, “Parental
Authority,” with Donahue, “‘Clandestine’ Marriage.”

496. Ch 6, n. 187: See Korpiola, Between Betrothal and Bedding, p. vi. On some of the recto leaves that
Foxton signs he has added a number: “5 shillings,” “8 shillings,” etc. This may be the sum of the fees in the
cases recorded, but I doubt it. The number seems (I have not examined them all because they are not all visible
on the film) always to be a round number, whereas we would expect shillings and pence if this were a sum of
fees, and it seems more likely that it represents Foxton’s fee for making the entries. Even if it does represent a
sum of court fees, it is no help in figuring out what the fees for each act of court were.

497. Ch 6, n. 188: The issue is raised in Scammell, “Freedom and Marriage.” Since then, the debate has turned
more to seigneurial control and the payment of merchet. See Searle, “Freedom and Marriage”; Scammell,
“Wife-rents and Merchet”; Searle, “Seigneurial Control”; Brand, Hyams, Faith, and Searle, “Debate.” I think
that it is unnecessary to pursue that debate here because, as we will argue, relatively few of the litigants before
the Ely court would have been subject to the payment of merchet. See at n. 263.

498. Ch 6, n. 189: The constitution reads in its entirety (Latin text follows):

“Human concupiscence, always inclined to evil, frequently more ardently desires what is prohibited than what
is permitted. For this reason various people who cannot lawfully join in marriage on account of consanguinity
or affinity or other lawful impediments oftentimes desire it de facto, so that hidden under the veil of marriage
they can more freely accomplish the wicked and impermissible work of the flesh. They know that their
impediments are known in the parishes in which they live, [and] since they do not find their parish priests
ready to solemnize marriage between them on account of notorious impediments of this kind or on account
of the vehement fama of impediment, they take themselves off to foreign places, and particularly to cities and
populous towns, and there at one time or another, with banns not promulgated publicly, nor at appropriate
hours or times, frequently in churches, sometimes in chapels or oratories, they succeed in having a de facto
marriage solemnized between them. Living there, or afterwards returning to their own parts, and cohabiting
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with each other like spouses, since the ordinaries of these places and other people for fear of vexation or
costs do not wish or do not dare to bring suit against them for their illicit intercourse or make their crime
public by denouncing them, they remain illicitly coupled to each other to the destruction of their souls. We,
therefore, wishing to extirpate this common vice / by the authority of the present council enact that from
henceforth those who contract marriages and have them solemnized between themselves, knowing that any
canonical impediments exist in the matter or having a likely presumption of them, and also priests who
hereafter knowingly perform solemnizations of prohibited marriages of this sort or also of licit marriages
between other than their parishioners, not having obtained special license of their bishops or those who have
care of their souls, also those who hereafter have clandestine marriages solemnized by force or fear in churches,
oratories or chapels and those who knowingly are present at the solemnization of marriages of this sort, [such
people] incur ipso facto a sentence of major excommunication. [And we also decree] that those generally
excommunicated be denounced in public four times a year and that they nonetheless be constrained by law by
the other penalties laid down against those celebrating marriages, banns not having been issued, or otherwise
in a clandestine manner.

“Truly, because the constitution of Simon Meopham, the late archbishop of Canterbury of good memory,
our next predecessor, which begins ‘Item Quia ex contractibus’, [Council of London, 1328, c.[8], in Lyndwood,
Provinciale 4.3.[1], pp. 273(misnumbered 266)-274; cf Wilkins, Concilia, 2:554] according to a superficial
reading of its words seems, in the opinion of many, doubtful or obscure, wishing to make that constitution
not doubtful for the future, we declare, the council approving, that it is thus to be understood: that any priest,
secular or religious, who presumes to assist the solemnization of a marriage outside a parish, church or a
chapel which has parish rights pertaining to it of old shall undergo ipso facto the penalty laid down in that
constitution.”

499. Ch 6 n. 189: “Humana concupiscentia, semper ad malum procliva, quod est prohibitum frequenter
ardentius appetit quam quod licet. Unde personae variae, quae propter consanguinitatem vel affinitatem seu
alia impedimenta legitima matrimonialiter adinvicem de iure nequeant copulari, multoties desiderant id de
facto, ut sub matrimonii contecti velamine possint carnis operam perniciosam et illicitam liberius adimplere.
Qui sua scientes impedimenta nota fore in parochiis in quibus degent, quia parochiales presbyteros, propter
huiusmodi impedimenta notoria seu famam impedimenti vehementem, ad solennizandum matrimonium inter
tales paratos non inveniunt, ad loca remota, et praecipue ad civitates et municipia populosa in quibus praemis-
sorum non habetur notitia transferunt se ad tempus, et illuc quandoque, bannis publice non editis, nec horis
nec temporibus opportunis, aliquoties in ecclesiis, aliquando in capellis seu oratoriis, matrimonia inter ipsos
solennizari procurant. Et ibidem morantes vel ad partes proprias postea redeuentes, adivicem cohabitantes ut
coniuges, quia locorum ordinarii et populares alii prae timore vexationum et sumptuum ipsos super illicita co-
pula nolunt aut non audent impetere seu eorum dennunciando crimina propalare, illicite remeaneant adinvicem
copulati in suarum interritum animarum. Nos igitur, hoc tamen frequens vitium extirpare volentes, / prae-
sentis auctoritate concilii statuimus quod exnunc matrimonia contrahentes et ea inter se solennizari facientes,
quaecumque impedimenta canonica in ea parte scientes aut praesumptionem verisimilem eorumdem habentes,
sacerdotes quoque qui solennizationes matrimoniorum prohibitorum huiusmodi seu etiam licitorum inter alios
quam suos parochianos in posterum scienter fecerint, dioecesanorum vel curatorum ipsorum contrahentium
super hoc licentia non obtenta, clandestina etiam matrimonia in ecclesiis, oratoriis vel capellis solennizari vi vel
metu in posterum facientes ac matrimoniorum praedictorum huiusmodi solennizationi interessentes, conscii
praemissorum, maioris excommunicationis sententiam incurrant ipso facto. Et quod quarter annis singulis in
genere excommunicati publice nuncientur poenisque aliis contra celebrantes matrimonia, bannis non editis,
vel alias clandestinis statutis a iure nihilominus arceantur.

“Sane quia consitutio bonae memoriae Simonis Mepham quondam Cantuariensis archiepsicopi, praede-
cessoris nostri proximi quae incipit ‘Item. Quia ex contractibus’ iuxta verborum suorum corticem opinione
multorum in sui fine videtur dubia seu obscura, ipsam constitutionem reddere pro futuro cupientes indubiam,
eam sic intelligendam fore, hoc approbante concilio, declaramus quod quivis sacerdos, saecularis sive regu-
laris, qui solennizationi matrimonii extra parochialem ecclesiam vel capellam habentem iura parochialia sibi
competentia ab antiquo interesse praesumpserit poenam in ea latam subeat ipso facto.”

Council of London 1342, c. 11, in Lyndwood, Provinciale 4.3.[2], pp. 275–7 (cf. Wilkins, Concilia, 2:707;
the part up to the slash (/) is from Wilkins).
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500. Ch 6, n. 190: John Anegold may be related to William Anegold of Chesterton in Anegold and Schanbery
c Grantesden (n. 95). The name is not a common one. There is also at least one case (Gobat and Pertesen
c Bygot [n. 89]) in which a violation of Humana concupiscentia is mentioned without there being a citation
for it. Sheehan’s count of 10 (“Formation,” 51) either overstates or understates depending on what one is
counting.

501. Ch 6, n. 192: Fol. 108v: cum in generali concilio proinde sit statutum ut cum matrimonia sint con-
trahenda in ecclesiis per presbyteros publice proponatur competenti termino prefinito ut infra illum qui
voluerit et valuerit legitimum impedimentum opponat et ipsi presbyteri nichilominus investigent utrum aliquod
impedimentum obsistat. Cum autem apparuerit probabilis coniectura contra copulam contrahendam, contrac-
tus interdicatur expresse donec quid fieri debeat super eo manifestis constiterit documentis quodque omnis
et singuli matrimonia inter se contrahentes et ea solempnizari facientes impedimenta legitima scientes aut
suspicionem habentes verisimilem eorundem, huiusque matrimoniorum solempnacioni interessentes maioris
excommunicacionis sentencia a constitucione provinciali in proximo articulo superius recitata [probably
reference to the citation of the constitution in the previous entry] fuerint et sint ipso facto dampnaliter
involuti, etc.

502. Ch 6, n. 193: The account of this case in Sheehan, “Formation,” 51, is marred by the fact that Sheehan
has Andren’s gender wrong and by his failure to realize that the proceedings here are ancillary to the Slory
case.

503. Ch 6, n. 194: Fol. 108v: predicti tamen [JAne] et [JAnd], predicti venerabilis patris et nostri in hac parte
subditi et subiecti, sue salutis inmemores, scientes impedimentum predictum fore propositum et propterea
huius contractum expresse interdictum, solempnizacionem dicti matrimonii inter eosdem contrahentes extra
diocesis Elien’ et ecclesiam suam parochialem in loco tamen ubi dicta constitucio artabat et artat, curatorum
suorum licencia non optenta scientes de huiusmodi impedimento et interdicto fieri procurarunt et fecerunt seu
saltim solempnizacioni huius matrimonii interfuerunt, sentenciam maioris excommunicacionis predictam ipso
facto dampnabiliter incurrendo, etc.

504. Ch 6, n. 195: Fol. 110r: iniungimus cuilibet eorum quod circumeant ecclesiam parochialem de Chestreton’
coram processione eiusdem depositis vestibus suis usque ad camisios deferendo cereos in manibus suis et quod
sacerdos ipsos sequatur cum virga in manu sua, etc.

505. Ch 6, n. 201: A full account of this litigation is given in Aston, Arundel, 103–4. William Molt was
also charged with violation Humana concupiscentia and does penance, but, of course, ultimately emerges
victorious, by what machinations it is perhaps best not to inquire. For the possible connection between him
and Richard Molt in Saffrey c Molt, see n. 56.

506. Ch 6, n. 208: After an introduction similar to that given in T&C no. 501, the text continues (fol. 75v):
dictus tamen dominus [JGi] sue salutis inmemor solempnazacioni matrimonii clamdestini et prohibiti inter
[WW] et [AF] post et contra reclamacionem in edicione bannorum inter eos publice factam per partem [JGo]
racione precontractus matrimonialis inter eosdem [JGo] et [AF] ut pretenditur initi, liteque super eodem
precontractu indecisa pendente, eciam curatorum dictorum [WW] et [AF] licencia non optenta, nulla premissa
debita bannorum edicione, nec horis nec temporibus oportunis, in ecclesia de Bassingbourn’ . . . quodam die
mensis Januarii ultimo preterito scienter interfuit, illudve fieri et de facto solempnizari, quin ?verius prophanari,
procuravit et fecit ac huiusmodi facto dampnato et prohibito suis perversis machinacionibus prestitit scienter
operam, consilium, auxilium et favorem, sentenciam maioris excommunicacionis predictam dampnabiliter
incurrendo. Idem insuper dominus [JGi] communis existit negociator brasii et aliorum ?mercimoniorum,
mercata et alia loca venalia frequentans, mercimonia sua per ipsum prius empta vendicioni exponens, diversis
negociis secularibus se inmiscuit et inmiscet contra status ?ordinis sui decenciam, in anime sue periculum,
ordinis clericalis opprobrium et contemptum et aliorum exemplum pessimum plurimorum.

507. Ch 6, n. 212: Thomas Humbelton of [St Benet’s] Cambridge, tailor, and Agnes Folvyle of [St Benet’s]
Cambridge were cited to appear before the official (Scrope) concerning intercourse, long continued, and
a clandestine contract of marriage. (17.xii.75, fol. 35r.) They appeared and admitted that they contracted
marriage in present words of mutual consent followed by intercourse. When asked whether they knew any
reason why they should not be judged married, they proposed nothing; indeed, they swore that they were free
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of conjugal ties and other impediments. Scrope pronounced them married, ordered the banns published, and
the marriage, barring impediment, solemnized. See Sheehan, “Formation,” 65.

John Wylcokesson of St Benet’s Cambridge and Agnes, daughter of John Hare residing in Barnwell, also of
St Benet’s Cambridge, were cited before the official (Scrope) concerning a clandestine contract of marriage and
subsequent intercourse. (11.i.76, fol. 35.) The case proceeded exactly as the Humbelton case, just described.

Robert servant of Richard Leycestre, parishioner of Holy Trinity, Ely, and Mariota servant of Richard were
cited before the commissary (Gloucestre) in Holy Trinity, Ely, concerning a contract of marriage, followed by
intercourse. (2.x.76, fol. 55Ar.) They admitted that they promised to become husband and wife; afterwards
they had intercourse often. With their consent, they were pronounced married; they swore to solemnize the
marriage before the church within the next six weeks. (Cf. Office c Wolron and Leycestre [n. 21; at n. 220], for
another case brought the same day involving other servants of Richard’s.) As the transcript of the confession
in Sheehan, “Formation,” 55 n. 59 (Leicester), makes clear, we are dealing here with words of the future tense
followed by intercourse. The six-week period is unusual; usually the court orders solemnization pro loco et
tempore opportunis (id., 62). In this case, however, the short time period may indicate the eagerness of the
couple rather than of the court.

Robert de Bury, tailor, residing in Cambridge, and Leticia Littelbury of Fordham, taverner of Lucy Lokyere
of Cambridge, were cited before the commissary (Gloucestre) concerning a contract of marriage. (17.iv.77 to
30.iv.77, fol. 69r–71v.) They admitted words that could either be de presenti or de futuro, but the tense was
irrelevant because intercourse followed. Leticia asked that they be judged husband and wife on the basis of
their confessions. Robert was given two weeks to propose why they should not be adjudged husband and wife.
He failed to do so, and they were pronounced husband and wife (solemnization is not mentioned). Robert
appealed to the provincial court. (This case could be regarded as office/instance, except that Robert proposed
so little that it is hard to see that there was any issue. Unless he knew of an undisclosed impediment, the result
seems to be a foregone conclusion.)

508. Ch 6, n. 213: Fol. 25v: fatebantur quod vir dixit mulieri ista verba, ‘Vis tu esse uxor mea?’ et ipsa respondit
quod ‘sic’. Et tunc dictus [AW] affidavit dictam [IW] quod ipsam duceret in uxorem et strinxerunt manum in
manu et fatentur quod dictus [AW] dedit eidem [IW], videlicet, unum flameolum et unum loculum. Transcript
also in Sheehan, “Formation,” 56. Sheehan notes the ritual elements in the description of the ceremony (I
am inclined to think that loculus is more likely to be a purse than a little chest and would hesitate to call
the gifts an “endowment” when they might be a “pledge”), and his overall conclusion (at 57) is perceptive:
“the form of words and ritual acts are described, but it is not clear whether the joining of hands related to
a promise to marry or to a plighting of troth de presenti. This uncertainty must have been fairly widespread
where unsophisticated men and women, moved by who knows what desires and pressures, tried to establish
a relationship within the categories and the procedures demanded by a custom which, in part, was the debris
of a culture that no longer existed and, in part, was a ritual statement of a new and vastly different view of
marriage.” Cf. id., 58–9, 61.

509. Ch 6, n. 214: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 35 and n. 38, seems to take this as a case of enforcement
of a de futuro contract unaccompanied by intercourse. (It is the only case that appears on both the folios that
he cites, and none of the other cases on those folios seems relevant.) He may be right from a legal point of
view; certainly there is no enforcement order here.

510. Ch 6, n. 216: John Newton, alone among the Ely officials, was willing to take the case to where the parties
and their witnesses were in order to get it resolved. See, e.g., Taillor and Smerles c Lovechild and Taillor (n.
172).

511. Ch 6, n. 217: This may be the only case where the woman is ordered to do penance for fornication and
the man is not. Usually, either both are so ordered or neither is so ordered. The ruling in this case may be
explained by the fact that Adam was not present at these proceedings. Sheehan, 46 and n. 19, notes that in
three cases of affinity by illicit intercourse where the objection was successful, penance was not assigned. Page
c Chapman (at n. 49); Anegold and Schanbery c Grantesden (at nn. 95–98, 197; the latter more relevant to
this issue); Borewell c Bileye (at nn. 152–6). The accounts of the latter two cases suggest reasons why penance
for the fornication was not ordered.
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512. Ch 6, n. 218: Sheehan, “Formation,” 74–5 and n. 141 (Andrew), separates the adultery claim from the
plotting claim, but both were necessary for the impediment of crime. See Ch 1, at n. 49.

513. Ch 6, n. 219: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 78 n. 14, reports that he found no English case in which
a divorce was granted on this ground, and this is one of the very few cases in which the impediment is even
alleged.

514. Ch 6, n. 227: Something along the same lines may have been happening in Office c Andren and Andren
(24.iii.74 to 25.x.80), fol. 5v–144v. An entry in the first session recorded in the book tells us that they did not
appear and are to be cited to hear the definitive sentence. We cannot be sure that this is a divorce case, but
it probably is. This entry is, in essence, repeated 88 times until the case finally drops from view in October
of 1380. See Sheehan, “Formation,” 72–3 (Andrew). Sheehan suggests that this was a marriage enforcement
action. He seems to have missed the entry on fol. 28r that describes it as a divorce case.

515. Ch 6, n. 228: Sheehan, “Formation,” 47 and n. 31, points out that this case probably would not have
come before the court had the couple not complained about the vicar’s refusal, and he suggests that in many
cases couples would have simply dropped their plans to marry in the face of reclamations like the ones the
vicar describes.

516. Ch 6, n. 232: Fol. 104r: Quia constat nobis . . . quod magister [WR] nuper officialis domini . . archidiaconi
Elien’ matrimonuim inter vos [WC] et [AN] legitime contractum et in facie ecclesie solempnizatum racione
precontractus pretensi inter te dictum [WC] et [JK] ut dicebatur initi nullo libello seu articulo in ea parte
oblato nec litem legitime contestata, nullisque probacionibus legitimis intervenientibus, sed solum ad vestri
[WC] et [JK] adinvicem colludencium confessionem, processu legitimo et iuris ordine in ea parte requisitis
penitus pretermissis, de facto cum de iure non potuit, divorciavit, ipsosque abinvicem separavit, suamque sen-
tenciam diffinitivam eciam sine scriptis in ea parte tulit iniquam, invalidam atque nullam, etc. . . . Nos igitur
attendentes quod quos Deus coniunxerat nec inviti nec volentes per hominem poterunt separari, predictam
sentenciam quatenus de facto processit tanquam erroneam quinpocius nullam revocamus, cassamus et irrita-
mus ac matrimonium inter vos dictos [WC] et [AN] legitime contractum et in facie ecclesie solempnizatum
redintegramus et consolidamus sentencialiter et diffinitive in hiis scriptis.

517. Ch 6, n. 237: Fol. 140r: Dominus decrevit [JH] fore puniendum et imposuit sibi penitenciam sequentem,
videlicet, quod die dominica proximo tunc futura in ecclesia de Dodyngton’ publice petet ab ea veniam dicendo
coram toto populo quod talia verba non dixit quia fuerunt vera sed calore iracundie et provocatus. There is
no indication that this case ever came before the consistory, leaving one to wonder how Foxton managed to
get the record of it. The bishop had a manor in Doddington, deep in the fen country.

518. Ch 6, n. 238: Cf. Office promoted by William Netherstrete, chaplain of Fulbourn, Roger in le Hirne,
Thomas Gilote, Richard King, Thomas Beveregh, Robert Godfrey, Hugh Merlyng, John Colyon, John Dilly,
William Swettok, and John Rolf, parishioners of Fulbourn c William Fool vicar of Cherry Hinton (12.iv.75
to 14.i.78), fol. 22r–86v. A William Netherstrete, almost certainly the same man, is also the appellant in a
correctional case brought originally by the archdeacon’s official. Office c Netherstrete (1) (14.vi.75 to 22.vi.75),
fol. 24r–26r.

519. Fol. 84v: Dominus [WN] citatus coram nobis . . . super crimine per ipsum cum [AF] fama referente
commissa ac eciam super eo quod idem dominus [WN] sortilegium commisit utendo, videlicet, coniuracionibus
et incantacionibus per quas intebatur [?read intendebatur] et sollicitavit [KM] ad cameram ipsius noctanter
venire ut sic eam in adulterio opprimeret violenter, necnon super eo quod dictus dominus [WN] in quosdam
dominum [JP] presbyterum et [RN] clericum et [JB] clericum in ecclesia sancti Vigoris de Fulbourn’ non
attenta loci reverencia nec ordinis privilegio manus iniecit temere violentas ac pro eo quod sollicitavit [IW]
ut eam carnaliter cognosceret. Item quod [EA] carnaliter cognovit ac eciam quamdam [AG], cuius menbrum
muliebre abscidit quia habuit eam suspectam de [JA] in adulterinis amplexibus, detinuit concubinam. Item
quod frequentat communiter tabernas tam noctibus quam diebus cum ribaldis et suspectis personis contra
ordinis sui honestatem. Item quod communis negociator est bladi.

520. Ch 6, n. 242: It is worth mentioning, at least in a note, that the relationship may have been innocent.
Both the vicar and woman purge themselves, and the fact that the vicar promises to remove the woman from
his house suggests that the court was concerned with scandal as much as with reality.
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521. Ch 6, n. 247: Fol. 140r: [RF] citatus coram dicto venerabili patre in ecclesia conventuali de Chateris
super eo quod ipse pessime pertractavit uxorem et enormiter fregit sibi tibiam et alias enormes lesiones sibi
intulit in casu a iure non permisso. Chatteris was the site of an ancient convent of Benedictine nuns. Knowles
and Hadcock, 253, 257. The case is discussed in Aston, Arundel, 41.

522. Ch 6, n. 248: All the parties in this case came from Thriplow, which is about seven miles south of
Cambridge and close to the Essex border.

523. Ch 6, n. 249: Fol. 100r: dictus [JP] requisitus an quicquam sciat proponere quare non debeat matrimonium
inter prefatos [RG] et [JS] initum et solempnizatum divorciari et matrimonium inter ipsos [JP] et [JS] nuper
contractum et solempnizatum et erronie divorciatum redintegrari, proposuit quod dicta [IP] quam cognovit
carnaliter eandem [JS] in gradu consanguinitatis prohibito attingit.

524. Ch 6, n. 256: I did not code the Ely for ‘parental involvement’ in the way that I did the York cases in
Table 5.1. I have the impression that the proportion of such cases is considerably lower than it is at York,
but we should recall that much of our evidence for parental involvement at York comes from the depositions,
which we lack for Ely. Putting the impressionistic evidence for Ely together with the more precise evidence for
York, it is safe to say that there is no reason to believe that the proportion of cases with parental involvement
at Ely was any higher than it was it York (average of 37%), and it may well have been lower.

525. Ch 6, n. 257: So long as the person was subject to the bishop’s jurisdiction (as all of these clearly were),
the writ de excommunicato capiendo would be issued to any sheriff in whose area the person might be found.
Multiple addressees of the writs are not uncommon. See Logan, Excommunication, 93–5.

526. Ch 6, n. 259: The modal number of parties is, of course, two. As we have seen, there are also three-
party instance cases and one four-party instance case. The total is brought down by the fact that a number
of the office cases have only one defendant. Where two toponyms are given I have chosen the one that is
the “residence” address. I have also assumed that husbands and wives (and the one couple in a concubinage
relationship) were living together. Further speculation about the 14 who do not have toponyms may be found
in subsequent paragraphs.

527. Note for Table 6.8: The following places are represented by only one party: Abington Pigotts, Barley
(Herts), Blisworth (Northants), Coton, Elsworth, Exning, Girton, Gedney (Lincs), Haddenham, Hildersham,
Horseheath, Lincoln diocese (not further specified), Malmesbury (Wilts), Orwell, Pampisford, Shudy Camps,
Thorney, Westhorpe (Suff), Whitewell in Barton, Witcham, Whittlesey.

528. Ch 6, n. 261: I have some doubts about “Halpeny Cloke,” and a few of the parties have surnames that
look like their current toponym, e.g., Agnes de Emneth, who pretty clearly was currently resident in Emneth
(Agnes daughter of Henry Jake of Emneth and Agnes daughter of John de Emneth c William Alcok of Emneth
(3.ii.79 to 25.x.80), fol. 109r–144v).

529. Ch 6, n. 262: There are, of course, names derived from French, as the list indicates, but they are derived
from a French that was rapidly becoming, if it had not already become, English in the fourteenth century (like
“Ostler” and “Butcher”).

530. Ch 7, n. 6: Another clerk is mentioned, Roland le Roy. He is never, however, called scriba officialitatis,
as is Villemaden, and it is probably significant that two of the three entries that he signs are ones in which
Villemaden played a different role. (The third is a sentence, and the maintenance of the register of sentences
may have been a different responsibility.) This points to another difference with the Ely register. Although
Foxton did not physically write all of the register, he seems to have written most of it. A number of hands are
at work in the Paris register.

531. Ch 7, n. 8: Curia Parisiensis episcopi. Anno Domini. Anno Domini. Rothomagensis. Anno Domini.
Jovis. Preoccupemus. Registre de Paris, col. 1, n. 1. I have no idea what the references to Rouen and Thursday
are intended to signify. Preoccupemus may be a shorthand for Preoccupemus faciem eius [sc. Domini] in
confessione, a line from the Vulgate Psalm 94, sung every morning before the beginning of Matins. In the
sixteenth century, the Paris archdeacon’s court was keeping two registers that roughly correspond to our
categories of civil and criminal. Donahue, ed., Records 1, 107–8. Petit, who did pioneering work in the
surviving records of the medieval French officialities, probably assumed that the substantial runs of records
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from the fifteenth century that survive from the dioceses of Châlons-sur-Marne and Troyes were ‘criminal’ and
that the ‘civil’ registers had been lost. We will have occasion to question that assumption. See Ch 8, at n. 36;
Ch 12, at n. 5; Donahue, ed., Records 1, 97–8, 112. That such a divsion was not inconceivable in the fifteenth
century is shown by the surviving records of Carpentras, but that is an area with a substantially different legal
tradition from that of the north.

532. Ch 7, n. 9: I am not suggesting that this is a complete explanation for the inclusions and omissions.
Villemaden clearly included some matters (mostly ex officio) for which we have no evidence of a fee for
recording, and he may well have missed some entries for which a fee was paid. Also, we cannot be sure that
even in instance cases a fee was always charged for an entry because many of them have no indication of a
fee. He may have indicated the fee only when it was not paid on the spot.

533. Ch 7, n. 11: More analysis of the ‘criminal’ category in the Paris court would reduce this number
somewhat (and correspondingly increase the category of delictual obligations), but not substantially. Excluding
the Paris cases where the substance is unknown, we get the following percentages: obligation 44%, court 3%,
ecclesiastical 14%, miscellaneous 1%, matrimonial 31%, and testamentary 8%.

534. Ch 7, n. 12: It is least accurate for 1384, but relatively little survives from that year (portions of the last
two months of the year). Those months were extraordinary ones. The official, Guillaume de Boudreville, was
dying. On 5 December he was replaced by a locum tenens because of his illness; on 17 December the court
was not in session because of his funeral. The new official, Robert de Dours, took office on 9 January 1385.
It is possible that the unusually large amount of litigation recorded for 1385 is the result of the fact that a
backlog had built up during Guillaume’s last year in office. This might – we can be less sure of this – have
affected the proportion of marriage cases because a number of marriage cases at Paris, like those at Ely, seem
to have been begun with an ex officio citation.

535. Ch 7, n. 14: These numbers should be compared with those published (with considerable hesitation) by
Lévy, “Officialité de Paris.” Lévy’s count of cases involving the enforcement of marriage is very close to ours
(250 vs 254). His count of separation cases is somewhat higher (120 vs 102). I suspect that what happened here
is that Lévy classified as two cases, those in which a couple first appear before the official and are told to try to
make up their differences, and then reappear somewhat later when they cannot do so. What I cannot reconcile
is Lévy’s count of marriage and separation cases with his overall count of approximately 600 cases that deal
with “family questions” in the broad sense, 460 with marriage, 160 with guardianship of minors and similar
family related topics, and 80 that cannot be firmly classified. There are 70 cases that deal with the guardianship
of minors (an actual count), 4 cases of emancipation (again, an actual count), and 32 (extrapolated from the
1385 sample) that deal with testamentary matters other than guardians. Again, I suspect that in the days
before computers, Lévy was misled by cases that disappear from view and then reappear, sometimes with a
somewhat different form of the parties’ names and frequently without much information as to what the case
was about. While the Paris record is sufficiently ambiguous that no firm count of cases can be had, I believe
that the count offered here is more accurate than Lévy’s.

536. Ch 7, n. 15: The Ely and York fifteen comparisons are significant at the .96 level (z = 2.05 and 1.93,
respectively), that with York fourteen at the .99 level (z = 3.38). For a discussion of the legitimacy of using
a z-test with records like those of Paris and Ely, see Ch 6, n. 25 (T&C no. 406).

537. Ch 7, n. 16: The number of cases in which we do not know who the moving party was is particularly high
in remission and separation cases, where there is reason to believe that the couple had agreed upon a result
before they reached the court. It is also high in the straight ex officio cases, of which 18 are brought against
a man alone, 3 against a women, and 2 against a couple. All of these have judgments against the defendants.
One may surmise that at least in the 8 cases of wife beating and the four of paternity, the judgment against
the man was not unwelcome to the woman.

538. Ch 7, n. 17: Here we can add the judgments that we know favored or went against the espousals even
though we don’t know the gender of the parties, and we can count the jactitation judgments (all of which
favored the plaintiff) for what they are, a judgment against the espousals.

539. Ch 7, n. 18: Once more we can add the cases where we know that a judgment for divorce or separation
was entered, even though we do not know the gender of the moving party. There are no judgments against a
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divorce or separation. The denominator here is the number of cases brought. Granted the state of the record,
we have almost certainly understated the number of divorces or separations actually granted.

540. Ch 7, n. 19: Comparentibus Johanne Orillat, actore in causa matrimoniali, et Mariona, filia Symonis
Malice, rea, ex altera, actor proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro, re integra, reus [sic] negavit totum et
detulit actor, dicens se nullos testes habere, iuramentum ree, que rea iuravit se nunquam contraxisse aliqua
sponsalia aut fideidationes habuisse cum actore; et hoc mediante ream absolvimus, etc., dantes licentiam
utrique etc.; viii d. reus ii s. In reporting case names from the Paris register, I have used the French form of the
Christian name (even where it resulted in the creation of a French name that is not used today, e.g., Agnesotte
for Agnesotta, Asselotte for Asselotta) but have left the surname as it is in the record (sometimes French, more
often Latin), except in the cases of toponyms used as surnames, where Petit identified the toponym in the
margin. I have used accent marks in the surnames only where they appear in the record. The column reference
is to the Petit edition, with an additional number indicating where the entry begins on the column (starting
with the first full entry). Parish names and street names that sometimes appear in the title are all in Paris; other
placenames are identified to département in parentheses. Variant forms (sometimes several) are confined to
the Table of Cases.

541. Ch 7, n. 20: That this is the formula is strongly suggested by Maı̂tre Guillaume Lot alias de Luca c
demoiselle (domicella) Jeanette fille du défunt maı̂tre Jean Corderii (23.viii.86), col. 354/2 (a remission case
that spells it out in full). Maı̂tre is magister in the Latin, a title that may, but need not, indicate a university
connection. That domicella is an indication of higher status is clear enough, though its precise significance is
unclear in both the Paris and the Cambrai records. E.g., Ch 9, at n. 36. I have not found in either the Paris or
the Cambrai records the male equivalent, domicellus, which is found in some of the York records (‘donzel’).
E.g., Ch 4, n. 50. There it seems fairly clearly to mean someone above the status of a yeoman but below that
of a knight.

542. Ch 7, n. 21: The variation about which I am least sure that there is no significance is found in Champenoys
c Cadrivio (1.vii.87), col. 490/4, where the actor alleges sponsalia (no mention of de futuro or re integra), and
the rea swears that she did not contract sponsalia or pledge faith to him (ipsum affidasse). That some of these
cases may involve ambiguous contracts or even de presenti contracts is considered later.

543. Ch 7, n. 22: E.g., Berchere c Gaulino (16.v.85), col. 119/2; Lymosin c Vaillante (11.i.85), col. 244/5;
Fouquet c Noble (2.vi.85), col. 127/1; Sorle c Monachi (23.vi.85), col. 142/2; Touperon c Broudee (4.i.86),
col. 241/3.

544. Ch 7, n. 23: In some cases the word is in the singular, consciencie. This might suggest that it is the conscience
of the oath-taker that is at stake were it not for the fact that the singular is grammatically appropriate if the
license is given (as it normally is) to utrique.

545. Ch 7, n. 27: non detur licentia contrahendi alibi et ex causa. This case also leaves the matter to the
defendant’s conscience (sue consciencie).

546. Ch 7, n. 29: Col. 115/1: actor proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro et fideidationes et quod tradiderat
dicte ree unam virgam argenti nomine matrimonii, rea confessa fuit quod dictus actor ipsam requisivit ut
esset uxor sua, etc., et quod ipsa respondit sibi quod bene volebat si placeret patri suo et amicis et quod
recepit dictam virgam sub conditione predicta et non aliter, et hodie dictus pater comparuit et dixit quod sibi
non placuit nec placet, etc. Col. 119/4: actor detulit iuramentum ree super eo quod dictus actor proposuerat
sponsalia sine conditione quam dicta rea proposuerat, videlicet si placeret patri suo, etc.; que iuravit se non
contraxisse nisi sub conditione predicta, et dictus pater iuravit quod sibi non placuit nec placet, etc., et hoc
mediante fuit dicta rea absoluta ab impetatione actoris et actor condempnatus in expensis ree, etc.

547. Ch 7, n. 42: Col. 481/7: actor proposuit sponsalia de futuro re integra, rea confessa quod idem actor
ipsam requisiverat et sibi locutus fuerat de matrimonio contrahendo, que tunc respondit quod faceret illud
quod placeret patri suo et amicis, cetera negando; qui actor detulit iuramentum ree, que iuravit se nunquam
contraxisse cum dicto actore et insuper pater dixit quod non placuit nec placet sibi, etc., et ideo ream ab
impetitione actoris absolvimus, dantes utrique licentiam etc., quilibet xii d. The formula in Autreau c Doublet
(n. 37) is the same, except that the woman swears that she never contracted nor had marital promises, except
in the aforementioned way (nisi modo predicto).
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548. Ch 7, n. 43: This case is like Coesmes c Poulain (n. 29) in that it takes two sessions to resolve. Unlike
Coesmes, however, there is no mention of the actor being condemned to pay costs.

549. Ch 7, n. 44: Col. 201/1: pater dicte ree comparuit et dixit quod sibi non placet nec dicta filia sua sibi
unquam super hoc locutus fuit, etc.

550. Ch 7, n. 45: Col. 297/2: rea confessa fuit quod idem actor ipsam ream requisiverat et quod respondit
quod faceret illud quod placeret amicis suis, cetera negando; . . . iuravit se nunquam contraxisse cum dicto
actore, nec amici sui sibi dixerunt quod eis placeret nec sibimet placuit, etc.

551. Ch 7, n. 47: Col. 320/3: [rea] iuravit quod licet ipse actor locutus fuisset eidem patri dicte filie de
matrimonio contrahendo cum ipsa filia, ipsa nunquam hoc ratum habuit neque in hoc consentiit neque aliqua
sponsalia aut fideidationes cum ipso actore habuit, etc., et hoc mediante ream absolvimus, etc., dantes licentiam
utrique etc., cetera relinquentes conscientie, etc.; quilibet ii s. The entry in Bourges c Lombardi (7.ix.87),
col. 518/4, tells us less but probably involves the same fact-pattern: actor proposuit quod pater dicte filie
ipsam dicto viro concesserat in uxorem et quod ipsa in hoc consenciit, re integra etc.; rea negavit etc et detulit
actor iuramentum ree, que iuravit se nunquam contraxisse nec in eo consensisse etc., et hoc mediante ream
absolvimus, dantes licentiam utrique, etc.

552. Ch 7, n. 49: rea confessa fuit quod quidam frater suus magister in theologia, sibi loqutus [sic] fuit ut
dictum actorem vellet recipere in sponsum, que semper respondit quod non placebat sibi nec unquam placuit,
sed semel dictus frater posuit manum suam in manu dicti actoris ipsa invita, cetera negando, et super hoc actor
detulit iuramentum dicte ree, que iuravit se nunquam contraxisse sponsalia cum dicto actore nec intentionis
sue extitisse [sic] contrahere cum ipso, etc.; quo iuramento attento ream ad [read ab] impetitione actoris
absolvimus, dantes utrique licentiam etc.

553. Ch 7, n. 50: reus confessus fuit quod amici ipsarum partium loquti [sic] fuerant insimul de matrimonio
contrahendo inter ipsas partes, etc., sed nichil fuit concordatum, sponsalia negando.

554. Ch 7, n. 53: rea confessa fuit quod dum ipsi vir et mulier ivissent quesitum [sic] paleam pro quodam
coram magistro F. in villa de [Argenteuil] supervenerunt quidam socii ad dictam filiam cum ensibus evaginatis
minando ipsam occidere nisi affidaret dictum [GK]; que quidem mulier pro terrore ipsorum sociorum promisit
tunc eisdem sociis quod ipsum virum acciperet et statim hic reclamavit, et detulit actrix reo [sic; read actor
ree] qui iuravit ut supra, et fuit absoluta, etc., dantes licentiam utrique, etc.; filia ii s.

555. Ch 7, n. 55: actrix proposuit sponsalia et fideidationes matrimoniales, lite ex parte rei negative contesta,
dicendo quod licet ipse partes loqute [sic] fuerant insimul de matrimonio inter se contrahendo, nunquam
contraxerat cum dicta actrice nec eam affidaverat, et quia delato sibi iuramento per actricem, hoc iuravit, fuit
idem reus absolutus, etc.; quilibet ii s. – Contempnatus est idem vir erga dictam Perettam in viginti septem fr.
auri et duobus paribus lintheaminum audita confessione dicti viri. – Nota; Forestarii.

556. Ch 7, n. 56: Alain Forestarii (Forestier), Lic. in decretis, served variously as examiner, promotor, and
commissioner to take evidence for the court throughout the period of the register. See, e.g., col. 4, 215, 233,
281, 397, 517. He kept one of the registers of fines. Col. 262. His role here is unclear, but his signature appears
in the place where someone other than Jean de Villemaden signs an entry.

557. Ch 7, n. 57: How substantial is discussed when we try to make sense of the fees that the court charged.
Assuming that the reference to “gold francs” is not intended to be to some special unit of account but the
simple Paris livre notionally equivalent to a livre tournois, we should probably be thinking in terms of a ratio
of approximately 4:1 for the conversion from pounds sterling to livres. Seven pounds sterling could hire an
English carpenter for three and a half years. See Spufford, Handbook of Exchange.

558. Ch 7, n. 60: This procedure is quite common in the Paris records, though it is by no means invariable.
It is also, from a modern point of view, odd, because we would expect that the defendant would be the one
choosing a domicile, both for purposes of service of process and to establish jurisdiction. In fact, it is almost
always the plaintiff who does so. (Esveillée c Bontrelli [at nn. 98–9] is an exception.) It may have been done,
we might speculate, in order to establish a place at which a default could be declared. A nonsuited plaintiff
would not be heard later to claim that he was unaware of the nonsuit if he had been called at the declared
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domicile. This may not have been necessary in the case of the defendant because he had already been cited
(and presumably found) by the process server.

559. Ch 7, n. 62: rea, ad finem repellendi dictum actorem ab agendo, excipiendo proposuit quod idem actor
erat excommunicatus auctoritate nostra pro re ad instantiam receptoris emendarum curie Parisiensis. I must
confess that I am not sure what pro re means. It could mean “for sexual intercourse,” as in the phrase re
integra in marriage cases, but I suspect that it means “for debt.”

560. Ch 7, n. 64: One other case, Clergesse c Pruce (n. 54), has an initial entry in which the parties simply
appear and the defendant is inhibited from contracting elsewhere pendente lite. In Fouquet c Noble (n. 22),
and Besson c Goupille (6.ii.86), col. 260/1, there is evidence that there had been a previous appearance that
was not recorded (actor qui alias proposuerat sponsalia de futuro, etc., the same formula used in Coesmes
c Poulain [n. 29], to be discussed). In other cases that have more than one entry, the additional entry may
be explained in other ways. In Lingonis c Royne (7.v.85), col. 302/1, the initial entry records the citation of
the defendant for the following day. In Gaigny c Lombardi (20–27.iii.87), col. 447/3, 450/8, and Coesmes c
Poulain (n. 29), the claim is made in the initial entry, and the case set for proof. The decisory oath takes place
in the second entry and the plaintiff is charged with expenses, perhaps because of the extra session. The same
pattern appears in Touesse c Ruelle (7–14.xii.84), col. 6/1, 12/3, and Parvi c Charronis (n. 32) (in the latter
with an inhibition pendente lite), without the taxation of costs. Luzerai c Vauricher (19–24.vii.85), col. 159/5,
163/2, and Noblete c Jaut (27–31.iii.86), col. 284/1, 286/1, have two entries, but in the first the plaintiff fails
to appear.

561. Ch 7, n. 65: And is let off with a low fee, 12 deniers, though she has previously paid 8 deniers. This is
still less than the usual fee of 2 sous for the decisory oath.

562. Ch 7, n. 67: Nota quod promotor vult prosequi bina sponsalia. Pilays. Nicolas Pilays was one of the
promotors of the court and as such kept one of the registers of fines. Col. 236, 515.

563. Ch 7, n. 69: rea iuravit se non recordari aliquas promissiones matrimoniales cum dicto actore habuisse nec
unquam fuit intentionis sue contrahere cum ipso, et insuper dicte partes hincinde promissiones matrimoniales
aut verba, si que haberant insimul, sapientia vim sponsaliorum remiserunt alter alteri, quam quittantiam in
patientia tolleramus, dantes utrique licentiam, cetera conscientie relinquentes.

564. Ch 7, n. 70: There also may be some hint as to age when the record uses the word filia to describe the
woman when it is not giving her name, as in the assignment of fees: filia ii s. E.g., col. 50/1 (Kaerauroez c
Sartouville), 297/2 (Champront c Valle). The alternative is to describe her as rea. E.g., col. 324/3 (Burgondi
c Fusée). Since we have some evidence, however, that Gilette de Valle (in Champront) was mature enough to
know her own mind and that Perette Fusée in Burgondi was not, we probably should not put much weight
on this usage. The notary was probably thinking fille, a word that at least in modern French can be quite
ambiguous as to its indication of age.

565. Ch 7, n. 71: That would seem to be the case in Bourges c Lombardi (n. 47), which has a similar fact-
pattern to Preudhomme, although the woman is a bit less emphatic about her rejection of her father’s choice.
She is described as Margot fille de Milo Lombardi.

566. Ch 7, n. 72: If the 11 cases were evenly distributed over the thirty-four–month period, we would expect
about 1 (.97) case in each three-month period (roughly 9%). We get 5 cases in this three-month period (roughly
45%). Comparison of the two proportions yields a z of 2.120, significant at roughly .97. Hence, there is about
a 3% chance that this distribution is the result of random variation.

567. Ch 7, n. 73: Touesse c Ruelle (7.xii.84), col. 6/1; Uilly c Poissote (9.xii.84), col. 7/5; Gaucher c Carnificis
(14.xii.84), col. 12/2; Pre c Bidaut (14.i.85), col . 30/7; Latigniaco c Hemelier (26.iv.85), col. 104/5; Josselin c
Bossart (29.iv.85), col. 107/1; Gastelier c Majoris (18.v.85), col. 120/4; Militis c Quarré (29.v.85), col. 124/5;
Savery c Reginaldi (22.vi.85), col. 141/4; Sorle c Monachi (23.vi.85), col. 142/2; Gorget c Fauconier (27.vi.85),
col. 144/5; Orillat c Malice (26.viii.85), col. 180/1; Croso c Havini (25.v.85), col. 310/3 (no license to marry
others given); Guillem c Coguelin (19.vi.86), col. 319/8; Malot c Grant (26.vi.86), col. 323/3; Bosco et Moiselet
(29.x.86), col. 384/2; Beraudi c Hanon (19.xii.86), col. 405/1; Faucheur c Cotelle (19.i.87), col. 417/4; Morelli
c Blay (6.iii.87), col. 438/7; Clareau c Perdrieau (15.iv.87), col. 454/1; Putheo c Bourdin (1.vi.87), col. 476/7;
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Champenoys c Cadrivio (1.vii.87), col. 490/4 (T&C no. 542); Fabri c Bateur (11.vii.87), col. 495/7; Huguelini
c Hubin (30.vii.87), col. 504/1; Lepreux c Ferron (21.viii.87), col. 511/5; Ayoux c Sacespée (23.viii.87),
col. 512/7.

568. Ch 7, n. 74: There are also 3 ‘straight’ deferral cases in which a fille d’un tel is the plaintiff: Flament c
Arrode (15.xi.85), col. 218/5; Gracieux c Alemant (24.xi.85), col. 224/2; Valle c Jourdani (20.v.85), col. 473/5.
The more circumstantial cases give us less guidance about this type of case, but these plaintiffs may also be
young women living with their parents.

569. Ch 7, n. 75: Baillon c Asse (18.iv.85), col. 98/3; Galteri c Bourdinette (6.ii.86), col. 260/2; Gras c Bour-
dinete (7.ii.86), col. 260/3; Gouant c Gouyere (1.vii.87), col. 490/2; Quoquet c Pain (20.viii.87), col. 510/6.

570. Ch 7, n. 77: Comparentibus [GL] et [JC] in causa matrimoniali seu sponsaliorum promissiones et fideida-
tiones matrimonii quas adinvicem habuerant et contraxerant, re integra quoad carnalem copulam, remiserunt
alter alteri, et de ipsis et expensis ac processibus inde secutis quittaverunt alter alterum, quas remissionem
et quittantiam, ex certis causis nos ad hoc moventibus, admittimus et in patientia tolleramus, dantes utrique
licentiam contrahendi alibi, etc., cetera eorum conscientiis relinquentes.

571. Ch 7, n. 78: Hodie [PG] et [JC] sponsalia inter ipsos adinvicem contracta per verba de futuro, re integra
quoad carnalem copulam, remiserunt alter alteri et quittavertunt alter alterum, nobis supplicando quatinus
quittationem et remissionem huiusmodi admittere et in patientia tollerare dignaremur; nos igitur easdem et ex
causa admittimus et in patientia tolleramus, dantes utrique licentiam alibi contrahendi vel etc.; mulier ii s.

572. Ch 7, n. 79: I do not know what is supposed to come after this vel, for so far as I am aware, it is never
spelled out. Possibilities include the redundant vel non contrahendi or castitatem vovendi, though the latter
would imply a force to the sponsalia de futuro that is not fully supported in the canonistic literature.

573. Ch 7, n. 81: Roughly 10% in both cases. See at nn. 22–6. It appears eight times in the deferral cases (total:
91) and five times in the remittance cases (total: 45), and in the one mixed deferral/remittance case (Radulphi
c Saussaye [at nn. 68–9]).

574. Ch 7, n. 82: As the following text makes clear, in some cases we cannot tell who was plaintiff or defendant,
or even whether the parties were opposed. These are styled X and Y as opposed to X c Y.

575. Ch 7, n. 85: There are, however, a number of cases in which both parties are charged a fee.

576. Ch 7, n. 86: If we eliminate the cases in which we have identified the moving party on the basis of the
payment of the fee, we have hardly enough left to calculate a gender ratio (nine male plaintiffs and five female
[65%]), and the difference between the remittance cases and the deferral cases narrows.

577. Ch 7, n. 87: attenta iuventute dicti viri et senectute dicte mulieris.

578. Ch 7, n. 88: attenta iuventute dictarum partium.

579. Ch 7, n. 89: Comparentibus [DP] et [JC] dicentibus quod tres anni sunt elapsi ipsis existentibus etate
puerili, fuerunt aliqua verba inter ipsos de matrimonio contrahendo licet nullam intentionem habuerant con-
trahendi, que verba in quantum sapierent vim sponsaliorum vel matrimonii remiserunt alter alteri, etc. For
the language, compare Radulphi c Saussaye (n. 69). For the other two cases, see Stainville, Houx, Monete et
[. . .] (at n. 102); Aqua et Champione (at nn. 103–4).

580. Ch 7, n. 90: propter adulterium hincinde commissum remiserunt alter alteri; quod factum emendaverunt,
etc.

581. Ch 7, n. 91: dicebant non esse eis utile procedere ulterius ad solemnizationem matrimonii, attento quod
dicta [JM] peccaverat in legem sponsaliorum cum [JL] et aliis, etc. . . . Mulier commorans in vico [etc.] . . .
emendavit factum.

582. Ch 7, n. 92: attento etiam quod idem vir medio iuramento asseruit quod ipse carnaliter cognoverat [JB]
amictam dicte filie et quod dicta [JB] super hoc evocata ut posset sciri veritatem facti non compaurit, etc.

583. Ch 7, n. 93: et quia nolebant ulterius procedere nec eis videbatur utile, etc.
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584. Ch 7, n. 94: certis de causis ipsos moventibus.

585. Ch 7, n. 95: Dionisii et Lorenaise (7.i.85), col. 25/3 (attento quod iuraverunt rem fore integram inter
eos); Soupparde c Pasquier (8.v.85), col. 114/1 (re integra inter eos existente quoad carnalem copulam prout
mediis iuramentis deposuerunt); Notin et Gargache (28.viii.85), col. 181/5 (attento quod iuraverunt rem esse
integram); Tousé et Tranessy (5.iv.86), col. 288/1 (attento quod iuraverunt rem esse integram quoad carnalem
copulam); Bosco et Merciere (16.vii.86), col. 337/6 (re integra inter eos existente quoad carnalem copulam,
prout medio iuramento deposuerunt); Canesson et Olone (22.xi.86), col. 394/3 (attento quod iuraverunt rem
fore integram quoad carnalem copulam). The formulae illustrate well Villemaden’s (or the official’s) way of
varying the entries. They all mean the same thing and probably reflect the same ceremony, but no two of them
are quite alike. For the eighth case, see n. 96.

586. Ch 7, n. 96: quia dicte partes iuraverunt quod, post dictas promissiones et sponsalia per verba de futuro
per dictam [J] actorem proposita, non habuerunt carnalem copulam, licet antea habuerant, et aliis [causis]
etc. This last phrase suggests that the official was taking the absence of copula as a causa for granting the
dispensation.

587. Ch 7, n. 98: attento quod res est integra quoad carnalem copulam et quod invite nupcie dificiles habent
exitus, et ne detrius inde contingat, etc., admisimus, etc.

588. Ch 7, n. 100: Hodie [RO] dicit iudicialiter quod licet [GG] alias promiserat eidem [RO] quod daret sibi
dictam filiam in sponsam, dicta filia absente, non intendit dictam filiam nec prosequi de promissione huiusmodi
nec ipsam probare posset ut dicit; quam promissionem etiam dictus pater negavit coram nobis et iuravit se
non promisisse, etc.; ii s. The awkward negatives in this sentence are a little more understandable if we think
French: il n’a l’intention ni de poursuivre la dite fille de cette promesse ni de la prouver, but after that we need
to fill out a very elliptical phrase: – vraiment qu’il ne peut pas la prouver.

589. Ch 7, n. 101: [JB] proposuit quod [SV] promiserat eidem actori dictam filiam in sponsam et uxorem et
quod dicta filia hoc ratum habuit; que quedem [read quidem] filia dixit et asseruit quod dictam promissionem
nunquam [?ratam] habuit, ymo respondit dicto patri suo quod nolebat ipsum habere etc., et quia idem actor
noluit ulterius probare fuit dicta rea absoluta ab impetitione actoris.

590. Ch 7, n. 102: Comparentes Ysabellis de Stainville, Johannes du Houx, Gullilmus Monete et [. . .] qui
alias sponsalia contraxerant se hincinde quittaverunt, quam [quittanciam] admisimus attenta iuventute, etc.;
Jo. viii d.

591. Ch 7, n. 103: Comparentibus [BA] et [PC] asserentibus se invicem aliqua verba habuisse sapientia vim
sponsaliorum per verba de futuro licet non fuerat tunc nec sit eorum intentionis ad invicem contrahere, etc.

592. Ch 7, n. 104: attenta iuventute dictarum partium et quia iuraverunt rem esse integram quoad carnalem
copulam etc., quittantiam et remissionem in patientia tolleravimus, etc.

593. Ch 7, n. 105: col. 225/2: asserentes hincinde quod multi murmurabunt ipsas partes habuisse promissiones
matrimomiales adinvicem, quas tamen minime habuerunt ipse partes, ut dicebant, et si quas habuerant inter
se vel amicos suos remittebant alter alteri, etc. The incomplete entry in Cervi et Mote (7.xii.85), col. 233/1:
Hodie [RC] et [KM] promissiones matrimoniales quas amici sui habuerunt per verba [. . .], may have been
leading to an assertion that the relatives made these promises but not the couple.

594. Ch 7, n. 106: See also Aumosne c Charretiere (n. 121), where an allegation of prior unremitted sponsalia
provides, it would seem, a total defense to an action based on the current ones.

595. Ch 7, n. 109: Firmini c Buve (n. 74); Lot c Corderii (n. 66); Boujou c Varlet (n. 90); Nicolay c Luques
(19.iii.87), col. 446/5; Bossu et Josseau (18.v.87), col. 472/5; Ymbeleti et Granier (28.vi.87), col. 489/2;
Piemignot et Pagani (13.vii.87), col. 497/5; Gaillart et Ragne (n. 92).

596. Ch 7, n. 110: Biauvoisin c Enfant (12.iv.85), col. 95/3; Tardieu c Nyglant (2.v.85), col. 109/10; Notin et
Gargache (n. 84); Prepositi c Fabri (2.vii.87), col. 491/5.

597. Ch 7, n. 111: Reginald Bontrelli domiciled in the house of Étienne Britonis at the sign of the Die, rue
Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois (at n. 98); Jeanette la Malevaude resident in the rue Percée-Saint-André (today
impasse Hautefeuille), parish of Saint-Séverin (n. 91).
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598. Ch 7, n. 116: ii s. pro utroque. Magister Ja. debet.

599. Ch 7, n. 117: De [PT] actrice in causa matrimoniali contra [LJ] reum, actrix proposuit sponsalia per
verba de futuro et fideidationes matrimoniales; reus confessus fuit, etc.; condempnatus ad solempnizan-
dum matrimonium in facie ecclesie infra Magdalenam [22.vii.85], etc., quod facere promisit idem vir, etc.;
actor xii d.

600. Ch 7, n. 118: Arry c Lions (11.ix.86), col. 364/6; Yssy et Perrier (14.i.87), col. 415/1. Arry c Lions
lacks an order to solemnize, perhaps subsumed under the “etc.,” but perhaps because the court suspected that
Martinette Lions was going against the wishes of her kin.

601. Ch 7, n. 119: Hodie audita confessione [CM] fuit dicta [CM] adiudicata in sponsam [JT] et fuerunt insimul
affidati de eorum communi consensu, fuitque iniunctum eisdem ut infra mensem solemnizent matrimonium,
etc.

602. Ch 7, n. 120: As is quite standard in security cases, the security (but not the injunction) is suspended until
Jean Miole “brings security from the Châtelet” (suspensum est quousque assecuratus afferat assecuramentum
de Castelleto). This phrase is never explained, but I am inclined to think that what it means is that Jean Miole,
himself a laymen, is to give security before the Châtelet and bring some evidence of it to the court. Such
mutuality of security would fit with what seems to be the consensual nature of these security proceedings.
See at n. 8. That Jean Miole is also to give security would suggest that he, too, has some obligations, perhaps
providing a dowry.

603. Ch 7, n. 122: Comparentibus [JA] actore in causa matrimoniali et [RC], actor proposuit sponsalia per
verba de futuro, re integra, etc., quod rea confessa fuit dicendo quod dictus vir antea affidaverat aliam, etc.: ad
[diem] veneris faciendum fidem ex parte actoris de quittacione primo, etc. One would certainly like to know
what was buried in that “etc.” Perhaps it is et ad ponendum hincinde secundo. If the Jean de l’Aumosne, le
jeune, is the same as Jean de l’Aumosne (without le jeune), at n. 84, then his allegation that a previous contract
had been remitted is true.

604. Ch 7, n. 123: Hodie fuerunt declarata sponsalia per verba de futuro inter [MU] et [DT] contracta re integra
nulla fuisse attento quod idem vir antea contraxerat sponsalia cum Pereta [la Migrenote] carnali copula inde
secuta; idem vir emendavit prout continetur in registro incarceratorum.

605. Ch 7, n. 124: Comparentes [DT], ex una parte, et [PM], ex altera, dixerunt et asseruerunt se alias
affidasse alter alterum et post fideidationes huiusmodi rem carnalem adinvicem habuisse et deinde fuisse per
officialem Meldensem adiudicatos alterum alteri in coniugem sed quia expost adiudicationem huiusmodi dicti
comparentes non habuerunt rem carnalem ad invicem et dicta mulier se permisit pluries cognosci a [HH] dicti
comparentes noluerunt ulterius procedere et decrevimus ipsos [. . .].

606. Ch 7, n. 125: Hodie attenta confessione [JS] qui confessus fuit se matrimonium in facie ecclesie cum
Sebila [that cannot be right, but granted the mistake, we cannot tell the name of the other woman] contraxisset
postmodum de facto sponsalia per verba de futuro contraxissse cum [SV] in Gretz [25.ix.85], predicta sponsalia
decrevimus nulla fuisse, etc., dantes eidem filie licentiam alibi contrahendi.

607. Ch 7, n. 128: Hodie attenta confessione [EG] que confessa fuit et dixit medio iuramento se fideidationes et
sponsalia per verba de futuro contraxisse cum [JH, 2.x.85], et quia idem [JH] hoc iuravit etiam, declaravimus
sponsalia per dictam filiam cum [LL] depost, viz., [10.xi.85] fore nulla, dantes eidem [LL] licentiam, etc.,
et emendaverunt dicti [EG] et [JH] clandestina sponsalia et alias dicta [EG] emendavit bina sponsalia prout
cavetur in registro [NC]; filia ii s, filia fuit condempnata in expensis dicti [LL] de die hodierna; xii d. [LL]. –
Emendaverunt.

608. Ch 7, n. 129: Hodie decrevimus sponsalia de futuro inter [AT] et [FA] contracta nulla esse etc., attenta
confessione dicte filie qui confitetur se antea sponsalia contraxisse cum Reginaldo Pistel, dantes eidem [FA]
licentiam etc.; dicta filia emendavit bina sponsalia prout cavetur in papiro Colini Charronis [ = ?Nicolas
Charronis; see col. 592 s.v. Nicolaus]; vir xii s. [sic; almost certainly a mistake for d].

609. Ch 7, n. 130: Comparentibus [SH] et [GO], ex una parte, et [MM], ex altera, idem [SH] proposuit
quod circiter tres menses sunt elapsi, ipse affidavit dictam filiam, et predictus [GO], dominica ultimo elapsa,
eam etiam affidavit in facie ecclesie, re integram etc., quod premissa dicta filia confessa fuit et hoc mediante
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declaravimus prima sponsalia valere et secunda nulla fore, dantes dicto [GO] licentiam alibi contrahendi, et
emendavit dicta filia bina sponsalia. ii s. – Emendavit. This case is most like an instance case in this group, in
that Simon “proposed” like a plaintiff in an instance case and the way it is styled, with parties appearing ex
una parte and ex altera, suggests an instance action as well.

610. Ch 7, n. 132: Quia nobis constat [JEP] post sponsalia per verba de futuro contracta et habita inter ipsam
et [JP], re integra, contraxisse sponsalia et deinde matrimonium consummasse cum [PH], dedimus licentiam
dicto [JP] alibi contrahendi ut, etc., ii s.; mulier emendavit prout cavetur in papiru [AA].

611. Ch 7, n. 133: Hodie declaravimus sponsalia inter [PC] et [SJ] contracta [31.xii.85] [nulla], quia tam per
confessionem dicti viri quam per confessionem [AB] nobis constitit et constat ipsos virum et [AB] ante con-
traxisse sponsalia, circiter annus est elapsus, et fuit retentus prisonarius. – [07.ii.86] idem [SJ] commorans apud
[Chevreuse (Yvelines)], emendavit factum taxatum ad sex francos solvendos infra mediam quadragesimam,
dato fideiussore Robino Jouvin, commorante in dicta villa. – Emendavit.

612. Ch 7, n. 134: Iniunctum est [PF] que contraxit nova sponsalia per verba de futuro cum [CF] ut faciet
fidem de morte primi mariti sui infra Natale; alioquin habebit licenciam idem [CF] contrahendi alibi, etc.;
xii d. Petit questioned faciet, probably because it would be subjunctive in classical Latin. More serious is the
problem of what it means. Fidem facere normally means to take an oath. Here it probably means “to provide
assurance,” because the law was fairly explicit on what sort of proof was required to prove the death of a
spouse. See Ch 9, n. 277.

613. Ch 7, n. 135: Hodie declaravimus sponsalia per verba de futuro inter [JR] et [MC] fuissse et esse nulla,
obstante impedimento generis affinitatis existente inter ipsos in primo genere affinitatis, quia Sancelota, uxor
dicti [JR], attingebat eidem [MC] in tertio gradu consanguinitatis, et ipsa [MC] eidem Sancelote in quarto
gradu, etc., dantes utrique licentiam alibi etc.; vir ii s. Pentino certainly looks like a placename. The index
suggests Pantin (Seine-Saint-Denis), east of Paris. It is hard to imagine anyone being the ‘countess of Pantin’
(except perhaps in the sense of ‘the duchess of Flatbush’); hence, it is unlikely that Marion’s surname is really
a title. (She would almost certainly have been called domina if she were a countess.) Nonetheless, these people
may be of relatively high station. Sancelotte is not a modern French given name, and she is the only woman
with that name in the register. The name may be Spanish.

614. Ch 7, n. 136: Hodie [JC] comparuit asserens quod quinque anni sunt elapsi quidam iuvenis vocatus
[GR], de partibus Andegavie, qui tunc morabatur in dicta villa de Vemars requisivit matrem dicte filie ut
eam sibi concederet in sponsam, que mater eamdem filiam suam eidem viro promisit dare in uxorem, nullis
aliis promissionibus seu fideidationibus inter ipsam filiam et virum habitis, licet promissionem dicte matris
sue ratam habuerit. Qui quidem vir a dicta villa et a partibus circumvicinis se absentavit paulo post et ad
partes se transtulit alienas, et ideo ipsum vocari fecit in dicta villa, in loco ubi tunc morabatur, et ad pronum
ecclesie per quatuor dilationes ad quas minime comparuit, et ideo petebat dicta filia attentis promissionibus
[?read premissis] licentiam contrahendi, et iuravit se nunquam habuisse rem carnalem cum dicto viro etc.; quo
iuramento et aliis promissionibus [?read premissis] attentis evocationes predictas et iuramentum admisimus,
et conscientiam suam admisimus, nec damus, etc., nec denegamus licentiam, etc.; ii s.

615. Ch 7, n. 137: Concessa est licentia [IR] ut possit contrahere matrimonium etc., non obstantibus promis-
sionibus matrimonialibus quas habuerat diu est cum [GC] re integra etc., attentis quatuor evocationibus etc.,
et quod idem Guillelmus non potest reperiri et se absentavit, annus est elapsus etc., et quod dicta filia cupiens
mater effici iuravit rem esse integram quoad carnalem copulam et quod promissiones fuerunt conditionales et
per verba de futuro etc., viz. in casu quod placeret amicis dicte filie, etc.; iiii s.

616. Ch 7, n. 138: Data est licentia [JC] nubendi non obstantibus sponsalibus per verba de futuro contractis
inter dictam [JC] et [GP] quatuor anni sunt elapsi attento quod dictus [GP] ex tunc fuit banitus a regno Francie
per iusticiam secularem propter sua demerita et quod sponsalia fuerint per verba de futuro re integra, et quod
idem [GP] fuit<e> vocatus [read fuit evocatus] in parrochia [sic] ubi tunc morabatur per iiii evocationes, etc.

617. Ch 7, n. 140: Comparentibus [PF] et [JM] attento quod non habuerant aliqua sponsalia, licet eorum
patres alias habuissent verba inter eos de dando alterum alteri etc., dedimus eis licentiam alibi contrahendi
quia non processum fuit ulterius, etc.; vir ii s.
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618. Ch 7, n. 141: actor proposuit quod dictus defunctus pater et mater dicte ree promiserunt diu est dictam
ream eorum filiam dare dicto actori in uxorem et eam sibi concesserunt et affidaverunt, mediante certo con-
tractu inter eos habito; rea negavit fideidationes et si pater et mater ipsius aliquid promiserunt dicto actori
non sibi placet nec pro tunc erat in etate et ex nunc reclamat si citius ipsum actorem potuisset reperire (citius
reperire) [sic; Petit probably was suggesting that the phrase in parentheses should be deleted] citius reclamasset,
etc.

619. Ch 7, n. 142: There are also a number of parties who seem to come from outside the diocese (Denis
Toussains [n. 124], Meaux; Jean Sapientis [n. 125], Besançon diocese; Guillaume Regis [n. 136], Anjou;
Guillaume de Carnoto [n. 137], ?Chartres), but this is what we would expect in cases that raise issues of
bigamy and absence.

620. Ch 7, n. 144: Lorrain c Guerin (22–24.iii.85), col. 84/6, 88/6 (plaintiff fails to appear at second session);
Carré c Magistri (15–21.iv.85), col. 97/5, 101/6 (defendant fails to appear at second session; plaintiff apparently
decides not to pursue the matter); Buisson c Hore (16.i.86), col. 246/6 (case disappears after initial session);
Noylete c Sutoris (14.iv.–26.v.86), col. 292/5, 302/4, 311/5 (plaintiff fails to appear at second session; in third
entry defendant constitutes proctors).

621. Ch 7, n. 145: After producing witnesses Jean fails to appear at the third session (21.viii.86). The following
May, the deferral takes place, Jean here being called Colin. They may not be the same man, but like the indexer,
I am inclined to think that they are.

622. Ch 7, n. 152: dicendo tamen quod nescit utrum dictus actor cepit manum suam vel non, etc.

623. Ch 7, n. 158: Ruth Karras (private communication), on the basis of secular records from Paris in the
same period, suggests that this should be ‘servant’. An apprentice is a discipulus. There is, however, evidence
in this case that Jean, having been a famulus of Guillaume, a locksmith, then went on to become a locksmith
himself. The arrangement may not have been one of formal apprenticeship, but it is one of the few indications
that we get in the Paris cases of what might be life-cycle servanthood in England.

624. Ch 7, n. 160: Col. 58/3: concluso in causa hodie, ad mercurii in octo ad audiendum ius et fiet collatio
die dominica instanti cum partibus. It was the practice of the Paris court to require that the parties attend a
conference (collatio) before the sentence. A couple of entries suggest that the purpose of this conference was
to compare (collatio in a different sense) the versions of the acta that each party had. This conference could,
however, have led to a compromise, perhaps encouraged by the judge. The proceedings were private and out
of session. (The one in this case was scheduled for a Sunday.) The analogy to the modern ‘conference in the
judge’s chambers’ is striking.

625. Ch 7, n. 162: actor proposuit quod sponsalia per verba de futuro contracta [fuisse] inter ipsum et amicos
dicte ree, que ipsa rea rata habuit ante et post, et cum ipsamet contraxit, etc.; rea confessa fuit quod dictus
actor locutus fuit cum ipsa et quod ispa dixit quod nichil faceret nisi de voluntate amicorum suorum, etc.

626. Ch 7, n. 164: actor proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro et fideidationes matrimoniales, etc.; rea
confessa fuit [eadem sed] in casu quo placeret amicis suis et non alias, etc., et comparuerunt amici dicte filie
dicentes quod non placuit nec placet eis.

627. Ch 7, n. 165: The fact that Jeanette’s pleadings speak of the approval of her relatives and not more
specifically of her father and that it takes a while for the father to appear suggests that there may have been
doubt about the father’s position on the issue.

628. Ch 7, n. 167: rea confessa fuit quod idem actor eam requisivit ut vellet esse uxor sua, etc.; que tunc
respondit quod faceret illud quod placeret patri et matri suis; qui pater presens iuravit quod ei non placebat
nec placuit, etc., et hoc mediante fuit absoluta, etc., dantes utrique, etc.

629. Ch 7, n. 168: I am less confident about the result in this case than I am about the result in Tassin c
Grivel. Margot seems more open to Jean’s suit than Françoise Grivel is to Odinet Tassin’s: Margot says that
she replied to Jean’s proposal of marriage: quod bene placebat sibi et hoc bene volebat dum tamen placeret
amicis suis et non alias. Neither of the entries in the case tells us the reaction of the amici. The second entry
is struck out, and the word absoluta at the end of the second entry may refer to the fee.
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630. Ch 7, n. 169: actor proposuit quod ipse sponsalia cum ipsa rea contraxerat, re integra, et mater dicte
ree eam concordavit dicto actori in uxorem, etc., et postmodum ipsa rea hoc ratum habendo dictum actorem
affidavit, etc. It is possible that the issue in this case was whether the mother’s consent was sufficient without
the tutors’ and/or curators’.

631. Ch 7, n. 170: Rea confessa fuit quod idem actor eam requisiverat et sibi loqutus fuerat de matrimonio
contrahendo et quod respondit eidem actori quod faceret illud quod placeret matri sue et amicis suis et quod
ad ipsos spectabat, cetera negando, etc.

632. Ch 7, n. 172: attento quod idem actor alias proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro, re integra, etc., et
dicta rea confessa fuerat se per seductionem patris dicti actoris habuerat promissionem matrimonii cum eodem
actore, et quod hoc fuerat metu et non aliter, de quibus sponsalibus reclamandis protestabatur dum veniret
ad etatem nubilem, que etiam rea die hodie iuravit coram nobis se alias cum dicto actore non contraxisse aut
promissiones matrimoniales habuisse, attento etiam iuramento [of four men including a priest] testium super
hoc examinatorum qui hodie idem testificati fuerunt, dictam ream absolvimus ab impetitone dicti actoris,
dantes licentiam utrique etc.

633. Ch 7, n. 175: actor proposuit quod alias ipsi plures promissiones matrimoniales [habuerunt] et inter
alia ultimo in iardino dicte muleris ipsa mulier dixit quod ipsa dictum actorem duceret in maritum etiam sine
consensu amicorum suorum nisi ipsi vellent in hoc consentire, etc., et actor etiam ipsam promisit ducere in
uxorem; rea confessa fuit quod habuerant alias verba de matrimonio contrahendo et quod ipsa dixit eidem
actori quod si placeret amicis ipsius ree ipsam contrahere matrimonium cum ipso actore et non alias . . . et
hodie inhibuimus ipsis partibus ne sub pena excommunicationis et xl l. par. alibi contrahant quousque etc., et
deduxit mulier suos amicos, viz. [four named men]. actor xii d.; rea ii s.

634. Ch 7, n. 176: The court of Paris apparently followed the practice of requiring that those positions to
which the response was “he doubts” (dubitat) be clarified by the party him- or herself.

635. Ch 7, n. 177: et hodie rea respondit positionibus dubiis, primo prime positioni. Incipit; item et quod
dictus actor accessit iterum ad dictam ream die lune inde sequenti et petiit ab eadem utrum vellet accipere
ipsum actorem in maritum vel non; dubitat, respondit: credit. Item et quod tunc idem actor dixit eidem ree
quod idem actor non faceret venire amicos suos quousque sciret precise voluntatem dicte ree, et quod nolebat
ulterius laborare in vanum; voco [read voce] dubitat, respondit non credit ut ponitur. Tertio item et quod dictus
actor promisit etiam tunc consimiliter eidem ree quod ipsam caperet et duceret in uxorem et quod nichilominus
ipsam faceret petere ex habundanti per amicos sicut volebat ipsa rea, voc[e], dubitat respondit: credit in casu
quod placeret amicis suis et non aliter; quilibet ii s. For alternative translations of the last sentence, see T&C
no. 636.

636. Ch 7, n. 178: If we read peteri (“he would have her sought through the relatives, as she wished”),
the relatives being referred to are probably Monet’s (the ones most recently referred to), but the answer is
nonresponsive. (Answers to positions sometimes are.) If we supply ipsum before petere, the relatives being
referred to are probably hers and the answer is responsive. He said, “he would have her seek him through
[her] relatives.” She said it was more than that: The relatives had to consent, not just be the object of a formal
request. We can get to the same result without emendation if we assume that Monet is the subject of petere:
“he would take steps to seek her through her relatives.”

637. Ch 7, n. 180: Ipsi [JO] et [AT] asseruerunt se sponsalia per verba de futuro contraxisse [2.ix.86] et
[18.ix.86] quidam compater dicte mulieris manus ipsorum mulieris et [LB] cepit et posuit alteram in aliam
dicendo quod eos affidabat et quod ipse erat ad hoc presbiter, etc.; decrevimus prima sponsalia valere et ultima
non valere etc., attenta confessione partium, dantes licentiam dicto [LB] etc.; mulier iv s.

638. Ch 7, n. 182: actor proposuit quod dictus pater ipius ree et idem actor de communi consensu amicorum
ambarum partium sponsalia per verba de futuro contraxerant inter eumdem actorem et ream, licet pro tunc
absentem, dicto tamen patre dicente quod hoc faciebat de consensu dicte filie sue etc., quodque eadem filia
postmodum hoc habuit gratum et ratum et eumdem actorem manualiter affidavit, et certis personis ex parte
actoris deputatis eadem rea hoc promisit, etc.; rea confessa fuit quod pater suus et alii sibi locuti fuerant de
premissis, et, licet dixerat patri suo quod faceret voluntatem suam, nunquam habuit voluntatem contrahendi
sponsalia cum dicto actore nec cum quocumque alio, sed semper sibi displicuit et displicet etc., cetera negando.
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639. Ch 7, n. 184: The contract could be completed in stages, with the promise of one party being transmitted
to the other, who then accepted it and promised back. It was, perhaps, binding at that moment; it certainly
was when the promise of the other party was communicated to the party who had first promised, so long as
the first party had not in the meantime revoked. Canon law, unlike classical Roman law, did not require that
stipulating parties be in each other’s presence for the contract to be binding. The complexities, however, of
this form of contract were substantial. See Sánchez, Disputationes de matrimonio, 1.7, pp. 1:18a–24b.

640. Ch 7, n. 187: The case may have continued beyond the chronological reach of the register because the
last entry occurs just before the harvest and vintage vacations, and the register ends before the end of the latter.

641. Ch 7, n. 189: Proctor ree proposuit quod si unquam dicte partes aliqua sponsalia vel promissiones
matrimoniales adinvicem contraxerant, Johannes Hesselin et Maria eius uxor, parentes dicte ree, ipsam ream
desadvocaverunt et desadvocant, et quod hec sibi non placebant neque placent, aut rata habuerunt nec habent,
etc.

642. Ch 7, n. 190: qui quidem parentes sibi commissario dixerunt et deposuerunt per juramenta sua quod si ali-
qua sponsalia seu promissiones matrimoniales habuerunt dicte partes nunquam eisdem parentibus placuerunt
nec placent ymo displicuerunt et displicent, etc.

643. Ch 7, n. 192: Comparentibus [CV] et [JF] remissis per curatum de Tramblay pro eo quod idem actor dum
banna proclamarentur inter ipsam ream et [OB reclamavit], actor proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro,
re integra, etc.; rea confessa fuit quod dictus actor eam requisiverat ut vellet esse uxor sua et quod ipsa sibi
respondit quod placebat sibi, dum tamen placeret patri et amicis suis, cetera negando.

644. Ch 7, n. 193: Hodie audita confessione [JF] que confessa fuit se sponsalia contraxisse cum [CV] in instantes
Brandones circiter annus elapsus ipsam eidem Colino adiudicamus in sponsam, decernentes sponsalia inter
ipsam et [OB] postea contracta nulla esse, etc., et emendavit dicta secunda sponsalia prout cavetur in papiru
[AA] et [AF].

645. Ch 7, n. 195: actrix proposuit quod idem reus a festo Natalis Domini citra eam affidavit in domo [IR]
et promisit eidem actrici quod ipsam duceret in uxorem et quod nunquam aliam haberet preter ipsam etc.,
et ipsa actrix vice versa promisit eidem reo etc., et reus confessus fuit se promisisse eidem actrici quod ipsam
duceret in uxorem dum tamen placeret patri etc., cetera negando.

646. Ch 7, n. 196: The specificity of the pleadings may indicate that Perette was operating without much
professional help. No advocate or proctor is mentioned, and professional pleadings would probably have
been deliberately made vaguer in order to accommodate what might appear at the proof stage. The procedural
snarl on col. 309/8 (which I do not fully understand) may also be the result of Perette’s lack of professional
help. That Perette has less money than Guillaume is suggested by the fact that she is charged eight deniers at
the first hearing and Guillaume is charged two sous, something that called for a nota in the margin.

647. Ch 7, n. 198: pater comparebit super eo quod idem vir proposuit quod dictus pater promiserat sibi alias
dictam filam in sponsam cum certis de bonis tradendis infra terminum iam elapsum, quod non fecit, et ob hoc
petebat licentiam sibi dari cum alia contrahendi vel quod idem pater adimpleat promissionem, etc.

648. Ch 7, n. 199: Case set ad implendum ex parte patris dicte filie promissionem alias per eum tractatu
sponsaliorum dictarum partium factam, et in casu quo non adimplebit dictam promisionem data est ex nunc
licentia alibi contrahendi.

649. Ch 7, n. 200: Hodie sponsalia conditionalia contracta inter [JP] et [IG] ac patrem dicte filie fuerunt
declarata nulla fuisse, et fuit data eidem viro licentia alibi contrahendi in casu quo conditio et promissio non
fuerit completa, que debebat compleri infra diem hodiernam, etc.; vir ii s.

650. Ch 7, n. 203, col. 272/4: reus confessus fuit quod ipse et amici dicte actricis habuerunt verba de mat-
rimonio contrahendo cum dicta rea et eam promisit ducere in uxorem, dicentes amici predicti quod darent
sibi dictam filiam cum omnibus bonis suis et liberam et solutam ab omnibus servitutibus et debitis et unacum
hoc darent sibi centum francos quos frater dicte filie promisit, etc., et mediam partem unius domus etc., et
hoc circiter duo anni sunt elapsi, et depost dictam promissionem minime compleverunt, etc., cetera negando;
actrix confessa fuit promissiones predictas, excepta media parte domus, offerendo se paratam complere promis-
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siones dictas excepta media parte domus, et proposuit insuper quod depost predictus reus promisit simpliciter,
nulla apposita conditione, ipsam ducere in uxorem, etc.; reo hoc negante, etc. The remission at col. 275/8
describes the promises as those between idem reus et amici dicte actricis, without mentioning that Denisette had
promised.

651. Ch 7, n. 205: actor proposuit quod ipse promisit eidem ree quod ipsam duceret in sponsam et eadem rea
viceversa, etc., quodque dicta rea dixit depost quod si dictus actor vellet contrahere cum alia quod ipsa posset
eum impedire; rea confessa fuit quod idem actor ipsam requisivit ut vellet esse sponsam suam etc., cui ipsa rea
respondit quod non etc.

652. Ch 7, n. 206: It may be significant that no collatio is called for. The case was so straightforward that no
collatio was required. Unfortunately, the state of the record does not exclude the possibility that it was totally
straightforward that the plaintiff had not proved his case.

653. Ch 7, n. 208: actrix proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro, viz., idem reus, circiter quatuor anni vel
circiter sunt elapsi, promisit eidem actrici quod ipsam duceret in uxorem et quod nunquam haberet aliam
quamdiu etc., quodque postmodum idem reus confitendo premissa acceptavit plures dilationes ad solem-
nizandum matrimonium huiusmodi et confessus fuit coram pluribus ipsam actricem affidasse, etc.; reus litem
contestando confessus fuit quod [dixit quod] si unquam duceret uxorem nunquam duceret aliam preter ipsam
actricem, cetera negando.

654. Ch 7, n. 210: The delays from col. 201/3 (12.x.85) to 262/5 (13.ii.86) and from 268/5 (26.ii.86) to 309/8
(23.v.86) are hard to explain. Perhaps Agnesotte was running out of money, and these were the stages of the
cases (where the raciones on both sides were presented and answered) where she most needed professional
help.

655. Ch 7, n. 212: Attentis confessionibus [IH] et [MB] qui confessi fuerunt hincinde se circiter tres anni sunt
elapsi contraxisse sponsalia de futuro, carnali copula inde secuta et prole suscepta, fuerunt adiudicati alter
alteri, viz., dicta mulier in uxorem dicto viro et idem vir in maritum dicte mulieri, et fuit eis iniunctum sub
pena excommunicationis et quadraginta libras ut infra quindenam faciant solemnizari matrimonium in facie
ecclesie, etc.

656. Ch 7, n. 213: Hodie attenta confessione [MC] qui confessus fuit sponsalia per verba de futuro et promis-
siones matrimoniales cum [JB] et eam postmodum carnaliter cognovisse, prole suscepta, etc., fuit adiudicatus
eidem mulieri in maritum et dicta mulier in uxorem dicto viro, etc.

657. Ch 7, n. 214: Comparentibus [ABH], actrice in causa matrimoniali, ex parte una, et [JJ], reo, ex altera,
attentis confessionibus partium hincinde que confesse fuerunt sponsalia contraxisse cum carnali copula secuta
adiudicavimus alteram alteri in coniugem et fuit iniunctum dicto viro ut matrimonium solemnizet cum dicta
actrice in facie ecclesie, etc. . . . mulier xvi d.

658. Ch 7, n. 215: Comparentibus [JC], ex una parte, et [JS], ex altera, qui alias sponsalia per verba de futuro
inter se habuerant carnali copula inde secuta, matrimonium inter ipsos consummando, quia predicta mulier
confessa fuit expost se adulterium commisisse cum [GB], in legem huiusmodi matrimonii peccando, fuerunt
per nos quoad bona et thorum separati, etc., decernendo ipsos debere vivere segregatim, etc., et emendavit
mulier prout continetur in registro [NC]; mulier viii d, vir xii d.

659. Ch 7, n. 216: in causa matrimoniali actrix proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro carnali copula secuta,
reus confessus fuit quod ipse et dicta actrix promissiones matrimoniales habuerunt et tractatum, in quo tractatu
matrimoniali mater dicte ree [?read actricis] promisit dicto reo viginti francos et unum lectum furnitum et
medietatem utensilium ipsius matris, et mediante promissione huiusmodi promisit ducere eam in uxorem et
non aliter, quodque postmodum ipsam carnaliter cognovit semel, viz., [8.vii.85], dicens se paratum solemnizare
matrimonium, satisfacto sibi de dicta promissione, dicta actrice dicente conditionem esse purificatam per
carnalem copulam etc.; quibus auditis ipsam actricem eidem actrici [read reo] in sponsam et uxorem et dictum
reum eidem actori in maritum adiudicamus, etc.; quilibet xii d.

660. Ch 7, n. 217: [GA] proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro, carnali copula et prole secutis; reus confes-
sus fuit quod promisit eidem actrici ipsam ducere in uxorem dum tamen ipsa actrix vellet facere voluntatem
suam, et eam postmodum carnaliter cognovit; quibus attentis reum actricem in maritum adiudicavimus, etc.,
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et ipsum reum monuimus sub pena excommunicationis in scriptis ex nunc prout ex tunc ut intra quinde-
nam solmnizet matrimonium cum dicta actrice, etc.; et emendaverunt carnalem copulam prout cavetur in
registro [YC].

661. Ch 7, n. 218: Hodie [MA] quittavit et quittum clamavit [JV] de omnibus et singulis que posset [petere,
supplied by editor] ab eodem ratione salarii sui de toto tempore quod cum ipso stetit quam alias qualitercum-
que, et econtra idem [JV] quittavit dictam [MA] de omnibus que posset petere ab ipsa quacumque ratione
seu causa, de toto tempore preterito usque nunc, etc., et asserunt insuper dicte partes se nunquam habuisse
promissiones matrimoniales insimul nec fideidationes aut sponsalia contraxisse; attamen emendaverunt con-
cubinatum, emendata taxata pro quolibet ad unum fr., et elegerunt domicilium, videlicet vir in vico Cithare
ad intersignium Clavis, in parrochia Sancti Severini, et dicta mulier in parrochia Sancti Christophori ante
Carnificeriam, etc. – Emendaverunt.

662. Ch 7, n. 219: Both defendants in Office c Gaigneur et Badoise [at n. 286], another concubinage case,
also stated their (separate) domiciles.

663. Ch 7, n. 220: In causa matrimoniali actrix proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro et fideidationes
matrimoniales, carnali copula secuta; reus confessus fuit rem carnalem cetera negando. Qua lite sic contestata,
actrix asserens medio iuramento se nullos testes habere, etc., detulit iuramentum reo qui iuravit se nunquam
contraxisse sponsalia cum dicta actrice nec promissiones matrimoniales habuisse, etc.; quo iuramento attento
reum ab impetitione actricis absolvimus, dantes, etc.

664. Ch 7, n. 221: E.g., Perigote c Magistri (13.i.86), col. 245/5 (asserens); Hardie c Cruce (28.vi.85), col. 145/1
(dicens); Doucete c Cambier (4.i.86), col. 241/1 (simply defers); Patée c Vallibus (30.iv.86), col. 298/3 (quia
actrix nullos habebat testes detulit).

665. Ch 7, n. 222: Col. 502/2: Comparentibus [RB] in causa matrimoniali, reo, et [JSQ], actrice, actrix
proposuit sponsalia cum copula carnali secuta; reus negavit, et detulit actrix iuramentum reo, qui iuravit se
numquam contraxisse, et hoc mediante reum ab impetitione actoris absolvimus; vir xii d. Col. 311/4: Hodie
[CT] fuit absolutus ab impetione [CE] que alias proposuerat sponsalia per verba de futuro, carnali copula
secuta, et hoc attento iuramento dicti [CE] per dictam actricem dicentem se non posse probare eidem [CT]
delato et per eum prestito, etc.; vir xvi d., etc.

666. Ch 7, n. 226: dantes viro licenciam contrahendi alibi, nisi etc., cetera eius consciencie relinquentes. Cf.
Bigote c Vaupoterel (7.viii.86), col. 345/3: dantes reo licentiam contrahendi; Picanone c Bourdon (28.viii.87),
col. 515/3: dantes eidem reo licentiam, etc.

667. Ch 7, n. 227: Patée c Vallibus (n. 221); Bigote c Vaupoterel (n. 226); Guillarde c Limoges (n. 226);
Flamangere c Bagourt (30.iv.87), col. 465/6 (emendaverunt carnalem copulam . . . emendaverunt); Perona
c Hessepillart (21.vi.87), col. 485/3 (emendaverunt concubinatum . . . emendaverunt); Picanone c Bourdon
(n. 226); Fevrier c Drouardi (n. 225) (reus emendavit factum); Marcheis c Sapientis (30.x.85), col. 212/1
(emendaverunt concubinatum . . . emendaverunt).

668. Ch 7, n. 229: actrix proposuit sponsalia et promissiones matrimoniales per verba de futuro carnali
copula secuta; reus confessus fuit carnalem copulam et deflorationem, sponsalia negando, et [actrix] detulit
iuramentum ree [sic; reo is probably meant, though it is possible that this is a mistake for actrici, a possibility
made somewhat more likely by the que that follows] super sponsalibus, que iuravit dicta sponsalia inter eos
contracta fuisse; quo iuramento audito dicte partes affidaverunt altera alteram in iudicio sponte, etc. Et hodie
[JB] et dicta filia dicebant quod idem [JB] loqutus fuerat cum patre dicte filie de matrimonio contrahendo cum
dicta filia et eum petierat a patre, et quod dictus pater promiserat et concessit dicto [JB] dictam filiam suam
in casu quod placeret amicis dictarum partium hincinde, et quod mater dicti [JB] comparuit et dicit quod non
placuit nec placet sibi, et attento vinculo supradicto et carnali copula habita cum dicto [JP] eum [. . . (broken
entry)].

669. Ch 7, n. 230: actrix proposuit sponsalia de futuro carnali copula secuta tam vivente primo marito
dicte actricis quam post mortem suam; reus confessus fuit carnalem copulam et cetera negavit, [actrice] defe-
rendo iuramentum reo qui iuravit se nunquam contraxisse cum dicta actrice; quo iuramento attento reum ab
impetitone actricis absolvimus. Emendaverunt concubinatum, etc. . . . Emendaverunt.
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670. Ch 7, n. 231: Hodie [TV] reus in causa matrimoniali detulit iuramentum [OR] actrici super sponsalia per
dictam actricem proposita, etc., que iuravit quod contraxerant sponsalia insimul, carnali copula secuta; quo
iuramento, ac confessione dicti rei, qui confessus fuit carnalem copulam, attentis, adiudicavimus [. . . (broken
entry)].

671. Ch 7, n. 233: De domicella [JM] contra [MS] que actrix alias proposuerat sponsalia de futuro carnali
copula subsecuta, et super hoc fuit processum ad examinationem aliquorum testium summarie et de plano,
per quorum testium depositiones dicta actrix intentionem suam non probavit et ideo iuramentum dicto reo
detulit, qui hodie iuravit se nunquam contraxisse sponsalia cum dicta actrice nec promissiones matrimoniales
habuisse, nec intentionis sue fuisse dictam actricem habere in uxorem; quo iuramento attento et aliis, etc.,
sententiam nostram protulimus in hunc modum: quia actrix intentionem suam minime probavit et attento
iuramento rei per dictam actricem sibi delato, reum ab impetitione actricis absolvimus; vir iv s.

672. Ch 7, n. 234: emendaverunt concubinatum, etc.; nihil. – Emendaverunt. It is possible that this entry
means that they made amends but paid no fine. On the basis of other similar entries, however, I am inclined to
think that the nihil applies to the fee for the session (there was none), and that the subsequent emendaverunt
means that they did pay a fine but the amount is not stated.

673. Ch 7, n. 236: [FC] proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro carnali copula secuta et deflorationem, reus
confessus est carnalem copulam, cetera negando; actrix asserens se non habere testes detulit iuramentum reo,
petendo ipsum reum compelli ad dotandum ipsam, etc.; qui quidem reus dicens se non posse probare ipsam
fuisse ab alio diffamatam detulit iuramentum dicte actrici super dicta defloratione, et iuramento prestito
hincinde a dictis partibus, etc., reum ab impetitone dicte actricis quoad sponsalia absolvimus ipsum tamen ad
dotandum dictam filiam iuxta statum suum condempnavimus.

674. Ch 7, n. 237: in causa dotis ad cras hora prime audiendum ordinationem nostram cum partibus munitis
hincinde.

675. Ch 7, n. 238: Condemnatus est [OC] erga [FC] in decem francos auri pro dotalitio, et ad nutrituram
partus pro media parte, etc.; xii d.

676. Ch 7, n. 240: Actrix proposuit quod idem reus eam defloraverat promittendo eam capere in sponsam;
reus negavit sponsalia et iuravit se nunquam habuisse promissiones matrimoniales cum ipsa et confessus fuit
rem carnalem non confitendo tamen deflorationem; et quia idem reus dixit quod non posset probare ipsam
actricem fuisse per alium defloratam fuit condempnatus ad dotandum ipsam secundum facultatem et statum
utriusque partis vel capiendum ipsam in uxorem; reus ii d., actrix xvi d.

677. Ch 7, n. 242: There may have been a deferral in this case, too, because the truncated entry also fails
to mention that there was a deferral to the man on the question of sponsalia. Indeed, it is highly unlikely
that there was no deferral on the question of virginity, and we probably should assume that the notary just
neglected to mention it.

678. Ch 7, n. 244: [CJ] proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro cum carnali copula ac defloratione et prole
suscepta, reus confessus fuit rem carnalem et prolem, sponsalia negando, et quia dicta mulier iuravit se non
habere testes et detulit iuramentum viro qui iuravit se nunquam contraxisse aliqua sponsalia aut promissiones
cum dicta muliere etc., reum absolvimus ab impetitione actricis, et fuit inhibitum dicte mulieri ne impediat
dictum virum de cetero, etc.; v s., xii [?sc. d. pro actrice]. If the last note indicates that Jean paid a fee of five
sous, he paid more than twice as much as was usual in the normal deferral case (two sous).

679. Ch 7, n. 246: [MG] proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro carnali copula secuta; reus confessus fuit se
carnaliter cognovisse dictam actricem in augusto erant tres anni vel circiter, cetera negando; ad octo ponendum
semel et unica vice, et comparebunt partes, et fuit actrix protestata de dote, ratione deflorationis sue, etc., cum
partibus, actrix munita consilio G. de Marchia.

680. Ch 7, n. 247: ad lune post Purificationem [4.ii.87] in statu ex offcio nostro quia mulier iacet in puerperio,
etc.

681. Ch 7, n. 248: ad octo procedendum prout de iure super eo quod actrix petebat quadraginta libras pro
dote et de defloratione etc., et a prosecutione cause matrimonii se desistit ex nunc etc., quare reus petebat
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condempnationem, expensas et absolutionem, etc., cum H. Huraudi procuratore actricis, et reo; etc. . . . [GL]
clericus assecuravit de se et suis [JF] suos et sua, etc.

682. Ch 7, n. 249: Hodie attenta confessione [SA] citati in causa matrimoniali ad diem hodie contra [JM] qui
confessus fuit se dictam filiam carnaliter cognovisse nec audieverat vel sciverat, ut dicit, ipsam ab aliquo fuisse
diffamatam, negando sponsalia, fuit condempnatus ad dotandum dictam filiam et ad gubernandum ipsam in
puerperio et [ad nutriendum] filiam per ipsum procreatam pro media parte, et emendavit factum. Emendavit.
Postmodum quia promisit dictam filam accipere in uxorem fuit sibi remissa emenda.

683. Ch 7, n. 250: Hodie [JT] emendavit adulterium cum [JP] et deflorationem ipsius [JP], prout cavetur
in papiru [GL], et dicta [JP] comparuit et dixit quod occasione dicte sue deflorationis ipsum [JT] in aliquo
impedire aut prosequi non intendebat, et quod hoc fuit de consensu et voluntate ipsius [JP], etc. Dictus vero
[JT] promisit solvere eidem [JP] decem libras ad voluntatem ipsius [JP] pro defloratione predicta etc., et eam
sustinere in puerperio et facere relevari suis sumptibus, etc., ii s. On this meaning of relevari, see Niermeyer,
s.v.

684. Ch 7, n. 252: Dicta actrix asseruit se esse pregnantem a dicto viro et idem vir confessus fuit eam carnaliter
cognovisse; fuit adiudicatus partus, etc.

685. Ch 7, n. 253: Office c Harangerii (18.xi.84), col. 3/3 (Perrin Harangerii, a clerk, promises [twice] to pay
half the costs of the child he engendered with Jeanette Civex et eam sustinere in puerperio; he also pays a fine
of two francs and spends a brief period in the bishop’s prison for having falsely denied the relationship under
oath); Office c Pierre Bosenc notaire de la cour de Paris (14.vii.85), col. 157/5 (PB condemned ad nutriendum
quamdam filiam vocatam Amelottam per eum diu est procreatam in [Jeanne la Clergesse], pro media parte);
Office c Jean Episcopi (3.ii.86), col. 257/3 (JE condemned ad nutriendam pro media parte quemdam infantem
nomine Guillemetam [quam] confessa fuit procreasse in [Marguerite la Porayere]). Office c Jean de Bresna
(28.iv.86), col. 296/2, is more ambiguous as to whether paternity is involved: JB is said to have paid Jean Riche
of Pantin (Seine-Saint-Denis) two francs per year for six years for the maintenance of Béatrice, his alumpnam
filiam. Now that JB is in the bishop’s prison, Riche for his part is to provide food and clothing for Béatrice
for the next eight years, iuxta statum suum. Alumpna filia should mean “foster daughter,” but JB is called
dominus, which suggests that he was a priest. Béatrice may have been his natural daughter, masquerading as
his foster daughter, a suspicion reinforced by the fact that the child’s mother is said to be without resources.
(The problem goes away if we take alumpna with Riche and filia with JB, as Petit apparently did [id., n. 1].) The
court felt some urgency about the case because it heard it during Easter week. For a case involving payment of
the expenses of childbirth, see Office c Anselli (n. 249). An instance case that may involve child support (causa
alimentaria) drops from view before one can be sure of the issue: Leviarde c Burgondi (25.v.85 to 1.vi.85),
col. 310/3, 314/1.

686. Ch 7, n. 254: ad octo in statu sub spe pacis cum partibus, actrix viii d.

687. Ch 7, n. 256: in causa matrimoniali actrix proposuit quod, vivente dicto marito suo, ipsa et dictus reus
habuerunt promissiones matrimoniales adinvicem, carnali copula secuta et prole suscepta, primas promissiones
confirmando, etc., petens, etc.; reus confessus fuit carnalem copulam ante et post obitum dicti defuncti et quod
dixit eidem actrici, ante obitum dicti defuncti, quod si sciret dictum maritum esse mortuum contraheret cum
ipsa, cetera negando, etc., sed postmodum dictus maritus comparuit et fuit cum dicta actrice, etc.; ad octo
ponendum semel et comparebunt partes, cum partibus munitis.

688. Ch 7, n. 257: Hodie declaravimus sponsalia et matrimonium de facto inter [IC] et [CM] cum carnali
copula, etc., nulla fuisse, attento quod, vivente primo marito dicte mulieris actricis, ipse partes habuerunt
promissiones matrimoniales adinvicem, carnali copula tunc secuta, etc.; in expensis compensatis [see T&C no.
689] etc.; – Condempnatus est idem vir ad nutriendum pro media parte quamdam filiam inter ipos procreatam,
quam dicta mulier iuravit genitam fuisse a dicto viro, etc., cum partibus munitis hincinde consiliis.

689. Ch 7, n. 258: This is too cryptic to yield a certain meaning. It probably means that Isabelle is condemned
to pay Colin’s costs (in which case it should read in expensis compensandis).

690. Ch 7, n. 259: She may have added this detail as a way of excusing the lack of solemnization. Marriages
could not be solemnized during Lent. As it turned out, she had more substantial problems.
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691. Ch 7, n. 260: Comparentibus [SR] et [JC] actrix proposuit quod ipsi insimul sponsalia per verba de futuro
et fideidationes contraxerant adinvicem tempore quadragesime fuit annus elapsus carnali copula inde secuta;
reus confessus fuit quod promisit eidem actrici eam accipere et ducere in uxorem, dum tamen maritus suus
esset tunc mortuus, et eam postmodum cognovit; et ad finem quod absolveretur, etc., proposuit quod maritus
ipsius tunc vivebat et aduc vivit; actice contrarium asserente [23.vii.86] ad informandum nos et fidem ex parte
actricis de morte dicti mariti, quem dicit decessisse quinque anni sunt elapsi, cum partibus munitis hincinde
consiliis; . . . emendaverunt factum prout cavetur in registro [Ives Chapon].

692. Ch 7, n. 261: Vocavi Johannam filiam defuncti Stephani l’Escot uxorem defuncti ut dicitur ex parte ipsius
Guillelmi de Curte actricem originalem pro Sephano Ruffi, reo, contra eam expectante, etc.

693. Ch 7, n. 262: E.g., Portier et Malevaude (n. 91) (intercourse contra legem sponsaliorum); Cheuvre c
Jouvin (n. 133) (bina sponsalia); Fevrier c Drouardi (n. 227) (illicit intercourse, possibly concubinage); Office
c Anselli (n. 249) (deflowering).

694. Ch 7, n. 263: [JM] proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro carnali copula secuta; rea confessa fuit quod
idem actor eam carnaliter cognoverat ipsa invita etc., sponsalia negando, etc. . . . Actor emendavit carnalem
copulam; et moratur inhibitum actor [sic; rightly inhibitus] sub pena excommunicationis et decem libras ne
diffamet aut iniuriet in aliquo dictam ream, etc. Emendavit.

695. Ch 7, n. 264: Sánchez, for example, argues that forcible sexual intercourse is not raptus if there is no
abduction. He then goes on to say that forcible sexual intercourse without abduction is punished capitally in
Castile, but apparently by the secular courts. Sánchez, Disputationes de matrimonio, 7.12 nu. 20, pp. 2:46b–
47a.

696. Ch 7, n. 265: [JB] proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro et fideidationes in facie ecclesie, carnali
copula secuta; reus confessus fuit fideidationes et carnalem copulam, et audita confessione sua fuit adiudicatus
in virum dicte mulieri et mulier sibi in uxore, et fuit sibi iniunctum sub pena excommuncationis et viginti
marcharum argenti ut solemnizet matrimonium in facie ecclesie cum dicta actrice, etc., et ad impediendum
solemnizationem huius proposuit aliqua facta, etc.; ad octo ad proponendum facta predicta peremptoria et
quicquid iuris, etc., cum partibus munitis consiliis hincinde.

697. Ch 7, n. 266: in causa matrimonialis appellationis contra [GC] ream appellatam, ad octo litem super
petitione actoris per modum acti medio tempore tradenda et comparebit filia si comode etc., et proposuit [PA]
se dictam ream post sponsalia cognovisse carnaliter, petendo ipsam visitari etc., procuratore ree dicente quod
inepte petebat et quod non debebat visitari, cum actore et [OR], procuratore, ut dicebat, etc., cui procuratori
fuit inhibitum sub pena excommunicationis et quadraginata libras parisienses ne dictam ream faciat cum alio
ligari vinculo matrimoniali, etc.; actor xii d; rea viii.

698. Ch 7, n. 267: in causa matrimoniali [MH] proposuit quod a quatuor annis citra sponsalia adinvicem
contraxerunt carnali copula secuta, etc., et die mercurii ultime elapsa occulsalati [read osculati sunt et] alter
alterum citaverunt nomine matrimonii; reus negavit sponsalia confitendo carnalem copulam semel habuisse
cum dicta actrice. I’m a bit uncomfortable with citaverunt, but the meaning seems to be as given in the
text, although it could mean anything up to and including “they ‘made out’ as if they were married.” It
is possible that Jaquin, not Marion, was the domiciliary of the rue du Plâtre-au-Marais because the entry
(col. 264/2) is ambiguous as to the subject, but it is normally the plaintiff not the defendant who elegit
domicilium.

699. Ch 7, n. 268: in causa matrimoniali [AM] proposuit sponsalia de futuro carnali copula secuta, viz.,
sedecem anni sunt elapsi ipsam affidasse apud Bruges; reus negavit sponsalia et fideidationes, rem carnalem
confitendo, etc. . . . Vir emendavit alias carnalem copulam prout cavetur in registro magistri [JT] et etiam
mulier, etc.

700. Ch 7, n. 270: Colombier does not appear in the index of the book. He was certainly not a “regular” of
the court and may have been associated with Bruges, though that is not a name that one would associate with
that place.

701. Ch 7, n. 271: magistrum Hugonem le Grant – Mariam dominam de la Selle. I cannot identify this Selle
but it may one of the numerous places called Selles.
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702. Ch 7, n. 274: Hodie decrevimus [GG] excommunicatam, aggravatam et reaggravatam auctoritate nostra
pro re ad instantiam [GF] fore absolvendam, mediante miserabili cessione bonorum per eam hodie facta, salvis
tamen principali et expensis, et consensiit dicta [GG] expensas taxari in eius absentia, etc., que sunt taxate ad
v s. et in litteris de nisi, xii l.

703. Ch 7, n. 275: E.g., Aubour c Mercerii et Sayce (7.ii.85 to 6.iii.85), col. 49/2, 68/4, 70/5; Puteo c Albi
(21–23.ii.85), col. 60/4, 61/6; Lariaco c Bisquaneto (4.iii.85), col. 69/7; Morgnevilla, Blondeau et Malet c
Yone (1.iv.85), col. 91/2; Pons c Mouy (2.v.85), col. 109/5; Jacquet c Blanchet (15.vi.85), col. 136/2; Verde c
Balneolis (18.viii.85), col. 175/3.

704. Ch 7, n. 276: hodie decrevimus dictum actorem fore absolvendum, salvis expensis, etc., ita quod nisi
infra mensem a die litis contestationis probaverit adulterium, etc., retrudi in presentem sententiam, etc.

705. Ch 7, n. 277: Normally, letters nisi ordered excommunication unless (nisi) the debt were paid. Here we
suspect that there was a further condition that she have the ability to pay.

706. Ch 7, n. 279: Reus revocavit quamdam positionem ubi cavetur: ‘item et que [sc. actrix] mallet perdere
suam presentem causam et solvere expensas quam scienter se periurare’; voco [read voce]: ‘credit’; respondet:
‘non credit’; . . . et iuravit idem reus quod erronea [read erronee] responderat dicte positioni; ‘credit’, etc.; reus
viii d.

707. Ch 7, n. 280: et faciet reus diligentiam de habendo testes suos alioquin publicabuntur.

708. Ch 7, n. 283: Even the archdeacon’s court, according to Pommeray, did not usually deal with simple
fornication unless it had some aggravating factor: concubinage, deflowering, pregnancy, illegitimate birth.

709. Ch 7, n. 285: fuit iniunctum sibi loco emende et pro modo culpe quod ponat unum cereum de una libra
ante ecclesiam beate Marie de [. . .]. I am not quite sure that I have caught the meaning of pro modo culpe,
which is not a standard phrase in the register.

710. Ch 7, n. 288: rea confessa fuit quod idem eam requisivit ut esset sponsa sua et quod ipsa eidem respondit
quod nichil faceret nisi de consensu patris et matris suorum et quod faceret illud quod placeret eisdem, cetera
negando.

711. Ch 7, n. 289: protestante dicta rea quod si aliqua verba sapientia vim sponsaliorum [emisit] de revocando
et renunciando quia minor annis.

712. Ch 7, n. 290: Col. 56/6: quia dictus actor proposuerat in acto suo se cum dicta rea clandestinum
matrimonium, viz., per verba de presenti, contraxisse, rea per organum consilii sui petiit dictum actorem
declarari excommunicatum, cum per statuta synodalia contrahentes matrimonia clandestina sint excommu-
nicati, etc., et repelli ab agendo, obstante sententia excommunicationis huiusmodi, protestando de expensis,
etc.; nos autem, informati de dictis statutis synodalibus declaravimus ipsum actorem auctoritate dictorum
statutorum synodalium [. . .]. This entry is broken off, but earlier, col. 56/3, we find: Decrevimus [HR]
excommunicatum propter clandestinum matrimonium contractum cum [EB] fore absolvendum, etc., medi-
ante emenda per eum plicata prout cavetur in registro A Audren. The translation assumes that the two entries
are to be read together and takes plicata as meaning ‘pledged’, though it may mean ‘paid as an oblation’
(Latham).

713. Ch 7, n. 295: Col. 81/4: salva examinatione Agnesote la Charboniere et Johannete, nuper pedisece patris
dicte ree, que sunt in remotis partibus ut dicitur, etc. It is possible that both of them were former servants of
Gérard, but if they were, we would expect pedisecarum.

714. Ch 7, n. 297: Col. 200/1: actor proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro et de presenti, interveniente
consensu mutuo utriusque, et quia rea hoc confitetur, fuit adiudicata actori in sponsam et fuit eis iniunctum
ut infra mensem solemnizent matrimonium sub pena excommunicationis, etc.

715. Ch 7, n. 298: There may be a slight note of greater seriousness in that the solemnization order is under
threat of excommunication, something that is not normally found in the confessed de futuro cases.

716. Ch 7, n. 299: in causa matrimoniali actrix proposuit quod ipse partes et eorum amici eorum nominibus
promissiones matrimoniales adinvicem habuerant, et tunc ipse reus manum dicte actricis cepit dicendo sibi
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quod ex tunc retinebat et capiebat in uxorem; reus confessus fuit quod ipsi amici ipsorum actricis et rei habue-
rant promissiones de matrimonio inter dictas partes contrahendo, ista conditione adimpleta, viz., quod pater
dicte filie sibi promiserat tradere quinquaginta libras parisienses ante contractum matrimonii et quinqua-
ginta alias solvere promiserat <solvere> post contractum, viz., infra festum nativitatis sancti Johannis Baptiste
proxime venturum et ad hoc debebat idem pater se obligare unacum quodam alio responsore, etc.

717. Ch 7, n. 300: reus confessus fuit hodie se affidasse dictam actricem additis tunc certis conditionibus,
viz., in casu quo pater ipsius solveret pre manibus, viz., quinquaginta libras et infra festum nativitatis sancti
Johannis Baptiste quinquaginta libras et ipsam inducere, quodque paratus erat complere matrimonium dum
tamen idem pater solveret quinquaginta libras, etc., actrice dicente quod simpliciter sine conditione promiserat
ipsam ducere in uxoremm etc. It is possible that the ‘etc.’ is meant to cover the other conditions, in which case
Jacquet has given up nothing except, perhaps, his insistence on a guarantor, but Jeanne has given up her claim
to a de presenti contract. What ipsam inducere means is unclear, but it seems to mean that the father was to
persuade Jeanne to agree to accept Jacquet. That condition seems to have been fulfilled.

718. Ch 7, n. 301: Comparentibus [JC] et [JB] promissiones per verba de futuro matrimonio [quas] inter
eos contraxerant, remiserunt alter alteri, quam remissionem admisimus etc., dantes licentiam utrique etc., vir
ii s.

719. Ch 7, n. 302: Comparentes [JT] et [AF] dixerunt hincinde et confessi sunt quod dum ipsi insimul moram
traherent apud Domont in domo [EM] in quadragesima ultimo elapsa et eorum magister eis emeret quosdam
sotulares ipsa mulier dixit eidem [JT] [see T&C no. 720] quod sotulares dicte filie erant nimis parvi et quod
sotulares dicti [JT] sibi essent boni, et idem vir dixit quod si ipsa vellet cambiarent eorum sotulares nomine
matrimonii et quos tamen minime cambiarunt et tunc tradiderunt alter alteri manum nomine matrimonii
petentes licentiam sibi dari contrahendi alibi si posset et de hoc se quittantes, volentes dum tamen etc.

720. Ch 7, n. 303: The record says dicte filie, which is doubly odd, odd because it should be sui and odd
because she has just been called mulier. She may have been young, despite the fact that she was a widow.

721. Ch 7, n. 305: [ED] proposuit sponsalia per verba de futuro; rea confessa fuit quod ivit ad domum [. . .]
matrine sue, in qua domo dicta [. . .] tradidit ipsi actori unum gastellum de quo gastello idem actor tradidit
eidem ree unam peciam quam recepit et regraciata fuit dicto actori et postea idem actor dixit quod nomine
matrimonii tradiderat dictam peciam panis dicte ree, et dicit eadem rea quod numquam fuit intentionis sue
ipsum actorem habere in maritum, cetera negando.

722. Ch 7, n. 306: The mainstream view was based on X 4.1.23 (Innocent III, Cum apud) and X 4.1.25
(Innocent III, Tuae fraternitatis), and the doctrine is already found in Tancred, Summa de matrimonio, tit. 8,
p. 12. Hostiensis, Summa aurea, tit. de matrimoniis, nu. 10–11, col. 1249–52, comes out the other way, though
he recognizes that he is disagreeing with Geoffrey of Trani.

723. Ch 7, n. 307: In addition to the relatively few cases that do not specify the tense of the sponsalia that
we felt confident enough to classify as de futuro, there are 15 cases of spousals litigation where we simply
cannot tell what kind of sponsalia were being alleged. Of these, 8 end after one or two sessions before the
pleadings are entered: Boysauran c Curia (10.xii.84 to 13.xii.84), col. 9/1, 17/2 (see next paragraph); Textoris
c Nicolai (24.xi.85), col. 224/5 (nonappearance of reus); Auvers c Rousselli (29.i.86), col. 253/3 (broken
entry); Rouselle c Beau (27.vii.86), col. 343/2 (nonappearance of actrix); Ambianis c Baigneux (12.ix.86),
col. 365/6 (nonappearance of reus); Charrot c Germon (15.xi.86), col. 391/1 (nonappearance of actor); Dune
c Feucherre (1.vii.87), col. 490/1 (broken entry); Laurence [. . .] et Jeanne la Costuriere (1.vii.87), col. 490/5
(nonappearance of Laurence; unclear which side he is taking).

One of these cases gives us other information. In Boysauran c Curia, the rea fails to appear at the first session
and is excused by her proctor on the ground of illness. At the second session, she again fails to appear, and
her proctor asks that he be admitted to ask for and receive the libel, arguing that the only session at which her
personal appearance is required is to respond to the positions. Reference is made to the style of the court, and
the court rules that the defendant is contumacious. The case then disappears from view: Col. 17/2: respondit
[?add actor] facere venire ream personaliter excusatam per [SV] procuratorem quia non comparuit personaliter,
dicto procuratore nittente expedire causam et dicente quod debebat admitti ad petendum et recipiendum
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libellum, etc., et quod sufficiebat quod compareret semel in causa, viz., ad respondendum positionibus rei
[read actoris] actore econtra dicente, dictoque procuratore se referente super hoc ad stilum curie, etc., auditis
et relatis depositionibus maioris et sanioris partis advocatorum et stilatorum curie, fuit reputata contumax, etc.;
actor ii s.

In two of these cases, the entries begin after the pleadings are entered. Villani c Maudolee (13.i.–20.iii.85),
col. 29/8, 34/7, 41/3, 52/7, 57/1, 62/5, 69/1, 82/5. The case is at the proof stage, and a number of witnesses are
produced on each side. There is a procedural ruling when the actor objects to the introduction of an exception
by the rea that the mother of the rea had perjured herself, having testified to the contrary before the Châtelet.
The ground of the objection is that the exception was introduced out of time. The court apparently rules that
the rea’s proctor may be specially deputized to swear that the rea did not find out about the exception until
after the time for raising it had passed. He takes the oath, and the case disappears from view, a fact that
suggests that the ruling was a crucial one. This sequence of events also suggests that the rea was opposing the
wishes of at least one of her parents.

Perron c Jumelle (8.v.85 to 7.vi.85), col. 113/6, 119/3, 123/3, 130/5, is also at the proof stage, and disappears
after the actor twice fails to appear.

Two cases produce sentences. In Loquet c Royne (8.v.85), col. 114/4, Lorette la Royne confesses that she had
affianced (the word certainly suggests sponsalia de futuro) Jean Loquet in the face of the church. The couple
are ordered to solemnize within a month. In Commin c Regis (11–17.i.87), col. 414/3, 416/3, the court rules
that the words proposed by the actor “do not savor the force of sponsalia” (non sapiunt vim sponsaliorum),
and since the rea does not wish to take him as spouse, the couple are given license to contract elsewhere.

Two cases tell us something about the uncertain borders between instance and office cases. When we first
see Jeanette la Villette servante de Pierre Champenoys c Jean de Capella (17.ii.86 to 31.iii.86), col. 265/5,
266/4, 286/2, the court orders that witnesses be introduced to inform it about the words savoring of sponsalia,
which the actrix said were exchanged between them even though she did not wish to pursue the matter. Two
sessions later the parties remit, at a session in which Jean is now said to be suing Jeanette: super eo quod dicta
rea alias iactaverat se cum dicto actore sponsalia contraxisse per verba de futuro; que quidem rea interrogata
medio iuramento dixit coram nobis se nunquam contraxisse cum dicto actore, nec intentionis sue extitisse eum
habere in maritum etc., sed semel ipsis partibus existentibus in domo [PC], magistri dicte ree, dictus Petrus
dixit quod dicta rea esset bona mulier pro dicto actori et quod dictus actor dixit tunc quod bene volebat etc.,
que verba in quantum sapientia vim sponsaliorum remiserunt alter alteri etc.; quam remissionem admisimus
dantes utrique licentiam etc.; vir ii s. et mulier xii d.

If Villette c Capella shows us the court pursuing a case when the parties seem to want to give it up, Office
promu par Denise la Beuve c Hugo (Huguelin) la Gresse (7.vi.86 to 20.vii.86), col. 315/8, 337/4, 340/4, shows
us an office case that is dropped, apparently because the complainant did not wish to pursue it. After one
session at which Denise does not appear, Denise and the promotor (who is unnamed) renounce the prosecution.

Availlier c Malaquin (15.xi.86 to 24.i.87), col. 391/2, 397/2, 399/4, 403/8, 406/2, 410/7, 414/8, 416/1,
419/6, is an appeal case from the official of the archdeacon (of Paris). It is not completely clear that sponsalia
are at stake, but they probably are. Most of the entries are occupied by the nonappearance of one or the other
of the parties. At one point, the court charges the very large fee of eight sous, which, if it is not a mistake for
deniers, probably indicates that the court was annoyed with what it no doubt correctly saw as maneuvering
between the parties rather than litigating the case. The case was probably settled.

724. Ch 7, n. 309: quo iuramento attento, et quia dicta actrix iuravit quod in hoc nulla intervenit collusio nec
aliquid habuerat ab eodem propter hoc, etc., reum ab impetione actricis absolvimus, etc.

725. Ch 7, n. 310: There is, unfortunately, another possibility. We are dealing here with N. Domicelli, the
locum tenens of Guillaume de Boudreville, the official at the very beginning of the register. It is possible that
his regular practice was different from that of Robert de Dours, the official whose work we see in most of the
register.

726. Ch 7, n. 312: Hodie comparuerunt [AQ] et [EG], et dixit dicta filia que intendebat contrahere matrimo-
nium cum [PB], quod plures murmurabant in dicta villa et dicebant quod idem [AQ] iactaverat se contraxisse
sponsalia cum ipsa [EG] quare petebat utrum volebat aliquid proponere, etc., et quod diceret veritatem. Qui
quidem [AQ] requisitus medio iuramento et interrogatus dixit et deposuit se nunquam habuisse nec contraxisse
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sponsalia cum dicta filia nec se iactasse, etc., et si aliquas [sc. promissiones] habuerat, eas sibi remittebtat, etc.;
vir xvi d.

727. Ch 7, n. 313: Hodie [BR] citatus super eo quod iactaverat se affidasse [JS] falso, tamen deposuit medio
iuramento se non affidasse dictam filiam nec promissiones matrimonialies habuisse cum ipsa; quo iuramento
attento data fuit licentia dicte filie alibi contrahendi, etc.; filia xvi d. Why Jeanette pays the fee in this case
whereas Alain pays it in the previous case is hard to know. The following cases do not give us enough
evidence to discern any pattern in the fees, though there seems to be some suggestion in Thomassin et Guione
(n. 316) and Gonterii et Varenges (n. 317) that it was paid by the person who asked for the license to contract
elsewhere.

728. Ch 7, n. 314: Comparentibus [RB], ex parte una, et [AP], ex altera, dicta mulier dixit quod ipse vir
se iactaverat quod ipsam affidaverat; qui quidem vir dixit medio iuramento quod nunquam aliqua spon-
salia aut fideidationes cum eadem conhtraxerat, etc., et hoc mediante decrevimus nullum fuisse propter hoc
impedimentum quin ipsa possit alibi contrahere, etc.; xii [without specifying who is to pay it].

729. Ch 7, n. 316: Hodie [JG] iuravit ad sancta Dei Evangelia quod licet ipsa alias se iactaverat quod [CT]
eam affidaverat, ipsam nunquam affidavit, nec promissiones matrimoniales unquam habuerunt invicem, et
dictus [CT] similiter iuravit, et ideo fuit eis data licentia alibi contrahendi, nisi [aliud obstet], etc.; vir ii s.

730. Ch 7, n. 317: De [EG] contra [JV] citatam super eo quod dicta [JV] se falso iactaverat promissiones
matrimoniales habuisse cum eodem actore, impediendo bonum matrimonium dicti viri, que quidem rea per
nos interrogata dixit et deposuit medio iuramento quod nunquam habuerat promissiones matrimoniales cum
dicto viro, nec etiam super hoc se iactaverat, et hoc mediante dedimus licentiam viro alibi contrahendi; vir xii
d.

731. Ch 7, n. 319: Hodie attenta informatione facta per magistrum [JC] promotorem curie super eo quod
asserebatur [PH] sponsalia contraxisse cum [JB] carnali copula secuta per quam nichil reperitur contra eum,
et quia dicta mulier istam [?rem] noluit prosequi, dedimus licentiam dicto [PH] alibi contrahendi nisi aliud
obstet, etc., cetera etc.; xii [without saying who is to pay].

732. Ch 7, n. 320: Data est licentia [PE] ut possit contrahere sponsalia per verba de futuro cum [JM] non
obstante quod [JR] se alias iactaverat sponsalia per verba de futuro cum dicta filia attentis evocationibus
factis contra dictum Rappe qui se absentavit, etc., et non obstante etiam quod dicta filia parva etate duodecim
annorum, etc.; viii d.

733. Ch 7, n. 321: Hodie [MC] que se iactaverat, ut dicebatur, [JB] etc., et idem [JB] comparuerunt coram
nobis et iuraverunt se nunquam contraxisse sponsalia nec promissiones matrimoniales habuisse invicem, et
ideo promissiones matrimoniales si quas adinvicem habuerunt, ipsorum conscientiis relinquimus et eorum
conscientiis oneramus; quilibet 12d.

734. Ch 7, n. 322: Data est licentia [JB] contrahendi cum [JS], etc., non obstante impedimento apposito per
[PP] quia nullum.

735. Ch 7, n. 323: [EM] emendavit eo quo inadvertentia assignaverat diem iovis post Lucam evangelistam
[SB] in causa oppositionis [?bannorum] ponendo datam in dicta oppositione martis post Symonem et Judam.
– Emendavit.

736. Ch 7, n. 325: The standard language of such inhibitions is that the person inhibited not bind him or
herself “with the same or a stronger bond,” a clear reference to the priority that sponsalia de presenti had
over sponsalia de futuro re integra.

737. Ch 7, n. 326: remissa fuit isti emenda ob contemplationem domini des Essars. The toponym suggests
modern Essars (Pas-de-Calais) and may indicate that the couple had Norman connections.

738. Ch 7, n. 327: Hodie decrevimus matrimonium inter [JC] et [JH] a xiii mensibus citra contractum fuisse
et esse nullum propter frigiditatem inhabilitatem et impotentiam dicti [viri], attenta relatione [GS] et [GB]
magistrorum in medicina et [MP] ciurgici iurati nostri qui nobis retulerunt se visitasse predictum virum et
ipsum reperisse et reputasse inhabilem ad cognoscendum mulierem, et attento etiam iuramento dicte mulieris
qui iuravit ipsum virum inhabilem et impotentem et quod se exhibuit et exposuit dicto viro et penam [sic]
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adhibuit ut posset ipsam cognoscere ac iuramentis [JL, JM, GC, JV, SP and GM] commorantium apud [Lagny]
predictum qui iuraverunt ad sancta Dei Evangelia quod credunt firmiter dictam mulierem fidele iuramentum
prestitisse et quod nunquam audiverunt vel sciverunt ipsum virum aliquam mulierem carnaliter cognovisse,
etc., fore et esse nullum, dantes eidem mulieri licentiam alibi contrahendi; mulier vi s.

739. Ch 7, n. 328: Hodie hora placitorum de mane [PN] et [RP], eius uxor putativa, iuraverunt se prestitisse
opem, auxilium et operam ut rem carnalem adinvicem habere possent, videlicet a sex annis elapsis, a quo
tempore matrimonium contraxerant; verumtamen idem vir eam carnaliter cognoscere non valuit, quia erat
impotens et inhabilis ad mulierem cognoscendam, et attenta relatione magistrorum [GC] in medicina et [GC]
in cirurgia magistrorum [sic] qui retulerunt ipsum virum impotentem reperisse, et quia etiam [ML], [PM]
et [PB], [JC] et [PH] [all men] iuraverunt quod credebant ipsos verum iurasse et quod super hunc laborem
publice [sic for hoc laborant publica] vox et fama [etc.], decrevimus ipsum matrimonium nullum, obstante
impotentia predicta, dantes licentiam dicte mulieri etc.; dicta mulier confessa fuit se fuisse defloratam et
cognitam carnaliter a [PP], de quo delicto fuit sibi remissa emenda in casu quo idem [PP] ipsam duceret in
uxorem, etc.

740. Ch 7, n. 329: This may not even be a case of divortium a vinculo, since the phrase causa divortii can refer
to separation cases. The Paris court, however, pretty consistently refers to the latter as cause separationis.

741. Ch 7, n. 330: Hodie declaravimus matrimonium de facto et non de iure contractum [15.i.87] inter [PR]
et [MGE] fore nullum attento quod primus maritus dicte mulieris, vocatus [JN], vivit adhuc etc., dantes eidem
[PR] licentiam alibi contrahendi, etc.; retenta est prisonaria.

742. Ch 7, n. 331: Hodie declaravimus secundum matrimonium inter [JB] et [GM] de facto contractum quin-
decim anni sunt elapsi fuisse et esse nullum attento quod [GS] primus maritus dicte [JB] cum quo contraxerat
viginti duo anni sunt elapsi adhuc vivit, etc., dantes eidem [GM] licentiam alibi contrahendi, etc. – Dominus
[GM] sponte quittavit dictam mulierem de omnibus bonis communibus que habebant insimul, hoc mediante,
quod dicta mulier tenebitur nutrire tres liberos quos habent insimul, et dicta bona sibi dimissit, etc., quilibet
ii s.

743. Ch 7, n. 332: Comparentes [JB], custarius, Cameracensis diocesis, ex una parte, et [MH], ex altera parte,
dixerunt hincinde quod ipse vir alias matrimonium in facie ecclesie contraxerat cum [DC] circiter xi anni sunt
elapsi, et postmodum, vivente ipsa Dionisia, idem vir matrimonium de facto contraxit cum ipsa [MH], circiter
viii anni sunt elapsi, et quia de premissis nobis constitit secundum matrimonium inter dictos virum et [MH] de
facto contractum decrevimus non valuisse nec valere, etc.; alias vir emendavit istud factum, etc.; vir xii, viii.

744. Ch 7, n. 333: Hodie matrimonium per [BT] de facto cum [PG] contractum circiter sex anni elapsi nullum
esse obstante matrimonio per eum ante in facie ecclesie rite contracto cum [JM] circiter viginti quatuor anni
sunt elapsi [decrevimus], etc.; actor [sic, ?read actore, sc. comparente] cum dictis mulieribus et dicto viro, qui
dedit elemosine domini pro redimendo penam scale decem francos solutos [PS] locum tenenti sigilliferi, iv s.;
data est licentia predicte [PG] contrahendi alibi, etc. Emendavit.

745. Ch 7, n. 334: That this is the penalty is suggested by c. 8 of the council of Tours of 1236: de his qui binas
nuptias contrahunt: in scala ponantur et postea publice fustigentur. Quoted in DuCange, s.v. scala 1.

746. Ch 7, n. 335: Hodie [AJ] et [JS] eius uxor putativa quia dicta mulier confessa fuit alias [CS] esse vivum
et emendavit bina sponsalia, etc., quia dictus [CS] non potest reperiri, etc., fuerunt separati quoad bona et
iuraverunt alter alteri facere bonam partem de bonis communibus inter ipsos, etc.

747. Ch 7, n. 336: Hodie [JC] comparuit sponte et emendavit eo quod ipsa, que desponsaverat in facie ecclesie,
viz. in parrochia [Sainte-Croix-sur-Buchy (Seine-Inférieure)] [CS] circiter xix anni sunt elapsi, quia infra tres
annos idem maritus suus recessit et fuit per xvi annos absque eo quod audivisset aliqua nova de ipso, licet idem
Colinus vivat, contraxit de facto cum [AJ] in parrochia de [Gouvernes (Seine-et-Marne)] in mense maio [sic]
ultimo preterito; taxatur ad sex francos, solvendos tres viz. infra octo dies et tres infra [9.iv]; dato fideiussore
domino [PA] presbitero gubernatore domus Dei de [Lagny-sur-Marne (Seine-et-Marne)], in qua domo dicta
mulier moratur et elegit domicilium, etc. Emendavit; caret. I have classified this as a separation case in the
statistics. If we classify it with the divorce cases, the number of ‘straight’ ex officio marriage cases should be
reduced from 24 to 23.
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748. Ch 7, n. 339: Hodie fuit declaratum matrimonium de facto contractum inter [JN] et [JSM] fuisse et esse
nullum, attento matrimonio per dictum [JN] ante cum Marota [. . .] [contracto].

749. Ch 7, n. 340: Hodie attento quod [GB] confessus fuit coram nobis quod ipse septem anni sunt elapsis
promisit [MG] quod si sibi [GB] placeret eam duceret in uxorem, que [MG] hoc alias confessa fuit etiam coram
[nobis] et postmodum idem vir predictam [MG] carnaliter cognovit et per longa tenuit prole inde secuta, etc.,
et hodie idem vir de facto contraxerat matrimonium in facie ecclesie cum [GH], carnali copula secuta, etc.,
decrevimus dictum secundum matrimonium de facto contractum nullum, primumque tenere et valere debere,
dantes dicte [GH] licenciam alibi contrahendi, nisi [aliud obstet], etc.

750. Ch 7, n. 341: Discussed in Lévy, “Officialité de Paris,” 2:1266 and n. 7, and in Donahue, “Canon Law
and Social Practice,” 153–4.

751. Ch 7, n. 342: The qualifications are necessary because we know so little about how witness proof
proceeded in this court. I should also add that Ringart c Bersaut (at nn. 287–94) is the only Paris case that
we have found in which the procedural objections just discussed are raised, and we have no such objections
raised in the relatively few de presenti cases in the Brussels/Cambrai registers discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.

752. Ch 7, n. 344: Voisin c Furno (at nn. 191–3) is the one case in which the plaintiff won a contested case,
though that case could be thought of as confessed. In a half dozen other cases discussed in the text, the court
declares a conclusion in the case, and the case disappears from view. Any one of these could have resulted in
a judgment for plaintiff recorded elsewhere and now lost, but it seems unlikely that all of them did.

753. Ch 7, n. 347: While there is a fairly large literature on French marriage practices in the Middle Ages,
there is little that is specific to Paris. I am encouraged in my speculations by Diefendorf, Paris City Councillors,
155–209, a prosopographical study that reports marriage practices in the sixteenth century quite similar to
those that I posit here.

754. Ch 8, n. 1: Derived from Platelle, in Diocèses de Cambrai et de Lille and the introductions to Registres
de Cambrai and Liber van Brussel. In what follows, cases where the parties’ names are given in French come
from the Cambrai registers; where they are given in Dutch, they come from the Brussels register. The literature
on these courts is not extensive but is becoming more so, largely as a result of the efforts of one of the editors
of the registers, who is, by herself, the editor of the account books of the officiality of the adjoining diocese of
Tournai (Compotus Tornacenses). See, e.g., Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, “Aspects du lien matrimonial”;
id., “Incestuous Marriages”; id., “Marital Breakdown”; cf. id., “Self-Divorce.” Declauwe, “Zelfschieding,”
came to my attention too late for me to come to grips with his findings in what follows.

755. Ch 8, n. 2: In causa mota et pendente coram nobis officiali Cameracensi, inter [JR] actricem ex una et [CO]
reum ex altera partibus, visis petitione dicte actricis coram nobis iudicialiter exhibita, sacramentis, assertionibus
et responsionibus partium predictarum aliisque nos et animum nostrum moventibus, iurisperitorum freti
maturo consilio, Christi nomine invocato, quia nobis consistit atque constat reum pretactum conventiones
matrimoniales clandestinas per verba de futuro ad hec apta et habilia cum predicta actrice iniise et habuisse
ac dictam actricem deflorasse et carnalite cognovisse ac unam prolem ex eadem suscitasse, eapropter dictum
reum ad procedendum ulterius ad matrimonii solempnizationem – prout moris est ac fieri consuetum – in
manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie cum dicta actrice condempnamus sententialiter diffiniendo in hiis scriptis.

756. Ch 8, n. 3: One might also code, as I did not, whether the judge had consulted with the assessors
(iurisperitorum freti maturo consilio), as that phrase does not appear in every sentence. Since I did not code it,
I can only give an impression: It seems to appear more often in sentences of Divitis and Nicolaı̈ than it does in
those of Rodolphi and Platea (suggesting a difference in style between Cambrai and Brussels), and it appears
more often in cases that are, in some sense, difficult.

757. Ch 8, n. 4: Tenentur partes ad leges pro clandestinis invicem habitis et minime renovatis et quia infra
tempus iuris non processerunt., carnali copula subsecuta, sic quod reus actricem defloravit.

758. Ch 8, n. 7: Quitquid hic scribebatur non ita fuit promulgatum ymmo fuit aliter scriptum quam dictum, me
absente, ultra montes existente, et registro meo presenti penes Radulphum Honnoque existente, et hoc attestor
in dampnum anime et in vim iuramenti in assumptione mea ad auditoratum curie Cameracensis prestiti. Carlerii
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propria [sc. manu]. What Carlerii means by assumptione mea ad auditoratum curie is not completely clear, but
others, though not all, of the notaries of the court are described as auditors. E.g., Registres de Cambrai, p. xiv,
nn. 94, 96, 98, 105. This would probably entitle them to take part in the consilio iurisperitorum mentioned
in a number of the sentences. See n. 3. Someone may have raised the objection to Carlerii’s promotion that he
had misregistered the offending sentence.

759. Ch 8, n. 8: But see n. 7 for evidence that the notary was supposed to take it down as it was spoken. We
cannot tell, however, whether what was wrong with the sentence at issue there was the wording, in its literal
sense, or its substance.

760. Ch 8, n. 9: In causa officii, mota et pendente coram nobis, officiali Cameracensi, inter promotorem
causarum officii nostri, nomine et ad causam officii sui, actorem ex una et [JH] ac [JH] reos ex altera, etc.

761. Ch 8, n. 10: Visis articulis promotoris officii nostri [JR] et [JC] reis impositis, etc.

762. Ch 8, n. 11: Visis articulis promotoris officii nostri [JW] et [CP] subditis ac iusticiabilibus nostris reis
impositis, etc.

763. Ch 8, n. 13: The reason for the preference for Cambrai over Brussels is that the Cambrai sentences cover
a wider chronological span and, until 1448, a wider geographical area. The Cambrai sentences are also better
indexed. This is not to say that the indices in the Brussels book are bad, but the editors did the Brussels book
first, and their experience with that book led them to improve the indices in the Cambrai book.

764. Ch 8, n. 14: (89) Prohibeant presbiteri subditis suis ne dent sibi fidem mutuo de contrahendo matrimonio,
nisi coram presbitero alterius eorum qui volunt contrahere et in publico coram hominibus; et si inter se fidem
dederint, non valebit. (90) Precipimus ut nullus sacerdos audeat sine licentia episcopi edicta vel bannos cele-
brare, nec matrimonium inter eos solempnizare, quamvis etiam velint post primam fidem iterum coram pres-
biterum affidare. Si autem sacerdos contra preceptum istud inter aliquos matrimonium celebrare presumpserit,
eo ipso se sciat esse suspensum. (91) Excommunicentur et denuntientur excommunicati qui clandestinas nup-
tias contrahunt, et sacerdos qui celebrat huiusmodi nuptias necnon denuntietur excommunicatus. Quicumque
clericus vel laicus vel mulier aliquas personas modo predicto coniungere presumpserint, denuntientur etiam
excommunicati. (92) Excommunicentur et denuntientur excommunicati qui post affidationem clandestinam
carnaliter se congnoscunt. Quicumque clandestinis nuptiis coram sacerdote vel alio celebratis interfuerint, nisi
infra quindecim dies episcopo vel eius officiali revelaverint, excommunicamus eos. (93) Excommunicamus
qui fidem dederint vel acceperint et donum acceperint vel dederint pro impedimentis celandis matrimonii.
Excommunicatio ista [publicetur (supplied by ed.)] sepe a singulis sacerdotibus in parochiis, etc. . . . (96) Si
quis alicui dederit fidem de matrimonio contrahendo per verba de futuro et ante carnalem copulam fidem
mutuo velint remittere, non fiat huiusmodi quitatio nisi per episcopum vel eius officialem.

The version that we give here probably dates from the middle of the thirteenth century and, again probably,
contains some improvements in the original wording. The numbers are Avril’s. Cambrai was certainly not
unique in these provisions. Similar provisions can be found in statutes of Tournai from the beginning of the
fourteenth century, id., 331–3, and in statutes of Liège of 1288, cited in id., 45–7 nn. 148, 150, 152, 154, 158,
160. The cases from Châlons-sur-Marne reported in Gottlieb, Getting Married, certainly suggest that similar
provisions were in effect there. See T&C no. 1278.

765. Ch 8, n. 18: (65) (80) Inhibeant presbyteri parrochiales subditis suis ne sponsalia contrahant seu dent
fidem de matrimonio inter eos pariter contrahendo nisi coram presbytero alterius saltem contrahere volen-
tium, et hoc in loco publico: ecclesia videlicet cymeterio vel capella et coram pluribus fidedignis, et si aliter
contraxerint sponsalia, nisi infra triduum [octo dies in the fourteenth-century version] ea reiterent coram
altero de presbyertis antedictis. non procedat presbyter ulterius ad bannorum publicationem, vel matri-
monii sollempnisationem, sine nostra vel officialis nostri licentia speciali, et qui hoc (scienter) [in Actes de
Reims, 452, but not in Statuts synodaux français IV, 160] facere presumpserit ipso facto se noverit esse
suspensum.

As noted, the period within which the clandestine espousals had to be announced was extended from the
three days of the 1287–8 version to the eight of that of the early fourteenth century. Whether the scienter
requirement was added in the last sentence is unclear. Avril does not fully edit the later version.
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The core provision on clandestine marriage remained essentially the same in the version of the early four-
teenth century: [82] Item excommunicamus omnes illos qui clandestinas nuptias contrahunt, et presbiteros
qui nuptias huiusmodi clandestinas celebrant. Clandestina [sic] autem nuptias vocamus quas non precesserint
tres banni in ecclesia infra missam sollempniter tribus diebus sollempnibus a se distantibus proclamati vel
de quibus per nos vel per officialem nostrum non extitit dispensatum. Statuts synodaux français IV, 160. A
further excommunication for those who procure or who are present at clandestine marriages is given in T&C
no. 766.

766. Ch 8, n. 19: It may have been forty days because that is the period mentioned in a number of the
sentences where the couple are ordered to solemnize. A possible source of this requirement is found in the
statutes of 1287–8, which, it would seem, relieve the couple who consummate private or public espousals from
the penalty of excommunication if they solemnize their marriage within thirty days thereafter: [66] Insuper
excommunicamus et denunciari in generali volumus excommunicatos omnes illos et illas qui post affidationem,
sive clandestinam, sive in manu presbiteri factam, ante sollempnisationem matrimonii se carnaliter cognoverint,
nisi infra mensem a dicta commixione [sic] carnali inter se matrimonium cum effectu fecerint et procuraverint
sollempniter celebrari, nisi aliud canonicum obsistat. Statuts synodaux français IV, 118. But this provision
was not carried over into the legislation of the early fourteenth century: [81] Insuper excommunicamus et
denunciari in generali volumus excommunicatos omnes illos et illas qui post affidationem, sive clandestinam,
sive in manu presbiteri factam, ante sollempnisationem matrimonii se carnaliter cognoverint, et illos qui
clandestine nuptias fieri procuraverint, seu ipsis presumpserint interessse. Id., 160.

The earlier editions (e.g., Martène and Durand, 7: col. 1291–1332; Actes de Reims, 2:441–72) of the version
of the early fourteenth century (of which there may have been two) were based on a Grimbergen manuscript,
now lost. Statuta antiquissima gives a version from another manuscript, but with only minor variants from
the Grimbergen manuscript (and from Avril’s partial edition). It is clear, however, from Actes de Reims that
changes were made, at least until the middle of the fourteenth century. After that, relatively little that is new
has yet been found until the sixteenth century. Hence, the version of the statutes with which our courts were
working has not been reconstructed. I will, however, continue to cite the version of the early fourteenth century
because it explains most, if not quite all, of what we see in the fifteenth-century sentences.

767. Ch 8, n. 20: Prohibeant sacerdotes frequenter laicis sub excommunicatione, ne dent fidem sibi de con-
trahendo, nisi sacerdote praesente, et pluribus aliis, et si fecerint eo absente, non faciat edicta seu banna. The
editor notes the similarity with the Cambrai statutes of the early sixteenth century (id., n. 10), but considering
the history just outlined, it as likely that the influence ran from earlier Cambrai statutes to Soissons rather,
than the other way around.

768. Ch 8, n. 24: (71) Item excommunicamus omnes qui contra matrimonia falsa impedimenta proposuerint,
vel vera celaverint scienter, amore, precepto vel favore, vel alia quacumque de causa, et volumus eos excommu-
nicatos propter hoc frequenter a presbyteris nuntiari. Quod si nemo bannorum proclamationi se opposuerit,
et loci presbyter verisimliem aut veram contra matrimonium habeat coniecturam, nobis aut officio nostro
Cameracensi inconsultis super hoc, ad solempnisationem matrimonii non procedat, et si contra hoc fecerit,
pena pro clandestinis nuptiis imposita teneatur. The predecessor statute on this topic ([1275], c. 9, in id., p. 96)
is unambiguous in applying the scienter requirement to those who raise false impediments. I think it unlikely
that any substantive change was intended in 1277–8, but an ambiguity was introduced that was, it would
seem, exploited in later centuries.

Ch 8, n. 25: The words are put in the mouth of the priest: Tu promittis quod dictam Bertham accipies in
uxorem, si impedimentum canonicum non obsistat.

769. Notes for Table 8.1:
a. The total number of sentences (n) is 1,455. Hence, extrapolating from the sample, there should be 1,019

“marriage” cases. This is somewhat higher than Vleeschouwers-van Melkenbeek’s actual count (902), but
is almost certainly the result of the fact that she defined “marriage business cases” more narrowly. “Marital
Breakdown,” 81–2. Lacking a discussion or her data set, we cannot be sure, but I suspect that she did not
include cases of sexual offenses (e.g., deflowering) where marriage is not specifically mentioned.

b. ‘Ecclesiastical: Other’, ‘Matrimonial’, and ‘Testamentary: Other’ each includes one case the type of which
is doubtful.
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770. Ch 8, n. 27: This observation needs to be qualified by the fact that the sentence registers include inter-
locutory sentences, even where there was no definitive sentence.

771. Ch 8, n. 28: The Ely proportion is exaggerated by the fact that the act book records routine probates of
testaments, something that was done elsewhere at York, and may have been done elsewhere at Paris, if it was
done at all.

772. Ch 8, n. 29: The table on which this is based is not reproduced here because it is more complicated
than enlightening, but the raw numbers are as follows: Cambrai Sample: Administrative 9 (6%), Instance 43
(29%), Office 90 (62%), Office Promoted 4 (3%); Ely: Administrative 96 (19%), Instance 266 (54%), Office
120 (24%), Office Promoted 12 (2%). We omitted the Ely appeal cases from the comparison because the
Cambrai court heard virtually none, and the subject matter of the Ely appeal cases other than the matrimonial
ones is normally not given. Technically, all the office cases at Cambrai are “office promoted” because all of
them are brought by a professional promotor. We include under “office promoted” for Cambrai those cases
in which someone other than a professional promotor was also a formal party, or in which instance and office
proceedings were formally combined. We will see that at Cambrai, as at Ely, the line between instance and
office cases tended to blur.

773. Note for Table 8.2:
a. There is more than the usual amount of guesswork in these numbers. The following contain uncertain

classifications: Ecclesiastical: Clerical Discipline 1, Ecclesiastical: Other 2, Debt 1, Debt Appeal 2, Matri-
monial 3, Testamentary 1. The number of sentences (n) here is 1,590, and, once more, extrapolating from
the sample we should have 1,177. This is, once again, higher than Vleeschouwers-van Melkenbeek’s actual
count (918), and once more, we suspect that this is the result of her narrower definition of “marriage
business cases.” “Marital Breakdown,” 81–2; see T&C no. 769.

774. Ch 8, n. 31: Liber van Brussel, s.vv. clericus, geslachtsgemeeschap met non, gerucht; clericus, ontucht;
priester, concubine; priester, geschlachtsgemeenschap: Officie c Schiethase (10.x.49), no. 105, involves a mar-
ried clerk who was defamed of sexual intimacy with a female religious. Officie c Juvenis en Lot (12.xi.57),
no. 1248, involves a pair of clerics, one of whom was a deacon, who regularly visited brothels. Officie en Lelle
c Ducq (6.xi.1450), no. 211, is a privately promoted office case in which a priest had boasted that he had
sexual relations with the private promotor and she, in turn, charged him with sexual relations with another
woman and had him condemned to perform an expiatory pilgrimage to Rheims. Officie c Meestere (31.i.58),
no. 1272, is more routine: A priest had committed adultery, though he did not know the the woman was
married, and also frequented taverns.

775. Ch 8, n. 32: We know little about these courts, but we know that they existed. One separation case is
basically an appeal from a judgment of the dean of Christianity of Brussels, and there are two (probable) debt
cases on appeal from unnamed lower courts.

776. Ch 8, n. 33: Officie en Beckere c Bruggen (25.vi.1456), no. 980, suggests that public adultery could be
prosecuted in some secular courts, at least where the adulterer was not a clerk.

777. Ch 8, n. 35: Compare Blocke (16.vii.56), no. 990, with Erclaes c Cluetincx en Erclaes (9.i.59 to 28.ix.59),
nos. 1410, 1428, 1436, 1456, 1537. In both cases, the man who made the agreement is dead. In the first case,
the man’s widow may be seeking the registration of the contract because she fears that her daughter’s second
husband will not honor it. In the second case, registration is sought by the son of the woman who was involved
in the marriage and, it would seem, his father’s mother and brother are resisting.

778. Ch 8, n. 37: The one possible exception is Blocke (T&C no. 777). As was the case in comparing types
of procedure at Cambrai and at Ely, the table on which the numbers in this paragraph are based is more
complicated than illuminating and is not reproduced. The raw numbers are as follows: Cambrai Sample:
Administrative 9 (6%), Instance 43 (29%), Office 90 (62%), Office Promoted 4 (3%); Brussels Sample:
Administrative 1 (1%), Instance 39 (51%), Office 35 (45%), Office Promoted 2 (3%).

779. Ch 8, n. 38: This may be a feature of what is recorded in the sentence book, rather than of what was
actually litigated in the court. The Brussels sentence book has a larger proportion of interlocutory sentences
than does the Cambrai book. Our sample of 77 Brussels cases contains 118 sentences, an average of 1.5
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sentences per case; our Cambrai sample of 146 cases contains only 158 sentences, an average of 1.1 sentences
per case. Since cases other than matrimonial cases were more likely to produce interlocutory sentences (and
to lack a definitive sentence), a practice of recording more interlocutory sentences would bring to light more
nonmatrimonial cases. (Hence, too, the Cambrai books represent more actual cases than does the Brussels
book despite the larger number of sentences in the Brussels book. Extrapolating from the sample, we estimate
that the 1,590 sentences in the Brussels book represent 1,038 cases, while the 1,455 sentences in the Cambrai
books represent 1,345 cases.)

780. Ch 8, n. 39: The raw numbers for marriage cases are as follows: Cambrai Sample: Administrative 0
(0%), Instance 32 (22%), Office 80 (55%), Office Promoted 3 (2%); Brussels Sample: Administrative 1 (1%),
Instance 21 (27%), Office 33 (43%), Office Promoted 2 (3%). Remove the Cambrai cases of clerical discipline
in sexual matters and the result for the Cambrai pure office cases becomes 67 (46%).

781. Notes for Table 8.3:
a. The comparison with Paris leaves out the Paris ‘straight’ office cases and those where the subject matter

cannot be told. It is, hence, a comparison involving 370 rather than 410 cases.
b. Cambrai includes 1 case and Paris 11 cases of ambiguous sponsalia. Paris total includes confessed cases.
c. In one Cambrai dissolution case and in one contested de futuro two–party case, the parties ultimately remit

their sponsalia, but the case had proceeded far enough that we can identify the type, and they are not
included here.

d. The Cambrai de futuro three-party cases includes one, Varlut c Hauwe (at nn. 164–6), where the decisory
oath is deferred to the plaintiff. Three-party cases are not broken out for Paris; there are very few, and they
are included within ‘contested’.

e. The Paris total includes all cases where a de presenti marriage may be involved. None of them involves
allegations of copula.

782. Ch 8, n. 40: The first sample consisted of every tenth case; the second consisted of the first case in each
decile (other than the first case) that was a marriage case; the third began with the third case in each decile,
searched until a marriage instance case was found, and then went to the next decile. The second and third
samples, therefore, cannot be used to calculate proportions of marriage cases to other kinds of cases, and the
third sample cannot be used to calculate the proportion of straight marriage instance cases to other kinds of
marriage cases.

783. Ch 8, n. 41: The one case in our sample fails, and a separation for adultery is granted. Watiere c Lonc
(6.x.42), no. 351.

784. Ch 8, n. 42: The consummated de presenti marriage of Élisabeth and Gérard is held to take precedence
over the marriage that the dean of Antwerp had ordered Marguerite and Gérard to solemnize. Élisabeth and
Gérard are ordered to make amends for the clandestine contract and the intercourse. Marguerite’s opposition
is declared frivolous, and she is ordered to keep perpetual silence about the matter, but Gérard is to pay her
costs. For the substantial problems of proof caused by this type of case, see at nn. 281–5.

785. Notes for Table 8.4:
a. Because the numbers in many of the individual cells are small, extreme caution should be used in extrapo-

lating from these cells to the whole population.
b. One of these cases has only an interlocutory sentence, as does one separation and one miscellaneous case.
c. See Table 8.3, n. c. In the contested spousals case, we treated the remission as a sentence for the defendant,

in the dissolution case as a sentence for the plaintiff.
d. Only two of the remission cases have an identifiable plaintiff and defendant, and one separation and one

dissolution case do not. The gender ratios could be calculated for the miscellaneous cases but, except in the
case of a woman who obtains a declaration of her husband’s death, would be irrelevant for our purposes.

e. The one interlocking competitor case here (which we later treat as an office/instance case) is treated here as
a victory for the male plaintiff. See at n. 1.

f . In one of these, Perona [. . .] Mayere (1.vii.38), no. 1, the identity of the plaintiff is uncertain. It is sufficiently
likely to have been a woman that it is counted as a case with a female plaintiff.
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g. As noted in n. 41, the unsuccessful female plaintiff in the divorce case does obtain a separation on the
ground of her husband’s adultery.

786. Note for Table 8.5:
a. There are no judgments at Ely and York that are not assigned to a particular plaintiff, and jactitation cases

are totally absent. Because the numbers in many of the individual cells are small, the aggregates here are
much more reliable than many of the individual cells. This table combines the results in Table 3.5, Table 3.6,
Table 6.5, Table 7.4, and Table 8.4. Miscellaneous cases have been removed, resulting in slightly smaller
totals for York, Ely, and Cambrai, and considerably smaller totals for Paris. Previous tables did not split out
the York cases and the Ely three–party cases in which copula was involved. As we have seen, many of the
Ely and York cases have formulaic complaints that allege both a de presenti marriage and one formed by de
futuro words plus copula. I have looked behind the complaint in those cases in which it was possible. The
results here almost certainly understate the number of cases in which copula was involved. In the case of Ely,
I have used the combined results in instance and office/instance cases. Although there are some differences
in the two types of cases, the numbers in each group are sufficiently small that it seemed better to use the
aggregates. In the case of Paris, there are so few three-party cases as to make this distinction meaningless.
All the Paris spousals cases are treated as if they were two–party cases.

787. Ch 8, n. 46: Craynem c Raegmans; Officie c Crayehem, Raechmans en Visch (7.ii.49 to 21.xi.49), nos. 30,
116; Cotthem c Trullaerts; Cotthem c Trullaerts en Pauwels; Officie c Pauwels, Simoens en Trullaerts (19.iii.51
to 5.v.52), nos. 250, 319, 375, 550; Villa c Boussout, Officie c Villa en Bossout (20.iii.53 to 22.iv.58), nos. 470,
503, 679, 1034, 1299.

788. Ch 8, n. 48: Officie c Reins en Briebosch (6.xi.50), no. 210; Officie c Hulst, Spaenoghe en Mertens
(19.vi.50), no. 170; Officie c Bodevaerts en Heyns (28.i.58), no. 1270; Officie c Rutgeerts en Cudseghem
(21.xi.55 to 9.i.56), nos. 886, 890, 908; Officie c Leenen en Verstappen (9.ix.57), no. 1210; Officie c Reghen-
mortere en Beende (11.vii.49), no. 75; Officie c Bot, Buysschere en Gheersone (7.viii.55 to 4.vi.56), nos. 828,
970; Officie c Cleren en Piermont (17.x.58), no. 1370; Officie c Bossche en Scheelkens (5.ix.58), no. 1350;
Officie c Temmerman en Coninx (28.iii.50), no. 150.

789. Ch 8, n. 49: Officie en Tieselinc c Tieselinc en Outerstrate (2–p); Officie c Reins en Briebosch (2–p,
cop); Officie c Rutgeerts en Cudseghem (2–p, cop); Officie c Leenen en Verstappen (2–p, cop); Officie c
Reghenmortere en Beende (2–p, cop); Craynem c Raegmans, Officie c Crayehem, Raechmans en Visch (3–p);
Officie c Bodevaerts en Heyns (3–p); Villa c Boussout, Officie c Villa en Bossou (3–p, cop); Officie c Hulst,
Spaenoghe en Mertens (3–p, cop); Officie c Bot, Buysschere en Gheersone (3–p, cop); Officie c Cleren en
Piermont (3–p, cop); Officie c Bossche en Scheelkens (3–p, cop); Officie c Temmerman en Temmerman en
Coninx (3–p, cop); Cotthem c Trullaerts; Cotthem c Trullaerts en Pauwels; Officie c Pauwels, Simoens en
Trullaerts (4–p, cop).

790. Ch 8, n. 50: The Cambrai sample was based on the first two samples mentioned at n. 40 (excluding the
sample that included only instance cases). The Brussels sample drew the first marriage case every decile. Two
cases had to be dropped from the Brussels sample. They are instance cases, almost certainly matrimonial, but
the surviving record does not tell us what they were about.

791. Notes for Table 8.6:
a. The original coding of the cases in this table distinguished among ‘instance/office’, ‘ex officio promoto’,

and ‘office/instance’, depending on whether the case was known to have begun as an instance case, with the
promotor intervening only for the final sentence, or whether someone who was not a professional promotor
was made a formal party, or whether the sentence simply showed that one of the nominal defendants had
made arguments for or presented proof on behalf of the promotor. All of these cases are described here as
‘office/instance’. In most cases, we cannot tell whether the case was begun as an instance case because no
sentence from that stage of the case survives, and making someone who was not a professional promotor
a formal party occurs sufficiently rarely that we cannot be sure that it was not simply another way of
describing the fact that one of the defendants intervened on the side of the promotor.

Recalling that n = 1590, the sample predicts that there should be 97 separation cases (13/157 [8.2%] times
1,177, the predicted number of “marriage” cases as we have defined them). Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek
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counts 80 such cases (“Marital Breakdown,” 82), and so our prediction is not far off, granted the size of
the sample. (She presumably did not include cases of restoration of conjugal rights, unless a separation
was granted, and may not have included cases where a separation was sought but not granted.) The same
cannot be said of her count of “annulment” actions (323, ibid.). This is, of course, wildly different from
the extrapolation of our count of divorce actions (15 = 2/157 [1.3%] times 1,177). Again, the difference
is probably to be explained by differences in definition. The table shows that a substantial proportion of
the spousals cases at Brussels involved three parties (39% of all “marriage cases,” which extrapolates to
459 cases). Many of these involved claims of two espousals (bina sponsalia), one of which would, in most
cases, annul the other. We will also see in Chapter 11 that a substantial number of Brussels spousals cases
involved claims that the spousals were void because of incest. Once more, if we regard these as annulment
cases, that would greatly increase their quantity.

b. 1 of the office/instance cases may involve a presumptive marriage. See at n. 119.
c. 1 of the office/instance cases ends in the successful couple remitting their vows.
d. 4 office/instance cases and 5 straight-office cases involve the dissolution of the marriage; 2 office cases result

in remission.
e. 2 office/instance cases involve four-party cases.
f . 1 three-party case and 1 two-party case, the de presenti nature of the sponsalia being doubtful in the latter

case.
g. Office: consanguinity in the fourth degree; instance: affinity (met by a counterclaim for restitution of conjugal

rights and ultimately ending in a separation).
h. Includes 1 claim for child support without a claim for deflowering.
i. Many described as causa dotis seu donationis propter nuptias. In 1 case, the nature of the payment is

doubtful (it could be an inheritance claim); another case might be classified as ‘administrative’, since all that
is recorded is the dotal agreement without any indication that it was contentious.

j. 1 case of double adultery; 1 case of rape.

792. Notes for Table 8.7:
a. Some of the smaller Brussels subtotals will not add up to the larger ones because of the inclusion in the

latter of categories that do not exist at Cambrai, e.g., restoration of conjugal rights.

The n here = 1,455, and our predicted number of marriage cases, broadly defined, is 1,019. Excluding
the prosecutions for sexual offenses on the basis of this sample, we get a predicted number of marriage
cases more narrowly defined of 814 (207/259 [80%] times 1,455). This is clearly in the same world as
Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek’s actual count (902, “Marital Breakdown,” 82; “Incestuous Marriages,”
85). Some of the difference may result from the fact that she included as “marriage business” cases some of
the cases involving prosecution of sexual offenses (perhaps, for example, where incest was alleged); some
may result from the fact that samples are no substitute for counting the universe. The results so far as the
proportion of separation cases is concerned are also encouraging. Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek counts 124
cases (13.75% of her marriage business cases); we extrapolate 122 (15% of our marriage cases, narrowly
defined). Once more her count of annulment cases (134) is considerably higher than our extrapolation from
divorce cases (49), and once more the difference could be more than accounted for by the fact that we did
not include the three-party cases involving bina sponsalia and spousals cases where issues of incest were
raised. See T&C no. 791. That Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek reports substantially fewer “annulment”
cases at Cambrai than at Brussels (134 vs 323, 14.85% [of marriage business cases] vs 35.18%), and that
there are also substantially fewer three-party cases involving copula (and hence a potentially presumptive
marriage) at Cambrai than there are at Brussels and (as we will see in Ch 11) substantially fewer spousals
cases in which violation of the incest rules is alleged, tends to confirm our suspicion that this is where the
difference lies.

b. 13 involve incest, and 3 involve other aggravating factors. In one, interestingly, the woman with whom the
man is accused of committing adultery joins with the promotor (hence, technically, ex officio promoto).

c. 1 of these cases is ex officio promoto, but that aspect of it has nothing to do with marriage. Only clerks in
major orders are included here; clerks in minor orders are included with the named offenses. See T&C no.
1202.

d. 3 involve incest, 2 deflowering, and 1 both.
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e. 2 deferred.
f . 1 ex officio promoto; 1 deferred.
g. 1 confessed.
h. 1 deferred.
i. instance/office; 1 ex officio promoto.
j. Includes 1 the instance nature of which is in doubt.
k. Includes 3 dissolution cases.
l. Includes 1 that involves 3 parties.

m. Includes 1 that begins as a divorce case but ends as a separation case and 1 the instance nature of which is
in doubt.

n. Includes 1 instance/office.
o. 1 declaration of death of woman’s former husband; 2 jactitation; 1 dowry (donatio).
p. 1 wrongful solemnization against a priest; 3 impeding a marriage (2 by defamation [1 ex officio promoto],

1 by invoking lay jurisdiction). See at nn. 360–7.
q. Excluding sexual offenses.

793. Ch 8, n. 54: The number in the table understates the proportion of cases involving prosecutions for
adultery since such cases are categorized as separation cases when they resulted in a separation. Of the 14
office and office/instance separation cases, 12 began as prosecutions for adultery. (One began as a prosecution
for attempted bigamy and another as a prosecution for non-cohabitation.) Confirmation of the fact that
more routine cases of sexual offenses were heard before lower-level courts is provided by Office c Steene
(9.iii.43), no. 441, a prosecution for contempt committed against the dean of Christianity of Alost while
he was prosecuting a case of suspected deflowering. We will return to the prosecution of sexual offenses at
Cambrai in Ch 11, at n. 93.

794. Ch 8, n. 56: two–party contested: z = 5.00, significant beyond .99; two–party remission, z = 2.15,
significant at .97; three–party: z = 1.85, significant at .94. For the legitimacy of using a z-test in this case, see
Ch 6, n. 25 (T&C no. 406).

795. Ch 8, n. 57: Counting the case involving tutors as a case about marital property (which it may be but
need not necessarily be) and the one case about dowry, we get .8%, but the number in the cell is so small that
“tiny fraction” is a more accurate description.

796. Ch 8, n. 61: If we add in the Cambrai prosecutions of sexual offenses, the overall percentage of straight
civil cases in the two courts is approximately the same (31% vs 30%), but the differences in the types of cases
being heard expand.

797. Notes for Table 8.8:
a. In Office c Quintart (T&C no. 1202), the woman with whom Quintart is alleged to have committed adultery

and incest joins with the promotor in prosecuting him. The result (amends for ‘incautious conversation’) is
treated as an SFP.

b. In Office et Dommarto c Espine, Espine et Espine (5.ix.52 to 7.x.52), nos. 1340, 1351, Renaud Dommarto,
a priest, joins with the promotor in bringing an action for injures against the defendants, all of whom are
described as clerks. That action fails, and so the case is treated as one in which the male plaintiff failed.
Much of what the promotor is trying to establish also fails, and so the case is treated as one in which the
promotor failed, though he did manage to get two of the defendants convicted of sexual offenses. To avoid
double counting, only the latter sentence is included in the totals.

c. Inst: SMD = 2; Off/Inst: SMD = 6.
d. In Office c Romain et Iongen (26.i.43), no. 410, the woman is convicted of having intercourse with another

man “against the law of her espousals,” and the man is absolved from the promotor’s charges. This could
be treated as a case in which the promotor was attempting to establish a presumptive marriage and failed
(or one in which he was attempting to get the couple to solemnize their admittedly public sponsalia and
failed because the man had a good reason for not proceeding). Hence, it is treated as a case in which the
promotor failed, despite the fact that dissolution was awarded.

e. Inst: SMD = 2.
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f . Patin c Burye, Burye c Prijer (Ch 9, n. 171), involves what we called in Chapter 6 ‘interlocking competitors’:
A man sues a woman to establish sponsalia and she sues a different man to establish the same thing. We
counted the two sentences in the case as a victory for the male plaintiff because the woman lost both actions.
(See Table 8.4 n. e. If there were more such cases, a more accurate count would be to treat the case as half
a SMP and half a SMD. See Ch 3, at n. 53.)

g. In Office c Rosse et Thenakere (Ch 9, n. 287), the successful ‘plaintiff’ is not a party to the case but a woman
with whom the reus had entered into “secondary promises” and who joins with the promotor to establish
the priority of the previous relationship.

h. Included here is Office et Bigotte c Crispelet (Ch 9, n. 360), a case of ex officio promoto, in which the
woman and the promotor successfully combine to convict the defendant of having impugned her chastity
and thus having impeded her marriage.

798. Ch 8, n. 66: Plaintiffs’ success rate was slightly higher (16%), but one of these “successes” includes a
woman who was not trying to establish a marriage. See Table 8.8, n. e. We return to the question of who was
trying to establish what at the end of the section (at nn. 70–7).

799. Ch 8, n. 67: 43% of the female plaintiffs were successful (3/7) and 30% of the male (8/27). These rates are
lower than the overall success rate of plaintiffs in such cases (47%) because 9 remission cases (all successful)
do not have parties identified to a particular gender. If we exclude the uncontested cases, as they were already
excluded in Table 8.4, then the overall plaintiffs’ success rate in this sample approximates that of Table 8.4
(32% vs 34%).

800. Ch 8, n. 68: They obtain four sentences (3 remission and 1 dissolution) (4/12, 33%), while the men obtain
five (1 2–p contested, 1 remission, 2 dissolution, and 1 3–p) (5/17, 29%). Once more, the overall plaintiffs’
success rate in this type of case (35%) is higher than either of the gendered cells because of two remissions
that the couple sought together.

801. Notes for Table 8.9:
a. For details on the cases, see Table 8.6.
b. Inst: 1 SMD; Off/Inst: 1 SMD; Off: 1 SD.
c. Off/Inst: 2 SFD.
d. Inst: 1 MP.
e. Inst: 1 SFD, 1 SMD; Off/Inst: 7 SFD, 3 SMD.
f . Off/Inst: 2 SFD.
g. Inst: 2 SMD.
h. Inst: 1 MP, 1 SFD.

802. Ch 8, n. 71: Officie c Bugghenhout en Huneghem (22 to 23.xi.48), nos. 11, 12; Officie c Brunen en
Roelants (25.x.49), no. 110; Officie c Hemelrike en Verlijsbetten (10.ix.51), no. 310; Officie c Goffaert en
Defier (28.i.52), no. 343; Officie c Alboeme en Arents (12.x.54), no. 701; Officie c Gansbeke en Permentiers
(26.vi.56), no. 981; Officie c Ghelde en Herts (25.ii.57), no. 1120 (succeeds); Officie c Beckere, Houte en
Rode (1.vii.58), no. 1332.

803. Ch 8, n. 72: Officie c Bouchoute en Triestrams (28.ix.50), no. 200 (succeeds); Officie c Voert en Ols
(7.ix.54), no. 680; Officie c Beckere en Leneren (1.vii.55), no. 810; Officie c Crane, Bastijns en Marien
(13.v.57), no. 1150 (succeeds).

804. Ch 8, n. 73: Officie c Platea en Aa (4.ix.50), no. 190 (succeeds in establishing sponsalia but not pre-
sumptive marriage and the couple remit); Officie c Godscalc en Godens (31.iii.52), no. 360 (succeeds); Officie
c Gheerts en Heiden (20.iv.53 to 6.vii.53), nos. 481, 482, 510 (succeeds); Officie c Couruyts en Waelravens
(26.x.53), no. 530; Officie c Stoeten en Aken (21.i.56), no. 920 (succeeds); Officie c Kerchoven en Visschers
(13.iv.56), no. 950 (succeeds); Officie c Coereman en Vos (16.x.56), no. 1040; Office c Verdonct en Voirde
(12.xi.56), no. 1050 (succeeds).

805. Ch 8, n. 74: Office c Speckenen et Vettekens (14.iii.39), no. 170 (succeeds); Office c Cambre et Crocq
(14.vii.39), no. 260; Office c Broetcorens et Staetsarts (25.viii.42), no. 300; Office c Quare et Franchoise
(8.ii.43), no. 421; Office c Staelkins et Velde (11.vii.44), no. 492 (succeeds); Office c Riselinc et Mulders
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(2.vii.46), no. 960; Office c Marchi et Rommescamp (23.xii.44), no. 620 (succeeds); Office c Telier et Veruise
(16.xi.46), no. 1043; Office c Leggle et Anglee (13.xii.52), no. 1390; Office c Enfant et Mairesse (23.xi.52),
no. 1381 (succeeds); Office c Romain et Iongen (Table 8.8, n. d; the referenced note explains why this is treated
as a dissolution case in the table, but here as a case in which the promotor is trying to establish espousals and
fails).

806. Ch 8, n. 75: Office c Base et Honters (20.xii.38), no. 101 (fails); Office c Borquerie et Frarinne (9.viii.42),
no. 291 (succeeds); Office c Oiseleur et Grumulle (22.ix.42), no. 330 (succeeds); Office c Monchiaux et Maquet
(24.ix.42), no. 340 (succeeds); Office c Girete et Bossche (26.i.43), no. 411 (succeeds); Office c Bohier et Fèvre
(14.v.46), no. 922 (succeeds); Office c Cailliel et Planque (28.iv.53), no. 1430 (fails).

807. Ch 8, n. 76: Office c Pevenage et Stapcoemans (24.i.39), no. 126; Office c Brisemoustier et Buisson
(10.iv.45), no. 672 (classed in Table 8.8 as a case in which the promotor succeeds in establishing the marriage
[which he does], it also involves an issue of incest, which the promotor fails to establish); Office c Blekere et
Clements (28.viii.45), no. 770 (succeeds); Office c Raes et Piperzele (31.x.49), no. 1220.

808. Ch 8, n. 77: Office c Roy et Barbiresse (26.vii.38), no. 22 (succeeds); Office c Eddeghem et Couwen-
berghe (31.i.39), no. 131 (succeeds); Office c Dourialulx et Plancque (11.xi.42), no. 381; Office c Moyart et
Boulette (22.vi.43), no. 480 (succeeds); Office c Bonvarlet et Bridainne (22.vi.43), no. 481 (succeeds); Office c
Machon et Poullande (22.i.50), no. 1251; Office c Watelet et Murielle (7.iii.50), no. 1270; Office c Belleken et
Capellen (23.i.45), no. 631 (succeeds); Office c Payge et Baillette (23.iv.45), no. 681; Office c Herdit et Com-
paings (6.iii.45), no. 661; Office c Ravin et Bridarde (12.i.46), no. 860 (succeeds); Office c Putte et Yeghem
(6.v.47), no. 1130; Office c Visschere et Mets (10.vi.47), nos. 1162, 1225 (succeeds); Office c Lambert (2.v.50),
no. 1290 (succeeds); Office c Besghe et Fayt (6.vi.50), no. 1310 (succeeds); Office c Petit et Voye (7.x.52),
no. 1360.

809. Note for Table 8.10:
a. Angre, B-Hainaut; Arquennes, B-Hainaut; Bohain-en-Vermandois, F-Aisne; Bois-de-Lessines, B-Hainaut;

Boussoit, B-Hainaut; Boussu, B-Hainaut; Braffe-B-Hainaut; Braine-L’Alleud, B-Brabant wallon; Busigny,
F-Nord; Carnières, F-Nord; Chapelle-à-Wattines, B-Hainaut; Cordes, B-Hainaut; Dergneau, B-Hainaut;
Écourt-Saint-Quentin, F-Pas-de-Calais; Englefontaine, F-Nord; Flobecq, B-Hainaut; Floursies, F-
Nord; Forchies-la-Marche, B-Hainaut; Grincourt-lès-Pas, F-Pas-de-Calais; Haine-Sainte-Paul, B-Hainaut;
Harchies, B-Hainaut; Haussy, F-Nord; Hautrage, B-Hainaut; Hornaing, F-Nord; Huissignies, B-Hainaut;
Ittre, B-Brabant wallon; Labuissière, B-Hainaut; Lagnicourt, F-Pas-de-Calais; Landrecies, F-Nord; Le
Cateau-Cambrésis, F-Nord; Le Rœlx, B-Hainaut; Lécluse, F-Nord; Liessies, F-Nord; Louvignies-Quesnoy,
F-Nord; Maffle, B-Hainaut; Marche-lez-Écaussinnes, B-Hainaut; Maucourt, F-Oise; Montrœul-au-Bois, B-
Hainaut; Noreuil, F-Pas-de-Calais; Ogy, B-Hainaut; Oisquercq, B-Brabant wallon; Pommerœul, B-Hainaut;
Prés, B-Hainaut; Preux-au-Bois, F-Nord; Quaregnon, B-Hainaut; Quévy, B-Hainaut; Quiévrain, B-Hainaut;
Quiévy, F-Nord; Ruyaulcourt, F-Pas-de-Calais; Saint-Sauveur, B-Hainaut; Saint-Vaast-en-Cambrésis, F-
Nord; Seneffe, B-Hainaut; Silly, B-Hainaut; Thieulain, B-Hainaut; Vaudignies, B-Hainaut; Vaux-Andigny, F-
Aisne; Vezon, B-Hainaut; Vieux-Mesnil, F-Nord; Wargnies-Le-Grand, F-Nord; Wargnies-Le-Petit, F-Nord;
Wasmes, B-Hainaut; Wassigny, F-Aisne.

810. Note for Table 8.11:
a. Berchem, B-Oost-Vlaanderen; Boortmeerbeek, B-Vlaams-Brabant; Burst, B-Oost-Vlaanderen; Dender-

leeuw, B-Oost-Vlaanderen; Denderwindeke, B-Oost-Vlaanderen; Everbeek, B-Oost-Vlaanderen; Grimber-
gen, B-Vlaams-Brabant; Grotenberge, B-Oost-Vlaanderen; Heffen, B-Antwerpen; Herpelgem, B-Oost-
Vlaanderen; Humbeek, B-Vlaams-Brabant; Kester, B-Vlaams-Brabant; Leeuwergem, B-Oost-Vlaanderen;
Lier, B-Antwerpen; Maarke, B-Oost-Vlaanderen; Meise, B-Vlaams-Brabant; Opbrakel, B-Oost-Vlaanderen;
Opwuk, B-Vlaams-Brabant; Oudenarde, B-Oost-Vlaanderen; Ronse, B-Oost-Vlaanderen; Schorisse, B-
Oost-Vlaanderen; Sint-Maria-Latem, B-Oost-Vlaanderen; Wiese, B-Oost-Vlaanderen.

811. Ch 8, n. 79: E.g., Office c Siger Tristram, Catherine tsRijnlanders et Jean bâtard de Wattripont (15.xi.38),
no. 64 (an abduction case; Catherine was a parishioner of Russeignies [Hainaut]; Catherine and Jean are fined
in Wattripont [Hainaut]; Siger is fined at Oudenarde [Oost-Vlaanderen]; Russeignies and Wattripont are
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basically next to each other, and Oudenarde is about 12 km away); Office c Hayette et Hongroise (13.xii.38),
no. 90 (married couple in separation case; he is fined at Rebecque [Brabant wallon]; she at Herne [Vlaams-
Brabant]; the places are about 10 km apart); Grande c Grand et Potière (11.v.1446), no. 917 (the actrix is
fined at Everbeek [Oost-Vlaanderen]; the rei celebrated their espousals in the church of Frasnes-lez-Buissenal
[Hainaut]; the places are about 20 km apart as the crow flies).

812. Ch 8, n. 80: E.g., Stautbiers c Grote (30.x.1449), no. 1218 (deflowering case; she was a parishioner of
Geraardsbergen [Oost-Vlaanderen]; he is fined at Acren [Hainaut]; the places are about 5 km apart); Office
c Portere (22.i.1450), no. 1245 (prosecution for adultery and incest; reus described as bailiff of Ophasselt
[Oost-Vlaanderen], but he may not have been resident there); Office c Dale et Burets (7.iii.1450), no. 1269
(prosecution for fornication, promises of marriage, contempt for ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and assault on a
priest; the reus is said to have attempted to assault his curé near the reus’s house in Ronse [Oost-Vlaanderen]).
While some of these places are close to the modern provincial borders, they are all well within the jurisdictional
boundaries supposedly given to the Brussels court.

813. Ch 9, n. 2: In causa mota et pendente coram nobis officiali Cameracensi inter [JL] actorem ex una
et [JH] ream ex altera partibus, visis petitione dicti actoris, sacramentis, assertionibus, confessionibus et
responsionibus partium predictarum aliisque nos et animum nostrum moventibus, iurisperitorum freti maturo
consilio, Christi nomine invocato, ream predictam a conventionibus matrimonialibus per eundem actorem
propositis et allegatis absolvimus, actorem predictum in expensis dicte ree, taxatione iudicio nostro reservata,
condempnantesm dicte tamen ree cum alio nubendi, si nubere voluerit in Domino, tribuentes facultatem,
sententialiter diffiniendo in hiis scriptis.

814. Ch 9, n. 9: So far as I am aware, this formula appears only in the sentences of Jan Platea. E.g., Officie
c Lambrechs, Masen en Bocx (7.v.55), no. 790; Officie c Coeman en Perremans (11.x.55), no. 852; Officie c
Lamso, Anselmi en Peysant (10.i.56), no. 911; Officie c Cleren en Piermont (17.x.58), no. 1370. It is possible,
however, that it is to be assumed in the sentences of the other judges. If it can be, that puts the relatively
high level of the fines that the Tournai account books (see App e9.2) suggest were imposed in these cases in
a somewhat different light. Those who could not afford the fines underwent corporal penances, and those
who paid the fines were of a station that made them want to avoid such penances and the publicity that they
entailed.

815. Ch 9, n. 11: Gottlieb, Getting Married, 396–7, has a table showing the range of fines that were imposed
at Troyes in the years 1455–64 (discussed at 294–8). The Troyes court was less imaginative than was that in
Cambrai in what it imposed fines for, but at Troyes the fines for clandestine betrothal ranged from a pound
of wax to 10 sols tournois, for fornication from 11 sols to 5 livres tournois, for presumptive marriage from
21 sols to 5 livres, and for adultery and bigamy from 2 to 5 livres. We will see in our discussion of the cases
in this chapter that the judges in Cambrai diocese could also heighten and lessen the impact of the case on the
parties by manipulating the taxation of costs.

816. Ch 9, n. 16: Alternatively, it could have been she who was reluctant to proceed to solemnization after
the first sentence, and the man ultimately agreed to call the marriage off.

817. Ch 9, n. 17: dictam ream ab actore – quo ad eius facultates – deceptam ac cum eodem contrahere
rennuentem, a conventionibus matrimonialibus per ipsum contra eam propositis et allegatis, absolvimus,
expensas hincinde factas compensantes et ex causa, etc.

818. Ch 9, n. 20: ream pretactam ad procedendum ulterius ad matrimonii solempnizationem in manu presbiteri
et facie ecclesie – prout moris est ac fieri consuetum – cum dicto actore pronunciamus et decernimus, etc.

819. Ch 9, n. 23: reum predictum ab articulis dicti promotoris et conventionibus matrimonialibius per
eosdem promotorem et corream propositis et allegatis absolvimus, eidem cum alia nubendi in Domino, si
nubere voluerit, tribuentes facultatem, ipsam Peronam corream nobis in emendis condignis et dictos reos
in expensis legitimis dicti promotoris, earumdem taxatione iudicio nostro reservata, condempnantes sen-
tencialiter, etca, etc. . . . Non sunt leges pro reo. Tenetur rea ad leges pro clamdestinis [sic, a common
spelling in these registers] frivole allegatis contra reum. It will be noted that this couple came from Cordes
in the deanery of Tournai-Saint-Brice, an area that would later be subject to the jurisdiction of the official of
Brussels.
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820. Ch 9, n. 24: Like many institutions of the courts of Cambrai, the precise role of these “commissions” is
unclear. About 70 of them are mentioned in the Cambrai sentences. See Registres de Cambrai, s.v. commissio.
Divitis used them fairly extensively, Nicolaı̈ less so. (Or, at least, the scribe failed to record them, particularly
toward the end of the registers.) They do not seem to be mentioned in the Brussels registers. The most probable
explanation is that someone has complained to the official about an offense, but for some reason does not
want to promote a prosecution. The official then commissions one of the promotors to investigate the case
and to prosecute if that is warranted. If this is right, then the only difference between this type of case and a
regular ex officio would be that in the normal case, the official would have heard nothing about it until the
promotor filed his articles.

821. Ch 9, n. 25: In causa mota et pendente coram nobis, officiali Cameracensi, inter promotorem causarum
officii nostri, nomine et ad causam officii sui, actorem ex una et [JS] et [MV] reos ex altera, partibus, visis
quadam commissione a nobis emanata, sacramento, confessione et responsione ipsius rei, contumatiis eius-
dem ree, attestionibus testium pro parte dicti promotoris productorum, aliisque nos et animum nostrum
moventibus, iurisperitorum freti maturo consilio, Christi nomine invocato, quia nobis constitit atque constat
predictos reos sponsalia per verba ad hec apta et habilia clandestine iniisse et habuisse eademque infra tempus
debitum minime renovasse nec ad matrimonii solempnizationem infra tempora statuta processisse, eapropter
dictos reos ad procedendum ulterius ad sponsaliorum et matrimonii solempnizationem – prout moris est et fieri
consuetum – nobisque in emendis et in expensis legitimis dicti promotoris, earundem taxatione iudicio nostro
reservata condempnamus sententialiter diffiniendo in hiis scriptis. The couple came from Malines (Mechelen),
an area that would later be subject to the jurisdiction of the official of Brussels.

822. Ch 9, n. 26: Visis articulis promotoris [EC] et [MC] impositis, ipsorum reorum sacramentis, confessionibus
et responsionibus aliisque nos et animum nostrum moventibus, Christi nomine invocato, dictos reos ab arti-
culis ipsius promotoris et conventionibus matrimonialibus per ipsum contra eosdem propositis absolvimus.
Reos in expensis legitimis dicti promotoris, earumdem taxatione iudicio nostro reservata, condempnamus,
sententialiter diffiniendo in hiis scriptis. The place of origin of the parties is not given.

823. Ch 9, n. 31: Both phrases are fairly common in Nicolaı̈’s sentences and are not found in any of Divitis’s
sentences in the sample, but in this case the specificity in Nicolaı̈’s sentence may result from the fact that the
rea was resisting the result more than she was in the parallel case before Divitis.

824. Ch 9, n. 32: Bageurieu c Beghinarde (19.xi.46), no. 1050 (not mentioned); Marlière c Quoys (11.x.49),
no. 1212 (costs awarded rea).

825. Ch 9, n. 33: [JC] pro eo quod de quibusdam assertis per eum verbis renovandis ulteriusve illorum pretextu
cum correa ad matrimonii contractum infra debita tempora procedendo seu saltem eandem ob hoc in causam
trahendi procurando diligentiam nullam fecit, nobis in emendis . . . condempnamus.

826. Ch 9, n. 36: In causa sponsalium . . . visis libello seu petitione actoris, responsione ree, sacramentis, asser-
tionibus, propositionibus, responsionibus et confessionibus partium predictarum, testium pro parte eiusdem
actoris productorum depositionibus, certis huiusmodi depositionum impugnatoriis ac aliis earundem salva-
toriis scripturis per partes ipsas successive iudicialiter editis unacum quibusdam litteris pro prefati actoris parte
in modum probationis exhibitis . . . quoniam per ea que iudiciali cognovimus indagine nobis legitime constitit
[JC] ream predictam cum actore antefato conventiones per verba de futuro ad hec apta et habilia iniisse et
habuisse matrimoniales, eapropter eandem ream sibi actori in sponsam adiudicamus, ipsam ut cum eodem
actore ad matrimonii contractum et solempnisationem in facie ecclesie – ut moris est – infra XL dies ab hac
die numerandos procedere teneatur et effectualiter ipsum abinde affectione coniugali pertractatura procedat
unacum expensis dicti actoris, taxatione iudicio nostro reservata, condempnantes, etc.

827. Ch 9, n. 37: In causa sponsalium seu conventionum matrimonialium . . . visis . . . certis etiam adversus
prefatum actorem – ut de assertis per eum conventionibus infra competentem ei per nos datam dilationem
probandis diligentiam debitam facere curaret – decretis debiteque executioni demandatis citationibus, contu-
matiis eius desuper pro parte antefate ree sufficienter incusatis, etc.

828. Ch 9, n. 38: In causa matrimoniali sive conventionum matrimonialium . . . visis . . . testium etiam per
actorem productorum depositionibus necnon quodam facto in testes huiusmodi exhibito, responsione actoris
ad illud necnon testium desuper productorum depositionibus . . . cognitis cause huiusmodi meritis unacum
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iuramento veritatis ex offico nostro, certis rationabilibus de causis animum nostrum ad hoc moventibus,
ree delato per ipsamque suscepto ac prestito, ream predictam a conventionibus matrimonialibus per actorem
allegatis absolvimus dantes eapropter eidem ree liberam ubi et quando voluerit in Domino nubendi facultatem,
expensas nichilominus per et inter easdem partes occasione presentis processus factas compensantes, etc.

829. Ch 9, n. 39: In presenti causa sponsalium . . . visis . . . certis adversus predictos testes et eorum depo-
sitiones datis impugnationibus ipsorumque salvationibus unacum testium pro parte ree super predictis factis
impugnatoriis productorum despositionibus, demum et iuramento veritatis, per nos ex officio nostro predicte
ree delato, per eam suscepto ac prestito, . . . ream pretactam a conventionibus matrimonialibus per actorem
allegatis ac ab eius impetitione absolvimus, propterea actorem in expensis huius litis, earum taxatione iudicio
nostro reservata, condempnamus, etc. In margin: Tenetur actor ad leges pro clandestinis frivole allegatis, etc.

830. Ch 9, n. 40: de expensis ea occasione in hoc processu factis subticentes et ex causa. Subticere is not a
classical word, but it appears in DuCange with this meaning.

831. Ch 9, n. 44: In some cases the phrase is expense huius litis and in others expense per et inter partes or
simply expense rei or actoris, depending on who was successful. While the first phrase could refer only to fees
imposed by the court and its personnel, and while the latter almost certainly includes the fees of any proctor
or advocate that the parties may have hired and the legitimate travel and maintenance expenses of witnesses,
I have taken them as being synonymous not only because there is no evidence of any difference in the record
but also because no canonist that I am aware of distinguishes between the two.

832. Ch 9, n. 45: E.g., Office c Scotée et Barbette (11.vii.44), no. 494 (eundem etiam [correum] in duabus
partibus expensarum prefate [corree] . . . condempnantes, de reliqua tertia parte expensarum huiusmodi
subticentes); Office c Cuppere et Moens (10.x.44), no. 551 (in sample; de expensis per et inter partes
subticentes); Office c Willon et Ghilberde (21.xi.44), no. 605 (ipsam mulierem in media parte expensarum
viri . . . condempnantes, de reliqua autem parte expesarum subticentes); Berles c Duaurto (18.viii.46), no. 984
(de expensis huius litis, certis rationabilibus de causis animum nostrum ad id moventibus, subticentes); Office
et Tournai (prévots et jurés) c Marès (13.ix.52), no. 1343 (like Cuppere).

833. Ch 9, n. 47: In a few cases a genuine decisory oath seems to have been used at Cambrai. See Registres
de Cambrai, s.v. iuramentum litisdecisorium (5 instances). None of these cases was matrimonial. Most do not
tell us what the subject matter was. The plaintiff defers to the defendant’s oath; the latter takes it and is given
judgment, and the entry does not report what the oath was about. In Hendine c Corneille (7.v.50), no. 1292,
the reus is contumacious when he was supposed to take the oath; the official assumes that he refused the oath,
defers the oath to the plaintiff, and enters judgment for him in the sum of 4 l. 15 s. of the money of Hainault,
plus costs. The other cases probably also involved pecuniary obligations.

834. Ch 9, n. 48: The fact that the scribe consistently uses this term suggests that he was aware of the difference
between this procedure and that described in n. 47.

835. Ch 9, n. 50: In two cases, one involving debt and the other probably involving debt, the oath is said
to be about a particular article in the case. Wendin c Capron (3.xii.46), no. 1054: iuramento veritatis, per
nos ex officio nostro, super quibusdam articulis ad rem ipsam pertinentibus eidem actori delato per ipsumque
actorem suscepto et prestito; Fèvre c Lettris (8.vii.52), no. 1326: iuramento veritatis, certis de causis nos et
animum nostrum ad hoc moventibus, eidem [JL] super quodam predicte sue responsionis articulo ex officio
nostro delato per ipsumque suscepto ac prestito, etc.

An elaborate dowry case brought by a man and his wife against the woman’s father tells us a bit more. After
the couple had presented their case in chief, the father raised a number of peremptory exceptions. The possible
grounds of such exceptions were many, but what happens next procedurally suggests that among the grounds
may have been that the couple had subsequently agreed to accept, or had done something that made them
entitled to, less than had been originally promised. The plaintiffs proposed facts impugning the exceptions;
witnesses about them were introduced on both sides, and documentary evidence was produced. In the end, as
part of the cum ceteris considerandis clause, the official explains that he deferred the oath to the male actor:
“with other things to be considered and to be supplied by law inclining my soul to deferring to Gauthier, one of
the plaintiffs, the oath of truth about certain things concerning the facts proposed in the last instance by these
plaintiffs – and they moved it [my soul] with merit, and they ought to move it – [and considering] such an oath
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that had therefore been deferred to the same Gauthier by our office and had been received by him and taken,”
etc. Messien et Daniels c Daniels (2.iv.46 to 5.xi.46), no. 900, 1041: certis [i.e., articulis or factis] in vim
exceptionum peremptoriarum pro parte rei, responsionibus actorum ad hec nec non quibusdam factis illorum
[i.e., the certis] impugnatoriis per eosdem actores propositis et allegatis cum responsione rei ad illa, testium
hincinde per partes ipsas super huiusmodi factis repugnantibus productorum depositionibus, quibusdam etiam
litteris patentibus ac instrumentis in modum probationis hincinde per partes easdem iudicialiter exhibitis, cum
ceteris considerandis, de iure supplendis, animum nostrum ad super quibusdam, facta predicta ultimo loco
per ipsos actrores proposita concernentibus, iuramentum veritatis prefato Waltero alteri actorum deferendum
inclinantibus meritoque moventibus ac movere debentibus, iuramento propterea huiusmodi eidem Waltero ex
officio nostro delato per ipsumque suscepto ac prestito, etc.

There was much at stake. Gauthier and his wife obtained judgment for a perpetual and heritable annual
rent of three pounds of Brabantine groats, a capital sum of 250 Rhenish florins, and 19.5 pounds of Brabantine
groats for arrearages since 1 March 1440. (For some sense of the values here, see n. 374.) They failed, however,
to obtain the maintenance costs that they had asked for, and the costs were compensated.

836. Ch 9, n. 52: Where it had not been, I think we are to imagine that the proof on the other side was deficient
but not so deficient that caution did not call for it to be countered by the oath. E.g., Office c Attre et Bertoule
(9.xii.52), no. 1389, a two–party, office/instance case, where the only proof mentioned is the depositions on
behalf of the promotor.

837. Ch 9, n. 56: Office c Busquoy et Crayme (7.viii.45), p. 440, no. 762; Office c Gobert et Cange (n. 34);
Office c Brabant et Launois (15.xi.52), no. 1371 (another case in which the oath is deferred after witnesses
are introduced on the other side); Office c Estrées et Bailleue (27.i.53), no. 1401 (not only depositions but
also exceptions to the witnesses); Office et Donne c Flanniele (at nn. 61–8).

838. Ch 9, n. 58: ipsam nichilominus a necessitate ulterius cum eodem reo procedendi absolventes.

839. Ch 9, n. 60: Office c Cherchy et Mairesse (n. 198) is quite similar in this regard and roughly contemporary.
Office c Cahourdet et Crustanche (19.vi.53), no. 1453 (not in sample), bears some resemblance to Office c
Copin et Morielle (n. 59) in that both parties are given license, except it is the man who is here alleging the
promises. At approximately the same time, Nicolaı̈ began to absolve married couples who were charged with
living separately from the obligation to resume common life when he was willing to grant them a separation.
Office c Poulle et Poulle(Ch 10, at n. 198); Office c Tiérasse et Tiérasse (Ch 10, n. 124); Office c Derche et
Derche (2.xii.52), no. 1383; Office c Grumiau et Robette (28.iv.53), p. 826, no. 1432.

840. Ch 9, n. 62: per [JD] in causa sponsalium promotori causarum officii nostri adherentem et cum eodem
promotore contra [JF] ream, partem formalem se facientem.

841. Ch 9, n. 64: iuxta patrum decreta sanctorum‘iudicantem oporteat cuncta rimari et ordinem rerum plena
inquisitione discutere’. As the editors point out, the quotation is from C.30 q.5 c.11.

842. Ch 9, n. 65: dicta [JF] a certa advocatione per reverendum in Christi patrem et dominum notrum,
dominum episcopum Cameracensem de causa ispa facta et alias appellaverit ad venerabiles et circumspectos
viros, dominos officiales sedemque metropoliticam Remenses [sic].

843. Ch 9, n. 66: in qua appellationis causa ad nonullos actus, citra cuiusve sententie prolationem, partes inter
ipsas processum fuerit.

844. Ch 9, n. 67: I differ here from the way that the editors seem to read this because I think it clear that the
appeal was from the advocatio of the bishop, but perhaps that is what they are saying.

845. Ch 9, n. 69: Office c Staelkins et Velde (11.vii.44), no. 492; Office c Marchi et Rommescamp (23.xii.44),
no. 620.

846. Ch 9, n. 72: In Office c Broetcorens et Staetsarts (25.viii.42), no. 300, we learn only that the couple
was absolved from the articles of the promotor, despite the fact that testimony had been taken, and that they
were to pay his costs “on account of a certain fama” (propter famam aliqualem). We cannot even be sure
that the promotor had alleged clandestine promises, though it seems likely. In Office c Quare et Franchoise
(8.ii.43), no. 421, on the basis of their statements only, the couple are absolved “from the promises and other
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things” alleged by the promotor, but are to pay his costs “for certain reasons moving us and our conscience”
(a conventionibus et ceteris per promotorem allegatis . . . certis ex causis nos et animum nostrum moventibus).
In Office c Telier et Veruise (16.xi.46), no. 1043, the couple, again on the basis of their statements alone, are
absolved from all articles, but are to pay the promotor’s costs “on account of a certain fama at work against
them concerning and about the contents of the articles” (propter aliqualem famam adversus ipsos de et super
contentis in dictis articulis laborantem). They are also both given license to marry others, a fact that makes
clear that a marriage contract was one of the charges in the articles. In Office c Riselinc et Mulders (2.vii.46),
no. 960, depositions had been taken; the official nonetheless absolves the couple from the promises of marriage
and other things alleged by the promotor, gives them both license to marry others, but charges them with the
costs of the promotor “because of the fama at work about such asserted promises” (propter famam, super
huiusmodi assertis conventionibus laborantem). Office c Leggle et Anglee (13.xii.52), no. 1390, is like Riselinc,
except that it is based only on the statements of the couple and a slightly different justification for imposing
the promotor’s costs is stated: “on account of certain fama at work on behalf of what the promotor charged”
(propter aliqualem famam pro intentione promotoris laborantem).

847. Ch 9, n. 74: dicimus, decernimus et pronunciamus prefatum reum a pretensis conventionibus matrimo-
nialibus per dictam actricem allegatis absolvendum fore et absolvimus, expensas per et inter partes predictas
factas ex causa compensantes, etc.

848. Ch 9, n. 75: In causa matrimoniali sive conventionum matrimonialium mota et pendente coram nobis
per et inter [JC] et [KR] visis propositionibus, allegationibus et assertionibus dicti actoris responsionibusque
eiusdem ree ad easdem, prestitis prius ab huiusmodi partibus solempnibus iuramentis necnon testium pro
parte ipsius actoris productorum, iuratorum et examinatorum depositionibus seu attestationibus, cum ceteris
attendendis et de iure supplendis Christi nomine invocato prefatam ream dicto actori in sponsam adiudicamus
decernentes et pronunciantes per et inter eosdem actorem et ream ulterius ad matrimonii solempnisationem
infra XL dies apti temporis iuxta ritum Sancte Matris Ecclesie fuisse et esse procedendum ac procedi [sic;
procedere seems to be thought of as deponent in all these sentences] debere, etc. In margin: Tenentur partes
ad leges pro clandestinis minime renovatis.

849. Ch 9, n. 76: dicimus, decernimus et declaramus per et inter eosdem [JC] et [KR], correos, iuxta tenorem
sententie huiusmodi ad matrimonii solempnisationem fuisse et esse procedendum, non obstante quadam pre-
tensa appellatione pro parte dicte [KR], ut asseritur, ad Sedem Apostolicam interposita, infra tempus eidem
per nos ad prosequndum assignatum non prosecuta, ymmo per eandem huiusmodi appellationi palam et
notorie renunciato, sponsalia quoque per eandem [KR] et dictum [JV] in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie
Sancte Gudisle Bruxellensis aliquibus bannis desuper proclamatis, carnali tamen copula inter eosdem non
precedente nec subsecuta, propter premissa fuisse et esse dissolvenda et dissolvimus, eidem [JV] alibi in
Domino nubendi, dum et quando sibi placuerit, dantes et concedentes facultatem, ipsam quoque [KP] pro
et ex eo quod huiusmodi nostre sententie predicte parendo cum eodem [JC] ad matrimonii solempnisationem
non processerit, quinymmo cum dicto [JV] secundarias conventiones bina sponsalia contrahendo inire pre-
sumpserit, nobis ad leges et emendas condignas ac in expensis huiusmodi cause, nec non ad interesse dicti
[JV], etc.

850. Ch 9, n. 77: dictum [IF] pro eo quod de assertis per eum verbis in vim conventionum matrimonialium
sonantibus renovandis, eorumve vigore ulterius ad matrimonii solempnisationem infra tempora debita proce-
dendo diligenciam facere non curavit, nobis ad leges et emendas condignas et expensas dictorum promotoris
et [EP] . . . condempnamus, decernentes et pronunciantes ream predictam a conventionibus matrimonialibus
huiusmodi, ceterisque per dictos promotorem et [IF], reum, allegatis absolvendam fore et absolvimus, etc.

851. Ch 9, n. 78: dicimus, decernimus et declaramus prefatum [NS] a conventionibus matrimonialibus tam per
promotorem quam [EF] prefatos impositis et allegatis absolvendum fore et absolvimus, eis desuper silentium
perpetuum imponentes. Nichilominus tamen prefatam ream que se conventiones clandestinas habere et [sic]
allegare contra prefatum reum perperam presumpsit ad penitentiam aut alias ad leges et emendas, tantis
excessibus condignas unacaum expensis promotoris predicti, ipsis inter partes predictas ex causa animum
nostrum movente compensatis, etc.

852. Ch 9, n. 79: declaramus prefatos reos a certis conventionibus clamdestinis matrimonialibus eis impositis
absolvendos esse et absolvimus, dicto nostro promotori super eisdem perpetuum silentium imponendo, dictis
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reis ut iuxta eorum tractatus matrimoniales inter ipsos et eorum amicos habitos et tentos ad eorum affidationem
infra tempora debita procedant iniungentes, etc.

853. Ch 9, n. 81: Attentis sacramentis et responsionibus [JM] et [CF] qui adinvicem sponsalia in manu presbiteri
et facie ecclesie inierunt, quia nobis constitit atque constat pretactos [JM] et [CF] huiusmodi sponsalia iniisse
priusquam dictus [JM] debite certificatus fuisset de morte Margharete, sue prime uxoris, eapropter sponsalia
predicta, instantibus prenominatis, dissolvimus et annullamus, dicte [CF] alibi nubendi, si nubere voluerit, in
Domino tribuentes facultatem, ipsum tamen [JM] nobis in emendam condignam condempnantes, sententialiter
diffiniendo in hiis scriptis.

854. Ch 9, n. 83: Malette: propter peccatum per ream in legem huiusmodi sponsalium commissum; Fortin:
per verba de futuro.

855. Ch 9, n. 84: reus vagabundus est et dum in partibus se tenet apud Honnecourt.

856. Ch 9, n. 86: pretactum [AB] correum uxorem Willebrordi [. . .] allicuisse ac eandem a consortio sui
mariti retraxisse, item eandemque multotiens carnaliter cognovisse, in et per premissa graviter delinquendo et
excedendo, etc.

857. Ch 9, n. 87: The reason that I think it more likely is that in most of the cases where a commission is
mentioned, it looks as if one of the parties obtained it. Prosecutions based on fama, of which there were many,
all seem to have been instituted by the promotors without commission.

858. Ch 9, n. 89: Office c Roussiau et Comte (30.vi.39), no. 250 (27); Office c Belin et Blondielle (30.ix.44),
no. 540. In Roussiau the woman is also condemned to amend for clandestine espousals not renewed publicly,
and in Belin for failure to proceed with solemnization of the marriage. Divitis’s sentence in Roussiau specifically
mentions that the couple had not had intercourse; Nicolaı̈’s in Belin omits this fact (though it must have been
present) but specifically mentions that the reus is to pay the rea’s costs.

859. Ch 9, n. 90: In Ymberde c Dent (n. 84), the actrix reacted to this fact by bringing an action against the reus
and obtaining a judgment that the sponsalia are dissolved. In Office c Roussiau et Comte (n. 89) and Office c
Belin et Blondielle (n. 89), the woman may have approached the promotor and joined with him in achieving
the same result. For that to have been a rational course of action would depend on whether the promotor’s
costs and the amount that she would have to pay in fines would be equal to or less than the cost of bringing
an instance action. In these cases, however, we have an additional piece of information (unfortunately not
available in all the cases) that helps to explain the difference in procedure. The actrix in Ymberde came from
Honnecourt, which is in the deanery of Cambrai. She would have had relatively easy access to information
about the court and its procedures. The women in Belin and Roussiau came from Hacquegnies (Tournai-Saint-
Brice) and Tainières-en-Thiérache (Avesnes-sur-Helpe), both rural places, then and now, and both more than
thirty miles from Cambrai. These women are likely to have been less well informed about their options than
was the woman from Honnecourt. They are also probably more likely to have thought that they could just
let the matter of the sponsalia drop (more likely in the case of the clandestine espousals than in the case of
the public ones), and hence it is more likely that the citation came as an unwelcome surprise, rather than as
something that had been prearranged.

860. Ch 9, n. 95: visis . . . contumaciis eiusdem ree ex quibus prosequitur eandem ream in legem sponsalium
peccasse – prout actor ipse in suo libello declaravit, etc.

861. Ch 9, n. 99: quandam Margharetam tsHazen sepe et sepius necnon plures alias mulieres carnaliter
cognovisse. The man and the woman were fined for not proceeding to solemnize the clandestine espousals
and the man for “having sinned against the law of espousals”; the espousals were dissolved, the rea was given
license, and costs were compensated between the parties.

862. Ch 9, n. 100: se a quodam Thoma Rauet abduci, deflorari et carnaliter cognosci permittendo peccasse, etc.

863. Ch 9, n. 101: ream abduci, deflorari, dehonestari et pluries carnaliter cognosci permisit, in legem spon-
salium predictorum peccando, etc.

864. Ch 9, n. 103: Office c Tristram, Rijnlanders et Wattripont(Ch 8, n. 79) (see T&C 870); Office c Eddeghem
et Couwenberghe (n. 207); Office c Vekemans, Scuermans et Brughman (n. 413); Office c Dorke (13.iv.43),
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no. 447 (attempt only, in a massive list of charges against a priest); Office c Gillaert et Meersche (n. 413). In
addition, Steenberghe c Ruvere et Brunne (n. 282) is the only case in the book to use the word rapere without
abducere in this sense. See Registres de Cambrai, s.vv. abducere, rapere, raptus.

865. Ch 9, n. 104: Coutellier et Tellière (13.ix.49), no. 1202: actrix quia peccavit in legem sponsaliorum;
Meez et Rogière (31.x.52), no. 1367: Johanna enim [tenetur ad leges] quia peccavit in legem sponsalium cum
Crispino le Leu.

866. Ch 9, n. 105: rea pro peccato in legem sponsalium commisso.

867. Ch 9, n. 108: in legem sui matrimonii graviter peccando, se a quodam viro, in articulis nominato,
adulterino coitu pollui permisisse.

868. Ch 9, n. 109: vivente adhuc et in loco non multum a loco residentie ipsorum distante – facile saltem
reperibili – marito eiusdem ree, conventiones matrimoniales de facto, etiam in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie
tribusque bannis desuper utcumque proclamatis invicem inire presumpserunt.

869. Ch 9, n. 110: ulterius ad pretensi matrimonii contractum, si non obstitisset publicatio vite huiusmodi –
quantum in eis fuisset – processuri, in et per hoc dampnatarum nuptiarum affectatores sese demonstrando
gravissimeque delinquendo et excedendo.

870. Ch 9, n. 114: quoniam matrimonia iuxta canonicas sanctiones debent esse libera, dicimus et pronunciamus
sponsalia, per prefatam [MO] corream, tamquam per metum cum dicto [HT], reo, taliter qualiter contracta,
fuisse ac esse invalida eaque ut et tamquam talia decernimus et declaramus atque ex officio nostro dissolvimus,
cassamus et annulamus, eidem [MO] corree, alibi in Domino nubendi, si et dum nubere voluerit, licentiam
atque facultatem concedentes, necnon [HT], reum prefatum, propter contractum huiusmodi sponsalium et
quia manu forti dictam corream ad diversa loca ducere, ymo potius abducere presumpsit, ad leges et emendas
condignas, unacum expensis dictorum promotoris et [MO] corree necnon sibi corree ad dampna et intersse . . .
condempnantes, etc. The sponsalia in this case may have been de presenti. The Cambrai case, Office c Tristram,
Rijnlanders et Wattripont (n. 103), has a similar result, though the woman there is said to have been 13 at
the time of the abduction, and the case is complicated by the fact that she then proceeded to enter into a
presumptive marriage with another man.

871. Ch 9, n. 116: conventiones matrimoniales inter dictos reos initas que vim sponsaliorum [sic; this genitive
plural is classical, as well as the more usual sponsalium, Lewis and Short] habere videntur propter peccatum per
dictum [BL] in lege earum cum [EL] commissum de ipsorum reorum sese de et super conventionibus predictis
quitare volentium mutuo consenu, attento etiam quod inter ipsos non intervenit fraus, dolus ullave illicita
pactio aut carnalis copula et quod invite nuptie difficiles consueverunt habere exitus, dissolvimus, cassamus
et annulamus, dantes et concedentes eisdem reis et eorum cuilibet liberam alibi si et dum voluerint in Domino
nubendi facultatem, etc. For the similarity of language to remission cases, see the next subsection.

872. Ch 9, n. 119: predictum [JD] a conventionibus matrimonialibus contra ipsum per predictam [MN]
allegatis et presumptis que vim sponsaliorum clandestine contractorum habere videntur propter peccatum in
legem dictorum sponsaliorum per sepedictam [MN] cum [GV] post predictas allegatas conventiones commis-
sum et confessatum, <nisi> [omit and read oppositione] carnalis copule per dictum [JD] tempore sue ebrietatis
circa dictam [MN] suam corream attemptate non obstante, iuramento super veritate dicte carnalis copule
prius ei delato et in se suscepto, absolvendum esse et absolvimus, predictis promotori et [MN] super eisdem
perpetuum silentium imponentes, necnon quitantiam super suis huiusmodi conventionibus hincinde propria
eorum temeritate factam et passatam, dictorum correorum conscientias desuper onerantes nostramque penitus
exonerantes, presertim propter morum eorum discrepantiam in patientia admittimus et tolleramus. For the
similarity to the wording of separation sentences, see Ch 10; for the similarity to the wording of remission
sentences, see the next subsection.

In Officie c Lauwers en Winnen, the case discussed in the next paragraph in the text, Platea orders the couple
to solemnize, allegationibus per predictum [WL], quas frivolas et minus legitimas reputamus, non obstantibus.
A bit more than two years later the couple are back in court in an instance action brought by Willem, and
Platea allows them to remit their sponsalia on the ground of morum discrepantia. Lauwers c Winnen (T&C
no. 891).
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873. Ch 9, n. 120: The exception is Office c Barre et Bruvereul (7.iii.39), no. 163, which is also the only
sentence by Divitis in such a case.

874. Ch 9, n. 121: Horiau et Martine (4.iv.39), no. 192 (public, 3 banns); Roussiel et Fèvre (3.xii.42), no. 391
(unclear); Escarsset et Trimpont (18.i.47), no. 1080 (public, 2 banns).

875. Ch 9, n. 122: E.g., Horiau et Martine (n. 121); Cousin et Hediarde (9.xi.45), no. 820. Sentement c Fevre
(9.v.39), no. 220, is an exception because the marginalia indicate that Martine Sentement had originally sued
Robert le Fevre but that the couple then agreed on a remission.

876. Ch 9, n. 123: quittantiam, per dictos [NH] et [JM] petitam, attento quod in eadem non intervenit fraus,
dolus seu pactio illicita aut carnalis copula, admittimus, utrique eorundem alibi nubendi in Domino triubuentes
facultatem, etc.

877. Ch 9, n. 125: copula carnalis vel quevis alia parentas.

878. Ch 9, n. 127: Such marriages in this period were being dissolved by papal dispensation, but it is unclear
how far knowledge of this fact had penetrated into northern Europe.

879. Ch 9, n. 131: declaramus affidationes seu sponsalia in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie parrochialis de
Fura [Tervuren (Vlaams-Brabant)] uno banno postmodum rite subsecuto, inter predictos [HG] et [MW] con-
tractas, initas, contracta et inita, propter morum suorum discrepantiam et mutuam displicentiam, ne forte
contingat ut ipsa talem ducat ne [?read quem] odio aut alias suspectum habeat, eorundem mutuo consensu
interveniente, dissolvimus, cassamus et annullamus, in patientia tollerantes et concedentes quod predicti affi-
dati sese adinvicem admittere nolentes liberam alibi, si et dum contrahere voluerint, in Domino nubendi seu
contrahendi habeant facultatem, presertim cum in premissis fraus, dolus, collusio ullave illicita pactio seu car-
nalis copula post huiusmodi affidationes non intervenerunt, de quibus sufficienter fuimus et sumus informati,
expensas propterea inter dictas partes factas et habitas ex causa compensantes, etc. In Grimberghen c Gheraets
(n. 134), the problematical phrase in the middle of this sentence is rendered quem odio versimili prosequetur.
That makes more sense, and this may be another example of an aural mistake. The decretal from which this
language is derived, however (X 4.1.2, Alexander III, Super eo. Praeterea hi, WH 101), reads ne forte inde
deterius contingat ut talem scilicet ducat quam odio habet.

880. Ch 9, n. 132: declaramus et pronunciamus sponsalia, inter prefatos actorem et ream in manu pres-
biteri et facie ecclesie parrochialis Beate Waldetrudis Heretallensis [Sint-Waldetrudis-Kerk-Herentals (prov
Antwerpen)], Cameracensis dyocesis, tribus bannis subsecutis, affidatos, per verba de futuro ut moris est citra
carnalem copulam inita et contracta, proper morum suorum discrepantiam et mutuam displicentiam, eorum
consensu interveniente, fuisse ac esse dissolvenda, cassanda et annullanda eaque dissolvimus, cassamus et
annullamus, in patientia tollerantes et concedentes quod predicti actor et rea, matrimonium invicem contra-
here nolentes, liberam alibi, dum et quando contrahere voluerint, in Domino nubendi seu contrahendi habeant
facultatem, etc.

881. Ch 9, n. 133: Summaria informatione per Decanum nostrum christianitatis Hallensis visa et intellecta de
et super certis conventionibus matrimonialibus inter [SB] ex una et [KS] correos, partibus, ex altera habitis et
initis, . . . declaramus dictos correos a contractu de matrimonio contrahendo inter eosdem de consensu omnium
amicorum suorum alias habito et tento libere recedere ac ab eisdem seinvicem absolvere posse nec alterum
alteri matrimonialiter obligatum esse, ymo ipsis, etiam altero invito, in Domino nubendi ubicumque voluerint
seu voluerit licentiam impertimur, etc. The fact that the parties are called correi suggests that the proceedings
before the dean may have been ex officio, and the fact that Platea speaks of a contractus de matrimonio
contrahendo may indicate that he (or the dean) found the couple not to have contracted sponsalia, even per
verba de futuro. See Officie c Rampenberch en Bossche (at n. 79) for a similar distinction.

882. Ch 9, n. 134: declaramus affidationem, inter prefatos [AG] et [BG] in facie ecclesie de Capella [Onze-
Lieve-Vrouw-Kapellekerk (Brussel)].. . inita et contracta, propter suorum morum discrepantiam et mutuam
displicentiam, ne forte contingat ut quis vel que illum vel illam ducat, quem vel quam odio verisimili pro-
sequetur, presertim, mutuo eorum consensu interveniente, dissolvendam, cassandam et annullandam fore et
dissolvimus, cassamus et annullamus, ipsos a mutua eorum affidatione absolventes, in patientia tollerantes et
concedentes quod ipsi, huiusmodi affidationem ad matrimonii solempnizationem perducere nolentes, liberam
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alibi, dum et quando contrahere voluerint, in Domino nubendi seu contrahendi habeant facultatem, etc. Cf.
Godezele en Willeghen (n. 131).

883. Ch 9, n. 135: Listed in Liber van Brussel, s.v. quitancia seu remissio conventinum matrimonialium
clamdestinarum. The group includes some cases where the espousals were public, at least eventually. Three of
these cases are in the sample. Two we have already examined; they are cases of dissolution of sponsalia for
infidelity. Officie c Lisen en Ghosens (n. 116); Officie c Diels en Nouts (n. 119). The other is a case in which
copula is alleged, but it turns out that the copula occurred before the sponsalia, and therefore the couple is
allowed to remit. Officie c Platea en Aa (4.ix.50), no. 190.

884. Ch 9, n. 136: Rodolphi: Officie c Hoedemaker en Mulders (20.xi.48), no. 9; Officie c Schueren en Clercx
(28.ii.49), no. 37; Officie c Temmerman en Roex (26.viii.49), no. 84; Officie c Booenaerts en Lodins (5.iv.49),
no. 42, and (28.xi.49), no. 121; Officie c Drivere en Vleminx (23.xii.49), no. 126; Officie c Plungon en
Mekeghems (14.viii.50), no. 181; Officie c Platea en Aa (n. 135); Officie c Gapenberch en Erpols (22.i.51),
no. 241; Officie c Eriacops en Dierecx (7.vii.51), no. 288, and (7.vii.51), no. 287; Officie c Wesenhaghen
en Santhoven (7.ii.49 to 6.viii.51), nos. 34, 302; Officie c Hectoris en Veels (6.viii.51), no. 303; Officie c
Boechout en Karloe (16.xi.51), no. 327. Platea: Officie c Lisen en Ghosens (n. 116); Officie c Stenereren en
Bollents (3.vii.53), no. 507; Officie c Riemen en Kestermans (5.xi.53), no. 534; Officie c Hulsboch en Luytens
(9.xi.53), no. 539; Officie c Sweertvaghere en Reyers (13.xi.53), no. 541; Officie c Best en Beecmans (5.iv.54),
no. 598; Officie c Diels en Nouts (n. 119).

885. Ch 9, n. 139: Officie c Booenaerts en Lodins (n. 136); Officie c Platea en Aa (n. 135); Officie c Eriacops
en Dierecx (n. 136); Officie c Wesenhaghen en Santhoven (n. 136). Officie c Hoedemaker en Mulders (n. 136)
could be the same situation with the order to solemnize entered before the beginning of the register.

886. Ch 9, n. 140: Officie c Schueren en Clercx (n. 136) (unclear that an order to solemnize would have been
issued because the woman is found to have taken an informal vow of chastity); Officie c Drivere en Vleminx
(n. 136); Officie c Plungon en Mekeghems (n. 136) (a three–party case made easier by the fact that the first
rea now wishes to take up the habit of religion); Officie c Hectoris en Veels (n. 136).

887. Ch 9, n. 141: Officie c Temmerman en Roex (n. 136); Officie c Gapenberch en Erpols (n. 136) (both no
amends or costs); Officie c Boechout en Karloe (n. 136) (costs only).

888. Ch 9, n. 143: conventiones tales quales inter dictos reos allegatas et presumptas, que vim sponsaliorum
habere videntur, propter morum suorum discrepantiam se adinvicem admittere nolentium, ipsis prius per
nos ad contrahendum seorsum admonitis et diligenter inductis, ne forte contingat ut quis talem ducat quam
odio habeat, cum invite nuptie difficiles exitus habere consueverint, dissolvimus, cassamus et annulamus, in
patientia tollerantes et concedentes quod predictus [PS], reus, liberam alibi, si et dum voluerit in Domino,
nubendi habeat facultatem, quam tamen prefate [EB] ree non concedimus neque denegamus, sed ipsam sue
proprie conscientie, per discretum sacerdotem informande, duximus relinquendam, quitantiam nichilominus
seu remissionem per eosdem reos factam et per nos tollerari et admitti humilitere petitam, eorum conscientias
in premissis onerantes nostramque coram Deo exonerantes, admittimus et tolleramus, sepdedictosque reos
qui sese preter licentiam et scitum suorum parentum mutuo et temere abduxerunt et sinistras suspectasque
conversationes in diversis locis habuerunt ac alias graviter circa sacramentum ecclesie deliquerunt, ad leges et
emendas condignas . . . condempnamus, etc.

889. Ch 9, n. 144: Officie c Riemen en Kestermans (n. 136) (failure to proceed); Officie c Hulsboch en
Luytens (ibid.) (failure to solemnize and intercourse prior to espousals); Officie c Sweertvaghere en Reyers
(ibid.) (private remission); Officie c Best en Beecmans (ibid.) (id.).

890. Ch 9, n. 146: Cases derived from Liber van Brussel, s.v. verloving, ontbinding van: Officie c Peeters
en Porten (28.ii.55), no. 779 (amends for failure to solemnize, but the man, who apparently wants to
take orders or enter the religious life, is to pay the rea’s leges and costs and the cost of the promotor);
Officie c Scellinc en Kinderen (8.vii.55), no. 817 (amends for failure to solemnize); Officie c Cupere en
Kempeneren (5.x.56), no. 1022 (amends for failure to solemnize and clandestine covenants); Officie c
Kerchof en Scouvliechs (26.vii.57), no. 1194 (amends for clandestine covenants and failure to publicize);
Officie c Donckere en Cowelaer (19.vii.58), no. 1343 (amends for failure to solemnize and private
remission).
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891. Ch 9, n. 147: E.g., Jacobi c Paridaems (20.viii.56), no. 1004; Lauwers c Winnen (21.i.57), no. 1099;
Clinckaert c Lestole (18.ii.57), no. 1117. With regard to Clinkaert, see Officie c Clinkart en Lescole (n. 279),
where amends had been imposed six months earlier; with regard to Lauwers, see Officie c Lauwers en Winnen
(n. 119), where amends had been imposed on the man more than two years earlier.

892. Ch 9, n. 148: Officie c Sipe en Overbeke (23.i.56), no. 923 (illness of the man); Officie c Robart en
Quessnoit (2.xii.58), no. 1394 (disparitas morum and suspicion of leprosy).

893. Ch 9, n. 149: Amends for clandestine promises and not proceeding, but earlier in the case the couple
confessed that they had attempted to have intercourse but had not succeeded and also that they had contracted
in a tavern.

894. Ch 9, n. 151: Visis oppositione [PR] qui se sponsalibus in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie de Quaer-
mont Cameracensis diocesis [Kwaremont (Oost-Vlaanderen)] inter [AP] et [JG] contrahere volentes initis et
habitis, tribus bannis desuper proclamatis, opposuit, dicte [AP] alteris contrahere volentium responsionibus
ipsarumque partium sacramentis, confessionibus et responsionibus, . . . Christi nomine invocato, dicimus
et decernimus per et inter contrahere volentes predictos fuisse ac esse ulterius ad matrimonii contractum et
solempnisatioem, oppositione predicti opponentis – quam frivolam reputamus – non obstante, procedendum,
eundem propterea opponentem in [AP] ree expensis, dampnis et interesse ea occasione sustentis et perpessis . . .
condempnantes, etc.

895. Ch 9, n. 152: Coactiones huiusmodi difficiles soleant exitus frequenter habere: X 4.1.17 (Lucius III,
Requisivit), also quoting C.5.1.5: matrimonia debent esse libera. Cf. C.31 q.2 d.a. c.1: invitae nuptiae solent
malos prouentus habere. See, e.g., Hostiensis, Summa aurea 4.1 (De sponsalibus) (Venice, 1574), col. 1232–3,
nu. 2–3.

896. Ch 9, n. 153: Stasse c Loeys (29.v.39), no. 230; Rocque c Piers (n. 151); Cailloit c Bruecquet (18.xi.44),
no. 590; Neuville c Megge (22.iv.45), no. 680; Petit c Blasinne (13.vii.45), no. 741; Evrart c Orfèvre (21.vii.46),
no. 973; Carpriau c Lievre et Tourneur (12.v.47), no. 1140; Weez c Gauyelle (15.xi.52), no. 1370; Estréez c
Moquielle (15.xii.52), no. 1391.

897. Ch 9, n. 154: In this case the actor was contumacious, but there are other cases in which leges are imposed
on contumacious actores. E.g., Marlière c Quoys (n. 32).

898. Ch 9, n. 155: Cf. Neuville c Megge (n. 153) and Carpriau c Lievre (ibid.), where this formula is coupled
with leges for frivolous opposition.

899. Ch 9, n. 156: Baiutros c Sore (27.xi.45), no. 832; Fortin c Rasse et Tourbette (10.xii.45), no. 843; Mado
c Morielle et Fournier (23.ii.47), no. 1103.

900. Ch 9, n. 161: It will be noted that in Engles c Jacotte et Bourgois (n. 160), the condemnation was only to
pay costs (legitimis expensis), whereas in this case it was to pay costs and damages (legitimis expensis unacum
dampnis et interesse). The longer phrase is found in a minority of cases, e.g., Rocque c Piers (n. 151) and Fortin
c Rasse et Tourbette (n. 156), and may indicate that the party had incurred damages in excess of litigation
costs, for example, in preparations for the marriage. Damna et interesse may also, however, be included in the
phrase legitimis expensis.

901. Ch 9, n. 162: It is possible that the correa denied the second set, but the wording of the sentence suggests
a finding that they had indeed taken place. It is certainly odd that the correa is not fined for double espousals,
but she may have had a story that she was pressured into the second set.

902. Ch 9, n. 165: This raises the possibility that others of our two-party cases involve a third party, with no
interlocutory sentence to tell us about his or her existence.

903. Ch 9, n. 167: Office et Honte c Bloittere et Jeheyme (16.vii.38), no. 11 (emenda condigna); Office c Visitot,
Baudequuie et Poquet (18.vi.39), no. 241 (id.; both sentences of Divitis); Office c Walet et Brunaing (28.vii.42),
no. 282 (all three); Office c Fieret et Crocarde (4.i.43), no. 401 (nonrenewal and non-proceeding only); Office
c Petit et Brunielle (28.vi.47), no. 1172 (frivolous opposition only); Office c Ramenault et Alardine (6.ix.49),
no. 1201 (nonrenewal and non-proceeding only).
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904. Ch 9, n. 168: Office et Honte c Bloittere et Jeheyme (n. 167); Office c Visitot, Baudequuie et Poquet
(n. 167) (all three make amends); Office c Ramenault et Alardine (n. 167).

905. Ch 9, n. 169: Office c Walet et Brunaing (n. 167) (three amends); Office c Fieret et Crocarde (n. 167);
Office c Ramenault et Alardine (n. 167) (promotor’s costs to be paid propter famam).

906. Ch 9, n. 172: aliquos ex eisdem testibus pro eo quod ad intentionem actoris et contra ipsam ream
deposuerant carceribus laicalibus in presenti processu declaratis mancipari inibique corporaliter vexari, dire
tractari, ac eosdem quasi falsum coram nobis testimonium tulissent cauterisari seu in faciebus eorum quod
gallice flastrir dicitur signari procurasse. Flastrir is modern French flétrir and is probably here synonymous
with cauterisari.

907. Ch 9, n. 173: in et per premissa iurisdictionem spiritualem reverendissimi domini nostri Cameracensis
et huius sue curie auctoritatem non modicum ledendo, gravando et contempnendo quamplurimum et eius
honorem detrahendo, in preallegata per eam alias adinventa malitia gloriando simileque scelus pernitiosis-
simi exempli – quod videlicet ammodo testes coram nobis producendi, tali fortassis timore perculsi, plenaria
suarum gaudere non valeant conscientiarum exonerandarum libertate – dampnabiliter perpetrando aliasque
multipliciter offendendo et gravissime delinquendo, etc.

908. Ch 9, n. 174: rursus et premissis non contentam ream . . . dum de testibus in illo [processu contra
Hacquinetum] producendis ageretur verba quedam indecentissima talia scilicet in effectu quod “nisi testes
huiusmodi veritatem sue intentioni conformem deponerent, ipsa illos quemadmodum alios fecerat cauterisari
seu flatrari faceret et procuraret” palam dicere ac temerarie proferre presumpsisse, etc.

909. Ch 9, n. 177: Office c Tienpont, Bachauts et Louijns (29.v.45), no. 700; Office c Martin, Flamenc et
Clergesse (22.i.50), no. 1250.

910. Ch 9, n. 179: We have already discussed two instance cases quite similar to Office c Mont et Aredenoise
(n. 176) and Office c Barat et Brule (n. 176): Engles c Jacotte et Bourgois and Moru c Mellée et Boussieres
(at nn. 160–3). In Engles and Moru we suggested that where the second sponsalia were public, the consent of
the second partner was necessary when the parties to the prior sponsalia had nothing but their confession to
the clandestine ones. Mont and Barat seem inconsistent with this suggesstion. There is no indication in Mont
and Barat of any proof of the first sponsalia other than the usual oaths, confessions, and replies of the couple,
and there is no mention of consent. (In both cases the second partner was interrogated, but that was almost
certainly about the circumstances of the second sponsalia.) Unless we are to assume that the intervention of
the promotor makes a difference, it looks as if there was no difference in result that depended on whether the
second sponsalia were public. The intervention of the promotor could make a difference in that he may have
had evidence of the fama of the first sponsalia. That, coupled with the confession of the parties, might have
been sufficient to overcome the undeniable proof of the second sponsalia. If there was such fama, however,
one wonders how the second partner could have been deceived and why he was not fined, as some were, for
having entered into the sponsalia despite the fama. On balance, I am inclined to think that the mention of
consent is specific to Divitis (Engles). Nicolaı̈ speaks of interrogation of the second partner in the other three
cases. In none of Nicolaı̈’s cases is there any indication that the second partner was resisting. He is not even a
formal party in the office cases. In all three Nicolaı̈ cases, the second partner got damages as well as costs. That
may have been all he wanted; he may have thought that deceit was not a very good way to begin a marriage.
Hence, the cases are consistent: There was consent in all four cases; it is just that Nicolaı̈ does not mention it.

That leaves us with the first couples. At least one of each of them wanted the marriage. If neither of them
had wanted it, they could have remitted the sponsalia. It is quite possible that both wanted the marriage. If
one of the parties was unwilling, he or she could have denied the agreement and, in the office cases, put the
promotor and the willing party to proof, a proof which, as we have seen, was quite difficult to make. That is
just a possibility, however, because we have seen cases where parties will not swear to a falsehood even when
it is to their advantage to do so, and it seems reasonably clear that the official did make them swear. If at least
one, and perhaps both, of the couple wanted the marriage, it seems likely, there being no evidence of fama,
that in the office cases one of them went to the promotor to get the case brought.

There is a piece of evidence that points to a possible difference between Mont and Barat. In Mont, the
official mentions that the first sponsalia had occurred a long time ago (iam diu est); in Barat he emphasizes
that they had failed to publicize them within eight days. It is possible that in Mont, the man delayed, and the
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woman finally contracted with another. Then the man was galvanized into going to see the promotor. Barat
looks more like one in which the couple exchanged consent when they knew that others intended to espouse
the woman to someone else. In Barat, who went to the promotor is, perhaps, irrelevant; they may have both
gotten what they wanted.

In Office c Tienpont, Bachauts et Louijns (n. 177) and Office c Martin, Flamenc et Clergesse (n. 177), the
facts seem reasonably clear. A couple had contracted clandestinely. They are fined for not having publicized
the contract, but not for failure to proceed to solemnization. This may mean that they were in court within a
relatively short period of time. In both cases, the promotor alleges that, in one case, the man and, in the other,
the woman had previously contracted with someone else (probably clandestinely). In both cases, the court
absolves the third party from the charges of the promotor and orders the clandestinely contracting couple to
solemnize within forty days. In both cases the third party, who is made a formal party in the case, is ordered
to share with the couple in paying the promotor’s costs.

Tienpont and Martin differ from each other in that in Tienpont, witnesses were heard and the contracting
couple were also fined for having contracted before the famathat the man had contracted with the other
woman had been “purified” (fama predicta minime purificata). Martin has neither of these features, but does
contain an express license to the third party to marry another. In Tienpont we may suspect that there really
was famaof the precontract; that may have been what the witnesses testified to. In Martin, there is no evidence
of fama; indeed, there is no evidence of any proof other than what the three parties said. Perhaps the promotor
thought that he had evidence of fama but was unable to produce it when the time came to do so. It is also
possible that the third party had brought the matter to the promotor’s attention but had then settled with the
couple, leaving the promotor high and dry. This may account for the fact that he has to share in paying the
promotor’s costs.

In Office c Lentout, Coesins et Haremans (n. 178), all we know is that the promotor brought charges
against a man and two women; the court heard the “oaths, replies, and confessions” of the parties and the
testimony of the promotor’s witnesses. It then absolved all three of all charges but condemned the man and
one of the women each to pay a half of the promotor’s costs “for certain reasons moving us and our conscience
to [do] this.” While it is not completely clear that this is a double espousals case, it probably is. Whatever
the promotor thought the parties were going to say they did not say it, and apparently his witnesses were of
no help. The official thought, however, that there was enough evidence that the man and one of the women
had committed some kind of offense (perhaps clandestine sponsalia) that they had to pay the promotor’s
costs.

911. Ch 9, n. 180: oppositione dicte actricis sive opponentis quam minus sufficientem reputamus non obstante.

912. Ch 9, n. 182: declaramus litteras nostras inhibitorias originales, pro parte dicte domicelle a nobis alias
impetratas, ante omnia infra certum tempus a nobis obtinendum, ne nostro iudicio illudi contingat [?read
nostrum iudicium or illudere], per eandem aut suum procuratorem unacum executione earumdem, exhibendas
esse et exhiberi debere, alioquin ipsas nunc prout extunc revocamus, cassamus et annulamus, etc.

913. Ch 9, n. 183: declaramus inter [NH] et [PH] predictos in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie de [Merelbeke
(Oost-Vlaanderen)], tribus bannis postmodum desuper proclamatis, affidatos, infra XL dies apti temporis
iuxta ritum Sancte Matris Ecclesie ad eorum matrimonii solempnizationem procedendum esse et procedi
debere, tractatu inter predictum [JC] et [PH] alias per communes amicos tento et habito, minime tamen
profecto neque suum effectum sortito, non obstante, eundem [JC] ab impetitione promotoris nostri predicti
absolvendo, dictamque [PH] quia inscia sua matre cum [NH] abivit et affidari se permisit, ad leges et emendas,
tantis excessibus condignas, unacum expensis dicti promotoris . . . condempnamus, etc.

914. Ch 9, n. 185: Officie c Lamso, Anselmi en Peysant (10.i.56), no. 911: [WP] se predicto matrimonio
contrahendo nulliter et de facto opposuit excommunicationem incurrendo; Officie c Mota, Nijs en Hermani
(13–17.iv.56), nos. 949, 955: [KN] se minus legitme prefato reo opposuit excommunicatinem incurrendo.

915. Ch 9, n. 186: [CH] qui se dicto matrimonio contrahendo frivole opposuit contra statuta synodalia
perperam veniendo. For a suggestion as to what statute is at stake, see Ch 8, at n. 24. For the suggestion that
we do not have all the statutes with which the court was operating, see Ch 8, n. 19.

916. Ch 9, n. 187: oppositione prefati [NF] facta et non probata quam propterea frivolam reputamus non
obstante ac propterea eundem [NF] ad penitentiam peragendam aut alias ad leges et emendas, tantis excessibus
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condignas, unacum expensis promotoris et dampnis et interesse per dictam [ES] perpessis et ad ipsius honoris
reparationem iuxta arbitrium proborum taxandam, etc. Officie c Cluyse en Heyden (9.x.59), no. 1540: [NC]
prefate ree propter iniuriosa verba in sua oppositione predicta absque veritate contra eam dicta et prolata ad
reparandum suum honorem iuxta dictamen duorum proborum virorum hincinde assumendorum obligatum
fuisse et esse . . . condempnamus, etc.

917. Ch 9, n. 188: quibusdam verbis super sponsalibus inter predictos [AW] et [KM] prius habitis et contra-
hendis non obstantibus.

918. Ch 9, n. 191: prefatum [AH] reum propter quedam verba in vim conventionum matrimonialium sonan-
tia per eum allegata et non probata et quia, dicta [ML] prius coram iudice competenti non vocata, quen-
dam [sic] Claram vanden Ortgate in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie affidavit, ad leges et emendas condig-
nas unacum expensis dicti promotoris . . . condempnamus, decernentes et pronunciantes predictam [ML]
ream a convencionibus matrimonialibus contra eam propositis et allegatis absolvendam fore et absolvimus,
etc.

919. Ch 9, n. 193: Predictum [HR] reum qui false et perperam tales conventiones inter se et dictam [JG]
sue sponse sororem asseruit et eandem [JG] que de se hocidem asseri consentiit ad leges et emendas . . .
condemnamus, etc.

920. Ch 9, n. 194: declaramus inter [JT] et [CG] . . . ad matrimonii solempnisationem . . . procedendum
esse, etc. . . . oppositione prefate [AR] super suis sponsalibus contra dictum [JT] allegatis et taliter qualiter
presumptis, que ad obviandum futuris periculis et scandalis, de quibus nos sufficienter fuimus informati,
cassamus, irritamus et annullamus, non obstante, dicte [AR] ex nostro mero officio alibi in Domino nubendi,
dum et quando nubere voluerit, licentiam dantes et concedentes. Sepedictum [JT] qui Deo et omnibus Sanctis
cum prefata rea contrahere promisit, fidem suam eidem clamdestine prebendo ab eadem tamen non rite recepta,
et qua non obstante dictam [CG] affidare presumpsit, bina sponsalia quantum in eo fuit temere contrahendo
ac fidem suam Deo et omnibus sanctis prestitam violando, et eos qui clamdestine predicta sponsalia taliter
qualiter contracta nobis intimare omiserunt contra constitutiones synodales veniendo . . . ad penitentiam aut
alias ad leges et emendas . . . condempnamus, etc.

921. Ch 9, n. 197: See Ch 8, at n. 77. We also suggested that he was probably trying to dissolve four presumptive
marriages; he succeeded in one case and failed in three. Id., at n. 76.

922. Ch 9, n. 198: Visis articulis promotoris . . . eorundem reorum sacramentis, responsionibus et confes-
sionibus, mutuis etiam per et inter eosdem reos datis allegationibus, petitionibus et conclusionibus, testium
ad antedictorum promotoris et [MM] corree, eidem promotori adherentis, instantiam productorum deposi-
tionibus, scripturis impugnatoriis huiusmodi depositis [recte depositionum] pro parte [JC] datis, responsione
promotoris et [MM] predictorum ad illas testiumque desuper productorum depositionibus . . . [JC] reum pre-
dictum a conventionibus matrimonialibus ac ceteris per promotorem et [MM] sepedictam allegatis et petitis
absolvimus dantes ob hoc eidem [JC] liberam ubi et quando voluerit in Domino nubendi faculatatem, ipsum,
nichilominus, certis rationalibus de causis animum nostrum ad id moventibus, in expensis promotoris . . .
condempnantes. [MM] autem corream antefatam pro eo quod post assertas per eam conventiones illarum
vigore ad matrimoniii contractum et solempnizationem cum reo predicto non curavit infra debitum tempus
procedere, ymo fatetur se, rebus sic stantibus, ab eodem reo carnaliter cognosci permisissse dictasque pre-
assertas conventiones – quantum in ea fuit – in vim matrimonii presumpti transformare voluisse, nobis eam
in emendis correspondentibus unacum expensis promotoris antefati necnon et rei predicti, ab ipsius corree
impetitione, exigente iustitia, absoluti, expensis . . . condempnamus, eandem a necessitate ulterius cum prefato
reo procedenti ac ceteris per promotorem petitis absolventes, etc.

923. Ch 9, n. 200: Visis articulis promotoris . . . eorundem reorum sacramentis, confessionibus et responsio-
nibus, mutuis etiam per et inter ipsos reos datis allegationibus, propositionibus et conclusionibus testiumque
productorum depositionibus . . . reos predictos pro eo quod de clandestinis conventionibus matrimonialibus per
et inter ipsos initis renovandis illarumve vigore ulterius ad matrimonii contractum et solempnizationem infra
debita tempora procedendo seu saltem iudicialem desuper declarationem petendo et obtinenedo diligentiam
aliquam facere non curaverunt, ymo, rebus sic stantibus, rem invicem carnalem pluries habuerunt, conven-
tiones antetactas propter hoc in vim presumpti matrimonii – quale et nos ipsum declaramus – transformando,
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nobis reos predictos in emendis excessibus huiusmodi correspondentibus et pretera ut ad eorum matrimonii
presumpti talisque per nos declarati publicationem et solempnizationem in facie ecclesie – ut moris est – infra
XL dies abhinc enumerandos, sese abinde coniugali affectione pertractaturi, procedant unacum expensis huius
litis [condempnamus], etc.

924. Ch 9, n. 201: It seems particularly unlikely in this case because the phrase mutuis etiam per et inter
ipsos reos datis allegationibus, propositionibus et conclusionibus seems to be included only in cases where the
parties disagree among themselves.

925. Ch 9, n. 203: Visis . . . ipsorum etiam reorum mutuis inter et contra seinvicem datis allegationibus,
petitionibus, conclusionibus, responsionibus et confessionibus, testium pro parte promotoris et [MN] predicte
contra [HF] correum productorum depositionibus, certis ad huiusmodi testium ac depositionum impugna-
tionem et salvationem hincinde per partes ipsas datis scripturis, quodam etiam facto per prefatum [HF] in
modum defensionis allegato et proposito, responsione [MN] corree ad illud, testiumque desuper pro parte eius-
dem [HF] productorum depositionibus unacum iuramento veritatis ex offico nostra propter certas rationabiles
causas ad hoc nos et animum nostrum moventes antefate [MN] delato per ipsamque suscepto et prestito, . . .
[HF] et [MN] reos predictos pro et eo quod de conventionibus matrimonialibus clandestinis per et inter
ipsos initis atque contractis renovandis earumve vigore ulterius infra tempora debita ad matrimonii contrac-
tum et solempnisationem procedendo diligentiam facere non curaverunt ymmo, rebus sic stantibus, [HF] et
[MN] corream, tunc virginem incorruptam, defloravit et pluries postmodum, etiam usque ad impregnationem
inclusive, carnaliter cognovit ipsaque [MN] correa sic se deflorari et pluries carnaliter cognosci permisit . . .
condempnamus, etc.

926. Ch 9, n. 204: prefatum idcirco [HF] ut ad huiusmodi sui matrimonii publicationem et solempnisationem
cum sepedicta [MN] correa, idipsum adimplere parata, infra XL dies abhinc numerandos, illam deinde con-
iugali affectione pertracaturus procedat, etc.

927. Ch 9, n. 205: Office c Hannuchove et Witsvliet (22.x.46), no. 1031; Office c Bonvarlet et Bridainne
(22.vi.43), no. 481; Office c Moyart et Boulette (22.vi.43), no. 480; Office c Belleken et Capellen (23.i.45),
no. 631; Office c Ravin et Bridarde(12.i.46), no. 860; Office c Lambert et Journette (2.v.50), no. 1290; Perona
[. . .] Mayere (1.vii.38), no. 1 (a straight civil case is damaged, but it does not look as if there was much process).

928. Ch 9, n. 207: Office c Roy et Barbiresse (26.vii.38), no. 22; Office c Eddeghem et Couwenberghe (31.i.39),
no. 131 (also involves abduction); Office c Brisemoustier et Buisson (10.iv.45), no. 672 (see n. 215); Office
c Visschere et Mets (10.vi.47 to 22.xi.49), nos. 1162, 1225; Office c Cherchy et Mairesse (n. 198); Office c
Besghe et Fayt (n. 200).

929. Ch 9, n. 208: Office c Hannuchove et Witsvliet (n. 205); Office c Bonvarlet et Bridainne (n. 205); Office
c Belleken et Capellen (n. 205); Office c Ravin et Bridarde (n. 205); Office c Brisemoustier et Buisson (n. 207);
Office c Visschere et Mets (n. 207).

930. Ch 9, n. 209: Rattine c Oyseleur (n. 2); Office c Hannuchove et Witsvliet (n. 205); Office c Moyart et
Boulette (n. 205); Office c Fenain et Nain (n. 203).

931. Ch 9, n. 213: It seems hard to believe that the promotor got this couple into court within eight days of
the contract, but it is possible.

932. Ch 9, n. 214: Boulette: reus cum pluribus et rea cum quodam Gerardo peccare non erubuerunt; Lambert:
rea duplex adulterium.

933. Ch 9, n. 215: reo incestum – saltem mentalem–committendo. With the phrase saltem metalem, compare
affectator ignorantie, which appears quite frequently in incest cases where the sexual relationship (or attempt
to marry) is proven but the incest is not. See Ch 11, at n. 118. Considering the incest issue in this case, it is
quite possible that depositions were about that, and so this may have been an uncontested case so far as the
presumptive marriage is concerned. The sentence was engrossed for one Jean de Bohaing, who may have been
interested in ensuring that Jacques Brisemoustier did the right thing by the deflowered Hannette du Buisson.
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934. Ch 9, n. 216: In classical Latin, excedere normally does not have legal connotations, but considering the
medieval usage of excessus as meaning a crime, that is probably the way this verb ought to be taken in this
common phrase in the sentences.

935. Ch 9, n. 217: Besghe: in emendis excessibus huiusmodi correspondentibus without delinquendo et
excedendo; Ravin: graviter delinquendo et excedendo with a simple in emendis clause.

936. Ch 9, n. 220: quia constitit et constat pretactum [DE] correum dictam [BC] corream suis blandis ver-
bis allicuisse, abduxisse et tandem deflorasse floreque sue virginitatis privasse, cum eademque conventiones
matrimoniales clandestine iniisse et habuisse, dictas etiam conventiones minime renovasse nec ulterius ad
matrimonii solempnizationem infra tempus statutum processisse, eapropter pretactos reos ad procedendum
ulterius ad matrimonii solempnizationem – prout moris est et fieri consuetum – nobisque in emendis condignis
et in expensis legtimis dicti promotoris . . . condempnamus, etc.

937. Ch 9, n. 221: In this regard it is quite different from the other Cambrai cases that mention abduction (at
nn. 100–103). The Brussels case, Cotthem c Trullaerts (at n. 347), has a similar pattern but a quite different
outcome: Officie c Pauwels, Simoens en Trullaerts (at n. 348).

938. Ch 9, n. 222: reum predictum pro eo quod citra bonum et honorem matrimonii, actu fornicari [CC]
tunc virginem incorruptam, stuprare et deflorare ac postmodum [?pluries] carnaliter cognoscere presumpsit,
. . . corream autem quia de conventionibus matrimonialibus clandestinis per eam allegatis renovandis earumve
vigore ulterius cum prefato reo ad matrimonii contractum et solempnisationem procedendo nullam – saltem
unde constet – diligentiam adhibere curavit ymo, rebus sic stantibus, se ab eodem reo deflorari et postmodum
pluries carnaliter congnosci permisit, preassertas conventiones – quatenus in se fuit – in vim presumpti mat-
rimonii transformando, . . . nobis reos eosdem in emendis excessibus predictis correspondentibus unacum
expensis dicti promotoris, etc. . . . inter partes autem predictas reum propter deflorationem antedictam ad
dotandum corream secundum suorum dignitatem natalium bonorumque ipsius rei facultatem unacum expen-
sis . . . condempnamus, a conventionibus preallegatis reum ipsum absolventes, etc.

939. Ch 9, n. 224: A cryptic sentence of Divitis, but the marginalia say Nota leges in sententia, and the only
offense mentioned in the sentence is the deflowering and subsequent intercourse. In Office c Apelheren et
Claus (14.vii.39), no. 252, also a Divitis sentence, it seems reasonably clear that the only offense for which
amends are to be made is the sexual one.

940. Ch 9, n. 225: Provense c Gavre (10.vi.46), no. 940, may have had the same result (here there are costs of
lying-in and child maintenance), but we cannot be sure. The sentence does not mention non-publication and
not proceeding, but the leges are said to be in the breviculi. See Appendix e9.1, at n. 7.

941. Ch 9, n. 228: E.g., Divitis does not seem to have favored multiplying the leges for the rea who failed in
her allegations of sponsalia (see n. 224), although he does fine a rea for frivolous allegations in one case not
involving deflowering. Office c Borst et Philips (21.ii.39), no. 151.

942. Ch 9, n. 229: It is, of course, possible that the woman was unaware that she was entitled to a dowry or
that she was of such low station or the man so poor that no dowry would be forthcoming under the standard
of secundum suorum dignitatem natalium bonorumque ipsius rei facultatem. Those possibilities, however,
seem less likely. See at nn. 370–85.

943. Ch 9, n. 232: preterea et quandam excommunicationis sententiam in eum auctoritate nostra debite latam,
in articulis declaratum, ultra annum in se sustinere non formidavit. A year prior to this sentence would put us
in May 1446, a year for which a full collection of sentences survives, but this is not among them.

944. Ch 9, n. 233: rursus et quia adhuc post premissa, in legem huiusmodi sui asserti presumpti matrimonii
graviter peccando, se a quodam canonico in secundo articulo designato pollui permisit.

945. Ch 9, n. 234: reum quandam coniugatam in suam eisdem domo, mensa, et lecto tenuit, cum eadem
quotiens vult adulterium committendo.

946. Ch 9, n. 235: reum bonorum nominis et fame virginemque incorruptam existentem ac a nullo viro
diffamatam deflorasse floreque sue virginitatis privasse. In addition to making amends, the couple are to
provide two pounds of wax for the chapel.
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947. Ch 9, n. 236: mulieri autem corree propter carnalem copulam – quam post conventiones antedictas
allegat intervenisse – licentiam huiusmodi neque dantes neque denegantes sed ipsam corream in ea parte sue
proprie conscientie relinquendo, etc.

948. Ch 9, n. 237: The reason for the doubt in the case where they did not both ask for it is the fact that
separations were not granted to married couples where both had committed adultery. X 5.16.6 (Innocent III,
Intelleximus): paria delicta mutua compensatione tollantur. This, however, has to be balanced against the
invitae nuptiae principle of C.31 q.2 d.a. c.1.

949. Ch 9, n. 241: This was probably a joint liability so that the promotor could get the costs from whichever
of the two he could collect. The wording of this sentence makes it particularly likely that this is the case because
each of the rei is condemned to pay, it would seem, the full costs.

950. Ch 9, n. 243: Office c Borst et Philips (21.ii.39), no. 151 (Divitis; costs and alimenta not mentioned;
couple ordered to pay 2 lb. wax to the chapel [and in previous entry too]); Office c Perchan et Sars (18.vii.44),
no. 502 (reus pays lying-in and litigation costs); Office c Pyroir et Beverlincx (2.iv.46), no. 902 (reus pays for
lying-in and alimenta; litigation costs compensated).

951. Ch 9, n. 244: Office c Mortgate et Voete (16.vii.44), no. 500 (reus pays costs); Office c Camps et Maceclière
(12.vi.45), no. 711 (costs compensated).

952. Ch 9, n. 245: . . . reos . . . per duos annos continuos citra bonum et honorem matrimonii rem sepius
carnalem invicem habuerunt, eisdem mensa, domo et lecto simul in concubinatu stando, etc.

953. Ch 9, n. 246: Office c Pierre Watelet et Jeanne Murielle (7.iii.50), no. 1270: per multos annos simul
eisdem domo, mensa et lecto in fornicatione steterunt, etc.; Office c Louis Petit et Jeanne de la Voye (7.x.52),
no. 1360: per XII annorum spatium et amplius simul in fornicatione staterunt eisdemque domo, mensa et
lecto cohabitaverunt, etc.

954. Ch 9, n. 247: [rei] citra bonum et honorem matromonii, actu fornicario rem pluries invicem habuerunt
carnalem, etc.

955. Ch 9, n. 250: Seven are sentences of Rodolphi, the rest of Platea, giving Platea slightly more than his
share (79% vs 75%, z = .56, significant at .42, i.e., not statistically significant).

956. Ch 9, n. 252: For the straight-office cases, see Ch 8, n. 73. The office/instance cases are Officie c Biest en
Amelricx (n. 257), Officie c Pape en Herstorens (n. 255), and Officie c Molen en Louwe (n. 258).

957. Ch 9, n. 253: For the straight-office cases, see Ch 8, n. 72. The office/instance cases are Officie c Clinkart
en Lescole (n. 279), Officie c Chienlens, Houmolen en Michaelis (Ch 11, n. 154), Officie c Rode en Vlamincx
(n. 278), and Officie c Pratere en Uden (n. 276).

958. Ch 9, n. 254: Combining the office/instance and office cases and excluding the dissolution cases, we have
8 judgments for the presumptive marriage at Brussels (8/24, 33%) and 11 at Cambrai (11/29, 38%).

959. Ch 9, n. 257 (for Texts and Commentary for nn. 255–6, see T&C nos. 964–5): In Officie c Godscalc en
Godens (31.iii.52), no. 360, on the basis of the couple’s oaths, replies, confessions, and allegations, Rodolphi
orders the couple to solemnize and to make amends for not renewing their clandestine promises or proceeding
to solemnize their presumptive marriage. He does not seem to order them to make amends for consummating
their clandestine promises, and he certainly does not mention that they thereby incurred excommunication.
([R]eos pro eo et ex eo conventiones matrimoniales clandestinas, per et inter se mutuo initas et habitas, ac per
carnalem copulam inter eos iteratis vicibus subsecutam, in vim presumpti matrimonii transformatas, renovare
aut ulterius illarum vigore ad matrimonii solempnizationem infra tempora debita procedere non curarunt, ad
leges et emendas . . . condempnamus, etc.)

In Officie c Stoeten en Aken (21.i.56), no. 920, on the basis of the couple’s replies, confessions, and
allegations (the clandestine promises are specifically said to have been confessed), Platea orders the cou-
ple to solemnize and, in somewhat stronger language, to make amends: for having contracted clandestine
promises, for not having renewed them, and “for having commingled in the flesh with each other, perpetrating
stuprum and incurring excommunication” ([R]eos qui huiusmodi clandestinas conventiones contraxerunt
et eas infra tempus debitum non renovarunt ac sese carnaliter commiscuerunt, stuprum perpetrando et
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excommunicationem incurrendo, ad penitentiam peragendam aut alias ad leges et emendas . . . condemp-
namus, etc.). The difference between the sentences may be attributable to the style of the judges; Platea tends
to be more severe than Rodolphi. It may, however, also be attributable to the facts of the case. In the second
case, the woman had been deflowered and the couple had procreated at child, whereas in the first case, the
couple had simply had intercourse “a number of times” (iteratis vicibus).

Officie c Pape en Hertsorens (27.ii.56), no. 931, probably belongs with this group. On the basis of the
replies, confessions, oaths, and “recognitions” of the parties but also of witnesses produced by the promotor
and the woman, the couple’s presumptive marriage is ordered to be solemnized. The sentence specifically
says that the promises were “recognized” by the couple, and they are to make amends for the deflowering
of the woman and the clandestine contract, both stuprum and excommunication being mentioned. It will be
noted that the couple does not have to make amends for not publicizing their clandestine contract; perhaps
that is because the somewhat unusual words recognitiones and recognitas are, in fact, a description of a
publication. There may also have been only one act of sexual intercourse; only one is mentioned. The mention
of witnesses suggests that the man, at least initially, did not confess all. Since he seems to have acknowledged
the promise, he may have initially sought to deny the intercourse. The sentence does not suggest, however, that
he was resisting marriage very strongly. ([D]eclaramus inter prefatos [PP] et [GH] propter eorum conventiones
matrimoniales clandestine, carnali copula subsecuta, initas et postmodum per eosdem recognitas, fuisse et
esse matrimonium presumptum ac proptera ad huiusmodi matrimoniii solempnisationem infra XLta dies apti
temporis iuxta ritum Sancte Matris Ecclesie procedendum esse et procedi videndum, dictosque reos qui sese
usque ipsius [GH] deflorationem carnaliter cognoverunt et clandestine contraxerunt, stuprum perpetrando,
excommunicationem incurrendo ac alias graviter delinqundo, ad penitentiam salutarem aut alias ad leges et
emendas . . . condempnamus, etc.)

960. Ch 9, n. 258: declaramus inter prefatos [EK] et [KT] propter eorum conventiones matrimoniales clan-
destine inter se, copula postmodum subsecuta, initas, habitas et hincinde sufficienter confessatas, fuisse et esse
matrimonium presumptum ac propterea inter eosdem ad huiusmodi matrimonii solempnisationem . . . proce-
dendum esse, etc. . . . remissione fidei mutue inter eos facte et date non obstante, quidem fidei remissionem
irritam et de facto presumptam decernentes necnon ipsos qui clamdestine contrahere et usque dicte [KT] deflo-
rationem cognoscere ac fidem mutuam propria eorum temeritate remittere, excommunicationem incurrendo,
stuprum perpetrando ac contra fidem prestitam hincinde temere veniendo, ad penitentiam peragendam aut
alias ad leges et emendas . . . condempnamus, etc.

961. Ch 9, n. 259: In Officie c Biest en Amelricx (21.xi.49), no. 120, Rodolphi heard testimony and then
“out of an abundance of caution” (ex superhabundanti) deferred the oath to the woman, which she took. The
presumptive marriage was found and ordered solemnized. Once more it would seem that Rodolphi ordered
that amends be made for the clandestine promises, their nonrenewal, and failure to solemnize but not for the
intercourse and deflowering. (Visis articulis promotoris [HB] et [GA] impositis, reorumque responsionibus,
assertionibus ac testium pro parte dictorum promotoris et [GA] eidem adherentis et secum partem formalem
facientis, depositionibus, unacum iuramento veritatis dicte [GA] ex superhabundanti in supplementum pro-
bationis ex offcio nostro delato et per eandem in se succepto . . . dicimus, decernimus et declaramus inter [HB]
et [GA] predictos fuisse et esse matrimonium presumptum, ulteriusque ad ipsius solempnisationem secundum
ritum Sancte Matris Ecclesie infra tempus debitum fuisse et esse procedendum, ipsos quoque [HB] et [GA] ex
eo quod inter se et mutuo conventiones clandestinas inire, carnali copula pluries subsecuta, usque ad ipsius
Gertrudis in prima deflorationem presumpserunt, quodque eas infra tempus debitum renovare, earumque
vigore ulterius ad matrimonii solempnisationem procedere non curaverunt, nobis ad leges et emendas . . .
condemnantes, etc.)

Officie c Verdonct en Voirde (12.xi.56), no. 1050, looks like a case of concubinage, though the word is
not used; the couple had three children after the woman had been deflowered. She introduced witnesses,
and the presumptive marriage was ordered solemnized, amends being ordered for the clandestine promises,
their nonrenewal, and the intercourse, stuprum and excommunication both being mentioned. It is interest-
ing that costs are compensated between the parties, one of the few cases in this group in which the parties’
costs are mentioned. (The promotor gets his costs in all of the Brussels cases alleging copula, except Officie
c Couruyts en Waelravens [n. 274].) ([D]eclaramus inter prefatos reos propter eorum conventiones clamdes-
tinas habitas et initas et per carnalem copulam usque ipsius [AV] deflorationem et trium prolium procre-
ationem in matrimonium presumptum transformatas, ad huiusmodi matrimonii solempnizationem . . . esse
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procedendum, dictosque reos qui huiusmodi clamdestinas conventiones contraxerunt et eas infra tempus de-
bitum non renovaverunt ac sese carnaliter commiscuerunt, stuprum perpetrando et excommunicationem incur-
rendo, ad penitentiam peragendam aut alias ad leges et emendas . . . unacum expensis dicti nostri promotoris,
ipsis inter dictos correos ex causa animum nostrum movente compensatis . . . condempnamus, etc.)

Officie c Gheerts en Heiden (20.iv.53 to 6.vii.53), nos. 481, 482, 510, had even more process. After witnesses
were introduced by the promotor and the rea, the man filed exceptions to the witnesses and introduced his
own witnesses. This was followed by replications, duplications, and triplications. The couple were ordered to
make amends for failure to proceed to solemnization and for consummating their promises, thereby incurring
excommunication. Deflowering and stuprum are not mentioned in the order to make amends, although the
court in its basic findings states that it occurred and that a female child had been procreated. Id., no. 481.
The man appealed this case to Rheims (id., no. 482), but the appeal was declared abandoned when it was not
pursued within time (id., no. 510).

962. Ch 9, n. 260: Officie c Molen en Louwe (23.xi.53 to 18.xii.53), nos. 547, 548 (case set for grant of
apostoli), 560 (grant of apostoli).

963. Ch 9, n. 261: There are also three other two-party cases (and a considerable number of three-party cases
that are better treated subsequently) in this period outside of the sample in which a presumptive marriage is
found. In Officie c Erbauwens en Lamps (21.xi.52), p. 328, no. 417, the woman and the promotor introduced
witnesses; in Officie c Steenwinckele en Wavere (6.viii.53), no. 508, and Officie c Meyngaert en Yeteghem
(23.xi.53), no. 546, there is no indication that the man is resisting the charges. Officie c Steenwinckele en
Wavere is particularly interesting in that the promises on which the presumptive marriage was based had been
made by the woman’s father in her name.

964. Ch 9, n. 255: In Officie c Oemens en Bleesers (12.xi.48), no. 60, in addition to the usual sworn replies,
confessions, and assertions of the parties, there were “propositions and allegations against each other” (contra
seinvicem propositionibus et allegationibus) but no further proof; in Officie c Rassin en Spontine (15.ii.50),
no. 140, there was a single witness, but the official deferred the oath to the man (necnon unius testis, super
articulis huiusmodi producti, iurati et examinati depositione seu attestatione, unacum iuramento veritatis,
eidem reo ex officio nostro delato ac per ipsum in se suscepto et prestito). The description of the sexual offense
varies: In Oemens we are told that the couple “many times in an adulterous and fornicatory act up to the
procreation of one child presumed to mingle in the flesh (sese pluries actu adulterio et fornicario usque ad unius
prolis procreationem carnaliter commiscere presumpserunt)”; in Rassin, they simply “presumed to mingle in
the flesh many times in a fornicatory act (sese pluries actu fornicario carnaliter commiscere presumpserunt),”
and in Officie c Reins en Briebosch (6.xi.50), no. 210, “they presumed to mingle in the flesh many times up
to the procreation of [?a] child and the deflowering of the rea (sese pluries usque prolis procreationem ac
ipsius ree deflorationem carnaliter commiscere presumpserunt).” The reference to adultery in Oemens is odd.
It could be simply a loose use of the term, but it could be that one or the other of the couple had a living
spouse during some of the period of their relationship. The impediment of crime may have prevented this from
becoming a presumptive marriage, although that impediment is not mentioned. Dowry for deflowering is not
mentioned in Reins, nor are expenses of lying-in or child support mentioned in either of the cases in which
children are mentioned.

Dowry for deflowering was quite common in sentences of both Rodolphi and Platea. See Liber van Brussel,
s.vv. bruidschat wegens defloratie and dos pro defloratione (listing 144 non-duplicating cases). Awards of
expenses for lying-in and child support were less common, but they are found in sentences of both officials.
Id., s.v. kraamgeld (listing 21 cases and an additional 6 in which further proceedings about it seem to be
contemplated) and s.v. alimentatio prolis, educatio prolis (listing 36 cases).

965. Ch 9, n. 256: prefatos reos pro et ex eo quod sese pluries usque ipsius ree deflorationem car-
naliter commiscere et deinde conventiones matrimoniales clandestinas de futuro inire mutuo presumpserunt,
illasque renovare ac ulterius illarum vigore ad matrimonii solempnizationem procedere non curarunt,
ad leges et emendas condignas, unacum expensis dicti promotoris . . . condempnamus, decernentes et
pronunciantes per et inter eosdem reos fuisse et esse contracta sponsalia, ulteriusque ad matrimonii
solempnizationem infra tempus iuris iuxta ritum Sancte Matris Ecclesie procedendum fore et procedi
debere, etc.
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966. Ch 9, n. 262: declaramus prefatum [JB] de et super conventionibus matrimonialibus per dictos promotrem
et [BS] propositis et allegatis, non tamen sufficienter probatis, sibi prius super innocentiam super eisdem
ostendendam iuramento veritatis iudicialiter delato et in se suscepto, suis extraiudicialibus confessionibus in
absentia dicte [BS] non obstantibus, absolvendum esse et absolvimus, dictis promotori et [BS] super pretensis
conventionibus silentium perpetuum imponendo, ceterum predictum [JB] ad dotandum predictam [BS] de et
super flore sue virginitatis per ipsum private secundum dicte [BS] natalium dignitatem et predicti [JB] bonorum
facultatem, iuramento dicte [BS] desuper prius delato et in se iudicialiter etiam suscepto, et eos qui citra bonum
matrimonii carnaliter usque ad dicte [BS] deflorationem commiscuerunt, stuprum dampnabiliter perpetrando
. . . ad leges et emendas . . . unacum expensis promotoris et [BS] predictorum . . . condempnamus, etc.

967. Ch 9, n. 265: prefatum [MC] predicte [CP] ad dotem pro sue virginitatis defloratione secundum suorum
dignitatem natalium et ipius rei facultatem bonorum atque ad puerperii expensas, per dictam ream sustentas,
prefato reo circa dictum puerperium per eum aut suam matrem impensis factis defalcandis semper salvis . . .
condempnamus, etc. (Defalcare would seem to be a back-formation from French défalquer, ‘to deduct’. See
Niermeyer, s.v.)

968. Ch 9, n. 266: prefatum reum dicte [EV] . . . ad prolis inter eos concepte et nate alimentationem prout
moris et consuetudinis in loco originis dicte prolis fuerit aut alias prout inter amicabiliter convenerint . . .
condempnamus, etc. The wording of the award suggests a sensitivity to variations in local custom. See at
n. 278. The couple are to make amends for fornication, and costs between the parties are compensated. (This
case is not included among the eight mentioned at the beginning of the paragraph.)

969. Ch 9, n. 272: declaramus prefatos reos qui sese carnaliter usque ipsius ree deflorationem cognoscere
presumpserunt et eam que se cum prefato reo conventiones clamdestinas habuisse allegavit, stuprum perpe-
trando . . . ad leges et emendas . . . condempnandos fore, etc.

970. Ch 9, n. 273: [AC] que quantum in ea fuit conventiones matrimoniales clandestinas inire presump [sit],
etc.

971. Ch 9, n. 274: declaramus predictos reos ab impetitione dicti promotoris asserentis conventiones matrimo-
niales inter ipsos reos carnali copula subsecuto fuisse et esse initas, quas nulliter ex eorumdem responsionibus
repperimus propositas, absolvendos fore et absolvimus, dantes et concedentes predictis reis et eorum cuilibet
alibi in Domino, dum et quando voluerint, nubendi licentiam atque facultatem, expensasque inter promotrem
et reos prefatos factas ex causa compensantes, etc.

972. Ch 9, n. 275: In Officie c Poertere en Capellaens (3.ix.54), no. 672; Officie c Alceins en Zee (15.xii.56),
no. 1081; Officie c Leenen en Verstappen (9.ix.57), no. 1210, and Officie c Asselaer en Waghemans (n. 272),
the costs of the rea are not mentioned, and the wording of the sentence suggests that both the correi are to
bear those of the promotor. In Officie c Riddere en Beken (n. 271) and Officie c Broecke en Haecx (14.vii.58),
no. 1341, costs are compensated, and in Officie c Goerten en Emeren (21.x.57), no. 1230, (19.v.58), no. 1316,
and Officie c Chehain en Poliet (n. 265), the costs of the rea are imposed on the reus. They may have been
imposed on the reus in more cases than that, because in Goerten, one of those in which they are eventually
imposed on the reus, the official defers his decision about costs to a separate proceeding about the dowry. In
most of the other cases, the decision about the amount of the dowry takes place off the record, and the costs
of the parties may well have been taken into account at that point. (Just as in cases that did not have separate
proceedings about dowry, they may have been considered at the time when the promotor’s costs were taxed.)
There seems to be no relation between the imposition of the rea’s costs on the reus and what the rea’s actual
costs might have been. In one case where costs are not mentioned, she seems to have had no witnesses, but
in the other three she did. Officie c Poertere en Capellaens (no witnesses); Officie c Alceins en Zee; Officie
c Leenen en Verstappen; Officie c Asselaer en Waghemans (witnesses in all three, but only one in the last
named). She also seems to have had no witnesses in one of the cases where she gets her costs. Officie c Goerten
en Emeren (though here she had witnesses in the formal proceeding about dowry).

973. Ch 9, n. 276: declaramus [KU] predictam ab impetitione certarum conventionum matrimonialium
clamdestinarum cum [AP] antedictco carnali copula inter eos subsecuta, habitarum et initarum propter
matrimonium quod prius predictus [AP] in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie Beate Marie Gandensis, Tornacen-
sis diocesis, bannis ut moris est precedentibus publice cum Amelberga Tsiaghers alias Coomans contraxit et
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solempnizavit, quodque numquam per mortem dicte [AT] de qua nobis constitit et constat aut alias canonice
reperitur solutum ac propterea dictum matrimonium de iure nullum esse censendum, absolvendam esse et
absolvimus, promotori et [AP] predictis desuper perpetuum silentium imponentes atque ex dicto nostro officio
prefate [KU] alibi in Domino nubendi licentiam pariter et auctoritatem concedentes sepedictos [AP] et [KU] qui
clamdestine de morte predicte [AT] non certificati huiusmodi eorum conventiones in matrimonium presump-
tum transformare et contrahere nulliter et de facto presumpserunt . . . ad leges et emendas . . . condempnamus,
etc.

974. Ch 9, n. 277: X 4.1.19 (Clement III, In praesentia), v◦ viris: ubi tamen verisimiliter presumitur de morte
[sc. viri] si mulier nubat excusatur. This, however, should be contrasted with the holding of the decretal, which
seems to require a certum nuntium of the death of the husband. Cf. X 4.21.2 (Lucius III, Dominus). Although
Platea may have been thinking along these lines, the wording of the sentence could also be taken to refer to a
dissolution of the previous marriage by some canonical means other than the death of the prior husband, e.g.,
consanguinity.

975. Ch 9, n. 278: predictum [HR] dicte [JV], sue coree ad dotem pro sua defloratione, sibi prius iuramento
super eadem publice remisso, secundum suorum dignitatem natalium et ipsius rei facultatem bonorum et ad
expensas unius puerperii iuxta loci consuetudinem aut prout inter se amicabiliter convenerunt taxandas . . .
condempnamus, etc.

976. Ch 9, n. 279: Visis articulis promotoris . . . eorumque reorum responsionibus, sacramentis, allegationibus
et recognitionibus coram duobus feudalibus prepotentis comitis Sancti Pauli . . . declaramus inter prefatos [JC]
et [ML] propter eorum affidationes in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie de [Rebecq-Rognon (Roosbeek) (Brabant
wallon)], uno banno postmodum subsecuto, iuxta ritum Sante Matris Ecclesie infra XLta dies apti temporis ad
matrimonium contrahendum et ipsius solempnizationem, oppositione vani [?read vana] metus per dictam ream
allegati et non probati non obstante, que merito in constantem mulierem cadere non debuit, procedendum esse,
etc. . . . Prefatos tamen reos qui sese mutuo citra consensum matris et suorum amicorum prefate [ML] corree
abducere presumpserunt et predictum [JC] qui se prefatam corream usque ipius deflorationem cognoscere
confessus est, stuprum perpetrando . . . ad leges et emendas . . . condempnamus, etc.

977. Ch 9, n. 280: The count of St Pol at this time would have been Louis de Luxembourg, who was, indeed,
a powerful man. See references gathered in Vaughan, Philip the Good, 449.

978. Ch 9, n. 282: In Keus c Stoerbout et Keermans (7.ix.42), no. 320, Hannel c Lièvre et Ossent (6.vii.45),
no. 731, and Tourtielle c Hainon et Cauliere (1.vii.45), no. 730, the actrix is fined for frivolous opposition; in
Steenberghe c Ruvere et Brunne (12.vii.45), no. 740, and (19.ii.46), no. 884, frivolous opposition is mentioned
in the sentence but not picked up in the leges. In Keus, the actrix (but not the reus) is fined for having “stood
in concubinage” for half a year with the reus and for failure to publicize. In Hannel, both the actrix and
the reus are fined for having intercourse with each other over the course of six years. In Keus, costs are not
mentioned; in Hannel they are charged to the actrix. In Tourtielle, the reus is condemned to endow the actrix
for deflowering (an act for which both he and she are fined), and costs are compensated.

979. Ch 9, n. 283: The grammar of this sentence is a bit confused, but it seems to mean what the text says:
[R]eam eandem pro eo quod, lite coram nobis inter ipsam tunc actricem et [JR] in causa deflorationis reum
pendente indecisa, adeo incaute se gessit in respectu ad eundem [JR] quem constat, lite huiusmodi pendente, in
castro d’Ath fuisse – quasi ipsam violenter rapuisset – captum ibidemque in summa sex florenorum dictorum
riders unacum certis expensis extitisse dampnificatum quod notari meruit eadem rea ac diffamari ipsum [JR]
in nostre iurisdictionis ecclesiastice ac litispendentie predicte preiudicium capi – sic ut premittitur –, occasione
pretense violentie, dampnificari procurasse, nobis ipsam ream in emendis . . . condempnamus, etc. This case
is the only one of the four in which the actrix is fined for the full range of things that she claimed, nonrenewal
of clandestine promises, failure to solemnize, and consummating clandestine promises, although this is also
the only case in which frivolous opposition, though mentioned in the sentence, is not mentioned in the leges.

980. Ch 9, n. 286: This case may not have had a promoting party. I classified it as such because of an ambiguous
phrase, “promises of marriage imposed by the same promotor with the correa” (dictum [MR] correum a
conventionibus matrimonialibus, per eundem promotorem cum dicta correa impositis, absolventes). If, as
seems more likely, cum dicta correa is to be taken with promotorem, then the rea joined with the promotor in
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alleging promises of marriage with the second reus. It is possible, however, that the phrase is to be taken with
conventionibus. If that is the case, then this case is straight ex officio.

981. Ch 9, n. 287: quia nobis constitit et constat [CR] et [PT] reos tribus annis vel circiter nunc effluxis,
primo et postmodum pluries invicem actu fornicario, etiam usque ad duarum prolium suscitationem inclusive,
rem carnalem habuisse, de conventionibus etiam matrimonialibus clandestinis post hoc animo et intentione
predictarum prolium legitimandarum inter se habitis et contractis renovandis earumve vigore ulterius infra
tempora debita ad matrimonium contractum et solempnisationem procedendo minime curasse, rursus [CP]
predictum – de facto cum de iure, premissis attentis non posset – sponsalia in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie,
uno desuper banno proclamato, cum [MB] superius nominata, premissorum tunc inscia, secundario contraxisse
eademque [MB] eo modo decipere voluisse et attemptasse et ita per premissa [CR] et [PT] predictos deliquisse
graviter et excessisse, etc. This case is also ambiguous as to whether there was a promoting party. The “oaths,
replies, assertions, and confessions” of the second woman, who was not made a party by the promotor, were
said to have been heard by the official ex officio.

982. Ch 9, n. 288: Nicolaı̈’s sentences in this type of case, as we have come to expect, impose a full range
of amends on the delinquents. In this case, the reus is to make amends for not proceeding to solemnize his
marriage after three banns, for entering into secondary promises that he did not renew publicly nor proceed
to solemnize, for having recourse to presumptive marriage, and for deflowering the second rea and having
intercourse with her many times. The second rea is to amend for having entered into secondary promises
de facto while she was aware of the first ones, and for having allowed herself to be deflowered and known
many times. The reus and second rea are ordered to pay the promotor’s costs. The reus is also ordered to pay
damages (expense legitime et interesse) to the first rea for deceit. She, in turn, is given license and is absolved
of all articles of the promotor.

983. Ch 9, n. 293: prout rei deposcit arduitas.

984. Ch 9, n. 294: [H]iisque non contenta Maria predicta postmodum cum Johanne de Backere, altero reo-
rum, alias conventiones matrimoniales, tribus desuper bannis proclamatis, in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie
parochialis de Humbeke Cameracensis [Humbeek (Vlaams-Brabant)] diocesis inire et – quod longe gravius
est! – quia, certa oppositione contra pretensum huiusmodi futurum matrimonium propter consanguinitatem
inter prefatos Florentium et Johannem correos in quarto gradu [?rectius intra quartum gradum] et ex conse-
quenti affinitate in simili gradu inter ipsos Johannem et Mariam per Florentium prememoratum defloratam et
sepius – ut ipsi ambo fatentur – cognitam subsistentem, eidem Marie ree tunc sufficienter et nobis in presenti
processu clare patefactam creata obsistente, curatus predicti loci de Humbeke eosdem de facto contrahere
volentes ad matrimonii contractum et solempnisationem admittere recusavit, ipsa Maria tamquam ignorantie
affectatrix se ad parrochiam et diocesim alienas, villam videlicet de Hulst Traiectensis diocesis – ubi de pre-
missis noticia verisimilter haberi non poterat – cum eodem Johanne correo se transferre ibidemque, citra
quarumcumque a diocesano aut curato suis litterarum impetrationem ac obtentum, ad matrimonii contrac-
tum et solempnisationem in facie ecclesie loci predicti utcumque convolare et demum pretensum huiusmodi
matrimonium carnali cohabitatione et incestuosa commixtione pro sue libito voluntatis ausu temerario con-
summare presumpsit, Johannem vero de Backere predictum ex eo quod ipse, non ignorans – ut fatetur –
preallegatas per Mariam corream cum predicto clandestinas conventiones carnali copula subsecuta proces-
sisse [rectius precessisse], conventiones alias cum eadem Maria inire et consequenter sciens consangunitatem
et affinitatem pretactas, – quibus obstantibus, ad suum in loco proprio pervenire non poterat intentum, –
ipsam Mariam ad prenominatam villam de Hulst ducere inibique contrahere, solempnisare et per omnia – ut
superius de eadem Maria dictum est – matrimonium pretensum consummare non erubuit, incestarum ac alias
prohibitarum nuptiarum et commixtionum conformiter ad eandem Mariam affectatatorem et perpetratorem se
demonstrando, etc.

985. Ch 9, n. 299: ut autem in materia federis, de cuius dissolutione per promotorem predictum tractatur,
rite et cum ea maturitate– quam materia expostulat – procedere valeamus, super carnalis copula, per et
inter prefatos Florentium et Mariam allegata et confessata, testes ac alia – si que sint – ampliora documenta
producenda necnon et Elizabeth [a] Joes cum qua prefatus Florentinus utcumque sponsalia et matrimonium
dicitur contraxisse tamquam in hac parte interesse habentem coram nobis in ius vocandam esse ac produci et
evocari debere decernimus et declaramus in hiis scriptis.
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986. Ch 9, n. 300: It is for this reason that we questioned whether the text should read in quarto gradu
and not intra quartum gradum. It is not only that the latter is what sentences frequently say (see T&C no.
1260) but also that it is hard to imagine how a process that only seems to have had one set of depositions
could patefacere a relationship of third cousins, and how Marie could have been said to have the relationship
sufficienter patefacta to her at the time of her marriage to Jean.

987. Ch 9, n. 301: This possibility would also explain why the first sentence condemns Jean as incestarum ac
alias prohibitarum nuptiarum et commixtionum conformiter ad eandem Mariam affectatatorem et perpetra-
torem (emphasis supplied).

988. Ch 9, n. 304: altera die renovationem huiusmodi immediate sequente insimul recedere [add a predic-
tis conventionibus] ac alias de facto conventiones matrimoniales carnali copula et precedente et subsecuta,
invicem habere non erubuerunt, secundarias conventiones antedictas – quatenus in eis fuit – in vero matri-
monio presumpto – quale et ipsum fuisse ac esse decernimus – formando, gravissime delinquendo hincinde et
excedendo, etc.

989. Ch 9, n. 307: The leges tell us that Pasque is to make amends for failure to proceed to solemnization. Jean
and Catherine are to make amends for failure to renew, for failure to solemnize, and for consummating their
clandestine sponsalia. Jean is to make amends for something that makes no sense in the text, but which was
probably intended to be for contracting publicly with Pasque, notwithstanding his presumptive clandestine
marriage with Catherine.

990. Ch 9, n. 308: I have no explanation for how Jean Oerens became Jean Coppins, but it is clearly the same
case because the sentence refers to a previous judgment in anno xxxviii, and the name of the rea is the same.

991. Ch 9, n. 309: citra matrimonii predicti solempnisationem, in modum reprobati conbubinatus eisdem
domo, mensa et lecto cohabitasse, sententiam prememoratam autoritatemque huius curie temerarie contemp-
nendo, etc.

992. Ch 9, n. 311: Officie c Hellenputten, Vleeeshuere en Kerkofs (10.vii.51), no. 290; Officie c Fore, Perremans
en Gruenenwatere (3.vii.59), no. 1490 (the rea in this case is ordered to pay the costs both of the promotor
and of Jan, suggesting that the latter was pursuing the matter).

993. Ch 9, n. 312: This latter finding probably indicates that the official thought that there was something to
the allegations, even though they could not be proven. In addition to these two (in which costs of the parties
are not mentioned), there are seven cases in which the parties’ costs are compensated (including one instance
case in which the rea has to pay half of all the costs) and two in which the reus is to pay both the rea’s costs and
those of the promotor; in five cases, however, the rea has to pay the reus’s costs (including three [one doubtful]
in which she also has to pay the promotor’s and one in which she has to pay both costs and damages). In the
first group, we also have some indication that the official thought that the rea had a plausible claim, despite
the fact that he ultimately found it to be “frivolous.” In one instance case and one office/instance case, the ex
officio oath is deferred to the reus (and in two cases of deflowering it is deferred to the rea, presumably on
question of deflowering). One case mentions the mutual propositions, petitions, and conclusions of the parties
and one a referral from the pastor before whom the espousals were solemnized, in addition to the usual sworn
responses. This suggests that there was a bit more process in these cases, but that fact is not reflected in the
sentences. In four cases witnesses were introduced, twice by the promotor and the rea, twice by the rea alone.
This does seem to have an effect on the sentence. All these cases involved deflowering. In two of them, the
reus is ordered to pay the costs of the promotor and of the rea; in one case the oath is deferred to the reus
and costs are compensated between the parties; in the fourth, costs between the parties are not mentioned but
further proceedings are to be had on the rea’s action for deflowering:

Molenbeke c Hochstrate (18.i.49), no. 20 (deflowering, oath deferred to reus; rea to pay half of the costs);
Blomaerts c Loenhout (5.ix.49), no. 90; Officie c Cosin en Dalem (5.vii.49), no. 70 (deflowering; rea to pay
reus’s costs); Officie c Daens en Pesters (14.viii.50), no. 180 (rea to pay reus’s costs); Officie c Huysmans
en Steenken (14.xi.50), no. 220 (deflowering; rea to amend for nonrenewal and non-proceeding); Officie c
Flamingi en Spapen (3.viii.51), no. 300 (deflowering); Officie c Jacops en Heyen (25.viii.52), no. 400 (rea
to amend for nonrenewal and non-proceeding); Officie c Docx en Beken (28.xi.52), no. 420 (deflowering;
mutual proposition, petitions and conclusions); Officie c Keyen en Rijckaerts (16.i.53), no. 440 (deflowering);
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Officie c Oest en Vridaechs (20.iv.53), no. 480 (costs between the parties compensated); Officie c Addiers,
Ockezeele en Spalsters (9.xi.53), no. 540 (rea pays both promotor’s and reus’s costs); Officie c Geerts en
Steemans (7.vi.54), no. 630 (deflowering; costs of parties compensated); Officie c Lambrechs, Masen en
Bocx (7.v.55), no. 790 (deflowering; costs of parties compensated); Officie c Bot, Buysschere en Gheersone
(7.viii.55), no. 828, and (4.vi.56), no. 970 (deflowering; second rea produces witnesses; oath on deflowering
deferred to her; reus pays all costs); Officie c Coeman en Perremans (11.x.55), no. 852 (costs between the parties
compensated); Officie c Mey en Ruyters (26.i.57), no. 1100 (referral of pastor of Denderwindeke); Officie c
Wolf en Robbens (12.vii.57), no. 1180 (deflowering reserved); Officie c Pottere, Feyters en Muysaerts (1.x.57),
no. 1220 (deflowering reserved; witnesses produced by promotor and first rea; reus to pay all costs); Officie
c Bossche en Scheelkens (5.ix.58), no. 1350 (deflowering; oath thereon deferred to rea; costs between parties
compensated); Officie c Cleren en Piermont (17.x.58), no. 1370 (rea to pay promotor’s costs and both costs
and damages to reus and his fiancée); Officie c Busghien, Clocquet en Stochem (28.iv.59), no. 1460; Officie c
Nuwenhove en Herpijns (25.viii.59), no. 1520 (deflowering; witnesses produced by promotor and rea; oath
deferred to reus; costs compensated); Officie c Stael, Cloote en Woerans (23.xi.59), no. 1577 (deflowering
reserved, denied by reus; witnesses produced by first rea); Officie c Smet en Beeckmans (27.xi.59), no. 1583
(rea to pay costs of promotor and reus).

994. Ch 9, n. 313: There are factual variations in these cases that are worth noting. In Officie c Meyman,
Eechoute en Haucx (24.i.53), no. 451, on the basis of the oaths, responses, and confessions of the parties and
their mutual propositions, allegations, and confessions, Platea orders the presumptive marriage of the reus
with the first rea solemnized. The reus and second rea are to make amends for illicit intercourse, including
deflowering and the procreation of a child. The second rea is to make amends for nonrenewal and not
proceeding with her alleged promises and frivolously opposing the marriage of the first rea and the reus (dictam
[CH] pro eo quod . . . matrimonio quod dictus reus cum prefata [HE] sua sponsa contrahere intendebat frivole
se opposuit . . . condempnamus). The first rea and the reus are to make amends for entering into clandestine
promises and for consummating them, whereby the first rea was deflowered. They thereby converted the
promises into a presumptive marriage and incurred excommunication by doing so. The reus is then ordered
to endow the first rea.

Since there were no witnesses and both the alleged and the sustained promises were clandestine, it looks
as if the man was allowed to choose between the two women simply by denying that he contracted with
one of them and confessing that he contracted with the other. One would have thought that at the least he
should have been made to take the ex officio oath. Perhaps he was, though frequently that fact is specifically
mentioned. It is possible, however, that the confessions of the parties solved the case. That would have been
true if the promises alleged by the first rea had occurred after the presumptive marriage had been formed by
the reus and the second rea, or if the first rea was not able to allege that she had had intercourse with the
reus after they had contracted. That would mean, of course, that the reus was pursuing his relationship with
both women simultaneously or virtually simultaneously, but that does not seem at all unlikely in the world
that these records reveal. Some support for this interpretation may be found in the fact that the first rea is to
make amends not for having frivolously alleged the promises but, rather, for having frivolously opposed the
marriage of the reus and the second rea.

In Officie c Bloke, Jans en Braken (12.iv.54), no. 602, the espousals that were turned into a presumptive mar-
riage were public. The opponent, Elisabeth vander Braken, however, was able to produce witnesses, and they
said enough that Platea required the reus, Antoon vanden Bloke, to take the ex officio oath. Platea ultimately
finds that the promises were “not lawfully proven and hence we consider them inapt and invalid” (oppositione
conventionum matrimonialium per predictam [EB] opponentem contra [AB] allegatarum et minuslegtime pro-
batarum non obstante, quas propterea ineptas et minusvalidas reputamus, iuramento veritatis super eisdem
dicto [AB] prius debite et iudicialiter in se suscepto, predictis promotori et [EB] super huiusmodi convention-
ibus silentium perpetuum imponentes, etc.). While he imposes perpetual silence on the second rea and the
promotor, costs are compensated, and she is not to make amends for her opposition but for “simple forni-
cation.” The couple who consummated their public spousals, on the other hand, are expressly said to have
incurred excommunication. This may be a case in which the reus and first rea deliberately raised the stakes by
consummating their espousals because they knew the second rea had a case.

Officie c Meynsschaert, Roeincx en Doert (13.ix.55), no. 840, is similar to the first in that both the alleged
and the sustained promises were clandestine, there is no proof of them other than the statements of the
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parties, and the opponent is not to make amends for frivolously alleging the promises with the reus but for
frivolously opposing his marriage. Once more it seems possible, perhaps even likely, that the sentence is based
on the admitted timing of the events, rather than on a conflict about whether either set of promises had
occurred. This is suggested by the strong language with which Platea condemns the couple whose presumptive
marriage is to be solemnized. ([P]redictosque [JM] et [ID] qui propria eorum temeritate sponte abierunt,
clandestinasque conventiones matrimoniales contraxerunt ac sese carnaliter commiscuerunt usque ad predicte
[ID] et ipsius [ER] deflorationem, stuprum cum eisdem perpetrando, excommunicationem incurrendo . . . ad
leges et emendas . . . condempnamus, etc. The phrase does not quite parse ([ID] did not deflower [ER], and only
[JM] committed stuprum with two women), but the meaning is clear enough. Although it is clear that [ER] was
also deflowered (that fact is also mentioned later), she is not awarded a dowry, perhaps because she had already
received it.)

In Officie c Clerc, Meets en Augustini (28.iv.58), no. 1301, the timing of at least some of the events is clear.
The reus went off and deflowered the second rea after he had publicly contracted with the first; hence, he is
to make amends for having “exceeded the law of his espousals.” That wording suggests that at the time, he
had not yet consummated his espousals. Once more the opponent is to make amends for having opposed the
marriage of the reus and her correa frivolously, suggesting that there may be something to her charge that the
reus contracted with her. Once more it is unclear whether these promises came after the presumptive marriage
had been formed or whether there was no proof that intercourse followed them, but since the case was decided
on the basis of on the statements of the parties alone, it is likely that the order of the confessed events made
the result obvious. ([A]ntedictum [JC] qui sua affidatione predicta non obstante rem carnalem cum prefata
opponente habuit in legem suorum sponsaliorum temere excedendo et graviter delinquendo necnon dictam
opponentem que se matrimonio inter sepedictos [JC] et [GT] contrahendo frivole opposuit . . . ad leges et
emendas . . . condempnamus, etc.)

995. Ch 9, n. 314: declaramus inter [JB] et [MT] . . . ad matrimonii solempnizationem procedendum esse,
excogitatis et fictis conventionibus quas se dicta [MT] iactavit nulliter cum prefato [JK] habuisse non obstan-
tibus a quibus eundem [JK] absolvimus super ipsis dicto promotori silencium imponendo dictosque [JB] et [MT]
qui ante eorum matrimonii solempnisationem carnaliter sese cognoverunt usque ipsius [MT] deflorationem,
que se etiam contra suorum parentum et amicorum voluntatem a prefato [JB] sponte abduci permisit, stuprum
perpetrando, excommuncationem incurrendo, et dictam [MT] que contra suam fidem quantum in ea fuit ficte
et perperam venit . . . ad leges et emendas . . . condempnamus, etc. Nulliter is in an odd position, but the
subsequent list of amends makes clear that it is to be taken with iactavit.

996. Ch 9, n. 315: declaramus inter prefatos [JH] et [KA] propter eorum conventiones matrimoniales clandes-
tine habitas et initas, carnali copula subsecuta, que matrimonium faciunt presumptum ad huiusmodi matri-
monii presumpti solempnizationem . . . quibusdam conventionibus matrimonialibus per dictum [JF] quas cum
prefata [KA] se habuisse quasque frivolas, minime probatas et ineptas reputamus non obstantibus, proceden-
dum esse et procedi debere. Sepedictos correos, qui clandestine contrahere presumpserunt, ac prefatos [JH]
et [KA], qui sese carnaliter usque ipsius deflorationem cognoverunt, stuprum perpetrando . . . ad leges et
emendas . . . condempnamus, etc. See no. 1033, n. b, for the reading [JH] in the last position.

997. Ch 9, n. 316: Officie c Temmerman en Coninx (28.iii.50), no. 150 (witnesses produced by promotor and
KT); Officie c Meynsscaert, Zeghers en Rode (26.x.54), no. 710 (EM and GR amend for prior clandestine
promises); Officie c Willem de Scrivere, Katherina vanden Abele en Anna vander Sporct (11.vii.55), no. 820
(witnesses produced by AS; WS and AS to pay KA’s damages and costs); Officie c Jan Biestman, Katherina
Stroysincken en Machteld Scutters (29.v.59), no. 1472 (witnesses [unclear who produced]; JB and KS to pay
MS’s damages and costs); Officie c Waghels, Campe en Scoemans (8.vi.59), no. 1480 (AW and MS to pay
MC’s costs).

Platea has a standardized form for his four sentences. In all cases, the public espousals are dissolved “on
account of the stronger bond” (propter fortius vinculum) of the presumptive marriage, and the second rea is
expressly given license. Rodolphi’s one sentence has neither feature, but he does dissolve the public espousals,
and there can be little doubt that the result is the same.

That three of the second ree in Platea’s sentences are awarded at least their costs, while the fourth is not, is
probably to be explained by the fact that the exceptional rea is also the one who contracted clandestinely with
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the man before their espousals were made public. Officie c Meynsscaert, Zeghers en Rode. At a minimum,
her method of proceeding put herself in a position where she could be deceived by the man’s duplicity, and
Platea may have suspected that she knew something about his past. I have no explanation for why two of the
women who are awarded costs are also awarded damages, and one is not.

998. Ch 9, n. 317: [WS] qui priori sua fide non obstante dicte [KA] scienter ?affidare permisit, binaque sponsalia
quantum in eo fuit contrahendo et contra fidem suam prius prestitam temere veniendo. This, of course, does
not parse as it stands; we would expect se affidari permisit. It will parse if we emend permisit to presumpsit
(barely; we still should have a se), but the slip may be telling.

999. [This number was not used.]

1000. Ch 9, n. 318: We cannot, however, exclude two other possibilities: (1) that the woman did have witnesses
and the man knew it, so that there was no point in denying her charges, or (2) that the man was ashamed
when the woman confronted him in court and so confessed.

1001. Ch 9, n. 319: carnali copula sepius usque ipsius [MS] deflorationem subsecuta . . . [AW] et [MS] qui
sese carnaliter extra legem matrimonii cognoverunt et clamdestine contrahere excommunicationem inurrendo
et incestum [read stuprum] perpetrando, etc.

1002. Ch 9, n. 320: The presumptive marriage is ordered solemnized; the secondary promises are dissolved,
in all but one, propter fortius vinculum; in all but one, the second man is given license; in three cases, the
couple who are to solemnize are to make amends for their clandestine promises and in two for the intercourse,
and the woman is to make amends for the secondary promises. In three of the four cases, witnesses are
introduced. In three of four, the second reus gets at least a share of the costs, and in two he gets both costs and
damages. Villa c Boussout, Officie c Villa en Bossout (20.iii.53 to 22.iv.58), nos. 470, 503, 679, 1034, 1299
(promotor appears only in next-to-last entry; costs compensated; no amends for intercourse; no mention of
fortius vinculum; no license); Officie c Hermans, Brixis en Logaert (7.ix.53), no. 520 (no costs; amends for
mutual abduction and stuprum); Officie c Swalmen, Wittebroots en Meyere (16.vii.54), no. 650 (no amends
for the clandestine covenants); Officie c Peerman, Hoevinghen en Cesaris (7.xi.59), no. 1564 (no amends for
intercourse).

1003. Ch 9, n. 324: [CS] et [MW] qui propria eorum temeritate, lite super suis conventionibus coram nobis
indecise pendente non obstante, mutuo abierunt, sese carnaliter commiscentes et excommunicationis senten-
tiam incurrentes, etc.

1004. Ch 9, n. 327: [LH] et [AK] correos propter conventiones clandestinas per verba de futuro non obstante
impedimento consanguinitatis quarti gradus inter eosdem existente mutuo de facto contractas et quia de
huiusmodi conventionibus ulterius ad matrimonii solempnizationem aut alias iuridice [sic] diligentiam facere
non curarunt, [AK] quoque et [JV] pro eo quod ipse [JV] ipsam [AK] abducere preter consensum parentum,
amicorum eiusdem, eam carnaliter cognoscendo, usque ad eiusdem deflorationem presumpsit ipsamque ab
eodem abduci et deflorari ut premittitur permisit et quia post affidationem inter eosdem correos subsecutam
sese carnaliter saltem unica vice commiscere presumpserunt . . . ad leges et emendas . . . condempnamus, etc.
The first reus is given license but not his costs, presumably because he had entered into invalid clandestine
promises.

1005. Ch 9, n. 328: [AS] pro eo quod . . . se abduci, deflorari et postmodum iteratis vicibus carnaliter cognosci
permittendo non erubuit conventiones huiusmodi secundarias in vim presumpti matrimonii transformando
inique, etc. The priores conventiones for which EG is to make amends should almost certainly be secun-
darias conventiones, suggesting that he was aware of those with JG. JG, though he is to make amends for
the clandestine promises and failure to proceed with them, is given license and awarded his costs and dam-
ages to be paid the couple who are to solemnize, but he has to share in paying the promotor’s costs. The
couple are to pay costs of the promotor and the damages and costs of the first reus, who is expressly given
license.
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1006. Ch 9, n. 330: [CM] et [JC], correos, quia in preiudicium dicte affidationis, non requisitis ymmo insciis
dicte ree parentibus et citra consensum eorum, pariter abierunt et clandestine contraxerunt atque sese pluries
et iteratis vicibus etiam usque ipsius ree deflorationem carnaliter commiscentes, simul eisdem domo, mensa
et lecto stantes et cohabitantes, contra statuta synodalia et canonicas sanctiones temere veniendo prefatoque
[HP], sponso et correo, preiudicando et honori suo permaxime derogando . . . ad leges et emendas . . .
condempnamus, etc.

1007. Ch 9, n. 332: [HG] et [MB] quia in vilipendium predictorum sponsaliorum et huiusmodi litispendentie
preiudicium sese ante predicti matrimonii solempnizationem carnaliter commiscuerunt et infra tempora debita
non processerunt, stuprum dampnabiliter perpetrando et excommunicationem incurrendo . . . ad leges et
emendas . . . condempnamus, etc. It is possible that predictorum sponsaliorum refers to the second espousals,
although it is hard to see how the couple infra tempora debita non processerunt, when those espousals were
the subject of litigation after the first banns had been proclaimed. On balance, it seems better to take both
phrases as referring to the first espousals. The first reus is awarded costs and damages and is expressly given
license, but he has to share in the costs of the promotor and make amends for his clandestine promises.

1008. Ch 9, n. 334: declaramus inter prefatos [WG] et [MP] propter eorum affidationes in manu presbiteri et
facie ecclesie de [Lettelingen (Hainaut)], carnali copula subsecuta, factas et initas matrimonium clamdestinum
censendum atque ad eiusdem matrimonii solempnizationem . . . procedendum fore, etc. . . . conventionibus
matrimonialibus inter [JF] et [MP] predictos clamdestine initis non obstantibus, quibus per predictas conven-
tiones in facie ecclesie contractas in foro contentioso sit publice derogatum. The rea alone is to pay the costs
of the promotor and the first reus, apparently because it was found that WG was unaware of the previous
espousals. Neither license to nor damages of the first reus is mentioned.

1009. Ch 9, n. 336: sponsalibus prioribus clamdestinis initis, habitis et confessatis inter [EL] et [ZE] predictos
non obstantibus, quibus per predictam affidationem publice factam extitit derogatum a quibus etiam antedictos
[EL] et [ZE] absolvimus, promotori nostro predicto silentium desuper perpetuum imponentes, etc.

1010. Ch 9, n. 337: denuntiatione [KT] super conventionibus matrimonialibus clamdestine inter [LG] et [EM]
predictos contractis, per eosdem confessatis, que vim sponsaliorum habere videntur, non obstante, quas et que
propter huiusmodi publicam affidationem tamquam lucidius vinculum inter antedictos [JR] et [LG] subsequens
et dictis conventionibus seu sponsalibus derogans de expresso consensu [LG] et [EM] predictorum dissolvimus,
cassamus et annullamus, etc.

1011. Ch 9, n. 338: declaramus inter prefatos [JV] et [AC] propter eorum conventiones matrimoniales, carnali
copula subsecuta, clamdestine intias et per testes legitime probatas, matrimonium verum, licet presumptum,
fore censendum et reputandum . . . conventionibus matrimonialibus prioribus inter prefatos [JV] et [ES] etiam
clandestine initis et confessatis non obstantibus, quibus forsan non de iure poli sed fori per predictas ultimas
conventiones extitit tamquam fortiores derogatum ac propterea sepedictum [JV] ab huiusmodi talibus qualibus
conventionibus, quas cum sepedicta [ES] habuit et contraxit, absolvendum fore et absolvimus, eidem desuper
perpetuum silentium imponentes.

1012. Ch 9, n. 342: That he did not before the register ends is indicated by the fact that two quite ordinary
cases of opposition to public espousals on the basis of clandestine ones were heard during and just after the
period in which these cases were being decided, but those are the cases which impose the most serious penalties
on the opponent for frivolous opposition. Officie c Favele, Oys en Scroten; Officie c Cluyse en Heyden (both
at n. 187, T&C no. 916).

1013. Ch 9, n. 343: Platea’s sentences tend to get more cryptic as the register goes on, and he never, at least in
the sample, indulged in the high rhetoric that we find in some of Nicolaı̈’s sentences. By the time he rendered
this sentence, he had been on the job for six years, and, we might say, he had “seen it all.”

1014. Ch 9, n. 347: Visis articulis et actitatis cause matrimonialis mote et pendentis coram nobis, . . . declaramus
inter eosdem [WC] et [BT] fuisse et esse sponsalia per verba de futuro apta et habilia contracta in manu
presbiteri curati de [Gaasbeek (Vlaams-Brabant)], presentibus quampluribus et presertim parentibus [WC] et
[BT] predictorum ac in et ad huiusmodi sponsalia consentientibus, dictumque [WC] actorem pro et ex eo
quod prefatam [BT] renitentem a manibus suorum parentum eripere eamque pluribus associatis per loca devia
abducere et post aliquot dies carnaliter cognoscere ipsam stuprando temerarie presumpsit atque per plures
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dies et ebdomadas in diversis locis successive secum tenuit, iteratisqe vicibus carnaliter cognovit, ad leges et
emendas, tantis excessibus correspondentes, earum taxatione iudicio nostro reservata, condempnamus in hiis
scriptis. It is unfortunate that Rodolphi does not recite the process by which he reached his conclusions, but
the interlocutory sentence of 19 March tells us that Walter submitted articles and positions that were admitted.
The fact that there is no equivalent entry for Barbara suggests, though it certainly does not prove, that the
story of the abduction was confessed to by the parties in open court.

1015. Ch 9, n. 348: eundem [AP] et dictam [BT] correos, pro eo quod post sponsalia inter eandem [BT] et
[WC] alias per sententiam nostram declarata in preiudicium huiusmodi sententie et dicti [WC] conventiones
matrimoniales clandestinas per verba de presenti inire ac sese postmodum iteratis vicibus carnaliter commis-
cere presumpserunt, huiusmodi conventiones in vim presumpti matrimonii transformando ac prefatum [WC]
decipiendo, ad leges et emendas condignas . . . condempnamus, decernentes et pronunciantes inter dictos [AP]
et [BT] correos fuisse ac esse, censerique et reputari debere matrimonium presumptum, quo tamquam forciori
vinculo superveniente attento, sponsalia supratacta sic ut prefertur inter prefatos [WC] et [BT] contracta dis-
solvimus, cassamus et annullamus . . . ipsos nichilominus [AP] et [BT] correos eidem [WC] ad expensas et
interesse, unacum expensis dicti promotoris . . . condempnantes, etc.

1016. Ch 9, n. 349: Expensas factas per quondam [WC] in causa matrimoniali agitata coram predecessore
nostro inter eundem [WC] actorem ex una et [BT] ac [AP] reos partibus ex altera ad quarum solutionem
unacum interesse ipsius quondam [WC] dicti rei per prefatum predecessorem nostrum existunt sententialiter
condempnati, debita moderatione previa, ad summam triginta duorum florenorum auri dictorum Rijders seu
eorum valorem, inclusa medietate legum per dictum quondam [WC] pro se et eadem [BT] ad opus reverendi
in Christo patris et domini nostri Cameracensis solutarum, taxamus, viagia pro parte dicti quondam [WC]
petita in alia pia opera, attenta morte eiusdem quondam [WC], commutantes, videlicet quod pro eius anime
salute dicti [BT] et [AP] coniuges ponent in manibus nostris infra hinc et instans festum Purificationis Beate
Virginis Marie septem florenos consimiles, per nos distribuendos in presentia duorum communium amicorum
dictarum partium alicui seu aliquibus presbiteris, anniversaria celebrari volentibus, quodque etiam fiat generalis
distributio in villa de Lenniaco sancti Martini panum alborum trium modiorum pauperibus inibi confluentibus
per provisores mense Sancti Spiritus dicti loci distribuendorum.

1017. Ch 9, n. 350: That this is so is also indicated by the fact that the sentence in the civil case does not include
the tag phrase sententialiter diffiendo in hiis scriptis, a phrase that is found in virtually all the sentences except
the interlocutory ones, and by the fact that that sentence does not contain the expected order to solemnize the
sponsalia de futuro. The tag phrase does occur in the second sentence (but not in the third).

1018. Ch 9, n. 352: There is one civil case that apparently began as a divorce case (the grounds are not stated),
but by the sentence stage, it had turned into a case of separation on the ground of adultery. Watière c Lonc
(6.x.42), no. 351.

1019. Ch 9, n. 353: It is not clear that the promotor was even trying to dissolve the marriage in this case
because he does not join the husband as a party.

1020. Ch 9, n. 357: Officie c Gheerts en Bertels (14.v.51), no. 270 (Ch 10, at nn. 131, 200); Perre c Meys
(10.i.55 to 7.ii.55), nos. 740, 745, 748, 762 (Ch 10, at n. 136).

1021. Ch 9, n. 359: I am virtually certain that this is a jactitation action brought by Renaud and not, as the
editors have it, a spousals action brought by Hannette.

1022. Ch 9, n. 360: It will be noted that the court rendered this sentence on Christmas eve. My translation
of the French defamatory words is not literal and ignores the possible sexual connotations of portée: Il n’en
esragera mie car il ne sera mie de la premiere portée. The other case in which we have seen the defendant
being required to undertake an expiatory pilgrimage is one of unchastity by a priest (above, at n. 31). There
also seems to be a reference to one (or more) pilgrimages in an award of costs in the four-party spousals case.
Officie c Pauwels, Simoens en Trullaert (at n. 349).

1023. Ch 9, n. 364: Once more this is not what the French says literally: Demisielle, taisiez vous ent car j’ay
donné mon ame au dyable en cas que me [?read ma] fille l’ait a mariage. Alternatively, emend j’ay to the
conditional and translate: “I would give my soul to the devil if my daughter should marry him.”
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1024. Ch 9, n. 365: loquendo irreveranter, inhoneste multum et irreligiose ac aliter quam deceat verum
orthodoxe fidei zelatorem respondisse.

1025. Ch 9, n. 367: The church officer who forged the letters is custos. This would probably be a churchwarden
in England, but the editors’ translation of sacristain is also possible.

1026. Ch 9, n. 371: In causa que coram nobis vertitur et pendet indecisa inter [EE] actricem ex una et [EG]
reum partibus ex altera, visis certorum testium receptorum, iuratorum, examinatorum et pro parte dicte actri-
cis productorum despositionibus . . . declaramus prefatum [EG] reum predicte actrici propter sue virginitatis
deflorationem ad cuius emendam ipse reus alias extitit per nos condempnatus, ad unum de duobus, aut ut
eidem actrici XVI clinckardos monete Brabantie semel infra hinc et [15.viii.58] solvat, aut duos clinckardos
eiusdem monete, quamdiu ipsa actrix in humanis vixerit, per eam recipiendos et levandos, singulis annis in
festo sancti Johannis Baptiste [24.vi] anni quinquagesimi noni [the addition of the year suggests that the pre-
vious preposition should be a rather than in, or that we should amend to ab anno quinquagesimo nono] ad et
supra sufficiens contrapignus eidem actrici infra mensem post huiusmodi electionem quam reus predictus infra
tres hebdomadas a die sententie nostre nunc late computandas requisitus facere tenebitur, assignet, fuisse et
esse obligatum, quem et nos ad premissa facienda, unacum expensis per dictam actricem factis, . . . condemp-
namus, etc. (The fact that the sentence says alias extitit condempnatus suggests that there is an interlocutory
sentence that is missing, because the previous recorded sentence deferred any ruling on the topic to future
proceedings.)

1027. Ch 9, n. 374: Clinckardus in the Latin is the modern Dutch klinkaard, a dialectical variant of klinker,
meaning the typical Flemish or Dutch yellow brick. As a coin name it is found applied to the double royal
or florin, a gold coin issued by Philip IV of France, known in French as chaise. Spufford, Money, 408. It
is unlikely that this is the coin meant, particularly since we are speaking of “money of Brabant.” What is
probably being referred to is the philippus or cavalier or rider of the Burgundian Netherlands, or, perhaps
less likely, the lion or leeuw of the same. Id., at 409. These were worth 48 groats or 60 groats, respectively,
or between 3s. 6d. and 4s. 6d., English sterling. Spufford, Handbook of Exchange, 221, 205 (exchanging
through Venetian ducats). Another way of approximating the value is to note that in 1434, a skilled carpenter
in Antwerp earned 5 groats a working day. Spufford, Money, 322.

1028. Ch 9, n. 375: declaramus antedictam [YF], intervenientem, partemque se contra prefatam actricem
facientem, sepedicte actrici proper sue virginitatis deflorationem, ad cuius emendam alias prefatus quondam
[MC] extitit contempnatus ad unum de duobus, aut ut eidem actrici quattuordecim clinckardos semel infra
hinc et festum Nativitatis Christi proximum [solvat] aut duos clinkardos singulis annis dicte actrici ad et supra
sufficiens contrapignus infra mensem post huiusmodi electionem, quem [YF] predicta infra duas ebdomadas a
die sententie nostre nunc late computandas, requisita [sic] facere tenetur, assignet per dictam actricem in festo
Nativitatis Johannis Baptiste proxime futuro et quolibet subsequenti quamdiu ipsa actrix in humanis vixerit
recipiendos et levandos fuisse et esse obligatam quam et nos ad premissa facienda unacum expensis per dictam
actricem factis . . . condempnamus, etc.

1029. Ch 9, n. 377: (4.vi.56), no. 970: declaramus prefatum [HB], reum, dicte actrici ratione sue deflorationis,
ad cuius emendam sibi alias extitit condempnatus, ad unum de duobus, videlicet ut eidem actrici octodecim
petros semel, quem pro octodecim stuferis computando, infra hinc et festum Assumptionis Beate Marie Vir-
ginis semper Gloriose proximum solvat, aut duos petros singulis annis predicte actrici, ad et supra sufficiens
contrapignus infra tres ebdomadas post huiusmodi electionem, quam facere infra duodecim dies proximos
teneatur, unum scilicet in festo Natali Domini Nostri Iesu Christi proxime futuro et reliquum in festo sancti
Johannis Baptiste immediate sequenti per sepedictam actricem quamdiu ipsa vixerit in humanis capiendos et
levandos, assignet, fuisse et esse obligatum, quam et nos ad premissa aut alterum eorum facienda, unacum
expensis per dictam actricem factis . . . condempnamus, etc. The facts that Officie c Chehain en Poliet (T&C
no. 1028) describes the installment payments as recipiendos et levandos, that this one speaks of them as capi-
endos et levandos, and that all three sentences use the term assignare suggest that what is contemplated is
some sort of rente or cens.

1030. Ch 9, n. 378: About ten years after the date of this sentence, Philip the Good began to issue a gold
coin known as a “florin of St Andrew,” worth 3s 5d groat, or slightly more than 18 stuiver. Spufford, Money,
409. It is possible that this coin had a predecessor with the image of St Peter on it. Be that as it may, the
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Compotus Tornacenses regularly use ‘peter’ to indicate a unit of 36 groats, which corresponds to what we
have determined in the following text.

1031. Ch 9, n. 379: It is possible that our difficult text is telling us that 18 ‘peters’ are worth 18 stuiver, which
would suggest that petrus is a corruption of patardus. This seems less likely both because it does not account
for the singular quem (perhaps the equivalent of chacun) and because it would give this woman an almost
derisory sum. For the equivalences, see n. 374; for further reference to ‘peters’, see at n. 386. Once more, the
Compotus Tornacenses seem to settle the matter.

1032. Ch 9, n. 380: Raet c Triest (16.v.49 to 31.iii.52), nos. 50, 185, 231, 261, 332, 364 (letters of execution).
No. 332: Visa quadam informatione facta de et super dignitate natalium [ER], actricis, in causa deflorationis
ex una, et facultate atque possibilitate [LT], rei, partibus ex altera, cum circumstanciis ad hec facientibus
et aliis nos et animum nostrum moventibus, Chisti nomine invocato, per hanc nostram sententiam taxando
decernimus et pronunciamus prefatum reum ad tradendum et solvendum dicte actrici pro sua defloratione loco
dotis summam seu valorem viginti florenorum dictorum clinckaerts semel unaque vice, aut duos consimililes
annis singulis quamdiu ipsa actrix vitam duxerit in humanis, si ipse reus maluerit seu optaverit, nec non pro
huiusmodi duobus florenis si duxerit annatim solvendis sufficiens pignus assignandum unacum expensis per
dictam actricem in presenti causa legitime factis, earum taxatione iudicio nostro reservata, fuisse ac esse con-
dempnandum et condempnamus, eidem reo ad optandum terminum duodecim dierum proximorum statuentes
et prefigentes. The reus was resisting this judgment mightily. He excepted to the actrix’s initial petition and
was given fifteen days to prove his exception (no. 50); sixteen months later, she was authorized to take the
oath, despite his objections (no. 185); three months later, he was admitted to prove that he had already settled
with her (no. 231); four months later, when his witnesses had failed to prove the settlement, he was ordered
to endow her (no. 261); it took another eight months to develop the “information” on her dignity and his
circumstances (no. 332, just quoted).

1033. Ch 9, n. 381: Siliginis, classically ‘millet’, but in the Middle Ages ‘rye’; see Niermeyer, s.v. Precision
about modius is impossible. See DuCange, s.v. Various equivalences suggest that we should be thinking in
terms of 40 to 60 Roman pounds, 30 to 55 avoirdupois. Two 50-pound sacks of flour is probably not enough
for bread for a woman for a year, but it could make a substantial dent in her requirements.

1034. Ch 9, n. 382: Vis [a] quadam informatione facta de mandato nostro de et super dignitate natalium
[MB], actricis, in causa deflorationis ex una, et facultate atque possibilitate [AV], rei, partibus, ex altera, cum
circumstanciis ad hec facientibus aliis nos et animum nostrum moventibus Christi nomine invocato per hanc
nostram sententiam taxando decernimus et pronunciamus prefatum [AV] reum ad tradendum et solvendum
dicte [MB] actrici pro sua defloratione loco dotis duos modios siliginis annis singulis quamdiu ipsa actrix vitam
duxerit in humanis necnon pro huiusmodi duobus modiis annuatim solvendis sufficiens pignus assignandum
unacum expensis per dictam actricem in presenti causa legitime factis . . . condempnamus, etc.

1035. Ch 9, n. 384: Hoebrugs c Everaerds (7.iii.55), no. 770; Stamesvoert c Cluetinck (27.v.57), no. 1160;
Boxsele c Honsem (26.viii.57), no. 1200.

1036. Ch 9, n. 385: iure patri putativo dicte prolis semper salvo.

1037. Ch 9, n. 387: The sentence closes with the phrase: easdemque partes quo ad alia hincinde proposita,
petita et allegata, ab instantia iudicii nostri absolventes. This may mean that the court found that there was
nothing else in the agreement, but it could equally well mean that the court found that the other elements in
the agreement were being or had been complied with.

1038. Ch 9, n. 388: declaramus predictam ream [KG] antefato actori nomine sue uxoris ad solvendum,
tradendum et deliberandum quadraginta modios siliginis mensure Lovaniensis pro duobus annis dicto actori
debitos et non solutos, novem modiis desuper solutis dicte ree semper salvis, pretextu viginti modiorum
siliginis dicte mensure singulis annis sepedicto actori per eandem ream cum sua filia predicta, ipsius legitima
uxore, quamdiu ipsa in humanis vixerit, nomine dotis promissorum ac singulis annis ad assignandum quinque
saccos siliginis et ad solvendum eosdem de anno quinquagesimo quarto aut saltem ad cassandum et tollendum
inhibitionem per dictam ream [SR] possessori certarum terrarum factam a quo prefatus actor dictos quinque
modios siliginis solitus fuit recipere, necnon ad dandum et deliberandum quatuor lectos cum unius lecti cortinis
et unacum duodena pluvinarium prout hec et alia in instrumento supratacto latius contineatur, obligatam fuisse
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et esse . . . aliis in predicto instrumento dotis sue donationis propter nuptias contentis in suo robore duraturis
nichilominus. Duodena does not seem to mean any of the things reported in Niermeyer, s.v.; pluvinaris is
not found. Duodena is quite standard in English medieval Latin for ‘dozen’ (Latham, s.v.), and pluvinaris is
probably an alternate (or mistaken) form of pluviale.

1039. Ch 9, n. 389: declaramus oppositiones, contraditiones et recusationes per prefatum reum de et super
promissione dotis duarum librarum grossorum monete Flandrie, sue nepti [EB] predicte in subsidium mat-
rimonii cum prefato [EH] nunc diu contracti promissarum et per eundem reum ad et supra sufficiens con-
trapignus assignandarum prestitas et factas fuisse et esse temerarias, illicitas et iniustas, dictumque reum ad
et supra sufficiens contrapignus predictas duas libras grossorum, quamdiu ipsi coniuges vixerint in humanis,
assignandas, unacum arreragiis debitis, necnon ad eundem ad tradendem et solvendum duas libras consimiles
semel eisdem coniugibus fuisse et esse obligatum, etc. Admittedly, this does not say that the forty groats are
owed every year, but it is hard to see why it says quamdiu ipsi coniuges vixerint in humanis unless they were
owed it every year; the assignment of the contrapignus is only found elsewhere for periodic payments, and
the mention of “arrearages” suggests that the reus had fallen behind in some regular payment. The other
possibility is that a onetime payment is to be made to the survivor of the couple.

1040. Ch 9, n. 390: The sentence does not say that this is a dotal payment, but it seems highly likely that it is.
The coin is probably the French écu à la couronne. In the 1450s, this coin exchanged for 30 sous tournois, or 1.2
Florentine florins. Spufford, Handbook of Exchange, 193, 179. That, in turn, would convert to approximately
79 Brabantine groats. Id., p. 230. Hence, the entire payment was probably in the neighborhood of 1,900 groats,
or about three times the size of the capital payments that we saw in dowries for deflowering. That seems quite
a lot for a cutler (cultellifix), which is how Daniël Moernay is described, but there are no other hints as to the
status of the parties.

1041. Ch 9, n. 393: declaramus prefatos reos dicto actori ad medietatem cuiusdam domistadii per ipsos reos
monasterio et conventui Haffligiensi dicto actori prius nomine sue uxoris pro sua dote obligati et eo inscio
nunc ut dicitur venditi esse obligatos ita quod dictus actor pro certa summa pecunie pro qua domus illa dictis
monasterio et conventui fuit vendita poterit consequi et levare, item sepedictos reos prefato actori ad medias
expensas in festo nuptiali sibi per eos dari conventas et per eundem actorem expositas unacum collobio et
foederatura per eum sue sponse emptis necnon ad duas lecticas, unum par lintheaminum et duos supellectiles,
proborum virorum in premissis estimatione et moderatione semper salva, fuisse et esse obligatos; preterea
sepedictum actorem reconventum viceversa dicto reo convento ad lectum talem qualem ipse actor ab eodem
reo recepit et quem se promptum et paratum restituere offert et confitetur ac ad arma ferrea pectoralia et alia
que in suo libello reconventionali sunt mensionata restituenda aut ea a Lumbardis redimenda et redempta
dicto reo reconvento restituere et deliberare necnon ad tres libras lane etiam per dictum actorem reconventum
receptas et confessatas aut earum verum valorem iuxta estimationem proborum virorum taxandarum fuisse
et esse obligatum . . . in ceteris vero aliis alterum ab impetitone alterius absolvimus, silentium utrique desuper
perpetuum imponendo, etc. I have no great confidence in the identifications of the specific items offered in
the text. Colobium is an ancient word for a sleeveless tunic, rare in the Middle Ages, and normally describing
an episcopal vestment. Niermeyer, s.v. Feoderatura is fur lining or fur edging. Id. Lectica is normally a couch
(id.), but considering the derivation, it may mean ‘bedding’ here. That par lintheaminum refers to bolts of
linen cloth is a guess, though something linen is clearly meant. Supellectiles I take to be a variant or corruption
of supellex, a household utensil (Lewis and Short, s.v.), rather than a variant or corruption of superpellicium,
again, normally, an ecclesiastical garment. Niermeyer, s.v.

1042. Ch 9, n. 397: Eect en Zijpe c Bonne (15.xii.52), no. 430; Luytens, Luytens en Luytens c Luytens (29.x.49
to 20.ii.56), nos. 113, 232, 930; Erclaes c Cluetincx en Erclaes (9.i.59 to 28.ix.59), nos. 1410, 1428, 1436,
1456, 1537.

1043. Ch 9, n. 398: ne copia probationis seu recognitionis super prefata cedula . . . prelibate Elizabeth, . . . et
suis heredibus quorum interesse poterit successu temporis valeat deficere, etc.

1044. Ch 9, n. 399: p. 225, no. 232: declaramus molestationes, perturbationes et inquietationes per prefatum
reum dicte actrici in bonis dotaliciis per quondam Elizabeth matrem dictarum partium in actis huius cause
designatis factas fuisse et esse frivolas, iniustas et de facto presumptas, etc.
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1045. Ch 9, n. 400: In causa dotis seu donationis propter nuptias, per [WB] [RE] cum [KZ] sua nepte promisse
et stipulate, ne copia probationis eis et suis quorum interesse poterit, successu temporis, valeat deperire et ne
suis dote seu donatione propter nuptias premissis defraudentur, attestationes testium . . . decernimus esse et
censeri debere publica munimenta, etc.

1046. Ch 9, n. 403: This, of course, does not exhaust the possibilities. I originally had a much more elaborate
possibility in which Everard was the son of a half brother of Wenceslas junior. We also could be dealing with
an illegitimate line, with any one of Clara, Everard’s father, or Everard himself being the illegitimate offspring
of Wenceslas senior. That would further help to explain the resistance of the rei, but is harder to reconcile with
Everard’s surname, his seemingly unquestioned knightly status, the titles of respect given both Clara and her
mother, and the fact that in the one case in this group that clearly does involve an illegitimate, the court has
no hesitancy saying so. See Ronde (Joebens) c Motten (n. 407). I am grateful to Diana Moses for suggesting
the possibility put forward in the text, which seems, on balance, to be the simplest explanation of numerous
possibilities.

1047. Ch 9, n. 408: reum quem tempore nocturno clam et latenter curtim seu beginagium beghinarum opidi
[Aalst] proposito et voluntate recipiendi et abducendi [KH] relictam quondam [LK] intrasse quamque [KH]
in lecto suo iacentem renitentem et reclamantem extra domum suam attulisse, rapuisse et abduxisse, dictam
curtim sub defensione reverendi in Christo patris domini Episcopi Cameracensis et libertate Deo serviendi
pro inibi commorantibus beghinis et aliis confluentibus constitutam ac pontificali auctoritate dotatam et
privilegiatam dampnabiliter rumpendo, perturbando et temere violando, eiusque libertatem et franchesiam
infringendo, necnon eandem [?read eundem] reum quem timore Dei postposito prefatam sic ut premittitur
ablatam, raptam et abductam et nocturno tempore in quadam navi positam extra diocesim Cameracensem
iuxta suum temerarium propositum solempnitatibus in matrimonio contrahendo requisitis spretis et omissis
publice in uxorem, nullis bannis saltem ex parte ipius procalamtis seu redemptis, in villa de [Hever], Leodi-
ensis diocesis, duxisse constat, nedum contra iura verum etiam contra statuta synodalia huiusmodi nuptias
interdicicentia temere veniendo, excommunicationem incurrendo, etc.

1048. Ch 9, n. 409: Hever (today in Boortmeerbeek, Vlaams-Brabant), is about 20 miles west of Aalst.
Although the editors identify Hever as being within the diocese of Cambrai, there was a piece of the diocese
of Liège that stretched north from Leuven into the diocese of Cambrai that could have included all or part of
Hever. A journey there by boat from Aalst would have been circuitous but possible. It would have involved
going north from Aalst to join the Scheldt and then taking a tributary of the Scheldt southwest through
Mechelen to Hever. That such a trip could have been accomplished in one night seems unlikely.

1049. Ch 9, n. 410: Cum ad iudicem spectet merita causarum perscrutari et que veritatis sunt indagari et ne
veritas processus coram nobis habiti offuscetur, periculoque [read ?ut periculum] animarum obvietur, nos ex
officio nostrum [AF] actorem ad verificandam famam coram nobis pro parte [GS] rei alias confessatam, lite
tamen desuper prius contestata, interloquendo decernimus admittendum fore et admittimus, in contrarium
allegatis non obstantibus.

1050. Ch 9, n. 411: See Liber van Brussel, s.v. adulterium. There are a few against clerics, noted at n. 31.
Officie c Rijkenrode en Loerel (13.v.57), no. 1153, is a proceeding against the two men who had gone surety
for the offenses committed by a third, now deceased. The deceased is found to have committed (double)
adultery with a married woman and what is held to be double adultery and incest with a Cistercian nun. In
the latter case, it is double adultery because the nun was the spouse of God and incest because God is the
man’s father. (Platea may have been conscious of the irony that we see in this.)

1051. Ch 9, n. 412: Someone must have ordered the sureties in Officie c Rijkenrode en Loerel, but no such
order is found in the register. Similarly, assuming that the quittance mentioned in this case was from a previous
prosecution, no record of that prosecution is to be found in the register. Both of these facts suggest the work
of lower-level courts.

1052. Ch 9, n. 413: Gillaert: [rei] scientes quendam [MM] eandem [CM] alteram reorum in domo patris sui sub
amoris colore presecutum fuisse adeo quod idem [MM] manutenebat cum ipsa [CM] conventiones clandestinas
et etiam rem carnalem habuisse, a loco et parrochia de Groetenberghe ubi premissa contingerant clam simul
recesserunt ita quod [PG] [CM] corream abduxit ipsaque, predicto patre ac aliis amicis suis ignorantibus, se ad
alium locum abduci permisit ubi conventiones matrimoniales, etiam in facie ecclesie, pro sue libito voluntatis
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inerunt famaque, de et super predictis inter antefatum [MM] et ipsam [CM] conventionibus precedentibus nec-
non et super oppositione, quam idem [MM] dicebatur adversus matrimonium inter ipsos reos contrahendum
emisse, volante, spreta et contempta minimeque iudicem ecclesiasticum competentem – unde saltem constet –
purificata, ad matrimonii contractum et solempnisationem ac deinde illius per copule carnalis interventum
consummationem processerunt, ignorantie per hec affectatores se reddendo, iuri per predictum [MM] for-
tassis prius quesito detrahendo; Vekemans: [Condempnamus] [GS] autem pro eo quod post conventiones
matrimoniales per eam cum prefato [JV] habitas, tribus etiam bannis desuper proclamatis, ulterius ad matri-
monii contractum et solempnisationem procedere recusavit et, hoc non contenta, cum [GB] alio correo recessit
cum quo secundarias iniit conventiones clandestinas et post hoc ab eodem se deflorari et carnaliter cognosci
permisit, in legem sponsalium peccando sponsaliaque secundaria in preiudicium primarum conventionum
cum alio correo habiturum in vim matrimonii presummpti – quatinus in ea fuit – transire faciendo, – [GB]
vero predictum pro eo quod ipse, sciens predictas primas conventiones inter [JV] et [GS] corream contractas,
eandem [GS] – sic ut premittitur – abducere, cum eadem conventiones secundarias inire et deinde eandem
deflorare et pluries postmodum carnaliter cognoscere presumpsit.

1053. Ch 9, n. 414: E.g., Officie c Stenereren en Bollents (n. 136) (Platea); Officie c Clinkart en Lescole
(n. 279) (Platea); Officie c Baserode, Kempeneere en Woters (n. 314) (Platea); Officie c Hermans, Brixis
en Logaert (n. 320) (Platea); Officie c Hellenputten, Vleeshuere en Kerkofs (n. 327) (Rodolphi); Officie c
Deckers, Godofridi en Ghiseghem (n. 328) (Rodolphi); Cotthem c Trullaerts (n. 347) (Rodolphi). In Officie
en Tieselinc c Tieselinc en Outerstrate (n. 114) (Rodolphi), the abduction seems to have been against the will
of the woman. That in Officie c Drivere (at n. 408) (Platea) was probably with the consent of the woman, but
was not, at least so far as we can tell, a case of raptus in parentes. The Cambrai sentences that use the term
abducere (there are only seven in the whole register) are gathered in n. 103 and accompanying text.

1054. Appendix e9.1: Non sunt leges or None Mentioned
In the Cambrai sample with which we have been dealing in this chapter, there are two cases, both in the
earlier years, that contain a marginal note non sunt leges.1 But there are many more cases where leges could
have been imposed and none are mentioned. In order to get a better sense of when leges were imposed and
when they were not, we expanded the sample to all the Cambrai matrimonial cases included in our database.
In addition to the sample principally dealt with in this chapter, this includes the expanded instance sample
used for Tables 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5, and an expanded sample of separation cases that we will use in Chapter
10. Cases simply involving sexual offenses (adultery, clerical sexual misconduct, etc.) were excluded. The
sample includes 284 cases. The sample is heavily biased toward instance cases (most of the separation cases
are instance cases), but that is not a problem for the question that we are asking, since virtually all the office
and mixed cases impose some kind of fine. The sample shows little chronological bias, as can be seen in
Table e9.App.1.

There are 15 cases in the sample that contain the marginal note non sunt leges. All but one are instance cases.
They cover a variety of topics: 9 separation cases, none of which mention adultery as a ground, 3 remission
cases, and 1 each, jactitation, a two-party dissolution case (office), and a three-party spousals case. The last is
particularly striking because the official specifically declares in his sentence that he finds the opposition of the
contumacious actor frivolous, but no penalty for frivolous opposition was imposed.2 The suggestion in the
preceding paragraph that these notes tend to be found more often in the earlier parts of the book is confirmed
by the sample, although the pattern is sufficiently variable and the numbers small enough that we should be
cautious: 1438–9: 3; 1442–3: 3; 1444–5: 2; 1445–6: 2; 1446–7: 4; 1449–50: 1; 1452–3: none. Hence, the
pattern, except for the outrider of 1446–7, is one in which there are more notes than we would expect based
on the number of cases that we have in the years in question in the early years and a steady decline until we
reach nothingness.

There are 46 cases in the sample, all but two straight instance, in which leges or emende are not mentioned;
6 should be omitted from consideration because their subject matter (legitimation, dowry, debt, declaration
of death of a spouse) is not of the kind of case in which we find leges imposed, and another 2 should be
omitted because we lack a final sentence. That still leaves 38 cases of types in which we normally find leges

1 Office c Base et Honters (n. 75) (an ex officio dissolution case); Roussiel et Fèvre (3.xii.42), no. 391 (an instance remission
case).

2 Bastard c Potine (n. 154).
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table e9.App.1. Proportions of Cases in Each of the Cambrai
Registers and in the Large Sample of Them (1438–1453)

Register Sample Cases Sample% Actual Cases Actual%

38–9 46 16 250 17
39–9 5 2 24 2
42–3 43 15 213 15
44–5 44 15 242 17
45–6 45 16 218 15
46–7 39 14 225 15
49–50 29 10 150 10
52–3 33 12 133 9
total 284 100 1455 100

Notes: Where ‘Register’ = years covered in the register, ‘Sample
Cases’ = the number of cases in the sample, ‘Sample%’ = the proportion
of those cases to the total number of cases in the sample, and ‘Actual’ =
the corresponding figures for the actual number of sentences in the
register.
Source: Registres de Cambrai.

imposed: 9 (including one office) two-party actions about the existence of spousals without copula and 1 with,
3 two-party dissolution cases, 9 two-party remission cases, 6 three-party spousals cases not involving copula,
1 three-party divorce case (office), and 9 separation cases. Not only are these the types of cases in which we
normally find leges imposed, but in some cases the grounds for imposing them also appear right on the face
of the sentence. Two of the three dissolutions are granted on the ground that one of the sponsi committed
fornication,3 and four of the nine separation cases are grounded in the adultery of one of the couple.4 In the
two-party case involving copula, the man is found to have deflowered the woman and is ordered to endow
her for it.5 In three of the six three-party cases, the plaintiff’s opposition is declared to be frivolous.6

The chronological pattern of these cases is the opposite of those in which non sunt leges is noted; we find
fewer than we would expect based on the number of cases that we have in the years in question in the early
years, and more in the later years (again, with one exception): 1438–9: 4; 1442–3: 2; 1444–5: 8; 1445–6: 10;
1446–7: 8; 1449–50: 1; 1452–3: 5. The most obvious explanation for this phenomenon is that over the course
of the years, the scribes noted non sunt leges less and less and tended more and more not to say anything when
leges were not imposed. This may account for some of the phenomenon, but I am inclined to think that it does
not account for all of it. It is hard to imagine, for example, that fines were not imposed in at least some of the
cases in which sexual offenses were found. Some of the marginalia contain mysterious references to breviculi,
in which leges are to be found, and one of these tells us the breviculi were those of the promotor.7 This means
that at least in some cases, the sentence book was not the only record of the leges, and in these cases omitting
them would not mean that the record of them would be lost. We also noted that successful plaintiffs may not
have been able to obtain their sentences until they had paid the leges. If the leges had been paid, there would
be less reason to record them. Finally, the scribe normally did not note the leges in the margin if emende were
imposed in the sentence and the sentence was specific about what the emende were for. It is possible that
in some of the sentences where amendable offenses are noted, the scribe forgot to include the language that
indicated that the offenders were condemned to the emende.

3 Douriau c Malette (n. 83); Fortin c Boursière (n. 83). See discussion at nn. 93–105.
4 Carton c Billehaude (13.x.44), no. 553; Flandre c Barbieux (31.x.44), no. 571; Arents c Keere (4.xi.45), no. 812; Raet

c Bruille (15.iii.47), no. 1112.
5 Raymbarde c Buigimont (18.xi.52), no. 1380.
6 Ardiel c Castelain et Lukette (11.vi.45), no. 819; Baiutros c Sore (27.xi.45), no. 832; Fortin c Rasse et Tourbette

(10.xii.45), no. 843.
7 Wérye c Roussiel (10.vi.46), no. 939 (Facti sunt super legibus breviculi); Provense c Gavre (10.vi.46), no. 940 (Similiter

facti sunt breviculi. [Previous entry says Facti sunt super legibus breviculi.]); Philippi et Rume (30.iii.50), no. 1275 (Nota
leges in breviculis promotoris); cf. Office c Naquin et Rocque (3.ii.46), no. 874 (Leges notantur in cedula promotoris).
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All of this suggests that we must be cautious in assuming that emende were not imposed where none are
mentioned. The fact that they are not mentioned, however, tells us something. We know from the one case
that is marked non sunt leges that emende were not always imposed when the opposition to the marriage was
found to be technically “frivolous.”8 It seems likely that they were not in other such cases as well. Office c
Enfant et Mairesse is one such case.9 The couple who were absolved from the promotor’s charge of neglegentia
(probably to publicize their espousals) were almost certainly not fined, even though that fact is not noted; the
official found that they had exchanged clandestine consent the previous day. They did, however, have to pay
the promotor’s costs propter famam (presumably that they had contracted earlier). Hence, the absence of
any indication of leges coupled with the circumstances of the case gives us grounds to make a probabilistic
judgment that no leges were imposed.10

1055. Appendix e9.2: What Can We Learn from the Tournai Account Books?
There are ten surviving fifteenth-century account books of the keeper of the seal of the officiality of Tournai,

which have recently been given a splendid edition by Monique Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek.1 The accounts
are annual, running from 1 July to 30 June, listing both the receipts and expenditures of the keeper, for the
fiscal years 1447–8, 1461–2, 1470–1, 1473–4, 1474–5, 1476–7, 1479–80, and 1480–1, with expenditures
but not receipts for 1429–30 and an incomplete account of receipts and a complete account of expenditures
for 1446–7.2 The first book in chronological order is not useful for our purposes, but the remaining nine
are, for they list the individual amounts received in payments of fines imposed by the court with the name
of the person or persons paying it, the parish, and a brief description of what the fine was for.3 Books
2–4 were compiled by a keeper named Pieter de Vlenke, 5–10 by Jan de Pauw. Both men seem to have
been appropriately compulsive for their job. We do not find the obvious errors in arithmetic that typically
festoon medieval account books, and that gives us some confidence that they got right what can no longer be
checked.

We should, however, keep in mind why these books were being kept. The bottom line of those books that
are complete is a netting of income and outgo with a notation that the balance has been paid to those who
were entitled to it (principally, the bishop and the archdeacons). Except in the case where a partial payment
was made, the books do not record what was owed, simply what was received.4 Not only do we not know
how many fines were imposed for which no payment was received but we also cannot be sure that much
care was taken with what concerns us most – what the payment was for. Indeed, we might wonder why
the keeper bothered to record that at all. After all, for purposes of the bottom line, what is important is
that a certain amount of money was received and from which archdeaconry it was received. The fact that
some effort was made to record for what it was received, however, suggests an additional purpose for the
books: They may have served as a kind of receipt for the person or persons making the payment. Indeed,
they may be records of receipts that were actually given. For this purpose, however, detail is not required. A
general description of the nature of the amend, particularly if it is accompanied, as it is in the later accounts,
with the approximate date on which it was imposed, would be quite sufficient for the payer if he or she
were later challenged for not having paid an amend that was recorded with more precision in the court
registers.

Despite these caveats, it is possible, particularly if we assume that the court’s jurisdiction was similar
to that of the Cambrai courts, to reconstruct the basic outlines of most of the cases for which amends

8 See at n. 2.
9 See at n. 71.

10 For remission cases, see at n. 121.
1 Compotus Tornacenses (1429–1481). For an account of how the system worked, see Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek,

“Aperçu typologique.”
2 Id., xi–xxiii. The editor has numbered them 1–10 in chronological order.
3 In this regard, the second book (1446–7) is for our purposes almost as good as the others because the account of fines

seems to be complete. What is missing from the receipts seems to be largely matters of gracious jurisdiction.
4 That an effort was made to collect these amounts is clear enough. For example, T14898 tells us that the keeper had

excommunicated a man, apparently for nonpayment. In addition to those who evaded payment, of whom there must
have been some, however, there was also an alternative amend imposed in some cases, a pilgrimage. We hear of these
only if the person in question decided to “redeem” the pilgrimage by the payment of money. E.g., T5974, T13408,
T15147. (Tournai entries are cited simply by the document number, preceded by “T.”)
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were paid. Whether it can be done with quite the precision that Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek did in a
recent article for a particular group of cases is a matter about which we have more doubt.5 Our con-
cern here, however, is not with the courts of Tournai diocese but with those of Cambrai, and in partic-
ular whether we can use the Tournai account books to fill in something that is missing in the Cambrai
sentence registers: the amount of the amends. Tournai diocese was not, of course, Cambrai diocese, but
the two dioceses were right next to each other; they belonged to the same ecclesiastical province, and the
surviving synodal statutes from Tournai suggest that it had a similar, if not quite the same, set of statutes
concerning marriage.6 The southern Burgundian Netherlands in this period had, if not a common currency,
at least a monetary system in which the relationship in the currencies was kept constant, and the two dio-
ceses had similar social structures. It seems likely that the two courts followed similar practices in imposing
amends.

There is a huge amount of data in these books. The numbered entries in the edition run to 16,699, and while
not all of them are receipts, a substantial majority are. Fortunately, the edition has an excellent index, and to
get some idea of the range of amends being imposed, we coded the entries listed in the index under clandestinae
(as in conventiones matrimoniales), under clandestine (as in eorum matrimonium clamdestine carnali copula
[sequuta] consummarunt: “they consummated their marriage secretly by sexual intercourse [that followed],”
i.e., the exchange of future consent), and under various uses of the word separare or separatio. The last will
be dealt with in Appendix e10.2; the first two concern us here.

There are 157 cases in which amends were imposed for clandestine promises. Two were excluded because
they were imposed on priests for having been present at such promises. The rest were imposed on one or both
of the parties, as is shown in Table e9.App.2.

The figures for the amends have all been converted into Flemish shillings, the familiar groat, though unfortu-
nately that was not the only equivalence for this unit. (For a helpful introduction, see Compotus Tornacenses,
pp. xxxi–xxxii.) The Flemish groat in this period was worth 1 to 1.5 English pennies, so the ‘peter’ of 36 groats
would be worth between 3s and 4s 6d sterling. As we noted (Ch 9, n. 374), a skilled carpenter in Antwerp
earned 5 (Brabantine) groats a day in this period, roughly the equivalent of 3.3 Flemish groats, and so the
‘peter’ would be about eleven days’ pay for a carpenter.

Prescinding for a moment from the values involved, let us focus on what this table tells us. Amends for
clandestine promises seem to be relatively evenly spread over the forty-seven years represented in our nine
accounts, though there are more at the beginning than at the end. The average amount of the amends increases
slightly over the course of the years (roughly 47s in the 1440s, rising as high as 64s in 1473–4 and 1479–80),
but there are enough that run counter to the trend (e.g., 47s in 1476–7) that we would not conclude that there
was some tendency to increase the amounts in the latter part of the century were it not for the fact that we
have other evidence that such a tendency existed.7 The placenames (presented here in the Latin form in which
they are given in the accounts) could use considerably more analysis than I have been able to do. Taking the
existence of more than one parish in a town as a crude measure of urban status, there seem to be more rural
cases here (40/155, 26% urban) than in our sample of cases of presumptive marriage (later in this appendix)
and of separation cases (App e10.2).

In addition to the use of the Flemish pound of 20 groats, many of the amends reflect thinking in terms of the
‘peter’ of 36 groats. A number of the amends are precisely that amount, and a number of others are multiples
(e.g., 72, 48, or 1 and 1/3) or fractions (e.g., 24 or 2/3) of it. This leads to the speculation that the basic amend
for clandestine promises was 36 groats, a speculation that is reinforced by the fact that the word ‘peter’ is
used to describe the condemnation in a number of entries. It is also the modal amount of an amend, occurring
63 times, far more than any other single number (the next most common is 24s, 2/3 of a peter, which occurs
23 times). What led the court to multiply or to reduce this basic amount is, perhaps, beyond speculation. The
possibilities include the wealth of the person being fined and the fact that he or she or they were particularly
naı̈ve or particularly sophisticated.

5 Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, “Self-Divorce.”
6 Statuts synodaux français IV, 331–3.
7 App e10.2, at n. 1.
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table e9.App.2. Tournai Clandestine Covenant Cases – Amends Imposed
(1446–1481)

Book Doc No. Date Place Amend

2 142 18.vii.46 Roubaix 24
2 160 1.viii.46 Estainpuch 48
2 181 15.viii.46 Siclinio 24
2 212 29.viii.46 Pesch 24
2 266 19.ix.46 Sancto Stephano Insulensi 72
2 548 16.ii.47 Hem 56
2 564 23.i.47 Sancto Nicasio Tornacensi 36
2 627 6.ii.47 Hem 24
2 642 13.ii.47 Sancto Stephano Insulensi 36
2 687 6.iii.47 Orke 72
2 876 24.iv.47 Cella in Pabula 36
2 886 1.v.47 Holaing 24
2 1162 23.i.47 Ramscapella 96
2 1188 20.ii.47 Ychteghem 36
2 1240 3.iv.47 Ostende 50
2 1247 10.iv.47 Ghistella 36
2 1330 1.vii.46 Inghelmuenstre 24
2 1353 11.vii.46 Ruuslede 84
2 1358 18.vii.46 Learne 72
2 1359 18.vii.46 Sancta Maria Gandensi 24
2 1361 18.vii.46 Sancto Jacobo Gandensi 96
2 1556 7.xi.46 Muelenbeke 36
2 1609 19.xii.46 Arsele 86
2 1617 19.xii.46 Thiedeghem 36
2 1622 9.ii.47 Haspere 50
2 1623 9.i.47 Sancto Petro Gandensi 72
2 1636 16.i.47 Lede 24
2 1668 6.ii.47 Staden 36
2 2655 18.ix.47 Bailloel 50
� count: 29 max: 96 min: 24 avg: 47.72

3 2526 1.vii.47 Rodelghem 72
3 2632 4.ix.47 Caruin 80
3 2756 23.x.47 Fretin 36
3 2764 30.x.47 Sancto Piato Tornacensi 36
3 2836 20.xi.47 Fretin 36
3 2949 22.i.48 Auelghem 36
3 3035 19.ii.48 Dotegniez 60
3 3055 26.ii.48 Lunge 36
3 3059 26.ii.48 Derleke 24
3 3065 28.ii.48 Sancto Petro Tornacensi 36
3 3230 25.iii.48 Carnins 60
3 3246 1.iv.48 Aneulin 72
3 3374 27.v.48 Sancta Magdalena Tornaco 50
3 3423 24.vi.48 Marka juxta Insulas 36
3 3465 31.vii.47 Ostende 36
3 3478 4.ix.47 Jabbeke 120
3 3563 20.xi.47 Leffinghan 36
3 3577 27.xi.47 Zweusele 36

(continued )
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table e9.App.2 (continued)

Book Doc No. Date Place Amend

3 3700 11.iii.48 Sancta Cruce Brugensi 36
3 3702 11.iii.48 Ostende 36
3 3718 25.iv.48 Cortemarc 36
3 3866 21.viii.47 Inghelmuenstre 24
3 3963 30.x.47 Sancto Johanne Gandensi 50
3 3983 13.xi.47 Rollario 50
3 3993 20.xi.47 Sancto Jacobo Gandensi 50
3 4006 27.xi.47 Aldernardo 28
3 4144 4.iii.48 Beueren prope Rollarium 50
3 4180 18.iii.48 Capric 72
3 4217 8.iv.48 Sancto Michaele Gandensi 36
3 4231 15.iv.48 Worteghem 50
3 4285 10.vii.48 Caecthem 36
3 4290 17.vi.48 Oedeke 36
� count: 32 max: 120 min: 24 avg: 46.5

4 5463 26.iv.62 Sancto Stephano Insulensi 36
4 5560 31.v.62 Wez 60
4 5680 24.viii.61 Zeuecote 36
4 5796 7.xii.61 Eeclo 36
4 5974 26.iv.62 Lophem 36
4 6028 17.v.62 Eeclo 36
4 6127 6.vii.61 Sinay 48
4 6182 24.viii.61 Zinghem 36
4 6505 12.iv.62 Eyne 36
� count: 9 max: 60 min: 36 avg: 40

5 7379 10.ix.70 Blandaing 36
5 7449 1.x.70 Curtaco 48
5 7455 1.x.70 Roubaix 24
5 7516 22.x.70 Sancto Brictio Tornacensi 36
5 7747 7.i.71 Sancto Saluatore Insulensi 72
5 7755 7.i.71 Carnins 36
5 8046 24.vi.71 Weruy 36
5 8096 3.ix.70 Dam 120
5 8125 1.x.70 Sancta Cruce Brugensi 72
5 8153 15.x.70 Sancta Maria Ardemborch 36
5 8189 12.xi.70 Sancta Cruce juxta Ardembourch 60
5 8201 19.xi.70 Sancta Maria Brugensi 136
5 8211 26.xi.70 Sancto Salvatore Brugensi 36
5 8263 18.ii.71 Oestenda noua 100
5 8354 13.v.71 Sancta Maria Brugensi 160
5 8389 1.vii.70 Muelembeke 24
5 8444 13.viii.70 Knesselare 48
5 8447 13.viii.70 Donsa 36
5 8578 29.x.70 Petighem juxta Aldenardum 120
5 8616 26.xi.70 Sleydinghen 36
5 8790 24.vi.71 Petegham juxta Aldenardum 36
5 9725 18.iv.74 Asch 60
� count: 22 max: 160 min: 24 avg: 62.18

(continued )
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table e9.App.2 (continued)

Book Doc No. Date Place Amend

6 9395 24.i.74 Sancta Margareta Tornacensi 36
6 9484 7.iii.74 Curtraco 24
6 9759 2.v.74 Sancta Katherina Insulensi 24
6 9809 13.vi.74 Hollaing 36
6 9811 13.vi.74 Sancto Piato Tornacensi 24
6 9829 20.vi.74 Mesnil 136
6 9830 20.vi.74 Rongy 124
6 10008 20.vi.74 Sancta Cruce Brugensi 60
6 10216 13.vi.74 Neuele 108
� count: 9 max: 136 min: 24 avg: 63.55

7 10785 26.ix.74 Aubers Attrebatensis diocesis 48
7 10810 10.x.74 Sancta Katharina Insulensi 36
7 10948 19.xii.74 Sancto Amando 36
7 10991 16.i.75 Oyghem 72
7 11007 23.i.75 Bouuines 36
7 11033 6.ii.75 Curtraco 48
7 11048 13.ii.75 Derlicke 36
7 11490 29.v.75 Wanebrechies 60
7 11493 29.v.75 Weuelghem 120
7 11508 5.vi.75 Torquoing 24
7 11616 17.x.74 Sancto Jacobo Brugensi 120
7 11626 28.xi.74 Ruddervoerde 36
7 11635 28.xi.74 Sancta Maria Brugensi 36
7 11966 16.i.75 Haspre 36
� count: 14 max: 120 min: 24 avg: 53.14

8 12595 8.vii.76 Sancto Saluatore Insulensi 24
8 12707 16.ix.76 Torquoing 24
8 12745 14.x.76 Derlicke 24
8 12749 14.x.76 Loncpret 116
8 12782 4.xi.76 Weruy 60
8 12818 25.xi.76 Fromont 36
8 12826 2.xii.76 Sancta Katerina Insulensi 60
8 12877 6.i.77 Pernes Attrebatensis diocesis 36
8 12909 20.i.77 Sancto Leodegario 36
8 13218 8.vii.76 Clemskerke 36
8 13279 14.x.77 Scaerphout 80
8 13324 6.i.77 Orscamp 36
8 13348 3.ii.77 Houthauwe 36
8 13376 31.iii.77 Sancta Katherina West 80
8 13535 16.xii.76 Meldene juxta Aldenardum 36
8 13556 20.i.77 Zele 36
8 13599 17.iii.77 Sancto Michaele Gandensi 48
� count: 17 max: 116 min: 24 avg: 47.29

9 14183 13.ix.79 Gheluwe 36
9 14191 20.ix.79 Curtraco 24
9 14403 16.viii.79 Sancta Maria Brugensi 32
9 14425 13.ix.79 Meetkerke 36
9 14582 17.i.80 Sancta Maria Brugensi 104

(continued )
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table e9.App.2. (continued)

Book Doc No. Date Place Amend

9 14917 24.iv.80 Sancta Walburge Brugensi 120
9 15036 1.vii.79 Eckerghem 120
9 15040 5.vii.79 Sancto Johanne Gandensi 116
9 15135 22.xi.79 Aldenardo 36
9 15174 10.i.80 Basseuelde 36
9 15301 12.vi.80 Loo juxta Pouke 40
� count: 11 max: 120 min: 24 avg: 63.63

10 15836 1.vii.80 Sancta Cruce Brugensi 48
10 15849 17.vii.80 Blanckebeghe 24
10 15888 18.ix.80 Coukelare 40
10 16008 22.i.81 Sancto Johanne Sluus 40
10 16062 12.iii.81 Cortemarc 24
10 16294 7.v.81 Oestenda 120
10 16363 17.vii.80 Eckerghem 128
10 16367 1.vii.80 Hansdbeke 80
10 16418 16.x.80 Repelmunda 36
10 16480 11.xii.80 Sancto Nicolao Wasie 36
10 16615 28.v.81 Worteghem 36
10 16632 25.vi.81 Rollario 24
� count: 12 max: 128 min: 24 avg: 53

�� count: 155 max: 160 min: 24 avg: 51.97

Notes: The dates in the table and throughout the accounts are the beginning days
of the week in which the event occurred. The accounts are not precise to the day.
The placenames are given in the form in which thay appear in the accounts. The
summary statistics (indicated by �) all concern the amends. They give the number
of amends imposed in this category (count), the maximum amend, the minimum,
and the average.
Source: Compotus Tornacenses.

The wording of the entry gives us some hint as to what there was about these clandestine promises that
merited a fine: 48 of them (slightly less than 1/3) read “condemned for clandestine [promises] alleged (by her)” –
pro clandestinis (per eam) allegatis condempnata; 19 read “condemned for clandestine [promises] contracted
(by her)”; 7 read “condemned for clandestine [promises] proposed (by her),” and 3 read “condemned for
clandestine [promises] had (habitis).” The equivalent formulae for men occur only 22 times.8 This imbalance
between women and men (77/22, 78% women) is reflected in the other amends that do not use these formulae.
While we may be confident that women paid this amend more often than men, we can be less confident that we
know for what they were paying it. We should probably resist the temptation to think that if the verb allegatis
was used, the person in question alleged clandestine promises but did not prove them (and hence the fine was
like what we see in Cambrai for ‘frivolous allegations’) and that if the verb contractis is used, the promises
were proven (and hence the fine was like what we see in Cambrai for “not publicizing” or “not proceeding”).
The verb allegatis occurs principally in de Pauw’s accounts (there are three in Vlenke’s account for 1461–2),
whereas the verb contractis occurs principally in Vlenke’s (there are three in de Pauw’s account for 1470–1,
and one in his account for 1474–5). When we add to this the facts that allegatis and propositis seem to be
synonymous, as are contractis and habitis, and that there does not seem to be any difference in the amounts
of the amends imposed in the four types of cases, we are probably safer if we do not assume that there is any
real underlying difference in these cases. Any of these words is sufficient to identify the amend for purposes
of a receipt, and the keeper (or his clerk) varied the formula to relieve his boredom.

8 allegatis: 7, contractis: 7, proposits: 1, habitis: 7.
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In some cases, we get more information. Three cases contain the formula “condemned because he unjustly
opposed the marriage of N. and for clandestine promises alleged with her.” The fines here are 80s or 120s,
more than double or triple the usual peter.9 Here, we can be reasonably confident that we are dealing with
a fine for “frivolous opposition,” in addition to the usual fine for not proceeding with clandestine promises.
Not all unproven allegations of clandestine promises merited an additional penalty, however. Jeanne du Tries
did not prove the promises that she alleged with Jean le Feure, but she paid the lowest amount normally
awarded in clandestine covenant cases, 24s. Once more we can only speculate as to why: Was it that she put
forward a sympathetic case that fell just short of canonical standard of proof? Or is this a reflection of the
somewhat more relaxed practice of fining that we see in the accounts of the 1440s as opposed to those later
in the century? Or were this couple naı̈ve country people who needed to be told the rules but not punished
too harshly?10

The average fine in these cases (approximately 52s) has a population standard deviation of approximately
30.11 All of the fines that are lower than the average are within one standard deviation of the mean (the lowest
being 24s). There are, however, quite a few (22) that are higher. If we look at the amends that are greater than
82s, we can, in some cases, tell why.

The easiest to explain are those in which some offense is involved other than the alleged clandestine promises.
In 8 of the cases, the man pays a penalty for having deflowered the woman (ranging from 72s to 100s) and the
woman pays the standard penalty for clandestine promises alleged (ranging from 24s to 48s). The fact that
these couples are paying the fine at the same time may indicate that the story had a reasonably happy ending,
a suspicion that is heightened in the one case where they are said to have paid the combined fines together.12

It will be noted that in none of these cases is the woman fined for having allowed herself to be deflowered,
though the range of possible explanations for this fact is too wide even for speculation. In one case, the man
was fined for having “long held [the woman] in fornication” and she for alleging clandestine promises. Once
more, the story may have had a happy ending; they paid the combined penalty together.13 In another case,
the man had entered into clandestine promises with one woman and public promises with another. The entry,
unfortunately, does not tell us which promises prevailed.14

Most of our 22 cases involve two parties. Even where an additional offense is not, or at least not visibly,
involved, the doubling of a fine at the high end of the normal range could account for the fact that the total
exceeds the average by more than a standard deviation. There are 7 entries in this category, with combined
amends ranging from 86s to 120s. Only one divides the fine between the man and woman, suggesting that in
the other cases they were both equally guilty, that the promises did in fact exist, that they paid together, and
perhaps that they normalized their relationship. In only one is there any indication of an aggravating factor:
the couple had been interdicted at the instance of the promotor, a fact suggesting that they had not appeared
in response to the first summons.15

There remain entries where the reason for the unusually high fine is quite mysterious. Jonkvrouw Johanna,
daughter of the late Willem Robauds of Damme, paid 120s for clandestine promises contracted with Hellinus
de Louppines. The only indication of why this is so high is in the class indications given in the names; there
are other indications of charging ‘what the traffic would bear’.16 There are no class indications in the name
of Elisabeth Hoens of Petegem-aan-de-Schelde, who paid the same amount for clandestine promises with Jan

9 T11616: [CB] quia se iniuste opposuit matrimonio [KN] et pro clamdestinis cum ea allegatis (120s); T13376: [GB] quia
se iniuste opposuit matrimonio [BT] et pro clamdestinis cum ea allegatis quas non probavit (80s); T16367: [JM] quia
se iniuste opposuit matrimonio [MM] et pro clamdestinis cum ea allegatis condempnatus in ebdomada [3.iii.77] (80s;
it took three years to collect this).

10 T142: In Roubaix: [JT] pro clandestinis per eam propositis cum [JF] habitis et non probatis condempnata in 24s solvit:
24s.

11 The standard deviation is a relatively sophisticated measure of dispersion that takes into account the difference of each
observation in the population from the mean of all observations.

12 In ascending order of the total: T14528: vir, 80; mulier, 24; T10216: 72, 36; T15040: 80, 36; T15036: 80, 40; T9830:
100, 24; T16363: 80, 48; T8201: 100, 36 (simul); T9829: 100, 36.

13 T14917: 120 simul.
14 T12749: vir, 80; mulier, 36. For a case where the aggravating factor is pretty clearly the man’s unjust opposition to the

woman’s espousals with another, see T11616 (n. 9).
15 T1609 vir, 50; mulier, 36; T1361: 96 (interdict); T1162: 96; T8263: 100; T11493: 120; T16294: 120; T3478: 120.
16 T8096; see App e10.2, at n. 17.
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vanden Brouke. Here, a hint may be provided by the fact that the entry has archidiaconus at the bottom. It is
possible that the fines were raised when the offense was uncovered by the archdeacon’s staff rather than that
of the official.17 Even more puzzling are the pair of entries involving Jan Kughelare and Johanna Ribauds of
Ruiselede and Georgius van Oudviuere and Katherina widow of Jan Coene of Onze-Lieve-Vrouw, Brugge. The
former paid amends of 84s (48s for the man and 36s for the woman) for clandestine promises and remission of
them, the latter 160s (the highest amount in this group) for the same judgment. That a couple should have to
pay somewhat on the high side for promises that clearly existed and for their remission, which, if the practice
of Cambrai diocese was followed, was regarded as a kind of dispensation, is not surprising; what is surprising
is that another couple should have to pay almost twice that amount for the same thing. Once more, however,
this latter entry is marked archidiaconus.18

Despite these puzzles and despite the appearance of some amends that seem unusually high, we should not
lose sight of the basic propositions. Engaging in or alleging clandestine promises did lead to the imposition of
amends in the Tournai officiality; these amends were, in many instances, collected; they were of an amount
that did not seem to cause much difficulty for most of those who paid them. The amounts were not trivial.
Eleven days’ wages would obviously be noticeable for a carpenter who had to pay them. There are, however,
relatively few indications that those on whom they were imposed had trouble making the payment. There are
four cases in which a partial payment was made; in one of these the balance was paid a week later.19 There are
three cases in which more than a year passed between the time of the judgment and the time of the payment.20

The vast majority of these amends, however, were paid in the week in which they were imposed, and the rest
were paid within a month or two.21

If the amends for clandestine promises can be said to be of relatively modest amounts, the same cannot be
said of the amends for presumptive marriage, as shown in Table e9.App.3. Unlike the amends for clandestine
promises, these amends are not evenly spread over the years represented by the accounts. This phenomenon
can be confidently ascribed to the fact that de Pauw began to use the formula eorum matrimonium clamdestine
carnali copula (sequuta) consummarunt only at the end of 1473, and this was the formula that we coded.
Presumptive marriage cases exist in all the account books, and these must be taken simply as a sample.22 If
we are right that the amount of the amends tended to go up as the century wore on, these may be higher
than the averages in the earlier part of the century, but spot-checking those from the earlier dates shows that
high amends were also the norm there, too. Somewhat surprisingly, there seems to be a slightly greater urban
presence in our sample than there was in the clandestine covenant cases. Taking as a measure of urban the
places that had more than one parish, 16 of our cases come from such places (16/37, 43% vs 26% for the
clandestine covenant cases).

The major difference, of course, between these cases and the clandestine covenant cases is that the amount
of the amend is much higher, averaging almost eight times the amount (408.3 vs 51.9). The dispersion is also
much greater. The lowest amount is the lowly peter (36s), the highest the truly impressive sum of 2,400s (10
‘pounds of groats’, though the term is not used). The population standard deviation is 471, a reflection not
only of the fact that there is a wide difference between the minimum and the maximum but also of the fact
that there are a number of examples in the extremes of the distribution. The only indication that there was, in
some sense, an expected amend for this behavior is the fact that the modal amend, 360, appears seven times.
If the penalty for clandestine promises without more was thought of as being a peter, then the penalty for
consummating promises by sexual intercourse may have been thought of as ten times that amount.

17 T8578.
18 T1353, T8354. The indication is at the head of the entry and may refer to the previous entry.
19 T548, T3055 (balance a week later), T4006, T1556.
20 T16367 (80s paid on 1.vii.80 for amends for unjust opposition imposed on 3.iii.77); T7449 (48s paid on 1.x.70

for clandestine promises alleged imposed on 6.vii.67); T8578 (120s paid on 29.x.70 for clandestine promises alleged
imposed on 1.xii.66). Of course, delay in payment can indicate unwillingness rather than inability to pay.

21 T12818 is the only exception (payment on 25.xi.76 for clandestine promises alleged imposed on 22.iv.76). There may
be a few more; Vlenke’s registers do not indicate the date on which the fine was imposed.

22 Consummarunt eorum matrimonium per carnalem copulam solempnitate Ecclesie omissa: T954 (12.vi.47): 160s; T3334
(29.iv.48): 320s; sese carnaliter commiscuerunt eorum matrimonium consummando: T5806 (21.xii.61): 1,440s; eorum
matrimonium clandestinum carnali copula consummarunt: T8606 (5.xi.1470): 120s.
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table e9.App.3. Tournai Presumptive Marriage Cases – Amends Imposed
(1473–1481)

Book Doc No. Date Place Amend

6 10039 20.xii.73 Inghelmuenstre 640
7 11557 18.vii.74 Sancto Saluatore Brugensi 1920
� count: 2 max: 1,920 min: 640 avg: 1280

8 13024 24.iv.77 Morsella 40
8 13274 30.ix.76 Sancta Cruce Ardemburgensi 480
8 13420 12.viii.76 Sancto Michaele Gandensi 2400
8 13533 30.xii.76 Zinghem 360
� count: 4 max: 2,400 min: 40 avg: 820

9 14357 12.vi.80 Morsella 100
9 14361 19.ix.80 Sancto Stephano Insulensi 180
9 14437 27.ix.79 Sancta Maria Sluus 720
9 14460 11.x.79 Sancto Eligio Oestburch 360
9 14566 10.i.80 Sancta Maria Dam 120
9 14898 10.iv.80 Sancta Maria Sluus 232
9 14918 24.iv.80 Sancta Cruce Brugensi 120
9 14948 1.v.80 Sancta Maria Brugensi 240
9 14959 24.iv.80 Casandt 720
9 15007 19.vi.80 Sancta Maria Brugensi 120
9 15008 19.vi.80 Sancto Egidio Brugensi 360
9 15094 18.x.79 Sancto Michaele Gandensi 480
� count: 12 max: 720 min: 100 avg: 312.6

10 15663 14.viii.80 Derlicke 100
10 15688 9.x.80 Belleghem 360
10 15833 1.vii.80 Sancta Cruce Brugensi 36
10 15873 28.viii.80 Thoroult 600
10 15881 11.ix.80 Sancto Saluatore Brugensi 360
10 15908 2.x.80 Sconendike 480
10 16003 15.i.81 Sancto Saluatore Brugensi 160
10 16010 22.i.81 Ghistella 160
10 16097 2.iv.81 Blanckenberghe 240
10 16237 23.iv.81 Werkine 320
10 16417 16.x.80 Euerghem 360
10 16465 27.xi.80 Aldernado 960
10 16473 4.xii.80 Zele 80
10 16517 12.ii.81 Hoghelede 240
10 16532 5.iii.81 Melsele 240
10 16565 16.iv.81 Beuere juxta Aldenardum 360
10 16599 14.v.81 Vracene 180
10 16627 11.vi.81 Exarde 120
10 16628 11.vi.81 Meyeghem 160
� count: 19 max: 960 min: 36 avg: 290.3

�� count: 37 max: 2,400 min: 36 avg: 408.3

Note: The layout of this table is the same as Table e9.App.2.
Source: Compotus Tornacenses.
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Let us examine the extremes of the distribution to see if we can get some kind of impression of what
might have led the court to deviate from this imagined norm. On 8 May 1480, Adriaan Heyns and Adriana
daughter of Jacob Ghenins of Sint-Kruis, Brugge, were condemned to pay 60s “out of favor for marriage” for
having consummated their marriage clandestinely “omitting the banns”; on 1 July, they paid a peter (36s),
and the balance was waived “on account of their poverty.”23 On 9 October 1475, Gerard vander Cruce and
Sara Hunouts of Moorsele were condemned to pay 80s (“because they are poor”), “because after affiancing
in the hand of a priest and one bann proclaimed they consummated their marriage clandestinely by sexual
intercourse.” On 24 March 1477, they paid 40s, and the balance was remitted gratis “because they are poor.”24

It seems relatively clear what happened in both cases. Neither of these couples had much money. In the case
of Gerard and Sara, they were trying to do the right thing; that may also have been the case with Adriaan
and Adriana. They didn’t wait and they got caught. Marriage is what they had in mind all along. The normal
swinging penalty for presumptive marriage will in their cases be reduced to the normal penalty for clandestine
promises.

An entry dated in the week of 12 August 1476 tells us that Adriaan de Vos and a jonkvrouw (her Christian
name is not given), the widow of Egied de Cauwere, of Sint-Michiel, Gent, consummated their marriage by
sexual intercourse, omitting the banns and solemnities of the church, after they had been affianced in the
hands of a priest and notwithstanding the fact that the jonkvrouw had previously clandestinely affianced one
Jan vander Kerchoue. They “ought to pay” 2,400s. They paid 1,200s on the spot and the balance three weeks
later.25 The key to this case may lie in the fact that it is never said that the sum that they “ought to pay”
was the result of a condemnation by the official and in the fact that the jonkvrouw’s name is not mentioned
(though it should have been fairly easy to determine who she was, granted that her late husband’s name is
given). This case may have been a settlement reached by the couple with the promotor and the keeper (with
or without the knowledge of the official). They, and particularly she, had been caught in serious wrongdoing
(one is reminded of how seriously both the Cambrai and Paris courts took bina sponsalia). The couple did
not want the publicity, and they had plenty of money. The court personnel were happy to accommodate them
for 10 “pounds of groats,” the highest sum in our sample.

We can be less sure of what is going on in the case of Jan de Gommegies, crassier, and Adriana daughter
of Valentin Crekele of Sint-Salvator, Brugge. They were condemned, he for 1,200s, she for 720s, on 16 May
1474, simply for consummating their marriage clandestinely and “omitting the banns and solemnities of the
church.” They paid in installments, 960s on 18 July 1474, 480s on 31 October 1474, and 480s on 23 January
1475 (the sums, it will noted, are all multiples of “pounds of groats,” adding up to eight).26 This couple do not
seem to have been able to raise the money as easily as did Adriaan and the jonkvrouw (a crassier is probably
a dealer in fat, oil, and/or candles). More than this the record does not say, but it is possible that they were
guilty of some more serious offense that is not mentioned.

It is striking how many of these entries show that something was wrong with the marriage, other than the
fact that it was consummated by sexual intercourse before the solemnities. In three cases, the woman was guilty
of bina sponsalia, having affianced another man in the hand or hands of a priest; in another (in addition to the
case of Adriaan and the jonkvrouw), she affianced another man clandestinely.27 In six cases, the consummation
took place despite the opposition of another man, who was probably asserting, though the record does not say

23 T15833: [AH] et [AG] quia eorum matrimonium clamdestine carnali copula consummarunt bannis omissis condempnati
in ebdomada [8.v.80] simul in favorem matrimonii in 60s – qui moderati sunt propter eorum paupertatem ad 36s.

24 T13024: [GC] et [SH] quia post affidationes in manu presbiteri et unum bannum proclmatum eorum matrimonium
clamdestine carnali copula sequuta consummarunt condempnati in ebdomada [9.x.75] simul, quia pauperes, in 4 lb.,
solverunt super hiis: 40s. Restant adhuc solvendi 40s. Remissum est gratis quia pauperes.

25 T13420 (12.viii.76): [AV] et domicella relicta [EC] quia postquam sese in manibus presbiteri affidarunt eorum matri-
monium clamdestine carnali copula sequuta consummarunt bannis et Ecclesie solempnitatibus omissis non obstante
etiam quoad ipsa relicta prius [JK] clamdestine affidarat, debent solvere 120 lb. Solverunt super hiis: 60lb. Restant
adhuc solvende: 60lb. Solverunt in ebdomada [9.ix.76; T13451].

26 T11557 (18.vii.74): Johannes de Gommegies, crassier, et Adriana filia Valentini Crekele quia eorum matrimonium
clamdestine carnali copula sequuta consummarunt bannis et Ecclesie solempnitatibus omissis condempnati in ebdomada
[16.v.74], vir in 60lb et mulier in 36lb, solverunt super hiis: 48 lb. Restant adhuc solvende 48 lb. Solverunt partem in
ebdomada [31.x.74]; T11615]. In T11655 (23.i.75), they pay another 24 lb.

27 T13274 (30.ix.76) 480s; T13533 (30.xii.76) 360s; T16565 (16.iv.81) 360s; T16532 (5.iii.81) 240s (clandestine).
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this, prior promises with himself.28 In one case the record mentions both prior promises and opposition.29 We
are reminded that getting married during the pendency of litigation about a marriage was taken very seriously
at relatively relaxed Ely (though there it was done by exchanging words of present consent or solemnization).
We are also reminded of our speculations earlier in this chapter that some of the cases of presumptive marriage
may be the result of couples’ raising the stakes in the face of opposition to their marriage. In one Tournai case,
the couple had consummated their marriage despite their spiritual affinity; the affinity had been dispensed
(probably after the consummation), but they had to pay 240s for the consummation, even though the amount
had been reduced in favorem matrimonii.30

There is considerable evidence in our relatively small sample that couples were having difficulty making the
payment. Two of the cases at the extremes of the distribution involve reductions in the amount paid; another
was paid in three installments.31 In two cases the payment was made two years after the judgment, in one a
year after the judgment.32 In three cases the bishop reduced the amount to be paid, from 720s to 600s, from
1,440s to 720s, and from 720s to 360s, twice at the instance of other ecclesiastical officials and once on his
own accord when he found out that the couple “had lost all” in a fire.33

On the assumption, which may be wrong, that imposition of amends worked in Cambrai diocese in the
same way as it worked in Tournai diocese, our brief investigation of the practice in the latter suggests that
we cannot put a fixed number on the amends that were imposed in the former. The hints that we find in the
Tournai account books do, however, suggest that the factors that emerged from the rhetoric of the sentences
probably operated when it came to setting and collecting the amends. Unsophisticated young people who got
into trouble but were basically heading in the right direction had to pay. The amounts probably seemed high
to them, but they were not more than they could afford. Older, more sophisticated, and wealthier people,
particularly if their offenses were serious, had to pay a lot. Sometimes they used their connections to get the
amount reduced, but the court and its officers did not show them much sympathy when it came to setting the
amounts. Further investigation of the fascinating records of Tournai may allow us to say more. In particular,
the converse of the propositions just offered warrants further exploration. How was a man without much
money who behaved unconscionably treated? How were sophisticated people whose offenses were not that
serious treated? The records are not full enough to allow systematic answers to such questions, but they do
give hints of answers.

1056. Ch 10, n. 4: T1 lists seven women: Alice de Helmsley, Catherine daughter of William of York, probably
Marjorie Oliver, Cecily servant of John Layton, Iseult daughter of Hamo Gardener, Cecily del Broom, and
Cecily Baldwin. At least two children are ascribed to Alice and one each to Catherine, ?Marjorie, and Cecily del
Broom, for a minimum of five. T2 lists five women: Alice, Catherine, Marjorie, Iseult, and Cecily del Broom.
T2 lists the first three and calls Marjorie ‘Mariot’. Both T2 and T3 describe the children only generally. T4
lists the same women as T3, and ascribes two children to Alice and one each to Catherine and Marjorie. T5
lists five women without surnames, Alice, Catherine, Marjorie, Iseult, and two Cecilys (almost certainly del
Broom and probably Baldwin). He ascribes two children to Alice and Catherine and one each to ?Marjorie
and Cecily del Broom, for a total of six. T6 lists Alice, Cecily del Broom, and Catherine, and ascribes one child
each to Alice and Cecily and two to Catherine, for a total of four.

1057. Ch 10, n. 9: notoria et manifesta in villa de Novo Castro (T2); vera et manifesta habita et reputata in
villa et locis supradicts (T5).

28 T14959 (24.iv.80) 720s; T15873 (28.viii.80) 600s; T15908 (2.x.80) 480s; T16097 (2.iv.81) 240s; T16465 (27.xi.80)
960s; T16517 (12.ii.81) 240s.

29 T15881 (11.ix.80) 360s (3–p).
30 T14948 (1.v.80) 240s: non obstante quod pater [MT] [JZ] de sacro fonte levaverat – super quo dispensati sunt auctoritate

apostolica. The result in this case may have been negotiated; there is no mention of a condemnation.
31 See at nn. 23, 24, 26.
32 T15007 (19.vi.80) 120s: condempnati [9.iii.78]; T15008 (19.vi.80) 360s: condempnati [14.vi.79]; T16097 (2.iv.81)

240s: condempnati [1.ii.79].
33 T14437 (27.ix.79): 72lb quas dominus Tornacensis moderavit ad preces magistri [JW] ad 36lb; T15873 (28.viii.80) 600s:

36lb que ad preces prepositi Thoraltensis moderate sunt ad 30lb; T16565 (16.iv.81) 360s: 36lb quas reverendissimus
dominus cardinalis in Alderndo existens moderavit ad 18lb eo quod incendio omnia perdiderunt. Dominus cardinalis
(and dominus in T14437) is Ferry of Cluny, bishop of Tournai (1473–83), and cardinal of the Roman Church from
1480 until his death in 1483. Eubel, Hierarchia, 2:278 and n. 2.
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1058. Ch 10, n. 16: See, e.g., the glossa ordinaria on C.32 q.5 c.5, vo sub cautela (Venice 1572) p. 1044;
Hostiensis, Lectura in X 4.13.1, vo post mortem uxoris (in fine), fol. 42vb. But see Hostiensis, Summa, tit.
Si mulier petat in virum (in fine), col. 1395, which focuses on the cautio that the man is to give that he not
mistreat his wife and does not contemplate the possibility that the restitution will not be awarded.

1059. Ch 10, n. 18: Esmein, Mariage, 2:110–11. Dauvillier offers no references to Bernard or Innocent, either
here or in Mariage en droit classique 349–50, and I have been unable to find the passages to which he refers.

1060. Ch 10, n. 20: Brundage, Law, Sex, 511 and n. 93, suggests that the doctrine may be found in Petrus
de Ancharano, who wrote a full generation before Panormitanus. This is not quite what Ancharano says,
however. Commentaria in X 4.13.1, p. 136a: Sed nunquid cogetur vir habitare cum uxore, quae sic insidiatur;
nec refrenari potest? Dicit Ioan. And. quod non: ex quo nulla potest cautione mederi: imo potest eiici et
restitutionem petenti obstabit exceptio. [X 2.13.13 in fine]. Johannes Andreae says the same thing (substitute
non puto for Dicit Ioan. And. quod non). Novella Commentaria in X 4.13.1 (Venice 1581), fol. 64ra. Earlier
in the commentary (id., fol. 63vb), Johannes shows that he is aware that Raymond had edited the decretal to
take out the proposition that the husband could dismiss (dimittere) his wife under these circumstances and
reports that Vincentus [?Hispanus] seems to have thought that he still could, at least where the plot on his life
was combined with adultery. It would take relatively little to convert this “dismissal” (dimittere) and “casting
out” (potest eiici) into an affirmative action for separation from bed and board in the case where one spouse
plotted against the life of the other and to go from there to the situation discussed in X 2.13.8 and X 2.13.13,
where the violence or cruelty of one spouse endangered the safety of the other. For a collection of references
on the topic of procedure in separation cases that might be used to develop the history of the substantive side
of the law, see King, Canonical Procedure in Separation Cases. See also T&C no. 1089.

1061. Ch 10, n. 21: That the endorsement calls the case Devoine c Scot is not particularly powerful contrary
evidence, both because the endorsement seems to have been added later and because these are the depositions
of Devoine against Scot. Four times in the depositions Scot is referred to as de quo agitur (T1, T2 [twice], T6),
but Marjorie is once referred to as de qua agitur (T1), and once the couple are referred to as de quibus agitur
(T5). Hence, the phrase tells us little about who is plaintiff and who is defendant but rather tells us who the
case is about. Ultimately, our conclusion is based on the judgment that these depositions seem more likely to
have been produced by a woman who was seeking to justify having separated herself from her husband (and,
hence, defending a restitutionary action) than by one who was seeking as plaintiff a judgment of separation.

1062. Ch 10, n. 23: A right of the husband to “correct” his wife, at least in extreme circumstances, could be
derived from C.33 q.2 c.10, though the tendency of the canonists seems to have been to limit the reach of that
text. See, e.g., glossa ordinaria ad id. vo potestatem, p. 1087a; Summa Coloniensis 14.11, 4:61–2. T2 may
suggest that Richard was punished by the archdeacon’s official for having beaten Marjorie, as well as for his
adulteries. T2 certainly says that Richard was charged (impetitus) with having beaten her.

1063. Ch 10, n. 24: Compare Gudefelawe c Chappeman (Ch 4, at n. 255), which follows the expected pattern
of appeal from the archdeacon of Northumberland to the consistory of Durham, and thence to the court of
York.

1064. Ch 10, n. 25: See Huntyngton c Munkton (Ch 4, at nn. 215–24), which is roughly contemporary, and
in which the husband bypasses the official to sue for restoration in the audience of the archbishop.

1065. Ch 10, n. 26: That there were articles is clear because all the witnesses are examined according to them.
That there were interrogatories is less clear. The word interrogatus appears seven times (once restored) at the
end of each witness’s testimony, in which the witness is being asked routine questions about possible bias. There
may have been formal written interrogatories on these topics (which would mean that this was a contested
case and, hence, most likely that Richard, too, appeared at York), but these may have been interrogatories
that the examiner formulated of his own motion.

1066. Ch 10, n. 27: That is to say, the whole of class CP.E. See Table 3.2. An action for separation on the
ground of her husband’s adultery may underlie Colvyle c Darell (Ch 4, at n. 251), but when we see the case,
what is at stake is the payment of alimony and costs in what was probably a parallel action for restoration of
conjugal rights.
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1067. Ch 10, n. 29: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 69, cites this case (under its former number) for the
proposition that one could defend a possessory action on the ground that the words spoken did not make a
valid contract of marriage. I may have missed something, but I do not see that issue in this case. Cf. Pederson,
Marriage Disputes, 198 and n. 85.

1068. Ch 10, n. 34: We do not know much about these men. One of them (T2) describes himself as a tanner,
another (T4) as a merchant in sheep skins; two of them (T5, T6) call themselves clerks. The examiner was
probably not impressed with these last two because he took the unusual step of mentioning that the articles
had to be expounded to them in lingua materna.

1069. Ch 10, n. 36: T1 (twice), T2, T3 (twice) (aula); T2 (ad portam mansi); T1 (satisficiebatur . . . pro certo
precio solvendo); T1, T3, T4, T5, T6 (Richard aluit at least some of his illegitimate children); T1, T2, T3, T5,
T6 (nec tenens).

1070. Ch 10, n. 38: Though low socioeconomic status is today a “risk marker” for domestic violence; see
Jasinski, Partner Violence, 25–7; cf. Ferrante, Measuring Domestic Violence, 38–9.

1071. Ch 10, n. 41: The testimony is too long to transcribe in full, but samples of it follow:
Joan Fleschawer of York, 21, servant of Joan and Robert while they were living together: On one occasion

Robert cum baculo caput dicte Johanne fregit. Interrogatus de causa sciencie sue dicit quod quedam Petronella
Russell de Goderamgate Ebor’ misit ad dictam Johannam pro quadam summa pecunie in qua erat dicte
Petronelle pro mensa sua indebitata eo tempore quod fuit soluta a dicto Roberto et dicta Johanna peciit
dictam pecuniam a dicto Roberto marito suo et hac de causa fregit caput eius, etc. . . . [S]epius audivit ista
iurata prefatum Robertum inferre minas dicte Johanne uxori sue quod frangeret ipsius brachia et tibias et quod
nullam potest invenire securitatem de impunitate uxoris sue per aliquem vicinorum suorum de auditu et noticia
eius, etc. . . . [D]icit quod dictus Robertus occupavit et occupat omnia bona communia dictorum Roberti et
Johanne, dotem, terras et tenementa ac omina alia bona que fuerunt dicte Johanne propria tempore matrimonii
contracti inter dictos Robertum et Johannam exceptis qubusdam vestibus debilibus cum quibus induebatur
et cum quibus recessit marito suo ut dicit. Dicit ulterius quod audivit prefatam Johannam dicere quod dictus
Robertus maritus suus vendidit bona m̂obilia que fuerunt in̂ sua propria ante matrimonium contractum inter
eosdem ad valorem xl marcas et dictam summam in usum utriusque dictus Robertus convertebat. Item dicit
interrogatus quod de ?terris ?tenementis que fuerunt propria ipsius Johanne tempore contractus matrimonii
inter eosdem expendere potest ipse Robertus annuatim xj marcas et dicit ?ea sic scire quia audivit utrumque
eorumdem dicere quod de ipsis terris et tenementis xl [?read xi or xii, on the basis of others’ testimony] marcas
annuatim expendere potest dictus Robertus. [Most of the witnesses confirm these financial details with minor
variations.] Item interrogatus an dicta Johanna recessit a dicto Roberto sponte vel coacte dicit quod dicta
Johanna uno die de quo non recolit de mane surrexit et solvit unum canem ligatum cum cathena in domo
habitacionis dicti Roberti et quia canis predictus recessit a domo dicti Roberti ipse Robertus quesivit a dicta
Johanna uxore sua ubi fuit dictus canis et ipsa Johanna respondebat quod nescivit ac ipse Robertus dixit dicte
Johanne quod nisi dictus canis reductus esset ad domum suam antequam ipse Robertus de quadam silva ad
quam transiturus erat <reduxit> melius esset prefate Johanne quod dictus canis numquam exisset de ventre
matris sue et dicit quod dictus Robertus dixit dicte Johanne aliter ?unquam [?nunquam] videas me in oculis
meis [?tuis] nisi rehabeam dictum canem ante redditum meum de silva predicta et ista de causa recessit ab eo
et hoc se dicit scire quia dicta Johanna uxor dicti Roberti sic ei retulit. [Two other witnesses confirm this story,
converting the threats into “it would be better for you if you had never left your mother’s womb” and “you
will never lay your eyes on me again,” but they, too, testify on the basis of hearsay.]

Joan wife of John Potter of York, 40 and more. Dicit eciam ista iurata quod audivit dictam Johannam
et servientes eiusdem Johanne isti iurate sepius dicere quod ipse Robertus evaginavit daggerrum suum ad
percuciendum ipsam Johannam et quod sepius verberavit eam; dicit tamen quod nunquam interfuit ista iurata
?quando dictus Robertus verberavit dictam Johannam uxorem suam.

Thomas Gyllyot of York, 40 and more. In quadragesima ultimo preterito videlicet die mercurii proximo
post domincam Ramispalmarum ut credit dictus Robertus Lonesdale percussit dictam Johannam super genam
et oculum illius cum una face ardenti et eam graviter vulneravit quod quidem vulnus sic inflictum postea vidit
iste iuratus non tamen interfuit nec vidit quando dictus Robertus dictam Johannam sic percussit et vulneravit
et sic audivit dici ex relacione Ricardii Marshall et Johanne uxoris Johannis Potter de Ebor. Interrogatus
de causa percussionis dicit quia d̂icta Johannâ quibusdam vasis antiquis de Peuter post co[n]vivacionem
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amicorum ŝuorum̂ in dominca Ramispalmarum predicta sine locione per servientes negligenter dimissis dicto
Roberto marito suo cum vaso de peuteri novo ministravit in prandium prout audivit dici a dictis Ricardo
Marshall et Jonanna uxore Johannis Potter. [Both Richard and Joan testify, but they did not see the event
either.]

John Potter of York, 50 or more. In quadragesima ultimo preterita videlicet die mercurii proximo post
domincam Ramispalmarum dictus Robertus Londesdale levata una face ardenti in manu sua dictam Johannam
graviter percussit super genam et oculum ita quod cutis pendebat per genam quam quidem percussionem
gravem vidit postea iste iuratus non tamen interfuit nec vidit quando dicta Johanna sic fuit percussa et hoc
se dicit scire q̂uiâ sic audivit dici ex relacione dicte Johanne sic percusse et servientium suarum. Interrogatus
quare dictus Robertus percussit dictam Johannam dicit quia servivit in prandio dicto Roberto marito suo cum
vaso novo de peuter cum servientes illius noluerunt vasa vetera de peuter mundare que fuerunt sine locione a
dicta die dominica usque ad illum diem mercurii et hec fuit causa percussionis prout audivit dici et referri a
dicta Johanna sic percussa et servientibus suis.

There is an extensive account of the case in Butler, Language of Abuse, 304–9. She has the date and the
result wrong, and her description of the depositions is full of errors. For example, Robert is not reported to
have come at Joan with a “flushed face” but with a burning torch (face ardenti); he did not break her arm
and shinbone, but threatened to break her arms and legs (inferre minas . . . quod frangeret ipsius brachia et
tibias); Joan did not lend money to her friend Petronella Russell, but Petronella sent her a bill for board for the
period when Joan was single (quedam Petronella Russell . . . misit ad dictam Johannam pro quadam summa
pecunie in qua erat dicte Petronelle pro mensa sua indebitata eo tempore quod fuit soluta a dicto Roberto).
My principal difficulty with the account, however, is that it takes as true what the witnesses say, even though
the vast bulk of the testimony is hearsay.

1072. Ch 10, n. 44: vir honestus, mansuetus, sobrius, pius, affabilis, quietus, pacificus, humilis.

1073. Ch 10, n. 45: austerus, irregularis et terribilis vs honesta humilis et benigna (T1); demens et lunaticus
(T2); austerus ferox adulter et terribilis vs honesta, humilis, prudens et benigna (T3).

1074. Ch 10, n. 46: I cannot identify this place, but I suspect that it lies to the west of Chester-le-Street
(Durham), just south of Newcastle (compare Chester Moor, Durham). Watts, Dictionary, 135, reports a West
Hall in Chester-le-Street; the clerk of the depositions may have truncated this.

1075. Ch 10, n. 48: E.g., T3: [V]idit predictum Henricum proterviter et sine causa male tractare et verberare
Ceciliam predictam et eam ad terram prosternere et cum pugillo suo percutere in oculo sic quod ex huiusmodi
ictu occulum predicte Cecilie idem Henricus extraxit et de suo capite cumberavit [CLat incubuit] ita quod
iacuit super genam ipsius Cecilie, et bene scit quod dicta Cecilia pro perpetuo amisiset suum huiusmodi oculum
nisi per matrem suam tutius et magis caute predictus oculus in suum locum pristinum impositus fuisset de
noticia et visu suis ut dicit in iuramento suo.

T4: [I]sta iurata sepius vidit eandem Ceciliam propter metum mortis sue et alium metum quem habuit erga
Henricum suum maritum predictum velle saltasse per quandam fenestram cuiusdam alte camere sue et se
demerso in aqua Use tamquam mulier mente alienata nisi quod impedita fuit per Johannam matrem suam,
istam iuratam et alios servientes eiusdem Cecilie ut dicit in iuramento suo.

1076. Ch 10, n. 49: I owe this suggestion to Butler, Language of Abuse, 328–30. There is similar, though
not quite the same, testimony in Ireby c Lonesdale (at n. 40). Now that we know that that case is virtually
contemporary with this one (1409–10 vs 1410), we can suspect some sharing of information among witnesses
as to how to tell a compelling story of spousal abuse.

1077. Ch 10, n. 51: non convenit vobis ipsum de stacione sua exprobare quia modicum vel nichil sibi dedistis.

1078. Ch 10, n. 52: Sara Butler’s account of this case (Language of Abuse, 301–3) overemphasizes, in my view,
the defamatory words and underemphasizes the physical violence and the cause of the quarrel (the stepson).
I agree with her, however, that the case does suggest changing notions of what constitutes cruelty.

1079. Ch 10, n. 53: There is one other fifteenth-century case that we classified, with some hesitation, as a
separation case. Gerard Preston of ?Howden c Marjorie [. . .] (1434), CP.F 110. All that survives is a set of
depositions of witnesses who testify to Marjorie’s numerous adulteries and concubinages; she is now living
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with Gerard by whom she has had children. Except for the fact that Marjorie and Gerard are referred to as de
qua and de quo agitur, these could be depositions on an exception against a witness. As it is, the underlying
case could be an action for separation brought by Gerard against Marjorie, a defense (in pari delicto) to an
action for separation brought by Marjorie against Gerard, or an ex officio prosecution against them both. The
first seems the most likely, and if these witnesses’ testimony goes uncontradicted, a result in Gerard’s favor
will be a foregone conclusion.

1080. Ch 10, n. 54: I am grateful to Sara Butler for calling my attention to the separation actions found in
these books. She deals with a number of entries from these books from the point of view of what they show
about attitudes toward spousal abuse in id., pp. 360, 365, 372–3, 375.

1081. Ch 10, n. 55: Item eodem die comparuerunt personaliter coram domino. . Officiali Robertus de Moreby
spurier et Constantia uxor ?eius et propter diversas dissenciones et discordias inter eos suscitatas ac propter
periculum mortis dicte Constancie per prefatum Robertum sibi ŝepiuŝ comminatum dominus . . Officialis de
consensu dicti Roberti concessit eisdem licenciam abinvicem seorsum morandi et dictus Robertus iuravit ad
sancta dei Evangelia quod amodo non inferet malum dicte ?uxori in corpore nec infere faciet et super bonis
communibus eorundem posuerunt se laudo [inserted word that I cannot read on film] et arbitrio ?domini
Willelmi de Chester et Willelmi Grene merceri Ebor’.

1082. Ch 10, n. 56: Item decimo octavo die mensis Marcii [1374] comparuerunt Johanna filia Willelmi
Matheuson et Robertus de ?Potterflete coram dominio Officiali pro tribunali sedente, dictaque Johanna pro-
posuit verbotenus quod predictus Robertus duxit ipsam in uxorem et quinque proles concepit de ea, ?iurataque
allegavit quod metu mortis non audebat secum cohabitare. Iurataque [it could be iurati] de calumpnia etc.
Datus dies martis proximo ad [what follows is problematical] discendum quod inde dominus officialis adhiberet
sibi. [What follows is once more clear:] Item dictus Robertus fatebatur quod citra carniprivium ultimo prete-
ritum cognovit carnaliter Elenam de la Chaumbre.

1083. Ch 10, n. 58: [In margin: Iuramentum Johannis Kellynglay tractandi uxorem suam] Item eodem die
comparuerunt personaliter coram domini Officialis Curie Ebor’ Commissario generali pro tribunali sedente
Johannes de Kellinglay et Cecilia uxor sua qui quidem Johannes iuravit ad sancta dei Evangelia per ipsum
corporaliter tacta quod ab isto die in antea [?read postea] dictam Cecliam uxorem suam decenter et honeste in
lecto et mensa et omnibus aliis fedus coniugale concernentibus [?tractabit] ipsamque cum nullo ?instrumento
vel eciam manu sua vel pede attrociter percuciet vel inconvenienter verberabit aut castigabit [note that we are in
the indicative here] in ?minore vel ?maiore sub pena duodecim fustigationum circa forum ?Pontisfracti et sub
pena euntis ?ad ?duos dies dominicas ante processionem ecclesie Cathedralis beati Petri Ebor’ more penitencie
cum ûnâ cera unius libri in manu sua si eum contingat in premissis delinquere vel aliquo premissorum.
Subsequenter vero dicta Cecilia consimile prestitit iuramentum quod ipsa ab isto die in antea [sic] prefato
Johanni viro suo obediet et obtemperabit humiliter ut tenetur sub pena predicta.

1084. Ch 10, n. 60: Et dictus Ricardus et Alicia unanimiter consenserunt seorsum et separatim commorandi
[sic] et hoc a domino officiali instanter petierunt. Set dictus dominus officialis dixit expresse quod noluit eis
licenciam concedere seorsum commorandi set bene permitteret ad tempus quousque pax et concordia inter
eos melius fuerit reformata.

1085. Ch 10, n. 61: The phrase is Helmholz’s, Marriage Litigation, 101; cf. id., 100–107. See Poos, “Heavy-
Handed Marriage Counselor,” and Butler, Language of Abuse, 350–66, 370–9, for nice collections of examples.

1086. Ch 10, n. 67: Two of the civil cases of separation of goods (Courtillier, col. 148/3, 210/7, 213/7, 216/4;
Messaiger [12.xi.86, 3.xii.86, 11–12.xii.86, 14.xii.86], 389/4, 397/4, 402/2, 403/3, 403/6) may have begun as
criminal actions for wife beating.

1087. Ch 10, n. 71: In Barrote c Clerici (11.ix.85), col. 188/8, separation of goods is granted on the grounds
of cruelty. The case goes on to explain quia pecaverunt [sic] hincinde in legem matrimonii fuit adulterium
compensatum, a curious phrase that suggests that one party compensated for the other’s adultery by committing
adultery and was therefore not entitled to a separation on the ground of adultery. Amyon (22.iii.85), col. 84/3,
may have been a criminal case. Both parties confess adultery; the man is enjoined to receive his wife and treat
her with marital affection, and both pay a fine.
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1088. Ch 10, n. 73: Ferrebouc (9.xii.84 to 11.iii.87), col. 7/8, 22/4, 136/8, 142/3, 432/8, 436/5, 442/5, etc.
She produced at least 16 witnesses (col. 136/8, 142/3), including one who was the registrar of the court, and
three documents, including ones under the seal of the court and of the Châtelet (col. 432/8, 436/5). While
there may have been more than this involved, it certainly looks as if one of the things that Jeanne was trying
to prove was that Jean had been convicted of adultery. The final entry (col. 442/5) declares a conclusio in
causa in the absence of the reus, the last step that we normally find recorded before the unrecorded sentence
is issued. Compare Joffin c Joffin 26.iv.85, 29.v.85, 5.vi.85, 5.vi.85, 17.vi.85), col. 105/3 (routine separation
of goods); 111/2 (promotor joins the case and husband inhibited from dissipating the community property);
125/2 (promotor leaves the case); 129/2, 129/3 (wife presents libel); 138/1 (wife fails to appear). While it is
possible that the proceedings subsequent to the separation were all concerned with the property division, the
presence of the promotor suggests that more serious matters, such as a possible separation a thoro for adultery,
may have been involved.

1089. Ch 10, n. 75: Sánchez, who passes over little, does not mention the possibility. He recognizes cruelty as
a ground for separation from bed and board, though he is quite strict about the requirements. Disputationes
de matrimonio, 10.18, pp. 3:399a–407a. Panormitanus, who, as we have seen (at nn. 17–19) is among the
first to recognize cruelty as an affirmative ground for separation, interprets X 5.10.2 (Lucius III, Intelleximus)
to mean that a separation cannot be granted even if one the spouses deliberately murders one their children.
Panormitanus, Commentaria in X 5.10.2, fol. 124rb: Nam Deus tantum excepit causam fornicationis. There
may be a discussion of separation of goods in the academic commentary on the decretals on marital property. I
have not examined these with the attention that I have tried to pay to the commentary on marriage formation
and dissolution.

1090. Ch 10, n. 76: Hodie . . . fuerunt separati quoad bona salvo iure thori et hoc propter malum regimen
viri et dissipationem bonorum ac sevitiam dicti viri, etc., et quilibet ipsorum se tenuit pro contento de bonis
inter ipsos communibus.

1091. Ch 10, n. 77: Col. 91: fuerunt separati quoad bona propter inimicitias, discordias, rancores et odia
ort[a] inter ipsos, ne deterius inde contingat, et hoc de consensu dictorum coniugum. Cf. Thiphaine c Thiphaine
(27.ii.85), col. 64/7: propter odia et rancores ortos inter eos de quibus nobis constitit, etc., salvo iure thori . . . et
fuit inhibitum viro ne verberet ultra modum coniugalem predictam eius uxorem sub pena excommunicationis
et xx librarum.

1092. Ch 10, n. 78: Col. 82: Separavimus [eos] propter malum regimen dicti viri, etc., et quia plures obligationes
erga plures ipsa inscia et absque eius [uxoris] proficuo. Cf. Perrieres c Perrieres (16.iii.85); col. 78/2: Fuerunt
separati quoad bona salvo iure thori et hoc propter malum regimen dicti viri ita quod alter ad solvendum
debita seu contractus alterius [non teneatur].

1093. Ch 10, n. 79: et quittaverunt alter alterum de bonis communibus inter ipsos mediantibus duobus francis
quos dicta mulier tenebitur et promisit solvere eidem viro.

1094. Ch 10, n. 80: iuraverunt facere bonam partem.

1095. Ch 10, n. 82: Kerautret c Kerautret (16.iii.85), col. 78/3; Messaiger c Messaiger (14.xii.86), col. 403/6;
Bruneau c Bruneau (29.xi.86), col. 397/1.

1096. Ch 10, n. 83: Auberti c Auberti (n. 76); Boquet c Boquet (28.xi.85), col. 226/5; Audigois c Audigois
(19.iii.86), col. 279/4; Porée c Porée (13.ii.86), col. 276/2; Morelli c Morelli (9.iv.85), col. 290/6; Blon-
delli c Blondelli (21.ii.87, 1.iii.87), col. 432/1, 436/2. That malum regimen refers to property rather than to
misrule in general seems reasonably clear. In Blondelli, the complaint alleges sevitiam, dissipationem bono-
rum et malum regimen. In the sentence, this is shortened simply to malum regimen viri et sevitiam. As we
will see, malum regimen also appears in all the cases where property mismanagement is alleged without
cruelty.

1097. Ch 10, n. 86: Gontier c Gontier (n. 78). In one of the cases where the sentence mentions only cruelty
(Vane c Vane [2.ix.85, 9.ix.85, 23.ix.85], col. 185/2, 188/2, 192/3), the complaint charges dilapidatio bonorum
rather than dissipatio, and another case where the sentence is grounded on both cruelty and mismanagement
uses dilapidatio (Martini c Martini [11.iii.87], col. 443/4). This may be significant; the words are not synonyms,
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though the semantic fields overlap. Perhaps in the former case we should think of allowing property to go to
rack and ruin, and in the latter of extravagant spending.

1098. Ch 10, n. 88: Alamaigne et Alamaigne (22.iii.86), col. 281/6, and Burgondi c Burgondi (26.i.87),
col. 420/3 (add sevitia); Beurgny c Beurgny (n. 77) (discordie); Boudart c Boudart (6.vii.85), col. 150/4
(verberationes).

1099. Ch 10, n. 89: Thiphaine c Thiphaine (n. 77); Joffin c Joffin (25.iv.85), col. 105/3; Arnulphi et Arnulphi
(10.v.85), col. 114/5; Boudart c Boudart (n. 88). The possibility that we are looking at change in clerical
practice is heightened by the fact that all these sentences are within six months of one another.

1100. Ch 10, n. 92: Pastour c Pastour (19.iv.85, 28.iv.85), col. 99/2, 105/8; Vane c Vane (n. 86); Martini
c Martini (n. 103); Messaiger c Messaiger (n. 67); Blondelli c Blondelli (n. 83) (both preliminary and final
inhibition).

1101. Ch 10, n. 93: ne dicat aliquas iniurias viro nec ipsum provocet ad iram, etc.

1102. Ch 10, n. 94: Inhibitum est [PM] ne ipse, sub pena excommunicationis et xx l., verberet aut male-
tractet uxorem suam aut bona inter ipsos communia dissipet, et in casu quo contrarium fecerit fiet se-
paratio quoad bona etc., et fuit iniunctum dicte uxori, sub consimilibus penis, ut obediet predicto marito
suo.

1103. Ch 10, n. 96: Hodie [SC], morbo lepre infectus, et [JC], eius uxor, fuerunt separati quoad bona propter
sevitiam viri, attenta informatione etc., et iuravit mulier facere bonam partem etc., ad martis ad iurandum ex
parte viri et eligendum locum ubi potuerunt tute cohabitare insimul pro iure thori reddenedo etc. . . . reus viii
[? d.].

1104. Ch 10, n. 100: [RP] promisit et iuravit tenere et servare [GP] et eam tractare amicabiliter ut maritus
debet tractare uxorem suam etc., et dicta uxor iuravit etiam sibi obedire etc., et fuit eis iniunctum quatenus
insimul etc., sub pena excommunicationis.

1105. Ch 10, n. 101: Comparentes [JB] et [JB] promiserunt sub pena excommunicationis et quadraginta
librarum, viz., vir non verberare, maletractare dictam uxorem suam ultra modum coniugalem, et dicta uxor
obedire eidem marito suo sub eadem pena, et voluit ac consensiit [sic] dictus vir quod si ipse eamdem uxorem
suam ultra modum predictum verberet quod adinvicem separentur, etc.

1106. Ch 10, n. 102: In causa separationis actrix proposuit sevitiam, dilapidationem bonorum, etc., et reus
proposuit econtra austeritatem et inobedientiam dicte mulieris, etc. Finaliter fuit inhibitum dicto viro ne ipse
sub pena excommunicationis et centum librarum dictam uxorem suam verberet aut maletractet et ne bona
communia inter ipos dissipet aut se obliget in preiudicium dicte uxoris sue et quod afferat in communitatem,
si que fuerint per eum transportata, etc., quod facere iuravit. Et dicta mulier viceversa, et fuit eidem mulieri
iniunctum sub consimili pena quatenus obediat dicto marito suo, etc.

1107. Ch 10, n. 103: Martini c Martini (2.vii.86, 31.vii.86, 13.iii.87), col. 328/1 (preliminary inhibition of
husband that he not beat his wife under penalty of 100 livres); col. 343/9 (inhibition granted under substantially
the same terms as Trubert c Trubert (n. 102), except that the woman is not accused of austeritas); col. 443/4
(standard-form separation for austeritas, sevitia, and dilapidatio bonorum). The woman in this case is described
as domicella, a fact that may account for the high penal sum. See n. 86.

1108. Ch 10, n. 104: De [CS] actrice in causa separationis contra [GS] hodie fuit inhibitum dictis partibus,
dicto marito sub pena excommunications et centum marcharum argenti ne dictam uxorem suam indebite
verberet aut maletractet aut bona inter ipsos communia dissipet vel alienet et similiter fuit inhibitum dicte
mulieri ne aliquid alienet aut transportet de bonis communibus inter ipsos et fuit sibi iniunctum ut obediat
dicto marito, et sic recesserunt sine die.

1109. Ch 10, n. 105: ut ipse . . . eius uxorem affectione maritali et per modum coniugalem tractet nec eam
verberet ultra modum coniugalem aut crudeliter vel enormiter.
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1110. Ch 10, n. 106: Cuillere c Cuillere (2.i.85), col. 21/6 (set for 7.i.85); Sampson c Sampson (10.v.85,
13.v.85), col. 114/6, 117/2 (case set for 15.v.85, but interim order issued before that); Boucher c Boucher
(27.ii.87, 6.iii.87), col. 434/7, 439/2 (set for 9.iii.85 and inhibitions previously given renewed).

1111. Ch 10, n. 108: Varlet (8.ii.86), col. 261/1; Courtillier c Courtillier (3.vii.85, 30.x.85, 6.xi.85, 13.xi.85),
col. 148/3, 210/7, 213/7, 216/4 (both the restitution orders also contain orders to the woman’s brother ne
retineat dictam uxorem in domo sua or ne ipse eandem [mulierem] seducat aut confortatur [sic] ad dimittendum
dictum maritum).

1112. Ch 10, n. 109: fuit inhibitum eidem viro quod eam non verberet ultra modum coniugalem, et iniunctum
ut ipsam reciperet sub pena excommunicationis et xl l., etc.

1113. Ch 10, n. 110: Damours c Damours (10.ii.85), col. 52/1 (set for 17.ii.85); Durandi c Durandi (26.iv.87),
col. 463/2 (no set date given, suggesting that the court had persuaded them not to come back).

1114. Ch 10, n. 111: Referendum informationem fiendam: e.g., Cuillere c Cuillere (2.i.85), col. 21/6; Biaut c
Biaut (16.ii.85), col. 54/5; Quercu c Quercu (10.iv.85, 5.vii.86), col. 93/4, 331/1 (almost certainly the same
case despite the gap of more than a year). Referrals of this kind occur in at least 15 other cases.

1115. Ch 10, n. 112: Kerautret c Kerautret (n. 82); Reins c Reins (2.x.85), col. 195/10.

1116. Ch 10, n. 113: De quibus nobis constitit (or some variation of that formula): Thiphaine c Thiphaine
(n. 77); Arnulphi et Arnulphi (n. 89); Pastour c Pastour (n. 92); Boudart c Boudart (n. 88); Trubart c Trubart
(28.ix.85, 27.vii.86, 31.vii.86, 19.iv.87, 26.iv.87), col. 194/3, 342/7, 343/5 (sentence), 458/6, 463/2 (the gap
between the first and second entries may indicate an attempted reconciliation; after the sentence they return
to court squabbling about the division of the community property; if Trubert c Trubert (n. 102) is, despite
the different spelling of the name, the same case, that would confirm these speculations); Girardi c Girardi
(9.iii.86), col. 274/5 (looks highly consensual); Juliani et Juliani (16.vii.86), col. 337/1; Croix c Croix (4.ix.86,
30.x.86), col. 360/2 (sentence: attenta confessione ipsius viri et quia alias constat), 385/2 (order to husband not
to remove clothing, rings, and other articles of female use and to return what he had removed); Laigni c Laigni
(19.x.86), col. 379/5; Bruneau c Bruneau (29.xi.86), col. 397/1 (fuerunt separati quoad bona propter malum
regimen et dissipationem bonorum dicti viri et austeritatem etc. de quibus constat per confessionem viri et
alias); Burgondi c Burgondi (11.xii.86, 19.xii.86, 26.i.87), col. 403/3, 404/6 (set ad referendum informatiom
fiendam), 420/3 (quia de sevitiis, rancoribus et odiis ortis inter dictas partes nobis constitit, separation granted).

1117. Ch 10, n. 114: E.g., Arnulphi et Arnulphi (10.v.85), col. 114/5; Loche et Loche (6.vi.85), col. 130/1;
Charronis et Charronis (27.vi.86), col. 324/6; Juliani et Juliani (16.vii.86), col. 337/1.

1118. Ch 10, n. 115: Clodoaldo et Clodoaldo (13.ii.85), col. 54/2 (de eorum coniugum voluntate); Beurgny
c Beurgny (n. 77) (de consensu dictorum coniugum); Pastour c Pastour (n. 92) (de eorum consensu; this case
had been referred to a commissioner, but the couple returned before the set date and obtained the sentence);
Ortolarii c Ortolarii (15.vii.85), col. 158/1 (here, the couple reconciled subject to the condition that if the
woman complained of the cruelty and harshness of the husband in the future and was willing to swear to it,
the husband consented to a separation sine alia informatione); Vane c Vane (n. 86) (attenta informatione facta
de mandato nostro . . . propter sevitiam viri consenserunt in separationem huiusmodi); Burgondi c Burgondi
(n. 113) (consentibus in hoc dictis partibus, but see T&C no. 1116 for the information taken in the case). To
these we should add Barre c Barre (11.vii.86, 11.vii.86), col. 333/6, 334/5. In the first entry, an information is
ordered and the case set for the following week; the same day the parties return and the sentence is granted.

1119. Ch 10, n. 117: Compare Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, “Aspects du lien matrimonial,” 67–74, with
Lefebvre-Teillard, Officialités, 191–2, 201–4, and Lefebvre-Teillard, “Règle et réalité dans le droit matrimo-
nial,” 51–4. See generally Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, “Marital Breakdown.”

1120. Ch 10, n. 120: 27% of marriage instance cases, which are 28% of the marriage cases, which are 70%
of all cases (= 5.3%). Hence, our sample has drawn slightly less than half of the estimated number of such
sentences (34/77, 44%). Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek counts 124 such sentences (“Marital Breakdown,”
82). This is clearly within the same universe, and her somewhat higher number is largely the result of the fact
that she includes ex officio cases in which a separation is granted. (Id., 84–5, Table 3). We add the ex officio
cases at n. 122.
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1121. Ch 10, n. 121: It may have been granted in the case that is now represented only by an interlocutory
sentence. Demoiselle Agnès des Rosieres c Colard Hasnon (19.ii.46), no. 881. The sentence admits the actrix’s
articles to proof. If the proof took more than seventeen months, the definitive sentence would have appeared
in a register that is now lost.

1122. Ch 10, n. 123: Office c Brelier et Rieulinn (20.x.42), no. 362, is the only case in the sample in
which a married couple appears in response to the promotor’s charges, one of them is condemned for adul-
tery, and a separation is not granted to the innocent spouse. It is possible that Isabelle Rieulinne asked
for a separation and did not receive it, but it is equally possible that she did not ask for one. The pro-
motor apparently thought that he had something against her, too, but she is absolved of all (unnamed)
charges.

1123. Ch 10, n. 124: The fact that the previous sentence is not recorded raises the possibility that such sentences
were not entered in the register, but it is equally possible that it was entered in the previous year, the register
of which is now missing.

1124. Ch 10, n. 125: There are 274 sentences recorded in the name of Oudard Divitis, official in 1438–39,
and 1,181 in the name of Grégoire Nicolaı̈, official in the remaining years (a broken series up to 1453). Hence,
the ratio is approximately 19%. The corresponding figures in our sample of separation cases are 10 and 39,
for a ratio of 20%.

1125. Ch 10, n. 126: Another way of putting this is that extrapolating from the overall sample, we would esti-
mate that Divitis would have rendered 11.5 criminal and 14.5 civil separation sentences in his 274 sentences;
extrapolating from the sample of his separation cases, the numbers are 24.5 and 9.1, respectively. (The sig-
nificance of the differences is not the same, but both are significant: criminal: z = 4.02, significant beyond
.99; civil: z = 1.95, significant at .95.) Not only does this suggest that there is a serious imbalance in the
two types of sentences between the two officials, but it also suggests that the preliminary results presented in
n. 125 are wrong. Because the civil sentences are overrepresented in the sample, the number of separation cases
represented by the two samples will not be the same, and we can aggregate them the way that we did in n. 125
only if the ratio of criminal to civil sentences is the same between the two judges. Caution: The differences are
clearly significant, assuming that we have an adequate sample, but the sample size is sufficiently small that we
should not put too much reliance on these numbers.

1126. Ch 10, n. 127: The reason why we must be vague about this number is that, as in the Cambrai book,
there are a number of interlocutory sentences recorded in the Brussels book. Hence, the total number of
sentences (1,590) is considerably larger than the total number of cases. Our 82 separation cases produced
103 sentences, or roughly 6.5% of the total. Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek counts 80 cases rather than 82
(“Marital Breakdown,” 85, Table 4). We are clearly dealing with the same set of records, and it did not seem
worthwhile to identify the two cases in which I thought that issues of separation were probably involved and
she did not.

1127. Ch 10, n. 129: For reasons stated in n. 127, the totals in the table understate the proportion of separation
cases to the total number of cases, but there is no reason to believe that there is a bias in the comparisons that
we make here.

1128. Ch 10, n. 130: This includes a few cases in which all that is recorded is a judgment confirming the
separation of goods that the couple had agreed to but which refers to an earlier separation a thoro that is not
found in the sentence book. The dates of these judgments suggest that not all sentences that could have been
recorded in the sentence book are, in fact, there.

1129. Ch 10, n. 134: This remarkable document also tells us that Katherina’s son, the duke of Burgundy, and
the scabini of Dendermonde (Oost-Vlaanderen) had also intervened in the case.

1130. Ch 10, n. 135: Keynoghe: cauto tamen perprius legitime per ipsum actorem de non alienandis bonis
prefate ree ultra onera matrimonii; Gouwen: cautione tamen sufficienti dicte ree super huiusmodi sevitia
et inhumanitate et de ipsius bonis indebite non aliendandis per sepedictum actorem prius prestita et data,
etc. Vleeschouwers-Van Melkebeek takes Keynoghe c Zoetens as evidence that separation could be granted at
Brussels solely on the ground of mismanagement of funds (‘spendthrift’, as she puts is). “Marital Breakdown,”
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84 and n. 20. She may be right, but this is the only case at either Brussels or Cambrai that evidences it.
She does have three cases from the neighboring diocese of Tournai that do seem to rely on this ground.
Ibid.

1131. Ch 10, n. 136: apud probam et honestam mulierem infra Bruxellam.

1132. Ch 10, n. 138: A separate draw of all cases from the Cambrai records where separation was granted in
an instance case on the ground of morum discrepantia (see next paragraph) reveals an even higher percentage
of female plaintiffs, 18/20 (90%). The same is not true, however, of Brussels instance separations granted on
the same ground (23/33, 71%). (Five cases in this group do not identify the plaintiff, though in one, granted
on the ground of spousal abuse by the husband, the woman was probably the moving party. Jambotial en
Brakevere [at n. 172].) This may mean, to use terms that we will develop later in this section, that more
Cambrai cases involved spousal abuse and fewer involved dysfunctional families, but such a conclusion would
be highly speculative. Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek (“Marital Breakdown,” 84–7) employs a somewhat
different set of categorizations, but comes to the same conclusions about the dominance of women as moving
parties.

1133. Ch 10, n. 141: In patientia tolleramus quod [CV] actrix et [HN] reus, coniuges – ne deterius inde
contingat – abinvicem segretati maneant donec, Deo previo, sese reconciliare duxerint et de bonis eorum in
forma iuris disponimus, expensas compensates et ex causa sententialiter diffiniendo in hiis scriptis.

1134. Ch 10, n. 142: The source of both phrases is probably X 4.1.2 (Alexander III, Super eo. Praeterea hi,
WH 101): ne forte deterius inde contingat . . . hoc possit in patientia tollerari. This decretal is also probably
the source of the dispensatory language in remission cases, for which it is much more on point. See Ch 9, n.
131.

1135. Ch 10, n. 144: The leges read: quia abinvicem steterunt separate, peccando in legem matrimonii. The
second phrase could mean that it was a sin against the lex of matrimony to “stand apart” without judgment
of the church, but where we have more specifics, the phrase peccare in legem matrimonii always refers to
adultery.

1136. Ch 10, n. 145: No separation granted: Office c Sadonne et Keere (17.i.39), no. 120 (in addition to
unauthorized separation, this case also involved an issue of whether the marriage was invalid for affinitas
per copulam illicitam; the official ultimately decides that the marriage is valid); Office c Petit et Tannaisse
(27.ix.38), no. 38 (no adultery mentioned).

1137. Ch 10, n. 146: Office c Emenhoven et Vrouweren (20.xii.38), no. 100; Office c Hayette et Hongroise
(13.xii.38), no. 90; Office c Campion et Leurenche (28.iii.38), no. 190.

1138. Ch 10, n. 151: Divortium nichilominus per dictam [MJ] petitum propter peccatum in legem sui mat-
rimonii per ipsum [JP] commissum et confessatum celebramus et de bonis eorum in forma iuris ordinamus,
sententialiter diffiniendo in hiis scriptis.

1139. Ch 10, n. 152: The clearest example is Rosieres c Hasnon (n. 121), an interlocutory sentence admitting
articles of the plaintiff to proof. It is not completely clear, however, that this is a separation case as opposed
to an annulment case; in causa divorcii is all that it says.

1140. Ch 10, n. 153: propter peccatum eiusdem rei eiusque expressum ad hoc intervenientem consensum,
divortium per actricem petitum admittimus, in patientia tolerantes quod partes eedem, caste vivendo segregate
maneant donec Deo previo, invicem reconciliari potuerint et voluerint, etc.

1141. Ch 10, n. 155: propter peccatum eius [?dem rei], cause tamen meritis debite consideratis, et ne, si
secus ageretur, deterius inde contingeret, in patientia tolleramus quod partes ipse, [caste vivendo] abinvicem
maneant separate donec Deo previo, invicem reconciliari voluerint et potuerint, de bonis, etc.

1142. Ch 10, n. 156: propter eorum ambarum partium ad hoc intervenientem consensum et ne, si secus
ageretur, deterius inde contingeret, in patientia toleramus, etc.

1143. Ch 10, n. 157: Technically, the judgments in the adultery cases were also grounded in the con-
sent of the parties, since the consensum was governed by the same propter that governed peccatum. See
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n. 153. But the presence of the peccatum, an undeniable ground for separation, makes the problem far less
serious.

1144. Ch 10, n. 158: propter coniugum presentialiter invicem contendentium incompatibilitatem et morum
suorum repugnantiam – ne, si secus ageretur, peius inde contingeret – de communi partium earundem consensu,
in patientia tolleramus, etc., de bonis eorum in forma iuris aut ea de qua rationabiliter hincinde contentabuntur
forma ordinantes, etc.

1145. Ch 10, n. 159: propter morum predictorum coniugum discrepationem – unde verisimiliter ex eorundem
diuturna cohabitatione posset periculum non modicum imminere – in patientia toleramus quod partes eedem –
prout hincinde consentiunt – caste vivendo segregate maneant, etc.

1146. Ch 10, n. 160: propter morum predictorum coniugum discrepantiam et ne, si secus ageretur, deterius
inde contingeret, utriusque partium predictarum interveniente consensu, in patientia – prout actrix petit –
toleramus, etc.

1147. Ch 10, n. 162: Molineau c Walet (31.v.45), no. 706; Croquehan c Hautquian (17.vii.45), no. 742;
Matten c Enden (25.ix.45), no. 795; Thiry c Thiry (24.xii.46), no. 1071.

1148. Ch 10, n. 163: Quarée c Canestiel (19.v.47), no. 1141; Fèvre c Fieret (20.v.47), no. 1148. Both sentences
say expressly that fines were not imposed.

1149. Ch 10, n. 164: Office c Naquin et Rocque (3.ii.46), no. 847 (grounds for prosecution not stated but
probably unlawful separation); Office c Tiérasse et Tiérasse (n. 124). The latter case also finds that the couple
had been contemptuous of a judgment of the official that they cohabit. For instance cases with fines for
unlawful separation, see, e.g., Feluys c Herinc (n. 160); Fèvre c Carpentier (15.xii.52), no. 1392. All told, such
fines are mentioned in 12 instance cases. In another case, fines are mentioned; we are not told what they were
for, but it seems likely that unlawful separation was among the grounds. Wérye c Roussiel (10.vi.46), no. 939
(facti sunt super leges breviculi).

1150. Ch 10, n. 165: Touperon c Touperon (10.ix.46), no. 1003 (both); Office c Tiérasse et Tiérasse (n. 124);
Horues c Sore (6.vii.46), no. 963; Fèvre c Carpentier (n. 164) (all three, man only).

1151. Ch 10, n. 166: propter severitatem et austeritatem viri preallegatas morumque huiusmodi coniugum
discrepantiam. Even in this case, if we are to believe the sentence, the man ultimately consented in the judgment.
It had probably been a while since this couple had lived together; the agreement of separation of goods that
the official confirms is dated 1434.

1152. Ch 10, n. 168: . . . ob adulterium hincinde perpetratum et confesstum, nolentes sibiinvicem reconcilari
neque eorum mutua delicta compensari volentes, propter morum eorum discrepantiam, et dicte ree [sic; ?for
rei] non modicam lepre suspitionem, ne forte deterius contingat, etc.

1153. Ch 10, n. 169: divortium quo ad thorum per ipsam [AH] actricem petitum . . . admittimus, in patientia
tollerantes quod partes ipse caste vivendo stent et maneant ab invicem segregate, donec sese reconciliare
voluerint, de bonis eorundem in forma iuris aut prout concordes fuerint ordinantes, sententialiter definiendo
in hiis scriptis.

1154. Ch 10, n. 170: visis propositionibus et allegationibus, assertionibus et confessionibus dictorum coniugum
hincinde et presertim senio ac morum discrepancia et continuis dissentionibus gravibus eorundem necnon
prolium et amicorum hincinde discordiis, litibus et periculis, cum ceteris que iuste animum nostrum movere
potuerunt, Christi nomine invocato, dicimus, decernimus et declaramus divorcium quo ad thorum per prefatos
coniuges hincinde petitum admittendum fore et admittimus, in patientia tollerantes, etc.

1155. Ch 10, n. 171: The latter case omits the reference to discord among the children and relatives and adds
that depositions of witnesses were taken on the topic.

1156. Ch 10, n. 172: Attentis allegationibus [TJ] layci et [MB] coniugum signanter morum suorum discrepantia
necnon atrocibus percussione et vulneratione per ipsum [TJ] in personam dicte [MB] sue uxoris cum cutello
et baculis factis, cum ceteris attendendis et de iure supplendis, Christi nomime invocato, ne deterius inde
contingat, in patientia tolleramus, etc.
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1157. Ch 10, n. 174: Houschels: divortium quo ad thorum per ipsam [AH] actricem petitum propter causas
per eandem allegatas necnon per ipsum reum confessas admittimus; Heckene: ex certis rationabilibus causis
in actis huiusmodi designatis et ex eisdem colligilibus.

1158. Ch 10, n. 175: The one separation sentence rendered by Platea where we cannot tell the ground is a
confirmation of a separation of goods on the basis of a previous unrecorded separation sentence. Hinkaerts
c Pipenpoy (24.v.54), no. 623. That Platea did not find it necessary to use the vague causas suggests that he
was able to fit all causes other than adultery into morum discrepantia.

1159. Ch 10, n. 178: Reyns c Costere (12.i.53), no. 439: propter dicti rei sevitiam et austeritatem coram
nobis per ipsum reum dilucide confessatas ac coniugum huiusmodi morum discrepantiam; Vekene c Thuyne
(9.i.56), no. 907: propter predicti [HT] sevitiam in et contra predictam [AV] pluribus vicibus perpe-
tratam et confessatam ac propter predictorum reorum morum discrepantiam, etc. Cf. Ertoghen c Pottray
(21.v.54), no. 621: propter . . . dicti rei seviciam; Godscalcs c Lenard (1.vi.54), p. 443, no. 626 (like
Ertoghen).

1160. Ch 10, n. 179: Walen c Pede (23.xii.52), no. 434 (de mutuo tamen eorundem coniugum et amicorum
suorum consensu); Reyns c Costere (n. 178) (consensu etiam eorundem hincinde interveniente); Vekene en
Raymakers (2.iii.53), no. 457 (like Reyns); Pinaerts c Lovanio (6.ii.54), no. 577 (like Walen); Ertoghen c
Pottray (n. 178) (like Reyns); Godscalcs c Lenard (n. 178) (like Reyns); Broecke c Oudermoelen (24.x.55),
no. 867 (like Reyns).

1161. Ch 10, n. 180: Striecke c Heylicht (22.xii.53), no. 564; Corloe c Vloeghels (12.vii.54), no. 647; Zwitten
c Leeu (11.i.55), no. 742; Maeldray c Coelijns (14.iii.55), no. 772 (morum missing). The phrase is missing in
only one such sentence in this period, and it may be because in that case, the official was concerned to record
the consent of the reus to pay child support. Douche c March (10.xii.54), no. 731.

1162. Ch 10, n. 185: Oeghe: propter dictarum partium morum discrepantiam sese adinvicem pacifice admittere
nolentium, ne forte deterius inde contingat, presertim cum inter eas carnalis vigor propter earum senectutem
cesset; Vischmans: propter predictorum [IV] et [MT] [?morum] discrepantiam sese adinvicem admittere seu
compati nolentium, ne forte deterius inde contingat et lascivia carnis verisimiliter propter eorum . . . cesset
(at the ellipsis, the editors read mettutem; considering the previous sentence, this is probably a garble for
senectutem). Cf. also Voghelere en Scocx (n. 170) and Meskens en Huekers (n. 171), both of which mention
senium in addition to morum discrepantia as grounds for the sentence.

1163. Ch 10, n. 186: Gabriels c Zande (n. 184) (declaramus divortium . . . inter dictos coniuges sese adinvicem
adiungere nolentes propter morum suorum discrepantiam); Vischmans c Meys (n. 185) (adds compati); Ofhuys
c Platea (27.xi.59), no. 1584 (ob eorum disparitatem morum sese adinvicem pacifice compati nolentium); but
cf. Faster c Bruers (19.i.58), no. 1267 (propter predictorum coniugum morum discrepantiam, sese adinvicem
pacifice admittere et habitare nolentium).

1164. Ch 10, n. 187: Oeghe c Breecpots (n. 185); Lins c Kerchove (4.iii.57), no. 1121; Belier c Belier (19.vii.57),
no. 1189 (also adultery); Faster c Bruers (n. 186); Praet c Molemans (2.vi.58), no. 1320; Loumans c Ourick
(22.vi.58), no. 1324; Thonijs c Jacopts (28.iv.59), no. 1461; Ofhuys c Platea (n. 187) (last four also adultery).

1165. Ch 10, n. 188: I can, for example, discern no reason why displicentiam is joined with discrepantiam in
four of Platea’s separation sentences toward the end of the book. Roden c Snoop (19.xii.58), no. 1406; Diericx
c Blaect (2.iii.59), no. 1434; Torre c Poele (7.iii.59), no. 1437; Ynghene c Eraerts (16.xi.59), no. 1568. (All of
these cases, except Torre, also involve adultery.)

1166. Ch 10, n. 189: . . . declaramus divortium quo ad thorum et mutuam servitutem inter predictos coniuges
ob eorum disparitatem morum, sese adinvicem pacifce compati nolentium, et presertim propter adulterium
per prefatum reum cum [EH] perpetratum et commissum, ac propter pericula que verisimiliter inter dictos
coniuges accidere possent, quibus quantum nobis obviare et dictis coniugibus quietem et pacem preparare
volentes, celebrandum fore et celebramus, etc.

1167. Ch 10, n. 196: Inter partes autem predictas divorcium per uxorem rei, in ea parte actricem, petitum
propter ipsius rei peccatum predeclaratum admittimus, in patientia tolerantes, etc.
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1168. Ch 10, n. 197: This is formally an instance case, but the ex officio elements are so dominant that I have
classified it as such.

1169. Ch 10, n. 198: Propter causas per predictam ream ad finem huiusmodi allegatas, quibus per cor-
reum expresse confessatis attentis, ne, si forsan secus ageretur, deterius inde contingeret, in patientia
toleramus, etc.

1170. Ch 10, n. 199: Attenta morum suorum discrepantia, qua causante, eorum etiam ad hoc interveniente
consensu, ne forte, si secus ageretur, deterius inde contingeret, in patientia toleramus, etc.

1171. Ch 10, n. 202: Officie c Gheylen en Claes (23.xi.53), no. 549 (with pacifice); Keyserberge c Vaenkens
(5.x.56), no. 1023 (formally a instance case, but the ex officio elements dominate); Officie c Coecke en Peeuwen
(4.x.58), no. 1365 (with pacifice); Officie c Bose en Roussiels (19.x.59), no. 1547 (with pacifice but without
ne deterius); Officie c Eeken en Coppoens (16.xi.59), no. 1569.

1172. Ch 10, n. 207: Emphasize “relative” here. Annulment cases grounded on the existence of a prior
marriage do exist in the French records. See Ch 7, at nn. 330–40; Lefebvre-Teillard, Officialités, at 174–6;
Lévy, “Questions familiales,” at 1267.

1173. Ch 10, n. 209: We can probably go further, at least in a note: My impression is that the absolute number
of annulment cases in England is not great enough to account for the difference that we see in the number of
separation cases in the two countries, even if all the English annulment cases are founded on falsehood. This
is particularly true if we deduct from the number of English annulment cases founded on prior marriage the
number of French cases so founded. See n. 207. I prefer to rest on the argument in the text, because calculating
the numbers involves complexities of definition and problems of comparison of types of records that would
take us beyond the scope even of this book. See generally Lefebvre-Teillard, “Règle et réalité dans le droit
matrimonial,” 50–1.

1174. Ch 10, n. 213: Id., at 65 and sources cited; Baker, Introduction, 483–9. For the suggestion that there
may have been customs of marital community property surviving into the fifteenth century in England, see
Donahue, “Lyndwood’s Gloss propriarum uxorum,” 1:36–7. This suggestion is confirmed by the occasional
cases that we saw at nn. 55, 63, where an ecclesiastical court was called upon to divide the common property
of a couple who had been separated.

1175. Appendix e10.1 Richard Scot of Newcastle upon Tyne c Marjorie de Devoine of Newcastle upon Tyne
(1349)a

[m. 1.] [T1] [. . .].b / [. . .] [super articulis h]uic rotulo appensis requisitus dicit super primo articulo quod
Ricardus Scot’ de quo agitur confessus [est quod constante] matrimonio [cum Margeria de qua] / [agitur
?duas] proles procreavit de Alicia de Helmeslay1 et unam prolem de Katerina filia Willelmi de Ebor’ et unam
[prolem de Marioria Olyver,] / [mulieribus in] villa de Novo Castro degentibus. De causa sciencie requisitus
dicit per hoc quod audivit idem iur[atus]. Presens fuit [. . .] / [. . .] [annis] elaps[is] in villa de Novo Castro
super Tynam2 ubi et quando audivit muleres que habuerunt [. . .] / [. . .] et de dictis mulieribus procreatas
fateri in presencia ipsius iurati et aliorum separatim cum et [. . .] / [. . .] vill’ [. . .] predictam quod Ricardus
predictus convenit cum eis et qualibet earumdem per se ad custodiendum [. . .] / et satisfaciebatur de eisdem
per se procreatas pro certo precio solvendo eisdem et earum cuilibet quamdiu dicte proles fuerunt / [. . .]a

a CP.E.257. Roll of four membranes (three full and one short), torn at top, with beginnings and ends of lines stained and
torn. The first membrane also has holes in the middle. One membrane is endorsed de Novo Castro Devoine, another with
[Dev]oine c Ricardum Scot de Novo Castro, next line matrimonialis. See T&C no. 1061. Restorations are based on the
other depositions and the general style of such documents. They are unlikely to be literally accurate when more than a few
letters are supplied. Standard abbreviations are extended silently, and punctuation and capitalization are modernized.
The testimony of each witness is preceded by a reference number (T1, T2, etc.), which is used in the discussion. The
document contains similar reference numbers in the margin, e.g., iiij t. In the notes that follow, manuscript readings and
restorations are given in Roman type, commentary in italics.

b The first line is cut off; a piece of it might be legible on original.
1 The name suggests Helmsley, Yorks, NR.
2 Newcastle upon Tyne, Northumb.
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et cuilibet earumdem. Dicit etiam quod [. . .] [constante ma]trimonio inter ipsum et dictam Margeriam /
novit Ceciliam quondam ancillam Johannis de Lyghton3 et Isoldam filiam Hamonis Gardener, Ceciliam de[?l
Brome] / de qua unam prolem suscitavit et Ceciliam Baudwyne. Requisitus qualiter hoc scit dicit quod super
hoc [. . .] / prout ?superius supradictum fama communis in villa de Novo Castro predicta. Dicit etiam se
audivisse dictum Ricardum fateri d[iversimode] / in diversis tabernis infra villam predictam quod dictas pr[oles]
suscitavit de Alicia, Katerina et Marioria [et Cecilia] / del Brome quas pro suis aluit et recognovit ut dicit.
[Requisitus] qui erat presens in dicta confessione per dictum [Ricardum sic] / emissa.c dicit quod novit personas
in dicta confessione; [nomina] eorumdem non novit ut dicit. [Requisitus super] / secundo articulo dicit se
audivisse referri a clericis parochilibus [ecclesie sancti] Johannis de Novo C[astro]4 /?quod [ipsi] presentes
erant coram domino . . officiali archidiaconi Northumbrie5 quando [idem Ricard]us impetit[us fuerit de] /
adulterio commisso cum Alicia de Helmelsay, Cecilia del Brome et Cecilia de Baudewyne. [Et aliter super
hoc articulo] / [dep]onere nescit ut dicit. Super tercio articulo requisitus dicit se presentem fuisse in aula dicti
Ricardi apud Novum [Castrum] [. . .] / [. . .] Margeria de qua agitur ab eodem Ricardo recessit quando
dictus Ricardus dictam Margeriam cum uno baculo [. . .] / [percuss]it et in capite eiusdem ipsam vulneravit
et sanguinem de eadem crudeliter extraxit [. . .] / [. . .] [bra]chio eiusdem atrociter vulneravit. Dicit etiam se
vidisse dictum Ricardum in aula sua predicta minare / [. . .] [fer]ociter medicum [venientem]d ad curandum
dictam Margeriam de vulneribus suis et lesionibus quas patiabatur [. . .] / [. . .] timore et minis eiusdem recessit
sine cura vel medicina facta vel prestita eidem Margerie, presentibus tunc / [Wi]llelmo de Berden tunc famulo
dicti Ricardi, Willelmo de Harehop’6 conteste suo, et aliis premissa videntibus et au[dientibus] / ut dicit. Dicit
etiam quod dicta Margeria a dicto Ricardo propter metum, verbera et vulneraciones recessit [. . .]e a comitiva
[dicti Ricardi] / et propter adulterium comissum cum mulieribus predictis de quibus supra deposuit ut dicit. Et
hoc est notorium et [manifestum] / in villa de Novo Castro et super hiis et aliis de quibus supra deposuit ibidem
laborat f[ama communis] / ut dicit. Super quarto articulo requisitus dicit se presentem fuisse in ecclesia sancti
Johannis de Novo Castro quodam die ut / pro certo non recolit credit tamen quodf diesg de quo non recolit
[erat]h infra triennium proximo preteritum coram officiali domini [archidiaconi North]/umbrie sed de nomine
officialis predicti non constat eidem iurato ut dicit quando idem Ricardus fatebatur ad [. . .]i / crudelitatem
et vulneracionem quas fecit eidem Margeria. Requisitus qui erant presentes quando idem Ricardus / fatebatur
omnia premissa dicit quod non recolit de nominibus eorumdem. Dicit etiam quod super hiis de quibus supra
deposuit [laboravit] / et adhuc laborat in villa predicta publica vox et fama. Dicit interrogatus quod non est
domesticus, t̂enenŝ necque f[amiliaris parti]/s producentis nec alicuius foventis causam presentem. Dicit etiam
quod munitum fuit eidem de precepto domini / [. . .]e militis Willelmi de Killerby7 quod adtenderet Ebor’
ad perhibendum testimonium veritatis in periculo / [?anime sue coram his aud]ientibus causam presentem.
Non est instructus nec informatus, prece nec precio corruptus ad deponendum / [quod supra] deposuit nec
aliquod recepit nec recepturus est ultra viatica pro testimonio suo. Iniunctum est eidem / [ne testimonium
rev]elet, etc.

[T2] Willelmus de Harehop’ iuxta Lancestr’8 oriundus et in novo Castro super Tynam per quindecim annos
[pre]/teritos in villa de Novo Castro conversatus, tannator ut dicit, iuratus examinatus et super dictis articulis

c emisssa–repeated.
d Insertion required by sense.
e This could be an erasure rather than illegible words.
f Redundant quod.
g ms. de.
h Insertion required by sense.
i Perhaps nothing is missing; compare English ‘confessed to’.

3 This witness is the only one who mentions this Cecily.
4 The church of St John was in this period a chapelry in the parish of St Nicholas, Newcastle upon Tyne, Northumb.
5 The archdeaconry of Northumberland was in this period coterminous with the county. In 1349 the archdeacon of

Northumberland was either Mr Edmund Haward or William de Salopia. See Le Neve, Fasti, 6:114.
6 The name suggests Harehope, Northumb.
7 The name suggests Killerby, Durham, although there are also two Killerbys in Yorks, NR. This witness is the only one

who suggests that Killerby was a knight.
8 Lancaster, Lancs.
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requisitus dicit [super primo] / articulo se presentem fuisse infra sex annos proximo preteritos in dicta villa Novi
Castri infra tabernam Johannis de [. . .] / una vice quando audivit Ricardum de quo agitur fateri se carnaliter
cognovisse mulieres in articulo nominatas [Aliciam] / de Helmeslay, Katerinam filiam Willelmi de Ebor’,
Marioriam Olyver, Isoldam filiam Hamonis Gardener et [Ceciliam del] / Brome in eodem articulo nominatas
[et]j proles suscitasse quas proles de Alicia predicta suscitatas pro suis [ag]/novit prout bene novit et vidit ut
dicit. Dicit eciam quod super adulterio commisso et carnali [copula per] / ipsum cum dictis mulieribus factis
laborat fama communis in villa predicta ut dicit cont[stante matrimonio] / inter dictum Ricardum et Margeriam
de Devoine. Super secundo articulo requisito dicit quod continet veritatem [quia] / commune dictum est in villa
predicta quod Ricardus Scot’ coram officiali domini archiadiaconi Northumbriek in eccl[esia sancti Johannis] /
de Novo Castro infra annum presentem omnia in eodem articulo contenta fatebatur et condempnatus ex[. . .] /
prout in eodem articulo continetur et aliter super eodem articulo deponere nescit ut dicit. Super tercio ar[ticulo
dicit] / [m. 2] [presen]tem fuisse quodam die de quo non recolit infra octo annos proximo preteritos in aula
Ricardi Scot de quo agitur / [et vidit] ipsum ˆRicardum̂ Margeriam de Devoine tunc uxorem suam verberare
et in capite eiusdem percudere usque ad sa[nguinis effusionem] / presentibus tunc ibidem personis de quibus
ad presens non recolit ut dicit. Vidit eciam êt audivit̂ eundem Ri[cardum] / postmodum unum medicum qui
venit ad curandum Margeriam predictam quod nisi citius recedere [a domo] / sua quod frangeret brachia et
crura eiusdem. Propter hec predicta credit quod dictam Margeriam de com[itiva eiusdem Ricardi] / recessit. Et
aliter super eodem articulo deponere nescit ut dicit. Super quarto articulo requisitus dicit se audivit [eundem
Ricardum] / fateri infra triennium proximo iam elapsum ante portam mansi eiusdem in Novo Castro in
presencia Margerie / et aliorum fideidignorum de quorum nominibus ad presens non recolit ut dicit se verbasse
dictam Margeriam et carnaliter cognovisse [mulieres] / in articulo nominato sed an hec fatebatur coram aliquo
iudice suo competenti deponere nescit ut dicit. Super [quinto articulo] / requisitus d̂icit ˆ quod premissa de
quibus supra deposuit notoria sunt et manifesta in villa de Novo Castro et super hiis [laborat] / fama communis
ut dicit. x-Interrogatus-x ˆRequisituŝ qui erant presentes in taberna de qua superius deposuit super primo
articulo qui [dicit] / dictum Ricardum fateri se x-cognos-x carnaliter cognovisse et proles suscitasse de certis
mulieribus superius spec[ificatis] / dicit quod quidam Hugo Tannator manens in Gatterheved iuxta Novum
Castrum9 et non plures quod [recolit] / ut dicit. Dicit eciam interrogatus quod non est serviens neque tenens
necque familiaris Margerie predicte nec / [alicuius] causam foventis quod sciat. Dicit quod requisitus fuit
perhibere testimonium veritatis in causa presenti ex parte Willelmi de Killerby. Dicit interrogatus quod non
didicit ab aliquo deponere eo modo quo deposuit; non est instructus / nec precio corruptus. Iniunctum est
eidem testi[monium] ne revelet, etc.

Isti testes fuerunt examinati xxi die mensis februarii A.d. M CCC xlviii.10

[T3] Peter de Walworth de Benwell11 oriundus et apud Novum Castrum a sexdecim annis per vices conver-
satus [. . .] / est, iuratus examinatus et super dictis articulis requisitus. Dicit super primo articulo quod novit
famam laborare in villa de Novocastro quod [dictus Ricardus] / cognovit mulieres de quibus in articulo fit
mencio et de aliquibus earundem proles suscitavit videlicet de A[licia de Helmeslay,] / Katerina filia Willelmi
de Ebor’, Mariotal Olyver, constante matrimonio inter ipsum Ricardum et Margeriam de D[evoine et proles]
/ de eisdem procreatas pro suis aluit et agnovit. Et aliter super eodem articulo deponere nescit ût dicit̂. Super
secundo articulo re[quisitus dicit quod presens] / fuit in ecclesia sancti Johannis de Novo Castro ubi et quando
dictus Ricardus impetitus fuit coram officiali domnini archidiaconi [Northumbrie qui] / nunc est quod dic-
tam Margeriam verberasse et dictas mulieres carnaliter cognovisse et adulterium cum eisdem comm[ississe.
Et idem Ricardus] / dixit se licenciam habere verberandi uxorem suam, et alias mulieres de quibus in articulo
fit mencio fatebatur [se carnaliter cognovisse. Illos] / qui erant presentes quando dictus Ricardus sic fatebatur
non recolit ad presens. Et super dictis [criminibus idem Ricardus] / [per] dictum officialem fuit condempnatus
et aliter super eodem articulo deponere nescit ut dicit. Super tercio articulo re[quisitus dicit se] / presentem

j Required by sense.
k ms. ?P – This may be a badly formed redundant quod.
l Elsewhere Marioria.

9 Gateshead, Durham.
10 21 February 1348/9.
11 Peter’s surname suggests Walworth, Durham; his present residence is Benwell, Northumb, now a part of Newcastle

upon Tyne.
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fuisse in aula dicti Ricardi quodam die de quo non recolit octo annis elapsis vel circiter ubi [et quando vidit] /
dictum Ricardum prefatam Margeriam verberare cum uno baculo tam in humeris quam in capite eiusdem et
[sanguinem] / extraxit. Requisitus qui erant tunc presentes dicit quod due mulieres quas non novit. Dicit etiam
quod c[irca idem tempus erat] / quo vice fuit idem iuratus in aula dicti Ricardi ubi audivit eundem ˆRicardum̂
a quodam homine tunc ibidem existen[te demandare cur idem] / homo fuit ibidem qui dixit quod venit ad
curandum et sanandum dictam Margeriam de dampnis que [illa occasione]/ patiebatur. Et statim dictus Ricar-
dus precepit dicto homini quod recederet a domo sua vel numquam postmodum hab[eret recursum illic.] /
Requisitus qualiter contingit ipsum illis vicibus presentem fuisse et premissa sic vidisse êt audivissê dicit quod
missus fuit ibidem pro negociis cuiusdam Roberti Palfryman tunc magistrum suum expediendum et expectan-
dum et aliter super [eodem articulo deponere] / nescit ut dicit. Dicit etiam quod racione dicte verberacionis
et adulterii de quo supra deposuit dicta Margeria a comitiva [eiusdem Ricardi] / recessit prout fama laborat
in villa de Novo Castro super Tynam. Et aliter super eodem articulo deponere [nescit ut dicit]. / Super quarto
articulo requisitus dicit quod super eodem aliter deponere nescit quam supra deposuit. Dicit etiam quod super
hiis [que supra] / deposuit laborat publica vox et fama in villa de Novo Castro predicto et locis vicinis. Dicit
interrogatus [quod non est] / [fam]iliaris neque tenens partis producentis nec alicuius presentem causam foven-
tis. Venit ad deponendum ad rogatum Willelmi de Killerby. Nichil recepit nec recepturus est pro testimonio
suo ultra viatica. Non est [conductus neque] / instructus, etc., ut dicit. Iniunctum est eidem testimonium ne
revelet etc.

[T4] Willelmus de Mydelton in Tesdale12 oriundus et apud Neuland iuxta Novum Castrum13 et in villa
de Novo [Castro conversatus] / per vices, mercator de pellibus ovinis, iuratus examinatus et super dictis arti-
culis requisitus, dicit super primo articulo quod fama communis est [in villa de] / Novo Castro predicta quod
Ricardus Scot’ adulterium commisit cum mulieribus in eodem articulo nominatas, qui R[icardusm fatebtur] /
quodam die de quo non recolit tribus annis elapsis ut credit in ecclesia sancti Johannis de Novo Castro [coram] /
Magistro Hugone de Tesdale14 officiali domini Archidiaconi Northumbrie adulterium commissum per eundem
cum mulieribus [et quod] / duas proles suscitavit de Alicia de Helmeslay, de Katerina filia Willelmi de Ebor’
unam prolem et de M[arioria] / Olyver unam prolem infra octo annos proximo iam preteritos quas proles pro
suis aluit et agnovit prout [fama la]/borat in villa predicta ut x-super-x dicit constante matrimonio inter ipsum
Ricardum et Margeriam D[evoine]. / Dicit etiam quod propter premissa coram dicto officiali confessata fuit
dictus Ricardus condempnatus habitus et rep[utatus. Dicit etiam] / [quod de his] et ceteris de quibus supra
deposuit laborat fama communis in villa de Novo Castro [et] / [loci]s vicinis ut dicit. Super secundo articulo
requisitus dicit quod super eodem aliter deponere nescit quam supra deposuit. [Super tertio] / articulo requi-
situs dicit se presentem fuisse quodam die de quo non recolit hinc ab octo annis elapsis vel circiter ubi [vidit]
/ dictum Ricardum cum uno baculo verberare dictam Margeriam tam in capite quam in humeris de qui[bus
san]/guinem extraxit ut dicit et statim post vidit quemdam magistrum Johannem medicum nuncupatum venire
[ad] / Margeriam ad ipsam curandum de dampnis passis predictis. Requisitus qualiter contingit ipsum pre-
sentem fuisse [et hec vi]/disse dicit quod venit ibidem ad loquendum cum quodam Johanne de Bolum tunc
servientem dicti Ricardi [con]/sanguineo ipsius iurati. Requisitus qui erant presentes in verberacione predicta
dicit quod nescit pro certo. Et p̂ropter̂ per[icula] / de quibus supra deposuit credit quod dicta Margeria recessit
a comitiva eiusdem Ricardi et super hiis est [publica vox et fama] / in villa predicta ut dicit. Super quarto artic-
ulo requisitus dicit quod super eodem aliter deponere nescit quam supra deposuit. [Super] / ultimo articulo
requisitus dicit quod super eodem aliter deponere nescit quam deposuit nisi quod super hiis de qui[bus supra]
/ deposuit laborat publica vox et fama in villa de Novo Castro et locis vicinis ut dicit. Dicit [interrogatus]
/ [quod non es]t serviens neque familiaris Margerie predicte nec alicuius alterius presentem causam foven-
tem. Non [est] / [instructus], etc. Nichil recepit nec recipiet etc. Iniunctum est eidem testimonium ne
revelet etc.

m ms. quem R.
12 Middleton in Teesdale, Durham.
13 Newland, Northumb.
14 This is probably Hugh de Teesdale, BCivL, who successfully petitioned the pope for a benefice in the gift of the

bishop of Durham in 1359. CPP, 338. He may be the same Hugh de Teesdale who was provided to the treasureship
of Dublin Cathedral in the same year but who is reported as having died in the Roman curia (at Avignon) in the
following year, and/or the Hugh Dalman of Teesdale who was made a papal notary in 1342. Id., 311, 375; CPL
(1342–1362), 65.
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Isti testes fuerunt examinati xxii die mensis Februarii A.d. M CCC xlviii.15

[m. 3] [T5] William de Hextildsham16 de Novo Castro oriundus et ibidem conversatus ût dicit̂ iura-
tus examinatus et super dictis articulis requisitus super primo articulo dicit quod [fama communis est] /
in villa de Novo Castro et locis vicinis quod Ricardus et Margeria de quibus agitur per viginti annos et
amplius steterunt adinvicem / matrimonialiter copulati17 quas personas per sexdecim annos proximo iam
elapsos novit ut dicit. Dicit etiam requisitus quod idem Ricardus [constante] / matrimonio inter ipsum et
Margeriam predictas Aliciam, Katerinam, Marioriam, Ceciliam, Isoldam et Ceciliam de quibus [in arti-
culo fit] / mencio carnaliter cognovit et ipsas in amplexibus adulterinis tenuit per non modicum tempus.
Dicit etiam requisitus quod dictus Ricardus [de] / [Alicia] de Helmelsley predicta duas proles procreavit
constante matrimonio predicto, de Katerina vero predicta duas proles suscitavit, [de] / [?Marioria] unam
prolem suscitavit, de Cecilia del Brome unam prolem suscitavit constante matrimonio predicto. De ca[usa
sue sciencie dicit] / quod premissa de quibus deposuit sunt vera et manifesta habita et reputata in villa et
locis supradictis et super ĥiiŝ ibidem [laborat] / fama communis ut dicit. Dicit etiam requsitus quod sepius
audivit Johannem de Whelpyngton18 capellanum parochialem de [ecclesia sancti] / Johannis de Novo Cas-
tro referre quodn idem dominus Johannes presens fuit in diversis capitulis in dicta ecclesia sancti Johannis
[tentis] / per magistrum Hugonem de Tesdale officialem domini archidiaconi Northumbrie et per magistrum
Radulfum de Blaykest’19 [?tunc] / officialem domini archidiaconi predicti q̂uando idem Ricarduŝ impeti-
tus fuit divisim per eosdem super criminibus adulterii commissis cum mulieribus superius [nominatis] /
quibusodivisim idem Ricardus premissa crimina iudicialiter fuit confessus. Dicit etiam famam laborare super
confessione [ut] / premittitur per Ricardum antedictum et quod idem Ricardus x-pro suis-x dictas pro-
les pro suis aluit et agnovit. Et plura vel alia [super] / articulo deponere nescit ut dicit. Super secundo
articulo requisitus dicit [ultra]p quod superius deposuit quicquid super eodem articulo [non potuit. Super]
/ tercio articulo requisitus dicit quod fama laborat in villa predicta quod idem Richardus tempore quo
dicta Margeria morabatur cum eodem / Margeriam male tractavit, verberavit et in capite eiusdem vulner-
avit, pretextu cuius sevicie, verberacionum [et vulneracionum] / predictarum dicta Margeria a comitiva et
consorcio dicti Ricardi mariti eiusdem metu ducta recessit et quod idem [Ricardus quen]/dam medicum
q̂uî ad ipsam Margeriam venerat ad curandum et sanandum vulnera que patiebatur per Ricardum pre-
dictum /?mortem et corporis cruciatum comminabatur eidem. Et aliter deponere nescit super eodem ût
dicit̂. Super quarto articulo / super contentis in eodem eidem iuratoq in lingua materna expositis nescit
alio modo deponere quam superius. / Super ultimo articulo requisitus dicit quod super eodem nescit aliter
deponere quam super deposuit. Dicit interrogatus quod clericus est v̂eniens de subsidiô [non] / domesticus
nec familaris nec tenens Margerie nec coniuncta persona eidem vel alicui partem dicte Magerie foventem
[vel] / promoventem. Dicit quod requisitus ex parte dicte Margerie contigit ipsum produci ad perhiben-
dum testimonium veritatis in causa presenti. [Non] / est instructus, prece nec precio corruptus nec ali-
quid recepit ultra viatica nec recepturus est pro testimonio suo ût dicit̂. Iniunctum est eidem testimonium ne
revelet etc.

[T6] Johannes de Halghton20 clericus ut dicit de Novo Castro oriundus et ibidem conversatus, iura-
tus examinatus et super dictis articulis requisitus, dicit [super] / primo articulo quod Ricardus de quo

n ms. ?p – Perhaps a redundant quod.
o sc. officialibus.
p Insertion required by sense.
q ms. ?iurati

15 22 February 1348/9.
16 William’s surname suggests Hexham, Northumb (‘Hextoldesham’ in 1188).
17 This is the only witness who testifies to the length of time that Richard and Margery were married.
18 John’s surname suggests West Whelpington or Kirkwhelpington, Northumb.
19 Mr Ralph’s surname suggests Blakeston, Durham. He may be the same Ralph de Blakeston who was said to be holding

a (disputed) prebend in the collegiate church of Howden (Yorks, ER), and who is described as deceased in September
of 1345. CPPet, 1:105. For details of the dispute, see CPL, 3:52, 204, 230. This last entry suggests that Mr Ralph was
still alive in June of 1346.

20 John’s surname suggests Halton, Lancs (‘Halghton’ in 1246–51).
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agitur constante matrimonio inter ipsum et Margeriam de Devoine carnaliter cognovit ômneŝ mulieres /
in articulo specificatas et de aliquibus earumdem, videlicet de Alicia de Helmeslayrunam prolem ŝuscitavit̂,
de Cecilia de[l Brome] / unam prolem et de Katerina ˆfilila Willelmi de Ebor’ˆ duas proles suscitavit in adul-
terinis amplexibus. Dicit requisitus quod prolem quam suscita[vit] / de Alicia predicta ut suam aluit et
agnovit et secum totaliter in domo suo retinuit. Dicit etiam quod proles susci[tas] / de Katerina predicta
ut suas aluit et agnovit. De causa sue sciencie requisitus dicit quod super premissis laboravit et adhuc /
laborat fama communis in villa de Novo Castro et plura vel aliter super eodem articulo deponere nescit
ut dicit. / Super secundo articulo requisitus dicit quod contenta in eodem articulo eidem iurato in lingua
materna exposita vera reputantur [in] / villa de Novo Castro predicta et quod eadem contenta sunt vera
et super hiis ibidem laborat fama com[munis ut dicit.] / Super tercio articulo requisitus dicit quod idem
Ricardus nimiam seviciam exercuit contra Margeriam predictam tem[pore quo mora]/batur cum eodem
ipsam verberando et vulnerando eandem cum uno baculo de quo quedam pars de ba[culo venit] / in carne
eiusdem Margerie et quod idem Ricardus cuidam medico comminabatur qui venit ad sanandum [ipsam
Margeriam] / de vulnere predicto quod instanters recederet quod numquam hominem sanaret et hec.t Dicit
etiam quod dictus [iuratus presens fuit] / quodam die bene mane d̂e quo non recolit̂udum dicta Margeria
stetit cum dicto Ricardo [quando]v idem Ricardus [. . .] / [m. 4] [tan]tam crudelitatem et seviciam in
ipsam exercuisse v̂oluit quod ipsâ a comitiva dicti Ricardi evadere [proposuit et] / fugiit in sola camisia
ad domum hospitalis21 in villa de Novo Castro. x-?et super premissis et ea contingentibus-x Dicit etiam
quod dicta Margeria propter premissas crudelitatem et seviciam et propter metum mortis x-?postmodum-x
non audebat nec / adhuc audet commorare cum eodem Ricardo. Et super hiis et aliis premissis labo-
ravit et adhuc laborat fama / communis ut dicit et aliter super eodem articulo deponere nescit ut dicit.
Super quarto articulo dicit quod super eodem deponere / nescit. Super ultimo articulo requisitus dicit
quod super eodem aliter deponere nescit quam supra deposuit. Dicit interrogatus quod non [est] / fami-
liaris, tenens nec domesticus dicte Margerie nec eidem quovismodo coniunctus nec alicui de foventibus
sive [promo]/ventibus partem eiusdem Margerie. Non est instructus nec informatus. Nichil recepit nec
recepturus est ultra viatica sive [?expenso] / suo ût dicit̂. Iniunctum est eidem testimonium ne revelet
etc.

Isti testes fuerint examinati die lune proximo post festum Annunciacionis beate Marie virginis A.d.
x-supradicto-x xlix.22

1176. Appendix e10.2: The Tournai Separation Cases
A number of the Tournai account entries suggest that a couple had been granted a judicial separation or

had separated informally. A search for such entries (aided considerably by the listing in Vleeschouwers-van
Melkebeek, “Marital Breakdown,” 84–5, nn. 15–16, 20–2, 24–5) produced 107 such entries (the 96 that
Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek lists, plus one she missed [T6284, a case of the husband’s adultery] and 10
cases in which a couple made amends for “having stood separately without the judgment of the church,” in
two of which the wife’s adultery is mentioned but not that the couple were separated judicially). These entries
do not tell us nearly so much as we would like to know, but they do tell us something. With all due caution,
they suggest that Tournai separation practice was probably similar to that of Brussels and Cambrai but that
it also probably had elements that made it more like that of more conservative Paris a century earlier. Let us
examine these entries briefly (Table e.10.App.1).

r Redundant quod.
s ms. instiate – The clerk seems to have begun instanter and concluded with immediate.
t The text is corrupt from the second quod. Something like et quod hominem numquam sanaret in hac domo is probably

meant.
u This seems to written over the same phrase.
v Required for sense.

21 There were 14 hospitals of various kinds in Newcastle. See Knowles and Hadcock, 378–9.
22 30 March 1349.
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table e10.App.1. Tournai Separation Cases (1446–1481)

Book Doc No. Date Place VvMCode Penalty

2 338 17.x.46 Anstaing no 48
2 479 12.xii.46 Saincto Mauritio Insulensi no, involves adultf 50
2 730 20.iii.47 Wez adultf 50
2 981 26.vi.47 Curtraco adultf 72
2 982 26.vi.47 Sancto Mauritio Insulensi adultm 100
2 1031 25.vii.46 Slusa adultf 60
2 1199 6.iii.47 Arlebaldi Capella no 50
2 1354 i.vii.46 Lokerne adultf 72
2 1417 1.viii.46 Sancto Johanne Gandensi no 36
2 1419 15.viii.46 Sancto Michaele Gandensi adultm 50
2 1483 26.ix.46 Sancto Jocobo Gandensi adultm 60
2 1576 21.xi.46 Sancto Johanne Gandensi adultm 50
2 1635 9.i.47 Sancto Christo Gandensi adultm 50
2 1666 6.ii.47 Nostra Domina Gandensi adultm 50
2 1667 6.ii.47 Sancto Johanne Gandensi adultf 50
2 1684 27.ii.47 Sancto Jacobo Gandensi adultm 50
2 1729 27.iii.47 Sancto Michaele Gandensi adultm 50
� count: 17 max: 100 min: 36 avg: 55.76

3 2966 29.i.48 Sancto Jacobo Tornacensi adultm 40
3 3377 27.v.48 Tornaco spendthriftm 48
3 3380 27.v.48 Sancto Piato Tornacensi adultm and spendthriftm 60
3 3419 17.vi.48 Sancto Piato Tornacensi adultm 72
3 3819 1.vii.47 Sancto Johanne Gandensi spendthriftm 60
3 3830 17.vii.47 Gandauo adultm and spendthriftm 480
3 3844 17.vii.47 Sancto Michaele Gandensi adultf 60
3 3845 17.vii.47 Sancto Nicolao Gandensi adultm 60
3 3861 21.viii.47 Sancto Michaele Gandensi crueltym 60
3 3885 11.xi.47 Aldernado adultm 48
3 3888 11.ix.47 Sancto Michaele Gandensi spendthriftm 60
3 3908 2.x.47 Sleydinghem adultm 100
3 3917 25.ix.47 Sancto Nicolao Gandensi adultf 60
3 3918 2.x.47 Sancto Michaele Gandensi adultm 60
3 3932 16.x.47 Baersele adultm 60
3 3984 13.xi.47 Gadauo adultm 60
3 3994 20.xi.47 Muelenbeke adultf 120
3 4063 8.i.48 Sancto Michaele Gandensi adultm 120
3 4065 8.i.48 Sancto Johanne Gandensi adultm 60
3 4071 15.i.48 Lokerne adultm 72
3 4101 5.ii.48 Gandavo adultf 60
3 4124 19.ii.48 Sancto Johanne Gandensi adultm 60
3 4143 4.iii.48 Eckerghem adultm 60
3 4171 18.iii.48 Sancto Johanne Gandensi unspecified, raised by husband 240
3 4221 8.iv.48 Sancto Johanne Gandensi adultm 60
3 4239 22.iv.48 Gandauo adultm 60
� count: 26 max: 480 min: 40 avg: 88.46

4 5448 19.iv.62 Tornaco querulous couple 4800
4 6083 14.v.62 Sancto Egidio Brugensi adultm 72
4 6199 31.viii.61 Aldenardo adultm 72
4 6284 26.x.61 Waesmonstre no, involves adultm 120
4 6443 8.ii.62 Eckerghem adultf 48

(continued )
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table e10.App.1 (continued)

Book Doc No. Date Place VvMCode Penalty

4 6445 8.ii.62 Sancto Michaele Gandensi adultm 108
4 6467 22.ii.62 Moerbeke adultm 108
4 6477 22.ii.62 Sancto Egidio in Wasia adultf 96
4 6482 22.iii.62 Sancto Michaele Gandensi adultf 60
4 6570 24.v.62 Zwijnarde adultm 120
� count: 10 max: 4,800 min: 48 avg: 560.4

5 7487 13.viii.70 Bersees no 36
5 7490 1.x.70 Auelin crueltym 60
5 7603 3.ix.70 Monden no 48
5 7894 8.ix.71 Gheluwe adultm 320
5 8150 8.x.70 Sancto Jacobo Brugensi adultm 80
5 8338 6.v.71 Sancta Maria Brugensi adultm 160
5 8587 5.xi.70 Sancto Michaele Gandensi adultf 60
5 8661 14.i.71 Aldenardo adultm 80
5 8685 18.iii.71 Sancto Jacobo Gandensi adultm 100
5 8718 22.ix.71 Aldenardo adultm 60
� count: 10 max: 320 min: 36 avg: 100.4

6 9901 7.ii.74 Sancta Maria Brugensi adultm 160
6 10094 14.ii.74 Sancto Chriso Gandensi adultm 60

count: 2 max: 160 min: 60 avg: 110

7 9920 28.ii.75 Sancto Egidio Brugensi adultf 120
7 11425 17.iv.75 Haluwin no 36
7 11826 1.viii.74 Eckerghem adultm 60
7 11833 15.viii.74 Lokere adultm 360
7 11839 22.viii.74 Gandauo adultm 72
7 11842 22.viii.74 Aldernado adultm 600
7 11883 3.x.74 Sancto Jocobo Gandensi adultm 60
7 11983 6.ii.75 Sancto Michaele Gandensi no, involves adultf 116
7 11998 20.ii.75 Eckerghem adultm 100
7 12049 3.iv.75 Gandauo adultm 100
� count: 10 max: 600 min: 36 avg: 162.4

8 10087 7.ii.77 Huesdine adultf 60
8 12642 19.viii.76 Curtraco querulousf 40
8 12644 5.viii.76 Nechin no 24
8 12784 4.xi.76 Rodelghem unspecified, raised by husband 72
8 12864 16.xii.76 Sancto Mauritio Insulensi no 36
8 12902 20.i.77 Sancta Margareta Tornacensi adultf 100
8 13044 31.iii.77 Sancto Piato Tornacensi adultm 180
8 13335 20.i.77 Sancto Egidio Brugensi adultm 240
8 13347 3.ii.77 Sancta Maria Brugensi adultm 960
8 13408 15.vii.76 Thiedeghem adultf 56
8 13467 7.x.76 Gandauo adultm 100
8 13605 14.iv.77 Sancta Maria Gandensi adultf 72
� count: 12 max: 960 min: 24 avg: 161.6

9 14213 1.xi.79 Dottignies adultm 80
9 14581 10.i.80 Sancto Bauone juxta Brugas adultm 80
9 14872 31.iv.80 Sancto Saluatore Brugensi adultm 120
9 14935 1.v.80 Sancto Saluatore Brugensi adultm 160

(continued )
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table e10.App.1 (continued)

9 15078 4.x.79 Ursele adultm 280
9 15147 6.xii.70 Eckerghem adultm 120
9 15151 13.xii.79 Sancto Michaele Gandensi adultm 360
9 15157 13.xii.79 Sancta Maria Gandensi adultm 240
9 15227 20.iii.80 Eckerghem adultm 360
9 15253 10.ix.80 Sancto Nicolao Gandensi adultm 240
9 15254 3.iv.80 Eckerghem adultm 200
9 15292 20.v.80 Sancto Johanne Gandensi adultf and spendthriftf 1200
� count: 12 max: 1,200 min: 80 avg: 286.6

10 15649 14.viii.80 Anechin adultm 288
10 15768 26.ii.81 Weruy adultm 200
10 15847 17.vii.80 Sancta Maria Sluus cruelty couple 120
10 15977 18.xii.80 Sancto Sauatore Brugensi adultf 240
10 16379 24.viii.80 Sancta Maria Gandensi adultm 360
10 16408 9.x.80 Sancto Johanne Gandensi adultm 160
10 16425 16.x.80 Moerbeke Wasie adultm and crueltym 240
10 16437 23.x.80 Neuele adultm 160
� count: 8 max: 360 min: 120 avg: 221

�� count: 107 max: 4800 min: 24 avg: 176.1

Notes: The layout of the table is the same as that in Table e9.App.3, with the addition of a column of Vleeschouwers-van
Melkebeek’s coding (‘VvMCode’), where ‘adultm’ = adultery by the husband, ‘adultf’ = adultery by the wife, ‘crueltym’ =
cruelty by the husband, ‘spendthriftm’ = husband is spendthrift, etc.; ‘no’ in the VvMCode means that she did not code it
(T6284 should be ‘adultm’; the rest are cases where the couple makes amends for living separately, two involving ‘adultf’
but not mentioning judicial separation).
Source: Compotus Tornacenses; Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, “Marital Breakdown,” 84–5, nn. 15–16, 20–2, 24–5.

The cases are relatively evenly distributed throughout the books.1 There is a definite tendency for the amount
of the amends to increase over the course of the years. This is particularly noticeable if we remove T5448,
which has an amend four times higher than the next highest one (4,800s vs 1,200s [T15292]). Whatever is
going on in T5448, it is not typical of the other cases.2 Even with our crude measure of urban status (places
that had more than one parish), the urban presence in these cases is strong (60/107 [not all of them have parish
indications], 56% vs 43% for our sample of presumptive marriage cases and 26% for the clandestine covenant
cases [App e9.2]). This provides some support for the notion explored earlier in this chapter that couples of
greater wealth had a greater need to obtain a judicial, as opposed to an informal, separation (although the
presence of the amends against couples who were living separately without obtaining a judicial separation
shows that couples who separated informally, whatever their wealth, ran some risk of prosecution).

What the grounds for these separations were is more problematical than appears at first glance. For example,
Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek codes two cases in which a priest is to make amends for, in one case, “keeping
with him [blank] a married woman divorced from her husband,” and in another, “because he carnally knew
a certain Beatrice who was separated from her husband” as cases in which a separation was granted for a
“ground unspecified raised by husband.”3 The focus here is on the offense of the priest. Whether the husband
was the moving party in obtaining the separation (or even, in the second case, whether there was a judicial

1 Book 6 [1473–4] seems to have unusually few; it also shares with Book 4 the smallest number in Table e9.App.2,
suggesting that the quality of reporting for Book 6 warrants investigating.

2 See at n. 16.
3 Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, “Marital Breakdown,” 84 n. 22: T4171 (18.iii.48): 240s (quia secum tenet [blank] con-

iugatam et ab eius marito divorciatum); T12784 (4.xi.76): 72s (Dominus Philippus Hespiel presbiter pauper capellanus
quia carnaliter cognovit quandam Beatricem a suo marito separatam). (An inscription in a manuscript of Sedulius reads
‘Fuit p. Hespiels curati de Rodelghem. 1486’. Carl E. Springer, “The Manuscripts of Sedulius,” Transactions of the
American Philosophical Society, n.s. 85 [1995] 60. This would seem to be the same man and suggests that his claim of
poverty is exaggerated.)
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table e10.App.2. Offenses Amended in Tournai
Entries That Mention Separation (1446–1481)

Offense No/Entries

Female adultery 22
Male adultery 67
Cruelty 4
Quarrels 2
Financial 6
Informal separation 16
total 117

Source: Compotus Tornacenses; Vleeschouwers-van Melke-
beek, “Marital Breakdown,” 84–5, nn. 15–16, 20–2, 24–5.

separation) we cannot tell. Ambiguity about whether the offense for which the amend is being imposed and the
ground(s) for the separation abound in the earlier cases. In the earlier cases, the standard wording in adultery
cases that mention separation is “[X] separated quoad thorum from [Y] on account of adultery committed
by him/her was condemned in [Z]s.”4 That X made amends for adultery is clear enough; whether that was
the ground for the separation depends on whether we put commas after “[X]” and “[Y].” If we do, what
we have is a separated person who later commits what is still adultery. There is evidence that de Pauw or his
clerk became aware of this ambiguity. Beginning in 1474, the wording in these entries was changed to “[X],
a married man/woman, because he committed adultery with [Y] and for this reason was separated from the
consortium of his/her wife/husband, was condemned in [Z]s.”5 The fact that this formula is used consistently
after this time suggests, though it certainly does not prove, that the previous ambiguous formula is to be taken
in the same way.

There are, however, two entries during the period when the standard entry is ambiguous that provide some
evidence that the standard entry is not referring (or need not be referring) to the ground for the separation.
The man who as separated makes amends for adultery in the first such entry also appears six months earlier
in an entry in which he and his wife make amends for having stood apart without the judgment of the church,
and she makes amends for adultery. The entry does not say that they were separated at this point, but if we
can extrapolate from what happened at Cambrai and Brussels in such situations, they may well have been.6

The other entry gives rise to the same inference for a different reason. A man was condemned for 320s (a large
sum in this type of case) both for standing apart from his wife without the judgment of the church and for
having committed adultery “before he was separated quo ad thorum” from her. Both the size of the amend
and the fact that it is emphasized that the adultery occurred before the separation suggest that that may not
be the case where the amend is lower and nothing is said about when the adultery occurred. Unfortunately, in
this case there are also indications that the wealth of the parties may account for the high amend.7

These doubts suggest that we should move more cautiously and ask what one or both of the couple were
fined for in cases that mention separation, even if only an informal separation. The answers correspond fairly
closely to those given as grounds for the separation by Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, though there are some
refinements (Table e.10.App.2).

4 E.g., T730 (20.iii.47): [MG] separata quoad thorum a [PB] propter adulterium per eam commissum condempnata in
50s.

5 E.g., T10094 (14.ii.74): [JB] coniugatus quia adulterium commisit cum [CV] et ob hoc separatus a consortio uxoris sue
condempnatus in hac ebdomada in 60s.

6 T479 (12.xii.46): [RS] et [KP], quia separatim steterunt absque iudicio ecclesie et pro adulterio per dictam [KP] commisso
condempnati ambo simul in uno equite; T982 (16.vi.47): [RS] separatus quoad thorum a [KP], eius uxore, propter
adulterium per eum commissum condempnatus in 100s. (There may be other clues in parallel references to the parties
in these cases; I checked only a few of them.)

7 T7894 (8.iv.71): [BW] quia separatus stetit a consortio domicelle [AW] sue uxoris absque iudicio Ecclesie, etiam quia
antequam esset separatus quo ad thorum a dicta sua uxore adulterium commisit cum [MS] condempnatus in ebdomada
[25.vi.64] in 16lb solvit. That it took seven years for him to make the payment may indicate that he was having difficulty
paying it, but it may also mean that he was resisting payment.
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Adultery is straightforward, and its description does not vary. The description of “informal separation”
does not vary in these entries (separatim steterunt or stetit absque iudicio ecclesie). (The fact that this amend
is sometimes imposed on only one of the couple suggests that what she [it is usually she] is being punished
for is, in effect, failure to bring her husband’s adultery to the attention of the authorities.) “Cruelty,” “quar-
rels,” and “financial,” as we have seen in the case of Paris, Cambrai and Brussels, are not always described
in the same way, and the differences in the descriptions may reflect differences in behavior. For cruelty we
have propter eius [mariti] sevitiam et austeritatem (T3861), propter [mariti] austeritatem (T7490), pro sevi-
tia in suam uxorem commissa (T16425), and quia austere vixerunt (T15847); for quarrels: propter rixas,
discordias et dissentiones inter eos ortas (T5448) and per verba sua rixosa occasionem dedit ut separetur a
consortio mariti sui (T12642), and for financial: propter dilapidationem bonorum (T3377, T3380), propter
eius [mariti] malum regimen (T3819, T3830, T3888), and [uxor] bona dissipavit et alia inhonesta perpetravit
(T15292).8

As we have seen, there was some doubt whether separation could be granted on the ground of cruelty as
a matter of the common law of the church, and considerable doubt whether it could be granted for quarrels
or financial mismanagement. Since every one of these grounds appears independently as a ground for making
amends (though they also appear in conjunction with adultery), there can be no doubt that the Tournai court
was penalizing people for these offenses. As we have just seen, we cannot be sure that the Tournai court was
granting separations on these grounds (none of them appears alone in conjunction with the unambiguous “on
account of this” formula),9 but perhaps the ambiguity was intentional. If the Tournai court had doubts about
the legitimacy of granting separations on these grounds, but was in fact doing so, it might have reflected that
fact in an ambiguous entry in its account books, which nonetheless showed that penalties were being imposed
for the behavior.

There is some evidence that the Tournai court was more conservative than those at Cambrai and Brussels.
Only 8% of the entries impose penalties for behavior that is legally problematical and is not accompanied
by adultery (8/97, 8.2%).10 This is considerably lower than the proportion of separations that are granted at
Cambrai and Brussels on the basis of morum discrepantia, either by itself or in combination with cruelty or
old age (28/124, 23%, Cambrai; 22/80, 28%, Brussels).11 Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek argues that cases
of morum discrepantia would not have appeared in the account books because at Cambrai and Brussels such
cases did not, at least not normally, give rise to amends.12 She seems to suggest that we ought to assume that
such cases were present at Tournai, perhaps even in the quantities that they were at Brussels and Cambrai,
but simply not recorded in the only record that we have of the court. She may be right, but arguments from
silence are always dangerous. The Tournai court was willing to impose amends for the grounds that singly
or in combination seem to have given rise to the finding of morum discrepantia at Cambrai and Brussels:
cruelty, quarreling, and financial mismanagement. Our analysis of the Cambrai and Brussels cases generally
showed that that court rarely missed an opportunity to impose an amend if one could be imposed. It is hard
to imagine that the Tournai court, if it had a practice in morum discrepantia anything like as extensive as
that at Brussels and Cambrai, would not have found more cases in which some kind of amend could be
imposed. Perhaps cases in which separations for morum discrepantia were granted are hidden in the eight
cases in which couples make amends for informal separation and nothing else, but there is no direct evidence
of it.

Further evidence for the conservatism of the Tournai court may be found in the fact that two of the eight
cases that mention grounds other than adultery and do not mention adultery also state specifically that the
separation is one quoad bona and not quoad thorum. In one of these the ground mentioned is malum regimen,

8 It will be noted that five of the six financial amends occur in Book 3 (1447–8). We may be dealing with a practice that
did not extend over the whole period.

9 T16425 (16.x.80) is the exception that proves the rule. It uses the ob hoc formula in a case that involved cruelty, but
the case also involved adultery.

10 Cruelty (3), quarrels (2), financial (3). The entries that impose amends for informal separation alone (8) are excluded,
because it seems highly unlikely that that alone could have been a ground for separation.

11 Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, “Marital Breakdown,” 82–5 and nn. 17–18, 27–8. There is also one case in each court
that is decided specifically on the ground of cruelty alone, and one at Brussels that is decided on financial grounds. Id.,
84–5 and nn. 16, 20.

12 Id., 83 and n. 10, 84 and n. 19.
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in the other cruelty.13 As we have seen in this chapter, separation of goods was granted by the Paris court in the
fourteenth century when adultery was not found. Separation of goods, without separation quoad thorum, is
not found at Cambrai or Brussels. The practice of the Tournai court does not seem quite so rigid as Paris. If we
can rely on somewhat ambiguously worded entries, the Tournai court does seem to have granted separations
quoad thorum for cruelty, quarreling, and mismanagement alone, but it may have insisted on quite strong
showings.14

The showing might be of gold. An entry dated 19 April 1462 tells us that Jacques d’Anetieres of Tournai
and demoiselle Alexandre de Sablens, his wife, were separated quoad thorum “on account of the quarrels,
wrangling, and dissension that had arisen between them.” Each was condemned to pay 10 pounds of groats
(2,400s), which they did on the spot.15 As we have already noted, this is an enormous sum, almost ten standard
deviations to the right of the mean. With this much money changing hands, much may be unrecorded. What
the record suggests, however, is that those in the Tournai diocese who wanted to obtain a separation for what
seems to be morum discrepantia, if they could afford it, had to pay dearly.16

1177. Ch 11, n. 1: David d’Avray objects to my use of the word ‘incest’. Medieval Marriage, 114 n. 114. He
has a point, and we will argue in this chapter that many ordinary people probably had a less extensive view
of incest than that of the law, even as modified by the Fourth Lateran Council. When we come to the rhetoric
of the judges of Cambrai and Brussels, however, we seem to be dealing with a concept for which we have no
better word than ‘incest’.

1178. Ch 11, n. 3: See Bruguière, “Canon Law and Royal Weddings”; Smith, Papal Enforcement. D’Avray,
Medieval Marriage, 102–4, argues that it is important that Innocent III did not grant a dissolution of
Philip’s marriage to Ingeborg, and he sees a major shift in ecclesiastical attitudes toward granting divorces
on the ground of incest dating from Innocent’s time. The argument is powerfully made but is ham-
pered by the fact that numerical evidence of the frequency of such divorces in the twelfth century is
unavailable.

1179. Ch 11, n. 12: Weigand, “Zur mittelalterlichen kirchlichen Ehegerichtsbarkeit”; Weigand, “Recht-
sprechung des Regensburger Gerichts in Ehesachen”; Lindner, Courtship and the Courts; Schwab, Augsburger
Offizialatsregister; Deutsch, Ehegerichtsbarkeit. (The last two appeared too recently for their findings to be
fully incorporated in this book.)

1180. Ch 11, n. 21: Searle, “List,” 177; Churchill, Canterbury Administration, 2:13 n. 1; CCA, Eastry III
18–19 (the latter calendared and extracted in Historical Manuscripts Commission, Report, 277).

13 T3819 (1.vii.47) (malum regimen); T3861 (21.viii.47) (sevitia et austeritas). (T3888 [11.ix.47], also a case of malum
regimen, which is indexed as a case of separation of goods, is in fact a case of separation quoad thorum.) That these
entries are within eight weeks of each other suggests that we are dealing with an experiment (or a mistake) that was not
continued. Unfortunately, we have no way of knowing whether the experiment was granting separations quoad bona
or imposing amends for them. The matter is made more confused by the fact that a recently discovered secular record of
T3861 says that the separation was one both of goods and of bed. See Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, “Eendrachtelic
commen,” Documenten nr. 49 and n. 24.

14 T3377 (27.v.48): separatus quoad thorum ab eius uxore propter dilapidationem bonorum; T7490 (1.x.70): separatus
quo ad thorum a sua uxore propter austeritatem ipsius viri; T12642 (19.viii.76): quia per verba sua rixosa occasionem
dedit ut separetur a consortio mariti sui quoad thorum; T15847 (17.vii.80): quia separatim steterunt absque iudicio
Ecclesie et quia austere vixerunt ideo separati quoad thorum.

15 T5448 (19.iv.62): [JA] et domicella [AS] eius uxor separati quo ad thorum propter rixas, discordias et dissentiones inter
eos ortas, condempnati quilibet in 10lb grossorum, solverunt: 240 lb.

16 That the Tournai court was quite willing to charge what the traffic would bear is indicated by the next highest amend
in this group: T15292 (29.v.80): In sancto Johanne Gandensi. Domicella Katherina sGroetheeren uxor Petri de Boodt,
quia adulterium commisit cum Johanne van Brouchoue, bona quoque dissipavit et alia inhonesta perpetravit propter que
separata est quoad thorum a suo marito, condempnata hac ebdomada in 72lb – quas dominus Tornacensis moderavit
ad 60lb – solvit. What Katherina did was more serious than what Jacques and Alexandre are alleged to have done,
and we have no idea what is hidden behind alia inhonesta, but she pays (and seems to have no difficulty paying) an
amend that is more than two standard deviations to the right of the mean (mean [including the 4,800s case] = 176.1;
population standard deviation = 478.37).
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1181. Ch 11, n. 22: The commissary of Canterbury was the de facto official of the diocesan court, but he
was called “commissary” rather than “official” because the title “official of Canterbury” was reserved for the
judge of the provincial court.

1182. Ch 11, n. 23: Woodcock, Medieval Ecclesiastical Courts, 113, reports that he shared the position with
Hugh de Forsham and that he was briefly official of the provincial court of Canterbury during the same
vacancy. Logan, Court of Arches, 198–9, does not confirm the latter appointment.

1183. Ch 11, n. 25: E.g., Registrum Roberti Winchelsey, 2:1263–4, 1276–7 (proctor for the prior and convent
in the election of Archbishop Winchelsey); CCA, SVSB I 170 (proctor for the prior and convent making
protestation of an appeal to Rome [1296]; calendared in Historical Manuscripts Commission, Report, 245–
6; these documents are no longer in SVSB I, and I have not been able to locate them); CCA, ChCh II 259
(proctor for the prior and convent in an appeal concerning tithes of West Cliffe, temp. Archbishop Winchelsey).
Fourteen law books are assigned to his use in the catalogue of the Christ Church Library of the early fourteenth
century. Edwards, Memoirs 1:233. Clyve was nominated (along with two other monks of Canterbury) for the
position of sacrist in 1324. Literae Cantuarienses, 1:117. An alb is assigned to his use in the Christ Church
inventories of 1315 and 1321, indicating that he was probably a priest. Dart, History and Antiquities, App.,
p. viii.

1184. Ch 11, n. 29: Their fullness consists not so much in the number of cases reported as in the fact that
so many acts of ordinary administration, e.g., visitations and routine benefice matters, are included because
they became controversial. See Woodcock, Medieval Ecclesiastical Courts, 16–18. A calendar of many of them
appears, Donahue, ed., Records 2. For examples, see CCA, SVSB III 157–73; CCA, Sede Vacante Visitation
Rolls 5–15, 17A.

1185. Ch 11, n. 30: There is considerable evidence of legal activity at Christ Church during Richard’s period.
Not only were a remarkably large number of documents from the vacancy of 1292–4 retained, but CCA,
Literary MS. D.8 contains a formulary and various treatises on procedure in the Court of Arches that were
probably compiled at Canterbury in this period, and there is evidence that the monks were also working
on a formulary of material from the archiepiscopal court of audience. See Select Canterbury Cases, p. xxiv,
introd. 36–7; Donahue and Gordus, “A Case from Archbishop Stratford’s Audience Act Book.” Since Richard
was the most prominent monk of Canterbury involved in legal matters in this period, it seems probable that
he was also involved in these efforts.

1186. Ch 11, n. 32: Archbishop Pecham was a noted reformer, though I know of no particular effort of his
with regard to incest. None of the statutes attributed to him or to councils held under him deals expressly with
the problem. See generally Douie, Archbishop Pecham, 95–142.

1187. Ch 11, n. 34: No. 6 is particularly striking because it involves a calculation in the fourth and fifth
degrees (third cousins once removed), and the correct ruling that the parties were outside of the Lateran
degrees.

1188. Ch 11, n. 36: Cf. Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 82–3, who takes the position that these cases involve
genuine failures of proof.

1189. Ch 11, n. 39: Helmholz, Marriage Litigation, 83 n. 25, notes that none of the witnesses was actually an
eyewitness to the baptism. This is true, but it is also true that Richard could have decreed the marriage invalid
on the basis of this testimony. After all, none of the witnesses in the cases of consanguinity actually saw the
sexual intercourse that gave rise to the consanguinity.

1190. Ch 11, n. 43: Appendix e11.1, nos. 2, 7 (probable exceptions to a marriage enforcement action); 8 (ex
officio prosecution for fornication turns into a marriage enforcement action); 10, 14 (civil divorce actions); 16
(ex officio divorce action arising out of visitation); 17 (ex officio proceedings perhaps arising out of objections
to banns).

1191. Ch 11, n. 44: Considering how full these records are, it is at least possible that there never was a sentence.
If that is so, then the effect of not rendering a sentence in both nos. 2 and 7 would have been to sustain the
objection to the marriage, since both of the actions were enforcement actions.
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1192. Ch 11, n. 46: Assuming that neither Richard nor the official rendered a contrary sentence, the effect of
their inaction was to disallow the divorce.

1193. Ch 11, n. 47: While we might take this fact as evidence that Richard believed the allegation perjured,
his sentence does not mention perjury. The penance is enjoined for having confessed to illicit intercourse.

1194. Ch 11, n. 67: In addition to the cases where we have sentences in favor of enforcement of the marriage,
we should probably add at least some of the cases where there are no sentences but the defense looks weak.
In at least some of these cases, the defendant probably gave up and got married.

1195. Ch 11, n. 69: The denominator here for the marriage enforcement is the number of cases for which
a defense is known. One of the Ely cases raises two types of incest claims. Hence, the number of claims of
consanguinity or affinity is 15, but the number of cases in which the claim is raised is 14.

1196. Ch 11, n. 72: Significantly, the one ex officio case in the York cause papers that raises issues of incest is
an appeal from a lower court. Office c Baker and Barker (1339), CP.E.82/8 (Ch 4, at n. 243).

1197. Ch 11, n. 76: Sheehan, “Formation,” 48 and n. 34, notes that in 7 cases of reclamation of banns in the
Ely register, the couple had already exchanged present consent.

1198. Ch 11, n. 83: The case is still continuing when the register ends but appears, for all practical purposes,
to be over.

1199. Ch 11, n. 86: It is, of course, possible that both of these cases are the product of a local conspiracy
determined to thwart this marriage for reasons quite unrelated to their concern about incest.

1200. Ch 11, n. 87: Office c Symond and Page (at n. 73), Office c Barbour and Whitheved (at n. 74), Office c
Slory and Feltewell (at n. 75), Office and Andren and Edyng c Andren and Solsa (at n. 79), Borewell c Bileye
(at n. 80).

1201. Ch 11, n. 93: The focus here is on actions for dissolution. The proportions could be raised somewhat if
we included the three-party cases in which the invalidity of one of the relationships is asserted on the ground
of incest. E.g., Office c Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere (at n. 127; Ch 9, at nn. 293–302); Officie c Hellenputten,
Vleeshuere en Kerkofs (Ch 9, n. 327). Inclusion of such cases would not substantially alter the proportions,
but it might bring the ‘gross’ Cambrai proportion (14%) up to that of Ely. Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek’s
figures (App e11.2) suggest that it probably should be so raised, i.e., that my sample may somewhat understate
the proportion of both Cambrai and Brussels cases that raise issues of incest.

1202. Ch 11, n. 94: Somewhat arbitrarily, cases of clerical discipline are excluded from the following discussion,
but only if the clerk was bound to chastity. Hence, 5 of our cases involve married clerks and 1 a clerk who
does not seem to be in major orders, and this may be one of the reasons why these cases were treated at the
level of the officiality and not in some lower-level court. See Office c Corte (14.ii.39), no. 140; Office c Biest
et Scandelers (6.x.42 to 3.xi.42), nos. 350, 376 (incest, unmarried, clear indication of clerical status does not
appear until no. 376); Office c Pot (19.xi.44), no. 592; Office c Cuvelier et Grigore (30.iv.46), no. 912; Office
c Diest (10.vi.47), no. 1155 (incest); Office c Quintart (22.x.46), no. 1030 (incest). Two of the cases of clerical
discipline involve what is called incest but only in an extenuated sense. Priests are accused of having sexual
relations with women who are in their pastoral care (and hence, the relationship is one of spiritual paternity).
Office c Multoris (27.viii.46), no. 990; Office c Broullart (19.iii.46), no. 890.

That leaves 36 cases in the sample, only one of which resulted in the absolution of the accused, and even here
he had to pay the costs of the promotor “on account of some sort of rumor” (propter aliqualem rumorem),
which apparently did not rise to the level of fama. Office c Hughe (2) (30.vii.46), no. 980 (the rumor was
probably of adultery – though the case does not say that – because the reus is expressly described as a married
man). In all the rest of the cases, the promotor was able to prove something for which the accused had to
make amends, but here there is a rather sharp distinction between those who are found to have committed an
offense and those who are found to have allowed fama that they committed the offense to arise. Of the cases in
which incest is not alleged, there are 4 in which double adultery is found, 5 in which simple adultery is found,
2 in which fornication is found (both deflowering, one of which gives rise to a dowry), and 2 of solicitation
of adultery and 1 of solicitation of fornication. Office c Corte, op. cit.; Office c Potier (16.x.45), no. 800;
Office c Homan (30.iv.46), no. 910; Office c Mourart (20.ii.45), no. 652 (all double adultery). Office c Rode
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(25.viii.42), no. 310; Office c Brelier et Rieulinne (20.x.42), no. 362; Office c Brassart (16.x.45), no. 801;
Office c Cuvelier et Grigore, op. cit.; Office c Roy (17.xii.46), no. 1060 (all single adultery). Office c Moustier et
Fourveresse (1.xii.42), no. 390 (fornication, deflowering, dowry); Office c Thovello et Ree (17.iv.47), no. 1123
(fornication, deflowering, dowry not mentioned); Office c Pot, op. cit.; Office c Pont (5.xii.44), no. 611 (both
solicitation of adultery); Office c Admère (28.viii.45), no. 771 (solicitation of fornication).

In the same group are 4 cases in which the accused is to make amends for having given risen to fama of
double adultery, 4 of fama of simple adultery, 1 of fama of fornication (and deflowering), and 1 of fama
of having procreated a child in an adulterous union. Office c Rode, op. cit.; Office c Phelippe (24.ix.46),
no. 1011; Office c Vel (16.v.50), no. 1300; Office c Engsain (12.vii.49), no. 1182 (all double adultery). Office
c Pont, op. cit.; Office c Homan, op. cit. (two different women); Office c Cuvelier et Grigore, op. cit.; Office
c Abliaux (4.iii.47), no. 1111 (all simple adultery). Office c Steene (9.iii.43), no. 441 (fornication); Office c
Mourart, op. cit. (procreation of a child in adultery).

The standard charge in these latter cases is phrased along these lines: “The reus had conversation with
the rea so incautiously that he vehemently deserved to be defamed of mingling in the flesh.” E.g., Office
c Abliaux, op. cit: adeo inepte et incaute cum quadam Cathelota . . . conversatus fuit et est quod graviter
notari meruit ac publice diffamari rem carnalem . . . cum illa habuisse; cf Office c Homan, op. cit.: adeo
impudenter conversatus est quod in respectu ad Katherinam notari, respectu vero ad Mariam vehementer de
carnali commixtione meruit diffamari. The distinction drawn in the second case between notari and diffamari
may be one of degree. In the case of the former, we are reminded of the Roman censors’ nota.

Perceptive readers will note that the number of cases in which an offense is found and the number of cases
in which fama is found adds up to more cases than we have in the group (14 offense found, 10 fama found, 19
non-incest cases [excluding the absolution]). This is because in five cases, one offense is found and another is
the subject of fama. These cases suggest that considerable care was taken to distinguish the offenses that had
been proven from those about which only fama had arisen. In the first, it was clear that a married man had had
intercourse with a woman while she was single and procreated a female child; whether he continued it after she
was married could not be proven, but “he was not ashamed to have such incautious conversation with her that
fama was at work about the continuation, indeed, aggravation, of adulterous coitus.” Office c Rode, op. cit.:
reum predictum pro eo quod ipse coniugatus existens quandam [CS] in eisdem articulis nominatam antequam
ipsa matrimonium contraxisset sepius, etiam usque ad unius prolis feminei sexus procreationem inclusive,
carnaliter adulterando cognovit, et preterea quia cum eadem etiam actu coniugata adeo incaute conversari non
erubuit quod fama super huiusmodi adulterini coitus continuatione ymmo et aggravatione laboravit, periurii
ac adulterii crimina perpetrando aliasque graviter delinquendo et excedendo, nobis in emendis excessibus
huiusmodi correspondentibus unacum expensis promotoris . . . condempnamus, etc. (One wonders about
actu coniugata; one would expect something like nunc or tandem, though it is possible that her marriage was
a presumptive one. One also wonders about periurii. Perhaps he promised to marry her after the child was
born, but this has to be a wild guess. No proceedings against CS are recorded.)

In the second, the reus had solicited adultery with an unmarried woman by giving her one bushel (mencaldus)
of wheat and one (boistellata) of pease, “and thus it is clear that it was no thanks to him that he did not commit
adultery with her.” The adultery, however, was not proven, but his “incautious conversation” led to his being
defamed of it. Office c Pont, op. cit.: reum coniugatum quandam [P] solutam ut secum dormire vellet rogasse et
ad illum dampnatum finem sibi [P] unum mencaldum bladi et unam boistellatam pisorum – casu [?add in] quo
ita facere vellet – promisisse sicque liquet per eum non stetisse quominus adulterium cum illa perpetraverit qui
etiam reus propter eius incautam conversationem de tali adulterio diffamatus nobis ipsum reum in emendis . . .
condempnamus, etc.

In the third, one double adultery was found, and two simple adulteries were suspected, one with the
serving-girl (ancilla) of the reus. Office c Homan, op. cit.

In the fourth, the woman confesses to having been deflowered and to having had intercourse many times
(pluries) with the reus in the area (ambitus) of the church, presumably the one in which the reus, a married
clerk, was sacristan. He, however, does not confess and is to make amends for the “incautious conversa-
tion” with her that allowed fama of such adulterous mingling to be at work. Office c Cuvelier et Grigore,
op. cit.

In the final case, it is proven that the reus committed double adultery, and “many thought” (plerique
opinantur) that the woman was pregnant by him and not by her husband. Office c Mourart, op. cit.
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1203. Ch 11, n. 95: Office c Biest et Scandelers (n. 94); Office c Fèvre (21.xi.44 to 3.iii.45), no. 603; p. 373,
no. 657; Office c Fraingnaert (29.v.45), no. 701; Office c Ablencq (2.vii.46), no. 961; Office c Coppenhole
(27.viii.46), no. 992; Office c Quintart (n. 94); Office c Potaste (17.xii.46), no. 1064; Office c Diest (10.vi.47),
no. 1155; Office c Palleit (16.v.50), no. 1302; Office c Cauchie (20.vi.50), no. 1321 (all adultery, but in the
last, the adultery is with someone other than the one with whom he is defamed of incest); Office c Maquebeke
(24.x.44), no. 565 (fornication).

1204. Ch 11, n. 96: Office c Porte et Hennique (10.vi.47), no. 1160 (adultery); Office c Leu (24.x.44), no. 560
(adultery); Office c Scotte (22.ix.42), no. 332 (fornication).

1205. Ch 11, n. 98: quia nobis per confessionem dicte corree constitit atque constat eandem ream se a
dicto [HW], suo nepote et correo, carnaliter cognosci permisisse, in et per premissa incestum dampnabiliter
committendo, eapropter dictam corream ac dictum [HW] correum, propter famam contra ipsum super super
dicta carnali copula laborantem, in emendas condignas . . . condempnamus, etc.

1206. Ch 11, n. 100: In order: Office c Fèvre (n. 95), Office c Fraingnaert (n. 95), Office c Hughe (1) (n. 97),
Office c Diest (n. 95), Office c Leu (n. 96), Office c Cauchie (n. 95), Office c Ablencq (n. 95); Office c Walop
et Rueden (n. 98).

1207. Ch 11, n. 101: Office c Biest et Scandelers (n. 94) (commatre); Office c Ablencq (n. 95) (consanguinea
germana et commatre). Technically, the term commater(pater) was used to describe the relationship between
the godparent and the natural parent of the child. This seems unlikely in Biest. The man in question is an
unmarried clerk (though he could have been the godfather of Scandelers’s child, or the father of an illegitimate
child or of a legitimate child whose mother is now dead, for whom Scandelers served as godmother). It is more
possible in Ablencq; the man in that case was married. In both cases, however, it seems more likely that we
have the common but somewhat loose use of the term commater to describe the man’s own godmother, mater
spiritualis.

1208. Ch 11, n. 102: In order: Office c Coppenhole (n. 95) (suo in aliquo – ut fatetur – gradu consanguinea);
Office c Potaste (n. 95) (eiusdem ree – dum vixit – intra quartum gradum affine); Office c Palleit (n. 95)
(sua in – ut ipse reus asserit – remoto gradu, illum aliter non declarando, consanguinea); Office c Porte et
Hennique (n. 96) (fama de et super mutua eorum consanguinitate in quarto gradu laborante); Office c Scotte
(n. 96) (famam de et super mutua inter ipsum et quondam [JL] intra gradum prohibitum consanguinitate et
per consequens simili inter ipsum reum et [ME], prefati quondam [JL] relictam, affinitate); Office c Maque-
beke (n. 95) (sua consanguinea pariter et affine); Office c Quintart (n. 94) (eius consanguinea). Such are the
complexities of the medieval canon law of incest that it is quite possible for someone to have been both the
consanguine and the affine of someone within the prohibited degrees without incest having been committed
when the affinity relationship arose. Maquebeke could have been an affine because of a relationship that the
woman had with a consanguine of his on his father’s side of the family, and a consanguine of the same woman
on his mother’s side. The first relationship of the woman would not have been incestuous, but his with her
now is doubly incestuous.

1209. Ch 11, n. 103: litteris citatoriis ab instancia quedam socie rei in adulterio.

1210. Ch 11, n. 104: Of the 36 cases, 27 are brought against the man alone (75%), 7 against both the man
and woman (19%), and 2 against the woman alone (6%). One of the cases brought against a couple does
not end up being such a case; the man is convicted of simple adultery, and the rea, his wife, is absolved of all
charges. Office c Brelier et Rieulinne (n. 94). In another case, involving incest, the man is to make amends for
incautious conversation and purge himself of the fama (which he does), and the woman is not convicted of
anything. Office c Biest et Scandelers (n. 94).1

1 There are 8 cases [8/36, 22%] in which purgation is ordered, but only 1, in addition to Office c Biest et Scandel-
ers, in which it is recorded that it was performed: Office c Abliaux (n. 94), Office c Fèvre (n. 95) (successfully
performed), Office c Ablencq (n. 95), Office c Diest (n. 95), Office c Leu (n. 96), Office c Moustier et Fourve-
resse (n. 94), Office c Quintart (n. 94). Five of these cases involve incest, but there are a number of cases in which
there is fama of incest and purgation is not ordered. The motivation given for one order (Ablencq: propter gravi-
tatem fame predicte) and the fact that the reus in another case (Abliaux) incited the woman who was pregnant with
his putatitve illegitimate child to give charge of that child to another man (ut prolem huiusmodi vestituram alteri
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Four are cases of deflowering. As we have already suggested, the intercourse in such cases must be found
in order for the woman to be entitled to her dowry for deflowering. Office c Thovello et Ree (n. 94); Office c
Moustier et Fourveresse (n. 94), Office c Cuvelier et Grigore (n. 94); Office c Porte et Hennique (n. 96). See
Ch 9, at nn. 370–85.

The final case is the one in which the woman confesses the incestuous intercourse and the man does not.
Office c Walop et Rueden (n. 98). In one of the cases brought against a woman alone, she is found to have
had intercourse with many men, some of whom were married. She is to purge herself of the fama that she had
intercourse with a father and a son, but no record of the purgation appears. Office c Leu (n. 96). In the other
case, the reason for the prosecution is less obvious. The woman is found to have committed adultery and is
defamed of having committed incest with another man, but she is also absolved from the rest of the promotor’s
articles. Office c Potaste (n. 95). He probably heard about more partners than he ultimately could prove (or
show fama of). No woman in the sample is convicted of incautious conversation with a man. The only women
who are convicted of illicit intercourse are the four who were deflowered, two who may have been prostitutes
(or suspected of being)2 and one who may have felt a compulsion to confess a most inappropriate relationship
with her nephew. Office c Walop et Rueden (n. 98).

Where are the sexual partners of the nine men who were convicted of either double or simple adultery and
the one man who was convicted of fornication with fama of incest? In many cases, their names are given, or
were known; it is hard to imagine that they all had just disappeared. When we couple the absence of these
women with the fact that only men are convicted of incautious conversation, it would almost seem as if the
Cambrai court were indulging in the opposite of the traditional double standard. That possibility cannot be
excluded. In a world in which the social sanctions against women who engaged in illicit intercourse were
probably quite severe, the court may have felt that it was the men who had to be called to account. It is
also possible that the women had already confessed and had been assigned a penance in a lower-level court
and that the men’s resistance to the charge brought their cases to the higher-level court. There is one more
possibility suggested by the case in which we know that the charges were brought by the man’s ‘partner in
adultery’. Office c Quintart (n. 94). It is this case that leads to the suggestion in the text that the promotor
may have agreed not to prosecute the women in turn for their testifying against the men. (Most of the cases
mention witnesses, though we know from the cases in which the woman confessed and the man did not that
the testimony of the woman alone was not enough to secure a conviction.)

1211. Ch 11, n. 107: There is one instance case that apparently began as a divorce case (the grounds are not
stated), but by the sentence stage, it had turned into a case of separation on the ground of adultery. Watière c
Lonc (6.x.42), no. 351.

1212. Ch 11, n. 108: quia nobis constitit atque constat pretactum [AS] post matrimonium inter eundem
et [MG] in facie ecclesie solempniter celebratum et carnali copula consummatum, cum dicta [MC] cor-
rea, dicte [MG] defuncte infra quartum gradum consanguinitatis attinente, sponsalia in manu presbiteri
et facie ecclsie de Scornaco, tribus bannis desuper proclamatis – de facto cum de iure non posset [sic] –
contraxisse, predictos etiam reos, scientes super premissa consanguinitate famam communem laborare, vil-
lam Gandensm adiise et in parrochia sancti Michaelis dicte ville Tornacensis diocesis, matrimonium – de
facto cum de iure non possent –, obstante affinitatis impedimento ex dicto primo mamtrimonio prove-
niente, matrimonium impediente et iam contractum dirimente, celebrasse, in et per premissa dictos reos
graviter delinquendo et excedendo, eapropter matrimonium predictum inter ipsos reos – de facto contrac-
tum – nullum aut saltem invalidum, attento predicto affinitatis impedimento, pronunciamus et decernimus,
ipsos reos nobis in emendis condignis et in duabus libris cere capelle curie nostre applicandis et in expen-
sis legitimis dicti promotoris, earundem taxatione iudicio nostro reservata, condempnantes, eisdem reis
cum aliis nubendi in Domino, si nubere voluerint, tribuentes facultatem, sentencialiter diffiniendo in hiis
scriptis.

daret . . . instigasse) are the only clues as to why these cases resulted in such orders. The others may have been similarly
motivated.

2 Office c Leu (n. 96), Office c Potaste (n. 95). The fact that the word meretrix only appears once in Registres de Cambrai,
s.v., and that in a defamation case, suggests that the Cambrai court was not in the business of prosecuting prostitution
as such. The aliquibus levibus opinionibus mulieribus with whom Gilles Brassart (n. 94) is found to have committed
adultery were probably prostitutes.
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1213. Ch 11, n. 111: The editors are convinced that he was a priest, though the sentence does not say so. He
is called dominus Mattheus in the sentence, without any of the qualifications, such as miles or comes, that
usually accompany a lay person entitled to be called dominus.

1214. Ch 11, n. 112: scientes et ignorare non valentes sese . . . nec matrimonialiter invicem coniungi neque
citra penam incestus carnaliter cohabitare posse . . . quesivisse incestas invicem nuptias contrahendi ac huius
rei gratia alienam civitatem, Ludunensem videlicet – ubi premissorum noticia verisimiliter haberi non poterat –
petiisse, etc.

1215. Ch 11, n. 113: de male in peius procedendo, sese invicem incestuosa carnali commixtione et cohabi-
tatione preconcepta sub velamine predicto sepe et sepius foedare presumpsisse, in et per premissa incestum
dampnabiliter committendo, illicitas ymmo nepharias nuptias attemptando, de sacramento matrimonii ludib-
rium – quantum in eis fuit – et peccati sui velamine facere satagendo, etc.

1216. Ch 11, n. 114: . . . aliasque gravissime delinquendo et excedendo, eapropter reos predictos nobis in
emendis enormitatibus huiusmodi correspondentibus . . . condempnamus, decernentes et declarantes inter
eosdem, obstante affinitate predicta, matrimonium efficax neque contrahi neque subistere potuisse aut posse
totumve et quidquid in hac re attempatatum est irritum et inane ac nulliter – de facto dumtaxat – pre-
sumptum fuisse ac esse, idipsum – quatinus de facto processisse videtur – cassantes, annullantes et dissol-
ventes, eisdem propterea et eorum cuilibet sub excommunicationis et carceris ad beneplacitum reveredissimi
domini nostri Cameracensis, si – quod absit! – contravenerint, penis ne ulterius sub typo aut colore matri-
monii invicem cohabitare, morari aut etiam aliam – unde saltem ulterioris incestuose cohabitaionis causari
possit aut debeat suspicio – conversationem habere presumant, inhibentes, sentencialiter diffiniendo in hiis
scriptis.

1217. Ch 11, n. 116: quia nobis constitit atque constat pretactos reos sponsalia et matrimonium in manu
presbiteri et facie ecclesie – ut moris est – solempniter contraxisse eosdemque simul ut veros coniuges
cohabitasse, eapropter matrimonium pretactum firmum et validum, quibuscumque pro parte dicti pro-
motoris in contrarium propositis et allegatis non obstantibus, proncunicamus et decernimus. Verum quia
nobis constitit atque constat pretactum correum, famam laborare scientem quod [JS] ipius rei filius ean-
dem corream carnaliter ante dictum contractum matrimonii cognoverat, matrimonium cum eadem con-
traxisse necnon pretactam corream propria auctoritate et absque iudicio ecclesie a consortio sui mariti diver-
tisse separatamque stetisse seque carnaliter congnosci permisisse a quodam [AZ] ac cum eodem per plures
menses stetisse et cohabitasse, nulla reclamatione per dictum correum facta, in et per premiisa dictos reos
delinquendo et excedendo, eapropter dictos reos nobis in emendis condignis et in expensis legitimis dicti
promotoris, earundem taxatione iudicio nostro reservata, condempnamus sententialiter diffiniendo in hiis
scriptis.

1218. Ch 11, n. 117: fama super mutua eorum affinitate laborante – que merito contrahendum inter ipsos
matrimonium impedire potuisset – neglecta et non obstante nullaque desuper a iudice compententi expectata
ymmo nec petita declaratione, conventiones matrimoniales et deinde matrimonium contrahere, solempnisare
carnalique copula consummare presumpserunt, in et per premissa se ignorantie affectatores ostendendo, etc.
Office c Johenniau et Chavaliere (8.vii.52), no. 1330, is similar in both language and ultimate result and has
the additional feature that the marriage had been of long standing.

1219. Ch 11, n. 119: . . . graviter delinquendo et excedendo, nobis ipsos reos in emendis et preterea eorum
quemlibet in dimidia libra cere ad opus capelle nostre unacum expensis dicti promotoris . . . condempnamus,
matrimonium nichilominus – sic ut premittitur – per et inter ipsos reos contractum, solempnisatum et carnali
copula consummatum validum, efficax et in suo robore quoad vixerint ambo permansurum decernentes et
declarantes, etc.

1220. Ch 11, n. 121: ignorantie necnon et hincinde incestarum nuptiarum affectatores sese demonstrando.

1221. Ch 11, n. 122: cum de aliquo ad dirimendum sufficienti impedimento minime constet.
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1222. Ch 11, n. 124: cum de preasserto affinitatis impedimento non liqueat fidem saltem ad matrimonium
iam contractum dirimendum sufficiente [m] factam extitisse. The Latin is certainly awkward. I am reasonably
confident that sufficiente should be sufficientem, though the slip is telling, i.e., Nicolaı̈ was thinking that the
impediment was insufficient, not the confidence (fidem) that he had after examining the processus. The shift
from present (liqueat) to a double perfect (factam extitisse) may be explained by the fact that Nicolaı̈ is thinking
back to his examination of the processus or to what was established at the hearings.

1223. Ch 11, n. 126: cum de nullo – ad dirimendum saltem sufficienti – constet impedimento, in contrarium
allegatis non obstantibus.

1224. Ch 11, n. 128: On the basis of the final phrase in the sentence (quoted in T&C 1223), the editors seem
to think that the promotor disagreed with Nicolaı̈ on this legal point. That is possible, although the phrase
may refer to factual allegations, not legal ones. If the promotor did disagree on the legal point, he was wrong.

1225. Ch 11, n. 129: In Office c Huffle et Seghers, the sentence expressly says que etiam consanguinitas per
processum tandem comperta est in secundo gradu inter easdem [ML] et [CS] subsistere; Office c Beerseele et
Smets is less clear about the source of Nicolaı̈’s knowledge but equally clear about the fact: [ES] correa, sua
eiusdem [LA] in tertio gradu equalitatis consanguinea [i.e., second cousins].

1226. Ch 11, n. 132: reos predictos pro eo quod famam, de et super affinitate per promotorem inter eos allegata
sufficienter utique ad impediendum [matrimonium] contrahendum prius exorta ac satis publice laborantem,
non ignorantes, illa non obstante, conventiones matrimoniales ac deinde matrimonium invicem contrahere,
in facie ecclesie solempnizare, carnali copula illud consummare postmodumque simul per multos annos ut
vir et uxor stare et cohabitare presumpserunt, nobis ipsos in emendas unacum expensis promotoris . . .
condempnamus. Matrimonium nichilominus per et inter eosdem contractum in facie ecclesie et solempnizatum
et carnali – ut premittitur – copula consummatum, cum per informationem iuridicam desuper auctoritate nostra
ordinaria factam de nullo – quod ad ipsum dirimendum sufficere possit aut debeat – impedimento constare
potuerit constiteritve seu constet, in suo robore quoad vixerint ambo permansurum esse ac permanere debere
declaramus, etc.

1227. Ch 11, n. 133: ream predictam pro eo quod ipsa sciens famam de et super affinitate per promotorem
articulata laborare, ea non obstante, se a suo correo actu illicito deflorari et pluries carnaliter cognosci per-
misit postmodumque cum eodem conventiones matrimoniales de facto, duobus bannis desuper utcumque
proclamatis, iniit seque ab eodem – ut prius – multotiens, etiam lite presente pendente, carnaliter congnosci
permisit, predictas conventiones – quatenus in ea fuit – in vim matrimonii presumpti transformando, cor-
reum autem antefatum quia ream antedictam actu fornicario defloravit et pluries carnaliter cognovit con-
ventionesque matrimoniales, unde desuper banno proclamato, iniit et consequenter, fama predicta affinitatis
ad eius notitiam deducta, nichilominus secundi banni proclamationem super preassertis conventionibus fieri
procuravit ac ream antefatam – ut prius – pluries, etiam lite presente indecisa coram nobis pendente, car-
naliter cognovit, preassertas conventiones in vim presumpti matrimonii – quatenus in eo fuit – transformando,
sententiam excommunicationis hincinde in vim statutorum sinodalium desuper editorum dampnabiliter incur-
rendo ac alias gravissime delinquendo, reos eosdem sententiam excommunicationis huiusmodi incurrisse ac
absolutione indigere declaramus, ipsos in emendis predictis excessibus correspondentibus unacum expensis
promotoris . . . condemnnantes, conventiones nichilominus sic – ut premittitur – per et inter ipsos – quamquam
temerarie propter famam predictam – contractas, carnalis copule subsequentis interventu in vim matrimonii
presumpti transiisse ac inter ipsos matrimonium presumptum subfuisse et subesse, ad ipsiusque publicationem
et solempnisationem in facie ecclesie – ut moris est – fama predicta – que sola iam contractum [matrimonium]
dirimere non potest – non obstante, procedi posse et debere declarantes et decernentes, etc. Disc.
at n. 139.

1228. Ch 11, n. 134: cum de nullo ad dirimendum saltem sufficienti constet impedimento.

1229. Ch 11, n. 135: Diana Moses (personal communication) suggests that perhaps super actu carnali inter
se extorquendo pluries conari presumpserunt (T&C no. 1230) should be taken to mean that they tried to talk
each other into it, i.e., that extorquendo should be taken as hyperbole.

1230. Ch 11, n. 136: post aliquod tempus eisdem domo, mensa et lecto simul stare ac super actu carnali
inter se extorquendo pluries conari presumpserunt . . . pronunciantes predictum matrimonium inter dictos
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reos, sese in quarto gradu consangunitatis ut ex testium predictorum depositionibus lucide constat attinentes,
propter impedimentum huiusmodi fuisse et esse dissolvendum, etc. We may doubt whether this phrase should
be taken literally; it may mean “come within the fourth degree.” See T&C no. 1260.

1231. Ch 11, n. 139: Office c Raes et Piperzele (n. 133) (type of affinitas not stated, attempted second
banns, excommunication, case sub iudice, marriage to be solemnized: fama predicta . . . sola iam contractum
[matrimonium] dirimere non potest); Office c Blekere et Clements (28.viii.45), no. 770 (affinitas per copulam
illictam, attempted solemnization, couple ordered not to cohabit).

1232. Ch 11, n. 140: The rea was a virgin when she was known by the man. Thus, it must have been the man’s
intercourse with a relative of hers that was at stake. Whether the fama was about the intercourse or about the
relationship we cannot tell, but the former seems more likely.

1233. Ch 11, n. 141: Office c Blekere et Clements (T&C no. 1231): ulteriusque ad eorum pretensi matrimonii
solempnisationem processissent, nisi curatus loci propter famam predictam impedimentum prestitisset, etc.

1234. Ch 11, n. 143: Nicolaı̈ may have been thinking of the ‘ancient incest penalty’ (Ch 1, at nn. 63–7), but
that had been considerably modified (it only applied where the incest occurred after the marriage), and, in any
event, was not imposed where the incest had not been proved.

1235. Ch 11, n. 144: Salutiorum – a French gold coin issued in this period. Spufford, Money, 408. Once again
(see Ch 8, n. 374), I suspect that this is not a reference to the French coin but rather to the rider of Philip the
Good. Id., 409. The coins were of approximately the same value.

1236. Ch 11, n. 145: prefatos reos pro eo et ex eo quod per plures annos eisdem domo, mensa et lecto sese
iteratis vicibus carnaliter commiscentes citra bonum et honorem matrimonii simul stare et cohabitare ac post
eorum affidationem rem carnalem, non obstante oppositione per quemdam [WG] ipsius rei consanguineum in
secundo gradu, se dictam ream perprius carnaliter cognovisse asserentem, facta, invicem habere presumpserunt
ad leges et emendas condignas . . . decernentes et pronunciantes huiusmodi sponsalia inter eosdem reos de facto
contracta ob impedimentum huiusmodi per dictum [WG] opponentem ut prefertur allegatum fuisse et esse
dissolvenda et annullanda . . . eisdem reis sub pena excommunicationis et viginti salutiorum auri elemosine
Reverendi in Christo Patris et domini nostri domini Camberacensis episcopi, si committantur, applicandorum,
ne ipsi rei decetero invicem rem carnalem habere aut cohabitare seu taliter conversari presumant quod inter
eos suspicio carnalis copule possit exoriri districte inhibentes, etc.

1237. Ch 11, n. 147: declaramus affidationem inter predictos [JC et BB] qui in manu presbiteri et facie
ecclesie de [Berlaar (Antwerpen)] initam et habitam, carnali copula precedente et subsecuto, in matrimo-
nium presumptum de facto transformatam propter affinitatem provenientem ex propagatione seminis [JM]
cum prefata [BB] ante huiusmodi affidationem habita, dicto [JC] in quarto gradu consanguinitatis attinentis,
fuisse et esse incestuosam, illicitam ac de facto presumptam, quam irritamus, cassamus et annullamus . . .
ac propterea inter predictos affidatos ad huiusmodi clamdestini matrimonii solempnizationem, sic de facto
contracti, non esse procedendum, etc. . . . eosque [JC et BB] qui huiusmodi incestuosam affidationem con-
trahere et in matrimonium presumptum transformare presumpserunt, incestum perpetrando necnon [JM] et
[BB] predictos, qui sese extra legem matrimonii carnaliter usque ad ipsius [BB] deflorationem commiscuerunt,
stuprum committendo . . . ad leges et emendas . . . condempnamus, etc.

1238. Ch 11, n. 148: See at n. 176. It is possible that dicto [JC] in quarto gradu consanguinitatis attinentis
should be translated “comes within fourth degree of consanguinity with [JC].” See T&C 1260.

1239. Ch 11, n. 150: tali quali fama super consanguinitate, que inter prefatos affidatos existere debuisset
[?read dictum esset], minime tamen probata non obstante, etc.

1240. Ch 11, n. 151: cognatione spirituali per dictum promotorem allegata et minime probata non obstante . . .
actione dicto promotori super defloratione contra dictum [PB] allegata semper salva.

1241. Ch 11, n. 152: vaga et incerta fama super asserta consanguinitate que inter predictos reos nulliter
subsistere asseritur ac a nullo certo auctore procedente quam frivolam et ineptam reputamus non obstante,
etc. It is also possible that the first relative clause means “which is ineffectively (nulliter) asserted to exist
between the rei,” although nulliter is in an odd position for that meaning.
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1242. Ch 11, n. 154: oppositione predicte [KM] de et super consanguinitate qua se cum prefata [JH] attinere
allegabat minime tamen probata neque per eandem aut promotorem predictum verificata non obstante quam
frivolam et dicto clamdestino matrimonio non derogantem reputamus, etc.

1243. Ch 11, n. 155: Nichilominus tamen sepdictos reos, [HC] scilicet qui prefatam [KU] carnaliter cognoscere
presumpsit, adulterium perpetrando, et qui clamdestinas conventiones cum prefata [JH] inire et quam deflorare
non erubuit, stuprum perperam committendo . . . ad leges et emendas . . . condempnamus, etc.

1244. Ch 11, n. 158: The preceding case was decided by Divitis and all the ones in the following paragraph
by Nicolaı̈. That alone would suggest that the two had somewhat different attitudes to such charges. This one
is, however, exceptional (despite the rhetoric). It is also one close to the end of the register.

1245. Ch 11, n. 159: sciens et ignorare non valens se alias quamdam [EB], [LB] corree sororem legitimam,
carnaliter cognovisse . . . sponsalia de facto cum eadem [LB] correa duobus bannis utcumque in facie ecclesie
proclamatis inire presumpsit ulterius nisi aliunde impedimentum huiusmodi affinitatis publicatum extitisset
ad matrimonii contractum ac talem qualem solempnizationem et incestuosam cum ipsa [LB] correa sub colore
tunc presentis matrimonii commixtionem processurus in et per premissa gravissime delinquendo et excedendo,
etc.

1246. Ch 11, n. 160: post carnalem copulam cum [LL] in predictis articulis nominata – quam, fama volente,
poterat [EF] corree materteram reputare [see T&C no. 1247] – habitam, fama predictam opinionem affinitatis
inter ipsum et corream predictam ingerente non obstante, cum eadem sua correa sponsalia, tribus bannis desu-
per proclamatis, contrahere presumpsit qu [o]rum pretextu ulterius ad matrimonii solemnisationem procedere
curasset, nisi impedimentum predictum ad notitiam curati sui devenisset, in et per premissa delinquendo et
excedendo, nobis in emendis . . . condempnamus . . . ceterum – cum fama contrahendum impediat – sponsalia
per verba de futuro . . . contracta cassamus et annullamus, etc.

1247. Ch 11, n. 161: Reputare may be a mistake for reputari, but perhaps we are to assume, quite ungram-
matically, that fama is the subject of poterat.

1248. Ch 11, n. 162: [CO] alterum reorum pro eo quod ipse cum [MG], sua correa, cuiusquidem corree
filiam legitimam, [MG] nomine, nunc defunctam, alias dum viveret, fama clamante, carnaliter dicitur cogno-
visse, fama huiusmodi matrimonium inter ipsos reum et corream contrahendum impediente et merito impedire
debente non obstante, conventiones matrimoniales – de facto cum de iure minime posset – contrahere pre-
sumpsit, nobis in emendis tali excessui correspondentibus . . . condempnamus, etc.

1249. Ch 11, n. 163: famam – inquam – ad matrimonium saltem contrahedum impediendum sufficientem,
tempore predicte nostre sententie nullatenus patefactum subfuisse ac de presenti subsistere, eapropter dicimus,
decernimus et declaramus antedictas per et inter eosdem [DB] et [JF] conventiones habitas nullum potuisse
aut posse sortiri effectum sententiamque nostram predictam, fama huiusmodi tunc minime detecta, prolatam
executione carere . . . [JF] vero corream ab articulis antefati promotoris absolventes sibique, facto [DB] predicti
decepte, liberam alibi . . . in Domini nubendi tribuentes facultatem, etc.

1250. Ch 11, n. 164: visis articulis promotoris . . . testiumque desuper auditorum – ad quorum depositiones
ipsi rei se retulerunt – depositionibus, etc.

1251. Ch 11, n. 165: vinculo famaque de et super huiusmodi compaternitate notorie laborante non obstante,
conventiones matrimoniales per verba de futuro invicem – de facto – uno desuper banno utcumque proclamato,
contrahere presumpsisse, etc.

1252. Ch 11, n. 166: in et per premissa contra canonicas pariter et civiles sanctiones temere veniendo, etc.

1253. Ch 11, n. 169: Visis depositionibus quamplurium testium de mandato nostro et ex offico examina-
torum de et super quadam fama carnis copule [MB] et [IH] sponse [PB], fratris naturalis et legitimi dicti
[MB], attentis etiam iuramentis dictorum [MB] et [IH], decernimus dictam [YH] ad purgationem canoni-
cam super pretensa copula huiusmodi cum tertia manu sui aut eminentioris status coram nobis peragen-
dam admittendam fore et admittimus. Id., (23.xi.48) no. 12: Attenta purgatione canonica [IH] super fama
carnalis copule inter eam et [MB] fratrem [PB] sui sponsi opinate, per nos ex officio nostro indicta et per
ipsam cum [EB], [MH] ac [AS] rite peracta, decernimus per et inter prefatos [PB] et [IH] affidatos ulterius
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ad eorum matrimonii solempnisationem, non obstante conclusione promotoris officii nostri, fuisse et esse
procedendum.

1254. Ch 11, n. 170: declaramus inter dictos reos ulterius ad eorum matrimonii solempnisationem fuisse et
esse procedendum et procedi debere, non obstante quadam pretensa fama super eo quod quondam [WR],
frater dum vixit ipsius rei, ream carnaliter cognovisset per quosdam [JB] et [JW] allegata, quam ut ex plurium
testium predictorum depositionibus percipimus ex odio et rancore constat fuisse adinventam, etc.

1255. Ch 11, n. 171: declaramus prefatos reos ab articulis predictis quatenus consanguinitatem per dictum
promotorem inter eandem [MV] et quendam [MS], quam reus ipse usque duarum prolium procreationem
pluries carnaliter cognovit, articulatam concernunt, fuisse ac esse absolvendos, pronunciantes inter eosdem
reos in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie parrochialis de [Opwijck (Vlaams-Brabant)], Cameracensis diocesis,
affidatos, tribus desuper bannis proclamatis, ulterius ad eorum matrimonii solempnizationem procedendum et
procedi debere, dictis eiusdem promotoris articulis de et super huiusmodi ree et [MS] pretensa consanguinitate
et eius fama, minime tamen ex depositionibus testium productorum probatis, non obstantibus, etc.

1256. Ch 11, n. 172: declaramus impedimentum super pretensa eorundem reorum consanguinitate propositum
et allegatum fuisse et esse frivolum ac invalidum, ulteriusque inter dictos reos in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie
de Brania Allodii [Braine-l’Alleud (Brabant wallon)] affidatos certis desuper bannis proclamatis ad matrimonii
solempnizationem iuxta ritum Sancte Matris Ecclesie procedendum fore et procedi debere, etc.

1257. Ch 11, n. 173: declaramus inter predictos reos . . . ad matrimonii solempnizationem fuisse et esse proce-
dendum et procedi debere, fama vaga super emissione voti castitatis per dictam ream ut refertur tempore sue
infirmitatis prestiti, quod minime prestitum aut emissum vere probatum reperitur non obstante, nichilominus
ream cum attenta tali quali fama que de ea inter probos extitit orta ad predictam affidationem absque iudicio
ecclesie et purgatione eiusdem procedere non est verita, ad leges et emendas, etc.

1258. Ch 11, n. 174: declaramus conventiones matrimoniales clamdestinas et affidationem vigore earundem
postmodum inter prefatos reos in manu presbiteri et facie ecclesie de [Asse (Vlaams-Brabant)] factas, initas
et contractas, propter consanguinitatem quarti gradus inter dictos reos existentem, fuisse et esse incestuosas,
illicitas et de facto presumptas, quas irritamus, cassamus et annullamus, irritas, cassatas et nullas declarantes,
ac propterea inter prefatos reos ad huiusmodi conventionum publicationem seu solempnizationem non esse
procedendum neque procedi debere. Eos tamen reos qui huiusmodi incestuosas conventiones preter consensum
suorum amicorum inire presumpserunt clamdestine contrahendo, ad pententiam peragendam aut alias ad leges
et emendas, etc.

1259. Ch 11, n. 175: declaramus inter prefatos [NB] et [MH] . . . ad matrimonii solempnisationem . . .
procedendum esse et procedi debere, temptatu seu nisu copule carnalis quam dictus [NB] et [BR], predicte
[MH] in quarto gradu consanguinitatis attinente, propter ipsius resistentiam adimplere nequivit non obstante,
sepedictos [NB] et [BR] qui sese carnaliter cognoscere nisi sunt et fuerunt, licet conatus suum non habuerit
effectum, ad penitentiam peragendam aut alias ad leges et emendas, etc.

1260. Ch 11, n. 176: Legally, it makes no difference whether the consanguinity is “within the fourth degree”
or “in the fourth degree,” and it is possible that in copying out an abbreviated draft of the sentence, the notary
got it wrong. What we have found in our sample varies: “In the fourth degree”: Office c Potaste (n. 95), Officie
c Gheerts en Bertels (Ch 10, n. 131), Officie c Crane, Bastijns en Marien (n. 147); “within the fourth degree”:
Office c Porte et Hennique (n. 96), Office c Sceppere et Clercs (n. 108). On the basis of a much more extensive
search, Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek argues that the references to third- or fourth-degree consanguinity or
affinity are to be believed. There are quite a few of them, and they indicate, in her view, that the people of
the southern Netherlands had largely internalized the prohibitions in the nearer degrees but got into trouble
when it came to the remoter ones. “Incestuous Marriages,” 92. She may be right. The possibility of scribal
error suggested here applies only to references to the fourth degree. Those to the third (or third and fourth)
are probably quite genuine findings.

1261. Appendix e11.1: Richard de Clyve’s Incest Cases
The following list gives (1) the name of the case, (2) the dates, (3) the place where the case arose (all in

Kent), (4) a brief description of the case, (5) archive references and descriptions of all the known documents
concerning the case. All documents are in CCA. Abbreviations for the archive classes are expanded in the
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bibliography; nd = no date, np = no place. Archive numbers following slashes are my additions; SVSB I is by
page number; all the rest are by reference number.

1. Office c Reuham and Boywyth. nd (signification by Archbishop Pecham). np. Ex officio divorce for
spiritual affinity (confraternitas). Draft letter patent of Richard de Clyve announcing that the reus,
having contumaciously refused to obey sentence and having been signified and imprisoned, has now
repented. He is to be publicly whipped and absolved. SVSB III 117.

2. Everard c Breule. 5 Nov. 1292 to Jan. 1292/3. np. Instance suit probably to enforce marriage; exception
of affinity per copulam illicitam; replication that reus falsely confessed to having had sexual relations
with actrix’s kinswoman (degree not stated). No sentence. SVSB I 40/1 (depositions to confession); ESR
89 (depositions to its falsity).

3. Office c Bretoun and Archer. Feb. 1292/3 to 20 Mar. 1293/4. Dover. Ex officio divorce for consanguinity
begun before Martin de Hampton (former commissary of Canterbury). Divorce decreed and penance
enjoined by Clyve. SVSB III 95 (return of citation mandate by dean of Dover); SVSB III 97 (mandate
to dean of Dover to have rea whipped); ChCh II 44 (John de Lascy, royal clerk, urges relaxation of the
penance); SVSB I 100/3 (inhibition and citation mandate in tuitorial appeal).

4. Office c Cumbe and Cumbe. 16 Mar. 1292/3. Eastry. Ex officio divorce for consanguinity (second and
fourth degrees). Sentence of dissolution and penance for having married despite opposition to banns.
SVSB III 59 (depositions and sentence).

5. Office c Malekyn and Aula. Apr. 1293. Dover. Ex officio inquest into consanguinity. Decree of no
consanguinity (inquest of 12 shows none). SVSB III 57 (depositions and sentence); SVSB III 129 (citation
mandate).

6. Office c Simon and Tanner. June 1293. Wittersham. Ex officio divorce for consanguinity. Sentence
of no consanguinity (proof of fourth and fifth degrees). SVSB III 125 (return of citation mandate);
SVSB III 124 (return of mandate to cite witnesses); SVSB III 37 (depositions and sentence); SVSB III 38
(depositions).

7. Herdeman c Bandethon. June 1293 to Feb. 1293/4. Dover. Instance suit for marriage on the basis
of abjuration followed by intercourse; exception of affinity per copulam illicitam (reus with sister of
actrix); replication of absence (testimony that the sister was planting a bean field at the time she was
alleged to have been having sexual relations with the reus) and virginity of sister. Case ends with
a finding by the dean of Dover on basis of examination by matrons that the sister is not a virgin.
SVSB III 133 (return of citation mandate by dean of Dover); SVSB III 43, 44, 45 (depositions to
abjuration); ESR 369 (depositions on the exception); SVSB III 32/a, 32/b, 33 (depositions, articles, and
interrogatories on replication of absence); SVSB III 134 (return of mandate to have matrons examine
sister).

8. Gyk c Thoctere. June to Oct. 1293. Monkton. Begins as a fornication case before the rector of Monkton
defended on ground of marriage, but the marriage is ‘accused’ of invalidity on the ground of affinity per
copulam illicitam (2d and 3d degrees, reus with first cousin once removed of actrix). Draft sentences in
favor of the marriage despite testimony of affinity. SVSB III 115 (processus before commissary of rector
of Monkton); ESR 281 (depositions to the marriage and to the affinity); SVSB III 8, 9 (depositions to
affinity endorsed with draft sentences).

9. Office c Wode and Coc. Oct. 1293. Wingham. Ex officio proceedings perhaps arising out of objections
to banns. Sentence prohibiting marriage for consanguinity in fourth degree on basis of clear testimony
and allegation of scandal. SVSB III 60 (depositions and sentence).

10. Estkelyngton c Newingtone. 27 Nov. 1293. Newington. Instance divorce for affinity per copulam illici-
tam. Sentence for rea despite clear testimony that brother of actor had intercourse with rea fifteen years
ago, nine years before the marriage. Richard de Clyve crosses out sentence for actor and replaces it with
sentence for rea. SVSB I 109 (depositions and sentence).

11. Office c Balbe and Godhewe. Dec. 1293 to Mar. 1293/4. Elham. Ex officio proceedings perhaps arising
out of objections to banns. Sentence against marriage because of affinity (second and third degrees; reus
is first cousin once removed of former husband of rea). SVSB III 53, 54 (depositions before Richard de
Clyve with sentence, depositions before vicar of Elham).

12. Office c Brokes and Aspale. Jan. 1293/4. Charing. Citation mandate to dean of Charing in ex officio
case of affinity (no degree stated). SVSB III 98.
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13. Office c Brunyng and Havingham. July 1294. Lyminge. Ex officio proceeding for divorce on ground
of spiritual affinity (confraternitas). No affinity found despite testimony, but witnesses say no scandal.
SVSB III 21 (depositions and sentence).

14. Stokebi c Newton. July 1294. Eastry (?). Inhibition and citation mandate from official of Canterbury sede
vacante to commissary of Canterbury in instance divorce proceeding for divorce on ground of affinity
per copulam illicitam (brother of actor with rea). Sentence against the divorce had been rendered by
Anselm, rector of Eastry, who is alleged in the mandate to have no jurisdiction. ChAnt S 383.

15. Bryth c Bryth. July 1294. Hinxhill. Instance divorce for consanguinity in second and fourth degrees.
Divorce granted on basis of clear relationship and strong testimony of fama. SVSB III 46, 47, 48
(depositions and sentence on dorse of 46).

16. Office c Broke and Reeve. July 1294. Lyminge. Ex officio divorce for affinity per copulam illicitam
(second degree, first cousin (called brother) of reus with rea) arising out of visitation. Sentence for the
marriage, but cousin who confessed the intercourse is to be whipped. SVSB III 58 (depositions and
sentence).

17. Office c Gode and Godholt. July 1294. Ickham. Ex officio proceedings perhaps arising out of objections
to banns. Sentence for the marriage despite testimony of affinity per copulam illicitam (second and third
degrees, reus with first cousin once removed of rea); reus who confessed the intercourse is to be whipped.
SVSB III 27 (depositions and sentence).

18. Office c Tangerton and Smelt. Oct. 1294. np. Ex officio proceedings probably on objection to banns.
Marriage allowed to proceed despite testimony of affinity (second and fourth degrees, reus is first cousin
twice removed of rea’s former husband); witnesses say no scandal (some possibility of malice). ESR 188
(depositions and sentence).

1262. Appendix e11.2: Recent Work on Incest Cases at Cambrai and Brussels
Monique Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek’s recent study of incest cases at Cambrai and Brussels (“Incestuous

Marriages”) comes to somewhat different conclusions from those that we have reached in this chapter. In
some cases, the differences have to do with the fact that she is asking somewhat different questions. For
example, we did not calculate the proportion of cases at Cambrai and Brussels that involved precontract
(though virtually all of the three-party cases do), but we have no doubt that it is somewhat higher than the
proportion of cases that involve incest. How different the proportion of incest cases at Cambrai and Brussels
is from what it was in England can be a matter of more doubt. Most of the figures that she uses for England
are derived from cases of divorce from the bond. As we have seen, claims of incest also occur in spousals
litigation in England. If these are added to the numbers for England, the proportion of cases raising such
issues may not be that far different from what it was at Cambrai and Brussels. Indeed, the proportion at Ely
may be higher. See at n. 93. Nor do we doubt that the dominance of the promotor accounts for the higher
proportion of incest cases at Cambrai/Brussels than what we find at York and Paris, though the relatively
high proportion at Ely may be accounted for by the presence of office prosecutions, despite the absence of a
promotor.

Vleeschouwer-van Melkebeek’s figures do, however, suggest a higher success rate for the promotor who
claimed incest (57%, id., 87) than is suggested in our discussion based on a sample of such cases. She also
asserts that the success rate was essentially the same, whether the case involved an already-formed marriage
or simply a betrothal (id., at n. 25), something that did not seem to be the case in the sample cases. The
promotor, she also argues, got a considerably higher percentage of informal bonds (whether they be betrothals
or marriages) (71%) dissolved than he did formal bonds (48%) (id., p. 90), once more, a difference that did
not emerge on the basis of the samples. Since she gives us the data set (id., nn. 22, 23, 24), we are in a position
to check to see whether our sample is misleading us or whether, as we suspected in other cases where our
results differed from hers, her categorizations were not the same as ours.

There are a few of what seem to be coding errors in the data set. (I hasten to add, as anyone who does this
kind of work knows, that coding errors are almost impossible to avoid, and need not be of concern unless
they prejudice the overall results.) For example, Officie c Vernoert, Verhoeft en Gheens (19.i.56), no. 917, is
coded as two separate cases, once under affinity by illicit intercourse and once under affinity ‘by marriage’.
The case involves both issues, but counting it twice exaggerates the total number of cases involved. Officie
c Waghels, Campe en Scoemans (8.vi.59), no. 1480, is not a case that involves consanguinity. It is a case in
which a prior clandestine presumptive marriage prevails over public (unconsummated) espousals. The word
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incestum, which is used in the case in connection with the presumptive marriage, is either a generic vituperative
or, more likely, a scribal error for stuprum. (Obviously, if the first relationship were incestuous in the technical
sense, it would not have prevailed over the second.)

More serious, because there are enough of them to affect the overall results, are the situations in which
violations of the incest rules are possibly involved but where there exists a simpler explanation for the court’s
ruling. In Officie c Hendrik Rosijn en Johanna Goffaert (Aleidis Goffaert) (11.i.55), no. 741, for example,
Hendrik and Johanna sought to upset the contract that he had entered into with her sister, Aleidis. The issue
here could be the impediment of public honesty (though the court does not mention it), but it seems more likely,
since neither relationship had been consummated, that the claim was simply one that the courts in Cambrai
diocese recognized in other cases, that bina sponsalia are unenforceable unless and until the first sponsalia are
dissolved. The court’s finding that the first sponsalia did not exist puts an end to both arguments. In Officie
c Gerard Cawale, Elisabeth van Truben en Elisabeth Daens (26.iv.49 to 27.v.49), nos. 46, 59, Gerard and
Daens ran off and engaged in a presumptive marriage while van Truben was obtaining a court order enforcing
her promises of marriage with Gerard. The two women were first cousins, and if the court had been applying
the impediment of public honesty, the presumptive marriage would have been dissolved. In fact, what the
court does is dissolve the initial promises (with van Truben’s consent) on the ground that the presumptive
marriage is a fortius vinculum.1 In Officie c Iwan de Ponte en Helwig Pynaerts (Margareta Bertels) (19.iii.51),
no. 251, there is no question that affinity by illicit intercourse is involved, but that affinity is what makes
Iwan’s fornication with Helwig incest rather than simply fornication; it has nothing to do, so far as we can tell
from the case, with the espousals of Iwan and Margareta, which are sustained against Helwig’s “frivolous”
opposition. While it is possible that Helwig’s opposition was based on a claimed precontract with Iwan, which
was barred by the affinity (Iwan’s brother had also had sexual relations with her), the case does not say that,
and it seems stretching a point to say that that was the ground of her opposition and the reason why the court
did not accept it, when neither is stated.

We could go on. There are a number of other cases in which we doubt that the incest rules played as
important a role as Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek seems to say that they did, but let us turn to the question of
the proportion of cases in which a marriage or a betrothal was upset, seemingly on the basis of the incest rules.
Excluding the problematical cases, but using Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek’s data set, we counted 68 cases in
which it was and 72 in which it was not (49% vs 51%). This is not the same proportion as Vleeschouwers-van
Melkebeek arrives at (57% vs 43%), though it is not too far different. Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek does
not give her coding for success and failure, and so we cannot check to see why our judgment about the result
in individual cases differs from hers. What we can say is that even if we regard the 9 cases that we excluded
from the count on the ground that their results were problematical as cases in which a betrothal or a marriage
was dissolved because of an application of the incest rules, we still would not reach a won/loss proportion
of 57%/43%; it would be 52%/48%.2 While we cannot determine the cause of all of these differences, it

1 It is possible that the ruling was erroneous. In Office c Coenraerts, Beken et Thibaex (12.vii.38), no. 6, in similar
circumstances, the court dissolves the presumptive marriage on the ground of public honesty and the first promises on
the ground that they are barred by affinity created by the intercourse that created the presumptive marriage. But the
impediment of public honesty only applied to betrothals that were public (as those in Officie c Coenaerts were); those
in Officie c Cawale may not have been. That the Brussels court was aware of this distinction is indicated by Officie
c Balleet, Cudseghem en Cudseghem (4.xi.57 to 26.xi.57), nos. 1239 and 1253, where the court refuses to listen to
Margareta van Cudseghem’s claim that Everard van Balleet and Katherina van Cudseghem’s spousals are impeded by
public honesty, because the contract that Margareta claims with Everard was a clandestine one. In the next sentence in
the case, Everard and Katherina are allowed, in an instance action by Katherina, to dissolve their espousals on the ground
of morum discrepantia and because of Katherina’s fears that Everard’s relationship with Margaret was consummated,
thus giving rise to affinity by illicit intercourse with her consanguinea germana (probably her first cousin, perhaps her
sister). This is another case that is counted twice.

2 Here is my coding, employing Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek’s data set and system of reference (document number
preceded by “B” for Brussels and “C” for Cambrai [Would that I had thought of that system for this book!]): Betrothal
or marriage dissolved, for affinity by illicit intercourse: C56, C75, C243, C291, C299, C321, C330, C411, C499,
C576+577, C634, C853, C909, C922, C1175; for consanguinity: C113, C182, C346, C597, C633, C877, C1044,
C1388; for affinity by marriage: C150; for spiritual affinity C272, C340, C1223, C1347, C1443; for public honesty:
C6; for affinity by illicit intercourse: B123, B148, B200, B226, B268, B278, B279, B311, B359, B569, B594, B595, B599,
B695, B738, B749, B915, B917, B953, B1029, B1039, B1150, B1198, B1346, B1352; for consanguinity: B29+1454,
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seems reasonably clear in some cases. For example, in Office c Langhenhove et Hoevinghen (6.x.42), nos. 347
and 348, and Office c Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere (20.x.42), nos. 360, 361, a party or parties are ordered
to do penance for having proceeded with what they seem to confess was an incestuous relationship, but in
neither case is a betrothal or marriage dissolved. Rather, in both cases the court makes an interlocutory order
that proof about the relationship is to be produced, and that is the last we hear of them. One could see how
someone might code this case as one in which a marriage or betrothal was dissolved on the ground of a claimed
violation of the incest rules, but that is not quite demonstrated by the record we have before us.

These differences, however, should not obscure a basic point. In approximately half of the cases in which
a claim of violation of the incest rules was raised, a betrothal or a marriage was dissolved on the basis of the
claim. The impression given in this chapter on the basis of samples, that such claims did not often succeed, is
misleading. I remain of the view, however, that the different judges had different views of the matter and that
Platea became more cautious about such allegations as he matured.

Having conceded a point where my data are misleading, I turn to some areas in which I find Vleeschouwers-
van Melkebeek’s misleading. Her article is presented in terms of what the promotor did, and what he could
prove. The impression given is that, had not the promotor intervened, nothing would have happened, and had
not the promotor presented proof (whether or not it succeeded), no one would have. That impression does not
seem to be fully supported by the data set. Of the 150 cases listed, 2 are instance cases and 1 a “commissioned”
case, in which the promotor does not seem to have participated.3 More important from a statistical point of
view is the number of cases in which someone joined with the promotor in prosecuting the case. We counted
28 cases in which we are virtually certain that this happened and 5 more in which there is some evidence that
it happened.4 As we discussed in Chapters 8 and 9, the number of cases in which we have evidence that this
happened is probably considerably smaller than the number of cases in which it did happen, particularly at
Brussels, where there were very few straight-instance spousals cases.

Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek argues (87, n. 25) that the success rate of the promotor was the same,
whether what was at stake was a betrothal or a marriage. She divides the data set into 84 betrothal cases and
66 marriage cases and finds that 57% of the former were dissolved and 58% of the latter. Although we had
some doubts about the classification of some of them, we clearly resolved those doubts in the same way that
she did, because we too found 84 betrothal cases in the data set. We classified only 62 cases as marriage cases
because we were not sure about three cases, and one case is a duplicate.5 Our success rate (cases in which
the claim of incest led to a dissolution) is lower in both cases than is Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek’s (40/77,
52%, betrothals; 29/61, 46%, marriages), and it is lower in the case of marriages than it is in the case of
betrothals. The reasons why the overall rate is lower are the same as the reasons why it is lower for the entire
data set, but the doubts that led us to reduce the overall rate affected the marriage cases more than it did the
betrothal cases.

B58, B263, B270, B290, B977, B1120, B1199, B1212, B1288; for affinity by marriage: B709, B1336; for public honesty:
B796, B1346. Betrothal or marriage not dissolved, for affinity by illicit intercourse: C101, C120, C326, C347+348,
C360+361, C364, C508, C578, C660, C734, C770, C840, C1220, C1330; for consanguinity: C76, C116, C126, C728,
C837, C850, C851, C1257, C1430; for spiritual affinity: C630, C754; for public honesty: C59; for affinity by illicit
intercourse: B11+12, B51, B110, B299+310, B322, B582, B740+745+748+762, B835, B1072, B1114, B1126, B1155,
B1332, B1345, B1364, B1367, B1513, B1538; for consanguinity: B22, B23, B95, B114, B135, B154, B198, B343, B345,
B632, B680, B718, B722, B981, B1079, B1157, B1183, B1383, B1455, B1480; for affinity by marriage: B656, B917; for
spiritual affinity: B613, B810, B1115; for public honesty: B401, B741, B1239+1253. I differ from Vleeschouwers-van
Melkebeek in the way that I would characterize some of the claimed impediments, but that does not affect that overall
proportion that we are dealing with here. Cases that seemed too problematical characterize either way: C403, C1252,
B46+59, B251, B339, B452, B654, B1253, B1445. (B613 [Officie c Heist en Vrancx (14.v.54)], we might note in passing,
is the only case that we have found that seems to involve the subject of Tancred’s mnemonic verse: “she who takes from
the sacred font a child of my wife not mine.” Ch 1, n. 70. If we have it right, the sentence conforms to Tancred’s opinion:
“May become my loving wife after my wife’s off to th’divine.”)

3 Instance: B740+745+748+762, B1253 (an earlier proceeding in this case [B1239] is mixed office/instance, but here it
is pure instance). Commissioned: C59 (for the institution of commissioned cases, see Ch 9, n. 25).

4 Virtually certain: C6, C56, C754, C1044, C1443, B29, B46, B58, B95, B154, B198, B251, B311, B452, B582, B654,
B741, B749, B915, B917, B917, B1072, B1115, B1155, B1239, B1352, B1445, B1538. Some evidence: B200, B953,
B1039, B1029, B796.

5 Uncertain: B345, B654, B1638; duplicate: B917.
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There are also reasons not to lump all the marriage cases together. While we cannot always tell what
type of marriage was involved, in most cases we can. There are regular, formal marriages (espousals in the
hand of the priest, followed by banns, followed by solemnization, with consummation, so far as we can tell,
not following until after that), irregular, formal marriages (normally, where the couple had their marriage
solemnized in another diocese, after objections had been raised to it in their own parish), and presumptive
marriages (marriages formed by sexual intercourse after espousals and before solemnization or, so far as we
can tell, exchange of present consent). Our 62 marriages contain 14 of the first type (and one more that is
probably of this type), 9 of the second type, and 32 of the third type. The rate of dissolution is quite different,
depending on which type of marriage we are talking about. Of the first type of marriage, 4 were dissolved
(29% or 27%, depending on whether you count the uncertain one), 6 of the second type were dissolved (67%),
and 15 of the third (48%).6

These results should not be surprising. The regular, formal marriage was entitled to the full force of the
presumption favoring marriage that the law required. Such a marriage could be dissolved, if there was clear
evidence warranting its dissolution, but the evidence had to be very clear. The irregular, formal marriage was
at the opposite end of the spectrum. The couple’s behavior showed that they knew that there was something
wrong, and they nonetheless defied the authority of the church and got married. The dissolution was not,
however, simply punishment for what they did. In three cases, the suspicion that something was wrong turned
out not to be correct, or at least not provable. The presumptive marriage is someplace in between. What the
couple did was wrong, and whatever process they went through before they consummated their relationship
(it varied from totally informal to a full public process up to, but not including, solemnization), the marriage
was not formed in the manner that the church regarded as the only licit one. They were not entitled to the full
presumption of validity that attached to those marriages that had been licitly formed; they were dissolved at
a rate that approximates, though it is slightly lower than, the rate for betrothals.

Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek’s argument that the court dissolved more informal betrothals and marriages
than it did formal ones is consistent with the argument of the preceding paragraph, and we have no reason
to question it on a priori grounds. We doubt, however, that this data set can be used to make that point with
quite the precision that she makes it. Table e11.App.1 shows how she divides the cases (id., 90). Our coding
(Table e11.App.2) suggests a more complicated pattern.7 The differences in the totals of the cases are not great
(84 + 66 = 150 vs 87 + 62 = 149), and while we cannot explain them in every case, we can in some, and it is
likely that similar explanations lie below the others. As previously noted, we took the total number of cases to
be 149 rather than 150, because two types of impediment are asserted in one case. Office c Minnen et Coels
(11.vii.44), no. 499, is a case in which the couple had sexual relations after they had informally exchanged
promises. It could easily be treated as a presumptive marriage case, although I did not treat it as such because
the court did not; perhaps it was so obvious that the promises were invalid that the court did not feel that

6 Regular formal, dissolved: C634, C 299, B595, B270; not dissolved: C76, C326, C364, C630, C660, C837, C840,
C850, C1330; uncertain, not dissolved B740+745+748+762. Irregular formal, dissolved: C150, C321, C346, C633,
C853, C1175; not dissolved: C347, C360, B1115. Presumptive marriage, not dissolved: C59, C126, C754, C 734, C
770, C1220, B310, B322, B810, B835, B1072, B1079, B1364, B1367, B1480, B1513; dissolved: C6, C909, C1443,
B148, B226, B268, B278, B279, B311, B569, B1029, B1039, B1150, B1199, B1212; irrelevant result: B339.

7 Betrothals, formal: B58, B95, B114, B123, B135, B154, B198, B200, B263, B343, B359, B401, B452, B582, B594,
B599, B613, B632, B656, B680, B695, B709, B718, B722, B738, B741, B749, B796, B915, B917, B953, B977, B981,
B1114, B1120, B1126, B1155, B1157, B1183, B1239, B1253, B1332, B1336, B1346, B1346, B1352, B1383, B1445,
B1455, C75, C243, C291, C340, C411, C597, C728, C1044, C1223, C1347, C1388; informal: B46, B290, B1288,
C113, C182, C499, C877, C922, C1252, C1257; irregular: B1345; uncertain: B11, B22, B23, B110, B251, B345, B654,
B1198, B1538, C56, C101, C116, C330, C403, C508, C1430. The coding of the marriage cases is given in n. 6, to which
we should add: informal: B29, B51 (both de presenti cases); uncertain: C272, C576, C578, C851. Of the presumptive
marriage cases, 12 were founded on informal promises (B148, B311, B322, B569, B835, B1029, B1039, B1072, B1079,
B1199, B1212, B1513) and 7 on formal ones (B226, B278, B279, B310, B1150, B1364, B1367). In the rest, the degree
of formality cannot be, or has not been, determined. (The fact that these are all Brussels cases suggests that I was more
careful about coding Brussels cases for this feature than I was in the case of Cambrai.) Seven of the presumptive marriages
founded on informal promises were dissolved and four of those founded on formal, and so there does not seem to be
any difference here. Even if there were a difference, we should be reluctant to make anything of it, because the numbers
are so small.
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table e11.App.1. MVvM Incest Dissolution Cases – Cambrai and
Brussels (1439–1459)

Formal %Dissolved Informal %Dissolved Total

Betrothal 70 50.00 14 100 84
Marriage 21 42.86 45 64.44 66
total 91 48.35 59 71.19 150

Notes: ‘%Dissolved’ = the proportion of cases where the court dissolved the
bond in question.
Source: Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, “Incestuous Marriages.”

the relationship was entitled even to the middle-level presumption of validity that seems to have attached to
presumptive marriages (certa verba clandestina in vim conventionum matrimonialium sonantia, carnali etiam
copula subsequente, invicem – de facto cum de iure non possent – habere presumpserunt).

Where we do differ substantially is in our willingness to commit ourselves to the degree of formality
involved in some of these cases. We have already discussed how we divided the marriage cases. In the case of
the betrothal cases, we were uncertain about the degree of formality to be attached to 16 of them. While it is
quite possible that we missed some hint in one direction or the other in a few of them, it is unlikely that we
missed it in all 16 or even in a substantial number of them. We can, however, approach Vleeschouwers-van
Melkebeek’s numbers if we assume that all cases in which there is not a clear indication of informality (e.g.,
the word ‘clandestine’ is used) were, in fact, cases in which there was some element of formality. If we, in
addition, classify all the cases where an irregular formality was had and those in which a presumptive marriage
was involved as ‘informal’, we get the results indicated in Table e11.App.3.

While the number of cases in each cell is quite close to the corresponding numbers in Vleeschouwers-
van Melkebeek’s, the proportions of cases dissolved differ substantially. These differences reflect the same
differences that we have already noted. Overall, we find fewer cases in which dissolution was ordered on
the basis of the incest rules, and we see a substantially greater reluctance to dissolve marriages as opposed
to betrothals. Laying these differences aside, our numbers point in the same direction as Vleeschouwers-van
Melkebeek’s: The court was more willing to dissolve informal marriages or betrothals than it was to dissolve
formal ones. It is just that in our rendering of the numbers, the difference is not so great.

1263. Ch 12, n. 1: For previous work along the lines of this section, see Donahue, “Canon Law and Social
Practice”; Lefebvre-Teillard, “Nouvelle venue”; Weigand, “Zur mittelalterlichen kirchlichen Ehegerichts-
barkeit.” This chapter, indeed the whole book, should have paid more attention to the work on London
of Shannon McSheffrey: “Place, Space, and Situation: Public and Private in the Making of Marriage in Late-
Medieval London,” Speculum, 79 (2004) 960–90; id., Marriage, Sex and Civic Culture in Late Medieval
London (Philadelphia 2006). Her book came to my attention while this one was being copy-edited, but I have
no excuse for having missed the article. What she says in the article (I still need time to absorb the book) seems
to support the generalizations that I make about England in this chapter.

1264. Ch 12, n. 10: Donahue, “Canon Law and Social Practice,” at 151–2 and sources cited (records from
Chartres, Cérisy, Châlons-sur-Marne, Troyes, Paris archdeacon’s court). For Cambrai, see Ch 8.

1265. Ch 12, n. 13: Lefebvre-Teillard, “Nouvelle venue,” 650–2, notes many of the same differences and
suggests, if I read her right, a difference in the two countries in the customary understandings of the nature of
marriage. I’m not sure I would put it quite that way, but what follows may be regarded as an elaboration of
this idea.

1266. Ch 12, n. 16: Kim Schepple first suggested this argument to me in a casual conversation at an academic
conference. I am grateful to her for stimulating my thinking on the matter, though I have ultimately come to
reject the argument. The argument has decided echoes of Engel’s Ursprung der Familie.

1267. Ch 12, n. 17: E.g., Duby, Knight, Lady and Priest; id., Medieval Marriage; Gottlieb, Getting Married;
Brooke, Medieval Idea of Marriage; Macfarlane, Marriage and Love in England; Searle, “Seigneurial Control
of Women’s Marriage”; Sheehan, “Choice of Marriage Partner”; cf. Brundage, Law, Sex.
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table e11.App.3. CD/MVvM Incest Dissolution Cases Reconciled –
Cambrai and Brussels (1439–1459)

CD/VvM Formal %Dissolved Informal %Dissolved Total

Betrothal 76 49 11 73 87
Marriage 19 32 43 51 62
total 95 45 54 56 149

Source: Tables e11.App.1, e11.App.2.

1268. Ch 12, n. 18: The qualification that the parents must be living is important. Medieval rates of mor-
tality produced many young heirs. See, for a later period, Bonfield, “Marriage Settlements.” Of course, both
countries had systems of guardianship for orphans. These systems have not been studied comparatively, but
my impression is that English guardians had, if anything, more legal control over the marriages of their wards
than did French. The source of our difference is not likely to lie here.

1269. Ch 12, n. 19: The property rules seem to have been least subject to change in the case of the upper
classes in both countries. Fortunately, the rules regarding the upper classes were virtually the same in both
countries. The source of our difference does not lie here.

1270. Ch 12, n. 20: For examples, see Turlan, “Recherches,” 488–90. The rule was codified so far as testaments
were concerned by the edict of Henry II (registered 1.iii.1557), Recueil géneral des anciennnes lois françaises
(Isambert ed., Paris, 1829) 13:469–71. On the general development, see Ourliac and Malafosse, Histoire du
droit privé, 3:525.

1271. Ch 12, n. 21: For a sophisticated discussion of this last point in the context of peasant land tenure,
together with much material suggesting that differences in inheritance systems may not have made that much
of a practical difference, see Smith, “Some Issues Concerning Families and Their Property.”

1272. Ch 12, n. 22: I will concede that when making property arrangements about marriage before a notary
becomes common in the Franco-Belgian region and in those classes in which such arrangements are common,
marital property does provide a reason for more formal marriages, and hence marriages are more likely to be
arranged.

1273. Ch 12, n. 23: See Donahue, “Canon Law and Social Practice,” at 152, for a small amount of French
evidence antedating the late fourteenth century that suggests that no great change occurred in the late fourteenth
century. That great catalyst of change in medieval social history, the Black Death, could have produced changes
in French marriage practices, but it is hard to see how or why it would have been in the direction of more
control by parents over their children’s marriages.

1274. Ch 12, n. 34: For evidence that this was a conscious trend, at least in the context of inheritance customs,
see Thirsk, “The European Debate on Customs of Inheritance.”

1275. Ch 12, n. 36: For evidence of these practices, see Turlan, “Recherches,” 482–505. Not much comparative
help can be derived from this. Similar material could be developed from similar sources for England.

1276. Ch 12, n. 37: He was speaking of Ely, but the same emphasis on publica vox et fama may be found in
the York cause papers, though the proof of it tends to be formulaic, particularly in the fifteenth century.

1277. Ch 12, n. 38: I am encouraged by the fact that R. M. Smith seems to have found an earlier version
of this argument plausible, despite the fact that he calls it “challenging and some would say contentious.”
Smith, “Marriage Processes,” 78. He then takes me to task for not paying enough attention to the demographic
evidence of fewer illegitimate and ‘premarital’ births in France than in England (from a somewhat later period,
id., 78–92). The problem with the comparison, however, is that it is not a comparison between likes, granted
the fact that unsolemnized marriages in England remained valid (if disapproved) until Lord Hardwicke’s Act
in 1753. I agree with him, however (id., 95), that my previous studies paid insufficient attention to the social
context of the courts that I was studying, a deficiency that I have tried, how successfully is for the reader to
decide, to remedy in this book.
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1278. Ch 12, n. 42: So far as I am aware, no copy of the medieval statutes of Châlons has yet been discovered.
The compilation of 1557 has a stronger catechetical element than is found in the medieval statutes of the
province that we have examined, though it contains a number of reminiscences of them. Actes de Reims, 3:354–
405 (for the date, see Répertoire des statuts synodaux, 193). The marriage section mentions the formation of
marriage by sexual intercourse following sponsalia de futuro, but does not penalize it unless it is done while
opposition to the marriage is pending. Id., 390b–391a, 392a. The parties to clandestine marital promises or
“occult” marriage are subjected to an arbitrary penalty (sub poena emendae arbitrariae) but not automatic
excommunication. Priests who celebrate, however, as well as those who attend, clandestine marriages are
automatically excommunicated. Id., 393b.

A compilation of synodal statutes dating from the early thirteenth century to his own time was made by
Bishop Jean de Braques of Troyes and promulgated in a synod in 1374 in both Latin and French. The section
on the sacrament of marriage is extensive. Ancienne discipline de Troyes, 65–81. It contains a strongly worded
prohibition against charivary (locus 19, id., at 79–80), but is otherwise quite similar to the synodal statutes
that we have previously examined. The key provision for our purposes is locus 15 (id., at 74–5): “We prohibit,
under penalty of excommunication and a discretionary fine, to be put to proper purposes, any persons from
contracting marriage with each other by words of the present tense until they are at the doors of the church
where they ought to receive the nuptial blessing. They can, however, pledge their faith to each other that
they will contract marriage with each other if Holy Church gives her consent, and this should be done in
the face of the church at the hand of a priest. Those who do to the contrary, whether they are the persons
who contract marriage or those who are present and associate themselves with it, and those who make this
come about, should know that we will severely punish them.” (Prohibemus sub pena excommincationsi [sic;
read excommunicationis] et emende arbitrarie, licitis usibus applicande, ne alique persone inter se ad invicem
Matrimonium contrahant per verba de presenti, donec sint in valvis ecclesie in qua debebunt ad Benedictionem
admitti nuptialem; possunt tamen inter se dare fidem de matrimonio inter eos contrahendo, si sancta Ecclesia
in hoc consenserit, et hoc fiat in facie Ecclesie et per manum sacerdotis. Illi vero qui contra fecerint, sive sint
persone Matrimonium contrahentes, sive sint illi qui assciondo interfuerint, et qui hoc fieri procuraverint, se
per Nos noverint graviter puniendos. [The French is similar.]) While this is not so clear as it might be, it would
seem that the automatic excommunication applied only those who contract de presenti in violation of the
statute. Whether the ‘severe punishment’ is promised for unsolemnized betrothals is less clear.

1279. Ch 12, n. 46: Three centuries later, the diocese of Cambrai shows some remarkable elements of continuity
in the subjects of marriage litigation. Alain Lottin reports that the eighteenth-century cases in the episcopal
court of Cambrai are divided roughly as follows: 73% concern fiançailles, 19% are divorce and separation
(the overwhelming majority being the latter), and 8% are criminal prosecutions for sexual offenses (n = 3403).
Lottin, Désunion, 186. Much, of course, had changed about the law, and many of the cases of fiançailles are
routine remissions, but many (it would seem about one-third) are contested. It would seem that de futuro
consent remained an important institution in this area, and a source of disagreement and dispute.

1280. Ch 12, n. 47: Place of origin is not given consistently in the sentence books and in both sets virtually
disappears by the end of the chronological period covered by the books. For an attempt to arrive at an
approximation of the rural/urban divide, see the following text.

1281. Ch 12, n. 48: The most frequently encountered is domicella, which we have translated as demoiselle
or jonkvrouw, depending on the language of the area. Unfortunately, as an indication of status, this is quite
vague.

1282. Ch 12, n. 56: This statement needs to be qualified by the nature of the Cambrai and Brussels records.
Because we have only sentences, the vast majority of which are definitive sentences, we do not know, as we
do at Ely, how many cases were dropped.

1283. Ch 12, n. 61: A.D. Lozère, G963, fols. 64r (de presenti), 116r (de futuro); G943, fols. 47v–47r, 40v–39r
(the foliation in this book proceeds in the opposite direction from the writing).

1284. Ch 12, n. 70: I make no attempt to render these names in the vernacular, though the varying class and
status indications seem fairly obvious: Pericciolus filius Cinctorensis c Gualandingam filiam Silvani (n.d., ?May
1230), id., no. 2, p. 88; Diuitia de Vico c Venturam Barberium (21.v.1230), id., no. 20, p. 105; Iacopina natione
Frangigena c Bonfilolum Lanaiolum natione Senensem (n.d., ?July 1230), id., no. 44, pp. 129–32.
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1285. Ch 12, n. 71: Sardinea filia Ugolini Vernaccii de Albaro c Junctam filium Martini de Piro (9.vii.1230),
no. 51, pp. 136–7 (suit for dissolution; the third-party, whose marriage is sustained against the wishes
of the reus, never appears); Bonfiliolus quondam Bentiuollie [et Ugolinella] c Benuentam quondam Bruni
(7.vii.1230), no. 45, pp. 132–3 (Ugolinella is not made a formal party, but she introduces witnesses in support
of the actor’s replication that his prior marriage was forced).

1286. Ch 12, n. 74: Iurauerunt stare omnibus mandatis suis [i.e., archiepiscopi] super discordia quam inter se
habebant is what suggests that this is an arbitration; on the facts stated, the woman was entitled to a separation
if she wanted it.

1287. Ch 12, n. 75: See, e.g., Bruker, Giovanni and Lusanna; Meek, “Women, the Church and the Law”;
Seidel Menchi, Coniugi nemici; id., Matrimoni in Dubbio; id., Trasgressioni; Cristellon, Charitas versus eros;
Eisenach, Husbands, Wives, and Concubines. I am grateful to Carol Lansing for calling a number of these
references to my attention and to Jane Bestor for insisting on their importance.

1288. Ch 12, n. 79: Caution: Meek, “Women, the Church and the Law,” also reports a substantial proportion
of allegations of de presenti exchanges in what is admittedly a small data set. Her period (1394–1435) seems
too early for there to have been any widespread knowledge of the possibility of obtaining a papal dissolution
of an unconsummated de presenti marriage.

1289. Notes for Table 12.6:
a. Includes 1 case where orders were also alleged, 3 cases where absence of consummation (a requirement in

all cases) was also alleged, 4 in which absence of consent was also alleged (largely redundant), and 3 in
which absence of consent without minority was alleged. The last may not be nonage cases, but I suspect
that they are, at least in a general sense.

b. Includes 1 case where consanguinity alone is alleged and 1 in which both are alleged.
c. Cristellon reports 19 cases with uncertain grounds, but then the totals do not add up. On the basis of my

own experience with this kind of work, I suspect that she later discovered grounds and forgot to correct the
number of ‘uncertain’ cases.

1290. Ch 12, n. 81: Herlihy and Klapisch-Zuber, Toscans et leurs familles, 393–419. For the “northwest
European marriage pattern” and the contrast with the south, see Smith, “Geographical Diversity,” with
references. See generally Herlihy, Medieval Households.

1291. Ch 12, n. 82: This is certainly suggested by Vernaccii c Martini and Bentiuollie c Bruni (n. 71), in
both of which notarized instruments of marriage contracts play a key role in the proof of the marriage that is
ultimately sustained.

1292. Appendix e12.1: Office c Colin Tanneur et Perette fille de Jehannot Doulsot de Villers-en-Argonne

Text1

[fol. 62r] Citati sunt Collinus Tanneur et Peretta filia Jehanoti Doulsoti de Villaribus ad nemus super clandes-
tinis.

[fol. 62v] Perreta filia Jehannoti Doulsot confessa est medio iuramenti quod die sancti Andree novissime lapsa
Collinus Tanneur filius Jehannis Tanneur accessit de nocte ad domum sui patris, qui quidem Collinus requisivit
eam de contrahendo matrimonium cum ea et post plura verba inter eos habita dictus Collinus Tanneur sibi
promisit per fidem sui corporis quod eam acciperet in uxorem et quod numquam aliam haberet in uxorem
preter illam. Et ?viceversa ipsa Peretta similiter sibi promisit. Quibus promissionibus sic factis illa hora dictus
Collinus sibi tradidit unam virgam argenteam nomine matrimonii quam accepit ipsa loquens. Qua traditione
sic facta dicta loquens eidem Collino tradidit unam aliam virgam electri ?contriti nomine matrimonii quam
accepit dictus Collinus. Interrogata quis erat presens quando istas promissiones fuerunt inter eos factas dixit
quod nullus erat; tamen ?ulterius sibi dixit quod nihilominus2 quod sibi teneret ius quod sibi promiserat.

1 A.D. Marne, G 922, fol. 62r, 62v. See Gottlieb, Getting Married, at 201–2.
2 Ms. ?nollumus.
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[fol. 63r] Collinus Tanneur confessus est medio sui juramenti quod die festi sancti Andree apostoli accessit ad
domum patris dicte Perette et ibidem promisit eidem Perette quod eam acciperet in uxorem que simili modo
sibi promisit. Interrogatus quis erat presens dixit quod nullus erat.

[fol. 62r]3 Quod dominus sentenciavit quemlibet ad libram cere et in expensis promotoris litis,4 et iniunctum
est eis quod procedant infra octo dies ad solemnizandum dictum matrimonium.

Translation

Colin Tanneur and Perette daughter of Jehannot Doulsot of Villers-en-Argonne5 were cited for clandestinity
[on 4 January 1494].

Perette daughter of Jehannot Doulsot confessed under oath that on St Andrew’s day last past [30 November
1493] Colin Tanneur son of Jehan Tanneur came to her father’s house by night. Colin asked her about
contracting marriage with her, and after many words had between them Colin Tanneur firmly promised6 by
the faith of his body that he would take her to wife and that he would never have another except her. And
conversely Perette firmly promised in like manner. The promises having thus been made, at that time Colin
gave her a silver pin7 in the name of marriage, which the speaker accepted. When he had handed it over, the
speaker gave Colin another pin of polished pewter8 in the name of marriage, which Colin accepted. Asked
who was present when these promises were made between them, she said that no one was, but he further said
to her that nevertheless he would hold to the right that he had firmly promised.

Colin Tanneur confessed under oath that on the feast of St Andrew the apostle he went to the house of the
father of Perette and there promised Perette that he would take her to wife, and she firmly promised in like
manner. Asked who was present, he said no one was.

The official sentenced each of them to one pound of wax and [to pay] the costs of the promotor of the case,
and they were enjoined to proceed within a week to solemnize the marriage.

1293. Epilogue, n. 2 See Ozment, When Fathers Ruled, 25–49, for a somewhat different and more nuanced
story. For a broader view of the Protestant context, see Witte, From Sacrament to Contract.

1294. Epilogue, n. 5: A full account of the French legislation on this topic in the sixteenth century may be
found in Diefendorf, Paris Councillors, 156–70. The first French ordonnance on the topic, that of Henry II
in 1557, may have been inspired by the runaway marriage of François de Montmorency, the son and heir
apparent of Anne duke of Montmorency, the constable of France. See Introd, at n. 30; T&C 1270.

1295. Epilogue, n. 6: Esmein, Mariage, 2:229–35, argues that the civil legislation of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries made them, as a practical matter, in effect. Tametsi was, of course, not the only reason why
the French refused to promulgate the decrees. For a nice account of the whole story, albeit from a somewhat
ultramontane point of view, see Martin, Gallicanism et réforme catholique.

3 In the margin around the original entry.
4 Ms. ?litteris.
5 The guess in Donahue, “Social Practice,” 148 n. 17, that this is the Villers in question is supported by the reading nemus.
6 Taking sibi promisit as a back-formation from French se promettre, perhaps more literally ‘promised on his own behalf’.
7 Gottlieb translates “ring,” following DuCange, s.v. virga.
8 Gottlieb translates “amber,” the classical meaning of electrum, but if the reading contriti is right, “pewter” seems more

likely.
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[. . .] c [. . .] = [. . .] c [. . .] (1470), CP.F.246: T&C no. 293
[. . .] et Costuriere = Laurence [. . .] et Jeanne la Costuriere (1.vii.87), col. 490/5: T&C no. 723
[. . .] c Stillemans = [. . .] c Jan Stillemans alias Barbitonsorem (26.iv.57), p. 726, no. 1140: Ch 9, at n. 385
Abbatisvilla et Abbatisvilla = Pierre d’Abbatisvilla vitrier et Marie sa femme (6.iv.86, 13.iv.86), cols. 288/5,

292/3: Ch 10, at n. 99
Abbeville c Clemente = Pierre d’Abbeville c Guillemette la Clemente (31.iii.86 to 23.v.86), cols. 285/4, 292/1,

297/4, 310/1: Ch 7, at n. 266
Office c Ablencq = Office c Jacques de l’Ablencq (2.vii.46), p. 554, no. 961: T&C nos. 1203, 1206–7, 1210

n. 1
Office c Abliaux = Office c Jacques des Abliaux (4.iii.47), p. 642, no. 1111: T&C nos. 1202, 1210 n. 1
Acclum c Carthorp = Joan daughter of Peter de Acclum of Newton c John son of John de Carthorp (1337),

CP.E.33: Ch 4, at nn. 75–7, 81, n. 99; Ch 11, at n. 58; T&C nos. 180, 200
Officie c Addiers, Ockezeele en Spalsters = Officie c Hendrik Addiers, Elisabeth Ockezeele en Elisabeth

Spalsters (9.xi.53), p. 397, no. 540: T&C no. 993
Office and Adekyn c Bassingbourn (vicar) = Office promoted by William Adekyn of Bassingbourn c Robert

vicar of Bassingbourn (29.v.77 to 22.x.77), fols. 74v–79v: Ch 6, n. 11, at n. 234
Office c Admère = Office c Mathieu Admère (28.viii.45), p. 445, no. 771: T&C no. 1202
Alamaigne et Alamaigne = Herman d’Alamaigne maréchal et Jeanne sa femme (22.iii.86), col. 281/6: T&C

no. 1098
Officie c Alboeme en Arents = Officie c Johanna vanden Alboeme alias Copman Jans en Jan Arents (12.x.54),

p. 482, no. 701: Ch 11, at nn. 173, 175; T&C no. 802
Officie c Alceins en Zee = Officie c Egied Alceins en Elisabeth vander Zee (15.xii.56), p. 694, no. 1081: T&C

nos. 967, 972
Ambianis c Baigneux = Jeanette de Ambianis c Pierre de Baigneux (12.ix.86), col. 365/6: T&C no. 723
Ancien et Templiere = Ferric l’Ancien et Agnesotte la Templiere (23.ii.87), col. 432/7: Ch 7, at n. 129
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Andree c Pigne = Jean Andree c Jeanette fille du défunt Théobald Pigne (16–23.i.86), cols. 246/2, 249/3:
Ch 7, at n. 169

?Office and Andren and Edyng c Andren and Solsa = ?Office promoted by Robert Andren of Swavesey and
Alice Edyng of Swavesey c Nicholas Andren of Swavesey and Marjorie Solsa of Swavesey (2.v.81 to
27.ii.82), fols. 154v–161v: Ch 6, at nn. 218–19; Ch 11, at n. 79; T&C nos. 493, 1200

Office c Andren and Andren = Office c Richard Andren of Swavesey and Agnes his de facto wife (24.iii.74 to
25.x.80), fols. 5v–144v: T&C nos. 413, 514

Office c Anegold and Andren = Office c John Anegold of Chesterton and John Andren of Chesterton (31.i.79
to 27.ii.79), fols. 108v–110r: Ch 6, n. 190, at nn. 193–6, 198; see also Office c Slory and Feltewell

Anegold and Schanbery c Grantesden = William son of Henry Anegold of Chesterton and William Schanbery
of Chesterton c Margaret widow of Geoffrey Grantesden (24.iii.74 to 16.iii.80), fols. 5v–133r: Ch 6,
n. 33, at nn. 95–8, n. 197; T&C nos. 400 n. a, 418, 500, 511

Anetieres et Sablens = Jacques d’Anetieres de Tournai et demoiselle Alexandre Sablens de Tournai, sa femme
(19.iv.1462), Compotus Tornacenses, no. 5448: T&C no. 1055 (App e10.2, at n. 16)

Angot c Vignereux = Gilette Angot c Giles Vignereux (26.vi.86), col. 323/2: Ch 7, at n. 217
Office c Anselli = Office c Étienne Anselli de Quiers (Seine-et-Marne) (à propos de Jeanette fille de Milet

Malyverne) (10.x.85), col. 200/3: Ch 7, at n. 249; T&C nos. 685, 693
Office c Apelheren et Claus = Office c Gilles vander Apelheren et Marie Claus (14.vii.39), p. 122, no. 252:

Ch 9, n. 235; T&C no. 939
Appleton c Hothwayt = Alice de Appleton of York c John Hothwayt of York (1389), CP.E.150: Ch 4, at

nn. 138–41
Aqua et Champione = Bertrand de Aqua et Perette la Champione de Saint-Maur-des-Fossés (Val-de-Marne)

(13.x.86), col. 377/5: Ch 7, at nn. 103–4, 112; T&C no. 579
Ardiel c Castelain et Lukette = Jean d’Ardiel c Jacques Castelain et Hannette Lukette (11.vi.45), p. 471,

no. 819: T&C no. 1054 n. 6
Arents c Keere = Josse Arents c Jeanne vander Keere son épouse (4.xi.45), p. 468, no. 812: T&C no. 1054

n. 4
Arneys c Salman = John Arneys cordwainer of Cambridge c Etheldreda daughter of Nigel Salman of Trump-

ington (10.vi.79 to 25.x.80), fols. 117r–144v: Ch 6, nn. 54, 59
Arnulphi et Arnulphi = Perette femme d’Étienne Arnulphi et le même Étienne (10.v.85), col. 114/5: T&C

nos. 1099, 1116, 1117
Arry c Lions = Laurence d’Arry c Martinette de Lions (11.ix.86), col. 364/6: T&C no. 600
Ask c Ask and Ask = William Ask gentleman c Roger Ask esquire of Aske (also described as of Easby,

Richmond archdeaconry) and Isabel Ask his wife, daughter of the late Christopher Conyers esquire of
Burneston, Richmond archdeaconry (also described as of Hornby) (1476), CP.F.258: Ch 11, at nn. 63,
68; T&C no. 140

Officie c Asselaer en Waghemans = Officie c Michaël van Asselaer en Margareta, Waghemans (13.iv.59),
p. 884, no. 1451: Ch 11, n. 272; T&C nos. 967, 972

Astlott c Louth = John Astlott c Agnes Louth of Kingston upon Hull (1422), CP.F.46: Ch 5, at nn. 227–32;
T&C nos. 151 (App e3.4, n. 3), 344, 368

Attepool c Frebern = Alice Attepool of Fulbourn c John Frebern of Fulbourn (21.ii.77 to 26.ii.77), fols. 64v–
65v: Ch 6, n. 146

Office c Attre et Bertoule = Office c Pierre de l’Attre et Jeanne Bertoule (9.xii.52), p. 803, no. 1389: T&C
no. 836

Auberti c Auberti = Jeanne femme de Pierre Auberti c le même Pierre (13.iii.85), col. 76/3: Ch 10, nn. 76, 79,
216; T&C no. 1096

Aubour c Mercerii et Sayce = Guillaume Aubour c Robert Mercerii et Maciot Sayce (7.ii.85 to 6.iii.85),
cols. 49/2, 68/4, 70/5: T&C no. 703

Audigois c Audigois = Jeanne femme de Jean Audigois c le même Jean (19.iii.86), col. 279/4: T&C
no. 1096

Aumosne c Charretiere = Jean de l’Aumosne le jeune c Robinette la Charretiere (13–15.xii.85), cols. 235/1,
236/3: Ch 7, at nn. 121–2; T&C nos. 594, 603; see also Aumosne et Boisleaue

Aumosne et Boisleaue = Jean de l’Aumosne et Jeanette la Boisleaue (2.vi.85), col. 126/4: Ch 7, at n. 84; T&C
no. 603; see also Aumosne c Charretiere
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Aumuciere c Lorrain = Belona l’Aumuciere c Thomas le Lorrain (20.v.85), col. 121/4: Ch 7, n. 90
Aungier c Malcake = William son of Adam Aungier of Reedness c Joan daughter of Thomas Malcake of

Swinefleet (1357), CP.E.76: Ch 4, at nn. 235–6; Ch 5, n. 63; T&C no. 126
Autreau c Doublet = Baudet d’Autreau c Margot fille de Jean Doublet (16.iv.87), col. 455/5: Ch 7, n. 37;

T&C no. 547
Auvers c Rousselli = Jeanne d’Auvers c Jean Rousselli (29.i.86), col. 253/3: T&C no. 723
Availlier c Malaquin = Leonet d’Availlier (Avalleur) c Agnesotte fille du défunt Laurence Malaquin (15.xi.86

to 24.i.87), cols. 391/2, 397/2, 399/4, 403/8, 406/2, 410/7, 414/8, 416/1, 419/6: T&C no. 723
Ayoux c Sacespée = Jean Ayoux c Jeanette fille de Guillaume Sacespée (23.viii.87), col. 512/7: T&C no. 567
Bageurieu c Beghinarde = Jean de Bageurieu c Marie le Beghinarde (19.xi.46), p. 607, no. 1050: T&C no. 824
Baillon c Asse = Philippot de Baillon c Adeline veuve du défunt Jean Asse (18.iv.85), col. 98/3: T&C no. 569
Baillon c Doncke = Gautier de Baillon alias Boulenghier c demoiselle Jeanne de le Doncke (4.ii.47), p. 630,

no. 1090: Ch 9, at n. 37
Baiutros c Sore = Pierre Baiutros dit le Borgne c Marie de Sore (27.xi.45), p. 478, no. 832: T&C nos. 899,

1054 n. 6
Office c Baker and Barker = Office c John son of Geoffrey Baker and Emma called Barker of Crayke (1339),

CP.E.82/8d(ii): Ch 3, n. 9; Ch 4, at n. 243; Ch 11, at nn. 56, 85; T&C nos. 98, 120 (Table 3.5, n. a), 1196
Bakewhyt c Mayhen and Loot = Alice Bakewhyt of Malmesbury (Wilts) c Hugh Mayhen of Trumpington and

Isabel Loot of Trumpington wife of Hugh Mayhen (25.v.80 to 26.v.80), fol. 138v: Ch 6, at nn. 124–7
Office c Balbe and Godhewe = Office c William le Balbe and Alice widow of Solomon Godhewe (Canterbury

Consistory, xii.1293 to iii.1294), SVSB III 53, 54: Ch 11, at nn. 35, 40; T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 11)
Officie c Balleet, Cudseghem en Cudseghem = Office c Everard van Balleet, Margareta van Cudseghem en

Katherina van Cudseghem verloofde van Everard (4.xi.57 to 26.xi.57), pp. 778, 785 nos. 1239, 1253:
T&C no. 1262 (App e11.2, n. 1)

Band c Pryme = Thomas Band of Chesterton c Isabel widow of John Pryme of Thriplow (13.ii.76 to 3.vii.76),
fols. 39r–50v: Ch 6, nn. 40, 64; T&C no. 390

Banes c Gover, Walker, Emlay and Mores = Joan Banes c Maurice Gover, Nicholas Walker, Emmot Emlay
and Joan Mores (1419–20), Cons.AB.1: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, n. 18)

Office c Barat et Brule = Office c Gilles Barat et Jeanne du Brule (24.xii.46), p. 619, no. 1070: Ch 9, n. 176;
T&C no. 910

Office c Barbour and Whitheved = Office c Adam Barbour of Thorney and Agnes Whitheved of Chatteris,
residing in Whittlesey (14.vi.81 to 10.ix.81), fol. 152r: Ch 6, at nn. 215–17; Ch 11, at n. 74; T&C no.
1200

Barley c Barton = Katherine daughter of Henry Barley c William Barton her husband (1433–4), CP.F.175:
T&C no. 270

Barley c Danby = Margaret Barley (Barlay) alias Beverley of St Denis Walmgate York c Nicholas Danby
chandler of St Crux Fossgate York, alias Chandeler (1464), CP.F.203: Ch 5, at n. 15; T&C no. 139

Barneby c Fertlyng = Joan de Barneby of York c John Fertlyng alias Wartre of York (1398), CP.E.239: Ch 4,
at nn. 63, 94; T&C nos. 195, 198

Barre c Barre = Colin de Barre c Isabelle sa femme (11.vii.86, 11.vii.86), cols. 333/6, 334/5: T&C no. 1118
Office c Barre et Bruvereul = Office c Jean de le Barre et Warmonde de Bruvereul (7.iii.39), p. 78, no. 163:

T&C no. 873
Barrote c Clerici = Jeanne la Barrote c Jean Clerici (11.ix.85), col. 188/8: Ch 10, at n. 91; T&C no. 1087
Office c Base et Honters = Office c Pierre de Base et Maire van Honters (20.xii.38), p. 48, no. 101: Ch 11, at

n. 157; T&C nos. 806, 1054 n. 1
Officie c Baserode, Kempeneere en Woters = Officie c Jacob van Baserode, Jan de Kempeneere en Margareta

Tswoters (31.x.55), p. 580, no. 871: Ch 9, at n. 314; T&C no. 1053
Bassingbourn (vicar) c Adekyn = Robert vicar of Bassingbourn c William Adekyn of Bassingbourn (29.v.77

to 1.x.77), fols. 74v–79v: Ch 6, at n. 235
Office and Bassingbourn (vicar) c Gilberd = Office promoted by Robert vicar of Bassingbourn c John Gilberd

chaplain of Bassingbourn (18.vi.77 to 9.vii.77), fols. 75v–77r: Ch 6, at nn. 207–8; T&C no. 493
Bastard c Potine = Gilles Bastard c Égidie Potine (12.ix.44), p. 298, no. 531: Ch 9, n. 154; T&C no. 1054

n. 2
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Office c Bataille et Maloy = Office c Jeanne Bataille et dominus Guillaume Maloy (à propos de Gobin de
Sivri) (1.vii.87), col. 491/3: Ch 7, at n. 331

Baxter c Newton = Agnes Baxter of Scarborough c Thomas Newton of Scarborough (no date, mid-15th c),
CP.F.48: Ch 11, at n. 66; T&C no. 293

Bayart et Hemarde = Jean Bayart tailleur (custurarius) du diocèse de Cambrai et Margot la Hemarde (à propos
de Denise fille de Noël le Cousturier) (7.ii.85), col. 49/3: Ch 7, at n. 332

Beccut c Miquielle = Jean Beccut c Jeanne le Miquielle (12.ix.44), p. 298, no. 530: Ch 9, at n. 30
Officie c Beckere en Leneren = Officie c Pieter de Beckere en Johanna Tsleneren (1.vii.55), p. 546, no. 810:

Ch 11, at n. 151; T&C no. 803
Officie c Beckere, Houte en Rode = Officie c Nicolaas den Beckere, Margareta vanden Houte en Beatrijs

vanden Rode (1.vii.58), p. 823, no. 1332: Ch 11, nn. 174, 176; T&C no. 802
Officie en Beckere c Bruggen = Officie en Egied de Beckere gehuwd clericus c ridder Jan vander Bruggen

(25.vi.1456), p. 635, no. 980: T&C no. 776
Office c Beerseele et Smets = Office c Pierre van Beerseele et Élisabeth Smets (4.xii.45), p. 481, no. 840: Ch

11, at nn. 123–4, 129–30
Belier c Belier = Jacob de Belier c Elisabeth de Belier (19.vii.57), p. 750, no. 1189: T&C no. 1164
Office c Belin et Blondielle = Office c Louis Belin et Jeanne Blondielle (30.ix.44), p. 303, no. 540: T&C

nos. 858–9
Office c Belleken et Capellen = Office c Josse Belleken et Guillaumette vander Capellen (23.i.45), p. 365,

no. 631: Ch 9, n. 213; T&C nos. 808, 927, 929
Bemond c Thewles = William Bemond c Alice Thewles (Theules) (1480–1520 [DMS n.d.]), CP.F.315: T&C

no. 151 (App e3.4, n. 7)
Benson c Benson = Agnes Benson of York c Peter Benson Yorke (1448), CP.F.235: Ch 10, at nn. 50–2
Bentiuollie c Bruni = Bonfiliolus quondam Bentiuollie (et Ugolinella) c Benuentam quondam Bruni (Pisa

Archiepiscopal Court, 7.vii.1230), Imbreviaturbuch, no. 45, pp. 132–3: Ch 12, at n. 71; T&C no. 1291
Beraudi c Hanon = Guiot Beraudi c Colette fille de Guillaume Hanon (19.xii.86), col. 405/1: T&C no. 567
Berchere c Gaulino = Amelotte la Berchere c Pierre Gaulino (16 May 85), col. 119/2: T&C no. 543
Berebruer and Tolows = Laurence Berebruer ‘ducheman’ and Joan Tolows of York (1427), York Minster

Archives, M/2(1)e: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, nn. 25–6)
Berles c Duaurto = Simon de Berles c Simonette Duaurto (18.viii.46), p. 568, no. 984: T&C no. 832
Bernard c Walker = Alice Bernard daughter of Peter Huetson of Walkerith (?Lincs) c Peter le Walker of

Tadcaster (1341), CP.E.40: Ch 4, at nn. 84–5, 89, n. 101; T&C no. 200
Bernardi c Coeffier = Jean Bernardi c Marion fille de Jean le Coeffier alias le Champenoys (10.x.85), col. 200/1:

Ch 7, at nn. 297–8
Office c Bernewell and Tavern = Office c Stephen Bernewell(e) poulterer and married man of Cambridge and

Isabel Tavern of Cambridge (21.vii.74 to 11.i.76), fols. 8v–33v: Ch 6, at n. 243, after n. 245
Bersele c Verheylweghen = Margareta van Bersele c Arnold Verheylweghen alias Peters (20.vi.52), p. 307,

no. 380: Ch 9, at nn. 381–3
Office c Bertremart, Pret et Roussiau = Office c Gilles Bertremart, Jeanne dou Pret et Mathieu Roussiau

(5.vi.39), p. 109, no. 231: Ch 9, at n. 286
Berwick c Frankiss = Thomas Berwick alias Taverner of Pontefract c Agnes Frankiss(h) (Frankyssh) daughter

of Robert Frankyssh of Pontefract (1441–2), CP.F.223: Ch 5, at nn. 38–41, 57, 172; T&C nos. 139, 344,
371

Office c Besghe et Fayt = Office c Jean le Besghe et Jeanne du Fayt (6.vi.50), p. 756, no. 1310: Ch 9, at n. 200,
n. 217; T&C nos. 808, 928

Besson c Goupille = Guillaume Besson c Jeanne la Goupille (6.ii.86), col. 260/1: T&C no. 560
Officie c Best en Beecmans = Officie c Egied Best en Aleidis Beecmans weduwe van Hubert van Minden

(5.iv.54), p. 430, no. 598: T&C nos. 884, 889
Office c Bette and Multon = Office of Mr William de Rookhawe official of the archdeacon of Ely c John Bette

of Hardwick and Matilda Multon of Hardwick (24.iii.75 to 6.iv.75), fols. 24r–26r: T&C nos. 400 nn. a,
b; 403 n. a

Beurgny c Beurgny = Jeanne femme de maı̂tre Jean Beurgny c le même Jean (31.iii.85), col. 91/1: Ch 10, at
n. 77
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Office et Beuve c Gresse = Office promu par Denise la Beuve c Hugo (Huguelin) la Gresse (7.vi.86 to 20.vii.86),
cols. 315/8, 337/4, 340/4: T&C no. 723

Office c Beys et Kicht = Office c Jeanne Beys et Arnauld de Kicht (14.ii.39), p. 67, no. 142: Ch 9, at n. 292
Biaut c Biaut = Agnès femme de Jean le Biaut c le même Jean (16.ii.85), col. 54/5: T&C no. 1114
Biauvoisin c Enfant = Alison veuve du défunt Pierre Biauvoisin c Pierre l’Enfant (12.iv.85), col. 95/3: T&C

no. 596
Officie c Biest en Amelricx = Officie c Hendrik vander Biest en Geertrui Amelricx [both of Beersel (Vlaams-

Brabant)] (21.xi.49), p. 156, no. 120: T&C nos. 956, 961
Office c Biest et Scandelers = Office c Léon vander Biest et Gertrude femme de Jean Scandelers (6.x.42 to

3.xi.42), pp. 182, 197, nos. 350, 376: T&C nos. 1202–3, 1207, 1210 at n. 1
Officie c Biestman, Stroysincken en Scutters = Officie c Jan Biestman, Katherina Stroysincken en Machteld

Scutters (29.v.59), p. 895, no. 1472: T&C no. 997
Bigote c Vaupoterel = Agnesotte la Bigote c Giles de Vaupoterel (7.viii.86), col. 345/3: T&C nos. 666–7
Office et Bigotte c Crispelet = Office et Anne Bigotte c Jean Crispelet (24.xii.44), p. 350, no. 621: Ch 9, at

nn. 360–1; T&C no. 797 n. h; see also Vat et Bigotte
Bivoet c Bivoets = Willem Bivoet echtgenoot van Argentina Coecx c Aleidis Bivoets tante van Willem (23.v.50),

p. 182, no. 160: Ch 9, nn. 386, 394, 404
Blakden c Butre = Anabella Blakden of Kilburn c William Butre of Rievaulx (1394), CP.E.210: Ch 4, at

nn. 116–17, 125; Ch 11, at n. 59
Office c Blekere et Clements = Office c Jacques de Blekere et Marguerite Clements (28.viii.45), p. 444, no. 770:

Ch 11, at nn. 139–43, 146; T&C no. 807
Blocke = Elisabeth wetuwe van Jacob vanden Blocke (16.vii.56), p. 640, no. 990: T&C nos. 777–8
Blofeld and Reder c Lile = Margaret Blofeld of Chatteris and Katherine daughter of Ed(mund) Reder of

Chatteris c John de Lile of Chatteris (25.ii.78 to 28.ii.82), fols. 90r–162r: Ch 6, at nn. 176–7; Ch 11, at
n. 84

Bloke en Bloke = Jonkvrouw Elisabeth vanden Bloke weduwe van Jacob vanden Bloke (Blocke) en Elisabeth
vanden Bloke haar dochter, weduwe van Jan Oliveri, echtgenote van Antoon Boem (16.vii.56), p. 640,
no. 990: Ch 9, at n. 398

Officie c Bloke, Jans en Braken = Officie c Antoon vanden Bloke, Johanna Jans en Elisabeth vander Braken
(12.iv.54), p. 432, no. 602: T&C no. 994

Blomaerts c Loenhout = Margareta Blomaerts c Hendrik van Loenhout [both of Lier (Antwerpen)] (5.ix.49),
p. 139, no. 90: T&C no. 993

Blondel c Tybert = Jean Blondel (Blondeau) c Jacquelotte fille ainée de maı̂tre Michel Tybert (17.i.87 to
5.vii.87), cols. 416/2, 423/2, 427/1, 433/5, 437/2, 446/1, 454/5, 458/4, 463/3, 467/1, 471/2, 476/4,
485/6, 493/1: Ch 7, at nn. 181–7

Blondelli c Blondelli = Perrette femme de Gilet Blondelli c le même Gilet (21.ii.87, 1.iii.87), cols. 432/1, 436/2:
T&C no. 1096

Office c Bocher = Office c Henry Bocher of Hardwick (concerning Alice residing with John Warde of Whitewell
in Barton) (26.viii.74), fol. 11v: T&C nos. 403 n. a, 494

Bock c Castro en Godesans = Florens de Bock c jonkvrouw Katherina de Castro en jonkvrouw Katherina
Godesans wedue van Jan de Castro, schoonmoeder van Florens de Bock (18.iv.55), pp. 529, 545, nos. 781,
809: Ch 9, at n. 388, nn. 396, 406

Officie c Bodevaerts en Heyns = Office c Margarete Bodevaerts alias vander Heyden verloofde van Simon
Folemans en Conrad Heyns alias Scricx (28.i.58), p. 974, no. 1270: Ch 9, n. 186; T&C nos. 788–9

Officie c Boechout en Karloe = Office c Arnold van Boechout en Katherina van Karloe (16.xi.51), p. 278,
no. 327: T&C nos. 884, 887

Officie c Boelkens, Claes, Schueren en Baten = Office c Willibrord Boelkens, Elisabeth Claes alias vanden
Venne, Dimpna vander Schueren en Dimpna Baten verloofde van Willibrord Boelkens (23.xi.58), p. 854,
no. 1391: Ch 9, at nn. 343–4

Office c Bohier et Fèvre = Office c Daniel Bohier et Jeanne le Fèvre (14.v.46), p. 528, no. 922: Ch 11, at n.
163; T&C no. 806

Office c Bokesworth and Messager = Office c John Bokesworth of Sutton and Christine Messager of Sutton
(2.x.76 to 2.x.76), fol. 55Ar: Ch 6, at nn. 210–11
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Bolenbeke c Taye = Jonkvrouw Katherina van Bolenbeke weduwe van Jan Esselins c Jan Taye (4.xi.57),
p. 779, no. 1240: Ch 9, at nn. 182–3; see also Roevere c Bolenbeke

Bolton c Rawlinson = Margaret Bolton of Hedon in Holderness c John Rawlinson of Hedon in Holderness
(1421), CP.F.316, Cons.AB.1: T&C no. 138

Bonde c Yutte = Agnes Bonde of Wimpole c John Yutte of Wendy (19.x.74 to 14.xi.74), fols. 11r–18r: Ch 6,
n. 190, at nn. 199–201

Bonete et Dol = Jeanette la Bonete et Yvon Dol (12.vii.87), col. 496/2: Ch 7, n. 82
Office c Bonvarlet et Bridainne = Office c Jean Bonvarlet et Ambrosine Bridainne (22.vi.43), p. 261, no. 481:

Ch 9, n. 211; T&C nos. 808, 927, 929
Officie c Booenaerts en Lodins = Officie c Osto Booenaerts en Margareta Lodins (5.iv.49), p. 110, no. 42:

T&C nos. 884–5
Boquet c Boquet = Édith femme d’Arnoul Boquet ?c le même Arnoul (28.xi.85), col. 226/5: T&C no. 1096
Borde c Borde = Jeanne femme de Jean de la Borde c le même Jean (7.xii.85), col. 232/4: Ch 10, at n. 101
Bordiere c Normant = Annette la Bordiere domiciliée à la maison l’Alemant à Choisy-le-Roi (Val-de-Marne)

c Jean le Normant (13–23.vi.85), cols. 135/3, 142/1: Ch 7, at n. 296
Borewell c Bileye = Alice Borewell of Barnwell c Thomas Bileye of Cambridge (5.iv.80 to 23.vii.80), fols. 136v–

143r: Ch 6, at nn. 152–6; Ch 11, at n. 80; T&C nos. 399, 511, 1200
Borewell c Russel and Selvald = Alice daughter of Robert Borewell c John Russel of Ely and Katherine Selvald

(1.iv.77 to 15.iii.80), fols. 67v–134r: Ch 6, at nn. 128–30; T&C no. 479
Office c Borquerie et Frarinne = Office c Jean de la Borquerie et Égidie le Frarinne (9.vii.42), p. 146, no. 291:

Ch 11, at nn. 160–1; T&C no. 806
Office c Borst et Philips = Office c Olivier de Borst et Hélène Philips (21.ii.39), p. 72, no. 151: T&C nos. 941,

950
Bosco c Moiselet = Jean de Bosco c Jeanette fille de Jean de Moiselet (29.x.86), col. 384/2: T&C no. 567
Bosco et Merciere = Jean de Bosco et Perette la Merciere (16.vii.86), col. 337/6: T&C no. 585
Officie c Bose en Roussiels = Officie c Hellebrand de Bose en Johanna Roussiels (19.x.59), p. 938, no. 1547:

T&C no. 1171
Office c Bosenc = Office c Pierre Bosenc notaire de la cour de Paris (14.vii.85), col. 157/5: T&C no. 685
Officie c Bossche en Scheelkens = Office c Willem vanden Bossche verloofde van Elisabeth van Colene en

Maria Scheelkens (5.ix.58), p. 833, no. 1350: T&C nos. 788–9, 993
Bossu et Josseau = Jean le Bossu et Malotte fille de Jean Josseau (18.v.87), col. 472/5: T&C no. 595
Officie c Bot, Buysschere en Gheersone = Officie c Herman Bot, Katherina de Buysschere en Christina

Gheersone (7.viii.55 to 4.vi.56), pp. 556, 629, nos. 828, 970: Ch 11, n. 373, at nn. 377–9; T&C nos. 788–
9, 993

Boucher c Boucher = Collette femme de Thomas le Boucher c le même Thomas (27.ii.87, 6.iii.87), cols. 434/7,
439/2: T&C no. 1110

Bouchere c Houx = Jeanette la Bouchere la jeune (juvenis) c Jean du Houx le jeune (juvenis) (5.vi.86), col.
315/4: Ch 7, n. 88

Officie c Bouchoute en Triestrams = Officie c Michaël vanden Bouchoute en Geertrui Triestrams (28.ix.50),
p. 207, no. 200: Ch 11, at nn. 144–6; T&C no. 803

Boudart c Boudart = Marion femme de Thomas Boudart c le même Thomas (6.vii.85), col. 150/4: Ch 10,
n. 90; T&C no. 1098

Boujou c Varlet = Jean Boujou c Jeanettte fille de Simon le Varlet (30.x.86), col. 385/3: Ch 7, at n. 101; T&C
no. 595

Bourges c Lombardi = Jean Bourges c Margot fille de Milo Lombardi (7.ix.87), col. 518/4: Ch 7, at n. 69;
T&C nos. 551, 565

Office c Bourn (vicar), Stanhard and Molt = Office c John vicar of Bourn, Thomas son of John Stanhard and
Agnes daughter of John Molt (8.vii.78 to 29.vii.79), fols. 95v–119v: Ch 6, at n. 228; Ch 11, at nn. 77,
86; T&C no. 493

Boxhorens en Spaens = Zeger Boxhorens en Katherina Spaens (27.ix.54), p. 477, no. 690: Ch 9, at n. 133,
n. 138

Boxsele c Honsem = Margareta van Boxsele c Hendrik van Honsem (26.viii.57), p. 757, no. 1200: T&C
no. 1035
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Boysauran c Curia = Jean de Boysauran c Jeanette fille de Jean de Curia (10.xii.84 to 13.xii.84), col. 9/1,
17/2: T&C no. 723

Boyton c Andren = John Boyton servant of John Fyssh of Ely c Margaret Andren of Stretham (16.x.76 to
3.xi.76), fol. 55Bv: Ch 6, at n. 50

Office c Brabant et Launois = Office c Jean de Brabant et Marie de Launois (15.xi.52), p. 794, no. 1371:
T&C no. 837

Brabantia c Zelleke = Margareta de Brabantia c Jan de Zelleke haar echtgenoot (11.6.51), p. 252, no. 280:
Ch 10, at nn. 173–4

Bradenham c Bette = Marjorie Bradenham of Swavesey c John son of Thomas Bette of Swavesey (4.x.80 to
19.xi.80), fols. 144r–145r: Ch 6, at n. 111; T&C no. 410

Bradenho c Taillor = Philip son of Richard Bradenho of Doddington c Joan daughter of William (or Thomas)
Taillor of March (21.vii.79 to 15.iii.80), fols. 119v–134v: Ch 6, at n. 36, n. 39, at nn. 44, 60; T&C
no. 494

Bradley c Walkyngton = Matilda de Bradley of York c John de Walkyngton barker of York (1355), CP.E.82:
Ch 4, at nn. 111–12, 124, 125

Office c Brambosche, Peelken et Quisthous = Office c Baudouin vander Brambosche, Jeanne van Peelken et
Péronne Quisthous (21.i.47), p. 624, no. 1081: Ch 9, at n. 290

Brantice c Crane = Alice de Brantice daughter of Richard de Draycote of Cropwell Butler c William Crane
of Bingham (1332–3), CP.E.23: Ch 4, at nn. 39–43, 44–45, 54, 78, 236; T&C nos. 178, 194, 197

Office c Brassart = Office c Gilles Brassart (16.x.45), p. 462, no. 801: T&C nos. 1202, 1210 n. 2
Braunche c Dellay = Joan Braunche of Kings Lynn Norwich diocese, residing in Elm c John son of Thomas

Dellay of Elm (23.ii.80 to 15.iii.80), fols. 132r–135v: Ch 6, at nn. 106–8; T&C no. 429
Office c Brelier et Rieulinne = Office c Jacques le Brelier et Isabelle Rieulinne son épouse (20.x.42), p. 189,

no. 362: T&C nos. 1122, 1202, 1210
Brerelay and Sandeshend c Bakester and Brerelay = Joan Brerelay of Skinningrove c Thomas Bakester (alias

Littester) of Seamer; Margaret de Sandeshend (Sendeschendyt) and Thomas Bakester c Thomas Bakester
and Joan Brerelay (1383–4, 1389), CP.E.255, 256: Ch 4, at nn. 200–201; T&C nos. 121, 127

Office c Bresna = Office c Jean de Bresna (28.iv.86), col. 296/2: T&C no. 685
Bretelle c Cochon = Jeannette la Bretelle c Pierre Cochon (2.i.85 to 10.ii.85), cols. 21/5, 40/4, 46/1, 51/3: Ch

7, at n. 265
Bretenham c Attehull = John Bretenham of Stretham c Agnes daughter of Nicholas Attehull of Stretham

(29.v.77 to 9.vii.77), fols. 73r–76v: Ch 6, at n. 45, n. 58.
Office c Bretoun and Archer = Office c William Bretoun junior and Beatrice widow of Richard le Archer

(Canterbury Consistory, ii.1293 to 20.iii.1294), SVSB III 95, SVSB III 97, ChCh II 44, SVSB I 100/3: Ch
11, at nn. 32, 35, 37; T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 3)

Bridlington (priory) c Harklay = Prior and convent of Bridlington appropriators of Grinton (in Swaledale)
and (East) Cowton c Mr Michael de Harklay official of the archdeacon of Richmond (1318), CP.E.11:
T&C no. 98

Brignall c Herford = Agnes Brignall of St Michael le Belfrey York c John Herford alias Smyth of St Olave in
the suburbs of York (1432–3), CP.F.104: Ch 5, at nn. 13–14; T&C no. 139

Office c Brisemoustier et Buisson = Office c Jacques Brisemoustier et Hannette du Buisson (10.iv.45), p. 386,
no. 672: Ch 9, n. 215; T&C nos. 807, 928–9

Brodel c Hardouchin = Garin Brodel c demoiselle Jeanne de Hardouchin (21.x.45), p. 463, no. 803: Ch 10,
at n. 166

Brodyng c Taillor and Treves = Joan Brodyng of Gedney Lincoln diocese c William Taillor of Halstead
(Leics) residing in Cambridge and Alice Treves of Halstead de facto wife of William Taillor (26.vii.78 to
23.vii.80), fols. 94v–143v: T&C no. 456

Broecke c Oudermoelen = Maria vanden Broecke c Jan vander Oudermoelen (24.x.55), p. 578, no. 867: Ch
10, n. 183; T&C no. 1160

Officie c Broecke en Haecx = Officie c Arnold vanden Broecke en Geertrui Haecx (14.vii.58), p. 828, no. 1341:
T&C no. 972

Officie c Broelants en Snit = Officie c Jan Broelants en Beatrijs vanden Snit (19.iii.54), p. 426, no. 592: Ch 9,
at nn. 262–4
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Office c Broetcorens et Staetsarts = Office c Jean Broetcorens et Jeanne fille de Paul Staetsarts (25.viii.42),
p. 151, no. 300: T&C nos. 805, 846

Office c Brohon et Destrées = Office c Hugues Brohon et Jeanne Destrées (10.ix.42), p. 162, no. 321: Ch 11,
at nn. 110–15, 127, 131

Office c Broke and Reeve = Office c Richard atte Broke and Joan daughter of Thomas Reeve (Canterbury
Consistory, vii.1294), SVSB III 58: Ch 11, at nn. 36, 42, 45, 47; T&C nos. 1190, 1261 (App e11.1, no.
16)

Office c Brokes and Aspale = Office c Adam de Brokes and Eleanor widow of Robert de Aspale (Canterbury
Consistory, i.1294), SVSB III 98: Ch 11, at n. 40; T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 12)

Office c Broullart = Office c Jean Broullart (19.iii.46), p. 510, no. 890: T&C no. 1202
Office c Brumère et Calant = Office c Josse Brumère et Élisabeth de Calant (6.v.46), p. 652, no. 1131: Ch 11,

at nn. 125–6, 128, after n. 131
Bruneau c Bruneau = Perette femme de Louis Bruneau c le même Louis (29.xi.86), col. 397/1: Ch 10, at

nn. 85, 116; T&C nos. 1095, 1116
Officie c Brunen en Roelants = Officie c Margareta Sbrunen en Jan Roelants (25.x.49), p. 150, no. 110: Ch

11, at n. 170; T&C no. 802
Office c Brunyng and Havingham = Office c Richard Brunyng and Alice Havingham (Canterbury Consistory,

vii.1294), SVSB III 21: Ch 11, at nn. 36, 39, 41, 50; T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 13)
Bryais c Chapon = Denis le Bryais c Julianne fille du défunt Jean Chapon (16.iv.87), cols. 455/4, 461/3, 463/5:

Ch 7, n. 152
Bryth c Bryth = Alan called Bryth de Marisco (?Romney Marsh) c Anne his wife (Canterbury Consistory,

vii.1294), SVSB III 46, 47, 48: Ch 11, at nn. 41, 49; T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 15)
Office c Bueken et [. . .] = Office c Arnauld vanden Bueken et Catherine [. . .] (5.vii.38), p. 5, no. 2: Ch 9, at

nn. 86–7, n. 98
Bugges c Rigges = Katherine daughter of Geoffrey Bugges of Ely c John Rigges of Ely (8.vii.74 to 2.viii.74),

fol. 8r: T&C nos. 476, 479
Officie c Bugghenhout en Huneghem = Officie c Michael van Bugghenhout en Ida van Huneghem (22 to

23.xi.48), p. 90, no. 11, 12: Ch 11, at n. 169; T&C no. 802
Buisson c Hore = Guillaume Buisson c Marionne fille de Robert Hore (16.i.86), col. 246/6: T&C no. 620
Burgondi c Burgondi = Jeanne femme d’Étienne Burgondi c le même Étienne (11.xii.86, 19.xii.86, 26.i.87),

cols. 403/3, 404/6, 420/3: T&C nos. 1098, 1116
Burgondi c Fusée = Huguelin Burgondi c Perette fille de Jean Fusée (27.vi.1386), col. 324/3: Ch 7, at n. 35;

T&C no. 564
Burielle c Fouret et Oiseleur = Jeanne Burielle c Pierre Fouret et Marguerite l’Oiseleur (20.vii.39), p. 130,

no. 270: Ch 9, at n. 284
Office c Bury and Littelbury = Office c Robert de Bury tailor residing in Cambridge and Leticia Littelbury of

Fordham taverner of Lucy Lokyere of Cambridge (17.iv.77 to 30.iv.77), fols. 69r–71v: T&C nos. 458,
507

Office c Bury, Roucourt et Caremy = Office c Jean de Bury, Agnès de Roucourt et Catherine de Caremy
(18.iv.50), p. 740, no. 1281: Ch 9, at n. 291

Office c Burye = Office c Agnès Burye (10.ix.46), p. 578, no. 1002: Ch 9, at nn. 171–5; see also Burye c
Prijer; Patin c Burye

Burye c Prijer = Agnès Burye c Hacquinet du Prijer (10.ix.46), p. 578, no. 1001: Ch 9, at nn. 171–5; T&C
no. 797 n. f; see also Office c Burye; Patin c Burye

Officie c Busghien, Clocquet en Stochem = Officie c Pieter de Busghien, Katherina Clocquet en Elisabeth de
Stochem (28.iv.59), p. 889, no. 1460: T&C no. 993

Office c Busquoy et Crayme = Office c Jean de Busquoy et Vincence Crayme (7.viii.45), p. 440, no. 762: T&C
no. 837

Office c Cahourdet et Crustanche = Office c Marin Cahourdet et Jeanne Crustanche (19.vi.53), p. 838,
no. 1453: T&C no. 839

Office c Cailliel et Planque = Office c Jean Cailliel et Jeanne de le Planque (28.iv.53), p. 825, no. 1430: Ch
11, at n. 158; T&C no. 806

Cailloit c Bruecquet = Ghislaine du Cailloit c Pierre dit Bruecquet (18.xi.44), p. 333, no. 590: T&C no. 896
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Office c Cambre et Crocq = Office c Étienne de la Cambre et Madelaine le Crocq (14.vii.39), p. 126, no. 260:
Ch 9, at n. 26; T&C no. 805

Office c Cambron et Sadone = Office c Guillaume de Cambron et Laurence Sadone (21.iii.39), p. 86, no. 181:
Ch 9, at n. 224

Camera et Bruire = Margotte femme de Richard de Camera et Jean de Bruire (8.vii.87), col. 493/8: Ch 7, at
n. 321

Office c Cammelin = Office c Jean Cammelin (20.xii.49), p. 718, no. 1240: Ch 9, at n. 367
Office c Campion et Leurenche = Office c Nicaise Campion et Catherine Leurenche (28.iii.38), p. 91, no. 190:

T&C no. 1137
Office c Camps et Maceclière = Office c Jean des Camps et Béatrice Maceclière (12.vi.45), p. 406, no. 711:

T&C no. 951
Canesson et Olone = Robert Canesson et Gérarde Olone (22.xi.86), col. 394/3: T&C no. 585
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Douvel et Becforte = Nicaise Douvel alias Casier et Jeanne de Becforte (4.viii.39), p. 122, no. 253: Ch 8,

n. 7
Dowson and Roger c Brathwell = William Dowson of North Cave and William Roger of Pontefract c Alice

Brathwell of Doncaster (1391), CP.E.188: Ch 3, at n. 61; Ch 4, at nn. 207–9; T&C no. 124
Doyse et Fenee = Massin Doyse et Casorte Fenee (16.v.43), p. 254, no. 470: Ch 9, n. 125
Drifeld c Dalton = Emma daughter of John de Drifeld of North Dalton c John son of John of North Dalton

(1335), CP.E.28: Ch 4, at n. 74; T&C nos. 180, 196, 200
Officie c Drivere = Officie c Egied de Drivere (16.v.55), pp. 538, 541, nos. 795, 801: Ch 9, n. 9, at nn. 408–9;

T&C no. 1053
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Officie c Drivere en Vleminx = Officie c Egied de Drivere en Margareta Vleminx1 (23.xii.49), p. 160, no. 126:
T&C nos. 884, 886

Dronesfeld c Donbarre = Edmund de Dronesfeld c Agnes (Margaret) de Donbarre alias ‘White Annays’
(1364), CP.E.87: Ch 4, at nn. 225–9, 233

Dune c Feucherre = Adam Dune c Simonette Feucherre (1.vii.87), col. 490/1: T&C no. 723
Durandi c Durandi = Thomasette femme d’Alain Durandi c le même Alain (26.iv.87), col. 463/2: T&C

no. 1113
Duraunt and Cakebred c Draper = Agnes Duraunt of Orwell and Alice Cakebred of Barley London diocese c

John Draper of Cambridge tailor (6.vi.76 to 25.x.80), fols. 48r–144v: Ch 6, at nn. 141–5, n. 197; T&C
no. 400 n. a

Ebyr c Claxton = Elizabeth daughter of Ralph Ebyr knight c William Claxton knight of Durham diocese
(1420–2), CP.F.132: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, n. 3)

Office c Eddeghem et Couwenberghe = Office c Denis van Eddeghem et Béatrice van Couwenberghe (31.i.39),
p. 61, no. 131: Ch 9, at n. 220–1; T&C nos. 808, 864, 928

Eect en Zijpe c Bonne = Radulf vander Eect en Katerina vander Zijpe nepos van Willem vanden Bonne c
Willem vanden Bonne (15.xii.52), p. 335, no. 430: Ch 9, n. 400; T&C no. 1042

Eede c Vrijes = Gilles vander Eede c Catherine Vrijes (24.i.39), p. 59, no. 127: Ch 10, at n. 146
Officie c Eeken en Coppoens = Officie c Maarten vander Eeken en Beatrijs Coppoens (16.xi.59), p. 950,

no. 1569: T&C no. 1171
Eliart c Gosse = Colin Eliart c demoiselle Guillemette fille de Raoul Gosse (9.i.86 to 29.iii.87), cols. 243/4,

246/1, 249/9, 270/5, 275/1, 283/2, 289/5, 293/1, 309/5, 312/5, 318/2, 325/5, 330/5, 336/3, 362/3, 366/6,
369/3, 370/4, 372/4, 377/3, 380/1, 382/6, 396/7, 403/2, 409/1, 422/6, 428/7, 447/6, 451/3: Ch 7, n. 154

Elme c Elme = John Elme of Lenton c Marion his de facto wife (1389), CP.E.153: Ch 4, n. 232; T&C no. 275
Elvyngton c Elvyngton and Penwortham = Agnes Weston wife of John Elvyngton esquire of York c John

Elvyngton esquire of York and Isabella Penwortham of Barwick in Elmet (1431), CP.F.101: T&C nos. 91,
109

Office c Emenhoven et Vrouweren = Office c Jean de Emenhoven et demoiselle Catherine vanden Vrouweren
(20.xii.38), p. 50, no. 100: T&C no. 1137

Office c Enfant et Mairesse = Office c Colin l’Enfant et Marguerite le Mairesse (23.xi.52), p. 799, no. 1381:
Ch 9, at n. 71, T&C nos. 805, 1054 at n. 4

Enghien c Goubaut = Élisabeth d’Enghien c Jean Goubaut (8.v.50), p. 748, no. 1293: Ch 9, at n. 225
Engles c Jacotte et Bourgois = Guillaume l’Engles c Jeanne Jacotte et Jean Bourgois (20.xi.38), p. 34, no. 70:

Ch 9, at n. 160; T&C nos. 900, 910
Office c Engsain = Office c Jean de l’Engsain (12.vii.49), p. 686, no. 1182: T&C no. 1202
Office c Enpaille et Regis = Office c Marion Grante Enpaille et Pierre Regis (à propos de Janson le Natier)

(28.iii.87), col. 451/2: Ch 7, at n. 330
Office c Episcopi = Office c Jean Episcopi (3.ii.86), col. 257/3: T&C no. 685
Officie c Erbauwens en Lamps = Officie c Hendrik Tserbauwens en Maria Lamps (21.xi.52), p. 328, no. 417:

T&C no. 963
Erclaes c Cluetincx en Erclaes = Everard Tserclaes ridder c jonkvrouw Maria Cluetincx weduwe van Wenceslas

Tserclaes ridder en Wenceslas Tserclaes haar zoon (9.i.59), pp. 864, 872, 876, 887, 932, nos. 1410, 1428,
1436, 1456, 1537: Ch 9, at nn. 402–3; T&C nos. 777, 1042

Officie c Eriacops en Dierecx = Officie c Katherina Tseriacops en Paul Dierecx (7.vii.51), p. 255, no. 287,
288: T&C nos. 884–5

Ertoghen c Pottray = Elisabeth Tsertoghen alias Swalen c Pieter Pottray (21.v.54), p. 441, no. 621: T&C
nos. 1159–60

Escarsset et Trimpont = Robert Escarsset et Jacqueline de Trimpont veuve de Mathieu le Carlier (18.i.47),
p. 624, no. 1080: T&C no. 874

Escrivaigne c Trect = Collette l’Escrivaigne c Colin du Trect (25.v.85), col. 311/4: Ch 7, n. 222
Espaigne c Formanoir = Pierre d’Espaigne c Marguerite dite Formanoir (8.xi.38), p. 26, no. 55: Ch 9, at

nn. 100–3

1 The reus in this case may be the reus in the previous case, but the cases are unrelated.
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Estkelyngton c Newingtone = John de Estkelyngton c Katherine de Newingtone (Canterbury Consistory,
27.xi.1293), SVSB I 109: Ch 11, at nn. 38, 42, 45; T&C nos. 1190, 1261 (App e11.1, no. 10)

Office c Estrées et Bailleue = Office c Jean d’Estrées et Jeanne le Bailleue (27.i.53), p. 809, no. 1401: T&C
no. 837

Estréez c Moquielle = Renaud d’Estréez c Pétronille Moquielle (15.xii.52), p. 804, no. 1391: Ch 9, n. 157;
T&C no. 896

Estricourt c Roy = Jeanne d’Estricourt c Jean le Roy (15.vii.52), p. 771, no. 1332: Ch 9, n. 40
Estrut c Flamencq et Fournière = Colette d’Estrut c Gilles le Flamencq et Jeanne le Fournière (30.vii.46),

p. 566, no. 982: Ch 9, n. 155
Esveillée c Bontrelli = Jeanne la Esveillée c Reginald Bontrelli domicilié à la maison d’Étienne Britonis à la

signe du Dé dans la rue Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois (12.iv.87), col. 453/2: Ch 7, at nn. 98–9; T&C nos.
558, 597

Esveillée c Rappe = Perette l’Esveillée c Jean Rappe (à propos de Jean Maillefer) (1.vi.87), col. 477/4: Ch 7,
at n. 320

Everard c Beneyt = John Everard of Ely c Joan residing with Robert Beneyt of Ely (3.xi.76 to 17.xii.76),
fols. 55Bv-58v: Ch 6, at nn. 48, 67–74, 264

Everard c Breule = Isabella Everard c James de Breule (Canterbury Consistory, 5.xi.1292 to i.1293), SVSB I
40/1, ESR 89: Ch 11, at nn. 42, 44; T&C nos. 1190–1, 1261 (=App e11.1, no. 2)

Evrart c Orfèvre = Gilles Evrart c Marguerite l’Orfèvre (21.vii.46), p. 561, no. 973: Ch 9, nn. 157, 159; T&C
no. 896

Fabri c Bateur = Drouet Fabri c Jacquelotte fille du défunt Geoffroi le Bateur (11.vii.87), col. 495/7: T&C
no. 567

Fabri et Moriaut = Pierre Fabri et Jeanette fille de Jean de Moriaut (2.iii.87), col. 436/4: Ch 7, at n. 140
Falampin c Falaise = Cassin Falampin c Perette la Falaise (19.x.86), col. 379/8: Ch 7, at n. 134
Faster c Bruers = Walter Faster c Katherina Bruers (19.i.58), p. 792, no. 1267: T&C no. 1163
Faucheur c Cotelle = Colin Faucheur c Agnesotte fille de Simon Cotelle (19.i.87), col. 417/4: T&C no. 567
Fauconberge c Elys = Agnes Fauconberge of York c John Elys of St Mary Bishophill Junior, York, goldsmith

(York Dean and Chapter Court, 1417), D/C.CP.1417/2: T&C no. 149 n. 4
Officie c Faucoys, Haghen en Assche = Officie c Joost Faucoys, Jacob vander Haghen en Katherina vanden

Assche (12.x.56), p. 666, no. 1033: Ch 9, at n. 315
Officie c Favele, Oys en Scroten = Officie c Nicolaas vanden Favele, Jan Tsoys en Elisabeth Scroten (27.x.58),

p. 849, no. 1380: Ch 9, at n. 187; T&C no. 1012
Feluys c Herinc = Marie de Feluys c André Herinc (28.vi.45), p. 417, no. 729: Ch 10, at n. 160
Office c Fenain et Nain = Office c Henri de Fenain et Marie le Nain (4.vii.44), p. 270, no. 490: Ch 9, at

nn. 203–5, 207, 216, 219; T&C no. 930
Fernicle c Paige (1) = Jean Fernicle c Guillaume le Paige clerc (21.iv.85), col. 101/4: Ch 7, at n. 148
Fernicle c Paige (2) = Burgotte fille de maı̂tre Jean Fernicle c Guillaume le Paige clerc (21.iv.85), col. 102/1:

Ch 7, at n. 149
Ferrebouc c Ferrebouc = Jeanne femme de Jean Ferrebouc clerc du roi c le même Jean (9.xii.84 to 11.iii.87),

cols. 7/8, 22/4, 136/8, 142/3, 432/8, 436/5, 442/5: Ch 10, at n. 73
Feves c Guimpliere = Guiot aux Feves (Auxfeves) c Guillemette la Guimpliere (11.xi.85), cols. 216/3, 217/3,

220/1, 224/4, 230/5, 233/3, 239/1, 243/1, 246/5, 254/4, 259/1, 384/6: Ch 7, at nn. 272–7
Office c Fèvre = Office c Pierre le Fèvre (21.xi.44 to 3.iii.45), p. 340, no. 603: T&C nos. 1203, 1206, 1210

n. 1
Fèvre c Carpentier = Juliane le Fèvre c Gilles Carpentier (15.xii.52), p. 804, no. 1392: T&C no. 1149
Fèvre c Fieret = Jeanne le Fèvre c Pierre Fieret (20.v.47), p. 662, no. 1148: T&C no. 1148; see also Office c

Fieret et Crocarde
Fèvre c Lettris = Jean le Fèvre c Jean de Lettris et al (8.vii.52), p. 768, no. 1326: T&C no. 834
Fevrier c Drouardi = Margotte veuve du défunt Garner Fevrier c Colin Drouardi (17.xi.84), col. 1/1: Ch 7,

n. 225; T&C nos. 667, 693
Office c Fieret et Crocarde = Office c Pierre Fieret et Hannette Crocarde (4.i.43), p. 212, no. 401: T&C

nos. 903, 905; see also Fèvre c Fieret
Officie c Fiermans en Pijcmans = Officie c Ivan Fiermans en Elisabeth Pijcmans [both of Gooik (Vlaams-

Brabant)] (26.ix.49), p. 145, no. 100: Ch 9, at n. 77
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Firmini c Buve = Guillaume Firmini c Jeanette fille d’Oudin Buve (17.ii.86 to 3.iii.86), cols. 264/4, 268/3,
270/7: Ch 7, at n. 85; T&C no. 595

Fisschere c Frost and Brid = John Fisschere of Wilburton c John son of John Frost of Wilburton and Amy
widow of Robert Brid (3.xii.77 to 27.ii.82), fols. 82v–151v: Ch 6, n. 33, at nn. 91–4, nn. 190, 197

Flamangere c Bagourt = Jeanne la Flamangere résidente dans la rue des Barées (aujourd’hui rue de l’Ave
Maria) paroisse Saint-Paul c Guillaume Bagourt, résident dans la rue des Barées (30.iv.87), col. 465/6:
T&C no. 667

Flament c Arrode = Jeanette fille de Guilot le Flament c Guillaume Arrode clerc (15.xi.85), col. 218/5: T&C
no. 568

Flaminc c Pinkers = Robert Flaminc alias de Cant c Marguerite tsPinkers (18.vii.39), p. 127, no. 263: Ch 9,
at nn. 17–19, n. 28

Officie c Flamingi en Spapen = Officie c Pieter Flamingi alias Pascarijs en Katherina Spapen (betreffende
Antonia Gertrudis) (3.viii.51), p. 262, no. 300: T&C no. 993

Flandre c Barbieux = Gertrude de Flandre c Jacques le Barbieux son époux (31.x.44), p. 323, no. 571: T&C
no. 1054 n. 4

Foghler and Barker c Werynton = Margaret Foghler (Fewler, Foler) of York and Margaret Barker (Barkar)
dwelling with John Marsshall of York tailor c John Werynton (Waryngton) of York servant of John Baune
(Bown) of York (1416–17), CP.F.74, Cons.AB.1: Ch 5, at nn. 234–6; T&C nos. 175, 371

Officie c Fore, Perremans en Gruenenwatere = Officie c Jan vanden Fore, Margareta Perremans en Willem
vanden Gruenenwatere (3.vii.59), p. 905, no. 1490: Ch 9, at n. 334; T&C no. 992

Forester c Stanford and Cissor = Eva daughter of Thomas le Forester of Staynford c John de Stanford of
Rawcliffe near Snaith and Alice daughter of Thomas Cissor his wife (1337), CP.E.37: Ch 4, at n. 194

Fortin c Boursière = Jacques Fortin c Alice le Boursière (11.ix.45), p. 452, no. 782: Ch 9, n. 83; T&C no.
1054 n. 3

Fortin c Rasse et Tourbette = Jacques Fortin c Josse de Rasse et Jacqueline Tourbette (10.xii.45), p. 483,
no. 843: T&C nos. 899–900, 1054 n. 6

Fossard c Calthorne and Wele = Joan Fossard c Mr William de Calthorne and Katherine daughter of Roger
de Wele his wife (1390), CP.E.175: Ch 4, at nn. 168–9; T&C no. 337

Foston c Lofthouse = Alice de Foston of York widow of Thomas Walshe jeweler late of Ireland c Robert
Lofthouse draper of York (1393–4), CP.E.198: Ch 4, at nn. 32–8, 45, n. 94; T&C nos. 195, 198

Foueti c Pré = Monet Foueti (Fouest) c Agnesotte veuve du défunt Guillaume du Pré alias Charron (27.vii.87
to 5.ix.87), cols. 502/3, 505/1, 508/1, 510/1, 516/3, 518/2: Ch 7, at nn. 174–9

Fouquet c Noble = Arthur Fouquet c Asselotte la Noble (2.vi.85), col. 127/1: T&C nos. 543, 560
Office c Fraingnaert = Office c Henri Fraingnaert (29.v.45), p. 400, no. 701: T&C nos. 1203, 1206
Frangigena c Lanaiolum = Iacopina natione Frangigena c Bonfilolum Lanaiolum natione Senensem (Pisa

Archiepiscopal Court, n.d., ?July 1230), Imbreviaturbuch, no. 44, p. 129–32: Ch 12, at n. 70
Fraunceys c Kelham = Agnes daughter of John Fraunceys (Francis, Frauncys) of Newark (on Trent) c Andrew

Kelham (Kelem, Kellum) of Newark (on Trent) (1422–3), CP.F.140: T&C nos. 151 (App e3.4, n. 3), 344
Frederix c Sprengher = Arnold Frederix c Giselbert de Sprengher (22.vi.53), p. 377, no. 506: Ch 9, at n. 410;

see also Officie c Sprengher
Frothyngham c Bedale = John Frothyngham parish clerk of St Helen on the Walls, York c Matilda Bedale of

the same parish (1418), CP.F.78, Cons.AB.1: Ch 3, n. 75; Ch 5, at nn. 100–7, 132; T&C nos. 18, 108
(Table 3.3, n. n)

Furblisshor c Gosselyn = Thomas Furblisshor of Cambridge c Anastasia widow of John Gosselyn of Cambridge
(17.iii.79 to 22.ix.79), fols. 112r–120r: Ch 6, at n. 41; T&C no. 400 n. a

Office c Fyskerton = Office c Joan Fyskerton alias Cornwaille of Cambridge (7.x.76 to 10.i.77), fol. 55Br: Ch
6, at n. 245

Office c Fysshere = Office c Richard Fysshere of Chatteris (9.vi.80), fol. 140r: Ch 6, at n. 247; Ch 10, n. 39
Gabonne c Haudria = Jeanette la Gabonne c Jean Haudria (7.xii.85), col. 233/2: Ch 7, at n. 245
Gabriels c Zande = Katherina Gabriels c Jacob vanden Zande (18.ii.57), p. 714, no. 1119: Ch 10, n. 184
Gaignerresse et Tomailles = Perette la Gaignerresse et Berthelin de Tomailles (à propos de Jeanette la Miresse)

(14.ix.85), col. 189/3: Ch 7, at nn. 333–4
Office c Gaigneur et Badoise = Office c Jean le Gaigneur tisserand de textiles domicilié à (la signe de) l’écu

de Flandres dans la rue la Grande-Truanderie (Paris) et Gilette la Badoise résidente près de la signe de
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l’Ours et Lion paroisse Saint-Pierre-aux-Boeufs (Paris) (21.iii.85), col. 83/1: Ch 7, at n. 286; T&C no.
662

Gaigny c Lombardi = Robinette Gaigny c Henquin Lombardi (20–27.iii.87), cols. 447/3, 450/8: T&C no. 560
Gaillart et Ragne = Pierre Gaillart et Margot fille de Jean Ragne (19.viii.87), col. 509/3: Ch 7, at n. 92; T&C

no. 595
Galion c Candelesby = Richard Galion of Eaton Lincoln diocese c Hugh Candelesby registrar of the archdea-

con of Ely (29.vii.78 to 21.x.78), fols. 97r–99v: Ch 6, at n. 225
Office c Galion and Phelip = Office c Richard Galion woolman of St Neots (Hunts) and Matilda Phelip his

de facto wife (29.vii.78 to 27.ii.82), fols. 96v–162v: Ch 6, at nn. 223–7; T&C nos. 400 nn. a, b; 403 n.
a, 456, 493

Gallon c Godée = Jean Gallon c Marion la Godée (16–23.vii.87), cols. 498/2, 501/5: Ch 7, at n. 170
Galteri c Bourdinette = Jean Galteri c Agnesotte la Bourdinette veuve du défunt Philippot Bourdain (6.ii.86),

col. 260/2: T&C no. 569; see also Gras c Bourdinete
Officie c Gansbeke en Permentiers = Officie c Joost van Gansbeke en Margareta Permentiers (26.vi.56),

p. 636, no. 981: Ch 11, at nn. 152–3; T&C no. 802
Officie c Gapenberch en Erpols = Officie c Pieter Gapenberch en Margareta Erpols (22.i.51), p. 230, no. 241:

T&C nos. 884, 887
Garderel c Pavot = Jean Garderel c Simonette fille de Pierre Pavot (13.vi.87), col. 481/7: Ch 7, n. 39
Garforth and Blayke c Nebb = Margaret Garforth (Gardford, Garford) of Bracewell and Katherine Blayke

servant of John Dene citizen and merchant of York c Roger Nebb(e) tailor of York, former servant of
Peter Kayn tailor of York (1449–50), CP.F.184, 185 (includes former CP.F.237):2 Ch 5, at nn. 173–6,
189–90, 222; T&C no. 344

Garthe and Neuton c Waghen = Thomas del Garthe citizen and apothecary of York and John de Neuton
esquire c Agnes widow of Richard de Waghen of York (1391), CP.E.245: Ch 3, n. 61; Ch 4, at nn. 205–6;
Ch 5, n. 117; T&C nos. 124, 370

Gastelier c Majoris = Simon Gastelier c Jeanette fille de Jean Majoris (18.v.85), col. 120/4: T&C no.
567

Gaucher c Carnificis = Jean Gaucher c Richette fille de Robin Carnificis (14.xii.84), col. 12/2: T&C no.
567

Officie c Geerts en Steemans = Officie c Sartel Geerts verloofde van Katherina van Opberghe en Katherina
Steemans alias Evers (7.vi.54), p. 446, no. 630: T&C no. 993

Geffrey c Myntemoor = Alice Geffrey of Trumpington c John Myntemoor of Trumpington priest and canon
of Anglesey (OSA) (24.vii.77), fol. 78r: Ch 6, at nn. 119–21; T&C no. 475

Gell and Smyth c Serill = William Gell of Kirk Hammerton (also described as of Bilton) and Thomas Smyth
of Wistow c Joan daughter of Roger Serill of Cawood (1427–8), CP.F.168, Cons.AB.2: Ch 5, at nn. 171,
187

Gerthmaker and [. . .] c Hundreder = Margaret Gerthmaker of Ely and Katherine [. . .] residing in Haddenham
c Roger servant of Roger Hundreder of Ely (7.iv.77), fols. 67v–68r: T&C no. 479

Gheele c Gheele en Ans = Mathias Smols namens zijn echtgenote Margareta van Gheele c Jan van Gheele en
Margareta Ans zijn echtgenote (17.x.55), p. 574, no. 680: Ch 9, at nn. 392–3

Officie c Gheerts en Bertels = Officie c Nicolaas Gheerts en Margareta Bertels (14.v.51), p. 245, no. 270: Ch
10, at nn. 131, 200; Ch 11, at nn. 135–6; T&C nos. 1020, 1260

Officie c Gheerts en Heiden = Officie c Jan Gheerts en Ida vander Heiden (20.iv.53 to 6.vii.53), pp. 364, 379,
nos. 481, 482, 510: Ch 9, n. 259; T&C nos. 804, 961

Officie c Ghelde en Herts = Officie c Jan Metten Ghelde junior en Martha Tsherts (25.ii.57), p. 715, no. 1120:
Ch 11, at nn. 174, 176–7; T&C no. 802

Officie c Gheylen en Claes = Officie c Pieter Gheylen en Margareta Claes (23.xi.53), p. 401, no. 549: T&C
no. 1171

Gibbe c Dany and Lenton = Joan Gibbe c John Dany of March and Alice Lenton of March (15.i.77), fol. 61v:
T&C no. 479

2 Some of the numbers in Chapter 3 may count the depositions formerly in this file as a separate two-party enforcement
case.
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Gibbe c Halpeny Cloke and Denyfield = Matilda Gibbe of Wisbech c John son of William Halpeny Cloke of
Wisbech and Katherine Denyfield of Wisbech clandestine wife of John (26.vii.75), fol. 29r: T&C nos. 479,
528

Gilbert c Marche = Joan Gilbert of Winestead c John Marche of Gumbaldthorn (?Thorngumbald), her husband
(1441), F.224: T&C no. 270

Gilbert, Plumbery, Harsent and Hykeney c Podyngton = Robert Gilbert, Robert Plumbery, Robert Harsent
atte Wode and William Hykeney, parishioners of Kingston c John de Podyngton rector of Kingston
(27.ix.79 to 24.ii.80), fols. 121r–131r: T&C no. 393

Office c Gillaert et Meersche = Office c Pierre Gillaert et Catherine vander Meersche (28.viii.45), p. 443,
no. 769: Ch 9, n. 413; T&C no. 864

Gillebert c Try = Colin Gillebert c Hanette du Try (23.vi.47), p. 677, no. 1170: Ch 9, at n. 38, nn. 46, 49
Girardi et Girardi = Guilot Girardi et Maline sa femme (9.iii.86), col. 274/5: T&C no. 1116
Office c Girete et Bossche = Office c Josse de Girete et Laurence vanden Bossche (26.i.43), p. 219, no. 411:

Ch 11, at nn. 159, 161; T&C no. 806
Gobat and Pertesen c Bygot = Stephen Gobat and Stephen Pertesen of Pampisford c Julia Bygot of Sawston

(23.vii.80 to 6.ii.82), fols. 143v–160v: Ch 6, at nn. 89–90, 204–5, 264; Ch 11, at n. 83; T&C no. 500
Gobert et Appelterre = Colard le Gobert et Jacqueline d’Appelterre (12.v.39), p. 104, no. 222: Ch 10, at

n. 145
Office c Gobert et Cange = Office c Colin Gobert et Henette du Cange (22.xi.49), p. 713, no. 1230: Ch 9,

n. 34; T&C no. 837
Office c Gode and Godholt = Office c Thomas Gode and Matilda daughter of John Godholt (Canterbury

Consistory, vii.1294), SVSB III 27: Ch 11, at nn. 36, 42, 45, 47; T&C nos. 1190, 1261 (App e11.1, no.
17)

Godewyn c Roser = Agnes Godewyn daughter of Beatrice sub monte of Clifton c Nigel le Roser of Clifton
(1306), CP.E.241B: Ch 4, at nn. 78–9, n. 101; Ch 11, at n. 54; T&C nos. 180, 200

Godezele en Willeghen = Hendrik Godezele en Margareta vander Willeghen (28.i.55), p. 514, no. 720: Ch 9,
n. 131; T&C no. 882

Officie c Godscalc en Godens = Officie c Denijs Godscalc en Elisabeth Godens (31.iii.52), p. 296, no. 360:
T&C nos. 804, 959

Godscalcs c Lenard = Maria Godscalcs c Pieter Lenard (1.vi.54), p. 443, no. 626: T&C nos. 1159, 1160
Officie c Goerten en Emeren = Officie c Egied de Goerten en Elisabeth van Emeren (21.x.57), p. 773,

no. 1230: Ch 9, n. 371; T&C no. 972
Officie c Goffaert en Defier = Officie c Pieter Goffaert en Geertrui Defier weduwe van Jan Tousain (28.i.52),

p. 287, no. 343: Ch 11, n. 172; T&C no. 802
Gommegies en Crekele = Jan de Gommegies crassier van Sint-Salvator Brugge en Adriana dochter van

Valentin Crekele van Sint-Salvator Brugge (16.v.1474 to 23.i.1475), Compotus Tornacenses, nos. 11557,
11615, 11655: T&C no. 1055 (App e9.2, at n. 26)

Gonterii et Varenges = Engerran Gonterii et Jeanette de Varenges (22.v.87), col. 474/4: Ch 7, at n. 317; T&C
no. 727

Gontier c Gontier = Jeanne femme de Jean Gontier c le même Jean (20.iii.85), col. 82/3: Ch 10, at nn. 78,
216; Ch 12, at n. 29

Gorget c Fauconier = Jean Gorget c Marion fille de Guillaume le Fauconier (27.vi.85), col. 144/5: Ch 7, n. 31;
T&C no. 567

Gouant c Gouyere = Denis Gouant c Guillette Gouyere veuve du défunt Jean Gouyere (1.vii.87), col. 490/2:
T&C no. 569

Goudine c Lamberti = Margot la Goudine c Guillaume Lamberti clerc (7.xii.86 to 7.vi.87), cols. 400/1, 403/7,
406/1, 424/4, 440/9, 445/2, 479/5: Ch 7, at nn. 246–8

Gousset c Cauvinne = Jean Gousset c Jeanne Cauvinne (18.iv.39), p. 96, no. 201: Ch 9, at n. 20, n. 25
Gouwen c Uls = Jan vander Gouwen c Katherina Tsuls (23.i.56), p. 607, no. 924: Ch 10, at n. 135
Gracieux c Alemant = Marion fille d’Ives le Gracieux c Denis l’Alemant alias de Harant (24.xi.85), col. 224/2:

T&C no. 568
Grande c Grand et Potière = Catherine le Grande c Jean le Grand et Agnès Potière (11.v.1446), p. 525, no.

917: T&C no. 811
Gragem c Ghisteren = Katherina van Gragem c Jan van Ghisteren (8.xi.48), p. 83, no. 2: Ch 9, at n. 74
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Office c Granwiau et Courbos = Office c Alardin Granwiau et Colette Courbos (27.v.47), p. 663, no. 1150:
Ch 9, at nn. 222, 226, 232–3

Gras c Bourdinete = Colin le Gras c Agnesotte la Bourdinete veuve du défunt Philipot Bourdain (7.ii.86),
col. 260/3: T&C no. 569; see also Galteri c Bourdinette

Grayngham c Hundmanby = Office promoted by Richard de Grayngham chaplain, executor of Mr Richard
de Snoweshill late rector of Huntington c Robert de Hundmanby rector of Huntington (1351), CP.E.73:
T&C no. 98

Graystanes and Barraycastell c Dale = Margaret Graystanes of Staindrop (Durham diocese) and Emma
Barraycastell daughter of Adam Corry c Thomas del Dale of Staindrop (1394), CP.E.215: Ch 4, at
nn. 179–80; Ch 5, at n. 211; T&C no. 124

Office c Grebby = Office c John Grebby (12.vii.75 to 15.xi.75), fols. 28r–32r: T&C no. 484
Office c Gregory and Tapton = Office c John Gregory of Nottingham and Margaret Tapton (1434–8),

CP.F.123: Ch 3, nn. 9, 75; T&C no. 98.
Grene and Tantelion c Whitehow = Peter (del) Grene (Gren) of Boynton and [. . .] Tantelion c Matilda

Whitehow(e) of Boynton (1417–18), Cons.AB.1: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, at nn. 10–12)
Grene c Tuppe = Ellen del Grene of Dishforth c William Tuppe of Dishforth (1390), CP.E.178: Ch 4, at n. 142
Grey and Grey c Norman = John Grey (Gray) of Barton and Alice wife of John Grey, daughter of John

Norman of New Malton c John Norman of York executor of John Norman deceased of New Malton
(1495–6), CP.F.286: T&C no. 96

Grimberghen c Gheraets = Beatrijs van Grimberghen weduwe van Jan Zuetman c Adam Gheraets (20.vii.59),
p. 916, no. 1510: Ch 9, n. 134; T&C no. 879

Office c Gritford = Office c Alice wife of Thomas Gritford of Doddington (10.vi.80), fol. 140r: Ch 6, n. 11,
at nn. 236–7; see also Gritford c Hervy

Gritford c Hervy = Alice wife of Thomas Gritford of Doddington c John Hervy of Doddington (10.vi.80),
fol. 140r: Ch 6, at nn. 236–7; T&C no. 394; see also Office c Gritford

Groetheeren en Boodt = Jonkvrouw Katherina sGroetheeren van Sint-Jan Gent en Pieter de Boodt haar
echtgenoot (29.v.1480), Compotus Tornacenses, no. 15292: T&C no. 1055 (App e10.2, n. 17)

Office c Gruarde et Sivery = Office c Béatrice le Gruarde et Pierre de Sivery (14.iv.53), p. 820, no. 1422: Ch
9, n. 82, at nn. 107–11

Office c Grumiau et Robette = Office c Colard Grumiau alias le Carlier et Jeanne Robette son épouse
(28.iv.53), p. 826, no. 1432: T&C no. 839

Gudefelawe c Chappeman = Juliana daughter of John Gudefelawe of Kenton c William Chappeman de
Jeddeworth of Newcastle upon Tyne (1387–90), CP.E.137: Ch 4, at nn. 255–7, 276; T&C nos. 214,
1063

Guerin et Quideau = Emangone fille de Thomas Guerin de Noisy-le-Grand (Seine-Saint-Denis) et Alain
Quideau ?apprenti (famulus) de Pierre Genart (30.v.85), col. 125/3: Ch 7, at nn. 311–12; T&C no. 727

Guillarde c Limoges = Louise la Guillarde c Jean de Limoges (27.viii.86), col. 355/3: Ch 7, at n. 226; T&C
no. 667

Guillem c Coguelin = Pierre Guillem c Jeanette fille de Berthaud Coguelin (19.vi.86), col. 319/8: T&C no. 567
Office c Guilloti = Office c Marguerite Guilloti servante de l’abbé Guillaume fermier de l’église de Saint-Josse

(Paris) (à propos de Vital de Brucelles) (31.vii.87), col. 504/5: Ch 7, at n. 285
Gyk c Thoctere = Alice Gyk of Birchington c William le Thoctere (Canterbury Consistory, vi.1293 to x.1293),

SVSB III 115, ESR 281, SVSB III 8, 9: Ch 11, at nn. 42, 45; T&C nos. 1190, 1261 (App e11.1, no. 8)
Hadilsay c Smalwod = John Hadilsay c Elizabeth daughter of John Smalwod of Cowick (1395), CP.E.274:

Ch 4, at nn. 260, 277; Ch 10, at n. 29; T&C no. 122
Hagarston c Hilton = William Hagarston c Mary widow of William baron of Hilton (1467), CP.F.314, 310/2:

Ch 3, n. 10
Haldesworth c Hunteman = Charles Haldesworth c Agnes Hunteman alias Throstell (Throstill, Throstyll) of

Wawne (no date, mid-15th c), CP.F.333: T&C no. 293
Office c Hamondson = Office c Sir Peter Hamondson chaplain of Marfleet (1418), Cons.AB.1: T&C no. 151

(App e3.4, n. 23)
Hannel c Lièvre et Ossent = Marie du Hannel c Corneille le Lièvre et Jeanne l’Ossent (6.vii.45), p. 421,

no. 731: T&C no. 978
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Office c Hannuchove et Witsvliet = Office c Jean Hannuchove et Élisabeth Witsvliet (22.x.46), p. 596,
no. 1031: T&C nos. 927, 929–30

Office c Harangerii = Office c Perrin Harangerii clerc résident à la maison de Martin Ar(ragon) dans la place
de Grève paroisse Saint-Jean-en-Grève (Paris) (18.xi.84), col. 3/3: T&C no. 685

Hardi c Chapellier = Colin Hardi c Huguette fille de Jean le Chapellier (16.iv.87), col. 456/1: Ch 7, n. 38
Hardie c Cruce = Jeanne la Hardie c Jean de Cruce (28.vi.85), col. 145/1: Ch 7, n. 224; T&C no. 664
Harwood c Sallay = John Harwood chaplain c William Sallay of York executor of Isolda Acastre (1396),

CP.E.275: T&C no. 157
Haryngton c Sayvell = Christine widow of Robert Haryngton knight of Bishophill York c Thomas Sayvell

knight of Thornhill York, her husband (1443), CP.F.263: Ch 5, at nn. 58–66; T&C nos. 140, 269,
371

Office c Hatteley and Matthew = Office c William Hatteley of Weobley and Stephanie Matthew (Hereford
Commissary Court, 8.x.1442), Hereford County Record Office, Court Books-Acts of Office-Box 1–Book
1–1442–43: T&C no. 101

Office c Hauens, Mortgate et Leysen = Office c Jean Hauens, Amand vander Mortgate et Marguerite Leysen
veuve du défunt Liévin Rolants (13.iv.43), p. 244, no. 450: Ch 9, at nn. 303–4

Office c Hayette et Hongroise = Office c Jean de Hayette et Jeanne Hongroise son épouse (13.xii.38), p. 43,
no. 90: Ch 8, n. 9; T&C nos. 811, 1137

Haynes and Northcroft c Atkynson = William Haynes of Methley and Richard Northcroft of Darfield c
Margaret Atkynson of Billingley (1455), CP.F.194: Ch 5, at nn. 215–16

Heckene en Malscaerts = Arnold vander Heckene en jonkvrouw Katherina Malscaerts (3.ix.56), p. 654,
no. 1015: Ch 10, at nn. 134, 174–5

Officie c Hectoris en Veels = Office c Jan Hectoris en Maria Veels (6.viii.51), p. 264, no. 303: T&C nos. 884,
886

Office c Hedon and Hedon = Office c John Hedon pewterer of York and Ellen his wife (1428), Cons.AB.3:
T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, n. 23)

Heghes c Cache = Pierre de Heghes c demoiselle Jeanne Cache (26.vi.45), p. 412, no. 722: Ch 9, at n. 36
Officie c Heist en Vrancx = Officie c Jan van Heist en Maria Vrancx alias Pierets (14.v.54), p. 437, no. 613:

T&C nos. 47, 1262 (App e11.2, n. 2)
Helay c Evotson = Richard Helay of Askwith c Agnes daughter of John Evotson of Askwith (1394), CP.E.212:

Ch 4, at n. 245; Ch 11, at n. 56
Officie c Hellenputten, Vleeeshuere en Kerkofs = Officie c Lieven vander Hellenputten, Jan den Vleeeshuere

en Agnes Kerkofs (10.vii.51), p. 257, no. 290: Ch 9, at n. 327; T&C nos. 992, 1053, 1201
Officie c Hemelrike en Verlijsbetten = Officie c Egied van Hemelrike en Maria Verlijsbetten alias Coens

(10.ix.51), p. 268, no. 310: Ch 11, at n. 171; T&C no. 802
Hendine c Corneille = Jean Hendine prêtre c Pierre Corneille prêtre (7.v.50), p. 747, no. 1292: T&C no. 833
Office c Heneye and Baldok = Office c John Heneye of Cambridge and Marjorie Baldok (15.v.77), fol. 72r:

Ch 6, at n. 221; T&C no. 401
Hennon c Cauvenene = Jean de Hennon c Jeanne Cauvenene (24.iv.45), p. 392, no. 685: Ch 9, at n. 105
Office c Henrici et Buissonne = Office c Ives Henrici et Martine la Buissonne (15.vi.85), col. 136/6: Ch 7, at

nn. 211–12
Henrison c Totty = John Henrison salter of Snape c Alice Totty (1396), CP.E.223: T&C no. 173
Henryson c Helmeslay = Alice daughter of William Henryson of Crambe c John Helmeslay alias Skryvyner

(Scryvener, Skryvyner) of Crambe (1410), CP.F.59: T&C no. 140
Heraude et Brulleto = Guillemette la Heraude et Gérard de Brulleto du diocèse de Limoges (à propos de

Marione la Gregoire du diocèse de Limoges) (12.xii.85), col. 234/1: Ch 7, at n. 340
Herdeman c Bandethon = Dulcy Herdeman c William Bandethon of Newington or Ewell (Canterbury Con-

sistory, vi.1293 to ii.1294), SVSB III 133, SVSB III 43, 44, 45, ESR 369, SVSB III 32/a, 32/b, 33, SVSB
III 134: Ch 11, at nn. 42, 44; T&C nos. 1190–1, 1261 (App e11.1, no. 7)

Office c Herdit et Compaings = Office c Étienne Herdit et Jeanne Compaings (6.iii.45), p. 377, no. 661: Ch
9, nn. 227, 229; T&C no. 808

Officie c Hermans, Brixis en Logaert = Officie c Zeger Hermans, Margareta Brixis en Nicolaas Logaert
(7.ix.53), p. 385, no. 520: Ch 9, at nn. 323–5; T&C nos. 1002, 1053
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Officie c Hespiel = Officie c de heer Philip Hespiel arme priester, kapelaan van Rodelghem (4.xi.1476),
Compotus Tornacenses, no. 12784: T&C no. 1055 (App e10.2, n. 3)

Heugot c Pouparde = Renaud Heugot c Hannette Pouparde (27.i.53), p. 809, no. 1400: Ch 9, at n. 359
Heyden en Waghesteit = Margareta vander Heyden en Egied Waghesteit (23.xi.59), p. 953, no. 1574: Ch 9,

at n. 195; see also Officie c Cluyse en Heyden
Heylen et André c Wituenne = Élisabeth Heylen et Marguerite fille d’André c Gérard Wituenne (24.vii.44),

p. 280, no. 505: Ch 8, n. 42
Office c Heymans et Nath = Office c Soyer Heymans et Élisabeth vander Nath (18.xii.45), p. 487, no. 850:

Ch 11, at n. 134
Heyns en Ghenins = Adriaan Heyns van Onze-Lieve-Vrouw Brugge en Adriana dochter van Jacob Ghenins

van Onze-Lieve-Vrouw Brugge (1.viii.1480), Compotus Tornacenses, no. 15833: T&C no. 1055 (App
e9.2, at n. 23)

Hideux et Bouvyere = Pierre le Hideux et Jeanne la Bouvyere (16–23.iii.87), cols. 445/4, 449/2: Ch 7, at
nn. 318–19

Hiliard c Hiliard = Katherine widow of John Hiliard of (Long) Riston c Peter son of John Hiliard (1370),
CP.E.108: Ch 4, at nn. 264–8, 272–6; Ch 11, at nn. 60, 68; T&C no. 96

Hinkaerts c Pipenpoy = Jonkvrouw Margareta Hinkaerts alias Nacke c Giselbert Pipenpoy (24.v.54), p. 442,
no. 623: T&C no. 1158

Hobbesdoghter c Beverage = Margaret Hobbesdoghter of Skipsea c William Beverage of Skipsea (1392),
CP.E.202: Ch 4, at n. 144

Hoebrugs c Everaerds = Geertrui Hoebrugs c Jan Everaerds (7.iii.55), p. 524, no. 770: T&C no. 1035
Officie c Hoedemaker en Mulders = Officie c Jan de Hoedemaker en Margareta Tsmulders (20.xi.48), p. 88,

no. 9: T&C nos. 884–5
Officie c Hoemakere en Luis = Officie c Arnold de Hoemakere en Margareta van Luis (betreffende Clara

vanden Ortgate) (10.xii.51), p. 280, no. 330: Ch 9, at n. 191
Hoens en Brouke = Elisabeth Hoens van Petegem-aan-de Schelde en Jan vanden Brouke (29.x.1470), Com-

potus Tornacensis, no. 8578: T&C no. 1055 (App e9.2, at n. 17)
Holm c Chaumberleyn = Alice de Holm of Kilnwick c John Chaumberleyn of Neswick (1387), CP.E.135: Ch

4, at nn. 136–7
Holtby and Wheteley c Pullan = John Holtby of Wharram Grange and William Wheteley c Agnes Pullan

(1484), Cons.AB.4: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, at n. 16)
Office c Homan = Office c Jean Homan alias Fiesvet (30.iv.46), p. 522, no. 910: T&C no. 1202
Office c Hont = Office c Baudouin de Hont (28.viii.44), p. 291, no. 520: Ch 9, at n. 362
Office et Honte c Bloittere et Jeheyme = Office et Catherine de le Honte c Gossard de Bloittere alias de Pratis

et Jeanne Jeheyme (16.vii.38), p. 10, no. 11: T&C nos. 903–4
Hopton c Brome = William son of Adam de Hopton c Constance daughter of Walter del Brome of Skelman-

thorpe (1348), CP.E.62: Ch 4, at n. 47; Ch 11, at n. 57; T&C nos. 133, 194, 195, 197
Horiau et Martine = Noël Horiau et Jeanne Martine (4.iv.39), p. 92, no. 192: Ch 9, n. 123; T&C nos. 874–5
Horsley c Cleveland = Agnes Horsley (Horslay) of Ampleforth c Mr Thomas Cleveland (Clyveland) clerk,

advocate of the court of York (1414), CP.F.63: Ch 5, at nn. 121–5, 131; T&C nos. 304, 309
Horues c Sore = Agnès de Horues c Jean de Sore alias de Mauwray (6.vii.46), p. 555, no. 963: T&C no. 1150
Houdourone c Carre = Jeanne la Houdourone de Lagny-sur-Marne (Seine-et-Marne) c Jean Carre (23.iii.85),

col. 86/1: Ch 7, at n. 327
Houschels c Guidderomme = Aleidis Houschels c Jan van Guidderomme (13.xi.50), p. 217, no. 217: Ch 10,

at nn. 169, 174–5
Howe c Lyngwode = Matilda Howe of Wisbech tavern-keeper of Alice Tiryngton c John Lyngwode (27.vi.76),

fol. 50r: T&C no. 476
Huchonson c Hogeson = John Huchonson of Whixley c John Hogeson of Milby, parish of Kirby Moor (1492),

CP.F.294: T&C no. 96
Huffele c Brouwere = Egied vanden Huffele echtgenoot van Elisabeth Sbruwers c Lieven de Brouwere (9.ii.59),

pp. 869, 911, nos. 1422, 1500: Ch 9, nn. 389, 396
Office c Huffle et Seghers = Office c Thomas vanden Huffle et Catherine Seghers (6.iii.45), p. 376, no. 660:

Ch 11, at nn. 120–2, 120–30
Office c Hughe (1) = Office c Étienne Hughe (2.vii.46), p. 551, no. 953: Ch 11, n. 97; T&C no. 1206
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Office c Hughe (2) = Office c Hermès Hughe (30.vii.46), p. 566, no. 980: T&C no. 1202
Hugot c Furno = Jean Hugot (Huguet) c Margot fille de Robert de Furno (du Four) (10.iv.85 to 2.v.85),

cols. 92/5, 97/6, 103/3, 109/7: Ch 7, n. 147
Huguelin, Olearii et Marescalli = Simon Huguelin, Guillaume Olearii et Margarete fille d’Honorati Marescalli

résident à la paroisse de Saint-Merry (Paris) (13.iii.86), col. 276/1: Ch 7, at nn. 130, 143
Huguelini c Hubin = Jean Huguelini c Aderone fille du défunt Jean Hubin (30.vii.87), col. 504/1: T&C no. 567
Officie c Hulsboch en Luytens = Officie c Jan Hulsboch en Geertrui Luytens (9.xi.53), p. 396, no. 539: T&C

nos. 884, 889
Officie c Hulst, Spaenoghe en Mertens = Officie c Jan vander Hulst, Jan Spaenoghe en Elisabeth Mertens alias

Tsvisschers (19.vi.50), p. 189, no. 170: Ch 9, at n. 329; T&C nos. 788–9
Office c Humbelton and Folvyle = Office c Thomas Humbelton tailor of (St Benet’s) Cambridge and Agnes

Folvyle of (St Benet’s) Cambridge (17.xii.75), fol. 35r: T&C no. 507
Huntyngton c Munkton = Agnes daughter of the late Richard de Huntyngton of York c Simon son of Roger

de Munkton goldsmith of York (1345–6), CP.E.248: Ch 2, at n. 41; Ch 4, at nn. 215–24, 233, n. 277; Ch
10, at n. 30; T&C nos. 281, 370, 1063

Hurton = John Hurton son of John Clerke, residing in monastery of Whitby (1430), CP.F.99/5 dorse (ii): T&C
no. 151 (App e3.4, nn. 3–4)

Hutine c Gast = Marion la Hutine domiciliée dans la rue du Plâtre-au-Marais c Jaquin Gast (3–23.ii.86), cols.
256/5, 261/6, 264/2, 268/2: Ch 7, at n. 267

Officie c Huysmans en Steenken = Officie c Giselbert Huysmans verloofde van Katherina Tsbosschers en
Margareta Int Steenken (14.xi.50), p. 218, no. 220: T&C no. 993

Ingoly c Midelton, Esyngwald and Wright = Joan Ingoly of Bishopthorpe c John Midelton husband of Joan
Ingoly, Robert Esyngwald of Poppleton and Elena Wright wife of Robert Esyngwald (1430), CP.F.201,
Cons.AB.3: Ch 2, at nn. 11–22, n. 40, at n. 43; Ch 3, at nn. 2, 22; Ch 4, at nn. 156, 233; Ch 5, nn. 118,
188; Ch 6, at n. 126; T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, nn. 5–6, at n. 17); see also Subject Index

Inkersale c Beleby = Robert Inkersale of Greasbrough in Rotherham c Agnes daughter of William Beleby of
Anston (1466), CP.F.242: Ch 5, at nn. 170, 210; T&C no. 344

Ireby c Lonesdale = Joan widow of John Ireby of Rounton c Robert Lonesdale of York (1409–10), CP.F.371:
Ch 10, at nn. 40–2; T&C nos. 138, 1076

Jacobi c Paridaems = Corneel Jacobi c Maria Paridaems (20.viii.56), p. 648, no. 1004: T&C no. 891
Officie c Jacops en Heyen = Officie c Robert Jacops verloofde van Elisabeth Bouwens en Agnes vander Heyen

(25.viii.52), p. 318, no. 400: T&C no. 993
Jacquet c Blanchet = Guillaume Jaquet jadis clerc du défunt maı̂tre Guillaume de Ligni c Pierre Blanchet du

diocèse de Langres (15.vi.85), col. 136/2: T&C no. 703
Jake and Emneth c Alcok = Agnes daughter of Henry Jake of Emneth and Agnes daughter of John de Emneth

c William Alcok of Emneth (3.ii.79 to 25.x.80), fols. 109r–144v: T&C no. 528
Jambotial en Brakevere = Diederik Jambotial en Maria le Brakevere (26.v.52), p. 377, no. 1072: Ch 10, at

nn. 172, 176
Office c Jaqueti et Hoste = Office c Jean Jaqueti et Adette veuve du défunt Pierre Biaux Hoste (21.v.87),

col. 474/2: Ch 7, at n. 214
Joffin c Joffin = Agnès femme de Jean Joffin c le même Jean (26.iv.85, 4.v.85, 29.v.85, 5.vi.85, 5.vi.85, 17.vi.85),

cols. 105/3, 111/2, 125/2, 129/2, 129/3, 138/1: T&C nos. 1088, 1099
Johannis et Serreuriere = Antoine Johannis et Jeanne la Serreuriere (à propos de Colin le Serreurier) (15.iv.85),

col. 97/3: Ch 7, at n. 335; see also Office c Charrone
Office c Johenniau et Chavaliere = Office c Jean Johenniau et Marguerite Chavaliere (8.vii.52), p. 770,

no. 1330: Ch 11, at n. 132; T&C no. 1218
Jolin et Gillette = Jean Jolin et Marie Gillette (28.xi.38), p. 39, no. 82: Ch 9, at nn. 14–16
Office c Joseph and Coupere = Office c John son of Adam Joseph senior of Castle Camps and Alice wife of

John Coupere of Castle Camps (16.iv.78 to 15.viii.78), fols. 97r–97v: Ch 6, at n. 244, after n. 245
Josselin c Bossart = Jean Josselin c Agnesotte fille de Pierre Bossart (29.iv.85), col. 107/1: T&C no. 567
Jovine c Robache = Guillemette la Jovine c Pierre Robache le jeune (junior) (28.i.85), col. 41/1: Ch 7, n. 87
Joye c Ayore = Cassotte la Joye c Jean Ayore (20.xii.86), col. 405/3: Ch 7, at nn. 243–4
Joynoure c Jakson = Isabella Joynoure of Beverley c Alexander Ja(c)kson of Beverley (1467), CP.F.241: T&C

no. 293
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Juliani et Juliani = Simon Juliani et Jeanette sa femme (16.vii.86), col. 337/1: T&C nos. 1116–17
Officie c Juvenis en Lot = Officie c Godfried Juvenis en Jan le Lot (12.xi.57), p. 783, no. 1248: T&C no. 774
Kaerauroez c Sartrouville = Guiot Kaerauroez c Jeanne fille de Jean de Sartrouville (Yvelines) (8.ii.85),

col. 50/1: Ch 7, at n. 53, after n. 71; T&C no. 564
Kele c Kele = William Kele of Balsham c Ellen his wife (24.iv.81), fol. 149v: Ch 6, at nn. 99–100
Kellinglay and Kellinglay = John de Kellinglay and Cecily his wife (York Consistory, 1374), M2(1)c, fol. 21r:

Ch 10, at nn. 58–60
Kerautret c Kerautret = Philippotte femme de Guillaume Kerautret c le même Guillaume (16.iii.85), col. 78/3:

Ch 10, at nn. 84, 216; T&C nos. 1095, 1115
Officie c Kerchof en Scouvliechs = Officie c Jan Kerchof en Zozina Scouvliechs (26.vii.57), p. 753, no. 1194:
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Kerchove c Soutleuwe = Margareta vanden Kerchove c Jan de Soutleuwe (10.x.52), p. 322, no. 405: Ch 10,

at n. 132
Officie c Kerchoven en Visschers = Officie c Egied van Kerchoven en Katherina Tsvisschers (13.iv.56), p. 619,

no. 950: Ch 9, at n. 256; T&C no. 804
Kerousil c Gerbe = Agnesotte fille de Salomon Keroursil c Even Gerbe (5.v.85), col. 112/8: Ch 7, at n. 25
Keus c Stoerbout et Keermans = Isabelle s’Keus c Arnauld Stoerbout et Catherine Keermans (7.ix.42), p. 162,

no. 320: T&C no. 978
Officie c Keyen en Rijckaerts = Officie c Reginald Keyen verloofde van Katherina Herpin en Katherina

Rijckaerts (16.i.53), p. 341, no. 440: T&C no. 993
Keynoghe c Zoetens = Lodewijk Keynoghe c Barbara Zoetens (16.iv.51), p. 239, no. 260: Ch 10, at n. 135
Keyserberge c Vaenkens = Laurens van Keyserberge c Elisabeth Vaenkens (5.x.56), p. 660, no. 1023: T&C

no. 1171
Kichyn c Thomson = Agnes Kichyn (del Kechyn, Kychyn, Kitchyn) of Redmire c William Robynson (Jonson)

Thomson of Redmire (1411–12), CP.F.42: Ch 3, n. 79; Ch 5, at nn. 50–6; T&C no. 344
Killok c Pulton = John Killok of Ely c Annora daughter of John Pulton of Ely (24.iii.74 to 3.vii.76), fols. 5v–

50r: Ch 6, nn. 51, 59
Kirkby c Helwys and Newton = Joan Kirkby of York c Henry Helwys of York and Alice daughter of John

Newton of York glover (1430), CP.F.99: Ch 5, at nn. 246–8; T&C nos. 98, 151 (App e3.4, nn. 5–6), 379
Kirkeby c Poket = William Kirkeby of Barnwell c Margaret Poket of Barnwell (3.ii.80 to 25.x.80), fols. 129r–

144v: Ch 6, at nn. 76–8
Knotte c Potton = Agnes Knotte widow of Ralph Clerk c William de Potton son of Nicholas de Potton

subdeacon and brother of Hospital of St John Cambridge (17.v.80 to 8.vi.80), fol. 139r: Ch 6, at nn. 157–9
Kughelare en Ribauds = Jan Kughelare van Ruiselede en Johanna Ribauds van Ruiselede (11.vii.1446), Com-
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Kurkeby c Holme = Joan Kurkeby of York c William Holme of Cawood (c. 1420), CP.F.32/12 recto (i),
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Kyghley c Younge = Robert Kyghley of Appletreewick c Isabella daughter of Henry Younge of Appletreewick

(1462), CP.F.202: Ch 11, at n. 61; T&C nos. 89, 140
Kyrkebryde c Lengleys = Alice de Kyrkebryde widow of Walter de Kyrkebryde knight c Thomas Lengleys

knight (1340), CP.E.46: Ch 4, at nn. 249–50
Ladriome c Errau = Marion Ladriome c Roger Errau(t) (18.xi.84 to 10.xii.84), cols. 3/2, 9/3: Ch 7, at

nn. 308–10
Office c Laerbeken et Elst = Office c Jean van Laerbeken et Marie van der Elst (19.iii.46), p. 511, no. 891:
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Laigni c Laigni = Colette femme de Matthieu de Laigni c le même Matthieu (19.x.86), col. 379/5: T&C
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Lambhird c Sundirson = Tedia Lambhird of Weel c John Sundirson of Weel (1370), CP.E.105: Ch 4, at n. 241;

Ch 5, n. 66; T&C no. 126
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Officie c Lambrechs, Masen en Bocx = Officie c Walter Lambrechs, Agnes vander Masen en Dimpna Bocx
(7.v.55), p. 535, no. 790: T&C nos. 814, 993

Lame = Bella filia quondam Iacobi de Lame (Pisa Archiepiscopal Court, 24.v.1230), Imbreviaturbuch, p. 102,
no. 17: Ch 12, at n. 72

Lampton c Durham (bishop) = William Lampton donzel of Durham diocese c Walter (Skirlaw) bishop of
Durham (1397), CP.E.229: T&C no. 98

Officie c Lamso, Anselmi en Peysant = Officie c Jan Lamso, Maria Anselmi alias Waelbeck en Willem de
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Officie c Langhevelde en Egghericx = Officie c Egied van Langhevelde en Zoeta Egghericx verloofde van
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Lariaco c Bisquaneto = Philippe de Lariaco du diocèse d’Orléans c Reginald de Bisquaneto (4.iii.85), col. 69/7:
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van Liekerke en Elsa van Moerbeke verloofde van Jacob van Raveschote (20.vi.57), p. 738, no. 1166: Ch
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Latigniaco c Hemelier = Nicaise de Latigniaco c Jeanette fille de Jean le Hemelier (26.iv.85), col. 104/5: T&C
no. 567
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Laugoinge c Hennin = Jean Laugoinge c Jeanne de Hennin (8.xi.38), p. 25, no. 53: Ch 9, at nn. 2–7, n. 27
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Lavandier et Royne = Michel Lavandier et Jeanne la Royne alias la Magdelene (16.ii.86), col. 264/3: Ch 7, at

n. 94
Lawrens and Seton c Karlell = Joan Lawrens(e) of York and Agnes Seton of York c Thomas Karlell (Carlyll)

cardmaker of York (1413), CP.F.65: Ch 5, at n. 225
Layremouth and Holm c Stokton = Ellen de Layremouth and Isabella de Holm c William de Stokton of York

(1382), CP.E.126: Ch 4, at nn. 184–6; T&C no. 370
Lede c Skirpenbek and Miton = Robert Lede (Leede) tailor of York c John Skirpenbek (Skyrpenbek) cord-

wainer of York and Agnes Miton his wife (1435), CP.F.115: Ch 5, at nn. 237–45
Officie c Leenen en Verstappen = Officie c Arnold Leenen en Elisabeth Verstappen (9.ix.57), p. 762, no. 1210:

T&C nos. 788–9, 972
Office c Leggle et Anglee = Office c Gérard Leggle et Hannette de l’Anglee (13.xii.52), p. 804, no. 1390:

T&C nos. 805, 846
Officie en Lelle c Ducq = Officie en Katherina Lelle c Pieter le Ducq (6.xi.1450), p. 213, no. 211: T&C

no. 774
Lematon c Shirwod = Walter Lematon c William Shirwod of York father of Joan Shirwod (1467), CP.F.244:

Ch 5, at n. 233; T&C nos. 151 (App e3.4, at n. 20), 368
Lemyng and Dyk c Markham = William Lemyng of York and John Dyk servant of Walter Bakster c Joan

Markham servant of Thomas Couper of York (1396), CP.E.242: Ch 4, at n. 210
Office c Lentout, Coesins et Haremans = Office c Gilles van Lentout alias de Smet, Élisabeth Coesins fille de

Mathieu et Christiane Haremans (6.ii.45), p. 363, no. 641: Ch 9, at n. 178; T&C no. 910
Leonibus c Maubeuge = Guillaume de Leonibus c Agnesotte veuve du défunt Simon de Maubeuge (19.vii.87),

col. 499/4: Ch 7, at nn. 48–9, 51, 69–71, 74
Lepreux c Ferron = Jean Lepreux c Guillemette fille de Jean le Ferron (21.viii.87), col. 511/5: T&C no. 567
Office c Leu = Office c Jeanne le Leu (24.x.44), p. 317, no. 560: T&C nos. 1204, 1210 at nn. 1–2
Leviarde c Burgondi = Jeanette Leviarde (la Herelle) domicilié à sa maison dans la rue des Lavandieres-Sainte-

Opportune paroisse Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois c Pierre Burgondi (25.v.85 to 1.vi.85), cols. 310/3, 314/1:
T&C no. 685
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Lewyne c Aleyn = John son of William Lewyne of Grantchester c Isabel Aleyn of Coton (12–28.vii.80),
fols. 141v–143v: Ch 6, at n. 43

Office c Leycestre and Leycestre = Office c Robert servant of Richard Leycestre parishioner of Holy Trinity
Ely and Mariota servant of the same Richard (2.x.76), fol. 55Ar: T&C no. 507

Office c Lienard = Office c Pierre Lienard prêtre (14.v.46), p. 527, no. 920: Ch 9, n. 12
Lièvre c Fagotee = Corneille le Lièvre c Jeanne Fagotee (18.vii.39), p. 129, no. 267: Ch 9, at n. 95
Ligniere c Colasse = Marion la Ligniere fille de Jean Chateaufort (Rochefort) c Jean Colasse (Ser[ur]arii)

apprenti (famulus) de Guillaume le Serreurier (30.iv.97 to 19.viii.87), cols. 465/5, 467/8, 470/2, 477/5,
478/1, 482/1, 485/1, 488/4, 509/8: Ch 7, at n. 157

Officie c Linden, Coyermans en Luyten = Officie c Jan vander Linden, Margareta Coyermans en Jan Luyten
(1.x.56), p. 658, no. 1020: Ch 9, at n. 333

Lingonis c Royne = Jean de Lingonis c Paquette la Royne (7.v.85), col. 302/1: T&C no. 560
Lins c Kerchove = Katherina van Lins c Jan vanden Kerchove (4.iii.57), p. 715, no. 1121: T&C no. 1164
Lionis en Wijsbeke = Pieter Lionis en Margareta de Wijsbeke (12.v.58), p. 813, no. 1313: Ch 9, n. 149
Officie c Lisen en Ghosens = Officie c Bartholomeus Lisen en Katherina Ghosens alias Tscupers (12.v.53),

p. 369, no. 491: Ch 9, at nn. 115–16; T&C nos. 883–4
Loche et Loche = Colin Loche et Jeanette sa femme (6.vi.85), col. 130/1: T&C no. 1117
Lome and Otes = John Lome and Margaret Otes of Halifax (1425), Cons.AB.2: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4,

n. 25)
Lonc et Gaignier = Loret le Lonc et Edelotte fille de Jean le Gaignier de Vaudherland (Val-d’Oise) (18.xi.85),

col. 221/2: Ch 7, at nn. 127–8, 131
Loquet c Royne = Jean Loquet c Lorette la Royne (8.v.85), col. 114/4: T&C no. 723
Lorrain c Guerin = Aubert le Lorrain domicilié à la maison de N. le Frere, rue de l’Oseraie paroisse Saint-

Nicolas-du-Chardonnet (Paris) c Philipotte fille de Jean Guerin (22–24.iii.85), cols. 84/6, 88/6: T&C
no. 620

Los c Roy et Waterlint = Marguerite du Los c Nicaise le Roy et Claire Waterlint (24.xii.42), p. 212, no. 400:
Ch 9, at n. 285

Lot c Corderii = Maı̂tre Guillaume Lot alias de Luca c demoiselle Jeanette fille du défunt maı̂tre Jean Corderii
(20–23.viii.86), cols. 352/8, 354/2: Ch 7, at nn. 77, 114; T&C nos. 541, 595

Loumans c Ourick = Elisabeth Loumans c Willem Ourick (22.vi.58), p. 819, no. 1324: T&C no. 1164
Louroit c Espoulette = Louis de Louroit c Hannette Espoulette (24.xi.49), p. 713, no. 1231: Ch 9, at n. 39,

nn. 46, 49, 53
Office c Louth and Halton = Office c Agnes Louth and William Halton (1426), Cons.AB.2: T&C no. 151

(App e3.4, n. 23)
Louyse c Doujan = Foursia de Louyse c Pierre Doujan (22.xi.85), col. 224/1: Ch 7, at n. 51, after n. 71
Lovell c Marton = Elizabeth daughter of Sir Simon Lovell of ‘Drokton’ in Ryedale c Thomas son of Robert

Marton (1326–9), CP.E.18: Ch 4, at nn. 22–31, 44, 45, 55, 68, 79, nn. 104, 109; T&C nos. 180, 227
Lucas c Gardiner = John (Richard) Lucas c Isabel Gardiner (1418), Cons.AB.1: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, at

nn. 13–16)
Lutryngton c Myton, Drynghouse and Drynghouse = Alice de Lutryngton of York c William de Myton

cordwainer of York her husband, William Drynghouse of Doncaster and Isabel his wife (1389), CP.E.161:
Ch 4, at n. 214; T&C nos. 91, 111, 120 (Table 3.5, n. a), 127; see also Myton and Ostell c Lutryngton

Luytens, Luytens en Luytens c Luytens = Margareta Luytens (1), Ida Luytens en Margareta Luytens (2) c
Egied Luytens broer van Margareta (1) (29.x.49 to 20.ii.56), pp. 153, 225, nos. 113, 232, 610, 930: Ch
9, n. 399; T&C no. 1042

Luzerai c Vauricher = Mathieu Luzerai c Jeanette de Vauricher (19–24.vii.85), cols. 159/5, 163/2: T&C
no. 560

Lymosin c Vaillante = Bartholome le Lymosin c Alison la Vaillante (11.i.85), col. 244/5: T&C no. 543
Office c Machon et Poullande = Office c Robert le Machon et Gillette Poullande (22.i.50), p. 724, no. 1251:

Ch 9, at n. 227; T&C no. 808
Macloyne and Macloyne = Richard ?Macloyne and Alice his wife (York Consistory, 11.xii.1374), M2(1)c,

fol. 22v: Ch 10, at nn. 60–1
Mado c Morielle et Fournier = Guillaume Mado c Jeanne Morielle et Jaen le Fournier (23.ii.47), p. 637,

no. 1103: T&C no. 899
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Maeldray c Coelijns = Diederik Maeldray c Katherina Coelijns (14.iii.55), p. 525, no. 772: T&C no. 1161
Maillarde c Anglici = Alison la Maillarde (Mallarde, Malarde) c Robin Anglici (4.i.85 to 7.x.85), cols. 23/6,
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135/8, 141/3, 149/8, 155/9, 160/2, 163/5, 166/4, 174/8, 179/2, 188/1, 193/1, 194/8, 198/4: Ch 7, at
nn. 278–82

Maire et Favereesse = Jacques le Maire et Catherine le Favereesse veuve de Jean le Roy (13.xi.38), p. 29,
no. 61: Ch 9, at nn. 81–2

Maisons c Beaumarchais = Henri de Trois Maisons c Margot fille de Henri de Beaumarchais (15.iv.87), col.
453/3: Ch 7, n. 36

Office c Malekyn and Aula = Office c Nicholas called Malekyn and Agnes daughter of John de Aula (Can-
terbury Consistory, iv.1293), SVSB III 57, SVSB III 129: Ch 11, at n. 36; T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no.
5)

Malman and Raskelf c Belamy = Alice Malman of Raskelf and Matilda daughter of Richard de Raskelf c John
Belamy of Raskelf (1373–4), CP.E.113: Ch 4, at nn. 181–3; Ch 5, at n. 203

Malot c Grant = Robin Malot c Jeanette fille de Simon le Grant (26.vi.86), col. 323/3: T&C no. 567
Office c Malpetit = Office c Étienne Malpetit prêtre chapelain de Groslay (Val-d’Oise) (26.x.85), col. 208/6:

Ch 7, at n. 323
Malyn c Malyn = Margaret de facto wife of John Malyn senior of Whittlesford Bridge c John Malyn senior

of Whittlesford Bridge (2.v.81), fol. 150r: Ch 6, at n. 31; T&C no. 441
Office c Maquebeke = Office c Tassard de Maquebeke (24.x.44), p. 320, no. 565: T&C nos. 1203, 1208
Marcheis c Sapientis = Demoiselle Jeanette de Marcheis c Martin Sapientis (30.x.85 to 29.i.86), cols. 210/8,

212/1, 215/5, 219/2, 222/2, 225/1, 253/1: Ch 7, at nn. 232–4; T&C no. 667
Office c Marchi et Rommescamp = Office c Jean le Marchi alias Helin et Marie de Rommescamp (23.xii.44),

p. 350, no. 620: T&C nos. 805, 845
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Marion (2–22.x.77), fols. 80r–80v: Ch 6, at nn. 101–2; Ch 11, at n. 70
Marlière c Quoys = Nicaise de le Marlière c Yolande du Quoys (11.x.49), p. 703, no. 1212: T&C nos. 824,
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Marrays c Rouclif = John Marrays c Alice daughter of the late Gervase de Rouclif (1365), CP.E.89: Ch 3,
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Office c Martin, Flamenc et Clergesse = Office c Gilles Martin, Gaucher le Flamenc et Jaquete le Clergesse

(22.i.50), p. 724, no. 1250: T&C nos. 909–10
Martine c Guist = Argentine Martine c maı̂tre Thomas Guist (27.ii.86 to 30.iv.86), cols. 268/8, 271/5, 276/4,

297/5: Ch 7, at nn. 268–70
Martini c Martini = Demoiselle Alipis femme de Pierre Martini c le même Pierre (2.vii.86, 31.vii.86, 13.iii.87),

cols. 328/1, 343/9, 443/4: Ch 10, at n. 103; T&C nos. 1097, 1107
Martino et Naquet = Jeanne de Sancto Martino et Jean Naquet orfèvre (14.vii.85), col. 156/6: Ch 7, at n. 339
Martray et Frapillon = Sedile fille d’Henri du Martray et Phelisot Frapillon (29.xi.85), col. 228/1: Ch 7, at
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Office c Mathieu et Fourment = Office c Colin Mathieu et Agnès Fourment (21.vii.49), p. 690, no. 1190: Ch
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Matten c Enden = Élisabeth Matten c Martin vanden Enden (25.ix.45), p. 459, no. 795: T&C no. 1147
Mayere = Perona [. . .] Mayere (1.vii.38), p. 5, no. 1: T&C nos. 785 n. f, 927
Mederico c Bigot = Jean de Sancto Mederico c Gilda fille (du défunt) Jean Bigot (23.ix.85), cols. 192/4, 194/7,

198/3, 203/4: Ch 7, at nn. 171–3
Officie c Meestere = Office c Egied de Meestere (31.i.58), p. 795, no. 1272: T&C no. 774
Meez et Rogière = Simon du Meez et Jeanne Rogière (31.x.52), p. 792, no. 1367: T&C no. 865
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Merton c Midelton = Marjorie de Merton c Thomas de Midelton chapman of Beverley (1365–7), CP.E.102:
Ch 2, at nn. 8–10, 11, 13, 22; Ch 3, at n. 2, n. 20; Ch 4, at nn. 111–12, 125, 131–3; T&C nos. 102, 156,
331; see also Subject Index

Meskens en Huekers = Jan Meskens en Katherina Tshuekers (10.iii.50), p. 170, no. 143: Ch 10, at nn. 171,
177

Messaiger c Messaiger = (Marguerite) femme de Philippot le Messaiger c le même Philippot (12.xi.86, 3.xii.86,
11–12.xii.86, 14.xii.86), cols. 389/4, 397/4, 402/2, 403/3, 403/6: Ch 10, at nn. 85, 94; T&C nos. 1086,
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Messien et Daniels c Daniels = Gautier vander Messien le jeune et Cornélie Daniels c Jean Daniels père de
Cornélie (2.iv.46 to 5.xi.46), pp. 517, 601, nos. 900, 1041: Ch 9, at n. 369; T&C no. 835

Metis c Metis = Renée femme de Jacquet de Metis c Jacquet de Metis (13.ii.87), col. 428/5: Ch 7, at n. 329
Officie c Mey en Ruyters = Officie c Jan de Mey alias Neils verloofde van Leuta vander Vorden en Beatrijs

Tsruyters (26.i.57), p. 704, no. 1100: T&C no. 993
Officie c Meyman, Eechoute en Haucx = Officie c Hendrik Meyman, Helwig van Eechoute en Christina

Haucx (24.i.53), p. 347, no. 451: Ch 9, n. 35; T&C no. 994
Officie c Meyngaert en Yeteghem = Officie c Pieter Meyngaert en Elisabeth van Yeteghem (23.xi.53), p. 400,

no. 546: T&C no. 963
Officie c Meynsscaert, Zeghers en Rode = Officie c Egied Meynsscaert, Katherina Zeghers en Gertrui vander

Rode (26.x.54), p. 787, no. 710: T&C no. 997
Officie c Meynsschaert, Roeincx en Doert = Officie c Jan Meynsschaert, Elisabeth Roeincx en Ida vander

Doert (13.ix.55), p. 564, no. 840: T&C no. 994
Midi c Drouete = Pierre Midi domicilié à la maison de la Contesse à la signe de la Boulaie paroisse Saint-

Eustache (Paris) c Jeanette la Drouete (20.iii.86 to 1.vi.86), cols. 279/5, 283/6, 287/3, 290/6, 300/1,
308/1, 311/1, 313/4: Ch 7, at nn. 204–6

Militis c Quarré = Denis Militis c Alipdis fille du défunt Désiré Quarré (29.v.85), col. 124/5: T&C no. 567
Mille c Cordel = Robert Mille of Little Downham c Anabel Cordel of Little Downham (18–24.xii.76), fol.
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Office c Minnen et Coels = Office c Pierre Minnen et Élisabeth Coels (11.vii.44), p. 276, no. 499: T&C

no. 1262 (App e11.2, after n. 7)
Miole et Tissay = Catherine fille de Jean Miole et Jean Tissay clerc (7.x.85), col. 198/1: Ch 7, at nn. 119–20
Moernay en Herdewijck c Herdewijck = Daniël Moernay junior cultellifix en Geertrui Herdewijck echtgenote

van Daniël c Jan Herdewijck vader van Geertrui (31.iii.52), pp. 299, 314, 325, nos. 365, 392, 410: Ch
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Molenbeke c Hochstrate = Barbara van Molenbeke c Walter Hochstrate (18.i.49), p. 95, no. 20: Ch 8, n. 45;
T&C no. 993

Molineau c Walet = Marie de Molineau c Jean Walet (31.v.45), p. 404, no. 706: T&C no. 1147
Office c Monchiaux et Maquet = Office c Hacquinet de Monchiaux et Jacqueline veuve de Jean Maquet

(24.ix.42), p. 175, no. 340: Ch 11, at nn. 164–8; T&C no. 806
Office c Mont et Aredenoise = Office c Guillaume du Mont et Saintine l’Aredenoise (28.ix.42), p. 176, no. 341:

Ch 9, at n. 176; T&C no. 910
Moreby and Moreby = Robert de Moreby spurrier and Constance his wife (York Consistory, 1371), M2(1)b,

fol. 2r: Ch 10, at n. 55
Morehouse c Inseclif = Isabel Morehouse c William Inseclif of Silkstone (nd, s15/2), CP.F.334: T&C no. 178
Morelli c Aitrio = Guiot Morelli c Laurencette de Aitrio (23.i.87), col. 418/7: Ch 7, at nn. 66–7, after n. 71
Morelli c Blay = Jean Morelli c Katelotte fille de Thomas la Blay (6.iii.87), col. 438/7: T&C no. 567
Morelli c Morelli = Bourgotte femme de Richard Morelli c le même Richard (9.iv.85), col. 290/6: T&C

no. 1096
Morgnevilla, Blondeau et Malet c Yone = Maı̂tre Jean de Morgnevilla, Pierre Blondeau et Odin Malet c

Jacques de Sancto Yone boucher (1.iv.85), col. 91/2: T&C no. 703
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Office c Mortgate et Voete = Office c Pierre vanden Mortgate et Marguerite metten Voete (16.vii.44), p. 277,
no. 500: T&C no. 951

Moru c Mellée et Boussieres = Jean Moru c Jeanne Mellée et Robert de Boussieres (2.ix.44), p. 292, no. 523:
Ch 9, n. 150, at nn. 161–3; T&C no. 910

Officie c Mota, Nijs en Hermani = Officie c Pieter de Mota, Katherina Nijs en Johanna Hermani (13–17.iv.56),
pp. 619, 622, nos. 949, 955: Ch 9, at n. 189; T&C no. 914

Office c Mote et Gavielle = Office c Anselme de le Mote et Marie Gavielle (10.ii.53), p. 815, no. 1410: Ch 9,
n. 34

Motoise c Dent et Braconnière = Jeanne Motoise veuve de Henri Joseph c Hacquinet le Dent et Jeanne
Braconnière (17.x.42), p. 185, no. 355: Ch 9, at n. 54

Office c Motten et Nols = Office c Gilles vander Motten et Catherine Nols (18.xii.45), p. 488, no. 851: Ch 9,
at n. 356

Office c Mourart = Office c Michel Mourart (20.ii.45), p. 370, no. 652: T&C no. 1202
Office c Moustier et Fourveresse = Office c Alexandre Moustier et Marie le Fourveresse (1.xii.42), p. 206,

no. 390: T&C nos. 1202, 1210 at n. 1
Office c Moyart et Boulette = Office c Colin Moyart et Marie le Boulette (22.vi.43), p. 260, no. 480: Ch 9,

n. 214; T&C nos. 808, 927, 930
Mugiolachi = Gerardescha quondam Gerardi Mugiolachi (Pisa Archiepiscopal Court, 20.v.1230), Imbre-

viaturbuch, pp. 101–2, no. 15: Ch 12, at n. 72
Office c Multoris = Office c Gérard Multoris (27.viii.46), p. 571, no. 990: T&C no. 1202
Museur c Riche Femme = Jean le Museur c Jeanne la Riche Femme (26.i.87), col. 420/5: Ch 7, at n. 76
Myton and Ostell c Lutryngton = William de Myton cordwainer of York and Richard del Ostell mason of

York c Alice de Lutryngton of York (1386–7), CP.E.138: Ch 4, at n. 213; T&C nos. 91, 111, 120 (Table
3.5, n. a), 127; see also Lutryngton c Myton, Drynghouse and Drynghouse

Office c Naquin et Rocque = Office c Pierre Naquin meunier et Colle de Rocque (3.ii.46), p. 500, no. 874:
T&C nos. 1054 n. 7, 1149

Nesfeld c Nesfeld = Marjorie wife of Thomas Nesfeld of York c the same Thomas (1396), CP.E.221: Ch 4, at
nn. 262, 277; Ch 10, at nn. 28, 59; T&C no. 122

Office c Netherstrete (1) = Office (of the archdeacon) c William Netherstrete chaplain of Fulbourn (14.vi.75
to 22.vi.75), fols. 24r–26r: T&C no. 518

Office c Netherstrete (2) = Office c William Netherstrete chaplain of Fulbourn (14.xii.77), fols. 84v–88r: Ch
6, at nn. 209, 238

Office and Netherstrete et al c Fool = Office promoted by William Netherstrete chaplain of Fulbourn, Roger
in le Hirne, Thomas Gilote, Richard King, Thomas Beveregh, Robert Godfrey, Hugh Merlyng, John
Colyon, John Dilly, William Swettok and John Rolf, parishioners of Fulbourn c William Fool vicar of
Cherry Hinton (12.iv.75 to 14.i.78), fols. 22r–86v: T&C no. 518

Neuville c Megge = Nicolas (Colin) de la Neuville c Jeanne du Megge (22.iv.45), p. 389, no. 680: T&C
nos. 896, 898

Newporte c Thwayte = Thomas de Newporte c Joan daughter of Thomas Thwayte of (Long) Marston (1387–
8), CP.E.148: Ch 4, at n. 202

Officie c Nichils en Roelants = Officie c Jan Nichils alias van Ghierle en Margareta Roelants (betreffende
Helwig Faes) (12.vi.53), p. 374, no. 500: Ch 9, at n. 184

Nicochet c Parvi = Thomasette fille de Jean de Nicochet c Jean Parvi (4.vi.87), col. 478/6: Ch 7, at nn. 228–9,
231, n. 241

Nicolay c Luques = Jean Nicolay c Jeanette fille du défunt Baudouin de Luques (19.iii.87), col. 446/5: T&C
no. 595

Noblete c Jaut = Perette la Noblete c Jean Jaut (27–31.iii.86), cols. 284/1, 286/1: T&C no. 560
Norman c Prudfot = Robert Norman c Emma Prudfot (Buckingham Archdeacon’s Court and Court of

Canterbury, 1269), Select Canterbury Cases, C.2, p. 104: T&C no. 153
Normanby c Fentrice and Broun = Alice de Normanby c William de Fentrice of Tollesby and Lucy widow of

William Broun of Newby (1357–61), CP.E.77: Ch 4, at nn. 195–9; Ch 10, at n. 31; T&C nos. 120 (Table
3.5, n. a), 281

Northefolk c Swyer and Thornton = William Northefolk of Millington c Richard Swyer of North Burton (or
Burton Fleming) and Joan Thornton his wife (1433), CP.F.177: Ch 5, at nn. 194–5, 205
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Nostell (priory) c Pecche and Blakehose = Office promoted by Thomas prior and the convent of St Oswald’s
Nostell c John Pecche and William Blakehose, of Lythe (1369), CP.E.51: T&C no. 98

Notin et Gargache = Denis Notin et Perette veuve du défunt Drouet Gargache (28.viii.85), col. 181/5: T&C
nos. 585, 596

Noylete c Sutoris = Nicolas de Noylete domicilié à la maison de Jean Forestarii à Chauvry (Val-d’Oise) c
Marionne fille de Jean Sutoris (14.iv.86 to 26.v.86), cols. 292/5, 302/4, 311/5: T&C no. 620

Nunne c Cobbe = Matilda Nunne daughter of William Shepherd of Bugthorpe c Walter Cobbe of North
Grimston (1312), CP.E.6: Ch 4, at nn. 127–30

Nutle c Wode = Alice de Nutle widow of William de Nutle of Elstronwick c John del Wode of Elstronwick
(1372), CP.E.140: Ch 4, at n. 244; Ch 11, at n. 55; T&C no. 126

Officie c Nuwenhove en Herpijns = Officie c Adam vanden Nuwenhove verloofde van Katherina vanden
Wigaerde en Geertrui Herpijns alias Michaelis (25.viii.59), p. 922, no. 1520: T&C no. 993

Oddy c Donwell = William Oddy (Odde) of Givendale parish of Ripon c Esota Donwell (Dunwell) of Kirkby
Overblow (1472), CP.F.250: Ch 5, at nn. 96–9; T&C no. 342

Odin et Thiefre c Blagi = Jean Odin et Alison veuve du défunt Robin Thiefre c Laurence de Blagi (6.x.86),
col. 372/6: Ch 7, n. 153, at n. 180

Oeghe c Breecpots = Jan Oeghe c Katherina Breecpots (19.xi.56), p. 682, no. 1059: Ch 10, at n. 185
Officie c Oemens en Bleesers = Officie c Jan Oemens junior en Elisabeth Sbleesers [both of Brussels] (12.xi.48),

p. 28, no. 60: T&C no. 964
Office c Oems et Cloets = Office c Christophe Oems et Marguerite veuve de Henri Cloets (23.i.45), p. 355,

no. 1136: Ch 11, at nn. 117–19, 131
Office c Oerens, Camérière et Barbiers = Office c Jean Oerens, Catherine Camérière et Pasque Barbiers alias

ts’Costers (15.xi.38), p. 31, no. 65: Ch 9, at nn. 306–10; see also Office c Coppins et Camérière
Officie c Oest en Vridaechs = Officie c Balthazar van Oest verloofde van Katherina Scupers en Margareta

Vridaechs (20.iv.53), p. 363, no. 480: T&C no. 993
Ofhuys c Platea = Jonkvrouw Maria Ofhuys c Diederik Deplatea alias Snoeck (27.xi.59), p. 958, no. 1584:

Ch 10, at nn. 189, 192; T&C no. 1163
Ogeri et Maigniere = Rémi Ogeri et Colette la Maigniere (16.xii.84), col. 12/5: Ch 7, at n. 116
Oiselet c Ganter = Roger l’Oiselet c Guillaume le Ganter père de Perette le Ganter (24.x.86), col. 382/5: Ch

7, at n. 100
Office c Oiseleur et Grumulle = Office c Colin l’Oiseleur et Marie le Grumulle (22.ix.42), p. 169, no. 330:

Ch 11, at n. 162; T&C no. 806
Oliverii c Bouchere = Colin Oliverii c Jeanette la Bouchere (26.v.85 to 21.x.85), cols. 123/8, 127/3, 132/3,

152/4, 164/3, 171/6, 206/6: Ch 7, at nn. 161–2
Olmen c Aeede = Jan van Olmen c Katherina vanden Aeede (30.vi.58), p. 822, no. 1330: Ch 9, n. 132
Office et Onckerzele c Hanen = Office et Michel van Onckerzele c Catherine tsHanen (5.vii.38), p. 6, no. 4:

Ch 9, at nn. 97–9
Orillat c Malice = Jean Orillat c Marion fille de Simon Malice (26.viii.85), col. 180/1: Ch 7, at n. 19; T&C

no. 567
Ortolarii c Ortolarii = Jeanette femme de Pierre Ortolarii de Goussainville (Val-d’Oise) c le même Pierre

(15.vii.85), col. 158/1: T&C no. 1118
Ossele c Venne = Pieter de Ossele c Walter vander Venne zijn stiefzoon (19.i.51), pp. 229, 255, 314, nos. 240,

286, 393: Ch 9, at n. 387, nn. 395, 405
Oudviuere en Coene = Jan Oudviuere van Onze-Lieve-Vrouw Brugge en Katherina weduwe van Jan Coene

van Onze-Lieve-Vrouw Brugge (13.v.1471), Compotus Tornacenses, no. 8354: T&C no. 1055 (App e9.2,
at n. 18)

Page c Chapman = John Page of Little Shelford c Marjorie Chapman of Little Shelford (17.iii.79 to 3.ii.80),
fols. 113r–128r: Ch 6, at n. 49; Ch 11, at nn. 78, 86, 90; T&C nos. 399, 511

Paillart c Grolée = Jean Paillart c Margot la Grolée (3.ii.86), cols. 256/3, 257/4: Ch 7, n. 168
Pajot et Montibus = Domangin Pajot et Jeanette de Montibus (13.ix.85), col. 189/2: Ch 7, n. 84
Office c Palleit = Office c Adrien Palleit (16.v.50), p. 752, nos. 1302: T&C nos. 1203, 1208
Palmere c Brunne and Suthburn = Alice daughter of Gilbert Palmere of Flixton c Geoffrey de Brunne of

Scalby and Joan de Suthburn his wife (1333), CP.E.25: Ch 2, at n. 39, n. 42; Ch 4, at nn. 191–4; Ch 6,
n. 233; T&C nos. 91, 121, 214
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Officie c Pape en Hertsorens = Officie c Pieter de Pape van Vilvoorde en Geertrui Hertsorens van Machelen
(27.ii.56), p. 611, no. 931: T&C nos. 956, 959

Parisius c Giffarde et Giffarde = Jean de Parisius c Isabelle la Giffarde (Riffarde) et ?son père (29.iv.85 to
29.v.85), cols. 107/3, 113/5, 125/1: Ch 7, at nn. 197–200

Office c Parmentiere et Donnucle = Office c Robert le Parmentiere et Isabelle Donnucle (7.xii.46), p. 611,
no. 1075: Ch 9, at n. 129

Partrick c Mariot = Alice Partrick of Thirsk c John Mariot of Sowerby (1394), CP.E.211: Ch 4, at nn. 144–8
Parvi c Charronis = Vionnet Parvi domicilié à la maison de maı̂tre P. Cramete c Jeanette fille du défunt Jean

Charronis (21–29.vii.1385), cols. 161/5, 165/4: Ch 7, n. 32, after n. 71; T&C no. 560
Pastour c Pastour = Belona femme de Pierre Pastour c le même Pierre (19–28.iv.85), col. 99/2: Ch 10, at

n. 93; T&C no. 1100
Patée c Vallibus = Jeanette la Patée c Jean de Vallibus (30.iv.86), col. 298/3: T&C nos. 664, 667
Pateshull c Candelesby and Fysschere = Agnes Pateshull residing with Stephen Morice of Cambridge c Hugh

Candelesby registrar of the archdeacon of Ely and Alice widow of Jacob le Eyr Fysschere of Cambridge
(13.xi.76 to 24.i.77), fols. 57v–62r: Ch 6, at nn. 168–71, 190, 197

Patin c Burye = Aymeric dit Patin c Agnès Burye (10.ix.46), p. 577, no. 1000: Ch 9, at nn. 171–5; T&C
no. 797 n. f; see also Office c Burye; Burye c Prijer

Officie c Pauwels, Simoens en Trullaerts = Officie c Arnold Pauwels alias de Vroede, Clara Simoens (Simens)
en Barbara Trullaerts (19.iii.51 to 5.v.52), pp. 234, 274, 304, nos. 250, 319, 375: Ch 9, at n. 348; T&C
nos. 787, 789, 937; see also Cotthem c Trullaerts; Cotthem c Trullaerts en Pauwels

Office c Payge et Baillette = Office c Jean le Payge et Lucie Baillette (23.iv.45), p. 390, no. 681: Ch 9, n. 245;
T&C no. 808

Paynell c Cantilupe = Katherine daughter of Ralph de Paynell knight c Nicholas son of William de Cantilupe
knight (1368–9), CP.E.259: Ch 4, at n. 240; Ch 5, n. 66; T&C no. 126

Payntour and Baron = Thomas Payntour of Lazonby near Penrith Carlisle diocese and Margaret Baron living
in York (1428), Cons.AB.3: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, n. 25)

Pecke and Pyron c Drenge = Amy Pecke of Chatteris and Agnes Pyron of Chatteris c John Drenge of Chatteris
(24.iii.74 to 2.vi.75), fols. 5v–23v: T&C nos. 400 n. a, 438

Officie c Peerman, Hoevinghen en Cesaris = Officie c Jan Peerman, Isabella van Hoevinghen weduwe van
Joost Pipers en Hendrik Cesaris (7.xi.59), p. 947, no. 1564: Ch 9, at n. 326; T&C no. 1002

Officie c Peeters en Porten = Officie c Paul Peeters en Katherina Vander Porten (28.ii.55), p. 528, no. 779:
T&C no. 890

Pelliparii et Perrisel = Jean Pelliparii et Jeanette fille d’Étienne Perrisel (27.xi.85), col. 226/4: Ch 7, at nn. 131–2
Penesthorp c Waltegrave = John son of Ralph de Penesthorp c Elizabeth daughter of Walter de Waltegrave

(1334), CP.E.26: Ch 4, at nn. 237–9; Ch 5, at n. 202; T&C no. 126
Office c Perchan et Sars = Office c Jean Perchan et Jeanne de Sars (18.vii.44), p. 278, no. 502: T&C no. 950
Percy c Colvyle = Alexander de Percy knight c Robert de Colvyle knight (1323), CP.E.12: Ch 4, at nn. 269–70,

278; T&C nos. 96, 127
Pereson c Pryngill = Elizabeth Pereson of Cawood c Adam Pryngill of Cawood (1474), CP.F.354: Ch 5, at

n. 177; T&C no. 344
Perier et Barberii = Arnoleta fille de Roland du Perier et Roger Barberii (23.vi.85), col. 142/4: Ch 7, at n. 314
Perigote c Magistri = Margot la Perigote c Laurence Magistri (13.i.86), col. 245/5: Ch 7, n. 223; T&C no. 664
Officie c Perkementers, Godofridi en Beyghem = Officie c Jan Perkementers, Hendrik Godofridi en Margareta

van Beyghem (7.ii.54), p. 419, no. 580: Ch 9, at nn. 332–3
Peron c Newby = Thomas Peron of Crayke c Alice daughter of John Newby of Skipton on Swale (once

described as of Topcliffe) (1414–15), CP.F.68: Ch 5, at nn. 71–82; T&C nos. 139, 344
Perona c Hessepillart = Jacquette de Perona résident à la maison de maı̂tre Jean de Vesines c Jean Hessepillart

résident dans la rue des Rosiers (Paris) (21.vi.87), col. 485/3: Ch 7, at n. 230; T&C no. 667
Perre c Meys = Mattheus vander Perre alias de Mey c Maria Smeys alias de Dielbeke (10.i.55 to 7.ii.55),

pp. 507, 511, 512, 520, nos. 740, 745, 748, 762: Ch 10, at n. 136; Ch 11, at n. 137; T&C no. 1020
Perrieres c Perrieres = Jeanne femme de Jean Perrieres c le même Jean (16.iii.85), col. 78/2: Ch 10, n. 79, at

nn. 87, 216; T&C no. 1092
Perron c Jumelle = Robin de Perron domicilié à la maison de Jean Luce alias Pique Amour c Margot la Jumelle

(Gumelle) (8.v.85 to 7.vi.85), cols. 113/6, 119/3, 123/3, 130/5: T&C no. 723
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Petit c Blasinne = Jean Petit c Jeanne Blasinne (13.vii.45), p. 428, no. 741: T&C no. 896
Office c Petit et Brunielle = Office c Jean le Petit et Isabelle Brunielle (28.vi.47), p. 678, no. 1172: Ch 11,

n. 169; T&C no. 903
Office c Petit et Tannaisse = Office c Pierre le Petit et Jeanne Tannaisse (27.ix.38), p. 20, no. 38: T&C

no. 1136; see also Tannaisse c Petit
Office c Petit et Voye = Office c Louis Petit et Jeanne de la Voye (7.x.52), p. 789, no. 1360: Ch 11, n. 248;

T&C nos. 808, 953
Petitbon c Natalis = Raosia fille d’Adanet Petitbon c Philippe Natalis (2.xii.85), col. 229/2: Ch 7, at n.

328
Office c Pevenage et Stapcoemans = Office c Robert van Pevenage et Jeanne Stapcoemans (24.i.39), p. 59,

no. 126: Ch 11, at n. 138; T&C no. 807
Office c Phelippe = Office c Jean Phelippe (24.ix.46), p. 584, no. 1011: T&C no. 1202
Philippi et Rume = Martin Philippi et Marie de Rume (30.iii.50), p. 737, no. 1275: T&C no. 536 n. 7
Picanone c Bourdon = Jeanette le Picanone c Philippe Bourdon (28.viii.87), col. 515/3: T&C nos. 666–7
Piemignot et Pagani = Jean Piemignot et Jeanette fille du défunt Raoul Pagani (13.vii.87), col. 497/5: T&C

no. 595
Office c Piet et Jolie = Office c Jean du Piet et Marie le Jolie (15.x.38), p. 23, no. 46: Ch 10, at n. 151
Pikerel c Bacon = Isabel Pikerel of Wisbech c Thomas Bacon of Wisbech (16.xii.79 to 15.iii.80), fols. 125v–

135r: T&C nos. 444–5
Pinaerts c Lovanio = Elisabeth Pinaerts c Nicolaas de Lovanio (6.ii.54), p. 417, no. 577: T&C no. 1160
Office c Pinchelart et Callekin = Office c Martin Pinchelart et Marie Callekin (6.vi.50), p. 758, no. 1312: Ch

9, at n. 226, n. 234
Officie c Platea en Aa = Officie c Jan de Platea en Margareta van Aa alias vanden Zande (4.ix.50 to 9.x.50),

pp. 201, 208, nos. 190, 202: Ch 9, at n. 261; T&C nos. 804, 883–5
Officie c Plungon en Mekeghems = Officie c Georges Plungon en Elisabeth Mekeghems (betreffende Katherina

Gheeraerts) (14.viii.50), p. 196, no. 181: T&C nos. 884, 886
Officie c Poertere en Capellaens = Officie c Jan de Poertere en Ida Capellaens (3.ix.54), p. 470, no. 672: T&C

no. 972
Office c Pol et Grande = Office c Colin de Saint Pol et Pasquette le Grande (26.vii.49), p. 691, no. 1191: Ch

9, at nn. 236–7
Poleyn c Slyngesby = Thomas Poleyn (Palayne, Polayne, Pullayn) of Knaresborough c Margaret (de) Slyngesby

(Slingesby) widow of William de Slyngesby of Knaresborough, voto perpetuae continentiae obligata
(1404–5), CP.F.13: Ch 5, at nn. 114–16

Pons c Mouy = Exécuteurs du défunt Roger de Pons et son frère c Marguerite veuve du défunt Jean de Mouy
(2.v.85), col. 109/5: T&C no. 703

Office c Pont = Office c Jean du Pont (5.xii.44), p. 345, no. 611: Ch 11, n. 105; T&C no. 1202
Pontancier c Pontancier = Gonette femme de Raoul le Pontancier c le même Raoul (24.xii.86), col. 406/5: Ch

10, at n. 100
Officie c Ponte en Pynaerts = Officie c Iwan de Ponte en Helwig Pynaerts (betreffende Margareta Bertels)

(19.iii.51), p. 234, no. 251: T&C no. 1262 (App e11.2, at n. 1)
Pope and Dreu c Dreu and Newton = John Pope of Newton and Katherine daughter of John Dreu of Newton

c Katherine daughter of John Dreu of Newton and Elias son of John Newton (8.vii.78 to 3.xi.79), fols.
95r–123v: Ch 6, n. 96, at n. 122; Ch 11, at n. 82

Porcherii c Bouc et Seigneur = Pierre Porcherii c Jeanette fille du défunt Richard le Bouc et Jean Seigneur
(8.xi.85), col. 214/4: Ch 7, at n. 322

Porée c Porée = Sedile femme de Jacques Porée c le même Jacques (13.ii.86), col. 276/2: T&C no. 1096
Office c Porte et Hennique = Office c Gérard de le Porte et Marie Hennique (10.vi.47), p. 671, no. 1160: Ch

11, at n. 99; T&C nos. 1204, 1208, 1210, 1260
Porter c Ruke = John Porter of Carlton in Snaith c Agnes Ruk(e) of Thorne (1418–20), CP.F.84, Cons.AB.1:

Ch 5, at nn. 163–5, 190; T&C nos. 304, 344, 366
Office c Portere = Office c Jean de Portere (22.i.1450), p. 721, no. 1245: T&C no. 812
Portier et Malevaude = Jean Portier et Jeanette la Malevaude résidente dans la rue Percée-Saint-André

(aujourd’hui impasse Hautefeuille) paroisse Saint-Séverin (Paris) (4.xii.85), col. 231/3: Ch 7, at n. 91;
T&C nos. 597, 693
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Portyngton c Grenbergh and Cristendom = Cecily de Portyngton of York c John de Grenbergh of Craven
Bower and Alice daughter of William Cristendom his de facto wife (1370), CP.E.106: Ch 4, at nn. 149,
162, 171

Office c Pot = Office c Colard le Pot (19.xi.44), p. 334, no. 592: T&C no. 1202
Office c Potaste = Office c Isabelle le Potaste (17.xii.46), p. 615, no. 1064: T&C nos. 1203, 1208, 1210 at

n. 2, 1260
Potelier c Potelier = Jeanne femme de Maciot Potelier clerc c le même Maciot (14.xii.85), col. 235/6: Ch 10,

at n. 105
Office c Potier = Office c Nicaise Potier (16.x.45), p. 461, no. 800: T&C no. 1202
Officie c Pottere, Feyters en Muysaerts = Officie c Thomas de Pottere, Helena Tsfeyters en Katherina Muysaerts

(1.x.57), p. 767, no. 1220: T&C no. 993
Pottere and Pool c Briggeman = John Pottere of Carlton and Thomas atte Pool of Wilbraham c Alice

Briggeman of Carlton (2.v.81 to 27.ii.82), fols. 150r–161v: Ch 6, at nn. 83–4
Office c Poulle et Poulle = Office c Guillaume de le Poulle et Guillaumette de le Poulle (7.x.52), p. 784,

no. 1352: Ch 10, at n. 198; T&C no. 839
Office c Poynaunt, Swan, Goby and Pybbel = Office c John Poynaunt of Thriplow, Joan Swan of Thriplow

former wife of John Poynaunt, Robert Goby of Thriplow now husband of Joan Swan and Isabel Pybbel
of Thriplow now wife of John Poynaunt (21.x.78 to 23.vii.80), fols. 100r–142r: Ch 6, n. 105, at nn.
248–54; T&C nos. 400 n. a, 403 n. a, 429

Praet c Molemans = Leo van Praet c Katherina Molemans (2.vi.58), p. 817, no. 1320: T&C no. 1164
Officie c Pratere en Uden = Officie c Arnold den Pratere en Katherina van Uden (10.i.58), p. 789, no. 1260:

Ch 9, at nn. 276–7; T&C no. 957
Pre c Bidaut = Étienne du Pre c Jeannette fille de Gilbert Bidaut (14.i.85), col. 30/7: T&C no. 567
Prepositi et Chamoncel = Drouet Prepositi et Jeanette de Chamoncel (5.vii.86), col. 329/3: Ch 7, at n. 89
Prepositi c Fabri = Eloı̈se veuve du défunt Martin Prepositi c Jean Fabri (2.vii.87), col. 491/5: T&C no. 596
Preston c [. . .] = Gerard Preston of ?Howden c Marjorie [. . .] (1434), CP.F.110: T&C no. 1079
Preston c Hankoke = John Preston bower of York c Elena Hankoke (Hancok) of Sutton upon Derwent widow

and executrix of John Cook(e) (Coke) of Sutton upon Derwent (1434–5), CP.F.114: T&C no. 96
Preudhomme c Tueil = Jean Preudhomme c Amelotte du Tueil (20.vi.86), col. 320/3: Ch 7, n. 26, at nn. 46–7,

69–71
Provense c Gavre = Hannette le Provense c Arnauld de Gavre (10.vi.46), p. 540, no. 940: T&C nos. 940,

1054 n. 7
Provost c Provost = Catherine Provost c Henri Provost (24.iii.39), p. 88, no. 185: Ch 10, at n. 147
Puf c Puf and Benet = Robert Puf of Little Shelford c Ivette his wife and Marjorie Benet of Comberton residing

in London (intervening) (10.x.81 to 27.ii.82), fols. 153v–162r: Ch 6, at nn. 103–4; T&C no. 492 (Table
6.7, n. c)

Pulayn c Neuby = Beatrice Pulayn(e) (Pulane) of (Church) Fenton c Thomas Neuby (Newby) of (Church)
Fenton (elsewhere called junior of Sherburn [in Elmet, Yorks, WR]) (1423–4), CP.F.137, Cons.AB.2: Ch
5, at nn. 2–6; T&C nos. 139, 151 (App e3.4, nn. 5, 6), 344

Pulter c Castre = Marion Pulter of Swavesey c John Castre servant of the vicar of Swavesey (30.iv.78 to
21.iv.79), fols. 93r–113v: Ch 6, at nn. 161–4

Puteo c Albi = Vincent de Puteo c Raimond Albi (21–23.ii.85), col. 60/4, 61/6: T&C no. 703
Puteo c Puteo = Jeanne femme de Remige de Put(h)eo c le même Remige (21.ii.85), col. 61/5: Ch 10, at n. 81
Puteo et Taverée = Colin de Puteo et Catherine la Taverée (27.xi.85), col. 225/2: Ch 7, at n. 105
Putheo c Bourdin = Jean de Putheo c Clemencie fille du défunt Philipot Bourdin (1.vi.87), col. 476/7: T&C

no. 567
Officie c Putkuyps, Muyden en Custodis = Officie c Hendrik Putkuyps, Christina der Muyden en Jan Custodis

(17.v.54), p. 440, no. 620: Ch 9, at nn. 330–1
Office c Putte et Yeghem = Office c Colin vander Putte et Élisabeth van Yeghem (6.v.47), p. 652, no. 1130:

Ch 9, at n. 247; T&C no. 808
Pyncote c Maddyngle = Joan daughter of Robert Pyncote of Kingston c John Maddyngle of Kingston (18.iii.78

to 30.x.81), fols. 91r–154r: Ch 6, at nn. 182–3; Ch 11, at n. 71; T&C no. 492 (Table 6.7, n. c)
Pynton c Thurkilby = Katherine daughter of John Pynton of York c John Thurkilby spicer of York (?1395

X?1398), CP.E.241V: Ch 4, at n. 258, 277
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Office c Pyroir et Beverlincx = Office c Colin de Pyroir et Marie Beverlincx (2.iv.46), p. 517, no. 902: T&C
no. 950

Pyrt c Howson = Joan Pyrt of Yanwath (Carlisle diocese) c William son of Robert Howson of Sockbridge
(Carlisle diocese) (1394), CP.E.213: T&C no. 202

Office c Quare et Franchoise = Office c Martin Quare et Marie Franchoise (8.ii.43), p. 225, no. 421: T&C
nos. 805, 846

Quarée c Canestiel = Jeanne Quarée c Pierre Canestiel (19.v.47), p. 658, no. 1141: T&C no. 1148
Quercu c Quercu = Margote femme de Jean Quercu c le même Jean (10.iv.85, 5.vii.86), cols. 93/4, 331/1:

T&C no. 1114
Quernepekkere c Tyd = Walter Quernepekkere of Cambridge c Matilda widow of John Tyd (21.vii.79 to

12.i.80), fols. 119r–126r: Ch 6, at n. 79–81
Office c Quintart = Office c Pierre Quintart (22.x.46), p. 595, no. 1030: Ch 11, at n. 103; T&C nos. 797 n.

a, 1202–3, 1208, 1210 at n. 1
Quintino c Blondelet = Jeanne de Sancto Quintino c Robin Blondelet (6.viii.87), col. 505/2: Ch 7, at n. 222
Quoquet c Pain = Colin Quoquet c Mathurine veuve du défunt Jean Pain alias Faumelet (20.viii.87), col.

510/6: T&C no. 569
Radcliff c Kynge and Coke = Joan Radcliff (Radclyff, Raddclyff) of Cawood c William Kynge of Bishopthorpe

and Alice Coke of Scrooby de facto wife of William Kynge (1422), CP.F.133: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, n.
3)

Radulphi c Saussaye = Jean Radulphi c Jeanette fille de Robert de la Saussaye (30.v.87), col. 475/4: Ch 7, at
nn. 68–9, after n. 71; T&C nos. 573, 579

Office c Raes et Piperzele = Office c Corneille Raes et Élisabeth van Piperzele (31.x.49), p. 706, no. 1220: Ch
11, at nn. 133, 139–43; T&C no. 807

Raet c Bruille = Jean Raet c Nicasie du Bruille son épouse (15.iii.47), p. 642, no. 1112: T&C no. 1054 n. 4
Raet c Triest = Elisabeth de Raet (alias (T)sraets) c Lodewijk de Triest (16.v.49 to 31.iii.52), pp. 115, 198,

225, 239, 281, 298, nos. 50, 185, 231, 261, 332, 364: Ch 9, at nn. 380, 383; T&C no. 1032
Office c Ramenault et Alardine = Office c Jean Ramenault et Marguerite Alardine (6.ix.49), p. 696, no. 1201:

T&C nos. 903–5
Officie c Rampenberch en Bossche = Officie c Nicolaas van Rampenberch en Geertrui vanden Bossche

(29.vii.57), p. 750, no. 1190: Ch 8, n. 70; Ch 9, at n. 79; T&C no. 881
Officie c Rassin en Spontine = Officie c Luc Rassin en Helwig Spontine (15.ii.50), p. 168, no. 140: T&C

no. 964
Rattine c Oyseleur = Jeanne Rattine c Colin l’Oyseleur (26.vii.38), p. 14, no. 20: Ch 8, at nn. 2–4; Ch 9, at

n. 202; T&C no. 930
Office c Ravin et Bridarde = Office c Jean Ravin et Sainte Bridarde (12.i.46), p. 493, no. 860: Ch 9, nn. 206,

212, 217; T&C nos. 808, 927, 929
Raymbarde c Buigimont = Jeanne Raymbarde c Gilles de Buigimont (18.xi.52), p. 798, no. 1380: Ch 9, at

n. 223; T&C no. 1054 n. 5
Rayner c Willyamson and Willyamson = Emmota servant of Henry Rayner of Byall c Robert son of John

Willyamson of Kellington and Thomas son of John Willyamson of Kellington (1389), CP.E.181: Ch 4, at
nn. 80–1, nn. 104, 109; T&C no. 180

Reaudeau c Sampsonis = Pierre Reaudeau clerc domicilié à la maison de Gervais Gonterii paroisse Saint-
Germain-l’Auxerrois (Paris) c Maline fille de Jean Sampsonis (2–4.x.86), cols. 371/3, 371/4, 372/2: Ch
7, at nn. 59–65

Rede c Stryk = Walter Rede chaplain of Girton, executor of the testament of Alexander atte Hall of Howe
priest c John Stryk of Chesterton (19.iii.72 to 25.x.80), fols. 67r–144v: T&C no. 467

Redyng c Boton = Alice Redyng of Scampston c John Boton (?Warner) of Scampston chapman (1366),
CP.E.92: Ch 4, at nn. 114–15, 125, n. 247; see also Warner c Redyng

Reesham c Lyngewode = Joan servant of John Reesham of Cambridge c John Lyngewode of Cambridge
(30.x.81 to 5.xi.81), fol. 154v: T&C no. 476

Officie c Reghenmortere en Beende = Officie c Jan vanden Reghenmortere en Nelle vanden Beende (11.vii.49),
p. 130, no. 75: T&C nos. 788–9

Reins c Reins = Agnesotte femme de Théobald de Reins c le même Théobald (2.x.85), col. 195/10: T&C
no. 1115
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Officie c Reins en Briebosch = Officie c Hector Reins en Elisabeth Briebosch (6.xi.50), p. 213, no. 210: T&C
nos. 788–9, 964

Office c Reuham and Boywyth = Office c Simon de Reuham and Lucy de Boywyth (Canterbury Consistory,
nd, 1292 X 1294, signification by Archbishop Pecham), SVSB III 117: Ch 11, at nn. 32, 35; T&C no. 1261
(App. e11.1, no. 1)

Reyns c Costere = Elisabeth Reyns c Simon de Costere (12.i.53), p. 340, no. 43: Ch 10, at n. 178
Officie c Riddere en Beken = Officie c Jacob de Riddere alias Garrijn en Margareta vander Beken (24.iii.58),

p. 804, no. 1292: Ch 9, at n. 271; T&C no. 972
Officie c Riemen en Kestermans = Officie c Andreas van Riemen en Margareta Kestermans (5.xi.53), p. 393,

no. 534: T&C nos. 884, 889
Officie c Rijkenrode en Loerel = Officie c Jan van Rijkenrode en Willem Loerel (13.v.57), p. 731, no. 1153:

T&C nos. 1050–1
Rilleston c Langdale, Hartlyngton and Hartlyngton = Margaret daughter of John Rilleston (Ryleston) esquire

c William Langdale (Langedale) donzel, her husband, Henry Hartlyngton (Hertlyngton) and Isabel his
wife (1424), CP.F.154, Cons.AB.2: T&C no. 178

Ringart c Bersaut = Huet Ringart clerc domicilié à la maison à la signe du Gros tournois dans la rue des
Prêcheurs paroisse Saint-Eustache c Étiennette fille de Gérard Bersaut (6.ii.85 to 6.x.85), cols. 47/4,
53/10, 56/3, 56/6, 59/1, 64/8, 70/3, 81/4, 94/3, 98/4, 109/2, 115/2, 120/1, 125/4, 129/8, 130/2, 135/2,
140/2, 144/6, 149/4, 155/7, 159/1, 167/1, 173/1, 183/5, 191/4, 197/7: Ch 7, at nn. 287–94, nn. 341, 346;
T&C no. 751

Office c Riselinc et Mulders = Office c Philippe Riselinc et Catherine s’Mulders (2.vii.46), p. 554, no. 960:
T&C nos. 805, 846

Rivers et Contesse = Jean de Rivers et Marion la Contesse de Pentino (27.x.85), col. 209/2: Ch 7, at nn. 135,
142; Ch 11, at n. 91

Officie c Robart en Quessnoit = Officie c Jan Robart en Katherina du Quessnoit weduwe van Pieter de
Mairlieres (2.xii.58), p. 856, no. 1394: T&C no. 892

Robauds en Louppines = Jonkvrouw Johanna dochter van wijlen Willem Robauds van Damme en Hellinus
de Louppines (3.ix.1470), Compotus Tornacenses, no. 8096: T&C no. 1055 (App e9.2, at n. 16)

Roberd c Colne = Isabel Roberd of Fulbourn c Thomas Colne of Chesterton ploughwright (6–7.ii.82), fol.
161r: T&C no. 476

Office c Robynesson and Moryce = Office c John Robynesson senior of Swaffham Prior and Joan daughter
of Geoffrey Moryce of Swaffham Prior (5–14.x.74), fol. 12v: Ch 6, at n. 222

Rochet c Chouine = Matthieu (Mahietus) Rochet étaineur (figulus stanni) c Marion la Chouine (13.iii.86),
col. 276/5: Ch 7, at n. 113

Rocque c Piers = Pierre de Rocque c Agnès Piers (17.v.43), p. 255, no. 471: Ch 9, at n. 151; T&C nos. 896,
900

Office c Rode = Office c Pierre vander Rode (25.viii.42), p. 157, no. 310: T&C no. 1202
Officie c Rode en Vlamincx = Officie c Hendrik vanden Rode en Johanna Vlamincx (9.viii.54), p. 463,

no. 660: Ch 9, at n. 278; T&C no. 957
Roden c Snoop = Jonkvrouw Sophia Tsroden c Jan Snoop haar echtgenoot (19.xii.58), p. 861, no. 1406:

T&C no. 1165
Office c Roderham = Office c Richard Roderham (1425), Cons.AB.2: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, n. 23)
Office c Roders = Office c Béatrice tsRoders (2.vii.46), p. 548, no. 951: Ch 8, n. 12
Roevere c Bolenbeke = Hendrik de Roevere c jonkvrouw Katherina van Bolenbeke weduwe van Jan Esselins

(betreffende Jan Taye) (9.i.49), p. 92, no. 15: Ch 9, at n. 181; see also Bolenbeke c Taye
Rogerii c Rogerii = Robin Rogerii c Jeanette sa femme (10.x.86), col. 370/2: Ch 10, at n. 109
Rolf and Myntemor c Northern = John Rolf of Grantchester and Robert Myntemor of Trumpington c Alice

Northern of Grantchester (10–13.v.80), fol. 137v: Ch 6, at n. 75; T&C no. 398
Rolle c Bullok and Massham = Isabella Rolle of Richmond c John Bullok of Richmond and Margaret de

Massham his wife (1351–5), CP.E.71: Ch 4, at nn. 162–5; T&C no. 123
Office c Romain et Iongen = Office c Gérard Romain et Catherine ts’Iongen (26.i.43), p. 218, no. 410: Ch 9,

at nn. 101–3, n. 112; T&C nos. 797 n. d, 805
Romundeby c Fischelake = Agnes Romundeby of York c William Fischelake mercer of York (1395), CP.E.216:

Ch 4, at n. 68; T&C nos. 180, 196, 200, 370
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Ronde (Joebens) c Motten = Simon de Ronde alias de Herpere namens zijn echtgenote Elisabeth Joebens
onwettige docther van Golijn Joebens c Katherina Motten weduwe van Golijn (9.ii.59), pp. 870, 879,
923, 937, 957, nos. 1423, 1441, 1522, 1546, 1581: Ch 9, at n. 407; T&C no. 1046

Roode en Voort c Brussel (begijnhof) = Jan vanden Roode en Elisabeth vander Voort zijn echtgenote c de
beheerders van het begijnhof van Brussel (13.viii.59), p. 912, no. 1501: Ch 9, at n. 391

Rosieres c Hasnon = Demoiselle Agnès des Rosieres c Colard Hasnon (19.ii.46), p. 504, no. 881: T&C
no. 1121

Officie c Rosijn en Goffaert = Officie c Hendrik Rosijn en Johanna Goffaert (betreffende Aleidis Goffaert)
(11.i.55), p. 508, no. 741: Ch 9, at nn. 192–3; T&C no. 1262 (App e11.2, before n. 1)

Roslyn c Nesse = Joan Roslyn of Newland on Aire (parish of Drax) c Thomas Nesse of Newland on Aire
(1456), CP.F.196: T&C no. 293

Office c Rosse et Thenakere = Office c Colard Rosse et Pétronille Thenakere (à propos de Marguerite Beliere)
(23.x.42), p. 193, no. 370: Ch 9, at n. 287; T&C no. 797 n. g

Rouet c Longuerue = Henri Rouet résident à la maison de Brice Podeur c Agnesotte fille du défunt Simon de
Longuerue (25–27.x.85), cols. 208/4, 209/4: Ch 7, at n. 141, n. 346

Rouge c Carnoto = Isabelle la Rouge c Guillaume de Carnoto (18.iv.87), col. 457/2: Ch 7, at n. 137; T&C
no. 619

Office c Rouge, Franchoise et Frasne = Office c Jacques le Rouge, Jeanne le Franchoise et Isabelle du Frasne
(25.viii.42), p. 158, no. 312: Ch 9, at n. 354

Rouse c Smyth = Rose Rouse of Barnwell c Adam servant of John Smyth of Barnwell (15.iii.80 to 12.xi.81),
fols. 135v–155r: Ch 6, at nn. 109–10; T&C no. 400 n. a

Rouselle c Beau = Jeanette la Rouselle c Imbert le Beau (27.vii.86), col. 343/2: T&C no. 723
Rousse c Voisin = Olivette la Rousse c Thomas Voisin alias le Baleur (19.i.87), col. 417/5: Ch 7, at n. 231
Office c Roussiau et Comte = Office c Jean Roussiau et Jeanne veuve de Jean le Comte (30.vi.39), p. 117,

no. 250: Ch 8, n. 10; T&C nos. 858–9
Roussiel et Fèvre = Jean Roussiel et Simonette le Fèvre (3.xii.42), p. 207, no. 391: Ch 9, at n. 124; T&C nos.

874, 1054 n. 1, 1149
Routh c Strie = Cecily daughter of William de Routh alias Beton of Tickton c Hugh Strie of Tickton (1372–3),

CP.E.114: Ch 4, at nn. 131–3; T&C no. 331
Office c Roy = Office c Jacques le Roy (17.xii.46), p. 613, no. 1060: T&C no. 1202
Office c Roy et Barbiresse = Office c Jean le Roy et Marie le Barbiresse (26.vii.38), p. 14, no. 22: Ch 9, n. 211;

T&C nos. 808, 928
Ruella c Provins = Jean de Ruella domicilié à la maison de Pierre de Ruella à Clichy (Hauts-de-Seine) c Jeanette

veuve du défunt Pierre de Provins (1.vi.87 to 26.viii.87), cols. 476/8, 479/7, 483/2, 486/4, 489/6, 492/8,
499/6, 503/2, 507/5, 508/4, 513/4: Ch 7, n. 146

Russel c Skathelock = Alice Russel of Leppington, parishioner of Scrayingham c John Skathelock (Scathelok)
of York (once described as of Leppington) (1429–33), CP.F.111, Cons.AB.3: T&C nos. 140, 151 (App
e3.4, nn. 5, 6, 15), 270

Officie c Rutgeerts en Cudseghem = Officie c Arnold Rutgeerts en Anna van Cudseghem (21.xi.55), pp. 589,
591, 599, nos. 886, 890, 898: Ch 9, at n. 273; T&C nos. 788–9

Sadelere c Lystere and Ballard = Alice Sadelere c John son of Thomas Lystere of Cambridge and Margaret
stepdaughter of Robert Ballard of Cambridge (16–30.v.76), fols. 47r–47v: Ch 6, at nn. 166–7

Office c Sadonne et Keere = Office c Gilles Sadonne et Catherine vander Keere (17.i.39), p. 56, no. 120: Ch
11, at nn. 116, 131; T&C no. 1136

Saffrey c Molt = John Saffrey of Wimpole c Alice daughter of Richard Molt of Wendy (3.vii.75 to 28.ii.76),
fols. 27r–40v: Ch 6, at nn. 55–6, n. 65, at n. 206; T&C nos. 417, 505

Salkeld c Emeldon = Brother Thomas (Salkeld) bishop of Chrysopolis (Chrisopol, Christopolitan) c William
de Emeldon of Durham diocese (1357), CP.E.57: T&C no. 68

Sampson c Sampson = Guillemette femme de Laurence Sampson c le même Laurence (10.v.85, 13.v.85), cols.
114/6, 117/2: Ch 10, at n. 107; T&C no. 1110

Sandemoin c Fiesve = Marie de Sandemoin c Pierre de Sancte Fiesve (22.vi.43), p. 265, no. 487: Ch 10, at
n. 155

Officie c Sandrijn en Tabbaerts = Officie c Jan Sandrijn verloofde van Katherina Diertijts en Katherina
Tabbaerts (17.viii.59), p. 919, no. 1517: Ch 9, n. 269
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Savery c Reginaldi = Jean Savery c Agnesotte fille d’Étienne Reginaldi (22.vi.85), col. 141/1: T&C no. 567
Scallette c Mol et Francque = Béatrice Scallette c Jean de Mol et Isabelle Francque (20.xi.38), p. 34, no. 72:

Ch 9, at n. 281
Scargill and Robinson c Park = William Scargill of York and William Robinson servant of Adam Brynnand

wright of Cattal c Alice daughter of Roger del Park of Moor Monkton (1398), CP.E.238: Ch 4, n. 85, at
n. 212; T&C nos. 366, 370

Officie c Scellinc en Kinderen = Officie c Egied Scellinc en Katherina der Kinderen (8.vii.55), p. 550, no. 817:
T&C no. 890

Office c Sceppere et Clercs = Office c Amand de Sceppere et Marguerite Clercs (21.ii.39), p. 71, no. 150: Ch
11, at nn. 108, 115; T&C no. 1260

Scherwode c Lambe = Alice daughter of Thomas Scherwode of York c John Lambe of Haddlesey (1379),
CP.E.116: Ch 4, at nn. 82–3, n. 99; T&C no. 200

Officie c Schiethase = Officie c Arnold Schiethase (10.x.49), p. 148, no. 105: T&C no. 774
Schipin c Smith = Matilda Schipin of Steeton c Robert Smith of Bolton Percy (1355–6), CP.E.70: Ch 4, at

nn. 121–3; T&C no. 156
Schirburn c Schirburn = Alice Schirburn widow of William de Hoghton (Howthton) deceased knight of York

diocese c Robert Shirburn (Schirburn) esquire of Mitton in Craven (1451–2), CP.F.187: Ch 11, at nn. 62,
68; T&C nos. 140, 312

Schrovesbury c Curtyes = John Schrovesbury cordwainer of St Edward’s Cambridge c Joan Curteys servant
of John Cailly of St Botolph’s Cambridge (10.vi.79 to 21.vii.79), fols. 117r–119r: Ch 6, at nn. 53, 64

Officie c Schueren en Clercx = Officie c Jan vander Schueren clericus en Margareta Tsclercx (28.ii.49), p. 107,
no. 37: T&C nos. 884, 886

Sciethase c Bayvouts = Gilles Sciethase c Jeanne Bayvouts (9.ii.43), p. 230, no. 430: Ch 10, at n. 156
Scot c Devoine = Richard Scot of Newcastle upon Tyne c Marjorie de Devoine of Newcastle upon Tyne (1349),

CP.E.257: Ch 4, at nn. 263, 277; Ch 10, at nn. 2–38; T&C nos. 120 (Table 3.5, n. a), 127, 1175
Office c Scotée et Barbette = Office c Gilles Scotée et Marguerite Barbette (11.vii.44), p. 272, no. 494: T&C

no. 832
Office c Scotte = Office c Mathieu Scotte (22.ix.42), p. 170, no. 332: T&C no. 1204
Officie c Scrivere, Abele en Sporct = Officie c Willem de Scrivere, Katherina vanden Abele en Anna vander

Sporct (11.vii.55), p. 551, no. 820: Ch 9, at nn. 317–18; T&C no. 997
Office c Scueren, Carrenbroec et Bouchout = Office c Jean vander Scueren, Helwige van Carrenbroec et

Catherine van Bouchout (12.ii.43), p. 231, no. 431: Ch 9, at nn. 288, 303
Selby c Marton = Agnes Selby c Wiliam Marton of York (1410), CP.F.40: T&C no. 270
Sell c Mawer and Mawer = John Sell of Bagby c Margaret Mawer alias Graunt of Pickhill and John Mawer

her husband (1499–1500), CP.F.308: Ch 5, at n. 212
Senay c Pierre = Dame Jeanne de Senay dame de Vienne (Val-d’Oise) c Bartholome (Bertin) de la Pierre (Petra)

(17.iii.85 to 3.vii.85), cols. 79/6, 93/9, 94/6, 130/6, 131/1, 132/1, 145/3, 148/8: Ch 7, at nn. 150–1
Senescalli c Senescalli = Catherine femme de Gautier Senescalli c le même Gautier (11.x.86), col. 376/7: Ch

10, at n. 104
Sentement c Fevre = Martine de Sentement c Robert le Fevre (9.v.39), p. 103, no. 220: T&C no. 875
Sergeaunt c Clerk = Anna daughter of John Sergeaunt of Ely c Robert Clerk alias Cartere clerk and steward of

the bishop in the city of Ely (22.vi.75 to 3.iv.76), fols. 26v–44v: Ch 6, at nn. 113–14; T&C no. 400 n. a
Servaise c Huberti = Richardette fille de Gervais de Servaise (sic) c Jean Huberti alias Normanni (9.iv.86), col.

289/4: Ch 7, at nn. 50, 69
Seustere c Barbour = Joan Seustere long-time concubine of Thomas Barbour c Thomas Barbour of St Benet’s

Cambridge (10.iii.76 to 29.iv.78), fols. 39v–91v: Ch 6, at nn. 147–51; T&C no. 401
Officie c Sibille en Fossiaul = Officie c Nicolaas Sibille en Elisabeth Fossiaul (30.ix.58), p. 837, no. 1360: Ch

9, at nn. 78–9
Sigoignée et Ranville = Jeanette la Sigoignée et Bertaud de Ranville (13.vi.85), col. 135/4: Ch 7, at n. 313
Office c Simon and Tanner = Office c John son of Simon of Twyford and Alice widow of William Tanner of

?Benenden (Canterbury Consistory, vi.1293), SVSB III 125, SVSB III 124, SVSB III 37, SVSB III 38: Ch
11, at nn. 34, 35; T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 6)
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Officie c Sipe en Overbeke = Officie c Willem vander Sipe en Katherina van Overbeke (23.i.56), p. 607,
no. 923: T&C no. 892

Skelton and Dalton c Warde = Alice Skelton of Burnby and Margaret Dalton of Burnby c John Warde servant
of John Birdesall (Bridsall) of Burnby (1431–2), CP.F.200: T&C no. 111

Skelton c Carlisle (bishop) = John de Skelton rector of Kirkland Carlisle diocese c John (Kirby) bishop of
Carlisle (1340–2), CP.E.48: T&C no. 98

Skelton c Carlisle (vicar general) = John de Skelton chaplain c Mr Richard Pittes vicar general of the bishop
of Carlisle (1397), CP.E.225: T&C no. 983

Office c Slory and Feltewell = Office c John Slory of Chesterton and Joan widow of John de Feltewell of
Chesterton (31.i.78 to 20.iii.82), fols. 108r–162r: Ch 6, at nn. 190–6; Ch 11, at n. 75; T&C nos. 493,
1200; see also Office c Anegold and Andren

Officie c Smet en Beeckmans = Officie c Maarten de Smet verloofde van Katherina Sbrunen en Elisabeth
Beeckmans weduwe van Nicolaas Zeghers (27.xi.59), p. 958, no. 1583: T&C no. 993

Smyth c Dalling = William son of Robert Smyth of Easingwold c Margaret daughter of Stephen Dalling of
Easingwold (1484–5), CP.F.268, Cons.AB.4: Ch 5, at nn. 67–9; T&C nos. 151 (App e3.4, n. 9), 344

Sombeke c Wesembeke = Christine de Sombeke c Jean Wesembeke (25.viii.42), p. 153, no. 303: Ch 10, n. 156
Sorle c Monachi = Lambert du Sorle c Guillemette fille de Jean Monachi (23.vi.85), col. 142/2: T&C nos. 543,

567
Soupparde c Pasquier = Colette la Soupparde du diocèse de Séez c Jean Pasquier (8.v.85), col. 114/1: Ch 7, at

n. 112; T&C no. 585
Office c Speckenen et Vettekens = Office c Jean vander Speckenen et Marguerite Vettekens (14.iii.39), p. 81,

no. 170: Ch 9, at nn. 24–5; T&C no. 805
Officie c Speelman en Strijken = Officie c Lieven Speelman en Elisabeth Strijken (17.v.54), p. 438, no. 616:

Ch 10, n. 201
Officie c Sprengher = Officie c Giselbert Desprengher (1.xii.53), p. 403, no. 551: Ch 9, at n. 410; see also

Frederix c Sprengher
Spuret and Gillyn c Hornby = Marjorie Spuret of York and Beatrice de Gillyn of York c Thomas de Hornby

saddler of York (1394–5), CP.E.159: Ch 4, at nn. 187–90; T&C nos. 124, 370
Spynnere c Deye = Isabel Spynnere of Bourn c Nicholas Deye of Bourn (17.vii.74 to 4.v.75), fols. 10r–22v:

Ch 6, at n. 117
Officie c Stael, Cloote en Woerans = Officie c Joost Stael, Katherina vander Cloote en Margareta Woerans

(23.xi.59), p. 955, no. 1577: T&C no. 993
Office c Staelkins et Velde = Office c Thomas Staelkins et Élisabeth vanden Velde (11.vii.44), p. 271, no. 492:

Ch 9, n. 70; T&C nos. 805, 845
Stainville, Houx, Monete et [. . .] = Isabelle de Stainville, Jean du Houx, Guillaume Monete et [. . .] (12.xii.86),

col. 403/5: Ch 7, at n. 102; T&C no. 579
Stamesvoert c Cluetinck = Maria van Stamesvoert c Jan Cluetinck (27.v.57), p. 736, no. 1160: T&C no. 1035
Stasse c Loeys = Armand Stasse c Jeanne Loeys (29.v.39), p. 108, no. 230: T&C no. 896
Stautbiers c Grote = Marie Stautbiers c Josse de Grote (30.x.1449), p. 705, no. 1218: T&C no. 812
Steenberghe c Ruvere et Brunne = Jeanne de Steenberghe c Jean de la Ruvere et Jeanne le Brunne (12.vii.45

to 19.ii.46), pp. 427, 506, nos. 740, 884: Ch 9, at nn. 282–3; T&C nos. 864, 978
Office c Steene = Office c Martin fils de Hugues vanden Steene (9.iii.43), p. 238, no. 441: T&C nos. 793,

1202
Officie c Steenwinckele en Wavere = Officie c Godfried van Steenwinckele en Elisabeth van Wavere (6.viii.53),

p. 378, no. 508: T&C no. 963
Officie c Stenereren en Bollents = Office c Pieter van Stenereren en Elisabeth Bollents (3.vii.53), p. 377,

no. 507: Ch 9, at nn. 142–3; T&C nos. 884, 1053
Stenkyn c Bond = John Stenkyn of Wimpole c Eva daughter of William Bond (26.iv.80 to 23.vii.80), fols.

141r–143r: Ch 6, at n. 42

3 Granted the gap in years, it seems unlikely that the appellant in this case is the same man as the appellant in the previous
case, but it is odd that two men of the same name should be in trouble for what is basically the same offense in the same
place.
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Stistede c Borewell = Margaret Stistede of Witcham c John Borewell of Horseheath (29.v.77 to 18.vi.77), fols.
73v–75r: T&C nos. 459, 476

Officie c Stoeten en Aken = Officie c Jan van Stoeten en Margareta van Aken alias Foys (21.i.56), p. 606,
no. 920: T&C nos. 804, 959

Stokebi c Newton = John de Stokebi c Katherine de Newton his wife (Canterbury Consistory, vii.1294), ChAnt
S 383: Ch 11, at nn. 42, 46; T&C nos. 1190, 1261 (App e11.1, no. 14)

Office c Stokhall and Heryson = Office c John Stokhall and Joan Heryson (1484), Cons.AB.4: T&C no. 151
(App e3.4, n. 23)

Striecke c Heylicht = Jan vander Striecke c Katherina uter Heylicht (22.xii.53), p. 410, no. 564: T&C no. 1161
Sturmy c Tuly = Elizabeth Sturmy c Henry Tuly tailor of Easthorpe (1396), CP.E.235: Ch 4, at nn. 246–8
Suardby c Walde = Joan de Suardby c Thomas del Walde potter of York (1372), CP.E.111: Ch 4, at nn. 134–5
Suthell c Gascoigne = Elizabeth daughter of John Suthell (Sothell) junior of Lazencroft c Thomas Gascoigne

gentleman (1477), CP.F.345: Ch 5, at nn. 140–62, after n. 165, at nn. 196–7; T&C nos. 344, 387 (App
e5.1)

Sutton, Harlyngton, Norton and Houton c Oxenford and Baile = John Sutton chaplain, Thomas Harlyngton
donzel, Thomas Norton vicar of Edwinstowe and John (de) Houton chaplain, executors of Elias Sutton
late rector of Harthill c John Oxenford rector of Harthill and Thomas son of Ralph Baile, vicar of
Conisbrough (1397–8), CP.E.230: T&C no. 98.

Officie c Swalmen, Wittebroots en Meyere = Office c Corneel vanden Swalmen, Margareta Wittebroots en
Egied de Meyere (16.vii.54), p. 456, no. 650: Ch 9, nn. 324–5; T&C no. 1002

Officie c Sweertvaghere en Reyers = Officie c Jan Sweertvaghere en Margareta Reyers (13.xi.53), p. 397,
no. 541: T&C nos. 884, 889

Office c Symond and Page = Office c John son of William Symond of Leverington and Alice daughter of
William Page of Leverington (26–28.vii.75), fol. 28v: Ch 6, at nn. 37, 62, 229–30; Ch 11, at n. 73; T&C
nos. 493, 1200

Taillor and Smerles c Lovechild and Taillor = Tilla Taillor of Littleport and Robert Smerles of Little Downham
c John Lovechild of Littleport and Tilla Taillor of Littleport (26.iv.80 to 7.xi.80), fols. 137v–144v: Ch 6,
at nn. 172–6; T&C nos. 452, 510

Tailor c Reder = Thomas Tailor of Spofforth c Joan Reder of Spofforth (1437), CP.F.120: T&C no. 344
Tailour c Beek = Marjorie daughter of Simon Tailour and servant of William de Burton leather-dresser of

York c John Beek saddler of York (1372), CP.E.121: Notes about this Book, n. 1; Ch 4, at nn. 69–73; Ch
5, n. 37; T&C nos. 196, 200, 300

Talbot c Townley = Roger Talbot of Salesbury near Ribchester (Lancs) c Alice Townley (1477), CP.F.257: Ch
5, nn. 89–95; Ch 11, at n. 66

Talkan c Bryge = Christiana Talkan of York c Henry Bryge (1395), CP.E.158: Ch 4, n. 252; T&C no. 126
Office c Tangerton and Smelt = Office c Henry de Tangerton and Joan widow of Simon le Smelt (Canterbury

Consistory, x.1294), ESR 188: Ch 11, at nn. 41, 50; T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 18)
Tannaisse c Petit = Jeanne Tannaisse c Pierre Petit (6.iii.39), p. 76, no. 158: Ch 10, at n. 149; see also Office

c Petit et Tannaisse
Office c Tanneur et Doulsot = Office c Colin Tanneur et Perette Doulsot fille de Jehannot Doulsot de Villers-

en-Argonne (Châlons-sur-Marne Officiality, 4.i.1494), AD Marne, G 922, fols. 62r, 62v: Ch 12, at n. 4;
T&C no. 1292; see also Subject Index

Tardieu c Nyglant = Germaine veuve du défunt Jean Tardieu c Reinald Nyglant (2.v.85), col. 109/10: T&C
no. 596

Tassin c Grivel = Odinet Tassin c Françoise fille de Guillaume Grivel (28.viii.86), col. 358/3: Ch 7, at n. 167;
T&C no. 629

Office c Telier et Veruise = Office c Jean le Telier et Jeanne Veruise (16.xi.46), p. 602, no. 1043: T&C nos. 805,
846

Officie c Temmerman en Coninx = Officie c Pieter de Temmerman verloofde van Elisabeth Baten en Katherina
Tsconinx (28.iii.50), p. 174, no. 150: T&C nos. 788–9, 997

Officie c Temmerman en Roex = Officie c Jacob de Temmerman alias vander Smessen en Margareta Tsroex
(26.viii.49), p. 135, no. 84: T&C nos. 884, 887

Teweslond and Watteson c Kembthed = Cecily Teweslond of Elsworth and Joan Watteson of Lolworth c
Henry Kembthed of Lolworth (21.vii.79 to 24.xi.79), fols. 119r–124r: Ch 11, at n. 81
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Textoris c Nicolai = Perette fille d’Herve Textoris c Jean Nicolai (24.xi.85), 224/5: T&C no. 723
Thetilthorp c Enges = John de Thetilthorp c Joan daughter of Peter atte Enges of Patrington his wife (1374),

CP.E.155: Ch 4, at nn. 230–1
Thiphaine c Thiphaine = Jeanne femme de Bertaud Thiphaine c le même Bertaud (27.ii.85), col. 64/7: Ch 10,

at n. 80; T&C no. 1091
Thomassin et Guione = Colin Thomassin et Jeanette la Guione (14.vi.86), col. 317/2: Ch 7, at n. 316; T&C

no. 727
Thomeson c Belamy = Robert Thomeson of Heton c Alice daughter of Thomas Belamy of Raskelf (1362),

CP.E.85: Ch 3, at n. 60; Ch 4, at nn. 48, 239; Ch 5, at n. 40; T&C nos. 194, 197, 312
Thomson c Wylson = Robert Thomson of Scawton c Marjorie (Marion) daughter of Robert Wylson (Wilson)

of Osgoodby (Grange) (1427–8), CP.F.169, 170; Cons.AB.2: Ch 5, at nn. 8–12; T&C nos. 139, 156
Thonijs c Jacopts = Jonkvrouw Elisabeth Thonijs c Egied Jacopts (28.iv.59), p. 890, no. 1461: Ch 10, at

n. 192; T&C no. 1164
Thorney (abbey) c Whitheved et al = Abbot and convent of Thorney and the vicar of Whittlesey c William

Whitheved, Robert Merssh, William Dany, John Wells, Ralph Em, Thomas Bolewer, William Chaumbeyn,
John Cotes and Adam Rich of Whittlesey (17.i.82 to 7.ii.82), fol. 160v: Ch 6, at nn. 7–8

Thornton and Dale c Grantham = John de Thorn(e)ton citizen and merchant of All Saints Pavement York
and John Dale c Agnes, widow of Hugh (de) Grantham of St Michael le Belfrey York (1410–11), CP.F.38:
Ch 5, at nn. 83–8

Thorp and Kent c Nakirer = John Thorp mercer of Pontefract and John Kent minstrel c Agnes widow of the
late John Nakirer of York (1407), CP.F.33: Ch 5, at nn. 179–84, n. 221; T&C no. 368

Thorp and Sereby c Shilbotill = John Thorp of (South) Stainley (Stainelay iuxta Ripley) Richmond archdea-
conry and Richard Sereby late of Scarborough c Agnes Shilbotill daughter of William Northeby (late) of
Scarborough (1431–4), CP.F.113, 324: Ch 5, at nn. 25–32, 81, 119; T&C no. 111

Thorp c Horton = Katherine Thorp(p) of St Sampson York c Thomas Horton of St Mary Castlegate York
(1465), CP.F.208: Ch 5, at n. 224

Office c Thovello et Ree = Office c Soyer de Thovello et Anne vander Ree (17.iv.47), p. 647, no. 1123: T&C
nos. 1202, 1210

Threpland c Richardson = John Threp(e)land alias Richardson (Richerdson) of Bradford c Johanna daughter
of John Richardson of Bradford (1428–32 [DMS 1432]), CP.F.96, Cons.AB.3: T&C nos. 151 (App e3.4,
n. 3), 178, 344

Thurkilby and Fissher c Newsom and Bell = Robert Thurkilby and Alice Fissher c Thomas Newsom and Joan
Bell (1428), Cons.AB.3: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, n. 18)

Thwaites c Thwaites = Isabella Thwaites (Thwaytes) alias Hastyngs daughter of Alice Thwaites deceased of
York c Henry Thwaites of Little Smeaton parish of Birkby in Allertonshire (1490–3), CP.F.301: T&C
no. 96

Thweyng c Fedyrston = Robert Thweyng c Cecily daughter of Ralph Fedyrston of Wilberfoss bailiff of Catton
(1436), CP.F.119: T&C nos. 178, 344

Thyrne c Abbot = Joan Thyrne of Sheriff Hutton c John Abbot of Sheriff Hutton (1392), CP.E.191: Ch 4, at
n. 143; T&C no. 277

Office c Tienpont, Bachauts et Louijns = Office c Simon Tienpont, Catherine Bachauts et Catherine Louijns
(29.v.45), p. 400, no. 700: T&C nos. 909–10

Office c Tiérasse et Tiérasse = Office c Colard Tiérasse and Catherine Tiérasse (18.xi.52), p. 795, no. 1373:
Ch 10, at nn. 124, 194, 199; T&C nos. 839, 1149–50

Officie en Tieselinc c Tieselinc en Outerstrate = Officie en Hendrik Tieselinc c Hendrik Tieselinc en Margareta
van Outerstrate weduwe van Pieter vanden Eeghere [both of Mechelen] (9.v.52), p. 301, no. 370: Ch 8,
n. 47; Ch 9, at n. 114; T&C nos. 789, 1053

Office c Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere = Office c Florent Tiestaert, Marie vander Hove et Jean Beckere (20.x.42),
p. 188, no. 360–1: Ch 9, at nn. 293–302; Ch 11, at nn. 127, 131; T&C nos. 1201, 1262 (App e11.2, at
n. 2)

Office c Tieuwendriesche, Cauelette et Roelf = Office c Baudouin Tieuwendriesche alias de Voos, Jeanne
Cauelette alias ts’Welde et Ginette (Ghine) Roelf (11.ix.45), p. 449, no. 779: Ch 9, at n. 289

Officie c Timmerman en Rutsemeels = Officie c Jan Timmerman verloofde van Clara van Galmarden en Agnes
Rutsemeels (15.xi.55), p. 587, no. 882: Ch 9, at n. 194, n. 341
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Tiphania c Fevresse = Jean Tiphania c Amelotte la Fevresse veuve du défunt Chrétien (Pierre) Fabri (30.v.86
to 16.vii.86), cols. 326/4, 327/2, 336/7: Ch 7, at nn. 302–4

Tiryngton c Moryz = Walter de Tiryngton of Tadcaster c Agnes daughter of William Moryz (Morice) de facto
wife of Walter de Tiryngton (1367–8), CP.E.95: Ch 2, at nn. 22–47; Ch 3, at nn. 3, 22; Ch 4, at n. 230;
T&C no. 102; see also Subject Index

Tofte c Maynwaryng = Margaret de Tofte c William de Maynwaryng of Peover (1324), CP.E.15: Ch 4, at
nn. 45–6; T&C nos. 127, 194, 197

Topclyf c Erle = John de Topclyf of Ripon c Emmota Erle of Wakefield (1381), CP.E.124: Ch 4, at nn. 86–8,
nn. 103, 110; T&C nos. 123, 195, 255; see also Topclyf c Grenehode

Topclyf c Grenehode = John de Topclyf c John Grenehode (1381), CP.E.241T: Ch 4, n. 86; see also Topclyf
c Erle

Torneur et Caraiere = Jean le Torneur et Jeannette la Caraiere (21.i.85), col. 35/4: Ch 7, at n. 83
Torre c Poele = Jonkvrouw Katherina vanden Torre c Stefaan vanden Poele haar echtgenoot (7.iii.59), p. 877,

no. 1437: T&C no. 1165
Touesse c Ruelle = Guillaume Touesse domicilié à la maison de maı̂tre Salomon Lesquelen c Marion fille de

Jean Ruelle (7–14.xii.84), cols. 6/1, 12/3: T&C nos. 560, 567
Touperon c Broudee = Jean Touperon alias Massonet c Christiane la Broudee (4.i.86), col. 241/3: T&C

no. 543
Touperon c Touperon = Margerite Touperon c Jean le Touperon (10.ix.46), p. 578, no. 1003: T&C no. 1150
Office et Tournai (prévots et jurés) c Marès = Office et le procureur des prévots et jurés de la ville de Tournai

c Jean du Marès alias le Brasseur clerc (13.ix.52), p. 777, no. 1343: T&C no. 832
Tourtielle c Hainon et Cauliere = Marguerite Tourtielle c Pierre du Hainon et Marguerite Cauliere (1.vii.45),

p. 421, no. 730: T&C no. 978
Tousé et Tranessy = Matthieu Tousé et Margot de Tranessy (5.iv.86), col. 288/1: T&C no. 585
Toussains et Migrenote = Denis Toussains et Perette la Migrenote (27.ii.85), col. 65/4: Ch 7, at n. 124; T&C

no. 619; see also Office c Uillere et Toussans
Trayleweng c Jackson = John Trayleweng of Yokefleet c Agnes widow of Richard son of John alias Jackson

of Swinefleet (1348), CP.E.61: Ch 4, at n. 62, n. 97; T&C nos. 133, 195, 198
Office c Treachedenier = Office c Jean Treachedenier (à propos de Jeanette la Piquete) (19.iv.85), col. 100/2:

Ch 7, at n. 250
Trepye c Ruppe = Colette de Trepye c Guillaume de Ruppe (17.ii.86), col. 264/6: Ch 7, at n. 216
Tries et Feure = Jeanne du Tries de Roubaix et Jean le Feure de Roubaix (18.vii.1446), Compotus Tornacenses,

no. 142: T&C no. 1055 (App e9.2, at n. 10)
Tristelle c Mouscheur = Agnesotte la Tristelle (Tritelle, Tristaire) c Perrin le Mouscheur (Mocheur, Moucheur)

clerc (26.iv.85 to 23.v.86), cols. 104/2, 109/6, 112/2, 115/4, 124/6, 128/3, 135/1, 144/10, 147/7, 155/5,
160/1, 164/5, 167/4, 181/7, 197/4, 201/3, 262/5, 266/2, 268/5, 309/8: Ch 7, at nn. 207–10

Office c Tristram, Rijnlanders et Wattripont = Office c Siger Tristram, Catherine tsRijnlanders et Jean bâtard
de Wattripont (15.xi.38), p. 30, no. 64: T&C nos. 811, 864, 870

Trubart c Trubart = Jeanne femme de Jean Trubart (?Trubert) c le même Jean (28.ix.85, 27.vii.86, 31.vii.86,
19.iv.87, 26.iv.87), cols. 194/3, 342/7, 343/5, 458/6, 463/2: T&C no. 1116; see also Trubert c Trubert

Trubert c Trubert = Jeanne femme de Jean Trubert (?Trubart) c le même Jean (11.v.86), col. 304/4: Ch 10, at
n. 102; T&C nos. 1107, 1116; see also Trubart c Trubart

Truiere c Johannis = Perette la Truiere c Laurence Johannis (7.vi.85), col. 130/3: Ch 7, at n. 117
Turbete c Jolis = Jaquette Turbete c Robin Jolis clerc (9–22.iii.85), cols. 73/2, 84/2, 85/6: Ch 7, at nn. 239–42
Tyriaens c Huens = Barbara Tyriaens c Hendrik Huens (27.x.57), p. 775, no. 1234: Ch 10, n. 168
Office c Uillere et Toussans = Office c Margot l’Uillere de Lagny (Seine-et-Marne) et Denis Toussans (13.iii.85),

col. 76/2: Ch 7, at nn. 123–4; see also Toussains et Migrenote
Uilly c Poissote = Denis d’Uilly c Étienette fille de Colin Poissote (9.xii.84), col. 7/5: T&C no. 567
Val c Pontbays = Alice de le Val c Jean de Pontbays (2.iv.46), p. 519, no. 904: Ch 10, at n. 154
Valle c Jourdani = Perrette fille de Jean de Valle c Colin Jourdani (20.v.85), col. 473/5: T&C no. 568
Valyte et Sapientis = Sibel fille de Bertin le Valyte (de Gretz [Seine-et-Marne]) et Jean Sapientis du diocèse de

Besançon (7.x.85), col. 198/9: Ch 7, at nn. 125–6; T&C no. 619
Vane c Vane = Jeanne femme de Gérard Vane c le même Gérard (2.ix.85, 9.ix.85, 23.ix.85), cols. 185/2,

188/2, 192/3: T&C no. 1097
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Vaquier c Hesselin = Jean Vaquier (Waquier) c Jeannette la Hesseline fille de Jean Hesselin (22.xii.84 to
22.iii.85), cols. 15/2, 21/2, 26/6, 29/7, 35/2, 41/2, 46/3, 48/2, 54/4, 59/5, 66/2, 71/4, 77/3, 78/4, 79/8,
84/5: Ch 7, at nn. 188–90

Varlet c Varlet = Jeanette femme de Mahelet Varlet tailleur de pierres (lathomus) c le même Mahelet (8.ii.86),
col. 261/1: T&C no. 1111

Varlut c Hauwe = Marie Varlut c Pierre de Hauwe (à propos de Catherine fille de Jean Bruniau) (18.ii.47 to
1.iv.47), pp. 635, 648, nos. 1100, 1121: Ch 9, at nn. 164–6, 190; T&C no. 781 n. d

Vat et Bigotte = Jean Vat et Anne Bigotte (10.iv.45), p. 387, no. 676: Ch 9, at n. 361; see also Office et Bigotte
c Crispelet

Vauvere c Maindieu = Pierre Vauvere c Jeanette Maindieu (22.vi.85 to 19.viii.85), cols. 141/1, 144/2, 146/4,
150/2, 160/6, 165/3, 165/3, 168/1, 176/5: Ch 7, at nn. 163–6

Office c Vekemans, Scuermans et Brughman = Office c Jean Vekemans, Gertrude Scuermans et Gilles Brugh-
man (27.viii.42), p. 158, no. 313: Ch 9, at n. 413; T&C no. 864

Vekene c Thuyne = Angela vanden Vekene c Hendrik vanden Thuyne alias Bertels (9.i.56), p. 598, no. 907:
Ch 10, at n. 178, n. 182

Vekene en Raymakers = Jan vander Vekene (Vekerne) en Helwig Tsraymakers (Tserraymakers) zijn echtgenote
(2.iii.53, 6.iii.53), pp. 350, 353, nos. 457, 462: T&C no. 11584

Office c Vel = Office c Nicolas de Vel (16.v.50), p. 751, no. 1300: T&C no. 1202
Officie c Verbilen, Scollaert en Peters = Officie c Jacob Verbilen, Elisabeth Scollaert en Ava Claes Peters

(15.ix.58), p. 834, no. 1354: Ch 9, at nn. 338–9
Verde c Balneolis = Ives Verde c Jean de Balneolis de Vanves (Hauts-de-Seine) (18.viii.85), col. 175/4: T&C

no. 703
Officie c Verdonct en Voirde = Officie c Pieter Verdonct en Agnes vanden Voirde (12.xi.56), p. 677, no. 1050:

Ch 9, at n. 251; T&C nos. 804, 961
Verhommelen c Verneyen = Catherine de Verhommelen c Henri verNeyen (10.i.39), p. 52, no. 111: Ch 10, at

nn. 140–3
Vernaccii c Martini = Sardinea filia Ugolini Vernaccii de Albaro c Junctam filium Martini de Piro (Pisa

Archiepiscopal Court, 9.vii.1230), Imbreviaturbuch, no. 51, pp. 136–7: Ch 12, at n. 71; T&C no. 1291
Officie c Vernoert, Verhoeft en Gheens = Officie c Walter Vernoert, Aleidis Verhoeft alias Deeukens en

Elisabeth Gheens (19.i.56), pp. 603, no. 917: T&C no. 1262 (App e11.2, before n. 1)
Office c Veteriponte et Auvers = Office c Jean de Veteriponte et Margerite d’Auvers (10.i.85), col. 27/4: Ch

7, at nn. 218–19, n. 284
Vico c Barberium = Diuitia de Vico c Venturam Barberium (Pisa Archiepiscopal Court, 21.v.1230), Imbre-

viaturbuch, no. 20, p. 105: Ch 12, at n. 70
Vico c Truffe = Contissa filia Alioti de Vico c Burgundionem quondam Ugolini Truffe (Pisa Archiepiscopal

Court, 16.viii.1230), Imbreviaturbuch, pp. 133–4, no. 47: Ch 12, at n. 73
Villa c Boussout = Pieter de Nova Villa c jonkvrouw Johanna de Boussout echtgenote van Jan de Boulenghe

(20.iii.53 to 22.iv.58), pp. 358, 375, 472, 807, nos. 470, 503, 679, 1299: Ch 9, nn. 321–2; T&C nos. 787,
789, 1002; see also Officie c Villa en Boussout

Officie c Villa en Boussout = Officie c Pieter de Nova Villa en jonkvrouw Johanna de Boussout echtgenote
van Jan de Boulenghe (12.x.56), p. 666, no. 1034: Ch 9, nn. 321–2; T&C nos. 787, 789, 1002; see also
Villa c Boussout

Villani c Maudolee = Colin Villani c Guillemette la Maudo(e)lee (13.i.85 to 20.iii.85), cols. 29/8, 34/7, 41/3,
52/7, 57/1, 62/5, 69/1, 82/5: T&C no. 723

Villaribus c Tartas = Eloı̈se de Villaribus domicilié à sa maison à la signe de l’Horloge dans la rue des Arcis
paroisse Saint-Merry (Paris) c Jean Tartas (19.viii.85 to 27.i.86), cols. 176/3, 180/3, 183/3, 186/2, 188/7,
189/4, 191/5, 197/9, 202/5, 206/5, 209/1, 210/5, 215/3, 218/1, 221/3, 223/4, 225/3, 227/4, 228/6, 232/5,
236/7, 243/2, 245/6, 250/1, 252/1: Ch 7, at nn. 251–4

Villette c Capella = Jeanette la Villette servante de Pierre Champenoys c Jean de Capella (17.ii.86 to 31.iii.86),
cols. 265/5, 266/4, 286/2: T&C no. 723

Vischmans c Meys = Ingelbert Vischmans c Maria Tsmeys (24.vii.56), p. 645, no. 998: Ch 10, at n. 185

4 Despite the difference in the spelling of the names, there can be little doubt that these are the same case, reducing by one
the number of Platea’s separation sentences recorded in the text.
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Office c Visitot, Baudequuie et Poquet = Office c Pierre Visitot, Marie Baudequuie et Jacques Poquet
(18.vi.39), p. 113, no. 241: T&C nos. 903–4

Office c Visschere et Mets = Office c Henri de Visschere et Élisabeth tSmets (10.vi.47 to 22.xi.49), pp. 672,
710, nos. 1162, 1225: T&C nos. 808, 928–9

Vitalis c Vitalis = Adiutus quondam Vitalis c Guidam uxorem suam et filiam quondam Consilii (Pisa Archiepis-
copal Court, 12.v.1230), Imbreviaturbuch, pp. 96–7, no. 9: Ch 12, at n. 74

Officie c Voert en Ols = Officie c Andreas vander Voert en Katherina Tsols (7.ix.54), p. 473, no. 680: Ch 11,
at n. 150; T&C no. 803

Voghelere en Scocx = Jan de Voghelere en Geertrui Scocx (23.i.50), p. 160, no. 127: Ch 10, at nn. 170–1,
177

Voisin c Furno = Colin le Voisin c Jeanette (Jeanne) fille de Reinald de Furno (du Four) (20.x.85 to 10.ii.86),
cols. 205/4, 209/5, 212/5, 217/5, 223/3, 228/2, 232/6, 235/4, 252/4, 261/7: Ch 7, at nn. 106, 191–3;
T&C no. 752

Vos en Cauwere = Adriaan de Vos van Sint-Michiel Gent en jonkvrouw [. . .] weduwe van Egied de Cauwere
van Sint-Michiel Gent (12.viii.1476 to 9.ix.1476), Compotus Tornacenses, nos. 13420, 13451: T&C
no. 1055 (App e9.2, at nn. 25, 27)

Vrients c Smeekaert = Winanda Vrients c Jan Smeekaert (betreffende Amelberga Bocx) (26.i.50), p. 162,
no. 130: Ch 9, at n. 180

Wafrer, Wereslee and Dallynge c Savage = Christine Wafrer, Matilda de Wereslee spynnere alias Warde de
Hokyton of Cambridge and Agnes Dallynge of Cambridge c Adam Savage sargeaunt (14.iii.76 to 15.v.77),
fols. 43v–70v: Ch 6, at nn. 178–81; Ch 9, n. 344; T&C no. 492 (Table 6.7, n. c)

Officie c Waghels, Campe en Scoemans = Officie c Adam Waghels, Margareta van Campe en Machteld
Scoemans (8.vi.59), p. 900, no. 1480: Ch 9, at n. 319; T&C nos. 997, 1262 (App e11.2, before n. 1)

Wakfeld c Fox = Isabella de Wakfeld or Wilson (Wylson) of York c Thomas Fox of Snaith (1402), CP.F.22:
Ch 3, at n. 80; Ch 5, at nn. 43–9

Waldyng and Heton c Freman = Emmota Waldyng of Cawood and Joan Heton of Ripon c Henry Freman of
Ripon (1484), Cons.AB.4: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, at n. 16)

Walen c Pede = Jonkvrouw Elisabeth Tswalen c Hendrik de Pede (23.xii.52), p. 337, no. 434: T&C no. 1160
Office c Walet et Brunaing = Office c Arnauld Walet et Jeanne de Brunaing (28.vii.42), p. 140, no. 282: T&C

nos. 903, 905
Walker c Kydde = Alice Walker (Walkar) of Kirkby Overblow c John Kydde (Kyd) of Kirkby Overblow

(1418–19), CP.F.79, Cons.AB.1: Ch 4, n. 9; Ch 5, at nn. 19–22, n. 36; T&C nos. 156, 344
Waller c Kyrkeby = Agnes Waller of Durham c Richard de Kyrkeby (1355–8), CP.E.263: Ch 5, n. 35; T&C

nos. 202, 300
Office c Walop et Rueden = Office c Hennin Walop neveu de Catherine tsRueden et la même Catherine

(14.iii.39), p. 82, no. 171: Ch 11, at n. 98; T&C nos. 1206, 1210
Officie c Wante, Verre en Molen = Officie c Arnold Wante, Arnold van Verre en Katherina vander Molen

(30.vii.56), p. 646, no. 1000: Ch 9, at n. 188
Warner c Redyng = John Warner (?Boton) c Alice Redyng (1367), CP.E.93: T&C no. 203; see also Redyng c

Boton
Office c Watelet et Murielle = Office c Pierre Watelet et Jeanne Murielle (7.iii.50), p. 734, no. 1270: T&C

nos. 808, 953
Watiere c Lonc = Jeanne Watiere c Guillaume le Lonc son époux (6.x.42), p. 183, no. 351: T&C nos. 783,

1018, 1211
Watson and Couper c Anger = Richard Watson(e) of Scrayingham and William Couper of Slingsby c Katherine

Anger of Settrington (1489), CP.F.273, Cons.AB.4: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4, n. 8)
Webster c Tupe = Joan daughter of William Webster of Hambleton c Nicholas Tupe of Cawood (1425–6),

CP.F.159, Cons.AB.2: Ch 5, at nn. 166–9; T&C no. 344
Webstere and Sampford c Herberd = John Webstere of Ely and Robert de Sampford former servant of Richard

Rugman now residing with Roger Bolleman cordwainer of St Ives c Isabel daughter of John Herberd of
Walden living in Ely (16.iv.81 to 16.i.82), fols. 154v–159v: Ch 6, at nn. 82, 84

Wedone c Cobbe and Franceys = John Wedone junior c Geoffrey Cobbe of Wimpole and Eleanor Franceys
de facto wife of Geoffrey Cobbe (10.ix.77 to 29.xi.78), fols. 79v–104v: Ch 6, at n. 35, n. 60, at nn. 86–7
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Weez c Gauyelle = Jean du Weez alias Goudale c Belote Gauyelle (15.xi.52), p. 793, no. 1370: Ch 9, n. 157;
T&C no. 896

Welle c Joly and Worlich = Alice atte Welle of Westhorpe Norwich diocese c Robert Joly called Mason of
Newnham and Agnes Worlich alias (i.e., wife of Robert) Mason of Newnham next Cambridge (29.vii.78
to 15.iii.80), fols. 96v–133v: T&C no. 438

Wellewyk c Midelton and Frothyngham = Alice de Wellewyk of Beverley c Robert de Midelton son of Henry
de Midelton deceased of Bishop Burton and Elizabeth de Frothyngham his wife (1358–60), CP.E.79: Ch
4, nn. 150–61

Wendin c Capron = Jacques de Wendin c Jean Capron (3.xii.46), p. 609, no. 1054: T&C no. 835
Wérye c Roussiel = Jeanne le Wérye c Jean Roussiel (10.vi.46), p. 540, no. 939: Ch 10, at n. 167; T&C nos.

1054 n. 7, 1149
Officie c Wesenhaghen en Santhoven = Officie c Jacob vander Wesenhaghen alias Int Schildeken en Ermengard

de Santhoven (7.ii.49 to 6.viii.51), pp. 104, 264, nos. 34, 302: T&C nos. 884–5
Weston c Attehull = John Weston leech of Sutton c Agnes daughter of Nicholas Attehull of Stretham (29.v.77

to 9.vii.77), fols. 73r–76v: Ch 6, at nn. 52, 61, 66
Wetherby c Page = Alice de Wetherby c John Page leather-dresser of York (1338), CP.E.36: Ch 4, at nn. 56–8,

n. 95; T&C nos. 173, 195, 198
Wetwang and Howe = John Wetwang of York and Agnes de Howe of Naburn (1430), Cons.AB.3: T&C

no. 151 (App e3.4, n. 25)
Whitheved c Crescy = William Whitheved of Brayton c Alice daughter of John Crescy (1368), CP.E.97: Ch 3,

n. 60; Ch 4, at nn. 51–3, nn. 102, 106; Ch 5, n. 70; T&C nos. 180, 342
Wikley c Roger = William Wikley (Wikelay, Wykelay, Wykeley) of Carlton (parish of Snaith) c Alice Roger of

Adwalton (parish of Birstall) (once described as of Riccall) (1450), CP.F.186: Ch 5, at nn. 17–18; T&C
nos. 139, 183

Wilbore c Reynes = William Wilbore of Missen c Joan Reynes (1484), Cons.AB.4: T&C no. 151 (App e3.4,
n. 23)

Wilkynson and Wilkynson = Richard Wilkynson of Ripon and Margaret his wife (York Consistory, 1420),
Cons.AB 1, fols. 177r–177v: Ch 10, at n. 63

Williamson c Haggar = Alice Williamson of Methley c William Haggar of York (1465), CP.F.336: Ch 5, at
n. 226; T&C no. 344

Office c Willon et Ghilberde = Office c Simon Willon et Agnès Ghilberde (21.xi.44), p. 341, no. 605: T&C
no. 832

Wistow c Cowper = John Wistow of Welton c Elena Cowper of Welton (1491), CP.F.280: Ch 5, at nn. 191–3,
197, 216; Ch 11, at n. 65; T&C nos. 344, 364–5, 377

Office c Witte et Vos = Office c Pierre Witte et Élisabeth ts’Vos (25.ix.45), p. 456, no. 790: Ch 9, at n.
305

Office c Wode and Coc = Office c Robert atte Wode and Isabel daughter of Adam Coc (Canterbury Consistory,
x.1293), SVSB III 60: Ch 11, at nn. 41, 49; T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 9)

Officie c Wolf en Robbens = Officie c Jan de Wolf verloofde van Margareta van Erpse en Johanna Robbens
(12.vii.57), p. 745, no. 1180: T&C no. 993

Office c Wolron and Leycestre = Office c Thomas Wolron servant of Richard Leycestre parishioner of Holy
Trinity Ely and Margaret servant of the same Richard (2.x.76), fol. 55Ar: Ch 6, at n. 220; T&C nos. 401,
507

Wouters c Mustsaerts = Willem Wouters c Elisabeth Mustsaerts (20.vi.55), p. 543, no. 806: Ch 10, n. 182
Wright and Birkys c Birkys = Cecily daughter of Adam de Wright and Joan wife of John Birkys c John Birkys

(1368), CP.E.103: Ch 4, at nn. 170–8, 184; T&C nos. 124, 170
Wright c Ricall = Alice daughter of Robert Wright of Brayton c William de Ricall of Brayton (1361), CP.E.84:

Ch 4, at nn. 64–7, 98; Ch 5, at n. 214; T&C nos. 180, 195, 198
Office c Wrighte and Wysbech = Office c Alexander Wrighte and Isabel daughter of John de Wysbech of

Cambridge and stepdaughter of William Walden of Cambridge (29.v.75 to 25.x.80), fols. 25v–144v: Ch
6, at nn. 213–14

Wronge and Foot c Hankyn = Margaret daughter of John Wronge of Barnwell and Marion Foot of Trump-
ington c John Hankyn of Barnwell (3.ii.80 to 5.iv.80), fols. 129r–136v: T&C no. 479
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Wryght c Dunsforth = Joan Wryght daughter of William Wryght of North Street York c John Dunsforth
(Dunseford) clerk of York (1439), CP.F.181: Ch 5, at nn. 108–13; T&C no. 344

Office c Wyet et Paiebien = Office c Jean Wyet et Catherine Paiebien (13.vii.42), p. 138, no. 280: Ch 8, n. 11;
Ch 9, n. 12; Ch 10, n. 195

Office c Wylcokesson and Hare = Office c John Wylcokesson of St Benet’s Cambridge and Agnes daughter
of John Hare residing in Barnwell, of St Benet’s Cambridge (11.i.76), fol. 35r: T&C no. 507

Wynklay c Scot = John Wynklay c Margaret Scot (1410–11), CP.F.125/dorse: T&C no. 140
Wyvell c Venables = Cecily Wyvell of York c Henry Venables donzel, her husband (1410), CP.F.56: Ch 3, at

n. 76; Ch 10, at nn. 43–9; T&C nos. 138, 205
Wywell c Chilwell = Cecily de Wywell of York c John Chilwell of Nottingham (1392), CP.E.157: Ch 4, at

nn. 118–20, 1245

Ymbeleti et Granier = Jean Ymbeleti et Mahaute fille de Jean Granier (28.vi.87), col. 489/2: T&C no. 595
Ymberde c Dent = Jeanne Ymberde c Pierre le Dent (24.ix.46), p. 589, no. 1020: Ch 9, at n. 84, n. 88; T&C

no. 859
Ynghene c Eraerts = Elisabeth van Ynghene c Lancelot Tseraerts haar echtgenoot (16.xi.59), p. 949, no. 1568:

T&C no. 1165
York c Neuham = Mr Adam of York rector of Marton in Craven c John de Neuham (1363), CP.E.244: T&C

no. 68
Yssy et Perrier = Jeanette d’Yssy et Jean de Perrier (14.i.87), col. 415/1: T&C no. 600

5 The plaintiff in this case and the preceding one may be the same person.
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Corpus Iuris Civilis
C.5.1.5.17: T&C no. 895
D.3.2.2.5 (and gloss): T&C no. 361
D.3.2.3, 4pr–1: T&C no. 361

Gratian
C.3 q.5 c.5 (gloss): T&C no. 1058
C.30 q.5 c.2: T&C no. 52
C.30 q.5 c.11: T&C no. 841
C.31 q.2 d.a. c.1: T&C no. 948
C.31 q.2 d.a. c.1: T&C no. 895
C.32 q.1 c.5: Ch 1, n. 98
C.33 q.1 c.3: Ch 1, n. 16
C.33 q.2 c.10 (and gloss): T&C no. 1062
C.35 q.2 cc. 5–6: T&C no. 41
C.35 q.6 c.1: Ch 1, n. 103
C.36 q.2: T&C no. 319
C.36 q.2: T&C no. 320

Pre-Gregorian Decretal Collections
Ap.

12.3: T&C no. 43
49.17–18: T&C no. 43
50.2: T&C no. 37

Brug. 53.2: T&C no. 37
Claustr.

37: T&C no. 43
316: T&C no. 43

1 Comp.
4.4.4: T&C no. 52
4.6.5: T&C no. 43
4.13.2: T&C no. 43
4.13.4: T&C no. 43
4.13.5: T&C no. 43
4.15.1: T&C no. 42
4.15.2: T&C no. 43
4.19.2: T&C no. 37
4.19.3: T&C no. 37

4.20.6: T&C no. 43
2 Comp.

4.7.1: T&C no. 43
4.13.1: T&C no. 43

DI
no. 13, p. 22: T&C no. 37
no. 16, p. 29: T&C no. 43
no. 32, p. 55: T&C no. 37
no. 33, p. 56: T&C no. 43
no. 63, p. 109: Ch 1, n. 44
no. 72, p. 126: T&C no. 43

KE no. 187: T&C no. 43
1 Par. 180: T&C no. 21
PL 200:851: T&C no. 51
Sang. 8.93: T&C no. 37
Wig. 1.48: T&C no. 37

Liber Extra
X 1.40.1: Ch 1, n. 25
X 2.3.1: T&C no. 56
X 2.13.8: Ch 10, nn. 15, 19; T&C nos. 25, 1060
X 2.13.13: Ch 1, nn. 96, 99; Ch 10, nn. 15, 19; T&C

no. 1060
X 2.19.4: Ch 1, n. 18
X 2.20.9: Ch 3, n. 192
X 2.23.12: T&C no. 69
X 2.27.7: Ch 3, n. 192
X 4.1.2: Ch 7, n. 99; T&C nos. 879, 1089
X 4.1.6: Ch 1, n. 24
X 4.1.12: T&C no. 43
X 4.1.14: Ch 1, n. 26
X 4.1.15: Ch 1, n. 27
X 4.1.16: T&C no. 59
X 4.1.17: Ch 7, n. 99; T&C no. 895
X 4.1.19: T&C no. 974
X 4.1.23: T&C no. 722
X 4.1.25: T&C no. 722
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Liber Extra (cont.)
X 4.1.29: Ch 1, n. 8
X 4.2.1: T&C no. 21
X 4.2.5: T&C no. 21
X 4.2.6: Ch 1, n,. 17, 21
X 4.2.7: Ch 1, nn. 20, 22
X 4.2.8: Ch 1, nn. 20, 22
X 4.2.9: Ch 1, n. 23
X 4.3.2: Ch 1, n. 74; Ch 8, nn. 17, 22
X 4.5.3: Ch 1, n. 34
X 4.5.7: Ch 1, n. 35
X 4.6.1: Ch 1, nn. 37, 41
X 4.6.2: Ch 1, n. 39, 41
X 4.7.1: Ch 1, n. 50; T&C nos. 85, 159, 264

(gloss and Hostiensis on): T&C no. 36
X 4.7.5: Ch 1, n. 52
X 4.7.6: Ch 1, n. 53
X 4.7.8: Ch 1, n. 54
X 4.8.1: Ch 10, n. 97
X 4.8.2: Ch 10, n. 98
X 4.9.1: Ch 1, n. 31
X 4.13.1

(Ancharano and Andreae on): T&C no. 1060
(Hostiensis on): T&C no. 1058
(Panormitanus on): Ch 10, n. 19

X 4.13.2: T&C no. 43
X 4.13.6: T&C no. 45
X 4.13.8: T&C no. 45
X 4.13.10: T&C no. 45
X 4.14.1: T&C no. 42
X 4.14.2: T&C no. 59
X 4.15.4: Ch 1, n. 14
X 4.15.5: Ch 1, n. 15
X 4.15.6: Ch 1, n. 14
X 4.15.7: Ch 1, n. 15
X 4.16.3: Ch 1, n. 59; T&C no. 37
X 4.16.10: T&C no. 48
X 4.17.13: Ch 1, n. 114
X 4.18.3: Ch 1, n. 104
X 4.18.6: Ch 1, n. 60; Ch 2, n. 44
X 4.19.1: Ch 10, at n. 17
X 4.19.3: T&C no. 37
X 4.19.5: Ch 1, n. 104
X 4.20.2: Ch 1, n. 117
X 4.20.3: Ch 1, n. 118
X 4.20.4: Ch 1, n. 119
X 4.20.5: Ch 1, n. 120
X 4.20.6: T&C no. 63
X 4.20.7: T&C no. 63
X 4.20.8: T&C no. 63
X 4.21.2: T&C no. 974
X 4.32.3: Ch 1, n. 45

(glosses): Ch 1, n. 47
X 4.32.8: Ch 1, n. 43
X 4.32.9: Ch 1, n. 49

(glosses on): Ch 1, n. 47
X 5.10.1 (Panormitanus on): T&C no. 1089
X 5.10.2 (Panormitanus on): T&C no. 1089

X 5.16.6: T&C no. 948
X 5.17.6: Ch 4, n. 80
X 5.17.7 (and gloss): Ch 4, n. 80

Liber Sextus
VI 4.1.1: Ch 1, at n. 71

Conciliar and Synodal Canons
Amiens (c. 1454), c. 5.10: Ch 8, n. 23
Cambrai (1238 X 1240), cc. [89–93], [96]: Ch 8, at

nn. 14–15
Cambrai (1287–8)

c. [65]: Ch 8, at n. 18
c. [66]: T&C no. 766
c. [71]: Ch 8, at n. 24

Cambrai (c. 1310): Ch 8, at n. 25
Cambrai (c. 1313): Ch 8, at n. 26
Cambrai (early 14th c.)

c. [80]: Ch 8, at n. 18; Ch 9, at nn. 34, 71, 408
c. [81]: Ch 9, at n. 218, after n. 287; Ch 11, at n. 139;

T&C no. 766
c. [82]: T&C no. 765
c. [83]: Ch 8, at n. 24; Ch 9, at n. 186; T&C no. 915

1 Canterbury (1213 X 1214), cc. 53–4: T&C no. 52
Châlons-sur-Marne (1557): T&C no. 1278
4 Lateran (1215),

c. 50: Ch 1, at nn. 58, 62, after n. 66, at n. 71; Ch 10, at
n. 51; T&C nos. 1177, 1187

c. 51 (Cum inhibitio): Ch 1, at nn. 77–9, 81, after
n. 104, at n. 113; Ch 6, after n. 184, at nn. 192,
201–2; Ch 8, at nn. 15, 19; Ch 11, n. 118; Ch 12, at
n. 37; Epilogue, at n. 1; T&C nos. 53–4

c. 52: Ch 1, at n. 61
c. 60: T&C no. 88
c. 68: T&C no. 65

Liège (1288): T&C no. 764
London (1237), c. 23: T&C no. 88
London (1328), c. 8 (= Lyndwood, Provinciale 4.3.[1]):

Ch 6, at n. 203; T&C nos. 498–9
London (1342), c. 11 (Humana concupiscentia) (=

Lyndwood, Provinciale 4.3.[2]): Ch 1, n. 83; Ch 6, at
nn. 92, 189, 191–2, after n. 196, at nn. 201, 205, 207,
219; Ch 9, at n. 302; T&C nos. 484, 498–500, 505

Oxford (1222), c. 47: T&C no. 65
Oxford (1322), cc. [22–3] (= Lyndwood, Provinciale

4.1.[1]): T&C no. 54
Paris (1196 X 1208), c. [98]: Ch 1, n. 85; Ch 7, at n. 291,

after n. 341; T&C no. 52
Paris (1219 X 1224), c. [13]: Ch 1, n. 85
Soissons (1403)

c. 48: Ch 8, n. 21
c. 50: Ch 8, n. 20
c. 55: Ch 8, n. 21

Tournai (early 14th c.): T&C nos. 764, 1055 (App e9.2, at
n. 5)

Tours (1236), c. 6: T&C no. 745
Trent, sess. 24 (1563), Canones super reformatione

matrimonii
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Conciliar and Synodal Canons (cont.)
c. 1 (Tametsi): Introd, at nn. 27–8; Ch 1, at n. 79; Ch

12, at n. 38; Epilogue, at nn. 3–6; T&C no. 6
c. 6: T&C no. 320

Troyes (1374), locus 15: T&C no. 1278
Westminster (1200), c. [11]: T&C no. 52

Treatises
Ancharano, see Liber Extra: X 4.13.1
Andreae, see Liber Extra: X 4.13.1
Bernardus Papiensis, Summa de matrimonio, 7: T&C

no. 47
Hostiensis, Summa (see also Liber Extra:X 4.7.1, X

4.13.1)
tit. de matrimoniis: T&C nos. 222, 722
tit. de sponsalibus: T&C no. 895
tit. de sponsalibus et matrimoniis: T&C no. 222
tit. si mulier petat in virum: T&C no. 1058

Hugh of St Victor, De sacramentis 2.11.6: T&C no. 6
Luther

Tischreden 1:229–30: T&C no. 6
Von Ehesachen, 102–3: Introd, n. 24

Lyndwood, Provinciale, see Conciliar and Synodal Canons:
London (1328), London (1342), Oxford (1322)

Maranta, Speculum aureum, pars 6, tit. De repulsa
testium: Ch 9, at n. 156

Panormitanus, see Liber Extra: X 4.13.1, X 5.10.1,
5.10.2

Peter Abelard, Epitome, 31: Ch 9, n. 126
Peter the Chanter, Summa, 351: Ch 6, n. 133
Raymond, De matrimonio

4.2 (gloss): Ch 1, n. 9
4.11: Ch 1, n. 29
4.22: Ch 10, at nn. 12–15, 18

Sánchez, Disputationes de matrimonio
1.7: T&C no. 639
2.11: Ch 7, n. 183

7.12: T&C nos. 320, 695
10.19: T&C no. 1089

Summa Coloniensis, 14.11: T&C no. 1062
Tancred, Ordo iudiciarius, 3.6–13: Ch 1, n. 109
Tancred, Summa de matrimonio

c. 8: T&C no. 722
c. 15: T&C no. 17
c. 21: Ch 1, at n. 69; T&C nos. 47, 1262 n. 2
c. 25: Ch 1, n. 28
c. 30: Ch 1, n. 13
c. 33: Ch 1, nn. 92, 97, 101; Ch 7, n. 72
c. 35: Ch 1, n. 106
c. 36–7: Ch 1, n. 109
c. 37: Ch 1, n. 112
c. 38: Ch 1, n. 113
c. 39: Ch 1, n. 115

Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae, Supp. q. 65 art. 4:
Ch 1, n. 66

Vacarius, Summa de matrimonio: T&C no. 7

Secular Legislation
(1283) 11 Edw. 1 (Acton Burnell): Ch 3, at n. 4
(1285) 13 Edw. 1 (Merchants): Ch 3, at n. 4
(1353) 27 Edw. 3, st. 2 (Staple): Ch 3, at n. 4
(1382) 5 Ric. 2, st. 1, c. 6 (‘Rapes’): Ch 4, at n. 77
(1540) 32 Hen. 8, c. 38: T&C no. 6
(1557, registered 1.iii) (Édit contre les mariages

clandestins): Introd at n. 30; T&C nos. 1270,
1294

(1579) (Ordonnance de Blois, arts. 40–4): Epilogue, at
nn. 7, 10, after n. 13

(1639) (Ordonnance contre les mariages clandestins):
Epilogue, at n. 9

(1667) (Ordonnance pour la procédure civile): Ch 9, at
n. 156

(1753), 26 Geo. 2, c. 33 (Lord Hardwicke’s Marriage Act):
Ch 2, at n. 7; Epilogue, at n. 10; T&C no. 1277



Index of Persons and Places

This is an index principally of the persons and places that are featured in the cases discussed in this book. Popes,
canonists, and authors of modern works discussed in the text may be found in the Subject Index. Similarly, the judges
of the principal courts will be found in the Subject Index, but lesser officers of those courts and officers of courts other
than the principal ones will be found here. The Subject Index indexes only the text, whereas this Index indexes the T&C
and the footnotes as well; hence, references to courts and officers (e.g., official of the archdeacon of Richmond) will be
found here that are not in the Subject Index, as will references to the authors of works discussed in the T&C (but not
simple references). Individuals described by their relationship to another (‘Joan’s father’) are normally not indexed unless
their names are given. The placenames in Ely diocese found in Table 6.8 and those in Cambrai diocese in Tables 8.10 and
8.11 (and in the surrounding discussions) are also excluded unless they appear elsewhere. Cases excluded from the TCas
are similarly excluded here. As in the TCas, references are given to the chapter and footnote number or to the T&C
number where the item occurs. If those references are already in the TCas, reference is to the TCas using the short form
of the case name. ‘Titles of honor and status’ (e.g., ‘esquire’, ‘demoiselle’) and ‘occupations and trades’ (e.g., ‘priest’,
‘tailor’, all the way from ‘king’ to ‘servant’, inlcuding ‘lawyer’ and ‘court officer’) found in conjunction with personal
names are gathered under general entries with those names. As in the TCas, prefixes are ignored in forming the main
entry, even if the clerk joined them up (e.g., ‘Deplatea’ is listed under ‘Platea’). This caused problems with Dutch names
with ‘ts-’ or ‘s-’ prefixes, so where I have separated them, the entry indicates that they were originally joined by
hyphenating the prefix after the Christian name (e.g., ‘Clercx, Katherina Ts-’). (In both cases, I have probably made
mistakes in identifying the unprefixed form of the name; I was particularly reluctant to separate the prefix ‘s-’, unless I
was sure that it was a prefix. I did not separate the prefix ‘ver-’, which the scribes of our records consistently join up with
the main name.) Parties to cases are marked with ‘plain’ for ‘plaintiff’ (including private promotors of office cases), ‘def’
for defendant, simply ‘party’ (where the moving party cannot be determined), or ‘non-party’ (where the person could
have made a party [e.g., the person with whom a precontract is alleged to have been made] but so far as we can tell, was
not). In addition to these and standard abbreviations for the English counties, ‘dau’ = daughter, ‘dép’ = département (in
French placenames), prov = province (in Belgian placenames), ‘comm’r’ = commissioner, and ‘witn’ = witness.
Placenames are normalized to the modern spelling of the place with the record spelling given only where there might be
doubt as to the identification. Where possible, English placenames are made precise to the medieval parish, using ‘in’ for
subparochial places; French placenames are made precise to the modern département (somewhat different from those in
Petit, Registre); placenames in modern Belgium are made precise only to the modern province, because the
Vleeschouwers’ editions have all the further references. Main entries for placenames are separated from main entries for
persons. Surnames are not normalized, so the only persons gathered under the same surname are those where the spelling
in the record is exactly the same. All entries are in English without regard to the original language of the record, except
for personal titles (e.g., demoiselle) and for the cases from Pisa in Ch 12, which remain in Latin.

[. . .], Alice widow of Stephen de, def, see Clifton c
[. . .]

[. . .], Catherine, def, see Office c Bueken et [. . .]
[. . .], Katherine, residing in Haddenham, plain, see

Gerthmaker and [. . .] c Hundreder
[. . .], Laurence, party, see [. . .] et Costuriere
[. . .], Marjorie, def, see Preston c [. . .]
[. . .], wife of Willebrod, non-party, see Office c Bueken et

[. . .]

Aa, Margareta van, alias vanden Zande, def, see Officie c
Platea en Aa

Aalst (Alost), prov Oost-Vlaanderen
béguinage in, see Officie c Drivere; Hever
dean of Christianity of, T&C no. 793

Abbatisvilla, Pierre d’, glazier, party, see Abbatisvilla et
Abbatisvilla

Marie wife of, party, see Abbatisvilla et Abbatisvilla
Abbeville, Pierre d’, plain, see Abbeville c Clemente
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Abbot, John, of Sheriff Hutton, def, see Thyrne c Abbot
Abele, Katherina vanden, def, see Officie c Scrivere, Abele

en Sporct
Ablencq, Jacques de l’, def, see Office c Ablencq
Abliaux, Jacques des, def, see Office c Abliaux
Acaster Malbis, Yorks, see Naburn
Acastre, Isolda, executor of, see Harwood c Sallay
Acclum, Joan dau of Peter de, of Newton, plain, see

Acclum c Carthorp
Acomb, Yorks, grange of William Ferriby at, see Thornton

and Dale c Grantham
Acren [Saint-Géréon or Saint-Martin], prov Hainaut,

T&C no. 812; see also Grote
Addiers, Hendrik, def, see Officie c Addiers, Ockezeele en

Spalsters
Adekyn, William, of Bassingbourn, plain, def, see Office

and Adekyn c Bassingbourn(vicar); Bassingbourn
(vicar) c Adekyn

Admère, Mathieu, def, see Office c Admère
Adwalton in Birstall, Yorks, see Wikley c Roger
Aeede, Katherina vanden, of Herentals, def, see Olmen c

Aeede
Affligem, prov Oost-Vlaanderen, Benedictine abbey of, see

Gheele c Gheele en Ans
Aitrio, Laurencette de, def, see Morelli c Aitrio
Aken, Margareta van, alias Foys, def, see Officie c Stoeten

en Aken
Alamaigne, Herman d’, ?smith, horse-doctor

(marescallus), party, see Alamaigne et Alamaigne
Jeanne wife of, party, see Alamaigne et Alamaigne

Alardine, Marguerite, def, see Office c Ramenault et
Alardine

Albaro (unidentified), ?Pisa diocese, see Vernacii
Albi, diocese, synodal statutes of (after 1255), T&C

no. 55
Albi, Raimond, def, see Puteo c Albi
Alboeme, Johanna vanden, alias Copman Jans, def, see

Officie c Alboeme en Arents
Alceins, Egied, def, see Officie c Alceins en Zee
Alcok, William, of Emneth, def, see Jake and Emneth c

Alcok
Alderford

Mr Edmund de, MA, witn, T&C no. 471
John, non-party, see Quernepekkere c Tyd

Aleisen, Jeanne, wife of Jean du Quesne, non-party, see
Office c Cammelin

Alemant, Denis l’, alias de Harant, def, see Gracieux c
Alemant

Aleyn, William, of Kelsale, witn, see Marion c Umphrey
Alman, William, official of the archdeacon of

Northumberland, T&C no. 214
Alne, Robert, examiner general of the court of York, see

Thomson c Wylson
as special commissary of the commissary general, Ch 5,

at n. 26
Alnmouth [in Lesbury], Northumb, Ch 4, n. 12
Alston, John, of Wilburton, non-party, see Office c

Netherstrete (2)

Ambianis, Jeanette de, plain, see Ambianis c Baigneux
Amelricx, Geertrui, of Beersel (Vlaams-Brabant), def, see

Officie c Biest en Amelricx
Amesbury, Wilts, rural dean of, Ch 2, at nn. 1, 7
Amiens, diocese, synodal statutes of (c. 1454), Ch 8, at

nn. 22–3
Amougies, prov Hainaut, curé of, see Cammelin, Quesne
Ampleforth, Yorks, see Drokton; Horsley c Cleveland
Ancien, Ferric l’, party, see Ancien et Templiere
André, Marguerite dau of, plain, see Heylen et André c

Wituenne
Andree, Jean, plain, see Andree c Pigne
Andren

John, of Chesterton, def, see Office c Anegold and
Andren

Margaret, of Stretham, def, see Boyton c Andren
Nicholas, of Swavensey, def, see Office and Andren and

Edyng c Andren and Solsa
relative of, see Grym

Richard, of Swavensey, def, see Office c Andren and
Andren

Agnes, his de facto wife, def, see Office c Andren and
Andren

Robert, of Swavensey, plain, see Office and Andren and
Edyng c Andren and Solsa

Anegold
John, of Chesterton, def, see Office c Anegold and

Andren
William son of Henry (?related to Henry), of Chesterton,

plain, see Anegold and Schanbery c Grantesden
Aneport [sic] at Ryngoy [sic] in Chester (i.e., Lichfield)

diocese [?Allport in Bromborough, Ches, or Alport,
Derbys], Ch 4, n. 23

Anetieres, Jacques de, of Tournai, party, see Anetieres et
Sablens

wife of, see Sablens
Anger, Katherine, of Settrington, def, see Watson and

Couper c Anger
Angers, diocese, bishop of, synodal statutes of, see Maire
Anglee, Hannette de l’, def, see Office c Leggle et Anglee
Anglesey, Cambs, priory (Augustinian), see Myntemoor
Anglici

Robin, def, see Charronis c Anglici
Robin, def (another), see Maillarde c Anglici

Angot, Gilette, plain, see Angot c Vignereux
Anjou, see Carnificis c Regis
Ans, Margareta, wife of Jan van Gheele, def, see Gheele c

Gheele en Ans
Anselli, Étienne, of Quiers (Seine-et-Marne), def, see

Office c Anselli
Anselmi, Maria, alias Waelbeck, def, see Office c Lamso,

Anselmi en Peysant
Anston, Yorks, see Inkersale c Beleby
Antwerp, archdeaconry, Ch 8, at n. 1
Antwerp, prov Antwerpen, Ch 8, at n. 1

dean of Christianity of, T&C no. 784
Apelheren, Gilles vander, def, see Office c Apelheren et

Claus
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Appelterre, Jacqueline d’, party, see Gobert et Appelterre
Appilton, Thomas, LLB, special commissary of the

commissary general of the court of York, see
Northefolk c Swyer and Thornton

Appleton, Alice de, of York, plain, see Appleton c
Hothwayt

Appletreewick, Yorks, see Kyghley c Younge
Aqua, Bertrand de, party, see Aqua et Champione
Ar[ragon], Martin, house of, in Paris, see Office c

Harangerii
Archer, Beatrice widow of Richard le, of Dover, def, see

Office c Bretoun and Archer
Ardiel, Jean d’, plain, see Ardiel c Castelain et Lukette
Ardsley, West, Yorks, see Wardley
Aredenoise, Saintine l’, def, see Office c Mont et

Aredenoise
Arents

Jan, def, see Officie c Alboeme en Arents
Josse, plain, see Arents c Keere

Argenteuil, dép Val-d’Oise, house of maı̂tre F. in, see
Kaerauroez c Sartrouville

Arnall, Richard, vicar general of the archbishop of York,
Ch 5, at n. 109

as commissary general and official, see Subject Index s.n.
Arneys, John, of Cambridge cordwainer, plain, see Arneys

c Salman
Arnulphi, Étienne, party, see Arnulphi et Arnulphi

Perette wife of, party, see Arnulphi et Arnulphi
Arrington, Cambs, see Masonn and Bakere c Coo
Arrode, Guillaume, clerk, def, see Flament c Arrode
Arundel, Thomas, bishop of Ely (1373–88), archbishop of

York (1388–96), archbishop of Canterbury
(1396–7, 1399–1414), Ch 6, at nn. 1, 80; T&C
no. 475

audience of, Ch 6, at n. 86; see also Fisschere c Frost
and Brid; Office c Fysshere; Gobat and Pertesen c
Bygot; Office c Gritford; Gritford c Hervy

brother of, earl of Arundel, Ch 6, at n. 199
as chancellor of England, T&C no. 93

Ascheburn, Robert de, commissary general of York, see
Subject Index

Ask
Roger, of Aske, esquire (also described as of Easby,

Richmond archdeaconry), def, see Ask c Ask and
Ask

Isabel wife of, dau of the late Christopher Conyers
esquire of Burneston, Richmond archdeaconry (also
described as of Hornby), def, see Ask c Ask and
Ask

William, gentleman, plain, see Ask c Ask and Ask
Aske [in Easby], Yorks, see Ask c Ask and Ask
Askwith, Yorks, see Helay c Evotson
Aspale, Eleanor, widow of Robert de, def, see Office c

Brokes and Aspale
Assche, Katherina vanden, def, see Officie c Faucoys,

Haghen en Assche
Asse (Asscha), prov Vlaams-Brabant, church of, T&C

no. 1258; see also Ghelde; Herts

Asse, Adeline veuve du défunt Jean, def, see Baillon c
Asse

Asselaer, Michaël van, def, see Officie c Asselaer en
Waghemans

Astlott, John, ?merchant of onions and garlic, plain, see
Astlott c Louth

parents of, witns, see Ella
Aston, Margaret, Ch 6, at n. 253; T&C nos. 417, 430,

435–6, 438, 447, 475, 481, 505
Ath, prov Hainaut, castle in, serving as prison, see

Steenberghe c Ruvere et Brunne
Atkynson, Margaret, of Billingley (in Darfield), def, see

Haynes and Northcroft c Atkynson
Attehull, Agnes dau of Nicholas, of Stretham, def, see

Bretenham c Attehull; Weston c Attehull
Attepool, Alice, of Fulbourn, plain, see Attepool c Frebern
Attre, Pierre de l’, def, see Office c Attre et Bertoule
Auberti, Pierre, def, see Auberti c Auberti

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Auberti c Auberti
Aubour, Guillaume, plain, see Aubour c Mercerii et Sayce
Audigois, Jean, def, see Audigois c Audigois

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Audigois c Audigois
Audren, Alain, proctor and promotor of the court of Paris,

Ch 7, at nn. 132, 193, 237, 290; T&C no. 712
Augustini, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Clerc, Meets en

Augustini
Aula, Agnes dau of John de, of Dover, def, see Office c

Malekyn and Aula
Aulo, Pierre de, priest, governor (gubernator) of the

maison de Dieu, Lagny-sur-Marne
(Seine-et-Marne), see Office c Charrone

Aumosne
Jean de l’, junior, plain, see Aumosne c Charretiere
Jean de l’, party (?same), see Aumosne et Boisleaue

Aumuciere, Belona l’, plain, see Aumuciere c Lorrain
Aungier, William son of Adam, of Reedness, plain, see

Aungier c Malcake
Autreau, Baudet d’, plain, see Autreau c Doublet
Auvers

Jeanne d’, plain, see Auvers c Rousselli
Margerite d’, domiciled before the butcher shop

(carnificeria), parish of Saint-Christophe in the City,
def, see Office c Veteriponte et Auvers

Availlier (Avalleur), Leonet d’, plain, see Availlier c
Malaquin

Avantage, Jean, bishop of Amiens (1437–56), synodal
statutes of, Ch 8, at nn. 22–3

Avesnes-lès-Aubert, dép Nord, curé of, witn, see Heugot c
Pouparde

Ayore, Jean, def, see Joye c Ayore
Ayoux, Jean, plain, see Ayoux c Sacespée

Bachauts, Catherine, def, see Office c Tienpont, Bachauts
et Louijns

Bacon, Thomas, of Wisbech, def, see Pikerel c Bacon
Badoise, Gilette la, resident near the sign of the Bear and

Lion, parish Saint-Pierre-aux-Boeufs (Paris), def,
see Office c Gaigneur et Badoise
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Bagby [in Kirby Knowle], Yorks, see Sell c Mawer and
Mawer

Bageurieu, Jean de, plain, see Bageurieu c Beghinarde
Bagourt, Guillaume , living in the rue des Barées (today

rue de l’Ave Maria), parish of Saint-Paul (Paris),
def, see Flamangere c Bagourt

Baigneux, Pierre de, def, see Ambians c Baigneux
Baile, Thomas son of Ralph, vicar of Conisbrough, def, see

Sutton, Harlyngton, Norton and Houton c
Oxenford and Baile

Baillette, Lucie, def, see Office c Payge et Baillette
Bailleue, Jeanne le, def, see Office c Estrées et Bailleue
Baillon

Gautier de, alias Boulenghier, plain, see Baillon c
Doncke

Philippot de, plain, see Baillon c Asse
Baiutros, Pierre, called le Borgne, plain, see Baiutros c Sore
Baker, John son of Geoffrey, def, see Office c Baker and

Barker
Bakere, Robert, of Cambridge, formerly of London, plain,

see Masonn and Bakere c Coo
Bakester

Thomas, alias Littester, of Seamer, def, plain, see
Brerelay and Sandeshend c Bakester

Walter, witn for John Dyk, T&C no. 211
Bakewhyt, Alice, of Malmesbury [Wilts], plain, see

Bakewhyt c Mayhen and Loot
Bakster, Walter, servant of, see Dyk
Balbe, William le, ?of Elham, def, see Office c Balbe and

Godhewe
Baldewyn, John, clerk, of Fulbourne, non-party, see Office

c Netherstrete (2)
Baldok, Marjorie, def, see Office c Heneye and Baldok
Baldwin, Cecily, non-party, T&C nos. 1056, 1175; see

also Scot c Devoine
Baleur, Thomas le, see Voisin
Ballard

Eli, of Easton [Northants], non-party, see Clifford c
Lungedon

Margaret stepdau of Robert, of Cambridge, def, see
Sadelere c Lystere and Ballard

Balleet, Everard van, def, see Officie c Balleet, Cudseghem
en Cudseghem

Balneolis, Jean de, of Vanves (Hauts-de-Seine), def, see
Verde c Balneolis

Balsham, Cambs, see Kele c Kele; Office c Netherstrete (2)
Band, Thomas, of Chesterton, plain, see Band c Pryme
Bandethon, William, of Newington or Ewell, def, see

Herdeman c Bandethon
Banes, Joan, plain, see Banes c Gover, Walker, Emlay and

Mores
Barat, Gilles, def, see Office c Barat et Brule
Barberii, Roger, party, see Perier et Barberii
Barberius, Ventura, def, see Vico c Barberium
Barbette, Marguerite, def, see Office c Scotée et Barbette
Barbiere, Gautier le, def, see Blanchart
Barbiers, Pasque, alias ts’Costers, of Herne, def, see Office

c Oerens, Camérière et Barbiers

Barbieux, Jacques le, def, see Flandre c Barbieux
wife of, see Flandre

Barbiresse, Marie le, def, see Office c Roy et
Barbiresse

Barbitonsor, Jan, def, see [. . .] c Stillemans
Barbour

Adam, of Thorney, def, see Office c Barbour and
Whitheved

Thomas, of St Benet’s Cambridge, def, see Seustere c
Barbour

concubine of, see Seustere
Bardsey, Yorks, see Wyke
Barker

Emma called, of Crayke, def, see Office c Baker and
Barker

John, of Cambridge, servant of, see Erneys
Margaret (Barkar), dwelling with John Marsshall of

York, tailor, plain, see Foghler and Barker c
Werynton

William, house of, T&C no. 293; see also [. . .] c [. . .]
(1470)

Barkston [in Sherburn in Elmet], Ch 5, at n. 3
Barley (Barlay)

Katherine dau of Henry, plain, see Barley c Barton
Margaret, alias Beverley, of St Denis Walmgate, York,

plain, see Barley c Danby
Barley, Herts, see Duraunt and Cakebred c Draper
Barmston in Holderness, Yorks, see Carnaby c

Mounceaux
church of All Saints’ in, T&C no. 183

Barneby, Joan de, of York, plain, see Barneby c
Fertlyng

Barnet, John, bishop of Ely (1366–73), Ch 6, at
n. 222

Barnwell [Cambridge, St Andrew the Less], Cambs, see
Borewell c Bileye; Kirkeby c Poket; Masonn and
Bakere c Coo; Rouse c Smyth; Wronge and Foot c
Hankyn; Office c Wylcokesson and Hare

Baron, Margaret, living in York, party, see Payntour and
Baron

Barraycastell, Emma, dau of Adam Corry, plain, see
Graystanes and Barraycastell c Dale

Barre
Colin de, plain, see Barre c Barre

Isabelle wife of, def, see Barre c Barre
Jean de le, def, see Office c Barre et Bruvereul

Barrote, Jeanne la, plain, see Barrote c Clerici
Barton

John, bower of York, executor of William Miton, witn,
see Lede c Skirpenbek and Miton

William, husband of Katherine Barley, def, see Barley c
Barton

Barton, Westmd, see Sockbridge; Yanwath
Barton le Street, Yorks, see Colton c Whithand and Lowe;

Grey and Grey c Norman
Barton upon Humber, Lincs, Ch 5, at n. 26
Barwick in Elmet, Yorks, see Elvyngton c Elvyngton and

Penwortham; Lazencroft
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Base
Jeanne vander, fiancée of Arnauld de Coebere,

non-party, see Office c Hont
Pierre de, def, see Office c Base et Honters

Baserode, Jacob van, def, see Officie c Baserode,
Kempeneere en Woters

Bassingbourn, Cambs, Robert vicar of, plain, def, see
Office and Adekyn c Bassingbourn (vicar);
Bassingbourn (vicar) c Adekyn; Office and
Bassingbourn (vicar) c Gilberd

Bastard, Gilles, plain, see Bastard c Potine
Bastijns, Barbara, of Berlaar (Antwerpen), def, see Officie

c Crane, Bastijns en Marien
Bataille, Jeanne, def, see Office c Bataille et Maloy
Baten

Dimpna, fiancée of Willibrord Boelkens, def, see Officie
c Boelkens, Claes, Schueren en Baten

Elisabeth, non-party, see Officie c Temmerman en
Coninx

Bateur, Jacquelotte dau of the late Geoffroi le, def, see
Fabri c Bateur

Bath and Wells, diocese, bishop of, see Bowet
Baudequuie, Marie, def, see Office c Visitot, Baudequuie et

Poquet
Baune (Bown), John, of York, see Foghler and Barker c

Werynton
Bautre, Margaret wife of John, of Scarborough, widow

and executrix of Robert Shilbotill, senior, of
Scarborough, def, see Carthorp and Shilbotill c
Bautre

Baxter, Agnes, of Scarborough, plain, see Baxter c Newton
Bayart, Jean, tailor (custurarius) of Cambrai diocese,

party, see Bayart et Hemarde
Beal (Byall, ?Roall) [in Kellington], Yorks, see Rayner c

Willyamson and Willyamson
Beau, Imbert le, def, see Rouselle c Beau
Beaumarchais, Henri de, witn, see Maisons c

Beaumarchais
Margot dau of, def, see Maisons c Beaumarchais

Beaurevoir, dép Aisne, church of, see Evrart c Orfèvre
Beauvais, France, bishop of, decretal addressed to, Ch 1,

at n. 74
Beccut, Jean, plain, see Beccut c Miquielle
Becforte, Jeanne de, party, see Douvel et Becforte
Beckere

Egied de, married clerk, plain, see Officie en Beckere c
Bruggen

Jean, def, see Office c Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere
Nicolaas den, def, see Officie c Beckere, Houte en Rode
Pieter de, def, see Officie c Beckere en Leneren

Bedale, Matilda, of St Helen’s on the Walls, York, def, see
Frothyngham c Bedale

Bedale, Yorks, church of, Ch 4, at n. 227
Bedford, duke of, see John of Lancaster
Beeckmans, Elisabeth, widow of Nicolaas Zeghers, def, see

Office c Smet en Beeckmans
Beecmans, Aleidis, widow of Hubert van Minden, def, see

Officie c Best en Beecmans

Beek, John, saddler of York, def, see Tailour c Beek
Beende, Nelle vanden, def, see Officie c Reghenmortere en

Beende
Beerseele, Pierre van, def, see Office c Beerseele et Smets
Beersel, prov Vlaams-Brabant, see Officie c Biest en

Amelricx
Beghinarde, Marie le, def, see Bageurieu c Beghinarde
Beken

Barbara vander, def, see Officie c Docx en Beken
Catherine vander, def, see Office c Coenraerts, Beken et

Thibaex
Margareta vander, def, see Officie c Riddere en Beken

Belamy
Alice dau of Thomas, of Raskelf, def, see Thomeson c

Belamy
Richard, great-uncle of, witn, T&C no. 176

John, of Raskelf, def, see Malman and Raskelf c Belamy
Beleby

Agnes dau of William, of Anston, def, see Inkersale c
Beleby

John, of Scagglethorpe, def, see Clytherowe c Beleby
Belier, Jacob de, plain, see Belier c Belier

Elisabeth de, wife of, def, see Belier c Belier
Beliere, Marguerite, non-party, see Office c Rosse et

Thenakere
Belin, Louis, of Hacquegnies (Hainaut), def, see Office c

Belin et Blondielle
Bell, Joan dau of Henry, of York, def, see Thurkilby and

Fissher c Newsom and Bell
Belleken, Josse, def, see Office c Belleken et Capellen
Belot, Guillaume, def, see Marguonet c Belot
Bemond, William, plain, see Bemond c Thewles
Benenden (?), Kent, see Office c Simon and Tanner
Benet, Marjorie, of Comberton, residing in London, def,

see Puf c Puf and Benet
Benethewode, Richard, of Malmesbury, witn, see

Bakewhyt c Mayhen and Loot
Beneyt, Joan residing with Robert, of Ely, def, see Everard

c Beneyt
Benson, Peter, of York, def, see Benson c Benson

Agnes wife of, of York, plain, see Benson c Benson
Bentiuollie, Bonfiliolus quondam, plain, see Bentiuollie c

Bruni
Benwell in Newcastle upon Tyne, Northumb, T&C

no. 1175, n. 11; see also Walworth
Beraudi, Guiot, plain, see Beraudi c Hanon
Berchere, Amelotte la, plain, see Berchere c Gaulino
Berebruer, Laurence, ducheman, party, see Berebruer and

Tolows
Bergilers, prov Liège, see Office c Beerseele et Smets
Berkesworth, William de, donzel, witn, see Peron c

Newby
Berlaar, prov Antwerpen, church of, T&C no. 1237; see

also Bastijns; Crane; Marien
Berles, Simon de, plain, see Berles c Duaurto
Bernard

Alice, dau of Peter Huetson of Walkerith [?Lincs], plain,
see Bernard c Walker
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Bernard (cont.)
William, of Trumpington, witn, see Bakewhyt c Mayhen

and Loot
Bernardi, Jean, plain, see Bernardi c Coeffier
Bernesdale, Geoffrey, husband of Matilda Cattesos, def,

see Cattesos c Brigham and Pyttok
Bernewell(e), Stephen, of Cambridge, poulterer and

married man, def, see Office c Bernewell and
Tavern

Bersaut, Gérard
Étiennette dau of, def, see Ringart c Bersaut
Jeanette former servant of, witn, Ch 7, at n. 295; see

also Charboniere
Bersele, Margareta van, plain, see Bersele c Verheylweghen
Bertels

Hendrik, see Thuyne
Margareta, def, see Officie c Gheerts en Bertels
Margareta (?another), non-party, see Officie c Ponte en

Pynaerts
Bertha of Burgundy, wife of Robert the Pious of France,

Ch 11, at n. 3
Bertoule, Jeanne, def, see Office c Attre et Bertoule
Bertremart, Gilles, def, see Office c Bertremart, Pret et

Roussiau
Berwick, Thomas, alias Taverner of Pontefract, plain, see

Berwick c Frankiss
father of, see Taverner

Berwick upon Tweed (once mistakenly Berwick upon
Tyne), Northumb, Ch 2, at nn. 28, 36; T&C no. 87

Besançon, diocese, see Valyte et Sapientis
Besghe, Jean le, def, see Office c Besghe et Fayt
Besson, Guillaume, plain, see Besson c Goupille
Best, Egied, def, see Officie c Best en Beecmans
Beton, Cecily dau of William, see Routh
Bette

John, of Hardwick, def, see Office c Bette and Multon
John son of Thomas, of Swavensey, def, see Bradenham

c Bette
Thomas (?same), witn, see Bradenham c Bette

Beurgny, maı̂tre Jean, def, see Beurgny c Beurgny
Jeanne wife of, plain, see Beurgny c Beurgny

Beuve, Denise la, plain, see Office et Beuve c Gresse
Bever, Joan, witn, see Wakfeld c Fox
Beverage, William, of Skipsea, def, see Hobbesdoghter c

Beverage
Beveregh, Thomas, parishioner of Fulbourn, plain, see

Office and Netherstrete et al c Fool
Beverley, Yorks, see Joynoure c Jakson; Merton c

Midelton; Wellewyk c Midelton and Frothyngham
dean of, Ch 2, at n. 21; see also Routh c Strie

court (chapter) of, see Merton c Midelton
apparitor of, see Raventhorp
auditor of, Ch 4, at n. 74; see also Routh c Strie
vicar of, see Waleys

parish, St John, see Tickton
religious house, St Giles hospital, keeper of, see Warter
urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, at n. 2)

Beverlincx, Marie, def, see Office c Pyroir et Beverlincx

Beyghem, Margareta van, def, see Officie c Perkementers,
Godofridi en Beyghem

Beys, Jeanne, def, see Office c Beys et Kicht
Biaufort, Jeanne de, aunt of Margot Ragne, non-party, see

Gaillart et Ragne
Biaut, Jean le, def, see Biaut c Biaut

Agnès wife of, plain, see Biaut c Biaut
Biauvoisin, Alison veuve du défunt Pierre, plain, see

Biauvoisin c Enfant
Bidaut, Jeannette dau of Gilbert, def, see Pre c Bidaut
Biest

Hendrik vander, of Beersel (Vlaams-Brabant), def, see
Officie c Biest en Amelricx

Léon vander, def, see Office c Biest et Scandelers
Biestman, Jan, def, see Officie c Biestman, Stroysincken en

Scutters
Biggin, Yorks, see Fenton
Bigot, Gilda dau of [the late] Jean, def, see Mederico c

Bigot
Bigote, Agnesotte la, plain, see Bigote c Vaupoterel
Bigotte, Anne, fiancée of Jean Vast, plain, party, see Office

et Bigotte c Crispelet; Vat et Bigotte
Bileye, Thomas, of Cambridge, def, see Borewell c Bileye
Billehaude, Jeanne, wife of Jean Carton, def, see Carton c

Billehaude
Billingley [in Darfield], Yorks, see Atkynson
Bilton, Yorks, see Gell and Smyth c Serill
Bingham, Notts, see Brantice c Crane
Birchington [in Monkton], Kent, see Gyk c Thoctere
Birdesall (Bridsall), John, of Burnby, servant of, see

Warde
Birkby in Allertonshire, Yorks, see Thwaites c Thwaites
Birkin, Yorks, see Haddlesey
Birkys, John, ?serf of the duke of Lancaster, def, see

Wright and Birkys c Birkys
Joan wife of, plain, see Wright and Birkys c Birkys

Birstall (Birstal), Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 149; see also
Adwalton; Liversedge; Tonge

vicar of, see Kent
Bishopthorpe, Yorks, see Ingoly c Midelton, Esyngwald

and Wright; Radcliff c Kynge and Coke
Bisquaneto, Reginald de, def, see Lariaco c Bisquaneto
Blackburn, Lancs, see Salesbury
Blaect, Margareta vander, wife of Jan Diericx, def, see

Diericx c Blaect
Blagi, Laurence de, def, see Odin et Thiefre c Blagi
Blakden, Anabella, of Kilburn, plain, see Blakden c Butre
Blakehose, William, of Lythe, def, see Nostell (priory) c

Pecche and Blakehose
Blakeston (Blaykest’) [?Durham], Mr Ralph de, official of

the archdecon of Northumberland, T&C no. 1175,
at n. 19

Blanchart, Gautier, alias le Barbiere, def, see Lanchsone c
Blanchart

Blanchet, Pierre, of Langres diocese, def, see Jacquet c
Blanchet

Blasinne, Jeanne, def, see Petit c Blasinne
Blay, Katelotte dau of Thomas la, def, see Morelli c Blay
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Blayke, Katherine, servant of John Dene, citizen and
merchant of York, plain, see Garforth and Blayke c
Nebb

Bleesers, Elisabeth S-, of Brussels, def, see Officie c
Oemens en Bleesers

Blekere, Jacques de, def, see Office c Blekere et Clements
Blisworth, Northants, see Clifford c Lungedon
Blocke, Elisabeth widow of Jacob vanden, party, see

Blocke
Blofeld, Margaret, of Chatteris, plain, see Blofeld and

Reder c Lile
Bloittere, Gossard de, alias de Pratis, def, see Office et

Honte c Bloittere et Jeheyme
Bloke

Antoon vanden, def, see Officie c Bloke, Jans en Braken
jonkvrouw Elisabeth vanden, widow of Jacob vanden

Bloke (Blocke), party, see Bloke en Bloke
Elisabeth dau of, widow of Jan Oliveri, wife of

Antoon Boem, party, see Bloke en Bloke
Blomaerts, Margareta, of Lier (Antwerpen), plain, see

Blomaerts c Loenhout
Blondeau, Pierre, plain. Blondeau, see Morgnevilla, Malet

et Blondeau c Yone
Blondel (Blondeau), Jean, plain, see Blondel c Tybert
Blondelet, Robin, def, see Quintino c Blondelet
Blondelli

Gilet, def, see Blondelli c Blondelli
Perrette wife of, plain, see Blondelli c Blondelli

Jean, plain, see Nicochet c Parvi
mother of, witn, see Nicochet c Parvi

Blondielle, Jeanne, of Hacquegnies (Hainaut), def, see
Office c Belin et Blondielle

Bocher, Henry, of Hardwick, def, see Office c Bocher
Bock, Florens de, plain, see Bock c Castro en Godesans
Bocx

Amelberga, def, see Vrients c Smeekaert
Dimpna, def, see Officie c Lambrechs, Masen en Bocx

Bodevaerts, Margarete, alias vander Heyden, fiancée of
Simon Folemans, def, see Officie c Bodevaerts en
Heyns

Boechout, Arnold van, def, see Officie c Boechout en
Karloe

Boelkens, Willibrord, fiancé of Dimpna Baten, def, see
Officie c Boelkens, Claes, Schueren en Baten

Boem, Antoon, see Bloke
Bohaing, Jean de, T&C no. 933; see also Office c

Brisemoustier et Buisson
Bohier, Daniel, def, see Office c Bohier et Fèvre
Boisleaue, Jeanette la, party, see Aumosne et Boisleaue
Bokesworth, John, of Sutton, def, see Office c Bokesworth

and Messager
Bolenbeke, jonkvrouw Katherina van, widow of Jan

Esselins, plain, def, see Bolenbeke c Taye; Roevere c
Bolenbeke

Bolewer, Thomas, of Whittlesey, def, see Thorney (abbey)
c Whitheved et al

Bolleman, Roger, cordwainer of St Ives, plain, see
Webstere and Sampford c Herberd

Bollents, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Stenereren en
Bollents

Bologna, Italy, practice in marriage cases in the time of
Tancred, Ch 1, at nn. 101, 116; T&C no. 62

Bolton, Margaret, of Hedon in Holderness, plain, see
Bolton c Rawlinson

Bolton le Moors, Lancs, manor in, see Pudsay
Bolton Percy, Yorks, see Schipin c Smith
Bond, Eva dau of William, def, see Stenkyn c Bond
Bonde, Agnes, of Wimpole, plain, see Bonde c Yutte
Bonete, Jeanette la, party, see Bonete et Dol
Bonne, Willem vanden, def, see Eect en Zijpe c Bonne
Bonte, Zeger den, non-party, see Officie c Langhevelde en

Egghericx
Bontmakere, Arnold, see Corloe c Vloeghels
Bontrelli, Reginald, domiciled at the house of Étienne

Britonis at the sign of the Die, rue
Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois, def, see Esveillée c
Bontrelli

Bonvarlet, Jean, def, see Office c Bonvarlet et Bridainne
Boodt, Pieter de, van Sint-Jan Gent, party, see Groetheeren

en Boodt
wife of, see Groetheeren

Booenaerts, Osto, def, see Officie c Booenaerts en Lodins
Boquet, Arnoul, def, see Boquet Boquet

Édith wife of, plain, see Boquet Boquet
Borde, Jean de la, def, see Borde c Borde

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Borde c Borde
Bordiere, Annette la, domiciled at the house ‘l’Alemant’ at

Choisy-le-Roi (Val-de-Marne), plain, see Bordiere c
Normant

Borewell
Alice, of Barnwell, plain, see Borewell c Bileye
Alice (another) dau of Robert, plain, see Borewell c

Russel and Selvald
John, of Horseheath, def, see Stistede c Borewell

Borquerie, Jean de la, def, see Office c Borquerie et
Frarinne

Borst, Olivier de, def, see Office c Borst et Philips
Bosco

Jean de, party, see Bosco et Merciere
Jean de (?another), plain, see Bosco c Moiselet

Bose, Hellebrand de, def, see Officie c Bose en Roussiels
Bosenc, Pierre, notary of the officiality of Paris, def, see

Office c Bosenc
Bossart, Agnesotte dau of Pierre, def, see Josselin c Bossart
Bossche

Geertrui vanden, def, see Officie c Rampenberch en
Bossche

Laurence vanden, def, see Office c Girete et Bossche
Margareta vanden, alias Thonys, non-party, see Officie

c Cleren en Piermont
Willem vanden, fiancé of Elisabeth van Colene, def, see

Officie c Bossche en Scheelkens
Bosschers, Katherina Ts-, fiancée of Giselbert Huysmans,

non-party, see Officie c Huysmans en Steenken
Bossu, Jean le, party, see Bossu et Josseau
Boston, Lincs, Ch 4, at n. 16
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Bot, Herman, def, see Officie c Bot, Buysschere en
Gheersone

Botolstan, Margaret de, non-party, Ch 4, at nn. 13, 16,
17

Boton, John, of Scampston, chapman, def, see Redyng c
Boton; Warner

Bouc, Jeanette dau of the late Richard le, def, see Porcherii
c Bouc et Seigneur

Boucher, Thomas le, def, see Boucher c Boucher
Collette wife of, plain, see Boucher c Boucher

Bouchere
Agnesotte la, non-party, see Cheuvre c Jouvin
Jeanette la, def, see Oliverii c Bouchere
Jeanette la (another), the younger (juvenis), plain, see

Bouchere c Houx
Bouchout, Catherine van, def, see Office c Scueren,

Carrenbroec et Bouchout
Bouchoute, Michaël vanden, def, see Officie c Bouchoute

en Triestrams
first cousin of, see Godevaerts

Bouclart (Boulaer), Jan, see Clinckaert
Boudart, Thomas, def, see Boudart c Boudart

Marion wife of, plain, see Boudart c Boudart
Boudet, Guillaume, third party, see Couron et Saquete
Boudreville, Guillaume de, official of Paris (?–1384), Ch 7,

n. 7; T&C nos. 534, 725
Boujou, Jean, plain, see Boujou c Varlet
Boulenghe, Jan de, deceased

Jacqueline, illegitimate dau of, see Villa c Boussout
wife of, see Boussout

Boulette, Marie le, def, see Office c Moyart et Boulette
Bouloigne, Jacquet de, def, see Coloigne c Bouloigne
Bourdain, Philippot, widow of, see Galteri c Bourdinette;

Gras c Bourdinete
Bourdin, Clemencie dau of the late Philipot, def, see

Putheo c Bourdin
Bourdinette (Bourdinete), Agnesotte la, widow of

Philippot Bourdain, def, see Galteri c Bourdinette;
Gras c Bourdinete

Bourdon, Philippe, def, see Picanone c Bourdon
Bourges, Jean, plain, see Bourges c Lombardi
Bourgogne, Jean (VI), bishop of Cambrai (1439–79), Ch

8, at n. 1
Bourgois, Jean, def, see Engles c Jacotte et Bourgois
Bourn, Cambs, see Spynnere c Deye
Bourn, Cambs, John vicar of, def, see Office c

Bourn(vicar), Stanhard and Molt
Boursière (Boursiere)

Alice le, def, see Fortin c Boursière
Jeanette la, def, see Office c Couet et Boursiere

Boussieres, Robert de, def, see Moru c Mellée et
Boussieres

Boussout, jonkvrouw Johanna de, ?wife of Jan de
Boulenghe, def, see Villa c Boussout

dau of, see Boulenghe
Bouvyere, Jeanne la, party, see Hideux et Bouvyere
Bouwens, Elisabeth, non-party, see Officie c Jacops en

Heyen

Bowet, Henry, advocate of the court of Ely, laterbishop of
Bath and Wells (1401–7) and archbishop of York
(1407–23), see Office c Bernewelle and Tavern

Bown, John, see Baune
Boxhorens, Zeger, party, see Boxhorens en Spaens
Boxsele, Margareta van, plain, see Boxsele c Honsem
Boxworth, Cambs, see Wedone c Cobbe and Franceys
Boynton, Yorks, see Grene and Tantelion c Whitehow
Boysauran, Jean de, plain, see Boysauran c Curia
Boyton, John, servant of John Fyssh of Ely, plain, see

Boyton c Andren
Boywyth, Lucy de, def, see Office c Reuham and Boywyth
Brabant, archdeaconry, Ch 8, at nn. 1, 78
Brabant, duchy, Ch 12, at nn. 44–6
Brabant, Jean de, def, see Office c Brabant et Launois
Brabant wallon, province, Ch 8, at n. 78
Brabantia, Margareta de, wife of Jan de Zelleke, plain, see

Brabantia c Zelleke
Bracewell, Yorks, see Garforth and Blayke c Nebb

‘Bouresflatt’ in, Ch 5, at n. 189
Braconnière, Jeanne, def, see Motoise c Dent et

Braconnière
Bradenham, Marjorie, of Swavensey, plain, see Bradenham

c Bette
Hugh, brother of, witn, see Bradenham c Bette
Joan, ?relative of, witn, see Bradenham c Bette

Bradenho, Philip son of Richard, of Doddington, plain, see
Bradenho c Taillor

Bradford, Yorks, see Threpland c Richardson
Bradley, Matilda de, of York, plain, see Bradley c

Walkyngton
Braine-l’Alleud (Eigenbrakel), prov Brabant wallon,

church of, T&C no. 1256; see also Defier;
Goffaert

Braken, Elisabeth vander, def, see Officie c Bloke, Jans en
Braken

Brakevere, Maria le, party, see Jambotial en Brakevere
Brambosche, Baudouin vander, def, see Office c

Brambosche, Peelken et Quisthous
Brantice, Alice de, dau of Richard de Draycote of

Cropwell Butler, plain, see Brantice c Crane
mother of, see Kyketon

Braques, Jean de, bishop of Troyes, synodal statutes of
(1374), T&C no. 1278

Brassart, Gilles, def, see Office c Brassart
Brasseur, Jean le, see Marès
Brathwell, Alice, of Doncaster, def, see Dowson and Roger

c Brathwell
Braunche, Joan, of Kings Lynn, Norwich diocese, residing

in Elm, plain, see Braunche c Dellay
Brayton, Yorks, see Hambleton; Whitheved c Crescy;

Wright c Ricall
Breecpots, Katherina, def, see Oeghe c Breecpots
Brelier, Jacques le, def, see Office c Brelier et Rieulinne
Brerelay, Joan, of Skinningrove, plain, def, see Brerelay

and Sandeshend c Bakester
Bresna, Jean de, def, see Office c Bresna

Béatrice, ?foster dau of, see Office c Bresna
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Bresna (cont.)
guardian of, see Riche

Bressingham, Ralph, non-party, see Seustere c Barbour
Bretelle, Jeannette la, plain, see Bretelle c Cochon
Bretenham, John, of Stretham, plain, see Bretenham c

Attehull
Bretoun, William, junior, of Dover, def, see Office c

Bretoun and Archer
Breule, James de, def, see Everard c Breule
Bricii, Odin, plain, see Voisin c Furno
Brid

Amy widow of Robert, def, see Fisschere c Frost and
Brid

Katherine, of Whittlesford, cousin of Agnes Umphrey,
see Marion c Umphrey

Bridainne, Ambrosine, def, see Office c Bonvarlet et
Bridainne

Bridarde, Sainte, def, see Office c Ravin et Bridarde
Bridlington, prior and convent of, appropriators of

Grinton [in Swaledale] and [East] Cowton, plain,
see Bridlington (priory) c Harklay

Bridsall, William de, witn, T&C no. 203
Briebosch, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Reins en Briebosch
Briggeman, Alice, of Carlton, def, see Pottere and Pool c

Briggeman
Brigham

Isabella, former ?wife of John Elme, T&C no. 264
John, of Cambridge, def, see Cattesos c Brigham and

Pyttok
wife of, see Pyttok

William de, knight, non-party, see Dronesfeld c Donbarre
Brignall, Agnes, of St Michael le Belfrey, York, plain, see

Brignall c Herford
Brisemoustier, Jacques, def, see Office c Brisemoustier et

Buisson
Bristol, Gloucs, ?rural dean of, Ch 4, n. 36; see also Foston

c Lofthouse
mayor of, Ch 3, at n. 4

Bristoll, John de, non-party, see Huntyngton c Munkton
Britonis, Étienne, house of, in Paris, see Esveillée c

Bontrelli
Brixis, Margareta, def, see Officie c Hermans, Brixis en

Logaert
Brodel, Garin, plain, see Brodel c Hardouchin
Brodyng, Joan, of Gedney, Lincoln diocese, plain, see

Brodyng c Taillor and Treves
Broecke

Arnold vanden, def, see Officie c Broecke en Haecx
Maria vanden, plain, see Broecke c Oudermoelen

Broelants, Jan, def, see Officie c Broelants en Snit
Broetcorens, Jean, def, see Office c Broetcorens et

Staetsarts
Brohon, Hugues, def, see Office c Brohon et Destrées

dominus Mathieu, ?priest, uncle of, non-party, see
Office c Brohon et Destrées

Broke, Richard atte, ?of Lyminge, def, see Office c Broke
and Reeve

Brokes, Adam de, def, see Office c Brokes and Aspale

Brokylhurst [sic], Yorks, Little, see Fenton
Brome, Constance dau of Walter del, of Skelmanthorpe,

def, see Hopton c Brome
Broom, Cecily del, non-party, T&C nos. 1056, 1175; see

also Scot c Devoine
Broudee, Christiane la, def, see Touperon c Broudee
Brouke, Jan vanden, of Petegem-aan-de-Schelde, party, see

Hoens en Brouke
Broullart, Jean, def, see Office c Broullart
Broun, Lucy widow of William, of Newby, def, see

Normanby c Fentrice and Broun
Brounefeld, John, of York, servant of, see Thurkilby
Brouwere, Lieven de, def, see Huffele c Brouwere
Brucelles, Vital de, deceased, non-party, see Office c

Guilloti
Bruecquet, Pierre dit, def, see Cailloit c Bruecquet
Bruers, Katherina, def, see Faster c Bruers
Brugge (Bruges), prov West-Vlaanderen, see Martine c

Guist
parishes

Onze-Lieve-Vrouw, see Coene; Ghenins; Heyns;
Oudviuere

Sint-Salvator, see Crekele; Gommegies
Bruggen, Jan vander, knight, def, see Officie en Beckere c

Bruggen
Brughman, Gilles, def, see Office c Vekemans, Scuermans

et Brughman
Bruille, Nicasie, wife of Jean Raet, def, see Raet c Bruille
Bruire, Jean de, party, see Camera et Bruire
Brule, Jeanne du, def, see Office c Barat et Brule
Brulleto, Gérard de, of Limoges diocese, party, see

Heraude et Brulleto
Brumère, Josse, def, see Office c Brumère et Calant
Brunaing, Jeanne de, def, see Office c Walet et Brunaing
Bruneau, Louis, def, see Bruneau c Bruneau

Perette wife of, plain, see Bruneau c Bruneau
Brunen

Katherina S-, non-party, see Office c Smet en Beeckmans
Margareta S-, def, see Officie c Brunen en Roelants

Bruni, Benuenta quondam, def, see Bentiuollie c Bruni
Bruniau, Catherine fille de Jean, non-party, see Varlut c

Hauwe
Brunielle, Isabelle, def, see Office c Petit et Brunielle
Brunne

Geoffrey de, of Scalby, def, see Palmere c Brunne and
Suthburn

Jeanne le, def, see Steenberghe c Ruvere et Brunne
Brunyng, Richard, ?of Lyminge, def, see Office c Brunyng

and Havingham
Brussels, archdeaconry, Ch 8, at n. 1
Brussels (Brussel, Bruxelles), Brussel Hoofdstad

dean of Christianity of, T&C no. 775; see also
Brabantia c Zelleke

guardians of the begijnhof of, def, see Roode en Voort c
Brussels

parishes
Onze-Lieve-Vrouw-Kapellekerk (Capella), see

Grimberghen c Gheraets
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Brussels (cont.)
Sint-Goedele-Kapittel (?, ecclesie sancte Gudisle),

T&C no. 849; see also Officie c Linden,
Coyermans en Luyten

residents, see Officie c Cluyse en Heyden; Officie c
Crayehem, Raechmans en Visch; Craynem c
Raegmans; Grimberghen c Gheraets; Heyden en
Waghesteit; Officie c Oemens en Bleesers; Raet c
Triest

‘Tsmuyntersbrugge’, house called ‘de Loyve’ near, see
Roode en Voort c Brussels

Brussels, officiality of, see Subject Index
Bruvereul, Warmonde de, def, see Office c Barre et

Bruvereul
Bruwers, Elisabeth S-, husband of, see Huffele
Bryais, Denis le, plain, see Bryais c Chapon
Bryge, Henry, def, see Talkan c Bryge
Brynnand, Adam, of Cattal, wright, servant of, see

Robinson
Bryth, Alan called, de Marisco (?Romney Marsh), ?of

Hinxhill, plain, see Bryth c Bryth
Anne wife of, def, see Bryth c Bryth

Bubwith, Yorks, see Moselay
Buckle, Joseph, York diocesan deputy registrar (19th

century), T&C no. 150 (App e3.3, at nn. 6–11)
Bucs, Marguerite s-, fiancée of Jean du Quesne, non-party,

see Office c Cammelin
Budworth, Great, Ches, see Peover
Bueken, Arnauld vanden, def, see Office c Bueken et [. . .]
Bugges, Katherine dau of Geoffrey, of Ely, plain, see

Bugges c Rigges
Bugghenhout, Michael van, def, see Officie c Bugghenhout

en Huneghem
Bugthorpe, Yorks, keeper of the spirituality of, see Nunne

c Cobbe
Buigimont, Gilles de, def, see Raymbarde c Buigimont
Buisson

Guillaume, plain, see Buisson c Hore
Hannette du, def, see Office c Brisemoustier et Buisson

Buissonne, Martine la, def, see Office c Henrici et Buisonne
Bukton, John, witn, see Dowson and Roger c Brathwell
Bulford, Wilts, Ch 2, at nn. 3–4, 7
Bullok, John, of Richmond, def, see Rolle c Bullok and

Massham
wife of, see Massham

Bulmer, Yorks, rural dean of, see Partrick c Mariot
Burets, Marguerite, def, see Office c Dale et Burets
Burgh (Bourgh), Mr Richard, clerk, advocate of the court

of York, later official of Durham
as def, see Carvour c Burgh
as special commissary of the commissary general of the

court of York, Ch 5, at nn. 18, 76; see also
Frothyngham c Bedale; Porter c Ruke

Burgondi
Étienne, def, see Burgondi c Burgondi

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Burgondi c Burgondi
Huguelin, plain, see Burgondi c Fusée
Pierre, def, see Leviarde c Burgondi

Burgoyne, Alice, of Hockham, non-party, see Kele c Kele
husband of, see Disse

Burgundy, duke of, see John the Fearless; Philip the Good
Burielle, Jeanne, plain, see Burielle c Fouret et Oiseleur
Burneston (Richmond archdeaconry), Yorks, see Ask c

Ask and Ask
Burnsall, Yorks, see Heton
Burst in Erpe-Mere, prov Oost-Vlaanderen, see Office c

Eddeghem et Couwenberghe
Burton, Bishop, Yorks, see Wellewyk c Midelton and

Frothyngham
Burton, North (Burton Fleming), Yorks, see Northefolk c

Swyer and Thornton
Burton, William de, leather-dresser of York

house of, in York, Ch 4, at n. 70
servant of, see Tailour

Bury
Jean de, def, see Office c Bury, Roucourt et Caremy
Robert de, tailor, residing in Cambridge, def, see Office

c Bury and Littelbury
Bury St Edmunds, Suff, see Disse
Burye, Agnès, plain, def, see Office c Burye; Burye c Prijer;

Patin c Burye
Busghien, Pieter de, def, see Officie c Busghien, Clocquet

en Stochem
Busquoy, Jean de, def, see Office c Busquoy et Crayme
Butre, William, of Rievaulx, def, see Blakden c Butre
Buve, Jeanette dau of Oudin, def, see Firmini c Buve
Buysschere, Katherina de, def, see Officie c Bot,

Buysschere en Gheersone
Byall, Yorks, see Beal
Bygge, Rose wife of Robert, of Camps, plain, see Office c

Joseph and Coupere
Bygot, Julia, of Sawston, def, see Gobat and Pertesen c

Bygot
?relative of, see Webbe

Cache, demoiselle Jeanne, def, see Heghes c Cache
Cadrivio, Marion dau of Robert de, def, see Champenoys

c Cadrivio
Cahourdet, Marin, def, see Office c Cahourdet et

Crustanche
Cailliel, Jean, def, see Office c Cailliel et Planque
Cailloit, Ghislaine du, plain, see Cailloit c Bruecquet
Cakebred, Alice, of Barley, London diocese, plain, see

Duraunt and Cakebred c Draper
Calant, Élisabeth de, def, see Office c Brumère et Calant
Callekin, Marie, def, see Office c Pinchelart et Callekin
Calthorne, Mr William de, proctor of the court of York,

def, see Fossard c Calthorne and Wele
wife of, see Wele

Cambier, Jean le, def, see Doucete c Cambier
Cambrai, archdeaconry, Ch 8, at n. 1
Cambrai, county, Ch 8, at n. 1
Cambrai, dép Nord, Ch 8, at n. 1

citizen of, see Office et Donne c Flanniele
collegial church of Saint-Géry, see Office et Dommarto c

Espine, Espine et Espine
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Cambrai, dép Nord (cont.)
‘Roma’, inn ?in, Belote servant at, witn, see Office et

Donne c Flanniele
tavern called ‘London’ in market of, see Office et

Bigotte c Crispelet
Cambrai, diocese, Ch 8, at n. 1; see also Bayart et

Hemarde
bishop of, see Bourgogne; Laon; Lens
officiality of, at Brussels, see Subject Index under

Brussels
officials of, see Subject Index under Platea, Rodolphi

officiality of, at Cambrai, see Subject Index under
Cambrai

notaries of, see Carlerii; Hennoque
officials of, see Subject Index under Divitis, Nicolaı̈

synodal statutes of, Ch 8, at nn. 14–26; Ch 12, at n. 44;
see also Laon

Cambre, Étienne de la, def, see Office c Cambre et Crocq
Cambridge, Cambs

castle, jail of, see Office c Joseph and Coupere
hospital of St John, brother of, see Knotte c Potton
parishes

St Andrew the Less, see Barnwell
St Benet, see Office c Humbelton and Folvyle;

Seustere c Barbour; Office c Wylcokesson and Hare
rector of, T&C no. 471
St Botolph, see Schrovesbury c Curtyes
St Edward, see Schrovesbury c Curtyes
St Michael, Ch 6, at nn. 69, 72

residents, see Office c Bernewell and Tavern; Borewell c
Bileye; Brodyng c Taillor and Treves; Office c Bury
and Littelbury; Cattesos c Brigham and Pyttok;
Office c Chaundeler and Hostiler; Clifford c
Lungedon; Duraunt and Cakebred c Draper;
Furblisshor c Gosselyn; Office c Fyskerton; Office c
Heneye and Baldok; Office c Humbelton and
Folvyle; Masonn and Bakere c Coo; Pateshull c
Candelesby and Fysschere; Quernepekkere c Tyd;
Reesham c Lyngewode; Sadelere c Lystere and
Ballard; Wafrer, Wereslee and Dallynge c Savage;
Office c Wrighte and Wysbech; Office c
Wylcokesson and Hare

university, scholar of, see Castellacre
Cambron, Guillaume de, def, see Office c Cambron et

Sadone
Camera, Margotte wife of Richard de, party, see Camera

et Bruire
Camérière, Catherine, of Herne, def, see Office c Coppins

et Camérière; Office c Oerens, Camérière et
Barbiers

Cammelin, Jean, curé of Amougies, def, see Office c
Cammelin

Cammen, Jacob vander, wife of, see Coudenberghe c
Coudenberghe

Campe, Margareta van, def, see Officie c Waghels, Campe
en Scoemans

Campion, Nicaise, def, see Office c Campion et Leurenche
Camps, Castle, Cambs, see Office c Joseph and Coupere

Edward chaplain of, see Office c Joseph and Coupere
Camps, Jean des, def, see Office c Camps et Maceclière
Candelesby, Hugh, registrar of the archdeacon of Ely and

proctor of the court of Ely; see also Subject Index
s.n.

as def, see Galion c Candelesby; Pateshull c Candelesby
and Fysschere

as farmer of the church of Wilburton, T&C no. 438
Canesson, Robert, party, see Canesson et Olone
Canestiel, Pierre, def, see Quarée c Canestiel
Cange, Henette du, def, see Office c Gobert et Cange
Cant, Robert de, see Flaminc
Canterbury, diocese, consistory court of, T&C nos. 149

(App e3.2, n. 6), 206, 227
commissary of, T&C no. 1181; see also Hampton

sede vacante, T&C no. 1182; see also Clyve; Forsham
Canterbury, diocese and province, courts of, records of,

T&C nos. 150 (App e3.3, at n. 11), 1185
Canterbury, province

archbishop of, see Arundel; Meopham; Pecham;
Stratford; Winchelsey

conciliar canons of, see London; Oxford; Subject Index
under Humana concupiscentia; Westminster

court of, see Norman c Prudfot; Subject Index
official of, T&C no. 1181

sede vacante, Ch 2, at n. 5; T&C no. 1261 (App
e11.1, no. 14); see also Stokebi c Newton

Canterbury, Kent
cathedral of Christ Church, prior and convent of, Ch

12, at nn. 20–2, 28–9
council of (1213 X 1214), canons of, T&C no. 52

Cantignarde, Marie, plain, see Cantignarde c Tondeur
Cantilupe, Nicholas son of William de, knight, def, see

Paynell c Cantilupe
Capella, Jean de, def, see Villette c Capella
Capellaens, Ida, def, see Officie c Poertere en Capellaens
Capellen, Guillaumette vander, def, see Office c Belleken et

Capellen
Caponis (Chapon), Ives, promotor of the court of Paris,

Ch 7, at n. 217; T&C nos. 660, 691
Capper (Caper), Isabella, alias Hall, plain, see Capper c

Guy
Capron, Jean, def, see Wendin c Capron
Caraiere, Jeannette la, party, see Torneur et Caraiere
Caremy, Catherine de, def, see Office c Bury, Roucourt et

Caremy
Caretti, maı̂tre Jean, promotor of the court of Paris, Ch 7,

at n. 319
Carlerii, Jean, notary of the officiality of Cambrai, Ch 8, at

n. 7
Carlier

Colard le, see Grumiau
Mathieu le, widow of, see Escarsset et Trimpont

Carlière, Marie, aunt of Marie Cornut, non-party, see
Office c Cornut, Rodegnies et Rodegnies

Carlisle, diocese
bishop of, see Kirby

vicar general of, see Pittes
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Carlisle (cont.)
official of, see Kyrkebryde c Lengleys; Pyrt c Howson

Carlton, Cambs, see Pottere and Pool c Briggeman
Carlton in Snaith, Yorks, see Porter c Ruke; Wikley c

Roger
Carnaby, John de, esquire, plain, see Carnaby c

Mounceaux
Carnaby, Yorks, church of, T&C no. 183, see Carnaby c

Mounceaux
Carnificis

Jeanette dau of Étienne, of Vémars (Val-d’Oise), plain,
see Carnificis c Regis

Richette dau of Robin, def, see Gaucher c Carnificis
Carnoto [?Chartres]

Guillaume de, def, see Rouge c Carnoto
Marguerite de, plain, see Carnoto c Torin

Carpentier, Gilles, def, see Fèvre c Carpentier
Carpriau, Guillaume, plain, see Carpriau c Lievre et

Tourneur
Carré (Carre)

Etienne, plain, see Carré c Magistri
Jean, def, see Houdourone c Carre

Carrenbroec, Helwige van, def, see Office c Scueren,
Carrenbroec et Bouchout

Carter, Richard son of Thomas, non-party, see Thetilthorp
c Enges

Cartere, Robert, see Clerk
Carthorp

John son of John de, def, see Acclum c Carthorp
Thomas, of Scarborough, executor of Robert Shilbotill,

junior, plain, see Carthorp and Shilbotill c Bautre
Carton, Jean, plain, see Carton c Billehaude
Carvour (Kervour), Katherine, of York, plain, see Carvour

c Burgh
brother of, priest and vicar choral of York, witn, see

Carvour c Burgh
Casier, Nicaise, see Douvel et Becforte
Castelain, Jacques, def, see Ardiel c Castelain et Lukette
Castellacre

Ralph, scholar of Cambridge University, ?cousin of
Thomas Bileye, witn, see Borewell c Bileye

William, Carmelite, ?cousin of Thomas Bileye, witn, see
Borewell c Bileye

Castre, John, servant of the vicar of Swavesey, def, see
Pulter c Castre

Castro
Jan de, see Bock c Castro en Godesans
jonkvrouw Katherina de, def, see Bock c Castro en

Godesans
Cattal [in Hunsingore], Yorks, see Scargill and Robinson c

Park
Cattesos, Matilda, of Lincoln diocese and of Chesterton,

plain, def, see Cattesos c Brigham and Pyttok
proctor of, see Hostiler

Catton, Yorks, bailiff of, see Thweyng c Fedyrston
Cauchie, Jacques, def, see Office c Cauchie
Cauchiot, Sylvestre, fils de Jean, def, see Office c Cauchiot

et Fèvre

Caudin, Robin, plain, see Caudin c Housel
Cauelette, Jeanne, alias ts’Welde, def, see Office c

Tieuwendriesche, Cauelette et Roelf
Cauliere, Marguerite, def, see Tourtielle c Hainon et

Cauliere
Cauvenene, Jeanne, def, see Hennon c Cauvenene
Cauvinne, Jeanne, def, see Gousset c Cauvinne
Cauwere, jonkvrouw [. . .], widow of Egied, of

Sint-Michiel, Gent, party, see Vos en Cauwere
Cave, North, Yorks, see Dowson and Roger c Brathwell
Cave, William, former husband of Alice de Wetherby, Ch

4, at nn. 56–8
Cawale, Gerard, def, see Officie c Cawale, Truben en

Daens
Cawod, William, advocate of the court of York (later

official), father of Agnes Waghen, Ch 5, at n. 117;
T&C no. 251

Cawood [in Wistow], Yorks, see Gell and Smyth c Serill;
Kurkeby c Holme; Pereson c Pryngill; Radcliff c
Kynge and Coke; Waldyng and Heton c Freman;
Webster c Tupe

Cawthorne (Cawthorn) [in Silkstone], Yorks, Ch 5, at
n. 143

Cervi, Robert, party, see Cervi et Mote
Cesaris, Hendrik, def, see Officie c Peerman, Hoevinghen

en Cesaris
Cesne, Guillaume le, plain, see Cesne c Trilloye
Châlons-sur-Marne, diocese, synodal statutes of (1557),

T&C no. 1278
Chambellant, Isabelle widow of Colin, plain, see

Chambellant c Monachi
Chamoncel, Jeanette de, party, see Prepositi et Chamoncel
Champagne, county, Ch 12, at nn. 43, 55
Champenoys

Guerin le, plain, see Champenoys c Cadrivio
Pierre servant of, see Villette
Thomasette dau of the late Théobald le, def, see Milot c

Champenoys
Champione, Perette la, de Saint-Maur-des-Fossés

(Val-de-Marne), party, see Aqua et Champione
Champront, Robin de, plain, see Champront c Valle
Chapelayn, Walter

Joan dau of, plain, see Chapelayn c Cragge
proctor of, see Seton; Walter

as proctor for his dau, Ch 4, at nn. 14, 20
Chapelle, Alison la, widow of Jean la, def, see Chemin c

Chapelle
Chapellier, Huguette dau of Jean le, def, see Hardi c

Chapellier
mother and relatives of, witns, see Hardi c Chapellier

Chapelue, Jeanne la, plain, see Chapelue c Gaupin
Chapman

John, servant of Richard March, of Cambridge,
non-party, see Office c Fyskerton

Marjorie, of Little Shelford, def, see Page c Chapman
Chapon

Ives, see Caponis
Julianne dau of the late Jean, def, see Bryais c Chapon
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Chappeman, William, de Jeddeworth, of Newcastle upon
Tyne, def, see Gudefelawe c Chappeman

Charboniere, Agnesote la, ?former servant of Gérard
Bersaut, witn, Ch 7, at n. 295

Chardon, Jean, def, see Chardon c Chardon
Guillemette wife of, plain, see Chardon c Chardon

Charing, Kent, dean of, T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1,
no. 12); see also Office c Brokes and Aspale

Charretiere, Robinette la, def, see Aumosne c Charretiere
Charron, see Foueti c Pré
Charrone, Jeanne la, see Serreuriere
Charronis

Boniface, party, see Charronis et Charronis
Perette wife of, party, see Charronis et Charronis

Isabelle dau of Jean, plain, see Charronis c Anglici
Jeanette dau of the late Jean, def, see Parvi c Charronis
Jeanne widow of maı̂tre Michel, plain, see Charronis c

Dourdin
Nicolas, promotor of the court of Paris, Ch 7, at

nn. 128, 215; ?T&C no. 608 (Colini Charronis)
Charrot, Pierre, plain, see Charrot c Germon
Chartres, dép Eure-et-Loir, see Carnoto
Chartres, diocese, official of, see Ladriome c Errau
Chateaufort (Rochefort), Jean, dau of, see Ligniere c

Colasse
Chatteris, Cambs, see Office c Barbour and Whitheved;

Blofeld and Reder c Lile; Pecke and Pyron c
Drenge

conventual (Benedictine) church of, T&C no. 521
parish church of, see Office c Fysshere

vicar and parish clerk of, witns, see Office c Barbour
and Whitheved

Chaumberleyn, John, of Neswick, def, see Holm c
Chaumberleyn

Chaumbeyn, William, of Whittlesey, def, see Thorney
(abbey) c Whitheved et al

Chaumbre, Elena de la, non-party, see Matheuson and
Potterflete

Chaundeler, Bartholomew, of Cambridge, def, see Office c
Chaundeler and Hostiler

Chauvry, dép Val-d’Oise, see Noylete c Sutoris
Chavaliere, Marguerite, def, see Office c Johenniau et

Chavaliere
Chehain, Maarten de, def, see Officie c Chehain en Poliet
Chemin, Jean (Colin) du, domiciled at the house of Robert

le Selier, parish Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois (Paris),
plain, see Chemin c Chapelle

Cherchy, Jean de, def, see Office c Cherchy et Mairesse
Chester, Sir (dominus) William de, arbitrator, see Moreby

and Moreby
Chesterfield, Robert, mercer of Pontefract, witn, Ch 5, at

n. 179
Chester-le-Street, Durham, see Westchester
Chesterton, Cambs, see Office c Anegold and Andren;

Cattesos c Brigham and Pyttok; Rede c Stryk;
Roberd c Colne; Office c Slory and Feltewell

chaplain of, def, see Grantham
church of, Ch 6, at n. 76

vicar of, see Office c Anegold and Andren; Office c Slory
and Feltewell

William vicar of, def, see Cattesos c Brigham and Pyttok
Cheuvre, Perette dau of Jean la, plain, see Cheuvre c

Jouvin
Chevrier, Simon, leper, def, see Chevrier c Chevrier

Jeanette wife of, plain, see Chevrier c Chevrier
Chew(e), Robert, of Eastburn, plain, see Chew c Cosyn
Chienlens, Hendrik, def, see Officie c Chienlens,

Houmolen en Michaelis
Chilterne, William, de Leverington, of Ely, def, see Office c

Chilterne, Neve and Spynnere
Chilwell, John, of Nottingham, def, see Wywell c Chilwell
Chippon, Laurence, def, see Derot c Chippon
Choisy-le-Roi, dép Seine, house ‘l’Alemant’ in, see

Bordiere c Normant
Chouine, Marion la, def, see Rochet c Chouine
Chrysopolis (Chrisopol, Christopolitan), bishop of, see

Salkeld
Cinctorensis, Pericciolus filius, plain, see Cinctorensis c

Silvani
Cissor (le Taillour), Alice dau of Thomas, of Staynford

(?Stainforth), wife of John Stanford, def, see
Forester c Stanford and Cissor

Claes, see also Peters
Elisabeth alias vanden Venne, def, see Officie c

Boelkens, Claes, Schueren en Baten
Margareta, def, see Officie c Gheylen en Claes

Clareau, Étienne, plain, see Clareau c Perdrieau
Claus, Marie, def, see Office c Apelheren et Claus
Claxton, William, knight, of Durham diocese, def, see

Ebyr c Claxton
Claybank, Richard, baker of York, witn, see Lede c

Skirpenbek and Miton
Clemente, Guillemette la, def, see Abbeville c Clemente

proctor and ?guardian of, see Ravenel
Clementhorpe Priory, see York, Yorks: religious houses
Clements, Marguerite, def, see Office c Blekere et

Clements
Clerc, Jan den, def, see Officie c Clerc, Meets en Augustini
Clercs, Marguerite, def, see Office c Sceppere et Clercs
Clercx

Katherina Ts-, non-party, see Officie c Coeman en
Perremans

Margareta Ts-, def, see Officie c Schueren en Clercx
Cleren, Willem vanden, fiancé of Margareta vanden

Bossche alias Thonys, def, see Officie c Cleren en
Piermont

Clergesse
Jaquete le, def, see Office c Martin, Flamenc et

Clergesse
Perette la, plain, see Clergesse c Pruce

Clerici, Jean, def, see Barrote c Clerici
Clerk

John, witn, see Dowson and Roger c Brathwell
Matilda servant of John, of Cambridge, non-party, see

Masonn and Bakere c Coo
Ralph, widow of, see Knotte c Potton
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Clerk (cont.)
Robert, alias Cartere, clerk and steward of the bishop in

the city of Ely, def, see Sergeaunt c Clerk
Thomas, of Barnwell, non-party, see Borewell c Bileye

Clerke, John, son of, see Hurton
Cleveland, archdeacon, official of, see Chapelayn c

Cragge; Thyrne c Abbot
Cleveland (Clyveland), Mr Thomas, clerk, advocate of the

court of York, def, see Horsley c Cleveland
Clichy, dép Hauts-de-Seine, see Ruella c Provins
Cliffe, West, Kent, tithes of, T&C no. 1183
Clifford, Margaret, of Blisworth [Northants], plain, see

Clifford c Lungedon
Clifton, Thomas de, plain, see Clifton c [. . .]
Clifton, Yorks, see Godewyn c Roser
Clinckaert (Clinkart), Jan, alias Bouclart (Boulaer), of

Rebecq-Rognon (Brabant wallon), plain, def, see
Clinckaert c Lestole; Officie c Clinkart en
Lescole

Clocquet, Katherina, def, see Officie c Busghien, Clocquet
en Stochem

Clodoaldo, Guillaume de Sancto, party, see Clodoaldo et
Clodoaldo

Jeanne, wife of, party, see Clodoaldo et Clodoaldo
Cloets, Marguerite widow of Henri, def, see Office c Oems

et Cloets
Cloote, Katherina vander, def, see Officie c Stael, Cloote

en Woerans
Clopton, Cambs, see Clopton c Niel
Clopton, Hawysia servant of Thomas, of Clopton, plain,

see Clopton c Niel
Closiere, Florie la, plain, see Closiere c Cordier
Cluetinck, Jan, def, see Stamesvoert c Cluetinck
Cluetincx, jonkvrouw Maria, widow of Wenceslas

Tserclaes, def, see Erclaes c Cluetincx en Erclaes
son of, see Erclaes

Cluny, Ferry of, bishop of Tournai (1473–83), cardinal
(1480–3), T&C no. 1055, n. 33

Cluyse, Nicolaas inde, def, see Officie c Cluyse en Heyden
Clytherowe (Clitherow, Clyderow), Emmota wife of

William, of Settrington, plain, see Clytherowe c
Beleby

Clyve, Richard de, see Subject Index
Cobbe

Geoffrey, of Wimpole, def, see Wedone c Cobbe and
Franceys

de facto wife of, see Franceys
Walter, of North Grimston, def, see Nunne c Cobbe

Coc, Isabel dau of Adam, of Wingham, def, see Office c
Wode and Coc

Cochon, Pierre, def, see Bretelle c Cochon
Codde, Jan, of Merelbeke (Oost-Vlaanderen), def, see

Officie c Codde, Henricus en Heckleghem
Coebere, Arnauld de, fiancé of Jeanne Base, non-party, see

Office c Hont
Coecke, Egied, def, see Officie c Coecke en Peeuwen
Coeffier, Marion dau of Jean le, alias le Champenoys, def,

see Bernardi c Coeffier
Coelijns, Katherina, def, see Maeldray c Coelijns

Coels, Élisabeth, def, see Office c Minnen et Coels
Coeman, Simon, alias van Pee, fiancé of Katherina

Tsclercx, def, see Officie c Coeman en Perremans
Coene, Katherina, widow of Jan, of Onze-Lieve-Vrouw,

Brugge, party, see Oudviuere en Coene
Coenraerts, Jean, alias Zone, def, see Office c Coenraerts,

Beken et Thibaex
Coens, Maria, see Verlijsbetten
Coereman, Hendrik, def, see Officie c Coereman en Vos
Coesins, Élisabeth dau of Mathieu, def, see Office c

Lentout, Coesins et Haremans
Coesmes, Pierre de, domiciled in the house of maı̂tre Jean

Paquete, rue de Quincampoix, parish
Saint-Nicolas-des-Champs (Paris), plain, see
Coesmes c Poulain

Coguelin, Jeanette dau of Berthaud, def, see Guillem c
Coguelin

Cok, Alice, of Chatteris, ?relative of Agnes Whtheved,
non-party, def, see Office c Barbour and Whitheved

Coke, Alice, of Scrooby, de facto wife of William Kynge,
def, see Radcliff c Kynge and Coke

Cokfield, Emma, aunt of Thomas del Dale, T&C no. 237
Colasse (Ser[ur]arii), Jean, apprentice (famulus) of

Guillaume le Serreurier, def, see Ligniere c Colasse
Colene, Elisabeth van, non-party, see Officie c Bossche en

Scheelkens
Colne, Thomas, of Chesterton, ploughwright, def, see

Roberd c Colne
Coloigne, Jeanne dau of Guillaume de, plain, see Coloigne

c Bouloigne
Colombier, Jean, commissioned examiner of the court of

Paris, Ch 7, at n. 270
Colton, Alice, of Ryedale, plain, see Colton c Whithand

and Lowe
Colvyle

Robert de, knight, def, see Percy c Colvyle
Elizabeth dau of, see Percy c Colvyle

Thomas de, plain, see Colvyle c Darell
Colyon, John, parishioner of Fulbourn, plain, see Office

and Netherstrete et al c Fool
Comberton, Comberton, see Puf c Puf and Benet
Commin, Robin, plain, see Commin c Regis
Compaings, Jeanne, def, see Office c Herdit et Compaings
Comte

Jean, def, see Office c Comte et Corelle
Jeanne widow of Jean le, of Tainières-en-Thiérache

(Nord), def, see Office c Roussiau et Comte
Coninx, Katherina Ts-, def, see Officie c Temmerman en

Coninx
Conisbrough, Yorks, vicar of, see Sutton, Harlyngton,

Norton and Houton c Oxenford and Baile
Consilius, dau of the late, see Vitalis
Contesse

Marion la, de Pentino (?Pantin, Seine-Saint-Denis),
party, see Rivers et Contesse

cousin of, see Rivers
Simon, resident of Maisons-Alfort (Val-de-Marne), def,

see Office c Contesse et Contesse
Jeanne, wife of, def, see Office c Contesse et Contesse
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Conyers, Christopher, esquire, of Burneston, Richmond
archdeaconry (also described as of Hornby), see
Ask c Ask and Ask

Coo, Agnes, of Arrington, def, see Masonn and Bakere c
Coo

father of, witn, see Masonn and Bakere c Coo
Cook(e) (Coke)

Agnes dau of John, of Ulverston in Furness [Lancs],
plain, see Cook c Richardson

John, of Sutton upon Derwent, widow and executrix of,
see Hankoke

Coomans, Amelberga, see Iaghers
Copin, Jacques, def, see Office c Copin et Morielle
Coppenhole, Mathieu, def, see Office c Coppenhole
Coppine, Renaude, wife of Pierre Gorgesallé alias

Cordigier, party, see Coppine
Coppins, Jean, see Oerens
Coppoens, Beatrijs, def, see Officie c Eeken en Coppoens
Corbet, Robert, non-party, Ch 4, at n. 226
Cordel, Anabel, of Little Downham, def, see Mille c

Cordel
Cordelette, see Fèvre
Corderii, demoiselle Jeanette dau of the late maı̂tre Jean,

def, see Lot c Corderii
Cordes, prov Hainaut (deanery of Tournai-Saint-Brice),

T&C no. 819; see also Creteur; Formanoire
Cordier, Oger le, def, see Closiere c Cordier
Cordière, Colette, plain, see Cordière c Pasquart
Cordigier, Pierre, see Gorgesallé
Corelle, Jeanne, def, see Office c Comte et Corelle
Corloe, Margareta van, plain, see Corloe c Vloeghels
Corneille, Pierre, priest, def, see Hendine c Corneille
Cornut, Jean, def, see Office c Cornut, Rodegnies et

Rodegnies
Marie, dau of, fiancée of Pierre Thurin, niece of Marie

Carlière, non-party, see Office c Cornut, Rodegnies
et Rodegnies

Cornwaille, Joan, see Fyskerton
Corry, Adam, dau of, see Barraycastell
Corte, Francon de, def, see Office c Corte
Cortenbosch, Helwig, non-party, see Officie c Cosin en

Dalem
Corwere, Adriejn de, plain, see Corwere c Gruters
Cosin, Jan, fiancé of Helwig Cortenbosch, def, see Officie

c Cosin en Dalem
Costere, Simon de, def, see Reyns c Costere
Costers, Pasque ts’-, see Barbiers
Costuriere, Jeanne la, party, see [. . .] et Costuriere
Cosyn (Cousin), Agnes dau of William, of Eastburn, def,

see Chew c Cosyn
Cotelle, Agnesotte dau of Simon, def, see Faucheur c

Cotelle
Cotes, John, of Whittlesey, def, see Thorney (abbey) c

Whitheved et al
Cotmans, Helwig, non-party, see Officie c Docx en Beken
Coton, Cambs, see Lewyne c Aleyn
Cotthem, Walter de, plain, see Cotthem c Trullaerts;

Cotthem c Trullaerts en Pauwels

Coudenberghe, Elisabeth van, alias Tserhuygs, wife of
Jacob vander Cammen, plain, see Coudenberghe c
Coudenberghe

Margareta, mother of, def, see Coudenberghe c
Coudenberghe

Couet, Martin, def, see Office c Couet et Boursiere
Coulon, Jean, def, see Office c Coulon et Fontaine
Couper

Thomas servant of, of York, see Markham
William, of Slingsby, plain, see Watson and Couper c

Anger
Coupere, John, of Castle Camps, uncle of John Joseph, see

Office c Joseph and Coupere
Alice wife of, def, see Office c Joseph and Coupere

Courbos, Colette, def, see Office c Granwiau et
Courbos

Couron, Jean, party, see Couron et Saquete
Courtillier, Pierre le, def, see Courtillier c Courtillier

Jeanette wife of, plain, see Courtillier c Courtillier
Couruyts, Daniël, def, see Officie c Couruyts en

Waelravens
Cousin, Henri, party, see Cousin et Hediarde
Cousine, Perrette la, def, see Domont c Cousine

father of, witn, see Domont c Cousine
Cousturier, Denise dau of Noël le, non-party, see Bayart et

Hemarde
Coutellier, Gillard le, party, see Coutellier et Tellière
Couwenberghe, Béatrice van, def, see Office c Eddeghem

et Couwenberghe
Cowelaer, Alice, def, see Officie c Donckere en Cowelaer
Cowick, Yorks, see Hadilsay c Smalwod
Cowper, Elena, of Welton, def, see Wistow c Cowper

father of, see Wistow c Cowper
Cowton, East, Yorks, see Bridlington (priory) c Harklay
Coxwold, Yorks, see Kilburn
Coyermans, Margareta, def, see Officie c Linden,

Coyermans en Luyten
Craeys, Alice, def, see Cupere c Craeys
Cragge, Andrew, of Whitby, def, see Chapelayn c Cragge
Crambe, Yorks, see Henryson c Helmeslay
Cramete, maı̂tre P., house of, in ?Paris, see Parvi c

Charronis
Crane

Jan van, of Berlaar (Antwerpen), def, see Officie c
Crane, Bastijns en Marien

William, of Bingham, def, see Brantice c Crane
Elizabeth, godmother and ?paternal aunt of, witn, Ch

4, at nn. 41–3
husband of, servant of Henry de Kyketon, Ch 4, at

n. 43
Craven Bower (unidentified), Yorks, see Cristendom
Crayke, Yorks (peculiar of bishop of Durham), Ch 4, at

n. 189; see also Office c Baker and Barker; John of
Lancaster; Peron c Newby

Crayme, Vincence, def, see Office c Busquoy et Crayme
Craynem (Crayehem), Jan van, of Brussels, plain, def, see

Office c Crayehem, Raechmans en Visch; Craynem
c Raegmans
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Crekele, Adriana dau of Valentin, of Sint-Salvator, Brugge,
party, see Gommegies en Crekele

Crescy, Alice dau of John, def, see Whitheved c Crescy
Creteur, Jacques le, of Cordes (Hainaut), def, see Office c

Creteur et Formanoire
Crispelet, Jean, def, see Office et Bigotte c Crispelet
Cristellon, Cecilia, T&C no. 1289 (Table 12.6, n. c)
Cristendom, Alice dau of William, de facto wife of John

deGrenbergh, def, see Portyngton c Grenbergh and
Cristendom

Critin, Denisette, plain, see Critin c Helias
Crocarde, Hannette, def, see Office c Fieret et Crocarde
Crocq, Madelaine le, def, see Office c Cambre et Crocq
Croix, Jean de la, clerc, def, see Croix c Croix

Sainteronne wife of, plain, see Croix c Croix
Cromwell Bottom (?) (Caiwaiwell Bothom) [in Halifax],

Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 149; see also Lacy
Cropwell Butler [in Tithby], Notts, see Brantice c Crane;

Kyketon
Croquehan, Marie de, plain, see Croquehan c Hautquian
Croso, Jean de, plain, see Croso c Havini
Cruce

Gerard vander, of Moorsele, party, see Cruce en
Hunouts

Jean de, def, see Hardie c Cruce
Crustanche, Jeanne, def, see Office c Cahourdet et

Crustanche
Cudseghem

Anna van, def, see Officie c Rutgeerts en Cudseghem
Katherina van, fiancée of Everard Balleet, def, see

Officie c Balleet, Cudseghem en Cudseghem
Margareta van, def, see Officie c Balleet, Cudseghem en

Cudseghem
Cuillere, Guillaume, def, see Cuillere c Cuillere

Marie, wife of, plain, see Cuillere c Cuillere
Cularse, Jacquelotte, plain, see Cularse c Pelliparsi
Cumbe, Robert atte, of Eastry, def, see Office c Cumbe

and Cumbe
Beatrice wife of, of Eastry, def, see Office c Cumbe and

Cumbe
Cupere

Gilles de, plain, see Cupere c Craeys
Ingelbert de, def, see Officie c Cupere en Kempeneren

Cupers, Katherina, alias Ts-, see Ghosens
Cuppere, Jean de, def, see Office c Cuppere et Moens
Curia, Jeanette dau of Jean de, def, see Boysauran c Curia
Curte, Jeanette de, plain, see Curte c Ruffi
Curteys

Joan, servant of John Cailly of St Botolph Cambridge,
def, see Schrovesbury c Curtyes

Thomas, senior, of Sawston, plain, see Curteys c Polay
Custodis, Jan, def, see Officie c Putkuyps, Muyden en

Custodis
Cuvelier, Colard le, def, see Office c Cuvelier et Grigore

Dacre, lord [?of the North], tenant of, see Stapleton
Daens

Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Cawale, Truben en Daens

Laurens, fiancé of Elisabeth Scruters, def, see Officie c
Daens en Pesters

Dale
Jean vander, of Ronse (Oost-Vlaanderen), def, see Office

c Dale et Burets
John, famulus of William Ferriby, plain, see Thornton

and Dale c Grantham
Thomas del, of Staindrop, def, see Graystanes and

Barraycastell c Dale
aunt of, see Cokfield

Dalem, Lenta van, def, see Officie c Cosin en Dalem
Dalling, Margaret dau of Stephen, of Easingwold, def, see

Smyth c Dalling
Dallynge, Agnes, of Cambridge, plain, see Wafrer,

Wereslee and Dallynge c Savage
Dalton

John son of John, of North, def, see Drifeld c Dalton
Margaret, of Burnby, plain, see Skelton and Dalton c

Warde
Robert, witn, Ch 2, at nn. 12, 16

Alice wife of, sister of Joan Ingoly, witn, Ch 2, at
nn. 12, 16–17

former master of, see Lemyng
former master of, see Ketill

Dalton in Topcliffe, Yorks, see Thurkilby and Fissher c
Newsom and Bell

Dalton, North, Yorks, see Drifeld c Dalton
Damme, prov West-Vlaanderen, see Robauds en

Louppines
Damours, Jean, plain, see Damours c Damours

Jeannette wife of, def, see Damours c Damours
Danby, Nicholas, of St Crux Fossgate, York, chandler,

alias Chandeler, def, see Barley c Danby
Danby, Yorks, see Capper c Guy
Daniels, Jean, def, see Messien et Daniels c Daniels

Cornélie, dau of, plain, see Messien et Daniels c Daniels
Dany

John, of March, def, see Gibbe c Dany and Lenton
William, of Whittlesey, def, see Thorney (abbey) c

Whitheved et al
Darell, Margaret, def, see Colvyle c Darell
Darfield, Yorks, see Atkynson; Northcroft
d’Avray, David, T&C nos. 10, 53, 1177–8
Deckers, Amelberga S-, def, see Officie c Deckers,

Godofridi en Ghiseghem
Deeukens, Aleidis, see Verhoeft
Defier, Geertrui, widow of Jan Tousain, of Braine-l’Alleud,

def, see Officie c Goffaert en Defier
Deinze, prov Oost-Vlaanderen (Tournai diocese), curé of,

see Office c Cammelin
Dellay, John son of Thomas, of Elm, def, see Braunche c

Dellay
Demandresse, Agnesotte la, plain, see Demandresse c

Touart
Dene, John, citizen and merchant of York, witn, see

Garforth and Blayke c Nebb
Joan wife of, witn, see Garforth and Blayke c Nebb
servant of, see Blayke
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Dengayne, William, intervening for defs, see Office c
Anegold and Andren

Dent
Hacquinet le, def, see Motoise c Dent et Braconnière
Pierre le, def, see Ymberde c Dent

Denyfield, Katherine, of Wisbech, clandestine wife of
William Halpeny Cloke, def, see Gibbe c Halpeny
Cloke and Denyfield

Derche, Nicaise, def, see Office c Derche et Derche
Marie wife of, def, see Office c Derche et Derche

Derot, Étienne, domiciled in his house at the sign of St
Jean in the rue Saint-Denis, parish Saint-Sauveur
(Paris), plain, see Derot c Chippon

Destrées, Jeanne, former concubine of Mathieu uncle of
Hugues Brohon, def, see Office c Brohon et
Destrées

Devoine, Marjorie (Margery) de, of Newcastle upon Tyne,
def, see Scot c Devoine

Dewe, John, of Nunnington, plain, see Dewe and Scarth c
Mirdew

Dewsbury, Yorks, see Gawthorpe; Soothill
Deye, Nicholas, of Bourn, def, see Spynnere c Deye
Deynes, Ralph, of Swaffham, plain, see Deynes c Seustere
Dielbeke, Maria de, see Meys
Diels, Joost, def, see Officie c Diels en Nouts
Dierecx, Paul, def, see Officie c Eriacops en Dierecx
Diericx, Jan, alias de Platea, plain, see Diericx c Blaect

wife of, see Blaect
Diertijts, Katherina, non-party, see Officie c Sandrijn en

Tabbaerts
Diest, Gérard de, def, see Office c Diest
Dilly, John, parishioner of Fulbourn, plain, see Office and

Netherstrete et al c Fool
Dionisii, Guillaume, plain, see Dionisii et Lorenaise
Dishforth, Yorks, see Grene c Tuppe
Disse, Robert, cottar of Bury St Edmunds, husband of

Alice Burgoyne, see Kele c Kele
Divitis (Le Riche), Oudard, official of Cambrai (1430–9),

see Subject Index
Dobbes, Robert, commissary general and official of York,

see Subject Index
Docx, Jan, fiancé of Helwig Cotmans, def, see Officie c

Docx en Beken
Doddington, Cambs, see Bradenho c Taillor; March

manor of bishop of Ely at, T&C no. 517
rector of, commissary to take testimony, see Blofeld and

Reder c Lile
Doddington, Yorks, see Gritford c Hervy
Doert, Ida vander, def, see Officie c Meynsschaert,

Roeincx en Doert
Dol, Yvon, party, see Bonete et Dol
Dolling, Alice, plain, see Dolling c Smith
Domicelli, N., locumtenens of the official and advocate of

the officiality of Paris, Ch 7, at n. 282; T&C
nos. 534, 725

Dommarto, Renaud de, priest, vicar of the collegial church
of Saint-Géry, Cambrai, plain, see Office et
Dommarto c Espine, Espine et Espine

Domont, dép Val-d’Oise, see Meneville
Domont, Thomas, plain, see Domont c Cousine
Donbarre, Agnes (Margaret) de, alias ‘White Annays’, def,

see Dronesfeld c Donbarre
Doncaster

Joan, dau of Robert son of Stephen of, plain, see
Doncaster c Doncaster

John son of Gilbert of, def, see Doncaster c Doncaster
Doncaster, Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 14; see also Doncaster c

Doncaster; Dowson and Roger c Brathwell;
Langthwaite; Lutryngton c Myton, Drynghouse
and Drynghouse

urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, at n. 2)
Doncke, demoiselle Jeanne de le, def, see Baillon c Doncke
Donckere, Pieter den, def, see Officie c Donckere en

Cowelaer
Donne, Jean de le, called ‘bastard of Rabecque’, def, see

Office et Donne c Flanniele
Donnucle, Isabelle, def, see Office c Parmentiere et

Donnucle
Donwell (Dunwell), Esota, of Kirkby Overblow, def, see

Oddy c Donwell
Dorke, Martin, def, see Office c Dorke
Doublet, Margot dau of Jean, def, see Autreau c Doublet
Doucete, Martinette la, plain, see Doucete c Cambier
Douche, Katherina de, plain, see Douche c March
Doujan, Pierre, def, see Louyse c Doujan
Doulsot, Perette dau of Jehannot, of Villers-en-Argonne,

def, see Office c Tanneur et Doulsot
Dourdin, Jacques, def, see Charronis c Dourdin
Dourialulx, Jean, def, see Office c Dourialulx et Plancque
Douriau, Gilles, plain, see Douriau c Malette
Dours, Robert de, official of Paris (1385–?), Ch 7, n. 7;

T&C nos. 534, 725
Douvel, Nicaise, alias Casier, party, see Douvel et Becforte
Dover, Kent, see Archer; Aula; Bretoun; Herdeman;

Malekyn
dean of, T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, nos. 3, 7)

Downham, Little, Cambs, see Mille c Cordel; Taillor and
Smerles c Lovechild and Taillor

manor of bishop of Ely at, chapel in, see Taillor and
Smerles c Lovechild and Taillor

Dowson, William, of North Cave, plain, see Dowson and
Roger c Brathwell

Doyse, Massin, party, see Doyse et Fenee
Drakedale in Ampleforth, Yorks, T&C no. 163; see also

Drokton
Draper

John, of Pontefract, witn, Ch 5, after n. 165
John, tailor of Cambridge, def, see Duraunt and

Cakebred c Draper
Drax, Yorks, see Newland on Aire
Draycote, Richard de, of Cropwell Butler, see Brantice c

Crane
Drenge, John, of Chatteris, def, see Pecke and Pyron c

Drenge
Dreu, Katherine dau of John, of Newton, plain, def, see

Pope and Dreu c Dreu and Newton
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Drifeld, Emma dau of John de, of North Dalton, plain, see
Drifeld c Dalton

Driffeld, William, proctor of the court of York, Ch 5, at
n. 30

Drivere
Egied de, def, see Officie c Drivere
Egied de (?same), def, see Officie c Drivere en Vleminx

Drokton [sic] in Ryedale (?Drakedale in Ampleforth),
Yorks, see Lovell c Marton

Dronesfeld, Edmund de, plain, see Dronesfeld c Donbarre
Drouardi, Colin, def, see Fevrier c Drouardi
Drouete, Jeanette la, def, see Midi c Drouete

Jean father and proctor of, see Midi c Drouete
Drynghouse, William, of Doncaster, def, see Lutryngton c

Myton, Drynghouse and Drynghouse
Isabel wife of, def, see Lutryngton c Myton, Drynghouse

and Drynghouse
Duaurto, Simonette, def, see Berles c Duaurto
Ducq, Pieter le, def, see Officie en Lelle c Ducq
Dune, Adam, plain, see Dune c Feucherre
Dunsforth (Dunseford), John, of York, clerk, def, see

Wryght c Dunsforth
Dunstable, Beds, priory of (Augustinian), decretal

addressed to, Ch 1, at n. 44
Durandi, Alain, def, see Durandi c Durandi

Thomasette wife of, plain, see Durandi c Durandi
Duraunt

Agnes, of Orwell, plain, see Duraunt and Cakebred c
Draper

husband of, see Walter
John, baker of York, witn, see Lede c Skirpenbek and

Miton
Agnes wife of, witn, see Lede c Skirpenbek and Miton
house of, in Ousegate (York), Ch 5, at n. 237

Durham, diocese
bishop of, see Lampton c Durham (bishop); Skirlaw

vicar general of, see Office c Baker and Barker
official of, see Burgh; Graystanes and Barraycastell c

Dale; Gudefelawe c Chappeman; Waller c Kyrkeby
residents of, see Ebyr c Claxton; Lampton c Durham

(bishop); Salkeld c Emeldon
Durham, Durham

residents of, see Waller c Kyrkeby
urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, after n. 4)

Dyk, John, servant of Walter Bakster, plain, see Lemyng
and Dyk c Markham

witns for, see Bakester; Lagfeld

Earswick (?) [in Huntington], Yorks, T&C no. 257
Easby (Richmond archdeaconry), Yorks, see Ask c Ask

and Ask
Easingwold; see also Esyngwald

John, moneymaker in the mint of the archbishop of
York, Ch 2, at n. 20

Nicholas, proctor of the court of York, ?father of Roger
Esyngwald, commissary general, Ch 2, at n. 19

Robert, tailor (?same as Robert Esyngwald), def, Ch 2,
at nn. 20, 23

Thomas, mayor of York (1423), Ch 2, at n. 20; T&C
no. 75

Easingwold, Yorks; see Raskelf; Smyth c Dalling
men of the city of York from, Ch 2, at nn. 19–21; see

also Esyngwald
listed with professions, T&C no. 75

Eastburn, Yorks, see Chew c Cosyn
Easthorpe [in Mirfield], Yorks, see Sturmy c Tuly
Easton [Neston,], Northants, see Clifford c Lungedon
Eastry, Kent, see Cumbe

Adam, rector of, T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 14);
see also Stokebi c Newton

Eaton, Lincoln diocese, ?Beds, Leics, or Oxon, see Galion
c Candelesby

Ebyr, Elizabeth, dau of Ralph, knight, plain, see Ebyr c
Claxton

Eccles, Lancs, see Pendleton
Eddeghem, Denis van, def, see Office c Eddeghem et

Couwenberghe
Edingen, prov Hainaut, see Petit-Enghien
Edward II, king of England (1307–27), T&C no. 165
Edward III, king of England (1327–77), Ch 3, at n. 4;

T&C no. 165
Edward IV, king of England (1461–70, 1471–83), T&C

nos. 93, 347
father of, see Richard of York

Edward V, king of England (1483), T&C no. 93
Edwinstowe, Notts, vicar of, see Norton
Edyng, Alice, of Swavensey, plain, see Office and Andren

and Edyng c Andren and Solsa
Eechoute, Helwig van, def, see Officie c Meyman,

Eechoute en Haucx
Eect, Radulf vander, plain, see Eect en Zijpe c Bonne
Eede, Gilles vander, plain, see Eede c Vrijes
Eeghere, Pieter vanden, widow of, see Outerstrate
Eeken, Maarten vander, def, see Officie c Eeken en

Coppoens
Egghericx, Zoeta, fiancée of Zeger den Bonte, def, see

Officie c Langhevelde en Egghericx
Eigenbrakel, prov Brabant wallon, see Braine-l’Alleud
Eleanor of Aquitaine, wife of Louis VII of France, later

wife of Henry II of England, Ch 11, at n. 3
Elham, Kent, see Balbe; Godhewe

vicar of, T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 11)
Eliart, Colin, plain, see Eliart c Gosse
Ella, Kirk (orEast or West in), Yorks, house of John

Astlott’s parents in, Ch 5, at n. 228
Ellezelles, prov Hainaut, see Rattine c Oyseleur
Elm, Cambs, see Braunche c Dellay;Emneth

chaplain and vicar of, witns, see Braunche c Dellay
vicar of, comm’r, T&C no. 452

Elme, John, of Lenton, plain, see Elme c Elme
former ?wife of, see Brigham
Marion, wife of, def, see Elme c Elme

Elst, Marie van der, def, see Office c Laerbeken et Elst
Elstronwick [in Humbleton], Yorks, see Nutle c Wode
Elsworth, Cambs, see Teweslond and Watteson c

Kembthed
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Elvyngton, John, esquire of York, def, see Elvyngton c
Elvyngton and Penwortham

wife of, see Weston
Ely, archdeacon

official of, see Pynkeston; Rookhawe
commissary general of, see Grebby
registrar of, see Candelesby

as rector of Wilburton, T&C no. 436
Ely, Cambs

cathedral, see Office c Fysshere
jurisdiction of prior and chapter of, T&C no. 114

clerk and steward of the bishop in, see Clerk
dean of, see Office c Barbour and Whitheved
parishes

Holy Trinity, Ch 6, at nn. 68, 69, 74; T&C no. 479;
see also Office c Leycestre and Leycestre

St Clement’s, chantry chaplain of, def, see Pateshull c
Candelesby and Eyr

residents, see Borewell c Russel and Selvald; Boyton c
Andren; Bugges c Rigges; Office c Chilterne, Neve
and Spynnere; Everard c Beneyt; Gerthmaker and
[. . .] c Hundreder; Killok c Pulton; Sergeaunt c
Clerk; Webstere and Sampford c Herberd

St John’s Hospital, Ch 6, at n. 82
Ely, diocese

bishop of, see Arundel; Barnet
audience of, see Arundel
manors of, see Doddington; Downham
peculiar of, see Emneth

consistory court of, see also Subject Index
advocates of, see Bowet
proctors of, see Candelesby; Hostiler; Killerwyk
registrar of, see Subject Index underFoxton

official of, see Subject Index under Newton, Roos,
Scrope

commissary of, see Potton; Subject Index
underGloucestre

synodal statutes of, T&C no. 444
Ely, diocese and city, keeper of the spiritualities of (sede

vacante), Ch 6, at n. 222
Elys

John, of St Mary Bishophill Junior, York, goldsmith, def,
see Fauconberge c Elys

Lady Margaret, nun of Clementhorpe Priory, Ch 4, at
nn. 33–5; T&C no. 168

Em, Ralph, of Whittlesey, def, see Thorney (abbey) c
Whitheved et al

Emeldon, William de, of Durham diocese, def, see Salkeld
c Emeldon

Emenhoven, Jean de, def, see Office c Emenhoven et
Vrouweren

Emeren, Elisabeth van, def, see Officie c Goerten en
Emeren

Emlay, Emmot, def, see Banes c Gover, Walker, Emlay
and Mores

Emneth, Agnes dau of John de, plain, see Jake and Emneth
c Alcok

Emneth [in the peculiar of the bishop of Ely in Elm,
Cambs], Norf, see Jake and Emneth c Alcok

Enfant
Colin l’, def, see Office c Enfant et Mairesse
Pierre l’, def, see Biauvoisin c Enfant

Enges, Joan dau of Peter atte, of Patrington, wife of John
de Thetilthorp, def, see Thetilthorp c Enges

Enghien, Élisabeth d’, plain, see Enghien c Goubaut
Enghien, prov Hainaut, see Petit-Enghien
Engles, Guillaume l’, plain, see Engles c Jacotte et

Bourgois
Engsain, Jean de l’, def, see Office c Engsain
Enpaille, Marion, see Grante
Episcopi, Jean, def, see Office c Episcopi
Eraerts, Lancelot Ts-, def, see Ynghene c Eraerts

wife of, see Ynghene
Erbauwens, Hendrik Ts-, def, see Officie c Erbauwens en

Lamps
Erclaes

Everard Ts-, knight, plain, see Erclaes c Cluetincx en
Erclaes

jonkvrouw Clara mother of, see Erclaes c Cluetincx
en Erclaes

mother of, see Ertoghen
Wenceslas Ts-, junior, son of Maria Cluetincx, def, see

Erclaes c Cluetincx en Erclaes
Wenceslas, senior, father of, see Erclaes c Cluetincx en

Erclaes
Erhuygs, Elisabeth Ts-, see Coudenberghe c Coudenberghe
Eriacops, Katherina Ts-, def, see Officie c Eriacops en

Dierecx
Erle, Emmota, of Wakefield, def, see Topclyf c Erle
Erneys, John, servant of John Barker, of Cambridge,

non-party, see Office c Fyskerton
Erpe-Mere, see Burst
Erpols, Margareta, def, see Officie c Gapenberch en

Erpols
Erpse, Margareta van, non-party, see Officie c Wolf en

Robbens
Errau(t), Roger, def, see Ladriome c Errau
Erraymakers, Helwig Ts-, see Raymakers
Ertoghen

jonkvrouw Elizabeth Ts-, mother of Clara Tserclaes, see
Erclaes c Cluetincx en Erclaes

Elisabeth Ts- (another), alias Swalen, plain, see
Ertoghen c Pottray

Escarsset, Robert, party, see Escarsset et Trimpont
Escrivaigne, Collette l’, plain, see Escrivaigne c Trect
Espaigne, Pierre d’, plain, see Espaigne c Formanoir
Espine

Crispin l’, clerk, def, see Office et Dommarto c Espine,
Espine et Espine

Martin l’, clerk, def, see Office et Dommarto c Espine,
Espine et Espine

Ranier l’, clerk, def, see Office et Dommarto c Espine,
Espine et Espine

Espoulette, Hannette, def, see Louroit c Espoulette
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Essars [?dép Pas-de-Calais], seigneur of (dominus des), see
Office c Contesse et Contesse

Esselins, Jan, widow of, see Bolenbeke c Taye; Roevere c
Bolenbeke

Estcroft, John, witn, see Taillor and Smerles c Lovechild
and Taillor

Agnes wife of, see Taillor and Smerles c Lovechild and
Taillor

Esthorp, John, priest, witn, Ch 4, at n. 267
Estkelyngton, John de, ?of Newington, plain, see

Estkelyngton c Newingtone
Estrées, Jean d’, def, see Office c Estrées et Bailleue
Estréez, Renaud d’, plain, see Estréez c Moquielle
Estricourt, Jeanne d’, plain, see Estricourt c Roy
Estrut, Colette d’, plain, see Estrut c Flamencq et

Fournière
Esveillée

Jeanne la, plain, see Esveillée c Bontrelli
Perette l’, plain, see Esveillée c Rappe

Esyngwald; see also Easingwold
Robert (?same as Robert Easingwold, tailor), of

Poppleton, husband of Elena Wright, def, see
Ingoly c Midelton, Esyngwald and Wright

Robert, proctor of the court of York, Ch 2, at
nn. 18–19, 21

Roger, commissary general of York, see Subject Index
Everaerds, Jan, def, see Hoebrugs c Everaerds
Everard

Isabella, plain, see Everard c Breule
John, of Ely, plain, see Everard c Beneyt

Everbeek, prov Oost-Vlaanderen, T&C no. 811; see also
Grande

Evers, Katherina, see Officie c Geerts en Steemans
Evotson, Agnes dau of John, of Askwith, def, see Helay c

Evotson
Evrart, Gilles, plain, see Evrart c Orfèvre
Évreux, diocese, official of, see Tiphania c Fevresse
Ewell, Temple, Kent, see Bandethon
Eyr, Jacob le, see Fysschere

Fabri
Chrétien (Pierre), widow of, see Fevresse
Drouet, plain, see Fabri c Bateur
Jean, def, see Prepositi c Fabri
Pierre, party, see Fabri et Moriaut

Faes, Helwig, non-party, see Officie c Nichils en Roelants
Fagotee, Jeanne, def, see Lièvre c Fagotee
Fairfax, Guy and Thomas, witn of deeds of, see Stapleton
Falaise, Perette la, def, see Falampin c Falaise
Falampin, Cassin, plain, see Falampin c Falaise
Faster, Walter, plain, see Faster c Bruers
Faucheur, Colin, plain, see Faucheur c Cotelle
Fauconberge, Agnes, of York, plain, see Fauconberge c

Elys
Fauconier, Guillaume le, witn, see Gorget c Fauconier

Marion dau of, def, see Gorget c Fauconier
Faucoys, Joost, def, see Officie c Faucoys, Haghen en

Assche

Faumelet, Mathurine widow of the late Jean, see Pain
Favele, Nicolaas vanden, def, see Officie c Favele, Oys en

Scroten
Favereesse, Catherine le, widow of Jean le Roy, party, see

Maire et Favereesse
Fayrchild, William, witn, see Bradenham c Bette
Fayt, Jeanne du, def, see Office c Besghe et Fayt
Fedyrston, Cecily dau of Ralph, of Wilberfoss, bailiff of

Catton, def, see Thweyng c Fedyrston
Feltewell, Joan widow of John de, of Chesterton, def, see

Office c Slory and Feltewell
Feluys, Marie de, plain, see Feluys c Herinc
Fenain, Henri de, def, see Office c Fenain et Nain
Fenee, Casorte, party, see Doyse et Fenee
Fenton, [Church], Yorks, see Pulayn c Neuby

Biggin [in], Ch 5, at n. 3
‘Brokylhurst’, Little, (unidentified), between Little

Fenton in, and Biggin, Ch 5, at n. 3
Fentrice, William de, of Tollesby, def, see Normanby c

Fentrice and Broun
brother of, witn, Ch 4, at n. 199

Feringes, Richard de, archdeacon of Canterbury
(1280–99), Ch 12, at nn. 26–7

Fernicle, maı̂tre Jean, plain, see Fernicle c Paige (1)
Burgotte dau of, plain, see Fernicle c Paige (2)

Ferrebouc, Jean, royal clerk, def, see Ferrebouc c
Ferrebouc

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Ferrebouc c Ferrebouc
Ferriby, William, master of St Leonard’s hospital, York,

master of John Dale, see Thornton and Dale c
Grantham

grange of, see Acomb
Ferron, Guillemette dau of Jean le, def, see Lepreux c

Ferron
Fertlyng, John, alias Wartre of York, def, see Barneby c

Fertlyng
Feucherre, Simonette, def, see Dune c Feucherre
Feure, Jean le, of Roubaix, party, see Tries et Feure
Feves (Auxfeves), Guiot aux, plain, see Feves c Guimpliere
Fèvre

Jean le, plain, see Fèvre c Lettris
Jeanne le, def, see Office c Bohier et Fèvre
Jeanne le (another), plain, see Fèvre c Fieret
Juliane le, plain, see Fèvre c Carpentier
Pétronille dau of Jacques le, alias Cordelette, def, see

Office c Cauchiot et Fèvre
Pierre le, def, see Office c Fèvre
Robert le (Fevre), def, see Sentement c Fevre
Simonette le, party, see Roussiel et Fèvre

Fevresse, Amelotte la, widow of Chrétien (Pierre) Fabri,
def, see Tiphania c Fevresse

Fevrier, Margotte widow of Garner, plain, see Fevrier c
Drouardi

Fewler, Margaret, see Foghler
Feyters, Helena Ts-, def, see Officie c Pottere, Feyters en

Muysaerts
Fieret, Pierre, def, see Fèvre c Fieret; Office c Fieret et

Crocarde
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Fiermans, Ivan, of Gooik (Vlaams-Brabant), def, see
Officie c Fiermans en Pijcmans

Fiesve, Pierre de Sancte, def, see Sandemoin c Fiesve
Fiesvet, Jean, see Homan
Firmini, Guillaume, plain, see Firmini c Buve
Fischelake, William, mercer of York, def, see Romundeby

c Fischelake
Fisschere, John, of Wilburton, plain, see Fisschere c Frost

and Brid
Fissher (Fisher, Fyssher), of Dalton in Topcliffe, plain, see

Thurkilby and Fissher c Newsom and Bell
Flamangere, Jeanne la, living in the rue des Barées (today

rue de l’Ave Maria), parish of Saint-Paul (Paris),
plain, see Flamangere c Bagourt

Flamenc, Gaucher le, def, see Office c Martin, Flamenc et
Clergesse

Flamencq, Gilles le, def, see Estrut c Flamencq et
Fournière

Flament, Jeanette dau of Guilot le, plain, see Flament c
Arrode

Flaminc, Robert, alias de Cant, plain, see Flaminc c
Pinkers

Flamingi, Pieter, alias Pascarijs, def, see Officie c Flamingi
en Spapen

Flanders, county, Ch 12, n. 2, at nn. 44–6
Flandre, Gertrude de, plain, see Flandre c Barbieux

husband of, see Barbieux
Flanniele, honesta iuvencula Joye, citizen of Cambrai, def,

see Office et Donne c Flanniele
parents of, house of, Béatrice servant in, witn, see Office

et Donne c Flanniele
Flixton [in Folkton], Yorks, see Palmere c Brunne and

Suthburn
Foghler (Fewler, Foler), Margaret of York, plain, see

Foghler and Barker c Werynton
Folemans, Simon, see Officie c Bodevaerts en Heyns
Foler, Margaret, see Foghler
Folkton, Yorks, see Flixton
Folvyle, Agnes, of [St Benet’s] Cambridge, def, see Office c

Humbelton and Folvyle
Fontaine, Hannette dau of Denis de le, def, see Office c

Coulon et Fontaine
Fool, William, vicar of Cherry Hinton, def, see Office and

Netherstrete et al c Fool
Foot, Marion, of Trumpington, plain, see Wronge and

Foot c Hankyn
Fordham, Cambs, see Office c Bury and Littelbury
Fore, Jan vanden, def, see Officie c Fore, Perremans en

Gruenenwatere
Forestarii (Forestier)

Alain, LCanL, promotor and commissary of the court of
Paris, Ch 7, at nn. 56, 58, 193; T&C no. 556

Jean, house of, in Chauvry (Val-d’Oise), see Noylete c
Sutoris

Forester, Eva dau of Thomas le, of Staynford (?Stainforth),
plain, see Forester c Stanford and Cissor

Formanoir, Marguerite called, def, see Espaigne c
Formanoir

Formanoire, Péronne, of Cordes (Hainaut), def, see Office
c Creteur et Formanoire

Forsham, Hugh de, commissary of Canterbury, sede
vacante, T&C no. 1182

Fortin
Jacques, plain, see Fortin c Boursière
Jacques (?another), plain, see Fortin c Rasse et

Tourbette
Fossard, Joan, plain, see Fossard c Calthorne and Wele
Fossé, Jean du, plain, see Goudine c Lamberti
Fossiaul, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Sibille en Fossiaul
Foston, Alice de, of York, widow of Thomas Walshe,

jeweler, late of Ireland, plain, see Foston c
Lofthouse

Foueti (Fouest), Monet, plain, see Foueti c Pré
Fouler, Ralph, witn, T&C no. 244
Foulere, Agnes widow of, of Bassingbourn, non-party, see

Office and Bassingbourn (vicar) c Gilberd
Fouquet, Arthur, plain, see Fouquet c Noble
Fouret, Pierre, def, see Burielle c Fouret et Oiseleur
Fourment, Agnès, def, see Office c Mathieu et Fourment
Fournier, Jaen le, def, see Mado c Morielle et Fournier
Fournière, Jeanne le, def, see Estrut c Flamencq et

Fournière
Fourveresse, Marie le, def, see Office c Moustier et

Fourveresse
Fox, Thomas, of Snaith, def, see Wakfeld c Fox
Foxton, registrar of the court of Ely, see Subject Index
Foys, Margareta van, def, see Officie c Stoeten en Aken
Fraingnaert, Henri, def, see Office c Fraingnaert
France

(?) (natione Frangigena), Iacopina, see Frangigena c
Lanaiolum

constable of, see Montmorency
herald of, at the gate of Paris, servant of (pedisecca scuti

Francie in porta Parisius), see Grant
Franceys, Eleanor, de facto wife of Geoffrey Cobbe, def,

see Wedone c Cobbe and Franceys
Margaret former servant of, resident in London, see

Wedone c Cobbe and Franceys
Franchoise

Jeanne le, def, see Office c Rouge, Franchoise et Frasne
Marie, def, see Office c Quare et Franchoise

Francque, Isabelle, def, see Scallette c Mol et Francque
Frangigena, Iacopina natione, plain, see Frangigena c

Lanaiolum
Frankiss(h) (Frankyssh), Agnes, dau of Robert Frankyssh,

of Pontefract, def, see Berwick c Frankiss
Frapillon, Phelisot, party, see Martray et Frapillon
Frarinne, Égidie le, def, see Office c Borquerie et Frarinne

aunt of, see Lasne
Frasne, Isabelle du, def, see Office c Rouge, Franchoise et

Frasne
Frasnes-lez-Buissenal, prov Hainaut, T&C no. 811; see

also Grand; Potière
Fraunceys (Francis, Frauncys), Agnes dau of John, of

Newark [on Trent], plain, see Fraunceys c Kelham
Frebern, John, of Fulbourn, def, see Attepool c Frebern
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Frederix, Arnold, plain, see Frederix c Sprengher
Quenegonde wife of, non-party, see Frederix c

Sprengher; Officie c Sprengher
Freman, Henry, of Ripon, def, see Waldyng and Heton c

Freman
Frere, N. le, house of, in the rue de l’Oseraie, parish

Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet (Paris), see Lorrain c
Guerin

Frost, John, of Wilburton, witn, see Fisschere c Frost and
Brid

John son of, def, see Fisschere c Frost and Brid
Frothyngham

Elizabeth de, wife of Robert de Midelton, def, see
Wellewyk c Midelton and Frothyngham

John, parish clerk of St Helen on the Walls, York, plain,
see Frothyngham c Bedale

Fulbourn (All Saints or St Vigor), Cambs, see Attepool c
Frebern; Roberd c Colne

chaplain of, see Office c Netherstrete (1), (2); Office and
Netherstrete et al c Fool

parishioners of, see Office and Netherstrete et al c Fool
Fulbourn St Vigor, Cambs, see Office c Netherstrete (2)
Fuller, Alice wife of Richard, of Balsham, non-party, see

Office c Netherstrete (2)
Fura, prov. Vlaams-Brabant, see Tervuren
Furblisshor, Thomas, of Cambridge, plain, see Furblisshor

c Gosselyn
Furno (Four)

Jeanette (Jeanne) dau of Reinald de (du), def, see Voisin
c Furno

Margot dau of Robert de (du), def, see Hugot c Furno
Fusée, Perette dau of Jean, def, see Burgondi c Fusée
Fyskerton, Joan, alias Cornwaille, of Cambridge, def, see

Office c Fyskerton
Fysschere, Alice, widow of Jacob le Eyr, of Cambridge,

def, see Pateshull c Candelesby and Fysschere
Fyssh, John, of Ely, see Boyton c Andren
Fysshere, Richard, of Chatteris, def, see Office c Fysshere

Gaasbeek [in Lennik], prov Vlaams-Brabant, church of,
see Cotthem c Trullaerts; Cotthem c Trullaerts en
Pauwels

Gabonne, Jeanette la, plain, see Gabonne c Haudria
Gabriels

Jean (JG), of Kwaremont, non-party, see Rocque c Piers
Katherina, plain, see Gabriels c Zande

Gage, Thomas, 18th-century author, Epilogue, at n. 12
Gaignerresse, Perette la, party, see Gaignerresse et

Tomailles
Gaigneur, Jean le, weaver of cloth, domiciled at the sign of

the shield of Flanders in the rue la
Grande-Truanderie (Paris), def, see Office c
Gaigneur et Badoise

Gaignier, Edelotte dau of Jean le, of Vaudherland
(Val-d’Oise), party, see Lonc et Gaignier

Gaigny, Robinette, plain, see Gaigny c Lombardi
Gaillart, Pierre, party, see Gaillart et Ragne
Galion

Richard, of Eaton, Lincoln diocese, plain, see Galion c
Candelesby

Richard (?another), woolman of St Neots [Hunts], def,
see Office c Galion and Phelip

de facto wife of, see Phelip
?wife of, see Sped

Gallon, Jean, plain, see Gallon c Godée
Galteri, Jean, plain, see Galteri c Bourdinette
Gansbeke, Joost van, def, see Officie c Gansbeke en

Permentiers
Ganter, Guillaume le, def, see Oiselet c Ganter

Perette dau of, non-party, see Oiselet c Ganter
Gapenberch, Pieter, def, see Officie c Gapenberch en

Erpols
Gardener, Iseult dau of Hamo, non-party, T&C nos. 1056,

1175; see also Scot c Devoine
Garderel, Jean, plain, see Garderel c Pavot
Gardiner, Isabel, def, see Lucas c Gardiner
Garforth (Gardford, Garford), Margaret, of Bracewell,

plain, see Garforth and Blayke c Nebb
Gargache, Perette veuve du défunt Drouet, party, see

Notin et Gargache
Garrijn, Jacob, see Riddere
Garthe, Thomas del, citizen and apothecary of York, plain,

see Garthe and Neuton c Waghen
Gascoigne

Agnes, widow, of Hovingham, T&C no. 349
John, barker, late of Hovingham, T&C no. 349
Richard, arbitrator, Ch 5, at n. 148
Thomas, yeoman, late of Hovingham, T&C no. 349
William, husbandman, of Hovingham, T&C no. 349
William (another), JP and comm’r of array in Yorks,

WR (1470–3), Ch 5, at n. 156
Thomas (another), gentleman, ?son of, ?younger

brother of Sir William, def, see Suthell c
Gascoigne

Sir William, knight, ?son of, ?elder brother of
Thomas, Ch 5, at n. 158

manor of Gawthorpe of, Ch 5, at n. 159
Gast, Jaquin, def, see Hutine c Gast
Gastelier, Simon, plain, see Gastelier c Majoris
Gateshead (Gatterheved), Northumb, T&C no. 1175, at

n. 9
Gaucher, Jean, plain, see Gaucher c Carnificis
Gaulino, Pierre, def, see Berchere c Gaulino
Gaupin, maı̂tre Pierre, def, see Chapelue c Gaupin
Gauyelle, Belote, def, see Weez c Gauyelle
Gavere, Leo van, alias van Liekerke, def, see Officie en

Lathouwers c Gavere en Moerbeke
Gavielle, Marie, def, see Office c Mote et Gavielle
Gavre, Arnauld de, def, see Provense c Gavre
Gawthorpe [in Dewsbury], Yorks, manor in, see

Gascoigne, Sir William
Gedney, Lincs, see Brodyng c Taillor and Treves
Geerts, Sartel, fiancé of Katherina van Opberghe, def, see

Officie c Geerts en Steemans
Geffrey, Alice, of Trumpington, plain, see Geffrey c

Myntemoor
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Gell, William, of Kirk Hammerton or Bilton, plain, see
Gell and Smyth c Serill

Roger, father of, of Whixley, T&C no. 363
Genart, Pierre, ?apprentice of, see Guerin et Quideau
Gent (Ghent) (Gandensis), prov Oost-Vlaanderen, parishes

Onze-Lieve-Vrouw, T&C no. 973; see also Officie c
Pratere en Uden

Sint-Jan, see Groetheeren en Boodt
Sint-Michiel, see Cauwere; Office c Sceppere et Clercs;

Vos
Geraardsbergen, prov Oost-Vlaanderen, T&C no. 812; see

also Stautbiers
Gerbe, Even, def, see Keroursil c Gerbe
Germon, Jeanette dau of Théobald, def, see Charrot c

Germon
Gerthmaker, Margaret, of Ely, plain, see Gerthmaker and

[. . .] c Hundreder
Gertrudis, Antonia, non-party, see Officie c Flamingi en

Spapen
Gheele

Jan van, def, see Gheele c Gheele en Ans
wife of, see Ans

Margareta van, plain, see Gheele c Gheele en Ans
husband of, see Smols

Gheens, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Vernoert, Verhoeft en
Gheens

Gheeraerts, Katherina, non-party, see Officie c Plungon en
Mekeghems

Gheersone, Christina, def, see Officie c Bot, Buysschere en
Gheersone

Gheerts
Jan, def, see Officie c Gheerts en Heiden
Nicolaas, def, see Officie c Gheerts en Bertels

Ghelde, Jan Metten, junior, of Asse (Vlaams-Brabant), def,
see Officie c Ghelde en Herts

Ghenins, Adriana dochter van Jacob, of
Onze-Lieve-Vrouw, Brugge, party, see Heyns en
Ghenins

Ghent, see Gent
Gheraets, Adam, def, see Grimberghen c Gheraets
Gheylen, Pieter, def, see Officie c Gheylen en Claes
Ghierle, Jan van, see Nichils
Ghilberde, Agnès, def, see Office c Willon et Ghilberde
Ghiseghem, Egied de, def, see Officie c Deckers, Godofridi

en Ghiseghem
Ghiselins, Marguerite, deceased, former wife of Amand de

Sceppere, see Office c Sceppere et Clercs
Ghisteren, Jan van, def, see Gragem c Ghisteren
Ghosens, Katherina, alias Tscupers, def, see Officie c Lisen

en Ghosens
Gibbe

Joan, plain, see Gibbe c Dany and Lenton
Matilda, of Wisbech, plain, see Gibbe c Halpeny Cloke

and Denyfield
Giffarde (Riffarde), [. . .], def, see Parisius c Giffarde et

Giffarde
Isabelle la, dau of, def, see Parisius c Giffarde et

Giffarde

Gilberd, John, chaplain of Bassingbourn, def, see Office
and Bassingbourn (vicar) c Gilberd

Gilbert
Joan, of Winestead, plain, see Gilbert c Marche

husband of, see Marche
Robert, parishioner of Kingston, plain, see Gilbert,

Plumbery, Harsent and Hykeney c Podyngton
Gillaert, Pierre, def, see Office c Gillaert et Meersche
Gillebert, Colin, plain, see Gillebert c Try
Gillette, Marie, party, see Jolin et Gillette
Gillyn, Beatrice de, of York, plain, see Spuret and Gillyn c

Hornby
Gilote, Thomas, parishioner of Fulbourn, plain, see Office

and Netherstrete et al c Fool
Girardi, Guilot, party, see Girardi et Girardi

Maline wife of, see Girardi et Girardi
Girete, Josse de, def, see Office c Girete et Bossche
Girton, Cambs, chaplain of, see Rede c Stryk
Gisburn, Yorks (now Lancs), see Wesbery
Givendale in Ripon, Yorks, see Oddy c Donwell
Gloucestre, Thomas, commissary and official of the

archdeacon and commissary of the official of Ely,
see Subject Index

Gobat, Stephen, plain, see Gobat and Pertesen c Bygot
John, ?relative of, Ch 6, at n. 90

Gobert
Colard le, party, see Gobert et Appelterre
Colin, def, see Office c Gobert et Cange

Goby, Robert, of Thriplow, now husband of Joan Swan,
def, see Office c Poynaunt, Swan, Goby and Pybbel

Gode, Thomas, ?of Ickham, def, see Office c Gode and
Godholt

Godée, Marion la, def, see Gallon c Godée
Godens, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Godscalc en Godens
Godesans, jonkvrouw Katherina, widow of Jan de Castro,

mother-in-law of Florens de Bock, def, see Bock c
Castro en Godesans

?tenant of, see Roelants
Godevaerts, Willem, first cousin of Michaël vanden

Bouchoute, witn, see Officie c Bouchoute en
Triestrams

Godewyn, Agnes, dau of Beatrice sub monte, of Clifton,
plain, see Godewyn c Roser

Godezele, Hendrik, of Tervuren, party, see Godezele en
Willeghen

Godfrey, Robert, parishioner of Fulbourn, plain, see Office
and Netherstrete et al c Fool

Godhewe, Alice widow of Solomon, ?of Elham, def, see
Office c Balbe and Godhewe

Godholt, Matilda dau of John, ?of Ickham, def, see Office
c Gode and Godholt

Godofridi
Hendrik, def, see Officie c Perkementers, Godofridi en

Beyghem
Jan, alias Quant, def, see Officie c Deckers, Godofridi

en Ghiseghem
Godscalc, Denijs, def, see Officie c Godscalc en Godens
Godscalcs, Maria, plain, see Godscalcs c Lenard
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Godsped, Agnes widow of Robert, of Wilburton,
non-party, see Office c Netherstrete (2)

Godwin, Alice, non-party, see Godewyn c Roser
Idonea mother of, see Godewyn c Roser

Goerten, Egied de, def, see Officie c Goerten en
Emeren

Goffaert
Aleidis, non-party, see Officie c Rosijn en Goffaert
Johanna, def, see Officie c Rosijn en Goffaert
Pieter, of Braine-l’Alleud, def, see Officie c Goffaert en

Defier
Goldberg, P. J. P., T&C nos. 146, 149 (App e3.2), 153,

176, 178, 185, 187, 189, 190, 193, 203, 206, 223,
235, 237–8, 240, 242, 244, 249, 263, 267, 269,
270, 274, 374, 376–7, 379, 386

Goldsborough, Yorks, rector of, witn, see Kirkby c Helwys
and Newton

Gommegies, Jan de, crassier, of Sint-Salvator, Brugge,
party, see Gommegies en Crekele

Gonterii
Engerran, party, see Gonterii et Varenges
Gervais, house of, in parish Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois

(Paris), see Reaudeau c Sampsonis
Gontier, Jean, def, see Gontier c Gontier

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Gontier c Gontier
Gooik, Vlaams-Brabant, see Officie c Fiermans en

Pijcmans
Gore, John de la, non-party, see Office and Bassingbourn

(vicar) c Gilberd
Gorgesallé, Pierre, alias Cordigier, deceased on pilgramage

to Rome, wife of, see Coppine
Gorget, Jean, plain, see Gorget c Fauconier
Gosse, demoiselle Guillemette, dau of Raoul, def, see

Eliart c Gosse
Gosselyn, Anastasia widow of John, of Cambridge, def,

see Furblisshor c Gosselyn
Gottlieb, Beatrice, T&C nos. 764, 815
Gouant, Denis, plain, see Gouant c Gouyere
Goudale, Jean, see Weez
Goudine, Margot la, plain, see Goudine c Lamberti
Goupille, Jeanne la, def, see Besson c Goupille
Goussainville, dép Val-d’Oise, see Ortolarii c Ortolarii
Gousset, Jean, plain, see Gousset c Cauvinne
Gouvernes, dép Seine-et-Marne, see Office c Charrone
Gouwen, Jan vander, plain, see Gouwen c Uls
Gouyere, Guillette, widow of Jean, def, see Gouant c

Gouyere
Gover, Maurice, def, see Banes c Gover, Walker, Emlay

and Mores
Gowsell, Robert, and Joan wife of, witn, house of, in

Walmgate, York, Ch 5, at n. 179
Gracieux, Marion dau of Ives le, plain, see Gracieux c

Alemant
Gragem, Katherina van, plain, see Gragem c Ghisteren
Grand, Jean le, of Frasnes-lez-Buissenal (Hainaut), def, see

Grande c Grand et Potière
Grande

Catherine le, of Everbeek (Oost-Vlaanderen), plain, see
Grande c Grand et Potière

Pasquette le, def, see Office c Pol et Grande
Granier, Mahaute dau of Jean, party, see Ymbeleti et

Granier
Grant

Jeanette dau of Simon le, def, see Malot c Grant
Jeanne la, servant of the herald of France at the gate of

Paris (pedisecca scuti Francie in porta Parisius), Ch
7, at n. 294

Grantchester, Cambs, see Lewyne c Aleyn; Rolf and
Myntemor c Northern

Grante Enpaille, Marion, def, see Office c Enpaille et
Regis

Grantesden, Margaret widow of Geoffrey, def, see
Anegold and Schanbery c Grantesden

Grantham
Agnes widow of Hugh (de), of St Michael le Belfrey,

York, def, see Thornton and Dale c Grantham
Alice servant of, witn, see Thornton and Dale c

Grantham
Hugh, apparitor of the court of York, ?deceased

husband of, Ch 5, n. 84
Thomas, deacon, son of, witn, see Thornton and Dale

c Grantham
John, chaplain, def, see Cattesos c Brigham and Pyttok

Granwiau, Alardin, def, see Office c Granwiau et Courbos
Gras, Colin le, plain, see Gras c Bourdinete
Graunt, Margaret, see Mawer
Grayngham, Richard de, chaplain, executor of Mr Richard

de Snoweshill, late rector of Huntington, plain, see
Grayngham c Hundmanby

Graystanes, Margaret, of Staindrop (Durham diocese),
plain, see Graystanes and Barraycastell c Dale

Graystoke, Ralph de, tenant of, see Stapleton
Greasbrough, see Rotherham
Grebby, John de, priest, commissary general of the official

of the archdeacon of Ely, def, see Office c Grebby;
Pateshull c Candelesby and Eyr

Green, Roger, uncle and master of Thomas de Hornby and
master of Marjorie Spuret, house of, in York, Ch 4,
at nn. 188–9

Gregoire, Marione la, of Limoges diocese, non-party, see
Heraude et Brulleto

Gregory, John, of Nottingham, def, see Office c Gregory
and Tapton

Grenbergh, John de, of Craven Bower, def, see Portyngton
c Grenbergh and Cristendom

wife of, see Cristendom
Grene

Ellen del, of Dishforth, plain, see Grene c Tuppe
John, of Melbourn, witn, see Marion c Umphrey
Peter del (Gren), of Boynton, plain, see Grene and

Tantelion c Whitehow
William, mercer of York, arbitrator, see Moreby and

Moreby
Grenehode, John, def, see Topclyf c Grenehode
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Gresse, Hugo (Huguelin) la, def, see Office et Beuve c
Gresse

Gretz, dép Seine-et-Marne, see Valyte et Sapientis
Grey (Gray), John, of Barton, plain, see Grey and Grey c

Norman
Alice wife of, dau of John Norman of New Malton,

plain, see Grey and Grey c Norman
Grigore, Péronne, def, see Office c Cuvelier et Grigore
Grimberghen, Beatrijs van, widow of Jan Zuetman, plain,

see Grimberghen c Gheraets
Grimston, North, Yorks, see Nunne c Cobbe
Grinton in Swaledale, Yorks, see Bridlington (priory) c

Harklay
Gritford, Alice wife of Thomas, of Doddington, plain, def,

see Gritford c Hervy; Office c Gritford
Grivel, Guillaume, witn, see Tassin c Grivel

Françoise dau of, def, see Tassin c Grivel
Groetheeren, jonkvrouw Katherina s-, van Sint-Jan Gent,

party, see Groetheeren en Boodt
husband of, see Boodt

Grolée, Margot la, def, see Paillart c Grolée
Groslay, dép Val-d’Oise, chaplain of, see Malpetit
Grote, Josse de, of Acren, def, see Stautbiers c Grote
Gruarde, Béatrice le, def, see Office c Gruarde et Sivery
Gruenenwatere, Willem vanden, of Lettelingen, def, see

Officie c Fore, Perremans en Gruenenwatere
Grumiau, Colard, alias le Carlier, def, see Office c

Grumiau et Robette
wife of, see Robette

Grumulle, Marie le, def, see Office c Oiseleur et Grumulle
Gruters, Guillaumette ts-, def, see Corwere c Gruters
Grym, Walter, ?relative of Nicholas Andren, non-party, see

Office and Andren and Edyng c Andren and Solsa
Gudefelawe, Juliana dau of John, of Kenton, plain, see

Gudefelawe c Chappeman
Guerin

Emangone dau of Thomas, of Noisy-le-Grand
(Seine-Saint-Denis), party, see Guerin et Quideau

Philipotte dau of Jean, def, see Lorrain c Guerin
Guerini, Jean, plain, see Office c Contesse et Contesse
Guidderomme, Jan van, def, see Houschels c

Guidderomme
Guillarde, Louise la, plain, see Guillarde c Limoges
Guillaume Jaquet, former clerk of the late maı̂tre

Guillaume de Ligni, see Jacquet c Blanchet
Guillem, Pierre, plain, see Guillem c Coguelin
Guilloti, Marguerite, servant of Guillaume, priest, of the

church of Saint-Josse (Paris), def, see Office c
Guilloti

Guimpliere, Guillemette la, def, see Feves c Guimpliere
Guione, Jeanette la, party, see Thomassin et Guione
Guist, maı̂tre Thomas, def, see Martine c Guist
Gumbaldthorn, Yorks, see Thorngumbald
Gumelle, Margot la, see Jumelle
Gurk, Austria, provost of of, Ch 1, at n. 107
Guy (Gy), Henry, of Danby, def, see Capper c Guy
Gyk, Alice, of Birchington, plain, see Gyk c Thoctere

Hacquegnies (deanery of Tournai-Saint-Brice), prov
Hainaut, T&C no. 859, see Belin; Blondielle

Haddenham, Cambs, see Gerthmaker and [. . .] c
Hundreder

Haddlesey [in Birkin], Yorks, see Scherwode c Lambe
Hadilsay, John, plain, see Hadilsay c Smalwod
Haecx, Geertrui, def, see Officie c Broecke en Haecx
Hagarston, William, plain, see Hagarston c Hilton
Haggar, William, of York, def, see Williamson c Haggar
Haggas (Haggard), John, baker of York, godfather of two

of Agnes Miton’s children, executor of William
Miton, witn, see Lede c Skirpenbek and Miton

Haghen, Jacob vander, def, see Officie c Faucoys, Haghen
en Assche

Hainaut (Hainault), archdeaconry, Ch 8, at n. 1
Hainaut (Hainault), province, Ch 8, at nn. 78
Hainon, Pierre du, def, see Tourtielle c Hainon et Cauliere
Haldesworth, Charles, plain, see Haldesworth c

Hunteman
Halghton [?Halton, Lancs], Johannes de, of Newcastle

upon Tyne, clerk, witn, T&C no. 1175, at n. 20;
see also Scot c Devoine (where he is called ‘T6’)

Halifax, Yorks, see Cromwell Bottom; Lome and Otes
Hall, Alexander atte, of Howe, priest, deceased, see Rede c

Stryk
Hall, West, in Chester-le-Street, Durham, see Westchester
Halle, Alice wife of John atte, of Malmesbury, witn, see

Bakewhyt c Mayhen and Loot
Halle, prov Vlaams-Brabant

church of Notre Dame in, see Office et Bigotte c
Crispelet

dean of Christianity of, T&C no. 881
Halpeny Cloke, John son of William, of Wisbech, def, see

Gibbe c Halpeny Cloke and Denyfield
clandestine wife of, see Denyfield

Halstead, Leics, see Brodyng c Taillor and Treves
Halton, William, husband of Agnes Louth, def, T&C

no. 376; see also Office c Louth and Halton
Hambleton [in Brayton], Yorks, see Webster c Tupe
Hammerton, Kirk, Yorks, see Gell and Smyth c Serill;

Wilstrop
Hamondson, Sir Peter, chaplain of Marfleet, def, see Office

c Hamondson
Hampton, Martin de, commissary of Canterbury, sede

plena, see Office c Bretoun and Archer
Hanen, Catherine ts-, def, see Office et Onckerzele c

Hanen
Hankoke (Hancok), Elena, of Sutton upon Derwent,

widow and executrix of John Cook(e) (Coke) of
Sutton upon Derwent, def, see Preston c Hankoke

Hankyn, John, of Barnwell, def, see Wronge and Foot c
Hankyn

Hannel, Marie du, plain, see Hannel c Lièvre et Ossent
Hannuchove, Jean, def, see Office c Hannuchove et

Witsvliet
Hanon, Colette dau of Guillaume, def, see Beraudi c

Hanon
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Harangerii, Perrin, clerk, residing in the house of Martin
Ar[ragon] in the place de Grève, parish
Saint-Jean-en-Grève (Paris), def, see Office c
Harangerii

Harant, Denis de, see Gracieux c Alemant
Hardi, Colin, plain, see Hardi c Chapellier
Hardie, Jeanne la, plain, see Hardie c Cruce
Hardouchin, demoiselle Jeanne de, def, see Brodel c

Hardouchin
Hardwick, Cambs, see Office c Bette and Multon; Office c

Bocher
Hardy, Jean, of Gonesse (Val-d’Oise), def, see Lonc et

Gaignier
Hare

Agnes dau of John residing in Barnwell, of St Benet’s
Cambridge, def, see Office c Wylcokesson and
Hare

Richard, of Wilstrop, Ch 2, at n. 25
Harehope, William de, tanner, of Lancaster, resident in

Newcastle upon Tyne, witn, T&C no. 1175, at
nn. 6, 8; see also Scot c Devoine (where he is called
‘T2’)

Haremans, Christiane, def, see Office c Lentout, Coesins
et Haremans

Harewood (Harwood), Yorks, T&C no. 351; see also
Wyke

Towhouses (Thwhouse) in, T&C no. 351
Harfleur, France, Ch 5, at n. 21
Harklay, Mr Michael de, official of the archdeacon of

Richmond, def, see Bridlington (priory) c Harklay
Harlyngton, Thomas, donzel, executor of Elias Sutton late

rector of Harthill, see Sutton, Harlyngton, Norton
and Houton c Oxenford and Baile

Harpham, Alice de, former servant of Alice de Wellewyk,
witn, Ch 4, at n. 149; see also Wellewyk c Midelton
and Frothyngham

Harsent atte Wode, Robert, parishioner of Kingston, plain,
see Gilbert, Plumbery, Harsent and Hykeney c
Podyngton

Harthill, Yorks, rector of, see Oxenford; Sutton
Hartlyngton (Hertlyngton), Henry, def, see Rilleston c

Langdale, Hartlyngton and Hartlyngton
Isabel wife of, def, see Rilleston c Langdale,

Hartlyngton and Hartlyngton
Harwood, John, chaplain, plain, see Harwood c Sallay
Haryngton, Robert, knight, of Bishophill, York, deceased,

see Haryngton c Sayvell
Christine widow of, plain, see Haryngton c Sayvell

husband of, see Sayvell
Thomas brother and heir of, of Hornby, witn, see

Haryngton c Sayvell
Hasnon, Colard, def, see Rosieres c Hasnon
Hatteley, William, of Weobley, def, see Office c Hatteley

and Matthew
Haucx, Christina, def, see Officie c Meyman, Eechoute en

Haucx
Haudria, Jean, def, see Gabonne c Haudria

Hauens, Jean, def, see Office c Hauens, Mortgate et
Leysen

Hautquian, Gobert, def, see Croquehan c Hautquian
Hauwe, Pierre de, def, see Varlut c Hauwe
Havingham, Alice, ?of Lyminge, def, see Office c Brunyng

and Havingham
Havini, Jeanette dau of maı̂tre Simon, def, see Croso c

Havini
Haward, Mr Edmund, archdeacon of Northumberland,

T&C no. 1175, n. 5
Hayette, Jean de, of Rebecque (Brabant wallon), def, see

Office c Hayette et Hongroise
wife of, see Hongroise

Haynes, William, of Methley, plain, see Haynes and
Northcroft c Atkynson

Hazen, Marguerite ts-, non-party, see Office et Onckerzele
c Hanen

Heacham, Norf, see Sped
Healaugh, Yorks, see Thornton and Dale c Grantham

Healaugh Park in, see Thornton and Dale c Grantham
forester of, see Thornton and Dale c Grantham
lodge of (also described as inWighill), see Thornton

and Dale c Grantham; Wighill
vicar of, witn, Ch 5, at n. 86; see also Thornton and

Dale c Grantham
Heckene, Arnold vander, party, see Heckene en

Malscaerts
Heckleghem, Nicolaas van, of Merelbeke

(Oost-Vlaanderen), def, see Officie c Codde,
Henricus en Heckleghem

Hectoris, Jan, def, see Officie c Hectoris en Veels
Hediarde, Quentine, party, see Cousin et Hediarde
Hedon, John, pewterer of York, def, see Office c Hedon

and Hedon
Ellen wife of, def, see Office c Hedon and Hedon

Hedon in Holderness, Yorks, see Bolton c Rawlinson
Heghes, Pierre de, plain, see Heghes c Cache
Heiden, Ida vander, def, see Officie c Gheerts en

Heiden
Heist, Jan van, def, see Officie c Heist en Vrancx
Helay, Richard, of Askwith, plain, see Helay c Evotson
Helias, Jean, def, see Critin c Helias
Helin, Jean, see Marchi
Hellenputten, Lieven vander, def, see Officie c

Hellenputten, Vleeeshuere en Kerkofs
Helmeslay, John, alias Skryvyner (Scryvener, Skryvyner) of

Crambe, def, see Henryson c Helmeslay
Helmholz, R. H., T&C nos. 70, 106, 158, 166, 169, 170,

172, 175–6, 178, 181, 184, 186, 189, 191, 206–7,
210–13, 215–16, 221, 223–4, 226–8, 232, 234,
238, 244, 250, 253, 259–60, 262, 264, 266–7, 269,
270, 272–5, 278, 282–4, 291–2, 295, 297, 302,
329, 333, 357, 362, 365, 376, 378, 382, 410, 422,
473, 476, 490, 509, 513, 1067, 1085, 1188–9

Helmsley (Helmslay) [?Helmsley, Yorks], Alice de, of
Newcastle upon Tyne, non-party, T&C nos. 1056,
1175, at n. 1; see also Scot c Devoine
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Helmsley, Yorks, hermit residing near chapel in, witn, see
Horsley c Cleveland

Helwys, Henry, of York, def, see Kirkby c Helwys and
Newton

Hemarde, Margot la, party, see Bayart et Hemarde
Hemelier, Jeanette dau of Jean le, def, see Latigniaco c

Hemelier
Hemelrike, Egied van, of Opwijck (Vlaams-Brabant), def,

see Officie c Hemelrike en Verlijsbetten
Hendine, Jean, priest, plain, see Hendine c Corneille
Heneye, John, of Cambridge, def, see Office c Heneye and

Baldok
Hennin, Jeanne de, def, see Laugoinge c Hennin
Hennique, Marie, def, see Office c Porte et Hennique
Hennon, Jean de, plain, see Hennon c Cauvenene
Hennoque, Raoul, substitute notary of the officiality of

Cambrai, Ch 8, at n. 7
Henrici, Ives, def, see Office c Henrici et Buisonne
Henricrus, Petronella, of Merelbeke (Oost-Vlaanderen),

def, see Officie c Codde, Henricus en
Heckleghem

mother of, see Officie c Codde, Henricus en
Heckleghem

Henrison, John, salter, of Snape (in Well), plain, see
Henrison c Totty

Henry II, king of France (1547–59), Introd at n. 30; T&C
no. 1294

Henry IV, king of England (1399–1413), T&C no. 93
Henry V, king of England (1413–22), brother of, see John

of Lancaster
Henry VI, king of England (1422–61, 1470–1), T&C

no. 93
Henry VII, king of England (1485–1509), T&C nos. 93,

347
Henryson, Alice dau of William, of Crambe, plain, see

Henryson c Helmeslay
Heraude, Guillemette la, party, see Heraude et Brulleto
Herberd, Isabel dau of John, of Walden, living in Ely, def,

see Webstere and Sampford c Herberd
Herdeman, Dulcy, of Dover, plain, see Herdeman c

Bandethon
Herdewijck, Jan, def, see Moernay en Herdewijck c

Herdewijck
Geertrui dau of, wife of Daniël Moernay, plain, see

Moernay en Herdewijck c Herdewijck
Herdit, Étienne, def, see Office c Herdit et Compaings
Hereford, diocese

commissary court of, T&C no. 101
consistory and commissary court of, T&C no. 149 (App

e3.2, n. 6)
Herelle, Jeanette la, see Leviarde
Herentals, prov Antwerpen, church of St Waldetrude in,

T&C no. 880; see also Aeede; Olmen
Herford

John, alias Smyth, of St Olave in the suburbs of York,
def, see Brignall c Herford

Robert, monk of St Mary’s Abbey, York, Ch 5, at n. 14
Herinc, André, def, see Feluys c Herinc

Hermani, Johanna, def, see Officie c Mota, Nijs en
Hermani

Hermans, Zeger, def, see Officie c Hermans, Brixis en
Logaert

Herne, prov Vlaams-Brabant, T&C no. 811; see also
Hongroise; Office c Oerens, Camérière et Barbiers

Herpijns, Geertrui, alias Michaelis, def, see Officie c
Nuwenhove en Herpijns

Herpin, Katherina, non-party, see Office c Keyen en
Rijckaerts

Herts, Martha Ts-, of Asse (Vlaams-Brabant), def, see
Officie c Ghelde en Herts

Hertsorens, Geertrui, of Machelen, def, see Officie c Pape
en Hertsorens

Hervy, John, of Doddington, def, see Gritford c Hervy
Heryson, Joan, def, see Office c Stokhall and Heryson
Hespiel, Sir Philip, poor priest, chaplain of Rodelghem,

def, see Hespiel
Hessay, Cecilia de, witn, T&C no. 240
Hesselin, Jean, witn, see Vaquier c Hesselin

Jeannette la Hesseline dau of, def, see Vaquier c Hesselin
Marie wife of, mother of Jeannette, witn, see Vaquier c

Hesselin
Hessepillart, Jean, resident in the rue des Rosiers (Paris),

def, see Perona c Hessepillart
Heton, Joan, of Ripon, plain, see Waldyng and Heton c

Freman
Heton [?Hetton in Burnsall, Yorks (or one of the Huttons

near Easingwold)], see Thomeson c Belamy
Heude, Pierre, non-party, see Pelliparii et Perrisel
Heugot, Renaud, plain, see Heugot c Pouparde
Hever [in Boortmeerbeek], prov Vlaams-Brabant (?diocese

of Liège), see Officie c Drivere
journey by boat from Aalst to, T&C no. 1048

Hextildsham [?Hexham, Northumb], William de, of
Newcastle upon Tyne, clerk, witn, T&C no. 1175,
at n. 16; see also Scot c Devoine (where he is called
‘T5’)

Heyden, Margareta vander, fiancée of Egied Waghesteit,
def, party, see Officie c Cluyse en Heyden; Heyden
en Waghesteit

Heyen, Agnes vander, def, see Officie c Jacops en Heyen
Heylen, Élisabeth, plain, see Heylen et André c Wituenne
Heylicht, Katherina uter, def, see Striecke c Heylicht
Heymans, Soyer, def, see Office c Heymans et Nath
Heyns

Adriaan, of Onze-Lieve-Vrouw, Brugge, party, see Heyns
en Ghenins

Conrad, alias Scricx, def, see Officie c Bodevaerts en
Heyns

Hideux, Pierre le, party, see Hideux et Bouvyere
Hildersham, Cambs, Ch 6, after n. 82, see Webstere and

Sampford c Herberd
Hiliard, John, of [Long] Riston, see Hiliard c Hiliard

Katherine widow of, plain, see Hiliard c Hiliard
Peter son of, def, see Hiliard c Hiliard

Hilton (Hylton), Mary widow of William baron of (†
1457), def, see Hagarston c Hilton
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Hinkaerts, jonkvrouw Margareta, alias Nacke, plain, see
Hinkaerts c Pipenpoy

Hinton, Cherry, vicar of, see Office and Netherstrete et al c
Fool

Hinxhill, Kent, see Bryth
Hirne, Roger in le, parishioner of Fulbourn, plain, see

Office and Netherstrete et al c Fool
Hobbesdoghter, Margaret, of Skipsea, plain, see

Hobbesdoghter c Beverage
Hochstrate, Walter, def, see Molenbeke c Hochstrate
Hockham, Norf, see Kele c Kele
Hoebrugs, Geertrui, plain, see Hoebrugs c Everaerds
Hoedemaker, Jan de, def, see Officie c Hoedemaker en

Mulders
Hoemakere, Arnold de, def, see Office c Hoemakere en

Luis
Hoens, Elisabeth, of Petegem-aan-de-Schelde, party, see

Hoens en Brouke
Hoevinghen

Catherine dau of Henri uter, def, see Office c
Langhenhove et Hoevinghen

Isabella van, widow of Joost Pipers, def, see Officie c
Peerman, Hoevinghen en Cesaris

Hogeson, John, of Milby, parish of Kirby Moor, def, see
Huchonson c Hogeson

Hoghton
Agnes, house of in Pendleton (Lancs), Ch 5, at n. 94
William de (Howthton), knight of York diocese, widow

of, see Schirburn
Hokyton [?Houghton], see Wereslee
Holm

Alice de, of Kilnwick, plain, see Holm c Chaumberleyn
Isabella de, plain, see Layremouth and Holm c Stokton

Holme, William, of Cawood, def, see Kurkeby c Holme
Holtby, John, of Wharram Grange, plain, see Holtby and

Wheteley c Pullan
Homan, Jean, alias Fiesvet, def, see Office c Homan
Hongroise, Jeanne, of Herne (Vlaams-Brabant), wife of

Jean de Hayette, def, see Office c Hayette et
Hongroise

Honnecourt-sur-l’Escaut (deanery of Cambrai), dép Nord,
Ch 9, at n. 85; T&C nos. 855, 859; see also
Ymberde c Dent

Honsem, Hendrik van, def, see Boxsele c Honsem
Hont, Baudouin de, def, see Office c Hont
Honte, Catherine de le, plain, see Office et Honte c

Bloittere et Jeheyme
Honters, Maire van, def, see Office c Base et Honters
Hopton, William son of Adam de, plain, see Hopton c

Brome
Hore, Marionne dau of Robert, def, see Buisson c Hore
Horiau, Noël, party, see Horiau et Martine
Hornby, Thomas de, saddler of York, def, see Spuret and

Gillyn c Hornby
master of, see Green

Hornby, Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 58; see also Ask c Ask and
Ask

Horseheath, Cambs, see Stistede c Borewell

Horsley (Horslay), Agnes, of Ampleforth, plain, see
Horsley c Cleveland

Horton, Thomas, of St Mary Castlegate, York, def, see
Thorp c Horton

Horues, Agnès de, plain, see Horues c Sore
Hoste, Adette, widow of Pierre Biaux, def, see Office c

Jaqueti et Hoste
Hostiler

John, proctor of Matilda Cattesos, witn, T&C no. 461
Katherine, def, see Office c Chaundeler and Hostiler

Hothwayt, John, of York, def, see Appleton c Hothwayt
Houdourone, Jeanne la, of Lagny-sur-Marne

(Seine-et-Marne), plain, see Houdourone c Carre
Houghton (unidentified), see Wereslee
Houmolen, Johanna vander, def, see Officie c Chienlens,

Houmolen en Michaelis
Houschels, Aleidis, plain, see Houschels c Guidderomme
Housel, Jean, witn, see Caudin c Housel

Gilette dau of, def, see Caudin c Housel
Houte, Margareta vanden, def, see Officie c Beckere,

Houte en Rode
Houton, John (de), chaplain, executor of Elias Sutton late

rector of Harthill, see Sutton, Harlyngton, Norton
and Houton c Oxenford and Baile

Houx
Jean du, junior (juvenis), def, see Bouchere c Houx
Jean du (?another), party, see Stainville, Houx, Monete

et [. . .]
Hove, Marie vander, def, see Office c Tiestaert, Hove et

Beckere
Hovingham (in Ryedale), Yorks, see Gascoigne

church of, Ch 4, at n. 25; T&C nos. 166–7
Howden, Yorks, see Yokefleet

(?), Ch 4, at n. 63; see Preston c [. . .]
Howe

Agnes, of Naburn, party, see Wetwang and Howe
Matilda, of Wisbech, tavern keeper of Alice Tiryngton,

plain, see Howe c Lyngwode
Howe, ?Norf, see Rede c Stryk
Howson, William son of Robert, of Sockbridge(Carlisle

diocese), def, see Pyrt c Howson
Huberti, Jean, alias Normanni, def, see Servaise c Huberti
Hubin, Aderone dau of the late Jean, def, see Huguelini c

Hubin
Huchonson, John, of Whixley, plain, see Huchonson c

Hogeson
Huekers, Katherina Ts-, party, see Meskens en Huekers
Huens, Hendrik, def, see Tyriaens c Huens
Huetson, Peter, of Walkerith [?Lincs], see Bernard c

Walker
Huffele, Egied vanden, husband of Elisabeth Sbruwers,

plain, see Huffele c Brouwere
Huffle, Thomas vanden, husband of Catherine Seghers,

def, see Office c Huffle et Seghers
Hughe

Étienne, def, see Office c Hughe (1)
Hermès, def, see Office c Hughe (2)

Hugot (Huguet), Jean, plain, see Hugot c Furno
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Huguelin, Simon,party, see Huguelin, Olearii et Marescalli
Huguelini, Jean, plain, see Huguelini c Hubin
Hulsboch, Jan, def, see Officie c Hulsboch en Luytens
Hulst

Jan vander, def, see Officie c Hulst, Spaenoghe en
Mertens

Katherina vander, widow of Laurens Kareelbacker, see
Officie c Drivere

Hulst, prov Zeeland (Netherlands), church of, see Office c
Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere

Humbeek, prov Vlaams-Brabant, church of, see Office c
Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere

Humbelton, Thomas, of [St Benet’s] Cambridge, tailor,
def, see Office c Humbelton and Folvyle

Humbleton, Yorks, see Elstronwick
Hundmanby, Robert de, rector of Huntington, def, see

Grayngham c Hundmanby
Hundreder, Roger, servant of Roger, of Ely, def, see

Gerthmaker and [. . .] c Hundreder
Huneghem, Ida van, def, see Officie c Bugghenhout en

Huneghem
Hunouts, Sara, of Moorsele, party, see Cruce en Hunouts
Hunsingore, Yorks, see Cattal
Hunteman, Agnes, alias Throstell (Throstill, Throstyll), of

Wawne, def, see Haldesworth c Hunteman
Huntington, Yorks, rector of, see Hundmanby; T&C

no. 257
Huntyngton, Agnes dau of the late Richard de, of York,

plain, see Huntyngton c Munkton
Huraudi, Henri, proctor of the court of Paris, T&C

no. 681
Hurtaut, Hanequin, of Meaux, non-party, see Toussains et

Migrenote
Hurton, John, son of John Clerke, residing in monastery

of Whitby, see Hurton
Hutine, Marion la, docmiciled in the rue du

Plâtre-au-Marais (Paris), plain, see Hutine c Gast
Hutton, Sheriff, Yorks, see Thyrne c Abbot
Hutton (unidentified), Yorks, see Heton
Huysmans, Giselbert, fiancé of Katherina Tsbosschers, def,

see Officie c Huysmans en Steenken
Hykeney, William, parishioner of Kingston, plain, see

Gilbert, Plumbery, Harsent and Hykeney c
Podyngton

Hylton, Durham, barony, see Hilton

Iaghers, Amelberga Ts-, alias Coomans, non-party, see
Officie c Pratere en Uden (where she is called ‘AT’)

Ickham, Kent, see Gode; Godholt
Ingeborg of Denmark, wife of Philip Augustus of France,

Ch 11, at n. 3
Ingoly, Joan, of Bishopthorpe, wife of John Midelton,

plain, Ch 4, before n. 1; see also Ingoly c Midelton,
Esyngwald and Wright

Inkersale, Robert, of Greasbrough in Rotherham, plain,
see Inkersale c Beleby

Inseclif, William, of Silkstone, def, see Morehouse c
Inseclif

Iongen, Catherine ts-, def, see Office c Romain et Iongen
Ireby, Joan widow of John, of Rounton, plain, see Ireby c

Lonesdale
Ireland, see Foston c Lofthouse

Jackson
Agnes widow of Richard son of John alias Jackson, of

Swinefleet, def, see Trayleweng c Jackson
Alexander (Jakson), of Beverley, def, see Joynoure c

Jakson
Jacobi, Corneel, plain, see Jacobi c Paridaems
Jacops, Robert, fiancé of Elisabeth Bouwens, def, see

Officie c Jacops en Heyen
Jacopts, Egied, def, see Thonijs c Jacopts
Jacotte, Jeanne, def, see Engles c Jacotte et Bourgois
Jake, Agnes dau of Henry, of Emneth, plain, see Jake and

Emneth c Alcok
Jambotial, Diederik, party, see Jambotial en Brakevere
Jans, Johanna, def, see Officie c Bloke, Jans en Braken
Jaqueti, Jean, def, see Office c Jaqueti et Hoste
Jaut, Jean, def, see Noblete c Jaut
Jeddeworth [?Jeburgh, Scotland], see Chappeman
Jeheyme, Jeanne, def, see Office et Honte c Bloittere et

Jeheyme
Joebens, Golijn, see Ronde c Motten

Elisabeth illegitimate dau of, plain, see Ronde c Motten
widow of, see Motten

Joes, Élisabeth, wife of Florent Tiestaert, non-party, see
Office c Tiestaert, Hove et Beckere

Joffin, Jean, def, see Joffin c Joffin
Agnès wife of, plain, see Joffin c Joffin

Johannis
Antoine, party, see Johannis et Serreurier
Laurence, def, see Truiere c Johannis

Johenniau, Jean, def, see Office c Johenniau et Chavaliere
John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, serf of, Ch 4, at n. 175
John of Lancaster, brother of Henry V, duke of Bedford

and earl of Richmond
domain of in Crayke, Ch 5, at nn. 73, 75
minstrel of, Ch 5, at n. 182

John the Fearless, duke of Burgundy (1404–19), Ch 8, at
n. 1

Jolie, Marie le, def, see Office c Piet et Jolie
Jolin, Jean, party, see Jolin et Gillette
Jolis, Robin, clerk, def, see Turbete c Jolis
Joly, Robert, called Mason, of Newnham, def, see Welle c

Joly and Worlich
wife of, see Worlich

Jonson, William, see Thomson
Jordan, Ellen dau of, of ‘Aneport’ at ‘Ryngoy’ in Chester

(i.e., Lichfield) diocese, non-party, Ch 4, at nn. 23,
29

Joseph
Henri, widow of, see Motoise
John son of Adam, senior, of Castle Camps, def, see

Office c Joseph and Coupere
uncle of, see Coupere

Josseau, Malotte dau of Jean, party, see Bossu et Josseau
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Josselin, Jean, plain, see Josselin c Bossart
Jourdani, Colin, def, see Valle c Jourdani
Journette, Hannette, def, see Office c Lambert et Journette
Jouvin

Étienne [SJ], of Chevreuse (Yvelines), def, see Cheuvre c
Jouvin

Robin, of Chevreuse, surety, see Cheuvre c Jouvin
Jovine, Guillemette la, plain, see Jovine c Robache
Joye, Cassotte la, plain, see Joye c Ayore
Joynoure, Isabella, of Beverley, plain, see Joynoure c

Jakson
Jubb, Thomas, York diocesan registrar (18th century),

T&C no. 150 (App e3.3, at nn. 6–11)
Juliani, Simon, party, see Juliani et Juliani

Jeanette wife of, party, see Juliani et Juliani
Jumelle (Gumelle), Margot la, def, see Perron c Jumelle
Juvenis, Godfried, def, see Officie c Juvenis en Lot

Kaerauroez, Guiot, plain, see Kaerauroez c Sartrouville
Kareelbacker, Laurens, widow of, see Hulst
Karlell (Carlyll), Thomas, cardmaker of York, def, see

Lawrens and Seton c Karlell
Karloe, Katherina van, def, see Officie c Boechout en

Karloe
Kayn

Peter, tailor of York, witn, see Garforth and Blayke c
Nebb

former servant of, see Nebb
Peter (?another), cousin of Roger Nebb, witn, see

Garforth and Blayke c Nebb
Keere

Catherine vander, def, see Office c Sadonne et Keere
Jeanne vander, wife of Josse Arents, def, see Arents c

Keere
Keermans, Catherine, def, see Keus c Stoerbout et

Keermans
Kele, William, of Balsham, plain, see Kele c Kele

Ellen wife of, def, see Kele c Kele
Kelham (Kelem, Kellum), Andrew, of Newark [on Trent],

def, see Fraunceys c Kelham
Kellinglay, John de, party, see Kellinglay and Kellinglay

Cecily wife of, party, see Kellinglay and Kellinglay
Kellington, Yorks, see Beal; Willyamson
Kelsale, Suff, see Marion c Umphrey
Kembthed, Henry, of Lolworth, def, see Teweslond and

Watteson c Kembthed
Kemp, Thomas, BDiv, archdeacon (?vicar general) of

Richmond, Ch 5, n. 59
Kempe, John, archbishop of York (1425–52), chancellor

of England (1426–32, 1450–4), Ch 2, at nn. 13, 16,
21; T&C no. 93

Kempeneere, Jan de, def, see Officie c Baserode,
Kempeneere en Woters

Kempeneren, Barbara Ts-, def, see Officie c Cupere en
Kempeneren

Kent
John, minstrel, plain, see Thorp and Kent c Nakirer
Sir John, vicar of Birstall, arbitrator, Ch 5, at n. 148

Kent, county, Ch 12, at n. 49
Kenton, Northumb, see Gudefelawe c Chappeman
Kerautret, Guillaume, def, see Kerautret c Kerautret

Philippotte wife of, plain, see Kerautret c Kerautret
Kerby, Thomas, house of, above Walmgate Bar, York, Ch

5, at n. 179
Kerchof, Jan, def, see Officie c Kerchof en Scouvliechs
Kerchove

Jan vanden, def, see Lins c Kerchove
Margareta vanden, plain, see Kerchove c Soutleuwe

Kerchoven, Egied van, def, see Officie c Kerchoven en
Visschers

Kerkofs, Agnes, def, see Officie c Hellenputten,
Vleeeshuere en Kerkofs

Keroursil, Agnesotte dau of Salomon, plain, see Keroursil
c Gerbe

Kervour, see Carvour
Kestermans, Margareta, def, see Officie c Riemen en

Kestermans
Ketill, Robert, tailor of York, former master of Robert

Dalton, T&C no. 73
Keus, Isabelle s-, plain, see Keus c Stoerbout et Keermans
Keyen, Reginald, fiancé of Katherina Herpin, def, see

Office c Keyen en Rijckaerts
Keynoghe, Lodewijk, plain, see Keynoghe c Zoetens
Keyserberge, Laurens van, plain, see Keyserberge c

Vaenkens
Kicht, Arnauld de, def, see Office c Beys et Kicht
Kichyn (del Kechyn, Kychyn, Kitchyn), Agnes, of Redmire,

plain, see Kichyn c Thomson
brother of, witn, see Kichyn c Thomson

Kilburn [in Coxwold], Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 10; see also
Blakden c Butre

Kildwick, Yorks, see Steeton
Killerby, William de, ?knight, T&C no. 1175 (App e10.1,

at nn. 7, 9, 12); see also Scot c Devoine
Killerwyk, William, ?proctor of the court of Ely, witn, see

Geffrey c Myntemoor
Killok, John, of Ely, plain, see Killok c Pulton
Killom, Hugh, capmaker of Micklegate, York, former

master of Agnes Miton and godfather of her child,
witn, see Lede c Skirpenbek and Miton

Kilnwick, Yorks, see Holm c Chaumberleyn
Kinderen, Katherina der, def, see Officie c Scellinc en

Kinderen
King, Richard, parishioner of Fulbourn, plain, see Office

and Netherstrete et al c Fool
Kingston, Cambs, see Pyncote c Maddyngle

rector and parishioners of, see Gilbert, Plumbery,
Harsent and Hykeney c Podyngton

Kingston upon Hull, Yorks, Ch 3, at n. 4; see also Astlott c
Louth

‘Beverlaygate’ in, Ch 5, at n. 228
house of Northeby in, Ch 5, at nn. 25, 26, 31
urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, at n. 2)

Kirby, John, bishop of Carlisle, def, see Skelton c Carlisle
(bishop)

Kirby Knowle, Yorks, see Bagby
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Kirby on the Moor, Yorks, see Milby
Kirkby (Kirby), (?), see Spynnere
Kirkby, Joan, of York, plain, see Kirkby c Helwys and

Newton
Kirkby Overblow, Yorks, see Walker c Kydde; Sicklinghall

witn from, T&C no. 296
Kirkeby, William, of Barnwell, plain, see Kirkeby c Poket
Kirkland, Cumb, rector of, see Skelton
Kirkwhelpington, Northumb, see Whelpington
Knaresborough, Yorks, see Poleyn c Slyngesby
Knaresborough Forest, Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 85
Knaresburgh, Christina de, witn, see Wakfeld c Fox
Knotte, Agnes, widow of Ralph Clerk, plain, see Knotte c

Potton
Kortrijk, prov West-Vlaanderen, see Rollegem
Kughelare, Jan, of Ruiselede, party, see Kughelare en

Ribauds
Kurkeby, Joan, of York, plain, see Kurkeby c Holme
Kwaremont (Quaermont), prov Oost-Vlaanderen, church

of, T&C no. 894; see also Gabriels; Piers
Kydde (Kyd), John, of Kirkby Overblow, def, see Walker c

Kydde
Kyghley, Robert, of Appletreewick, plain, see Kyghley c

Younge
Kyketon, Henry de

Alice de, ?relative of, mother of Alice Brantice, Ch 4, at
n. 43

Felicia wife of, son of, witn, Ch 4, at n. 43
house of, in Cropwell Bulter, Ch 4, at n. 39
servants of, Ch 4, at n. 43; see also Crane

Kynge, William, of Bishopthorpe, def, see Radcliff c Kynge
and Coke

de facto wife of, see Coke
Kyrkebryde, Alice de, widow of Walter de, knight, plain,

see Kyrkebryde c Lengleys
Kyrkeby, Richard de, def, see Waller c Kyrkeby

Lacy, Thomas, of ?Cromwell Bottom, arbitrator, Ch 5,
after n. 147, at n. 148

Ladriome, Marion, plain, see Ladriome c Errau
Laerbeken, Jean van, def, see Office c Laerbeken et Elst
Lagfeld, Thomas de, witn for John Dyk, T&C no. 211
Lagny-sur-Marne, dép Seine-et-Marne, see Houdourone;

Uillere
maison de Dieu in

domiciliary of, see Serreuriere
governor of, see Aulo

Lahamaide, prov Hainaut, see Rattine c Oyseleur
Laigni, Matthieu de, def, see Laigni c Laigni

Colette wife of, plain, see Laigni c Laigni
Lakyngheth

Margaret, residing with the vicar of Littleport, def, see
Office c Lakyngheth (1)

Simon de, vicar of Littleport, def, see Office c
Lakyngheth (2)

Lambe, John, of Haddlesey, def, see Scherwode c Lambe
Lambert, Mathias, def, see Office c Lambert et Journette
Lamberti, Guillaume, clerk, def, see Goudine c Lamberti

Lambhird, Tedia, of Weel, plain, see Lambhird c Sundirson
Lambrechs, Walter, def, see Officie c Lambrechs, Masen en

Bocx
Lame, Bella filia quondam Iacobi de, def, Ch 12, at n. 72
Lamps, Maria, def, see Officie c Erbauwens en Lamps
Lampton, William, donzel of Durham diocese, plain, see

Lampton c Durham (bishop)
Lamso, Jan, def, see Office c Lamso, Anselmi en Peysant
Lanaiolus, Bonfilolus, natione Senensis, def, see

Frangigena c Lanaiolum
Lancaster, duke of, see John of Gaunt
Lanchsone, Marie, plain, see Lanchsone c Blanchart
Langdale (Langedale), William, donzel, husband of

Margaret Rilleston, def, see Rilleston c Langdale,
Hartlyngton and Hartlyngton

Langhenhove, Henri van, def, see Office c Langhenhove et
Hoevinghen

Langhevelde, Egied van, def, see Officie c Langhevelde en
Egghericx

Langres, diocese, see Jacquet c Blanchet
Langthwaite [with Tilts, in Doncaster], Yorks, manor of,

T&C no. 348
Langton, Richard, special commissary of the commissary

general of the court of York, Ch 5, at n. 60
Laon, dép Aisne

church and curé of Saint-Pierre-le-Vieux in, see Office c
Brohon et Destrées

priory and religious of Knights Hospitallers in, see
Office c Brohon et Destrées

Laon, Guiard de, bishop of Cambrai (1238–48), synodal
statutes of, Ch 8, at nn. 14–17

Lariaco, Philippe de, of Orléans diocese, plain, see Lariaco
c Bisquaneto

Lascy, John de, king’s clerk, see Office c Bretoun and
Archer

Lasne, Laurence de, aunt of Égidie le Frarinne, non-party,
see Office c Borquerie et Frarinne

Lateran, Rome, council of (IV) (1215), canons of, see
Subject Index

Lathouwers, Katherina Ts-, plain, see Officie en
Lathouwers c Gavere en Moerbeke

Latigniaco, Nicaise de, plain, see Latigniaco c Hemelier
Latteresse, Béatrice le, plain, see Latteresse c Pont
Laugoinge, Jean, plain, see Laugoinge c Hennin
Launois, Marie de, def, see Office c Brabant et Launois
Lauthean [sic] [?Lietholm in Eccles, near Coldstream

orLothian, region, near Edinburgh], Scotland, Ch
4, at n. 226

Lauwers, Willem, plain, def, see Lauwers c Winnen;
Officie c Lauwers en Winnen

Lavandier, Michel, party, see Lavandier et Royne
Lawrens(e), Joan, of York, plain, see Lawrens and Seton c

Karlell
Laxton, John, house of in St Michael le Belfrey, York, Ch

5, at n. 84
Layremouth, Ellen de, plain, see Layremouth and Holm c

Stokton
brother of, see Newcastle
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Layton (Lyghton), Cecily former servant of John,
non-party, T&C nos. 1056, 1175; see also Scot c
Devoine

Lazencroft [in Barwick in Elmet], Yorks, see Suthell c
Gascoigne

Lazonby, Cumb, see Payntour and Baron
Le Mans, France, bishop of, decretal addressed to, Ch 1, at

n. 38
Le Tremblay, dép Maine-et-Loire, curé of, see Voisin c

Furno
Lede (Leede), Robert, tailor of York, plain, see Lede c

Skirpenbek and Miton
Lee, John, second-cousin of John Slory, non-party, see

Office c Slory and Feltewell
Leeds, Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 149; see also Rokley

vicar of, abjuration before, Ch 4, at n. 178
Leenen, Arnold, def, see Officie c Leenen en Verstappen
Lefham, John, witn, T&C no. 306
Leggle, Gérard, def, see Office c Leggle et Anglee
Lelle, Katherina, plain, see Officie en Lelle c Ducq
Lematon, Walter, plain, see Lematon c Shirwod
Lemyng

John, mariner of York, ?former master of Alice Dalton,
T&C no. 73

William, of York, plain, see Lemyng and Dyk c
Markham

witn for, see Medelham
Lenard, Pieter, def, see Godscalcs c Lenard
Leneren, Johanna Ts-, def, see Officie c Beckere en

Leneren
Lengleys, Thomas, knight, def, see Kyrkebryde c Lengleys
Lennik, prov Vlaams-Brabant, see Gaasbeek;

Sint-Martens-Lennik
Lens, Jean (V), bishop of Cambrai (1412–39), Ch 8, at

n. 1
Lenton, Alice, of March, def, see Gibbe c Dany and

Lenton
Lenton, Notts, see Elme c Elme
Lentout, Gilles van, alias de Smet, def, see Office c

Lentout, Coesins et Haremans
Leonibus, Guillaume de, plain, see Leonibus c

Maubeuge
Leppington in Scrayingham, Yorks, see Russel c

Skathelock
Lepreux, Jean, plain, see Lepreux c Ferron
Lesbury, Northumb, see Alnmouth
Lescole (Lestole), Margareta de, of Rebecq-Rognon

(Brabant wallon), def, see Clinckaert c Lestole;
Officie c Clinkart en Lescole

Lesquelen, maı̂tre Salomon, house of in ?Paris, see Touesse
c Ruelle

Lettelingen, prov Hainaut, see Petit-Enghien
Lettris, Jean de, def, see Fèvre c Lettris
Leu

Crispin le, non-party, T&C no. 865
Jeanne le, def, see Office c Leu

Leurenche, Catherine, def, see Office c Campion et
Leurenche

Leven, Yorks, witn from, T&C no. 183; see also Carnaby
c Mounceaux

Leverington, Cambs, see Chilterne; Office c Symond and
Page

Leviarde (la Herelle), Jeanette, domiciled in her house in
the rue des Lavandieres-Sainte-Opportune, parish
Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois, plain, see Leviarde c
Burgondi

Lewyne, John son of William, of Grantchester, plain, see
Lewyne c Aleyn

Leycestre, Richard, parishioner of Holy Trinity Ely,
servants of; see also Wolron

Margaret, def, see Office c Wolron and Leycestre
Mariota, def, see Office c Leycestre and Leycestre
Robert, def, see Office c Leycestre and Leycestre

Leys, Thomas del, garden of, in Upper Poppleton, Ch 2, at
n. 12

Leysen, Marguerite, widow of Liévin Rolants, def, see
Office c Hauens, Mortgate et Leysen

Lichfield, diocese, consistory court of, T&C no. 149 (App
e3.2, n. 6)

Liège, diocese, synodal statutes of (1288), T&C no. 764
Liekerke, Leo van, see Gavere
Lienard, Pierre, priest, def, see Office c Lienard
Lier, prov Antwerpen, see Blomaerts c Loenhout
Lietholm in Eccles, near Coldstream, Scotland, see

Lauthean
Lièvre

Corneille le, def, see Hannel c Lièvre et Ossent
Corneille le (?another), plain, see Lièvre c Fagotee
Jeanne le (Lievre), def, see Carpriau c Lievre et

Tourneur
Ligni, maı̂tre Guillaume de, deceased, former clerk of, see

Jacquet c Blanchet
Ligniere, Marion la, dau of Jean Chateaufort (Rochefort),

plain, see Ligniere c Colasse
Lile, John de, of Chatteris, def, see Blofeld and Reder c

Lile
Limoges, diocese, see Heraude et Brulleto
Limoges, Jean de, def, see Guillarde c Limoges
Lincoln, diocese, see Cattesos c Brigham and Pyttok
Lincoln, Lincs, Ch 5, at n. 26

cathedral, dean and chapter of, records of peculiar
jurisdiction of, T&C no. 101

Linden
Jan vander, def, see Officie c Linden, Coyermans en

Luyten
Jan vander (another), widow of, see Craynem c

Raegmans
Lingonis

Gautier de, promotor of the court of Paris, Ch 7, at
n. 250

Jean de, plain, see Lingonis c Royne
Lins, Katherina van, plain, see Lins c Kerchove
Linton, Cambs, see Office c Joseph and Coupere
Lionis, Pieter, party, see Lionis en Wijsbeke
Lisen, Bartholomeus, def, see Officie c Lisen en

Ghosens
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Lisieux, dép Calvados, dean and chapter of, decretal
addressed to, Ch 1, at n. 117

Littelbury, Leticia, of Fordham, taverner of Lucy Lokyere
of Cambridge, see Office c Bury and Littelbury

Littester
Henry, non-party, see Tiryngton c Moryz
Thomas, see Brerelay and Sandeshend c Bakester

Littleport, Cambs, see Taillor and Smerles c Lovechild and
Taillor

vicar of, see Office c Lakyngheth (1), (2)
Liversedge (Lewerseth) [in Birstall], Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 149;

see also Nevill
Loche, Colin, party, see Loche et Loche

Jeanette wife of, party, see Loche et Loche
Lodins, Margareta, def, see Officie c Booenaerts en

Lodins
Loenhout, Hendrik van, of Lier (Antwerpen), def, see

Blomaerts c Loenhout
Loerel, Willem, def, see Officie c Rijkenrode en Loerel
Loeys, Jeanne, def, see Stasse c Loeys
Lofthouse, Robert, draper of York, def, see Foston c

Lofthouse
Lofthouse [in Rothwell], Yorks, T&C no. 351
Logaert, Nicolaas, def, see Officie c Hermans, Brixis en

Logaert
Lokyere, Lucy, of Cambridge, taverner of, see

Littelbury
Lolworth, Cambs, see Teweslond and Watteson c

Kembthed
Lombardi

Henquin, def, see Gaigny c Lombardi
Margot dau of Milo, def, see Bourges c Lombardi

Lome, John, party, see Lome and Otes
Lonc

Guillaume le, def, see Watiere c Lonc
wife of, see Watiere

Loret le, party, see Lonc et Gaignier
London, city

council of
(1237), canons of, T&C no. 88
(1242), canons of, T&C nos. 498–9; see also Subject

Index under Humana concupiscentia
(1328), canons of, T&C no. 498

mayor of, Ch 3, at n. 4
Milk Street, church [of St Mary Magdalene (now

destroyed)] in, T&C no. 431
residents, see Masonn and Bakere c Coo; Puf c Puf and

Benet; Wedone c Cobbe and Franceys
London, diocese, official of, commission to examine witns

to, see Puf c Puf and Benet
Lonesdale, Robert, of York, def, see Ireby c Lonesdale
Longuerue, Agnesotte dau of the late Simon de, def, see

Rouet c Longuerue
Loot, Isabel, of Trumpington, wife of Hugh Mayhen, def,

see Bakewhyt c Mayhen and Loot
Loquet, Jean, plain, see Loquet c Royne
Lorenaise, Jeannette, def, see Dionisii et Lorenaise
Lorrain

Aubert le, domiciled at the house of N. le Frere, rue de
l’Oseraie, parish Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet
(Paris), plain, see Lorrain c Guerin

Thomas le, def, see Aumuciere c Lorrain
Los, Marguerite du, plain, see Los c Roy et Waterlint
Lot

maı̂tre Guillaume, alias de Luca, plain, see Lot c
Corderii

Jan le, def, see Officie c Juvenis en Lot
Lothian, Scotland, see Lauthean
Louijns, Catherine, def, see Office c Tienpont, Bachauts et

Louijns
Louis VII, king of France (1137–80), Ch 11, at n. 3

wife of, see Eleanor
Louis XI, king of France (1461–83), Ch 8, after n. 77
Loumans, Elisabeth, plain, see Loumans c Ourick
Louppines, Hellinus de, of Damme, party, see Robauds en

Louppines
Louroit, Louis de, plain, see Louroit c Espoulette
Louth

Agnes, of Kingston upon Hull, def, see Astlott c Louth
Alice, widow of John Vile of Kingston upon Hull,

?mother of, T&C no. 376
John, ?stepfather of, textor, T&C no. 376

Agnes (?another), wife of William Halton, def, T&C
no. 376; see also Office c Louth and Halton

Louwe, Elisabeth van, def, see Officie c Molen en Louwe
Louyse, Foursia de, plain, see Louyse c Doujan
Lovanio, Nicolaas de, def, see Pinaerts c Lovanio
Lovechild, John, of Littleport, def, see Taillor and Smerles

c Lovechild and Taillor
Lovell, Sir Simon, knight of ‘Drokton’ in Ryedale, Ch 4, at

nn. 24–5, 28–30
Elizabeth dau of, plain, see Lovell c Marton

Lowe, Agnes dau of John, of Barton le Street, wife of
Robert Whithand, def, see Colton c Whithand and
Lowe

Luca, maı̂tre Guillaume de, see Lot
Lucas, John (Richard), plain, see Lucas c Gardiner
Luce, Jean, alias Pique Amour, house of, in ?Paris, see

Perron c Jumelle
Luis, Margareta van, def, see Office c Hoemakere en Luis
Lukette, Hannette, def, see Ardiel c Castelain et Lukette
Lungedon, John, of Cambridge, def, see Clifford c

Lungedon
Luques, Jeanette fille du défunt Baudouin de, def, see

Nicolay c Luques
Lutryngton, Alice de, of York, wife of William de Myton,

plain, def, see Lutryngton c Myton, Drynghouse
and Drynghouse; Myton and Ostell c Lutryngton

Luxembourg, Louis de, count of St Paul (Pol), feudatories
of, see Officie c Clinkart en Lescole

Luyten, Jan, def, see Officie c Linden, Coyermans en
Luyten

Luytens
Egied, brother of Margareta (1), def, see Luytens,

Luytens en Luytens c Luytens
Geertrui, def, see Officie c Hulsboch en Luytens
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Luytens (cont.)
Ida, plain, see Luytens, Luytens en Luytens c Luytens
Margareta, plain, see Luytens, Luytens en Luytens c

Luytens
Margareta (another), plain, see Luytens, Luytens en

Luytens c Luytens
Luzerai, Mathieu, plain, see Luzerai c Vauricher
Lyminge, Kent, see Broke; Brunyng; Havingham; Reeve
Lymosin, Bartholome le, plain, see Lymosin c Vaillante
Lyngewode, John, of Cambridge, def, see Reesham c

Lyngewode
Lyngwode, John, wright, def, see Howe c Lyngwode
Lynn, Kings, Norf, see Braunche c Dellay
Lystere, Thomas, of Cambridge, witn

John son of, def, see Sadelere c Lystere and Ballard
Marion, wife of, witn, see Sadelere c Lystere and Ballard

Lythe, Yorks, see Nostell (priory) c Pecche and Blakehose

Maceclière, Béatrice, def, see Office c Camps et Maceclière
Machelen, prov Vlaams-Brabant, see Officie c Pape en

Hertsorens
Machon, Robert le, def, see Office c Machon et Poullande
Macloyne (?), Richard , party, see Macloyne and Macloyne

Alice wife of, party, see Macloyne and Macloyne
Maddyngle, John, of Kingston, def, see Pyncote c

Maddyngle
Mado, Guillaume, plain, see Mado c Morielle et Fournier
Maeldray, Diederik, plain, see Maeldray c Coelijns
Magdelene, Jeanne la, see Royne
Magistri

Guillemette widow of Pierre, def, see Carré c Magistri
Laurence, def, see Perigote c Magistri

Maigniere, Colette la, party, see Ogeri et Maigniere
maı̂tre Ja[?cques] ?master of, see Ogeri et Maigniere

Maillarde (Mallarde, Malarde), Alison la, plain, see
Maillarde c Anglici

Maillefer, Jean, non-party, see Esveillée c Rappe
Maindieu, Jeanette, def, see Vauvere c Maindieu

father and relatives of, witns, see Vauvere c
Maindieu

Maire
Guillaume le, bishop of Angers (1291–1314), synodal

statutes of (1304), T&C no. 55
Jacques le, party, see Maire et Favereesse

Marguerite, ?former wife of, see Maire et Favereesse
Mairesse

Marguerite le, def, see Office c Enfant et Mairesse
Marie, def, see Office c Cherchy et Mairesse

Mairlieres, Pieter de, widow of, see Quessnoit
Maisons, Henri de Trois, see Trois Maisons
Maisons-Alfort, dép Val-de-Marne, see Office c Contesse

et Contesse
Majoris, Jeanette dau of Jean, def, see Gastelier c Majoris
Malaquin, Agnesotte fille du défunt Laurence, def, see

Availlier c Malaquin
Malcake, Joan dau of Thomas, of Swinefleet, def, see

Aungier c Malcake
Malekyn, Nicholas called, of Dover, def, see Office c

Malekyn and Aula

Malet, Odin, see Morgnevilla, Malet et Blondeau c Yone
Malette, Marie, def, see Douriau c Malette
Malevaude, Jeanette la, residing in the rue

Percée-Saint-André (now impasse Hautefeuille),
parish Saint-Séverin (Paris), party, see Portier et
Malevaude

Malice, Marion dau of Simon, def, see Orillat c Malice
Malines, prov Antwerpen, see Mechelen
Malman, Alice, of Raskelf, plain, see Malman and Raskelf

c Belamy
Malmesbury, Wilts, see Bakewhyt c Mayhen and Loot
Malot, Robin, plain, see Malot c Grant
Maloy, dominus Guillaume, def, see Office c Bataille et

Maloy
Malpetit, Étienne, priest, chaplain of Groslay (Val-d’Oise),

def, see Office c Malpetit
Malscaerts, jonkvrouw Katherina, party, see Heckene en

Malscaerts
Malt, William, see Molt
Malton, New, Yorks, see Grey and Grey c Norman
Malyn, John, senior, of Whittlesford Bridge, def, see

Malyn c Malyn
Margaret de facto wife of, plain, see Malyn c Malyn

Malyverne, Jeanette dau of Milet, non-party, see Office c
Anselli

Maquebeke, Tassard de, def, see Office c Maquebeke
Maquet, Jacquline widow of Jean, def, see Office c

Monchiaux et Maquet
March

Joost de, def, see Douche c March
Richard, of Cambridge, servant of, see Chapman

March [in Doddington], Cambs, see Bradenho c Taillor;
Gibbe c Dany and Lenton

Marchall, Mr John, receiver of the archbishop of York, see
Lede c Skirpenbek and Miton

Marche, John, of Gumbaldthorn (Thorngumbald),
husband of Joan Gilbert, def, see Gilbert c Marche

Marcheis (Marcheys, Marchis, Marchys, Marquis),
demoiselle Jeanette de (du), plain, see Marcheis c
Sapientis

Marchi, Jean le, alias Helin, def, see Office c Marchi et
Rommescamp

Marchia, Guillaume de, advocate of the court of Paris,
T&C no. 679

Mare, Nicholas, gentleman, arbitrator, Ch 5, at n. 148
Marès, Jean du, alias le Brasseur, def, see Office et Tournai

(prévots et jurés) c Marès
Marescalli, Margarete dau of Honorati, resident in the

parish of Saint-Merry (Paris), see Huguelin, Olearii
et Marescalli

Marfleet, Yorks, chaplain of, see Hamondson
Marguonet, Perette widow of Étienenne le, plain, see

Marguonet c Belot
Marien, Jan, of Berlaar (Antwerpen), def, see Officie c

Crane, Bastijns en Marien
Marion, Robert, of Melbourn, plain, see Marion c

Umphrey
wife of, see Umphrey

Mariot, John, of Sowerby, def, see Partrick c Mariot
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Markham, Joan, servant of Thomas Couper of York, def,
see Lemyng and Dyk c Markham

Marlière, Nicaise de le, plain, see Marlière c Quoys
Marquis, Jeanette du, see Marcheis
Marrays, John, plain, see Marrays c Rouclif
Marsshall, John of York, tailor, plain, see Foghler and

Barker c Werynton
Marston, Long, Yorks, see Newporte c Thwayte
Martin, Gilles, def, see Office c Martin, Flamenc et

Clergesse
Martine

Argentine, plain, see Martine c Guist
Jeanne, party, see Horiau et Martine

Martini
Juncta filius, de Piro, def, see Vernaccii c Martini
Pierre, def, see Martini c Martini

demoiselle Alipis wife of, plain, see Martini c
Martini

Martino, Jeanne de Sancto, party, see Martino et Naquet
Marton

Robert, Ch 4, at nn. 25, 28–9, 31
Thomas son of, def, see Lovell c Marton

William, of York, def, see Selby c Marton
Marton, Yorks, see Tollesby
Marton in Craven, Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 189

rector of, Ch 5, at n. 189; see also York c Neuham
Martray, Sedile dau of Henri du, party, see Martray et

Frapillon
Martyn, Warren, of Royston, husband of Alice Molt, def,

see Saffrey c Molt
Masen, Agnes vander, def, see Officie c Lambrechs, Masen

en Bocx
Mason, Robert, see Joly
Masonn, Nicholas, of Barnwell, plain, see Masonn and

Bakere c Coo
Massham, Margaret de, wife of John Bullok, def, see Rolle

c Bullok and Massham
Massonet, Jean, see Touperon
Mate, Maevis, T&C no. 146
Matheuson, Joan dau of William, party, see Matheuson

and Potterflete
Mathieu, Colin, def, see Office c Mathieu et Fourment
Matthew, Stephanie, def, see Office c Hatteley and

Matthew
Maubeuge, Agnesotte widow of Simon de, def, see

Leonibus c Maubeuge
brother of, master of theology, see Leonibus c

Maubeuge
Maudo(e)lee, Guillemette la, def, see Villani c Maudolee
Mauley, Peter de (VIII, † 1414), baron of, minstrel of,

Ch 5, at n. 182
Mauwray, Jean de, see Sore
Mawer, John, def, see Sell c Mawer and Mawer

Margaret, alias Graunt of Pickhill, wife of, def, see Sell c
Mawer and Mawer

Mayere, Perona [. . .], ?plain, see Mayere
Mayhen, Hugh, of Trumpington, def, see Bakewhyt c

Mayhen and Loot

Maynwaryng, William de, of Peover, def, see Tofte c
Maynwaryng

McSheffrey, Shannon, T&C no. 1263.
Meaux, dép Seine-et-Marne, see Toussains et Migrenote
Meaux, diocese, official of, see Toussains et Migrenote
Mechelen (Malines), prov Antwerpen, T&C no. 821; see

also Outerstrate; Raet; Speckenen; Tieselinc;
Vettekens

Medelham, Margaret, witn for William Lemyng, T&C
no. 211

Mederico, Jean de Sancto, plain, see Mederico c Bigot
Meersche, Catherine vander, def, see Office c Gillaert et

Meersche
Meestere, Egied de, def, see Officie c Meestere
Meets, Gudila Ts-, def, see Officie c Clerc, Meets en

Augustini
Meez, Simon du, party, see Meez et Rogière
Megge, Jeanne du, def, see Neuville c Megge
Mekeghems, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Plungon en

Mekeghems
Melbourn, Cambs, see Marion c Umphrey
Meldreth, Cambs, Robert vicar of, witn, see Marion c

Umphrey
Mellée, Jeanne, def, see Moru c Mellée et Boussieres
Melton, William, archbishop of York (1317–40), register

of, T&C no. 276; see also Elme c Elme
Meltonby [in Pocklington], Yorks, see Northefolk c Swyer

and Thornton
Meneville, Étienne de, house of, at Domont (Val-d’Oise),

see Tiphania c Fevresse
Menthorp, [. . .], house of, in Scarborough, Ch 5, at

nn. 25–6, 31
Meopham, Simon, archbishop of Canterbury (1328–33),

canons of (1328), Ch 6 at n. 203; T&C nos. 498–9
Mercerii, Robert, def, see Aubour c Mercerii et Sayce
Merciere, Perette la, party, see Bosco et Merciere
Merelbeke, prov Oost-Vlaanderen, church of, T&C

no. 913; see also Codde; Heckleghem; Henricus
Mergrave, a couple named, of Thorne, witn, Ch 5, after

n. 165
Merlyng, Hugh, parishioner of Fulbourn, plain, see Office

and Netherstrete et al c Fool
Merssh, Robert, of Whittlesey, def, see Thorney (abbey) c

Whitheved et al
Mertens, Elisabeth, alias Tsvisschers, def, see Officie c

Hulst, Spaenoghe en Mertens
Merton, Marjorie de, plain, Ch 4, before n. 1; see also

Merton c Midelton
Meskens, Jan, party, see Meskens en Huekers
Messager, Christine, of Sutton, def, see Office c

Bokesworth and Messager
Messaiger, Philippot le, def, see Messaiger c Messaiger

[Marguerite] wife of, plain, see Messaiger c Messaiger
Messien, Gautier vander, junior, plain, see Messien et

Daniels c Daniels
Methley, Yorks, see Haynes; Williamson c Haggar
Metis, Jacquet de, def, see Metis c Metis

Renée wife of, plain, see Metis c Metis
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Mets, Élisabeth tS-, def, see Office c Visschere et Mets
Mey

Jan de, alias Neils, fiancé of Leuta vander Vorden, def,
see Officie c Mey en Ruyters

Mattheus de, see Perre
Meyere, Egied de, def, see Officie c Swalmen, Wittebroots

en Meyere
Meyman, Hendrik, def, see Officie c Meyman, Eechoute

en Haucx
Meyngaert, Pieter, def, see Officie c Meyngaert en

Yeteghem
Meynsscaert, Egied, def, see Officie c Meynsscaert,

Zeghers en Rode
Meynsschaert, Jan, def, see Officie c Meynsschaert,

Roeincx en Doert
Meys

Maria S-, alias de Dielbeke, def, see Perre c Meys
Maria Ts-, def, see Vischmans c Meys

Michaelis
Geertrui, see Herpijns
Katherina, wife of Daniël Rogmans, def, see Officie c

Chienlens, Houmolen en Michaelis
Middleton, Nicholas, knight, servant of, see Remyngton
Middleton [on the Wolds], Yorks, Ch 2, at nn. 9–10
Middleton in Teesdale (Mydelton in Tesdale) [Durham],

William de, of Newland next Newcastle upon Tyne,
mechant of sheep skins, witn, T&C no. 1175, at
n. 12; see also Scot c Devoine (where he is called
‘T4’)

Midelton
John, husband of Joan Ingoly, def, see Ingoly c

Midelton, Esyngwald and Wright
Robert de, son of the late Henry de, of Bishop Burton,

def, see Wellewyk c Midelton and Frothyngham
wife of, see Frothyngham

Thomas de, chapman of Beverley, def, see Merton c
Midelton

Midi, Pierre, domiciled at the house of the Countess at the
sign of the Birch Trees (Boulaie), parish
Saint-Eustache (Paris), plain, see Midi c Drouete

Migrenote, Perette la, party, see Toussains et Migrenote
Milby in Kirby on the Moor, Yorks, see Huchonson c

Hogeson
Militis, Denis, plain, see Militis c Quarré
Milk, Henry, witn, see Wedone c Cobbe and Franceys
Mille, Robert, of Little Downham, plain, see Mille c

Cordel
Millington, Yorks, see Northefolk c Swyer and Thornton
Milot, Jean, plain, see Milot c Champenoys
Minden, Hubert van, see Officie c Best en Beecmans
Minnen, Pierre, def, see Office c Minnen et Coels
Miole, Jean, party, see Miole et Tissay

Catherine dau of, party, see Miole et Tissay
Miquielle, Jeanne le, def, see Beccut c Miquielle
Mirdew, Joan dau of William, of Swainby, def, see Dewe

and Scarth c Mirdew
Miresse, Jeanette la, non-party, see Gaignerresse et

Tomailles

Mirfield, Yorks, see Easthorpe
Misson (Missen), Notts, see Wilbore c Reynes
Miton, William, deceased, see Lede c Skirpenbek and

Miton
Agnes widow of, wife of John Skirpenbek, def, see Lede

c Skirpenbek and Miton
former master of, see Killom
godfathers of her children, see Haggas; Killom

executors of, see Barton; Haggas
Mitton in Craven, Yorks, see Schirburn c Schirburn
Moens, Christiane, def, see Office c Cuppere et Moens
Moerbeke, Elsa van, verloofde van Jacob van Raveschote,

def, see Officie en Lathouwers c Gavere en
Moerbeke

Moernay, Daniël, junior, ?cutler (cultellifix), plain, see
Moernay en Herdewijck c Herdewijck

wife of, see Herdewijck
Moiselet, Jeanette dau of Jean de, def, see Bosco c

Moiselet
Mol, Jean de, def, see Scallette c Mol et Francque
Molemans, Katherina, def, see Praet c Molemans
Molen

Jan vander, def, see Officie c Molen en Louwe
Katherina vander, def, see Officie c Wante, Verre en

Molen
Molenbeke, Barbara van, plain, see Molenbeke c

Hochstrate
Molineau, Marie de, plain, see Molineau c Walet
Molle, Katherine wife of Henry, of Fulbourn, non-party,

see Office c Netherstrete (2)
Molt

Agnes dau of John, of Bourn, def, see Office c Bourn
(vicar), Stanhard and Molt

Richard, of Wendy, def, see Saffrey c Molt
Alice dau of, def, see Saffrey c Molt
husband of, see Martyn

William (?Malt), of Wendy (?relative of Richard), def,
T&C nos. 417, 505; see also Bonde c Yutte

Joan dau of, non-party, see Bonde c Yutte
Monachi

Colin, def, see Chambellant c Monachi
Guillemette dau of Jean, def, see Sorle c Monachi

Monchiaux, Hacquinet de, def, see Office c Monchiaux et
Maquet

Monete, Guillaume, party, see Stainville, Houx, Monete et
[. . .]

Monkton, Kent; see also Birchington; Thoctere
commissary of rector of, T&C nos. 1190, 1261 (App

e11.1, no. 8)
Monkton, Moor, Yorks, see Scargill and Robinson c Park
Mons, prov Hainaut, Ch 8, at n. 1
Mont, Guillaume du, def, see Office c Mont et Aredenoise
Montibus, Jeanette de, party, see Pajot et Montibus
Montmorency, François de, son and heir apparent of

Anne, duke of Montmorency, constable of France,
Introd at n. 30; T&C no. 1294

Moore, William atte, of Sawston, non-party, see Gobat
and Pertesen c Bygot
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Moorsele, prov West-Vlaanderen, see Cruce; Hunouts
Moquielle, Pétronille, def, see Estréez c Moquielle
Morden, John, of Boxworth, witn, see Wedone c Cobbe

and Franceys
Morden, Steeple, Cambs, witn resident in, see Masonn and

Bakere c Coo
More, Margaret, dau of Richard More of Wistow, ?witn,

T&C no. 293
Moreby, Robert de , spurrier, party, see Moreby and

Moreby
Constance, wife of, party, see Moreby and Moreby

Morehouse, Isabel, plain, see Morehouse c Inseclif
Morelli

Guiot, plain, see Morelli c Aitrio
Jean, plain, see Morelli c Blay
Richard, def, see Morelli c Morelli

Bourgotte, wife of, plain, see Morelli c Morelli
Mores, Joan, def, see Banes c Gover, Walker, Emlay and

Mores
Moreton, Roger de, merchant of York, master of William

de Stokton, Ch 4, at n. 185; T&C no. 240
Morgnevilla, maı̂tre Jean de, plain. Morgnevilla, Malet et

Blondeau c Yone
Moriaut, Jeanette dau of Jean de, party, see Fabri et

Moriaut
Morice, Stephen, of Cambridge, see Pateshull c

Candelesby and Fysschere
Morielle, Jeanne, def, see Office c Copin et Morielle; Mado

c Morielle et Fournier
Mortain [Normandy], count (earl) of, T&C no. 229
Mortgate

Amand vander, def, see Office c Hauens, Mortgate et
Leysen

Pierre vanden, def, see Office c Mortgate et Voete
Moru, Jean, plain, see Moru c Mellée et Boussieres
Moryce, Joan dau of Geoffrey, of Swaffham Prior, def, see

Office c Robynesson and Moryce
Moryz (Morice), Agnes dau of William, de facto wife of

Walter de Tiryngton, def, Ch 4, before n. 1; see also
Tiryngton c Moryz

Moselay, John, of Bubwith, witn, Ch 5, at n. 166
Mota, Pieter de, def, see Officie c Mota, Nijs en Hermani
Mote

Anselme de le, def, see Office c Mote et Gavielle
Katerine widow of Michel, party, see Cervi et Mote

Motoise, Jeanne, widow of Henri Joseph, plain, see
Motoise c Dent et Braconnière

Motten
Gilles vander, def, see Office c Motten et Nols
Katherina, widow of Golijn Joebens, def, see Ronde c

Motten
Mounceaux, Joan, lady of Barmston in Holderness, def,

see Carnaby c Mounceaux
Alexander, ?son of, T&C no. 183
John, former husband of, lord of Barmston, T&C

no. 183
John (another), ?relative of, testament of, T&C no. 183
Robert, ?son of, T&C no. 183

testament of, T&C no. 183
William, son of, witn, see Carnaby c Mounceaux

Mourart, Michel, def, see Office c Mourart
Mouscheur (Mocheur, Moucheur), Perrin le, clerk, def, see

Tristelle c Mouscheur
Moustier, Alexandre, def, see Office c Moustier et

Fourveresse
Mouy, Marguerite widow of the late Jean de, def, see Pons

c Mouy
Moyart, Colin, def, see Office c Moyart et Boulette
Mugiolachi, Gerardescha quondam Gerardi, party, see

Mugiolachi
Mulders

Catherins s-, def, see Office c Riselinc et Mulders
Margareta Ts-, def, see Officie c Hoedemaker en

Mulders
Multon, Matilda, of Hardwick, def, see Office c Bette and

Multon
Multoris, Gérard, def, see Office c Multoris
Mulwith [in Ripon], (Yorks), see Oddy c Donwell
Munkton (Munketon), Simon son of Roger de, goldsmith

of York, def, see Huntyngton c Munkton
Isolde wife of, T&C no. 257

Murielle, Jeanne, def, see Office c Watelet et Murielle
Museur, Jean le, plain, see Museur c Riche Femme
Mustell, Robert, chaplain of Wilburton, def, witn, T&C

no. 437; see also Fisschere c Frost and Brid
Muston, Leics, church of, see Office c Anegold and

Andren
Mustsaerts, Elisabeth, def, see Wouters c Mustsaerts
Muyden, Christina der, def, see Officie c Putkuyps,

Muyden en Custodis
Muysaerts, Katherina, def, see Officie c Pottere, Feyters en

Muysaerts
Myntemoor, John, of Trumpington, priest and canon of

Anglesey (Augustinian), def, see Geffrey c
Myntemoor

Myntemor, Robert, of Trumpington, plain, see Rolf and
Myntemor c Northern

Myton, William de, cordwainer of York, def, plain, see
Lutryngton c Myton, Drynghouse and Drynghouse;
Myton and Ostell c Lutryngton

wife of, see Lutryngton

Naburn [in Acaster Malbis and York St George], Yorks,
see Wetwang and Howe

Nacke, Margareta, see Hinkaerts
Nain, Marie le, def, see Office c Fenain et Nain
Nakirer, Agnes widow of John, of York, def, see Thorp

and Kent c Nakirer
Naquet, Jean, goldsmith, party, see Martino et Naquet
Naquin, Pierre, miller, def, see Office c Naquin et Rocque
Natalis, Philippe, def, see Petitbon c Natalis
Nath, Élisabeth vander, def, see Office c Heymans et Nath
Natier, Janson le, non-party, see Office c Enpaille et Regis
Nebb(e), Roger, tailor of York, former servant of Peter

Kayn, tailor of York, def, see Garforth and Blayke c
Nebb
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Neils, Jan, see Mey
Nesfeld, Thomas, of York, def, see Nesfeld c Nesfeld

Marjorie wife of, plain, see Nesfeld c Nesfeld
Ness, Alice, witn, T&C no. 386, see also Kirkby c Helwys

and Newton
Nesse, Thomas, of Newland on Aire [in Drax], see Roslyn

c Nesse
Neswick, Yorks, see Holm c Chaumberleyn
Netherstrete

Roger in le, clerk, non-party, see Office c Netherstrete
(2)

William, chaplain of Fulbourn, def, plain, see Office c
Netherstrete (1), (2); Office and Netherstrete et al c
Fool

Neuby (Newby), Thomas, of [Church] Fenton, or junior,
of Sherburn [in Elmet, Yorks, WR], def, see Pulayn
c Neuby

Neuham, John de, def; see York c Neuham
Neuton, John de, esquire, plain, see Garthe and Neuton c

Waghen
Neuville, Nicolas [Colin] de la, plain, see Neuville c Megge
Neve, Amy, of Ely, def, see Office c Chilterne, Neve and

Spynnere
Nevill, John, of Liversedge, Ch 5, after n. 147, at n. 151
Newark on Trent, Notts, see Fraunceys c Kelham

urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, after n. 4)
Newby, Alice dau of John, of Skipton on Swale (once

Topcliffe), def, see Peron c Newby
Newby [in Stokesley], Yorks, see Normanby c Fentrice and

Broun
Newcastle upon Tyne, Northumb, see Benwell; Hagarston

c Hilton; Newland
chapel of St John in St Nicholas, Ch 10, at n. 5; T&C

no. 1175, at n. 4
church of St John in, chaplain of, see Whelpington
hospital in, T&C no. 1175, at n. 21
house of Ellen de Layremouth’s brother in, Ch 4, at

n. 185
residents, see Chappeman; Devoine; Halghton;

Harehope; Helmsley; Hextildsham; Oliver; Scot;
York, Catherine

urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, at n. 2)
witns from, see Wyvell c Venables

Newington [next Sittingbourne or next Hythe], Kent, see
Bandethon; Estkelyngton; Newingtone

Newingtone, Katherine de, ?of Newington, def, see
Estkelyngton c Newingtone

Newland next Newcastle upon Tyne, Northumb, T&C
no. 1175, n. 13; see also Middleton

Newland on Aire [in Drax], Yorks, see Roslyn c Nesse
Newnham (next Cambridge) (unidentified as to parish),

Cambs, see Worlich
Newporte, Thomas de, plain, see Newporte c Thwayte
Newson, Thomas, spurrier of York, def, see Thurkilby and

Fissher c Newsom and Bell
Newton

Elias son of John, def, see Pope and Dreu c Dreu and
Newton

John, of York, glover, witn, see Kirkby c Helwys and
Newton

Alice dau of, def, see Kirkby c Helwys and Newton
John, official of Ely (1379–82), T&C no. 453; see also

Subject Index
Katherine de, wife of John de Stokebi, def, see Stokebi c

Newton
Thomas, of Scarborough, def, see Baxter c Newton

Newton [in the Isle], Cambs, see Pope and Dreu c Dreu
and Newton

Newton (unidentified), Yorks, see Acclum c Carthorp
Newton Kyme, Yorks, confused with Newton le Willows,

T&C no. 84
Newton le Willows [in Patrick Brompton], Yorks, Imania

of, ?fiancée of Walter Tiryngton, T&C no. 84
Nichils, Jan, alias van Ghierle, def, see Officie c Nichils en

Roelants
Nicochet, Thomasette dau of Jean de, plain, see Nicochet c

Parvi
Nicolaı̈

Grégoire, official of Cambrai (1439–66), see Subject
Index

Jean (Nicolai), def, see Textoris c Nicolai
Nicolay, Jean, plain, see Nicolay c Luques
Niel, John, of Clopton, def, see Clopton c Niel
Nijs, Katherina, def, see Officie c Mota, Nijs en

Hermani
Noble, Asselotte la, def, see Fouquet c Noble
Noblete, Perette la, plain, see Noblete c Jaut
Noisy-le-Grand, dép Seine-Saint-Denis, see Guerin et

Quideau
Nols, Catherine, def, see Office c Motten et Nols
Norman

John, of York, executor of John Norman, deceased, of
New Malton, def, see Grey and Grey c Norman

Robert, plain, see Norman c Prudfot
Normanby, Alice de, plain, see Normanby c Fentrice and

Broun
Normannii, Jean, see Huberti
Normant, Jean le, def, see Bordiere c Normant
Northcroft, Richard, of Darfield, plain, see Haynes and

Northcroft c Atkynson
Northeby

[. . .] (?same as or relative of William), house of, in
Kingston upon Hull, Ch 5, at nn. 25–6, 31

William, father of Agnes Shilbottil, Ch 5, at n. 28
Northefolk, William, of Millington, servant of Thomas

Thornton, plain, see Northefolk c Swyer and
Thornton

Northern, Alice, of Grantchester, def, see Rolf and
Myntemor c Northern

Northumberland, archdeacon, see Haward; Salopia
official of, Ch 10, at n. 5; T&C no. 1175, at n. 5; see

also Alman; Blakeston; Teesdale
accused of ‘bigamy’ and taking a bribe, see Alman;

Gudefelawe c Chappeman
Norton, Thomas, vicar of Edwinstowe, executor of Elias

Sutton late rector of Harthill, see Sutton,
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Norton (cont.)
Harlyngton, Norton and Houton c Oxenford and
Baile

Norwich, diocese, consistory court of, T&C no. 149 (App
e3.2, n. 6)

Nostell, Yorks, priory (Augustinian)
canon of, see Ruk
Thomas, the prior and convent of St Oswald’s, plain, see

Nostell (priory) c Pecche and Blakehose
Notin, Denis, party, see Notin et Gargache
Nottingham, archdeacon, official of, see Brantice c Crane;

Godewyn c Roser
Nottingham, Notts, see Office c Gregory and Tapton;

Wywell c Chilwell
urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, after n. 4)

Nouts, Margareta, def, see Officie c Diels en Nouts
Noylete, Nicolas de, domiciled at the house of Jean

Forestarii in Chauvry (Val-d’Oise), plain, see
Noylete c Sutoris

Noyon, diocese, Ch 11, at n. 115; see also Office c Brohon
et Destrées

Nunne, Matilda, dau of William Shepherd of Bugthorpe,
plain, see Nunne c Cobbe

Nunnington, Yorks, see Dewe and Scarth c Mirdew
Nutle, Alice, widow of William de, of Elstronwick, plain,

see Nutle c Wode
Nuwenhove, Adam vanden, fiancé of Katherina vanden

Wigaerde, def, see Officie c Nuwenhove en Herpijns
Nyglant, Reinald, def, see Tardieu c Nyglant
occupations and trades

apothecary, see Garthe
apprentice, see occupations: servant
archdeacon, see Ely, archdeacon; Feringes; Haward;

Huraudi; Kemp; Salopia; Yorkshire (East Riding)
baker, see Claybank; Duraunt; Haggas
barker, see Gascoigne, John; Walkyngton
bishop (or archbishop), see Arundel; Avantage; Barnet;

Beauvais; Bourgogne; Bowet; Braques; Cluny;
Kempe; Kirby; Laon; Le Mans; Lens; Maire;
Melton; Orgemont; Pecham; Pisa; Rotherham;
Salkeld; Scrope; Seignelay; Skirlaw; Sully; Upsala;
Winchelsey

bower, see Barton; Preston
butcher, see Yone
capmaker, see Killom
cardmaker, see Karlell
chandler, see Danby
chapman, see Boton; Midelton
clerk, see Alderford; Alman; Alne; Arnall; Arrode;

Baldewyn; Beckere; Blakeston; Boudreville; Burgh;
Calthorne; Candelesby; Castellacre; Caretti;
Cawod; Clerk; Cleveland; Domicelli; Divitis;
Dours; Dunsforth; Espine; Ferrebouc; Foxton;
Frothyngham; Gloucestre; Guillaume; Halghton;
Harangerii; Harklay; Haward; Hextildsham; Jolis;
Kemp; Lamberti; Lascy; Marchall; Mouscheur;
Netherstrete; Nicolax2009;; Newton; Otryngton;
Paige; Pauw; Pittes; Platea; Potton; Pynkeston;

Ragenhill; Reaudeu; Rigges; Ringart; Rodolphi;
Ross; Roy; Rookhawe; Schueren; Scrope; Snawes;
Teesdale; Tissay; Villemaden; Vlenke; Waleys; see
also occupations: court officer, lawyer, priest

cordwainer, see Arneys; Bolleman; Myton;
Schrovesbury; Skirpenbek

court officer (apparitor, clerk, commissary, examiner,
notary, official, seal-keeper, registrar, surgeon), see
Alman; Alne; Appilton; Arnall; Blakeston; Bosenc;
Boudreville; Burgh; Candelesby; Canterbury,
province; Carlisle; Carlerii; Cawod; Chartres;
Cleveland, archdeacon; Clyve; Colombier; Divitis;
Dobbes; Doddington; Domicelli; Dours;
Esyngwald; Évreux; Forestarii; Forsham; Foxton;
Gloucestre; Grantham; Grebby; Hampton;
Harklay; Hennoque; Langton; London, diocese;
Marchall; Meaux; Monkton; Newton; Nicola;
Northumberland; Nottingham; Otryngton; Oxton;
Paris, archdeacon; Pauw; Pisis; Platea; Potton;
Pynkeston; Raventhorp; Richmond; Rodolphi;
Rookhawe; Roy; Salisbury; Scrope; Selawe;
Shefford; Snawes; Teesdale; Thornton; Villemaden;
Vlenke; York, Adam; Yorkshire (East and West
Riding); Worseley; see also occupations: lawyer

crassier (dealer in fat), see Gommegies
cutler (cultellifix), see Moernay
deacon (or subdeacon), see Dunsforth; Grantham;

Potton
glazier, see Abbatisvilla
glover, see Newton
goldsmith, see Elys; Munkton; Naquet
kembster, see Spuret
king, queen, see Bertha of Burgundy; Eleanor of

Aquitaine; Edward II, III, IV, V; Henry II, IV, V,
VI, VII; Ingeborg of Denmark; Louis VII, XI; Philip
II, IV; Robert II

knight (chevalier, ridder), see Brigham; Bruggen;
Cantilupe; Claxton; Colvyle; Ebyr; Erclaes;
Gascoigne; Haryngton; Hoghton; Killerby;
Kyrkebryde; Lengleys; Maloy; Middleton; Paynell;
Percy; Pilkyngton; Sayvell; Souche; Stapleton; see
also titles of honor: sir

lawyer (proctor, advocate, promotor), see Audren;
Bowet; Burgh; Calthorne; Candelesby; Caponis;
Caretti; Cawod; Chapelayn; Charronis; Cleveland
Domicelli; Driffeld; Drouete; Easingwold;
Esyngwald; Forestarii; Hostiler; Killwerwyk;
Lingonis; Marchia; Pilays; Ragenhill; Ravenel;
Seton; Shilbotill; Tornaco; Valete; see also
occupations: court officer

leather-dresser, see Burton; Page
leech, see Weston
locksmith (serurarius, serrurier), see Colasse; Serreurier
mercer, see Chesterfield; Fischelake; Grene, William;

Thorp
merchant, see Astlott; Dene; Middleton in Teesdale;

Moreton; Thornton; see also occupations: woolman
miller, see Naquin
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occupations and trades (cont.)
minstrel, see John of Lancaster; Kent; Mauley
noble (duke, count, earl, baron), see Arundel; John of

Gaunt; John of Lancaster; John the Fearless;
Hilton; Luxembourg; Mauley; Mortain;
Montmorency; Philip the Good; Richard of York

notary, see Bosenc; Carlerii; Foxton; Hennoque;
Villemaden

nun (female member of religious order), see Elys; ?Hulst,
Katherina; York: religious houses: Clementhorpe

pewterer, see occupations: tinsmith
ploughwright, see Colne; see also occupations: wright
poulterer, see Bernewell
priest (including chaplain, curé, rector, vicar), see Aulo;

Avesnes-lès-Aubert; Baile; Bassingbourn; Bourn;
Brohon; Camps; Cambridge, St Benet; Cammelin;
Carvour; Chatteris; Chesterton; Corneille; Deinze;
Doddington; Dommarto; Elham; Elm; Eastry; Ely,
St Clement’s; Esthorp; Fool; Fulbourn; Gilberd;
Girton; Goldsborough; Grantham; Grayngham;
Grebby; Groslay; Guilloti; Hamondson; Hall;
Harwood; Healaugh; Hendine; Hespiel; Houton;
Hundmanby; Huntington; Kent; Kingston; Laon;
Lakyngheth; Le Tremblay; Leeds; Lienard;
Malpetit; Marton in Craven; Meldreth; Monkton;
Mustell; Myntemor; Netherstrete; Norton;
Oxenford; Podyngton; Pontefract; Rede; Roman;
Ruke; Scalby; Schorisse; Silkstone; Skelton;
Staindrop; Snoweshill; Stidd; Sutton; Swavesy;
Waven; Wendy; Whelpington; Whittlesey; York,
Adam; York: parishes: St Helen and St Peter

religious (male member of relgious order), see Clyve;
Herford; ?Hurton; Myntemoor; Nostell; Potton;
Ruke; St Albans; Salkeld; Selby; Warter

saddler, see Beek; Hornby; Spuret
salter, see Henrison
sargeaunt (serjeant), see Savage
servant (and/or apprentice, famulus), see Bersaut;

Blayke; Boyton; Cambrai, Roma; Castre;
Chapman; Charboniere; Clerk; Clopton; Colasse;
Crane; Curteys; Dene; Dyk; Erneys; Flanniele;
Franceys; Genart; Grant; Grantham; Guilloti;
Harpham; Hundreder; Kayn; Kyketon; Layton;
Leycestre; March; Markham; Nebb; Northefolk;
Quideau; Rayner; Reesham; Remyngton; Robinson;
Sampford; Smyth; Souche; Tailour; Thurkilby;
Villette; Waltegrave; Warde; Werynton; Wilson;
Wolron

smith (?horse-doctor, marescallus), see Alamaigne; see
also occupations: goldsmith, locksmith, tinsmith

spicer, see Thurkilby
spinner, see Wereslee
spurrier, see Moreby
stone-cutter, see Varlet
surgeon, see Pisis
tailor (custurarius), see Bayart; Bury; Cousturier;

Draper; Easingwold; Esyngwald; Humbelton;
Kayn; Ketill; Lede; Marsshall; Nebb; Tuly

taverner, see Howe; Littlebury; Lokyere; Tiryngton
tinsmith (pewterer), see Hedon; Rochet
weaver (textor), see Gaigneur; Louth; Roby
woolman, see Galion
wright, see Brynnand; see also occupations:

ploughwright

Ockezeele, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Addiers, Ockezeele
en Spalsters

Oddy (Odde), William, of Givendale in Ripon, plain, see
Oddy c Donwell

Odell [?Odell or Woodhill, Beds], Walter of, decretal
concerning, Ch 1, at n. 44

Odin, Jean, plain, see Odin et Thiefre c Blagi
Oeghe, Jan, plain, see Oeghe c Breecpots
Oemens, Jan, junior, of Brussels, def, see Officie c Oemens

en Bleesers
Oems, Christophe, def, see Office c Oems et Cloets
Oerens (Coppins), Jean, of Herne, def, see Office c

Coppins et Camérière; Office c Oerens, Camérière
et Barbiers

Oest, Balthazar van, fiancé of Katherina Scupers, def, see
Officie c Oest en Vridaechs

Ofhuys, jonkvrouw Maria, plain, see Ofhuys c Platea
Ogeri, Rémi, party, see Ogeri et Maigniere

maı̂tre Ja[?cques] ?master of, see Ogeri et Maigniere
Oiselet, Roger l’, plain, see Oiselet c Ganter
Oiseleur

Colin l’, def, see Office c Oiseleur et Grumulle
Marguerite l’, def, see Burielle c Fouret et Oiseleur

Olearii, Guillaume, party, see Huguelin, Olearii et
Marescalli

Oliver, Marjorie (?Mariot), of Newcastle upon Tyne,
non-party, T&C nos. 1056, 1175; see also Scot c
Devoine

Oliveri, Jan, see Bloke
Oliverii, Colin, plain, see Oliverii c Bouchere
Olmen, Jan van, of Herentals, plain, see Olmen c Aeede
Olone, Gérarde, party, see Canesson et Olone
Ols, Katherina Ts-, def, see Officie c Voert en Ols
Onckerzele, Michel van, plain, see Office et Onckerzele c

Hanen
Opberghe, Katherina van , non-party, see Officie c Geerts

en Steemans
Ophasselt [Saint-Géréon or Saint-Martin], prov

Oost-Vlaanderen, T&C no. 812; see also Portere
Opwijck, prov Vlaams-Brabant, church of, T&C

no. 1255; see also Hemelrike; Verlijsbetten
Orfèvre, Marguerite l’, def, see Evrart c Orfèvre
Orgemont, Pierre d’, bishop of Paris (1384–1406), Ch 7,

n. 1
Orillat, Jean, plain, see Orillat c Malice
Orléans, diocese, see Lariaco c Bisquaneto
Ortgate, Clara vanden, non-party, see Office c Hoemakere

en Luis
Ortolarii, Pierre, of Goussainville (Val-d’Oise), def, see

Ortolarii c Ortolarii
Jeanette, wife of, plain, see Ortolarii c Ortolarii
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Orwell, Cambs, see Duraunt and Cakebred c Draper
Osgoodby [in Thirkleby], Yorks

Grange, see Thomson c Wylson
Wood, see Thomson c Wylson

Ossele, Pieter de, plain, see Ossele c Venne
stepson of, see Venne

Ossent, Jeanne l’, def, see Hannel c Lièvre et Ossent
Ostell, Richard del, mason of York, plain, see Myton and

Ostell c Lutryngton
Otes, Margaret, of Halifax, party, see Lome and Otes
Otryngton, William, commissary of the official of the

archdeacon of West Riding (Yorks), T&C nos. 78,
90

Oudenarde, prov Oost-Vlaanderen, T&C no. 811; see also
Tristram

Oudermoelen, Jan vander, def, see Broecke c Oudermoelen
Oudviuere, Jan, of Onze-Lieve-Vrouw, Brugge, party, see

Oudviuere en Coene
Ourick, Willem, def, see Loumans c Ourick
Ouse, river, Yorks, Ch 10, at n. 48
Outerstrate, Margareta van, widow of Pieter vanden

Eeghere, of Mechelen, def, see Officie en Tieselinc c
Tieselinc en Outerstrate

Overbeke, Katherina van, def, see Officie c Sipe en
Overbeke

Oxenford, John, rector of Harthill, def, see Sutton,
Harlyngton, Norton and Houton c Oxenford and
Baile

Oxford, Oxon
council of (1222), canons and acta of, T&C no. 65
council of (1322), canons of, T&C no. 54

Oxton, Robert de, commissary general of the court of
York, see Subject Index

Oys, Jan Ts-, def, see Officie c Favele, Oys en Scroten
Oyseleur, Colin l’, def, see Rattine c Oyseleur

Pagani, Jeanette dau of the late Raoul, party, see
Piemignot et Pagani

Page
Alice dau of William, of Leverington, def, see Office c

Symond and Page
John, leather-dresser of York, def, see Wetherby c Page
John, of Little Shelford, plain, see Page c Chapman

Paiebien, Catherine, def, see Office c Wyet et Paiebien
Paige, Guillaume le, clerk, def, see Fernicle c Paige (1), (2)
Paillart, Jean, plain, see Paillart c Grolée
Pain, Mathurine widow of the late Jean, alias Faumelet,

def, see Quoquet c Pain
Pajot, Domangin, party, see Pajot et Montibus
Palleit, Adrien, def, see Office c Palleit
Palmere, Alice dau of Gilbert, of Flixton, plain, see

Palmere c Brunne and Suthburn
Pampisford, Cambs, see Gobat and Pertesen c Bygot
Pantin (Pentino), dép Seine-Saint-Denis, see Riche; Rivers

et Contesse
Pape, Pieter de, of Vilvoorde, def, see Officie c Pape en

Hertsorens

Paquete, maı̂tre Jean, house of, in Paris, see Coesmes c
Poulain

Paridaems, Maria, def, see Jacobi c Paridaems
Paris, archdeacon, official of, see Availlier c Malaquin;

Subject Index
Paris, city, Ch 6, at n. 1; Ch 12, at n. 21

gate of, herald of France at, servant of (pedisecca scuti
Francie in porta Parisius), see Grant

parishes
Saint-Christophe in the City, carnificeria in, see Auvers
Saint-Eustache, see Midi c Drouete
rue des Prêcheurs, see Ringart c Bersaut
Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois, see Chemin c Chapelle;

Reaudeau c Sampsonis
rue des Lavandieres-Sainte-Opportune, see Leviarde c

Burgondi
Saint-Jean-en-Grève, place de Grève, see Office c

Harangerii
Saint-Josse, Guillaume, farmer of, see Office c Guilloti
Saint-Merry, see Huguelin, Olearii et Marescalli
rue des Arcis, see Villaribus c Tartas
Saint-Nicolas-des-Champs, rue de Quincampoix, see

Coesmes c Poulain
Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet, rue de l’Oseraie, see

Lorrain c Guerin
Saint-Paul, rue des Barées (today rue de l’Ave Maria),

see Flamangere c Bagourt
Saint-Pierre-aux-Boeufs, see Office c Gaigneur et

Badoise
Saint-Sauveur, rue Saint-Denis, see Derot c Chippon
Saint-Séverin, rue de la Harpe, see Veteriponte

residents, see Chemin c Chapelle; Coesmes c Poulain;
Derot c Chippon; Esveillée c Bontrelli; Flamangere
c Bagourt; Office c Gaigneur et Badoise; Office c
Harangerii; Marguonet c Belot; Midi c Drouete;
Parvi c Charronis; Perona c Hessepillart; Perron c
Jumelle; Reaudeau c Sampsonis; Ringart c Bersaut;
Rouet c Longuerue; Touesse c Ruelle; Office c
Veteriponte et Auvers

streets; see also parishes
rue des Rosiers, see Perona c Hessepillart
rue du Plâtre-au-Marais, plain, see Hutine c Gast
rue la Grande-Truanderie, see Office c Gaigneur et

Badoise
rue Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois, see Esveillée c

Bontrelli
university of, faculty of canon law, Ch 12, at n. 25

Paris, diocese
bishop of, see Orgemont; Seignelay; Sully
officiality of; see also Subject Index

advocates of, see Domicelli; Marchia
clerks of, see Roy; Villemaden
commissaries of, see Colombier; Forestarii
notary of, see Bosenc
officials of, see Boudreville; Dours
locumtenens of, see Domicelli
proctors of, see Audren; Huraudi; Valete
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Paris, diocese (cont.)
promotors of, see Audren; Caponis; Caretti;

Charronis; Forestarii; Lingonis; Pilays; Tornaco
surgeon, sworn, of, see Pisis

Parisius, Jean de, plain, see Parisius c Giffarde et Giffarde
Park, Alice dau of Roger del, of Moor Monkton, def, see

Scargill and Robinson c Park
Parmentiere, Robert le, def, see Office c Parmentiere et

Donnucle
Partrick, Alice, of Thirsk, plain, see Partrick c Mariot
Parvi

Jean, def, see Nicochet c Parvi
Pierre, non-party, see Petitbon c Natalis
Vionnet, domiciled at the house of maı̂tre P. Cramete,

plain, see Parvi c Charronis
Pascarijs, Pieter, see Officie c Flamingi en Spapen
Pasquart, Simon, def, see Cordière c Pasquart
Pasquier, Jean, def, see Soupparde c Pasquier
Pastour, Pierre, def, see Pastour c Pastour

Belona wife of, plain, see Pastour c Pastour
Patée, Jeanette la, plain, see Patée c Vallibus
Pateshull, Agnes, residing with Stephen Morice of

Cambridge, plain, see Pateshull c Candelesby and
Fysschere

Patin, Aymeric called, plain, see Patin c Burye
Patrick Brompton, Yorks, see Newton le Willows
Patrington, Yorks, see Thetilthorp c Enges
Pauw, Jan de, keeper of the seal of the officiality of

Tournai (c. 1470–81), T&C nos. 1055, at nn. 3, 8,
22; 1176, at n. 5

Pauwels, Arnold, alias de Vroede, def, see Cotthem c
Trullaerts en Pauwels; Officie c Pauwels, Simoens
en Trullaerts

Pavia, Italy, decretal concerning, Ch 1, at n. 26
Pavot, Pierre, witn, see Garderel c Pavot

Simonette dau of, def, see Garderel c Pavot
Payge

Agnes, witn, Ch 4, at n. 233; see also Tiryngton c Moryz
Jean le, def, see Office c Payge et Baillette

Paynell, Katherine dau of Ralph de, knight, plain, see
Paynell c Cantilupe

Payntour, Thomas, Lazonby near Penrith, Carlisle diocese,
party, see Payntour and Baron

Pecche, John, def, see Nostell (priory) c Pecche and
Blakehose

Pecham, John, archbishop of Canterbury (1279–92),
Ch 12, at n. 22

signification by, see Office c Reuham and Boywyth,
T&C no. 1186

Pecke, Amy, of Chatteris, plain, see Pecke and Pyron c
Drenge

Pede, Hendrik de, def, see Walen c Pede
Pedersen, Frederik, T&C nos. 100, 120 n. a, 166–8,

174–5, 177–8, 181, 183, 189, 201, 203, 206, 209,
212, 214, 218, 220–1, 229, 234, 237, 240, 244,
251, 253, 256–7, 259, 266–7, 269–70, 274, 276,
278–9, 286

Pee, Simon van, see Coeman

Peelken, Jeanne van, def, see Office c Brambosche, Peelken
et Quisthous

Peerman, Jan, def, see Officie c Peerman, Hoevinghen en
Cesaris

Peeters, Paul, def, see Officie c Peeters en Porten
Peeuwen, Geertrui, def, see Officie c Coecke en

Peeuwen
Pelliparii, Jean, party, see Pelliparii et Perrisel
Pelliparsi, Gilet, def, see Cularse c Pelliparsi
Pendleton [in Eccles], Lancs, see Hoghton
Penesthorp, Ralph de

John son of, plain, see Penesthorp c Waltegrave
servant of, witn, see Penesthorp c Waltegrave

Penistone, Yorks, see Cook c Richardson
Penrith, Cumb, see Payntour and Baron
Penwortham, Isabella, of Barwick in Elmet, def, see

Elvyngton c Elvyngton and Penwortham
Peover [?in Great Budworth], Ches, see Tofte c

Maynwaryng
Perchan, Jean, def, see Office c Perchan et Sars
Percy, Alexander de, knight, plain, see Percy c Colvyle

Alexander son of, see Percy c Colvyle
Perdrieau, Denise dau of Michel, def, see Clareau c

Perdrieau
Pereson, Elizabeth, of Cawood, plain, see Pereson c

Pryngill
father and mother of, witn, see Pereson c Pryngill

Perier, Arnoleta dau of Roland du, party, see Perier et
Barberii

Perigote, Margot la, plain, see Perigote c Magistri
Perkementers, Jan, def, see Officie c Perkementers,

Godofridi en Beyghem
Permentiers, Margareta, def, see Officie c Gansbeke en

Permentiers
Peron, Thomas, of Crayke, plain, see Peron c Newby
Perona, Jacquette de, resident in the house of maı̂tre Jean

de Vesines, plain, see Perona c Hessepillart
Perre, Mattheus vander, alias de Mey, plain, see Perre c

Meys
Perremans

Elisabeth, alias Sceers, def, see Officie c Coeman en
Perremans

Margareta, of Lettelingen, def, see Officie c Fore,
Perremans en Gruenenwatere

Perrier, Jean de, party, see Yssy et Perrier
Perrieres, Jean, def, see Perrieres c Perrieres

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Perrieres c Perrieres
Perrisel, Jeanette dau of Étienne, party, see Pelliparii et

Perrisel
Perron, Robin de, domiciled at the house of Jean Luce

alias Pique Amour, plain, see Perron c Jumelle
Pertesen, Stephen, of Pampisford, plain, see Gobat and

Pertesen c Bygot
Pesters, Katherina, def, see Officie c Daens en Pesters
Petegem-aan-de-Schelde in Wortegem-Petegem, prov

Oost-Vlaanderen, see Hoens en Brouke
Peters, Ava Claes, def, see Officie c Verbilen, Scollaert en

Peters
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Petit
Jean, plain, see Petit c Blasinne
Jean le, def, see Office c Petit et Brunielle
Louis, def, see Office c Petit et Voye
Pierre, def, see Office c Petit et Tannaisse, Tannaisse c

Petit
Petitbon, Raosia dau of Adanet, plain, see Petitbon c

Natalis
Petit-Enghien (Lettelingen) in Enghien (Edingen), prov

Hainaut, church of, T&C no. 18; see also
Gruenenwatere; Perremans

Petyt, John, senior, of Fulbourn, non-party, see Office c
Netherstrete (2)

Pevenage, Robert van, def, see Office c Pevenage et
Stapcoemans

Peysant, Willem de, def, see Office c Lamso, Anselmi en
Peysant

Phelip, Matilda, de facto wife of Richard Galion, def, see
Office c Galion and Phelip

Phelippe, Jean, def, see Office c Phelippe
Philip II ‘Augustus’, king of France (1180–1223), Ch 11,

at n. 3
wife of, see Ingeborg

Philip III ‘the Good’, duke of Burgundy (1419–67), T&C
nos. 1030, 1235

Philip IV ‘the Fair’, king of France (1285–1314), T&C
no. 1027

Philippi, Martin, party, see Philippi et Rume
Philips, Hélène, def, see Office c Borst et Philips
Picanone, Jeanette le, plain, see Picanone c Bourdon
Pickhill, Yorks, see Sell c Mawer and Mawer
Piemignot, Jean, party, see Piemignot et Pagani
Pierets, Maria,, see Vrancx
Piermont, Elisabeth van, def, see Officie c Cleren en

Piermont
Pierre (Petra), Bartholome (Bertin) de la, def, see Senay c

Pierre
Piers, Agnès, of Kwaremont, def, see Rocque c Piers
Piet, Jean du, def, see Office c Piet et Jolie
Pigne, Jeanette fille du défunt Théobald, def, see Andree c

Pigne
Pijcmans, Elisabeth, of Gooik (Brabant), def, see Officie c

Fiermans en Pijcmans
Pikerel, Isabel, of Wisbech, plain, see Pikerel c Bacon
Pilays, Nicolas, promotor of the court of Paris, Ch 7, at

n. 67; T&C no. 562
Pilkyngton, Sir John, knight, arbitrator, Ch 5, at n. 148,

150; T&C no. 347 (career)
Pinaerts, Elisabeth, plain, see Pinaerts c Lovanio
Pinchelart, Martin, def, see Office c Pinchelart et Callekin
Pinkers, Marguerite ts-, def, see Flaminc c Pinkers
Pipenpoy, Giselbert, def, see Hinkaerts c Pipenpoy
Pipers, Joost, widow of, see Hoevinghen
Piperzele, Élisabeth van, def, see Office c Raes et Piperzele
Piquete, Jeanette la, non-party, see Office c Treachedenier
Piro (unidentified), ?Pisa diocese, see Martini
Pisa, Italy, archbishop of, decretal addressed to, Ch 1, at

nn. 45, 47

Pisis, Michel de, sworn surgeon of the officiality of Paris
(cirurgicus iuratus noster), see Office c Contesse et
Contesse

Pistel, Reginald, non-party, see Ancien et Templiere
Pittes, Mr Richard, vicar general of the bishop of Carlisle,

see Skelton c Carlisle (vicar general)
Plancque, Béatrice de la, def, see Office c Dourialulx et

Plancque
Planque, Jeanne de le, def, see Office c Cailliel et Planque
Platea

Diederik De-, alias Snoeck, def, see Ofhuys c Platea
Jan de, see Diericx
Jan de (another), def, see Officie c Platea en Aa
Jan de (another), alias de Lira (Lier), official of Brussels

(1452–?9), see Subject Index
Plompton, Sir William, Elizabeth heiress of, see Sotehill
Plumbery, Robert, parishioner of Kingston, plain, see

Gilbert, Plumbery, Harsent and Hykeney c
Podyngton

Plungon, Georges, def, see Officie c Plungon en
Mekeghems

Pocklington, Yorks, see Meltonby
Podeur, Brice, house of in ?Paris, see Rouet c Longuerue
Podyngton, John, rector of Kingston, see Gilbert,

Plumbery, Harsent and Hykeney c Podyngton
Poele, Stefaan vanden, husband of Katherina vanden

Torre, def, see Torre c Poele
Poertere, Jan de, def, see Officie c Poertere en Capellaens
Poissote, Étienette dau of Colin, def, see Uilly c Poissote
Poket, Margaret, of Barnwell, def, see Kirkeby c Poket
Pol, Colin de Saint, def, see Office c Pol et Grande
Polay, Alice, of Sawston, def, see Curteys c Polay
Poleyn (Palayne, Polayne, Pullayn), Thomas, of

Knaresborough, plain, see Poleyn c Slyngesby
Poliet, Christiana, def, see Officie c Chehain en Poliet
Pomfret, William, partner of John Thornton, house of, in

All Saints’ Pavement, York, Ch 5, at n. 86
Pons, executors of the late Roger de, and of his brother,

plain, see Pons c Mouy
Pont, Jean du, def, see Latteresse c Pont; Office c Pont
Pontancier, Raoul le, def, see Pontancier c Pontancier

Gonette wife of, plain, see Pontancier c Pontancier
Pontbays, Jean de, def, see Val c Pontbays
Ponte, Iwan de, def, see Officie c Ponte en Pynaerts
Pontefract, Yorks, see Berwick c Frankiss; Chesterfield;

Dowson and Roger c Brathwell; Draper; Thorp and
Kent c Nakirer

market of, Ch 10, at n. 59
rector of, see Kellinglay and Kellinglay
sign of the Lion at, Ch 5, at nn. 14, 44
urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, at n. 2)

Pool
Eleanor atte, non-party, see Office c Netherstrete (2)
Thomas atte, of Wilbraham, plain, see Pottere and Pool

c Briggeman
Pope, John, of Newton, plain, see Pope and Dreu c Dreu

and Newton
Pope, nuncio of, in England, see Bonde c Yute; Prata
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Popely, Thomas, of ‘Wesbery’, Ch 5, after n. 147; T&C
no. 346

Poppleton, Yorks, see Ingoly c Midelton, Esyngwald and
Wright; Leys

chapel of [?Upper Poppleton], Ch 2, at n. 12
Poquet, Jacques, def, see Office c Visitot, Baudequuie et

Poquet
Porcherii, Pierre, plain, see Porcherii c Bouc et Seigneur
Porée, Jacques, def, see Porée c Porée

Sedile wife of, plain, see Porée c Porée
Porte, Gérard de le, def, see Office c Porte et Hennique
Porten, Katherina Vander, def, see Officie c Peeters en

Porten
Porter

John, of Carlton in Snaith, plain, see Porter c Ruke
father of, see Porter c Ruke

Marjorie, witn, see Bradenham c Bette
Portere, Jean de, bailiff of Ophasselt, def, see Office c

Portere
Portier, Jean, party, see Portier et Malevaude
Portyngton, Cecily de, of York, plain, see Portyngton c

Grenbergh and Cristendom
Pot, Colard le, def, see Office c Pot
Potaste, Isabell le, def, see Office c Potaste
Potelier, Maciot, def, see Potelier c Potelier

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Potelier c Potelier
Potier, Nicaise, def, see Office c Potier
Potière, Agnès, of Frasnes-lez-Buissenal (Hainaut), def, see

Grande c Grand et Potière
Potine, Égidie, def, see Bastard c Potine
Pottere

John, of Carlton, plain, see Pottere and Pool c
Briggeman

Thomas de, def, see Officie c Pottere, Feyters en
Muysaerts

Potterflete, Robert de, party, see Matheuson and Potterflete
Potton

Mr John, commissary of the official of Ely, see Anegold
and Schanbery c Grantesden; Pope and Dreu c
Drue and Newton; Wafrer, Wereslee and Dallynge
c Savage

William de, son of Nicholas de, subdeacon and brother
of Hospital of St John Cambridge, def, see Knotte c
Potton

Pottray, Pieter, def, see Ertoghen c Pottray
Poulain, Colin, witn, see Coesmes c Poulain

Colette dau of, def, see Coesmes c Poulain
Poullande, Gillette, def, see Office c Machon et Poullande
Poulle, Guillaume de le, def, see Office c Poulle et Poulle

Guillaumette wife of, def, see Office c Poulle et
Poulle

Pouparde, Hannette, def, see Heugot c Pouparde
Poynaunt, John, of Thriplow, def, see Office c Poynaunt,

Swan, Goby and Pybbel
former wife of, see Swan
now wife of, see Pybbel

Praet, Leo van, plain, see Praet c Molemans

Prata, Pileus de, called ‘cardinal of Ravenna’, papal nuncio
in England, see ?Bonde c Yutte; Office c Slory and
Feltewell

Pratere, Arnold den, def, see Officie c Pratere en Uden
Pratis, Gossard de, see Bloittere
Pré (Pre)

Étienne du, plain, see Pre c Bidaut
Guillaume du, alias Charron, see Foueti c Pré

Agnesotte widow of, def, see Foueti c Pré
Raoul du, ?relative of, witn, see Foueti c Pré

Prepositi
Drouet, party, see Prepositi et Chamoncel
Eloı̈se widow of the late Martin, plain, see Prepositi c

Fabri
Preston

Gerard, of ?Howden, plain, see Preston c [. . .]
John, bower of York, plain, see Preston c Hankoke

Pret, Jeanne dou, def, see Office c Bertremart, Pret et
Roussiau

Preudhomme, Jean, plain, see Preudhomme c Tueil
Prijer, Hacquinet du, def, see Burye c Prijer
Provense, Hannette le, plain, see Provense c Gavre
Provins, Jeanette widow of Pierre de, def, see Ruella c

Provins
Provost

Catherine, plain, see Provost c Provost
Henri, her husband, def, see Provost c Provost

Pruce, Hans, def, see Clergesse c Pruce
Prudfot, Emma, def, see Norman c Prudfot
Pryme, Isabel widow of John, of Thriplow, def, see Band c

Pryme
Pryngill, Adam, of Cawood, def, see Pereson c Pryngill
Pudsay, Sir John, manor of in Bolton (Lancs), Ch 5, at

n. 94
Puf, Robert, of Little Shelford, plain, see Puf c Puf and

Benet
Ivette wife of, def, see Puf c Puf and Benet

Pulayn(e) (Pulane), Beatrice, of [Church] Fenton, plain, see
Pulayn c Neuby

Pullan, Agnes, def, see Holtby and Wheteley c Pullan
Pulter, Marion, of Swavensey, plain, see Pulter c Castre
Pulton, Annora dau of John, of Ely, def, see Killok c Pulton
Purvis, J. S., T&C no. 150 (App e3.3, at nn. 8–13)
Puteo

Colin de, party, see Puteo et Taverée
Jean de (Putheo), plain, see Putheo c Bourdin
Remige de (Putheo), def, see Puteo c Puteo

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Puteo c Puteo
Vincent de, plain, see Puteo c Albi

Putkuyps, Hendrik, def, see Officie c Putkuyps, Muyden
en Custodis

Putte, Colin vander, def, see Office c Putte et Yeghem
Pybbel, Isabel, of Thriplow, now wife of John Poynaunt,

def, see Office c Poynaunt, Swan, Goby and Pybbel
Pynaerts, Helwig, def, see Officie c Ponte en Pynaerts
Pyncote, Joan dau of Robert, of Kingston, plain, see

Pyncote c Maddyngle
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Pynkeston, Mr John de, official of archdeacon of Ely,
plain, see Office c Chaundeler and Hostiler

Pynton, Katherine dau of John, of York, plain, see Pynton
c Thurkilby

Pyroir, Colin de, def, see Office c Pyroir et Beverlincx
Pyron, Agnes, of Chatteris, plain, see Pecke and Pyron c

Drenge
Pyrt, Joan, of Yanwath (Carlisle diocese), plain, see Pyrt c

Howson
Pyttok, Alice, wife of John Brigham, def, see Cattesos c

Brigham and Pyttok

Quaermont, see Kwaremont
Quant, Jan, see Officie c Deckers, Godofridi en

Ghiseghem
Quare, Martin, def, see Office c Quare et Franchoise
Quarée, Jeanne, plain, see Quarée c Canestiel
Quarré, Alipdis, dau of the late Désiré, def, see Militis c

Quarré
Quercu, Jean, def, see Quercu c Quercu

Margote wife of, plain, see Quercu c Quercu
Quernepekkere, Walter, of Cambridge, plain, see

Quernepekkere c Tyd
Quesne, Jean du, junior, husband of Jeanne Aleisen, fiancé

of Marguerite sBucs, non-party, see Office c
Cammelin

relative of, warden (?sacristan) of the church of
Amougies, see Office c Cammelin

Quessnoit, Katherina du, widow of Pieter de Mairlieres,
def, see Office c Robart en Quessnoit

Quideau, Alain, ?apprentice (famulus) of Pierre Genart,
see Guerin et Quideau

Quiers, dép Seine-et-Marne, see Office c Anselli
Quintart, Pierre, def, see Office c Quintart
Quintino, Jeanne de Sancto, plain, see Quintino c

Blondelet
Quisthous, Péronne, def, see Office c Brambosche, Peelken

et Quisthous
Quoquet, Colin, plain, see Quoquet c Pain
Quoys, Yolande du, def, see Marlière c Quoys

Rabecque (?Rebecq, Brabant wallon), see Donne
Radburn, William, house of in Micklegate, York, Ch 5, at

n. 16
Radcliff (Radclyff, Raddclyff), Joan, of Cawood, plain, see

Radcliff c Kynge and Coke
Radulphi, Jean, plain, see Radulphi c Saussaye
Raegmans (Raechmans), Katherina, widow of Jan vander

Linden, of Brussels, def, see Office c Crayehem,
Raechmans en Visch; Craynem c Raegmans

Raes, Corneille, def, see Office c Raes et Piperzele
Raet

Elisabeth de ((T)sraets), of Mechelen, plain, see Raet c
Triest

Jean, plain, see Raet c Bruille
wife of, see Bruille

Ragenhill, Mr Robert, advoccate of the court of York,
T&C no. 332

Ragne, Margot dau of Jean, party, see Gaillart et Ragne
aunt of, see Biaufort

Ramenault, Jean, def, see Office c Ramenault et Alardine
Rampenberch, Nicolaas van, def, see Officie c

Rampenberch en Bossche
Ranville, Bertaud de, party, see Sigoignée et Ranville
Rappe, Jean, def, see Esveillée c Rappe
Raskelf, Matilda dau of Richard de, plain, see Malman

and Raskelf c Belamy
Raskelf [in Easingwold], Yorks, see Malman and Raskelf c

Belamy; Thomeson c Belamy
Rasse, Josse de, def, see Fortin c Rasse et Tourbette
Rassin, Luc, def, see Officie c Rassin en Spontine
Rattine, Jeanne, plain, see Rattine c Oyseleur
Rauet, Thomas, non-party, Ch 9, at n. 100; see also

Espaigne c Formanoir
Ravenel, Odin, proctor and ?guardian of Guillemette la

Clemente, see Abbeville c Clemente
Ravenna, cardinal of, see Prata
Raventhorp, Thomas, apparitor of the court of dean of

Beverley, Ch 2, at n. 10
Raveschote, Jacob van, non-party, see Officie en

Lathouwers c Gavere en Moerbeke
Ravin, Jean, def, see Office c Ravin et Bridarde
Rawcliffe in Snaith, Yorks, see Forester c Stanford and

Cissor; Rouclif
Rawlinson, John, of Hedon in Holderness, def, see Bolton

c Rawlinson
Raymakers, Helwig Ts- (Tserraymakers), party, see Vekene

en Raymakers
Raymbarde, Jeanne, plain, see Raymbarde c Buigimont
Rayner, Emmota servant of Henry, of Beal, plain, see

Rayner c Willyamson and Willyamson
Reaudeau, Pierre, clerk, domciciled at the house of Gervais

Gonterii, parish Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois (Paris),
plain, see Reaudeau c Sampsonis

Rebecq-Rognon (Roosbeek), prov Brabant wallon, T&C
nos. 811, 976; see also Clinckaert; Hayette;
Lescole; Rabecque

Rede, Walter, chaplain of Girton, executor of the
testament of Alexander atte Hall of Howe, priest,
plain, see Rede c Stryk

Redehode, Richard, of Mulwith (Yorks), see Oddy c
Donwell

Reder
Joan, of Spofforth, def, see Tailor c Reder
Katherine dau of Ed[mund], of Chatteris, plain, see

Blofeld and Reder c Lile
Redmire, Yorks, see Kichyn c Thomson
Redyng

Alice, def, see Warner c Redyng
Alice (?same), of Scampston, plain, see Redyng c Boton

Ree, Anne vander, def, see Office c Thovello et Ree
Reedness, Yorks, see Aungier c Malcake
Reesham, Joan servant of John, of Cambridge, plain, see

Reesham c Lyngewode
Reeve, Joan dau of Thomas, ?of Lyminge, def, see Office c

Broke and Reeve
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Reghenmortere, Jan vanden, def, see Officie c
Reghenmortere en Beende

Reginaldi, Agnesotte dau of Étienne, def, see Savery c
Reginaldi

Regis
Guillaume, of Anjou, def, see Carnificis c Regis
Guillemette dau of Jean, def, see Commin c Regis
Pierre, def, see Office c Enpaille et Regis

Reims (Rheims), dép Marne, pilgrimage to, T&C no. 774
Reims (Rheims), province, Ch 12, at n. 42
Reins

Hector, def, see Officie c Reins en Briebosch
Théobald de, def, see Reins c Reins

Agnesotte wife of, plain, see Reins c Reins
Remyngton, Roger, witn, see Walker c Kydde

Alice wife of, servant of Nicholas Middleton, knight,
witn, see Walker c Kydde

house of, in Sicklinghall, see Walker c Kydde
Reuham, Simon de, def, see Office c Reuham and

Boywyth
Reyers, Margareta, def, see Officie c Sweertvaghere en

Reyers
Reynes, Joan, def, see Wilbore c Reynes
Reyns, Elisabeth, plain, see Reyns c Costere
Rheims, see Reims
Ribauds, Johanna, of Ruiselede, party, see Kughelare en

Ribauds
Ribble, river, Lancs, Ch 5, at n. 92
Ribchester, Lancs, see Talbot c Townley; Stidd
Ricall, William de, of Brayton, def, see Wright c Ricall
Riccall, Yorks, see Wikley c Roger
Rich, Adam, of Whittlesey, def, see Thorney (abbey) c

Whitheved et al
Richard II, king of England (1377–99), T&C no. 93
Richard of York, father of Edward IV, T&C no. 347
Richardson

Johanna dau of John, of Bradford, def, see Threpland c
Richardson

John (another) (Richerdson), see Threpland
William, of Penistone, def, see Cook c Richardson

Riche, Jean, of Pantin (Seine-Saint-Denis), ?guardian of
Béatrice, ?foster dau of Jean de Bresna, non-party,
T&C no. 685; see also Office c Bresna

Riche Femme, Jeanne la, def, see Museur c Riche Femme
Richmond, archdeacon of, see Kemp

official of, see Grene c Tuppe; Harklay; Rolle c Bullok
and Massham; York, Mr Adam

commissary general of, T&C no. 173; see also Kichyn
c Thomson; Poleyn c Slyngesby

?vicar general of, see Kemp
Richmond, earl of, see John of Lancaster
Richmond, Yorks, see Rolle c Bullok and Massham
Riddere, Jacob de, alias Garrijn, def, see Officie c Riddere

en Beken
Riemen, Andreas van, def, see Officie c Riemen en

Kestermans
Rieu, Isabelle de, witn, see Marguonet c Belot

house of in ?Paris, see Marguonet c Belot

Rieulinne, Isabelle, wife of Jacques le Brelier, def, see
Office c Brelier et Rieulinne

Rievaulx, Yorks, see Blakden c Butre
Rigges, John, clerk, of Ely, def, see Bugges c Rigges
Rihotte, Guillaume, fiancé of Marie de Sore, non-party, see

Baiutros c Sore
Rijckaerts, Katherina, def, see Office c Keyen en Rijckaerts
Rijkenrode, Jan van, def, see Officie c Rijkenrode en

Loerel
Rijnlanders, Catherine ts-, of Russeignies (Hainaut), def,

see Office c Tristram, Rijnlanders et Wattripont
Rilleston (Ryleston), Margaret dau of John, esquire, wife

of William Langdale, plain, see Rilleston c
Langdale, Hartlyngton and Hartlyngton

Rillington, Yorks, see Scampston
Ringart, Huet, clerk, docmiciled at the sign of the Groat of

Tournais in the rue des Prêcheurs, parish
Saint-Eustache, plain, see Ringart c Bersaut

Ripon, Yorks, see Givendale; Mulwith; Topclyf c Erle;
Waldyng and Heton c Freman

urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, at n. 2)
Riselinc, Philippe, def, see Office c Riselinc et Mulders
Riston, [Long], Yorks, see Hiliard c Hiliard

chapel in, Ch 4, at n. 264
Rivers, Jean de, party, see Rivers et Contesse

Sancelotte, [former] wife of, cousin of Marion la
Contesse, see Rivers et Contesse

Roall (?), Yorks, see Beal
Robache, Pierre, junior, def, see Jovine c Robache
Robart, Jan, def, see Office c Robart en Quessnoit
Robbens, Johanna, def, see Officie c Wolf en Robbens
Roberd, Isabel, of Fulbourn, plain, see Roberd c Colne
Robert II ‘the Pious’, king of France (996–1031), Ch 11, at

n. 3
wife of, see Bertha

Robette, Jeanne, wife of Colard Grumiau, def, see Office c
Grumiau et Robette

Robinson, William, servant of Adam Brynnand of Cattal,
wright, plain, see Scargill and Robinson c Park

Roby, John, citizen and weaver of York, Alice, wife of,
witn, Ch 5, at n. 175

Robynesson, John, senior, of Swaffham Prior, def, see
Office c Robynesson and Moryce

Robynson (Jonson), William, see Thomson
Rochefort, Jean, dau of, see Ligniere c Colasse
Rochester, diocese, consistory court of, T&C nos. 149

(App e3.2, n. 6), 495
Rochet, Matthieu (Mahietus), tinsmith (figulus stanni),

plain, see Rochet c Chouine
Rocque

Colle de, def, see Office c Naquin et Rocque
Pierre de, plain, see Rocque c Piers

Rode
Beatrijs vanden, def, see Officie c Beckere, Houte en

Rode
Gertrui vander, def, see Officie c Meynsscaert, Zeghers

en Rode
Hendrik vanden, def, see Officie c Rode en Vlamincx
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Rode (cont.)
Pierre vander, def, see Office c Rode

Rodelghem, see Rollegem
Roden, jonkvrouw Sophia Ts-, wife of Jan Snoop, plain,

see Roden c Snoop
Roderham, Richard, def, see Roderham
Roders, Béatrice ts-, def, see Office c Roders
Rodolphi alias Flamingi, Jan, official of Brussels

(1448–52), see Subject Index
Roeincx, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Meynsschaert,

Roeincx en Doert
Roelants

Jan, def, see Officie c Brunen en Roelants
Margareta, def, see Officie c Nichils en Roelants
Simon, ?tenant of Katherina Godesans, T&C no. 1038

Roelf, Ginette (Ghine), def, see Office c Tieuwendriesche,
Cauelette et Roelf

Roevere, Hendrik de, plain, see Roevere c Bolenbeke
Roex, Margareta Ts-, def, see Officie c Temmerman en

Roex
Roger

Alice, of Adwalton (parish of Birstall) (or of Riccall),
def, see Wikley c Roger

William, of Pontefract, plain, see Dowson and Roger c
Brathwell

Rogerii, Robin, plain, see Rogerii c Rogerii
Jeanette wife of, def, see Rogerii c Rogerii

Rogière, Jeanne, party, see Meez et Rogière
Rogmans, Daniël, see Officie c Chienlens, Houmolen en

Michaelis
Rokley, Henry, of Leeds, Ch 5, after n. 147
Rolants, Liévin, widow of, see Office c Hauens, Mortgate

et Leysen
Rolf

John, of Grantchester, plain, see Rolf and Myntemor c
Northern

John, parishioner of Fulbourn, plain, see Office and
Netherstrete et al c Fool

Rolle, Isabella, of Richmond, plain, see Rolle c Bullok and
Massham

Rollegem (Rodelghem) [in Kortrijk], prov
West-Vlaanderen, see Hespiel

Romain, Gérard, def, see Office c Romain et Iongen
Roman, dép Eure, curé of, see Tiphania c Fevresse
Rome, Italy, pilgramage to, see Gorgesallé
Rommescamp, Marie de, def, see Office c Marchi et

Rommescamp
Romney (?) Marsh, Kent, see Bryth c Bryth
Romundeby, Agnes, of York, plain, see Romundeby c

Fischelake
Ronde, Simon de, alias de Herpere, in the name of his wife

Elisabeth Joebens, illegitimate dau of Golijn
Joebens, plain, see Ronde c Motten

Ronse (Renaix), prov Oost-Vlaanderen, T&C no. 812; see
also Dale

Roode, Jan vanden, plain, see Roode en Voort c Brussels
wife of, see Voort

Rookhawe, Mr William de, official of archdeacon of Ely,
see Office c Chilterne, Neve and Spynnere

as plain, see Office c Bette and Multon
Roser, Nigel le, of Clifton, def, see Godewyn c Roser
Rosieres, demoiselle Agnès des, plain, see Rosieres c

Hasnon
Rosijn, Hendrik, def, see Officie c Rosijn en Goffaert
Roslyn, Joan, of Newland on Aire (in Drax), plain, see

Roslyn c Nesse
Rosse, Colard, def, see Office c Rosse et Thenakere
Rotherham, Thomas, archbishop of York (1480–1500),

chancellor of England (1474–5, 1475–83, 1485),
T&C no. 93

Rotherham, Yorks, Greasbrough in, see Inkersale c
Beleby

Roubaix, dép Nord, see Tries et Feure
Roubauds, jonkvrouw Johanna dau of the late Willem, of

Damme, party, see Robauds en Louppines
Rouclif, Alice dau of the late Gervase de, def, see Marrays

c Rouclif
Sir Brian of Rawcliffe, ?relative of, T&C no. 177; see

also Marrays c Rouclif
Roucourt, Agnès de, def, see Office c Bury, Roucourt et

Caremy
Rouet, Henri, resident at the house of Brice Podeur, plain,

see Rouet c Longuerue
Rouge

Isabelle la, plain, see Rouge c Carnoto
Jacques le, def, see Office c Rouge, Franchoise et Frasne

Rounton,Yorks, see Ireby c Lonesdale
Rouse, Rose, of Barnwell, plain, see Rouse c Smyth
Rousse, Olivette la, plain, see Rousse c Voisin
Rouselle, Jeanette la, plain, see Rouselle c Beau
Rousselli, Jean, def, see Auvers c Rousselli
Roussiau

Jean, of Tainières-en-Thiérache (Nord), def, see Office c
Roussiau et Comte

Mathieu, def, see Office c Bertremart, Pret et Roussiau
Roussiel

Jean, def, see Wérye c Roussiel
Jean (another), party, see Roussiel et Fèvre

Roussiels, Johanna, def, see Officie c Bose en Roussiels
Routh, Cecily dau of William de, alias Beton of Tickton,

plain, see Routh c Strie
Roy

Jacques le, def, see Office c Roy
Jean le, def, see Estricourt c Roy
Jean le (another), def, see Office c Roy et Barbiresse
Jean le (another), widow of, see Favereesse
Nicaise le, def, see Los c Roy et Waterlint
Roland le, clerk of the officiality of Paris, T&C no.

530
Royne

Jeanne la, alias la Magdelene, party, see Lavandier et
Royne

Lorette la, def, see Loquet c Royne
Paquette la, def, see Lingonis c Royne

Royner, John, of Swavesy, witn, see Bradenham c Bette
Royston, Cambs, see Saffrey c Molt
Royston, Yorks, see Woolley
Rudby in Cleveland, Yorks, see Whorlton
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Rueden, Catherine ts-, aunt of Hennin Walop, def, see
Office c Walop et Rueden

Ruella, Jean de, docmiciled in the house of de Pierre de
Ruella at Clichy (Hauts-de-Seine), plain, see Ruella
c Provins

Ruelle, Marion dau of Jean, def, see Touesse c Ruelle
Ruffi, Étienne, def, see Curte c Ruffi
Rugman, Richard, former servant of, see Sampford
Ruiselede, prov West-Vlaanderen, see Kughelare en

Ribauds
Ruk(e), Agnes, of Thorne, def, see Porter c Ruke

Reginald, godfather of, chaplain of Thorne, Ch 5, at
n. 163

uncle of, canon of Nostell Priory, see Porter c Ruke
Rumbold, John, of Melbourn, witn, see Marion c

Umphrey
Rume, Marie de, party, see Philippi et Rume
Ruppe, Guillaume de, def, see Trepye c Ruppe
Russeignies, prov Hainaut, T&C no. 811; see also

Rijnlanders
Russel

Alice, of Leppington in Scrayingham, plain, see Russel c
Skathelock

John, of Ely, def, see Borewell c Russel and Selvald
Rutgeerts, Arnold, def, see Officie c Rutgeerts en

Cudseghem
Rutsemeels, Agnes, def, see Officie c Timmerman en

Rutsemeels
Ruvere, Jean de la, def, see Steenberghe c Ruvere et

Brunne
Ruyters, Beatrijs Ts-, def, see Officie c Mey en Ruyters
Ryedale, wapentake, Yorks, see Colton c Whithand and

Lowe; Drokton; Hovingham

S-, see Bleesers; Brunen; Bruwers; Bucs; Deckers;
Groetheeren; Keus; Meys; Mulders; Winnen; Vos

Sablens, Alexandre, of Tournai, wife of Jacques
d’Anetieres, party, see Anetieres et Sablens

Sacespée, Jeanette dau of Guillaume, def, see Ayoux c
Sacespée

Sadbery, John de, of Durham diocese, witn, Ch 4, at
n. 229

Sadelere, Alice, plain, see Sadelere c Lystere and Ballard
Sadone, Laurence, def, see Office c Cambron et Sadone
Sadonne, Gilles, def, see Office c Sadonne et Keere
Saffrey, John, of Wimpole, plain, see Saffrey c Molt
St Albans, Herts, abbot of (Benedictine), decretal

addressed to, Ch 1, at n. 49
St Ives, Hunts, see Webstere and Sampford c Herberd
St Neots, Hunts, see Office c Galion and Phelip
St Paul (Pol), county, see Luxembourg
Saint-Maur-des-Fossés, dép Seine, see Aqua et Champione
Sainte-Croix-sur-Buchy, dép Seine-Inférieure, church of,

see Office c Charrone
Salesbury [in Blackburn], Lancs, manor of Roger Talbot

at, see Talbot c Townley
Salisbury, diocese, official of, Ch 2, at nn. 1, 5, 7, 21;

Ch 4, at n. 19

Salkeld [supplied], Brother Thomas, bishop of Chrysopolis
(Chrisopol, Christopolitan), plain, see Salkeld c
Emeldon

Sallay, William, of York, executor of Isolda Acastre, def,
see Harwood c Sallay

Salman, Etheldreda dau of Nigel, of Trumpington, def, see
Arneys c Salman

Salopia, William de, archdeacon of Northumberland,
T&C no. 1175, n. 5

Sampford
Beatrix de, non-party, see Webstere and Sampford c

Herberd
Robert de, former servant of Richard Rugman now

residing with Roger Bolleman cordwainer of St
Ives, plain, see Webstere and Sampford c Herberd

Sampford [Great or Little], Essex, see Webstere and
Sampford c Herberd

Sampson, Laurence, def, see Sampson c Sampson
Guillemette wife of, plain, see Sampson c Sampson

Sampsonis, Jean, party, see Reaudeau c Sampsonis
Maline dau of, def, see Reaudeau c Sampsonis

Sandal, Yorks, constable of, see Pilkyngton
Sandemoin, Marie de, plain, see Sandemoin c Fiesve
Sandeshend, Margaret de, plain, see Brerelay and

Sandeshend c Bakester
Sandrijn, Jan, fiancé of Katerhina Diertijts, def, see Officie

c Sandrijn en Tabbaerts
Santhoven, Ermengard de, def, see Officie c Wesenhaghen

en Santhoven
Sapientis

Jean, of Besançon diocese, see Valyte et Sapientis
Martin, def, see Marcheis c Sapientis

Saquete, Jacquette la, party, see Couron et Saquete
Sars, Jeanne de, def, see Office c Perchan et Sars
Sartrouville, dép Yvelines, see Kaerauroez c Sartouville
Sartrouville, Jeanne dau of Jean de, of Sartrouville

(Yvelines), def, see Kaerauroez c Sartouville
Saussaye, Jeanette dau of Robert de la, def, see Radulphi c

Saussaye
Savage

Adam, sargeaunt, def, see Wafrer, Wereslee and
Dallynge c Savage

Joan, of St Maurice York, witn, T&C no. 270
Savery, Jean, plain, see Savery c Reginaldi
Sawston, Cambs, see Curteys c Polay; Gobat and Pertesen

c Bygot
Sayce, Maciot, def, see Aubour c Mercerii et Sayce
Sayvell, Thomas, knight, of Thornhill, York, husband of

Christine Haryngton, def, see Haryngton c Sayvell
Scackleton, see Colton c Whithand and Lowe
Scagglethorpe, Yorks, see Beleby

(?) (Scackleton, Skakeldenthorp), see Whithand
Scalby, Yorks, see Palmere c Brunne and Suthburn

vicar of, witn, T&C no. 244
Scallette, Béatrice, plain, see Scallette c Mol et Francque
Scampston [in Rillington], Yorks, see Redyng c Boton
Scandelers, Gertrude wife of Jean, def, see Office c Biest et

Scandelers
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Scarborough, Yorks, see Baxter c Newton; Carthorp and
Shilbotill c Bautre

house of Menthorp in, Ch 5, at nn. 25–6, 31
urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, at n. 2)

Scargill, William, of York, plain, see Scargill and Robinson
c Park

Scarth, Laurence, of Whorlton, plain, see Dewe and Scarth
c Mirdew

Scawton, Yorks, see Thomson c Wylson
Sceers, Elisabeth, see Perremans
Scellinc, Egied, def, see Officie c Scellinc en Kinderen
Sceppere, Amand de, former husband of Marguerite

Ghiselins, def, see Office c Sceppere et Clercs
Schafforth, John, former dean of Christianity of York

(?same as John Shefford), T&C no. 305
Schanbery, William, of Chesterton, plain, see Anegold and

Schanbery c Grantesden
Scheelkens, Maria, def, see Officie c Bossche en Scheelkens
Scheldt (l’Escaut, Schelde), river, Ch 8, at n. 1; Ch 11, at

nn. 109, 115; T&C no. 1048
Scherwode, Alice dau of Thomas, of York, plain, see

Scherwode c Lambe
Schiethase, Arnold, def, see Officie c Schiethase
Schildeken, Jacob Int, see Wesenhaghen
Schipin, Matilda, of Steeton, plain, see Schipin c Smith
Schirburn (Shirburn), Robert, esquire of Mitton in Craven,

def, see Schirburn c Schirburn
Alice widow of William de Hoghton (Howthton) knight

of York diocese, wife of, plain, see Schirburn c
Schirburn

Schorisse (Scornaco) in Maarkedal, prov Oost-Vlaanderen,
church and curé of, see Office c Sceppere et Clercs

Schrovesbury, John, of St Edward Cambridge, cordwainer,
plain, see Schrovesbury c Curtyes

Schueren
Dimpna vander, def, see Officie c Boelkens, Claes,

Schueren en Baten
Jan vander, clerk, def, see Officie c Schueren en Clercx

Scocx, Geertrui, party, see Voghelere en Scocx
Scoemans, Machteld, def, see Officie c Waghels, Campe en

Scoemans
Scollaert, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Verbilen, Scollaert en

Peters
Scot

Margaret, def, see Wynklay c Scot
Richard, of Newcastle upon Tyne, plain, see Scot c

Devoine
Scotée, Gilles, def, see Office c Scotée et Barbette
Scott, Thomas, witn, Ch 4, at n. 229
Scotte, Mathieu, def, see Office c Scotte
Scouvliechs, Zozina, def, see Officie c Kerchof en

Scouvliechs
Scrayingham, Yorks, see Leppington; Watson and Couper

c Anger
Scrivere, Willem de, def, see Officie c Scrivere, Abele en

Sporct
Scrooby, Notts, see Radcliff c Kynge and Coke

Scrope, Richard, official of Ely (1375–8), archbishop of
York (1398–1405), T&C no. 440; see also Subject
Index

Scroten, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Favele, Oys en
Scroten

Scruters, Elisabeth, non-party, see Officie c Daens en
Pesters

Scueren, Jean vander, def, see Office c Scueren,
Carrenbroec et Bouchout

Scuermans, Gertrude, def, see Office c Vekemans,
Scuermans et Brughman

Scupers, Katherina, non-party, see Officie c Oest en
Vridaechs

Scutters, Machteld, def, see Officie c Biestman,
Stroysincken en Scutters

Seamer, Yorks, see Brerelay and Sandeshend c Bakester
Séez, diocese, see Soupparde c Pasquier
Seghers, Catherine, wife of Thomas vanden Huffle, def, see

Office c Huffle et Seghers
Seignelay, Guillaume de, bishop of Paris (1219–24),

synodal statutes of, Ch 1, at n. 87
Seigneur, Jean, def, see Porcherii c Bouc et Seigneur
Selawe, John, special commissary of the commissary

general of the court of York, Ch 5, at n. 76
Selby, Agnes, plain, see Selby c Marton
Selby, Yorks, monks of (Benedictine), witns, see Roslyn c

Nesse
Selier, Robert le, house of, in Paris, see Chemin c Chapelle
Sell, John, of Bagby, plain, see Sell c Mawer and Mawer
Selle (?Selles), Marie dame de la, witn, Ch 7, at n. 271
Selvald, Katherine, def, see Borewell c Russel and Selvald
Senay, dame Jeanne de, lady of Vienne (Val-d’Oise), plain,

see Senay c Pierre
Senescalli, Gautier, def, see Senescalli c Senescalli

wife of, plain, see Senescalli c Senescalli
Sens, dép Yonne, as metropolitical see, Ch 7, at n. 1
Sens, province, synodal statutes of, Ch 12, at n. 42
Sentement, Martine de, plain, see Sentement c Fevre
Ser[ur]ari, Jean, see Colasse
Sereby, Richard, late of Scarborough, plain, see Thorp and

Sereby c Schilbottill
Sergeaunt, Anna dau of John, of Ely, plain, see Sergeaunt c

Clerk
Serill, Joan dau of Roger, of Cawood, def, see Gell and

Smyth c Serill
Serle, Marjorie wife of Thomas, of Trumpington, witn, see

Bakewhyt c Mayhen and Loot
Serreurier

Colin le, non-party, see Johannis et Serreuriere
Guillaume le, apprentice (famulus) of, see Ligniere c

Colasse
Serreuriere (Charrone), Jeanne la, domiciled at the maison

de Dieu in Lagny-sur-Marne (Seine-et-Marne), def,
party, see Office c Charrone; Johannis et
Serreuriere

Servaise, Richardette dau of Gervais de, plain, see Servaise
c Huberti
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Seton
Agnes, of York, plain, see Lawrens and Seton c

Karlell
Hugh de, proctor of Joan Chapelayn, Ch 4, n. 20

Settrington, Yorks, see Couper c Anger; Watson and
Clytherowe c Beleby

Seustere
Isabel, of Swaffham, def, see Deynes c Seustere
Joan, long-time concubine of Thomas Barbour, plain,

see Seustere c Barbour
Sheehan, Michael M., Ch 6, at n. 253; T&C nos. 87, 142,

388, 390, 396, 398, 400 (Table 6.3, nn. a, c), 401,
402 (Table 6.4, n. a), 403 (Table 6.5, n. b), 404–5,
410, 415–16, 428, 430, 434–5, 438, 441, 444, 450,
455–6, 458–9, 464, 469, 476, 479, 483, 485, 487,
492 (Table 6.7, n. c), 495, 500, 502, 507–8,
511–12, 514–15, 1197

Shefford, John, examiner of court of York (?same as John
Schafforth), T&C no. 305

Shelford, Little, Cambs, see Page c Chapman; Puf c Puf
and Benet

Shepherd, William, dau of, see Nunne
Sherburn in Elmet, Yorks, see Barkston; Pulayn c

Neuby
Shilbotill

Agnes, dau of William Northeby (late) of Scarborough,
def, see Thorp and Sereby c Schilbottill

John, proctor of the court of York, Ch 5, at n. 27
Robert, junior, of Scarborough, deceased, see Carthorp

and Shilbotill c Bautre
Alice, widow and executrix of, plain, see Carthorp

and Shilbotill c Bautre
Robert, senior, of Scarborough, deceased, see Carthorp

and Shilbotill c Bautre
widow of, see Bautre; Carthorp and Shilbotill c Bautre

Shirwod, William, of York, def, see Lematon c Shirwod
Joan dau of, non-party, see Lematon c Shirwod

Sibille, Nicolaas, def, see Officie c Sibille en Fossiaul
Sicklinghall [in Kirkby Overblow], Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 20
Siena (?) (natione Senensis), see Frangigena c Lanaiolum
Sigoignée, Jeanette la, party, see Sigoignée et Ranville
Silkstone, Yorks, see Cawthorne; Morehouse c Inseclif

vicar of, Ch 5, at n. 58
Silvani, Gualandinga filia, def, see Cinctorensis c Silvani
Simoens (Simens), Clara, def, see Officie c Pauwels,

Simoens en Trullaerts
Simon, John son of, of Twyford, def, see Office c Simon

and Tanner
Sint-Martens-Lennik, prov Vlaams-Brabant, see Officie c

Pauwels, Simoens en Trullaerts
Sint-Pieters-Leeuw (Vlezenbeek) in Sint-Kwintens-Lennick,

Vlaams-Brabant, see Bersele c Verheylweghen
Sipe, Willem vander, def, see Officie c Sipe en Overbeke
Sivery, Pierre de, def, see Office c Gruarde et Sivery
Sivri, Gobin de, non-party, see Office c Bataille et Maloy
Skathelok (Scathelok), John, of York or Leppington, see

Russel c Skathelock
Skelmanthorpe, Yorks, see Hopton c Brome

Skelton
Alice, of Burnby, plain, see Skelton and Dalton c Warde
John de, chaplain, plain, see Skelton c Carlisle (vicar

general)
John de (another), rector of Kirkland, Carlisle diocese,

plain, see Skelton c Carlisle (bishop)
Skinningrove, Yorks, see Brerelay and Sandeshend c

Bakester
Skipsea, Yorks, see Hobbesdoghter c Beverage
Skipton on Swale in Topcliffe, Yorks, see Peron c Newby
Skirlaw, Walter, bishop of Durham, def, see Lampton c

Durham (bishop)
Skirpenbek (Skyrpenbek), John, cordwainer of York, def,

see Lede c Skirpenbek and Miton
wife of, see Miton

Skryvyner (Scryvener, Skryvyner), John, see Helmeslay
Slingsby, Yorks, see Watson and Couper c Anger
Slory, John, of Chesterton, def, see Office c Slory and

Feltewell
second-cousin of, see Lee

Slyngesby (Slingesby), Margaret (de), widow of William
de, of Knaresborough, def, see Poleyn c Slyngesby

Smalwod, Elizabeth dau of John, of Cowick, def, see
Hadilsay c Smalwod

Smeaton, Little, in Birkby in Allertonshire, Yorks, see
Thwaites c Thwaites

Smeekaert, Jan, def, see Vrients c Smeekaert
Smelt, Joan widow of Simon le, def, see Office c Tangerton

and Smelt
Smerles, Robert, of Little Downham, plain, see Taillor and

Smerles c Lovechild and Taillor
Smessen, Jacob vander, see Temmerman
Smet

Gilles de, see Lentout
Maarten de, fiancé of Katherina Sbrunen, def, see Office

c Smet en Beeckmans
Smets, Élisabeth, of Bergilers, def, see Office c Beerseele et

Smets
Smith

David M., T&C nos. 84, 94, 95 (Table e3.App.2, n. c),
236, 279

R. M., T&C no. 1277
William, def, see Dolling c Smith

Smols, Mathias, husband of Margareta van Gheele, see
Gheele c Gheele en Ans

Smyth
Adam servant of John, of Barnwell, def, see Rouse c

Smyth
John, see Herford
Thomas, of Wistow, plain, see Gell and Smyth c Serill
William son of Robert, of Easingwold, plain, see Smyth

c Dalling
Snaith, Yorks, Ch 5, after n. 165; see also Carlton;

Rawcliffe; Wakfeld c Fox
Snape, see Well
Snawes, William, commissary of the official of the

archdeacon of West Riding (Yorks), T&C no. 78
Snit, Beatrijs vanden, def, see Officie c Broelants en Snit
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Snoeck, Diederik, see Platea
Snoop, Jan, def, see Roden c Snoop

wife of, see Roden
Snoweshill, Mr Richard de, late rector of Huntington, see

Grayngham c Hundmanby
Sockbridge [in Barton], Westmd, see Pyrt c Howson
Soissons, diocese, synodal statutes of (1403), Ch 8, at

nn. 20–1
Solsa, Marjorie, of Swavensey, def, see Office and Andren

and Edyng c Andren and Solsa
Sombeke, Christine de, plain, see Sombeke c Wesembeke
Soothill (Sothelhall) [in Dewsbury], Yorks, manor of, see

Suthell c Gascoigne
Sore

Jean de, alias de Mauwray, def, see Horues c Sore
Marie de, def, see Baiutros c Sore

fiancé of, see Rihotte
Sorle, Lambert du, plain, see Sorle c Monachi
Sotehill, John (?same as John Suthill), esquire, Ch 5, at

n. 153
Elizabeth, wife of, heiress of Sir William Plompton, Ch

5, at n. 153
Souche (la Zouche), Hugh de, knight, JP and comm’r in

Cambs
servants (familia) of, see Andren; Anegold; Pulter c

Castre
Soupparde, Colette la, of Séez diocese, plain, see

Soupparde c Pasquier
Soutleuwe, Jan de, def, see Kerchove c Soutleuwe
Sowerby [in Thirsk], Yorks, see Partrick c Mariot
Spaenoghe, Jan, def, see Officie c Hulst, Spaenoghe en

Mertens
Spaens, Katherina, party, see Boxhorens en Spaens
Spalsters, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Addiers, Ockezeele

en Spalsters
Spapen, Katherina, def, see Officie c Flamingi en Spapen
Speckenen, Jean vander, of Mechelen (Antwerpen), def, see

Office c Speckenen et Vettekens
Sped, Matilda, of Heacham, ?wife of Richard Galion, see

Office c Galion and Phelip
Speelman, Lieven, def, see Officie c Speelman en Strijken
Spofforth, Yorks, see Tailor c Reder; Wetherby
Spontine, Helwig, def, see Officie c Rassin en Spontine
Sporct, Anna vander, def, see Officie c Scrivere, Abele en

Sporct
Sprengher, Giselbert de (Desprengher), def, see Frederix c

Sprengher; Officie c Sprengher
Spuret, Marjorie, of York, plain, see Spuret and Gillyn c

Hornby
Juliana, kinswoman of, saddler, witn, Ch 4, at

nn. 188–9
master of, see Green
mother of, kembster, witn, Ch 4, at nn. 188–9

Spynnere
Isabel, of Bourn, plain, see Spynnere c Deye
Joan, of Whittlesey, alias Squyer of Kirkby (Kirby), def,

see Office c Chilterne, Neve and Spynnere
Squyer of Kirkby (Kirby), Joan, see Spynnere

Stael, Joost, def, see Officie c Stael, Cloote en Woerans
Staelkins, Thomas, def, see Office c Staelkins et Velde
Staetsarts, Jeanne dau of Paul, def, see Office c

Broetcorens et Staetsarts
Staindrop, Durham, see Graystanes and Barraycastell c

Dale
church and chaplain of, T&C no. 237

Stainforth (?) (Staynford), Yorks, see Forester c Stanford
and Cissor

Stainville, Isabelle de, party, see Stainville, Houx, Monete
et [. . .]

Stamesvoert, Maria van, plain, see Stamesvoert c
Cluetinck

Stanford, John de, of Rawcliffe near Snaith, def, see
Forester c Stanford and Cissor

wife of, see Cissor
Stanhard, Thomas son of John, of Bourn, def, see Office c

Bourn (vicar), Stanhard and Molt
Stapcoemans, Jeanne, def, see Office c Pevenage et

Stapcoemans
Stapleton (Stapilton)

Sir Willliam, knight, arbitrator, Ch 5, at nn. 148, 150;
T&C no. 347 (career)

Sir Willliam (?same), mayor and recorder of York
(1475), T&C no. 348

Stasse, Armand, plain, see Stasse c Loeys
Stautbiers, Marie, of Geraardsbergen, plain, see Stautbiers

c Grote
Steemans, Katherina, alias Evers, def, see Officie c Geerts

en Steemans
Steenberghe, Jeanne de, plain, see Steenberghe c Ruvere et

Brunne
Steene, Martin fils de Hugues vanden, def, see Office c

Steene
Steenken, Margareta Int, def, see Officie c Huysmans en

Steenken
Steenwinckele, Godfried van, def, see Officie c

Steenwinckele en Wavere
Steeton [in Kildwick], Yorks, see Schipin c Smith
Stenereren, Pieter van, def, see Officie c Stenereren en

Bollents
Stenkyn, John, of Wimpole, plain, see Stenkyn c Bond
Stidd [in Ribchester], Lancs, chapel and chaplain of, see

Talbot c Townley
Stillemans, Jan, alias Barbitonsor, def, see [. . .] c

Stillemans
Stistede, Margaret, of Witcham, plain, see Stistede c

Borewell
Stochem, Elisabeth de, def, see Officie c Busghien,

Clocquet en Stochem
Stoerbout, Arnauld, def, see Keus c Stoerbout et

Keermans
Stoeten, Jan van, def, see Officie c Stoeten en Aken
Stoke ?Gifford (Stoke G[. . .]), Gloucs, T&C no. 169
Stokebi, John de, plain, see Stokebi c Newton

wife of, see Newton
Stokesley, Yorks, see Newby
Stokhall, John, def, see Office c Stokhall and Heryson
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Stokton, William de, of York, def, see Layremouth and
Holm c Stokton

master of, see Moreton
Stourbridge in Barnwell in Cambridge, St Andrew the

Less, Cambs, fair at, T&C no. 469
Stratford, John, archbishop of Canterbury (1333–48)

audience court of, T&C no. 1185
canons of (1342), Ch 6, at nn. 92, 189, 192, 197, 203;

Ch 9, at n. 302
Stretham, Cambs, see Boyton c Andren; Bretenham c

Attehull; Weston c Attehull
Strie, Hugh, of Tickton, def, see Routh c Strie
Striecke, Jan vander, plain, see Striecke c Heylicht
Strijken, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Speelman en Strijken
Stroysincken, Katherina, def, see Officie c Biestman,

Stroysincken en Scutters
Stryk, John, of Chesterton, def, see Rede c Stryk
Studdard, Thomas, witn, see Pulayn c Neuby

John son of, witn, see Pulayn c Neuby
Sturgis, William, witn, see Tiryngton c Moryz

Matilda wife of, maternal aunt of Agnes Moryz, witn,
see Tiryngton c Moryz

Sturmy, Elizabeth, plain, see Sturmy c Tuly
Suardby, Joan de, plain, see Suardby c Walde
Sully, Eudes de, bishop of Paris (1196–1208), synodal

statutes of, Ch 1, at n. 85
Suthburn, Joan de, wife of Geoffrey de Brunne, def, see

Palmere c Brunne and Suthburn
Suthell (Sothell), John, junior, of Lazencroft, see Suthell c

Gascoigne
Alice wife of, see Suthell c Gascoigne
Elizabeth dau of, plain, see Suthell c Gascoigne
John (Sothall) father of, of Soothill manor, see Suthell c

Gascoigne
servant of, see Wylson

Suthill, John (?same as John Sotehill), esquire, of
Everingham, Ch 5, at n. 152

Sutoris, Marionne dau of Jean, def, see Noylete c Sutoris
Sutton, Cambs, see Office c Bokesworth and Messager;

Weston c Attehull
Sutton, Elias, late rector of Harthill, executors of, see

Sutton, Harlyngton, Norton and Houton c
Oxenford and Baile

John, chaplain, executor of, plain, see Sutton,
Harlyngton, Norton and Houton c Oxenford and
Baile

Sutton upon Derwent, Yorks, see Preston c Hankoke
Swaffham [Bulbeck or Prior St Cyriac or Prior St Mary],

Cambs, see Deynes c Seustere
Swaffham Prior [St Cyriac or St Mary], Cambs, see Office

c Robynesson and Moryce
Swainby, Yorks, see Dewe and Scarth c Mirdew
Swalen, Elisabeth, see Ertoghen c Pottray
Swalmen, Corneel vanden, def, see Officie c Swalmen,

Wittebroots en Meyere
Swan, Joan, of Thriplow, former wife of John Poynaunt,

def, see Office c Poynaunt, Swan, Goby and Pybbel
now husband of, see Office c Goby

Swavensey, Cambs, see Bradenham c Bette; Pulter c
Castre

servant of vicar of, see Castre
Sweertvaghere, Jan, def, see Officie c Sweertvaghere en

Reyers
Swettok, William, parishioner of Fulbourn, plain, see

Office and Netherstrete et al c Fool
Swinefleet [in Whitgift], Yorks, see Aungier c Malcake;

Trayleweng c Jackson
Swon, Thomas, non-party, see Kirkeby c Poket
Swyer, Richard, of North Burton (or Burton Fleming), def,

see Northefolk c Swyer and Thornton
wife of, see Thornton

Symond, William, of Leverington, plain, see Office c
Symond and Page

John son of, def, see Office c Symond and Page

Tabbaerts, Katherina, def, see Officie c Sandrijn en
Tabbaerts

Tadcaster, Yorks, see Bernard c Walker; Tiryngton c
Moryz

Taillor
Joan dau of William (or Thomas), of Mar, def, see

Bradenho c Taillor
John, of Littleport, ?relative of Tilla, witn, see Taillor

and Smerles c Lovechild and Taillor
Katherine wife of, witn, see Taillor and Smerles c

Lovechild and Taillor
Tilla, of Littleport, plain, def, see Taillor and Smerles c

Lovechild and Taillor
Tailor, Thomas, of Spofforth, plain, see Tailor c Reder
Tailour

Alice le, see Cissor
Marjorie dau of Simon, servant of William de Burton

leather-dresser of York, plain, see Tailour c Beek
Tainières-en-Thiérache (deanery of Avesnes-sur-Helpe),

dép Nord, T&C no. 859, see also Comte; Roussiau
Talbot, Roger, of Salesbury near Ribchester (Lancs), plain,

see Talbot c Townley
Talkan, Christiana, of York, plain, see Talkan c Bryge
Tangerton, Henry de, def, see Office c Tangerton and

Smelt
Tannaisse, Jeanne, def, plain, see Office c Petit et

Tannaisse, Tannaisse c Petit
Tanner

Alice widow of William, of ?Benenden, def, see Office c
Simon and Tanner

Hugh (Tannator), of Gateshead next Newcastle, witn,
T&C no. 1175, at n. 9

Tanneur, Colin, def, see Office c Tanneur et Doulsot
Tantelion, [. . .], plain, see Grene and Tantelion c

Whitehow
Tapton, Margaret, def, see Office c Gregory and Tapton
Tardieu, Germaine widow of Jean, plain, see Tardieu c

Nyglant
Tartas, Jean, def, see Villaribus c Tartas
Tassin, Odinet, plain, see Tassin c Grivel
Taverée, Catherine la, party, see Puteo et Taverée
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Tavern, Isabel, of Cambridge, def, see Office c Bernewell
and Tavern

Taverner, John, father of Thomas Berwick, Ch 5, at
nn. 38, 172.

Taye, Jan, def, non-party, see Bolenbeke c Taye; Roevere c
Bolenbeke

Teesdale (Tesdale), Mr Hugh de, official of the archdecon
of Northumberland, T&C no. 1175, at nn. 14, 19

Telier, Jean le, def, see Office c Telier et Veruise
Tellière, Jeanne le, party, see Coutellier et Tellière
Temmerman

Jacob de, alias vander Smessen, def, see Officie c
Temmerman en Roex

Pieter de, fiancé of Elisabeth Baten, def, see Officie c
Temmerman en Coninx

Templiere, Agnesotte la, party, see Ancien et Templiere
Terrington, Yorks, T&C no. 76; see also Tiryngton
Tervuren (Fura), prov. Vlaams-Brabant, church of, T&C

no. 879; see also Godezele; Willeghen
Teweslond, Cecily, of Elsworth, plain, see Teweslond and

Watteson c Kembthed
Textoris, Perette dau of Herve, plain, see Textoris c

Nicolai
Thenakere, Pétronille, def, see Office c Rosse et Thenakere
Thetilthorp, John de, plain, see Thetilthorp c Enges

wife of, see Enges
Thewles (Theules), Alice, def, see Bemond c Thewles
Thibaex, Élisabeth, def, see Office c Coenraerts, Beken et

Thibaex
Thiefre, Alison widow of Robin, plain, see Odin et Thiefre

c Blagi
Thiphaine, Bertaud, def, see Thiphaine c Thiphaine

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Thiphaine c Thiphaine
Thirkleby, Yorks; see also Osgoodby; T&C no. 165
Thirsk, Yorks, see Partrick c Mariot
Thoctere, William le, ?of Monkton, def, see Gyk c

Thoctere
Thomassin, Colin, party, see Thomassin et Guione
Thomeson, Robert, of Heton, plain, see Thomeson c

Belamy
Thomson

Robert, of Scawton, plain, see Thomson c Wylson
William Robynson (Jonson), of Redmire, def, see

Kichyn c Thomson
Thonijs, jonkvrouw Elisabeth, plain, see Thonijs c Jacopts
Thonys, Margareta, see Bossche
Thorne, Yorks, see Mergrave; Porter c Ruke

chaplain of, see Ruk
Thorn(e)ton, John de, citizen and merchant of All Saints

Pavement, York, plain, see Thornton and Dale c
Grantham

partner of, see Pomfret
Thorney, Cambs, see Office c Barbour and Whitheved

abbot and convent of, plain, see Thorney (abbey) c
Whitheved et al

Thorngumbald (Gumbaldthorn), Yorks, see Gilbert c
Marche

Thornton

Joan, wife of Richard Swyer, def, see Northefolk c Swyer
and Thornton

Thomas father of, see Northefolk c Swyer and
Thornton

servant of, see Northefolk
John, witn, see Northefolk c Swyer and Thornton
Robert, special commissary of the commissary general

of the court of York, Ch 5, at n. 18
Thorp

John, mercer of Pontefract, plain, see Thorp and Kent c
Nakirer

John, of [South] Stainley (Stainelay iuxta Ripley),
Richmond archdeaconry, plain, see Thorp and
Sereby c Schilbottill

Katherine (Thorpp), of St Sampson York, plain, see
Thorp c Horton

Thovello, Soyer de, def, see Office c Thovello et Ree
Threp(e)land, John, alias Richardson (Richerdson) of

Bradford, plain, see Threpland c Richardson
Thresschere, Katherine wife of John, witn, see Bakewhyt c

Mayhen and Loot
Thriplow, Cambs, see Band c Pryme; Office c Poynaunt,

Swan, Goby and Pybbel
Throstell (Throstill, Throstyll), Agnes, see Hunteman
Thurin, Pierre, fiancé of Marie Cornut, non-party, see

Office c Cornut, Rodegnies et Rodegnies
Thurkilby

John, spicer of York, def, see Pynton c Thurkilby
Robert, servant of John Brounefeld of York, plain, see

Thurkilby and Fissher c Newsom and Bell
Thuyne, Hendrik vanden, alias Bertels, def, see Vekene c

Thuyne
Thwaites

Henry, of Little Smeaton in Birkby in Allertonshire, def,
see Thwaites c Thwaites

Isabella (Thwaytes), alias Hastyngs, dau of Alice,
deceased of York, plain, see Thwaites c Thwaites

Thwayte, Joan dau of Thomas, of (Long) Marston, def, see
Newporte c Thwayte

Thweyng, Robert, plain, see Thweyng c Fedyrston
Thyrne, Joan, of Sheriff Hutton, plain, see Thyrne c Abbot
Tickton [in Beverley St John], Yorks, see Routh c Strie
Tienpont, Simon, def, see Office c Tienpont, Bachauts et

Louijns
Tiérasse, Colard, def, see Office c Tiérasse et Tiérasse

Catherine, wife of, def, see Office c Tiérasse et Tiérasse
Tieselinc, Hendrik, of Mechelen, plain, def, see Officie en

Tieselinc c Tieselinc en Outerstrate
Tiestaert, Florent, def, see Office c Tiestaert, Hove et

Beckere
wife of, see Joes

Tieuwendriesche, Baudouin, alias de Voos, def, see Office
c Tieuwendriesche, Cauelette et Roelf

Timmerman, Jan, fiancé of Clara van Galmarden, def, see
Officie c Timmerman en Rutsemeels

Tiphania, Jean, plain, see Tiphania c Fevresse
Tiryngton

Alice, tavern keeper of, see Howe c Lyngwode
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Tiryngton (cont.)
Walter de (Terrington), of Tadcaster, plain, see

Tiryngton c Moryz
de facto wife of, see Moryz
?fiancée of, see Newton le Willows

Tissay, Jean, clerk, party, see Miole et Tissay
Tithby, Notts, see Cropwell Butler
titles of honor and status

citizen, see Dene; Flanniele; Garthe; Roby; Thornton
domicella (demoiselle, jonkvrouw), see Bloke;

Bolenbeke; Boussout; Cache; Castro; Cauwere;
Cluetincx; Corderii; Doncke; Erclaes; Ertoghen;
Godesans; Gosse; Groetheeren; Hardouchin;
Hinkaerts; Malscaerts; Ofhuys; Marchys; Marguis;
Martini; Roden; Rosieres; Roubauds; Thonijs;
Torre; Vrouweren; Walen

donzel (domicellus), see Berkesworth; Harlyngton;
Lampton; Langdale; Venables

esquire (armiger), see Ask; Carnaby; Conyers;
Elvyngton; Neuton; Rilleston; Schirburn; Sotehill;
Suthill

gentleman (generosus), see Ask; Gascoigne, Thomas;
Mare

honesta iuvencula, see Flanniele
husbandman, see Gascoigne, William
lady (dame, domina), see Elys; Hilton; Mounceaux;

Selle; Senay; Slyngesby
mr (magister, maı̂tre), see Alderford; Argenteuil;

Beurgny; Blakeston; Burgh; Calthorne; Caretti;
Charronis; Cleveland; Corderii; Cramete; Fernicle;
Gaupin; Guist; Harklay; Havini; Haward;
Lesquelen; Ligni; Lot; Luca; Maigniere; Marchall;
Morgnevilla; Ogeri; Paquete; Pittes; Potton;
Pynkeston; Ragenhill; Rookhawe; Snoweshill;
Teesdale; Tybert; Vesines; Waleys; York, Adam

sir (dominus), see Brohon; Chester; Essars; Gascoigne,
William; Hamondson; Hespiel; Kent; Lovell;
Maloy; Pilkyngton; Plompton; Pudsay; Rouclif;
Stapleton; Waven; see also occupations: knight and
priest

yeoman, see Gascoigne, Thomas
Tofte, Margaret de, plain, see Tofte c Maynwaryng
Tollesby [in Marton], Yorks, see Normanby c Fentrice and

Broun
Tolows, Joan, of York, party, see Berebruer and Tolows
Tomailles, Berthelin de, party, see Gaignerresse et

Tomailles
Tondeur, Colard le, def, see Cantignarde c Tondeur
Tonge, Agnes, widow of Birstall, Ch 5, at n. 145, after

n. 163
Topcliffe, Yorks, see Dalton; Skipton on Swale
Topclyf, John de, of Ripon, plain (2 cases), see Topclyf c

Erle; Topclyf c Grenehode
Torin, Manuel, def, see Carnoto c Torin
Tornaco (?Tournai), Jacques de, promotor of the court of

Paris
Torneur, Jean le, party, see Torneur et Caraiere
Torre, jonkvrouw Katherina vanden, wife of Stefaan

vanden Poele, plain, see Torre c Poele

Totty, Alice, def, see Henrison c Totty
Touart, Simon, def, see Demandresse c Touart
Touesse, Guillaume, domiciled at the house of maı̂tre

Salomon Lesquelen, plain, see Touesse c Ruelle
Touperon

Jean, alias Massonet, plain, see Touperon c Broudee
Jean le, def, see Touperon c Touperon

Margerite wife of, plain, see Touperon c Touperon
Tourbette, Jacqueline, def, see Fortin c Rasse et Tourbette
Tournai, see Tornaco
Tournai, diocese

accounts of the keeper of the seal of the officiality of, Ch
9, at n. 378; T&C nos. 754, 814, 1055 (App e9.2),
1130 (App e10.2); see also Pauw; Vlenke

bishop of, see Cluny
synodal statutes of, T&C nos. 764, 1055 (App e9.2, at

n. 5)
Tournai, prov Hainaut, see Anetieres; Sablens; Tornaco

provosts and jurors of, see Office et Tournai (prévots et
jurés) c Marès

secular court of, see Office c Cornut, Rodegnies et
Rodegnies

Tournai-Saint-Brice, prov Hainaut, Ch 8, at n. 1
Tourneur, Jean le, def, see Carpriau c Lievre et Tourneur
Tours, dép Indre-et-Loire, council of (1236), canons of,

T&C no. 745
Tourtielle, Marguerite, plain, see Tourtielle c Hainon et

Cauliere
Tousain, Jan, widow of, see Defier
Tousé, Matthieu, party, see Tousé et Tranessy
Toussains (Toussans), Denis, def, party, see Toussains et

Migrenote; Office c Uillere et Toussans
Towhouses, Yorks, see Harewood
Townley, Alice, def, see Talbot c Townley
Tranessy, Margot de, party, see Tousé et Tranessy
Trayleweng, John, of Yokefleet, plain, see Trayleweng c

Jackson
Treachedenier, Jean, def, see Office c Treachedenier
Trect, Colin du, def, see Escrivaigne c Trect
Trent, council of, see Subject Index
Trepye, Colette de, plain, see Trepye c Ruppe
Treves, Alice, of Halstead, de facto wife of William Taillor,

def, see Brodyng c Taillor and Treves
Tries, Jeanne de, of Roubaix, party, see Tries et Feure
Triest, Lodewijk de, of Brussels, def, see Raet c Triest
Triestrams, Geertrui, def, see Officie c Bouchoute en

Triestrams
Trilloye, Simon, witn, see Cesne c Trilloye

Margot dau of, def, see Cesne c Trilloye
Trimpont, Jacqueline de, widow of Mathieu le Carlier, see

Escarsset et Trimpont
Tristelle (Tritelle, Tristaire), Agnesotte la, plain, see

Tristelle c Mouscheur
Tristram, Siger, of Oudenarde (Oost-Vlaanderen), def, see

Office c Tristram, Rijnlanders et Wattripont
Trois Maisons, Henri de, plain, see Maisons c

Beaumarchais
Troyes, diocese, synodal statutes of (1374), T&C

no. 1278; see also Braques
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Trubart (?same as Trubert), Jean, def, see Trubart c
Trubart

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Trubart c Trubart
Truben, Elisabeth van, def, see Officie c Cawale, Truben

en Daens
Trubert (?same as Trubart), Jean, def, see Trubert c

Trubert
Jeanne wife of, plain, see Trubert c Trubert

Truffe, Burgundio quondam Ugolini, def, see Vico c Truffe
Truiere, Perette la, plain, see Truiere c Johannis
Trullaerts, Barbara, def, see Cotthem c Trullaerts; Cotthem

c Trullaerts en Pauwels; Officie c Pauwels, Simoens
en Trullaerts

Trumpington, Cambs, see Bakewhyt c Mayhen and Loot;
Geffrey c Myntemoor; Rolf and Myntemor c
Northern; Wronge and Foot c Hankyn

Try, Hanette du, def, see Gillebert c Try
Ts-, see Bosschers; Clercx; Coninx; Cupers; Eraerts;

Erbauwens; Erclaes; Erhuygs; Eriacops;
Erraymakers; Ertoghen; Feyters; Gruters; Hanen;
Hazen; Herts; Huekers; Iaghers; Iongen;
Kempeneren; Lathouwers; Leneren; Meets; Mets;
Meys; Mulders, Ols; Oys; Pinkers; Raymakers,
Rijnlanders; Roden; Roders; Roex; Rueden;
Ruyters; Uls; Visschers; Vos; Walen; Welde;
Winnen; Woters

Tueil, Amelotte du, def, see Preudhomme c Tueil
father of, see Preudhomme c Tueil

Tuly, Henry, tailor of Easthorpe, def, see Sturmy c Tuly
Tupe, Nicholas, of Cawood, def, see Webster c Tupe

sister of, wife of John Webster, see Webster c Tupe
Tuppe, William, of Dishforth, def, see Grene c Tuppe
Turbete, Jaquette, plain, see Turbete c Jolis
Twyford, ?Midd, see Office c Simon and Tanner
Tybert, Jacquelotte eldest dau of maı̂tre Michel, def, see

Blondel c Tybert
Tyd, Matilda widow of John, def, see Quernepekkere c

Tyd
Tyriaens, Barbara, plain, see Tyriaens c Huens

Uden, Katherina van, def, see Officie c Pratere en Uden
Ugolinella, plain, see Bentiuollie c Bruni
Uillere, Margot l’, of Lagny (Seine-et-Marne), def, see

Office c Uillere et Toussans
Uilly, Denis d’, plain, see Uilly c Poissote
Uls, Katherina Ts-, def, see Gouwen c Uls
Ulverston in Furness, Lancs, see Cook c Richardson
Umphrey, Agnes, of Melbourn, de facto wife of Robert

Marion, def, see Marion c Umphrey
Upsala, Sweden, archbishop of, decretal addressed to,

T&C no. 51

Vaenkens, Elisabeth, def, see Keyserberge c Vaenkens
Vaillante, Alison la, def, see Lymosin c Vaillante
Val, Alice de le, plain, see Val c Pontbays
Valenciennes, archdeaconry, Ch 8, at n. 1
Valenciennes, dép Nord, Ch 8, at n. 1
Valete, Simon, proctor of the court of Paris, T&C no. 723

Valle
Gilette de, def, see Champront c Valle
Perrette dau of Jean de, plain, see Valle c Jourdani

Vallibus, Jean de, def, see Patée c Vallibus
Valyte, Sibel dau of Bertin le, [of Gretz (Seine-et-Marne)],

party, see Valyte et Sapientis
Vane, Gérard, def, see Vane c Vane

Jeanne wife of, plain, see Vane c Vane
Vanves, dép Hauts-de-Seine, def, see Verde c Balneolis
Vaquier (Waquier), Jean, plain, see Vaquier c Hesselin
Varenges, Jeanette de, party, see Gonterii et Varenges
Varlet

Jeanettte dau of Simon le, def, see Boujou c Varlet
Mahelet, stone-cutter (lathomus), def, see Varlet c Varlet

Jeanette wife of, plain, see Varlet c Varlet
Varlut, Marie, plain, see Varlut c Hauwe
Vast (Vat), Jean, fiancé of Anne Bigotte, party, see Office et

Bigotte c Crispelet; Vat et Bigotte
Vaudherland, dép Val-d’Oise, see Lonc et Gaignier
Vaupoterel, Giles de, def, see Bigote c Vaupoterel
Vauricher, Jeanette de, def, see Luzerai c Vauricher
Vauvere, Pierre, plain, see Vauvere c Maindieu
Veels, Maria, def, see Officie c Hectoris en Veels
Vekemans, Jean, def, see Office c Vekemans, Scuermans et

Brughman
Vekene

Angela vanden, plain, see Vekene c Thuyne
Jan vander (Vekerne), party, see Vekene en Raymakers

Vel, Nicolas de, def, see Office c Vel
Velde, Élisabeth vanden, def, see Office c Staelkins et

Velde
Vémars, dép Val-d’Oise, see Carnificis c Regis
Venables, Henry, donzel, def, see Wyvell c Venables

wife of, see Wyvell
Venne, Walter vander, stepson of Pieter de Ossele, def, see

Ossele c Venne
Verbilen, Jacob, def, see Officie c Verbilen, Scollaert en

Peters
Verde, Ives, plain, see Verde c Balneolis
Verdonct, Pieter, def, see Office c Verdonct en Voirde
Verheylweghen, Arnold, alias Peters, def, see Bersele c

Verheylweghen
Verhoeft, Aleidis, alias Deeukens, def, see Officie c

Vernoert, Verhoeft en Gheens
Verhommelen, Catherine de, plain, see Verhommelen c

Verneyen
Verlijsbetten, Maria, alias Coens, of Opwijck

(Vlaams-Brabant), def, see Officie c Hemelrike en
Verlijsbetten

Vernaccii, Sardinea filia Ugolini, de Albaro, plain, see
Vernaccii c Martini

Verneyen, Henri, def, see Verhommelen c Verneyen
Vernoert, Walter, def, see Officie c Vernoert, Verhoeft en

Gheens
Verre, Arnold van, def, see Officie c Wante, Verre en

Molen
Verstappen, Elisabeth, def, see Officie c Leenen en

Verstappen
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Veruise, Jeanne, def, see Office c Telier et Veruise
Vesines, maı̂tre Jean de, house of, in Paris, see Perona c

Hessepillart
Veteriponte, Jean de, domiciled at the sign of the Key, rue

de la Harpe, parish Saint-Séverin (Paris), def, see
Office c Veteriponte et Auvers

Vettekens, Marguerite, of Mechelen (Antwerpen), def, see
Office c Speckenen et Vettekens

Vico
Contissa filia Alioti de, plain, see Vico c Truffe
Diuitia de, plain, see Vico c Barberium

Vienne[-en-Arthies], dép Val-d’Oise, lady of, see Senay
Vignereux, Giles, def, see Angot c Vignereux
Vile, John, widow of, see Louth
Villa, Pieter de Nova, plain, see Villa c Boussout
Villani, Colin, plain, see Villani c Maudolee
Villaribus, Eloı̈se de, domiciled at her house at the sign of

the Clock in the rue des Arcis, parish Saint-Merry
(Paris), plain, see Villaribus c Tartas

Villemaden, Jean de, scriba officialitatis of Paris (1384–7),
see Subject Index

Villers-en-Argonne (Villaribus ad nemus), dép Marne, see
Office c Tanneur et Doulsot

Villette, Jeanette la, servant of Pierre Champenoys, plain,
see Villette c Capella

Vilvoorde, Vlaams-Brabant, see Officie c Pape en
Hertsorens

Visch, Jan den, def, see Office c Crayehem, Raechmans en
Visch

Vischmans, Ingelbert, plain, see Vischmans c Meys
Visitot, Pierre, def, see Office c Visitot, Baudequuie et

Poquet
Visschere, Henri de, def, see Office c Visschere et Mets
Visschers

Elisabeth Ts-, see Mertens
Katherina Ts-, def, see Officie c Kerchoven en Visschers

Vitalis, Adiutus quondam, plain, see Vitalis c Vitalis
Guida wife of, dau of the late Consilius, def, see Vitalis c

Vitalis
Vlamincx, Johanna, def, see Officie c Rode en Vlamincx
Vleeeshuere, Jan den, def, see Officie c Hellenputten,

Vleeeshuere en Kerkofs
Vleeschouwers-van Melkebeek, Monique, T&C nos. 754,

769 (Table 8.1, n. a), 773 (Table 8.2, n. a), 791
(Table 8.6, n. a), 792 (Table 8.7, n. a), 1055 (App
e9.2, at nn. 1, 5), 1120, 1126, 1130, 1132, 1176
(App e10.2, throughout), 1201, 1260, 1262 (App
e11.2, throughout)

Vleminx, Margareta, def, see Officie c Drivere en Vleminx
Vlenke, Pieter de, keeper of the seal of the officiality of

Tournai (c. 1446–62), T&C no. 1055, at nn. 3, 8,
22

Vlezenbeek, see Sint-Pieters-Leeuw
Vloeghels, Arnold, alias de Bontmakere, def, see Corloe c

Vloeghels
Voert, Andreas vander, def, see Officie c Voert en Ols
Voete, Marguerite metten, def, see Office c Mortgate et

Voete

Voghelere, Jan de, party, see Voghelere en Scocx
Voirde, Agnes vanden, def, see Office c Verdonct en Voirde
Voisin

Colin le, plain, see Voisin c Furno
Thomas, alias le Baleur, def, see Rousee c Voisin

Voort, Elisabeth vander, wife of Jan vanden Roode, plain,
see Roode en Voort c Brussels

Voos, Baudouin de, see Tieuwendriesche
Vorden, Leuta vander, non-party, see Officie c Mey en

Ruyters
Vos

Adriaan de, of Sint-Michiel, Gent, party, see Vos en
Cauwere

Elisabeth S-, see Officie c Coereman en Vos
Élisabeth ts-, def, see Office c Witte et Vos

Voye, Jeanne de la, def, see Office c Petit et Voye
Vrancx, Maria, alias Pierets, def, see Officie c Heist en

Vrancx
Vridaechs, Margareta, def, see Officie c Oest en Vridaechs
Vrients, Winanda, plain, see Vrients c Smeekaert
Vrijes, Catherine, def, see Eede c Vrijes
Vroede, Arnold de, see Pauwels
Vrouweren, demoiselle Catherine vanden, def, see Office c

Emenhoven et Vrouweren

Wadripont, prov Hainaut, see Wattripont
Waelbeck, Maria, see Anselmi
Waelravens, Katherina, def, see Officie c Couruyts en

Waelravens
Wafrer, Christine, plain, see Wafrer, Wereslee and

Dallynge c Savage
Waghels, Adam, def, see Officie c Waghels, Campe en

Scoemans
Waghemans, Margareta, def, see Officie c Asselaer en

Waghemans
Waghen, Agnes widow of Richard de, of York, def, see

Garthe and Neuton c Waghen
father of, see Cawod

Waghesteit, Egied, fiancé of Margareta Heyden, non-party,
party, see Officie c Cluyse en Heyden; Heyden en
Waghesteit

Wakefield, Yorks, Ch 5, after n. 147, at n. 149; see also
Topclyf c Erle

forester and steward of, see Pilkyngton
urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, at n. 2)

Wakfeld, Isabella de, or Wilson (Wylson) of York, plain,
see Wakfeld c Fox

Walde, Thomas del, potter of York, def, see Suardby c
Walde

Walden, [Saffron], Essex, see Webstere and Sampford c
Herberd

Walden, William, of Cambridge, stepdau of, see Wysbech
Waldyng, Emmota, of Cawood, plain, see Waldyng and

Heton c Freman
Walen, jonkvrouw Elisabeth Ts-, plain, see Walen c Pede
Walet

Arnauld, def, see Office c Walet et Brunaing
Jean, def, see Molineau c Walet
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Waleys, Mr Ralph, vicar of dean of Beverley, Ch 2, at n. 10
as witn, Ch 2, at n. 8

Walker
Alice (Walkar), of Kirkby Overblow, plain, see Walker c

Kydde
Nicholas, def, see Banes c Gover, Walker, Emlay and

Mores
Peter le, of Tadcaster, def, see Bernard c Walker

Walkerith, ?Lincs, see Bernard c Walker
Walkyngton, John de, barker of York, def, see Bradley c

Walkyngton
Waller, Agnes, of Durham, plain, see Waller c Kyrkeby
Walop, Hennin, nephew of Catherine tsRueden, def, see

Office c Walop et Rueden
Walshe, Thomas, jeweler, late of Ireland, widow of, see

Foston c Lofthouse
Waltegrave, Walter de

Alice, dau of, see Penesthorp c Waltegrave
Elizabeth dau of, def, see Penesthorp c Waltegrave
Richard son of, witn, see Penesthorp c Waltegrave

servant of, witn, see Penesthorp c Waltegrave
Walter, Henry, of Orwell, husband of Agnes Duraunt,

non-party, see Duraunt and Cakebred c Draper
Walworth, Peter de, of Benwell (Newcastle upon Tyne),

witn, T&C no. 1175; see also Scot c Devoine
(where he is called ‘T3’)

Wante, Arnold, def, see Officie c Wante, Verre en Molen
Waquier, Jean, see Vaquier
Ward, John, witn, see Wakfeld c Fox
Warde

Alice, residing with John, of Whitewell in Barton,
non-party, see Office c Bocher

John, servant of John Birdesall (Bridsall) of Burnby, def,
see Skelton and Dalton c Warde

Matilda, de Hokyton [?Houghton], see Wereslee
Wardley (?West Ardsley, Yorks), T&C no. 351
Warley, Essex, T&C no. 489
Warner (?Boton), John, plain, see Warner c Redyng
Warter, Yorks, priory of (Augustinian), canon of, and

keeper of St Giles hospital Beverley, witn, see
Wellewyk c Midelton and Frothyngham

Waryngton, John, see Werynton
Watelet, Pierre, def, see Office c Watelet et Murielle
Waterlint, Claire, def, see Los c Roy et Waterlint
Watiere, Jeanne, wife of Guillaume le Lonc, plain, see

Watiere c Lonc
Watson(e), Richard, of Scrayingham, plain, see Watson

and Couper c Anger
Watteson, Joan, of Lolworth, plain, see Teweslond and

Watteson c Kembthed
Wattripont, Jean bastard of, def, see Office c Tristram,

Rijnlanders et Wattripont
Wattripont (Wadripont), prov Hainaut, T&C no. 811; see

also Office c Tristram, Rijnlanders et Wattripont
Waven, Sir William, chaplain, arbitrator, Ch 5, at n. 148
Wavere, Elisabeth van, def, see Officie c Steenwinckele en

Wavere
Wawne, Yorks, see Haldesworth c Hunteman

Webbe, William, of Sawston, witn, Ch 6, at n. 90
Dulcia (Lucia) wife of, ?relative of Julia Bygot, witn, Ch

6, at n. 90
Webster

Richard, non-party, see Borewell c Bileye
William, of Hambleton, witn, see Webster c Tupe

Joan dau of, plain, see Webster c Tupe
John son of, husband of Nicholas Tupe’s sister, witn,

see Webster c Tupe
Webstere, John, of Ely, plain, see Webstere and Sampford c

Herberd
Wedone, John, junior, plain, see Wedone c Cobbe and

Franceys
Weel, Yorks, see Lambhird c Sundirson
Weez, Jean du, alias Goudale, plain, see Weez c Gauyelle
Welde, Jeanne ts-, see Cauelette
Wele, Katherine dau of Roger de, wife of William

Calthorne, def, see Fossard c Calthorne and Wele
Well, Yorks, Snape in, see Henrison c Totty
Welle, Alice atte, of Westhorpe, Norwich diocese, plain,

see Welle c Joly and Worlich
Wellewyk, Alice de, of Beverley, plain, see Wellewyk c

Midelton and Frothyngham
Wells, John, of Whittlesey, def, see Thorney (abbey) c

Whitheved et al
Welton, Yorks, see Wistow c Cowper
Wendin, Jacques de, plain, see Wendin c Capron
Wendy, Cambs, see Bonde c Yutte; Saffrey c Molt

vicar of, def, see Bonde c Yutte
Weobley, Heref, see Office c Hatteley and Matthew
Wereslee, Matilda de, spinner, alias Warde de Hokyton of

Cambridge, plain, see Wafrer, Wereslee and
Dallynge c Savage; Warley

Wérye, Jeanne le, plain, see Wérye c Roussiel
Werynton (Waryngton), John, of York, servant of John

Baune (Bown) of York, def, see Foghler and Barker
c Werynton

Wesbery (sic) [?Westby (Hall) in Gisburn, Yorks], see
Popely

Wesembeke, Jean, def, see Sombeke c Wesembeke
Wesenhaghen, Jacob vander, alias Int Schildeken, def, see

Officie c Wesenhaghen en Santhoven
Westby (Hall) in Gisburn, Yorks, see Wesbery
Westchester [?West Hall in Chester-le-Street, Durham],

Mabota of, non-party, see Wyvell c Venables
Westhorpe, Suff, see Welle c Joly and Worlich
Westley Waterless, Cambs, church of, see Wedone c Cobbe

and Franceys
Westminster, Midd

central royal courts at, Ch 5, at nn. 61, 117
council of (1200), canons of, Ch 1, at n. 80; T&C

no. 52
Weston

Agnes, wife of John Elvyngton, plain, see Elvyngton c
Elvyngton and Penwortham

John, leech of Sutton, plain, see Weston c Attehull
Wetherby, Alice de, plain, see Wetherby c Page

former husband of, see Cave
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Wetherby [in Spofforth], Yorks, Ch 2, at n. 27
Wetwang, John, of York, party, see Wetwang and Howe
Wharram Grange [in Wharram le Street], Yorks, see

Holtby and Wheteley c Pullan
Whelpington (Whelpyngton) [?Kirkwhelpington or West

Whelpington, Northumb], John de, chaplain of
church of St John, Newcastle upon Tyne, T&C
no. 1175, at n. 18

Wheteley, William, plain, see Holtby and Wheteley c
Pullan

Whiston, Alice, of Hildersham, non-party, see Webstere
and Sampford c Herberd

Whitby, Yorks, see Chapelayn c Cragge
abbey (Benedictine), see Hurton
urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, at n. 2)

White, Warren, of Bassingbourn, non-party, see Office and
Bassingbourn (vicar) c Gilberd

Whitehow(e), Matilda, of Boynton, def, see Grene and
Tantelion c Whitehow

Whitewell in Barton, Cambs, see Office c Bocher
Whitgift, Yorks, see Swinefleet
Whithand, Robert, of Scackleton [?Scagglethorpe], def, see

Colton c Whithand and Lowe
wife of, see Lowe

Whitheved
Agnes, of Chatteris, residing in Whittlesey, def, see

Office c Barbour and Whitheved
?relative of, see Cok

William, of Brayton, plain, see Whitheved c Crescy
William, of Whittlesey, def, see Thorney (abbey) c

Whitheved et al
Whithorn, diocese, T&C no. 92
Whittlesey, Cambs, see Office c Barbour and Whitheved;

Office c Chilterne, Neve and Spynnere
vicar of, plain, see Thorney (abbey) c Whitheved et al

Whittlesford, Cambs, see Brid
Whittlesford Bridge in, see Malyn c Malyn

Whixley, Yorks, see Huchonson c Hogeson; T&C
no. 363

Whorlton [in Rudby in Cleveland], Yorks, see Dewe and
Scarth c Mirdew

chapel of, T&C no. 250
Wich, Isabel wife of Richard atte, non-party, see Office c

Netherstrete (2)
Wichford, Cambs, St Etheldreda’s shrine in, see Pateshull c

Candelesby and Eyr
Wigaerde, Katherina vanden, non-party, see Officie c

Nuwenhove en Herpijns
Wighill, Yorks, lodge of forester of Healaugh Park ?in, Ch

5, at n. 86
Wijsbeke, Margareta de, party, see Lionis en Wijsbeke
Wikley (Wikelay, Wykelay, Wykeley), William, of Carlton

(parish of Snaith), plain, see Wikley c Roger
Wilberfoss, Yorks, see Thweyng c Fedyrston
Wilbore, William, of Missen, plain, see Wilbore c Reynes
Wilbraham, Cambs, see Pottere and Pool c Briggeman
Wilburton, Cambs, see Fisschere c Frost and Brid; Office c

Netherstrete (2)

church of
chaplain of, see Mustell
farmer of, see Candelesby
rector of, see Ely, archdeacon

Wilkynson, Richard, of Ripon, party, see Wilkynson and
Wilkynson

Margaret wife of, party, see Wilkynson and Wilkynson
Willeghen, Margareta vander, of Tervuren, party, see

Godezele en Willeghen
William, Peter, of Kelsale, witn, see Marion c Umphrey
Williamson, Alice, of Methley, plain, see Williamson c

Haggar
Willon, Simon, def, see Office c Willon et Ghilberde
Willyamson, John

Robert son of, of Kellington, def, see Rayner c
Willyamson and Willyamson

Thomas son of, of Kellington, def, see Rayner c
Willyamson and Willyamson

Wilson (Wylson)
Isabella, see Wakfeld
Robert, of Osgoodby (Grange), see Thomson c Wylson

Marjorie (Marion) dau of, def, see Thomson c
Wylson

Robert (another), servant of John Suthell, junior, Ch 5,
after n. 147

Wilstrop [in Kirk Hammerton], Yorks, Ch 2, at n. 25
Wimpole, Cambs, see Bonde c Yutte; Saffrey c Molt;

Stenkyn c Bond; Wedone c Cobbe and Franceys
Winchelsey, Robert, archbishop of Canterbury

(1294–1313), Ch 12, at nn. 22–3; T&C no.
1183

Winchester, diocese, consistory court of, T&C no. 149
(App e3.2, n. 6)

Winestead, Yorks, see Gilbert c Marche
Wingham, Kent, see Coc; Wode
Winnen, Margareta Ts- (S-), def, see Lauwers c Winnen;

Officie c Lauwers en Winnen
Winterbourne Stoke, Wilts, Ch 2, at nn. 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 21;

Ch 4, at n. 20
Wisbech, Cambs, see Gibbe c Halpeny Cloke and

Denyfield; Howe c Lyngwode; Pikerel c Bacon
court session at, see Office c Symond and Page

Wistow, John, of Welton, plain, see Wistow c Cowper
Wistow, Yorks, see Cawood; Gell and Smyth c Serill;

More
Witcham, Cambs, see Stistede c Borewell
Withamers, Gilles, non-party, see Office c Romain et

Iongen
Witsvliet, Élisabeth, def, see Office c Hannuchove et

Witsvliet
Witte, Pierre, def, see Office c Witte et Vos
Wittebroots, Margareta, def, see Officie c Swalmen,

Wittebroots en Meyere
Wittersham, Kent, T&C no. 1261 (App e11.1, no. 6); see

also Office c Simon and Tanner
Wituenne, Gérard, def, see Heylen et André c Wituenne
Wode

John del, of Elstronwick, def, see Nutle c Wode
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Wode (cont.)
Robert atte, of Wingham, def, see Office c Wode and

Coc
Woerans, Margareta, def, see Officie c Stael, Cloote en

Woerans
Wolf, Jan de, fiancé of Margareta van Erpse, def, see

Officie c Wolf en Robbens
Wolron, Thomas, servant of Richard Leycestre,

parishioner of Holy Trinity Ely, def, see Office c
Wolron and Leycestre

Woodroff, John, of Woolley, arbitrator, Ch 5, after n. 147,
at nn. 148, 151

Woolley (Wolley) [in Royston], Yorks, Ch 5, at n. 149; see
also Woodroff

Worlich, Agnes, alias [i.e., wife of Robert] Mason of
Newnham next Cambridge, def, see Welle c Joly
and Worlich

Worseley, John, commissary general of the court of York,
see Subject Index

Wortegem-Petegem, prov Oost-Vlaanderen, see
Petegem-aan-de Schelde

Woters, Margareta Ts-, def, see Officie c Baserode,
Kempeneere en Woters

Wouters, Willem, plain, see Wouters c Mustsaerts
Wright

Alice dau of Robert, of Brayton, plain, see Wright c
Ricall

Cecily dau of Adam de, plain, see Wright and Birkys c
Birkys

brother-in-law of, witn, T&C no. 234
Elena, wife of Robert Esyngwald, def, see Ingoly c

Midelton, Esyngwald and Wright
Wrighte, Alexander, def, see Office c Wrighte and Wysbech
Wronge, Margaret dau of John, of Barnwell, plain, see

Wronge and Foot c Hankyn
Wryght, Joan dau of Wiliam, of North Street, York, plain,

see Wryght c Dunsforth
Wyet, Jean, def, see Office c Wyet et Paiebien
Wyke [in Bardsey and Harewood], Yorks, T&C no. 351
Wylcokesson, John, of St Benet’s Cambridge, def, see

Office c Wylcokesson and Hare
Wylebet, Robert de, house of, in Boston (Lincs), Ch 4, at

n. 16
Wylson, see Wilson
Wynklay, John, plain, see Wynklay c Scot
Wysbech, Isabel dau of John de, of Cambridge, and

stepdau of William Walden of Cambridge, def, see
Office c Wrighte and Wysbech

Wyvell (?same as Wywell), Cecily, of York, wife of Henry
Venables, plain, see Wyvell c Venables

Wywell (?same as Wyvell), Cecily de, of York, plain, see
Wywell c Chilwell

Yanwath [in Barton], Westmd, see Pyrt c Howson
Yeghem, Élisabeth van, def, see Office c Putte et Yeghem
Yeteghem, Elisabeth van, def, see Officie c Meyngaert en

Yeteghem
Ymbeleti, Jean, party, see Ymbeleti et Granier

Ymberde, Jeanne, of Honnecourt (Nord), plain, see
Ymberde c Dent

Ynghene, Elisabeth van, wife of Lancelot Tseraerts, plain,
see Ynghene c Eraerts

Yokefleet [in Howden], Yorks, see Trayleweng c Jackson
Yone, Jacques de Sancto, butcher, def, see Morgnevilla,

Malet et Blondeau c Yone
York

Mr Adam of, official of the archdeacon of Richmond
and precentor of York cathedral

as commissary of the official of York, T&C no. 68;
see also Merton c Midelton

as papal judge delegate, see Salkeld c Emeldon
as rector of Marton in Craven, plain, see York c

Neuham
Catherine dau of William of, of Newcastle upon Tyne,

non-party, T&C nos. 1056, 1175; see also Scot c
Devoine

York, archdeacon, see Yorkshire (West Riding)
York, diocese, registrar of, T&C no. 150 (App e3.3, at

n. 5); see also Buckle; Jubb
York, province

archbishop of, see Arundel; Bowet; Kempe; Melton
commissary of, for ?visitation, Ch 4, at n. 2
as papal judge delegate, see Tofte c Maynwaryng
receiver of the exchequer of, see Marchall; T&C

no. 382; York, province: official: special
commissary

special commissary of, for hearing correctional cases
(receiver of the archbishop’s exchequer), see
Appleton c Hothwait

consistory court of, see also Subject Index
advocates of, see Burgh; Cawod; Cleveland; Ragenhill
apparitor of, see Grantham
examiner general of, see Alne
examiner of, see Shefford
proctors of, see Calthorne; Driffield; Easingwold;

Esyngwald; Shilbotill
official of, see Cawod; Subject Index under Arnall,

Dobbes
commissary general of, see Subject Index under

Ascheburn, Esyngwald, Oxton, Worseley
special commissary of, see Alne; Appilton; Burgh;

Langton; Selawe; Thornton
special commissary of, see York, Mr Adam

York, Yorks
cathedral (Minster of St Peter’s), Ch 5, at nn. 240, 243;

Ch 10, at n. 59; see also Horsley c Cleveland
cemetery of, Ch 5, at n. 234
dean and chapter, records of peculiar jurisdiction of,

T&C nos. 75, 149 (App e3.2, at nn. 3–4), 270, 331
precentor of, see York, Mr Adam
vicar choral of, see Carvour

dean of Christianity of, see Bradley c Walkyngton;
Foston c Lofthouse; Schafforth; Spuret and Gillyn c
Hornby; Wakfeld c Fox

clerk of, as witn, Ch 4, at n. 218; see also
Frothyngham c Bedale
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York, Yorks (cont.)
as special commissary of the official of York, Ch 4, at

n. 229
as witn, see Frothyngham c Bedale

districts
Bishophill, see Haryngton c Sayvell
Thornhill, see Haryngton c Sayvell

economic decline in 15th century, Ch 3, at nn. 15, 94;
T&C nos. 146, 149 (App e3.2, at nn. 1, 8)

mayor and recorder of (1475), see Stapleton
mayor of, Ch 3, at n. 4

(1423), see Easingwold
parishes

All Saints Pavement, see Lede c Skirpenbek and
Miton; Thornton and Dale c Grantham

house in, T&C no. 182; see also Pomfret
St Crux Fossgate, see Barley c Danby
St Crux Pavement, T&C no. 182
St Denis Walmgate, see Barley c Danby
St George, see Naburn
St Helen on the Walls
clerk of, see Frothyngham c Bedale
rector of a moiety of, witn, see Carvour c Burgh
St Margaret Walmgate, Ch 2, at nn. 12–13; Ch 5, at

n. 188
St Mary Bishophill Junior, see Fauconberge c Elys
St Mary Bishopthorpe, Ch 5, at n. 58
St Mary Castlegate, see Thorp c Horton
St Maurice, see Savage
St Michael le Belfrey, see Brignall c Herford;

Thornton and Dale c Grantham
house in, see Laxton
St Michael Ousebridge, Ch 4, at n. 149
St Olave in the suburbs, see Brignall c Herford
St Peter le Willows, chaplain of, Ch 5, at n. 179
St Sampson, see Thorp c Horton

population of, Ch 5, at n. 186
religious houses

Clementhorpe Priory (Benedictine), nuns of, Ch 4, at
nn. 35, 37; see also Elys

Dominicans, chapter house of, Ch 5, at n. 237
Franciscans (Minorites), T&C no. 335
St Leonard’s hospital, master of, see Ferriby
St Mary’s Abbey (Benedictine), monk of, see Herford

residents, see Barneby c Fertlyng; Benson c Benson;
Berebruer and Tolows; Bradley c Walkyngton;
Carvour c Burgh; Easingwold; Elvyngton c
Elvyngton and Penwortham; Fauconberge c Elys;
Foghler and Barker c Werynton; Foston c
Lofthouse; Frothyngham c Bedale; Garforth and
Blayke c Nebb; Garthe and Neuton c Waghen; Grey
and Grey c Norman; Harwood c Sallay; Hedon and
Hedon, Office c; Huntyngton c Munkton; Ireby c
Lonesdale; Kirkby c Helwys and Newton; Kurkeby
c Holme; Lawrens and Seton c Karlell; Layremouth
and Holm c Stokton; Lede c Skirpenbek and Miton;
Lematon c Shirwod; Lemyng and Dyk c Markham;
Lutryngton c Myton, Drynghouse and Drynghouse;

Moreby and Moreby; Myton and Ostell c
Lutryngton; Payntour and Baron; Portyngton c
Grenbergh and Cristendom; Preston c Hankoke;
Pynton c Thurkilby; Romundeby c Fischelake;
Russel c Skathelock; Scargill and Robinson c Park;
Scherwode c Lambe; Selby c Marton; Spuret and
Gillyn c Hornby; Suardby c Walde; Tailour C Beek;
Talkan c Bryge; Thorp and Kent c Nakirer;
Thurkilby and Fissher c Newsom and Bell;
Thwaites c Thwaites; Wakfeld c Fox; Wetherby c
Page; Wetwang and Howe; Williamson c Haggar;
Wryght c Dunsforth; Wyvell c Venables; Wywell c
Chilwell

streets
Bootham, Ch 5, at n. 13
Micklegate, see Killom
house in, Ch 5, at nn. 16, 187
North Street, see Wryght c Dunsforth
Ousegate, house in, see Duraunt
Walmgate
house in, see Gowsell
Walmgate Bar, house above, see Kerby

urban status of, T&C no. 149 (App e3.2, at n. 2)
Yorkshire

comm’r in, see Nevill
escheator of, see Woodroff

Yorkshire (East Riding), archdeacon
commision to and certificate of, see Cattesos c Brigham

and Pyttok
official of, see Hobbesdoghter c Beverage; Nunne c

Cobbe; Palmere c Brunne and Suthburn
Yorkshire (West Riding)

comm’r of array in, see Stapleton
JP and comm’r in, see Nevill; Woodroff
JP for, see Pilkyngton

Yorkshire (West Riding), archdeacon, official of, Ch 2, at
n. 22; see also Forester c Staynford and Cissor

commissary of, Ch 2, at nn. 24, 30, 32, 37, 43, 46; see
also Otryington; Snawes

Younge, Isabella dau of Henry, of Appletreewick, def, see
Kyghley c Younge

Yssy, Jeanette d’, party, see Yssy et Perrier
Yutte, John, of Wendy, def, see Bonde c Yutte

Zande
Jacob vanden, def, see Gabriels c Zande
Margareta vanden, see Aa

Zee, Elisabeth vander, def, see Officie c Alceins en Zee
Zeghers

Katherina, def, see Officie c Meynsscaert, Zeghers en
Rode

Nicolaas, widow of, see Beeckmans
Zelleke, Jan de, husband of Margareta de Brabantia, def,

see Brabantia c Zelleke
Zijpe, Katerina vander, ?niece (nepos) of Willem vanden

Bonne, plain, see Eect en Zijpe c Bonne
Zoetens, Barbara, def, see Keynoghe c Zoetens
Zone, Jean, see Coenraerts


